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ROAD FROM KYOTO—PART 2: KYOTO AND
THE ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR 1999
BUDGET REQUEST

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1998

House of Representatives,
Committee on Science,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:58 a.m., in room

2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. F. James Sensen-

brenner, Jr., Chairman of the Committee, presiding.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The Committee will come to order.

Today we continue with our hearings on the Kyoto Protocol, the
U.N. treaty that would mandate the United States to cut its green-
house gas emissions by 7 percent below 1990 levels by 2008 to

2012. As I said in opening the hearing held by the Science Com-
mittee on February 4th, I believe this treaty to be seriously
flawed—so flawed, in fact, that it cannot be salvaged. In short, the

treaty is based on immature science, costs too much, leaves too

many procedural questions unanswered, is grossly unfair because

developing countries are not required to participate, and will do

nothing to solve the speculative problem it is intended to solve.

Last week. Dr. Jay Hakes, the Administrator of the Energy In-

formation Administration, testified that the EIA projects the Pro-

tocol would require the United States to cut carbon emissions by
550 million metric tons, or 31 percent below the levels expected in

2008 to 2012. Dr. Hakes said that, "It is unlikely the adjustments
can be achieved without a significant price mechanism," and that,
"Under most scenarios the price mechanism selected would slow
somewhat the rate of economic growth."

In plain English, what Dr. Hakes was saying was that the only
way we can meet the emissions reduction mandated in the treaty
is through a significant increase in energy prices and that this will

hurt the economy. Such candor is refreshing, and I hope to hear
some more of it today.
There are basically three ways of increasing our energy prices

—
all harmful to American consumers and the American economy.
One is through a carbon or BTU tax, which the Administration has

correctly rejected as political poison. The second is through an
international trading and joint implementation scheme—outlined

in the Protocol, with details to be worked out in Buenos Aires in

November—that would require the users of carbon-rich fuels to

purchase credits to offset their emissions. And the third is through
regulatory fiat. No matter which option is selected, the net result

(1)



will be the same—the U.S. consumer will get stuck picking up the
tab.

In addition to raising U.S. energy prices, the U.N. treaty imposes
the burden of emissions limits solely on the United States and
other developed countries, placing Americans at a competitive dis-

advantage against foreign competition. Higher energy costs and
cumbersome regulations will encourage American industries, agri-
culture, and jobs to move overseas to countries like China, India,
and Mexico that are under no such obligations.
Whether or not the Kyoto Protocol's fundamental flaws can be

worked out in the diplomatic arena remains to be seen and will be
the subject of further hearings. In the interim, we will examine the
Administration's Fiscal Year 1999 budget requests that are directly
related to the Kyoto process. In particular, we will consider the Ad-
ministration's proposals for the U.S. Global Change Research Pro-

gram and the Climate Change Technology Initiative.

The Climate Change Technology Initiative is a 5-year package of
research and tax credits. It includes $2.7 billion research and tech-

nology initiative, and a $3,635 billion package of tax credits to re-

duce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. The Administration has pro-
posed a significant spending increase in Fiscal Year 1999 for the
Initiative—some $473 million, or nearly 58 percent, for all agen-
cies—with the bulk of that increase going to the Department of En-
ergy and Environmental Protection Agency. There is also a large
increase, some $50 million, or 22 percent, for the Partnership for
a New Generation of Vehicles, which is coordinated by the Com-
merce Department's Under Secretary for Technology.
We know that advances in technology can provide us with a bet-

ter, cleaner, and more prosperous world for future generations.
However, we also know that advances in technology cannot and
will not work to a U.N. schedule. Furthermore, we have to be sure
that we do not repeat the mistakes of the 1970's by throwing large
amounts of money at dubious programs that won't get results.

At this point, I have an open mind with respect to the Adminis-
tration's Fiscal Year 1999 proposals. But I must say, that a cursory
examination indicates that there are a number of retreads—with
some reminiscent of the Carter Administration—and several ap-
pear to be, "unwarranted corporate subsidies," to use a phrase from
President Clinton's October 17, 1997, statement on line item vetoes
in the 1998 Energy and Water Development Act. In addition, I find
it curious that the EPA is requesting a $5.4 million increase for do-
mestic and international implementation efforts related to the Pro-

tocol, including, "securing meaningful participation from developing
countries," when the treaty has neither been signed by the Admin-
istration nor submitted to and ratified by the Senate. I hope that
we're not starting on the road toward a constitutional crisis here.

It seems to me that these programs should be judged on their
merits regardless of their fealty to the Kyoto pact. When consid-

ering these budget proposals, therefore, I intend to adhere to the

guiding principles I put forth when I took over as Chairman of this

Committee. First, federal R&D must focus on essential programs
that are long-term, high-risk, well-managed, and have a great po-
tential for scientific discovery. Second, federal R&D needs to be

highly relevant to and tightly focused on agency missions, with ac-



countability and procedures for evaluating quality and results. And
third, where possible, international, industry, and state science

partnerships need to be fostered in a way to leverage scarce federal

dollars. Funding for these programs that do not meet these stand-

ards should be eliminated or decreased to reduce budget demands
and to enable new initiatives in more promising areas.

Finally, I want to remind those who believe that budget Utopia
has arrived, that the President's overall Fiscal Year 1999 budget
increases new spending by $150 billion and that his planned in-

creases for science are to be paid for with unrealized money from
the proposed tobacco settlement—money which may not mate-
rialize. Further, it breaks the budget agreement and threatens to

undermine the goal of a balanced budget and sustainable funding
for all programs, including those related to climate change.

I, for one, believe the American people want us to keep the com-
mitment we made last year to balance the budget without gim-
micks, and I intend to work to that end.
And I yield to the gentleman from California, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown of California. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,

and with a little luck, we can get me out of the way and take a
recess for that vote.

First, Mr. Chairman, let me express my admiration for your good
judgment in scheduling these hearings and for the witnesses that

we've seen on this hearing and the previous one. I think it presents
a balanced view of the situation so far, and I want to commend you
on that.

I would also like to state, as you already know, that we have
some differences of opinion on the relative importance of global

warming research. I happen to feel that it meets all of the fine cri-

teria that you enunciated and that you use to judge research with.

And I believe that it's very much in the national interest.

I—referring to my statement, briefly, and then I'll ask that the

remainder of it be put in the record.

Chairman Sensenbrenner. Without objection.
Mr. Brown of California. The potential for man to affect the

global climate has been recognized by most for the past several dec-

ades. Yet, the negotiations in Kyoto have brought the issue into

clear focus for the first time. It has forced policymakers to begin
the daunting task of balancing environmental, economic, and polit-

ical values in a single framework and setting the stage for a new,
and as yet uncertain, approach towards industrialization for the

next millennium.
To a great extent, the debate thus far over global warming has

been a disservice. Polarized political factions have struggled to de-

fine this narrowly as either an economic issue, or, alternatively, an
environmental issue—job loss on the one hand versus environ-

mental catastrophe on the other.

These definitions may be convenient, and even irresistible in an
election year, but they are unfortunately so distorted as to be

wrong. We cannot be blind to the fact that the scientific consensus
is there; continued unchecked consumption of fossil fuels will very
probably affect the climate in the future. Equally, we cannot pre-
tend that taking action will be painless. There probably will be eco-

nomic dislocations and even job loss in some sectors. There prob-



ably will be an impact on consumer habits and even higher costs

for some commodities. It's also probable that there will be economic

gains in other sectors with whole new industries being created, and
there will be consumer benefits by the generation a new array of

better appliances and goods. This is how economies always evolve,

through the complex interplay of gains and losses.

I have to say that I am somewhat puzzled, Mr. Chairman, about

your insistence that the science behind global warming is so uncer-
tain and yet you seem to be very positive about the economic im-

pact. Both of these are estimates, projections, and probably equally
uncertain when you get down to it. No science can ever be abso-

lutely final or absolutely correct. Neither can economic projections.
We have to use a combination of the best scientific knowledge
available and the best judgment that we have available. And on
this matter, I expect that you and I will continue to have some dif-

ferences over the future.

With that, I'll put the rest of my statement in the record. And
let me just announce, but not ask for any action, the appointment
of—the changes in the Ranking Democratic Members on our side.

Bart Gordon will be the new Space Ranking Member; Tim Roemer
will continue on Energy and Environment; Jim Barcia will be

Ranking on Technology; the Honorable Eddie Bernice Johnson will

be Ranking on Basic Research. And I thank you very much.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. Without objection, the gentleman

from California's complete statement will be in the record.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Brown and Ms. Johnson follow:!
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Mr. Chairman, I look forward to this hearing today in examining the

Administration's efforts to address the technical, scientific, and policy issues

surrounding global warming. The potential for man to affect the global climate has

been recognized by most for the past several decades. Yet, the negotiations in Kyoto

have brought this issue into clear focus for the first time. It has forced policy makers

to begin the daunting task of balancing environmental, economic, and political values

in a single framework and setting the stage for a new—and as yet uncertain—approach

towards industrialization for the next milleimiura.

To a great extent, the debate thus far over global warming has been a

disservice. Polarized political factions have struggled to define this narrowly as either

an economic issue, or, alternatively, an enviromnental issue—job loss on the one hand

vs. environmental catastrophe on the other.

These definitions may be convenient—and even irresistible in an election year—
but they are unfortunately so distorted as to be wrong. We cannot be blind to the fact

that the scientific consensus is there—continued unchecked consumption of fossil fuels

will very probably affect the climate in the future. Equally, we cannot pretend that

taking action will be painless. There probably will be economic dislocations and even

job loss in some sectors. There probably will be an impact on consumer habits and

even higher costs for some commodities. It is also probable that there will be

economic gains in other sectors with whole new industries being created and there will

be consumer benefits by the generation a new array of better appliances and goods.

This is how economies always evolve, through the complex inteiplay of gains and

losses.

I regard the proposals we will hear today as a very good first start towards

making the transition we will need to make. Yet it would be wrong to "sugar coat" the

bitter pill before us and pretend that these proposals will solve the problem. We have

a long way to go. Yet, all of our economic models, and our basic intuition teUs us that

the key to solving the problem is technology. The development of cost effective,

energy efficient technologies, together with efforts to incentivize and promote

consumer acceptance of these technologies will have long term benefits.

Those who believe that we need to act today mitigate global warming and those

who believe we need more information before acting converge in one area—we need

the basic tools to understand the paths we win need to take to create a more energy

efficient society. This is what the Climate Change Technology Initiative seeks to



accomplish. I hope that we can examine how we can make this initiative most

effective, how we can measure its success and how we can make mid-course

corrections in the future if it begins to falter.

In particular, I believe we all need to learn from the past failures and past

successes for similar programs. Clearly the "no regrets" policy of five years ago was

ultimately not sufficient to address the magnitude of the emissions problem as we now

perceive it. Unfortunately, the Federal Government does need a more proactive role to

make this work. In addition, despite the welcome call from both sides of the aisle

today for a strong energy research program, we need to recall how our energy

development programs have fared in Congress over the past five years.

Caught up in the intense ideological debates over what is and what is not

corporate welfare, we have seen the budget requests for energy efficiency, solar and

renewables, fusion, and nuclear research slashed dramatically every year by Congress.

Spending today is 30% below the 1995 spending level in real terms. By the same

token, the Administration has sought reductions in fossil fuels research every year since

1995 which, fortunately. Congress has rejected.

Clearly, there has not been a consensus on what an appropriate Federal role is

in energy research. Faced with the stark reality that Kyoto has provided, I hope we can

move beyond the past ideological policy debate and set a clearer goal for what we need

to accomplish over the next decade.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the testimony today.
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CONGRESSWOMAN EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON (D-TX)

Thank you Mr. Chairman for holding this hearing on the

impHcations of the Kyoto agreement.

I am pleased that President Clinton's budget request has

allocated significant monies of the $6.3 billion dollars to

the Climate Change Technology Initiative and the Global

Change Research Program. Both of these initiatives

address the global climate problem and offer expedient

solutions to the problem.

I agree with the use of these funds to be targeted towards

Research and Development practices. Research and

development is a necessity for the U.S. to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions. The monies spent to develop

more fuel-efficient automobiles and trucks, energy saving

technologies for commercial building and homes, energy

efficient industrial processes and renewable energy

sources will prove to benefit the environment in many

great ways.

Research and development should be a top priority and

federal agencies need financial support to continue their

research agendas. Although DOE and NSF show moderate

increases of funding in the Global Change Research
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Program, NASA's portion is proposed to decline by
several percent. I have been reassured by the

Administration that NASA has identified efficiencies and

cost cutting measures that allow this decline without loss

of scientific content.

The U.S. is taking actions at the federal and private levels

to insure that we are addressing the global climate

problem. However, I am concerned with the research and

development activities of developing countries.

The global climate problem cannot be solved with only a

few participants addressing this problem. I would like to

urge other countries to allocate substantial funds for

research and development activities as related to the

deployment of energy efficiency.

Thank you.



Chairman Sensenbrenner. And the Chair will notice at our
next Full Committee meeting the approval of the changes in Rank-

ing Members. Without objection, all members' opening statements
will be placed in the record at this time. Without objection, the
Committee—or the Chair—is authorized to declare recesses of the
Committee during roll call. And the Committee stands recessed for

10 minutes for this roll call, and asks the members to be back

promptly.
[Brief recess.]

Chairman SENSENBRENNER. The Committee will be in order.

The Chair will swear in the witnesses. Will each of you please
rise. Raise your right hand please.
Do you, and each of you, solemnly swear that the testimony you

are about to give before this Committee will be the truth, the whole
truth, nothing but the truth so help you God.

Dr. Gibbons. I do.

Dr. MoNiz. I do.

Mr. Gardiner. I do.

Mr. Bachula. I do.

Chairman Sensenbrenner. The reporter will note that all four
witnesses answered in the affirmative.

Today's witnesses will be the Honorable John H. Gibbons, Direc-

tor of the Office of Science and Technology Policy; the Honorable
Ernest J. Moniz, Under Secretary of Energy; the Honorable David
M. Gardiner, Assistant Administrator for Policy, Planning, and
Evaluation of the EPA; and Gary Bachula, Acting Under Secretary
for Technology at the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Without objection, all of your written statements will be inserted

in the record in your testimony. The Chair would request that each
of you summarize your statements in about 5 minutes or so, so that
we will have plenty of time for Committee members to answer and
ask questions.
The first witness will be The Honorable John Gibbons. Jack, you

may proceed as you would like.

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE JOHN H. GIBBONS, ASSIST-
ANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
AND DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
POLICY, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Dr. Gibbons. Thank you, and good morning, Mr. Chairman. I

want to thank you and the Committee for inviting us to testify. I

will focus on the U.S. Global Change Research Program, its current

program and the project, and its relationship to the Kyoto Protocol.

As you know the USGCRP began under President Bush in 1989,
and it is designed to provide us with the scientific information that
we need to make better decisions about climate change—to under-
stand it and, therefore, have a firmer basis, a more thoughtful
basis, for making policy decisions. So, I'd like to describe briefly
what we're doing, and some things that we have learned. And I

would address these issues, of course, in much more detail in my
written testimony which I have provided for the record.

I also have included in that provision for the record our 1999

budget requests by agency across the 11 agencies that participate
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in this program and a copy of a publication from my office entitled,
"Climate Change: the State of Knowledge."

Finally, Mr. Chairman, although I don't have it with me today,
we will be delivering to the Committee within about 2 weeks our
1997 annual report on USGCRP called "Our Changing Planet."

I do want to stress the fact that the climate change research pro-
gram is distributed across 11 agencies of government. It totals
about $1.86 billion a year and it is integrated at both the program
and budget level. It's a good example of where we are able to get
the best of the resources of the relevant agencies and pool it to-

gether into a single integrated program.
Now, I also want to emphasize that the USGCRP planning for

this year was not directly related or driven by the Kyoto negotia-
tions. This program is shaped by the developing scientific questions
and the longer-term consideration by the scientific community of
the scientific information that is seen as most relevant to under-

standing climate change and, therefore, most relevant to the needs
of U.S. policymakers.

I feel climate change is the preeminent environmental challenge
that faces us as we move into the next century. This research pro-
gram and its companion programs in other nations are providing
us with a wealth of compelling scientific evidence of past history
of climate change and also of human-induced climate change that
has been occurring in recent decades. I'm not alone in the opinion
that there is strong scientific evidence of human-induced climate

change. The vast majority of the world's scientists who study this
issue do agree. There's no question, for example, that atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide have risen dramatically—by about
30 percent over the last century—as a direct result of human ac-
tivities. The concentration is now about 365 parts per million CO2,
and this is higher than any level seen in the measured records
from ice cores that date back 160,000 years. This is clearly shown
on figure 2 of my detailed written testimony for you.
Now, I know there are a lot of arguments about this business,

but as Senator Moynihan once said, "We can each have our own
opinions, but we cannot each have our own facts." And I'm speak-
ing about facts in this case, about this fundamental rise of con-
centration of carbon dioxide.

Now, if we continue business as usual, and I sure hope we don't,
we will pass through a doubling of pre-industrial CO2 in the next
half century, and by 2100, we would reach over 700 parts per mil-
lion of carbon dioxide—well on the way toward treiling, or beyond,
in terms of that concentration. At that kind of concentration, the

atmospheric concentration would be higher than an3d:hing the
earth has experienced in 50 million years. The associated rate of

temperature change would exceed anything seen since the dawn of
civilization 10,000 years ago.
Over this intervening 10,000 years, human settlements and eco-

logical systems have optimized themselves in a period of remark-
ably constant climate, and they've optimized themselves to that

particular climate. That worries me; that we may be departing
radically from something that both humans and plant and animal
systems have been optimizing to for 10 millennia.
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The physics and chemistry underlying cHmate change have be-
come much more compelling over the past few years. And they've
led to the prestigious IPCC to include that, "The balance of evi-

dence suggests a discemable human influence." That is, we're see-

ing the fingerprint of human activities emerging from the inher-

ently noisy climate system.
The consequences of climate change, Mr. Chairman, will not be

confined to the physical climate; the socio-economic and ecological
systems are also very much at risk, with the rate of climate change
perhaps as important, if not even more important, than the overall

magnitude of climate change. Let me repeat that: the rate of

change of these concentrations may be more important than the ab-
solute concentration itself.

Finally, we can't, and for this reason, we can't ignore the possi-

bility of abrupt change. We may not experience simply a slow

changing climate from increased greenhouse gasses, rather, the
Earth may also experience an abrupt and drastic change in climate

if, for example, the North Atlantic current—or the ocean conveyer
belt—were to stop abruptly, which in fact, has happened in past
Earth history

—long before we began to affect climate ourselves.
Such a dramatic threshold, or instability

—metastability or trig-

ger—could cause massive world-wide disruption of food production.
Now, we need to continue a vigorous effort in climate change

science to both help us understand what has been going on and
what is happening, but also to give us a sense of how we can con-
front sensibly and thoughtfully the challenge in front of us.

Along these lines, I'm pleased to say that the Administration is

continuing its very strong support for the climate change research

program with a budget request of about $1.86 billion for Fiscal
Year 1999, which is essentially a level budget projection from last

year. We've made some changes inside that budget that we can

speak about, but it's basically a level and sustained research budg-
et.

The research questions we must now address have to focus in-

creasingly, we feel, on the impacts that climate change will cause
and how society can cope with such changes and advert untoward
impacts. The USGrCRP, then, is focusing increasingly on these

emerging questions of impacts and adaptation, as well as thought-
ful action that can be taken over time. We're moving from global
review to increased emphasis on regional detail as our under-

standing improves. And we're moving from a physical and chemical

approach to understanding these dynamics, to one that places in-

creasing emphasis on biological systems. And I think that's an im-

portant move as the science develops.
We also

Chairman Sensenbrenner. Dr. Gibbons, could you wrap it up.
You're at about 8, 9 minutes now, and we do want to have some
time for the other witnesses and the members of the Committee
who are here in greater number than anticipated.

Dr. Gibbons. Mr. Chairman, I'm delighted to see the turn-out.
And time goes fast when you're having fun. So, let me finish up
quickly.
We are moving to our first national assessment of the con-

sequences of climate change and we will be reporting to Congress
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late in 1999 in that regard. And I would say, Mr. Chairman, that
we really need a significant increase in research, development, and
the deployment of clean energy technologies. And I'll leave that to

my colleague. Dr. Moniz, to address.

So, I think we have to remember this, Mr. Chairman, business-
as-usual projections already assume steady improvements toward
lower carbon intensiveness in our economy. They're already in

there. We already assume a significant improvement in that effi-

ciency year by year. But maintaining that kind of innovation is not

going to be enough. We have to amplify it, or to accelerate that.

The second thing is—in my conclusions is—^that the longer we
have to transform our energy system to a less carbon intensive one,
the easier it is going to be. That's a fundamental point that is both
economic and technological. The longer—as we pace our way into
this business, the longer—we have to effect this action, the less

traumatic it is going to be. And, I think, if you look at the least
cost path to get us to a point that is deemed an appropriate target
for us, it means that we have to begin this action, not in the middle
of the next century, but by about 2015. And, I think it is figure 3
of my testimony, indicates the reasons for that.

Mr. Chairman, I will stop my remarks at this point. I thank you
for inviting me, and I'd be happy to take questions later.

[Dr. Gibbons' prepared statement and biography follow:]
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ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE uN SCIENCE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HEARING ON GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
FEBRUARY 12, 1998

Introduction

Thank you for providing the opportunity to talk to you today about the U.S. Global

Change Research Program's (USGCRP) current and planned activities. The best way to describe

how these activities relate to the Kyoto Protocol is to describe the current state of scientific

knowledge of climate change, a significant portion of which is the product of our Nation's strong

support for the USGCRP since its inception.

The USGCRP began as a Presidential Initiative in 1989, and was codified by the Global

Change Research Act of 1990. The program has been strongly backed by every Administration

and Congress since its inception. The FY 1999 Budget Request demonstrates President

Clinton's ongoing commitment to the program, with an overall request of approximately $1.86

billion dollars. The President and the Vice President believe that global change research is one

of the foundations of a sustainable future. The Administration looks forward to working with the

Congress to carry on this bipartisan tradition of support for sound science.

I want to emphasize that the planning of the USGCRP budget and research programs for

this year, or any year, were not directly impacted by the Kyoto negotiations. The USGCRP is

not a policy-driven program, but rather is driven by critical science questions and the need to

develop a long term understanding of the scientific information that is of most relevance to U.S.

policy makers. The results obtained through the sustained USGCRP research effort over the past

decade have been very helpful in U.S. government climate change policy deliberations. As we
look ahead to the next decade of global change research, it is apparent that much of the USGCRP
research effort is addressing questions of ecological impacts and rates of change, both of which

are relevant to the decisions the world must make about long term emissions trajectories beyond
2010.

The USGCRP, along with the global change research efforts supported by other countries

such as Japan and the European nations, has provided the knowledge base for national and

international decision making on climate change issues, both by providing research results

directly to national governments and to the international process of the Intergovernmental Panel
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on Climate Change (IPCC). The IPCC draws upon the best science from around tiie world to

produce state-of-the-art syntheses of information required by policy makers. The IPCC involves

more than 2000 scientists from more than 50 countries. The IPCC process has provided

compelling evidence of changes in atmospheric composition that are occurring now, the future

changes we can expect if we don't take action to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, and the

implications of these changes for socio-economic and ecological systems.

Over the past decade, a series of global environmental changes have been documented in

increasing detail. We have demonstrated that climate change, the loss of biodiversity,

stratospheric ozone depletion, alteration of the land surface, and changes in the nitrogen balance

of the Earth's soils and waters are all occurring and changing the environment on a global-scale.

We have also established beyond reasonable doubt that human activities are among, and in some

cases are the dominant, driving forces of such change. We recognize that these changes are

interrelated, and that they form a suite of multiple stresses affecting people and the Earth's

ecosystems.

The USGCRP addresses the broad suite of global change issues. The USGCRP has four

priority areas: short term climate variability
— such as El Nifio; climate change over decades to

centuries; changes in atmospheric chemistry; and changes in land cover and terrestrial and

aquatic ecosystems. Components of these four research priorities are directly relevant to

increasing our understanding of climate change and its effects. The USGCRP has also made and

continues to make a very large investment in the creation of new observing and data management
systems (primarily in the NASA Earth Science Program) that hold the promise of achieving a

new level of understanding of the Earth system and the relationships of its components. I have

included attachments that summarize the USGCRP's major achievements in FY1997 and the

level of investment proposed for each participating agency for FY1999 (attachments).

As I will describe below, the scientific evidence that climate change is occurring, and that

human activities are playing a significant role in causing such change, is clear and compelling.

Without the USGCRP and its companion programs in other nations, we would not have the

objective information we need to recognize and deal with this issue. This evidence has led the

nations of the world to begin working together in the Framework Convention on Climate Change
to mitigate the effects of climate disruption. The United States has led the world in addressing

this global environmental issue by supporting the scientific research that continues to increase

our understanding of climate change and its effects, by negotiating an agreement at the Third

Conference of Parties to the Framework Convention, in Kyoto, Japan. This Convention features

market mechanisms and flexibility to assure cost effective mitigation, and the development of the

clean energy technologies that will benefit the economy while reducing greenhouse gas

emissions. President Clinton's leadership has been instrumental to U.S. achievements in each of

these areas. The President's 1999 budget request, which strongly supports climate change
research and technology development and deployment, demonstrates the ongoing commitment of

the Administration to confront the challenge of climate disruption.
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The Science of Climate Change

We've known for about a century that a natural greenhouse effect keeps the Earth's

temperature about 60 degrees F warmer than it otherwise would be. Water vapor, CO,, and other

trace gases, such as methane, nitrous oxide, and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), trap heat, and keep

it from being re-radiated from the Earth back to space. Without this natural warming effect, life

as we know it would not be possible.

The problem is that over the past century, human activities have added to the natural

greenhouse effect by releasing enormous quantities of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.

These emissions have led to a steady increase in the atmospheric concentrations of such gases.

• The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO,) has increased by about 30 percent.

• Methane concentration has more than doubled.

• Nitrous oxide concentration has risen by 1 5 percent.

The burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and gas) for energy is the primary source of anthropogenic

CO2 emissions. Emissions of other greenhouse gases from a variety of industrial and agricultural

processes effectively add about 20 percent to the U.S. CO, total. On a global scale, burning of

fossil fuels now releases about 6 billion metric tons of carbon into the atmosphere each year.

Changing land use patterns, such as agriculture and deforestation, also contributes a significant

share, amounting to about another 1-2 billion metric tons per yesir. The rate at which

atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases are now increasing is unprecedented.

The increased concentrations of greenhouse gases trap more heat at the Earth's surface.

This means that there is more energy available to the climate system. This extra energy can do

two things. It can increase the temperature of the atmosphere, which increases the atmosphere's

water holding capacity. Or, where water is available, the heat energy can evaporate water, which

is, in fact, where much of the extra energy goes. The result is that the water content of the

atmosphere is also increased. The increased water vapor in the atmosphere, in general, not only

enhances the greenhouse effect but also produces enhanced amounts and rates of precipitation.

In addition, because storms feed on energy and atmospheric moisture, storm duration and size is

increased. On the ground, there is likely to be increased runoff and flooding. All of this is

based on simple physics.

So, what does this all mean? Here is some of what we know:

• Without changing the way we operate, the level of emissions and concentrations of

greenhouse gases will continue to increase, resulting in a variety of global, regional and

local effects.

• Global average temperature will rise, although there will be considerable variation in how

much temperature changes in specific regions.
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• The Earth's water cycle will intensity, with an overall increase in evaporation and

transpiration (water loss from plants), as well as precipitation
-- both rain and snow.

• More precipitation is likely to occur in "extreme" downpours, where large amounts of

rain fall in a short period. Some areas will be threatened by increased flooding, while

others will suffer through an increased incidence of drought, as continental interiors

become warmer and drier.

• Over time, sea level will rise, due primarily to the thermal expansion of the oceans ahd

the melting and retreating of glaciers.

It is very important for you to understand that the changes I am discussing are already

taking place. The Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) describes a series of changes that have already been observed:

• Over the last century, the global mean (average) surface temperature increased by about

0.5- 1°F.

• Over the same period, global mean sea level has already risen 4 to 10 inches, and further

rise is inevitable.

• Mountain glaciers have retreated worldwide this century.
• The surface temperature this century is as warm or warmer than any century since at least

1400 AD.

When the IPCC report was written, 1995 was the warmest year on record, but new results

from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) show that 1995 has been

surpassed by 1997, and that nine of the last eleven years are among the warmest ever recorded

(Figure 1). 1997 also shows up as the warmest year in data records maintained by the United

Kingdom Meteorological Office and the NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies, meaning that

the three most comprehensive and accurate long-term surface data records all indicate continued

warming of our planet.

In addition, the Earth's ecosystems may already be reacting to these changes. A paper

published in the April 17, 1997 issue o{ Nature presented compelling evidence for significant

regional ecosystem response to warming experienced during the period 1 98 1
-

1 99 1 :

• Over that 10 year period, high latitudes (between 45° and 70° North) sustained a longer

growing season, and an advance of up to seven days in "greening" in spring and summer,
• These latitudes appear to be experiencing an increase of approximately 10 percent in

photosynthetic activity, possibly due to the longer growing season, as well as increased

CO, fertilization.

Rainfall data for the last century show that global precipitation has increased. Change
can also be seen in United States precipitation trends. NOAA's Tom Karl has reviewed the

records of total rainfall and extreme rainfall for the United States over the last century and

reached some very interesting conclusions.
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• If we look at the record of the last century, we see that U.S. precipitation has increased by

5-10 percent. To put this in perspective, this increase is equivalent to the annual amount

of water that flows out of the Mississippi River.

• This increase has a lot of regional texture. Some states are suffering from lack of rain,

but in many parts of the U.S., the increases have been several times greater than the

average. In 1996 alone, six states set "all-time high" records for precipitation.

• Furthermore, since the beginning of this century, the frequency of intense precipitation

events, where more than two inches of rain falls in a 24-hour period, have increased by

about 20 percent. Such events lead to flooding, soil erosion, and even loss of life.

We know only too well how costly weather disasters can be. Since 1 980 we have had 30

weather or climate events with price tags of at least $1 billion. Nineteen of the events have

occurred in the last 5 years. Among the most costly were Hurricane Andrew in 1992 ($30

billion); the Mid-West floods of 1993 ($20 billion); 1995's hail storms and floods in Texas,

Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Mississippi ($5.5 billion); the Southern plains drought of 1996 (S4

billion); and Hurricane Fran in 1996 ($5 billion). The winter storms that struck the Pacific

Northwest in December 1996 and January 1997 are now estimated to have resulted in over $3

billion in costs and the estimated cost of Northern Plains floods that occurred in April and May
of 1997 is about $2 billion and still rising. California is being ravaged by flooding this week

from El Niiio-associated storms with more to come.

We are seeing dramatic evidence of the costs associated with climate variability as the

Western U.S. deals with this year's unprecedented El Nino event. 1 want to be clear that we can't

say that El Nifio is itself a consequence of climate change. We are gratified that we now have

tools to predict El Nino conditions up to a year in advance, but I hasten to add that we still do not

understand what causes such oscillations in the first place. HoA'ever, we do have good long-term

records and better instrumental records of this phenomena in modem times, and these indicate

that the behavior of El Nifios in the last twenty years or so has been quite anomalous. The

disruption of what was a more regular El Nino cycle has been coincident with the recent

pronounced warming of the Earth surface temperatures, and some scientist believe there may be

a relationship, but no-one has produced any conclusive evidence. We have made great progress

in explaining the effect of El Nino on the global climate, and our skill at predicting these events

is improving markedly (e.g. we predicted nearly a year ago the Pacific storms we are now

experiencing, and that Atlantic hurricanes would be diminished during this period. Yet even

advance warning that makes it possible to undertake advance mitigation measures, the impacts

are significant. Damage estimates in Califomia are already very high, and we expect this total to

grow over the next several months. El Nirio provides a kind of case study of the vulnerability of

our society to climate disruption, and should serve as a warning to us of the potential

consequences of climate change.

The costs of such extreme events have doubled or tripled in each of the last few decades.

This is partly because our urban and technologically advanced society has become extremely

dependent on a massively integrated infrastructure for power, communications, transportation
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and fresh and wastewater treatment and distribution. This infrastructure is extremely vulnerable

to extreme weather events. 1 want to emphasize that one can't point to any single extreme

weather event today and say for sure that global warming caused it. But we can say that such

events are examples of the kinds of impacts we expect to occur with greater frequency in a

warmer world. There are likely to be more "storms of the century," "100-year floods," and severe

droughts in the future than there were in the past.

The temperature increases, intensification of the water cycle, and sea-level rise already

observed over the past century are all consistent with theoretical predictions of the consequences

of an enhanced greenhouse effect. They are also consistent with the projections from simulations

of global climate by general circulation models.

The IPCC "business as usual" scenario indicates that even with continued technological

improvement (such as energy efficiency increases of about 1 percent per year), unless policies to

control emissions of greenhouse gases are implemented, the atmospheric concentrations of these

gases will be much higher by 2100. Assuming "business as usual" CO, concentrations will reach

about 710 parts per million by volume (ppm), a level higher than any seen on this planet in the

last 50 million years (Figure 2). For context, the pre-industrial level of CO, was about 280 ppm,

and has increased to the current level of about 360 ppm. If realized, this increase is expected to

result in significant future climate changes:

• Global surface temperature would increase an average of another 2-6 " F by 2100, with a

best estimate of 3.5 °F. Higher Northern latitudes are projected to warm by more.

Temperature change of this magnitude would be faster than any observed changes in the

last 10,000 years.

• Global mean sea level would rise another 6 to 38 inches by the end of the 21st century.

• The rate ofevaporation would increase as the climate warms, leading to an increase in

average global precipitation as well as frequency of intense rainfall and floods in some

regions. In some regions, the soil moisture will decrease, leading to increased frequency

and intensity of droughts.

Most of the climate impacts have been evaluated for a world at equilibrium after

greenhouse gases have reached either 550 or 700 ppm. But stabilizing at double the pre-

industrial concentration of greenhouse gases, or 550 ppm, would require massive intervention.

On the other hand, a continuation of "business as usual" implies a world with far higher

concentrations and far greater effects. The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at Princeton

has recently modeled the effects of doubling and quadrupling the level of greenhouse gases:

• A quadrupling of such concentrations (to about 1 100 ppm) is likely to increase

temperatures in North America by 15 - 20° F, as opposed to the 5-IO°F expected from

doubling.
• In the growing season, soil moisture deficits would approach 30 - 50 percent for

quadrupling, as opposed to 10 - 30 percent for doubling.
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The implications ol this amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are only dimly perceived,

but would be grave.

Although there is scientific uncertainty about exactly how and when the Earth's climate

will respond to increased concentrations of greenhouse gases in the future, observations clearly

show that detectable changes are underway. Numerous eltorts are underway to assess the

vulnerability of ecological, social and economic systems to future changes by defining plausible

future scenarios of climate change and using model simulations to evaluate sensitivities to

various levels and types of change.

The Current Situation

I find the scientific evidence for climate change in the coming decades to be compelling,

and the implications for the future, without intervention, potentially disastrous. 1 believe that we
need to confront this growing challenge now. It is clear that emissions of greenhouse gases from

human activities are amplifying the Earth's natural greenhouse effect, and are leading to a

warming of the planet's surface. It is also clear that this warming will, in turn, lead to a series of

further climate disruptions as sea-levels rise, patterns of precipitation change, atmospheric and

potentially ocean currents shift, and ideal ranges for plants and animals change faster than nature

can accommodate them. Climate change is a long-term challenge, and solving this problem will

require a sustained, long-term effort. Thoughtful reaction to lessen the undesirable impacts of

climate change can simultaneously alleviate other problems such as air pollution and growing

dependence on fossil fuels.

The longer we continue "business as usual," the faster the rate of climate change, the

greater the degree of warming, and the more severe the negative effects for human and ecological

systems. The sooner we leave the "business as usual" path, the sooner we can slow the rate of

change and avoid more negative impacts, and the more likely it is that natural systems will be

able to adapt to change, and the less probable such unanticipated events as ocean current

instabilities linked both to El Niiio and Northern European climate.

Climate change will force shifts in the range and distribution of many individual plant

and animal species, and thus will alter many of the ecosystems, including forests and wetlands,

that provide the support systems for all life on Earth. The present systems, like the present

human infrastructure, evolved and optimized over about 10,000 years of relatively constant

climate. If CO, concentration rises to 700 parts per million, as I believe it almost certainly will if

we do not take action, fully one third of forests worldwide are likely to experience shifts in

species composition. As a small example, in the U.S., sugar maples and beech trees may move

completely into Canada, with considerable economic impact. The tourism, maple syrup

production, and wood production which are so important to New England's livelihood are at risk.

Ideal ranges for crops will change and agricultural pests may increase. Species that cannot

migrate fast or far enough may face extinction.
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We spend $2-3 billion dollars annually to operate and maintain our parks and refuges as

unique assemblages of plants and animals. Climate change threatens this substantial national

investment. Coastal flooding and storm damages may increase due to rising sea levels. One third

of Florida's Everglades may be inundated, and much of the Louisiana and Mississippi coastal

lands may be lost. In some Western and Northeastern areas, 50 percent or more of brown trout

may be lost as waters warm too much to support them. Malaria mosquitoes may be able to

survive year-round in much of the U.S., and drought may become more frequent even as total

rainfall and extreme precipitation events increase. Functions provided by the natural

environment, such as flood control and purification of air and water, can only be provided by
intact ecological systems, and when those systems are disrupted or lost we lose the enormous

benefits they provide.

The potential cost of such disruption is very serious. Several recent analyses have

addressed the issue of valuation of ecosystems. Refining and extending this initial work is a

necessity, as was just reinforced by a report by the President's Committee of Advisors on

Science and Technology, "Teaming with Life: Investing in Science to Understand and Use

America's Living Capital." Initial estimates of the total value of global ecosystem services

suggest they could be in the trillions of dollars annually.

For ecosystems, the rate of temperature change may be even more significant than its

eventual magnitude. As the distinguished ecologist Professor Jane Lubchenco told the President

earlier this year: "The slower the rate of change in climate, the less catastrophic the results.

Species are more likely to be able to migrate, to grow, and evolve if the rate of change is slow."

The sooner we reduce emissions, the slower the rate of climate change we can expect.

The Framework Convention on Climate Change, to which the United States is a party,

seeks to stabilize atmospheric concentrations at levels that "prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system. Such a level should be achieved within a time frame

sufficient to: (i) allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change; (ii) ensure that food

production is not threatened; and (iii) enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable

manner." Greenhouse gas concentration are already beyond the range seen in the last 160,000

years, and one could argue that the rate of climate change is already outside that range as welL

Even if emissions were kept at today's levels, temperatures would rise at about 2 degrees F per

century because greenhouse gas concentrations would continue to rise. The historical pollen

record shows that this rate is about the fastest ecosystems migrate.

Atmospheric concentrations of CO, have increased thirty percent since the onset of the

industrial revolution. Analyses that model global economic conditions and technological change

suggest that to hold atmospheric concentrations to 550 ppm of CO2, which represents about a

doubling of pre-industrial levels, reductions in the growth rate of worldwide annual emissions

must begin by about 2015. That is, if we want to follow a least-cost, long-term adjustment path,

it appears that the whole world must begin to "apply the brakes" within the next 2 decades, and
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global emissions must begin declining steeply during the second quarter of the next century

(Figure 3).

The results that give us cause for concern come from numerous studies of past climate

change, from observations of ecosystems changing over time, and from model simulations that

project future conditions. An important aspect of interpreting such results, especially model

simulations, is accounting for uncertainty, which is often done in a very selective way by climate

change skeptics. Uncertainty cuts both ways: outcomes could be less dramatic than expected

based on our current understaiiding, but could just as well be more severe. We must remember

that the current generation of impact projections is focused on a limited number of variables, and

that this may result in an overly benign pictui." of the future.

For instance, a series of projections that includes carbon dioxide increases, temperature

change, and precipitation changes now indicate that while there might be no "net" effect on

global agricultural productivity, significant regional dislocations are expected, with the poorest

countries experiencing the greatest losses. However, these analyses do not include potential

water constraints or changes in the distribution of pests. As the scientists told us at the White

House Conference on Climate Change last October 6, the impacts we have not been able to

include are more likely to make the net results worse rather than better.

Further, climate change may not occur gradually. Most climate model simulations to date

have assumed that climate will change relatively steadily as a result of human-induced emissions

of greenhouse gases. Over the past few decades, however, there have been some indications that

this might not be the case - that instead climate might change in abrupt jumps.

Past climate conditions reconstructed from ice core records in Greenland, from ocean

sediment cores in the neighboring oceanic regions, and from pollen records on land areas

bordering the North Atlantic have found that climates of the past have changed dramatically over

very short periods of time - namely, over a few decades or even less. We have discovered that

the apparent mechanism for the climate shifts is change in the large-scale ocean circulation of the

North Atlantic (which is coupled to the circulation for much of the world). The evidence shows

that in the past, the Gulf Stream has basically stopped carrying heat northward, causing

significant cooling in Europe and northeastern North America. The risk of such a catastrophe

exists but has been little studied; similarly the potential for abrupt sea level rise from collapse of

the West Antarctic ice sheet or runaway warming from dramatic heating of the polar regions and

subsequent release of methane cannot be ruled out.

If we do not alter our emissions trajectory, we will pass atmospheric concentrations of

double the pre-industrial level by the middle of the next century, on the way toward a tripling, or

even quadrupling. We could very well take the planet to levels that have not been seen for 50

million years in a single century, a geological blink of an eye. The Administration has received

letters signed by thousands of scientists in the last few months urging action on this issue ~

9""
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warning that nonlinearities or unexpected events, such as the Antarctic ozone hole, are more
hkely when rates ol' change are very fast.

We have received similar letters urging action from the economic community. They
point out that paced actions can reduce costs and buy insurance against climate change. It is

important to point out that the challenge of climate change poses a tremendous opportunity for

American indui,try. It is absolutely clear that more benign teclinologies must begin replacing
existing energy and agricultural technologies and practices, the primary causes of global climate

change. Technological innovation is the key to our response to the climate challenge, and

technological innovation is among America's greatest strengths. Reducing emissions requires
development of clean soiiices of power and more efficient machines, structures, and industrial

processes. There will be ancillary benefits of reduced air pollution and increased energy security
at the same time. The consequences of our near-term technology choices are significant and long
lasting. An appliance or an automobile lasts about 1 5 years, residential and commercial

buildings are designed to last 20-30 years or more and power plants last 30-40 years.

In developing countries, there is a $100 billion aimual market in energy supply
technologies alone. Setting emission targets, providing economic incentives, and investing in

research will spur the process of innovation and development of cost-effective technologies
needed to address this problem and benefit the economy both here and abroad. The longer we
continue "business as usual," the longer we delay the development and deployment of

technologies that could provide a major competitive advantage to the U.S. in the 21st century.
The time to begin investment and innovation is now. Let us unleash the power of American

ingenuity and entrepreneurship to solve this problem and prove once again that environmental

quality and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Shifting the Focus of the U. S. Global Change Research Program

Until recently, the U. S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) has focused on

observing and documenting change in the Earth's physical systems and understanding why these

changes are occurring. It is now appropriately shifting from a nearly exclusive focus on physical
systems to a much broader effort to understand what global change means for the Earth's

biological systems and for the human societies that are dependent upon them. Even with

aggressive actions implemented today to reduce future climate change, some further change is

inevitable in Earth's climate. The USGCRP is currently focusing on how these climatic changes
will impact the various regions of the U.S., and how we can best adapt to these changes and

prepare for the future. In particular, we want to accomplish two things. First, we need to move
from the global to the regional level to understand what impacts are likely to result from climate

change both on its own and in concert with all the other human-induced stresses we are placing
on the environment, such as pollution and resource extraction. Second, we must now move to

approaches that are designed to achieve an integrated understanding not only of the nature and
extent of physical and biological effects, but of their ramifications for our social and economic
systems.

10
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In the past year, the USGCRP established several new activities to address these critical

concerns. In cooperation with OSTP, the program is sponsoring a series of regional workshops,

the purpose ot which is to examine the vulnerabilities to climate change and variability that are

unique to each area. A table of these workshops is attached. This information will then be

aggregated across regions to support the first National Assessment of the Consequences of

Climate Change for the U.S., as called for by the U. S. Global Change Research Act. During

1997, the leaders of _•.;; workshops, stakeholders with a broad range of interests, and members of

the scientific community have worked together to develop a blueprint for a national assessment

process that examip.es the vulnerabilities of the United States, its ecosystems, major economic

system sectors, and its social infrastructure to climate variability and climate change. A National

Forum on Climate Change Impacts was held on November 12-13, in Washington, D.C. to

integrate results obtained so far and continue the process of defining the National Assessment.

We expect the assessment activity to take place over the next two years, with a major report

issued in 1999.

Regional Vulnerabilities in the U.S.

The reports from our regional workshops provide a set of compelling statements on U. S.

regional vulnerabilities, and further examine possible adaptation options. In particular, the

workshops have examined how we might best cope with current environmental stresses in light

of future climate change.

Alaska: The state's economic dependence on natural resources makes it highly

vulnerable to climate change. Global warming will be most pronounced in northern regions.

Probable consequences include drying of Alaska's interior, inundation of fragile coastal delta

areas, and, most seriously, melting of permafrost, which is already underway. Continuation of

Alaskan warming will lead to the disappearance of most discontinuous permafrost over the next

100 years. In many places, ground level can collapse 5 yards or more, leading to significant

damages to ecosystems and human infrastructure. Houses, roads, airports, military installations,

pipelines, and any other facility built on ice-rich permafrost are at risk. The melting of

permafrost and the warming of tundra will lead to the release of carbon and methane deposits

from the formerly frozen lands, which could make them an additional source of atmospheric

greenhouse gases. Ecosystem effects include destruction of trees and caribou habitat; clogging

of salmon spawning streams; reduction in forested areas; expansion of lakes and wetlands; and

increased rates of coastal and riverbank erosion, slope instability, landslides and erosion.

Pacific Northwest: The dependence of the Northwest on reliable water supplies provides

this region's most significant vulnerability to climate change. Model projections indicate that

regional consequences of warming are likely to include changing patterns of precipitation and

drought, timing of runoff, and increased inundation of coastal areas due to sea level rise. Peak

runoff would come earlier in the spring because of more rain and less winter snow. Late winter-

early spring flows would be enhanced, increasing the chance of spring flooding. Survival of

salmon egg and smolt stages will also be impacted by increased wintertime flows. There would
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be reduced summer and early fall flow, particularly west of the Cascades Mountain range, due to

the warmer, drier summers. This will hurt western salmon migration and spawning. In the

Columbia River basin, where an overall decrease in annual run-off is likely, competition among
hydropower production, fisheries protection, and irrigation will probably increase. Coastal

erosion, landslides and bluff failures are also major risks to ecosystems, urban centers, and

coastal development. Existing wetlands will disappear faster than new ones appear, leading to

loss of coastal habitat for outmigrating salmon, spawning oceanic species, and mammals and

seabirds.

Great Plains: All sectors of life in the Great Plains are dependent on a very limited

water supply, and water shortages there are already a problem. The further drying expected from
climate change poses the region's most significant risk. Agriculture is the base of the economy,

despite the constraints of the dry and variable environment. Because agricultural water needs

often exceed rainfall, water for irrigation is commonly supplied from deep aquifers, which are

experiencing overdrafts and dropping water tables. As climate change leads to warmer
conditions and an intensified hydrological system, the soils of the area are anticipated to fiirther

dry. The simultaneous drop in aquifer levels, greater run-off from extreme downpours, and

shorter duration of snow cover will exacerbate the region's water supply problems. Drier soils

could be subject to increased wind erosion, which has led to "dust bow!" conditions in the past.

Belter soil tillage practices would simultaneously improve soil fertility, soil carbon storage

capacity, and soil moisture holding capacity. Native species will face increasing levels of

competition from introduced species, such as cheat grass, Japanese brome, Russian thistle, and

leafy spurge, which already account for extensive economic losses. Riparian areas (wetlands and

prairie potholes), which are used intensively by hunters, anglers, and bird watchers, are

extremely vulnerable to warmer, drier climate.

Southeast: The Southeast is a region of abundance, with numerous wetlands, an

extensive coastline, and productive agriculture, fisheries, and forestry. Urbanization and rapid

population growth are already exerting significant stress on some fragile ecosystems. The
Florida Everglades have been significantly altered by human encroachment, with approximately
half of the ecosystem lost or severely altered by drainage for development as well as pollution
from agricultural run-off While the Southeast's long coastline makes it a recreational

playground, its low elevation renders it extremely vulnerable to sea level rise and storm surges

during extreme weather events, such as hurricanes, which are expected to worsen with climate

change. A 1 foot rise in sea-level, the best estimate over t|ie next century, could erode 100 to

1000 feet of Florida beaches, damaging property as well as tourist interests.

Southwest: Rapid population growth in this arid or semi-arid region make the Southwest

extremely vulnerable to water supply problems that are likely to worsen under climate change.
The region is naturally subject to large climate fluctuations, which have produced fairly robust

adaptation mechanisms in ranching and agriculture. The native flora and fauna are also well

adapted to life in this harsh and dry environment. Surface water supplies are insufficient; forcing
reliance on groundwater, use of which already exceeds recharge and is leading to subsidence in

12
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many areas. Climate change will pose serious challenges and is likely to result in significant

impacts to the region's traditional economic sectors as well as tourism, development, and retail

sectors that now make up much of the region's economy. Expected conditions include more

extremely hot days, fewer cool days, and decreased winter precipitation. Alteration of the

region's hydrologic cycle would affect quantity and quality of the water supply, with major

implications for continued development in the region. Significant changes in vegetation are also

predicted, with Gambel oak, Pinon pine, and Douglas fir largely disappearing from the region.

Saguaro would die off in its current range, but might find a new home further east and at higher

elevations.

New E'lgland: New England's economy is diverse, and many aspects are indirectly

dependent on climate. Its natural areas are prized, and its fall foliage draws visitors from all over

the world. The region is vulnerable to drought and severe storms, which modify its vegetation

and impact production of forest and fisheries products. Warmer, drier climate could reduce ski

tourism and shift optimal climatic conditions north into Canada for the tree species prized for

their fall foliage and maple syrup. Coastal areas are likely to be affected by intensifying storms,

sea level rise, and reduced freshwater input to estuaries. Air quality, already poor in the region's

major urban areas, could decline even further as hot. humid weather increases, leading to

increased incidences of respiratory illness.

Sectoral Vulnerabilities and Impacts

The USGCRP is also developing an extensive body of research that suggests that human
health and ecological systems are vulnerable to climate change. The human-induced climate

changes that are expected will add important new stresses on ecological and socioeconomic

systems that are already affected by pollution and increasing resource extraction. The degree of

vulnerability, and the amount and rate of change that is experienced in addition to existing

stresses will determine the magnitude of climate change impacts.

Health Effects: According to the World Health Organization, the vulnerability of human

populations to climate change varies across populations depending on environmental

circumstances, social resources, and preexisting health status. In general, developing countries

are more vulnerable to climate change than developed countries because of their limited capital

and their greater dependence on natural resources. Climate change increases the risk of heat-

related mortality and the potential for the spread of vector-borne diseases, such as malaria,

dengue and yellow fever, and encephalitis, and non-vector borne diseases such as cholera and

salmonellosis. The incidence of infectious diseases, which are still the world's leading cause of

fatalities, may also increase.

• A study of deaths associated with summer time heat stress and winter time illnesses in 44

U.S. cities estimated that climate change could double the number of weather-related

deaths. The elderly are at greatest risk in the U.S., and urban populations in developing
countries are also especially vulnerable to heat stress.
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• Climate change is likely to extend the geographic ranges and increase the rates of

transmission of disease-carrying vectors such as mosquitoes, which can increase the

populations exposed to diseases such as malaria, dengue and yellow fever. Globally, the

population exposed to malaria could increase by one-third. There could be 50-80 million

additional malaria cases per year, assuming no change in public health protection.
• Climate change can reduce air quality and increase levels of air borne pollen and spores,

which exacerbate respiratory disease, asthma, and allergic disorders.

Water Resources: Among the most fundamental effects of climate change is an

intensification of the hydrological cycle. Changes in precipitation, and increased evaporation
and transpiration due to higher temperatures, can be expected to reduce water runoff, affecting
the quantity and quality of water supplies for domestic and industrial uses, irrigation,

hydropower generation, navigation, stream ecosystems and water based recreation. These effects

will vary region by region. Increased variability in the hydrologic cycle is expected to result in

more severe droughts and/or floods in some places. Impacts and mitigation expenses for such

events are significant; damage estimates from the Mississippi flood of 1993 range from $10
billion to $20 billion. Areas of greatest vulnerability are those where water supplies and quality

are already problems, such as arid and semi-arid regions of the world and some low lying coastal

areas, deltas and small islands.

• Climate change would likely add to the stress in several U.S. river basins, such as the

Great Basin, California, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas Gulf, Rio Grande, and Lower
Colorado.

• The Colorado River Basin would suffer decreased summer runoff, coinciding with peak
demand for irrigation, imless precipitation also increases substantially. Reductions in

runoff of up to 25 percent in the basin are projected under some scenarios.

• Water scarcity in Middle Eastern and African countries also is likely to be exacerbated by
climate change. Countries that are highly dependent on water originating in areas outside

their borders include Syria, Sudan, Egypt and Iraq.

Forests: Climate change can dramatically alter the geographic distributions of individual

tree species and of forest and vegetation types. One-third of the Earth's forests would undergo a

major change in the type of vegetation that could be supported as a result of an equivalent

doubling of CO,. In northern forests, which are the forests most vulnerable to climate change,
two-thirds of the currently forested area may undergo a change in vegetation type. Mountaintop

species and isolated populations are particulcu-|y vulnerable. Over the next century, the ideal

range for some North American forest species will shift by as much as 300 miles to the north,

exceeding the ability of many species to migrate. In some instances, a change in vegetation type
will result in a loss of forest area as the land converts to grassland or shrub land, while in other

areas forest cover may increase.

• In the United States, western conifer forests could decrease in area and be replaced by
broadleaf forests; eastern hardwood forests may be replaced by grasslands along their

14
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western boundary because of mid-continental drying. Forest damage from fire and

diebacks driven by drought, insects and disease could increase.

Other Natural Areas: Natural ecosystems are highly vulnerable to degradation from

climate change. Federally protected natural areas have become a repository for the Nation's

rarest species and are critical for the conservation of biological diversity. The composition,

geographic distribution, and productivity of many ecosystems will shift as individual species

respond to changes in climate. These will likely lead to reduction in biological diversity and in

the goods and services ecosystems provide for society, such as clean water and recreation.

Freshwater wetlands are particularly at risk from climate change. IPCC findings show that:

•
Precipitation changes and salt water intrusion from sea level rise could adversely affect

the ecological communities of the Florida Everglades and degrade the habitat for many

species of wading birds.

• The wetlands of the prairie pothole region of North America, which support half the

waterfowl population of this continent, could diminish in area and change dramatically in

character in response to climate change, significantly exacerbating the destruction already

caused by agriculture. .

Coastal Areas: Even if concentrations of greenhouse gases are stabilized in the future,

sea level would continue to rise long after, perhaps for several centuries, and reach levels much

higher than projected for the next 100 years. For example, after an equivalent doubling of CO,,

the IPCC expects sea level to rise by 6 - 38 inches over the next century, with a "best estimate" of

20 inches, but the equilibrium sea level rise several centuries in the future is estimated to be at

least 6 feet. Rising sea level erodes beaches and coastal wetlands, causes the gradual inundation

of low lying areas, leading to human habitat loss and increasing the vulnerability of coastal areas

to flooding from storm surges and intense rainfall. The IPCC estimates that 20 inches of sea

level rise would double the population at risk from storm surges, from roughly 45 million at

present to over 90 million world-wide. A three foot rise would triple the number of people

exposed. Increases in coastal area populations are likely to further increase the number of people

at risk.

• Along U.S. coasts, a 20 inch rise could inundate more than 5000 square miles of dry land

and an additional 4000 square miles of wetlands if not protective measures are taken. A
three foot rise would have greater impact, inundating much of the Southern tip of Florida

among other areas.

• Internationally, low-lying areas, such as parts of the Maldives and Bangladesh, would be

completely inundated by a three foot sea level rise, creating large numbers of

environmental refugees, which put stress on governments and social structures. 72

million people in China would be affected, assuming existing levels of coastal

development.

Agriculture and Food Supply: Agriculture is highly dependent on a number of

variables tlial arc likely to be affected by climate change, including weather patterns, longer term

patterns ofclinialc variability, and, most importantly, water availability. Climate change is likely

l.S
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to lead to increased crop yields in many areas, but decreased yields in others, even for the same

crop. The magnitude of these changes can exceed +/- 30 or 40 percent for some crops and

locations. Despite these potentially large changes in yields, average global food production is

not expected to change substantially. This is because farming practices are considered to be

highly adaptable to different climates, because production of important food crops can shift to

new locations in response to changes in climate, and because COj has beneficial effects for plant

photosynthesis and water use efficiency that can offset some deleterious effects of changes in

climate. Impacts are likely to vary considerably across regions and some regions may suffer

substantial reductions in agricultural production. In general, developing countries are more

vulnerable to losses than are developed countries.

• Large reductions in soil moisture could significantly reduce flexibility in crop distribution

and increase demands on water resources infrastructure.

• Increases in the range of pest habitat could increase vulnerabilities to pests and demand

for, and use of, pesticides.

• In the United States, large areas of the eastern and central regions of the country face

moderate to severe drying. Drought could become more frequent, particularly in the

Great Plains.

Conclusion

The USGCRP and its companion programs have provided us with a substantial level of

understanding of climate change and a substantial body of evidence of the seriousness of this

problem and its effects.

The rates of change already imposed on the climate system are faster than any

experienced over the last 10,000 years, the time period during which human civilization has

developed and modern ecosystems have evolved. Current emissions trajectories, if not altered,

could take us before the end of the next century
— a moment in history

— to an atmospheric

concentration of COj not seen on this planet during the last 50 million years. We cannot preclude

some major positive feedback effects — the collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet which would

cause a 15 foot sea-level rise; the stopping of the ocean conveyor belt which would significantly

lower European average temperatures, or the runaway melting in the Arctic which holds frozen

several orders of magnitude more carbon than is in the atmosphere today.

While much work remains to be done to improve the precision of impact estimates, the

increasingly apparent risk of the rapidly changing atmosphere argues that near-term mitigation

and adaptation measures are needed. The future plans of the USGCRP are to place an increasing

emphasis on providing more detailed understanding of impacts and of the regional variation of

change, both of which are directly relevant to crafting effective responses to global climate

change. The USGCRP represents a prudent investment in the creation of the knowledge we need

to assure a sustainable future.
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Attachment 1

US Global Change Research Program 1997 Accomplishments

A national assessment of the consequences of climate change for the United States was begun

during 1997. Eight regional workshops and the U.S. Climate Fomm, a major national

workshop with over 400 participants, examined the likely consequences of climate change for

U.S. regions and ecological and economic sectors.

Development of the first global synthesis of information on land cover at a spatial resolution of

1 km (about 0.6 miles) was completed. These data are helping improve understanding of land

cover, ocean productivity, and the cycling of carbon through the Earth system, and thus

contributing to better predictions of climate change on national and global scales.

There was continued improvement in the accuracy and lead times of predictions of seasonal

climate fluctuations associated with the El Nino-Southem Oscillation, with several forecasting

activities successfully predicted the onset of the 1997-98 El Niiio event early enough to support

effective flooding mitigation actions.

A new 300-site survey of borehole temperatures on four continents produced a detailed record

of the climate of the last five centuries and confirmed that the Earth is warming and that the

rate of warming has been accelerating rapidly since 1900.

Scientists from the NOAA National Climatic Data Center found that 1997 was the warmest

year on record since measurements began, and that 9 of the last 1 1 years are among the

warmest on record.

Another NOAA analysis showed an average 5-10% increase in tlie overall amount of U.S.

rainfall in the last 100 years. The frequency of heavy downpours, where more than 2

inches of rain falls in a day, has increased by about 20%. Such events lead to flooding,

soil erosion and even loss of life.

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM, a joint NASA-Japanese project) was

successfully launched in November of 1997, and is providing rainfall observations that are

improving our understanding of the global hydrological cycle and its role in climate change and

variability.

Ocean productivity images from the SeaStar satellite, launched in 1997 as part of an innovative

public-private partnership, are playing a major role in understanding the behavior and

consequences of the ongoing El Niiio and in other global change research.

Following itie failure of the Japanese ADEOS spacecraft m mid-19y7, NASA successfully

changed the orbit of another satellite to allow resumption of near-giubal daily mapping of

ozone, as well as stratospheric sulfur dioxide produced from large volcanic eruptions.

USGCRP research continued to play a leading role in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) during 1997, and was an ifnportant contribution to the IPCC special report

entitled The Regional Impacts of Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability and to

several IPCC technical papers on other key issues.

U.S. citizen Robert T. Watson was clcctcd.ovcrall Chair of the IPCC, replacing Bcrl fJolin of

Sweden, and James McCarthy of Harvard University was elected Co-Chair of IPCC Working

Group II, which will assess impacts and adapiatioii options.
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Figure 1

Annual Global Temperature Index
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The global average temperature of 62.45 degrees Fahrenheit for 1997 was the

warmest on record, surpassing the previous record set in 1995 by 0.15 degrees
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1990) of the combined land and sea surface temperatures.
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Figure 2

Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Concentration
and Temperature Change
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Attachment 3

OSTIVUSGCRI' Regional Climate Change Workshops
Regional worksliops bcinu; convened as part of the start-up phase of the National Asscssnicnl

1997 Workshops
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Biography of Dr. John H. Gibbons

John H. (Jack) Gibbons is the Assistant to the President for Science and Technology and

Director of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy In these capacities. Dr.

Gibbons is charged with providing access to authoritative information and expert scientific,

engineering and technological advice for the President, Federal Officials and Congress, and

with coordinating science and technology policy throughout the Federal Government. Dr.

Gibbons co-chairs the President's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology

(PCAST) and manages the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) .

He is an internationally recognized scientist and an expert in energy and environmental issues

who has a deep interest and concern about the support of science and the impacts of

technology on society. Following his formal training in physics, he spent the next 1 5 years at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. At Oak Ridge, Gibbons studied the structure of atomic

nuclei, with emphasis on the role of neutron capture in the nucleosynthesis of heavy elements

in stars. In the late 60's, at the urging of Alvin M. Weinberg, he pioneered studies on how to

use technology to conserve energy and minimize the environmental impacts of energy

production and consumption. In 1973, at the start of the nation's first major energy crisis,

Gibbons was appointed the first director of the Federal Office of Energy Conservation. Two

years later he returned to Tennessee to direct the University of Tennessee Energy,

Environment and Resources Center. In 1 979, he returned to Washington to direct the

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment which provides Congress with nonpartisan,

comprehensive analyses on a broad spectrum of issues involving technology and public policy

where his tenure lasted over 2 six-year terms prior to his Presidential appointment on February

2, 1993.

Dr. Gibbons is a Fellow of the American Physical Society and the American Association for

the Advancement of Science and was recently elected to membership in the National Academy
of Engineering. He is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. Other honors include the

Federation of American Scientists Public Service Award; the AAAS Philip Hauge Abelson

Prize for sustained exceptional contributions to advancing science; the Leo Szilard Award for

Physics in the Public Interest from the American Physical Society; and medals from the

German and French governments for fostering scientific cooperation.

Dr Gibbons was born in Harrisonburg, VA, in 1929. He received a bachelor's degree in

mathematics and chemistry from Randolph-Macon College in 1 949 and a doctorate in physics
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from Duke University in 1954. His publications are numerous in the areas of energy and

environmental policy, energy supply and demand, conservation, technology and policy,

resource management and environmental problems, nuclear physics, and origins of solar

system elements.

Speeches and Testimony
"Remarks at the Dael Wolfle Lecture. University of Washington. Seattle. WA"
delivered October 9, 1996

"Remarks at The Presidential Award for Excellence in Science. Math, and Engineering

Mentoring Awards Ceremony. Room 450. Old Executive Office Building. Washington.

DC" delivered September 25, 1996

"Remarks at 12th Annual EPSCoR National Conference. Renaissance Hotel.

Washington. DC" delivered September 16, 1996

"Sound Science. Sound Policy: The Ozone Story" delivered September 19th, 1995

AAAS Forum - "The First Rule of Tinkering" delivered June 26th, 1995

"Remarks at AAAS Policv Colloquium" delivered April 12th, 1995

"Remarks at the Wemher von Braun Lecture. Smithsonian. The New Frontier: Space

Science and Technology in the Next Millennium" delivered March 22nd, 1 995

"Risk Assessment and Cost-Benefit Analysis for New Regulation" delivered February

6th, 1995

"Statement on FY96 Research and Development Budget" delivered February 6th, 1995

"Science in the National Interest" testimony delivered January 6, 1995

"Statement on National Space Transportation Policy" testimony delivered on

September 20, 1994

"Technology for a Sustainable Future" delivered at the 1994 H. John Heinz Public

Policy Symposium on September 20, 1994

"Science in the National Interest" testimony delivered August 4, 1994

"Plutonium and International Security" testimony delivered May 26, 1 994

"Plutonium and National Security" speech to the Public Forum on Plutonium on May 4,

1994

"Global Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and Research & Development
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Chairman Sensenbrenner. The next witness is the Honorable
Ernest Moniz, Under Secretary of Energy. Dr. Moniz.

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE ERNEST MONIZ, UNDER SEC-
RETARY OF ENERGY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Dr. Moniz. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee,

thank you for the opportunity to come before you today and discuss

cUmate change and DOE's energy R&D programs. I would just note

that I joined DOE 3 months ago, I might add, after serving for a

year and a half under this distinguished gentleman earlier. And at

DOE, the Secretary has assigned me broad responsibilities for

science and technology programs across the mission areas. Accord-

ingly, I look forward to working closely with this Committee in the

years ahead.
The connection between climate change issues and energy is, of

course, quite clear. And today, I want to discuss the interplay be-

tween our national energy interests, the Department's R&D pro-

grams, and environmental stewardship. The enhanced energy R&D
investments provided for in DOE's Fiscal Year proposal

—Fiscal

Year 1999 proposal, excuse me—would indeed result in lower

greenhouse gas emissions, but they also provide the United States

with many other tangible energy, economic, national security, and
environmental benefits.

DOE is, at it's core, a science and technology agency. And its

R&D capabilities are a national resource for advancing a robust en-

ergy future, the importance of which is certainly evident to this

Committee. Energy is an economic driver; energy offers economic

opportunities; energy is a strategic global commodity; and energy
affects the environment at local, regional, and global scales. Smog,
acid rain, and particulates affect the quality of life at local and re-

gional levels. On a global scale, there is no serious doubt that

human activities associated with energy production and use have

significantly altered the composition of atmospheric gases. Pru-

dence demands a measured but strong response to ensure that sus-

tained innovation positions America for continued prosperity and

quality of life.

In that context, the Administration has recently released for

comment a draft framework of a comprehensive energy strategy.
The first public hearing is today in Houston. The draft strategy is

organized around five common-sense, high-level goals: improve the

efficiency of the energy system, ensure against energy disruptions,

promote energy production and use in ways consistent with envi-

ronmental quality, expand future energy choices, and cooperate
internationally on energy issues. Technology is the common thread

in our efforts to realize all of these goals. Our success in reaching
these goals tomorrow clearly depends on our energy R&D plans

today.
A broad and balanced R&D portfolio is essential. And indeed

there is no one silver bullet that will solve our future energy needs.

PCAST recognized this and advocated a substantial and sustained

increase across the entire portfolio.
In the remainder of this testimony, I will very briefly describe—

and my testimony will amplify on this—five R&D pathways which
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are in our portfolio. And I would note that with the exception of

carbon sequestration, each of these pathways addresses multiple

goals. Carbon sequestration is obviously geared uniquely towards

mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. But each pathway demands
a strong federal role, particularly as the R&D headlights are low-

ered in the private sector because of both restructuring and global

competitive pressures.
One pathway is to increase our domestic energy supply. Fossil

fuels will clearly continue to be the world's dominant energy source

for some time. There are many examples given in my written testi-

mony, I would just note that of a novel ceramic membrane, for ex-

ample, which may make the conversion of natural gas into liquids
available for transportation from remote areas much easier, there-

fore, allowing a shift to less carbon intensive fossil fuels.

A second approach, of course, is efficiency. U.S. energy intensity
is about 50 percent higher than that of other industrialized coun-

tries, giving us lots of areas for improvement. The plain fact is that

90 percent of the energy we consume today comes from fossil and
nuclear fuel. So energy efficiency is not some green alternative to

the real business of traditional energy investments; rather, it is

grounded in better use of our dominant energy resources. And
again, many examples are spelled out in my written testimony.
A third pathway is clearly clean energy for a cleaner environ-

ment. Renewables may hold the key for appreciably slowing global

warming in the longer term, while offering myriad additional bene-

fits. Examples include: increased use of natural gas and advanced
turbines in the near term, to methane hydrates in the long term;
life extension of existing nuclear reactors; and renewables such as

advanced wind turbines, solar and photovoltaic; co-firing of coal

plants with forest and agricultural biomass.
A fourth pathway, which gained substantially more emphasis in

this year's budget request, is that of carbon sequestration
—^the re-

moval of atmospheric carbon dioxide through natural or induced

methods. Again, the dominance of fossil fuels in our energy port-
folio suggests the importance of this high-risk, high-payoff re-

search. Examples include: the capture of combustion gases, the use

of micro algae to convert power plant CO2 to biomass, and injection

of CO2 in various geological formations.

Finally, we, of course, have a strong investment in basic research

proposed. This continues to provide the foundation both for new

technologies and for the policy framework that will evolve as the

human health, environmental, and climate impacts of energy use

become increasingly well understood. Many areas of basic research

underlay future capabilities. Dr. Gibbons referred already to the bi-

ological sciences. In addition, some of the important cutting-edge
research tools that will have broad applications will be specifically

of use in this arena as well; for example, materials research and
the new neutron source being proposed, and the great expansion in

our simulation capabilities over the next decade originally driven

by our needs to have a secure nuclear stockpile.
All of these pathways are part of our balanced energy R&D port-

folio and are, in fact, rather consistent with the PCAST rec-

ommendations.
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In using the public's funds for the pubUc good, we do have the

responsibiUty to manage those funds effectively
—a point that you

made very clearly, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. Dr. Moniz, your 5 minutes are up.

Could you wrap it up in a couple of minutes so that we can
Dr. MONIZ. I will indeed. I will just note that in a previous hear-

ing we did hear strong business and state support for many of the

DOE partnerships. And also that we are advancing a number of in-

ternal reforms. And I would just highlight the fact that we have
an aggressive road-mapping strategy going on right now which will

better link our programs to missions and to budgets.
So in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, again, I believe our budget pro-

posal represents a prudent response to the challenge of global

warming and with many concomitant benefits in terms of national

security, economic, and environmental consequences.
The Department's missions are clearly linked by science. Our

public investment is a key catalyst for insights and advances on

many fronts, and certainly, on the front of reducing environmental

impacts locally, regionally, and globally. I look forward to working
with this Committee to advance those key R&D programs. Thank
you.

[

r. Moniz's prepared statement and biography follow:]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify before your Committee on climate change

and the Department of Energy's (DOE) energy research and development programs. These

programs serve a broad range of the nation's energy, national security and environmental

interests. The connection between climate change issues and energy is clear: fossil fuels supply

84 percent of the primary energy consumed in the United States and are responsible for 98

percent of U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide. Today, I would like to discuss the interplay

between our national energy interests, the Department's energy research and development

(R&D) programs, our FY 1999 budget request, and environmental stewardship.

In his speech at the National Geographic Society last October, President Clinton outlined the

Administration's climate change policy framework, noting that the risks justified sensible

preventive steps. Several of these steps
- making R&D investments to encourage the

development and deployment of energy efficient technologies, the promotion of a broad range of

energy efficient products, and a comprehensive review of Federal procurement activities to

ensure that the Federal government is a leader in energy efficiency
- are advanced by the

Department's FY 1 999 budget submission.

The enhanced energy R&D investments provided for in DOE's FY 1999 budget request will

indeed result in lower greenhouse gas emissions, but they also provide the United States with

many other tangible energy, economic, national security and environmental benefits. The DOE
is, at its core, a science and technology agency. In the FY 1999 Administration budget proposal,

40 percent of the DOE budget, approximately $7.2 billion, is devoted to R&D. DOE's basic

science programs address Americans' passion for discovery — probing energy and matter at the

most fiindamental level, decoding genetic secrets, revealing the properties of novel materials.

DOE's technology programs, many in partnership with the private sector, sustain the nuclear

peace, help provide abundant clean energy, and promote environmental stewardship. DOE's

imique national laboratories and cutting-edge major research facilities continue to define new

frontiers. The success of this system over many years, and its importance to American society in

the future, is highlighted by the prestigious 7997 R&D 100 Awards, no fewer than 36 ofwhich

went to DOE supported work. Our energy R&D programs will draw upon these world class

scientific and technical resources.

ENERGY AND THE NATIONAL INTEREST

Affordable and abundant supplies of energy are critical to economic, envirormiental and national

security. Energy is key to economic performance; it offers new market opportunities for

business; it is a global commodity of strategic importance; and energy impacts the environment.
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Energy and the Economy

United States expenditures for energy now top $500 billion annually, accounting for over 7.5

percent of our gross domestic product (GDP). The annual electricity bill for American

consumers is roughly $200 billion and the cost of energy for U.S. manufacturing industnes alone

stands at $100 billion per year.

The United States decreased its energy use per dollar ofGDP by 30 percent between 1975 and

1986, in essence representing an annual energy savings today of over $170 billion. Despite this

track record, the energy intensity of the U.S. economy is 50 percent higher than that of other

industrialized nations and the potential for increased energy efficiencies in the U.S. economy

remains considerable.

Energy and Global Business Opportunities

The global market for energy supply equipment is about $300 billion annually. This will grow

proportionately as world energy capacity doubles over the next few decades. Ifwe include the

value of products whose marketability depends upon energy performance
~ such as cars or

appliances
- the global market reaches into the trillions of dollars.

The United States - with its strong scientific and technological leadership, capacity for sustained

innovation and position as the preeminent economic power in the world -- needs energy policies

that position us to take advantage of this large and growing global export market.

Energy is a Strategic Global Commodity

We learned through harsh experience during the two oil shocks of the 1970's, and the disruption

of oil markets resulting from the Gulf War, that the price and availability of energy resources in

one region can have global implications. The Persian Gulf- one of the most politically volatile

regions in the world - currently supplies about one half of the world's exports of oil and this

figure is expected to go even higher over the next 1 5 years.

The worid will Ukely double its energy use by 2030 and quadruple its use by the end of the next

century. Oil demand is projected to grow by about two percent annually over the next 20 years.

Total world energy consumption is projected to reach 560 quadrillion Btu in 2015, an increase of

200 quadrillion Btu over 1995 totals. Competition with, and within, the developing world for

scarce fossil fuel resources will become intense over the next several decades. It is essential that

we continue to diversify our energy supply, both in the energy options we choose and the regions

of the world from which we import oil.
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Energy and Environmental Security

Energy production and use are principal contributors to local, regional and global environmental

problems. Smog, acid rain and particulates affect quality of life at local and regional levels.

Over the past two decades, U.S. emissions of SO,, NO, and CO, were lower than they otherwise

would have been, due in no small part to technological innovations such as: more energy-

efficient automobiles, scrubbers on power plants, more energy efficient buildings and home

appliances, and a slow but steady infiltration of the market by alternative fviels. Much more

remains to be done, and can be done, with concomitant health and quality of life improvements
for tens of millions of Americans.

On a global scale, there is no serious doubt that human activities associated with energy

production and use, primarily of fossil fuels, have over the last few decades significantly altered

the composition of atmospheric gases. World carbon emissions are expected to increase by 3.S

billion metric tons over current levels by 2015, if world energy consumption reaches levels

projected by DOE's Energy Information Administration. Although a detailed understanding of

regional impacts awaits further research, scientific analysis overwhelmingly suggests the

possibility ofmajor societal dislocations. Prudence demands a measured but strong response m
ensuring that sustained technological irmovation positions us for continued prosperity and quality

ofhfe.

A Comprehensive National Energy Strategy

The Administration recently released for comment a draft fiamework for a comprehensive energy

strategy, and we look forward to discussion with the Committee, the Congress, and the public in

the weeks ahead. It is organized around several common sense, high level goals:

Improve the efficiency ofthe energy system — make more productive use of energy
resources in order to enhance overall economic performance while protecting the

environment and advancing national security;

Ensure against energy disruptions
—

protect our economy from external threats of

interrupted supphes of infiastructure failure;

Promote energy production and use in ways that reflect human health and

environmental values — improve our health and local, regional and global

environmental quality;

Expandfuture energy choices — pursue continued progress in our science and

technology to provide future generations with a robust portfolio of clean and

inexpensive energy sources; and

Cooperate internationally on energy issues — develop the means to identify,

manage, and resolve global economic, security and environmental concerns.

Technology is the common thread in our efforts to realize ail of these goals that support

our economic, national and environmental security. Our success in reaching these goals
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tomorrow depends on our energy R&D investments today.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY

There is no one "silver bullet" that will solve our future energy needs. A broad and

balanced R&D portfolio is essential. Fossil fuels will continue to be the world's

dominant energy source for a considerable time under any plausible scenario. Thus,

improved efficiency, increased use of natural gas, reduced environmental impact in fossil

resource recovery, pollution abatement, and sequestration of carbon following

combustion are all important goals to be advanced by new technology.

Renewable energy technologies, with electricity delivered at costs roughly comparable

with fossil sources, may hold the key for appreciably slowing global wanning in the

longer term, while offering myriad additional benefits. Technology options for safe,

proliferation-resistant, waste-minimizing, economic nuclear power need to be preserved.

Basic research continues to provide the foundation both for new technologies and for the

policy framework that will evolve as the human health, environmental and climate

impacts of energy use become increasingly well understood.

Indeed, The President's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), in

their November 1 997 report Federal Energy Research and Developmentfor the

Challenge ofthe Twenty-First Century, advocated a substantial and sustained increase

across the entire energy R&D portfolio. In the remainder of this testimony, I will discuss

five R&D pathways in the DOE research portfolio that wall address our economic,

national security and environmental goals, including the climate change issue.

1. Increasing our Domestic Energy Supply

We have or are developing technology pathways to increase our access to domestic fossil

energy resources while minimizing impacts on the environment. The Department's

current oil and gas program is projected to stimulate about 1,000,000 barrels per day of

additional liquids production by 2010, about 20 percent short of a production goal that

would stabilize domestic production after 2005. Thus, we must continue to look for

opportunities to partner with our domestic oil and gas producers to: (a) improve the

accuracy of reservoir imaging and diagnostics; (b) expand the use of enhanced oil

recovery processes, such as COj flooding, to basins beyond those that have been the

traditional targets; and (c) reduce the cost of effective environmental protection in such

areas as the minimization of produced water and the development of more effective air

emission control technologies.

Last month, I saw firsthand the power and potential of technology during a visit to the
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Alaska North Slope where a significant percentage of our domestic oil and gas is

produced. While the Prudhoe Bay development impacted two percent of the surface area,

the new Alpine field will impact only two tenths ofone percent of the surface because of

new drilling technologies. The North Slope also has huge reserves of natural gas, very

remote from an adequate market. Last year, DOE initiated a cost-shared, joint

government-industry collaboration to produce a revolutionary ceramic membrane that

might significantly lower the cost of chemically converting natural gas into a middle

distillate liquid. Such a breakthrough in the current limitations that transportation places

on natural gas could add a billion barrels or more of vital liquids to our energy supply.

The increased availability of natural gas could help reduce greenhouse gas emissions by

substituting for more carbon-intensive fossil fuels.

It is worth noting in this connection that one of the 1997 R&D 100 Awards the

Department received was for the development of an energy supply technology through a

laboratory-industrial partnership
— 3D seismic oil exploration software using

supercomputers. For the first time, operators are performing relatively fine scale

modeling of very large oil fields in their entirety, thereby increasing domestic energy

resources, such as North Slope oil. The underlying computational and simulation tools

were actually developed for nuclear stockpile stewardship. This is just one example of

how the core competencies in the DOE labs and programs often bear fruit across multiple

missions. And, as our nuclear stockpile mission drives American computational

capability to 100 trillion operations per second in the next decade, dramatically enhanced

simulation capability will enhance niunerous energy and environmental R&D programs
as well, including much higho' resolution studies of global systems with concomitant

improvement in regional climate predictive power.

2. Efficient Use ofDominant Energy Options

Energy efficiency is not some "green" alternative to the "real business" of traditional

energy investments; rather, it is grounded in better use ofour dominant energy resources,

in particular fossil fuels. Advances in energy efficiency technologies could deUver

substantial near-term carbon reducing impacts over the next decade by decreasing the

"energy intensity" (energy consumption per dollar ofGDP) of the U.S. economy. The

investments we make in energy efficiency do not simply save enogy — they represent

one ofthe cheapest, least intrusive ways of accomplishing all ofotu* enviroiunental

objectives as well as contributing to the productivity and competitiveness ofour economy
and to energy security. Consequently, energy efficiency is a key thrust in our FY 1999

energy R&D budget.

Buildings. One-third of energy and two-thirds of electricity in the U.S. is consumed in

buildings. Current and new technologies have a large potential to reduce energy use, cut

emissions and save money for consumers and businesses. In the buildings sector, DOE
is developing, in close collaboration with industry, efficient equipment, materials, and
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whole building designs that will reduce consumer and business costs while cutting

greenhouse gas and other environmental emissions. The FY 1999 budget request for

building technologies of $317 million will result in substantial R&D progress on a wide

range of technologies including high-efficiency heat pumps, advanced lighting, fuel cells,

insulation materials and intelligent control systems. In addition, DOE works with State

and local groups, utilities, other agencies and industry to accelerate the deployment of

energy efficient buildings technologies.

Industrial Technologies. Energy efficient technologies in industry have the potential to

decrease energy use, cut waste and emissions, increase productivity and reduce costs.

DOE is developing, in partnership with industry, a wide variety of technologies to meet

these goals. These technologies are selected on the basis of industry-wide "visions" and

technology "roadmaps" developed in close collaboration with the forest products, steel,

aluminum, metal casting, glass and chemicals industries. In addition, E>OE is developing

key industrial technologies and materials that will have wide application
—

including high

efficiency industrial turbines and high-temperature materials. The Department also

works with industry. States and universities to accelerate the use of key technologies

including efficient motor systems. The FY 1999 budget request for industrial

technologies of $167 million will result in substantial R&D progress on a wide range of

industrial technologies in areas such as aluminum production, waste reduction,

combustion efficiency, biomass feedstock use, glass smelting and industrial cogeneration.

Transportation Efficiencies. New transportation technologies have great potential to

reduce our use of imported oil, improve urban air quality and reduce greenhouse gas

emissions. The key Department transportation effort is the Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) that is developing, in full partnership with industry, an

auto with three times the efficiency of today's vehicles with no compromise in safety,

size, performance, comfort and cost. Technologies under development that will

contribute to meeting the PNGV goal include hybrid propulsion systems, fiiel cells,

compressed ignition diesel injection engines, regenerative braking, power electronics and

lightweight materials. This effort is beginning to pay dividends, as evidenced by the

recent announcements by all three automakers in January of high-efficiency concept cars

they intend to produce. DOE is also developing highly efficient power plants for trucks

and transportation biofuels. The FY 1999 budget request for transportation technologies

of $293 million will result in substantial R&D progress not only for the PNGV auto; it

also will focus increased effort on developing technologies that substantially improve the

efficiency of light trucks and sport utility vehicles, the fastest growing transportation

segment. It will allow for significant progress toward improving heavy truck fuel

economy from 6-7 mpg now to 10 mpg.

Markets and Energy Efficiency. As we pursue the development of promising efficiency

technologies, we are also interested in using the power of markets and competition to

help increase energy efficiency. Electricity restructuring offers several opportunities in
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this regard. Generation plant operators who in the past have been able to simply "pass

though" their fuel costs in regulated rates will, under competition, have a direct profit

incentive to reduce fuel cost by lowering the "heat rate" of their existing generating

plants. With competition, merchant plants using very efficient combined cycle gas

technologies will be able to enter the market to compete with and displace high-cost
inefficient generators. Significant merchant projects have been aimounced in New
England and California, where restructuring is moving forward most rapidly.

Restructuring can also help to accelerate the market penetration of existing and advanced

combined heat and power technologies that squeezes more usefiil energy out of fuel than

stand-alone electricity or heat generation. Finally, efficiency on the customer side of the

meter can also be enhanced by competition as suppliers seek to increase market share and

customer loyalty by offering high-value combinations of energy and efficiency services

to their customers.

But the need for an increased investment in federal energy R&D is even more acute as the

private sector, with electricity restructuring and global market pressures, is "lowering its

R&D headlights" in terms of investments needed fiirther dovm the road. Recently, for

example, I participated in a Congressional hearing on the need for public investment in
*

energy R&D, where Mr. William Keese, chairman of the California Energy Commission,
testified that:

"The federal government must continue to be a pivotal player in promoting and

advancing energy RD&D and energy-related programs. Congress cannot assume
that the states will institute or continue RD&D programs as utilities cut back or

eliminate RD&D programs. After averaging about $135 million a year for both

electricity and gas RD&D prior to restructuring, California's PIER [Public
Interest Energy Research] Program is funded at $62 million per year. Similarly,

energy efficiency programs averaged $450 million a year prior to restructuring
and now are funded at $240 million."

3. Clean Energyfor a Cleaner Environment

Research and development of clean energy technologies will result in reduced carbon

intensity, greater diversity of domestic energy suppUes, opportunities for technology

exports, improved U.S. competitiveness, and little or no enviroiunental damage. A wide

range of improved clean energy options
- renewable, fossil, and nuclear ~ could be

introduced and widely deployed within the next two decades. These can begin to match
the carbon reduction impact of increased end-use efficiencies within this period.

DOE energy R&D technology pathways to address carbon intensity will seek to move the

energy mix towards lower emissions of all types. Power generation with advanced
turbines and combined cycle plants, industrial applications, and the long term potential to

tap oceanic gas hydrates will result in the increased use of natural gas. The potential of
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renewable energy to address our multiple energy goals is enormous. Expanded R&D will

continue the steady progress made since 1980 in reducing their costs and improving

performance. DOE is pursuing a balanced R&D portfolio in close collaboration with

industry that includes solar photovoltaics, solar thermal, biomass combustion, wind,

geothermal, hydrogen and several enabling technologies such as superconducting

materials. The FY 1999 budget request for renewable energy technologies of $342

million (excluding transportation biofiiels) will result in substantial R&D progress that

will make several technologies competitive in the marketplace in the very near term;

wind power is already supplying over three billion kilowatt hours of electricity to the

grid. It will also accelerate the pace of technical improvements in photovoltaics,

demonstrate the technical merit of co-firing biomass with coal, and lower the cost of

geothermal energy.

Charter coal technologies with higher efficiencies will eventually douole the energy per

unit of fuel use, dramatically reducing carbon dioxide emissions as well as other

pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter. Coal currently

accounts for 55 percent of the electricity generated in the United States. Virtually every

credible forecast of future power generation indicates that coal will continue to be the

dominant fuel source for electricity generation well into the next century, accoimting for

at least half of the Nation's electricity generation.

DOE is developing a portfolio ofadvanced technologies that ultimately will culminate in

the "Vision 21 EnergyPlex" concept. "Vision 21" reflects a new approach to 21st century

energy production by integrating cost-effective, high-efficiency technologies into a

single, fuel-flexible facility capable of co-producing electric power, process heat, and

high-value fuels and chemicals while minimizing. The concept builds on £>0£'s existing

R&D programs in advanced coal and biomass gasification, gas cleanup, next-generation

fiiel cells, and high-performance turbine technology. It also includes the R&D needed for

key enabling technologies, such as low cost oxygen separation, advanced hydrogen

separation membranes, high temperature ceramic heat exchangers, and, potentially,

carbon dioxide capture and disposal technologies. Developing the "Vision 21" concept

will also require advances in materials and components, new catalysts and sorbents, and,

to minimize the costs of engineering scale up, the use of advanced computational

technology to test "virtual pilot/demonstration configurations."

DOE is developing the following coal-based power generation systems: Lx)w-Emission

Boiler systems. Pressurized Fluidized Bed Combustion, Integrated Gasification

Combined Cycle and Indirectly Fired cycles. The coal-fired power plant of tomorrow

may also incorporate advanced sub-systems such as super clean flue gas scrubbers or

perhaps over the longer term, innovative techniques for removing carbon dioxide. Fossil

energy research is supporting programs to develop these future high tech devices: Super-

Clean Emission Control Devices, Air Toxics Emission Control, CO, Recovery, Reuse
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and Disposal and Solid Waste Management. These technologies are expected to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions by 40-47 percent compared to currently deployed systems.

Natural gas also can play a much greater role in the electric generation sector. As much
as 50 percent of the growth in demand for natural gas through 2010 is expected to be in

the power generation market. Gas-fired generating units, particularly combined cycle

systems, are more efficient and less capital intensive than other alternatives, have lower

non-fuel operating costs, and can be constructed with shorter lead times with smaller,

economically sized units. We also have an Advanced Power Systems effort that includes

advanced gas turbines and fuel cells. These technologies offer reductions of 60-65

percent in greenhouse gas emissions compared to a conventional coal-fired power plant.

Nuclearpower plants generate electricity without producing carbon dioxide, sulfur oxide,

or nitrogen oxide emissions. Consequently, the FY 1 999 budget proposal includes two

modest initiatives aimed at sustaining nuclear energy as a viable option, despite the

considerable imcertainties. First, the Nuclear Energy Plant Optimization program is the

Department's response to the PCAST recommendation that the Department initiate a

program of research aimed at operating nuclear power plants. The proposed program
would develop the technologies needed to improve capacity factors of existing U.S.

plants. Second, the Nuclear Energy Research Initiative is a program that features an

independent, competitive, peer-reviewed process for selecting from among investigator-

initiated R&D proposals. This program will fund woric in areas such as advanced nuclear

fuel, proliferation-resistant reactor systems, and lost-cost, advanced power systems.

4. Carbon Sequestration: Maximize Resources, Minimize Environmental Impacts

In contrast to the pathways discussed already, the benefits of carbon sequestration R&D
are focused particularly on our climate change goals. Carbon sequestration is the removal

of atmospheric carbon through natural or induced methods. The dominance of fossil

fuels in our energy portfolio suggests the importance of this high-risk, high-payoff
research. Technology breakthroughs in sequestration could prove to be a major benefit

for the domestic coal induf'ry, for the creation of international maricets, and for

minimizing coal impacts on the environment Research and development on this pathway
is at its early stages of exploration and large scale impacts are not anticipated for decades.

Carbon Sequestration Basic Research. The Department has requested $9 million in FY
1999 for the Energy Research budget to better understand the scientific aspects of carbon

sequestration. Implementing carbon sequestration on the scale needed to impact the

global CO2 budget requires new levels of understanding — from the molecular to

ecosystem scale ~ about the geological, chemical, physical and biological interactions

between carbon and the environment.
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Each year, on the order of 100 Gigatonnes of carbon cycle between the atmosphere and

terrestrial biosphere, demonstrating a large potential for both capturing and sequestering
carbon. Slowing the release of COj back to the atmosphere could have a large impact on
the global COj. This strategy of altering the natural carbon cycle requires much better

understanding of the chemical, physical, and biological processes that regulate CO,

exchange benveen the atmosphere and the terrestrial biosphere. This research would

investigate the biological capture of atmospheric COj by plants and soils and determine

how quantities might change naturally or through bioengineering.

Before long-term underground sequestration can be considered seriously, there are many
scientific questions that must be addressed. How much COj can be safely stored in

subsurface reservoirs? What are the effects of high pressure COj injection on the geo-
mechanics of different rock formations? At what rates will the injected CO, react with

different rock formations and how will this affect the fluid flow in these formations?

The answer to these and other questions will be needed before underground sequestration

becomes a reality. Similarly, research is needed about the full range of processes that

influence carbon capture at the ocean surface and the transmission of the carbon to deep
ocean reservoirs.

Carbon Sequestration R&D. A complementary approach to sequestration research

involves developing technological pathways. There is currently a limited program within

the Office of Fossil Energy (about $1.6 million in FY 1998) to develop and demonstrate

technically, economically, and ecologically sound methods to captxu-e, reuse and dispose
ofCO} to investigate sequestration technologies. This program involves collaboration

with 17 countries through the International Energy Agency Greenhouse Gas Program,
which includes work such as monitoring the CO2 that has already been injected into an

aquifer in the North Sea.

In FY 1999, the Department is requesting to expand this program to $10 million in three

areas of research. The first category would be geared to "traditional" research, that is

putting captured COj fi'om power plants into geological formations such as depleted oil

and gas wells, unmineable coal seams and aquifers or into the deep ocean. The second

category is best described as "enhancing natural sinks," for example, enhancing the

growth of forests and algae, which, in turn, would enhance their uptake ofCOj. This

program will be coordinated closely with the Energy Research program on enhancing
natural terrestrial sinks. The third category entails investigator-initiated proposals that

may lead to novel breakthrough technologies.

5. Basic Research

Essential to our work in each of these areas discussed above is the Department's
continued investment in the basic sciences. While the results of basic research are

difficult to predict with any accuracy, the evolving understanding of the important

10
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nonlinearities and feedback loops in the science of global systems will help guide climate

change strategies, and basic research breakthroughs, from materials science to bioscience,

should yield novel technologies for mitigating environmental consequences of energy

use.

The basic science of the greenhouse effect is well established. Indeed, the 60 degree

Fahrenheit average warming produced by the "natural" greenhouse effect is essential to

life on earth. Further, even the temperature rise associated with increased CO2
concentration in the atmosphere was predicted quite well more than a century ago. In the

last years, more extensive data collection and the power of large scale simulation have

refined the predictions considerably and have yielded insights into the consequences of

global warming — from global consequences such as sea level rise to more regional

phenomena affecting the weather, agriculture and human health. Understanding the latter

quantitatively clearly requires more research. The potentially catastrophic consequences

in the next century of continued greenhouse gas emissions clearly should not be ignored

either in our research portfolio or in the policy signals sent by government.

The Department ofEnergy is the third largest contributor to the overall U.S. Global

Change Research Program. In support of the U.S. Global Change Research Program,

DOE'S Energy Research program includes research in climate modeling, atmospheric

chemistry and transport, atmospheric properties and processes affecting the Earth's

radiant energy balance, carbon sources and sinks, consequences of atmospheric and

climatic change for vegetation and ecosystems, critical data needs for global change

research and for early detection of climatic change, and funding for education and

training of scientists and researchers in these areas. The ongoing research to understand

the global carbon cycle is critical to selecting optimal strategies and technologies to arrest

climate change and to implementing and monitoring international climate change

agreements in the future.

Under the Administration's Climate Change Technology Initiative, the basic research

program will also address science for efficient technology and low-carbon energy supply,

in addition to the sequestration science that I referred to earlier. Some promising areas

with an energy impact include: biosciences, with the potential to grow fuel crops and

tailored industrial feedstocks; photoconversion technologies for the production of very

cheap electric power or fuels directly from sunlight; and understanding of the global

carbon cycle in order to select optimal strategies and technologies to arrest global

warming.

EHDE's proposed energy research program builds on ongoing, complementary research in

related fields. Some of the broad research tools under development by the Department,

for a variety of mission areas, will have a significant impact. For example, fundamental

materials science will be used to develop low-frictron, lightweight, and nano-scale

materials that improve energy efficiency; biomimetic (biological-mimicking) chemistry,

11
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biochemistry, and molecular genetic sequencing of microbial organisms that produce

methane and hydrogen will promote low-and non-carbon emitting energy sources; and,

catalysis research will be used to advance energy efficient chemical processes. The

powerful Spallation Neutron Source proposed for construction in the FY 1999 budget

will greatly enhance American materials science capabilities. The new scale of

computational and simulation power under development for stockpile stewardshjp will

also permit much higher resolution studies of the global atmosphere-oceans-ecosystem

coupled system. These studies will be especially important for assessing local and

regional ecological impacts of increased atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN ENERGY R&D

Competitive markets are the cornerstone of successful energy policy. Government can

and should address the inherent limits of private markets to ensure that energy secunty,

environmental quality and energy research — those societal benefits most often

undervalued by the private sector — are adequately addressed.

A recent Business Week column on PNGV illustrated the government's role in R&D this

way: "Government financing of pre-competitive research was necessary because auto

makers, as rivals looking to near-term results, simply could not commit enough funds for

a sufficiently long time horizon." The column went on to describe the result of this

collaboration: ". . . at the mid-point of the 10 year effort, the alhance is paying real

dividends. The progress, Detroit recently claimed, would not have occurred without a

government policy commitment to clean air. Washington deftly used the CAFE
standards as a stick and the PNGV as a carrot."

While the need for investment is clear, the current funding profile for both public and

private investment in energy R&D is cause for concern. The PCAST report states that the

DOE R&D budgets have decUned five fold in real terms between 1978 and 1997. Trends

in private sector R&D investment mirror this decline in public sector investment.

PCAST also found that "... industry's spending for R&D fell 40 percent in real terms

between 1985 and 1994 ... the R&D spending of the 1 12 largest U.S. operating electric

utilities fell 38 percent between 1993 and 1996 alone and the R&D for the four U.S. oil

firms with the largest research efforts approximately halved between 1990 and 1996."

DOE is cognizant that our dollars must be spent carefully. Our overall technology

strategy involves extensive work with private sector partners to assure that our programs

are relevant, the govenunent rote is appropriate, and that a payoff is in sight. By focusing

our investments in areas where private resources are lacking, such as our computational

and simulation tools, and where there is a potential to realize substantial public benefits,

we can better ensure that we are targeting our efforts appropriately and leveraging

resources to the extent possible. In testimony delivered before Congress earlier this year,

12
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Lewis Edelheit, Senior Vice-President for Corporate R&D at General Electric,

underscored the value of a targeted government role in energy R&D, noting that

"Industrial R&D tends to operate within a fairly narrow risk/reward window.

Goverrunent programs can expand that opening." He also illustrated what he termed the

"galvanizing effect" that the Federal government has on energy R&D, citing DOE's

collaboration with industry on the Advanced Turbine System program as an example of

"... helping industry make advances that would have been much slower in coming, or

may not have happened at all, without this government-industry collaboration."

The Federal role logically diminishes as technologies approach commercial viability. For

example, DOE played a major role in the 1970's and 1980's in developing atmospheric

fluidized bed combustion, one of the most significant advances in clean coal burning

technology. As technical issues were resolved and the technology gained market

acceptance, DOE's role ended. The federal role should also change when our private

sector partners signal that programs are not woricing or that we should re-focus. For

example, in our "Industries of the Future" program, we are concluding efforts with the

petroleum refining industry due to lack of progress in developing a technology roadmap

to guide future work. Finally, it is the nature ofR&D that some seemingly good ideas

never achieve their original promise. When this occurs, we must be willing to shift

resources, as we did when our research on gas turbines failed to progress sufficiently

toward meeting design goals.

The numerous R&D successes, along with the key role energy plays in the economy,

environment and national security, prompted the PCAST in its recent report to

recommend significant increases in public fimding of energy research and development in

energy efficiency and renewables, as well as fission, fiision, carbon sequestration and fuel

cells. Our FY 1999 budget request is broadly consistent with the PCAST

recommendations, both in overall resources and R&D priorities.

DOE ENERGY R&D MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

We must carry out our responsibilities with sound strategic management ofa broad

portfolio of energy investments. We are now advancing our strategic management of

R&D by:

• Increasing the profile, expanding the responsibilities and improving the

accountability ofthe DOER&D Council. The Coimcil, which 1 now chair, has a

new charter, to more fiiUy integrate and manage the Department's R&D both

within and across program areas. The Energy Resources working group of the

R&D Council simultaneously serves as a working group of the Energy Resources

Board; this will provide a way to fiilly integrate energy R&D into the

development of overall energy policy.

13
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• Accelerating contract reform and increasing competition. The Department

recently competed the Brookhaven National Laboratory contract for the first time

in fifty years and are in the process of competing the M&O contract for the

National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Colorado. We must increase

competition where appropriate and, at the same time, make certain we provide our

laboratories with the levels of stability and management certainty needed to foster

creativity and progress.

• Updating the way we select R&D performers. We will be intensifying our

evaluation ofhow we award grants and contracts, including technology transfer

and partnership agreements, to ensure they are made on the basis of sound

scientific review and economic judgment. We need to constantly evaluate the

appropnateness of these agreements on a case-by-case basis and make policy and

process adjustments when necessary.

Science and Technology "Roadmaps"

Science and technology "roadmaps" address specific problems and needs by defining

goals, engaging in a consensus building process with stakeholders, and developing R&D

plans most likely to achieve success. R&D road maps have been successfiilly employed

by the private sector — the semiconductor industry roadmap is a good example - and we

are currently seeking to expand use of this discipline in the Department of Energy.

Technology roadmaps will define oiu- travel along the technology pathways described

earlier.

Technology road maps will serve as a primary tool with which to "strategically manage"

the cross-cutting R&D needs and capabilities of the Department Let me give you some

examples. By partnering with the DOE's Office of Industrial Technologies in a road

mapping exercise, the aluminum industry has taken significant steps in plaiming for its

technology needs for the next twenty years. Over the next year, the development of a

more detailed aliuninum industry research agenda will help to realign, if necessary,

research to be conducted by companies, universities and the national laboratories. The

aluminum industry is now working to make certain it understands the needs of its end use

customers. It is anticipated that this roadmap will be periodically revised and updated to

reflect changing markets and technical issues and to ensure that research priorities

continue to reflect customer needs.

More broadly, industry, partnering with DOE, has developed long-term visions for six

energy intensive U.S. industries — steel, aluminum, chemicals, pulp and paper, glass and

meul casting
- of energy efficient, low-polluting, highly competitive "Industries of the

Future," as well as technology roadmaps to identify an R&D and deployment pathway to

achieve this vision. A prototype Clean Power roadmap is also being jointly developed

by our Offices of Fossil Energy and Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.

14
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The R&D Council has directed that each DOE business Hne developed present for review

roadmaps in key areas. We recognize that "one size will not fit all." But by encouraging

the development of roadmaps that connect program objectives with a "bottom-up"

scientific and technical definition of problems, we can better define, review, improve and

adapt plans to accomplish our often highly complex missions. The process is moving
forward with full cooperation fi-om the national laboratory directors.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, DOE's FY 1999 budget will put us on an energy R&D track that will

address our shared goals of economic, national, environmental and energy security. It

also represents a prudent response to the challenge of global warming that will result

from a worldwide "business as usual" approach to energy production and use.

The climate change issue clearly demands the attention of government — not in spite of

remaining uncertainty with regard to regional ecological and human health impacts, but

because of it. A strengthened energy science and technology program, together with

synergistic tax incentives for accelerated technology introduction, is an important first

step with multiple benefits for America. A recent Washington Post editorial on the

Administration's FY 1999 budget proposal put it this way:

". . . this [global wanning] proposal would make sense whether Kyoto ever comes

into force or not. Most of the initiatives would spur industry toward pollution-

reducing measures that will benefit the country and make industry more

competitive in the long run. Indeed, those who oppose binding commitments,

trading permits, increased fuel taxes and more regulation should, more than

anyone else, embrace measures that might produce progress without coercion."

In a similar vein, the PCAST panel unanimously advocated a substantial and sustained

increase in the energy R&D portfolio despite a lack of consensus on the consequences of

global warming.. A central reason that PCAST noted in this respect is that:

". . . many of the eiicrgy-technology improvements that would be attractive for

[greenhouse gas reduction] also could contribute importantly to addressing some

of the other energy-related challenges that lie ahead, including reducing

dependence on imported oil; diversifying the U.S. domestic fuel and electricity

supply systems; expanding U.S. exports of energy-supply and energy-end-use

technologies and know-how; reducing air and water pollution from fossil fuel

technologies; reducing the cost and safety and security risks of nuclear energy

systems around the world; fostering sustainable and stabilizing economic

development; and strengthening U.S. leadership in science and technology."
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The Department of Energy's missions are linked by the common thread of science. Our

public investment in energy research and development is a key catalyst for insights and

advances on many fronts --
increasing our energy security, private sector innovation, and

expanding markets. In addition, these same resources contribute to expanding our future

options by reducing environmenUl impacts of energy use - locally, regionally, and

globally.

This Administration and the Department of Energy, with the support of the Congress, can

provide a large measure of the scientific and technological leadership our nation needs to

maintain its preeminence in the global marketplace and our commitments to a cleaner,

safer world.

I look forward to working with the Committee to advance our nation's key energy R&D

programs. Thank you for your attention and I would be pleased to address any questions.
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Chairman Sensenbrenner. Thank you very much. The next wit-

ness is the Honorable David M. Gardiner, Assistant Administrator
for Policy, Planning, and Evaluation of the EPA. Mr. Gardiner, I

would appreciate it if you could confine your remarks to 5 minutes
so that we will have time for questions by members of the Com-
mittee.

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE DAVTO M. GARDINER, AS-
SISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR POLICY, PLANNING AND
EVALUATION, U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Gardiner. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-

portunity to be here this morning.
I think you have heard already from Dr. Gibbons about the com-

pelling view that we have of the science on this issue and the po-
tential impacts of climate change. And because those effects are po-
tentially so serious and so costly to us and to others around the

world, and to help the country meet the challenge of global warm-
ing, the President, as you all know, proposed in October that we
launch an initiative to invest in research and development. And,
specifically in the budget, he has now proposed a Climate Change
Technology Initiative that will invest $6.3 billion in R&D and tar-

geted tax cuts over the next 5 years and lead to multiple environ-
mental and economic benefits. The Administration's—I would also
note that the Administration's—current climate change program is

already reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and the President's ini-

tiative will do even more.
I wanted to make two fairly straightforward points this morning,

the first of which is that the investments proposed by the President
will bring economic benefits beyond those associated with the con-
trol of global warming. They will provide incentives for American
businesses and communities to cut greenhouse gases now, in ways
that make economic sense now. They will speed the adoption of to-

day's cost-effective, energy-efficient, low-carbon technologies
throughout the economy and hasten the development of even more
advanced technologies in the future. Using energy more efficiently
in our businesses, homes, and vehicles will save money and make
our overall economy far more productive, while at the same time

reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants.
We've already seen how effective these kinds of incentives can be.

Under our current climate change programs, the Administration
has negotiated voluntary partnerships—and I would emphasize vol-

untary partnerships—with thousands of U.S. businesses and others
that will cut greenhouse gas emissions while at the same time

slashing annual U.S. energy costs. Dozens of companies like Gen-
eral Motors, IBM, Motorola, and Lockhead Martin are cutting en-

ergy use, saving money, and reducing their emissions of green-
house gases.
Just to pick one example, the Dupont Company alone has taken

steps to cut energy use that has saved the company $31 million in

1995 alone while reducing their greenhouse gas emissions by 18
million tons by the Year 2000.
These voluntary programs will be continued and expanded under

the President's proposed climate change initiative. And at the Envi-
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ronmental Protection Agency, we'll have a particular focus on the'

building sector, the industrial sector, transportation, and a number
of cross-cutting issues.

All of these investments will help enhance the productivity of the

American economy. All of these investments will help American
businesses compete more effectively in the global economy. All of

these investments will reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and
move us closer to the goals of reducing the threat of global warm-

ing.
And while as good as that sounds, it's not as good as it gets. And

this is the second point I wanted to make, and that is that every
dollar we invest to improve energy efficiency and to reduce the

emissions that cause greenhouse gases—or the greenhouse prob-
lem—will control other pollutants beyond greenhouse gases.
The combustion of fossil fuels is also a major source of conven-

tional air pollutants like particulates, nitrogen oxides, volatile or-

ganic compounds, and carbon monoxide. These pollutants, as you
know, have been linked conclusively to heightened risks of mor-

tality, chronic bronchitis, congestive heart fgdlure, heart disease,

and other serious illnesses. Children and the elderly are most vul-

nerable to these pollution-related illnesses. Thus, many of the ac-

tions that we take to combat climate change in the short term and
in the long term will bring immediate public health benefits in the

form of cleaner air and cleaner water. One peer-reviewed study es-

timates that in the Year 2010, greenhouse gas controls could save

20,000 lives in the United States, and more than 200,000 lives

worldwide, because of related reductions in particulate emissions

alone. Controls on greenhouse gases could lead to improved viabil-

ity, more and better recreational opportunity, and reduced nitrogen

deposition in vulnerable water bodies like the Chesapeake Bay.
In 1999, alone, EPA's global warming programs are expected to

reduce nitrogen oxide emissions by 90,000 tons per year, thus im-

proving both air and water quality. And we would expect under the

Climate Change Technology Initiative even greater emission reduc-

tions in the future.

So what we're talking about here is a cost-effective, common-
sense approach to a serious problem. The tax credits and other pro-

grams in the President's proposed Global Warming Initiative will

reduce the health and ecological problems caused by the green-
house effect, they will help the economy to grow by making it more

energy efficient, and position the United States to prosper even

more in the global market place as other countries look for tech-

nologies to reduce these emissions, and they will bring substantial

ancillary health benefits by reducing emissions of conventional pol-

lutants like particulates and nitrogen oxides.

This is an economically sound and environmentally sensible ap-

proach. And we look forward to working with the Congress, the

business community, and the American people as we move forward

in our efforts to control climate change and provide a better quality

of life for all of our people.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Gardiner's prepared statement and biography follow:]
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TESTIMONY OF
DAVID M. GARDINER

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR
POLICY, PLANNING AND EVALUATION

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

February 12, 1998

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity to testify

on the Administration's plans to address global warming. Our goal is to develop, in consultation

with the Congress and the American people, international and domestic strategies to address

global warming that are environmentally sound and economically sensible.

I am pleased to report that we have made substantial progress towards that goal in the last

several months On October 22 of last year. President Clinton armounced his climate change

proposal He described the Administration's international negotiating goals and our plans to

move ahead to address climate change domestically In December, U.S. negotiators reached

agreement with other nations on the Kyoto Protocol Although more work remains to complete

the agreement, it bears the unmistakable imprint of U.S. demands for realistic targets and

timetables, coverage of all greenhouse gases, national flexibility and market-based mechanisms for

control Finally, just last week in his budget announcement, the President unveiled the Climate

Change Technology Initiative, a $6 3 billion, five-year package of tax credits and investments in

technology that make sense right now and will put the Nation on a smooth path to meeting our

international obligations
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Decisions on what to do about any environmental problem begin with the science. The

President's Science Advisor, Dr Jack Gibbons, has given the Committee a comprehensive

presentation of the scientific evidence for global warming and for the broad range of serious

adverse impacts that lie in wait for us ifwe do not begin to reduce greenhouse gas emissions Let

me emphasize several points that are particularly important from the standpoint of the

Environmental Protection Agency, which is charged with the responsibility to protect the health

and the environment of the American people

First, global warming endangers Americans' health, especially the health of our children,

grandchildren, and future generations Unless we begin to act:

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, representing 2,000 leading
scientific experts from around the world: "Climate change is likely to have wide ranging
and mostly adverse impacts on human health, with significant loss of life."

There will be more frequent and more intense heat waves Deaths directly attributable to

heat waves in the U.S. could more than double by the middle of the next century

Hotter weather may lead to more frequent and more intense smog episodes, causing more
deaths and illnesses from air pollution

Pest-borne tropical diseases may spread across our borders as warmer temperatures

expand the range of disease-carrying insects and rodents.

There will be more frequent and severe droughts and floods, causing deaths and injuries,

as well as huge property losses.

Sea level will rise, exposing coastal areas to higher storm surges, with greater threats to

health and safety, and more property damage Salt water intrusion into coastal aquifers

vsdll endanger the drinking water supplies for milhons of Americans.

Second, global warming endangers Americans' environment Ifwe do not act, our

children and grandchildren will see our forests, rivers, and other natural resources stressed and

threatened as never before.
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By the end of the next century, rising sea le could drown 4000 square miles of our

ecologically-critical coastal wetlands Five t!. isand square miles of dry land in states like

Louisiana and Florida could be lost under water.

Trout and other fish species could be entirely wiped out in many states — depriving

millions of our children and grandchildren of the simple pleasures of fishing.

Forests and habitats will be lost in many states as climatic ranges shift faster than plant or

animal species can migrate. Maple trees could die out in the Northeast, wiping out the fall

colors ofNew England forever. Glaciers may disappear fi^om Glacier National Park.

About one-third of the Florida Everglades, now being protected at significant cost, has an

elevation of less than 1 2 inches and is highly vulnerable to sea level rise

Third, health and environmental impacts such as these will have profound economic costs

as well. Simply put, ifwe do not act, global warming will threaten the cleaner and healthier air,

water and natural resources which the last six Presidents and 14 Congresses have worked so hard

to restore and protect We cannot allow this to happen

In short, the immense threat posed by global warming is why the achievement in Kyoto is

so important. Without repeating the detailed explanation of the Kyoto Protocol this Committee

heard last week, I would note only that the Kyoto agreement embodies our key proposals for an

achievable target on a realistic timetable, maximum national flexibility, and maximum use of

market-based implementation tools The agreement allows American businesses and consumers a

decade of lead-time to adopt the technologies and practices needed to meet our emissions target

The agreement also includes the flexibility of a five-year budget period, covers all six important

pollutants (allowing the flexibility of greenhouse-gas trade-offs), and includes three forms of

international market-based emissions trading. The agreement rejected proposals by other

countries for overly ambitious targets, unattainably short deadlines, and inflexible mandatory

policies and measures.
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To be sure, there is much more work to be done In the coming year and beyond, we will

work with other nations, both multilaterally and bilaterally, to fill in key implementation details

and to obtain greater participation from key developing nations

The question before us now is what should be done domestically while we pursue this

agenda for further international work. Some may say that we should do nothing at all at home

until all countries are fully on board and all the details are filled in But such a course has two big

drawbacks.

First, there are many voluntary steps to cut greenhouse gas emissions that make complete

economic sense to undertake now, regardless of any international agreement Improving the

energy-efficiency of our businesses, homes, and vehicles and taking other steps to reduce

greenhouse gas pollution can save large amounts of money and make our economy more

productive.

Second, reasonable people who differ on the need for the Kyoto Protocol can still agree

that it would be prudent to use the decade of lead-time provided by the Protocol to take

reasonable steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions that have numerous other benefits to the

economy and the environment, and that will best position American businesses and the American

economy for further action as the science evolves

Third, as the most innovative economy in the world and the largest contributer to

greenhouse gas pollution, the United States must take the lead in responding to this immense

global environmental threat By acting, and not just talking, we can assume moral leadership.
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send an important market signal to the rest of the world, and make it easier to recruit other

nations to do their share

That is why last October President Clinton proposed the Climate Change Technology

Initiative (CCTI) The President has proposed $6 3 billion in targeted tax cuts and program

investments over five years to speed the adoption of today's cost-effective energy-efficient and

low-carbon technologies throughout the economy, and to hasten the development of even more

advanced technologies for tomorrow.

Through our current programs implemented under the 1993 Climate Change Action Plan

(CCAP), EPA and the Department of Energy (DOE) are already helping American businesses and

consumers save money by employing energy efficient technology when replacing

obsolete equipment or expanding These technologies also can often enhance businesses' overall

productivity.

The latest example, announced by Vice President Gore last month, is the new "Energy

Star" partnership, under which the major TV and VCR manufacturers will make products that use

less energy Your current TV uses energy even when it is turned off as circuits respond instantly

when you press the remote control. The new machines will sharply cut the amount of energy used

when off, reducing pollution by up to a million tons of carbon per year, and saving consumers up

to $500 million per year on their electric bills. TVs and VCRs with the "Energy Star" label soon

will be in stores across the country.

EPA's existing CCAP programs are expected to reduce US greenhouse gas emissions by

more than 40 million tons of carbon equivalent (MMTCE) in 1999. EPA's partnerships are

expected to reduce annual US energy expenditures by more than $25 billion by 2010. The
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President's Climate Change Technology Initiative includes funds for EPA to expand these

technology deployment partnerships to reach more businesses and consumers, and to cover more

products and technologies The CCTI also includes funds to carry out the President's call for

industry-by-industry consultations to develop voluntary but aggressive strategies to reduce

emissions of greenhouse gases.

At EPA, we know from experience that voluntary and partnership programs work

Several recent successes demonstrate the potential from these approaches:

*• Aluminum Industry Partnership EPA has forged agreements with 90% of the aluminum

industry to reduce their emissions of perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), which are potent

greenhouse gases, by 40-60% by 2000 With key technical support from EPA, the

companies are well on their way to meeting their commitments.

*• Metal Finishers Agreement. Through EPA's Common Sense Initiative, the metal finishing

industry has committed to improving energy efficiency by 25% by the year 2002, while

reducing other toxic chemicals

» Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings. US companies and organizations joined EPA' s

Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings Programs, they could reduce the carbon

dioxide emissions due to the energy used in commercial buildings by 35 percent and

reduce commercial buildings' energy bills by $25 billion per year

» Quad Graphics, Pewaukee, WI. Through EPA's Green Lights program Quad

Graphics has installed energy efficient lighting in its buildings, preventing more

than four thousand tons of carbon dioxide emissions ~ equivalent to eliminating

the emissions of more than 1,000 cars The company is saving more than

$250,000 every year on its energy bills ~ and enjoying better lighting quality.

New York State. These opportunities are available not only to private companies,
but to all types of organizations Through EPA's Energy Star Buildmgs and Green

Lights programs, the State of New York is currently savmg New York taxpayers

more than $2 5 million per year on state energy bills, while preventing more than

16 thousand tons of carbon dioxide emissions.

Climate Wise. Since 1994, 392 companies, representing 8 5% ofUS industrial energy

use, have joined Climate Wise, including British Petroleum, DuPont, 3M, Johnson &
Johnson, General Motors, Boeing and more than 200 small and medium-sized companies.
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Companies have submitted Action Plans detailing more than 700 emissions reductions

actions that they estimate will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by more than 5 million

metric tons of carbon equivalent by the year 2000 In the process they expect to save

more than $300 million Here are some examples of what they're doing;

General Motors reduced more than 54,500 metric tons of carbon per year by

switching to natural gas at five steam-generating facilities. In addition, the first of

1 1 facility energy audits has identified procedural changes and projects saving 19%
of total energy use

DuPont estimates that its actions will reduce emissions of greenhouse gases

equivalent to 18 million metric tons of carbon dioxide by the yejir 2000 DuPont's

energy efficiency improvements include switching boiler fuels, improving steam

balance, decreasing waste heat and optimizing system performance in aeration

blowers. Energy efficiency actions saved the company $3 1 million in 1995 alone.

IBM estimates that their energy efficiency projects will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 60,000 metric tons and save the company $5.5 million in the year

2000 Their actions include changes in process and facility design and

improvements in energy metering and monitoring that will help them to better

identify energy efficiency opportunities.

Motorola-Austin reduced annual carbon emissions by more than 4,740 metric

tons per year and saved more than $1 million in 1996 alone by optimizing the

performance of their boilers, insulating steam lines and repairing faulty insulation.

• Lockheed Martin estimates that it will achieve annual cost savings of $175,000
and prevent the emission of 1,750 tons of carbon dioxide each year by committing
to efficiency measures including boiler and process cooling efficiency, and the

development of an energy automation program at facilities around country

The Initiative also includes additional resources for research and development in key areas

of energy-efficient technology. These R&D resources will allow EPA to accelerate its work

under the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNG\0 to help develop cars and light

trucks that get three times the fuel economy of current models, with comparable performance,

safety, amenities, and cost Working with industry and with DOE and other agencies, we will
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also undenake a partnership to develop delivery and long-haul trucks that achieve significantly

greater fuel economy while meeting stringent emissions targets

The Initiative also includes $3 6 billion over five years in targeted tax cuts to help

businesses and consumers buy and adopt these technologies.

Tax credits for highly fuel efficient vehicles; This credit would be $4,000 for each vehicle

that gets three times the base fiiel economy for its class beginning in 2003 A credit of

$3,000 would be available beginning in 2000 for vehicles that get double the base fuel

economy for its class These credits would be available to jump start these markets and

would be phased out over time.

Tax credits for energy efficient equipment; These credits (all ofwhich are subject to caps)

would include a 20% credit for purchasing certain types of highly efficient building

equipment, a 15% credit for the purchase of rooftop solar systems, and a 10% credit for

the purchase of highly efficient combined heat and power systems

Under the CCTI, EPA will expand its efforts in each sector of the economy in order to

target the key opportunities for win-win emissions reductions that protect the environment while

promoting economic growth. Key areas where EPA is expanding its efforts include the following:

1 Industry Initiatives — the President has invited entire industries to work with the Federal

government and develop greenhouse gas plans. In addition to its partnerships with individual

companies, EPA will consult with key industries to develop voluntary but aggressive strategies for

further greenhouse gas reductions that improve overall productivity and promote the deployment

of clean technologies such as the use of industrial combined heat and power, and to build a

program that appropriately rewards early action. EPA will seek dialogue with key stakeholders

throughout industry and the NGO community.

2. Transportation Initiatives ~ EPA will accelerate its efforts under the Partnership for a

New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), and will develop enabling technology for production
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prototypes for delivery and long-haul trucks that would achieve significant increases in fuel

economy while meeting stringent emissions targets. The National Academy of Sciences has

determined that EPA's renewable fliels application for 4SDI engines is the lead PNGV candidate

technology. When complete, EPA's design will provide the basis for a viable and proven concept

vehicle for commercialization. It will also provide a strong technical base from which to initiate

additional EPA research into similar technologies for light truck application. EPA will also

expand its work with state and local decision-makers to develop and implement transportation

improvements that encourage "livable communities" ~ compact, walkable and mixed use

development ~ while reducing the growth in vehicle travel, emissions, and congestion

3 Buildings Initiatives . The buildings sector, which includes both homes and commercial

buildings, offers a large potential for carbon reductions using technologies that are on the shelf

today. However, consumers and businesses continue to invest substantial resources in equipment

that is relatively energy inefficient, resulting in higher energy bills and higher pollution levels. One

of the key challenges over the next decade will be to overcome market barriers, such as the lack

of reliable information, and improve the markets for energy-efficient products EPA will expand

its partnerships with equipment manufacturers and building owners in order to provide reliable,

easily understood information to a greater segment of the residential and commercial markets.

EPA will also expand its work to support other Federal agencies in improving the energy

performance of their facilities.

4. Carbon Removal EPA working wdth the US Department of Agriculture will

encourage the forest products sector to achieve greater reliance on biomass fuels as an energy

source and be a supplier of carbon sequestration credits through afforestation and reforestation
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activities EPA will accelerate efforts to promote the use of livestock based fenilizer products

and more efficient use of nutrients from all sources.

5 Crosscutting Analysis and Approaches . To build support for and the institutional

capacity needed to implement a domestic and international carbon emissions trading program,

EPA will work with developing nations and states and localities. Emissions from developing

countries are growing rapidly and are projected to exceed those of developed countries within the

next forty years An effective, efficient global solution to climate change must be market-based

and must involve both developed and developing countries. The Administration and EPA will

work to secure additional international support for the American vision of global climate

protection reflected in the Kyoto Protocol by assisting key developing countries in their efforts to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address global climate change. EPA will also expand its

work with states, which are key players, in efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. EPA will

provide support to states to help develop emission inventories and voluntary action plans, and

implement and expand promising policy options identified by states in the greenhouse gas

mitigation plans.

While these actions are justified on the economics and their contribution to climate

change, they also help the environment in other ways Fossil fiiel combustion is not only the

major source of US greenhouse gas emissions, but also of conventional air pollutants (eg.,

particulate matter, oxides of nitrogen, volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide, etc ). A

vast, peer-reviewed scientific literature has conclusively linked US air pollution with heightened

risks of mortality, chronic bronchitis, congestive heart failure, ischemic heart disease, and other

serious illnesses. Children and the elderly are the most vulnerable to the effects of poor air

10
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quality Thus, if we take these measures to combat global climate change, we will also reap

immediate public health benefits in the form of cleaner air and cleaner water. Let me give you

some examples

The Lancet, a highly respected British medical journal, recently published a peer-reviewed

study of the particulate matter-related health impacts of fairly aggressive, worldwide

greenhouse gas mitigation. The analysis found that an estimated 8 million deaths globally

due to exposure to fine particles could be avoided between 2000 and 2020 if substantial

steps were taken to limit greenhouse gas emissions fi-om burning fossil fuels. In the

United States alone, the study reports that thousands of deaths annually could be avoided

during the 2000-2020 period. EPA's recently promulgated fine particulate standard

begins to address this public health concern and should result in both some reductions in

greenhouse gas emissions along with reducing the number of deaths associated with

exposure to fine particles

In addition to health benefits, greenhouse gas mitigation would lead to improved visibility,

more and better recreational opportunities, and reduced nitrogen deposition in vulnerable

water bodies (such as the Chesapeake Bay) These benefits, however, have not yet been

studied as thoroughly as the health impacts cited above.

In 1999, EPA's CCTI programs alone are expected to also reduce NOx emissions by

90,000 tons per year, improving both air and water quality.

The President's CCTI makes sense right now: it hedges our risk of climate change and

puts us on the right path should the science dictate more rapid reductions would be required in the

fiiture, it saves businesses and consumers money, and it reduces other dangerous forms of

pollution.

In closing, I think it's clear that the Administration is delivering on its commitment to an

environmentally sound and economically sensible approach. We are closely monitoring the

science to make sure that our actions are proportionate to the risks we face Internationally, we

successfully negotiated a definitively American blueprint for the global response to climate

change: targets and timetables, national flexibility, market-based approaches and developing

11
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country participation The tax credits and programs in the President's Climate Change

Technology Initiative will provide economic and environmental benefits right now, while

stimulating early action and positioning the United States to prosper in the global market for clean

technologies that will provide the solution to global wanning We look forward to continuing to

work with the Congress, the private sector and the American people as we move forward I will

be happy to answer any questions that you may have.

12
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Chairman Sensenbrenner. Thank you very much, Mr. Gardiner.
And the final witness for the Administration is Gary Bachula—

I have it right this time?
Mr. Bachula. You have it right.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The Acting Under Secretary for

Technology at the Commerce Department. Please try to limit your
remarks to 5 minutes so that we can get to questions and really
have fun.

Mr. Bachula. Really have fun

TESTIMONY OF MR. GARY R. BACHULA, ACTING UNDER SEC-
RETARY FOR TECHNOLOGY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Bachula. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As Dr. Gibbons indicated, the U.S. Global Change Research Pro-

gram is an important part of understanding the nature of the prob-
lem. And I would just like to point out that, at the Department of

Commerce, NOAA, is a very major player in that program, both

collecting data and doing the science and doing the simulations

that have lead to our understanding.
But today, I want to focus on another aspect of science and tech-

nology relating to climate change, and that is to find solutions to

the problem. We believe that we can pursue economic growth, high-
er living standards for our people, and environmental protection at

the same time. We think that it is a false choice to say that we
must sacrifice economic growth in order to have a clean environ-

ment. We can have both, and the key is new technologies. If you
can produce the same product with less energy, with less waste,
with less pollution, a company can be more productive. You can be
more competitive; you can make and sell your products for less; you
can make higher profits, pay higher wages, and compete better in

the global marketplace.
The research that we propose to carry out at the National Insti-

tute of Standards and Technology under this Climate Change Ini-

tiative, will be good for the economy, good for industry, good for

jobs
—and almost as a "by the way"—good for the environment.

Let me turn to the specific new research proposals that we have
under this Climate Change Technology Initiative. They fall under
three areas of research, and most of this is pretty basic research—
understanding and cataloguing the fundamental nature of mate-

rials, fluids, gases, and their interactions. This is what NIST does

for a living, and this is exactly what an organization dedicated to

measurements, standards, and testing should be doing.
The first area is membrane-based alternatives to distillation.

Today, about 43 percent of the energy used by the U.S. chemical

industry—which is about 9 percent of the energy used by all indus-

try
—is consumed by large-scale separations of chemicals based on

distillation. You'll know what distilling is from eleventh grade
chemistry—it's essentially boiling a liquid to separate out the

parts. That heating process consumes a great deal of energy. It

turns out that there may be a better way to separate chemicals by
using membranes. The potential process would use far less energy.
It actually would produce purer separations. And the predictions
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are that it will be done at a reduced cost. This could be a win-win
for the chemical industry as well as for the rest of us.

Now, what NIST proposes to do is the most basic research into

understanding the properties and nature of various membrane al-

ternatives and we will develop a data base for all to use. We will

do modeling studies of how chemicals transport through these

membranes, and we will attempt to catalogue that information so

that other researchers can carry forward the work in more applied
fashion to develop new processes and equipment to do this kind of

work.
A second category of work will relate to alternative working

fluids for more energy efficient processes. Fluid systems are impor-
tant for a wide variety of industrial processes, such as electric

power generation, heating-cooling systems, industrial cleaning, and
micro-electronics manufacturing. Many of the fluids currently used
could be improved upon to either produce greater energy efficiency,
or to find alternatives that have less negative impact on the envi-

ronment themselves.
Let me give you one example in this category, power generation.

Right now, whether we use coal, natural gas, oil, or another source
to produce heat, what we do is we boil water. We boil water to cre-

ate steam that turns an electrical turbine—a generator. Regardless
of the source of the heat, it is the boiling of water that ultimately
moves that generator. It turns out that there are promising alter-

natives to using just water involving different thermodynamic cy-

cles, different fluids—particularly different mixtures. Carefully cho-

sen mixtures of ammonia and water, for example, may improve the

efficiency of coal-fired power generation by as much as 20 percent.
And again, NIST's role would be the most basic. We would provide
U.S. industry with the required thermo-physical property data and
models needed to design and optimize processes to exploit the prop-
erties of different combinations of these fluids.

A third area of our proposed work involves biotechnology. As you
know, plants remove CO2 from the atmosphere through photosyn-
thesis. A byproduct of photosynthesis is oxygen, so this is a very
important chemical reaction for every human being. But it turns
out that the enzyme that captures CO2 in plants during photosyn-
thesis is relatively inefficient. NIST proposes to do research that
could lead to improving its efficiency by undertaking extensive
characterization of the biophysical and biochemical properties of

the protein in concert with protein engineering efforts to optimize
it's activities. The results of this work could lead to a new genera-
tion of plants that absorb more CO2. And while this could be an

important contribution to the solution of climate change, it also

could be a boon to the agro-chemical industry gind for expanding
opportunities for developing biomass-derived products.
Mr. Chairman, the work we propose to do is basic but it can have

enormous potential impact. It is what NIST does and does best.

And it will be done, as always, in our NIST laboratory efforts in

close concert with industry. We believe that partnerships with in-

dustry work and that they can lead to not only major technical

breakthroughs, but also to ones that are relevant to the market-

place.
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At Commerce, we also chair the intergovernmental committee
that oversees the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles

(PNGV). And we operate a small secretariat in Commerce to coordi-

nate the PNGV activities. PNGV has proven that government and

industry can work together and can pursue, in parallel, both public
and private goals. And it has proven—witness the concept cars un-

veiled in Detroit a month ago—that bold technological goals, often

beyond the realm of imagination, the realm of what some think

was possible, can be obtained if we work together. Our success with

PNGV to date leads me to believe that we can tackle issues like

climate change and do it in a way that keeps American industry

competitive and ahead of the curve, keeps American workers em-

ployed, and keeps our American economy humming. With or with-

out the Kyoto accord, these kinds of investments in new tech-

nologies make sense for America.

[Mr. Bachula's prepared statement and biography follow:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the House Science Committee, thank you for inviting me here today to

talk about the Commerce Department's part in the President's climate change initiative.

Global climate change is the primary environmental challenge facing not only the United States,

but the world. Building on a solid foundation of climate science. President Clinton is committed to

strong and sensible action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A key element of the President's

program is a $6.3 billion investment in tax cuts and R&D for new technologies over five years.

Under the President's FY 1 999 budget, the Commerce Department would receive $7 million for

new climate change technology initiatives.

My remarks this morning will focus on the Commerce Department's current research efforts to

alleviate the causes of global climate change, as well as proposed activities under the President's

Global Climate Change Initiative.

First, however, let me begin with a few words about the Department of Commerce's National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)—recognized around the worid as an authority in

the science of the environment—whose work is focused on gaining a better scientific

understanding of the nature of climate change.

NOAA has played a key role in the development of periodic state-of-science assessments and

professional literature developed by the United Nations and professional scientific bodies, such

as the recently published special report, "Regional Impacts of Climate Change: An Assessment

of Vulnerability," of the 1998 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. NOAA also plays a

key advisory role to the President and other Federal policy makers. For example, a NOAA

laboratory director served as science advisor to the U.S. delegation at the December 1997

meeting at Kyoto on climate change, playing a critical role in ensuring climate change discussions

were informed by objective scientific input.
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NOAA programs have been monitoring, collecting data, and carefully analyzing changes in the

environment for many years. One especially valuable program periodically collects air samples

from some 50 locations worldwide to enable a better understanding of the global carbon cycle and

its effect on climate. The station at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, has maintained the world's longest

continuous record of atmospheric carbon dioxide monitoring. This information is a key benchmark

for climate change studies.

The Department of Commerce, through NOAA, is also a key participant in the U.S. Global

Change Research Program—a multiagency effort to improve our understanding of medium and

long term climate fluctuations and climate change. NOAA's work helps ensure that objective

scientific knowledge informs decision making atxiut Federal environmental policies and programs.

The Department will be happy to provide answers to any questions you may have about

NOAA's programs.

Now, before I get to a detailed discussion of the Commerce Department's programs, let me take a

minute to establish the global economic and environmental context for our efforts.

Global Economic Growth, Industrialization Stressing the Environment

Mr. Chairman, globalization and the rapid advancement of technology are driving woridwide

economic growth and rapid industrialization in nearly every corner of the world. However, robust

economies, new jobs, and individual prosperity, are also placing increased stress on our global

environment—on our lakes, streams, rivers, oceans, land, and air.

In the emerging industrial nations, economic growth is lifting millions out of poverty. In East Asia

alone, the number of poor fell from 400 million in 1970 to 180 million in 1990, and China has lifted

an estimated 175 million people out of poverty. These nations are preparing for further growth,

expanding their road systems and establishing other infrastructure. As time goes on, standards of

living will rise for more and more people and consumer demand will grow.
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For example, China projects that its domestic marl<et for automobiles will grow from 180,000 autos

in 1992, to 1 .5 million in 2003—an annual average growth rate of more that 66 percent. Auto sales

in South Korea already reached 1.5 million in 1993, and 15 percent average annual growth is

projected for several years.

And while the most rapid growth is taking place in emerging economies, growth in the United

States is also having an impact on the global environment. By the end of 1993, there were 194

million registered motor vehicles in the United States. These vehicles contribute about third of our

smog-related air pollution, and one-third of our carbon dioxide emissions contributing to global

climate change. According to some projections, there could be nearly 270 million registered

vehicles in the United States by the year 2010.

Economic Growth and Environmental Protection: Compatible Goals

For decades the public debate on economic growrth and environmental protection was framed by

the belief that progress in either area came at the expense of the other. In many minds, the

linkage between global growth and environmental impact has seemed clear—more growth, more

pollution; less growth, less pollution. Those who stood strongly for economic growth were

deemed opponents of the environment, while those who stood for environmental protection were

deemed opponents of progress and prosperity.

Five years ago. President Clinton brought to office a new way of thinking
—a solid belief that we,

as a Nation, could—and must—pursue both economic growth and environmental protection

simultaneously. He recognized that a choice between a higher standard of living and a cleaner

environment was a false choice—Americans want both.

And so he committed the United States to a new course, one that rejects the notion that we must

choose between jobs and the environment. In Technology for a Sustainable Future, the

President sets out the challenge before the United States and the world—sustainable

development—and the path to success—an effective partnership between the public and

private sector to develop and deploy technologies that will protect the environment while

sustaining economic growth. This path is built on a foundation of faith in our ability to "do good"

and "do well" at the same time.

3
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Doing Good, Doing Well

We believe the record speaks for itself. During the President's five years in office, the United

States has generated 14 nnillion new jobs—over 3 million jobs in just this past year. Real GDP

grew 3.8 percent for 1997 as a whole—the highest growth rate in nine years
—and measures of

income have been growing even faster. We have the lowest unemployment in over 24 years,

with the unemployment rate below 5 percent for the last eight months. Inflation has declined to its

lowest level since 1965. And this month, after years of national red ink, President Clinton has

submitted a plan that not only balances the Federal budget, but includes a surplus. And, at the

same time all this was accomplished, we were able to make substantial Federal investments to

protect our environment, including $1 1 1 billion on natural resources and the environment, of which

more than $33 billion was spent specifically on pollution control and abatement. And these

figures don't even include environmental clean-up programs at the Department of Energy and

Defense.

The latest figures show that as of 1996, the U.S. environmental industry employed 1.3 million

Americans and has revenues of over $180 billion. The global market for environmental

technologies, which stands today at about $450 billion, is expected to grow to some $600 billion

by the year 2010. And as the global market grows, so do U.S. exports of environmental

technology—$1 6 billion in 1 996, a 60 percent increase since 1 993.

But despite this growth, our firms still export only 8 percent of their total production, a far smaller

percentage than our competitors in Europe and Japan. This untapped exporting potential

represents a great opportunity for our environmental industry to grow and create more high-wage

jobs for Americans.

In addition, environmental technologies contribute to the vitality of other U.S. industrial sectors by

enhancing their competitiveness in the increasingly environment-sensitive intemational

marketplace.
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A Paradigm for Public-Private Partnerships to Address National Goals

Achieving economic growth and stronger environmental protection has meant building strong

public-private partnerships to demonstrate the reality that economic and environmental progress

can go hand-in-hand. One particular effort—the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles—
illustrates how government and industry, working together, can accomplish goals beyond what

either could achieve separately, and do it in a way that is timely, cost-efficient, and collegial.

The Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles

Shortly after his inauguration. President Clinton and his team began considering how best to

address difficult policy problems involving transportation
—

specifically, the environmental and

energy policy problems posed by our ever-increasing reliance on the automobile. This work was

also informed by a recognition of the importance of the auto industry to the U.S. economy.

Since vehicle miles traveled has increased at a rate of about 3% per year over the last decade,

and consumers are favoring ever-larger and less fuel efficient vehicles, we recognized that the

environmental and energy policy issues were not being addressed by the marketplace. We

realized that only a truly bold research project could provide the technology to address these

policy issues, and that the auto industry needed to be committed to that project in order for it to

work.

After six months of discussions. President Clinton and the CEOs of the Chrysler Corp., Ford

Motor Co., and General Motors Corp. announced the formation of the Partnership for a New

Generation of Vehicles on September 29, 1993, an historic partnership to develop a new

generation of vehicles with very low emissions and up to three times the fuel efficiency of

conventional cars.

Public Policy Objectives of PNGV

PNGV advances three important public policy objectives: environmental protection, energy

security, and U.S. economic competitiveness.
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Environmental protection
— Motor vehicles contribute about a third of the United

States' human-origin greenhouse gas emissions that are contributing to global climate

change. And this contribution is growing. Since carbon dioxide emissions are directly

related to fuel efficiency, a three-fold improvement in fuel efficiency
—a key PNGV goal

—

would reduce carbon dioxide emissions by two-thirds per vehicle mile traveled.

U.S. energy security
— The U.S. is becoming more dependent on foreign oil with each

passing year. In 1995, imports accounted for 50 percent of U.S. oil consumption.

Petroleum imports make up ten percent^of the Nation's import inventory and account for a

large percentage of the Nation's trade deficit. With domestic consumption growing 1.1

percent a year, and domestic production falling 1 .4 percent a year, the Energy Information

Administration predicts that by the year 2000, imports will make up 56 percent of our

consumption. By 2010, imports are expected to exceed 60 percent of domestic

consumption. As the economies of the emerging nations continue to grow, so too will their

demand for oil.

Fuel for ground transportation accounts for 43 percent of our petroleum-based energy

demand. When we find ways to get more for each dollar spent on a barrel of oil. It helps

us reduce our growing dependence on this finite resource.

U.S. competitiveness—The U.S. auto industry accounts for 4.5 percent of GDP, and

one-in-seven American jobs is tied to this industry. Recently, several major foreign

competitors have demonstrated advanced technologies and vehicles that significantly

improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions. In the absence of a continuing, effective

PNGV program, these advances could represent a competitive challenge to our domestic

automobile companies, American jobs, and the U.S. economy.
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PNGV Goals

The Department of Commerce chairs the Operational Steering Group of the Partnership for a New

Generation of Vehicles because of our long history of partnership with the private sector. A highly

ambitious 10-year research and development program, PNGV has three goals:

1 . Improve the productivity of the U.S. manufacturing base through the adoption of new

technologies;

2. Pursue technology advances that can lead to improvements in fuel efficiency and

reduction of emissions in current vehicle designs; and

3. Develop the technologies for new generation, mid-size family sedans that get up to 80

miles per gallon, carry up to six passengers and 200 pounds of luggage; meet or exceed

current safety and emissions requirements; provide ample acceleration; are at least 80

percent recyclable; and provide range, comfort, and utility similar to today's models, and

cost no more to own and operate.

Under PNGV, teanis of scientists and engineers from 19 Federal government laboratories have

been working with counterparts at Chrysler, Ford and GM—under their U.S. Council for

Automotive Research umbrella organization
—automotive suppliers, and universities. The

centerpiece of the Partnership is a coordinated portfolio of hundreds of research projects

underway at government, auto company, supplier, and university research facilities.

Four years into the 10-year partnership, PNGV has made solid progress toward developing the

enabling technologies for affordable, midsize, family sedans capable of achieving up to 80 miles

per gallon with very low emissions. Last month, at the 1998 North American Intemational Auto

Show in Detroit, Chrysler, Ford and GM unveiled advanced concepts that reflect our progress

toward PNGV goals.
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However, while the new concepts unveiled in Detroit are impressive, significant additional

technology breakthroughs and advancements will be required to achieve the ambitious PNGV

goals. Chrysler, Ford, and GM are all working on high-mileage concept vehicles to debut in 2000,

to be followed by production prototypes in 2004. The government partners and their national

laboratories are continuing to pursue high-risk, cooperative research and development with the

auto industry to advance critical enabling technologies for possible use in these vehicles.

PNGV Benefits

Clearly, a successful PNGV program would have profound effects for the United States and the

world:

creating a healthier global environment by reducing vehicle pollution,

improving U.S. national security by reducing our reliance on oil,

improving the Nation's balance of trade by reducing oil imports,

extending the life of the world's petroleum resources by using them more efficiently,

increasing the competitiveness of the U.S. auto industry,

opening new markets across the globe, and

protecting existing high-wage jobs and create new ones.

These factors indicate a clear convergence of public and private interests. And it is this

convergence that established the foundation for a partnership between the Federal government

and U.S. automakers to work together to achieve the technological breakthroughs required to

produce a new class of highly energy-efficient and environmentally-compatible vehicles.

PNGV Characteristics: A Model for Public-Private R&D Partnerships

But aside from the laudable goals and prospective outcomes of the program, PNGV stands as a

model for future public-private partnerships for several other reasons:

•
replaces a long-running, adversarial relationship between a U.S. industry and the Federal

government, with one grounded in cooperation and partnership,

8
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• a partnership grounded in market-based principles,

• a cost-sharing arrangement under which the Federal government funds a proportionately

larger share of fundamental research, and industry funds a proportionately larger share

of R&D as it moves closer to commercial viability,

• the virtual aggregation of multiple government R&D programs, under the management

of several Federal agencies, to create synergy and to establish a common purpose,

• the inclusion of a broad array and multiple tiers of suppliers,

• the inclusion of multiple components of America's innovation system
—

industry,

government, and universities,

•
industry involvement in crafting an R&D agenda that spans the spectrum of R&D,

from basic science to production prototypes,

• clear goals and a clear timeframe for their achievement;

And finally, my last words on the effectiveness of PNGV come from an article published this week

in one of America's leading business publications
—Business Week:

This shift [toward more fuel efficient vehicles] in Detroit's thinking can be credited

substantially to the U.S. government, both through its antipollution regulations and the

Administration's Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles....

"Now, at the midpoint of the 10-year effort, the alliance is paying real dividends. The

progress, Detroit recently claimed [at the Detroit auto show], would not have occurred

without a government policy commitment to cleaner air. Washington deftly used the CAFE

standards as stick and the PNGV as a carrot....

"It took substantial public research and development funding, as well as a goal that seemed

far-fetched to create a serious commitment to entire new technologies....

"Public regulation and public research must both play a role, or pollution will be excessive.

So don't count government out. Detroit didn't."
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other Department of Commerce Climate Change-related Programs

In addition to our role in PNGV, the Commerce Department has a number of other activities

currently underway to address global climate change, as well as $7 million in new initiatives

proposed in the President's FY 1 998 budget.

The Commerce Department's National Institute of Standards and Technology supports a wide

range of activities that contribute to the Administration's efforts to understand and address global

climate change. Although NISTs activities are driven primarily by economic considerations, we

recognize their potential for improving the global climate. Let me illustrate how these economic and

environmental goals can be complementary.

NIST Research in CFC Alternatives—A Case Study : NISTs research in support of the

development of alternatives to chlorofluorocarbons—better known as CFCs—provides an

excellent example of how a modest Federal investment in R&D can yield substantial

environmental and economic benefits for the nation.

Until the past decade, most refrigerants used throughout the worid were made up of CFCs due to

their desirable physical and economic properties. However, research showing the detrimental

effects of CFCs on the Earth's ozone layer
—^which provides protection from the sun's harmful

rays
—resulted in an international accord in 1 987 to phase out production and consumption of

CFCs, and to replace them with other, more environmentally-friendly compounds.

NIST helped industry cope with this fast changing regulatory environment by identifying the

basic requirements for new refrigerants, then started research to determine the physical properties

of such candidates. The results of these efforts were made available to industry. NISTs most

effective work came in the form of a computer program
—REFROP, available to the public through

NISTs Standard Reference Data Program—that enables manufacturers and users of refrigerants

to model the behavior of alternative refrigerants.

10
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NIST data and REFROP provided a standard that enabled industry to make important decisions.

Without these standards, each company would have had to develop their own—incurring time-

consuming delays and millions of dollars in costs. And in the end, each company probably would

have made different choices about refrigerants, a scenario that would lead to a technical Tower of

Babel" for the maintenance and repair community and a nightmare for consumers.

An analysis of the economic benefits of NIST's alternative refrigerants research program showed

an extremely high internal rate of return and a benefit-to-cost ratio of almost 4-to-1 . And this

analysis does not include the incalculable benefits that result from protecting our planet's ozone

layer.

Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) Program : Our Manufacturing Extension

Partnership is a promising mechanism for helping the Nation's smaller manufacturers reduce or

eliminate pollution in their operations, and we are integrating environmental technical assistance

into the broader array of sen/ices provided by MEP centers. For example, through these

environmental services, manufacturers can receive advice and direction to reduce their

dependence on fossil fuels and their use of ozone depleting substances.

The President is requesting $1 million to add to these services a strong focus on the transfer and

diffusion of climate change technologies. In addition, MEP centers plan to build upon our existing

relationship with the Department of Energy's Industrial Assessment Centers which focus on

energy efficiency. We envision a two-tiered program for promoting the use of such technologies

among smaller manufacturers. In the near term, we will promote the dissemination and diffusion of

existing off-the-shelf and state-of-the-market technologies. In the longer-term, advanced

technologies developed by NIST would be introduced to more sophisticated companies, or as

major capital improvements and replacements to energy-intensive systems become necessary.

Today, eight percent of NIST interactions with manufacturers in the MEP program focus on

environmental issues. By the year 2000, the MEP is expected to reach approximately 36,000

manufacturers annually, establishing promising channels for the dissemination and diffusion of

climate change technologies.

11
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Advanced Technology Program (ATP) : The Advanced Technology Program encourages

high-risk research on enabling technologies which have strong potential for economic benefit to

the Nation. ATP does not have a focused program in global climate change, although it does have

a strong portfolio of promising research that could generate significant improvements in energy

efficiency and the global climate. ATP has invested $90 million in about 60 projects that address

five broad categories of environmental technology development: pollution prevention, clean and

efficient engines, dean energy, energy use and management, light-weight automotive materials,

and renewables and recycling projects.

The bridge to a sustainable future will be built with lots of contributions that address our

environmental challenge from many different angles. Accordingly, our ATP portfolio of projects

holds the potential for lots of individual contributions that could add up to a significant benefit for

the environment and our economy.

Partnership for Advancing Technology in Houting: Buildings produce 35 percent of U.S.

greenhouse gas emissions. For example, the energy used in the typical home causes more

greenhouse gas emissions than does a typical car. New technologies offer us an opportunity to

reduce energy demand and emissions, while holding the line on housing costs.

The Administration's Partnership for Advancing Technology in Housing (PATH), led by the

Department of Housing and Urban Development, brings together a number of government

agencies and Industry to develop, demonstrate, and deploy housing technologies, designs, and

practices that can significantly improve the quality of housing without raising the cost of

construction. A number of PATH goals address climate change and environmental issues. These

include targets for reducing cart>on emissions, water use, and construction materials; increasing

the use of recycled materials; and improving indoor air quality. PATH also seeks to identify and

remove barriers ;hat have reduced incentives for innovation in housing design and constnjction.

NIST is supporting numerous R&D activities that can contribute to PATH goals, and will play a

key leadership role in the initiative.

12
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New NIST Climate Change Initiatives

Finally, the President is requesting $6 million to improve the measurements and data underpinning

the next generation of climate change technologies that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions and

produce more efficient industrial processes. Enormous amounts of energy are consumed, with

concomitant greenhouse gas emissions, in many areas of industrial manufacturing and power

generation. We know technology holds the potential to enable significant improvements. For

example, from 1970-1996, the energy required to produce each dollar of GDP dropped 32 percent

as a result of improved technologies and conservation.

We propose to invest in developing the measurements and data that will help enable large-scale

carbon dioxide removal from the atmosphere, industrial reductions of carbon dioxide emissions,

and replacement of industrially important ozone-damaging gases with environmentally acceptable

and better performing alternatives. These investments would focus on three key areas.

Biotechnology for Increased C02 Consumption: First, NIST would undertake research in

biotechnology to provide data on structure-function relationships that could be used to enhance

biomass production and to manipulate metabolic pathways for increased carbon dioxide

consumption. For example, the enzyme that captures carbon dioxide during photosynthesis is

relatively inefficient; it's activity can be enhanced using extensive characterization of its

biochemical properties and genetic engineering. Methods for integrating the optimized enzyme

into plants and microorganisms will be developed for enhanced biomass production. This

approach offers the opportunity not only to significantly reduce the carbon dioxide in the air, but

also offers economic benefits to the agrochemical industry through improved crop yields. This

effort will be made in coordination with related research at the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Membrane-based Alternatives to Distillation: Our second area of focus is membrane-

based alternatives to distillation. Large-scale separations based on distiHation-the process by

which different components in chemicals are separated-consume an estimated 43 percent of the

primary energy used by the U.S. chemical process industry annually, and 9 percent of the

energy used by U.S. industry as a whole. Membrane-based separations have much lower

energy requirements than distillation processes, and offer vast improvements over other chemical

13
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separation processes in the trade-off between purity and productivity. As the U.S. chemical

process industry moves to cut greenhouse gases, its needs for measurements and data on the

performance characteristics of membranes will grow accordingly. To help encourage the

development and adoption of membrane-based separation processes, NIST proposes to

develop a membrane technology database, conduct experimental and modeling studies of

transport in membrane materials, and produce characterization techniques useful to both

developers and end-users of membrane technology.

Alternative Working Fluids for Energy-efficient Processes: Our third area of focus for

measurements and standards for climate change involves alternative working fluids for energy-

efficient processes and reduced global warming effects. Fluid systems are pervasive in many

important industrial processes such as electrical power generation, heating and cooling systems,

industrial cleaning, and microelectronics manufacture. Often these fluids have significant global

warming effects. In other cases, the use of a fluid in a particular application wastes energy

because the fluid or fluid systems are not the best for the task at hand. In these cases, the

process indirectly produces additional carbon dioxide in proportion to its inefficiency, thus

contributing to global warming. Our goal is to address the measurements and data needed to

develop energy-efficient and environmentally-acceptable altemative working fluids in several

applications. These include power generation systems, next generation refrigerants and

insulating gases, cleaning fluids in the semiconductor industry, and industrial-scale use of carbon

dioxide to replace harmful organic solvents used in chemical processing.

Power generation provides a good example of what we hope to enable. The United States relies

almost entirely on water steam to transfer energy from a primary energy source to the rotation of a

turbine, and then to electricity, with the primary energy usually coming from fossil fuels that

release carbon dioxide. Alternatives to this approach, involving different thermodynamic cycles

and working fluids, may provide significant potential for reducing carbon dioxide emissions. For

example, if we could replace that water with an ammonia and water mix, we may be able to

reduce coal consumption by 20 percent in coal-fired applications. Such a system may also make

geothermal energy production competitive and an entirely non-polluting source of power. NIST's

14
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role would be to provide U.S. industry with the thermophysical property data and models needed

to advance such technology.

In the Advanced Technology Program, the Manufacturing Extension Partnership program, and the

Measurements and Standards program, NIST has the staff expertise, experience, and industry

partnerships to contribute to technology-driven economic growth and, at the same time, helps us

reach our Nation's environmental goals.

Conclusion

In conclusion, let me ask you to examine the programs I have discussed today in the context of

broad national policy objectives that I think we can all agree upon:

• a strong U.S. competitive position across a broad array of industries,

• a growing standard of living for all Americans,

• less reliance on foreign sources of oil, and

• a cleaner environment for ourselves, for our children, and for generations of Americans

to come.

Throughout our Nation's history we have made investments in research and development to meet

critical national needs: to provide for the nation's defense, to ensure an adequate supply of food,

to protect our health, and to ensure our safety. The linkage between sustained Federal R&D

investments to meet these needs and U.S. global leadership in key industries—agriculture,

aerospace, satellites, computing and communications, and biotechnology
—is clear.

In the same way, we must commit our Nation to the development of environmental technologies to

ensure U.S. global leadership in an industry that is so closely tied to the vitality of our economy,

the health of our people, and the future of our children.

These programs make sense for America.

15
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Chairman Sensenbrenner. Thank you very much.
Just as a procedural note, we'll be voting in 50 to 55 minutes on

the resolution dismissing the challenge of Congresswoman
Sanchez's election. I would like to wrap this hearing up so that

Members will not have to come back and the witnesses and the au-

dience can go on their separate ways. So I'm going to be kind of

ruthless in enforcing the 5-minute rule. So I will yield myself 5

minutes.

RELATIONSfflP OF SENATE RATIFICATION OF THE KYOTO
PROTOCOL TO THE FY 1999 BUDGET SUBMISSION

Chairman Sensenbrenner. The testimony we have heard from

the Administration witnesses today, to me operates under the as-

sumption that the Administration is operating under the Kyoto
Protocol even though it has not been signed by the President and
not been submitted to the Senate for ratification. If the Kyoto Pro-

tocol does not get ratified by the Senate at some time in the future,

how much of this budget submission would not be present today?
Dr. Gibbons. I don't think much would be missing at all, Mr.

Chairman. Everything that the Administration proposes to do is—
reflects our concern that we're facing a global environmental chal-

lenge for which the United States is responsible for about 20 per-

cent of the whole global contributions. The program the President

has outlined, as you heard from the witnesses today, makes sense

for a variety of reasons. They attack the fundamental issues of con-

tinuing to grow our economy to innovate with new technology and
to become more resource efficient in the process. It's preparing for

the kind of 21st Century economy that we feel is going to be impor-
tant. The federal role is minor. It attempts to catalyze and partner
with the private sector in these ventures, so I dare say that it

would have very little change.

DEPENDENCE OF BUDGET INITIATIVES ON PROPOSED TOBACCO
SETTLEMENT

Chairman SENSENBRENNER. Much of the new spending initiatives

the Administration contains in the budget in this area and in other

areas seem to be predicated on a tobacco industry settlement being

approved by the Congress. I sit on the Judiciary Committee, and
let me say that at least the immunity parts of the tobacco industry
settlement are in deep, deep trouble over there. What happens if

Congress does not approve the tobacco settlement in a manner that

is agreeable to all parties, particularly the tobacco companies who
are going to pay for a considerable part of this? Do we have to drop
a lot of the initiatives that you have proposed off? Should that hap-

pen in Congress on the tobacco settlement?

Dr. Gibbons. I should certainly hope not, Mr. Chairman. The
President's budget has offsets specifically identified for all of the

expenditures so that we are containing ourselves within the cap as

agreed upon. There is an anticipation of some revenues from a to-

bacco settlement; that's not in question. The question is it really re-

lates to the Congress' decision about how to fund the budget. We
have made a proposal which includes certain assumptions includ-

ing a modest projection of income from some tobacco settlement.

The President's plan for, for example, global climate change is a
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spending plan, and if the Congress wants to provide funding it with
some other mix of resources, that's the Congress' responsibiHty. We
propose
Chairman Sensenbrenner. Or how about not spending the

money at all, because we aren't going to get the money from the
tobacco companies if the settlement is rejected by Congress?

Dr. Gibbons. If the tobacco money doesn't come in or other
sources or revenue do not appear, then Congress and the Adminis-
tration have to be concerned. But we do cut out—my point is

that
Chairman SENSENBRENNER. Dr. Gibbons, I guess what I'm hear-

ing from you is that we've kind of got a club over our head that
we're going to have to approve a tobacco settlement in order to do
£dl of these nice things, and if Congress should not approve a to-

bacco settlement for a whole host of reasons, then our goal in

achieving a balanced budget is either down the drain or we're going
to have to take the heat for the Government not being able to fulfill

the promises that are contained in this budget. Now, when are you
guys and ladies going to quit making Congress into the bad guys
and girls on this and start working in a partnership?

Dr. Gibbons. Mr. Chairman, as I think you know, I've been pret-

ty much an advocate of partnering for a long time. I think that's

an unfair cut.

Chairman Sensenbrenner. Well, from what you've been answer-

ing these questions, I think you've been slipping from what your
previous

Dr. Gibbons. Well, let me answer your question, if I might; if I

have to repeat myself. We proposed a budget which includes a sub-
stantial increase in our research and development as one of our in-

vestments for the 21st Century. Along with that are identified

sources of revenue so that we have a balanced budget for Fiscal

Year 1999. If Congress chooses to balance that budget in some
other way for 1999, that's an important role for Congress to play,
but we still stand by our proposal for expenses which include this

important chsinge in the research and development budget which
is considerably less than you and others have spoken about, and
we support—if Congress can come forward with an even greater in-

crease in the research and development, we'd be delighted to work
with you.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. Well,^Dr. Gibbons, I can assure you

that when Congress comes forward with increases in the research
and development budget, it will be funded by real money not by il-

lusory money. My time has expired. The gentleman from Cali-

fornia, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown of California. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to

apologize to the witnesses that I'm going to have to be leaving very
shortly, and before I leave I want to announce that our senior staff

member on this Committee, Dr. Smith, will be leaving at the end
of this month, and this may be his last hearing, and I want to ac-

knowledge the great contribution that he's made over the years.
Dr. Smith.

[Applause.]
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Mr. Brown of California. And, now, if I may, Mr. Chairman, I'm

going to yield the balance of my time to Mr. Gordon, the next

Ranking Member of the Committee.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman from Tennessee is

recognized.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLIMATE CHANGE TECHNOLOGY
INITIATIVE AND CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION PLAN

Mr. Gordon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Gibbons, I think

you are Dr. Gibbons, thanks for coming and joining us today, and
I really want to reflect on some of the lessons good and bad from
the past. How does the Climate Change Technology Initiative differ

from the Climate Change Action Plan? What have you learned

from it? You know, what have been the good things? What have
been bad—not bad but not successful? And have you integrated
those into the new plan? So much of what we hear are horror sto-

ries on this is going to happen; that's going to happen or great

things are going to happen if we do this or that? Can we reflect,

you know, maybe on some reality; what we've seen from the past
rather than just wild accusations, maybe, from each side?

l3r. Gibbons. Well, we do have a lot to learn from the past, and
I think one thing we learned is that it's so easy to exaggerate the

results of actions taken. I think our work on the Clean Air Act and
the implementation which followed and used offsets and trading
enabled us to improve our air quality at about maybe 10 percent
of some of the original costs. I think some of these latter day sky
is falling accusations about the cost of action on climate change are

literally that, and I think past experience shows us that.

Now, it's an evolving process. What the Climate Action program
that we are proposing with a combination of tax incentives and an

important research and development plan directly reflects our feel-

ing about the appropriate federal role in beginning to move us in

the direction that we're all aiming at early in the 21st Century. I

think the $6.3 billion mix of tax incentives and R&D is a judicious
mix. I think we should watch it carefully together over the inter-

vening years to see what works best and what doesn't work very
well. So, a continuing evaluation is important, but I believe based
on our earlier experiences over the last 20 years that the sky, in-

deed, is not falling; that we can do remarkable things if we take

enough time and are thoughtful about it.

IMPACT OF IMPROVED AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY ON EMISSIONS

Mr. Gordon. I guess one last question: So much of the emissions
are from automobiles—and I'm sure you could tell us what that

is—and we are continuing to see announcements from the auto-

mobile manufacturers where they're maybe not going to complete
clean cars but make dramatic improvements, and all of this really
has come, I think, after initial projections. How is this going to af-

fect the emissions?
Dr. Gibbons. Well, the actions taken, for example, the coopera-

tive work between the Federal Government and the automobile in-

dustry and its suppliers, is a good example of how if you set an am-
bitious goal but give it enough time and attention over time—here,
we're 5 years into a 10 year program—^you find that there are re-
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markable things that can happen, and the news over these past
several months at our halfway point of our work with the auto-
mobile industry give us an enormous excitement about what ad-
vances in science and the technology that can emerge can do, and
this will affect not only our whole transportation system—things
such as hybrid vehicles and fuel sales—^but it will also, I feel, dra-

matically affect the way we produce electricity, for example. It will
have ubiquitous impacts on our economy.

So, I do feel very optimistic—and, of course, I come out of

science, but I am constantly reminded of what high challenges can
do in that community of science and engineering in terms of inno-
vation and lower cost ways of getting to our goals.
Mr. GtoRDON. Thank you. Dr. Gibbons. If there's any time left, Fd

like for anyone else on the panel that might have any kind of

thoughts on how these new announcements by the automobiles
manufacturers might impact earlier estimates of mitigation.

Dr. MONIZ. Okay, 111 make one comment from the Department's
perspective. Certainly, as Dr. Gibbons noted, the halfway point of
the program has helped stimulate these very interesting proposals
from Detroit, but I would just add with introduction of models—
certainly much earlier than expected—^but I want to add that there
still is a need for this very strong technology program to reach the
full goal plan for 2004. Just as one example, research on fuel cell

stacks will be proposed which will be a major push towards the 80-
mile per hour cost effective car.

Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from New York, Mr. Boehlert.
Mr. Boehlert. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and let me

say at the outset that I agree with your expressed concern that the

budget is sort of built like a house of cards, and a large share of
that is dependent upon the tobacco settlement which we all know
is very controversial, and that concerns me, £tnd I want to deal
with real money, because I think the programs being advanced
here represent exciting initiatives and some promise for the future,
and it's up to us to find that real money and not the illusionary
money that the Chairman referred to.

PROMOTION OF ALTERNATIVE VEHICLES

Mr. Boehlert. Let me get to some specifics, particularly for Dr.
Moniz. I'm especially interested in encouraging the development of
a market in alternative vehicles, particularly electric and hybrid
electric, both for mass transit and individual use. To what extent
will your initiatives promote these technologies, for openers? And
to what extent do you expect the market for these vehicles to de-

velop over the next several years? Let's take them one at a time.
Dr. MONIZ. May I make a prologue on your opening, Congress-

man Boehlert, just to note that, at least in my understanding—I'm
far from an expert in this—that the projections in the budget would
be a nearly $10 billion surplus with the tobacco tax, and if the set-

tlements are not in place, there would still be a surplus, so I think
the prioritization is still there, but there still would be a budget
surplus in my understanding.
With regard to the PNGV, indeed, in the budget there is a re-

quest for an increase of $50 million across multiple agencies, and
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that is precisely to advance a set of new technology initiatives. I

mention, for example, this critical issue in terms of reducing costs

in the fuel cell stack. Having said that, however, I'd also like to add
that that is following a down select in terms of learning over 5

years and narrowing technology options with the Big 3 partners.

So, it's a disciplined process pursuing the important R&D on the

most important questions.
With regard to the market penetration, if you permit, perhaps,

Gary Bachula from Commerce might be better suited to answer
that question.
Mr. BOEHLERT. Fine.
Dr. MONIZ. Thank you.
Mr. Bachula. Sir, the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehi-

cles project is designed to produce three production prototjrpe auto-

mobiles by the Year 2004 that, essentially, are sort of like your
standard Taurus or Concord or Lumina; 6 passengers; to 60 in

12 seconds; trunk space; it's a car like you're familiar with, but
we'd get 80 miles per gallon. Now, if it gets 80 miles per gaillon,

that means it's going to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by two-
thirds. It will be m^ng a significant contribution to solving this

overall problem. Transportation counts for about a third of the

greenhouse gases put into the atmosphere; automobiles are, per-

haps, about half of that. But we believe that this partnership which
is aiming towards hybrid vehicles, fuel cells, technologies that are

extremely advanced is already making a major contribution to this

and can.

Now, what the Administration has proposed in this new budget
is to add tax incentives, tax cuts, essentially, to people who would

buy these kinds of new cars.

Mr. BOEHLERT. All right, before we get to that, let me—^you men-
tioned multiple agencies. Where is the coordination coming from?
Mr. Bachula. This is a partnership. It is a partnership between

the Big Three, suppliers and a number of universities and so, and
5 federal agencies, 19 separate federal labs. We coordinate the ef-

fort in a secretariat in the Department of Commerce, but we work
very closely with EPA; with the Department of Energy; with the
National Science Foundation. We have a mechanism that is work-

ing extremely well.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Good, but what so often happens is that people
out there across America are perplexed—^you know, you hear about

multiple agencies and crossing over several departments, but the

coordinating agency is Commerce?
Mr. Bachula. We manage the secretariat and chair the inter-

agency committee, but this is very much a partnership, and the De-

partment of Energy has the largest part.
Mr. BOEHLERT. You've convinced me that it's a partnership, and

I'm very happy about that, but if I want to go direct questions to

one specific source, that source would be Commerce?
Mr. Bachula. Send them to me and we'll answer them.

[Laughter.]

EFFECTIVENESS OF TAX CREDITS

Mr. BOEHLERT. Okay, fine. Now, you mentioned the tax credits.

How effective have tax credits been in the past in inducing the use
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of innovative technologies? What experience do we have to point to

with, hopefully, pride?
Mr. Bachula. Obviously, the tax credit will be a value if the

price to the consumer minus the tax credit is attractive in terms
of the alternatives, and right now, for example, with these ad-
vanced cars we're skating towards where we think the hockey puck
will be. There aren't cars that meet these standards right now that
can be produced for this price, but at the rate of improvement that
is taking place in the design and in the research, we believe they
will be there early in the next century.

POTENTIAL OF HYBRID AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Mr. BOEHLERT. All right. Finally, the last question—^my time is

up; I know it, and before the Chairman gavels me—as an induce-
ment to more people getting into R&D in this business—hold that

gavel up
[Laughter.]
Mr. BOEHLERT. What's your forecast as to the look to the future?

I mean, are we investing wisely if we can, for example, increase the

range which is a real problem with the hybrid and the electric ve-
hicles? As you look ahead to the market potential, do you see it

there? Is it something that's real?
Mr. Bachula. The goal of this car is to be very much like a car

that most consumers are familiar with except under the hood it's

going to be dramatically different. It's going to cost about the same;
it's going to be comfortable; it's six passengers. This is a car that
looks like today's car but operates very, very differently and would
be priced comparatively. If we can do all that—and we don't yet
know how to do all of that—but if we can do all of that, yes, I think

people will buy them.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentlewoman from Michigan, Ms. Rivers.
Mr. BOEHLERT. I was going to yield back the balance of my time,

Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter.]
Chairman SENSENBRENNER. Well, you're currently in the hole

like the budget is, so it's

[Laughter.]
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentlewoman from Michigan.

COMPARISON OF U.S. AND FOREIGN INCENTIVES FOR AUTOMOBILES

Ms. Rivers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. A previous speaker men-
tioned that this debate should be centered around real money, and
I agree, but the real money I'm concerned about are the paychecks
that go to the hundred thousand plus constituents in my district

who make automobiles, and I was very dismayed last night to turn

on, I believe it was NBC, and see a very interesting story on Toy-
ota's Prius car which they are moving ahead very quickly with. It

comes as close to a perpetual machine than an3^hing I've seen de-

veloped, and it's a very frightening thing for somebody who rep-
resents a district where making automobiles is what we do and
what we do very well.

I'm also very distressed when I see New Technology Week saying
Japan carmakers are—have a 10-year head start over Detroit, and
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it certainly seems to me that the way people, like my constituents,

are going to be protected and are going to be able to maintain their

quality of life is to get ahead of this game technologically. So, one

of the things I would like to know about is—and I would put this

to Mr. Bachula and to Dr. Moniz but others may speak to it—I

would like to know in terms of private, public partnerships, tax in-

centives, governmental activities in general, how the United States

compares to our worldwide competitors? How are we doing in terms

of advancing this technology through a partnership here in the

United States relative to Japan to any of the other countries where

they are competing with us, because I'm concerned. This was not

a happy story for me to see on TV last night. Mr. Bachula?
Mr. Bachula. Ms. Rivers, the story which you saw on CBS last

night has part two and that's tonight, and that's going to tell you
what the big three are doing here in this country.
Ms. Rivers. Gk)od. I look forward to it.

Mr. Bachula. And that story, I think, is going to be a good one

and an exciting to you and your constituents. The Partnership for

a New Generation of Vehicles was announced in September of 1993

by President Clinton, Vice President Gore, and the CEOs of the big
three. It was about 3 months later, according to Time Magazine,
that Toyota ordered its research team to start developing what we
now know as the Prius.

So, it was the American partnership in the research program
that sort of generated this international competition. Now, it's com-

ing back to us, and I think it will probably spur even faster move-
ment than we had originally predicted to bringing these cars to

market.
Other nations are very competitive with us, but they are not

ahead of us in advanced technologies. The research that has gone
on that we're aware of; that we know of, and some, of course, is

proprietary, is going to produce a car that is very unlike your fa-

ther's Oldsmobile, but it is going to look and feel and be as com-

fortable; it's going to be as safe; it's going to be clean; it's going to

accelerate to 60 in 12 seconds; it's going to have luggage room,
but underneath that hood you're going to have new lightweight ma-

terials, hybrid engines, power electronics, and a lot of really neat

technologies that were started in Energy Department labs and the

big three are now using to make cars.

Ms. Rivers. And I appreciate all of that. My question, though,

really is around as—our role here is in government—as a govern-

ment, are we giving our manufacturers and our workers the same
sort of help that our competitors are giving theirs? That's really my
question. Or are we, for whatever reason, saying our competitors
are getting all this help, but we're not going to do it? Are we keep-

ing up in terms of the help that we're offering our industry with
what our competitors are offering theirs?

Mr. Bachula. I believe we are. Now, it is possible
—^there is some

evidence that the Prius which is on the road in Japan right now
is getting a subsidy. It cost them about $36,000 to make them, and

they're selling it for $17,000. One possible way to compete with
them is just buy them all.

[Laughter.]
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Chairman Sensenbrenner. All those in favor of authorizing
funds for this purpose will say aye.

[Laughter.]
Ms. Rivers. Before I hear from Dr. Moniz I have to comment

that there was a certain irony to me to find out that the engineer
in charge of the Prius project was formerly from GM and was hired

by Toyota to do this work. Dr. Moniz?
Dr. Moniz. Well, I don't have too much to add to Gary's state-

ment. I was going to note that there was a very large subsidy in
the Prius, and I would not characterize their development as being
ahead of ours technically. I believe we are supplying the right kind
of help through partnership with our companies. It may be dif-

ferent in form than the Japanese system, but we are emphasizing
partnership, essentially, industry consortium. We are trying to em-
phasize the competitive kinds of technology developments as re-
flected in the rather different announcements made by our big
three in the last auto show. But I think it's aggressive. I would also
add that the fact that the demand for the Prius has sort of been
twice that expected by Toyota indicates the desire, I think, for the
consumers to have this kind of product. In fact, it reminds me of
a statement made in different context by John Brown, the CEO of
British Petroleum. He stated that the people want, in this case, en-

ergy at a good price. They also want to protect the environment,
and a good businessman knows to give customers what he wants.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentlewoman's time has ex-

pired.
Ms. Rivers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania,

Mr. English.

EFFICIENCY OF TAX PROPOSALS

Mr. English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I'd like to welcome
the panel. I've been reviewing your testimony, and I'm intrigued by
a couple of things. The proposal that the Administration is putting
before this Committee seems to be an odd collection of things a
group of interesting research proposals and a dog's breakfast of tax
initiatives which representing the Ways and Means Committee. I'm
not sure that there's much to be said for them from the standpoint
of tax simplification, but I'd like to dig into them a little bit.

Dr. Gibbons, have you worked with the Treasury at all to assess
the efficiency of the tax proposals that are being offered here?

Dr. Gibbons. They were developed at the Treasury Department.
I'm not an economist, sir.

EXISTING TAX INCENTIVES FOR WIND AND BIOMASS

Mr. English. I thought I saw their fingerprints on them. Do you
have a sense—I guess, can you comment on whether you feel the

existing tax program for wind technology and biomass has been an
efficient use of our tax preferences?

Dr. Gibbons. I think time will tell. I am pleased to observe,
though, that, for instance, wind technology has moved extraor-

dinarily over these past half dozen years. It is now at the edge of
direct competitiveness, head on for generation and well ahead of
that. It has a market advantage in many areas of the world now
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and wind technology and that industry is rapidly growing on ac-

count of that. Now, that came about through a number of years of

steady advances in the technologies of blade design; of turbines; of

electrical power controls, and the like. So, I think this is a good ex-

ample of where these technologies—if you give them sustained sup-
port with public monies flowing in where the private sector hurdle
rate is not met but the public good is out there, then you can find

that combination of public and private investment really paying off

for both sectors.

Mr. English. And I think PURPA has also played in it, but
I'm

Dr. Gibbons. PURPA did, indeed, you're right.

EXTENSION OF ETHANOL TAX CREDIT

Mr. English. I would think a good deal more than the tax pro-

gram, but I'd be curious to get an analysis of that. I notice that an
extension of the ethanol credit was not included in the Administra-
tion proposal and was not part of the Administration budget. Is

there any significance to that?
Dr. Gibbons. I—David, would you want to respond to that?
Mr. Gardiner. Well, I would just say that the—in working with

the Treasury Department when we had not only the Treasury ex-

perts but the experts in the Administration that worked on climate

change that what we were looking for was the most cost-effective

investment of those tax credit dollars and
Mr. English. You didn't feel that ethanol met that standard?
Mr. Gardiner. That's correct and that the—I would just say that

the effort is to target the tax credits at those sectors of the economy
that have the biggest impact on greenhouse gas emissions. So,
that's why we're targeting transportation; that's why we're tar-

geting industry; that's why we're targeting the building sector
which is—each of
Mr. English. That's very interesting, because I know up until to

this point the Administration had been supportive of the ethanol

program and that's big news.

PROMOTION OF CARBON SINKS

Mr. English. Let me shift in a similar direction. I notice one of
the things that no one has included is the idea of using tax pref-
erences or forestry policies to promote carbon sinks which I think
is one of the more interesting ideas. Has the Administration ex-

plored this option?
Dr. Gibbons. Yes, in fact, it was most recently visited, as you

know, at Kyoto where carbon sinks became an important part of
the outcome of the Kyoto agreements. It hasn't been worked out ex-

actly yet in terms of implementation, but we do feel that the se-

questration of carbon forest practices is a very important oppor-
tunity especially over periods of decades to, perhaps, a century. In
the long term, of course, trees decay unless you happen to be the
roof beam of a Japanese temple that lasts 600 years. Trees cycle
carbon, rather than permanently store it, but I think we will be

very actively engaged in trying to encourage a rational way of mon-
itoring the dynamics of carbon as it is stored in forests and a fair

way of accounting this as we measure our progress and the
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progress of other countries. So, it was emphasized at Kyoto, and
there will be additional meetings concerning exactly how we inven-
tory and monitor this.

Mr. Gardiner. Congressman, if I could just note, also, that the
Climate Change Technology Initiative that the President has pro-
posed included a $10 million initiative at the Department of Agri-
culture specifically for the purpose of looking at trees and soils and
the related sinks question as well as additional funding at EPA.
Dr. Moniz might also want to comment that the Department of En-
ergy has a substantial increase in its funding for bio-fuels which
we think represent a very significant opportunity to reduce green-
house emissions.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman from Pennsylvania,

Mr. Doyle.

PRIORITY OF FOSSIL FUEL R&D

Mr. Doyle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want maybe to just shift
the discussion a little bit on to the power generating side. They
talked about some of the concerns I have on meeting our energy
needs and under the Kyoto Protocol. We have a lot of coal-powered
utilities, electric utilities, and, as you know, we're going through
this deregulation process, and one of the concerns that a lot of us
have is that a lot of companies that use coal as their power source
are going to see it becoming more profitable not to become gener-
ating companies anymore but get into the transmission end of the
business. We've heard talk of natural gas, maybe, filling that void;
that there would be an increase in the use of natural gas to meet
that need, yet, one wonders how it would be economically practical
and in what time frame could we build some of the infrastructure
that would have to be built to accommodate this increase in the use
of natural gas.
And then I look at the proposal with nuclear. When we look at

the nuclear option which emits no CO2, it doesn't seem that we're
being very aggressive. We see that there's two modest initiatives
aimed at sustaining nuclear energy as a viable option but really
nothing on a larger scale to say Okay, for our future energy needs,
let's look to nuclear as other countries; as Europe and other parts
of the world have done.

It seems to me that everybody agrees that fossil fuels are still

going to be very much in the picture in the foreseeable future, and
while I see the Secretary in his budget announcement said we're

going to see increases in research and development on fossil en-

ergy. That these initiatives will help us make better use of these
resources. The numbers don't seem to indicate the kind of commit-
ment that I would hope to see in fossil research and development.
Carbon sequestration; we're talking about spending in basic re-

search $9 million; in the carbon sequestration R&D, $10 million. To
me, the numbers seem low. What is the priority that this Adminis-
tration is placing on fossil fuel research in Fiscal Year 1999, and
more importantly too, what fossil fuel R&D programs were not in-
cluded in this year's budget request?
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Dr. Gibbons. Congressman, I'd like to start out on that and then

turn it over to Dr. Moniz. We're very much concerned and inter-

ested in what's going to happen with electricity deregulation as you
are. Clearly, fossil fuels will dominate as they do now. Clearly,
there is a very important future role for coal. Changes in the elec-

tricity industry generally take a half a century for major changes
to roll through. That's why time is so important here to pace our-

selves through various transitions. We are hopeful that some really
smart ideas will emerge about the capturing of carbon, whether

you could turn it into hydrogen and leave the carbon in the ground
or other things. It's, in essence, a fishing trip at this point, because
it's never been that seriously look at before. So, this is a very seri-

ous research effort, and as we find things that have promise, then
we'll want to put more resources behind them. We certainly want
to preserve the nuclear options, and we hope we will be able to de-

termine in the coming years why it is that nuclear has become ex-

pensive, what it takes to resolve the remaining issues in nuclear,
but also how to assure that we don't suddenly find ourselves with
20 percent of our electricity which is now produced without CO2
emissions, namely from nuclear plants. If those plants go offline

and you switch over to coal-fired plants, we're going to exacerbate
the problem. So, we're very much concerned about rates of these

plants and whether their lives might be extended.

So, we're paying a lot of attention to these fuels, and if you
think—we have a concern about the U.S. situation on fossil fuels.

If you look at China and their dependence on coal, it even is great-

er, so basic coal technologies that enable us to burn it more effi-

ciently and with less carbon emissions are not only going to be im-

portant for our future, but also as an export technology force to the

rest of the world.

AGENCY LEAD ON CARBON SEQUESTRATION

Mr. Doyle. Well, who's taking the lead on CO2 sequestration?
What agency is taking the lead on that, and I understand you say,

well, you point more money in it once you find—it just seems to

me the money in it initially is very inadequate.
Dr. Gibbons. That's a good chance for me to turn it over to the

agency that is leading this, Dr. Moniz, the Department of Energy.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. Dr. Moniz, could you please answer

briefly, because we have 4 witnesses left and about 20 minutes be-

fore members of the Committee left.

Dr. MONIZ. The question had three parts—I'll answer one for

now. The sequestration, the baseline from what I understand is vir-

tually zero, so this is relaunching a new program with many com-

ponents. We have about a $19 million program which is—$10 mil-

lion will be in the Research, Development, and tests geological dis-

posal in various environments including ocean and mines et cetera,
and then in the Energy Research budgets is a brand new program
focusing on the biological aspects of sequestration. This is a pro-

gram which I think will be evaluated. We have a request for com-

petitive proposals at the moment. We view it as, again, a kind of

high risk, high payoff research. We definitely want to support it.

We'll have to evaluate its rampup over the years.
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Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Calvert.

IMPACT OF PROPOSED PROGRAM ON GLOBAL WARNING

Mr. Calvert. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I for one, and I'm

joined by many; I think some on this Committee, and certainly

throughout the House and the Senate. I question the conclusions
that the panel used on global warming as its justification for the

proposals that you've articulated here before this Committee, and,
in fact, I believe that if the Senate would vote today on the Kyoto
Protocol it would enjoy very little support from either party. And,
in fact, I understand the Administration has decided to push the
vote off until 1999, and I suspect the outcome will change very lit-

tle between now and then.

However, saying that, I'm from California, and we didn't need a

treaty to lower our CO2 emissions. If you looked at California, our

CO2 emissions are below, I believe, the 1990 levels now, and we did

it without a United Nations Treaty Agreement. We did it for dif-

ferent reasons, and I think for good reasons. We had air quality

problems and more specifically in my area of Riverside, California,
but we did it through a very difficult process in California of low-

ering emissions of various types. We've gone through a process
where we know what works and what doesn't work, and when we
talk about tax incentives and we talk about these incentives and

my friend from the Ways and Means Committee mentioned earlier,
we try to simplify the tax code that may be contradictory.

However, saying that, we know that there are new diesel engines
out there that are much more efficient, much cleaner, and that

have lower CO2 emissions, certainly lower particulate emissions;
that we can use compressed natural gas for medium trucks that do
most of the deliveries. We know that there's some practical things
that you can do. California's already moved to regulate its energy.
We hope that we're not made a part of the national effort to do that

since we're already on a path towards doing that ourselves.

But saying all that, this Committee is in charge of doing basic

research for types of energy such as wind, solar-geothermal which
I think all of us support. But I don't like to hear about us poten-

tially spending money on some of the proposals that may have very
little outcome. I'd like to hear from you. Dr. Gibbons. You believe

that we spent all the money that you proposed, on the programs
that you proposed, how would that change the outcome of global

warming?
Dr. Gibbons. The farther, the deeper, you go into research the

more you come to understand that you're dealing with an inher-

ently uncertain future. The only way you can measure the outcome
of research, in a sense, is to look backwards rather than forwards.

And if we look backwards to the influence of research on our Na-
tion's economy over the last half century, we find that the rate of

return for research has been—accounts for about half of our eco-

nomic growth over the last 50 years. In other words, it's had ubiq-
uitous applications across our economy. In Energy, we try to choose

those areas of research that are most promising in terms of dis-

cerning, discovering new fundamental options for our Nation, and
as you move from the most fundamental research to the applied,
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we try to tackle those issues that have high potential leverage;

high public payoff; that don't meet the hurdle rate for industry's
with their pressures on near-term futures. Then we try to leverage
it with partnerships with those industries.

Mr. Calvert. Reclaiming my time, again, as you know, I'm in

favor of fundamental research and believe that that should be

done. I think that industry has a more important role as far as its

application in the marketplace and that the market, in fact will

make a determination whether one particular energy source is

more practical than the other. What I have said that we know
what works today and we can meet meaningful goals quicker by
being practical about this in our policy if in fact we're going to

move to tax incentives and whether we have the money to do that

to give incentives to allow a turnover in the diesel trucks that we
have in the fleet today in this country which is a big number, but
that would have a big impact on, particularly, on particulates and
other types of pollution or moving toward compressed natural gas
on medium trucks. That would have a real impact very quickly and
would help meet the goals that we would all like to get to cleaner

air. Thank you.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentlewoman from Texas, Ms. Johnson.

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF PROPOSED PROGRAM

Mr. Johnson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for con-

tinuing this hearing. I have some rather basic questions. When we
move to the new technologies and offer the tax incentives for per-
sons who might be able to purchase these vehicles it seems to me
that we will have a greater demand on natural gas and, perhaps,
less demand on imported gas which helps us to be less dependent
worldwide. How, then, are we going to calculate that cost and that

savings and the protection of that environment with not doing any-
thing and allowing El Nino to continue and we have these natural
disasters continue?

Dr. Gibbons. I'm not sure I've caught your question, but let me
see if I can respond as I understand it. That is, how can we take
the change of fuel that go into the energy system, take fullest ad-

vantage of it? Fuels change all the time. We used to depend on
whale oil and then wood and then coal and petroleum and now
these other areas. What is going to happen is with the efficiencies

-we can put into these energy using systems, like automobiles, we
can cut by a major amount the total amount of energy required to

deliver those goods and services. It's a bottom line savings to us not

only in terms of our resources but the cost of operating these auto-

mobiles. When we develop fuel sales that will enable us to, in the

coming century, to disseminate our energy production system more
broadly, we'll have a more resilient electricity production system.
We'll save money and we'll have a more diversified source for our

electricity. These are all enormous public savings. Savings in dol-

lars, savings in resiliency of the system, and also will improve our

economy because it's new markets not only here, but overseas. So
our calculus is based on what can we do with technology to enable
these things to happen and push us in that direction?
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Ms. Johnson. Okay, the second part of my question is if we—
the biggest outcry I've heard against any kind of change is cost to
the industry and the cost to bring themselves into compHance. But
if we do not come into compliance, it appears to me that what we
continue to do is force ourselves into more uncertain conditions
that take place within this environment, when we do nothing to

change some of the dynamics in the environment.
And I still hear people, leaders of States and areas calling on the

Federal Government and FEMA to assist when these natural disas-
ters come, and as far as we can determine, they are being influ-

enced by the environmental conditions we're in.

Dr. Gibbons. Climate change will undoubtedly exacerbate some
of the stresses that are already out there on the system. We now
have a cost of about a billion dollars a week of natural disasters
for the United States.

The insurance industry is extremely concerned about these rising
costs. And climate change takes us in the direction of rapidly in-

creasing those costs.

Ms. Johnson. Climate change without improvement, or just cli-

mate change, period?
Dr. Gibbons. Climate change without action.

Ms. Johnson. Okay. Thank you. Did someone else want to com-
ment, or is that complete?

Dr. MONIZ. Well, I was going to comment on your first question,
if I might. Energy security clearly is a major goal and a major fed-
eral responsibility. I would just amplify what Jack said.

For example, on natural gas, as I said earlier, we are developing
technologies, for example, to be able to bring natural gas from more
remote locations and therefore, whether it's in gas or liquid form,
and therefore add it to our domestic supply.
We estimate, for example, our membrane technology may provide

a billion gallons of barrels of liquid just from North Slope gas
alone.

Mr. Gardiner. The only thing that I was going to add was sim-

ply on your point about the costs of dealing with this issue, that
what we're finding in the programs that we already have on cli-

mate change is that there are thousands of businesses and other
institutions across the country that are signing up for the programs
that we have today because it saves them money, not because it

costs them money.
And so our view is that there are extremely cost-effective, in

some cases, opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
save people money—very substantial opportunities over the course
of the decade—and ones that can begin with existing technologies
today and which will only get better as we develop even newer and
better technologies over time.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentlewoman's time has ex-

pired.
Ms. Johnson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The Chair would observe that I have

seen no scientific evidence that greenhouse gases or global warm-
ing causes El Nino. Perhaps we can have a hearing on whether
that happens later on.

The gentlewoman from Maryland, Mrs. Morella.
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U.S. CAPABILITY OF MEETING KYOTO PROTOCOL EMISSIONS
TARGET

Mrs. MORELLA. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this sec-

ond hearing, and thank those paneHsts who are here testifying.

I guess what I really want to ask you is about the verity of this

whole program. I note that $3.6 billion in tax credits, $2.7 billion

in research. It appears from what I have read and heard that the

United States is on track to produce 33 percent more greenhouse
gases in 2010 than in 1990.

Therefore, if our President has promised that we would emit
seven percent less by 1990, what's happening there? There's some-

thing wrong with that figuring. And will this achieve it?

I'd like to ask all of you, for whatever your expertise comments
are on it. It just doesn't seem to figure out.

Dr. Gibbons. Let me see if I can straighten the numbers. The
numbers you quoted, I think are correct, except if you look at the

bookkeeping of the things that happened in Kyoto, rather than a

7 percent decrease under the 1990, it's more like a 3 percent num-
ber because of the way the different gases are taken into account
and some other matters—and the sinks of carbon.

But the fact is that our strong economic growth and our very low
cost energy has caused us to increase our energy production and

consumption quite rapidly, and we kind of hope that that economic

growth will continue right straight on through the first part of the
next decade.
This is very much unlike most of the other countries of the

world, especially the industrial world. It's easy for Russia or some
of the Western European countries to make these goals because
their economies haven't been strong and robust. So it's good news
and bad news for us.

At the same time, a change of that dimension of the order of 30

percent over a decade period, or a decade and a half, is a manage-
able one if we put our minds to it. The technology for doing most
of that is already in hand, and the economics of it, in turn, I be-

lieve are very attractive if you look at it carefully.
And I went through this in the 1970's when we talked about en-

ergy efficiency changes. We've seen a 30 percent improvement in

energy efficiency over that period of time, at the same time, energy
prices were going down.
Mr. Gardiner. I would just add. Congresswoman, that in terms

of the existing program, not the proposal that the President has
made now, but the existing Climate Change Programs that we
have, we have estimated that if we were to continue those through
the period that you described, in essence the next decade, that they
would eliminate about 20 percent or so of that gap that you iden-

tify.

Clearly, the President's initiatives will do more. The major factor

that influences how much more they do—we'd like to have them do
a lot—really depends on how businesses and others respond to the

opportunities to invest in these technologies over the course of the
next decade or so.

We, obviously, are hopeful that we can dramatically increase not

only the rate of innovation, but the rate of investment in these
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more efficient and less polluting technologies in the short term
stretching out over that decade. So we'd like to see that number
not be 20 percent, but a much larger number.
But we're not sure of that; we can't guarantee it. But our hope

is that by launching initiatives like this, we can eliminate much
more of that gap that you identify by the time we get toward that

period, and in essence, reduce what we need to do with other mech-
anisms beyond these research and technology programs that we're

proposing now.
Dr. MONIZ. If I may quote a Chinese proverb, if you don't change

direction, you will end up where you were headed. And I think the

program, in terms of technology development and incentives, as

they have both said, is in fact, to at least provide the options for

a changed direction.

How much can one change in the time period of, say, 15 years?
Well, Jack quoted previous experience in terms of improved effi-

ciency. I noted earlier that we are 50 percent more energy inten-

sive than other industrisdized countries. There is room.

So, in the near term, efficiency is where the biggest gains would
come from technology, and then later on, renewables. And then

perhaps later on, even things like sequestration for use of fossil

fuels.

Mrs. MORELLA. There's no doubt, I think, the direction is impor-
tant, and I think the tax credits, I don't know how much they are

really going to help as you measure it, but I think it's a good direc-

tion. I think all of us should begin to look at that—what's hap-
pening, we save buildings. I applaud NIST.
Of course, Mr. Bachula, under your direction also, for the work

that's being done and what you articulated in this. I just think that
what we're doing is using new math.
Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentlewoman's time has ex-

pired.
Mrs. MoRELLA. What we've got to do is establish a culture that

deals with this. Thank you.
Chairman SENSENBRENNER. Thank you. And last, but certainly

not least, the gentlewoman from Michigan, Ms. Stabenow.
Ms. Stabenow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the hear-

ing and your tenacity in keeping us on track, so I have the oppor-
tunity to be
Chairman SENSENBRENNER. The bell will ring in about three

minutes, that's why.

CREATION OF MARKETS FOR ALTERNATIVE VEHICLES

Ms. Stabenow. Yes, I will be quick. Back to the issue on emis-

sions—also representing Michigan, and my colleague from Michi-

gan also spoke to the issue, certainly of jobs in the auto industry,
first a comment.
We have seen very directly where the partnerships between the

Federal Grovemment and the Big Three automakers has made a
difference in the Partnership for Next Generation Vehicles, the Ad-
vance Technology Project, the Auto Body Consortium, which has
been one of the best ATP programs in terms of creating more effi-

ciencies in the industry.
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I think the industry should be applauded for its aggressiveness

at this point, and that there is a critical role. We are now making
electric cars in my District in Lansing, in part as a result of the

ATP partnership that created the ability for new materials, as it

relates to the ability to build electric cars.

My question relates to creating markets for these vehicles. I've

had the opportunity to drive a natural gas vehicle. Certainly,

there's much promise as it relates to emissions, the electric car,

and so on.

My concern is that, first of all, are the tax credits enough? And

second, what about infrastructure? If we are going to make this

consumer-friendly, then the service station has to be more than a

petroleum service station. We have a natural gas vehicle that could

be on the market today, very, very important as it relates to the

environment and emissions. We don't have the infrastructure.

If we're going to create the markets, how do we do that, number
one. What are we doing? And secondly, I know that there has been

a Presidential directive that relates to government fleets and en-

couraging alternative fuel vehicles as part of our fleets.

It seems to me we have a very critical leadership role to play in

creating the markets by ourselves in government, purchasing these

vehicles, and giving the automakers the confidence that, in fact, if

they build them, people will come. So I would like your comments.

Mr. Bachula. The ultimate question of whether or not there will

be fleets of these new advanced cars on the road is posed by all of

the issues that you raised. One is the cost to manufacturer. Is it

a competitive price?
The concept cars that Chrysler showed, for example, at the auto

show a month ago, they claimed would get about 73 miles per gal-

lon; not quite with all of the PNGV kinds of goals in it, but they
said there's about a $15,000 premium on manufacturing it right

now, compared to an equivalent Intrepid.
But they brought that down from a $60,000 premium just two

years ago, so with advanced work, we hope that these cars are

going to be comparable in price to cars that people are familiar

with today. And that's one part of the problem.
Whether a tax incentive can help make that even more attractive

and reduce risk, whether first purchases of the first 50,000 such

cars by the Federal Government might help, all of that might con-

tribute down the line as these cars become available.

Ms. Stabenow. If I might just interrupt, we know that in gen-
eral in the marketplace, the more volume, the price goes down,
whether it's computers, whether it's cars or so on.

Mr. Bachula. That's exactly right, and as you go through the

curve, basically you can bring price down through experience. The

question of infrastructure is an important one. The Partnership for

a New Generation of Vehicles is peer-reviewed by the National

Academy of Engineering each year, and they have raised the issue

of infrastructure and whether it will be there when these kinds of

cars are ready.
And we are in the process in the Administration of talking to the

fuels industry, talking to others who may have to adjust their mix
of products in order to be able to meet these kinds of new vehicles.
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ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
INFRASTRUCTURE

Ms. Stabenow. Do you see a role for the Federal Government in

that, or do you see that being an industry response at this point
in terms of infrastructure? Do you have plans for any kinds of part-
nerships?
Mr. Bachula. At the outset, I think there's clearly a role for us

as just a facilitator, getting the guys who make the cars and the

guys who make the fuel together to talk about what the possibili-
ties are. And there probably are some kinds of advanced research
activities going on in the Department of Energy with fossil fuels
and alternatives. Fuels that you can make from natural gas, for ex-

ample. That may be very, very relevant to this.

But some of these cars, some of these ideas, are very advanced.

They will probably use a different kind of fuel. We have switched
fuels before in this country. We have taken the lead out of gasoline,
for example, and there's a process where you have to have some
pumps that have one fuel in and some pumps that have another.
But it is quite possible to do that if we can sort of get our act

together. And that's part of what this effort is all about.
Dr. MONIZ. If I may just add, very, very briefly, that we have a

broad portfolio of activities. Gary mentioned the Fuels Program. I

would just mention two other things. One is research along the
lines of using new technologies which use the existing infrastruc-

ture, like gasoline-powered fuel cells.

Another is our Clean Cities Programs, which is precisely aimed
at developing the infrastructure. We'd be very happy to brief you
on that, if you'd like.

Chairman Sensenbrenner. The gentlewoman's time has ex-

pired, £ind everybody's time has expired, except over on the floor

where there are about 2 minutes left.

So I'd like to thank both witnesses and members for a very pro-
ductive and informative discussion today. Time does fly when we're^

having fun. We're going to be back at it after the recess. The Com-
mittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:54 a.m., the Committee was adjourned, to re-

convene at the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX 1: Answers to Post-Hearing Questions Submitted by
Members of the Committee on Science
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Hearing
on

The Roadfrom Kyoto—Part 2:

Kyoto and the Administration 's Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Request

Thursday, February 12, 1998

Post-Hearing Questions

Submitted to

The Honorable John H. Gibbons

Assistant to the President for Science and Technology
and

Director, Office of Science and Technology Policy

Post-Hearing Questions Submitted by Chairman Sensenbrenner

"Clear and Compelling Evidence" That Human Actiyities Are Causing Climate

Change

Ql. You state on page 2 of your testimony that "the scientific evidence that

climate change is occurring, and that human activities are playing a

significant role in causing such change, is clear and compelling." However,

at a recent American Meteorological Society international meeting on Global

Climate Studies in Phoenix, Arizona, David Rind and Judith Lean of NASA
demonstrated that about half of the observed global warming is ascribed to

solar activity. These means that only about 0.5°F of the warming

experienced in the last century could be due to other causes, including

human activity. Are you familiar with this research, and if so, how does the

interplay of solar activity affect climate?

Al. In seeking to be even more certain that human activities are indeed affecting

climate the USGCRP agencies support a number of scientists whose research

focuses on attempting to better quantify the contributions of natural influences on

the climate. David Rind of NASA and Judith Lean of the Naval Research

Laboratory are two of these scientists" and they are making important advances that

we follow closely.
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What we understand their research to show is that variations in solar radiation

correlate well with changes in the Earth's climate over several centuries prior to

the 20th century. As to magnitudes of natural and human changes, virtually all

studies show that natural factors dominated global-scale climate changes prior to

the 20th century, and that human influences are apparently dominating in the

second half of the 20th century, with even greater dominance predicted for the

21st century. The Rind-Lean results also suggest that solar variability did

contribute to the warming during the first half of this century, with the solar effect

peaking at about 0.5° F around 1940. This warming effect has not continued fully

to the present (solar radiation goes both up and down over time in cycles), so that

this full amount cannot be subtracted from the 1.0 to 1.3° F warming that has

occurred since the mid- 19th century.

In summary, we believe that the solar variation studies show that the climate is

indeed responsive to change in the Earth's radiation balance and that model

simulations of climate changes since 1850 are improved by consideration of solar

and human influences. However, it is quite clear that if the atmosphere responds

to the radiation changes of the solar cycle, it will respond even more to the

dramatically greater forcing from greenhouse gases. (See attached chart

summarizing the IPCC's findings). Together, these results enhance our confidence

in the predictions of even more significant human-induced climate change during

the 2 1st century.
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CUmate Change and Extreme Events

Q2. Your testimony on page 4 states that, "More precipitation is likely to occur in

'extreme' downpours, where large amounts of rain fall in a short period.

Some areas will be threatened by increased flooding, while others will suffer

through an increased incidence of drought, as continental interiors become

warmer and drier." However, the 1995 IPCC report. The Science of Climate

Change, concludes on page 336: "Except maybe for precipitation, there is

little agreement between models on changes in extreme events [emphasis

added]." And even concerning precipitation, it concludes: ''''Several models

suggest an increase in the precipitation intensity, suggesting a possibility for

more extreme rainfall events [emphasis added]."

Do you agree with these IPCC conclusions?

A2. I accept the 1995 IPCC findings as a typically cautious summary of worldwide

scientific understanding based on scientific findings through early 1995, Because of

the importance of potential changes in extreme events, research in this area has

intensified. The increased confidence expressed in my testimony reflects the

developing understanding and the emerging scientific findings.

Analyses by Tom Karl of NOAA's National Climatic Data Center show that the

precipitation increases we are seeing over the last century are coming primarily as

high intensity, extreme events. Total rainfall has increased in the U.S. by 5-10% in

the last century, and it is the rainfall events of more than 2 inches per day that have

increased the most.

It is well accepted that the increased energy associated with global warming will

lead to more evaporation and more water vapor in the atmosphere, which will

mean in turn more energy and water vapor to be converted into intense rainstorms

as convection occurs. Just as summer and warm region (e.g.. El Nino affected)

rainstorms produce much more rainfall in shorter times than do winter and cold

region storms, there is a very strong foundation for saying, as I did, that "More

precipitation is likely to occur in 'extreme' downpours."

Stronger downpours will also lead to increased threats of flooding. And warmer

temperatures will lead to increased evaporation (so dryness and then drought) in

regions where precipitation events are now infrequent and may in the fiiture be

missed by the intensified storms. Our natural hazards studies suggest we should be

very concerned about the trend toward an increased frequency and intensification

of extreme precipitation events.
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Q3. With respect to your statement on page 4 that "Some areas will be

threatened by increased flooding, while others will sufTer through an

increased incidence of drought, as continental interiors become warmer and

drier," isn't it also likely to be true that some areas will have decreased

flooding and decreased incidence of drought"?

A3. Yes. Some areas will experience decreased flooding and others will have a

decreased incidence of drought. Overall, however, precipitation is projected to

increase woridwide, and intensity of precipitation is expected to increase with

warmer weather, so when it does rain, flooding will be more likely. Further,

already drought-prone areas are likely to become increasingly arid because of

additional warming.

Documentation of 1997 Temperature Statistics

Q4. Your testimony on page 4 also states that "new results from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) show that 1995 has been

surpassed by 1997, and that nine of the last eleven years are among the

warmest ever recorded (Figure 1). 1997 also shows up as the warmest year in

data records maintained by the United Kingdom Meteorological Office and

the NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies, meaning that the three most

comprehensive and accurate long-term surface data records all indicate

continued warming of our planet."

Q4.1 Please provide a copy of NOAA report and accompanying

data/statistics referred to in your statement above.

A4. 1 Attached are a NOAA graph of the annual global temperature index and a

figure showing global temperature anomalies for 1997 and a press release

from NOAA discussing the results of an analysis by a team led by Dr. Tom
Kari. Further details can be found on the NOAA/NCDC home page at

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ol/climate/research/1997/climate97.html.
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1997 WARMEST YEAR OF CENTURY, NOAA REPORTS

1997 was the warmest year of this century, based on land and ocean surface

temperature data, reports a team of scientists from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration's National Climatic Data Center in Asheville, N. C.

Led by the center's Senior Scientist Tom Karl, the team analyzed temperatures from

around the globe during the years 1900 to 1997 and back to 1880 for land areas For 1997,

land and ocean temperatures averaged three-quarters of a degree Fahrenheit above normal

(Normal is defined by the mean temperature, 61 .7 degrees F, for the 30-years 1961-90.)

The 1997 figure exceeds the previous record warm year, 1990, by 0.15 degrees Fahrenheit.

The record-breaking warm conditions of 1997 continues the pattern of very warm

global temperatures. Nine of the past eleven years have been the warmest on record

"Land temperatures did not break the previous record set in 1990, but 1997 was one

of the five warmest years since 1880," said Karl. Including 1997, the top ten warmest years
over the land have all occurred since 1981, and the warmest five years all since 1990 Land

temperatures for 1997 averaged three-quarters of a degree above normal, falling short of the

1 990 record by one-quarter of a degree.

Ocean temperatures during 1997 also averaged three-quarters of a degree above

normal, which makes it the warmest year on record, exceeding the previous record warm

years of 1987 and 1995 by 3 of a degree Fahrenheit.

With the new data factored in, global temperature warming trends now exceed 1 .0

degree Fahrenheit per 100 years, with land temperatures warming at a somewhat faster rate

"It is likely that the sustained trend toward increasingly warmer global temperatures is

related to anthropogenic increases in greenhouse gases," Karl said.
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Annual Global Temperature Index

National Climatic Data Center / NESDIS / NOAA
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The global average temperature of 62.45 degrees Fahrenheit for 1997 was the

warmest on record, surpassing the previous record set in 1995 by 0.15 degrees

Fahrenheit. The chart reflects variations from the 30-year average (1961-

1990) of the combined land and sea surface temperatures.
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Q4.2 Please provide a copy of the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies/NASA confirmation and accompanying data/statistics

referred to in your statement above.

A4.2 Attached is a copy of the analysis of global temperatures for 1997 prepared

by scientists at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Goddard Institute for Space Studies.

II NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies Research

Earth Observations

Global Temperature Trends

The focus of GISS research is the study of climate -- the normal or average state of the

atmosphere — and climate change. A major problem for the detection of climate trends is the

enormous variability of the atmosphere, which can overshadow and disguise any trends,

especially in regional studies.

In climate model experiments, this problem can be dealt with in various ways, depending on
the nature of the experiment. For sensitivity studies one can increase the forcmg to get a good
signal-to-noise ratio; for studies of transient phenomena one may look at an ensemble of

many model runs with slightly differing initial conditions; and for control or equilibrium runs

one may average over a long time period.

For observational studies, the problem is more difficult. Data from meteorological stations are

available only from about 1850 to the present, with incomplete coverage in space and often

with temporal gaps as well. GISS has set up a system to get the most out of the available

surface air temperature data, developing and refining techniques to eliminate outliers and
station discontinuities, and to combine the data into one coherent data set.

1997 Temperature Observations

Global surface air temperature in 1997 was warmer than any previous year this century,

marginally exceeding the temperature of 1995. The 1990s are significantly warmer than any
previous decade in the period of instrumental data, with the four warmest years of the century

being 1990, 1991, 1995 and 1997. Regionally, the eastern part of the United States was
cooler than normal in 1997.

•JT-TIA QQ
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l<m» 1980

Year

2000

Fig. 1: Near-global annual-mean surface air Fig. 2: Global land-ocean surface

temperature change, based on meteorological temperature index, which combines sea

station network. (Click on figure to view full-size surface temperature measurements for ocean

unage-) areas with surface air temperature
measurements at meteorological stations.

(Click on figure to view full-size image.)

Our estimated global surface temperature change for the calendar year (Jan-Dec) is shown in

Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 is based on the land-based meteorological station network. Figure 2

combines satellite measurements of ocean surface tempeature with the land data to obtain a

more representative global-mean temperature index (Reynolds and Smith 1994).

In most years the land-based and the land-plus-ocean analyses are in close agreement.

However, they differ noticeably in 1997 because of the unusually high temperatures in the

tropical Pacific Ocean associated with one of the strongest El Nifio events on record.

In the land-based-analyses (Figure 1), 1997 is the fourth warmest year in the record. In the

land-ocean temperature index, 1997 is the warmest year, being slightly (about 0.01 °C)
warmer than 1995.

The temperature differences among the warmest years are small and not significant in all

cases, as the relative uncertainties are estimated to be a few hundredths of a degree Celsius.

However, it is noteworthy that the 1990s are significantly warmer than the 1980s or any

previous decade in the century.

Temperature Maps

The monthly temperature anomalies in 1997, relative to the period 1951-1980 are shown in

Figure 3. These maps highlight the appearance and rapid growth of the El Nifio warming off

the west coast of South America beginning in the spring of 1997.
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The annual temperature anomalies for each of the past 1 2 years, relative to the period

1951-1980, are shown in Figure 4. It was cool in the eastern United States in 1997, as it was
in 1996.

The coolness in much of the United

States during the past two years is

not typical of the preceding 10

years. It is noteworthy that the past

two years have been warm in the

region of Newfoundland Bay-South

Greenland, in contrast with the

cold conditions that there were in

the previous 1 years.

Discussion

Global surface temperature was

unusually high in 1997, Indeed,

when averaged over land and

ocean, global surface temperature Fig, 3: Monthly temperature anomalies in 1997, relative

exceeded the previous record high to the 1951-1980 mean. (Click on figure to view full-size

of 1 995 by a slight amount. Part of image.)

the current global warmth is ...,.,„„„,,.,„,„„,,^^,,„„„,„„,,„,,„,,„,„„„„„„,,„,.,,„,„„^^^^

associated with the tropical El

Nino, without which a record

global temperature would probably
not have occurred. Thus, the 1997

global warmth does not add much
to the evidence of long-term global

warming that was not already

apparent from temperatures in

previous years of the 1990s.

However, it does reaffirm that the

decade of the 1990s is significantly

warmer than the 1980s.

The observed changes in global

mean temperature are not large

enough to be noticed readily by

people Monthly-mean and even

annual-mean local temperature
anomalies are usually larger than

these global mean temperature

changes. Thus, the occurrence of negative temperature anomalies over much of the United

States during the past two years more than masks the small global warming.

Fig. 4: Annual temperature anomalies for the past 12

years (1 986-1 997), relative to the 1 95 1 -1 980 mean.

(Click on figure to view full-size image.)
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The year-to-year fluctuations in regional climate anomalies at middle and high latitudes are

largely chaotic (as opposed to forced or deterministic) (Hansen et al. 1 997), but there is some
association of regional changes with cycles such as the North Atlantic Oscillation. This topic

is beyond the scope of the present discussion, but some relevant references are included

below.

Further Information

Other GISS pages related to this research are:

• Global Temperature Trends. 1 996 Summation
• Surface Air Temperature Analyses Datasets

Contacts

Please address all inquiries regarding GISS surface temperature trends analysis to James E.

Hansen . Other GISS scientists involved in this research are Reto A. Ruedv. Makiko Sato, and

Jav Glascoe.
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Q4,3 Please provide a copy of the East Anglia University confirmation and

accompanying data/statistics referred to in your statement above.

A4.3 Attached is a copy of a brief report by the Meteorological Office of the

United Kingdom's Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research on

their finding that 1997 was the warmest year on record.

Global and regional dimate in 1997

D E Parker, E B Horton, and M aordon.

Hadley Centre, Meteorological Office, Bracknell, U.K.

February 5, 1998

Global climate

The average temperature near the surface of the earth in 1997 was the highest so far

recorded, an estimated 0.43 deg C higher than the 1961-1990 average (Figure la).

This is based on air temperature data collected from over 1 ,000 land-based weather

stations (Jones, 1994). plus sea surface temperatures (Parker et al., 1995) measured

from the Voluntary Observing Heet of about 7,000 ships and 1,000 buoys. The

previous warmest year, 1995, was C.38 deg C warmer than average (Figure la).

However, although 1997 was nominally warmer than 1995, the difference is not

statistically significant because the standard error of recent global, annual averages
is about 0.06 deg C owing to large gaps in the data coverage, especially in the Arctic

and Antarctic (Jones et al., 1997). Overall global warming since the late nineteenth

and early twsntieth century is about 0.6 deg C (Figure 1a).

The annual anomaly of 0.51 deg C for the Northern Hemisphere (standard error about

0.07 deg C) was the second highest after 1995 (Figure 1b). The Southern Hemisphere
had an overall temperature anomaly of 0.35 deg C, the highest on record (Figure 1c)

but with a standard error of about 0.10 deg C(Jones et al., 1997). The tropical belt

30°N to 30°S also had its warmest year. The southern extratroplcs had their equal
warmest year with 1993. The northem extratropics were warmer in both 1990 and

1995.

The leading feature of 1997 was the very strong El Nino event which developed during
northem spring. A time-series of sea surface temperature for the Nirio 3.4 area (5°N
- S^S, 170' - 120^^) since 1871 shows that the highest temperatures were in 1997

(Figure 2). Sea surface temperature anomalies exceeded 3 deg C over a large area

of the eastem tropica! Pacific by northem autumn, with anomalies up to 5 deg C

locally (Figure 3a), and with a large area of the tropical eastem Pacific warmer than

the 98th percentile (Figure 3b). Even the annual pattem (Figures 4a,b) shows warmth

exceeding the 98th percentile in parts of the. tropical eastem Pacific. The area with sea

surface temperatures more than ^ deg C above the 1961 -1 990 averaQe in Ifio eastern

tropical Pacific exceeded 4 million km^ in October (a 10" latitude x 10° longttudebox
ai the equator is about 1 .25 million km^). The previous greatest area exceeding 4 deg
C above the 1961-1990 average was about 2 million km* during the very strong El

Nirio event of 1982-3. Whether this is really the strongest El Nirio event in the
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jnstaimental record is uncertain, however, owing to the global warming of 0.6 deg C
over that time.

The Pacific near the North American coast was warmer than usual throughout 1997,

giving the strong annual anomalies, relative to 1961-1990 average, atxjve the 96th

percentile in Figure 4. Central Siberia west of Lake Baikal was also unusually warm,

except in summer. The North Atlantic /rem Labraoor to Ireland was persistently
warmer than nonrol in 1997. Only small areas in the southeast Atlantic and over the

Himalayas were colder than the 2nd percentile in 1997 as a whole.

According to radrasonde measurements from aboui 400 land- (or island-) based
stations worldwide, the lower troposphere in 1997 was not significantly warmer than

in 1996 in either hemisphere or the gkibe. Oh a globa' average, lower tropospheric

temperatures were close to the 1971-1990 average (Figure 5). Warming might have
been expected in 1997 owing to the strong El Niiio event, but li is often delayed. This

delay in the warming influence of a strong El Nino was also apparent in 1 982-3.

Because the coverage, of radiosonde stations is not tnjly global, with large gaps
especially over the oceans and tropical continents, we used temperature anomalies

cateulated from the USA's National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Reanalysis (Kalnay ot al., 1996} to guide a full global interpolation between radiosonde

stations' anomalies before constaicting Figure 5. We have adjusted the NCEP values

where necessary, to agree as far as possible with our radiosonde data, to minimise

any bias which may have arisen from the NCEP model. The NCEP reanalysis was
created by assimilating all available data since 1958 Into the analysis module of a
state-of-the-art weather forecasting model, resulting in a series of glotjalty-complete
fields which is more self-consistent than that output by operational models which

undergo progressive changes.

In the lower stratosphere, radiosonde and satellite sounding data indicate another very
cold year in 1997 in both hemispheres (Figure 5). The stratospheric radiosonde data
used in Figure 5 have, where possible, been adjusted for known instrumental changes
since 1 979, using the Microwave Sounding Unit MSU4 retrievals (Spencer and Christy,

1993) as a reference. This was necessary' because instrumental improvements, such
as improved shielding from solar radiation, tend to Induce spurraus stratospheric

cooling, often exceeding 2 deg C (Par1<eret al. (1997)). In a lower-stratospheric layer

equivalent to that sampled by MSU4. the Southern Hemisphere had its coldest year.
In the Northern Hemisphere, 1995 was colder than 1997, but an overall cooling trend

continues.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Annual combined land surface air and sea surface temperature anomalies

("C) for the period 1 860-1 997, with respect to the average for 1 961 -1 990. The smooth

curves were created from the annual values using a 21 -point binomial filter to highlight

the irrterdecadal variations, (a) Globe; (b) Northern Hemisphere; (c) Southern

Hemisphere.

Figure 2. Sea surface temperature anomalies (deg C relative to 1961-1990) for the

Nino 3.4 area (S^N
- 5*S, 170** - laO'W), January 1871 through December 1997.

Monthly values were smoothed with a 21 -point binomial Alter so as to pass variations

on time scales of a few seasons and longer. The dates on the x-axIs correspond to

the end of the year. The data were taken from version 3.0 of the Global sea-Ice and

Sea Surface Temperature data set (GISST). This was constructed from the data of

Parker et al. <1995) by projection onto high- resolution eigenvectors for ocean basins

plus a global low-pass, low-resolution 'climate change" eigenvector, followed by

superposition of the original data with a light smoothing.

Figure 3. (a) Surface temperature anomalies (deg C relative to 1961-1990) for the

season September to November 1997. (b) As (a), but expressed as percentiles of

3-parameter gamma distributions fitted to 1961-1990 data for the same season in each
5 deg. latitude x 5 deg. longitude pixel. At least 2 months' data are required for a pixel

to be assigned an anomaly or a percentile. The data used are sea surface

temperatures from the Hadley Centre and land surface air temperatures processed by
the Hadley Centre and the University of East Anglia.

Figure 4. As Figure 3 but for the whole of 1997. The temperature value of each pixel

is derived from at least 1 month's data in each of 4 three-month seasons (January to

March, etc.). The percentiles in (b) are based on 3-parameter gamma distributions

fitted to 1961-1990 data processed in the same way.

Rgure 5. Zonally-averaged tempe''ature (deg C) in the troposphere and lower

stratosphere in 1997, with respect to 1971-1990. based on a blend of worldwide
radiosonde data and the NCEP Reanalysis (see text). The data for 150. 100 and 50
hPa are adjusted to compensate for instrumental changes since 1979 at radiosonde

stations, using the. Microwave Sounding Unit MSU4 retrievals as a reference.
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(^a) 0^1- Land Surface Temperature and Sea Surface Temperature
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rx-3.

Surface Temperature Anomalies (^C, w.r.L 1961-90)
Sep&nber 1997 to November 1997—t—

I ,
—_ J _

Surface Temperature Anomaly Percentiles (w.r.t. 1961-90)
(Anomalies fitted to Gamma Distributions)

September to November 1997

180 120W tfOW 60E 120E

Y Indicates anomaly exceeded 98%, - indicates anomaly lower Uiaa 1%

0% 2% 10%

Land: Jones (J. Climate, 1994)

50% 90% 98% 100% i

Ocean: Parker et al (CUmaUc Change, 1995)
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RCr/f.

Surface Temperature Anomalies (°C, w.r.t 1961-90)
1997
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Q4.4 Please document your statement that "The nine warmest years of the

century have occurred in the past 11 years."

A4.4 NOAA's National Climatic Data Center receives and archives data from

land stations, ships of opportunity and NOAA satellites around the world.

Based on these data and an extensive list of peer-reviewed articles, they

have compiled statistics for global surface temperatures during the past

century. The details of these data are provided on the NCDC home page at

http://www. ncdc. noaa.gov/oiyclimate/research/ 1 997/climate97 . html. A

sample of the information on the Web site is attached.

9 NCDC/ Climate Resources / Climate Research / Climate of1997/Search /Help

o.so

-o.so

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

The Climate of 1997

Global Temperature Index:

1997 Warmest Year of Century

Rob Quayle, Tom Peterson, Catherine Godfrey. Alan Basist

National Climatic Data Center, Asheville, NC

January 12, 1998

Global Temperature Index

Naiional Climatic Data Center .' NESDIS / NOAA

<&

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000
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1997 was the wannest year of this century, based on land and ocean surface temperature data, reports

a team of scientists from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Climatic

Data Center in Asheville, NC.

Led by the Center's Senior Scientist Tom Karl, the team analyzed temperatures from around the globe

during the years 1 900 to 1 997 and back to 1 880 for land areas. For 1 997, land and ocean temperatures

averaged three quarters of a degree Fahrenheit (F) (0.42 degrees Celsius (C)) above normal. (Normal

is defined by the mean temperature, 61 .7 degrees F (16.5 degrees C), for the 30 years 1961-90). The

1997 figure exceeds the previous warm year, 1990, by 0. 1 5 degrees F (0.08 degrees C).

The record-breaking warm conditions of 1997 continues the pattern of very warm global

temperatures. Nine of the past eleven years have been the warmest on record.

Land temperatures did not break the previous record set in 1990, but 1997 was one of the five

warmest years since 1880. Including 1997, the top ten warmest years over the land have all occurred

since 1981, and the warmest five years all since 1990. Land temperatures for 1997 averaged three

quarters of a degree F (0.42 degrees C) above normal, falling short of the 1990 record by one quarter

of a degree F (0. 14 degrees C).

Ocean temperatures during 1997 also averaged three quarters of a degree F (0.42 degrees C) above

normal, which makes it the v^armest year on record, exceeding the previous warm years of 1 987 and

1995 by 0.3 of a degree F (0.17 degrees C). The warm El Nino event (depicted as Sea Surface

Temperature Anomalies) contributed to the record warmth of the oceans this year.

With the new data factored in, global temperature wanning trends now exceed 1 degree F (0.55

degrees C) per 100 years, with land temperatures wanning at a somewhat faster rate "// is likely that

the sustained trend toward increasingly warmer global temperatures is related to anthropogenic

increases in greenhouse gases", Karl said.

The analysis was based on separately examining land data using the Global Historical Climatology

Network, ocean data using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) - Revnolds Sea

Surface Temperatures (SST). blended with the United Kingdom Meteorological Office Long Term

SST analysis and a global surface temperature index that combined the ocean and land data.

See Also...

• Anomaly Time Series (Land. SST. and Index)

• Global Surface Temperature Anomalies
• Lower Tropospheric and Lower Stratospheric Temperatures

Additional Graphics

• us Statewide Ranks of 1 997 Temperature and Precipitation
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• Time Series Plot of Annual Precipitation
• Annual Anomalies of Precipitation

- Global

for further information on the climate of 1997, contact:

Robert Quayle
NOAA/National Climatic Data Center

151 Patton Avenue

Asheville, NC 28801-5001

fax: 828-271-4328

email: rquavle(a)/icdc.noaa. gov

or

Mike Crowe
NOAA/National Climatic Data Center

151 Patton Avenue

Asheville, NC 28801-5001

fax: 828-271-4328

email: mcrowe(S)ncdc.noaa. gov

for further information on GHCN, contact:

Thomas Peterson

NOAA/National Climatic Data Center

151 Patton Avenue

Asheville, NC 28801-5001

fax: 828-271-4328

email: tpeterso(a)/icdc.noaa. gov

I Top of Page

W NCDC/ Climate Resources / Climate Research / Climate of1997/Search /Help

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ol/climate/research/1997/climate9 7.html
Last Updated 26Aug 98 by Catherine Godfrey ceodfrev(a)jncdc.noaa. gov
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Land- and Sea-Based Versus Satellite Temperature Measurements

Q5. Your testimony on page 4 says that 1997 was the warmest year on record.

However, the land-based temperature data upon which this claim is based do

not comport with satellite data, which show a slight cooling trend (-O.OS°C

per decade) over the last 19 years in the layer from about 5,000 to 30,000 Teet.

In fact, 1997 was the 8th coolest year in the satellite record, just slightly less

than the 19-year average.

Q5.1 How do you account for the divergence between the trends in land-

based and satellite temperature records over the past two decades?

A5.1 Surface-based temperature measurements of the ocean, sea surface and

land surface have been made for the last 110 years, and definitively show

that the Earth has wanned by about 1 degree F over this time. Satellite

records have only been available for the past 19 years. That is too short a

time period to accurately detect long-term temperature trends, given the

natural cycles (e.g. El Nino and solar radiation) and random events (e.g.

volcanic eruptions) that affect the global climate. The somewhat longer

weather balloon record of atmospheric temperatures does, like the surface

record, show warming over the longer period while, like the satellite

record, showing cooling over the shorter period.

There are a number of reasons to expect the satellite record to be different

from the surface record, including stratospheric ozone depletion. The

satellite record, while covering the whole globe, is not a measure of surface

temperature, but of the temperature of the atmosphere, integrated from

5,000 to 30,000 feet. Since we live at the surface level, the land-based

measurements provide a more useful indicator of the temperature changes

that are affecting ecosystems and human society.

Further information:

In 1979, researchers added measurements from satellite-mounted

Microwave Sounding Units (MSUs) to their arsenal of global climate

monitoring systems. Instead of measuring the surface temperature, these

satellite instruments measure the temperature of the earth's atmosphere on

a global scale. Specifically, the MSUs on the satellites are being used to

calculate temperatures in two atmospheric layers: the lower troposphere,

from 1-7 km above ground (or -5,000 to 30,000 feet), and the lower

stratosphere, which is between 17 and 21 km above ground. These layers

of the atmosphere and the earth's surface differ in their patterns of

temperature variation.
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This record is expected to differ from the surface temperature record for

several reasons. For example, over continental regions, the surface

temperature shows greater variation in response to warming from solar

energy than does the thick layer of air above the land; in contrast, the sea-

surface temperature shows even less temperature variability because of the

oceans' great thermal inertia.

Relatively short-term, major events such as the volcanic eruptions of Mt.

Pinatubo (1991) and El Chicon (1982), as well as the oceanic temperature

changes during El Nino events, explain over 60% of the monthly variation

in the MSU tropospheric temperature record. Additionally, air pollutants

such as aerosols tend to cool the surface and lower troposphere. Without

these "cooling" effects, the global temperature record (as measured by the

MSU instruments) has risen over the last 19 years by +0.06 C/decade,
while GCM's have predicted a warming rate of +0.08 to +0.30 C/decade

over the last few decades. The surface record shows more than 0. 1 degree
C per decade warming over this same period.

Q5.2 What type of research is U.S. Global Change Research Program
conducting to resolve this discrepancy?

A5.2 The USGCRP supports a wide range of activities relating to detection of

climate change and identifying human components. These activities include

support of satellite observations, including the work by Spencer and

Christy with the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) instrument record. The
USGCRP also supports the creation of temperature records from surface-

based sources, such as the work by Jim Hansen and his colleagues at the

Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), and work to reconstruct very

long-term historical records of the Earth's climate. In addition, the

program supports numerous analyses and modeling efforts by teams

seeking to resolve apparent inconsistencies, as well as many other activities

that contribute to the overall understanding of the Earth system and how it

works.

The results from all these efforts are regularly published in the peer-
reviewed literature, discussed at scientific meetings, and used as the basis

for the definition of new projects and programs to help us narrow the

uncertainty of measurements and predictions and increases our

understanding of the climate system. This includes major efforts by NASA
to develop and deploy improved, more accurate instruments for measuring
various aspects of climate change, including temperatures, from space. As
is true of all science, the USGCRP welcomes careful analyses that start

from a skeptical perspective and test and reexamine all finding:. Just as the

satellite data may raise questions about some types of findings, other
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findings raise questions about the satellite data. Working through all of this

is part of the intense self-scrutinizing process that science demands.

Q6. The land-based temperature record is subject to the efTects of urbanization

that could raise temperatures. Because of this bias, some scientists have

questioned the appropriateness of using the land-based temperature record

alone to detect global warming. Because the satellites measure temperatures

three-dimensionally (i.e., between 5,000 and 30,000 feet), there is no bias

from urbanization or other factors. Moreover, the satellites cover the entire

globe whereas ground-based thermometers do not. How reliable, then, is the

ground-based temperature record?

A6. The ground-based temperature record is very reliable. The question you raise

about urbanization and the heat-island effect has been carefully and methodically

addressed by scientists. The potential impact of the placement of thermometers

has been systematically reviewed and adjusted for the influence of urban heat

islands. Some of our nation's most prominent researchers have participated in

these exercises. See, for example, the recently published paper by Easterling, et al.

from Science 277:364-367, July 18, 1997, copy attached.
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Maximum and Minimum Temperature
Trends for the Globe

David R. Easterling,* Briony Horton, Philip D. Jones,
Thomas C. Peterson, Thomas R. Karl, David E. Parker,

M. James Salinger, Vyacheslav Razuvayev, Neil Plummer,
Paul Jamason, Christopher K. Folland

.Analysis cf the g'obal mean sutiace air temperature has showri that its increase is riue,

at least in part, to differential changes in daily maximum and minimum temperatures,

resulting in a narrowing of the diurnal temperature range (DTR). The analysis, usirtg

station metadata and improved area! coverage for much of the Southern Hemisphere
landmass. indicates that the DTR is continuing to decrease in most parts of the world,

that urban effects on globally and hemispherically averaged time series are negligible,

and that circulation variations in parts of the Northern Hemisphere appeamo be related

to the DTR. Atmospheric aerosol loading In the Southern Hemisphere is much less than

that in the Northern Hemisphere, suggesting that there are likely a number of factors,

such as increases in cloudiness, contributing to the decreases in DTR.

1 he global mean surface air temperature
has risen about 0.5'*C during the 20th cen-

tury (0- Analysis has shown that this rise

has resulted, in part, from the daily mini-

mum temperature increasing at a faster rate

or decreasing at a slower rate than the daily

maximum, resulting in a decrease in the

DTR for many parts of the world (2, 3).

Decreases in the Dili were first identified

in the United States, where large-area

trends show that maximum temperatures

have remained constant or have increased

only slightly, whereas minimum tempera-
tures have increased at a faster rate (4).

Similar changes have been found for other

parts of the world as data have become

available, allowing more global analyses {2,

3). However, in some areas the pattern has

been different: In parts of New Zealand (5)

and alpine regions of central Europe (6).

maximum and minimum temperature have

increased at similar rates, and in India, the

DTR has increased as a result of a decrease

m the minimum temperature (7). To eval-

uate these varying results, we conducted an

expanded analysis on global and regional

scales.

Local effects such as urban growth, ir-
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rigation, desertification, and variations in

local land use can all affect the DTR (3);

in particular, urbanized areas often show a

narrower DTR than nearby rural areas (8).

Large-scale climatic effects on the DTR
include increases in cloud cover, surface

evaporative cooling from precipitation,

greenhouse gases, and tropospheric aero-

sols (9, 10). Recent studies have demon-
strated a strong relation between trends of

the DTR and decreases in pan evaporation
over the former Soviet Union and the

United States {II), suggesting that the

DTR decrease in these areas is influenced

by increases of cloud amount and reduced

insolation {/). Furthermore, recent mod-

eling studies have suggested that the de-

crease in the DTR may be a result of a

combmation of direct absorption of infra-

red portions of incoming solar radiation,

aerosols, and water-vapor feedbacks, in-

cluding surface evaporative effects (12).

We analyzed monthly averaged maxi-

mum and minimum temperatures and the

DTR at 5400 observing stations around

the world. Each time series from each

station was subjected independently to

homogeneity analyses and adjustments ac-

cording to recently developed techniques

(13). In general, these homogeneity ad-

justments have little effect on large-area

averages (global or hemispheric), but they

can have a noticeable effect on smaller

regions {14), particularly when comparing
trends at individual or adjacent grid boxes.

Our data covers 54% of the total global

land area, 17% more than in previous

studies (3). Most of the increases are in

the Southern Hemisphere, with the addi-

tion of data for South America, New Zea-

land, all of Australia, a number of Pacific

islands, and Indonesia. Data were also in-

cr^tc-ir^c '77 • iQ II II V 1007 • WWW ^riencemag.org
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rope, interior Australia, and the western

tropical Pacific islands. It should be kept
in mind that each grid-box value is the

average of 1 to 20 or more stations within

that grid box, and that the value for any
one grid box is subject to any problems
inherent in the station data. Because the

DTR is^the maximum temperature minus

the minimum temperature, the DTR can

decrease when the trend in the maximum
or minuiium temperature is down, up, or

unchanging. This relation contributes to

the appearance of lesj spatial coherence

on the DTR map than on the other two.

Seasonally, the strongest changes in the

DTR were in the boreal winter season, and

the smallest changes were during the bo-

real summer (Table 1), suggesting that

there is an element of a seasonal cycle in

the changes.
Maximum temperatures in southern

South America and in Southeast Asia

(Fig. 1), two areas not previously analyzed,

did not change significantly, although the

data for Southeast Asia suggest that tem-

peratures there decreased slightly. In both

regions, minimum temperatures increased

significantly, resulting in a significant de-

crease in DTR. Furthermore, minimum

temperatures in the Southern Hemisphere
increased, and because the tropospheric

Rg. 2. Trends (n de-

grees Celsius per 100

years) (or each 5° by 5°

latitixle-longitucle grid

box using only nonurt^an

stations for anmjal maxi-

mum temperatuB. an-

nual minimum tempera-

tue. arxj diurnal temper-
aturx range.

aerosol load m this hemisphere is much
less than that in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, additional factors, such as increas-

es in cloudiness (9), are likely contribut-

ing to observed increases in nighttime

temperature. The minimum temperature
for both areas increased abruptly in the

late 1970s, which is abo evident in the

global time series and coincides with what
has been described as a fundamental shift

in tlie Fl Nino-Southern Oscillation phe-
nomenon (/). Mean annual temperatures

Fifl. 3. Mean annual temperature anomalies (from

the ig61-90 mean) for ttie (A) Northern Hemi-

sphere and (B) Southern Hemisphere

;.'.;i.
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Precursor-Directed Biosynthesis of

Erythromycin Analogs by an Engineered
Polyketide Synthase

John R. Jacobsen, C. Richard Hutchinson, David E. Cane,
Chaitan Khosia*

A genetic block was introduced in the first condensation step of the polyl<etide biosyn-

thetic pathway that leads to the formation of 6-deoxyerythronolide B (6-dEB). the mac-

rocyclic precursor of erythromycin. Exogenous addition of designed synthetic molecules

to small-scale cultures of this null mutant resulted in highly selective multimllligram

production of unnatural polyketides, including aromatic and ring-expanded variants of

6-dEB. Unexpected incorporation patterns were observed, illustrating the catalytic ver-

satility of modular polyketide synthases. Further processing of some of these scaffolds

by postpolyketide enzymes of the erythromycin pathway resulted in the generation of

novel antibacterials vMh in vitro potency comparable to that of their natural counterparts.

Irolyketides comprise a large and diverse

group of natural products, many of which

possess important biological and medici-

nal properties (J), yet polyketide biosyn-

thesis proceeds by simple, repetitive con-

densations of acetate or propionate mono-
mers in a manner that closely parallels

fatty acid synthesis (2). Structural com-

plexity is introduced by variation in the

stereochemistry and the degree of reduc-

tion after each condensation as well as by
downstream enzymes that catalyje cycliza-

tions, oxidations, alkylations, glycosyla-

tions, and other transformations. Al-

though these compounds are an attractive

target for drug discovery ( J ), the complex-

ity of many interesting polyketides im-

pedes the preparation of analogs. Genetic

methods for mat^ipulating polyketide syn-

thases (PKSs) show considerable promise
for the engineered biosynthesis of novel

polyketide molecules (3) but are currently

limited in the range of compounds that

may be accessed. The challenges involved

in total synthesis of macrolidcs (4) make
this approach impractical for the prepara-
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C. R. Hutchinson, School of Ptiarmacy and Department
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tion of derivatives. Synthetic modification

of macrolide's has led to the preparation of

interesting compounds (5-7), but this

method can also be extremely labor inten-

sive and is limited in the range of trans-

formations that can be selectively per-

formed on these complex natural products.

We report the development of a generally

applicable, fermentation-based strategy in

which chemically synthesized, cell-perme-

able, non-natural precursors are trans-

formed into molecules resembling natural

products by genetically engineered PKSs.

Deoxyerythronolide B synthase (DEBS)

produces 6-deoxyerythronolide B (6-dEB)

( 1 in Fig. 1 ), the parent macrolactone of

the broad-spectrum antibiotic erythromy-
cin. DEBS consists of three large polypep-
tides (each >300 kD), each containing
~ 10 distinct active sites. A one-to-one

correspondence between active sites and

chemical steps has been proposed (8, 9),

leading to a model for the synthesis of

6-dEB in which each elongation step is

handled by a separate enzyme "module"

[see figure 1 of (lO)]. The modular nature

of DEBS and related PKSs (If) suggests

potential strategies for genetic manipulation
to generate novel natural products. Indeed,

the feasibility of generating new polyketides

has been demonstrated through the use of

module deletion (12), loss-of-function mu-

tagenesis within reductive domains (9, 13,

14), replacement of acyltransferase do-

mains in order to alter starter or extender

unit specificity (15), and gain-of-function

niiimihiii

mutagenesis to introduce novel catalytic

activities within modules (16) Important-

ly, many experiments show that down-
stream enzymes can process non-natural

intermediates.

Biochemical analysis has also revealed

that DEBS has considerable tolerance to-

ward non-natural substrates. For example,

primer units such as acetyl and butyryl

coen2yme A (CoA) (17), or N-acetylcys-
teamine (NAC) thioesters of their corre-

sponding diketides (18), can be incorpo-
rated in vitro into the corresponding ana-

logs of 6-dEB. However, in the course of

these studies, it became clear that, even in

the absence of externally added propionyl

primers, a potential non-natural substrate

must compete with propionate primers de-

rived in situ by means of enzyme-catalyzed

decarboxylation of methylmalonyl ex-

tender units (19). This competition puts
severe limits on the priming of DEBS with

unnatural thioesters because, for a poorly

incorporated substrate, 6-dEB would be

expected to be the dominant product.
We focused on incorporating substrates

in vivo as cell-permeable NAC thioesters.

Although exogenously fed NAC thioesters

of advanced intermediates incorporate
into several natural products derived from

modular PKSs, the degree of specific in-

corporation was low (<3%) in all cases,

ptesumably because of competing synthe-
sis from metabolically derived intermedi-

ates (20-23). Mutational biosynthesis

{24) offers the advantage of eliminating
such competition. For example, a random-

ly generated mutant strain of the avermec-

tin producer, in which biosynthesis of

branched primer units is blocked, has been

used to generate avennectin derivatives of

commercial utility (2J, 25). However, the

unpredictability of random mutagenesis,

coupled with the observation that incor-

poration efficiencies of natural and non-

natural substrates by such a mutant are

low (26), precludes the general applicabil-

iry of this strategy. In contrast, the specific

introduction of null mutations, facilitated

by the modular nature of DEBS, provides a

general method for construction of useful

blocked mutants. For example, inactiva-

tion ot the ketosynthase KSi would be

expected to abolish normal biosynthesis,

but polyketide production might still oc-

cur if an appropriate diketide (such as 2 in

Fig. 1 ) was supplied as an NAC thioester.

This has been demonstrated in the case of

an engineered bimodular derivative of

DEBS {27). To evaluate the utility of such

a mutational strategy for practical precur-

sor-directed biosynthesis of novel, struc-

turally complex molecules, we introduced

the same KSI null mutation in the con-

text of the full DEBS system.
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Evidence for Significant Regional Ecosystem Response to Warming Experienced
during the Period 1981-1991

Q7. Your testimony refers a paper published in the April 17, 1997 issue oi Nature
that "presented compelling evidence for significant regional ecosystem
response to warming experienced during the period 1981-1991."

Please provide a copy of that paper for the record.

A7. Attached is a copy of the paper "Increased plant growth in the northern high
latitudes from 1981 to 1991," by R. B. Myneni, CD. Keeling, C. J. Tucker, G.

Asrar, and R. R. Nemani. The paper was published in Volume 386 ofNature.
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Increased plant growth in the

northern high latitudes from

1981 to 1991
R. B. Myneni-, C. D. Keelingt, C. J.Tiickert, G. Asrar^
& R. R. Nemanill

•

Department of Geography, Boston Univernry, Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,
'

Massachusetts 02215, USA

i 1 Scnpps Instilulicn of Oceanography, La Jotla, California 92093-0220, USA

t NASA CoJdatd Space Flight Center, Code 921. Grcenbell, Maryland 20771,

USA

§ Oflice ofMission to Planet Earth, NASA Heajquarters, Washington DC 20546,

USA

Vi School of Forestry, University of Montana. Macula, Montana 59612, USA

Variations in Ihe amplitude and timing of the seasonal cycle of

atmospheric CO2 have shown an association with surface air

temperature consistent with the hypothesis that warmer tempera-

tures have promoted increases in plant growth during summer

and/or plant respiration during winter' in the northern high

latitudes. Here we present evidence fron^satellite
data that the

photosynthetic activity of terrestrial vegeution increased from

1981 to 1991 in a manner that b suggestive of an increase in plant

growth associated with a lengtheiung of the active growing

season. The regions exhibiting the greatest increase lie between

45° N and 70° N, where marked warming has occurred in the

sprmg time' due to an early disappearance of snow'. The satellite

data are concordant with an increase in the amplitude of the

seasonal cycle ofatmospheric carbon dioxide exceeding 20% since

the early 1970s, and an advance of up to seven days in the timing of

the drawdown ofCOj in spring and early summer'. Thus, both the

satellite data and the CO2 record indicate that the global carbon

cycle has responded to interannual fluctuations in surface air

temperature which, although small at the global scale, are region

ally highly significant.

We have made use of daU from the advanced Very High Resolu-

tion Radiometers (AVHRRs) on board the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric .\dmmi3tr3tion (f(OAA; series of meteorologica]

•atc-llites (NOAA-7, -9 ?nd - M ) Pron: daily obs'^rvations ofchanne!

1 (wavelengths ~0.58-0.68p.m) and channel 2 (-0.72-1.1 (im)

reflectances, global land data sets of normalized difierence vegeu-

tion index (NDVl) were produced". The NDVI is expressed on a

 scale from -
I to -I- 1 . It is between - 0.2 and 0.05 for snow, inland

 

water bodies, deseru and exposed soils, and increases from about

0.05 to 0.7 for progressively increasing amounts of green

vegetation'. NDVI data are strongly correlated with the frartion of

photosynthetically active radiation (wavelength 0.4-0.7 jim)

absorbed by vegetation', that is, to the photosynthetic activity of

vegeution canopies'. Two global data sets of NDVI were analysed;

(I) the land segment of the joint NOAA/NASA Earth Observing

System AVHRR Pathfinder data set at 8 km spatial resolution and

jlO-dayintervals,
for the period July 1981 until the end ofJune 1991',

land (2) the Global Inventory Monitoring and Modelling Studies
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(GIMMS) AVHRR NDVI data set at a simOar spatial resolution, but

at 15-day intervals, for the period lanuary 1982 until the "nd of

December 1990'°. The Pathfinder data were calibrated to correct for

post-launch degradation from estimates of the relative annual

degradation rates (in %) of the two channels: 3.6 and 4.3 (NOAA-

7), 5.9 and 3.5 (NOAA-9) and 1.2 and 2.0 (NOAA-11)". NOAA-9
data were used for inter-satellite normalization. The GIMMS data

were independently calibrated'^ they are considered here to illus-

trate how a different calibrating scheme affects derived trends in the

AVHRR data.

For each equal-area pixel and at either 10- or 15-day intervals,

depending on which of the two satellite data sets was used, the

maximum of NDVI with minimal atmospheric effects was

retained". The NDVI data from high northern latitudes (>40°N)
did not show anomalies related to the El Chichon volcanic emption

during the mid- 1982 to 1983 time period. These effects in the low

latitude data were not corrected for in either of the two satellite data

sets.

The calibrated Pathfinder NDVI data still showed residual non-

vegetation-related variations". We revised them by adjusting

the NDVI for a hyper-arid portion of the Sahara desert

(1.42 X 10* km') which has been found to be invariant as viewed

by all three satellites'". An alternate correction scheme based on

desert pixels from 10° N to 50° N yielded nearly identical results.

Importantly, when this desert correction was appUed to the NDVI

anomaly time series of desert pixels from five-degree latitude bands

between 10°N and 50° N, the residuals resembled noise.

Time series of spatially averaged monthly NDVI, evaluated as the

mean of three lO-day maximum \'alue ND\T composites, compris-

ing a 10-year record, are plotted, first directly for reference (Fig. la),

and then as anomalies to display interannual variability (Fig. lb).

Averaged for regions north of 45°N (uppermost curve in Fig. lb)

the NDVI anomaly shows evidence of increasing amplitude,

summer values being low early in the record, high near the end.

The NDVI anomaly in the tropics shows a large increase starting

from November 1988, which also coincided with the change in

satellites from NOAA-9 to NOAA-1 1. A somewhat smaller increase

is seen during the switch from NOAA-7 to NOAA-9 in January

1985, although this increase began in the last months of the NOAA-
7 record (and the anomaly north of 45° N actually shows a decrease).

This raises a question regarding anomalous variations in NDVI
from sensor changes. Although efforts have been made to esublish

Spatially averaged NDVI
—
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Rgure 1 Time vaf.ations in nomialceO ditterence vegeiation index (NDVI)

coripo.'«d A.th chantjcs n di.ipi^tjdo o* ine sedSooGl oyc.e oi atntcsonenc CGj

for the period from )uly 1981 to the end o1 iune 1991 The data in a and b have been

snxmthed by a 3-month running mean Zor^l total NDVI artd rts anomaly were

calculated (rom pixels having a 10-year rrwnthly average NDVI greater than 01 and

within 3o ol the monthly average, The hrst corxlrtion guaranteed that bare or

sparsely vegetated pixels were not included in spatial averages, while the second

coTKlrtion removed most o1 the influence of snow arKi bad scan-lines a. Monthly

average NDVI tor selected latitudinal barids and the whole globe The zor\a\ total

NDVI was rKjrmalized by ttie total vegetated larxJ area in the rrxxith o( August to

obtain a zonal average that exhibited seasor«Iity**- b. Monthly total arwmalies of

the above, expressed as departures trom ttw lO^ear record averages of rT>onthly

NDVI. summed over each latitudinal banc** for each month The vertical scale of

the global plot is twice that of individual latitudinal bands, c. Seasonal amplitude of

NDVI averaged over selected latnudinal bands. The amplitude, dehred as the July

and August average, is a good approximation because, at the northern latitudes

^nowr.. tiii^ Anti.or4.mfe N0^'1 value >s close :'j ^eio St;&ii<il avcaymg vrtis 'or .'uiy

and August data combined over pixels with lO-year averages of NOVl greater ttian

01. in order to exclude bare areas, such as the great deserts of Asia. Results from

twth the Pathhnder (tefl ordinate) and GIMMS (right ordinate) NDVI data sets are

shown togettter with the corresponding rates of increase The higher rates of

increase inferred from GIMMS data may be due to the lack of desert correction for

the version ol GlMMS data used in this analysis d. Seasonal amplitude of

atmosphenc CO; relative to a base-period of 1961-67 as registered at Point

Barrow, Alaska (71" N, 157" W)'. Linear trend estimates of the increase in seasonal

aitiplitudes of NDVI and CO2 are statistically significant (10% level) for all

latitudinal bands showfli. However, the limi'ations of regression analysis on

shon samples, that is. the determination of tr&id in the presence of low-frequency

variations, must be noted
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proper inter-sensor calibration linkages"'^ some residua! effects

cannot be ruled out, especially between NOAA-9 and NOAA-I l'*.

This situation, for example, confounds proper interpretation of the

Iropical NDVI anomaly time series. For instance, intense sea surface

temperature (SST) oscillatory events in the tropical Pacific and

Atlantic oceans from 1982 to early 1989 have been linked to

decreased vegetation growth in large regions of the semi-arid

tropics". The increase in tropical and global NDVI anomaly starting

from late 1988 also coincided with an unprecedented decline in

atmospheric CO2 anomaly, from a peak value in late 1988 to a

minimum in late 1993". Nevertheless, these interpretations, as they

involve the NDVI data, are limited by possible sensor change effects.

Changes in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of NDVI at

northerly latitudes greater than 35° N are plotted in Fig. Ic, as

characterized by changes in the July and August average NDVI. This

broad measure of the seasonal maximum approximates the seasonal

amplitude because winter-time NDVI at these northern latitudes is

close to zero (compare Fig. la). The seasonal amplitude, by this

definition, increased by 7 to 14%, depending on the latitude and

data set, fiom 1981 or 1982 to the end of 1990 (Fig. Ic). Because

NDVI is a measureofphotosynthetic activity of vegetation as noted

above'"', this increase indicates a substantial change in photosyn-
thetic activity of plants at higher northern latitudes. A similar

increase (14%) is indicated in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle

of atmosi>heric CO; measured ?t Point Bartow, Alaska' (¥t%. Id).

This CO2 cycle, although obsen-ed in the Arctic (71'^ N), registers

changes ;ii CO^ ^as exchanges, ai.d hence in thic biotic aciivity of

plants and soil over all northern temperate and polar latitudes'''.

Together, the NDVI and CO2 data indicate increased biospheric

activity north of about 35** N. Two recent studies have also reported
increased photosynthetic activity in the northern high latitudes as

increased biomass from deposition in European forests" and from

tree-ring analysis in Mongolia", respeaively.

Timing of the seasonal rise and fall in NDVI su^ests possible

changes in the length of the active growing season, that is, the period

during which photosynthesis actually occurs (as opposed to the

concept ofgrowiijg season, measured for example in degree days. As

shown in Fig. 2a in Pathfinder data, the rise in NDVI, spatially

averaged from 45* N to the northern limit of the ddta, came

progressively earlier in the season between (982 and 1990, as

Hgura 2 (ntefannual changes in seasonalityof NO/I and in surfaoe temperature,

averaged fKirth of 45" N. tor selected paire of years trom 1982 to the end o( 1900 a,

NDVI averaged from 10-day maxima in NDVI for 198^-3. 1085-6. 1987-8 and 1989-

90. Data from 1984 were not included because the number ol years was odd

Spatial averaging was similar to that described in Fig ia legend, Char>ges in the

timing o( the active growing seasori over this 9-year record pertod were estimated

from differences between the hrst and last bi-yearty average profiles at six

tfireshold values of NDVI (from 0.1 to 035 in 005 increments) These valuos

occurred dunng intervals of aoout 60 days eaoti tn spring aitd autumn wf>en.

respectively. NDVI was ir>creasing and decreasing, at almost a constant rate The

six estimates each of the timir^g of rise and fall of NDVI may actually t>c correlated

t)ecause of low-(requer>cy variations ((or example, soil moisture and /or equatonet

sea surface temperature oscillations), anC ttierefore, tr^e slarnJard errors given in

tf>e \ex\ must be interpreted in light of this limitation We also infened similar

ctianges in the active growing season duration from an aftemate pixel-by-pixel

and year-by-year analysis", b. Changes m tfw annual cycle of near-surface at.

temperaturs from 1982 to 1990. Daily thermometer obsen/ations of ..laximum and

minimum temperature were averaged in order to approximate daily mean tem-

peratures and interpolated on a 1 x l degree gnd^ The daily dala were further

averaged over three separate approximately lO-day periods per month to obtain

36 observations per year These 10-day average temperatures were then linearly

regressed on ttie year (from 1982 to the end of 1990) to obtain the slopes shown

t*re.

shown by successive 10 day averages, where each plot shows an

average over two years for clarity. Because spatially averaged NDVI
rose each year at nearly a constant rate from early April (about day

110) to late June (about day 170) the advance in the active growing
season is apparent, notwithstanding the relatively coarse time

resolution ( 10 day) afforded by the NDVI data. From six estimates

of the time advance at six successive thresholds of NDVI, we

estimate an advance of 8 ± 3 days (Fig. 2a).

An advance of about 7 days in the seasonal cycle was previously

inferred from atmospheric CO2 data as having taken place between

the 1960s and early 1990s, with most of the increase occurring after

1980 (Fig. 1 of ref. I). The NDVI data suggest that this increase

occurred over an extensive region of the extratropicaJ Northern

Hemisphere. The NDVi data in Fig. 2a further indicate a prolonga-
tion of the declining phase of the active growing season, estimated at

4 ± 2 days between 1982-3 and 1989-90. Therefore, the active

growing season north of45''N appears to have lengthened by 12 r 4

days over the 1980s. These estimates must be interpreted as

suggestive of a longer active growing season, rather than in an

absolute sense, in view of the coarse temporal resolution ( 10 days)

and residual atmospheric ^effects in NDVI data. The associated

standard errors given here are not rigorous, for low-frequency

variations in NDVI data invahdate the assumption of statistical

independence required of the successive threshold values.

Variations in the amplitude and timing of the seasonal cvde of

atmospheric CO2 have shown an association with surface air

tcn.pe'-aiuit coTisibteni v-ith the hypoilicsi;. tha. -virnier toiupcfa

tures have promoted increases in biospheric activity outside the

tropics'-^. A likely cause is an increase in the length of the active

growing season brought about by warmer temperatures'. As shown

in Fig. 2b, a pronounced increase in late-winter and early-spring

temperatures took place over the period of NDVI changes,

especially during March.

Because of their high spatial resolution (relative to ground-based

meteoiological measurements), NDVI data provide spatial detail of

where the average changes in amplitude and timing of the active

growing season occurred. To address regional variations in NDVI,
we show in Fig. 3 a map related to the time plots shown in Fig. I

together with a map of the 9-year average of NDVI for comparison.
TTie linear rate of change in NDVI, averaged over the 9 years of
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Figure 3 Geogiaphical disinbution o) the change Irom 1982 lo 1990 in NDV! of land

areas nonh o( 277^"^. expressed as the average over the nonhern active

growtr^ season of l^^ay to the end of September a, NDVt increase in perceniage

over 9 years, determined by linear regression of ya^r-to-year nonhern growing

season averaged NDVI, aggregaied to 025 x 025 degree pixels from original 8

km-resotuiion data Only estimates with a positive slope and a statistically

seasonal NDVI data in northern latitudes, from 1982 to the end of

1990, are mapped in Fig. 3a. Data were averaged from May to the

end ofSeptember, to approximate the main active growing season of

land vegetation in the Northern Hemisphere.
In Eurasia, a band of increasing NDVI extends from Spain in a

northeasterly direction ?ctoss Asia to the western Pacific Ocean. In

this band, central Europe, southern Russia, and a broad region near

Lake Baikal in Siberia are most affected. Outside this band, northern

Scandinavia, northern China, and northeastern Siberia are also

strongly affected. In North America, a band of increasing NDVI
extends from Alaska in a southeasterly direction to the Great Lakes,

thence northeasterly to Labrador. In this band, northwestern

Canada is most strongly affected. Outside this band, tlie continental

United States (excluding Alaska) and the area around the Hudson

Bay ^ho-v' litrle -"hrTf,? ir MP\1.
In general, the leg'ons of greatest increase in NDVI are inland

from ilic oceans, except in the .*vrctic, ano art iiorth ot bO" N. I'he

prominent bands of increased NDVI referred to above in both

Eurasia and North America, correspond generally to areas of high
NDVI (Fig. 3b). Thus most of the areas where changes in NDVI
ampUtude and seasonality were observed are also regions of sig-

nificant vegetation density. Notable exceptions are several Arctic

regions in Eurasia where NDVI rose sharply from low initial values.

We believe the increasing trend in photosyntl-etic activity of the

northern high latitudes, inferred from satellite observations of-

NDVI amplitude and phase, to be robust despite varying satellite

overpass -time* and the lack of an explicit atmospheric correction.

These effects, however, could modify the magnitudes of NDVI

amplitude and estimates of the active growing season duration.

Analyses of station temperature trends during 1961-90 indicate

Average NDVI

stgnitKani (iO% level) regression coothcient were contoured There were no

pixels with statistically significant negative s'opes Again, we errphasize ttie

Itmitations of regression analysis on shon-ierm samples b. Nine-yesr average

NDVI over nonhern active giowing season ol May to the end ot Septemtter

determined by averaging ihe monthly NDVI of 025 x 025 degree pixels from 1982

10 1990.

pronounced warming over substantial areas in Alaska, northwestern

Canada and northern Eurasia'. The greatest warming, up to 4*'C

has occurred in winter. Only sUghtly less warming has occurred in

the same regions in spring, but considerably less warming in

summer and even less in autumn\ Associated with warming at

high latitudes is an approxunate 10% reduction in annual snow

cover from 1973 to the end of 1992, especially an earlier disappear-

ance of snow in spring (Table I of ref 4). Where snow-Unes have

retreated earlier due to enhanced warming, we expect an cariy start

of the active growing season.

Tlie winter and spring warming in the interior of the continents

of Asia and North America in the 1980s may be a result of natural

causes not yet explained, but its timing is consistent with an

enhanced greenhouse effect caused by build-up of infrared-absorb-

ing pn^es :n the .'Tt.osphere", "^c vntisual ^v?rming ^'hich poak-c
near 1990 was of global extent. Although it amounted to a departure

of oiiiy a few tentlis ot a degree from previous record lemperatuies''.

it was associated with far greater warming in the spring months at

high northern latitudes. Biospheric activity there, based on our

analysis, increased remarkably as a result of this warming, suggest-

ing that small changes in global temperature may reflect dispropor-

tionate responses at the regional level, and may be accompamed by

positive feedbacks which can markedly influence processes such as

photosynthesis and litter decompK)sition. O
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Records of Total Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall for the United States Over the Last
Century

Q8. On pages 4 and 5 of your written testimony, you discuss NOAA's Tom Karl
review of the records of total rainfall and extreme rainfall for the United
States over the last century and conclusions he reached based upon that
review.

Please provide a copy Mr. Karl's review and the underlying data used in that
review.

A8. Please see the attached article by Tom Karl and Richard Knight, "Secular Trends
of Precipitation Amount, Frequency, and Intensity in the United States," which
was recently published in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.
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Secular Trends of Precipitation

Amount, Frequency, and Intensity

in the United States

Thomas R. Karl and Richard W. Knight
NOAA/NESDIS/Natlonal Climatic Data Center, Asheville, North Carolina

ABSTRACT

Twentieth century trends of precipitation are examined by a variety of metliods to more fully describe how precipita-

tion has changed or varied. Since 1910, precipitation has increased by about 10% across the contiguous United States.

The increase in precipitation is reflected primarily in the heavy and extreme daily precipitation events. For example,
over half (53%) of the total increase of precipitation is due to positive trends in the upper 10 percentiles of the precipita-

tion distribution. These trends are highly significant, both practically and statistically. The increase has arisen for two

reasons. First, an increase in the frequency of days with precipitation [6 days (100 yr)'] has occurred for all categories
of precipitation amount. Second, for the extremely heavy precipitation events, an increase in the intensity of the events

is also significantly contributing (about half) to the precipitation increase. As a result, there is a significant trend in much
of the Umted States of the highest daily year-month precipitation amount, but with no systematic national trend of the

median precipitation amount.

These data suggest that the precipitation regimes in the United States are changing disproportionately across the pre-

cipitation distribution. The proportion of total precipitation derived from extreme and heavy events is increasing relative

to more moderate events. These changes have an impact on the area of the United States affected by a much above-

normal (upper 10 percentile) proportion of precipitation derived fi'om very heavy precipitation events, for example, daily

precipitation events exceeding 50.8 nun (2 in.).

1 . Introduction

In many areas of the United States during recent

years, there has been a notable number of catastrophic

flooding episodes. A few examples include the 1993

flooding event along the Mississippi, the New En-

gland floods during the autumn of 1996, the winter

floods of 1997 in the Pacific Northwest and Califor-

nia, and the 1997 spring floods along the Ohio River

and the Red River Valley. Previous work (Karl et al.

1996) has documented an increase in the proportion
of the area of the United States affected by a much
above-normal frequency of extreme precipitation

events, for example, > 50.4 nun day' (or 2 in.). A

Corresponding author address: Thomas Karl, NOAA/NESDIS/
National Climatic Data Center. 151 Patton Ave., Asheville, NC
28801-5001.

E-mail: tkarl@ncdc.noaa.gov
In final form 28 October 1997.

©1998 American Meteorological Society

thorough analysis ofhow precipitation is changing in

the United States, however, has not been provided.

Changes in precipitation have most often been

quantified in terms of changes in the total precipita-

tion over long averaging periods, for example, annu-

ally, seasonally, and occasionally monthly. Such sta-

tistics (Karl et al. 1993; Groisman and Easterhng 1994;

IPCC 1990, 1996), although quite usefiil for many ap-

plications, do not reveal important aspects ofhow pre-

cipitation changes within such a long averaging period.

After all, most precipitation events in the midlatitudes

last a few days at most.

It would be remiss not to mention some notable

work that has emphasized changes in precipitation

intensity (Englehart and Douglas 1985; Diaz 1991 ; Yu
and Neil 1991; NichoUs and Kariko 1992; Karl et al.

1995; R. Suppiah and K. Hennessy 1998, manuscript
submitted to Int. J. ClimatoL; Meams et al. 1995). In

these analyses, however, there has been no standard tech-

nique of investigating precipitation intensity. For ex-

ample, R. Suppiah and K. Hennessy (1998, manuscript

Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society 231
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submitted to Int. J. Climatol.) calculate trends equiva-

lent to the number of days with precipitation to under-

stand how the frequency of precipitation contributes

to changes of precipitation, but only the trends of the

90th and 95th percentiles of daily precipitation amoimt

are used to calculate how the intensity of precipitation

may be affecting the trend. Nicholls and Kariko (1992)

define precipitation intensity as the mean rainfall per

day, but define a rainfall event as any period of days
with consecutive rainfall. Meams and Giorgi (1995)

analyze on a monthly basis the number of precipita-

tion days, the average rainfall per rain day (what they

define as intensity), and the average rainfall per day.

Although there is no single method of analysis that

can comprehensively cover all the important aspects

ofhow precipitation changes over the course of time,

it is fairly apparent that more consideration needs to

be given to the type of questions various analyses can

address. For example, a rather fundamental question

might be related to how much of any precipitation in-

crease or decrease is attributable to changes in the fre-

quency of precipitation versus intensity of precipita-

tion. For example, increased precipitation could be

derived from simply more days during the year with

precipitation, and they may be equally distributed for

all quantiles' of daily precipitation amount. Alterna-

tively, one could also envision a situation where the

nimiber ofdays with precipitation does not change, but

the amount of precipitation changes for all, or a Lim-

ited number of quantiles.

2. Data

There are several datasets that are used in this analy-

sis. The primary dataset is the daily precipitation

dataset used by Karl et al. (1996). This dataset con-

sists of 182 stations across the contiguous United

States. Of these 182 stations, 134 are part of the U.S.

Historical Climate Network (HCN, Hughes et al.

1993). An additional 48 stations were added to im-

prove data coverage in the western United States.

Detailed station histories for all of these stations indi-

cate that standard 8 in. precipitation gauges have been

used throughout the twentieth century at all locations.

This dataset is referred to as the HCN special network

'The value of any quantile (Q) in a sample is given by the ordered

data values themselves. The order of the quantile is given by /• =

(i
-

0.5) n"', where i = 1 to n, and n is the sample size. So 0(0.5)

is the median, 2(0.25) is the first quartile, etc.

(HCNs). The data from these stations span the period

1910-96, but there is some missing data, and some

stations do not have data back through 1910. To pre-

vent missing data from introducing any bias, Karl et al.

(1995) describe a procedure that was used to estimate

missing data. Basically, a gamma function is fit to each

station's daily data for each month of the year. To
determine if precipitation occurs on any missing day,

a random number generator is used such that the prob-

ability of precipitation is set equal to the empirical

probability of precipitation during that month. If pre-

cipitation occurs, then the gamma distribution is used

to determine the amount that falls for that day, again

using a random number generator.

The other two datasets that are included in this

study are used primarily to serve as a cross check

against the 1 82 daily dataset. This includes the cUma-

tological state divisional precipitation data (Guttman
and Quayle 1996), which are monthly averages based

on all reporting stations in the United States. In some

years and months, this network reaches over 7500

stations. Most of these stations are cooperative
weather stations that have not changed in instrumen-

tation during the twentieth century, unlike the first-

order stations, which have been affected by new
automated instruments and the introduction of wind

shields (Karl et al. 1993). These data span the period

of the HCNs data, but there is an uneven number of

stations that enter and leave the network during the

course of the twentieth century, possibly contributing

to some bias in trends. The other dataset (TD3200)
consists of 3091 stations in the United States that re-

ported daily precipitation and passed our complete-
ness criterion. The period of record is shorter for these

data, spanning the years 1948-95, and each station had

to have at least 80% of all data present. The TD3200
data were subjected to the standard National Climatic

Data Center (NCDC) data checks as given in TD3200
documentation.

3. Methods

a. Spatial averages
The HCNs daily precipitation data as well as the

TD3200 data were arithmetically averaged into 1° x 1
°

grid cells. These grid cells were then area weighted to

calculate changes of precipitation for nine regions

across the United States. A national average was de-

rived from these nine regions by area weighting the

values within each region on a monthly basis. AU sea-
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sonal averages are derived from the totals of each

month where the standard seasons apply, for example,

winter (December-February), spring (March-May),

etc. The CD data were area weighted into regional and

subsequently into national averages from 344 divi-

sional averages.

b. Precipitation assessment

Changes in precipitation amount can occur from a

change in the frequency of precipitation events, the

intensity of precipitation per event, or any combina-

tion thereof. Precipitation intensity is defined here sim-

ply by the amount of precipitation associated with

specific quantiles of the precipitation distribution.

Percentiles near 100 represent very intense precipita-

tion and those near zero very light precipitation events.

Daily precipitation totals are treated as precipitation

events.

It is possible to estimate the proportion of any trend

in total precipitation that is attributable to changes in

frequency versus changes in precipitation intensity.

This is calculated for the frequency component by de-

termining the average precipitation amount per event

(Pp and the trend in the frequency of events
(fcy).

Then

the change in precipitation due to the trend in the fre-

quency of precipitation events (iO is simply defined by

b.
=
PSb?- (1)

In this analysis, b^ is expressed as (mm yr"') or

(mm season"') or as (a % of the mean seasonal or annual

total precipitation), for example, (mm day"') (day yr')
= mm yr'. For the intensity component, the trend is

directly calculated as a residual using the expression

b=b-b. (2)

where b is the trend in total precipitation for the fre-

quency band or intensity component.
For comparative purposes, trends of total precipi-

tation are expressed as a percent of mean precipitation

for months, seasons, annually, etc. The full period of

record is used in this analysis to calculate the expected

mean total precipitation.

Expressions (1) and (2) are insufficient, however,

to adequately describe the nature of precipitation varia-

tions and change. For example, it would not be pos-

sible to know whether the change in precipitation fre-

quency was due to a change in the number ofdays with

very heavy precipitation or Ught precipitation amounts.

Similarly, it would be uncertain as to whether the pre-

cipitation intensity had increased across all quantiles

of the distribution or just a few, such as the very heavy

precipitation intensities or some of the more moder-

ate intensities, for example, around the median.

Information about these kinds of changes can be

obtained by simply applying ( 1 ) and (2), not to the full

dataset, but to specific class intervals defined by the

quantiles of the precipitation distribution. In this analy-

sis the precipitation distribution is categorized into 20

class intervals, where each class interval has a width

of five percentiles. The percentile defined intervals

range from the lowest percentile to the 5th percentile,

the 5tii to the lOtii percentile, ... and the 95th to the

highest percentile. These percentiles were defined for

each station on a monthly, seasonal, and annual basis.

So, for each season of interest, (1) and (2) is directly

applied 20 times to the ensemble of all values falling

within each of these class intervals for the time period

of interest, that is, 1910-96.

Trends of precipitation can also be calculated for

specific quantiles. One particular statistic of interest

is the trend of the highest daily precipitation amount.

In this analysis, we find the highest and median pre-

cipitation amount each month for all years of record

and then calculate the trend of these values. The

amount of precipitation associated with the trend is

expressed as a percentage of the mean of these year-

month total precipitation amounts, for example, either

the highest monthly daily total or the median of the

daily totals.

Another way to analyze how precipitation is chang-

ing is to evaluate the trends of the proportion of pre-

cipitation falling in a specific class interval compared
with the total mean precipitation. This statistic also

provides information about relative changes within the

distribution unrelated to changes in the mean.

Another aspect of precipitation change that is im-

portant in some applications relates to trends in the

area affected by heavy or extreme precipitation

amounts. In this analysis, the upper 10 percentile is

defined as a very heavy precipitation event. Similar

to the analysis of Karl et al. (1996), the area of the

United States affected by a much greater than normal

(upper 10 percentiles) frequency of die proportion of

total annual precipitation derived from very heavy

precipitation was calculated for each station. The

trend in the area affected by these events is calculated

on a national and regional basis. In this analysis,

the upper 10 percentile has been chosen as the class

limit, but obviously other class limits could have been

selected.
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4. Results

HCNs

CD

1910-96

1910--5£

1901-96

HCNs 1948-95

Precipitation has increased

across the United States over

much of the twentieth century

(Table 1). The increase is most

pronounced during the spring

and autumn but is also apparent

during summer. Wintertime pre-

cipitation amount has increased

only slightly. The sensitivity of

the trend to the dataset used is

reflected in Table 1. It is appar-

ent that the annual increase in

precipitation is fairly stable from

one dataset to the next, but for

seasonal trends, even when the

trends are statistically signifi-

cant, differences among the

datasets can be up to 4% per

century. Given the variability

of trends between the datasets

from TD3200 and CD (Table 1),

the use of the higher quality,

lower density HO^Is is not grossly

affected by its relatively low

coverage.

Figure 1 depicts how the

change in precipitation has occurred. In such an analy-

sis, it is possible to understand the contribution of

light, medium, and heavy precipitation amounts to the

total trend. The sum of the trend across all class in-

tervals is identically equal to the trend of the total pre-

cipitation. Nationally, on an annual basis, over half of

the precipitation increase is due to the increase of pre-

cipitation within the upper 10% of all the daily pre-

cipitation amounts, for example, class intervals 90 and

95 in Fig. la. The trends in these two categories are

highly significant based on Kendall's nonparametric
t statistic^ and Fig. 2 depicts the time series from

which the trends were derived. Over half (53%) of the

total trend is due to the upper 10% of daily precipita-

tion events, despite the fact that they only constitute

about 35% or 40% of the total annual precipitation

across the United States. Given this, the trends in these

percentiles are larger than might be expected. The con-

Table 1 . United States national precipitation trends expressed in terms of percent of the

mean per century and (lop line) millimeters per century (bottom line) in each row. Statistical

significance (a = 0.05) is reflected by bold numbers based on a nonparametric Kendall T-

test. Datasets are HCNs, Climate Division (CD) data (the U.S. cbmatological division

dataset), and TD3200.

Dataset Time period Annual Winter Spring Summer Autumn

10.1

81

lO.i!

?«

7.7

2.8

5

-03

1.1

11.2

23

29

9J

11.6

24

6.6

!4

2.1

14J

29

1̂9.2

65
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Annual

Spring

Autumn

Summer

*iTit it •! y 'li'

Winter

Fig. 1 . Trends (1910-%) expressed as percent of mean precipitation per century for various categories of precipitation defined by

five percentile class intervals. Value plotted at the 95th percentile represents the trend for the 95th to the highest percentiles, value

plotted for the 90th percentile represents the trend for the 90th to the 95th percentile. Value plotted at 5th percentile represents the

trend fiom die lowest percentile to the 5th percentile. The bar chart in the lower left reflects the national average.

cally significant increase in the number of precipita- categories. On a seasonal basis, the summer and win-

tion events. There is a slight tendency, however, for ter (Fig. 3) have the smallest increases in frequency,

this to be most pronounced for the light precipitation with winter having just a slight increase in precipita-
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1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960

Year

1970 1980 1990

Fig. 2. Time series of the percent contribution of the upper 10 percentile of daily precipitation events to the total annual precipitation

area-averaged across the United States. Smooth curve is a nine-point binomial filler, and the ffend is also depicted.

tion frequency (< 0.5 days per century) followed by
summer (1.3 days per century). Increases in the days
with precipitation were significantly higher for the

spring and autumn with 2.2 and 2.3 more precipita-

tion days per century, respectively. These latter in-

creases are fairly evenly spread throughout the pre-

cipitation distribution (Fig. 3). Clearly, the total an-

nual increase in precipitation frequency of 6.3 days

per century significantly contributes to the increase in

precipitation.

Over the entire precipitation distribution, on a na-

tional basis, the increase in the number of days with

precipitation contributed an amount equal to 87%
of the total increase of precipitation. The contribution

is strongest for the heavy and extreme precipitation

categories (> 90th percentile) as depicted in Fig. 4.

These two categories contributed about one-third of

the total increase of precipitation given in Table 1

(10.1% per century). During the spring, summer, and

autumn (Fig. 4), many of the large increases in fre-

quency within each of the class intervals are statisti-

cally significant.

On an annual basis, trends of precipitation intensity

(Fig. 5) reflect increases for the heavy and extreme pre-

cipitation categories, but only sUght decreases through-

out the rest of the distribution. This is apparent in most

seasons (Fig. 5), but is particularly noteworthy for the

highest precipitation class interval during summer.

Here, like the annual increase, the increase in precipi-

tation intensity is statistically significant at the a =

0.10 significance level. For the upper 10 percentiles in

the precipitation distribution, representing heavy and

extreme precipitation amounts, the contributions to the

total precipitation increase related to increased intensity

versus frequency are about equal, 47% versus 53%,

respectively. This is in contrast to the overall 13%
contribution from intensity versus an 87% contribu-

tion from frequency to the total precipitation increase.

The trends in the extreme highest precipitation

amoimt for each year-month also reflect the increase

in intensity at the highest quantiles (Fig. 6). All areas

reflect an increase in precipitation intensity for the

highest quantile. Also depicted in Fig. 6 is the tendency

for a decrease in precipitation intensity for the more

236 Vb/. 79, No. 2, February 1998
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Annual

Spring

I I

Summer

Autumn Winter

Fig. 3. The trend of the number of precipitation events expressed as events per century for the same percentiles as in Fig. I.

moderaie precipitation amounts, for example, the 50th

percentile from each year-month as suggested in Fig. 5.

Given the incr^e in precipitation intensity at high

precipitation amounts and the decrease at lower

amounts (Fig. 5), the results of Karl et al. (1995) are

easier to understand. They foimd an increase in the

proportion of the total annual precipitation contributed

by precipitation exceeding 50.8 mm (2 in.) day
' across

the United States. This is in contrast to the proportion of

total annual precipitation contributed by precipitation

events in more moderate categories (Fig. 7) between

2.54 and 25.4mm (0.1 to 1 in.). These changes reflect
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Fig. 4. The contribution to the trends in Fig. 1 attributed to trends in precipitation frequency. Trends are expressed as in Fig. 1.

a change in the precipitation distribution; for example, a

change in the shape and/or scale parameters for a gamma
distribution fit to daily precipitation amounts. The time

series for the national average (Fig. 8) of the propor-

tion of precipitation derived from events exceeding

50.8 nun day' reveals a statistically significant in-

crease (2%) in area affected by a much above-normal

frequency of these heavy and extreme events (Fig. 8).'

^'Karl et al. (1996) published a siniilar time series, but the data pre-

sented here is based on an improved 1° x 1° grid-cell scheme.

Trends are unchanged, but annual values differ fhjm earlier work,

sometimes substantially.
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Fig. 5. The contribution to the trends in Fig. 1 attributed to trends in precipitation intensity. Trends are expressed as in Fig. 1.

5. Conclusions

Evaluating changes in precipitation extremes can be

viewed using a variety of measures. In this analysis,

simple methods to decompose the effect of changes

in the frequency or probivbillty of precipitation, and

changes in precipitation intensity have been shown to

uncover significant changes in U. S. precipitation ex-

tremes. Although it has been documented in several

studies that precipitation is increasing in the United

States, there are a variety of ways in which such an

increase could have occurred. For example, precipita-
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Fig. 6. Trends (1910-95) related to the highest daily year-

month precipitation amount averaged throughout the year, and

likewise for the medium precipitation amount. Trends are

expressed as a percentage of the overall mean of the highest

(median) daily year-month precipitation amount. Statistically

significant trends are highlighted. The national trend is statistically

significant at the a = 0.05 level for the highest daily year-month
values.

Moderate

Intensity

Nattonai-IS

Fig. 7. Trends (1910-95) related to the proportion of total

annual precipitation within various categories of precipitation.

Trends are expressed as a percent change. Statistically significant

trends are highlighted.

tion could have increased because a greater number of

precipitation days in selective categories of precipita-

tion, or it could have increased without any increase in

precipitation fiiequency, but with an increase in precipi-

tation intensity. What this analysis revealed is that in

the United States over the past century, precipitation

has increased in a fairly complex manner. For example,

• Increases of total precipitation are strongly affected

by increases in both frequency and intensity of

heavy and extreme precipitation events.

• The probability of precipitation on any given day
has increased for all categories of daily precipita-

tion amount.
• The intensity of precipitation has increased for very

heavy and extreme precipitation days only.
• The proportion of total annual precipitation derived

from heavy and extreme precipitation events has in-

creased relative to more moderate precipitation.

As more daily data becomes available through data

archeology efforts, similar analyses for other areas of

the world will provide considerable information to

better understand how the source term of the hydro-

logic cycle has varied and changed.
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' Extreme Weather Events

Q9. On page 6 of your written testimony you state that "I want to emphasize that

one can't point to any single extreme weather event today and say for sure

that global warming caused it. But we can say that such events are examples

of the kinds of impacts we expect to occur with greater frequency in a

warmer world.
n

Please provide documentation of your statement that "such [extreme

weather] events are examples of the kinds of impacts we expect to occur with

greater frequency in a warmer world.

A9. Attached is a paper that was presented at the GCOS/CLIVAR climate extremes

meeting in Asheville North Carolina last June. The paper is in press and will be

published in Climatic Change and as part of a special collection of papers

addressing climate extremes.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGES OF

EXTREMES OF THE HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE

WITH CLIMATE CHANGE

KEVIN E. TRENBERTH
National Center for Atmospheric Research^, P. O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307

Abstract. A physically based conceptuaJ framework is put forward that explains why an

increase in heavy precipitation events should be a primary manifestation of the climate change
that accompanies increases in greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Increased concentrations

of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increase downwelling infrared radiation, and this

global heating at the surface not only acts to increase temperatures but also increases

evaporation which enhajices the atmospheric moisture content. Consequently all weather

systems, ranging from individual clouds and thunderstorms to extratropical cyclones, which

feed on the available moisture through storm-scale moisture convergence, are likely to produce

correspondingly enhanced precipitation rates. Increases in heavy rainfall at the expense of

more moderate rainfall are the consequence along with increased runoff and risk of flooding.

However, because of constraints in the surface energy budget, there are also implications for

the frequency and/or efficiency of precipitation. It follows that increased attention should be

given to trends in atmospheric moisture content, and datasets on hourly precipitation rates

and frequency need to be developed and analyzed as well as total accumulation.

1. Introduction

The character of precipitation, with highly variable rain rates and enormous

spatial variability, makes simply determining mean precipitation difficult let

alone how it will change as the climate changes. For instance, a detailed

examination of spatial structure of daily precipitation amounts by Osborne

and Hulme (1997) shows that in Europe the average separation distance

between climate stations v.Lere the correlation falls to 0.5 is about 150

km in summer and 200 km in winter — the more convective nature of

summer precipitation is responsible. for the difference. In addition, this

complexity also makes it difficult to model precipitation reliably, as many of

the processes of importance can not be resolved by the model grid (typically

200 km) and so sub-grid-scale processes have to be parameterized. Yet

' The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science

Foundation.

Climatic Change 36: pp-pp, 1998

©1998 Kluwer Acadamic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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there are some overall aspects of precipitation related to the hydrological

cycle that can be clarified and for which expectations as to how they will

change are physically baised. Here the processes involved that influence

precipitation and link it to evaporation and heating are outlined along with

the importance of dealing not just with accumulated amounts, but also

precipitation rates (or intensity) and precipitation frequency. The relative

roles of moisture stored in the atmosphere, its advection, and resupply have

been examined in detail in Trenberth (1998), and only a brief summary of

those aspects are included here.

The term "global warming" is often taken to refer to global increases

in temperature accompanying the increases in greenhouse gases in the

atmosphere. In fact it should refer to the additional global heating

(sometimes referred to as radiative forcing, e.g., by the IPCC (1996))

arising from the increased concentrations of greenhouse gases, such as

carbon dioxide, in the atmosphere. Increases in greenhouse gases in the

atmosphere produce global warming through an increase in downwelling
infrared radiation, and thus not only increaise surface temperatures but

also enhance the hydrological cycle, as much of the heating at the surface

goes into evaporating surface moisture. This occurs in all climate models

regardless of feedbacks, although the magnitude varies substantially (see

section 3).

Temperature increases signify that the water-holding capacity of the

atmosphere increases and, together with enhanced evaporation, the actual

atmospheric moisture should increase, as is observed to be happening in

many places (Hense et al. 1988, Gaffen et al. 1991, Ross and Elliott 1996,

Zhai and Eskridge 1997). Of course, enhanced evaporation depends upon the

availabiUty of sufficient surface moisture and over land, this depends on the

existing climate. However, it follows that naturally-occurring droughts are

likely to be exacerbated by enhanced potential evapotranspiration. Further,

globally there must be an increase in precipitation to balance the enhanced

evaporation but the processes by which precipitation is altered locally are

not well understood.

It is shown that precipitating systems of all kinds feed mostly on the

moisture already 1:. the atmosphere at the time the system develops, and

precipitation occurs through convergence of available moisture on the scale

of the system. Hence, the atmospheric moisture content directly affects

rainfall and snowfall rates, but not so clearly the precipitation frequency
and thus total precipitation, at least locally. Thus, it is argued that global

warming leads to increased moisture content of the atmosphere which in

turn favors stronger rainfall events, as is observed to be happening in many
parts of the world (Karl et al. 1995), thus increaising risk of flooding. It is

further argued tnat one reason why increases in rainfall should be spotty
is because of mismatches in the rates of rainfall versus evaporation. The
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arguments assembled here imply the need for new observations, datasets,

and ways of analyzing both model and observed data. Trenberth (1998)
discusses these aspects more fully.

2. Atmospheric moisture cycling

New estimates of the moistening of the atmosphere through evaporation
at the surface and of the drying of the atmosphere through precipitation
are given in Trenberth (1998). These are simple estimates based on the

precipitable water and average local evaporation and precipitation rates,

which ignore transport. Overall for the global annual mean, the e-folding

residence time (the time for amounts to fall by a factor e = 2.718) for

atmospheric moisture is just over 8 days. For precipitation, local values of

e-folding residence time of the atmospheric depletion rate of moisture are

less than a week in the tropical convergence zones but they exceed a month
in the dry zones in the subtropics and desert areas. Time constants for

depletion and restoration rates of atmospheric moisture are fairly similar

overall, but this conclusion does not take account of the fact that rain falls

only a small fraction of the time. In midlatitudes precipitation typically falls

from zero to 30% of the time, and so rainfall rates, conditional on when rain

is falling, are much larger than evaporation rates. The depletion rate time

scale is about 4 hours in the tropics when rain is falhng. In middle latitudes,

typical unconditional rainfall rates are 3 mm/day, but with rain faUing about

10% of the time and precipitable water amounts of 15 mm, the depletion
rate time scale of 5 days drops conditionally on rain falhng to about 12 hours

(Trenberth 1998). This inferred imbalance in the drying versus moistening
of the atmosphere implies that most of the moderate and heavy rain that

falls comes directly from the precipitable water already in the atmosphere at

the time the storm responsible for the precipitation developed, not directly

from evaporation, and so the lifetime of moisture in the atmosphere and

its availability to rain systems is a limiting factor. However, atmospheric

depletion of moisture by Hght rain could easily be restored by evaporation.
These above aspects do not take moisture transport into account.

Therefore new estimates have also been made of how much precipitated
moisture comes from evaporation from within versus transport from outside

a domain, called recycling. Approximate values of recychng are computed

following the approach of Brubaker et al. (1993), as detailed in Ttenberth

(1998). EquiHbrium conditions are assumed, so that there are no changes
in atmospheric moisture content but changes in moisture storage in the

atmosphere do not impac^^ the results for seasonal or longer averages. A
domain of length L ahgned along the trajectory of the air is considered. An
important assumption is that the atmosphere is well mixed so that the ratio
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moisture flux. In the computations, this includes advection by the mean flow

as well as the transient eddies. Relatively high values (>30%) of recycling

occur either in the subtropical highs, where evaporation E is high and the

advective moisture flux is small, or in convergence zones where, again, the

advective moisture flux is small. Low values occur over the southern oceans,

the North Pacific, and the eastern equatorial Pacific, where the moisture flux

is at a maximum. All of these recycling values show that on average less

than 20% of the precipitation that falls comes from evaporation within a

distance of about 1000 km. Therefore the results reinforce the arguments

given above concerning the importance of transport of moisture and local

storage in feeding precipitating systems.

The dominant storm-scale process in both thunderstorms and

extratropical storms is the convergence of moisture by the storm-scale

circulation. The latter determines how much moisture is available to the

system and can vary in size from a few tens of kilometers to over 2000 km

spatial scales. The advected moisture may combine with the in situ moisture

to feed the storm but it is not all available as the relative humidity can not

be reduced to zero, except perhaps approximately in strong down drafts very

locally. The efficiency of thunderstorms is observed to vary from about 20%
to 50%. "Precipitation efficiency" is defined as the ratio of the water mass

precipitated to the mass of water vapor entering the storm through its base

(e.g., Fankhauser 1988) or the ratio of total rainfall to total condensation in

modeling studies (e.g., Ferrier et al. 1996).

In the United States, much of the moisture for precipitation, especially

in the winter half year, comes from moisture transported out of the

subtropics often in a southwesterly flow ahead of cold fronts. For storms

eaist of the Rockies, moisture flows northwards from the Gulf of Mexico or

subtropical Atlantic. At advection rates of 12 m s~^ (which is the standard

deviation of the northward velocity component at 850 mb just north of the

Gulf of Mexico in January), the moisture travels over 1,000 km in a day, so

that moisture from the Gulf can be readily precipitated out over the Great

Plains or Ohio Valley just a day or so later. In major storms, transient

northward advection rates often exceed 20 m s~^ at 850 mb. In the western

United States, the moisture comes from the subtropical Pacific. Therefore

much of the extratropical precipitation originates from moisture advected

from the Gulf of Mexico and subtropical Atlantic or Pacific a day or so

earlier and it is estimated that about 70% to 75% of the moisture in an

extratropical storm comes trom moisture that was stored in the atmosphere

at the beginning of the storm and brought into the region by the storm-

scale circulation. For thunderstorms, whose life is a few hours, nearly all

of the precipitated moistrre comes from moisture that was already in the

atmosphere at the time the storm began.
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3. Relevance to climate change

The above discussion reveals the mismatch between precipitation rates and

evaporation, so that moderate and heavy precipitation, which contributes

most to the total accumulation, depends upon the moisture already in

the atmosphere and the advection and resupply of moisture by the storm

circulation. These points are pertinent to climate change experiments with

global climate models. However, most climate model studies have not

analyzed the results in a way that throws light on these aspects. The surface

heat budget is especially relevant.

There are many feedback processes in nature that can either amplify

or diminish the climate response to increases in greenhouse gases. The

net radiative forcing or "warming" at the surface depends critically on

these and the surface heat budget. In every case it seems that at the

surface there is an increase in downwelling infrared radiation associated

with both the greenhouse effect from carbon dioxide and other greenhouse

gases, as well as changes in water vapor and clouds. In some models,

changes in clouds produce an offset by reducing shortwave radiation, but

the net energy available from radiation at the surface is increased in spite

of the greater surface emissions associated with the higher temperatures.

Moreover, changes in the sensible heat flux also act to warm the surface

because of stabilization of the lower atmosphere (Boer 1993, Roads et al.

1996).

This leaves only the latent heat flux through increased evaporation to

compensate and balance the surface heat budget. The latent heat flux, which

ranges from 3 to 10 W m"'^ for CO2 doubling for the four models considered

by Boer (1993), determines the global enhancement of the hydrological

cycle and average precipitation rate (of about 3 to 10%). However, the

atmospheric moisture content increases by about 20% (Mitchell et al. 1987)

or more (in the case of the CCM2, Roads et al. 1996) although with

very little change in model relative humidity. With other things kept

constant, moisture convergence would be enhanced by the same amount

and should lead to similarly enhanced precipitation. But a 20% increase

in precipitation cannot occur because of the hmitations associated with the

surface energy budget. Nevertheless such mechanisms should take place for

individual storms, whether thunderstorms, or extratropical cyclones, leading

to increased rainfall rates. If this is the case, however, there are implications

for the frequency of storms or other factors that must come into play to

restrict the total precipitation.

One factor clearly of importance is that the moisture increases are not

uniform. Generally, evaporative cooHng is more important in the tropics

and subtropics. Bigger increases occur in lower latitudes because of the non-

linear nature of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation in spite of larger increases
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in surface temperatures at high latitudes. Thus much of this moisture may
not be within reach of many extratropical storms. Another factor is the

precipitation efficiency, discussed above. How precipitation efficiency might

change with cUmate change is not known and this is not a factor that can
be dealt with by current climate models. Warmer conditions could imply
that more moisture might remain in the atmosphere if this is determined

by relative humidity, as is likely. Therefore the rainfall may not increase in

direct proportion to the moisture convergence, because more moisture is left

in the atmosphere.
In most models, surface temperature increases with increased

greenhouse geises are greatest in the Arctic, in part because of ice-

albedo feedback, so that the meridional surface temperature gradient and

baroclinicity is reduced, although this may not be the case above the

surface. Therefore another factor relates to extratropical storms and
the overall baroclinicity, as argued by Held (1993). Held notes that

one effect of increased moisture content in the atmosphere is to enhance
the latent heating in such storms and thereby increase their intensity.

But he also notes that more moist air would be transported polewards,

reducing the required poleward energy transports normally accomplished

by baroclinically unstable eddies and the associated poleward down-gradient
heat transports. He therefore argues that this would contribute to "smaller

eddies" and a decrease in eddy ampUtudes. While recognizing that both
effects are important. Held suspects that the latter is dominant. There are

other possibilities not considered by Held. In particular, individual storms

could be more intense from the latent heat enhancement, but fewer and
farther between. Changes in the vertical temperature structure (the lapse

rate) will also play a role in such storms.

Therefore the other major factor worth considering in more detail is the

frequency of precipitation events. The above discussion suggests that for

rain rates to increase faster than rain amounts, then the frequency of rain

should decrease. However, this would only apply globally. A preliminary
examination of trends in frequency of precipitation events for the United

States computed over the period 1963 to 1994 in Trenberth (1998) shows

that the most notable staiisi-ically significant trends are for increases in the

southern United States in winter and decreases in the Pacific Northwest from

November through January, which may be related to changes in atmospheric
circulation and storm tracks associated with the trend toward more El Nino

events (Trenberth and Koar 1996). For instance, an example has been

the 1997-98 El Niiio winter which featured heavy rains across the southern

states from California to Florida, while somewhat drier conditions generally

prevailed across the northern states.

These aspects have been explored only to a limited extent in climate

models. None deal with true intensity of rainfall, which requires hourly (or
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higher resolution) data, as the analysis is of daily rainfall amounts. Cubasch

et al. (1995) and Hennessy et al. (1997) have analyzed changes in intensity

and frequency in coarse resolution models with increased 002- Cubasch

et al. note that while precipitation change does not display a clear signal,

increases in rain intensity and dry periods are simulated in the ECHAM3
model. The UKHI and CSIR09 models (Hennessy et al. 1997) are consistent

in showing heavier rainfall events with doubled CO2, a general decrease in

the probability of moderate precipitation, and an increase in no or light

precipitation. Return periods for extreme events whose period is greater

than one year decrease by factors of 2 to 5. Hennessy et al. further argue

that the frequency of precipitation should be expected to decrease with

increases in intensity, and find this to be true in the model simulations for

the most part.

An analysis by Mearns et al. (1995) used a nested regional model

with 60 km resolution for regions of the United States for control and

doubled-carbon dioxide results. They explored the frequency and intensity

of modeled precipitation but only for daily values, not the true precipitation

rates. Results revealed increased daily rainfall variability under doubled

CO2. There are some areas where frequency of precipitation decreases but

precipitation mean daily amounts increase. Overall, however, they find both

increases and decreases of both precipitation frequency and intensity. Jones

et al. (1997) produced results over Europe using a similar technique and

a nested model with 50 km resolution. They find a substantial increase in

precipitation intensity in extreme events, and were able to trace most of that

increase simply to the increased atmospheric moisture concentrations in the

models. While moderate precipitation decreased, the frequency of dry days

also increased along with an increase in evaporation, and so these were all

symptoms of an increased hydrological cycle.

4. Conclusions and recommendations

The arguments on how cHmate change can influence moisture content of

the atmosphere, and its sources and sinks are assembled in the schematic in

Fig. 2. This provides the sequence described earlier. The sequence given is

simplified by omitting some of the feedbacks that can interfere. For example,

an increase m atmospheric moisture may lead to increased relative humidity

and increased clouds, which could cut down on solar radiation (enhance

shortwave cloud forcing) and reduce the energy available at the surface

for evaporation. Those feedbacks are included in the climate models and

alter the magnitude of the surface heat available for evaporation in different

models but not its sign. Figure 2 provides the rationale for why rainfall rates

and frequencies as well as accumulations are important in understanding
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Figure 2. Schematic outline of the sequence of processes involved in climate change and

how they alter moi-iure content of the atmosphere, evaporation, and precipitation rates. All

precipitating systems feed on the available moisture leading to increases in precipitation rates

and feedbacks.
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what is going on with precipitation locally. The accumulations depend

greatly on the frequency, size and duration of individual storms, ais well as

the rate (Byers 1948) and these depend on static stability and other factors

as well. In particular, the need to vertically transport heat absorbed at

the surface is a factor in convection and baroclinic instability both of which

act to stabilize the atmosphere. Increased greenhouse gases also stabilize

the atmosphere. Those are additional considerations in interpreting model

responses to increased greenhouse gais simulations.

Another clearly important factor in interpreting observed and modeled

changes, not explored here, is the changes in atmospheric circulation which

can alter the location and intensity of storm tracks and thereby lead to

dipole structures in precipitation changes, with decreases in rainfall in some

areas and increases in others. For example, Trenberth and Guillemot (1996)

show how storm tracks changed across North America to help bring about

the spring-summer 1988 drought and 1993 floods.

There is firm evidence that moisture in the atmosphere is increeising. In

the Western Hemisphere north of the equator, annual mean precipitable

water amounts below 500 mb are increasing over the United States,

Caribbean and Hawaii by about 5% per decade as a statistically significant

trend from 1973 to 1993 (Ross and Elliott 1996), and these correspond
to significant increases in relative humidities of 2 to 3% per decade over

the Southeast, Caribbean and subtropical Pacific. Precipitable water and

relative humidities are not increasing significantly over much of Canada,

however, and are decreasing sHghtly in some areas. In China, recent analysis

by Zhai and Eskridge (1997) also reveals upward trends in precipitable water

in all seasons and for the annual mean from 1970 to 1990. Earlier, Hense et

al. (1988) revealed increases in moisture in the western Pacific. A claim for

recent drying in the tropics by Schroeder and McGuirk (1998) using TOVS
data is questionable owing to the changes in instruments and satellites.

Clearly, there is a need to obtain more reliable atmospheric moisture trends

over the entire globe.

Moreover, there is clear evidence that rainfall rates have changed in the

United States. The incidence of heavy rainfall events has steadily increased

at the expense ot moderate rainfall events throughout this century. This

has been shown by an analysis of the percentage of the U.S. area with much
above normal proportion of total annual precipitation from 1 day extreme

events, where the latter are defined to be more than 2 inches (50.8 mm)
amounts (Karl et al. 1996). The "much above normal proportion" is defined

to be the upper 10%. This quantity can be reliably calculated from 1910,

and the percentage has increased steadily from less than 9 to over 11%, a

20% change. Karl and Knight (1998) have provided further analysis of U.S.

precipitation increases and show how it occurs mostly in the upper tenth

percentile of the distribution and that the portion of total precipitation
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derived from extreme and heavy events is increasing at the expense of

more moderate events. Other evidence for increasing precipitation rates

occurs in Japan (Iwashima and Yamamoto 1993) and Australia (Suppiah

and Hennessy 1996).

It has been argued that increased moisture content of the atmosphere

favors stronger rainfall and snowfall events, thus increasing risk of flooding.

As noted, there is a pattern of heavier rainfalls observed in many parts

of the world where the analysis has been done. However, flooding records

are confounded by changes in land use and increasing settlement of flood

plains. Moreover, because there is a disparity between the rates of increase

of atmospheric moisture and precipitation, there are implied changes in the

frequency of precipitation and/or efficiency of precipitation (related to how

much moisture is left behind in a storm).

These arguments may help to explain the exceptional rain and snow

falls over the U.S. in the winter of 1996-97. These included heavy rains

and flooding in the Pacific Northwest in early January, where observed

increases in moisture content of the atmosphere at Hawaii and in the

subtropical Pacific (Ross and Elliott 1996) are especially pertinent. Also,

heavy snowfalls in the Great Plains and Upper Mississippi Basin led to

extensive flooding in the spring of 1997 as snows melted, and heavy rains in

the Ohio River Valley which, along with snow melt, also produced extensive

flooding. Note that the primary argument here is not that these flooding

events would not have occurred but that they have probably been enhanced,

perhaps by as much as 10%, because of the increased moisture in the

atmosphere, over what would have occurred two decades ago.

The above arguments suggest that there is not such a clear expectation

on how local total precipitation amounts should change, except as an overall

global average. With higher average temperatures in winter expected,

more precipitation is Ukely to fall in the form of rain rather than snow,

which will increase both soil moisture and run off', as noted by the IPCC

(1996) and found in many models. In addition, faster snow melt in

spring is likely to aggravate springtime flooding. In other places, dipole-

like structures of precipitation change should occur in places where storm

tracks shift meridionaily. Beyond this, it is suggested that examining

moisture content, rainfall rates and frequency of precipitation and how they

change with cHmate change may be more important and fruitful than just

examining precipitation amounts in understanding what is happening in

model projections. To be compatible with fife times of significant rain

events, yet still deal with whole storms rather than individual rain cells,

hourly precipitation data are recommended. Such data are also retrievable

from climate models.
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IPCC "Business As UsuaP Scenario

QIO. On page 6 of your written testimony you discuss the IPCC "business as

usual" scenario.

Please provide a listing of all IPCC "business as usual" scenario assumptions.

AlO. Table 1 on p. 3 of the IPCC report Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts, Adaptations

and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific
- Technical Analyses is headed

"Summary of assumptions in the six IPCC 1992 alternative scenarios." The source

of the information in this table is given as the IPCC report. Climate Change 1992
- the Supplemental Report to the IPCC Scientific Assessment. A copy of the

table and of Chapter A3 ("Emissions Scenarios for IPCC: An Update") from the

1992 report are attached. All of the IPCC scenarios represent plausible "business-

as-usual" scenarios. They differ in assumptions made about population size,

economic growth rates, and energy technology "mix." In practice, IS92a is most
often used to represent the "business as usual" case because it is the most central

scenario.
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Scientific-Technical Analyses of Impucis. Adaplalions, and Mitigation of Climate Change

1. Scope of the Assessment

The charge to Working Group II of ihe Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was to review the slate of

knowledge concerning the impacts of climate change on phys-

ical and ecological systems, human health, and socioeconomic

sectors. Working Group II ah.o was charged with reviewing

available information on the technical and economic feasibili-

ty of a range of potential adaptation and mitigation strategies.

This assessment provides scientiTic. technical, and economic

information that can be used, tnier alio, in evaluating whether

the projected range of plauMble impacts constitutes "dangerous

anthropogenic interference with the climate system," as

referred to in Article 2 of the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), and in evaluat-

ing adaptation and mitigation options that could be used in

progressing towards the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC

(see Box 1).

2. Nature of the Issue

Human activities are increasing the atmospheric concentrations

of greenhouse gases
—which tend to warm the atmosphere

—
and, in some regions, aerosols—which tend to cool the atmos-

phere. These changes in greenhouse gases and aerosols, taken

together, are projected to lead to regional and global changes in

climate and climate-related parameters sucli as temperature.

Box 1. Ultimate Objective of the UNFCCC (Article 2)

"stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the

atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous

anthropogenic interference with the climate system

Such a level should be achieved within a lime frame

sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to

climate change, to ensure that food production is not

threatened, and to enable economic development to

proceed in a sustainable manner"

precipitation, soil moisture, and sea level. Based on the range

of sensitivities of climate to increases in greenhouse gas con-

centrations reported by IPCC Working Group I and plausible

ranges of emissions (IPCC IS92; see Table I ), climate models,

taking into account greenhouse gases and aerosols, project an

increase in global mean surface temperature of about 1-3 S^C

by 21(X), and an associated increase in sea level of about 15-95

cm. The reliability of regional-scale predictions is still low. and

the degree to which climate variability may change is uncer-

tain. However, potentially serious changes have been identi-

fied, including an increase in some regions in the incidence of

extreme high-temperature events, floods, and droughts, with

resultant consequences for fires, pest outbreaks, and ecosystem

composition, structure, and functioning, including primary

productivity.

Table I: Summary of assumptions in the six IPCC 1992 alternative scenarios.

Scenario Population Economic Growth Energy Supplies

IS92a,b World Bank 1991

11.3 billion by 21C0

1990-2025. 2.9% 1 2,000 EJ conventional oil

1990-2100:2.3% 1 3,000 EJ natural gas

Solar costs fall to $0.07,5/kWh

191 EJ of biofuels available at $70/barTeH

IS92c UN Medium-Low Case

6.4billionby 2100

1990-2025: 2.0% 8,000 EJ conventional oil

1990-2100: 1.2% 7..300 EJ natural gas

Nuclear costs decline by 0.4% annually

IS92d

IS92e

lS92f

UN Medium-Low Ca.se
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Scenarios of nel greenhouse gas and acro>ol prccurMir cmlNNions

for the next 100 yean or more are necessary in Nuppun >iut]y of

poieniial anthropogenic impacts nn the climjic >>\icm. Thc

scenanos both provide inputs to climjic mndciN jnd jImi aN^isi in

assessing the relative importance nf relevant tr;icc pa^o and

aerosol precursors in changing atmospheric compoxiiion and

hence climate. Scenarios can aKo help lo imprmc ihc

understanding of key relationships among Tjctors ihji drive

future emissions.

Scenarios are not predictions of the future and shituld ntii ho

used as such. This becomes increasingly iruc j\ iho linic hnri/on

increases, because the basis for Ihc undcrl\ini; jwumpiions

becomes increasingly speculative. Considerable unccrijiniies

surround the evolution of the types and levels iif human acli\ ilics

(including economic growth and structure). lechniiliii:ical

advances, and human responses lo possible en\ ininmenial.

economic and insiilulional constraints.

Since completion of the 1990 Scenario A (SAVOi. evenlv and

new information have emerged which relate m ih.ii McnjrinN

underlying assumptions. These dcvelopmeniN include: ihe

London Amendments to the Montreal ProiocoL rcMMon of

population foreca.sis by the World Bank and the Uniied Nations:

publication of the IPCC Energy and Industry Sub-i:riiup vccnario

of greenhouse gas emissions to AD 2023: poliiical events and

economic changes in the former USSR. Eastern Europe and the

Middle East; re-estimation of sources and sinks of greenhouse

gases (reviewed in this Assessment): revision of preliminary

FAO data on tropical deforestation: and new scieniinc studies on

forest biomass.

These factors have led to an update of SA90. the current

exercise providing an interim view and laying a basis for a more

complete study of future emissions. Six alternative IPCC

scenarios (IS92a-0 now embody a wide array of assumptions

affecting how future greenhouse gas emissions miehi evolve in

the absence of climate policies beyond ihose already adopted.

The different worlds which the new .scenarios imply, in terms of

economic, social and environmental conditions. \jn uidely and

the resulting range of possible greenhouse gas fuiures spans

almost an order of magnitude. Overall, the scenanos indicate that

greenhouse gas emissions could rise substantially over the

coming century in the absence of new and c\plicii control

measures. IS92a is closer to SA9() due to modesi and largely

offsetting changes in the underlying assumptions The highest

greenhouse gas levels result from IS92c which combines, among

other assumptions, moderate population growth, high economic

growth, high fossil fuel availability and eventual hypothetical

phase-out of nuclear power. At the other extreme. IS92c has a

COi emission path which eventually falls below iis 1990 sianing

level. It assumes that population grows, then declines by the

middle of the next ccniur>'. that economic growih is low. and that

there are severe constraints on fossil fuel supplies. IS92b. a

modification of IS92a. susgcsis thai current commiimenis by

mans OECD Member countries to stabilize or reduce COi might

have a small impact on grecnhou.se gas emissions over the next

few decades, hui would not offset Ihc subsianiial growih in the

rest of the world I.S92h does not lake into account ihe possihiliiy

that such cimimiiments could accelerate developmeni and

diffusion of low greenhouse gas technologies, nor possible

resulting shifts in industrial mix.

Population jnd economic growih. structural changes in

economies, energy prices, lechnological advance, fossil fuel

supplies, nuclear and renewable energy availability are among the

factors which could even a major influence on future levels of

CO-i emissions. Developmenis such as ihose in ihe republics of

the former So\ lei Union and in Eastern Europe, now incorporated

into all the scenarios, have important implications for future

fossil fuel carNin emissions, by affecting the levels of economic

activities and the clficiencv of energy production and use. Bioiic

carbon emissions in the early decades of the scenarios are higher

than SA90. reflecting higher preliminary FAO estimates of

current rates of tropical deforestation in many -
though not all -

parts of the world, and higher estimates of forest biomass.

The revised scenarios for CFCs and other substances which

deplete stratospheric ozone are much lower than in SA90. This is

consistent with wide panicipation in controls under the 1990

London Amendments to the Montreal Protocol. However, the

future production and composition of CFC substitutes (HCFCs

and MFCs) could significantly affect the levels of radiative

forcing from these compounds.

The distribution of CH4 and NiO emissions from their

respective sources has changed from the SA90 case. CH4
emissions from rice paddies are lower, and emissions from

animal waste and biomass burning have also been revised

downwards. Adipic and nitric acid produaion have been included

as additional sources of NiO. Preliminary analysis of the

emissions of volatile organic compounds and sulphur dioxide

suggests that the global emissions of these substances are likely

to grow substantially in the coming century.
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A3 Emissions Scenariosfor the IPCC: an Update

A3.1 Introductioa and Backgrxmnd

In January 1989. the Response Strategies Working Group

(RSWG) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) requested a United States/Netherlands

expert group to prepare a set of scenarios of global

emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2). methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), halocarbons and the tropospheric

ozone precursors nitrogen oxide (NO^) and carbon

monoxide (CO) (IPCC. 1991a). These scenarios were

completed in December 1989 for use by the IPCC Science

Working Group (WGI) in its assessment of future climate

change (IPCC, 1990a and b). New information has become

available since the development of the original scenarios.

Consequently, in March 1991. the IPCC requested an

update of the existing scenarios in light of recent

developments and newly adopted policies. The new IPCC

mandate explicitly excluded development of new climate

policy scenarios (Swan et a/., 199 1 ).

This Section first briefly compares the major

assumptions on population and economic growth with

historical data or other published forecasts. It then

summarizes how the original no<limate-policy Scenario A
(SA90) has been updated with information which has

become available in 1990 and 1991. This produces the new

IPCC Scenarios •*IS92a" and ••IS92b". Because of

substantial uncertainty in how the future will evolve, this

Section also includes a preliminary assessment of a range

of additional no-climate-policy scenarios, as well as

comparisons with other published greenhouse gas
scenarios. The updated scenarios are set against two

studies of the probability distributions of possible CO2
scenarios, and then are compared to other published

"central tendency" scenarios that extend past the year 2000 .

and up to the year 2100. Fmally. we present sector-by-

sector discussions of the particular methods and

assumptions in the update, along with additional sectoral

scenarios. Detailed documentation of the scenarios is

available in a supporting document which also provides

tabulations of key variables including population. GNP,

primary energy consumption, and emissions (Pepper ei al..

1992).

A3J New Aspects of this Update

The following changes have occurred since the original

IPCC scenarios were developed:

• revised World Bank and United Nations (UN)

population forecasts:

• a new greenhouse gas scenario from the IPCC

Energy and Industry Sub-Group (EIS):

•
important political reforms in the USSR. Eastern

Europe and other countries, and a war in the Persian

Gulf:

75

• more optimistic assessments of the economical

availability of renewable energy resources:

• revised estimates of current sources and sinks of

greenhouse gases, reponed in Section Al of this

report;

• revised Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
dau on rates of tropical deforestation and several

new studies on forest biomass content: and

• the London Amendments to the Montreal Protocol as

well as developments in participation and

compliance with the Protocol entered into force.

For completeness, several small sources of greenhouse

gases are added to this assessment which were not

included in the 1990 IPCC Assessment Report. These

include N2O from the production of nitric acid and adipic

acid, and CH4 from animal wastes and domestic sewage

(see Sections A 1.3 and A 1.4). In addition, scientific

evidence described in Section A2 underscores the need to

consider the full range of gases which influence climate,

directly or indirectly. Cognizant of the importance of a

comprehensive approach, this Section also provides

preliminary estimates of present and future emissions of

volatile organic compounds (VOC) and sulphur oxides

(SOj). Their indirect influences on radiative forcing are

more uncertain than those of the direct greenhouse gases

and it is not yet possible to quantify on an equivalent basis

all the direct and indirect forcing. Improved infoimation

with which both to estimate the emissions of these gases

and to summarize their effects is needed for future

assesstnents.

The reader should be cautioned, however, that none of

the scenarios depicted in this section predicts the future.

Long-term scenarios provide inputs to climate models and

assist in the examination of the relative importance of

relevant trace gases, aerosols, and precursors in changing

atmospheric composition and climate. Scenarios can also

help improve understanding of key relationships among
factors that drive future emissions. Scenarios illustrate the

emissions which could be associated with an array of

possible assumptions regarding demographics, economics,

and technological advance. They can help policymakers to

consider the directions in which future emissions may
evolve in the absence of new greenhouse gas reduction

efforts, and the types of change in important parameters

which could or would have to occur in order to

significantly change future emission paths.

The results of scenarios can vary considerably from

actual outcomes even over short time horizons. Confidence

in scenario outputs decreases as the time horizon increases,

because the basis for the underlying assumptions becomes

increasingly speculative. Uncertainties are of two types:

(i) large uncertainty associated with the evolution of

future paitems of human activity, such as economic
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growth and structure, technological advances, or

responses to environmental, economic, or insti-

tutional constraints: and

(li) inadequacy of scientific knowledge concerning

physical parameters, such as emission factors, and

their relationships.

We have addressed some of these uncertainties in the

updated IS92a and b in four ways. The first is through the

creation of new scenarios (c through f explained in Table

A3. 1) using modified key parameters; the second

compares some of the new IPCC scenarios with two

studies which have mapped probability distributions of

future CO2 emissions; the third compares the range of new

ircC scenarios with other published studies of "central

tendencies"; and the fourth analyses sensitivity of results

in different sectors to key parameters. The current exercise

lays a basis for more complete analysis of the credible

range and probabilities of alternative scenarios.

A possibly important limitation of this analysis is that it

does not assess the effects that climate change may have

on agricultural production, energy demand, and terrestrial

ecosystems. Nor does it make assumptions about growth of

vegetation if CO, increases fertilization, or about losses of

the forest uptake of CO3 if deforestation continues. TTiere

could also be positive feedbacks on COi and methane

emissions through increased respiration of vegetation and

degradation of organic soils. Also, as discussed in Section

A2 of this report, we do not yet have an adequate method

for summarizing on an equivalent basis the effects on

climate of all the greenhouse gases.

A3J The Analytical Tool: The "Atmospheric
Stabilization Framework"

The Atmospheric Stabilization Framework (ASF),

developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA. 1990). was used as the primary tool lor integrating

the assumptions and estimating future emissions of

greenhouse gases. The ASF is a framework which

combines emission modules for various sectors including

modules for energy, industry, agriculture, forests and land

conversion, as well as a number of small sources. Each

module combines assumptions concerning population,

economic growth, structural change, resource availability,

and emission coefficients to estimate emissions in future

lime periods. The ASF estimates emissions for CO2. CH4,

NiO. chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and substitutes. CO,

NOj,, VOCs. and SO^. The energy module uses energy

prices to equilibriate supply from the different energy

supply sources with demand in four energy end-use

sectors. Increased energy prices encourage additional

energy supply and increases in energy efficiency but have

only a small feedback on economic growth. The

agriculture module combines assumptions on population

Emissions Scenariosfor the IPCC: an Update A3

growth, economic growth, improved yields, and other

factors to estimate future production and consumption of

agricultural products, land use, and fertilizer use along

with emissions of greenhouse gases from these activities.

The CFC module estimates future emissions of CFCs.

HCFCs. carbon tetrachloride (CCI4). methyl chloroform,

and HFCs under different policy objectives and

compliance scenarios, derived with assumptions on the

estimated growth in demand for CFCs. The tropical forest

section combines assumptions including population,

demand for agricultural land, method of forest clearing,

and the amount of biomass stored in the vegetation and

soils to estimate the clearing of tropical forests and the fate

of the cleared land (e.g.. forests may be cleared and then

allowed to lie fallow in which case they can start to re-

accumulate carbon).

A3.4 General Assumptions

The assumptions for the scenarios in this report come

mostly from the published forecasts of major international

organizations or from published expert analyses. Most of

the.se have been subject to extensive review. The premises

for the 1992 IPCC Scenarios a and b (•|S92a" and

iS92b") most closely update the SA90 scenario from

IPCC (1990) There exist a wide variety of other plausible

assumptions, some of which are used in the range of new

scenarios presented here. Table A3.1 summarizes the

different assumptions used in the six scenarios. These

assumptions are documented in detail in a supporting

report (Pepper et al.. 1992).

New information since the SA90 has raised the assumed

population and economic growth rates compared to those

in the earlier assessment. The forecast of future population

growth in the SA90 came from the Worid Bank (Zachariah

and Vu, 1988). which the World Bank has since revised

(Bulatao ei al, 1989). The UN has also published new

population estimates (UN, 1990; UN Population Division,

1992). The UN medium case is very close to the World

Bank's update; the UN medium-low and medium-high
cases are used in the alternative scenarios presented here.

Most of the variance between the medium-high and

medium-low cases is in the developing countries. The

updated World Bank population assumptions are close to

10% higher than the assumptions in the SA90: global

population increases from 4.84 billion in I98S, to 8.42

billion in 2025. and to 1 1.33 billion in 2100, with about

94% of the growth occurring in the developing countries.

The UN medium forecast of future population estimates

that global population may reach 8.31 billion in 2025. 1%

higher than the Worid Bank estimate. TTieir recent medium

extension of this suggests world population of 11.18

billion in 2100 (UN Population Division. 1992). or about

1% lower than the Worid Bank's. The UN medium-low
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Table A3.2: Population assumptions (in millions).

Emissions Scenariosfor the IPCC: an Update A3
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Table A3.4: GDP per capita growth t from I9i5 to 1989

{average annual rate)

79

OECD Members
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family planning. Like IS92c, low fossil resource availabil-

ity gives rise to grciter market penetration of renewable

energy and safe nuclear power. The costs of more stringent

local pollution controls are incorporated into IS92d

through a 30*^ environmental surcharge on fossil energy

use. Greater well-being is assumed to lead to voluntary

actions to halt deforestation, to adopt CFC substitutes with

no radiative or other adverse effects, and to recover and

efficiently use the CH4 from coal mines and landfills.

IS92e. the case with the highest estimated COi
emissions, assumes the World Bank (moderate) population

forecast but a more rapid improvement in GNP per capita.

Fossil resources are plentiful, but. due to assumed

improvement in living standards, environmental sur-

charges are imposed on their use. Nuclear energy is phased

out by 2075. CFC substitute assumptions are like those in

IS92d. but plentiful fossil resources discourage the

additional use of coal mine methane for energy supply as

assumed in IS92d. Deforestation proceeds at the same pace

as in IS92a. lS92f falls below lS92e. using the high UN
population growth forecasts but the lower assumptions of

improvement in GNP per capita than IS92a. Other

assumptions arc high fossil resource availability,

increasing costs of nuclear power, and less improvement in

renewable energy technologies and costs. Table A3.6

summarizes key results of the scenarios for all gases and

Figure A3.1 illustrutcs the scenarios for COi emissions

only. Table A3.7 summarizes net emissions of COi. and

anthropogenic emissions of CH4. and N^O by region for

!S92a.

A3^ Comparisons with Other Studies

No systematic analysis has been conducted in this exercise

of the likelihood of any of the outcomes illustrated in the

six new IPCC Scenarios described above. However, the

probabilities of these emission paths has been considered

in part by comparison with other studies of probabilities

Figure A3. 1: Annual COi emis.sions from energy, cemcni pnxluction and (ropicai dcforcMalion for the six IPCC 1 992 scenarios

(1S92a-n and for the 1990 IPCC Scenario A (SA90).

Table A3. 7: Net emissions ofCO2 and anthropogenic emissions ofCHi and N2O under 1592a.
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1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100

Year

Figure A3A: Comparison of COj emissions from fossil fuels according to longer-range scenarios: ( I ) CETA: (2) CRTM-RO: (3)

Manne & Richels; (4) EPA (RCW); (5) Edmonds/Reilly; (6) SA90: (7) IS92a. and (8) EPA (SCW). The shaded area indicates the range

of the IS92 scenarios.

50th and 75th percentiles in the Edmonds analysis. The

highest, new IPCC Scenario is very close to Edmonds 75th

percentile, while the lowest is higher than Edmonds 2Sth

percentile. These results from Edmonds ei at. and

Nordhaus and Yohe reinforce the conclusion that emission

trajectories are extremely sensitive to a number of key

parameters including population growth, economic growth,

improvements in energy efficiency and structural change

in the economy, as well as the future costs of fossil energy

and alternative energy supplies.

Figure A3.3 compares COj emissions from the range of

IS92 scenarios in the period 1990 to 2025 to emissions

adapted from scenarios of future energy use developed by

the International Energy Agency (lEA, 1991). the

Commission of the European Communities (CEC, 1989).

the World Energy Conference (WEC, 1989). Bumiaux ei

at. (1991). and SA90. Emissions in the lEA and CEC
Scenarios are from 5% to 12% higher than the emissions in

the IS92a through to 2010. the end point of their scenarios.

Bumiaux ei at. (1991). using the OECD-GREEN model,

suggest CO2 emissions that are 4% lower than the IS92a in

the early years but increase to the same levels by 2020.

Emissions in the WEC moderate scenario are 24% lower

than lS92a in 2020. Figure A3.4 examines longer-term

scenarios, comparing the new IPCC Scenarios with 7

others, including the SA90 Scenario, two scenarios

(Slowly Changing World. SCW, and Rapidly Changing
World. RCW) developed by the US EPA (1990). scenarios

from Manne and Richels (1990). and several studies

underway within the Stanford University Energy Modeling
Forum. The modellers include Edmonds and Barnes. Peck

and Teisberg (using CETA). and Rutherford (using

CRTM) (Weyant. 1991: studies to be published in mid-

1992). The range of the new IPCC Scenarios is broader

than the "central tendency" studies presented in Figures

A3.3 and A3.4. This is especially true by 2100. due to the

range of population and economic growth assumptions

used in the scenarios. Edmonds ei at. (1992) provides a

more detailed comparison of these scenarios.

A3.6 Energy

Future levels of greenhouse gas emissions from the energy

sector are a function primarily of population, incomes, the

structure and efficiency of economies, and the relative

costs and availability of different sources of energy. The

population and economic assumptions in this update of the

IPCC scenarios have already been discussed. To 2025. the

estimates of energy demand by region and sector are based

primarily on the EIS reference scenario. After 2025.

energy demand is a function of the economic assumptions

and the factors discussed in this Section, and modelled by

the ASF (EPA. 1990). Associated emissions of greenhouse

gases are estimated using coefficients from the OECD
(1991).

The exogenous assumptions of improvements in the

intensity of energy end-use are critical parameters

counterweighing the upward push on CO^ emissions from

population and economic growth. The assumptions used

within IS92a and b result in a global decrease in energy

intensity of 0.8% annually in the period to 2025, and 1.0%

annually from 2025 to 2100. The decrease in energy per

unit of GNP is assumed to be particularly strong in China

through to 2100 and in Eastern Europe and the former

republics of the Soviet Union in the period 2000 to 2025 as

IS92a and b assume substantial structural change. This

reflects a complex mix of factors, including market-

oriented reforms, a tendency to increase energy demand

per capita with increased standards of living (though GNP

growth is substantially reduced in Eastern Europe and the
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use of non-fossil energy sources yield reductions in this

growth to an annual average of 0.2%. Emissions from

developing economies continue to rise due to increases in

population and economic growth. In the period. 1990 to

2100, CO2 emissions per capita from energy use grow at

an average annual rate of only 0.2% to 0.3% in the OECD,
Eastern Europe, and the republics of the former Soviet

Union, while averaging 1.0% for the rest of the world. CO2
emissions per capita in developing countries remain on

average one quarter to one half those of developed
countries by 2100. Conversely. CO2 emissions per dollar

GNP (per $GNP) in the OECD are two thirds the global

average, one half those of Eastern Europe and the former

Soviet Union, and one Fifth those of China. Global average

CO2 emissions per SGNP decline at an average annual rate

of 1.2% from 1990 to 2100. Regionally, the highest rate of

decline is in China where CO2 emissions per SGNP are

over four times higher than the global average in 1 990.

IS92b incorporates the stabilization goal for fossil

carbon dioxide emissions for the year 2000, proposed by

many OECD Member countries. If countries achieve these

commitments and sustain them through 2100 (which is

likely to require programmes beyond those already

planned) and the rest of the world does not adopt similar

measures, global emissions in 2025 of fossil carbon would

be 0.4 GtC lower than in the IS92a. This reduction

represents a reduction of 1 1% in emissions of CO2 from

the OECD from IS92a but only a 4% reduction of global

emissions. These results reflect the long-term contribution

of the economies of developing countries, the republics of

the former Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe to CO2
emissions.

A3,7 Halocarbons

Halocarbons, including chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). their

substitutes, and other compounds which deplete

stratospheric ozone, may have important implications for

climate change. Many of these compounds exert a much

more powerful direct radiative forcing than COi per

molecule. Recently, it has been discovered that the loss of

lower-stratospheric ozone can reduce the radiative forcing

of the troposphere/surface system, particularly at high

latitudes. Hence, ozone depleting molecules can have both

positive (direct) and negative (indirect) contributions to

radiative forcing. However, the net effect of such

halocarbons on globally averaged temperatures or, more

broadly, on climate is uncertain at present. As a result, the

comparisons of scenarios for these gases are summarized

using the kiloions (kt) of the compounds, not the index of

direct "Global Warming Potential" (GWP). as calculated

in Section A2 of this report.

An important event since the development of the

scenarios for the first IPCC assessment is the agreement to
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adjust and amend the Montreal Protocol in London in 1990

(the "London Amendments"). Most key nations have

either now signed the agreement or have pronounced the

intention to do so. In IS92a, 70% of the developing world

is assumed to ratify and comply with the London

Amendments. This percentage is based on the GNP of

countries that have signed and/or ratified as of December

1, 1991 (e.g., China has signed while India has not). We
further assume in IS92a that if most of the world develops

and uses CFC substitutes, then the need to trade in global

markets and "technology transfer" will lead to a gradual

phase-out of all CFC use (we assume gradually from 2025

to 2075) even without worldwide ratification. We have

also included the voluntary reductions ahead of schedule

achieved by many countries. IS92b assumes global

compliance with the Montreal Protocol.

The London Amendments contain a recommendation

ooly to use halocarfoon substitutes for a transition period.

There are no international agreements for eventually

phasing down the production of all substitute compounds.

Some substitutes may not deplete stratospheric ozone but

may still contribute to climate change. Therefore, in the

scenarios, we assume that the production of substitutes

would mimic the growth rate of the underlying controlled

compounds which they replace under the phase-out.

adjusted for market reductions due to non-chemical

substitution and increased use of recycling and other

emission control programmes. Accordingly, all of the cases

assume that the demand for CFCs grows by 2.5% annually

until 2050 then remains flat. HCFCs and MFCs are

assumed to replace approximately 21 to 42% (depending

on the scenario) of phased-out CFCs. Substitution is

weighted much more towards HCFCs than HFCs over the

long-term unless additional policy steps are taken.

This analysis includes seven cases of future emissions of

CFCs and their substitutes. Three of these cases are

incorporated into the IS92 Scenarios. The first two cases.

"Partial Compliance and High HCFC" and "Partial

Compliance and Reduced HCFC" portray a future where

only 70% of the developing world ratifies and complies

with the London Amendments. In these scenarios, CFC

production In the remaining 30% continue to grow until

2100. Also, the HCFC reductions in the US are not

incorporated. The third scenario, "Partial Compliance and

Technology Transfer", is incorporated into IPCC Scenarios

IS92a, c, and f. It assumes partial compliance with the

London Amendments but assumes that "technology

transfer" results in a full phase-out of production of CFCs

by 2075. It includes the phase-out of HCFCs in the US

required by the Clean Air Act. The fourth case, "Global

Compliance", is incorporated in IS92b and contains full

global ratification and compliance with the London

Amendments. The fifth case, "97 Phase-Out for Developed

Countries", accelerates the phase-out schedule for CFCs.
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1990 2010 2030 2050

Year

iHgurc \3S:

CFC-115.

Emission of chloronuorocarbons (CFCs) under a range of scenarios. Includes CFC- 1 1 . CFC- 1 2, CFC- 1 1 3. CFC- 1 14 and

3500

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100

Year

KEY:0CFC-11 »12 Q Omar CFCt ^ CO. []] MCF

III Halon 1211 & 1301 ^HCFCs Q HFO

Figure A3.6: Emission of halocarbons under IS92a. c and f. These assume only partial compliance with the London Amendments to

the Montreal Protocol but. through technical transfer to non-complying countries, a complete end to CFC production by AD 207S.

The sixth case. '•97 Phase-Out and HCFC Phase-Out" is

incorporated in IS92c and d and expands on the Tifth case

by incorporating a global phase-out of HCFCs. The

seventh case. "Faster Phase-Out - Global", accelerates the

phase-out of CFCs and HCFCs in developing countries.

For the calculations. US EPA's Integrated Assessment

Model for CFCs was used. Detailed results can be found in

the supporting document. Pepper ei al. (1992). In the

IS92a. emissions of CFCs. carbon tetrachloride, and

methyl chloroform decline rapidly through 2010 (see

Figures A3. 5 and A3. 6, "Partial Compliance and

Technology Transfer Case"). After 2010. these emissions

stabilize and ultimately decline to zero after 2075 as all the

world adopts the prominent technologies. Emissions of
 HCFCs and HFCs grow rapidly throughout the whole time

horizon in all cases, reflecting their roles as substitutes for

the CFCs and the postulation of no controls on their

emissions (except on HCFCs in the US). Its results

indicate that the composition of substitutes could have an

important impact on levels of radiative forcing.

If "technology transfer" to non-signatories of the

agi^eement were not to lead to a phase-out of CFCs, the

implications by 2100 could be substantial, leading to

emissions almost back up to the level estimated for 2000.
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The results for the emissions of CFCs are depicted, as an

example, in the "Partial Compliance and High HCFC case

in Figure A3J. In this case, after 2010, emissions of CFCs,

carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform stabilize and

then start to increase. This reflects growth from non-

signatories of the London Amendments.

IS92b assumes full ratification of and compliance with

the Lx>ndon Amendments. Emissions are nearly eliminated

much earlier ("London Amendments-Global Compliance")

than in IS92a. Moreover, recent data showing more

severe ozone depletion (WMO. 1992) could lead to a

more rapid phase-out of CFCs and halons, carbon

tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform ("97 Phase-Out for

Developed Countries"). Controls on the use of HCFCs are

also possible.

A3.8 Agriculture, Forests and Land Conversion

A3.8.1 Agriculture

Details of the estimation of greenhouse gases from

agricultural sources are available in Pepper ei al. (1992).

The distribution of the global emissions of non-CO^

greenhouse gases among different sources in the base year

has been taken from the assessment of the global budgets

reported in Section A I of this document. This distribution

is still poorly understood for most gases. In panicular,

emissions of CH4 from rice cultivation are highly
uncertain but lower than believed in IPCC (1990). Average
emission coefHcients of 38 grams per square metre per

year for land under rice cultivation have been selected for

all scenarios based on the CH4 emission budget of 60

teragrams (Tg). In lS92a and b. the emissions rise

gradually from 60Tg in 1990 to 88Tg by 2050. then

decline to 84Tg by 2 100. The scenarios assume continuing

advances in crop yields which average 0.5% annually over

the period. Consequently, the growth in emissions is

slower than growth in rice production, which more than

doubles.
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In IS92a and b, CH4 emissions from enteric fer-

mentation in domestic animals rise from 84Tg in 1990 to

close to 200Tg by 2100. This increase reflecu a rapid

increase in consumption of meat and dairy products and

assumes constant emissions per unit of production.
Emissions of CH4 from animal wastes have been added,

changing with the levels of meat and dairy production. If

meat production per animal were to increase, emissions

would be lower. Emissions from animal wastes increase

from 26Tg CH4 in 1990 to 62Tg CH4 by 2100. It is

uncertain whether this growth in the production of meat

and dairy products can actually be maintained, taking into

account possible land and feed constraints which are not

explicitly dealt with in these scenarios. Autonomous

developments that affect the emissions from enteric

fermentation or animal waste per unit of production, such

as those resulting from changed feeding panems, are not

hypothesized either. Both types of factors could change the

emission trends of these scenarios.

Emissions of N2O from fertilized soils in 1990 of 2.2

TgN have been selected as the starting budget, falling

within the range of uncertainty of 0.3 to 3.0 TgN reported

in Section A I . They increase in proportion to fertilizer use,

which more than doubles in IS92a and b. The impact of

changing fertilization practices and the dependency of N2O
emissions on local soil types, moisture, agricultural

practices, etc., has not been estimated.

A3.8.2 Forests and Land Conversion

Since SA90 was finalized, new data have become available

regarding both tropical deforestation rates and the average

content of carbon per hectare of above-ground vegetation.

Both are higher than the assumptions used in SA90. The

estimates of carbon in soils and fluxes of greenhouse gases

with changes in land uses remain as in SA90. Neither of

the possible effects on CO2 fluxes due to increased

fertilization or respiration, which may be associated with

higher CO2 atmospheric concentrations or temperature

Table A3.8: Assumptions used in deforestation cases.

Scenario Used In Biomass Content Rate of Deforesution

IS92a. b. & e
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increases, have been incorporated in this analysis.

To incorporate the new data and the uncertainties still

surrounding these parameters, eight cases of tropical forest

clearing and emissions of greenhouse gases were

developed. These eight cases include four cases which

were incorporated within the new IPCC Scenarios which

assume moderate assumptions of rates of tropical

deforestation (except IS92d which has a halt to defor-

estation) and biomass content of vegetation in these

forests. The eight cases also include four sensitivities

around the case incorporated in IS92a. The sensitivity

cases vary rates of deforestation, rates of establishment of

plantations, and assumptions concerning the biomass

content of the forests. Table A3.8 summarizes these cases

and their assumptions.

As lands convert from one use to another, greenhouse

gases can be released or taken up by vegetation and soils,

for example by the burning or regrowth of forests or the

tilling or amendment of soils. This analysis simulates and

tracks the changes of land parcels from one use to another

from 1975 to 2100, due to agricultural demand, burning,

plantations, etc., and calculates the associated greenhouse

gas emissions and uptake over time. As land is cleared,

sometimes more than once in the period of analysis, only

pan of the carbon stored in vegetation and soils is released

over an extended period of time. As regrowth occurs on

cleared land, carbon is sequestered. We calculate the net

balance of carbon from vegetation and soils of all lands

estimated to be tropical forests at any time from 1975

through 2100. Assumptions about rates of carbon loss or

absorption and other parameters used in this analysis, as

well as the case results, are detailed in Pepper et al. ( 1992).

The 1S92 Scenarios use the new FAO 1990 Tropical

Forest Assessment (FAO, 1991) and the 1988 update of

the 1980 Tropical Forest Assessment (FAO. 1988) for its

deforestation rates. The new assessment estimates that, on

average. 17 million hectares of tropical closed and open

forest were cleared annually from 1981 to 1990. The 1988

FAO Tropical Forest Assessment provided estimates of

clearing rates for the period 1976 to 1980. While questions

have been raised concerning the reliability of these data,

they are the best and most recent currently available for the

world.

We estimated a constant rate of change in clearing rates

over this period such that the average quantities of clearing

for 1976 to 1980 and for 1981 to 1990 match those

reported in the FAO 1988 and 1991 reports, respectively.

Moreover, this estimate is constrained so that forest areas

in 1980 equal the quantities given in the more complete
and detailed 1980 assessment. This results in calculated

clearing rales increasing from 13.2 million hectares in

1980 to 19.3 million hectares in 1990. After 1990.

deforestation rates increase in proportion to population, but

lagged twenty years and constrained by available forest

area in each country. In the "high deforestation" sensitivity

cases, these rates are increased by an additional 1% point

per year. In the "halt deforestation" sensitivity case and in

IS92d. we assume that rates of deforestation decline,

starting in 1990. The IPCC Greenhouse Gas Task Force

advised that it should be assumed that all forests not

legally protected, including areas which have been

classiTied as non-productive, can be subject to defor-

estation (IPCC. 1991c).

Forest clearing in lS92a, b, c, e, and f increases to 20 to

23.6 million hectares per year by 2025. depending on

population growth, and then declines. In lS92d. clearing

declines steadily after 1990 to 0.7 million hectares per year

by 2025. In the high deforestation sensitivity cases,

tropical forest clearing increases to 28.6 million hectares in

2025 before declining. In all sets of assumptions, available

forest resources within each country provide upper bounds

on future clearing. In the IS92a. 73% of all tropical forests

(1.4 billion hectares), are cleared by 2100. In the high

deforestation sensitivity case, this fraction increases to

91%. In IS92a, countries representing 43% of forest

clearing in 1980 have (or have nearly) exhausted their

forest resources by 2025. By 2050, this fraction increases

to 52%.

Other factors which vary in the sensitivity cases include

the fate of forest fallow, future rates of plantation

establishment, and the carbon stored in the aboveground

biomass. The high deforestation sensitivity cases include

another possible net source of carbon; permanent clearing

of forest fallow. These are areas of logged or abandoned

agricultural lands which are regenerating to forest. The

high deforestation sensitivity cases assume that up. to 10

million hectares of forest fallow are currently being
convened to permanent agriculture annually (Houghton.

1991) and that this clearing continues into the future until

almost all forest fallow is converted. In IS92a, the

establishment of plantations, which FAO (1988) estimates

as 1.3 million hectares annually between 1980 and 1985, is

assumed to continue with 1 18 million hectares added

between 1990 and 2100. The high deforestation sensitivity

cases assume that no new plantations are added after 1990.

Moderate estimates of carbon stored in the biomass are

from OECD (1991) which have been adapted from Brown

and Lugo (1984), Brown el al. (1989), and Brown (1991),

and have been estimated using wood volumes. The
Moderate biomass estimates are used for the IS92

Scenarios. The high biomass estimates, used in the

sensitivity analyses, increase the moderate estimates by the

percentage corrections cited in Houghton (1991) to reflect

uncertainties in measureinenl techniques and results from

other studies utilizing alternative (i.e.. destructive

sampling) approaches. Table A3.9 summarizes current

estimates of biomass contents and those used in all IS92

scenarios.
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Table A3.9: Carbon stored in tropicalforests (tons Clhectare).

89

Closed

B-leaf

.... IS92 a,b ^^^

Closed Open
Conif. B-leaf Crops

Carbon Stocks from Houghton (1991)

Earlier Estimate ^ Recent Estimate ^^

Moist Seasonal Closed Open
Forest Forest Forest Forest Crops

(D/V)t (D/V)t (U/L)^' (DA')t

Vegetation

Latin America 76

Asia 97

Africa 117

Soils 100

78
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esiation/High Biomass" shows the combined impact of

these alternative assumptions. The "Halt Deforestation/

High Plantations" sensitivity case illustrates the potential

for reducing emissions by quickly stopping forest clearing

and actively establishing plantations. In this case, forest

clearing is reduced starting in 1991 and eliminated by

2025. Up to 293 million hectares of plantations are

established by 2100.

A3.8J Resolution ofLand Assumptions

While these cases and sensitivities provide a plausible

range of emissions they do not address all of the

uncertainty. A key concern with these cases is consistency

of the assumptions about land uses among the different

sectors. Because the models and methodologies used for

the different sectors are not fully integrated with respect to

land use, this consistency is not automatically guaranteed.

With population doubling by 2100. improved nutrition in

the developing economies, and the agricultural land base

possibly degraded, the demand for additional land

conversion to produce crops especially in the developing

countries would be significant, even if sustained

productivity increases were achieved. Above, we already

noted the anticipated demand for land for livestock and

feed production, while the IS92a assumes over 190 EJ of

energy from commercial biofuels by 2100. of which 70%
would be in developing countries.

A review of current land uses, forest clearing, and

plantation assumptions suggests that the assumptions in the

new IPCC Scenarios are not inconsistent. FAO (1986)

reported that in 1984. 1.5 billion hectares were used for

arable land and permanent crops and 3.1 billion hectares

were used for permanent pasture leaving 4.1 billion

hectares of forest and woodlands. The moderate "defor-

estation case assumes that on average 1.6 billion hectares

of ut>pical forests will be cleared by 2100 while 0.1 billion

hectares of forest plantations will be established, roughly

Emissions Scenariosfor the IPCC: an Update A3

allowing for a doubling of the arable land base. Table

A3. 10 summarizes these statistics for Latin America.

Africa, and the Far East along with the IS92a assumptions

for these regions. Clearing of forest land in these tropical

regions matches well with the increase in population and

demand for food. The largest concern would be in Asia

where population densities are the highest and cleared

forest lands might not have the same productivity as

existing cropland, nor may the production be as

sustainable. Any reduction in deforestation would reduce

the potential land base and would have to be matched by

increased productivity on existing agricultural land. Other

anthropogenic influences on the terrestrial carbon cycle,

such as pollution, erosion, desertification, logging in

temperate and boreal zones and carbon sequestration in

managed forests, have not been taken into account in this

study because of the absence of quantitative information.

A3.9 Other Sectors and Gases

The 1992 Scenarios include emissions of additional gases

and emissions from additional sectors. Specifically,

emissions of N2O, CH4, CO, and NO^ from energy

combustion and production were developed using

assumptions about emission controls consistent with the

US Clean Air Act and the Protocols under the Convention

on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution. In the base

year's emission budget, our estimate of emissions of CO
from fossil fuels, by applying emission coefficients to fuel

use. falls below the low end of the range given in Section

A I of this report. Our estimate of emissions reflects the

latest data on energy consumption and emission

coefficients, but the CO budget discrepancies need to be

investigated further. Emissions of NjO from the

production of nitric and adipic acid have been included and

reflect scenario assumptions on nitrogen fertilizer

production and economic growth respectively. Emissions

Table A3.10: Land-use assumptions (10^ hectares).
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Table A3.11: Global emissions ofdirect greenhouse gases under lS92a.
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Table A3.12: Global emissions of indirect greenhouse gases under lS92a.
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energy use are based on a study performed by Spiro et al.

(1991) where emissions reflect average sulphur content of

the different fossil fuels and are adjusted for emission

control programmes. Emissions of all trace gases by gas

and sector are summarized in Tables A3. 1 1 and A3. 1 2.

All of the new IPCC Scenarios except for IS92d show

significant increases in emissions of CO. NO^j and SO^
even the assumed of adoption of some emission controls

on large stationary sources and mobile sources in the

developing countries. Emissions of these gases could be

significantly higher If we had not assumed significant

penetration of local pollution controls. For example, in

IS92a annual emissions of CO grow from 499 TgC in 1990

to 81 1 TgC by 2100 and annual emissions of NO^j grow

from 55 TgN in 1990 to 104 TgN by 2100. Without the

assumed pollution controls, annual emissions of CO and

NO^j would increase to 1049 TgN and 108 TgN,

respectively, by 2100.

A3. 10 Conclusions

This chapter presents a new set of IPCC greenhouse gas

emission scenarios. The purpose Is not to predict which

evolution of greenhouse gases is most probable among the

array of plausible alternatives. Rather, comparison of

alternatives may help policy-makers to consider the

directions in which future emissions may evolve in the

absence of new greenhouse gas reduction efforts, and the

types of change in important parameters which could or

would have to occur to significantly change future paths.

Commitments by individual governments or companies to

reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in response to the

global warming or other environmental issues could

significantly affect some of the individual emission'

sources. However, it is difficult to take these commitments

into account in global emission estimates.

Two of the Scenarios 'lS92a" and "lS92b" update the

original Scenario A from IPCC (1990) by incorporating

important information which has become available in 1990

and 1991. IS92a includes only those policies affecting

greenhouse gas emissions which are agreed internationally

or enacted into national laws (as of December 1991).

lS92b includes proposed greenhouse gas policies as well.

While some of the revisions to the assumptions used in

SA90 are significant, the results of IS92a and b are on

balance very similar to the original SA90. The other

scenarios provided in this chapter explore a broader range

of plausible assumptions than in SA90. and indicate that

the array of possible future trends in greenhouse gas

emissions spans an order of magnitude. That the different

futures within this range are not all equally probable has

not been systematically addressed in this analysis, but this

topic should be pursued. A more thorough explomiion of

the uncertainties in assumptions and relationships among

93

parameters could reveal more about the confidence

policymakers should have in such emission scenarios and

in the influence of their decisions on future emission paths.

Even with a wide range of possible greenhouse gas

scenarios, a number of conclusions can be drawn from the

analysis:

• CFC emissions are likely to be substantially lower

than previously estimated by the IPCC, especially if

technology transfer and world trade requirements

lead all countries to comply with the London

Amendments to the Montreal Protocol. However, die

future production and composition of CFC
substitutes could significantly affect the levels of

radiative forcing from haiocarbons.

• The commitments by many OECD Member
countries to achieve and maintain stabilization or

reduction of their COi emissions by the year 2000,

in absolute terms or per capita, could have an

important impact on their own emissions but a small

influence on global emissions by the year 2100. The

COt commitments may have the simultaneous effect

of reducing other greenhouse gases as well. Most of

the uncertainly over future growth in greenhouse gas

emissions Is likely to depend on how developing

countries. Eastern European countries, and republics

of the former Soviet Union choose to meet their

economic and social needs.

Population growth, robust economic growth,

plentiful fossil fuels al relatively low costs, and net

deforestation tend to push upward the trends in

greenhouse gas emissions', decreases in energy

required per unit of GNP. the economical availability

of renewable energy supplies, plantations of

biomass. the control of conventional air pollution,

and improvements in agricultural productivity lend

to diminish greenhouse gas emissions over the long-

term. Public attitudes and governmental policies may
have a strong influence on which of these variables

will dominate over the coming century.

• COi emissions from forest and land conversion are

higher than previous estimates, ranging from 1.1 GtC

to 2.3 GtC in 1990, because of higher recent

estimates of both deforestation rales and biomass in

forests in the tropics, as assessed by the FAO and

several recent studies, respectively.

• There Is no evidence to alter the main conclusions of

IPCC (1990) regarding COi emissions from fossil

fuels. While several factors could lead to both higher

or lower emissions, especially in the long-term, most

expen analyses suggest that these emissions could
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rise substantially over the coming century. IS92a and

b. which most resemble the SA90 in terms of

assumptions for key parameters, show a range of

emissions of 10.3 to 10.7 GtC in 2025. and 18.6 to

19.8 GtC in 2100. However, a broader range of

alternative assumptions is plausible. The range of

emissions estimated for the wider set of alternative

scenarios is 7 to 14 GtC in 2025 and 5 to 35 GtC in

2100.

Comparison with other studies of CO2 scenarios

indicates that the IS92a and b fall within the range of

other short-tenn (to 2025) scenarios, including those

of the World Energy Council, the International

Energy Agency, and the Commission of the

European Communities. By the year 2100, the IS92a

and b are below but not distant from all the other

long-term CO2 scenarios reported except one.

However, the range of alternative, new IS92

Scenarios encompasses virtually all the other

scenarios, with a spread of almost an order of

magnitude.

There remains an important need 10 improve the

estimates of greenhouse gas emissions in all sectors

(especially in the forest and agriculture sectors) as

well as of the underlying human-related variables

(such as rates of land clearing).
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Valuation of Ecosystems

Qll. On page 8 of your written testimony you state that "Initial estimates of the

total value of global ecosystem services suggest they could be in the trillions

of dollars annually."

Please document this statement.

All. Attached is a paper called "The value of the world's ecosystem services and

natural capital," by Robert Costanza, et al., which was published in Volume 387 of
Nature on May 15, 1997. This paper represents an innovative muitidisciplinary

approach to estimating the value of the services provided Ly ecological systems.
In it, the authors, who are ecologists and economists, estimate the current

economic value of 17 ecosystem services for 16 biomes to be in the range of $16-

54 trillion per year. Note that the authors state that "Because of the nature of the

uncertainties, this must be considered a minimum estimate."
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The value of the world's ecosystem
services and natural capital
Robert Costanza't, Ralph d'Arget, Rudolf de Groot^, Stephen Farbeiil, Monica Grassot, Bruce Hannon),
Karin IJmburg#°, Shahid Naeem", Robert V. O'Nellit-, Jose Paruelott, Robert G. Raskln^§, Paul Suttonllll

& Marjan van den 8eH55
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Maryland 206SS. USA

t Economics Departwent (emeritus). University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming S2070, USA
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The services ofecdogical systems and the natural capital stocks that producethem are crftical to the functioning ofthe

Earth's IHe-support system. They contribute to human welfare, l>oth directly and indirectly, and therefore represent

part ofthe total economic value ofthe planet. We have estimated the current economic value of 1 7 ecosystem services

for 16 blomes, based on published studies and a few original calculations. For the entire biosphere, the value (most of

which Is outside the marfcet) Is estimated to Im In tlie range of US$16-64 trillion <10") per year, with an average of

US$33 trillion per year. Because ofthe nature ofthe uncertainties, this must be considered a minimum estimate. Glolial

gross national product total is around US$18 trillion per year.

Because ecosystem services are not fully 'captured' in commercial

markets or adequately quantified in terms comparable with econ-

omic services and manufactured capital, they are often given too

little weight in policy decisions. This neglect may ultimately

compromise the sustainability of humans in the biosphere. The
economies of the Earth would grind to a halt without the services of

ecological life-support systems, so in one sense their total value to

the economy is infinite. However, it can be instructive to estimate

the 'incremental' or 'marginal' value of ecosystem services (the

estimated rate of change of value compared with changes in

ecosystem services from their current levels). There have been

many studies in the past few decades aimed at estimating the

value of a wide variety of ecosystem services. We have gathered

together this large (but scattered) amount of information and

present it here in a form useful for ecologists, economists, policy
makers and the gerenl pubhc. From tli-s ?rynthes'S, we hive

estimated values for ecosystem services per unit area by biome,
and tiien .T.akipiicu by tlie total arta oi each biuine and summed
over all services and biomes.

Although we acknowledge that there are many conceptual and

empirical problems inherent in producing such an estimate, we
think this exercise is essential in order to: ( 1 ) make the range of

potential values of the sernces of ecosystems more apparent; (2)

establish at least a first approximation of the relative magnitude of

global ecosystem services; (3) set up a framework for their further

analysis; (4) point out those areas most in need of additional

research; and (5) stimulate additional research and debate Most
of the probkmsand uncertainties we encountered indicate thai our

Pment aodmx Ocpsmnenl of Syema hccAagf, Unnvnity of SlocUiolin, S-I06 91 SlocVbolin.
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estimate represents a minimum value, which would probably
increase: (1) with additional effort in studying and valuing a

broader range of ecosystem services; (2) with the incorporation of

more realistic representations of ecosystem dynamics and inter-

dependence; and (3) as ecosystem services become more stressed

and 'scarce' in the future.

Ecosystem functions and ecosystem services

Ecosystem fiinaions refer variously to the habitat, biological or '

system properties or processes of ecosystems. Ecosystem goods !

(such as food) and services (such as waste assimilation) represent :

the benefits human populations derive, directly or indirectly, from  

ecosystem functions. For simplicity, we will refer to ecosystem I

goods and services together as ecosystem services. A large number j

of functions and services can be identified'"*. Reference 5 provides a I

recent, detailed compendium on descrbing, measi'ring and valuir^g

ecosystem services. For the purposes of this analysis we grouped !

ecos/ste.Ti scn-ices into 17 Tia^or categories. These groups are usted

in Table 1. We included only renewable ecosystem services, exclud-
j

ing non -renewable fuels and minerals and the atmosphere. Note
j

that ecosystem services and functions do not necessarily show a one-

to-one correspondence. In some cases a single ecosystem service is ,

the product of two or more ecosystem functions whereas in other
!

cases a single ecosystem function contributes to two or more I

ecosystem services. It is also important to emphasize the interde-
;

pendent nature of many ecosystem functions. For example, some of !

the net primary production in an ecosystem ends up as food, the

consumption of which generates respiratory products necessary for

primary production. Even though these functions and services are

interdependent, in many cases they can be added because they i

represent 'joint products' of the ecosystem, which support human I

NATtntEIVOL 387I1S MAY 1997
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welfare. To the extent possible, we have attempted to distinguish

joint and *'. 'dabie' products from products that would represent

'double counting' (because ihey represent different aspects of the

same service) if they were added. It is also important to recognize

that a minimum level of ecosystem 'infrastructure' is necessary m
order to allow production of the range of services shown in Table 1.

Several authors have stressed the importance of this "infrastruc ture'

of the ecosystem itself as a contributor to its total value*"'. This

component of the value is not included m the current analysis.

Natural capital and ecosystem services

In general, capital is considered to be a stock of materials or

information that exists at a point in time. Each form of capital

stock generates, either autonomously or in conjunction with ser-

vices from other capital stocks, a flow of services that may be used to

transfonn materials, or the spatial configuration of materials, to

enhance the welfare of humans. The human use of this flow of

services may or may not leave the original capital slock i 'act.

Capital stock takes different identifiable forms, most notably in

physical forms including natural capital, such as trees, minerals,

ecosystems, the atmosphere and so on; manufactured capital, such

as machines and buildings; and the human capital of physical
bodies. In addition, capital stocks can take intangible forms,

especially as information such as that stored in computers and in

individual human brains, as well as that stored in species and

ecosystems

Ecosystem services consist of flows of materials, energy, and

information from natural capital stocks which combine with

manufactured and human capital services to produce human
welfare. Although it is possible to imagine generating human
welfare without natural capital and ecosystem services in artificial

'space colonies', this possibility is too remote and unlikely to be of

12

IS

Table 1
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much current interest. In fact, one additional way to think about the

value of ecosystem services is to determine what it would cost to

replicate them in a technologically produced, artificial biosphere.

Experience with manned space missions and with Biosphere II m
Arizona indicates that this is an exceedingly complex and expensive

proposition. Biosphere 1 (the Earth) is a ver)' efficient, least-cost

provider of human life-support services.

Thus we can consider the general class of natural capital as

essential to human welfare. Zero natural capital implies zero

human welfare because it is not feasible to substitute, in total,

purely 'non-natural' capital for natural capital. Manufactured and

human capital require natural capital for their construction'. There-

fore, it is not very meaningful to ask the total value of natural capital

to human welfare, nor to ask the value of massive, particular forms

of natural capital. It is trivial to ask what is the value of th^

atmosphere to humankind, or what is the value of rocks and soil

infrastructure as support systems. Their vaiue is infinite in total.

However, it is meaningful to ask how changes in the quantity or

quality of various types of natural capital and ecosystem services

may have an impact on human welfare, Such changes include both

small changes at large scales and large changes at small scales. For

example, changing the gaseous composition of the global atmo-

sphere by a small amount may have large-scale climate change
effects that will affect the viability and welfare of global human

populations. Large changes at small scales include, for example,

dramatically changing local forest composition. These changes may
dramatically alter terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, having an

impact on the benefits and costs of local human activities. In

general, changes in particular forms of natural capital and ecosys-

tem services will alter the costs or benefits of maintaining human
welfare-

Valuation of ecosystoffn services

The issue of valuation is inseparable ft^om the choices and decisions

we have to make about ecological systems*^. Some argue that

valuation of ecosystems is either impossible or unwise, that we
cannot place a value on such 'intangibles' as human life, environ-

mental aesthetics, or long-term ecological benefits. But, in fact, we
do so every day. When we set construction standards for highways,

bridges and the like, we value human life (acknowledged or not)

because spending more money on construction would save lives.

Another frequent argument is that we should protect ecosystems for

purely moral or aesthetic reasons, and we do not need valuations of

ecosystems for this purpose. But there are equally compelling moral

arguments that may be in direct conflict with the moral argument to

protect ecosystems; for example, the moral argument that no one

should go hungry. Moral arguments translate the valuation and

decision problem into a different set of dimensions and a different

language of discourse*; one that, in our view, makes the problem of

valuation and choice more difficult and less explicit. But moral and

economic arguments are certainly not mutually exclusive. Both

discussions can and should go on in parallel.

So, although ecosy:>tem valuation is certainly difficult aiid fi aught
witl' uncertainties, one choice v/e do net have is whether or not to

do it. Rather, the decisions we make as a society about ecosystems

imply valuations (although not necessarily expressed in monetary
terms). We can choose to make these valuations explicit or not; we
can do them with an explicit acknowledgement of the huge
uncertainties involved or not; but as long as we are forced to

make choices, we are going through the process of valuation.

The exercise of valuing the services of natural capital 'at the

margin' consists of determining the differences that relatively small

changes in these services make to human welfare. Changes in quality

j

or quantity of ecosystem services have value in'^far as they either

change the benefits associated with human activities or change the

costs of those activities. These changes in benefits and costs either

have an impaa on human welfare through established markets or

through non-market activities. For example, coral reefs provide
habitats for fish. One aspec* of their value is to increase and

concentrate fish stocks. One effect of changes in coral reef quality

or quantity would be discernible in commercial fisheries markets, or

in recreational fisheries. But other aspects of the value of coral reefs,

such as recreational diving and biodiversity conservation, do not

show up completely in markets. Forests provide timber materials

through well established markets, but the associated habitat values

ot forests are also felt through unmarketed recreational activities.

The chains of effects from ecosystem services to human welfare can

range from extremely simple to exceedingly complex. Forests

l>rovide timber, but also hold soils and moisture, and create

microclimates, all of which contribute to human welfare in com-

plex, and generally non-marketed ways.

Valuation methods
Various methods have been used to estimate both the market and

non-market components of the value of ecosystem services'""". In

this analysis, we synthesized previous studies based on a wide

variety of methods, noting the limitations and assumptions under-

lying each.

Many of the valuation techniques used in the studies covered in

our synthesis are based, either directly or indirectly, on attempts to

estimate the 'willingness-to-pay' of individuals for ecosystem ser-

vices. For example, if ecological services provided a $50 increment

to the timber productivity of a forest, then the beneficiaries of this

service should be willing to pay up to $50 for it. In addition to

timber produaion, if the forest offered non-marketed, aesthetic,

existence, and conservation values of $70, those receiving this non-

market benefit should be willing to pay up to $70 for it. The total

Supptys marginal cost

Figure 1 Supply and demand curves, shovwing the definitions of cost, ne: 'ent and

consumer surplus for ncrmal goods (a) and some essential ecosystem services

(b). See text (or further explanation.

NATUREIVOL 3871 15 MAY 1997 265
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value of ecological services would be $120. but the contribution to

the moneyeconomy ofecologic-' services would be $50, the amount

that actually passes through markets. In this study we have tried to

estimate the total value of ecological services, regardless of whether

they are currently marketed.

Figure 1 shows some of these concepts diagrammalically. Figure

la shows conventional supply (marginal cost) and demand (mar-

ginal benefit) curves for a typical marketed good or service. The

value that would show up in gioss national product (GNP) is the

market price p times the quantity q, or the area pbtjc. There are three

other relevant areas represented on the diagram, however. The cost

ofproduction is the area under the supply curve, cbq. The 'producer

surplus' or 'net rent' for a resource is the area between the market

price and the supply curve, pbc. The 'consumer surplus' or the

amount of welfare the consumer receives over and above the price

paid in tlie market is the area between the demand curve and the

market price, abp. The total economic value of the resource is the

sum of the producer and consumer surplus (excluding the cost of

production), or the area abc on the diagram. Note that total

economic value can be greater or less than the price times quantity

estimates used in GNP.

Figure la refers to a human-made, substitutable good. Many
ecosystem services are only substitutable up to a point, and their

demand curves probably look more like Fig. lb. Here the demand

approaches infinity as the quantity available approaches zero (or

some minimum necessary level of services), and the consumer

surplus {as well as the total economic value) approaches infinity.

Demand curves for ecosystem services are very difficult, if not

impossible, to estimate in practice. In addition, to the extent that

ecosystem services cannot be increased or decreased by actions of

the economic system, their supply curves are more nearly vertical, as

shown in Fig. lb.

In this study we estimated the value per unit area of each

ecosystem service for each ecosystem type. To estimate this 'unit

value' we used (in order of preference) either: (1) the sum of

consumer and producer surplus; or (2) the net rent (or producer

surplus); or (3) price times quantity as a proxy for the economic

value of the service, assuming that the demand curve for ecosystem
services looks more like Fig. lb than Fig. la, and that therefore the

area pbqc is a conservative underestimate of the area abc We then

Rgure 2 Glooal map of the value of

ecosystem services. See Supplemen-

tary Inlormation and Table 2 (or dela'ls

multiplied the unit values times the surface area of each ecosystem
to arrive at global totals.

Ecosystem values, maricets and GNP
As we have noted, the value of many types of natural capital and

ecosystem services may not be easily traceable through well func-

tioning markets, or may not show up in markets at all. For example,
the aesthetic enhancement of a forest may alter recreational expen-
ditures at that site, but this change in expenditure bears no necessary

relation to the value of the enhancement. Recreationists may value

the improvement at $100. but transfer only $20 in spending from

other recreational areas to the improved site. Enhanced wetlands

quality may improve waste treatment, saving on potential treatment

costs. For example, tertiary treatment by wetlands may save $100 in

alternative treatment. Existing treatment may cost only $J0. The

treatment cost savings does not show up in any market. There is very

little relation between the value of services and observable current

spending behaviour in many cases.

There is also no necessary relationship between the valuation of

natural capital service flows, even on the margin, and aggregate

spending, or GNP, in the economy This is true even if all capital

service flows had an impact on well functioning markets. A large

part of the contributions to human welfare by ecosystem services are

of a purely public goods nature. They accrue directly to humans

without passing through the money economy at all. In many cases

people are not even aware of them. Examples include clean air and

water, soil formation, climate regulation, waste treatment, aesthetic

values and good health, as mentioned above.

Global land use and land cover
In order to estimate the total value of ecosystem services, we needed

estimates of the total global extent of the ecosystems themselves. We
devised an aggregated classification scheme with 16 primary cate-

gories as shown in Table 2 to represent current global land use. The

major division is between marine and terrestrial systems. Marine

was further subdivided into open ocean and coastal, which itself

includes estuaries, seagrass/algae beds, coral reefs, and shelfsystems.

Terrestrial systems were broken down into two types of forest

(tropical and temperate/boreal), grasslands/rangelands, wetlands,

lakes/rivers, desert, tundra, ice/rock, cropland, and urban. Primary

^^.
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data were from ref. 17 as summarized in ref. 4 with additional

information from a number of sources'" "^ We also used data from

ref. 23, as a cross-check on the terrestrial estimates and refs 24 and

25 as a check on the marine estimates. The 32 iandcover types of ref.

17 wererecategorizedforTable2and Fig. 2. The major assumptions
were: (1) chaparral and steppe were considered rangeland and

combined with grasslands; and (2) a variety of tropical forest and

woodland types were combined into 'tropical forests'.

Synthesis
We conducted a thorough literature review and .synthesized the

information, along with a few original calculations, during a one-

week intensive workshop at the new National Center for Ecological

Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS) at the University of California at

Santa Barbara. Supplementary Information lists the primary results

for each ecosystem ser^'ice and biome. Supplementary Information

includes all the estimates we could identify from the literature (from

over 100 studies), their valuation methods, location and staled

value. We converted each estimate into 1994 US$ ha
"

'

yr
"

'

using
the USA consumer price index and other conversion factors as

needed. These are listed in the notes to the Supplementary Informa-

tion. For some estimates we also converted the service estimate into

US$ equivalents using the ratio ofpurchasing power GNP per capita

for the country of origin to that of the USA. This was intended to

adjust for income effects. Where possible the estimates are stated as

a range, based on the high and low values found in the literature,

and an average value, with annotated comments as to methods and

assumptions. We also included in the Supplementary Information

some estimates from the literature on 'total ecosystem value', mainly

using energy analysis techniques'". We did not include these

estimates in any of the totals or averages given below, but only for

comparison with the totals from the other techruques. Interestingly,

these different methods showed fairly close agreement in the final

results.

Each biome and each ecosystem service had its special considera-

tions. Detailed notes explaining each biome and each entry in

Supplementary Information are given in notes following the table.

More detailed descriptions ofsome of the ecosystems, their services,

and general valuation issues can be found in ref. 5. Below we briefly

discuss some general considerations that apply across the board.

Soui^ces of error, limitations and caveats
Our attempt to estimate the total current economic value of

ecosystem services is limited for a number of reasons, including:

{ 1 ) Although we have attempted to include as much as possible, our

estimate leaves out many categories of services, which have not yet

been adequately studied for many ecosystems. In addition, we could

identify no valuation studies for some major biomes (desert,

tundra, ice/rock, and cropland). As more and better information

becomes available we expect the total estimated value to increase.

(2) Current prices, which form the basis (either directly or indir-

ectly) ofmany of the valuation estimates, are distorted for a number
of reasons, iiiclud^ng ti.e faci tnai th'-y exclude the value ol

ecosystem scr^/ices, household labour and the iLiformal economy.
In addition to this, there are differences beiween total value,

consumer surplus, net rent (or producer surplus) and p X
ij,

all of

which are used to estimate unit values (see Fig. 1).

(3) In many cases the values are based on the current willingness-to-

pay of individuals for ecosystem services, even though these

individuals may be ill-informed and their preferences may not

adequately incorporate social fairness, ecological sustainability

and other important goals'*. In other words, if we actually lived in

a world that was ecologically sustamable, socially fair and where

everyone had perfect knowledge of their connection to ecosystem
services, both market prices and surveys of willingness -to-pay
would yield very different results than they currently do, and the

value of ecosystem services would probably increase.

(4) In calculating the current value, we generally assumed that the

demand and supply curves look something I'V-e Fig. la. In reality,

supply curves for many ecosystem services are more nearly inelastic

vertical lines, and the demand curves probably look more like Fig.

lb, approaching infinil/ as quantity goes to zero. Thus the con-

sumer and producer surplus and thereby the total value of ecosys-
tem services would also approach infinity.

(5) The valuation approach taken here assumes that there are no

sharp ihi csholds, discontinuities or irreversibilities in the ecosystem

response functions. This is almost certainly not the case. Therefore

this valuation yields an underestimate of the total value.

(6) Extrapolation from point estimates to global totals introduces

error. In general, we estimated unit area values for the ecosystem
services (in $ha"'yT"') and then multiplied by ilic total area of

each biome. This can only be considered a crude first approximation
and can introduce errors depending on the type ofecosystem service

and its spatial heterogeneity.

(7) To avoid double counting, a general equilibrium framework that

could directly incorporate the interdependence between ecosystem
functions and services would be preferred to the partial equilibrium

framework used in this study (see below).

(8) Values for individual ecosystem functions should be based on

sustainable use levels, taking account of both the carrying capacity

for individual functions (such as food-produaion or waste recy-

cling) and the combined effect of simultaneous use of more

hmctions. Ecosystems should be able to provide all the functions

listed in Table 1 simultaneously and indefinitely. This is certainly

not the case for some current ecosystem services because of overuse

at existing prices.

(9) We have not incorporated the 'infrastructure' value of ecosys-

tems, as noted above, leading to an underestimation of the total

value.

(10) Inter-country comparisons ofvaluation are affected by income

differences. We attempted to address this in some cases using the

relative purchasing power GNP per capita of the country relative to

the USA, but this is a very crude way to make the correction.

( i 1 ) In general, we have used annual flow values and have avoided

many of the difficult issues involved with discounting ftature flow

values to arrive at a net present value of the capital stock. But a few

estimates in the literature were stated as stock values, and it was

necessary to assume a discount rate (we used 5%) in order to

convert them into annual flows.

(12) Our estimate is based on a static 'snapshot' ofwhat is, in fact, a

complex, dynamic system. We have assumed a static and 'partial

equilibrium' model in the sense that the value of each service is

derived independently and added. This ignores the complex inter-

dependencies between the services. The estimate could also change

drastically as the system moved through critical non-Unearities or

thresholds. Although it is possible to build 'general equilibrium'
models in which the value of all ecosystem services are derived

simultaneously with all other values, and to build dynamic models

that can incorporate non-linearities and thresholds, these models

have rarely been attempted at the scale we are discussing. They

represent 'he next logical step in d'\riv:ng bctTCr estimates of the

value of ecosystem services.

We have tried to expose these various sources ot uncertainty

wherever possible in Supplementary Information and its support-

ing notes, and state the range of relevant values. In spite of the

limitations noted above, we believe it is very useful to synthesize

existing valuation estimates, if only to determine a crude, initial

magnitude. In general, because of the nature of the limitations

noted, we expect our current estimate to represent a minimum
value for ecosystem services.

Total global value of ecosystem services

Table 2 is a summary of the results of our synthesis. It lists each of

the major biomes along with their current estimated global surface '
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area, the average (on a per hectare basis) ot the estimated values of

the 17 ecosystem services we have identi6ed from Supplementary
Information, and the total value of ecosystem services by biome, by
service type and for the entire biosphere.

We estimated that at the current margin, ecosystems proWde at

least US$33 trillion dollars worth of services annually. The majority

of the value of services we could identify is currently outside the

market system, in services such as ga^ regulation (US$1.3

trillion jT"'), disturbance regulation (US$1.8 trillion yr
"'

), waste

treatment (l'S$2.3 trillion yr
''

) and nutrient cycling (US$17
trillion yr

~
'

)• About 63% of the estimated value is contributed by
marine .'^tems (USI20.9 trillion yr

"

'). Most of this comes from

coastal systems (US$10.6 trillion yr
"

'

). About 38% of the estimated

value comes from terrestrial systems, mainly from forests (US$4.7

trillion yr
"

'

) and wetlands (US$4.9 trillion yr
"

'

).

We estimated a range of values whenever possible for each entiy
in Supplementary Information. Table 2 reports only the average
values. Had we used the low end of the range iii Supplemenlar>'

Information, the global total would have been around US$19
trillion. If we eliminate nutrient cycling, which is the largest single

service, estimated at US$17 trillion, the total annua! value would be

around US$16 trillion. Had we used the high end for all estimates,

along with estimating the value ofdesert, tundra and ice/rock as the

average value of rangelands, the estimate would be aiound US$54
trillion. So the total range of annual values we estimated were from

US$16-S54 trillion. This is not a huge range, but other sources of

uncertainty listed above are much more critical. It is important to

emphasize, however, that despite the many uncertainties included in

this estimate, it is almost certainly an underestimate for several

reasons, as listed above.

There have been very few previous attempts to estimate the total

global value of ecosystem services with which to compare these

results. We identified two, based on completely different methods

and assumptions, both from each other and from the methods used

in this study. They thus provide an interesting check.

One was an early attempt at a static general equilibrium input-

output model of the globe, including both ecological and economic

processes and commodities^"'. This model divided the globe in to 9

commodities or product groups and 9 processes, two of which were

'economic' (urban and agriculture) and 7 ofwhich were 'ecological',

including both tenrestrial and marine systems. Data were from

about 1970. Although this was a very aggregated breakdown and
the data was of only moderate quaUty, the model produced a set of

'shadow prices' and 'shadow values' for all the flows between

processes, as well as the net outputs from the system, which could

be used to derive an estimate ofthe total value ofecosystem services.

The input—output format is far superior to the partial equilibrium
format we used in this study for differentiating gross from net flows

and avoiding double counting. Tlie results yielded a total value of

the net output of the 7 global ecosystem processes equal to tlie

equivalent of US$9.4 trillion in 1972. Converted to 1994 US$ this is

about $34 trillion, surprisingly close to our current average esti-

mate. This estiinate broke down in;.) US$1 19 trClion (or 35V()
from terrertrial ecosystem processes and US$22.I trillion (or 65%)
from marine processes, also very close to our current estimate.

World GNP in 1970 was about $14.3 trillion (in 1994 US$),

indicating a ratio of total ecosystem services to GNP of about 2.4

to 1. The current estimate has a corresponding ratio of 1.8 to 1.

A more recent study" estimated a 'maximum sustainable surplus'
value ofecosystem services by considering ecosystem services as one

input to an aggregate global production function along with labour

and manufactured capital. "Their estimates ranged from US$3.4 to

US$17.6 trillionyr"', depending on various assumptions. This

approach assumed that the total value of ecosystem services is

limited to that which has an impact on marketed value, cither

directly or indirectly, and thus cannot exceed the total world GNPof
about US$18 trillion. But, as we have pointed out, only a fraction of

ecosystem services affects private goods traded in existing markets,

which would be included in measures such as GNP. This is a subset

of the servicL-i we estimated, so we would expect this estimate to

undervalue total ecosystem services.

The results of both of these studies indicate, however, that our

current estimate is at least in approximately the same range. As we
have noted, there are many limitations to both the current and

these two previous studies. They are all only static snapshots of

a biosphere that is a complex, dynamic system. The obvious next

steps mclude building regional and global models of the linked

ecological economic system aimed at a better understanding of

both the complex dynamics of physical/biological processes and

the value of these processes to human well-being"'". But we do not

have to wait for the results of these models to draw the following

conclusions.

Discussion
What this study makes abundantly clear is that ecosystem services

provide an important portion of the total contribution to human
welfare on this planet. We must begin to give the natural capital

stock that produces these services adequate weight in the decision-

making process, otherwise current and continued friture human
welfare may drastically suffer. We estimate in this study that the

annual value of these services is US$I6-54 trillion, with an

estimated average of US$33 trillion. The real value is almost

certainly much larger, even at the current margin. US$33 trillion

is 1.8 times the current global GNP. One way to look at this

comparison is that if one were to try to replace the services of

ecosystems at the current margin, one would need to increase global

GNP by at least US$33 trillion, partly to cover services already

captured in.existing GNP and partly to cover services that are not

currently captured in GNP. This impossible task would lead to no
increase in wel&re because we would only be replacing existing

services, and it ignores the fact that many ecosystem services are

literally irreplaceable.

Ifecosystem services were actually paid for, in terms of their value

contribution to the global economy, the global price system would

be very different from what it is today. "The price of commodities

using ecosystem services directly or indirectly would be much

greater. The structure of factor payments, including wages, interest

rates and profits would change dramatically. World GNP would be

very different in both magnitude and composition if it adequately

incorporated the value of ecosystem services. One practical use of

the estimates we have developed is to help modify systems of

national accoimting to better reflect the value of ecosystem services

and natural capital. Initial attempts to do this paint a very different

picture of our current level of economic welfare thaji conventional

GNP, some indicating a leveUing of welfare since about 1970 while

GNP has continued to increase""'^, A second important use ofthese

estimates is for project appraisal, where ecosystem services lost must

be weighed against the benefits of a specific project*. Because

ecosystem services are largely outside the market and uncertain,

th.-) ait loo often igrjored or undervalued, leading to the error of

constructing projects whose social costs far outweight their benefits.

As natural capital and ecosystem services become more stressed

and more 'scarce' in the future, we can oijy expect their value to

increase. If significant, irreversible thresholds are passed for irre-

placeable ecosystem services, their value may quickly jump to

infinity. Given the huge uncertainties involved, we may never

have a very precise estimate of the value of ecosystem services.

Nevertheless, even the crude initial estimate we have been able to

a^emble is a useful starting pomt (we stress again that it is only a

starting point). It demonstrates the need for much additional

research and it also indicates the specific areas that are most in

need ofadditional study. It also highlights the relative importance of

ecosystem services and the potential impact on our welfare of

continuing to squander them. D
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Objective of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

Q12. As you note on page 8 of your testimony, the Article 2 of the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change states that "The ultimate

objective of this Convention ... is to achieve . . . stabilization of greenhouse

gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous

anthropogenic interference with the climate system."

Q12.1 How is this level to be determined?

A12.1. There is no prescribed method for determining the stabilization level of

greenhouse gas concentrations that would avoid dangerous "anthropogenic

interference with the climate system." However, it is clear that research and

scientific information must inform our efforts to establish a stabilization

target, but they alone cannot determine what levels would be "dangerous."

Your question does not cite several additional points in Article 2, which

state that stabilization should be achieved within a timeframe that allows

ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change and ensures that food

production is not threatened. Both points emphasize the importance of the

rate of change, as well as the ultimate concentration of greenhouse gases.

If temperature changes too quickly, we may lose the ability to cope or

adapt. Concerns about rate of change make early action more important.

Subjective judgments must also be made by society regarding what

attributes of the current climate are most important to preserve, and what

levels of risk society is willing to take. These collective value judgments
must be reached in our country through open political debate and

discussion.

Once these attributes have been identified, scientific information must play

a critical role by objectively describing the ways in which different

concentrations of greenhouse gases, and hence different rates and

magnitudes of climate change, would affect the values that have been

collectively agreed are important to protect. To some degree, science can

describe and quantify the ways in which many environmental systems (e.g.,

forests, grasslands, mountain ecosystems, and wetlands) and

socioeconomic sectors (e.g., agriculture, water resources, insurance/

financial services, and human health) will be affected when exposed to

different rates and magnitudes of climate change. Perhaps we can also

identify thresholds of climate change, which if exceeded, would disrupt

environmental systems and render them unable to provide needed

environmental goods and services. This scientific information is critical to

determining whether the climate change associated with different

stabilization levels would protect or disrupt valued environmental systems.
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Given the long time scales involved in reversing damage ~ decades to

centuries ~ the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) clearly

and, in my view, appropriately, notes that taking precautions is important,

because some of the consequences we face are irreversible. Article 3 of the

FCCC states that:

"The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or

minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects.

Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full

scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such

measures, taking into account that policies and measures to deal with

climate change should be cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at

the lowest possible cost."

Different countries cleariy have identified different stabilization levels,

which, according to their own criteria, meet the objectives of the FCCC.

This leads to the need for international negotiations to establish agreement

on a common greenhouse gas level that should not be exceeded. Clearly,

such international negotiation is a political process, and its outcome cannot

be determined through a scientific research, although again, scientific

research and information are a critical component of the process.

Q12.2 What is the scientific justification for setting greenhouse-gas
stabilization at this level?

A12.2 As stated above, research and scientific information are a central

component of the process of determining what the appropriate stabilization

level should be. We have not yet determined a long-term stabilization

target. We will take the precautions described in the FCCC into account

when considering such a target.

Q12.3 How is the phrase "dangerous anthropogenic interference with the

climate system" defined?

A12.3 There is no internationally agreed definition of "dangerous anthropogenic

interference with the climate system." The FCCC does not itself define

"dangerous anthropogenic interference," nor does it specify a level of

greenhouse gas concentrations that would avoid such interference. The

FCCC does spell out a timeframe in which an acceptable level should be

reached. The objective of the FCCC (Article 2) states that "Such a level

should be achieved within a timeframe sufficient to allow ecosystems to

adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food production is not

threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable

manner."
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Q12.4 Will any of the emission reduction proposals currently under

consideration achieve this goal of stabilization?

A 12.4 The emissions reduction targets in the Kyoto Protocol will not, alone,

achieve the goal of stabilization of the atmosphere, but the Kyoto Protocol

constitutes an important first step in the process of beginning to reduce the

growth in emissions by signaling to decision-makers in the private and

public sectors the need to increase energy efficiency and shift to low carbon

energy forms. Without these early steps, eventual reductions may be both

more difficult and expensive to attain, as enterprises will continue to invest

in inefficient capital equipment that will then need to be retired prematurely

to meet future emissions reductions targets. Indeed, with unrestrained

growth in emissions over the next decades, it will be impossible to reach

low stabilization targets in the future, should these be determined to be

necessary. And, of course, meeting a low stabilization target will require

the meaningful participation of developing countries.

Impacts on Global Agricultural Activity

Q13. On page 9 of your written testimony you state that "a series of projections
that includes carbon dioxide increases, temperature change, and

precipitation changes now indicate that while there might be no "net" effect

on global agricultural productivity, significant regional dislocations are

expected, with the poorest countries experiencing the greatest losses."

Please document this statement.

A13. In a 1995 document entitled As Climate Changes: International Impacts and

Implications, Cynthia Rosenzweig, Martin Parry, and Gunther Fisher reported on a

study by 18 agricultural scientists that estimated the potential change in crop yield

under three different climate change scenarios. The crops modeled were wheat,

rice, and maize, which together account for 85 percent of world cereal exports,

and soybean, which accounts for about 67 percent of world trade in protein cake

equivalent. The key findings of this study were that:

• "Assuming a minor level of farm-level adaptation (e.g., minor shifts in planting

dates and minor changes in crop variety), the net effect of climate change
would be to reduce global cereal production by up to 5 percent. This modest

reduction could be largely overcome by more major forms of adaptation, such

as the installation of irrigation.

• Climate change would increase the disparities between developed and

developing countries. Production in the developed world may well benefit

from climate change, whereas production in developing nations may decline.

Adaptation at the farm level would do little to reduce the disparities, with the

developing world suffering the losses.
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• Cereal prices and thus the population at risk of hunger in developing countries

could increase despite adaptation. Even a high level of farmer adaptation in

the agricultural sector would not entirely prevent such adverse effects."

A copy of the chapter (Chapter 2) in which these study results were reported is

attached.

In addition. Chapter 13 of the IPCC document Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts,

Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses

reports that crop yield and productivity changes will vary considerably across

regions. Lower latitude and lower income countries will be more negatively

affected. Low income populations depending on isolated agricultural systems,

particularly dryland systems in semi-arid and arid regions, are particularly

vulnerable to hunger and severe hardship. A copy of this chapter of the document

is attached.
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2 World Food Supply

CYNTHIA ROSENZWEIG
Cdtumhiu UnivcrsitY and GoM.irJ Insuv.iw for Spiitr Slii'lii's

MARTIN L. PARRY
Univer.sily College London

GONTHER FISCHER
Inlcinalional InsliUile for Applied Systems Analysis

SUMMARY

Global assessment

THE ESTIMATION OF POTENTIAL CHANGE IN

CROP YIELD

Agricullural scicnlisls in 18 countries estimated potential

chanj'es in national grain crop yields using compatible crop

models and consistent climate change scenarios. The crops

modeled were wheat, rice, maize, and soybean. Wheat, rice,

and maize account for approximately 85 percent of world

cereal exports; soybean accounts for about 67 percent of

world trade in protem cake equivalent. The direct eflfects of

carbon dioxide level on crop yields were taken into account.

Site-specific estimates of yield changes were aggregated to

national levels for the modeled crops. These national crop

yield changes were then extrapolated to provide yield change

estimates for other countries and other crops.

THE ESTIMATION OF WORLD FOOD TRADE
RESPONSES
The national grain crop yield estimates from the climate

change scenarios were used as mputs for a world food trade

model, the Basic Linked System (BLS). Outputs from simu-

lations by the BLS provided estimates of changes in cereal

production, food prices, and the number of people at risk of

hunger. The assessment of the implications of climate change

on world food supply took the following into account:

The uncertainly ahoul the level of climate change expected

The effects of three climate change scenarios were tested

using climate conditions predicted for doubled levels of

atmospheric carbon dioxide by three general circulation

models: the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), the

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), and the

UK Meteorological Office (UKMO) models (see Box 2 for

analysis of a scenario with lesser warming).

Pi/fereni adaptive responses

Two levels of farmer adaptation were considered, ba.sed on

different assumptions about shifts in crop planting dates,

changes in crop variety, level of irrigation, and fcrtili/cr

application.

The uncertainly about future trade policy and levels of

economic and population growth

Alternative pathways of development including partial and

full trade liberalization, low and moderate economic growth,

and low and medium population growth were considered in

the presence and absence of climate change.

Key findings of global assessment

CLIMATE CHANGE WITH CONTINUATION OF
CURRENTTRENDS
When the three projections of climate change were imposed

on the world food system up to the year 2C60, given a

continuation of current trends in economic growth rales,

partial trade liberalization, and medium population growth

rates, it was estimated that:

• Assuming a minor level of farm-level adaptation {e.g.,

minor shifts in planting dales and minor changes in crop

variety), the net effect of climate change would be to reduce

global cereal production by up to 5 percent. This modest

global reduction could be largely overcome by more major

forms of adaptation, such as the installation of irrigation.

• Climate change would increase the disparities in cereal

production between developed and developing countries.

27

57-716 99-8
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Production in the developed world may well benefit from the nations of the world to take measures to slow the growth
climate change, whereas production in developing nations of 'hp human populntion. Th; 'aUer step would aKo De

may decline Adaptation ai the farm level would do little to consistent with efforts to slow emi'^sions of greenhouse pases.
reduce the disparities, -vith ;hc developing uorld srfTeiing

the losses.

• Cereal prices and thus the population at risk of hunger in

developing countries could increase despite adaptation.

Even a high level of farmer adaptation in the agricultural

sector would not entirely prevent such adverse effects.

CLIMATE CHANGE WITH ALTERNATIVE
ASSUMPTIONS
When alternative assumptions

-
lowering of trade barriers,

low economic growth, and low population growth
- were

tested in the absence and the presence of climate change, the

following projections were made.

In the absence of climate change:

• Full trade liberalization and low population growth would

have a beneficial effect in reducing the population at risk of

hunger, as compared to the reference case (partial trade

liberalization and medium population growth), whereas

low economic growth would increase the number of people

at risk of hunger.

• The greatest benefits would accrue from following a low

population growth pathway into the future.

In the presence of climate change:

•
'

The beneficial effects of lull trade liberalization and low

population growth would be equal to or (in the case of

population,,Mgnificantly) greater than the adverse effects of

climate change. Therefore, there may be much to be gained

from altering the conditions of trade and development as a

strategy for addressing the climate change issue

• Cereal production would decrease, particularly in the de-

veloping world, while prices and populalion at risk o\

hunger would increase due to climate change. The alternate

assumptions of trade liberalization, economic develop-

ment, and population growth made lillle dilVerencc uiih

respect to the geopolitical pallcrns of relative ellecis ol

climate change

• The magnitude of adverse clinuUe impacts would be llic

least, however, under the conditions of low population

growth. Low population growth would miMimize the popu-

lation at risk of hunger both in the presence and absenec of

climate change.

Overall, the study suggests that the worst situation would

arise from a scenario of severe climate change, low economic

growth, and little faini-level adaptation. In order to mini-

mize possible adverse consequences priKiuclion losses.

food price increases, and people at risk of hunger the way

forward is to encourage the agricultural sector locontii.iie to

develop crop breeding and management programs for heat

and drought conditions (which would be useful even todav in

improving productivity in marginal environments), and for

the source of the problem, and thus the rate and eventual

magnitude of global climate change.

INTRODUCTION

In the coming decades, global agriculture faces 'he prospect

of a changing climate (IPCC, I99()a, 1992), as well as the

known challenge of feeding a world population that is

projected to double its present level of 5 billion by about the

year 2060 (International Bank for Reconstruction and Deve-

lopment World Bank, 1 990V The prospective climate change

is global wanning (with as.sociated changes in hydrological

regimes and other climatic variables) induced by the increas-

ing concentration of radiatively active greenhouse gases

(IPCC. 1990a. 1992). Climate change could have far-reach-

ing effects on patterns of trade among nations, development,

and food security. To help prepare for this uncertain but

challenging future, this study examined the potential effects

of climate change on crop yields, world food supply, and

regions vulnerable to food deficits (see Box I ).

Despite such technological advances as improved crop

varieties and irrigation systems, weather and climate are still

key factors in agricultural productivity. For example, weak

monsoon rains in 1987 caused large shortfalls m crop pro-

duction in India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan, contributing to

reversion to wheat importation by India and Pakistan

(World Food Institute, 1988). The 1980s also saw the con-

tinuing deterioration of food production in Africa, caused in

part by persistent drought and low production potential, and

international relief efforts to prevent widespread famine.

Moreover, the etfects of climate on agriculture m individual

countries cannot be considered in isolation Agricultural

trade has grown dramatically in recent decades and now

provides significant increments of national food supplies to

major importing nations and substantial income for major

exporting nations (Table 1), These examples emphasize the

close links between agriculture and climate, the international

nature of food trade and food security, and the need to

consider the impacts of climate change in a global context

Recent research has focused on regional and national

assessments of the potential etfects of climate change on

agriculture. These clforts have, for the most part, treated

each region or nation in isolation, wilhoul considering the

effects of changes in production in other places At the same

time, there has been a growing emphasis on understanding

the interactions of climatic, environmental, and social

factors in a wider context (Parry. 1990). leading to more

integrated assessments in national agricultural imp.icl
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BOX 1. UNDERSTANDING
VULNERABILITY TO HUNGER: HOW
GREAT IS THE THREAT OF CLIMATE
CHANGE?

Table A-1 Vulneralilc Liyclihoixl Crimps in Zlnihubwe.

1991

Vulnerability lo hunger is ihc prospccl thai the hierarchy of

systems that provide an individual with c;iough food to meet

his/her requirements for an active and healthy life may fail In

contrast lo the iinmense driving forces of global change
-

population change, economic growth, trade liberalization,

democratization -
hunger is intimately connected with the

local nuances of human ecology, exchange entitlement and

political economy The threat ofclimate change to individual

vulnerability depends on household characteristics (for

example, too little labor for both timely planting and ofT-

farm employment). siKio-economic class (for example,

access to wealth), regional production systems (with varying

sensitivity to climatic perturbations), and national activities

(for example, that acquire and allocate food aid).

While global trends in nutrition and production arc well-

documented, information on vulnerability is less systematic.

Projections into the future arc equally uncertain, often

depending on critical assumptions, such as the desired meta-

bolic rate, distribution of income, or nature of governance

(and Ihc absence of civil strife). Given the local scale of

hunger, the dilticulty of compiling systematic databases for

future projections, and the great potential for surprise in both

natural and social systems, a useful approach is to look at

climate change as a future risk lo present vulnerability. This

focus naturally complements research based on scenarios

and projections of food systems using integrated or linked

models Research in progress in Zimbabwe aims to define the

present and future social space of vulnerability.

Surveys of food security in Zimbabwe delineate livelihood

groups that are presently vulnerable to food insecurity
-

urban (unemployed, informal workers) and rural (communal

farmers, landless farm workers/unemployed) (Table A-l).

While the definition of \ulncrablc groups is robust and

widely accepted, reference points for enumerating the extent

of vulnerability, food insecurity, poverty, and malnutrition

differ ir lime, region, and measurement. However, a reason-

able estimate of the nature and extent of vulnerability in

Zimbabwe emerges

Some 6 percent of the total population are vulnerable to

food insecurity in urban areas, comprised of the unemployed

and households headed by informal workers. Among these
'

1 25.000 households, some 10 percent are headed by divorced,

separated, or widowed women - a particularly vulnerable

group with low employment, restricted social relations, and

high numbers of dependents.

Most of the vulnerable are in rural areas. Agricultural land

use in Zimbabwe spans a range from the productive specia-

lized, intensive farming regions of central to eastern Zim-

babwe (zones I and II), to the lowland, extensive farming

Group Number of

Food-Insecure Percent of

Households" Population

72.000
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(a) Zimbabwe: atmospheric water balance (Nov-Mar), mm

1000 to -800  
-800 to -400 I
-400 to S

Olo +100C E3

(b) Zimbabwe: atmospheric water balance (Nov-Mar), +2°C, mm

-1000 to -800H
- 800 to - 400 H
-400 lo

Oto + l(M)0

Figure A-l Seasonal atmospheric water balance in Zimbabwe, precipitation potential evaporation (a) Current average con-

ditions lor November to March, and (b) with + 2*C warming. Source: Downmg. I W2
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and misdirected social policy all conlribule lo vulnerability.

External shocks of recurrent drought in the last ten years

have further stressed vulnerable groups.

Among rural households, vulnerability doubles in limes of

drought, particularly if national institutions fail to provide

timely support Drought is recurrent in Zimbabwe, with

serious impacts in 1991/92. Small changes in agroclimatic

resources entail significant spatial shifts of land-'.isc zones.

A simple index of the atmospheric water balance, precipi-

tation minus potential evaporation, gauges the extent to

which agricultural laiid use may be subject to changes in

water resources - often the limiting factor in semi-arid

regions of Zimbabwe. The present balance shows the wetter

highlands (with surplus water) and the extreme water deficits

of southern Zimbabwe (Figure A-la) With a temperature

increase of 2°C and no change in precipitation, the wet zones

(with a water surplus) decrease by a third, from 9 percent of

Zimbabwe to about 2 5 percent (Figure A- 1 b). The driest two

zones double in area A further increase in temperature, to

+ 4°C, reduces the summer water-surplus zones to less than 2

percent of Zimbabwe, approximately corresponding to the

1991/92 drought.

In addition to a shrinkage of the agricultural area, crop

yields in marginal zones would suffer Simulations for one

scmi-and area indicate that with 2°C warming, adequate

yields currently expected 70 percent of the time would only be

exceeded in less than 40 percent of the years.

Increased risk in food production directly affects vulner-

able farmers. Surveys in Buhera, in the semi-extensive, semi-

arid farming region near Chisumbanje show that household

food security is affected by erratic rainfall, sandy and infertile

soils, and low levels of crop technology. Maize yields are low

-
averaging 650 kg/ha. Farm sizes are relatively large, but

households are also large with lOpeopleonaverage. Farmers

on average fail to support their households. With climate

change, household food security would deteriorate, possibly

with a 10-20 percent decrease in food availability in vulner-

able households.

The semi-extensive farming zone, on the margin of more

intensive land uses, appears lo be particularly sensitive to

small changes in climate. Socioeconomic groups in this area,

already vulnerable in terms of self-sufficiency and food

security, would l^ further marginalized. Increased variations

in rainfall and yields would alter the mix of appropriate

response strategies Successful farming systems would have

to be responsive to both good and bad seasons, implying

improved use of weather information, flexible markets for

inputs and produce, and reliable drought responses.

Climate change threatens each vulnerable group through

the multiple effects that diminish resource endowment, and

will possibly increase resource conflicts and tension between

I'gri'ultural ard industrial/commercial sectors Thus, broad-

scale shifts in agricultural Capability would affect not only

rural populations, but the nation as a whole.

Sec the following for detailed references:

Downing, T. E. 1992. Climate change and vulnerable places:

Global food security and country studies in Zimbabwe,

Kenya, Senegal and Chile. Research Report #1. Oxford

University, Environmental Change Unit. Oxford: Oxford

University

Bohic, H. G., T. E. Downing, and M Watts 1994. Chmate

change and social vulnerability: toward a sociology and

geography of food insecurity Glohal Envinmincnlal

Change 4( I ).

Thomas E Downing

Programme Leader, Climate Impacts and Responses •

Environmental Change Unit

University of Oxford

Oxford, U.K.

studies conducted in the United States (Adams et al., 1990;

Smith and Tirpak, 1989), Canada (Smit. 1989\ Brazil

(Magalhaes, 1992) and Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand

(Parry f( a/., 1992). Regional studies have been conducted in

high latitude and semi-arid agricultural areas (Parry el al.,

1988a, 1988b) and in the U.S. M.dwest (Rosenberg and

Crossun, 1991). The results of these and other agricultural

impact studies have been summarized in the IPCC Working

Group II Report (IPCC, 1990b). Studies of the sensitivity of

world agriculture to potential climate changes have indicated

that the effect of moderate climate change on world and

domestic economies may be small as reduced production in

some areas would be balanced by gains in others (Kane el al.,

1992). Potential changes in crop yield and distribution have

been modeled (Leemans and Solomon, 1993). However,

there has, to date, been no integrated (i.e., combined biophy-

sical and economic) assessment of the potential effects of

climate change on world agriculture.

The study reported here assessed the potential effects of

climate change on world food supply. The research involved

estimating the responses of crop yields to greenhouse gas-

indi:ced climate change scenarios and then simulating the

economic consequences of these potential changes in crop

yields. The analysis provides estimates ofchanges in terms of
'

production and prices ofmajor food crops and the number of

people at risk of hunger.

APPROACH

World food supply study design

The structure and research methods for the world food
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Table 1. .Major cereal h-iporUrs unJ exporlirs

A Major nel cereal
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ihe crop models and result in yield changes, and ccoimniic

iidiiisinu'ius 10 ihe yield changes, which were tested by the

BLS world food trade model and result in national and

regional production changes and price responses Karm-level

adaptations tested in the crop models included shifts in

planting dale, more climatically adapted crop \ariclies,

changes in amounts ol' irrigation, and changes in lertili/er

application. EcvHkmihi. adjustments tested by the ULS

included increased agricultural investment, rcallocalion of

agricultural resources according to economic returns

(including crop switching), and reclamation of additional

arable land as a response to higher cereal prices. These

economic adjustments were assumed not to feed back to the

yield levels predicted by the crop modeling study. The crop

yield and economic modeling components are described in

greater detail below.

Climate change scenarios

Scnsilivilv /c.v/.v

Arbitrary climate sensitivity tests were conducted to test crop

model responses to a range of temperature (
+ 2°C and

+ 4°C) and precipitation (
+

/
- 20 percent) changes. The

sensitivity lest results were not utilized in the economic

analysis with the BLS world food trade model because of

their lack of realism: for example, temperature change at

high latitudes is predicted to be greater than the global mean

in winter ( I PCC. I99()a) rather than to increase by 2°Cor4°C

in all regions of the world throughout the year. Farm-level

adaptations were not tested in the sensitivity studies.

Sceiuiiio.s based en ^encnil cinukilion model results

Scenarios of climate change were developed in order to

estimate their effects on crop yields and food trade. The

GCMs used were those from the Goddard Institute for Space

Studies (GISS), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-

tory (GFDL). and the United Kingdom Meteorological

Office (UKMO). (See Chapter I.) The predictions of these

scenarios are presented in Table 2. See box 2 for analysis of a

scenario with lesser warming. Mean monthly changes in

temperature, precipitation, and solar radiatio.i from the

appropriate GCM grid boxes were applied to observed daily

climate records to create climate change scenarios for each

site

CO, level and liming

For the crop modeling part of this study, climate changes

derived from the doubled CO; GCM simulations were

utilized with an associated level of 555 ppm CO- (see Chapter

1 ). The 555 ppm CO, level is based on the GISS GCM trace

gas scenario .\ (Hansen ei ai, 1988), in which the simulated

climate had warmed to the effective doubled CO, level of

Table 2. GCM climaie change scenarios

Change in average global

Resolution CO. Temperature Precipitation

GCM Year' (lal X long) (ppm) CO (%)

GISS- 1982 7.8.3° X 10° 6.30 4 2

GFDL' !988 4.4° x 7.5° 600 4.0

UKMO' 1986 5.0° X 7.5° 640 5.2

II

X

15

Nates:

 When calculated.

-' Hansen <•/ <;/.. 1983.

' Manar)eand Welherald. 1987.

' Wilson and Mitchell, 1987.

^4°C by 2060. The level of CO, is important when estimat-

ing potential impacts on crops, because crop growth and

water use have been shown to benefit from increased levels ol

CO, (Cure and Acock. 1986). For the BLS world food trade

projections it was assumed that these conditions would occur

in 2060. However, it is not known what the rates of future

emissions of trace gases will be and when Ihe full magnitude

of their effects will be realized.

Crop models and yield simulations

Crap models

The IBSNATcrop models were utilized by the participating

agricultural scientists to estimate how climate change and

increasing levels of carbon dioxide may alter yields of world

crops at 112 sites in 18 countries. The sites represented both

major and minor production areas at low. mid, and high

latitudes (Figure 2). The crop models used were CERES-

Wheat (Ritchie and Otter, 1985; Godwin ci al. 1989),

CERES-Maize(JonesandKiniry, 1986; Ritchie rto/., 1989),

CERES-Rice (paddy and upland) (Godwin ei al , 1993), and

SOYGRO (Jones <(«/, 1989).

The I BSNAT models are composed of parameteri/ations

of important physiological processes responsible for plant

growth and development, evapotranspiration, and partition-

ing of photosynthate to produce economic yield The simpli-

fied functions enable the prediction of the growth of crops as

influenced by the major factors that affect yields, i.e.. gene-

tics, climate (daily solar radiation, maximum and minimum

temperatures, and precipitation), soils, and management

practices. This type ofdynamic process crop growth model is

considered to be a significant advance over traditional

regression-based methods (see, e.g., Thompson. 1969) that

were used to estimate crop yields from simple climate and

management inputs with geographic and temporal specifi-

city. The IBSNAT models include a soil moisture balance

submodel so that they could be used to predict both rainfed
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BOX 2. ANALYSIS OF GISS-A' CLIMATE
CHANGE SCENARIO

In order to test a climate scenario with lower levels of

projected warming, a fourth climate change scenario was

included utilizing modified project methodology. The IBS-

NAT crop models were run at 70 sites with the climate

predicted by the Transient Run A of theGISSGCM for the

decade of the 2030s. Wheat, maize, soybean, and rice were

simulated at 58, 31, 18, and 8 sites, respectively. Simulations

were done with ana without physiological COj effects (555

ppm), but farm-level adaptations were not tested. Crop

model results by site were then aggregated and extended to

create estimates of country yield changes as described in the

main body of the chapter and BLS simulations were made

with these GISS-A yield change estimates.

As expected, crop yields were less negatively affected by the

GlSS-A climate change scenario (Figure B-l, Plate 4). How-

ever, crop modeling results showed that mean national crop

yield changes were still mostly negative without the direct

physiological effects of CO, on crop growth and yield. Yield

changes without direct CO; effects ranged from - 30 to + 20

percent. With direct CO, effects, yield changes were mostly

posiiive, ranging from - 10 percent to -I- 30 percent. In this

case, the beneficial CO, effects more than compensated for

detrimental climate effects imnost locations. The geographi-

cal distribution of effects found with the three doubled CO,

climate change scenarios remained the same, with more

negative or less positive effects occurring in low latitudes and

more positive effects occurring at high latitudes.

The economic adjustments simulated by the BLS reflected

Ihc more benign yield changes of ihe GISS-A scenario (Table

B-l). Global cereal production declined about 4 percent

when yield estimates did not include direct CO, effects and

increased about 2.5 percent with crop yield changes that

included direct CO, effects. These production effects were

reflected in cereal price increases of about 65 percent in Ihe

case without CO, effects and price decreases of about 15

percent with CO, effects. People at risk of hunger in develop-

ing countries (see main body ofchapter for description of this

index) increased about 40 percent without CO, effects and

decreased about 10 percent with CO, effects.

The GISS-A scenario uses a lesser amount of warming (2.4'C) than

IJKMO. GISS, and GFDL 1i was defined as the average change in the

2030s of Ihe GISS-A transient run and was used as a scenario for

doubled CO. conditions. Note that the IPCC's most hkcly warming

range is 15 to 4.5'C for CO. doubling.

Table B-I. Change in cereal production, cereal price

index, and people al risk oj hunger in 2060 for GISS-A

climate change scenario
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Figure 2 Crop model siies.

and irrigated crop yields. The cereal models simulate the

effects of nitrogen fertilizer on crop growth, and these effects

were studied in several countries in the context of climatic

change. For the most par!, however, the results of this study

assume optimum nutrient levels.

The IBSNAT models were selected for use in this study

because they have been validated over a wide range of

environments (see, e.g., Olter-Nacke el al., 1986) and are not

specific to any particular location or soil type. They are better

suited for large-area studies in which crop-growing and soil

conditions differ greatly than are more detailed physiological

models that have not been tested as widely. The validation of

the crop models over different environments also improves

the ability to estimate effects of changes in chmUe. Because

the crop models Iiave been tested over ess^^ntially the full

range of temperature and precipitation regimes at which

crops are grown in today's climate, and to the extent that

future climate change is estimated to bring temperature and

precipitation regimes within these ranges, the models may be

considered useful tools for assessment of potential climate

change impacts. Furthermore, because management prac-

tices, such as the choice of crop varieties, planting date,

fertilizer application, and irrigation, may be varied in the

models, they permit experiments that simulate adaptation by

farmers to climatic change.

Physiological effects of CO,

Most plants growing in experimental environments with

increased levels ofatmospheric CO, exhibit increased rates of

net photosynthesis (i.e , total photosynthesis minus respi-

ration) and reduced stomatal openings. (Experimental

effects of CO2 on' crops have been reviewed by Acock and

Allen [1985] and Cure [1985]). Partial stomatal closure leads

to reduced transpiration per unit leaf area and, combined

with enhanced photosynthesis, often improves water-use

efficiency (the ratio ofcrop biomass accumulation or yield to

the amount of water used in evapotranspiration). Recent

field free-air release studies have found overall positive CO,

effects under current climate conditions (Hendry, 1993).

Thus, by itself, increased CO, can increase yield and 1 educe

water use (per unit biomass).

The crop models used in this study accounted for the

beneficial physiological effects of 'iicreased atmospheric CO,
concentrations on crop growth and water use (Peart el a! ,

1989). Ratios were calculated between nieasuied daily

photosynthesis and evapotranspiration rates for a canopy

exposed to high CO, values^ based on published experimen-

tal results (Allen ei al., 1987; Cure and Acock, 1986; and

Kimball, 1983), and the ratios were applied to the appropri-

ate variables in the crop models on a daily basis. The ratios

(555 ppm CO2:330 ppm COj) for soybean, wheat and rice.
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and maize were 1.21, 1.17, and 1 .06. rer.pectively. ("hangeMn

stomatal resistance were set at 49.7/34 4 s/m for C3 crops and

87.4/ JJ.is s/rn for C4 crops, based on cxperin.enial results by

Rogers ei al. (1983). As simulated in this study, the direct

effects of CO, may bias yield changes in a positive diieciion,

since there is uncertainty regarding whether experimental

results will be observed in the open field under conditions

likely to be operative when farmers are managing crops.

Plants growmg in experimental settings are often subject to

fewer environmental stresses and less competition from

weeds and pests than are likely to be encountered in farmers"

fields.

Table .'. Current world crop yteid. area, protiiulioh. ami

nertiiU \vj):d pritiiu-lion u^i^rc^'iud l'i>r roun.rirs

parlicipaling in sludy
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Crop model results for wheat, rice, maize, and soybean

from the 112 sites in the 18 countries were aggregated by

weighting regional yield changes (based on current produc-

tion) to estimate changes ni national yields. The aggregations

were either calculated by the participating scientists or

developed jointly with them (see Rosenzweig and Iglcsias,

1994). The scientists in each country selected sues representa-

tive of major agricultural regions, described the regional

agricultural practices, and provided production data for the

estimation of regional contributions to the national yield

changes Other crop production data sources included ihe

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO.

1988). the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Crop

Production Statistical Dnision, and the USDA Inter-

national Service. The regional yield cslimalcs represented the

current mix of rainfed and irrigated production and the

current crop varieties, nitrogen inanagcnieiil. and soil types

Table 4. Increnu-nlx aJJetl lo estimated yield change to

cueouni for direct efjeels of CO;

Crop Percentage'

Wheal

Rice

Soybeans

Coarse grains-

Other C.I crops

Other C4 crops

19

7

25

7

Notes:

' Based on crop model simulations.

•

Weighted by relative production of C^ and C4 crops

consiituling coarse grain production in the particular

country or region.

Yield cluiiiKe estiimiles fur crops and reiiiiins not siiniiloleil

Changes in national yields of other crops and commodity

groups and for regions not simulated were estimated based

on ihree criteria: ( I ) similarities to growing conditions for the

modeled crops. (2) results from approximately ."iO previously

published and unpublished regional climate change impact

studies (AIR Group unpublished manuscript), and (.1) pro-

jected temperature and precipitation changes (and hence soil

moisture availability for crop growth) from the CKM cli-

mate change scenarios

Estimates of yield changes were made with and without

taking into account the direct effects of CO, Incrcinents

added to the estimated crop yield changes to account for

direct CO, effects were based on average responses of crop

production to CO, and climate change scenarios in the crop

model simulations (Table 4). These increments differ from

the photosynthesis ratios employed in the crop models

because they incorporate the combined responses of the

simulated crops to changes in photosynthesis and cvapo-

transpiration as well as to changes in climate. In Ihe crop

model simulations, the responses to CO, did not vary greatly

across regions and climate change scenarios.

Limitations of crop yield change estimates

The primary source of uncertainty in the estimates lay in the

sparseness of the crop modeling sites and the fact that they

may not have adequately represented the variability of

agricultural regions within countries, the variability of agri-

cultural systems within similar agro-ecological zones, or

dissimilar agricultural regions. However, since the study sites

were similar to regions that account for about 70 percent of

world grain production, the conclusions concerning world

totals of cereal production contained in this study are

believed to be adequately substantiated. Another source of

uncertainly lay in the simulation of grain crops only, leading

lo the estimation of yield changes for other commodities,

such as root crops and fruit, based primarily on previous

cslimalcs. The previous estimates tended lo be less negative

than the crop responses modeled in this study, and this

introduced a bias in favor of these other crops in the world

food Irade model.

luiriii-lcvel odofitiilions

In each country, the agricultural scientists used Ihe crop

models lo lest possible rcspon.ses lo the worst climate change

scenario (which was usually, but not always, the UKMO
scenario). These adaptations included changes in planting

date, cultivar, amounts of irrigation, fertilizer use, and crop

variety. Irrigation simulations in the crop models assumed

automatic irrigation to field capacity when plant available

water dropped lo 50 percent and 100 percent irrigation

efficiency. All adaptation possibilities were not simulated at

every site and country: the choice of adaptations lo be tested

was made by the participating scientists, based on their

knowledge of current agricultural systems (Table 5)

For Ihe economic analysis in the BLS, the crop model

results reported by the participating scientists were grouped

into two levels of adaptation Adaptation Level I implied

little change lo existing agricultural systems, reflecting

j-elatively easy farmer response to a changing climate Adap-

tation Level 2 implied more substantial change to agricul-

tural systems, possibly requiring resources beyond the

farmer's means.

Adaptation Level I included:

1 . Shifts in planting date ( ± 1 month)

2. Additional application of irngation water to crops already

under irrigation
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Table 5. Adaptations tested in crop mcdeiing study
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Table 6. Changes in wheal yield' estimated for the UKMO
2 X CO^ tlimule chani;e scenario, alone and with two levels

illfarm adaptation

UKMO(%) ADr(%) AD2'(%)

Argcniina
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Table 7 Models in im Bcsk Linked Syrun,

MoUels with a common structure Models with country-specific structures Regional group models

Argentina

Australia

Austria

Brazil

Canada

Egypt

Indonesia

Japan

Kenya
Mexico

Nigena

New Zealand

Pakistan

Thailand

Turkey

European Community

Eastern Europe & former USSR
China

India

United States

Africa Oil Exporters

Africa Medium-Income Exporters

Africa Medium-Income Importers

Africa Low-Income Exporters

Africa Low-Income Importers

Latin American High-Income Exporters

Latin American High-Income Importers

Latin American Medium Income

Southeast Asia High-Medium Exporters

Southeast Asia High-Medium Importers

Asia Low Income

Southwest Asia Oil Exporters

Southwest Asia Medium-Low Income

Rest of the World

Note: See Appendix 3 for countries within regional groups.

change impacts as described above. A positive bias toward

non-grain crops was introduced by this procedure, since the

previous estimates of yield changes of the non-grain crops

were less negative than the modeled results from this study

Economic growth rales

Economic growth rates are a product of several Bl.S func-

tions. Non-agricultural production utilizes a Cobb Douglas

production function, with labor and capital as production

factors. Non-agricultural labor input depends primarily on

population growth and somewhat on relative prices between

agriculture and non-agriculture by means of a sector mig-

ration function. Capital accumulation depends on invest-

ment and depreciation, which in turn depend on rates of

saving and depreciation. Depreciation rates and rates of

saving were estimated from historical data anil were kept

constant after 1990. There was an exogenous assumption

ba.scd on historical data for technical progress in the prodiic-

tioii function. Kor the lower growth scenario, the rale ol

saMng was reduced, resulting in about 10 percent lower gross

domestic product in 2060.

The economic growth rates predicted by the BLS in the

reference case followed historical trends, as shown in Table 8.

Kor the period 1980 to 2060, the BLS predicted a growth of

I..1 percent. 1.7 percent, and 2.4 percent annually for world,

developed, and developing countries, respectively, as com-

pared to average population growth rates ol I.I per-.ent, 3

percent, and 1.3 percent.

YhIiI trends

In general, the rate of exogenous technical progress started

from historical values and for cereal crops approached 5

percent per annum by 2060. Representing improvement in

agriculture productivity due to technological progress, the

annual yield trends used in the BLS for the period 1980-2000

were 1.2 percent, 1.0 percent, and 1.7 percent for world,

developed countries, and developing countries, respectively.

According to KAO data, yields have been growing at an

average of around 2 percent annually during the period

1961 1990. both for developed and developing (excluding

China) countries (F-AO, 1991). From 1965 to 1985, annual

productivity for less-developed countries grew at about 1.5

percent/year. In the 1980s, however, yields grew globally by

an average of only 13 percent, implying a falling trend in

yield growth rales.

The falling growth rales utilized in the reference case of the

BLS may be justilied for several reasons. Historical trends

suggest decreasing rates of increase in crop yields, and yield

improvements from biotechnology have yet to be realized.

Much ol ihe huge yield increases in developed countries in

the 1950s and 1960s and in developing countries thereafter

was due to the intensiticalion of chemical inputs and mecha-

nization. Apart from economic reasons and environmental

concerns, nhich suggest that maximum input levels may
have been reached in many developed countries, there are

likely to be diminishing rales of return for further input

increases. In some developing countries, especially in Africa,

increase in input levels and intensification of production are

likely to continue foi sonic time but may also ultimately level

olT. Furthermore, since Africa has the lowest average cereal

yields of all the regional groups combined with a high

population growth rate, it will likely conlribule an increasing

share of cereal producion, thereby reducing average global

yield increases
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1 able 8. Historical and simulated average annual growin

rates ofGDP (% p?r annum}

Historical

Basic Linked

System

I960 1970 1980 1980 2000 2020 2040

to to to to to to to

1970 1980 1990 2000 2020 2040 2060

World
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of agricultural resources according to economic returns

(including crop switching), and reclamation of additional

arable land as a response to higher cereal prices. These arc

based on shifts in supply and demand factors that alter the

comparative advantage among countries and regions in the

world food trade system These eco:ioniic adjustments are

assumed not to feed back to the yield levels predicted by the

crop modeling study.

20

15

10

S

-5

-10

-15

% YIELD CHANOe
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Table 9. Curie>,l proJuctiori ond change in siniululeJ nheal viclu untlei GCM 2 x CU; climate change scenarios, with and

without ^'counting for the dir>-c' cffci is of CO,'
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were not taken into account were primarily related to

difTerenccs in current growing conditions Higher tempera-

tures tended to shorten the growing period at all locations

tested. At low latitudes, however, crops are currently grown
at higher temperatures, produce lower yields, and are nearer

the limits of temperature tolerances (or heat and water stress.

Warming at low latitudes thus results in accelerated growing

[lenods Co, crops, more severe heal and water stress, and

greater yield decreases than at higher latitudes In many mid-

and high-latitude areas, where current temperature regimes

arc cooler, increased temperatures, although still shortening

grain-tilling periods, thus exerting a negative influence on

yields, do not significantly increase stress levels At some sites

near the high-latitude boundaries of current agricultural

production, increased temperatures can benciil crops other-

wise limited by cold tcmperalures and short growing sea-

sons ' The potential lor expansion of cultivated land is

embedded in the BLS world food trade model and is rcllecled

in shifts in production calculated by that model

Simulated yield increases in ihc mid- and high latitudes

were caused primarily by:

1. PiiMinr phvsioliigiKil cflviis of CO. Al sites with cooler

initial temperature regimes, increased photosynthesis more

than compensated for the shortening of the growing period

caused by warming
2. lA'ii\;llii'iif<lt;r(iniiiK sfiiMiii diul (inwliiiraliiiii ii/ < old icin/hr-

iiiiiif (/!<< Is 1)11 iirawih. At some sites near ihc high-l.ililudc

boundaries of current agricultural production, increased

temperatures extended the frost-free growing sca.son and

provided regimes more conducive to greater crop

productivity

The primary causes of decreases in simulated yields were:

1 Sliorieiting of the grimini; period. Higher lempcralures

during the growing season speed annual crops through
their development (especially at the grain-filling stage),

allowing less grain to be produced. This was projected to

occur in most crops and sites, one exception being those

sites with the coolest growing season temperatures in

Canada and the former USSR
2. Decrease in water availahiliiy. This factor is the result of a

combination of incre iscs in cvapotranspi ration rales in the

warmer climate enhanced losses of soil moisture, and. in

some cases, a projected decrease in prccipilalion in the

climate change scenarios

.1. Poor vernalizalion Vernalization is the requirement of,^

some temperate cereal crops, e.g., winter wheat, for a

period of lew winici temperatures to initiate or accelerate

the flowering process Low vernalization results in low

flower bud initiation and, ultimately, in reduced yields.

Projected decreases in winter wheal yields at some sites in

Canada and the former USSR were due to lack of vernaliza-

tion.

' The extent of soil suitable for expanded agnculliiral producnon in itiese

rcgi.ms WHi noi Mud.cd e.plciily.

Figure 6 (Plate 2) shows estimated potential changes in

average national grain crop yields for the GISS. GFDL. and

UKMO doubled CO, climate change scenarios with and

without allowing for the direct clfects of CO- on plant

growth. The maps werccrealed from the natioiuilK averaged

yield changes for wheat, rice, coarse grains, and protein feed

estimated for the BLS simulations fore.ich country or group

cfcountries in the world food ;raile muhIcI; regu ii,:I varia-

tions within countries are not rellected Latitudinal dilVer-

ences arc apparent for all the scenarios. With direct CO.

effects, high-latitude changes are less negative or even posit-

ive in some cases, whereas lower-latitude regions suffer more

detrimental effects of climate change on agricultural yields.

The GISS and GI-DL climate change scenarios, with CO.
effects on crop growth and water use, produced yield changes

ranging from -I- .^0 to -.10 percent LITects on crop yields

under the GISS scenario were, in general, more adverse than

under the GIDL scenario for pans ol Asia and South

America, while effects under the CilDL scenario resulted in

inorc negative yields in the United Stales and Africa and less

positive results in the tbrnier USSR The UKMO climate

change scenario, which had the greatest warming (5 2°C

global surface air tempeiature increase), showed average

national crop yields to decline almost everywhere (by up to

50 percent in Pakistan) even with beneficial CO. cfTects taken

into account

Crop yields with adaptation

The adaptation studies conducted by the scientists partici-

pating in the project suggest that ease of adaptation to

climate change is likely to vary with crop, site, and adap-

tation technique (Table I 1) For example, at present, many
Mexican producers can afford to use only small doses of

nitrogen fertilizer at planting; if more fertilizer becomes

available to more farmers, some of the yield reductions under

the climate change scenarios might be offset. However, given

the current economic and environmental constraints in

countries such as Mexico, a future with unlimited water and

nutrients is unlikely (Liverman ei ul.. 1992) In contrast,

switching from spring to winter wheat al the modeled sites in

the former USSR would produce a favorable response

(Menzhulinc/a/., 1992). suggesting that agricultural produc-

tivity may be enhanced there with the relatively easy shift to

winter wheat varieties.

Yield estimates for the two levels of adaptation developed

for the BLS simulations for the GCM scenarios are shown in

Figure 7 (Plate 3). As in Figure 6 (Plate 2), results shown are

averages for countries and groups of countries, and regional

variations within countries are not reflected. Direct CO,

effects on crop growth and water use are taken into account.

Adaptation Level 1, simulating minor changes to existing

poricullural sys'ems, compensated for the cMm.Jttc chanje
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Table 1 1 . Adaplalion tests in Mexico and theformer USSR

A. Effect ofOCM 2 x CV^ climate change scenarios on

CERES-Maize yields at Tlaltizapan and Poza Rica,

Table 12. Index of worldprices simulated by the Bc.sic

Lirleit Srsti'/n r-fcrcnce caye (N7U^ .'00)

Year
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Table 13. Resilience' of the currentfood system to GCM
climate change scenarios

Cereal produclion- G1SS(%) GKDL(%) UKMO(%)

Wilhoul adjuslmcnl -5 3 -8.5 -18.5

With adjustment -12 -2.8 -7.6

Notes

' Effect on wurld cereal production (f)ercenl change from

refcrenci') assuming economic adjustmcnls/no economic

adjustments (e.g., in land area, fertilizer use, and irrigation)

simulated by the Basic Linked System.
- With direct CO, effects

niiilcs arc changes to production levels projected for 2060

without climate chingc

Adjustincnts within the economic system without the

adaptation discussed above would lend to counteract nega-

tive yield impacts as agricultural production shifts to regions

of more favorable comparative advantage Such economic

adjustment includes expansion of production in favorable

areas and reduction of output in areas thai become less

productive. The BLS offset 65 80 percent of the potenual

impact on yield in scenarios for impacts below 10 percent of

global cereal production (the GISS and GKDL climate

change scenarios). The offset decreased to 60 percent under a

scenario of greater yield reduction (UKMO).

Table 14. Changes in cereal production, cereal prices, and

iiioiihcr of people at risk of hunger in 2060 under GCM
J X CO, climate change scenarios

A. Change in cereal production

Region

Reference

scenario' GISS(%) GFDL (%) UKMO(%)

Global
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MMT
3600

3000

2500

2000

1500
REF CC

GISS

CC*DE

Igfdl

CC*DE*AD1 CCH>E«AD2

]UKMO
Kigure 8 World cereal production projected by the BLS lor the reference. GISS. GFDL. and UKMO doubled CO, climate change

scenarios, with {CC + DE) and without (CC) direct CO, elTects. and with Adaptation Levels I and 2 (ADI and AD2). Adaptation Level

I implies minor changes to existing agricultural systems; Adaptation Level 2 implies major changes.

tested, resulting in an cslimatcd increase of between 60 and

.150 million people in this condition (above ihe reference case

of640 million) by 2060.

Effects of climate change under different levels of farmer

adaptation

Globally, both minor and major levels of adaptation were

projected to help restore world nroduclioii levels, when

compared to the climate change scenarios witli no adap-

tation (Kigure 8). Growth in production under the reference

.scenario is far greater than average negative impacts of

climate change. Averaged global lereal production would

decrease by up to about 160 mint (0 percent to - 5 percent)

from the reference ca.sc of 3.286 mmt with Level I adap-

tations. These involved shifts in farm activities that are not

verv disruptive to regional agricultural systems. With adap-

tations implying major changes, global cereal production

responses ranged from an additional .10 mml. a slight

increase, to a slight decrease of about 80 mmt (
+ I percent to

-2.5 percent)

Level 1 adaptations would improve the comparative

advantage of developed countries in world markets (Figure

9). In these regions cereal production was projected to

increase by 4 percent to 14 percent over the reference case.

However, the competitive positions of developing countries

was estimated to benefit little from this level of adaptation.

More extensive adaptation (Level 2) would virtually elimi-

nate the global negative cereal yield impacts derived under

the GISS and GFDL climate scenarios and would reduce

impacts under the UKMO scenario to one third

Figure 10 shows the estimated effects of climate change

alone and ofclimate change with both levels of adaptation on

cereal prices in 2060 As a consequence ol climate change,

world cereal prices were estimated to increase by about 25

percent to almost 150 percent. Under Adaptation Level I.

price increases range from 10 percent to 100 percent; under

Adaptation Level 2. crreal price responses ranged from u

decline ofabout 5 percent to an increase of ,15 percent. When

quantity of output declines, prices increase significantly.

When quantity of output increases, prices drop

As a consequence of climate change and Level I adap-

tations, the number of people at risk from hunger would

increase by about 40 to .100 million (6 percent to 50 percent)

from the reference case of 641 million (Figure I I ) With more

significant farmer adaptation (Level 2), Ihe change in the
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CHANGE IN CEREAL PRODUCTION IN 2060
% CHANOE WITH C02 WBCCT EFFECTS

« CHANOE

i DEVELOPED CZD DEVELOPING

ADAPTATION 1

WITH C03 OlflECT EFFECTS

0188 OFOL UKMO

 GLOBAL ^^ DEVELOPED CD OEVELOPINO

ADAPTATION 2

% CHAMSE WITH C02 DIRECT EFFECTS

^M OLOSAL ^S DEVELOPED CZI DEVELOPING

Figure 9 Change in world, aggregated developed couniry and

developing country cereal production projected hy the BLS under

climate change scenarios in 2060 lor no adaptation and Adap-
tation Levels 1 and 2. Reference scenario for 2060 assumed no

climate change (global 3286 mml. developed 1449 mml, develop-

ing 1836 mmt).

number of people at risk from hunger ranged from -
12

million for the GISS scenario to 120 million for the UKMO
scenario (

- 2 percent and + 20 percent) Ihese results indi-

cate that, except for the GISS scenario under Adaptation

Level 2, the simulated farm-level adaptations did not enliielv

mitigate the negative effects of <-limate change on potential

risk of hunger, even when economic adjustments, i.e., the

production and price respon.se.-> of the uorld food s\ item.

were taken into account.

Effects or climate change assuming full trade

IJberali/alion, lower economic growth rales, and lower

population growth rales

For each of these alternate future assumptions, .i new

reference scenario was established wiili the BLS and then

tested with the CjCM climate change scenarios.

I'lill liailc lihcriilizdlioii

Assuming full agricultural trade liberalization and no cli-

mate chaiige by 2020 resulted in a projection of more eflicienl

resource use This led to a ?.2 percent higher \alue added in

agriculture globally and 5.2 percent higher agricultural GDP
in developing countnes (excluding China) by 2060 compared
to the original reference scenario This policy change would

result in almost 20 percent fewer people at risk of hunger.

Global cereal production would increase by 70 mmt, with

most of the production increases occurring in developing

countries (Table 15).

Climate change impacts were then simulated under these

new reference conditions. Under the same trade liherali/.i-

tion policies, global impacts due to climate change would be

slightly reduced, with enhanced gains in production accruing

to developed countries. Losses in production would be

greater in developing countries. Price increases were reduced

slightly from what would occur without full trade liberaliza-

tion, and the number of people at risk of hunger was also

reduced.

Rctluccil rate oj ecohomic gnwih
Estimates were also made of impacts under a lower economic

growth scenario (10 percent lower than reference). These are

indicated in Table 16. Lower economic growth results in a

tighter supply situation, higher prices, and more people

below the hunger threshold.

The effect ofclimale change on these trends is generally to

reduce production, increase prices, and increase the number

of people at risk from hunger. Developed countries increase

cereal production in the GISS and GFDL scenarios even

with the projected lower economic growth rates, but develop-

ing countries decrease production under all climate change

scenarios
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% CHANQC WITH C02 DIRECT EFFECTS

CC*AD1 CC*AD2

QISS GFDL CHUKMO

Figure 10 Change in cereal price index in 2060 calculated by the Basic Linked System under climate change scenarios for no adaptation

and Adaptation Levels I and 2 (ADI and AD2). Reference scenario for 2060 assumed no climate change (price index is 18 percent

above 1980 levels).
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MILLIONS WITH C02 DIRECT EFFECTS

BASE 1990 - 529; 2060 - 641

p]
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GFDL (ZHuKMO

Fipuic II Change in number of people ;i I risk of hunger m 2060 calculated by the Basic Linked System under clmiale change sccnari.

for no adaptation and Adaptation Levels I and 2 (ADI and AD2) Reference scenario foi 2060 assumes no climate change (529 milli

people are at risk of hunger in 1990; 641 million people are at risk uf hunger in 2060)
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Tabic 1 5. Change in icrcul procliiclion. price index, and the

numher ol people al risk of lumi^er in 2060 assuminii full

trade liheralizaiion and GCM elimale clianf;e scenarios

A. Cereal prodiiclion (relative li> Ref-FTU)

Table 16. Change in cereal production, price index, and the

numher oj people al risk of hunger in 2060 assuming a low

rate of economic growth and GCM climate change scenarios

A. Cereal production (relative to Rcf-E' )
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Table 17. Chunges in leieul pioJuclion. price nid^'x. arid (lit

number nfpeople cl risk ofhunger in 2060 assuming UN
Low Estimate of Population growth anclGCM climate

change scenarios

A. Cereal production {relative to Ref-P')

Reference

scenario- Ref-P GISS GFDL UKMO
(mmt) (mmt) (mml) (mmt) (mml)

Global 3286

Developed 1449

Developing 1836
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MILLION PEOPLE WITH DIRECT C02 EFFECTS

1200

1000
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400.

200

UKMO

QISS
QFOL

-8-2 -4 -6
PERCENT CHANGE IN CEREAL PRODUCTION

STANDARD -O- LOW ECON OR TRADE LIB --^ LOW POP

Figure 12 EfTccIs ordlfVercm assumpuons and policies on number ol people al risk Irom hunger calculated by llie Uasic Linked Syslein

under the climate change scenarios.

the downside risk ol'global warming projections. Because ol

these uncertainties, the study should be considered as an

exploratory i'ssessment of Ihe sensitivity ol' (he world food

system :o a limited number of what is. inelTccl.a much wider

array of possible futures

Determining how countries, particularly developing coun-

tries, can and will respond to reduced yields and increased

costs of food is a critical research need arising from this

study. Will such countries be able to import large amounts of

food? From a political and social standpoint, these results

show a decrease in food security in developing countries. The

study suggests that the worst situation arises from a scenario

of severe climate change, low economic growth, and little

farm-level adaptation. In order to minimize possible adverse

consequences - production losses, food price increases, and

more people at risk of hunger
- the way forward is to

encourage the agricultural sector to continue to develop crop

breeding and management programs for heat and drought

conditions (measures that will be useful even today in

impro\ing productivity in marginal environments) and to

encourage the nations of the world tu take measures to slow

population growth. The latter step would also be consistent

with efforts to slow emissions of greenhouse gases, the source"

of the problem, and thus the rate and eventual magnitude of

global climate change.
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Plate 1 EMimated change in average wheat, rice, coarse grains,

and protein feed yield for the GFDL chmate change scenario

with direct CO2 effects. Results shown are averages for countries

and groups of countries in the BLS world food trade model;

regional variations within countries are not reflected.
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Plate 5 An example of an undeveloped

buffer of land adjacent to the coast in

Uniguay, Parque del Plata,

Department of Caneloneb In this case

the buffer is about KX) meters wide,

preserving the natural sand dunes

which provide protection against

storms. The undeveloped land also

allows some erosion to occur in the

future with little or no adverse impacts

for the adjacent properties.

(Photograph by C.R. Volontc)

id>g^^S^

Plate 6 Erosion is already causing

adverse impacts in Venezuela and

many homes have had to be

abandoned south of Boca de Aroa.

Slate of Falcon. (Photograph byC R

Volonte)

Plate 7 A typical tourist resort south of

Dakar in Senegal These facilities are

particularly vulnerable to erosion as

they were often built very close to the

water's edge. (Photograph by K.C.

Dennis)

57-716 99-9
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Plate 8 Holdridge climate-vegeiation classification scheme (from Holdridge 1967).
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Plate 9a-e Global map of Holdridge Life Zones under (a)

current climate conditions, and the climate change scenarios

based on (b) GFDL. (c) GISS. (d) OSU, and (e) UKMO General

Circulation Models (see Chapter 1 ). The resolution is 0.5"

latitude x O-S** longitude. Key relating aggregated classes to life

zone is shown in Plate 8.
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Plate lOa-c Eco-climatic zones of

Costa Rica: (a) current climate; (b)

under a +2.5°C. + 10 percent

precipitation scenario; and (c) under a

+ 3.6°C, + 10 percent precipiialuin

scenario

10b
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Substantial research progress has been made on the impacts of

climate change on agriculture since the 1990 IPCC assessment,

with new studies for different sites and countries covering

many areas of the world. New studies also have been con-

ducted that integrate site, country, and regional impacts to pro-

vide information about how global agricultural production and

consumption may be affected. On the whole, these studies sup-

port the evidence presented in the first IPCC assessment that

global agricultural production can be maintained relative to

baseline production in the face of climate changes likely to

occur over the next century (i.e., in the range of I to 4.5°C) but

that regional effects will vary widely. Major uncertainties

result from the lack of reliable geographic resolution in future

climate predictions, difficulties in integrating and scaling-up

basic physiologic responses and relationships, and difficulty in

estimating farm sector response and adaptation to changing cli-

mate as it varies across the world. Thus, while there will be

winners and losers stemming from climate impacts on agricul-

tural production, it is not possible to distinguish reliably and

precisely those areas that will benefit and those that will lose.

Major conclusions of the assessment cover four areas: ( 1 ) The

direct and indirect effects of changes in climate and atmospheric

constituents on crop yield, soils, agricultural pests, and livestock;

(2) estimates of yield and production changes for specific locali-

ties, countries, and the world, based on studies that integrate mul-

tiple direct and indirect effects; (3) the conditions that determine

vulnerability and areas and populations that are relatively more

vulnerable to adverse changes; and (4) adaptation potential.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Experimental results, detailed modeling of basic processes, and

knowledge of physical and biological processes provide basic

understanding of direct and indirect effects of climate on agri-
cultural production:

• The results of a large number of experiments to

resolve the effect of elevated CO, concentrations on

crops have confirmed a beneficial effect. The mean
value yield response of C, crops (most crops except
maize, sugar cane, millet, and sorghum) to doubled

CO2 is -i-30%. Measured response ranges from -10%
to -^80%. Only gradually is the basis for these differ-

ences being resolved. Factors known to affect the

iesponse include the availability of plant nutrients, the

crop species, temperature, precipitation, and other

environmental factors. Differences in experimental

technique also are responsible for variations in the

measured response (High Confidence).

Changes in soils, e.g., loss of soil organic matter,

leaching of soil nutrients, and salinization and ero

sion, are a likely consequence of climate change for

some soils in some climatic zones. Cropping practices

such as crop rotation, conservation tillage, and

improved nutrient management are, technically, quite

effective in combating or reversing deleterious effects

(High Confidence).

Livestock production will be affected by changes in

grain prices, changes in the prevalence and distribution

of livestock pests, and changes in grazing and pasture

productivity. Analyses indicate that intensively man-

aged livestock systems have more potential for adapta-

tion than crop systems. In contrast, adaptation may be

more problematic in pastoral systems where production

is very sensitive to climate change, technology changes

introduce new risks, and the rate of technology adop-

tion is slow (see Chapter 2) (Medium Confidence).

The risk of losses due to weeds, insects, and diseases

is likely to increase (Low Confidence).

Regional and Global Production Effects

To evaluate the direct and indirect effects of climate on yield at

the farm, regional, or higher levels requires integrated models

that consider system interactions. Issues of scale add uncer-

tainty, and higher-order models have not generally taken into

account the climatic effects on soils and pests. Despite these

limitations, climate change studies show:

• Crop yields and productivity changes will vary con-

siderably across regions. Thus, the pattern of agricul-

tural production is likely to change in a number of

regions (High Confidence).
• Global agricultural production can be maintained rel-

ative to base production under climate change as

expressed by general circulation models (GCMs)
under doubled CO2 equilibrium climate scenarios

(Medium Confidence).
• Based on global agricultural studies using doubled

CO; equilibrium GCM scenarios, lower-latitude and

lower-income countries have been shown to be more

negatively affected. Again, crop model simulation

results vary widely, e.g., ±20% changes in yield, for

specific countries and sites across studies and GCM
scenarios (Medium Confidence).
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Vulnerability

Vulnerability is used here ici mean [he potential for negative

consequences given the range of possible climate changes that

might reasonably occur and is not a prediction that negative

consequences will occur. Vulnerability can be defined at dif-

ferent scales, including yield, farm or farm sector, regional

economic, or hunger vulnerability.

•
Vulnerability to climate change depends on physical

and biological response but also on socioeconomic

characteristics. Low-income populations depending
on isolated agricultural systems, particularly dryland

systems in semi-arid and arid regions, are particularly

vulnerable to hunger and severe hardship. Many of

these at-risk populations are found in Sub-Saharan

Africa, South and Southeast Asia, as well as some

Pacific Island countries and tropical Latin America

(High Confidence).

to changing economic conditions, technology, and resource

availabilities It i.s uncertain whether the rate of change of cli-

mate and leqiiirc'J adaptation would add significantly to the dis-

ruption likely due to future changes in economic conditions,

population, technology, ; nd resource availabilities.

Adaptation to climate change is likely; the extent

depends on the affordability of adaptive measures,

access to technology, and biophysical constraints such

as water resource availability, soil characteristics,

genetic diversity for crop breeding, and topography

Many current agricultural and resource policies are

likely to discourage effective adaptation and are a

source of current land degradation and resource mis-

use (High Confidence).
• National studies have shown incremental additional

costs of agricultural production under climate change
which could create a serious burden for some devel-

oping countries (Medium Confidence).

Adaptation

Uncertainty remains with regard to the ability of agricultural

systems to adapt to climate change. Historically, farming sys-

tems have responded to a growing population and have adapted
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13.1. Inlruductiun

4.V

1.1.2. 1. HIevaled CO2 and Crops

Cliniaie change will affecl agriculture through effects on

crops (Section 13.2); soils (Section 13 .3); insects, weeds.

and diseases (Section 13.4); and livestock (Section 13.5)

Climatic conditions interact with agriculture through numer-

ous and diverse mechanisms. Mechanisms, effects, and

responses include, for example, eutrophication and acidifica-

tion of soils, the survival and distribution of pest popula-

tions, the effects of CO, concentration on tissue- and organ-

specific photosynthale allocation, crop breeding aims, ani-

mal shelter requirements, and the location of production

(Brunnert and Dammgen, 1994). Variation of agricultural

and climatic conditions across the world leads to different

local and regional impacts (Section 13.6). High levels of

uncertainly necessitate assessment of vulnerability to the

adverse effects of potential climate change (Section 13.7).

The effects of climate change on local, national, and region-

al economies and food supplies depend on future economic

and agricultural conditions and on the international trans-

mission of supply shocks through international trade

(Section 13.8). Historically, agriculture has proved to be

highly adaptive to changing conditions, but uncertainty

remains with regard to adaptation to potential climate change

(Section 13.9). Emission-control efforts also will likely

affect agriculture (Chapter 23), as will competition for land

and water resources from other sectors affected by climate

change (Chapter 25).

13.2. Climatic Effects on Crop Plants

The main climate variables important for crop plants, as for

other plants, are temperature, solar radiation, water, and

atmospheric CO2 concentration. Important differences in

temperature sensitivity and response to COj exist among Cj,

C4, and CAM plants (Chapter A). While the basic physio-

logical response of crop plants are no different than other

plants of similar types, crop plants have been selected for

particular traits and grow under more highly controlled con-

ditions than plants growing in forests (managed and unman-

aged) or other ecosystems. Most crop plants are Cj, the

principal C4 exceptions are maize, millet, sorghum, and

sugar cane. Crop traits are selected and bred into different

varieties to produce high yields for different climate and

resource conditions. Most crop plants are grown as annuals

(e.g., grains, potatoes, and most vegetable and fiber crops)

with the crop species, variety, and planting time chosen by
the farmer at the start of each growing season. Tree fruits,

coffee, tea, cocoa, bananas, grapes, many forage and pasture

crops, and other small fruits are the principal perennials.

Nutrients and water which may be limited under natural

conditions are more likely to be (or can be) augmented via

fertilization, irrigation, and management of crop residue.

Competition with other plants is controlled. The primary
focus of crop production is the efficient production of har-

vestable yield, usually of only one component of the plant

(e.g., seed, fruit, root, leaO.

E.xpeiinienls concerning crop performance at elevated CO,
concentrations in general show a positive but variable increase

in productivity for annual crops (Kimball, 1983; Strain and

Cure, 1985; Cure and Acock. 1986; Allen el ai. 1990; Kimball

el al., 1990; Lawlor and Mitchell, 1991; Bazzaz and Fajer.

1992; Gifford and Morison. 1993; Koemer, 1993; Rozema el

al., 1993; Mooney and Koch, 1994; Rogers el al.. 1994).

Annual C, plants exhibit an increased production averaging
about 30% at doubled (700 ppm) CO, concentrations; both bio-

mass and seed production show an increase in almost all exper-

iments under controlled conditions (Cure and Acock, 1986;

Rogers and Dahlmann, 1993). Although the mean value

response (-f30% for C, crops) has been confirmed, variations

in responsiveness between plant species and ecosystems persist

(from -10% to f80%). and only gradually is the basis for these

differences being resolved. Fewer experiments have been con-

ducted with perennial crops
—woody species in particular

—but

evidence suggests that the growth response would be less than

for annual crops; the measured response for C4 crops is much

smaller than that for Cj crops.

Variations in the growth enhancement among crops and differ-

ent varieties of the same crop and over years are high, and inter-

actions with nutrient and water availability are complex (e.g.,

Goudriaan and De Ruiter. 1983; Chaudhuri et al., 1986;

Mitchell el at., 1993) The extent and occurrence of physiolog-

ical adaptations of the photosynthetic apparatus, particularly of

perennial planLs, to long-term exposure to high CO2 concentra-

tions—which is more directly relevant to long-term climate

change
—are still unresolved (Cure and Acock, 1986; Bazzaz

and Fajer, 1992; Wolfe and Erickson, 1993). Plants with nitro-

gen-fixing symbionts (e.g., peas, beans, alfalfa), under favor-

able environmental conditions for both symbiont and plant, tend

to benefit more from enhanced CO2 supplies than do other

plants (Cure ei ai, 1988). The content of nonstructural carbo-

hydrates generally increases under high CO2, while the concen-

trations of mineral nutrients and proteins are reduced (Mooney
and Koch, 1994; Rogers ei al., 1994; Koemer and Miglietta, in

press). Root/shoot ratios often increase under elevated COj lev-

els favoring root crops and also contribute to soil organic mat-

ter build-up (Mauney ei al., 1992; Mitchell et ai, 1993). Crop

plants, like other plants, show increased water use efficiency

under elevated CO2 levels, but water consumption on a ground-

area basis vs. a leaf-area basis is much less affected. Water use

on a ground-area basis can actually increase if leaf area

(canopy) increases. The range of water-use efficiencies among
varieties for major crops is wide (e.g.. Cure and Acock, 1986;

Kimball ei ai. 1993; Sombroek and Gommes, 1993), providing

the opportunity to breed or select for improved efficiency. Al

higher CO2 levels, plant growth damage done by air pollutants

like nitrogen oxide (NO,), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and ozone (Oj)

is reduced because of partial stomatal closing and other physio-

logical changes (Van de Geijn et ai. 1993).

The wide range in estimated responses to elevated CO2 is due

in large part to the different experimental systems employed
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(Gifford and Morison. 1993). each with advantages and disad-

vantages (Krupa and Kicken. 1989). Year-to-year variations in

response ahso occur because of varying weather conditions that

more or less favor CO, response of crops. The most widely
used experimental system is the open-top chamber. Free-air

CO; enrichment (FACE) experiments are more expensive but

attempt to create conditions close to those likely to be experi-

enced in an open field. Initial results from these experiments
confirm the basic positive response of crops to elevated CO,,
but studies have been conducted only for a few crops (Mauney
el ai, 1992). In addition, even the FACE experimental set-up
creates a modified area (Kimball et ai. 1993; Vugis, 1993)

analogous to a single irrigated field within a dry environment.

Af^riciillurc in a Ch<ini;iiif; dinuiic: ImiHicts uiul Adapliilion

crops a nighttime temperature of 10 to 20°C is optimal. Cj and

CAM crops require a minimum temperature of 10 to IS'^C for

growth and are relatively sensitive to frost. The minimum tem-

perature for C, crops ranges from i to 10°C: C, crops exhibit

variable frost .sensitivity Cumulative temperature above mini-

mum growing temperature is an important determinant of crop

phenological development. For annual crops, warmer tempera-
tures speed development, shortening the period of growth and

lowering yield if shortened growth period is not fully compen-
sated by more rapid development at the higher temperature

(Ellis et at.. 1990). The amount of light received during the

reproductive stage may determine whether yields fall (Acock
and Acock, 1993).

13.2.2. Temperature, Moisture, and Other Variables

Plant growth and crop yields clearly depend on temperature
and temperature extremes, as shown for five major food crops
(Table 13-1), and vary for crops with different photosynthetic

pathways (Le Houerou et at.. 1993). The optimum range for C,

crops is 15 to 20°C and for C4 crops 25 to 30°C: for CAM

The variation of temperature requirements and temperature
extremes for different cultivars of the same species and among
species, however, is quite wide for most crops, as shown for

major crops such as wheat, rice, maize, and soybean (Table 13-

2). Such variation in requirements provides significant scope
for adaptation through switching among existing cultivars and

crops or introducing genetic variability through conventional

plant breeding.

Table 13-1: Crop physiology: Temperature thresholds (°C) of
some major crops of the world (optimum range refers to the

entire growing season and narrows under high light and ele-

vated CO,).

Crop
Optimum Lower

Range Range

Upper References/

Range Remarks

Wheat (Cj) 17-23 30-35

Rice(Cj) 25-30 7-12 35-38

Maize (C4) 25-30 8-13 32-37

Potato (Cj) 15-20 5-10 25

Soybean (C3) 15-20 35

Burke et ai.

1988; Behl et

ai. 1993;

optimal enzyme
function and

representative

seasonal foliage

temperature

Le Houerou el

ai. 1993;

Yoshida,1981

Le Houerou,

1993: Decker

el ai. 1986;

Pollak and

Corbett, 1993;

Ellis el ai.

1992; Long et

ai. 1983

Haverkon,

1990; Prange

eiai, 1990

Hofstra and

Hesketh, 1969;

Jeffers and

Shibles, 1969

It has been suggested that higher mean temperatures will be

accompanied by higher variability and more frequent occur-

rence of extremes (Katz and Brown, 1992). Such changes
could severely affect plant functioning at low and high mean

temperatures (Larcher, 1980; Kuiper, 1993).

Climate variability and resultant interannual variability in yield

is a fundamental feature of most cropping systems (Gommes,
1993). In temperate areas, low temperatures and/or frost occur-

rences are the usual limiting factor for growing season length.

In tropical and subtropical areas, where temperature variation

is less extreme throughout the year than in temperate areas,

season-length and seasonal variation depend on regular pat-

terns of precipitation.

Temperature, solar radiation, relative humidity, wind, and pre-

cipitation vary not only over the season and year but on a daily

basis. The effects of variability can be both positive and nega-

tive depending on the crop and the nature of the variability.

Cool-season vegetable crops (e.g., spinach, cauliflower, broc-

coli) perform best when nights are cool; their quality deterio-

rates under warmer temperatures. Apples, pears, cherries, and

many other tree fruits require winter chilling periods for buds

to set but can suffer near-total loss of the fruit crop if late frosts

damage the blossoms. Alternate thawing and freezing of the

ground can cause the loss of perennial forage crops such as

alfalfa. Extreme climatic events (e.g., storms with high winds.

flooding, heavy rains, hail, hard late or early frosts) can be

responsible for severe or total crop loss.

The anticipated increase in temperatures with global wanning

can lead to spikelet sterility in rice, loss of pollen viability 1"

maize, reversal of vernalization in wheat, and reduced forma-

tion of tubers and tuber bulking in potatoes for areas near crii-

ical thresholds (Table 13-3). Yield losses can be severe in these
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Table 13-2: Crop phenology for important crops.
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Crop
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Box 13-1. Modeling Crop Response lo Environmental Change

Climatic and other factors strongly interact lo affect crop yields. Models have provided an important means for integrat-

ing many different factors that affect crop yield over the season (Rotter. 1993). Scaling up results from detailed under-

standing of leaf and plant response lo climate and other environmental stresses to estimate yield changes for whole farms

and regions, however, can present many difficulties (e.g.. Woodward, 199.1).

Higher-level, integrated models typically accommodate only first-order effects and reflect more complicated processes
vMth technical coefficients. Mechanistic crop growth models take into account (mostly) local limitations in resource

availability (e.g.. water, nutrients) but not other considerations that depend on social and economic response, .such as soil

preparation and field operations, management of pesls, and irrigation.

.Models require interpretation and calibration when applied to estimating commercial crop production under current or

changed climate conditions (see Easterling ei al., 1992; Rosenzweig and Iglesias, 1994); in cases of severe stress, relia-

bility and accuracy in predicting low yields or crop failure may be poor. With regard to the COj response, recent compar-
isons of wheat models have shown that even though basic responses were correctly represented, the quantitative outcome
between models varied greatly. Validation of models has been an important goal (Olesen and Grevsen, 1993; Semenov et

at.. 1993a, 1993b; Wolf, 1993a. 1993b; Deiecolle. 1994; Iglesias and Minguez, 1994; Minguez and Iglesias. 1994).

Further integration of models of crop yield, phenology, and water use with geographic-scale agroclimatic models of crop
distribution and economic response has also occurred (e.g.. Kaiser ei al.. 1993; Kenny ei al., 1993; Rotter and van Diepen,
1994). Simplified representations of crop response have been used with climate and soil data that are available on a global
basis (Leemans and Solomon, 1993). More aggregated statistical models have been used to estimate the combined physical
and socioeconomic response of the farm sector (Mendelsohn et al., 1994; Darwin ei al., 1995).

Incorporation of the multiple effects of CO2 in models has generally been incomplete. Some do not include any CO,
effects and thus may overestimate negative consequences of COj-induced changes in climate. Other models consider

only a crude yield effect. More detailed models consider CO2 effects on water use efficiency (e.g., Wang et al.. 1992;

Leuning et al.. 1993). With few exceptions, most models fail to consider CO2 interactions with temperature and effects

on reproductive growth (Wang and Gifford, 1995).

in tropical areas (Rosenzweig and Parry, 1994), but this result 13.3. Soil Changes and Agricultural Practices

varies locally and across climate scenarios. Large changes in

the seasonal pattern of rainfall or changes in the consistency Climate affects most major soil processes and is a major factor

of rainfall within the crop growing season would likely matter in soil formation; the potential effects of changing climate and

more for annual crops than changes in annual precipitation higher atmosphenc CO, on soils are highly interactive and

and potential evaporation rates. Some studies suggest complex (Bouwman. 1990; Buol et al.. 1990). Many of the

increased intensity of rainfall, which may result in increased world's soils are potentially vulnerable to soil degradation
runoff (Whelton et al., 1993). Changes in large-scale atmos- (e.g., loss of soil organic matter, leaching of soil nutrients,

pheric patterns such as tlie El Nino/Southern Oscillation salinization, and erosion) as a likely consequence of climate

(ENSO) and tropical monsoons could cause significant shifts change (see Chapter 4).

in rainfall patterns, with consequent effects on agricultural

production. ENSO events currently have widespread and well- Cropping practices tliat maintain a more closed ground covci

documented impacts on production in Oceania, Latin over longer periods
—

including crop rotation, planting of cover

Amenca, Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and the United crops, and reduced or minimum tillage
—combined with inic

Slates (Holland et al.. 1990, 1991; McKeon et al.. 1990; grated nutrient management are quite effective in combating 01

Nicholls and Wong, 1990; McKeon and White, 1992; reversing current land degradation and would be simil.ni.^

Rimmington and Nicholls, 1993), but climate scientists have effective where climate change had the potential to exacerbiiie

not resolved how ENSO events may be affected by long-term land degradation (Brinkman and Sombroek, 1993; Rasmusscn
climate change. and Collins. 1991; Logan. 1991). Brinkman and Sombrocl-

(1993) found that, in most cases, changes in soils by diicii

A variety of models (see Box 13-1) that integrate understand- human action, whether intentional or unintended, are likely
i''

ing of crop yield and climate relationships have been used for
"
have a greater impact than climate change. They found ih>ii

estimating changes in potential crop yield, zonal production under a transient scenario of climate change, soil physn^^'i'

shifts, and regional and global production (see Sections 13.5 chemical, and biological processes will be given time to ail.ip'

and 13.8.2). thereby counteracting human-induced land degradation.
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\ 4 Weeds, Insects, and Diseases

I . . k insects, and pathogen-mediated plant diseases are

• led by climate and atmospheric constituents. Resultant

les in the geographic distribution of these crop pests and

\ ir vigor in current ranges will likely affect crops. Existing

•s
 irch has investigated climatic determinants of the range of

,ii\ pesis, but the potential changes in crop losses due to cli-

uiially driven changes in pests have not been included in

iiui-i agricultural impact studies (Waggoner, 1983; Stinner et

M . iy**7, Prestidge and Pottinger, 1990).

/.).-/./. Weeds

Wicds will benefit from the "CO, fertilization effect" and from

iMiprovements in water use efficiency associated with increas-

iiii! COi concentrations, but the impact on crop production will

.Icpciid on how enhanced-growth weeds compete with

iiiliaiiced-growth crops. Of the 86 plant species that contribute

'III',; of per capita food supplies worldwide, 80 are C, plants

( I'roscoit-Allen and Prescott-Allen, 1990), while 14 of the

wiirid's 18 worst weeds are C4 plants (Holm ei al., 1977).

l-,\pcriments generally show C3 species to benefit from CO,
iiiiichment at the expense of C, species (Patterson and Flint,

I'JSO, 1990; Carter and Peterson, 1983; Patterson et al.. 1984;

Uray and Strain, 1987; Bazzaz and Garbutt, 1988).

Kcuarding temperature, most weeds of warm season crops orig-

iii.ue in tropical or warm temperate areas and are responsive to

•.mall increases in temperature. For example, the growth of three

Ici^uminous weeds increased significantly as day/night tempera

lure increased (Flint et al., 1984). Biomass of C4 smooth pig-

^^eed (Amaranlhus hybridus) increased by 240% for an approx-

imate 3°C temperature increase; C^ grasses also showed large

increases (Flint and Patterson, 1983; Patterson, 1993).

Accelerated range expansion of weeds into higher latitudes is

likely (Rahman and Wardle, 1990; Patterson, 1993) as demon-

vlrated for itchgrass (Rottboellia cochinchinensis. Lour),

cogongrass {Imperata cylindrica), Texas panicum (Panicum

lexanum), and witchweed (Siriga asiatica) (Patterson el al.,

1979; Patterson, 1995). However, not all exotic weeds will be

favored by climatic warming Patterson el ai (1986) found loss

of competitiveness under warmer conditions for the southward

spread of wild proso millet (Panicum miltaceiim) in the south-

western United States.

Increasing CO, and climate change probably will also affect

mechanical, chemical, and natural/biological efforts to control

weeds (Patterson, 1993, 1995). which currently cause world-

wide crop production losses of about 1294- (25% for tradition-

al production systems) (Parker and Fryer, 1975).

Environnienlal factors including tempei-alure. precipitation,

wind, soil moisture, and atmospheric humidity inlluence when

herbicides are applied, as well as their uptake and nielabolisin

by crops and target weeds (Hatzios and Penner. 1982. Mii/ik.

1976). High leaf starch concentrations, which commonly
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occur in C3 plants grown under CO, enrichment (Wong,

1990), might interfere with herbicide activity. CO, enrichment

also increases the growth of rhizomes and tubers in C5 plants

(Oechel and Strain, 1985), which could reduce the effective-

ness of chemical and mechanical control of deep-rooting,

perennial C, weeds. On the other hand, increased temperatures

and increased metabolic activity tend to increase uptake,

translocation, and effectiveness of many herbicides. Natural

and biological control of weeds and other pests depends on the

synchrony between the growth, development, and reproduc-

tion of biocontrol agents and their targets. Such synchrony

may be disrupted if climate changes rapidly, particularly if cli-

matic extremes occur more frequently. Global warming could

facilitate overwintering of insect populations and favor earlier

poleward migrations in the spring, which could increase the

effectiveness of biological control of weeds in some cases.

Conversely, such enhanced over-winterings would accelerate

the spread of viruses by migrating vectors like aphids.

13.4.2. Insect Activity and Distribution

Climate change will affect the distribution and degree of infes-

tation of insect pests through both direct effects on the life

cycle of insects and indirectly through climatic effects on

hosts, predators, competitors, and insect pathogens. There is

some evidence that the risk of crop loss will increase due to

poleward expansion of insect ranges. Insect populations faced

with modified and unstable habitats created under annual

arable agricultural systems generally must diapause (enter a

state of dormancy), migrate, otherwise adapt genetically, or

die. Insect species charactenzed by high reproduction rates are

generally favored (Southwood and Comins. 1976). Human
alteration of conditions that affect host plant survival—irriga-

tion, for example—also affects phytophagous (leaf-eating)

insect populations.

Insect life cycle processes affected by climate and weather

include lifespan duration, fecundity, diapause, dispersal, mor-

tality, and genetic adaptation Porter el al. (1991) list the fol-

lowing effects of temperature on insects: limiting geographical

ranges; over-wintering; population growth rates; number of

generations per annum; length of growing season; crop-pest

synchronization; interspecific interactions; dispersal and

migration; and availability of host plants and refugia. The

effects of climate and weather on insect life cycles have been

documented for a wide variety of insect pests of agriculture,

rangelands. and forests (Dobzhansky, 1965; Fye and McAda.

1972; Tauber el ai, 1986; Matt.son and Haack, 1987;

Kingsolver. 1989; Cammell and Knight. 1991, Harrington and

.Sloik. 1995). Many effects involve changes in the severity of

mithreaks following extreme weather events (on the order of

hours to weeks). Freezing lemperalures are a major factor in

inorlality. but Dm.sophila sp insects that survive relatively

colder temperatures have been found to be more tecund than

cohorts thai were not exposed to the low temperatures

(Dobzhansky. 1965). Temperatures that exceed critical thresh-

olds lieciuently have adverse elfecls on fecundity, as m the cases
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of bollworm, Helicmeipii zea (Boddie); tobacco budworm.

Helioiliis virescenx (F.); beel armyworm, Spodoplera exigua

(Hiibner); cabbage looper, Trichoplusia ni (Hiibner); saltmarsh

caterpillar, Esiigmene ucrea (Drury); and pink bollworm,

Peclinophora gossypiella (Saunders) (Fye and McAda, 1972).

Abnormally cool, wel conditions are associated with high sub-

sequent infestations of cotton by cotton tipworm, Crocidosema

plebejana (Zeller) (Hamilton and Gage, 1986). November pre-

cipitation and April temperature are the best indicators of mean

grasshopper densities m Southern Idaho (Fieldmg and

Brusven, 1990). Drought can affect various physiological

processes of plants, which may increase the plants' attractive-

ness and susceptibility to phytophagous insects (Matlson and

Haack, 1987). Intense precipitation has been noted as a deter-

rent to the occurrence and success of oviposition by insects

such as the European com borer, Osirinia nubilalis (Hiibner)

(Davidson and Lyon, 1987). Abundant precipitation can affect

mortality, for example, through drowning of soil-dwelling

insects (Watt and Leather, 1986) but is more likely to affect

insects indirectly through climatic effects on insect pathogens,

predators, and parasites, as has been shown for H. zea pupae

especially under persistently saturated soil conditions

(Raulston <?/ a/., 1992).

While the specific ways in which climate change could affect

persistent wind patterns such as nocturnal wind jets in the

United States and convergence systems such as the Inter-

Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) are poorly predicted by

GCMs, changes in the strength, timing, and geographical

extent of these systems have been hypothesized. Important

insect pests of agriculture currently use these systems to dis-

perse widely from decaying habitats to viable habitats

(Pedgley, 1982). Com earworm, H. zea moths in the United

States (Westbrook el al.. 1985; Scott and Achtemeier, 1987;

Lingren et al.. 1993), grasshoppers or locusts [Ailopus simula-

trix (Walker)], old world bollworm [Heliolhis armigera

(Hiibner)], and whitefly [Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius)] disperse

via atmospheric transport. In the case of the ITCZ and locusts,

the winds also contribute ephemeral precipitation for host

plants as reviewed by Joyce (1983) and Rainey (1989).

Changes in these systems would affect the speed and range of

dispersal of these pests.

Many of the documented effects of climate on .nsects are based

on unusual weather events affecting the severity of insect out-

breaks withm their normal range or the (unintended) introduc-

tion of exotic species into new environments or extension of

(host) crops into new environments (e.g., through irrigation).

Human-induced local climate change within urban areas pro-

vides evidence of how insects can adapt to changes in their

environment. Examples of genetic adaptation include: froggatt

(Dacus iryoni), lucerne flea (Sminihiirus viridis L.) and sheep

blowfly (Lucilia cuprina) (Wied.) in Australia after introduc-

tion from Europe or with the expansion of crop areas; the

European com borer, O. nubilalis (Hiibner) and the European

spruce sawfly, Gilpinia hercymae (Hartig) in North America

after introduction from Europe; and Drosophila serrata

Mallock across latitudes (Birch, 1965). Drosophila serrata

Mallock also has responded by natural selection to the changed
conditions in large cities (Dobzhansky, 1965). Selection to

tighten host-insect interaction (such as codling moth, Cydia

ponwnella (L), in fruit trees] appears to favor the evolution of

isolated host races (Poshly and Bush, 1979). Climatic, agro-

nomic, political, and economic factors jointly led to popula-

tions of boll weevil, Anthoiwmus grandis grandis Boheman,
which adapted differently across cotton areas in the United

States (Terranova el al.. 1990). Although insect populations

have been redistributed during periods of major climatic

change, a continuous intermixing of beetle species' gene pools

in the Rocky Mountains of the United States was determined to

have prevented speciation (Elias, 1991).

Understanding of insect physiological development and behav-

ior has led to the development of numerical models that esti-

mate insect growth, movement, and mortality in response to

potential changes in climate (Goodenough and McKinion,

1992). Minimum and maximum temperatures, required cumu-

lative degree days, and, where important, the effects of drought

or wet conditions (which are the basis for such models), have

been established for many common agricultural pests (e.g., Fye
and McAda, 1972; Davidson and Lyon, 1987). Simulation

models predict potential redistribution of insects under simu-

lated climates.

Specific studies of the likely impacts of climate change were

reviewed by Cammel and Knight (1991), Porter el al. (1 99 1),

Sutherst (1990, 1991), and Sutherst el al. ( 1995). They demon-

strate that impacts could be severe in many different environ-

ments and involve numerous different species of insect pests.

Principal concern is with species that can increase their popu-

lation size by undergoing an extra generation each year in

warmer climates or expand their geographical distributions.

For example. Porter era/. (1991) found that in Europe O. nubi-

lalis would shift 1220 km northward if temperature increased

by 3° to 6°C by 2025-2070. For a 3°C temperature increase in

Japan, Mochida (1991) predicted expanded ranges for tobacco

cut worm (Spodoplera liiura), southern green stink bug

(Nezera viridula), rice stink bug (Lagynotomus eteongatus).

lima-bean pod borer (Etiella zinckenella). common green stink

bug (Nezera aniennala), soybean stem gall (Asphondylia sp.).

rice weevil (Siiophilus oryzae), and soybean pod borer

(Legumunuvora glycinivorella), but a decreased range for rice

leaf beetle (Oulema oryzae) and rice leaf miner (Agromyza

oryzae). Vegetation subzones were linked with microclimates

to extrapolate spruce weevil hazard zones in British Columbia

(Spittlehouse and Sieben, 1994). Models that match the pres-

ence of particular species with discrete ranges of temperature

and precipitation parameters such as CLIMEX may be espe-

cially appropriate for projecting the effects of climate change

on insect redistribution (Womer, 1988; Sutherst el al., 1995).

Actual insect distributions under climate change will also

depend on host distributions (Rainey, 1989), competition with

existing species (DeBach, 1965), adaptability to new condi-

tions, and the presence of natural enemies in the area. Because
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climate effects on insect life cycles frequently depend on

extreme events (e.g., freezing, intense precipitation) and cli-

matic features such as the persistent winds of the Inter-Tropical

Convergence system, the reliability of predicted redistribution

of insects depends, in part, on the reliability of predictions of

ihese features of climate.

13.4.3. Plant Diseases

The occurrence of plant fungal and bacterial pests depends on

temperature, rainfall, humidity, radiation, and dew. Climatic

conditions affect the survival, growth, and spread of pathogens,

.1.^ well as the resistance of hosts. Friedrich (1994) summarizes

ihe observed relationship between climatic conditions and

important plant diseases. Among these, mild winters have been

associated with more rapid and stronger outbreaks of powdery

mildew (Erysiphe grammis), brown leaf rust of barley

[I'liccinia hordei), and strip rust of cereals (Puccinia slri-

ilormis) (Meier, 1985). Mild winters combined with very warm

weather conditions provide optimal growth conditions for cer-

cosporea leaf spot disease (Cercosporea beticola), powdery

mildew (Erysiphe betae), and rhizomania disease (Rizomania)

iTrehame, 1989). Warm, humid conditions lead to earlier and

stronger outbreaks of late potato blight (Phytophthora infes-

ums) (Lopmeier, 1990; Parry et al., 1990). Dry and hot sum-

mers generally reduce infestations of most fungal diseases

hocause plant resistance is increased. Summer dryness, partic-

ularly in early summer, also decreases rhynchosporium leaf

blotch (Rhynchosporium secalis) and septoria leaf spot dis-

eases (Seploria trilici and S. nodorum), but more frequent

summer precipitation, particularly heavy storms, would

increase incidences of these diseases because rain and rain-

home splash water is the means by which disease spores are

spread (Royle el al., 1986). Warmer temperatures would likely

,ilso shift the occurrence of these diseases into presently cool-

er regions (Trehame, 1989).

13.5. Animal Agriculture

Climate affects animal agriculture in four ways: through ( 1 ) the

impact of changes in livestock feedgrain availability and price

(e.g., Adams et al., 1990; Bowes and Crosson, 1993; Kane el

III.. 1993; Rosenzweig and Parry, 1994); (2) impacts on live-

slock pastures and forage crops (Wilson. 1982; MdrUnelal.,

1991; Easterling el al.. 1993; McKeon el al., 1993), (3) the

direct effects of weather and extreme events on animal health,

growth, and reproduction (Bianca. 1970; Rath el al.. 1994);

and (4) changes in the distribution of livestock diseases (Stem,

1988; U.S. EPA, 1989).

Cicnerally, the impacts of changes in feedgram prices or forage

production on livestock production and costs are moderated by

markets. Impacts of changes in feedgrain supply on the supply
lit meat, milk, egg. and other livestock products in terms of

price increase is substantially less than the Initial feedgrain

price shock (Reilly el al., 1994). Bowes and Crosson (1993)
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demonstrated the importance of feed exports or imports into a

region in determining downstream impacts on livestock and

meatpacking industries. Abel and Levin (1981) found that, for

developing country agriculture, livestock are a better hedge

against losses than are crops because animals are better able to

survive extreme weather events such as drought. The relative-

ly lower sensitivity of livestock to climate change is also doc-

umented for the historical case of the U.S. Dust Bowl experi-

ence of the 1930s (Waggoner, 1993).

The impact of climate on pastures and unimproved rangelands

may include deterioration of pasture quality toward poorer

quality, subtropical (C4) grasses in temperate pastoral zones as

a result of warmer temperatures and less frost, or increased

invasion of undesirable shrubs—but also potential increases in

yield and possible expansion of area if climate change is favor-

able and/or as a direct result of increasing COj (Martin et al.,

1993; McKeon et al., 1993; Salinger and Porteus, 1993;

Campbell et al., 1995). (See Chapter 2 for details on possible

changes in species composition of rangelands and effects on

pastoral agriculture.)

Heat stress has a variety of detrimental effects on livestock

(Furquay, 1989), with significant effects on milk production

and reproduction in dairy cows (Johnston, 1958; Thatcher,

1974; Khan, 199\; On et al.. 1993). Swine fertility shows sea-

sonal variation due to seasonal climate variability (Claus and

Weiler, 1987). Reproductive capabilities of dairy bulls and

boars and conception in cows are affected by heat stress

(Egbunike and Elmo, 1978; Cavestany et al., 1985; Berman,

1991). Livestock management and development of breeds bet-

ter-suited to tropical climates has been a specific consideration

(Bonsma, 1949; Du Preez et al.. 1990).

Analyses suggest that warming in the tropics and in the sub-

tropics during warm months would likely impact livestock

reproduction and production negatively (e.g., reduced animal

weight gain, dairy production, and feed conversion efficiency)

(Hahn et al.. 1990; Baker ei al.. 1993; Klinedinst et al., 1993;

Rath et al., 1994). Results are mixed for impacts in temperate

and cooler regions: forage-fed livestock generally do better

(due to more forage) but more capital-intensive operations, like

dairy, are negatively affected (Parry el al., 1988; Baker el al.,

1993; Klinedinst et al., 1993). Warming during the cold peri-

ods for temperate areas would likely be beneficial to livestock

production due to reduced feed requirements, increased sur-

vival of young, and lower energy costs.

Impacts may be minor for relatively intense livestock pro-

duction systems (e.g., confined beef, dairy, poultry, swine)

because such systems control exposure to climate and pro-

vide opportunity for further controls (eg. shading, wetting,

increasing air circulation, air conditioning, and alterations of

barns and livestock shelters). Livestock production systems

that do not depend primarily on grazing are less dependent on

local feed .sources, and changes in feed quality can be cor-

rected through feed supplements. The fact that livestock pro-

duction Is distributed across diverse climatic conditions from
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cool temperate to tropical regions provides evidence that

these systems are adaptable to different climates.

Many studies of climate and weather impacts on livestock find

that the principal impacts are an increased role for manage-

ment, adoption of new breeds in some cases where climate

changes are moderate (for example. Brahman cattle and

Brahman crosses are more heat- and insect-resistant than

breeds now dominant in Texas and Southern Europe), and

introduction of different species in some cases of extreme

weather changes (Entwistle, 1974; Hahn, 1988, 1994; Hahn ei

al.. 1990; Baker et ai. 1993; Baker, 1994; Klinedinst et al..

1993; Rath et al., 1994).

13.6. Regional Climate Impacts: Studies and Issues

Variation of agriculture systems, climates, resources, and

economic characteristics across and within countries may be

more important in determining the effects of climate change
than differences in climate scenarios themselves. Agricultural

policy is an important consideration in most regions.

Agricultural policies have had many and changing goals.

Climate change is generally not among top policy priorities

for agricultural policymakers, but climate change could affect

the cost and likelihood of achieving other policy priorities
—

such as food adequacy and reduction of chronic hunger,

improving export competitiveness, assuring regional and

national economic and social development, increasing farm

income and the viability of rural communities, assuring water

availability and quality, reducing or reversing land degradation

Agriculture in a Changing Climate: Impacts and Adaptation

and soil loss through erosion, and other conservation and

environmental objectives.

13. 6. 1. Africa and the Middle East

While Africa, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, is highly depen-

dent on agriculture, relatively little quantitative work has been

done on the impacts of climate change. Little or no effort has

been devoted to studying agricultural effects on countries of

the Middle East. The available studies for sub-Saharan Africa

suggest that critical thresholds are related to precipitation and

the length of the growing season, although warmer tempera-

tures and increased radiation may benefit highland areas.

National and local assessments providing a detailed under-

standing of crop-specific responses and regional impacts are

still lacking.

Recent studies (Ominde and Juma, 1991; Ottichilo et at., 1991;

Downing, 1992; Schulze et al., 1993; Sivakumar, 1993;

Magadza, 1994) indicate that most of Africa will be sensitive

to climate change, although some regions may benefit from

warmer and wetter conditions (Table 13-4). Downing (1992),

in analyses for Kenya, Zimbabwe, and Senegal, evaluated the

sensitivity to incremental climatic variations suggested by
GCM scenarios for the region. Nationally, he estimated that

potential food production in Kenya would increase, particularly

if rainfall increases, but that the impacts would vary regionally;

sub-humid and semi-arid provinces supporting socioeco-

nomically vulnerable groups would be negatively affected

even with increases in national food production potential.

Table 13-4: Selected crop studies for Africa and the Middle East.

Study Scenario Geographic Scope Crop(s) Yield Impact (%) Other Comments

Eid, 1994
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Akong'a el al. (1994) and Sivakumar (1993) considered the

effects of cliinatic variability (primarily periodic droughts) on

agriculture in some aieas of the region, finding that such

droughts have significant negative effects on production, crop

season length, and higher-order social impacts. The persis-

tence of such periodic droughts and the potential for them to

change in frequency and severity in the Sahel and in eastern

and southern Africa indicate the need for further research to

develop adaptive strategies. The effects of greater frequency

and severity include growing aridity in the savannas; defor-

estation and soil erosion in all farming systems but particular-

ly in the humid, sub-humid, and equatorial regions; and salin-

ization of irrigated lands. The economies of countries of North

Africa and the Middle East are generally less dependent on

agriculture than are those of sub-Saharan Africa. One study
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for Egypt (Eid, 1994) indicated the potential for severe

impacts on national wheat and maize production.

13.6.2. South and Southeast Asia

South and Southeast Asia include the southern portion of Asia,

from Pakistan in the west to Vietnam in the east, as well as

Indonesia and the Philippines. Seasonal monsoons are a domi-

nant climate feature that affect agriculture. Matthews et al.

(1994a, 1994b) have estimated the impacts on rice yields for

many countries in the region for equilibrium climate scenarios

of three major GCMs that nredict temperature and precipitation

increases for the region. The results show substantial variation

in impact across the region and among the GCMs (Table 1 3-5).

Table 13-5: Selected crop studies for South and Southeast Asia.

Study Scenario
Geographic

Scope Crop(s)

Yield

Impact (%) Other Comments

Rosenzweig
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Spikelel Menlity emerged as a major factor determining the

differenlial predictions; where current conditions were near

critical thresholds, a difference in mean temperature of less

than a decree resulted in a positive yield change rapidly

becoming a large decline. However, genetic variability among
varieties suggests relative ease in adapting varieties to new cli-

mate conditions. Temperature effects alone were generally

found to reduce yields, but CO, fertilization was a significant

positive effect.

Brammer er al. (1994) conclude that, among other things, the

diversity of cropping systems does not allow a conclusion of

magnitude or direction of impact to be made for Bangladesh at

this time Parry et al. (1992) showed yield impacts that vary

across the countries of Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia and

across growing season. Coastal inundation was also estimated

to be a threat to coastal rice and to fish, prawn, and shrimp

ponds. These authors estimated that a 1 -meter sea-level rise

could cause a landward retreat of 2.5 km in Malaysia; such a

rise was estimated to threaten 4200 ha of productive agricul-

tural land, an area equal to slightly less than 1% of Malaysia's

paddy rice area. Model results showed that under Goddard

Institute for Space Studies (GISS) doubled CO2 climates, ero-

sion rates in three Malaysian river basins increased from

14-40%, and soil fertility declined on average by 2-8%.

13.6.3. East Asia

Several major studies have been conducted for countries in East

Asia, including China (mainland and Taiwan), North and South

Korea, and Japan. Possible climatic impacts span a wide range

depending on the climate scenario, geographic scope, and study

(Table 13-6). For China, results show generally negative yield

effects but range from less than 10% (Zhang, 1993) to more

than 30% (Jin ei al.. 1994). While finding large changes for all

of China, Hulme et al. (1992) conclude that to a certain extent,

warming would be beneficial, with increasing yield due to

diversification of cropping systems. However, they estimated

that by 2050, when they expect an average warming for China

of 1 .2°C, increased evapotranspiration would generally exceed

increases in precipitation, thus leading to a greater likelihood of

yield loss due to water stress for some rice-growing areas, even

as the area suitable for rice increases.

Table 13-6: Selected ctrop studies for East Asia.

Study Scenario
Geographic

Scope Crops

Yield

Impact (%) Other Comments

Tao, 1992
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For China, warming would likely cause a general northward

iiiovemeni of agroclimatic regions, with certain exceptions in the

>ouih where the moisture deficit may increase even more than in

ilie north. The general possibility of increased summer dryness in

[he continental mid-latitudes suggests the following six areas as

most likely to be negatively affected by climate change (Lin Erda,

1994): the area around the Great Wall lying southeast of the tran-

sition belt between crop agriculture and animal husbandry; the

Huang-Hai Plains where dryland crops like wheat, cotton, com.

,ind fruit trees are grown; the area north of Huai River including

Eastern Shandong that lies along the south edge of the south tem-

perate zone; the central and southern areas of Yunnan Plateau;

middle and lower reaches of Yangtze River; and the Loess

Plateau. In general, these areas would be at heightened risk of

drought and would suffer potential increases in soil erosion. The

^'lJnnan Plateau, with generally abundant rainfall, is subject to

alternating droughts and waterlogging; production is sensitive to

changes that would increase the variability of climate.

Indices of vulnerability based on physical productivity and

.ocioeconomic capability to adapt show that among China's

thirty provinces. Shanxi, Inner Mongolia. Gansu. Hebei.

Qinghai, and Ningxia are particularly vulnerable and less able

to adapt to climate change. These seven provinces produced

12% of China's total agricultural output value in 1990

(Statistical Yearbook ofAgriculture of China, 1991). Thus, the

areas along the Great Wall and Huang-Hai Plains are areas that

are both socioeconomically and agronomically vulnerable to

climate change and also are areas where climate projections

suggest possible adverse changes in climate.

Climate change will occur against a steadily increasing

demand for food in China over the next 55 years (Lu and Liu,

1991a, 1991b). The increased annual cost of government
investment only (excluding farmers' additional costs) in agri-

culture due to climate change through 2050 was estimated at

3.48 billion U.S. dollars (17% of the cost of government
investment in agriculture in 1990).

Studies for Japan (Table 1 3-6) indicate that the positive effects

of CO2 on rice yields would generally more than offset nega-

tive climatic effects in the central and northern areas, leading

to yield gains; in the southwest, particularly in Kyushu, the rice

yield effects were, on balance, estimated to be negative for sev-

eral climate scenarios (Seino, 1993a, 1993b) Horie (1987)

lound generally negative effects on rice yield in Hokkaido

under the GISS climate scenario when rice variety was not

changed but found increa.sed yields if longer maturing varieties

were adopted. Horie ( 1991 ), under the Oregon Stale University

(OSU) climate scenario, found that rice yields would fall in

most areas of the country but that changes in rice variety and

other management changes could recover most losses except in

the southwest, where the projected increase in temperature of

4.0-4.5°C exceeded the temperature tolerances of japonica rice

varieties. Additional considerations for Japanese agriculture

are possible changes in tlowering and maturalion of truil trees,

with potential northward shifts in cultivated areas and changed
distribution of insect pests (Seino, 1993a)
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13.6.4. Oceania and Pacific Island Countries

Oceania includes Australia. New Zealand. Papua New Guinea,

and numerous small islands and coral atolls of the Pacific

Island Countries (PICs).

Findings for Australia include: (I) poleward shifts in produc-

tion, (2) varying impacts on wheat including changes in grain

quality. (3) likely inadequate chilling for stone fruit and pome
fruit and lower fruit quality. (4) increased likelihood of heat

stress in livestock, particularly dairy and sheep. (5) increased

infestation of tropical and subtropical livestock parasites but

possible decreases for other species. (6) livestock benefits due

to warmer and shorter winters. (7) increased damage due to

floods and soil erosion. (8) increased drought potential with

wheat and barley more sensitive than oats, (9) changes in the

severity of outbreaks of downy mildew on grapevines and rust

in wheat, and (10) beneficial effects of elevated CO2 levels for

many agricultural crops (Hobbs et al., 1988; Nulsen. 1989;

Pittock, 1989; Wardlaw era/. 1989; Blumenthal c; a/.. 1991;

Wang el al.. 1992; CSIRO. 1993; Hennessy and Clayton-

Greene. 1995; Wang and Gifford. 1995).

Studies of New Zealand agriculture considered the main

effects of climate change on New Zealand's important pas-

toral agriculture to be: (1) a poleward spread of subtropical

pastures. (2) a resultant decrease in the area of temperate pas-

ture. (3) higher yields. (4) altered seasonality of production.

(5) spread of growth to higher elevations, and (6) decreased

growth in the eastern areas of the North Island due to drier

and warmer conditions (Ministry for the Environment. 1990;

Salinger and Hicks, 1990; Manin t-r a/.. 1991 1. Models to pre-

dict effects on forage production systems arc currently being

developed and validated. Initial modeling simulations of the

effects of doubled-COj climates on pasture yield including

the beneficial effects of CO; varied from -flO to -1-77% (Korte

et al.. 1991; Butler et al.. 1991; Martin et al.. 1991). The

higher figures, however, likely overestimated the beneficial

effects of CO; (Campbell. 1994). More recent work

(Campbell et al.. 1995; Newton et al., in press) indicates

gains of up to 15%.

Studies have found variable impacts on horticultural crops in

New Zealand, with a general poleward shift, including an

expansion of the area for subtropical crops but a contraction of

area suitable for temperate crops such as apples and kiwi fruit

that require winter chilling (Salinger et al., 1990). Studies for

maize suggest expansion of the suitable growing area into the

Canterbury Plains of the South Island (Kenny et al., 1994; Tate

et al , 1994; Warrick and Kenny, 1994).

For small island states, fewer studies have been conducted

Singh el al. ( 1990) conclude that, in general, crop yields would

be lower because of reduced solar radiation (from increased

cloudiness), higher temperature (leading to shorter growth
duration and increased sterility), and water availability (both

drought and inundation). Sea water intrusion also could affect

some coastal areas. Some of the negative effects, particularly
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Table 13-7: Selected studies for Australia and New Zealand.

Study Scenario
Geographic

Scope Crops

Yield

Impact ( ^ Other Comments

Campbell, 1994; Various

Campbell et al., ^

1995; Newton

et al., in press

Salinger

etat.. 1990

New Zealand Pasture increase overall,

but decrease in

some regions

New Zealand Temperate

Crops and Pasture

McKeon +2°C, SW Queensland, Semi-Arid +31(-l,+35)
era/., 1988 -20% winter Australia Perennial

precipitation. Grass,

+30% rest Wheat +23 (-6, +35)

Vickery
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Table 13-8: Selected crop studiesfor Russia and theformer Soviet republics.

443

Study Scenario

Geographic

Scope Crop(s)

Yield

Impact (%) Other Comments

Menzhulin and GISS,

Koval, 1994 GFDL,
UKMO

Russia and Former Winter and

Soviet Republics Spring

Wheat

19 to +41

Sirotenko and EMI

Abashina, 1994;

Sirotenko era/.,

1991' CCC, GFDL

Russia Crop Yield, +10to+35

Grassland Productivity -2 to +26

Crop Yield, -14 to +13

Grassland Productivity -27 to -2

Included CO, effect; GISS strongly positive,

UKMO negative; temperature sensitivity

alone of 2 and 4''C resulted in yield losses

of 20 to 30%; impacts also varied widely

across the 19 sites studied

Large positive effect in Southern Volga
and Northern Caucasus areas; slightly

negative crop yield in S. Krasnoyarsky
and Far East; range is w/ and w/o +20%

CO2, +30% tropospheric ozone, and -20%

soil humus

'These studies used a reconstructed Eemian Interglacial (EMI) climate and the Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) and

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GTOL) GCMs. The temperature and precipitation predictions of the GCMs were

scaled by the factors 0.51 (CCC) and 0.45 (GFDL) to generate climates that could be observed by the year 2030.

Sirotenko and Abashina (1994) and Sirotenko et al. (1991)

scaled the equilibrium temperature and precipitation derived

from GCMs to generate scenarios applicable to the year 2030

and used the Eemian interglacial period (EMI) climate. In the

EMI scenario, warming was greatest in January and precipi-

tation increased substantially in both January and July.

whereas the GCM scenarios suggested drier and warmer sum-

mer conditions. Changes in potential crop yield and potential

productivity of grasses are based on a geoinformation system
CLIMATE-SOIL-YIELD and a dynamic-growth crop simula-

tion model (Sirotenko, 1981; Abashina and Sirotenko, 1986;

Sirotenko, 1991) (Table 13-8). The results indicate that the

climate response of crops and grasses can differ even in sign.

The estimated response of agriculture varied significantly across

the region as well as across climate scenarios. Sirotenko and

Abashina (1994) and Sirotenko e( a/. (1991) estimate the impacts

to be favorable on agriculture of the northern areas of European
Russia and Siberia and to cause a general northward shift of crop

zones. Actual changes in production would reflect both areal

expansion and the yield changes on existing crop areas as report-

ed in Table 13-8. The more arid climate of the Canadian Climate

Centre (CCC) and Geophysical Ruid Dynamics Laboratory

(GFDL) GCMs was projected to have severe effects on grain pro-

duction in the steppes of Povolzhye, Northern Caucasus, and the

southern portion of Western Siberia, where grain production was

estimated to fall by 20-25%. Menzhulin and Koval (1994) simu-

lated yield increases exceeding 50% in the northwestern, central,

and eastern regions of Kazakhastan under the GISS scenarit). pri

manly becau.se of increased moisture in these currently arid

areas, but these areas did not benefit substantially under the

GFDL scenario. Overall, the UK Meieorological Office (UKMO)
.scenario produced the largest yield declines.

Sirotenko and Abashina (1994) and Sirotenko et al. (1991)

found thai potential Increases in ozone and loss of soil organic

matter reduced potential yields substantially; when combined

with the climate/COj scenarios, grass yields declined by about

one-quarter and crop yields by 10% in both CCC and GFDL
GCM scenarios. Kovda and Pachepsky (1989) report the

potential for significant additional soil loss and degradation

resulting from climate change.

Historically, climate variability has been a significant contrib-

utor to yield variability in areas of the former USSR. For exam-

ple, the increase in aridity during the 1930s was estimated to

have decreased yields by 25-39% (Menzhulin. 1992) If drier

conditions prevail under climate change, similar yield effects

may occur.

13.6.6. Latin America

Climate impact studies for Latin America that include the

direct effect of CO; generally show negative impacts for

wheat, barley, and maize but positive impacts for soybeans

(Table 13-9). A study of Norte Chico, Chile, suggested

decreased yields for wheat and grapes but increases for maize

and potatoes (Downing, 1992). The Norte Chico results are dif-

ficult to generalize because the climate for Chile exhibits steep

temperature gradients from east to west due to the change in

altitude, as well as wide variation from north to south.

The largest area with clear vulnerability to climate variability in

the region is the Brazilian northeast. Like most agricultural areas

of Latin America, this region has a rainy season when crops are

grown and a dry sea.son with little or no rain. In the case of the

Brazilian northeast, the rainy season is relatively short (3—4

months) and the occurrence of years with no rainy .season is fre-

quent These years are characterized by the occurrence ol lainine

and large-scale mlgraiions to metropolitan areas. Cliniaiic varia-

tions that would result in shorter rainy seasons and/or increased
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Table 13-9: Selected crop studies for Latin America.

Study

Geographic Yield

Scenario Scope Crop(s) Impact (%) Other Comments

Baethgen,
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differences among sites. Effects are more likely negative or

more severely negative for southern areas and for climate sce-

narios such as the UKMO GCM scenario in which the temper-

ature increases are large (+5.2°C) or the GFDL scenario in

which summer aridity increased.

Rosenzweig (1985) simulated increased areas for wheat produc-

tion, especially in Canada, under the GISS climate change sce-

nario, while major wheat regions in the United States remain the

same (Rosenzweig. 1985). Crosson (1989) found that warmer

temperatures may shift much of the wheat-maize-soybean pro-

ducing capacity northward, reducing U.S. production and increas-

ing production in Canada. Shifting climate zones may result in

lower production of com or wheat and different and more diverse

crops because the productivity in the new areas is likely to be lim-

ited due to the shallow, infertile soils (CAST, 1992).

Across studies in Table 1 3- 1 1 for the USA that combined bio-

physical and economic impacts, market adjustments lessen the

Table 13-10: Selected crop studies for Western Europe.
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impacts of negative yield changes. Different assumptions about

changes in U.S. population, income, trade barriers, and institu-

tions were found, in some cases, to determine whether the net

economic impact of climate change on the USA was negative

or positive. Kaiser et al (1993) found that possible increases in

agricultural commodity prices could more than offset farm

income loss. Mendelsohn ei al. (1994) used an econometric

approach to directly estimate the impact of climate change on

agricultural revenue and asset values. This approach more fully

considers potential adaptation to different climates as directly

observed across climates that vary as a result of geography.

They found that for the United States, wanning would gener-

ally be beneficial even without the direct effect of CO2. This

approach calculates an equilibrium response after complete

adjustment and does not consider price changes.

A number of studies have considered the vulnerability of prairie

agriculture to climate change in Canada (Cohen et al., 1992).

Factors cited as contributing to vulnerability include the

Study Scenario

Geographic

Scope Crop(s)

Yield

Impact (%) Other Comments

Oleson etai.
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prairie's importance as an agricultural producer, located in a

marginal climate, constrained by both temperature and precipi-

tation; soil limitations that limit shifting of cropping northward;

known sensitivity to climate as evidenced by past drought expe-

riences; and vulnerability to midcontinental drying indicated by
GCMs. The effects of the 1988 drought are an indication of the

region's sensitivity to climate variability. T'.ie effects included

dust storms and wind erosion, production declines of 29%

(grains) to 94% (hay), falling grain inventories, higher prices,

poor pastures for livestock with some movement of cattle to

moister areas, higher feed costs for livestock, and farm income

reductions of 50% to 78% compared to 1987 figures.

13.7. Regional Summary: Relative Vulnerability

There has been a substantial number of new agricultural impact
studies since the 1990 IPCC and the 1992 update, as reviewed

Table 13-11: Selected U.S. agricultural impact studies.

Agriculture in a Changing Climate: Impacts and Adaptation

in Section 13.6. For countries in sub-Saharan Africa, the

Middle East and North Africa, Eastern Europe, and Latin

America, however, there are still relatively few studies. For

most regions, studies have focused on one or two principal

grains. These studies strongly demonstrate the variabiUty in

estimated yield impacts among countries, scenarios, methods
of analysis, and crops, making it difficult to generalize results

across areas or for different climate scenarios. Thus, the abili-

ty to extend, interpolate, or extrapolate from the specific cli-

mate scenarios used in these studies to "more" or "less" cli-

mate change is limited.

Given these uncertainties in both magnitude and direction of

impact, a key issue is vulnerability to possible climate change.

Vulnerability is used here to mean the potential for negative

consequences that are difficult to ameliorate through adaptive
measures given the range of possible climate changes that might

reasonably occur Defining an area or population as vulnerable.

Study Scenario
Geographic

Scope Crops

Yield

Impact (%) Other Comments

Adams et al.,

1988, 1990, 1994

GCMs' U.S. All increase and decrease

Cooler, 1990
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therefore, is not a prediction of negative consequences of cli-

mate change; it is an indication that, across the range of possi-

ble climate changes, there are some climatic outcomes that

would lead to relatively more serious consequences for the

region than for other regions.

Vulnerability depends on the unit of observation and the geo-

graphic scale considered. Yields are relatively more vulnerable

if a small change in climate results in a large change in yield.

Evidence suggests that yields of crops grown at the margin of

their climatic range or in climates where temperature or pre-

cipitation could easily exceed threshold values during critical

crop growth periods are more vulnerable (e.g., rice sterility:

Matthews e/ a/., 1994a, 1994b).
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diverse. For example, the Great Plains is one of the U.S. regions

most dependent on agriculture, and thus might be the most eco-

nomically vulnerable to climate change (Rosenberg, 1993).

Hunger vulnerability is an "aggregate measure of the factors

that influence exposure to hunger and predisposition to its con-

sequences" involving "interactions of climate change, resource

constraints, population growth, and economic development"

(Downing, 1992; Bohle et at.. 1994). Downing (1992) con-

cluded that the semi-extensive farming zone, on the margin of

more intensive land uses, appears to be particularly sensitive to

small changes in climate. Socioeconomic groups in such areas,

already vulnerable in terms of self-sufficiency and food securi-

ty, could be further marginalized.

Farmer or farm sector vulnerability is measured in terms of

impact on profitability or viability of the farming system.

Farmers with limited financial resources and farming systems

with few adaptive technological opportunities available to limit

or reverse adverse climate change may suffer significant dis-

ruption and financial loss for relatively small changes in crop

yields and productivity. For example, semi-arid, cool temper-

ate, and cold agricultural areas may be more vulnerable to cli-

mate change and climate variability (Parry el al.. 1988).

Regional economic vulnerability reflects the sensitivity of the

regional or national economy to farm sector impacts. A region-

al economy that offers only limited employment alternatives for

workers dislocated by the changing profitability of farming is

relatively more vulnerable than those that are economically

Table 13-12: Selected Canadian agricultural impact studies.

These different concepts of vulnerability include different

scales of impact
—from crop to individual farmer to food mar-

kets to the general economy. Given these various definitions

and scales of impact, there are people vulnerable to climate

change in most regions. Key characteristics of each of the

regions help to suggest those more likely to have vulnerable

populations (Table 13-13).

By most measures, many of the populations in sub-Saharan

Africa appear most vulnerable. The region is already hot, and

large areas are arid or semi-arid; average per capita income is

among the lowest in the world and has been declining since

1980; more than 60% of the population depends directly on

agriculture; and agriculture is generally more than 30% of

gross domestic product (GDP). Relatively little of the cropland

Study Scenario
Geographic

Scope Crop(s)

Yield

Impact (%) Other Comments

Williams w a/., GISS84

1988'

Mooney, 1990'; GISS

Mooney ei al.,

1991'

Saskatchewan Spring Wheat

Manitoba, Alberta, Spring Wheat,

Saskatchewan Multiple Crops

van Kooten' CCC SW Saskatchewan Sprmg Wheat

-28 to -18

-.36 (Manitoba)

negative and

positive

-15 to +2

Arthur and GISS, Alberta, Manitoba. Wheat, Oats, small decrease

Abizadeh, 1989' GFDL

Brklacich el al.,

1994;Brklacich

and Smit, 1992

GISS,

GFDL,
UKMO-

Saskatchewan Barley, Flax, to +28

Canola, Hay
Alberta. Manitoba. Wheal -40 to -f234

Saskatchewan,

Ontario

Large interannual fluctuations underlie

mean impacts (e.g., -78% yield impact in

extreme year); temperature increase of

3°C offset by -h40% precipitation

Similar for other crops; com and potatoes

increased; precipitation derived from

analogous region data; greater crop variety.

production area increase

Positive effects when CCC precipitation

used; negative used current norm for

precipitation

10 out of 12 scenarios resulted in gain in

net crop revenue; adapt by planting earlier

Results varied widely by site and scenario;

adaptation and CO, were strongly positive

effects; Ontario study showed increased

net returns, but also variability; N gains

and S loses

'As reported in Cohen et til.. 1992

-These .studies also considered yield sensitivity to +2 and +4°C and -20 and +20% change in precipitation.
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is irrigated, and much of the agricultural land is used for graz-

ing. Severe famine and starvation have been more prevalent in

sub-Saharan Africa than in other regions over recent decades.

Political and civil instability have greatly worsened problems.

The potential for continued instability is an additional factor

that increases vulnerability.

Populations in South Asia are vulnerable because of heavy

dependence on agriculture and high population density.

Agriculture accounts for more than 30% of GDP in most coun-

tries in the region. Each hectare of cropland supports 5.4 peo-

ple. Tropical storms are an important feature of the climate

around which current systems operate. These storms can be

destructive but also are the main source of moisture. Changes
in their frequency or severity would have significant impacts.

Agriculture in a Changing Climate: Impacts and Adaptation

The area is already intensely cropped, with 44% of the land

area used as cropland. An estimated 3 1% of cropland is already

irrigated, which may reduce vulnerability somewhat, providing
water resources remain adequate. An additional factor that may
reduce vulnerability in the future is the relative strength of the

economy over the past decade. Countries in this area also have

been relatively successful in avoiding the more severe effects

of food shortages through programs that ensure access to food

during potential famine situations. Chronic hunger remains a

problem, however, for the poorer segments of the population,

particularly in semi-arid and arid pans of the region.

Within East Asia, populations in the more arid areas of China

appear most vulnerable to the possibihty of mid-latimde conti-

nental drying. In general, the region supports a large population

Table 13-13: Basic regional agricultural indicate
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per hectare of cropland (12.6). The rapid economic growth

achieved over the past decade, the fact that the region's climate

is somewhat cooler, and the diverse sources of food production

reduce vulnerability of populations in this region. Japan's GNP

provides it with significant capability to limit climatic losses

from agriculture compared with other countries in the region.

Southeast Asia combines tropical temperatures with generally

ample moisture, but the region is subject to tropical storms.

The region supports a large population with a relatively high

population density per hectare of cultivated land. For several

countries in this region, agriculture contributes more than 30%

of GDP. GNP per capita is somewhat higher than that of either

South or East Asia, and growth has been substantial over the

past decade. However, Table 13-13 excludes several countries

in the region due to lack of data. These countries, including

Vietnam, Cambodia, and Myanmar, have relatively large pop-

ulations, and their economic performance has been poorer than

others in the region. Populations in these countries may be par-

ticularly vulnerable to changes in tropical storms.

The Middle East and North Africa are already very hot and

generally arid. The current climate greatly limits the portion of

land currently suitable for agriculture. A large share of current

cropland is irrigated. Among developing country areas, a rela-

tively smaller share of the population (32%) depends directly

on agriculture. Agriculture is quite diverse; fruits, vegetables,

and other specialty crops are important. The region is hetero-

geneous, including relatively wealthy oil-exporting countries,

Israel, and several poorer countries—making the regional aver-

age economic performance somewhat misleading. Per capita

GNP has fallen substantially over the past decade, with declin-

ing oil prices and political disruptions partly responsible.

Latin America and countries that now make up the area that

was formerly the USSR are similar in terms of per capita GNP.

While data are unavailable with regard to economic perfor-

mance for the area of the former USSR, evidence strongly

suggests that the region suffered a decline in per capita GNP
over the past decade, as has Latin America. The two regions

are also similar in that average population density and popu-

lation per hectare of cropland are moderate to low. Estimates

of potential additional cropland for the world suggest thai

these two areas could be the source of substantial additional

cropland (Crosson, 1995). Thus, expansion of land area or

relocation to adapt to climate change is a possible response,

partly mitigating vulnerability. The prevalence of childhood

malnutrition, infant mortality, and low median age at death are

somewhat higher in Latin America than in the area of the for-

mer USSR (World Bank, 1993). While both regions are pri-

marily humid, substantial agricultural areas are arid or semi-

arid and drought-prone. The notable difference between the

two regions is that Latin America is generally already tropical

or subtropical, and even though GCMs predict less warming
in the tropics, further warming may be deleterious In contrast,

agriculture in large areas of the former USSR is limited by

cool temperatures and so may benetil from warming And
areas of tropical Latin America, such as northwest Brazil, are
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particularly vulnerable to changes in ENSO events if they

result in less reliable precipitation.

Europe, the USA and Canada, and Oceania have high GNP per

capita, the agricultural population is a small share of the total

population, and agriculture is in general a small share of the

economy. As a result, vulnerability to climate-change-induced

hunger or severe economic distress for the overall economy is

relatively low. These areas are important for world food pro-

duction. Mid-continental areas of the U.S. and Canada, the

Mediterranean area of Europe, and large areas of Australia are

prone to drought, which would be exacerbated if climate

change reduced moisture availability or increased the demand

for water as occurs in several GCM scenarios. Economic dis-

location is likely to be limited to the agricultural sector or to

subregions highly dependent on agriculture.

Small island nations, especially where incomes are low, are sub-

ject to particular vulnerabilities. Potential loss of coastal land to

sea level rise, salt water intrusion into water supplies, damage
from tropical storms, and temperature and precipitation change

will combine to affect the agriculture of island nations. Sea

water inundation and salt water intrusion are not unique to small

island nations. However, these problems take on greater impor-

tance where coastal area is a high proportion of the total area of

the country, alternative sources of fresh water are limited, and

the area available for retreat from sea-level rise is limited Local

sources of food are especially important for these countries

because transportation costs can be substantial for remote loca-

tions with small populations, particularly for highly perishable

products. Most attention has been focused on Pacific Island

Countries in Oceania, but other island countries such as the

Maldives are presented with similar conditions.

13.8. Global Agricultural Issues and Assessments

13.S.1. The Current and Future Agricultural System

Climate change will be only one of many factors that will affect

world agriculture. The broader impacts of climate change on

world markets, on hunger and on resource degradation will

depend on how agriculture meets the demands of a growing pop-

ulation and threats of further resource degradation. World agri-

culture has proven in the past to be responsive to the increasing

demand for food. Evidence of this is the trend of falling real

prices for food commodities (Mitchell and Ingco. 1995, estimat-

ed a 78% decline between 1950 and 1992) and the steady growth

of worldwide food production over the past 3 decades Average

annual increases were 2.7% per annum during the 1960s. 2.8%

during the 1970s, and 2.1% dunng the 1980s.

Despite global abundance, many countries suffer from disrupt-

ed agricultural production and distribution systems, such that

famine and chronic hunger are a reality or a distinct threat.

While the number of people suffering from chronic hunger has

declined (from an estimated 844 million in 1979 to 786 million

in 1990; Bongaarts. 1994). the causes of famine are complex.
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including a lack of the rights and means to obtain food

(employment, adequate income, and a public system for

responding to famine) (e.g., Sen, 1981, 1993); political sys-

tems disrupted by war and unrest; ineffective or misdirected

policies; as well as, or in addition to, drought and other

extreme climatic events (McGregor, 1994). The nearly 800

million people still estimated to suffer from chronic hunger and

malnutrition represent 20% of the population of developing

countries, with the percentage as high as 37% in sub-Saharan

countries (FAO, 1995). In many situations of chronic hunger,

the population is rural and their livelihood depends primarily

on agriculture. However, Kates and Chen (1994a, 1994b),

though noting the potential risks of climate change beyond
those represented in median cases, provide an array of actions

that could be undertaken to achieve a food-secure world.

Agriculture in a Changing Climate: Impacts and Adaptation

Thus, food supply growth could slow by 40-50% from recent

decades while maintaining per capita food production levels.

Income growth likely will cause demand to grow more rapidly

than population and will change the composition of demand,
most likely away from food grains and toward meat, fruits, and

vegetables. The shift to meat is likely to increase the demand for

grain for livestock feed. Increased demand generated by
increased income growth would allow more and higher-quality

food to be consumed per capita (Mitchell and Ingco, 1995), but

this depends on how food consumption is distributed. Beyond
2025, population growth is generally projected to be low as

world population is projected to stabilize by around 2075.

13.8.1.2. Land Quantity and Quality

Agricultural and resource policies have important effects on

agricultural production, and national governments have inter-

vened in agriculture in many ways and for various reasons

(Hayami and Ruttan, 1985). Many developed countries have

subsidized agriculture and thereby encouraged production,

while intentionally idling land to control surplus stocks of agri-

cultural commodities. Many developing countries have con-

trolled food prices to benefit lower-income food consumers but

have thereby discouraged domestic production. Reduction of

trade-distorting government interventions in agriculture was

part of the recently concluded round of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). National policies also greatly

affect land use and water use, management, and pricing.

Three major studies of the future world food situation suggest
that in the absence of climate change, food supply will contin-

ue to expand faster than demand over the next 20 to 30 years,

with world prices projected to fall (Alexandratos, 1995;

Mitchell and Ingco, 1995; Rosegrant and Agcaoili, 1995).

Others are less optimistic, citing limits on further land expan-
sion and irrigation, resource degradation, and reduced confi-

dence that the historical rates of increase m yield will continue

(Bongaarts, 1994; McCalla, 1994; Norse, 1994).

Some estimates suggest that there is much potentially available

land (Buringh and Dudal, 1987), but the cost of bringing it under

production may be high, with attendant adverse environmental

impacts limiting expansion (Crosson, 1995). Intensification of

production on existing cropland may worsen land degradation

and put additional pressure on water and soil resources. Firm

data on the extent and severity of land degradation and its impact

on production potential for most of the world are not available

(El-Swaify et al.. 1982; Dregne, 1988; Nelson, 1988; Lai and

Okigbo, 1990), but a recent overview fOldeman et al., 1990),

though still qualitative in economic terms, confirms significant

degradation and loss of arable land, especially in Africa (see

Chapter 4). Studies disagree on the extent to which intensifica-

tion affects land degradation (Crosson and Stout, 1983; Brown

and Thomas, 1990; Tiffen et al., 1993). Competition for agricul-

tural resources for other uses may also affect the supply and

price of land for agriculture. Carbon sequestration, biomass

energy production, forest product production, the potential

development of new non-food agricultural products, and

removal of agricultural land from production for other environ-

mental objectives will affect the amount of land available for

food production (see Chapters 23, 24, and 25).

Factors that will jointly determine whether agricultural supply
increases can keep pace with demand include (I) how fast

demand will grow, (2) the future availability of land and its

quality, (3) the future availability of water, and (4) whether

improvements in technology will continue to result in rapid

yield growth. Finally, economic growth and development are

closely tied to demand growth and, in many developing coun-

tries, are also dependent on agricultural development.

13.8.1.1. Demand Growth

Between 1950 and 1990, world population grew at a 2.25%

compound annual rate. Through 202.'i. population is projected
to grow at a compound annual rale ol helween 1.13% and

1 .55% (high and low UN v.uuints). The decade of the 1990s is

projected to have the largest absolute population addition, with

declining additions in subsequent decades (Bongaarts, 1995).

13.8. 1.3. Water Supply and Irrigation

Irrigation has contributed significantly to increased production

in the past. Currently, 17% of global cropland is irrigated, but

this 17% of land accounts for more than one-third of total

world food production. An estimated additional 137 million

hectares have the potential to be irrigated, compared with the

253 million hectares currently irrigated (World Bank, 1990),

but the cost of doing so may be prohibitive Current water sys-

tems in many developing countries achieve low efficiencies of

water distribution, and average crop yields are well below

potential (Yudelman, 1993; Crosson, 1995; Rosegrant and

Agcaoili, 1995). There are environmental and health-related

effects of irrigation such as soil salinization and the spread of

water-borne diseases that may limit further expansion (Brown

and Thomas, 1990; Dregne and Chou, 1990; Jensen el al.,

1990; Crosson, 1995). Major factors contributing to these irri-

gation problems in both developing and developed countries
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are unpriced and heavily subsidized water resources; inade-

quate planning, construction, and maintenance of water sys-

tems; unassigned water rights or rules that limit the transfer of

rights; and conflicts between development and distribution

goals (Frederick, 1986; Asian Development Bank, 1991;

Moore, 1991; Umali, 1993; Yudelman, 1993; Appendine and

Liverman, 1994). Solutions to these problems are available in

most cases, and a recent study found that investments in irri-

eation have been at least as profitable as investments in other

agricultural enterprises (World Bank, 1994). Changes in poten-

tial irrigation water supply due to climate change have not gen-

erally been integrated into agricultural impact studies, with few

exceptions (e.g., Rosenberg, 1993). For climatic impacts on

water supply, see Chapter 10.

13.8.1.4. Future Yield Growth

Assumed continuation of yield increases due to improving

technology and further adoption of existing technologies is

uncertain. Gaps between actual and potential yield are cited as

evidence of unexploited production potential, but potential

yields are rarely, if ever, attained in practice (Tinker, 1985;

Plucknett, 1995). Realization of improved varieties depends on

continuation of agricultural research and crop breeding sys-

tems and the exchange of germplasm (Duvick, 1995).

13.8.1.5. Future Economic Development

The impact of climate change on human populations in terms

of famine, chronic hunger, health, and nutrition will depend on

how and whether currently poor areas develop over the next 20

to 50 years. The future path of development of currently vul-

nerable countries remains uncertain. Policy failures, wars, and

political and civil unrest are identified causes, but correcting

these problems has proved difficult (e.g., van Dijk, 1992;

Anand and Ravallion, 1993). Lagging agricultural develop-
ment has been identified as a consequence of significant poli-

cy distortions in many developing countries, conflicting with

the industrial sector and limiting the ability of the broader

economy to grow (Hayami and Rultan, 1985; Adelman and

Vogel, 1992; Cavallo et al.. 1992; FAO. 1995).

13.8.2. Global Climate Impact Studies

Accurate consideration of national and local food supply and

economic effects depends on an appraisal of changes in global

food supply and prices. International markets can moderate or

reinforce local and national changes In 1988, for example,

drought presented a more severe threat because it occurred

coincidentally in several of the major grain-growing regions of

the world

While uncertainties continue to exist about the direction of

change in global agricultural production resulting from climate

change, changes in the aggregate level of production have been
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found to be small to moderate (Kane et at., 1992; Fischer et al.,

1994; Reilly et al., 1994; Rosenzweig and Parry, 1994).

Studies show that a disparity in agricultural impact between

developed and developing countries can be reinforced by mar-

kets (Tables 13-14, 13-15).

Rosenzweig et al. (1994) found that in lower-latitude develop-

ing countries, cereal grain crop yields and production declined

under climate change scenarios ranging from 2.5 to 5.2°C. The

study further found that the population at risk of hunger

(defined as a measure of food energy availability, which

depends on income and food price levels, relative to nutrition-

al requirements) could increase despite adaptation. The study

involved agricultural scientists in 18 countries using compara-
ble crop growth models for wheat, rice, maize, and soybean

(IBSNAT, 1989) and consistent climate change scenarios

(Rosenzweig and Iglesias, 1994). Estimated yield changes
were the basis for supply changes in the Basic Linked System

(BLS), a world food trade model (Fischer el al.. 1988).

Reilly and Hohman (1993) and Reilly «/a/. (1994) used the same

national crop yield changes as Rosenzweig et al. (1994) in a dif-

ferent trade model and found that agricultural exporters may gain

even though their supplies fall as a result of higher world prices.

They found that developing countries did worse in economic

Table 13-14: Change in cereals production under three

different GCM equilibrium scenarios (percentfrom base

estimated in 2060).

Region
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Table I3-IS: Economic effects of three GCM equilibrium scenarios (billions of 1989 U.S.S).

RegionVGCM

With CO, and AdapUtion
GISS GFDL UKMO

With CO2, No AdapUtion
GISS GFDL UKMO

No CO2, No AdapUtion
GISS GFDL UKMO

Developing

<$500/Cap.

$500-2000/Cap.

>$2000/Cap.
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13.9.1. The Technological Potential to Adapt

Nearly all agricultural impact studies conducted over the past

5 years have considered some technological options for adapt-

ing to climate change. Among those that offer promise are:

• Seasonal Changes and Sowing Dates—For frost-

limited growing areas (i.e., temperate and cold areas),

warming could extend the season, allowing planting

of longer maturity annual varieties that achieve high-

er yields (e.g., Le Houerou, 1994; Rowntree, 1990).

For short-season crops such as wheat, rice, barley,

oats, and many vegetable crops, extension of the

growing season may allow more crops per year, fall

planting, or, where warming leads to regular summer

highs above critical thresholds, a split season with a

short summer fallow. For subtropical and tropical

areas where growing season is limited by precipita-

tion or where the cropping already occurs throughout

the year, the ability to extend the growing season may
be more limited and depends on how precipitation

patterns change. A study for Thailand found yield

losses in the warmer season partially offset by gains

in the cooler season (Parry et al.. 1992).

• Different Crop Variety or Species
—For most major

crops, varieties exist with a wide range of maturities

and climatic tolerances. For example, Matthews et al.

(1994) identified wide genetic variability among rice

varieties as a reasonably easy response to spikelel

sterility in rice that occurred in simulations for South

and Southeast Asia. Studies in Australia showed that

responses to climate change are strongly cultivar-

dependent (Wang et al.. 1992). Longer-season culti-

vars were shown to provide a steadier yield under

more variable conditions (Connor and Wang, 1993).

In general, such changes may lead to higher yields or

may only partly offset losses in yields or profitability.

Crop diversification in Canada (Cohen et at., 1992)

and in China (Hulme ei al., 1992) has been identified

as an adaptive response.
• New Crop Varieties—The genetic base is broad for

most crops but limited for some (eg., kiwi fnit). A

study by [^sterling ei al. (1993) explored how hypo-

thetical new varieties would respond to climate

change (also reported in McKenney et al., 1992).

Heat, drought, and pest resistance; salt tolerance; and

general improvements in crop yield and quality would

be beneficial (Smit, 1993). Genetic engineering and

gene mapping offer the potential for introducing a

wider range of traits Difficulty in assuring that traits

are efficaciously expressed in the full plant, consumer

concerns, profitability, and regulatory hurdles have

slowed the introduction of genetically engineered

varieties compared with early estimates (Reilly, 1989;

Caswell elal.. 1994)
• Water Supply and Irrigation Systems—Across

studies, irrigated agriculture in general is less nega-

tively affected than dryland agriculture, but adding
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irrigation is costly and subject to the availability of

water supplies. Climate change will affect future

water supplies (see Chapter 10). There is wide scope

for enhancing irrigation efficiency through adoption

of drip irrigation systems and other water-conserving

technologies (FAO, 1989, 1990), but successful adop-

tion will require substantial changes in how irrigation

systems are managed and how water resources are

priced. Because inadequate water systems are respon-

sible for current problems of land degradation, and

because competition for water is likely to increase,

there likely will be a need for changes in the manage-
ment and pricing of water regardless of whether and

how climate changes (Vaux, 1990, 1991; World Bank,

1994). Tillage method and incorporation of crop

residues are other means of increasing the useful

water supply for cropping.

Other Inputs and Management Adjustments—
Added nitrogen and other fertilizers would likely be

necessary to take full advantage of the CO2 effect.

Where high levels of nitrogen are applied, nitrogen

not used by the crop may be leached mto the ground-

water, run off into surface water, or be released from

the soil as nitrous oxide. Additional nitrogen m
ground and surface water has been linked to health

effects in humans and affects aquatic ecosystems.

Studies also have considered a wider range of adjust-

ments in tillage, grain drying, and other field opera-

tions (Kaiser et al.. 1993; Smit, 1993).

Tillage
—Minimum and reduced tillage technologies,

in combination with planting of cover crops and green

manure crops, offer substantial possibilities to reverse

existing soil organic matter, soil erosion, and nutrient

loss, and to combat potential further losses due to cli-

mate change (Rasmussen and Collins, 1991; Logan,

1991; Edwards et al.. 1992; Langdale et al., 1992;

Peterson el al., 1993; Brinkman and Sombroek, 1993;

see also Chapter 23) Reduced and minimum tillage

techniques have spread widely in some countries but

are more limited in other regions. There is consider-

able current interest in transferring these techniques to

other regions (Cameron and Oram, 1994).

Improved Short-Term Climate Prediction—
Linking agricultural management to seasonal climate

predictions (currently largely based on ENSO). where

such predictions can be made with reliability, can

allow management to adapt incrementally to climate

change. Management/climate predictor links are an

important and growing part of agricultural extension

in both developed and developing countries (McKeon

el al.. 1990, 1993; Nichols and Wong, 1990).

13.9.2. The Socioeconomic Capability to Adapt

While identifying many specific technological adaptation

options, Smit (1993) concluded that necessary research on

their cost and ease of adoption had not yet been conducted
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One measure of the potential for adaptation is to consider the

historical record on past speeds of adoption of new technolo-

gies (Table 13-16). Adoption of new or different technologies

depends on many factors: economic incentives, varying resource

and climatic conditions, the existence of other technologies (e.g.,

transportation systems and markets), the availability of informa-

tion, and the remaining economic Ufe of equipment and struc-

tures (e.g., dams and water supply systems).

Specific technologies only can provide a successful adaptive

response if they are adopted in appropriate situations. A variety

of issues has been considered, including land-use planning,

watershed management, disaster vulnerability assessment, port

and rail adequacy, trade policy, and the various programs coun-

tries use to encourage or control production, limit food prices,

and manage resource inputs to agriculture (CAST, 1992; OTA,

1993; Smit, 1993; Reilly et al., 1994; Singh, 1994). For exam-

ple, studies suggest that current agricultural institutions and

policies in the United States may discourage farm management

adaptation strategies, such as altering crop mix, by supporting

prices of crops not well-suited to a changing climate, providing

disaster payments when crops fail, or prohibiting imports

through import quotas (Lewandrowski and Brazee, 1993).

Existing gaps between best yields and the average farm yields

remain unexplained, but many are due in part to socioeconom-

ic considerations (Oram and Hojjati, 1995; Bumb, 1995); this

adds considerable uncertainly to estimates of the potential for

adaptation, particularly in developing countries. For example.

Table 13-16: Speed ofadoptionfor major adaptation measures.

Adjustment

Adaptation Time (years) Reference

Variety Adoption 3-14

Dams and Irrigation 50-100

Variety Development 8-15

Tillage Systems 10-12

New Crop

Adoption: Soybeans 15-30

Opening New Lands 3-10

Irrigation Equipment 20-25

Transportation System 3-5

Fertilizer Adoption 10

Dalrymple, 1986;

Griliches, 1957;

Plucknett et al.,

1987; CIMMYT, 1991;

Wangf/a/., 1992

James and Lee, 1971;

Howe, 1971

Plucknett ff a/., 1987;

Knudson, 1988

nWeiai. 1994;

Dickey effl/.. 1987;

Schertz, 1988

FAO. Agroslat (various

years)

Medvedev. 1987;

Plusquellec. 1990

Turner and Anderson,

1980

World Bank. 1994

Pieri. 1992; Thompson
and Wan. 1992
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Baethgen ( 1994) found that a better selection of wheat variety

combined with an improved fertilizer regime could double

yields achieved at a site in Uruguay to 6 T/ha under the cur-

rent climate with current management practices. Under the

UKMO climate scenario, yields fell to 5 T/ha—still well

above 2.5-3.0 T/ha currently achieved by farmers in the area.

On the other hand, Singh (1994) concludes that the normal

need to plan for storms and extreme weather events in Pacific

island nations creates significant resiliency. Whether tech-

nologies meet the self-described needs of peasant farmers is

critical in their adaptation (CSceres, 1993). Other studies doc-

ument how individuals cope with environmental disasters,

identifying how strongly political, economic, and ethnic fac-

tors interact to facilitate or prevent coping in cases ranging

from the Dust Bowl disaster in the United States to floods in

Bangladesh to famines in the Sudan, Ethiopia, and

Mozambique (McGregor, 1994). These considerations indi-

cate the need for local capability to develop and evaluate

potential adaptations that fit changing conditions (COSEPUP,

1992). Important strategies for improving the ability of agri-

culture to respond to diverse demands and pressures, drawn

from past efforts to transfer technology and provide assistance

for agricultural development, include:

• Improved training and general education of popula-

tions dependent on agriculture, particularly in coun-

tries where education of rural workers is currently

limited. Agronomic experts can provide guidance on

possible strategies and technologies that may be

effective. Farmers must evaluate and compare these

options to find those appropriate to their needs and the

circumstances of their farms.

• Identification of the present vulnerabilities of agricul-

tural systems, causes of resource degradation, and

existing systems that are resilient and sustainable.

Strategies that are effective in dealing with current

climate variability and resource degradation also are

likely to increase resilience and adaptability to future

climate change.
•

Agricultural research centers and experiment stations

can examine the "robustness" of present farming sys-

tems (i.e., their resilience to extremes of heat, cold,

frost, water shortage, pest damage, and other factors)

and test the robustness of new farming strategies as

they are developed to meet changes in climate, tech-

nology, prices, costs, and other factors.

• Interactive communication that brings research results

to farmers—and farmers' problems, perspectives, and

successes to researchers— is an essential part of the

agricultural research system.
•

Agricultural research provides a foundation for adap-

tation. Genetic variability for mo.st major crops is wide

relative to projected climate change. Preservation and

effective use of this genetic material would provide the

basis for new variety development Continually chang-

ing climate is likely to increase the value of networks

of experiment stations thai can share genetic material

and research results
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• Food programs and other social security programs

would provide insurance against local supply

changes. International famine and hunger programs

need to be considered with respect to their adequacy.

• Transportation, distribution, and market integration

provide the infrastructure to supply food during crop

shortfalls that might be induced in some regions

because of climate variability or worsening of agri-

cultural conditions.

• Existing policies may limit efficient response to cli-

mate change. Changes in policies such as crop sub-

sidy schemes, land tenure systems, water pricing and

allocation, and international trade barriers could

increase the adaptive capability of agriculture.

Many of these strategies will be beneficial regardless of how or

whether climate changes. Goals and objectives sunong coun-

tries and farmers vary considerably. Current climate conditions

and likely future climates also vary. Building the capability to

detect change and evaluate possible responses is fundamental

to successful adaptation.

13.10. Research Needs
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significant disruption. The ability to readily simulate

effects under multiple climate scenarios is necessary to

quantify the range of uncertainty.
• Evaluation of the effects of variability rather than

changes in the "mean" climate, and the implication of

changes in variability on crop yields and markets.

Extreme events have severe effects on crops, live-

stock, soil processes, and pests. The more serious

human consequences of climate change also are like-

ly to involve extreme events such as drought, flood-

ing, or storms, where agricultural production is

severely affected.

State-of-the-art research has begun addressing these areas,

and a number of promising approaches have begun to appear

in the literature or are expected soon. Most are, as yet,

"demonstration" research projects, choosing limited geo-

graphic areas where data are more available and considering

convenient examples for climate scenarios. Caution in draw-

ing broader policy implications from such studies is warrant-

ed because there is little or no basis to make inferences to

broader populations, to other locations, or to specific climate

scenarios.

The continuing uncertainty in projections suggests three criti-

cal, high-priority research needs:

• Development and broad application of integrated

agricultural modeling efforts and modeling approach-

es particularly applicable at the regional scale, includ-

ing increased attention to validation, testing, and com-

parison of alternative approaches. Climate effects on

soils and plant pests, consideration of other environ-

mental changes, and adaptation options and econom-

ic responses should be an integrated part of the mod-

els rather than treated on an ad hoc basis or as a sep-

arate modeling exercise. Inclusion of these multiple,

joint effects may significantly change our "mean"

estimate of impact, and more careful attention to scale

and validation should help to reduce the range of esti-

mates for specific regions and countries across differ-

ent methodologies.
•

Development of the capability to readily simulate agri-

cultural impacts of multiple transient climate scenar-

ios. Study of the sensitivities of agriculture to climate

change and the impacts of doubled-C02 equilibrium

scenarios has not led to the development of methods

that readily can be applied to transient climate scenar-

ios. To deal credibly with the cost of adjustment, about

which there is significant uncertainty, the process of

socioeconomic adjustment must be modeled to treat

key dynamic issues such as how the expectations of

farmers change, whether farmers can easily detect cli-

mate change against a background of high natural vari-

ability, and how current investments in equipment,

education, and training may lead to a system that

only slowly adjusts, or adjusts only with high cost and
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Letters Signed by Thousands of Scientists Urging Action

Q14. On page 9 of your written testimony you also state that "The Administration

has received letters signed by thousands of scientists in the last few months

urging action on this issue ~ warning that nonlinearities or unexpected

events, such as the Antarctic ozone hole, are more likely when rates of change
are very fast."

Please document this statement.

AM. Attached are: (1) a copy of the Scientists Statement on Global Climatic Disruption,

signed by 2,600 scientists; (2) a list of the signatories for item 1; and (3) a copy of

the World Scientists Call for Action at the Kyoto Summit, signed by more than

1500 scientists, including 104 Nobel Laureates.
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Scientists' Statement
Global Climatic Disruption

JUNE 18, 1997

We are scientists who are familiar with the causes and effects of climatic change as summarized recently by

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). We endorse those reports and observe that the

further accumulation of greenhouse gases commits the earth irreversibly to further global climatic change

and consequent ecological, economic and social disruption. Tne risks associated with such changes justify

preventive aaion through reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases. In ratifying the Framework

Convention on Climate Change, the United States agreed in principle to reduce its emissions. It is time for

the United States, as the largest emitter of greenhouse gases, to fulfill this commitment and demonstrate

leadership in a global effort.

Humarvinduced global climatic change is under way. The IPCC concluded that global mean surface air

temperature has increased by between about 0.5 and I.l degrees Fahrenheit in the last 100 years and

anticipates a further continuing rise of 1.8 to 6.3 degrees Fahrenheit during the next century. Sea-level has

risen on average 4-10 inches durii\g the past 100 years and is expected to rise another 6 inches to 3 feet by

2100. Global warming from the increase in heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere causes an amplified

hydrological cycle resulting in increased precipitation and flooding in some regions and more severe aridity

in other areas. TTte IPCC concluded that The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence

on global climate." The warming is expected to expand the geographical ranges of malaria and dengue fever

and to open large new areas to other human diseases and plant and animal pests. Effects of the disruption

of climate are sufficiently complicated that it is appropiate to assume there will be effects not now

anticipated.

Our femiLarity with the scale, severity, and costs to human welfare of the disruprions that the climatic

changes threaten leads us to introduce this note of urgency and to call for early domestic action to reduce

U.S. emissions via the most cost-effective means. We encourage other i\ations to join in similar actions with

the purpose of producing a substantial and progressive global reduction in greenhouse gas emissions

begirming immediately. We call attention to the fact that there are financial as well as environmental

advantages to reducing emissions. More than 2000 economists recendy observed that there are many

potential policies to reduce greenhouse-fas emissions for which total benefits outweigh the total costs.

The Framework Convention on Climate Change, ratified by the United States and more than 165 other

nations, calls for stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at levels that will protect

human interests and nature. The Parties to the Convention will meet in December, 1997, in Kyoto, Japan to

prepare a protocol implementing the convention. We urge that the United States enter that meeting with a

clear national plan to iimit emissions, and a recommendation as to hew the U.S. will assist other nations in

significant steps toward achieving the joint purpose of stabilization.

iNrriAL SiCMATDRlES

Dr. John P. Holdren Dr. Peter H. Raven

Dr. Jane Lubchenco Dr. F. Sherwood Rowland

Dr. Harold A. Mooney Dr. George M. Woodwell

Signed by 2409 scientists as ot 6:19 PM on tune 17, 1997

Ozone AcUon 1636 Connecticut Avenue. NW Washington, DC 20009 Voice: (202) 265-6733 FAX: (202) 986-6041
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Scientists' Statement on

Global Climatic Disruption

JUNE 1997

"More than 2,400 scientists, including most of

the nation 's experts on climate change, have

called on the Clinton Administration to take

'early domestic action
' to reduce... global

warming.
"

- Wall StreetJournal, June 19, 1997

Initial Signatories:

John P. Holdren

Jane Lubchenco

Harold A. Mooney

Peter H. Raven

F. Sherwood Rowland

George M. Woodwell
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Scientists' STATEME^4T

Global Climatic Disruption
June 18, 1997

We are scientists who are familiar with the causes and effects of climatic change as summarized recently by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). We endorse those reports and observe that the

further accumulation of greenhouse gases commits the earth irreversibly to funher global climatic change
and consequent ecological, economic and social disruption. The risks associated with such changes justify

preventive action through reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases. In ratifying the Framework

Convention on Climate Change, the United States agreed in principle to reduce its emissions. It is time for

the United States, as the largest emitter of greenhouse gases, to flilfill this commitment and demonstrate

leadership in a global effort.

Human-induced global climatic change is under way. The IPCC concluded that global mean surface air

temperature has increased by between about 0.5 and 1.1 degrees Fahrenheit in the last 100 years and

anticipates a funher continuing rise of 1.8 to 6.3 degrees Fahrenheit during the next cenniry. Sea-level has

risen on average 4-10 inches during the past 100 years and is expected to rise another 6 inches to 3 feet by
2 100. Global warming from the increase in heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere causes an amplified

hydrological cycle resulting in increased precipitation and flooding in some regions and more severe aridity

in other areas. The IPCC concluded that "The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence

on global climate." The warming is expected to expand the geographical ranges of malaria and dengue fever

and to open large new areas to other human diseases and plant and animal pests. Effects of the disruption

of climate are sufficiently complicated that it is appropiate to assume there will be effects not now

anticipated

Our familiarit>- with the scale, severity, and costs to human welfare of the disruptions that the climatic

changes threaten leads us to introduce this note of urgency and to call for early domestic action to reduce

US emissions via the most cost-effective means. We encourage other nations to join in similar actions with

the purpose of producing a substantial and progressive global reduction in greenhouse gas emissions

beginning immediately. We call attention to the fact that there are financial as well as environmental

advantages to reducing emissions. More than 2000 economists recently observed that there are many
potential policies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions for which total benefits outweigh the total costs.

The Framework Convention on Climate Change, ratified by the United States and more than 165 other

nations, calls for stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at levels that will protect

human interests and nanire. The Parties to the Convention will meet in December, 1997, in Kyoto, Japan to

prepare a protocol implementing the convention. We urge that the United States enter that meeting with a

clear national plan to limit emissions, and a recommendation as to how the U.S. will assist other nations in

significant steps toward achieving the joint purpose of stabilization.

Initial Signatories

Dr. John P Holdren Dr. Petet H. Raven

Dr. Jane Lubchenco Dr. F. Sherwood Rowland

Dr. Harold A Mooney Dr. George M. Woodwell

Endorsed by over 2.600 Scientists

Ozone Action 1636 Connecticut Avenue. NW Washington. DC 20009 Voice: (202) 265-6738 FAX: (202) 986-6041
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July 28, 1997

In the pa^es that follow are the names of over 2,600 scientiits who have joined in

calling upon the United States to take global leadership in reducing emissions of the

heat-trapping gases that are causing global climatic disruption. The principal gas is

carbon dioxide from burning oil, gas and coal.

Scientists do not often join in
calling

for governmental leadership on environmental

questions of global concern. In this instance, they have the detailed background of a

century of careful study capped by two recent reviews of the issue by more than 2 ,000

scientists from around the world who worked under the auspices of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The product is the most comprehensive

study of a global environmental issue ever produced, as important as the studies of

nuclear weapons and the hazards of radioactivity of earlier years.

The scientists who signed the statement are all experts with broad experience in

addressing various aspects of the disruptions of chmate. Thirty-six of the signatories are

members of the National Academy of Sciences. Three are Nobel Laureates. They range

in
specialties

from physical chemistry and biochemistry though oceanography and

climatology to geography and ecology. They are college presidents, advisors to

governments, members of governmental staffs, and scientific participants in the private

sector. They are advisors to President Clinton and researchers from private

laboratories. They are textbook authors and a former Secretary of the Smithsonian,

conservationists, landowners, reclusive academicians, and active publicists of science.

They are citizens, native bom and immigrant, they are from every ethnic group. But

above all, they are seriously concerned that failure of the United States to act now will

be a very costly error for us, and our children.

Please read the statement carefully. It calls for a bold new departure on the part of the

United States now.

Yours tTulv,

George M. Woodwell

Initial Signatory

Director, The Woods Hole Research Center

Woods Hole, Massachusetts

J
ohrfPassacaiftando

Executive Director

Ozone Action

Washington, D.C.
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - NAS IVIembers

These institutions are listed for identrfication purposes only T>iey do not represent che endorsement of the institution listed

Numt>er of contacts: 36

Signatory

Robert McCormick Adams

Wyatt W Anderson

John Tyler Bonner

Theodore H Bullock

John Caims. Jr

G Brent Oairympte

Margaret Bryan Davis

Dr Jared M Diamond

W T Edmondson

PauIR Ehrlich

Thomas Eisner

WG Ernst

Melvin M Grumbach

Robert A Hellrwell

Ernest M Hentey

John P HoWren

Hoiger Jannasch

Henry W Kendall

Donald Kennedy

Arthur H Lachenbruch

Ested? B Leopold

Gene E Likens

Jane Lubchenco

Jerrold M«inwakJ

Charles D Michener

Uano J Molina

Harold A Mooney

Eugene P Odum

Robert T Paine

Peter H Raven

Peter 6 Rhmes

f Sherwood Rowland

Andrew M Sessler

John W Terbough

Edward O Wilson

George M Woodwell

DegiM
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Alabama

These institutions are listed for tdentificatjon purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution Irsted

Numtwr of contacts 33

Signatory

Michael Domingo Agbeti

Arthur C Benke

Robert J Beyers

Jules Blais

Jean-Claude J Bonzongo

James M Byrne

James Hariey Cane

Arthur Chapella III

Oa-Chang Chu

Dennis OeVriess

William F Donahue

Herdon G Oowlmg

John Chnstopher Earte

Everett Fee

John C Frandsen

Franceses Gross

Bemhard Kallenboeck

Ambre Keyser

Ronald P Kiene

Mansa K Lee-Sasser

Suzanne W Undblom

Tnsha May

Candace McCombs

Anthony Moss

F'aul I Oyegbeda

Eric Eugene Roden

Elizabeth B Rodger^

Lisa J Samuelson

OavidW Schindler

Laurence G Tate

Kame Anne Weber

Robert G Wetzel

Allan Zipf

DeqrM
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Alaska

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent tbe endorsement of the institution listed.

Number of csntarts: 21

Signatory Deqn I Institutional Affiliation

Vera Alexander

Robert L. Deal

Roman J Dial

Kathryn J Frost

Douglas L Kane

Warren J Keogh

Christine Kondzela

Uoyd F Lowry

Michael A Masters

Anthony D. McGuire

Sterling Miller

Craig Mishler

Charles O'Clair

A.J, Paul

Robert Joseph Piorliowski

Lisa A Stuby

J Ward Testa

Leslie A Vieredt

Robert L Wilbur

Bruce Wright

Shqie Zhou

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

MLA
MS
MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

MS

MS

PhD

University of Alaska - Fairbanks

Forestry Science Laboratory

Alaska Pacific University

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

University of Alaska. Fairbanks

USFWS

National Mahne Fisheries Service

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Alaska State Virology Laboratory

University of Alaska - Fairbanks

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game

Alaska DepL of Fish and Game

NOAA

University of Alaska

Alaska Dept of Rsh and Game

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game

Unrver^ity of Alaska - Fairbanks

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Unrversity of Alaska Southeast

Alaska DepL of Fish and Game

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 36 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Arizona

These institutions are listed for tdentrfication purposes only They do not represent the endorsemenl of t^? institution listed

Number of contacts 36

Signatory

Laurie Abbott

Paul E Bnjnkow

Roben M Chew

Kerry Miles Chnstansen

Richard T Conant

T Patnck Culbert

Paul E Damon

Thomas A Day

C Lisa Dent

Stanley H. Faeth

Harold C Fritte

Brian W Geils

Lisa J Graumhch

William C Harns

Stephen C Hart

Nancy Coflms Johnson

Becky Keens

Thomas E Kofb

Paul P. Krausman

Guanghui Lm

Joy Nystrom Mast

Artrea Moeller

M.rchael R Mofitor

jlanuel R Palacios

Robert H Robichaux

Eli2at>eth Roemer

Paul M Rowland

Samuel M Schemer

Thomas D Sisk

Michael J Sredl

JohnC lull

Ted von Htppel

Frank von Hippel

Rodney G Winkler

Blair O Wolf

Richard G Zweitel

Deqree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Arkansas

These institutions are Irsted for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts 1

Signatory

David E Oussourd

Dr. William J. Etges

R Jean Hine

Clifford F Hunt

Douglas A. James

Douglas L. Jeffries

Cynthia L Sagers

Kjmberty G, Smrth

David W Stahle

James F Thomas

Oeqree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - California

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts 314

Signatory Deqr— llnstitutiorial Affiliation

David D AcXerly

Andrew Ackerman

Harry A Ackley

Robert McCormick Adams

Freddnck Taylor Addicort

Stephen C Adolph

Anurag Agrawal

Alice L Alldredge

Raymond A Allen

Alan J Almquist

Richard F Ambrose

Adolph B Amster

William DeWitt Andnjs

Francisco J Ayala

Jeffrey L Bada

Thomas G Bailey

Lisa T Ballance

James P Barry

Harold P Batchelder

Rudolf W Becking

Al-jert F Bennett

William Beretson

Erie L. Berlow

trie L Berlow

Giuseppe Bertani

Susan H Bicknell

Donald R Blake

Carol Bianchete

James Oean Bland

Caroline S Bledsoe

Peter Blume-Jensen

Scott Bogue

Susan Borowitz

Kenneth Bowers

David J Boyd

Milton J Boyd

Reed Brockbank

Stephen B Brush

Chnstopher Buck

Joseph P Buckley

Theodore H Bullock

David Edward Burchfield

PhD

PhD

MD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MA

PhD

MD

PhO

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD_

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MO, PhD

PhD

BS, MS (Candidate)

PhD

PhD

PhD

MD

PhD

PhO (Student)

MS

PhO

PhO

Stanford Unrversity

NRC

UCSF

+ University of California - San Oiego

University of California-Davis

Harvey Mudd College

University of California - Davis

University of California - Santa Barbara

California State Un(v«rsity
- Hayward

University of California - Los Angeles

Pomona College

University of California - In/ine

University of Calrformia at San Diego

Canbbean Manne Research Center

NOAA. NMFS, Southwest F'ishenes Scienca Center

Monterey Bay Aquanum Research Institute

University of California - Berkeley

University of Calffomia - Irvine

University of Southern California

University of California -
Berkeley

University of California - Berkeley

J PL,

Humboldt State University

Untversity of California, Irvine

University of California - Santa Barbara

University of Calrfomia - Los Angeles

University of California - Davis

The Salk Institute

Ocodental College

University of Calrfomta - Oavis

University of California - Davis

HumboWt State University

University of Cahformia. Davis

University of Calrfomia - Berkeley

University of California - Santa Barbara

+ University of California at San Diego

Orbital Saences Corporation

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 30 AM Ozone Action (202) 265^738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - California

These institutions are (isted for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement o( the instrtuton listed.

Jutta C Burger

John F Busch Jr

William T Byrd II

Jane M. Caffrey

RotwrtN Campbell

Gary Curtis Carlton

Timothy Aaron Camnichael

Roben C Carpenter

Mark H Carr

Ted Case

Joseph J Cech. Jr

OavKJ M. Checfcley. Jr.

Ju-Jiun Chen

Dartene B Chirman

Maarten J Chnspeels

Steven M Clailt

Joyce Anne Clarke

Duncan W Cleaves

Kenneth H Coale

Aj>drew N Cohen

Brent R Constantz

Patnaa M Con^

Kathryn L. Cottingham

Paul P Craig

J Hall Cushman

Gretchen C. Daily

Gretchen Daily

Joan M Daisey

Stephen D Dav«

Mane A de Angels

Pteter J de Haan

Metka Decher

Raymond J Oeshaies

Sandra A. DeSimone

DetMrah M Dexter

Dr Jared M Diamond

Goberdhan P Dtmri

Anushka Chnstina Drescher

PauiR Ehrtich

Anne H Ehrlich

Norman C Ellstrar>d

WG Ernst

Thorslen Erpel

James Allen Estes

Valene Eviner

Rimmon C Fay

MS



310

These
,.,.^.n,,den«6c»t,on purposes only They do not »nr..u-nl the endorsement of Ihe insMulion listed

Clinstoptier B Field

Mar> K Firestone

Glenn Fitzgerald

Maia S Fleming

Lawrence D Ford

Jed A Futirman

Sieven Gaines

Daniel R Gallie

Shea Nicole Gardner

Gary N Geller

Shu Geng

T Luke George

Bruce R. Gerratt

Lynda J Goff

Allen H Goldstein

Lloyd Goldwasser

William Harry Golove

John F Griffith

Alan D Gnnnell

Richard IC Grosberg

Gerald R Grow

Melvin M Grumbach

Qinfeng Guo

Kevin Robert Gumey

\A illiam Hamner

Janice Hamnn

•.adet H Hand. Jr

Cadet H Hand. Jr

Bryan Hannegan

Garrett Hardin

Garrett Hardin

Susan Harrison

John Hane

Lonn Kent Hatch

Bradford A Hawkins

Ar^un M Heimsath

Bnan Helford

Robert A Helliwell

Janet Gordan Hering

Cathy Soltz Herman

Timothy J Herrlinger

Sarah Hobbie

Marvin Hoffenberg

Karen D Holl

Marcel Holyoak

David U Hooper

Created 7/28/97 at U 30 AM

PhD

PhO

PhD (Candidate)

MS

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

MBA

PhD (Candidate)

PhD

PhO

MelE

MO

PhD

MS, MPP

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhO

PhO

PhD

PhO

PhO

MS (in progress)

PhO

PhO

MA

PhO

PhO

PhD

Carnegie Institution o( Washington

University of California
- Berkeley

University of California
• Oavis

University of California
• Berkeley

Institute for Sustainable Development

University of Southern California

University of California
 Santa Bartjara

University of California
• Riverside

University of California, Davis

University of California
- Davis

Humboldt State University

UCLA

University of California
• Santa Cr\JZ

University of California
- Berkeley

University of California
- Santa Bartiara

University of California
 Berkeley

University of Southern CaWomia

UCLA

University of California
- Davis

Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory

 university of California San Franosco

University of Califormia, Los Angeles

university of California
- Santa Barbara

University of California
 Los Angeles

Center for Resource Solutions

University of California
- Berkeley (Ementus)

University of California
- Berkeley

University of California
- Irvine

University of Califotmia, Santa Barbara

University of California
• Santa Bartjara

University of California
 Davis

Unrrersity of Califomia
- Berkeley

UC Davis Tahoe Research Group

University of California -Irvine

University of California
- Berkeley

Stanford University

. Stanford University

California Institute of Technology

California Stala University
- Northndge

University of California
 Davis

Stanford University

UCLA

Universtiy of California
 Santa Cruz

University of California
 Davis

University of California
 BerVeley

Ozone Action (202)26^^738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - California

These institutions are listed »or identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Maa S HofWftt

WatterE Howard

Theodore C. Hsiao

Shuijin Hu

Shu^in Hu

Ashraf S Ibrahim

Kenneth H Ibsen

Marcia J Ishir-Eiteman

Rodotfo Itumaga

DavKJ L Jameson

Geeske Joel

Albert W Johnson

Lee F Johnson

Robert A Johnston

Janice Jones

C Eugene Jones

John A Jungerman

Jorg Kaouk

Richard Karban

Deneb Karentz

Allan N Kaufman

Sandor Edwin Kaupp

Charles D Keeling

DonaW Kennedy

Jamie L King

R Craig KirVpatnck

Randall Kmght

Edward J. Kormondy

Theodore T. Kozlowski

Robert L Kroc

Susan Lin Kulakowski

WuHB Kunkel

Lianne Kunna

Arthur H. Lachenbruch

Aaron Michael Lamperti

Ralph J Larson

Joyce C Lashof

Richard K. Lashof

James des Launers

Harry Lawrence

G. Fred Lee

Lin Ying Li

Charles N Li

Allan J Lichtenberg

William Z. Lidicker. Jr

Wunan Lin

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhO

PhO

PhD

PhD

Oipiom Geookologe

PhD

MA

MS

MSC

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

MS

PhO

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD (in progress)

PhD

MA
PhD

MO

PhD

MA

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhO

PhD

The Scnpps Research institute

University of California • Davis

University of California - Davis

University of California - Berkeley

University of California -
Berkeley

UCLA Medical Center

NMSR

Pesticide Action Network

University of Southern California

California Academy of Soence

Stanford University

San Diego State University

JCWS Inc

University of Califomia - Oavis

University of Calrfomia  Santa Barbara

California State Unrvereity. Fullerton

University of California - Davis

Carnegie Institution of Washington

University of Calrformia. Davis

Universfty of San Francisco

University of Calrfomia - Berkeley

Naval Health Research Center

University of California - San Diego

* Stanford University

California Dept of Parks & Recreation

Zoological Society of San Diego

Calrformia Polytechnic Slate University

Unrversrty of California • Berkeley

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

University of Calrfomia - Berkeley

Stanford University

+ U S. Geological Survey

San Fransicso State Univefsrty

San Franasco State University

University of CaHfomia - Berkeley

University of Chicago. Emeritus

Chaffey College

G Fred Lee & Associates

Graduate Group of Ecology

University of California - Santa Barbara

University of California - Berkeley

University of California - Berkeley

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 30 AM Ozone Action (202) 26&«738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - California

These mstttutions are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Bob K Lu

Carolyn Lundquist

Lester A Luz

Rodenck Lee Macdonald

Willy R Makundi

Melvyn S Manalis

Bradford D Martin

Merle Skj Masn

DavHjJ Matthes

Dale R McCullough

Hugh McDevitt

Charles G McGaughey

John Arthur McGowan

Robert John Meese

Jean A Merriman

Stephen Meyers

Fiorenza Micheli

Peter Moms Miller

Harold A Mooney

John H Monxnv

Tadeus F Mounsky

Michael Murrell

Alla.n Muth

Mm Nagendran

''xenneth A Nagy

Douglas Boyd Nash
'

Ronald B Natalie

Stephen K Neudecker

ThatT Ngo

Fredenc H Nichols

J KenNishila

Rachel Noble

Gretchen Ban-ow North

Isabel S Novella

John F OLeary

Dennis C Odion

Franklin H Olmsted

Cristian On-ego

Julie Osbom

William J OswakJ

Pamela Padgett

Jeanne Panek

Jeffery Pasek

Francesc Peters

Kevin Jan>es Peterson

George F Peterson

MSME

BS,. PhD (in pro

MO.

MS

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MD
MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

MA.

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD (Candidate)

PhO

PhO

PhD

MA

MD
PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD (candidate)

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhO

PhD

PhO

MS

PhD

PhD

MS

Pacific Scienirfic

University of California - Davis

Lawrence Berlteley National Laboratory

University of California - Santa Bartiara

La Sierra University

Agncultural Research Service, OSDA (Retired)

San Jose State University

University of California  Berkeley

Stanford University School of Medione

Virginia Medical Center (Retired)

University of California - San Diego

University of California - Oavts

Sonoma Stale University

Lawrence Berkeley Nabonal Latxiralory

National Ctr for Ecological Analysis A Synthesis

Natural Resources Defense Couniol

* Stanford University

Biosphencal Instnjments Inc.

University of California - Davis

University of California - Santa Cnjz

University of CaUfomij - Palm Desert

California State University - Sacramento

University of California - Los Angeles

San Juan Capistrano Research Institute

Cedars-Smai Comprehensive Cenoer Center

BayFront Conservacy Trust

AMDL. Inc

California Stale University
- Monterey Bay

University of Southern California

University of California - Los Ar>g«les

The Scnpps Research Institute

San Diego State University

Mann Municipal Water Disthct

San Francisco State University

Stanford University

University of Califormia. Berlteley

University of California - Riverside

University of Cakfomia • Berkeley

City of San Diego

Institut De C«noes Del Mar (CSIC)

California Institute of Technotogy

Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco, and Firearms

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 30 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - California

These institutions are (isted for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

James B Pick

Steven J Pickler

OonaM C Potts

Bartara B Prezelin

James T Randerson

Steven Temple Ray

William S Reeburgh

Roger M Reeve

David Reznick

Paul Ricchiazzi

Peter J. Richerson

William J Riley

StephenW Roberts

Pamela Roe

Jonathan Roughgarden

F Sherwood Rowland

Andrew L. Rubin

Anne Ruimy

DonaldW Sada

James L Sadd

Hugh DeForest Satford

Semaan I Salem

Wilbur H Sawyer

Elizabeth Maynard Schefef

Paula M Schiffman

John Edward Schilknger

MarcF Schmidt

Stephen H Schneider

Thomas W. Schoener

JetferyR Schultz

l^arli W SchwaiQ

Norman J. Scotl Jr

Andrew M Sessler

Richard Sextro

Leon Shameson

Amy M Shankle

Elie A Shneour

ChnstianW Siebel

David H. Siemens

Whendee L Sihier

Alan J Silver

Joseph P Skorupa

Jeffrey A SmalKwood

Paul Edward Smith

George N Somero

Richard C J Somervilla

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

MS. PhD (Student)

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

MA

PhD (in progress)

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

JO, MPH
PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

University of Redlands

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

University of California - Santa Cruz

University of Calrfomia • Santa Barbara

Carnegie Institution of Washington

University of California - Davis

University of California - Irvine

University of Califomia • Berkeley

University of California - Riverside

University of Califomia - Santa Barbara

University of California - Davis

University of California - Berkeley

Data Design Group

California Slate Unn/ersity
- Stanislaus

Stanford University

 University of California • Irvine

Medical Toxicology Branch

Carnegie Institution of Washington

Occidental College

University of Calrformia. Oavis

California State University. Long Baach

Columbia Unnrersity (Retired)

California Slate University
• Northndge

California State University Northndge

Calrfomia Institute of Technology

Stanford University

University of Califomia - Davis

University of Califomia - Los Angeles

University of California • Davis

U S Geological Survey

* Lawrence Berkeley Nabonal Laboratory

Lawrence Berkeley NationsI Lab

NASA AiTies Research Center

University of California • San Diego

Biosystems Research Institute

University of California • Berkeley

Pepperdine University

University of Califomia - Berkeley

U S Fish & Wildlife Service

University of California - Los Angeles

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Stanford University

Scnpps Institubon of Oceanography

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 30 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - California

These institutions are listed for identificatjon purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Oaniel Sourteer

Susan Coates Spiller

Satish K Snvastava

Sharon E Slammenohn

James A, Stamp

Maureen Lee Stanton

Rosemary Anne Stefani

Libby Stem

Allan Siewan-Oaten

PhihpC Stouffer

Oonald R Strong

Richard Thall

John Tonkym

Howard Towner

Charies C Trees

Susan Trumbore

Or MiklosD F Udvardy

Robeno J Urtecho

Richard R Vance

Jan W vanWagtendonk

S V Venkatetwaran

c*-
ird Vine

.ith L Wagner

gmia Walbot

(artmut S. Walter

Dirk R Wallers

Bess B Ward

Jan Oliver Washburn

Ray Franklin Wetss

Robert A West

Raymond R White

Leah R Williams

Oavid L Wilhams

John Garrett Willtams

Ceteste F WUson

Jennrfer Wolch

Fred Bernard Wood

Oavid S Woodruff

Guorong Gary Xu

LidiaC Yosh^Ja

Robert R Zappala

Joy B Zedter

MS Palomar College

PhO Mills College

PhD Independent Geotogy Consultant

MA University of California • Santa Barbara

PhO NovaVine

PhO University of California - Davis

PhD Univesity of Calrfomia

PhD University of California -
Berltefey

PhO University of California • Santa Barbara

PhO Southeastern Louisiana University

PhO University of California - Davis

MA Ml Diablo Unified School Otstnct

PhD California Department of Justice

PhD Loyola Marymount University

PhD San Diego State University

PhO University of California - Irvine

PhD California State University

PhO College of the Sequoias

PhO University of California - Los Angeles

PhO U S Geological Survey

PhO UCLA

PhO Lawrence Berkeley Nabonal Laboratory

PhD Castilleja School

PhD Stanford University

PhD UCLA

PhO California Polytechnic Slate Univenity

PhD University of California • Santa Cruz

PhO University of California •
Berfcetey

PhO University of Califormia. San Otego

PhO California Institute of Technology

PhO City College of San Francisco

PhO SRI International

BA. IMA (Pending) City of Fresno Water Conservation

PhO

MS Las Pibtas

PhO University of Southern California

PhO

PhO University of Catrfonrua • San Diego

PhO University of California - Los Angeles Med School

US. PhD (candid University of California • Riverside

PhO Los Angeles Pierce College

PhO San Oiego State University

Created 7/28/97 at 11 30 AM Ozone Action (202)2654738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Colorado

These institutions are listed for id«ntrf>catK)n purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts 67

Signatory

Gregory H Aplet

WribsmR Barclay

Jifl S Baron

Elemer Bemath

Richard L Boyce

lr>grid C Burtte

Ronald Capen

Geneva Wai-Leng Chong

Andrea Clarke

John V. H Constable

Boyce Alexander Dnimmond lit

James J Ebersole

Sarah ToUaon Fox

Harold Frateigh. Jr.

Diana Wan Freckman

Jerry Freeman

John E Gross

Krvtm KamiUa Hanson

Elisabeth A. Harrahy

James Reed Hemng

Elisabeth A Holland

Robert M. Hubbard

Gordon L Hutchinson

Michael Lee Jones

Patricia L. Kennedy

Stanley Q Kidder

Timothy Kittal

Elizabeth A Klein

Chnstopher F Knud-Hansen

Carol A Kruse

Diana Lane

Dalmon M Larson

WiUiam K Lauenroth

Joel Leventhal

Stephen G Martin

CathleenL May

Diane McKnighi

Carol McLaren

NelrJer Medrud Jr

Amy Elizabeth Miller

Robert Hudley Moench

Elizabeth Ann Moms

0«arM
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Colorado

TtwM intlitutioiu *m laled fof idenlifiMtion puiposes only Thty do not r»pf«i«nl Bw tndofxmeni of the imdMion i«l«d

Chartes E Okralet)

Oouglu B. Oimundson

Andrtw N Pmons

Bruce F. Pennington

Piul B Portw

Theodora K. Raab

Willieni H Romme

TanothyR Saeetedt

Hennan Sievehng

Drew Smith

Leeley K. Sniilh

Cherte* Ro*e Slavent

ElaatMthW Sutzman

Je»n Tate

Kevin A. Thom

MddradL Thornton

Kevin E. Tiefibaflh

MinonJ. Tifca

Vai R Vein

Lee Alexander Viertng

OerasWang

C<nilA.Me«aman

ToralenW Magand

•jonn A. irnans

Kenneth Ray Vwson

PhD University of Northern Colorado

MS US Fish and WildMe Service

PhO Colorada Stale University

PhD University of Denver

PhD

PhD University of Colorado

PhO Fort Lewis College

PhD University of Colorado

PhO University of Colorado-Oenver

PhO Nexslar l>hanTiaceuticals. Inc

PhO University of Colorado

AB.MA

M.S.. PhD (in pr... National Center for Atmospheric Research

PhO Enviro-Suppoft Inc

PhO US Geological Survey

MS Colorado State University (Reliied)

ScO National Center for Atmospheric Research

PhD Colorado State University

PhO Colorado College

PhO University of Colorado

PhO Aleunder Dawson School

PhO University of Colorado

PhO Nentar Phannaceuticals

PhD International Aasooation for l.anrHcape Ecology

PhO Colorado Slate Umversily

C<«aiad 7/2M7 at 7:3t AM Ozena AcMn (202)26S-67M
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Connecticut

These instrtuljons are listed for identrficaljon purposes only They do nol represent the endorsement o( the institution listed

Number of contacts: 12

Siqnitory

Shimon C Anisfetd

Urxla E Bireley

RotMn L Chazdon

Anton! W.H Damman

Bnan Eitzer

Richard H Goodwin

Jennifer H. Mattet

William A. Nienng

Gregory W Payne

Sarah W Richards

Ronakj M Weseloh

Adong Yu

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Delaware

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only. They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts 8

Sionatorv

Todd P. Calaghan

Oavid L Kirclvnan

John H. Maitn. Jr

Tvnolhy A. Pearoe

Oonald E Roessler

Khwsia M. Siddiqui

Oouglas Mliain Tallamy

Sharon Lynn Smith Tucher

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Florida

These institutions are listed for identrficatron purposes onty They do not represent the endorsenwnt of the institubon listed

Number of contacts. 86

Signatory

Nicholas G Aumen

Dipak K. Basu

Cynthia C Benntngton

Richard Newton Bohrer

Joseph N Boyer

Daniel L Childers

Deborah A. Dark

David S ClarK

Michael Collins

William James Cooper

Kenneth W Cummins

James K DeCoster

James E Diffendorfer

Joseph F. Oonoghue

Douglas J Ourtm

Toni Edwards

Terence M Farrell

John W Flowers

Tamara M Frank

'.Henry L Gholz

Margaret Gilt)ert

Harry Glee

Andrea Grainger

Paul N Gray

David E Guggenheim

Louis J Guillette Jr

Pamela Hall

C S Holling

C S Holling

Lisa Horth

Elizabeth Ann Irlandi

Frances C James

Robert E Jenkins

VViIliam J Keppier

John P Kerr

James T Kitl

Waldemar Klassen

Suzanne Koptur

Charles William Kovach

George P Kraemer

Margaret A Lasi

James N Layne

Oegm
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ISignatories to the Scientists' Statement - Florida

These institutions are listed for tdentificatton purposes onty They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

David W.Lee

David Lee Leonard. Jr

Douglas J. Levey

Diane Scullion Litder

Jose V Lopez

Leon Philip Lounibos

Rtc^ard Mankin

John P. McCarty

Michael E. McClam

Earl D. McCoy

Shi Li Miao

Thomas E. Miller

Susan E Moore

KenrwthJ Muller

Harry V. Neal. Jr

John C Ogden

Karen L Overholtzer

Claudia Owen

Sue Ann Penv

Jane E Polston

Manon Preest

Louis Provencher

George K. Raid

Gabriela Beatriz Ronrtano

Anthony Michael Rossi

Johan Schijf

Paul A Schmalzer

Stefan Roy Schuize

Stephen Miller Shtmmel

Thomas J Smith III

Richard C Smith

Jon Crawford Staiger

Alan D Stelnman

Alma M Szmant

D Scott Taylor

Joseph J Torres

John Cronin Volin

Stephanie M Vons

Yang Wang

Daniel G Wenny

Kimberlyn Williams

David L. Wi^n
Rod George Zika

Yuegang Zuo

PhD Fk^rtda International University

MS Archbold Biological Station

PhD University of Florida

PhD Hartrar Branch Oceanographic Institution

PhD Hart>or Branch Oceanographic Instrtudon

PhD University of Florida

PhD USDA-ARS

PhD University of Florida

PhD University of Miami

PhD University of South Fk)rida

PhD South Fbnda Water Management Distnct

PhD Flonda State University

PhD University of FlorxJa

PhD University of Miami

MS Post. Buckley. Schuh & Jermgan. Inc

PhD Flonda Institute of Oceanography

MS University of South Flonda

PhD Florida Intemalional University

PhD National ParV Service

PhD University of Flonda

PhD University of Miami

PhD The Nature Conservancy

PhD Eckerd College

PhD University of Flonda

PhD University of South Flonda

PhD University of South Flonda

PhD Dynamac Corporation

BS Flonda Department of Environmental Protection

PhD Chipola Junior College

PhD USGS-BRD

PhD University of Flonda

PhD City of Naples

PhD South Flonda Water Management District

PhD University of Miami

PhD (Candidate) Brevard Mosquito Control Distnct

PhD University of South Flonda

PhD Flonda Atlantic University

MS

PhD Flonda State University

PhD (Candidate) University of Florida

PhD University of Florida

PhD University of Miami

PhD University of Miami

PhD Flonda International University

Created 7/23/97 at 7 15 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Georgia

Thes« rnsbtutons are listed for idenbficabon purposes only. They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed.

Number of contacts: S6

Sionetorv

WyatlW Anderson

GaryW Banett

Elgene Owen Box

Donald L Brockway

Deborah A. Bronk

Kathleen T Brown

Larry Byrd

Marun L. Cipolini

David C Coleman

John W Crenshaw, Jf

w Marshall Oaney

Manon M Dobbs

Lisa A Donovan

Ernst Lloyd Ounn

Barbara A. Ellis

Waller E Frick

Marc E Fnscher

StephenW Gdladay

Jose Gonzalez

Elizabeth Goodson

Gary D Grossman

Bruce L- Haines

James L. Hamnck III

Joel E Koslka

Louis J Laux Jr

Dean A Undholm

Roberta L ManneRi

Steven McCuOagh

Judith L Mayer

WiBum K. Michenar

James N Mils

Dr Surma Mitra

Manrosa Molina

Eugene P Odum

Bernard C Patten

Steven C Pennings

Alan L Porter

JamesW Porter

James W Porter

H Ronald Pulliam

Oavid R Schwimmer

Donald J Shure

Degree llnatitulional Affiliation

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Georgia

These institutions ere listed for identificaljon purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institutton listed

Rupert Simon

PaulD Smith

Terry W Snell

Alan J SokoMf

Hilton Stoimll

AnneO Summers

VMkam L riMiefl

Han Wang

Lous Weber

Isaac VMis

(larry Wistrand

Lome Wolfe

Alleiandra Z Worden

Robert Edward Wyatl

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MD
PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

EPA

US EPA

Georgia Institute of Technology

Emory University

IBRO and Soc Neurosoence • USA

University of Georgia

Georgia Southwestern State Unn«rsity

The Medical College of Georgia

Human and Natural Ecology Program

Agnes Scott College

Georgia Southern University

Institute of Ecology

University of Georgia

Oulad 7123197 at 7:M AM Ozone Actnn (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Hawaii

These institutions are listed for idenlificalion purposes only They do not reprtseni the endorsement o> the instilulion lisled

Number o' contacts 1<>

Rot>ert R Bidigare

Edward E OaMartni

Michael R Dove

Grant Gerhsh

RichardW Gngg

Majone Elizabetti Holmes

David M Kart

Fred T Mackenzie

Jeffrey Polovina

Carol Jean Sing

WillramWM Steiner

Donald A Swanson

Leah May B Ver

Jun Zhu

0«<|ree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Idaho

TfwM wamnont i* li»l»d tef ld«nli»c»tion purpotw only They do no! repfewni ffie «ndof»em«ni ol ttw mtlilulion lisled

Numbor ol contacts: 9

Slon«to>v Otan* |ln«tltution»l
AHiliJtion

JayE. Andiraon PhD Idaho Stale Umveraity

Jam** 0. Batour f^D Univoraity o( Idaho

PattUa E. Ilialiin ""S i" P'OS'***) UnivetMy ol Idaho

Palar rriialilat
P**" ^'** ^'"* Univeraity

Dm»* L Miaray
P*"" Univeraity o( Idaho

V^Bam J. Roa* •*" •<"••" S"*" ""'*•'»'')'

Slaian A. Santm P** ''*•'* Stale UniveiMy

Kail J Sloazak ^^ Univermity of Idaho

Pj^, 2_„ PliO Idaho Oepattment ot Fi»h and Game

Cmata0 7/Za«7«7:4OAM Ozone Aciien (202)2«S47M
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Illinois

These institutions are listed for identjfication purposes only They e»c not represent the endorsement of the institution listed-

Number of contacts 67

Signatory Degree [Institutional Affiliation

Anne M Amtz

Carol K Augspurger

Hormoz Bassinrad

George O Batzli

Neil Billington

Stephanie M Birkey

Enc K Bollinger

Victoria A. Borowicz

Jennifer L Brekken

^ ^llliam R Bromer

^ lelo Capparella

)

'

artes Clifton Chancey

Liane Cochran-Stafira

ertDirtts

itstopher Paul Ounn

"ean Fincher

Steven L Fomian

Janies S. Fralish

Thomas H Fr«zzetta

Chester S Gardrwr

George Gertner

Bnice G Gladfelter

Eric C Gnmm

John William Hannt

Jennifer S. Hartz

Alois R Hastroitor

Kud Lewis Helf

Alison Hill

Ihor Hlohowskyj

Robert J M Hudson

Leiand J Jackson

Jeron>e Jacobson

Steven A Juliano

William E Kk>pfenslein

Joseph Lach

Maldom P Levm

Mokenge P Matafa

Kelly Dawn McConnaughay

Ltoyd 8 McKinney

Peter L Meserve

Joe V Michael

R Michael Miller

MS University of Illinois

PhD University of Illinois

PhD University of Illinois - Chicago

PhD Unrversrty of Illinois

PhD Southern Illinois Univer^tiy

PhD University of Illinois at Chicago

PhD Eastern Illinois University

PhD Illinois State University

MS Black & Veatch

PhD College of St Franas

PhD Illinois State University

PhD Purdue University

PhD University of Chicago

PhD Illinois State University

PhD The Morton Arboretum

PhD

PhD University of Illinois

PhD Soutt>em Illinois Unrversity

PhD University of Illinois

PhD University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

PhD University of Illinois

PhD University of Illinois at Chicago

PhD Illinois State Museum

MD Rush Presbytenan St Lukes Medical Center

PhD University of Illinois • Urbana

MD University of Illinois College of Mediane

PhD (in progress) University of Illinois at Chicago

PhD US Army Construction Engmeenng Research Laborato

PhD Argonne National Laboratory

PhD University bf Illinois

PhD University of lllinots

PhD

PhD Illinois State University

PhD Westem Illinois University

PhD Fermilab

PhD Unrvensity of Illinois at Springfiekl

MD Soutt>em lllinots University School of Medione

PhD Bradley University

MS lltinois Natural History Survey

MS Northern Illinois University

PhD Argonrw Natwnal Latxjratory

PhD Argonne National Laboratory

Created 7r2V97 at 7 41 AM Ozone Action (202) 26S-673fl
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[Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Illinois

TbeM insHtutom arc listed for idwiMicalion pmpoxs only Th«y do nol f«pc*eni By »naon»m»nt el Bw wsMulien imed

SiuartS Nagel

Shjwna Naidu

Richard Nelson

Jonathan A- Newman

Daniel K Niven

Paul M Nollen

Ryoichi Oyasu

Judith A. Oamery Parrish

Chnstopher G- Peterson

John B PhiUipt

MarkPyron

Willam Revelle

George B Rose

Wayne Edward Schennum

Randall Schietzelt

Carol Ann Shearer

Sinyan Shen

Ellen L Simms

Helping Su

Curtis M Wilson

AnneO Yoder

Arthur Zangerl

John E Zapotosky

JenxMH Zar

Fu Zhu

PhD Universiry of Illinois

PhD University ol Illinois

MD University of Illinois

PhD Southern lllinoia University

PhO Illinois Natural History Survey

PhD Western Illinois University

MO Northwestern Universitiy Medical School

PhD Milliken Unniersity

PhO Loyola University. Chicago

PhO Southern Illinois Universily

PhO lllir^on Natural History Survey

PhO Northwestern University

PhO Illinois Department of Transportation

PhD McHenry County Conservation District

MS Harper Collage

PhO University of IH^iois

Professor & Chair Global Warmirig International Canter

PhD University of Chicago

PhD Argonne National Ljb

PhD

PhO Northwestern Universily

PhD Universily al lltnoa

PhD lit Research InstimtB

PhO Northern Illinois Unrversily

M.O.. PhD

Created 7/23/97 at 7:41 AM Ozone Action (202)26S4738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Indiana

These InstituUons are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the rnstitulion listed

Number of contacts 45

SiqnatofY

Peter A. Bednekoff

Leslte Bishop

James AJden Brenneman

Scott Donakj Bridgham

Spencer Cartwright

Young D Choi

Alisa W Coffin

William R. OeMott

Adam Dunne

John B- Dunning. Jr.

'avKJ Etmore

sffrey L Feder

Malcolm James Fraser. Jr.

arah Elizabeth Frey

(aymond E. Grizzle

Peter HertJi

Michael J Homes

Kevin D. Hunt

Manon T. Jackson

Michael A. Jenkins

Mark Daniel Krahtmg

Davtd C LeBlanc

Mary C Linton

DavKJ M Lodge

PautC MacMillan

Doran M Mason

Edward E McKee

Thomas E Miller

Davtd F Parkhurst

MarV Perry

Glenn O Pratt

James C Randolph

Michael Anthony Reiter

Damian Schmelz

Andrew Schnabel

Pankaj Sharma

Charles Samuel Shoup. Sr

Paul C Simms

Brent H Smith

Robert K Swihan

Chartes C Tseng

Richard E Ward

Degree I Institutional Affiliation

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Indiana

These institutions are listed for identification purposes onty. Ttiey do not represent the endorsement of tt>e institution listed.

Peter M Waser

Chnsloptier R. Webster

Jeffrey R. White

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Iowa

These institutions are listed fof identificatton purposes onty They do not represent the endorsement of the instrtution listed.

Number of contacts: 26

Signatory

Stuart K Alltson

Gary James Atchison

Richard G Baker

Stephen H. Bishop

John J. Brejda

Cynthia A. Cambardella

RobertW Cruden

Thomas A. Davis

Robert L De Haan

Donald N Duvick

Benjamin G Graham

Kyle E Harms

Stephen D Hendnx

Laura Jackson

SamuelW James

James M Kelly

Erwin E. Klaas

Mary H Lewis

Elizabeth A. Lynch

Stephen P Mam

John Mayt»erd

Cornelia F Mutel

John J Obrycki

Patnck S Schnable

Paul Robert Wetzel

John G K. Williams

D«gr«»
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Kansas

These institubons are listed for kJenUficahon purposes only They do not represent the endor^enrtent of the msMution listed

Number of conucts 32

Signatory

Roger Apptogate

Kenr>eth B A/milage

Theodore M Barttley

Donald James Curran II

Julie Carol Ellis

Greg Hunt Farley

Deborah N Faurot

Thomas Porter Good

Michael D. Greenfield

Chartes Theron Hinshaw

Ernst K- Horber

K Charles Hunter

Richard F Johnston

Glennis A. Kaufman

Donald W. Kaufman

Debbw J. LeRoux

Edward Robert Levy

Robert W. Uchtwardt

Raymond Scott Mattack

Brock Ray McMillan

Charles D Mtchener

James Anthony Orr

Jon K. Piper

Owight R Piatt

Terry Shistar

Adam B Smith

Val Houston Smith

Edrth L Taylor

Rot>ert M, Timm

Peter D Vickey

Jin Yao

Arthur L Youngman

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Kentucky

TheM instituliens if» laled >w idanliftqtion purpoiw only Th«y do not mpnttit the endonwniil of Itw rralitmion Isted

Number of contacts: 10

Signjtofv

Jam«s Edward Alexander. Jr.

Terry P Anderaon

Jor^anna E. Arnold

Mary A Anhur

Manan L Cothran

E Gus Cothran

Wyne H Davis

Blaine Ferrell

Jeffrey 0. Jack

Mtnam Stetnrtz Kannar

Richard B Lock

Anne £. Lubbers

Michele Morek

William Pearson

Juan G Rodnguei

Jeffrey Lee Waick

Bruce Alan Webb

Joe Everett WinsMad

Deqi

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Louisiana

These lAsWubons are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the insbtution listed

Number of contacts 18

Signatory

Jtuart Shoosmith Bamtorth

AatM, C Benefieid

homas Bianchi

jlichael J Dagg

ohn Day

)arryl L FeWer

lobby D Keeland

Villiam E. Kelso

)eborah Landau

!am-BJu Uu

Ictor H Rnera-Monry

) Allen Rutherford

iichard F. Shaw

homas W Sherry

aul H Templet

eter Andrew Van Zandt

enneke Mana Visser

jhe L Whrtbecit

Deqree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Maine

These inslitution» ere lined (Of idenliftcetion puipote* only They do not npment the efKlofwmeni o( the inititution litled

Number of csniacts: 19

Stonetonr

George N.AppH

Andrew Baiton

EdwirdWBeelt

Sheia K. Bwwetl

Cuftis C. BoMen

ZoeG Centon

FelChai

Jolin H. Oeaitani

Michele Dienne

Ingver Enataon

ZoeA.Epplcy

Sleven K Ketone

Berber* B. Kneoles

Irving L Komield

Ctviete R. SctMrintzer

Jolw c. Srnedtoy

B^foe EveftBA SMvi

JohnO.

lITJ

Pearte
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Maryland

These mstitutjons are listed for identifkation purposes only They do nol represenl the endoreement o( the mstrtubon listed

Number of contacts: 76

Signatory

Peter H Albers

John Autian

Ledotph Baer

Andrew H Baldwin

Lawrence S Barden

Valahe A- Barr

Donald F Boesch

David R Borchett

Douglas H Boucher

Walter R Boynton

David F Brakke

Steven S Brown

Claire Buchanan

James Arthur Bunce

Rita Cohwell

Robert Costanza

James OincKson Cummins. Ill

KeUy A_ Cunnir>gham

Ruth DeFnes

Amy Sue Deller

Delvin S Fanning

Thomas R Fisher

William I Frels

Jennifer J Fntz

Jeroen Gemtsen

Daniel L Gilbeat

Paul A Del Giogio

Scott J Goetz

PW "Bo" Hammer

Richard Highton

David U Himmelstem

Michael F Hisrshfteld

Bion D Howard

Virginia Page Howell

Cecil H J Hull

Bruce A Hungate

Jmshuag Ha

David W Inouye

Paul T Jacobson

Libin Jia

William S Johnson

MarV L. Kuhlmann

Dcgr— I Institutionat Affiliation

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Maryland

These institutions are listed for identificabon purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Martin Kulkjorfl

Lynn M Kurzava

Stephen Larsen

Lester Machta

Aqun Makhijani

Thomas C Malone

Paul R Margues

Nelson Marshall

Gilbert W Mwer

Pascual Mercedes

James D. Nichols

Rolwrt L Park

Dennts C Pinges

Louis F Pitelka

Kenneth David Pruitt

Andrew Robertson

J Edwanj Rot

Rabindra N Roy

Michael H Sayra

Kenneth P Sabens

RaiatV Sen

Charles O Shore

Julian C Stanley. Jr

Cart F Stovar

James B Stnbling

Lindsey Kay Thomas. Jr

Kim Jamea Waddell

Lisa A Wainger

D Alexander Wail

John R Ware

Oennis F. Whigham

William E WiOiams

Salih V Yumlu

Daniel Charles Ziskm

PliD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Massachusetts

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent trie endorsement of ihe institution listed

Numbar of contacts 120

SianatDfY

Brian Franklin Adams

Pauto Andre

Jeannine CaveryJer Bares

Henrietta N Barnes

KamaljitS Bawa

FakhriA. Bazzaz

Gry Mine Berg

Robert Ian Berttn

Anthony Robert Brach

Ying Han Brach

Rafael L Bras

Sdanga Brault

JerT>- Brawn

David M. Biyant

Peltr E Busher

Baochong B Chang

EricChrvian

YoonCho

SalieW Chfitholm

EncA Davidson

CMoe Ramos Oeodato

Aaron M. Ellison

Paul R. Epstein

Eloabath J. Famsworth

Peter C. Frumftoft

Janic* Fuller

Anne E. Giblin

Thomas H Glick

Darren Goetze

Rose H Goldman

Dan S Golomb

Hariy Hamond

Lincoln F
. Hanson

Gary C. Hams

Jolin T Hayes

John E Hobb*

George R Hoffmann

John P Holdren

Ashfaque Hossain

Richard A Houghton

John C Hoy

F. Donald Hudson

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Massachusetts

These institutions are listed for Identrfication purposes only They do not represent the endoreement of the institution listed

W Donald Hudson Jr

Eleanor Janeway

Hclger Jannasch

Cynthia L J«n$en

William Michael Kemp

Henry W Kendall

Donald M Kent

Ruth Ann Kem

Evamana W. Koch

Martina Konvger

Scott D Kraus

Sheldon KnmsKy

Alexander R Kunz

Thomas H Kunz

Trmothy G Laman

Guy R Lanza

Joseph S Larson

Michael Lazarus

Kai N Lee

John D Leith

Richard M Lerner

Beniamin H Letcher

Hert>enW Levi

Michael WLomas

Ennco Lorenzmi

Joel MacAuslan

Luis Malaret

EtizalMth P Mallory

Bruno V Manno

Edward John Martens

Enc Martinot

Grelchen Meyer

Patnaa Micks

Mano J Molina

William Moomaw

Mananne V Moore

Douglas M Muchoney

Bnan R Murphy

Knute J Nadelhoffer

Chnstopher Neill

Daniel C Nepstad

Norton H NicKerson

Can D Offner

Susan Qffner

Leha C Orrell

Stephen R Palumbi

PhD The Chewonki Foundation

MD The Cambndge Hospital. Harvard Medical School

PhD + Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

PhD Harvard UniversFty

PhD University of Maryland

PhD > Massachusetts Institute of Technology

PhD Walt Disney Engineenng Research and Development.

PhD Harvard Forest. Harvard University

PhD University of Maryland

PhD Wellesley College

M S New England Aquarium

PhD Tufts University

MD

PhD Boston University

PhD Harvard University

PhD Untversrty of Massachusetts

PhO University of Massachusetts

MS Tellus Institute

PhD Williams College

MD . PhD

PhD Boston College

PhD University of Massachusetts - Amherst

PhD Harvard University (Emeritus)

PhD University of Maryland

PhD Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

PhD Cornell University

PhD New England Science Center

PhD Manamei Center for Consen^ation Sciences

PhD Harvard University

PhD Frtchburg State College

PhD Stockholm Environment Instituta - Boston

PhD Williams College

MS Manne Biological Laboratory

PhD * Massachusetts Institute of Technology

PhD Tufts University

PhD Weitesley College

MS Boston University

MS {in Progress) University of Rhode Island

PhD The Ecosystems Center

PhD Manne Biological Lat>oratory

PhD Woods Hole Research Center

PhD Tufts University

PhO Dtgrtal Equipment Corporation

PhD Milton High School

PhD University of Massachusetts

PhO Harvard University

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 33 AM Ozone Action (202) 265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Michigan

These instttutions are listed for identrfication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of *he institution listed.

Number of contacts 69

Signatory

David M Aim

Janne Salsamo

Ruth Elizabeth Holland Beeton

James R. Bence

Frederick B Bevis

Faye Andrea Bradbury

Michael R Branserl

Richard D Brewer

Robert T Brown

Michael F Burger

Lawrence Busch

Guy L Bush

John E Cantlon

Hertert H Caswell. Jr

Jeffrey K Conner

Raymond K DeYoung

James S. Diana

Eldon D Enger

Francis C Evans

James A. Fordyce

Nancy H F French

Edward M Golenberg

Sarah A Green

Joseph Jeffrey Grenier

Stephen K Hamilton

Richard W Hill

Richard Anton Hough

Jennifer Ellen Huskins

S Taylor Jamagin

Gordon Kane

Charles William Kauffman

Peter B Kaufman

Brian J Klatt

George W Klmg

Jennifer C Kotanchik

William R Kuhn

Jack Lilien

Amy B McEwen

Leslie Ann Mertz

Robert Rush Miller

Dr Gary MiHelbach

LaMome L Motz

D«qr»e
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Michigan

ThM* mtdtuiion* »f« IstaJ tor i<)«»iti«ic»lion pucpo«« only They do noi fepfwnl tlw tniontntni ot me miimrton laled.

K. Grag Murray

RandolpA N«SM

AJiMi W Nicholson

A. ktoim Perot Jr.

PioieaA. Pey««f

Christopher Ronald Pierson

Henry N PoUack

Jeffrey L Regier

PelsrReppe

Heather L Reynolds

Christine M Richards

Dana L. Rchtef

G Philip Robertson

Karel Rogers

Jurgen Schnitker

GaryW Schott

JohnP Shontz

Suzanne J Sippel

P Oenras Smith

Gerald Ray Smith

ThomssJ Smith

L>aG Sorenson

li«chaet Swords

Earl E Werner

P Douglass VMIiams

t(athy VMnneR-Murray

Youxue Zhang

PhO
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Minnesota

These institutions are listed for identificatjon purposes only They do not represent the endofsement of tf\e institution listed.

Number of contacts: 55

Signatory I Institutional Affiliation

Robinson S Abbott

Dean Abrahamson

James E Almendinger

Charles S Anderson

David Andow

Richard P Axler

Patnck L Brezonik

Diane Byers

Richard S Caldecott

Paul S Conklin

Edward J. Gushing

Margaret Bryan Davis

Daniet R. Engstrom

Holly A. Ewing

Eville Gortiam

John C Green

Elizabeth Hobbs

Roger LeB. Hooka

Date Jamieson

Fredenck J. Jannett Jr

Jean-Luc Jannik

Thomas Chartes Johnson

Kerry R Kelts

Aziz A Khazaeti

Robert A. Kjstter

Andrew Robert Klemer

Richard G. Uvesay

Steven Michael Miller

Patnce A. Morrow

Patrice Morrow

Shahid Naeem

Gerakj J. Niemi

Enc A Oches

Ellen Ofdway

John Pastor

Karen A Poiani

Gregory C Pratt

Kurt A Rusterholz

David Jeffrey Schimpf

Mark D Shapiey

Kathleen L. Shea

Deborah L Swackhamer

PhD University of Minnesota (Emerrtus)

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD Science Museum of Minnesota

PhD Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

PhD University of Minr>esota

PhD University of Minnesota - Duluth

PhD Universfty of Minnesota

PhD Ecological Society of Amerca

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD * University of Minnesota

PhD Science Museum of Minnesota

BA. PhD (in prog University of Minnesota

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD Unrversity of Minnesota

PhD BRW. Inc.

PhD Unrversity of Minnesota

PhD Carteton Collega

PhD Science Museum of Minnesota

MS University of Minnesota

PhD University of Minrwsota

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD Unrversity of Minnesota

PhO Bethel College

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD

PhO Concerned Citzens

PhD

PhD University of Minnesota

PhO University of Minnesota

PhD University of Minnesota

PhO Unrversity of Minnesota

PhD University of Minnesota Moms

PhD University of Minnesota

PhD The Nature Conservancy

PhD Minnesota Polluhon Control Agency

PhD Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

PhD University of Minnesota

63. MS. PhD (in University of Minnesota

PhD St Olaf College

PhD University of Minnesota

Created 7/23/97 at 7 53 AM Ozone Action {202} 265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Minnesota

ThM« in«iitutions »r» lattd fbf Ui ilifcjiioii pmpoiw only They do net repfwnl llw «n(ter»«(Ti«nl o( me irolitilion land.

MichMl C. SoiA

Amy Jnn Synuad

SwM May Tang

G OividTaman

Sara F. T|OH«ni

Jakub Tatar

HamsonB. Tw^ofl

Dixit Verschuren

Neal Jay Voate

David 0. W^ganbach

Giagoiy C. VWa*

Ha<tM>t E. WrigM

J David Yount

«iD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Massachusetts

TheM irnttutions »rB<ated for id«nti(ication purposea only Thgy do nol npment ttw endorsement o( the mstilution listed

Mary Lou Pardue

John B Pearca

Ousten P«i1ttns

Ronald K Phillips

Sandra L Postal

John H Prescon

Howard Ris

Oianne E Rocheleau

Rasalmd M Roltand

Steven R Roof

Lawrence P Sanford

Deborah E Savage

Mark Scheuerell

Bnan C L Shelley

Michael Shians

Elshe V P Smith

Robert Stevenson

R Stevenson

Thomas A Stone

Enc Sundquist

Robert H Tamann

John H Terrell

Yu-chen Ting

V Lyie Trumbull

Allen L. White

Richard Williams

Mathew Wdliams

Edward O Wilson

George M Woodwell

Stephanie J Woolhandler

Richard T Wnght

Ken Zwicker

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Mississippi

These institutions are listed tor identification purposes only. They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed.

Number of contacts: 13

Siqnatofv t)eqp»e |ln«titutionjl AWilieUgn"

Or Ely Best

John Stephen Brewer

Otto H Coleman

Armando A. Oe La Cru2

Suman K. Oas

Wayne E Evans

Alexander L Friend

Richard W Gould. Jr.

Glenn R Matlack

Dudley F Peeler

Stephen T Ross

Evan R Weiher

Evan Weilher

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

MO

MS

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhO

ASCI Corporation

University of Mississippi

USOA (Retired)

Mississippi Slate University

University of Mississippi Medical Center

Naval Research Lalwratory

University of Southern Mississippi

University of Mississippi Medical Center

University of Souttiem Mississippi

Mississippi State University

Mississippi State University

Created 7/23/97 at 7 S4 AM Ozone Action (202) 26S-673a
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Missouri

These institutions are lisle<] for identificalion purposes only. They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts: 24

Signatory

David L Browman

Johann N Bruhn

Bryant W Buchanan

Thomas Lee Bultman

RichardW Coles

John E Havel

James N Holsen

Edward R. Jones

Oavk) L Kiilt

Suzanne Rose Kolb

Paul A Lang

Betle A. Loiselle

Robert J Marquis

Patnck L Osborne

Jorge Luis Perez-Eman

Craig Stuart PHaard

Peter H Raven

MichaelW Rich

Michael R Schaefer

Owen J. Sexton

Stephen Richard Shitley

VictonaSorti

PhyHa K. Stein

Steven Dwight Ignatius Tannar

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Montana

Thes« mstitulions are llstad tor ld«nlific»lion purpotw only They do not r»pf«««nl tlw tndorstmeni of th« institution land.

NumtwrofconUcts: 20

Signatofv

Anitiony 0. Bamotky

Martt Behan

Eileen Cerey

Barry Russell Flanvn

William R Fraser

Chnsloptwr A. FhsseB

Eli2abetn A. Hadly

Andrew J Hansen

Bonnie L. Heidel

Or Rodney K. H•itsc^^1dl

Richard E Juday

Peter F Ko*>

Peter Landress

Penelope A LaOiam

Nichael F Merigtano. Jr

Matthew G Mitro

Wendy Parson

Wendy Roberts

Or Merit L Taper

Vicki Watson

Degree [inetitutional
Affiliation

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Nebraska

Thesa inttitutions ir» lislwl fo> i<)«ntHic»ticn pufposw only They do not fepresent th« tndontmtnx of the iniwution laied

Number of contacts 10

Signatory

ClaguaP Hodgson

Andrew L. Jameton

SvataM Louda

Oiana Prison

John A Polkx*

MildaVaMuns

Shashi B Verm*

Mary Ann Vinton

SarahW VVforkman

Jianwei Ztiang

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Nevada

These insttutions are lisleO (or identification purposes only They do nol represenl the endoraemeni of the institution listed

Number of contacts: 23

Signatofv [inatitutional Affiliation

John D. Boone

Randolph D. Boiys

Peter F Bnjssard

Weixin Chang

Gayle L Dana

Enca Fleishman

Helen L. Foster

Daniel L Freeman

IKatthew Ezan Gompper

MaiV B Messing

Anne Margaret Hoylman

Stephen H. Jenkins

Jeremy B. Jones. Jr

Yiqi Luo

Andrew Petanon

Stephen M Rowland

Lynn K. Shaula

Sunley Smith

James R. Swraenay

Kendnck C Taykx

C RiCtiard Tracy

Lawrence R Waker

Melanie A VVatzel

PhD University of Nevada, Reno

PhD Desert Research Institute

PhD University of Nevada, Reno

PhD Desert Research Institute

IlilA Desert Research Institute

PhD University of Nevada - Reno

PhD US Geological Survey (Retired)

MS Desert Research Institute

PhD University of Nevada Reno

PhD Scienca Appication International Corpontion

PhO Desert Research Institute

PhD University of Nevada - Reno

PhD University of Nevada. Las Vegas

PhD Desert Research Institute

PhD Desert Research Institute

PhD University of Nevada

MS. PhD (in pr. Desert Research Institute

PhO University of ftevada - Las Vegas

PhD San Francisco State Univwiity (Emeritus)

PhD Desert Research Institute

PhD University of Nevada - Reno

PhD University of Nevada

PhD Deser Reseach Institute

Crested 7/23/97 at e C4 AM Ozone AOKKl (202) 26S«73«
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - New Hampshire

TlMM itmilrticni »i» li»Hd tec MtWillcilion putpott only. T>i«y do nw i»pr»ii« »» tndoimmnt a( ttw iwMmien t»nd

NwnMrofcsntacti: 27

Slan»tetv

John 0. Mm
Douglas T Bolgw

JILBubior

LaunE Conkay

Robtn A Crokaf

VMniingOai

JoffriyF 0<inn

Cal>aA.Ev*n*

RichafdAFraiick

David T Funk

FnizGwAardt

ChrifbneL Goodalt

RidiardT Hokna*

KannMhD Kimbal

Jaan T Laaapan

VMBam Bullar Maitn. Jr.

MWamH McOetMl

UaikMcPMk

Donate H. MaadoM

Sadradin C. Meoaavi

Catharina R. Owafl

Akoa M. Shumata

Taranca Sea« Saa«

Oai^amin B. Slaala

Michaal Sulaiman Stavana

Roaa/^ VWgMa

Camaion P Waka

D*Qf««
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - New Jersey

These institutions are listed for identrfication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed.

Number of contacts 40

Signatory

Shern Albrecht

Joseph R Arsenault

Michael Aucott

John Tyler Bonner

Grace B Borowitz

Irving J Borowitz

Samuel Bullock Burgess

Karen Sue Century

Robert Chnslopher Chambers

Amelia P Chisholm

Eliana de Fatima Marques de Mequrta

Joan G Ehrenfield

James Coe Ewm

Jennifer Franos

J Frederick Grassle

Sydney S Greenfield

Gregg Hartvtgsen

Allan Jordan Hoffman

Edward J Huss. Sr

Jennifer S Johns

Ann P Kinzig

Daniel F Klessig

Simon A Levin

Michael L May

Bonnie J McCay

David W Miller

Jane G Murphy

NoftwrtP Psuty

James Amos Quinn

Jon Paul Rodrtguez

Edward Saiff

Sybil P Seitzinger

Gilben Stemer

Jean E Taylor

John A Taylor

Alice S Tempel

John A Tiedmann

Stephen G Vail

Bradley 6 Walters

Charles Weschler

DaaiM
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - New Mexico

Th«M inslHutiont »i» liifd tef id«fllilic»tion purpott only Thty de nel ftpfwtil th» tndcwmtnl of th« intWirtion litWd

Nianber of conlKis: 3S

Siqnitorv

CnigDAtwi
Mailt C. Anderson

WiCam K. B«k«r

Craig W. Bankman

Maik BE. BoskMigh

Oalt G Biodony

Antonus Jacob Budding

Michael L Cain

RouLColanian

David Linn Coursen

Geoige M. Cox

Cliftefd S. Cnwfoid

Anvila G De Soyza

John Sabring Derr

Douglas A. Oienlorf

James R. Gosz

MBamA Gross

Charles J. Gwo

Chailas F. Hanwnef

DavidW Johnson

FenlonR Kay

Kevin LKirti

Samuel R. Loftin

Michael Maiois

Diane L MarshaU

Leslie D McFadden

Heather Carta Maier

Peter H Pache

Deborah Ulinski Potter

Bemhard E F Reimann

Louis Rosen

VaUabh Shah

Anna A Sher

BnjnoWS Sobral

WaNar G Whiltord

Degree

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - New York

These instrtutions are listed for identification purposes onfy They do not represent the endorsement of the msbtutron listed.

Number of contacts: 140

Signatory

Allison R. Aldous

J Frances Allen

Paul Edward Allen

Janet Jeppsou Asimov

Kenneth Emitio Baibi

Barbara L. Bedford

Elizabeth A Beihng

Barbara S Bergman

Alan R Berltowitz

Janine Bloomfield

Bemd Blossey

James F Booker

Brian M Boom

DavKJ N Borton

Jack J BullofT

Robert L Burgess

Russell BurVe

Diane Buxbaum

Richard I Carp

Margaret M. Carreiro

Gregory P Cheplidt

Mary Aiice Coffroth

Stephen J Collud

Jac Conaway

Todd Edwin Dawson

James C Dawson

Don DeKoven

Allan P Drew

D Craig Edwards

Dominic P Eisinger

Thomas Eisrwr

DavKJ S Ellsworth

Guslar A Engbretson

Bart Farell

Robert H Foote

Douglas Frank

David R Franz

David Fnedman

Thomas Alan Gavin

Theodore GoWfarb

Stephen M Graw

Stephen Graziano

CXqra*
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - New York

These institutiora are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Benjamin Greenberg

Charles H Greene

Fntzi Grevstad

Kevm L Griffin

Nelson G Hairston Jr

Steven G Han

Bryce M. Hand

John A. Hart

Todd He/wood

RobertW Howarth

Alice S Huang

Stephen E. Hughes

Mictuel Jenkins

Clwe G Jones

Marilyn J. Jordan

Surabhi KakaU

Raymond L. Kepner. Jr.

Katfwnne M Klingensmith

Robert Kohut

Arthur H- Kopelman

Tad K. Krauze

James R. Lanson

Chns P S. Ijrsen

Howard R. Lasker

John A. Laurence

David A Lawlor

RichardW Leigh

Manuel Lerdau

Gene E. Ukens

Gary M. Lovett

Israel Lowy

James N MacLeod

John C Maerz III

Jacob A Mannsky

Gregory Lee Matloff

Jerrokj Meinwald

Lester W. Milbrath

Lee N HilHIer

Myron J MitcheU

Charles L Mohler

Bahram Momen

Juan Cartos Morales

Oietland Muller-Schwarze

Ichiro N'-kamura

Iris Nemhauser

Cathleen Nigand

MD
PhD Cornell Unrversity

PhD Cornell Unrversrty

PhD Columbia University

PhD Cornell University

PhD Cornell Unrversity

PhD Syracuse University

PhD WMIde Conservation Society

PhD IBM

PhD Cornell University

PhD New York Unnersily

PhD Altiany Medical College

PhD Cornell University

PhD Institute of Ecosystem Studies

PhD The Nature Conservancy

PhD Roswell Pary Cancer Institute

PhD Oeseil Research Institute

PhD Keuka College

PhD Boyce Thompson Institute

PhD Coastal Research & Education Society of Long Is.

PhD Hofstra University

PhD Oregon Stale Unnwsity

PhD SUNY Buffalo

PhD State University of NY at Buffalo

PhD Boycs Thompson Institute

PhD Rochester Institute of Technokxjy

PhD

PhD State University of New York

PhD * Institute of Ecosystem Studies

PhD Institute of Ecosystem Studies

MD. PhD Mount Sinai Medical Center

PhD Con-ed Unrversity

BS. PhD (in prog State University of New YoiV at Binghamton

PhD State University of New Yorti BufTaki

PhD New York University and CUy Univ. of New York

PhD  Cornell University

PhD University of New YoiV at Butfski (Retir«d)

PtiD Ecok>gtcal Society of America

PhD SUNY - ESF

PhD Cornell Unwersity

PhD Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

PhD Columbia University

PhD Stale University o( New York

PhD State Unmersity of New York at Buffalo

PhD SUNY Health Science Center at Brooklyn

PhD Institute of European Studies

Created 7/23/97 at 8:09 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists* Statement - New York

These insbtutiont are listed for tdentificabon purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institutJon listed

Joel S O'Connor

Margery L OWAeW

Alan Oppenheni

Michael L. Paca

Ronald A Palmer

Bart>ara L Peckarsliy

Steven S Peraka

Dorothy M Peleet

William A. Pfitsch

Willard J Piaraon. Jr.

David Pimantal

Michael P PrianoJr.

Laurence Pnngle

Bhaskara Kurup Mohan Rai

Carlos R RaiTwcz-Seu

June Remisch

Sidaru Tolendal Gomes Ribairo

Wayne Richter

George Robinson

Eloy Rodnguai

Judith Anna Rosa

Walter H Sdwpf. Jr

Wliam S F SOiusler

AlanM ScMwartz

Richard H Schware

Jeffrey R Saamann

Gagaodaap Singh

Louts Slesin

Daniel Michael Spada

David Strauas

Susan S Suarez

Fredendi R Swan. Jr

Laura E Ta**«r

MiJIon Theaman

Mana Unana

Aifastauaa Van Buikalow

Jacques Viiat-Hama

Terence Waganknadit

Deborah Walaca

Peter G Weber

John D Wehr

James C White

TheodoreW WSIcoi

Ernest H WUvrm

Peter B IMMdbury

Andrea Worlhtfiglon

Dr

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD (candidate)

PhD

PhD

PhO

PhD

MS
MS

PhD

MS. PhD (candid

PhO

PhO (in progress)

MS

PhO

PhO

MS

MS

PhO

PhD

PhD

PhD

MO
PhO

MS

PhD

PhD

PhO

MS

PhD

PhO

PhO

MO
PhO

PhO

PhO

PhO

PhO

PhO

PhO

MS

PhO

US EPA. Region 2

Seatuck Environmental Association

Analytical Consulting Service

Institute of Ecosystem Studies

West Valley Nuclear Services

Cornell University

Cornell University

NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Shidies

Hamition College

The City College of the City University of NY

ComaB University

Westchester Community College

Memorial Sloan Katlaring Cancer Center

Lehman Coaege and The Graduate School. CUNY

Tttt Rockefeller Unneisity

NY Sute Oepi of Environmanlal Conservation

Stale University of New York

Comen University

Adirondack Park Agency

WESPAC

Black Rock Forest Consortium. Inc.

St. Lawrence University

College of Staien Island

University of Nevada

Abert Ensiem College of Medicine

Microwave News

Adirondack Park Agency

State Uravenny of New Yeili

ComeO University

ATC Assooalas Inc

Tess«r Enworvnental Conaulbng

Amencan Psychokjgcal Assocation

Cornell Uraversity

Long Island Jewish Medical Center

New York State Oepartmani of Health

Consumers Union

SUNY. Colage at Oswego

Fordham Unnrersity

Cornel Unnarsity

Rochester Institute of Technology

HarmHon CoMege

Boyce Thompson Institute tor Plant Research

Swna Colege

Created 7/23rS7 at 8 09 AM Ozone Acbon (202) 26$-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - New York J

These institutions v% listed fof identifkation purposes only They do not represent ttw endorsement ol ttw institution lisled

Rtetivd L. Wyman PhD Edmund Nites HuycJe Preserve & Biol. Res Station

Rum Yanai PhO SUNY College of Environmenui Sdence & Forestry

Shing-Jun Yang PtiD NY Metlwdisl Hosptial

Brands L Young PhD Daemen College

(jwrence Ridwd Zailhi PhD Oty University o< New Yoili

Weodng Zhu PhD Fontfiam University

C<mM7/Z3«7«B«9AM OzoneAclion (202)26M73«
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - North Carolina

These institutians ari luted for identifcation purposes only They do not represent the endorsemeni of the imtitution listed.

Number of contacts 76

Signatory Degree llnetitutional Affifielion

MercJ Mpevin

Jurg Bahler

Richard T Barber

Larry Kester Berwmger

Richard R Bounds

Donald Bnghl-Smith

MarkM. Brmson

Philip L Carl

Joseph H Carter III

MaryE Clark

Leslie D CMIord

Arthur W Cooper

Jeffrey Corbin

Douglas John Crawford-Brown

Robert P Creed. Jr.

Larry B Crowder

Daniel Avery FiscuS

Donald E Francisco

Mary J Giorgmo

Fred Gould

John Richard Gregg

Thumian L Grove

Roger Gordon Hanson

Gary S Hartshorn

Marti E Hay

Harold Healwole

Selina S Heppell

Jarvis Ellis Hudson

Jarvis E Hudson

John R Huizenga

Bnan David Inouye

Mordecai J JafTe

Reuecca C Jann

Danel Kamykowski

Bnan D tOoeppel

Lorauw U Kohom

Tmothy J Lartger

Deborah Lawrence

Esther M Leise

Daf>«l ArchibakJ Livingston

Jeffrey 6 Ueweltyn

Thomas F Matone

PtiD University North Carolina at Chapel Hin

PhO University of North Carolina

PhD Duke University

PhO University of North Carolina

PliO Mount OInre College

PhD (candidate) Duke University

PhO East Carolina University

PhO University of North Carolina IMedical School

PhO Or J H Carter i Assoc Inc

PhO

MS Wake Forest University

PhO North Carolina State University

PhO Univeisily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

PhD Institute for Environmental Studies

PhD Appalachian State Unnrersity

PhD Duke University

MS North Carolina State University

PhD University of North Carolina

MS US Geok>gical Survey

PhD North Carolina State Universtjy

PhD Duke University (Retired)

PhO North Carolina Slate University

PhO AJH Corporation

PhO Organization for Tropical Studies

PhO University of North Carokna  Chapel Hill

PhO North Canjima Stale University

MSc Ouke University

PhO Fayetlevine State Unnrersity

PhO FayetteviHe State University

PhO University of Rochester

PhO (Candidate) Duke University

PhD Wake Forest University

PhO Queens College

PhO North Carokna State University

PhO University of Georgia

PhO Duke University

BA. MS (in Prog North Can>kna Stale University

PhOfin progress) Duke University

PhD Univeisily of North Carokna - Greensboro

PhO Duke University

PhO Brevard Colege

Sc. 0. The Soenhfic Reseamh Society

Created 7/23/97 at e 10 /\M Ozone Acbon (202) 26&-673«
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - North Carolina

T>MM nsMutiont an tolid tor idafllMcalion puipo*** only. They do nol raprMwit th« endoMmenI of the ininiition latad.

Chhstoptwf S. M«ftan*

L«un Elian Moionnior

JohnW. Mon*

Eizjiwtti B Mane

Marvin K. Mosa

Howard S Neufeld

Robefl Bruca Niddas

H Fradafik Njjhout

Sanniel Haff Peanall III

Soott M. Peanon

Robart K. Pa«

Benjamin Petafls

Adrwnne M. Pilmania

Nigel Charles Andnw Pitman

N Henmba Praud

AnncPnngla

Selh R. Reice

Joseph Rudak

Irene A Saifcevycli

Oavid Anhur Sampson

Rex H Sciiaberg

WMam H. Sdilesinger

Knut Sctmidt-Nielaen

Erie B. SchmeiBar

Paul Sdnto. Sr.

Andnw N. Shapaid

Donald E. Stone

Boyd Ray Strain

MMamG. Swnda

JohnW Terbougli

Fradenck HaraU Test

Nora C. Undeneood

Ray Stewart VMamt

Elan F Young

PhD
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - North Dakota

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only They do not repfeseni the endoreemenl of ttie instrtution laled.

Number of contacts 2

Siqnatofv

Margaret Gould Burke

Pamela Jo Pietz

PhD

PhD

I
Institutional Affiliation

University of Mary

Created 7r23«7 al 6 1 1 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Ohio

'mete vuMutiont are listed for identificelion puiposet only They do not reptetenl the endortemenl of the institutiofl listed

Numlier ol conticts 44

Siqnetofv Degree llnetrtubonal Affilietion

Carl Anthony

Bryan P. Bergson

Ralph E.J. Boemer

Kevin Bove

Richard Alan Bradley

Beverly J Brown

W B. Clapham, Jr.

Peter S Curtis

Paula E Gushing

Winifred Oicfcinson

lulark Aden Dilley

Rosanne W. Fortrwr

Gerald Goldstein

David Gorchov

Robert T Heath

Brian H Hill

Richard R. Juhn

Jerry Thomas Lang

Ruth Holsinger Lewetten

Orie L Loucfcs

Michael Nelson Metampy

Teresa M. IMensmg

Mihajlo D. Mesarovic

CarlR IMills

Marshal A. Moser. Jr.

Juliana C. Mulroy

DetMrah A. Neher

Cart E Nielsen

Edward John O'Loughlm

John H Olive

Ronald J Pfohl

Amina 1 Pollard

Anantha M Prasad

Dennis Cliartes Radabaugh

Steven H Rogstad

Vernon L ScartMraugh

Maynard H Schaus

Patrick J Schulteis

Albert B Stewart

Susan Suttwimer

Elliot J Tramer

ja Ann Wicknick

PhD John Carroll Univertity

MS Internationa) Sooety for the Systems Sciences

PhD The Ohio State Unnrersily

MD Unrversity of Cincinnati College of Medione

PhO The Ohio Stale University

MS.MA.PhD (in P Kent State University

PhD Cleveland State University

PhD The Ohio State University

PhD College of Wooster

PhD Franciscan University of Sleubenville

MS (in progress)

EdD Ohio Slate University

PhD Ohio Wesleyan University

PhD Miami University

PhD Kent State University

PhD US Environmental Protection Agency

PhD The Ohio Slate Unnrersity

PhD Woolpert LLP

PhD Bowtirig Green State University

PhD Miami University

PhD Baldwin-Wallace College

PhD The Ohio Slate University

PhD Case Westem Reserve University

PhD Unnrersity of Cincinnati

MS Ecoservices

PhD Denison University

PhD University of Toledo

PhD The Ohio State University

PhD Ohio State University

PhD University of Akron

PhD Miami University

MS (Candidate) Wnght State Unniersity

MEn USOA Forest Service

PhD Ouo Wesleyan University

PhD University of Cinannatti

PhD University of Cincinnati

BS Miami University

PhD University of Cindnnab

PhD Antioch College

PhD Notre Dame College of Ohio

PhD The University of Toledo

PhD John Carroll University

Created 7/23/97 at 8:12 AM Ozone Action (202) 26S-£73S
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Ohio

These institutions are listed for identification pmposes only They do not represenl the endorsemgni o( the rnslilulion listed

Gene E Willeke PhD M.am, Unwrs.ty

Neng Yu MA Ohio Stale University

Created 7/21»97 18 12 AM Ozone Actxjn (202)265^738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Oklahoma

These institutions are listed for identificat>on purposes only- They do not represent the erMJorsemenI of the institution listed

Nwnber of contact 10

Signatory Degree [Institutional Affiliation

Dale Henry AtlmiUer P^D Universrty of Oklahoma Health Soences Center

Norman C EUiol PhD USDA. ARS

Stanley F. Fox PhD Oklahoma State University

Pelef M Grant PhD Southwestern Oklahoma State University

Robert T Lynn PhD

Mark Meo PhD University of Oklahoma

Steven W. O'Neal PhD Southwestern Oklahoma State University

iwliciuel Opitz MS Independent Consultant • NRDC

WHUm T Potter PhD University of Tulsa

Elroy L Rice PhD University of Oklahoma (Retired)

Created 7/23/97 at 6 13 AM Ozone Action (202) 26S-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Oregon

These institutions are listed far tdentffication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts 105

Signatory

Mark R Abbott

Jean M Adamson

Gary W Allison

Thimmappa S Anekonda

Linda R Ashkenas

Robert L Bacon

Peter B Bailey

Jeffrey R Barnes

Or John A Barth

Christopher J Bayne

A Joy Belsky

Pauiette Bierzychudek

Andrew R Blaustem

John Bolte

Jay Bowerman

Barbara Bruno

Richard T Busing

Andrew G Carey. Jr.

Bruce E Coblentz

Robert W Collier

Timothy J Cowles

Larry I Crawshaw

G Brent Dalrymple

Steven L. Davis

Raymond James Orapek

Robert A Duncan

Jack Dymond

William K Ferreli

Marbn R, Fisk

M S Jesse Ford

Michael Freitag

Barbara L Gartner

Jadwiga M G>ebultowicz

James Wunder Good

Andrew N Gray

Robert P Gnfftths

Patncia M Halpm

Kyle Mammon

Jill E Hendnckson

Mark Hixon

Fredenck Henry Hollander

Rot>en M Hughes

0*ara«
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Oregon

These institutions are listed for identrfication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Adnana Huyer

Dawn R Keegan

George H Keller

Susan R Kephart

Gary P Klinkhammer

William F Koch

Russell Lande

John Lattin

Beverly Elizabeth Law

PeterW Lawson

Paul C Lemon

James M Lenihan

Ricardo M Leielier

Tern L Lomax

Jane Lubchenco

John H Lyford. Jr

Alision Marguerite Macdonald

Richard E MacMillen

Keith B Mather

Joseph E Means

Bruce AJIan Menge

Alan C Mix

Michael C Mix

James N Mourn

Patnoa S Muif

ChnstopherC Mundt

Nancy L Munn

Paul A. Murtaugh

Reed F Noss

Kevin R O'Hara

Yangdong Pan

Peter J Paquet

William G Perry

JeffD Poel

Song Qian

Gregg M Riegel

PaulG Risser

Daniel K. Rosenberg

Carl B Schreck

Nathan H Schumaker

John S Selker

Evelyn B Sherr

Bary F Sherr

Clinton C Shock

Greg B Sieglitz

John Stmonsen

PhD Oregon Stale Untversity

MS Keegan Consulting

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Willamette University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State Umvesity

PhD University of Oregon

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon DepL of Fish & WikJIrfe

PhD

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State Unrversity

PhD Oregon Stale Universitiy

PhD + Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University (Emeritus)

PhD Oregon State University

PhD University of California - Irvme (Ementus)

MS

PhD Gregory State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon Stale University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Mason. Bnjce & Girard, Inc.

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

MS David Evans and Assoaates

PhD Portland State University

PhO NW Power Plant Council

PhD Oregon State University

M.S. Oregon State University

PhD Portland State University

PhD USDA Forest Service

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon Cooperative Fishery Research Unit

PhD US EPA
PhD Oregon State University

PhO Oregon State University

PhD Oregon Stale University

PhD Oregon State University

BS. MS (in progr ,, Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife

PhD Oregon Stale University

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 33 AM Ozone Action (202)265-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Oregon

The3« insbtutiont are listed for identificabon purposes onty. They do not represent ttw endorsement of the institution hsted

Lawrence F Small

William D Smyth

Bob Speaker

Paul Theodore Strub

David P Turrwr

Michael H Unsmrortfi

Kathryn L Van Alsryne

Judith R Vergun

Allan Hayes Vogel

Wendy S Waiehler

R Webt:

Gordon V Welfe

Charles R Wert

M Boyd Wilcox

William E Winner

Jon A Yeakley

Donald B Zobel

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

MS Oregon State University

PhD Oregon Slate University

PhO Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Oregon State University

PhD ZP*s Taxonomic Services

MS. PhD (Student) Oregon Slate University

PhD Net Work Associates

PhD Oregon State University

PhO Linn-Benlon Community College

B.S., MAT National Optimum Population Comirussian-NOPC

PhD Oregon State University

PhD Portland Sate University

PhD Oregon Slate Unnersity

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 33 AM Ozofle Action (202)265-6738 374
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Pennsylvania

These instrtutJons are listed for idenbficabon purposes onty They do not represent the erxJorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts: 79

Signatory

Warren G Abrahamson

Diane L, Amott

Ronakj Baennin^er

rimothy R Baker

Patnda T Bradt

Owayne S Breger

David R Bnjia

Rodney Brundage

KadW Buer

Oavid Byman

Meme A Cartwrtght

Donald F Charles

Louis Comas

JohnG DeLuca

Duane R Dtefenbach

Laune E Dnnkwater

Richard Drydcn

David M Eissenstat

Barbara Frankel

David L Cesser

David J Goldhamer

Bruce W Grant

Thomas G Greco

J. Robert Halma

David D Hart

Bart>ara Darrow Hays

RodM Heisey

Mark Hile

Lawrence J E Hofer

Dale Holen

Roy Alan Ickes

Daniel Hunt Janzen

John A Jendro

Ernest W Johnson

Teh-hui Kao

Louis A Kaplan

James F Kasting

Uanon Kayhart

Susan S Kilham

Mary S Kostalos

Daniel Austin Kreeger

Fred Kueppers

Degree [Institutional Afftliation

PhD



365

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Pennsylvania

These institutions are listed for identifiatian putpoMS only ; hey do not capwtenl the endofsement o( the institution list»d

Stephen P Kunz

Frank T Kuseilt

David Patrick Larson

Vinnedge M t.awrenca

Alice G Lee

Thomas B Lloyd

Carol C Loeffler

Zhexi Luo

Tanjn K Mai

Michael e IMaraales

Donald R Mattison

Dennis M. McNatf

BertilOlsson

Milton Lewis Ostrofsky

John H Parlter

Ganapati P Patil

George A. Perera

Celia Freda Prane

James Rtsbey

DavO J Robenson

Michael Russel

Robert J Rutnan

Joseph Kanndh ShaWon

Arthur L. Spingam

James R Spotila

Laurel J Standley

Andrew G Slaphenson

Roger K. Thomas

Sue Thompson

Ann E Throckmorton

Stephen J Tensor

Daniel S Townsand

R KeimanlMeder

Chnsiopher J Williams

Mananna D Wood

OanelH Yocun

OandA Zagan

BS



366

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Puerto Rico^

Th— tMUion »n trt»d far iOtmaDian puipow* only They do noi r»pf»i«nl tfw en<)or>«m«nl of Do imtitulion l»l»a

Numtotf 0) coflOcts: 2

SiqmtofY

Healtwr E. Eriduon

Robot B. Maid*

|lnstitution»l AffiHaBcn

PhD

Director

Inlemetional Institute of Troptcel Forestry

Institute for Tropical Ecosytem Studies

Created 7/23/97 at 8 1 7 AM Ozone Action (202)265*738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Rhode Island^

These instilutiofH «r» lislw) (w JdentWgben purposes only Ttwy do nol t«pr»»enl ttw «n<Jor»«m«nl o( ttw ifnatvition totid

Numtwrorconacls: 10

Sionatorv

John Blown

John H CotMo

Carol B Crafts

Salvatore G«nov«s«

JulicnR GoulclJr

Steven P Hamburg

Keitn T KiDingback

George H Leonard

Douglass H Mors*

John F Mustard

Degree



368

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - South Carolina

Thest in»lituticn» «f« listed tef JdwitHiatioii purposes only They do nol reprexnl lh« endoraemtni o( Bit in»lilutlon listBd

Number of contacts' 24

Signatory

Richard Dame

AlanW Decho

OonEdwwita

John E Fautti

Chiistophar M. Finefli

Sidney A. Gauthnaux

CaflW Helms

Mary Kalhryn Ixard

Mary Kattiafine Kalam

BfornKjeifve

CmdyM Lee

KennethW Mdeod

James Morris

Richard K. Myers

Joseph H K Pechmann

Thomas E PNtppi

Carol J Pride

Paul Read

PhiippeRoss

Joseph P. S^ubauer-Berigan

Rebecca R. Sharitz

TnwViy P. Spire

Stephen E Stancyk

Loa K. Wagner

Deoree



369

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - South Dakota

These institutions are listed for identificabon purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number of contacts 4

Signatory Degree [inetitutional Affiliation

Susan E Boettcher MSc South Dakota State Unrversrty

Walter G Duffy PhO South Dakota State University

Hartand T Hennann. Sr. MO

Cart A. Westby PtiO South Dakota State University

Created 7/23/97 at 6 20 AM Ozone Acbon (202) 265-6736
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Tennessee

These instrtotions are listed lor identrfication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of t^e rnstJiulion listed

Number of contacts 37

Signatory Degree llnstjtutional Affiliation

Pilar Agumaga

Clifford C Amundsen

Wendy Belinda Anderson

HIDel Brandes

Thomas P. Bums

John Alvord Churchill

John P. Donahue

Donald K Dougalt

Nelson T Edwards

Louts J Gross

William Franklin Hams

David Richmond Head

WatterR Hill

Carolyn T Hunsaker

Hennetta I Jager

Kwang W Jeon

Dan M Johnson

Foster Levy

Katherine F Lmdquist

Linda Maxson

WoM Naegeh

Diane R Nelson

Niki Stephanie Nicholas

Richard J Norby

Robert V O'Neill

Kenneth H Orvis

Robert J Palmer

Stuart L. Pimm

Gary A. Polis

Robert W Rasch

Anton Reiner

Elizabeth R Smith

Henry Guerard Spratt. Jr.

William S Walker

Keith Walters

David Cleaveland White

Robert F Williams

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PnD

MD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

MD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MD. PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

Mehany Medical College

University of Tennessee

VandertJilt University

Universtty of Tennessee-Oak Ridge

Science Applicatjons International Corporation

Academic Neurology

Vanderbilt University School of Medione

University of Tennessee

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

University of Tennessee

University o( Tennessee

St Jude's Chrtdrens Research Hospital

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

University of Tennessee

East Tennessee State University

East Tennessee State University

University of Tenr>essee

University of Tennessee

East Tennessee Stale University

National Center for Environment Decision Making

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

University of Tenr>essee

University of Tennessee

Vanderbtll University

James H Wuitlen College of Medicine

University of Tennessee-Memphis

Tennessee Valley Authonty

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

St Jude Children's Research Hospital

Middle Tennessee Stale University

University of Tennessee

University of Texas Austin

Created 7/23/97 at 8.22 AM Ozone Action (202) 26&-673B
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Texas

These institutians arc listed for identKication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of (he institution listed

Numtier of contacts: 69

Siqnatofv

Laurel J fVnderson

Steven R Archer

Roberts BaUridge

John Bocfcris

Thomas W Boutton

Paul S Bralemian

Matthew J Bravier

Daniel R Brumbaugh

David D Builie

Felipe Chavez-Ramirez

William Michael Childress

James 8. Cotner. Jr

Murray W Coulter

Donald R Davis

Kenneth H. Ounton

Richard L Durt>in

Robert Fulton Dye

Charles 8 Epstein

Chailes Wayne Evan* II

Robert R Fleet

Paul Oavtd Fogiesong

Theodore C Foi

Joelyn K Foy

WiJford Gardner

Fredenck R Gehlbach

Frances P GelWKk

Tim F Ginnett

James P Grover

Douglas Ouana Hagemeier

Charles R Hamilton

Oean Hendnckson

Michael A ImholT

Robert 8 Jackson

John Jagger

Robert H Johnson

Paul Jurena

Margaret I. Knpks

Thomas E l.acher. Jr

Roger Landers. Jr

Bai-Uan U

C Randal Ltftder

Jose A Lopez

Degrae



372

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Texas

Th«e institutionj are lisled (or idenlification purposes only They do nol repfeseni ttw endoraemeni of m» insniuuon listed

WiBum Mackay

John McEachran

RobertW McFartane

Mona C Mehdy

LloydW Morrison

Sharon L Osowski

John B Ono. Jr

Edward C Phillips

Eric R Pianka

Christopher J Pursell

Yongchang Qian

William J Quinn

Julw A. Robinson

Peter C. Schuize

Wendy E. Sera

Bnan R Shmaefsky

John Sidun

R Douglas Slack

Jacob E- Strassner

Michael W. Suplee

Alan D Thomhill

Gert van Dijken

William Velasquez

Gerard M- Wellington

Ken Wilkins

Jinwny D. Winter

John H Womiuth

PhD



373

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Utah

These inititutiont are bsled (or iden«ieation purposw only They do nol repfetenl m» endofwmenl ol Itw iniiiiulion lattJ.

Number ol csnuets: 31

Siqnitonr

Louis R BtTowt

OaKLBtfUs

David AnlXony Buuchamp

Edmund D. B/odie, Jr.

Paul Alan Coi

ChaneW Davidson

BevaityO Dow

James L. Fwrnw

Stephen Fbil

rimottiy B Graham

Kimball T Ha/p«r

WdfordM Haas

RoOert Honnrd HMaibrand

Jamas A. MacMahon

Robert E Marc

Bnan Alan Maurar

Owayn* WWion Maadoiot

Harold J IMar. Jr.

TangS Pang

Susan L Ptaip i

Barry G Ouinn

MarkE Ritcfua

Samuel R RusMeth

Nicanor Z Safcandra

Dennis K Sxioiawa

Robert B Smith

Bruoe N Smith

JotmM Starli

Robert K Vckary. Jr.

FradencH Wagnar

Jeffrey W Watuis

Oaqpae |lnBtitutienal
AWiliatiorT

WiD



374

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Vermont

These inslilutioo* «f» lisHd tef idenWicalion puipo»«j only They do noi represenl ih« endoraetnenl o( the imMulion lafd

Numbef of conuds: 21

Sionalofv Ojan I
Institutional Affilietion

Irving Adiet

Robert E Er)gel

John W. Hayes

Colin J. High

Sylvia T HolTstein

PhlHp L HoKtard

Jenid B Johnson

Siuanne N Levine

Andrea Heath Lloyd

JohnW MacArthur

DeclanMcCabe

JaneMolotsky

Patricia J aBrien

Paul G Schatierg

Zachary Reed Sims

Christopher A Tatxx

Stephen C. TromlMJiak

Allison Turner

Gary Leon Made

Deane Wang

Arttiut H Westins

PhO

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhD

MO

MS

PhO

PhD

PhD

MS

PhO

MO

PhO

MS. MA

PhO

PhO

MS (in progress)

PhD

PhD

PhO

Marlboro College

Mariboro College

Resource Systems Group. Inc

University o( Vemiont

University of Vermont

University of Vermont

Middlebury College

Maritxvo College

University of Vermont

Univei^ity of Vermont

University of Vermont College of Medione

USOA-NRCS

USOA Forest Seivica

Middlebury College

Mariboro College

Nortrieastem Forest Ejtpenment Station

University of Vermont

westing Assooales

Created 7/23/97 at 8:2S AM Ozone Action (202) 265-673S
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Virginia

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of Itie institution listed.

Number of contacts 75

Signatory

Barbara J Abraham

Ins Cofman Anderson

EmesI f Benlield

E F Benfield

Dorothy C Blis*

James L BorMmo

Mani Joseph Butler IV

Oavid J. Bvrdige

John Caims. Jr.

John R Cannon

RichanjA CaipanMr

Benjanun Cuker

Gregory A. Cutler

TingOai

Frank P Day

John G Oennii

FredC DoMt

Lisa Ann Drake

Hugh W. Oudilow

Larry Ead*

Jana Fatlh Geioir Enlcaton

Rustel Midiaal EnrMi

Patnda A. FMbe
John F Fox

Chrislopher Robot Fular

Robert H Gardnar

Kathleen L Goedtn

ReidN Harm

chzsbvttt K. nMclwy

llexler Hindiley

GeorgeW Hinman

KevmAHooal

Erik WUham Hoyer

Ckn R Hupp

Lawrence E Hurd

Thomas A Jansaan

Philip L Johnson

Stephen Johnson

TinaM Kaartberg

Kerry S KAum
JamesW Knghi

IvorT Knoght

Degree
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Virginia

These Institutions are listed for icJentification purposes only They do not represent the endorsenneni of the institution listed

GretcAen S Kolsrud

Call J l^nge

VMam Noms Ijval

JohnW Leiler

Margarets K. Luddafnann

B*e B Mac^ey

Juian MaiUanJ

JanwsP Magonigal

Alan S Mills

Cuita Moore

BrianW Mooras

Paul Pu Mcu

Donald E Mulins

Frank E. Munley

John Peterson Myers

Eric S Nagy

C J Neely

Enk T Nilsen

N LeRoyPoft

Daniel RadeD

G Carteion Ray

Pelar James Reynolds

EverellA. Roberts

Arthur H Rosanteld

M Eileen Rowan

Aleiei A Sharov

Leonard A. Smock

Douglas J Stnckland

Marli R Wabndg*
G Susan Weiler

Edgar turner

Rchard L Wetzel

Randolph H Wynne

PhD



377

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Washington

These institutions are listed for tdentrficabon purposes onfy They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed.

Number of contacts 65

Signatory

John J Albers

Theodore L. Anderson

William Aron

Karl Banse

David Bemgan

Alan A Berryman

Lawrence C Bliss

Nicolas S Bloom

P Dee Boersma

Peter L Boveng

Jeffrey H Braatne

Teresa A Brentnall

Bryan E Burke

Peggy Chevalier

Ellen W Chu

Kenneth P Currens

Cotber E Gushing

Theodore Howes DeWitt

Janelle L Downs

DavKJ Duggms

Chnstopher J Earte

W T Edmondson

John M Emien

John Enckson

Evan J Frost

Richard H Gamman

George W Gilchnst

Pamela J Goodman

Charles Halpem

Susan L Hautaia

Emest M Henley

Robin T Holcomb

Raymond B Huey

Jean M Jacotiy

James R Karr

James D Kerstetter

AJan J Kohn

Enc Kunze

John A. Leigh

Esieda B Leopold

Conway B Leovy

Evelyn J Lessard

0«qrM
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Washington

Thew inalituiioni are lislad for id€nlifkalien purposes only They do nol represeni me endorsemeni ot the institution listed

G La* Link

Willom Lip«

Wilhani H Lipscomb

KeiltiB Macdonald

George Maanko

Arthur George Maki. Jr.

Michael P Marsh

Oavid T Mason

John Francis McLaughlin

Patricia L McOueary

Roger Del Moral

Tom O Momson

Peter H Momson

Robert J Naiman

Timothy A Nelson

Hans NoU

Robert T Paine

Pamela A. Pape-Linstrom

John H Perkins

Julian Powers

Jeffrey S Reid

Joel Howard Reynolds

Joachim Ribbe

Stanley F Robinson

Eugene A Rosa

AmyL Rosner

Kathleen Sayce

Daniel E Schirxtler

James F Short. Jr.

Amy Kathenne Snover

Richanj R Strathmann

Suzanne Strom

William G Stroud

DouglasW Swanson

Karen Switshelm

Walter T Triel. Jr

Cynthia T. Tynan

Eugene B Welsh

Jacques Richard White

RichamO Whittan

Martin Wikalski

Henk WokJ

Andrea Woodward

PhD

PhD

PhD Candidate

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS {In progress

PhD

MA

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

MSEE

MS

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhD

PhO

MS

PhD

PhD

MS. PhC

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhO

PhD

PhO

PhD

PhO

MO

PhO

PhD

PhD

Washington Stale University

Washington State University

University of Washington

CH2MHj||/Envtronmental Engineeis

Central Washington University

US EPA

Fairhaven College

Western Washington University

The Evergreen Stale College

University of Washington

EcoPacific Environmental Services

Sierra Biodiversity Institute

University of Washington

Seattle Pacific University

Amencan Cancer Society

 
University of Washington

Everett Community College

Evergreen Stale College

ALT-TRANS

University of Washington

University of Washington

umversHy of Washington

Washington State Unnrersity

Whitman College

Willapa Alliance

University of Washington

Washington State Unneraity

University of Washington

University of Washington

Western Washington University

Swan Resources

University of Washington

Herrera Environmental Consultants. Inc

Unniersity of Washington

University of Washington

People for Pugel Sound

Black MiHs Pathology

University of Washington

Smithsonian Institution (Retired)

uses

Created 7/28/97 at 1 1 34 /\M Ozone Action (202) 26$-673a
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - West Virginia

These institutions ire listed for identification purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

Number o( contacts 6

Signatory

John A. Conners

Frank Stuart GtUiam

Kathenne B Gre^
Janws Kotcon

Jeffrey 0. May

Cicy Po

Jeffrey A. Simmons

Rot>erl Leo Smith

D*qrm



380

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Wisconsin

These institutions are listed for identification purposes only. They do not represent the endorsement of trie institution listed

Numtwr of conl*cts; 57

Signatefv

Steven I ApMbaum

Shelley E Amott

Christopher L Babiarz

Chirle* R Bantley

Mark S Boycs

Peter J Bradbury

Bediy J. Brown

Joseph E Campana

Stephen R. Carpenter

Thomas R- Crow

Calvin B DeWitl

SUnley I Oodson

John F. Elder

Thomas M Frost

Ljnda E. Gratiam

Robert G Greenler

Yaffa L- Grossman

Linda L Haines

kilananne J. Hopp

Evelyn A Howell

Hugh H llns

Juson G Isebrands

Wendel J. Johnson

Dale Eugene Katsma

Susan E Knight

Timothy K Kratz

Robert A. Ijnsman

IMarti K Leach

David B Lewis

Donald L. LAiby

Richard L Lmdroth

Michael Peter Lizotle

James G. Lomian

Robert A Lovely

Louis James Maher. Jr.

Jeflefy S McKmnon

Carl VKIor IMendelson

David H Miller

Kevin F O'Connell

Oianna K PadMla

Jenniiaf L Partte

Hans P Pcarvon

Des£» I Instrtulional Affiliation

MS



381

Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Wisconsin

These institutions are listed for ibenbfication purposes only They do not represent the endorsement of the institution listed

James A Retnartz

Cuauhtemoc Saenz-Romero

William R Schmitz

Foresl W Steams

Kathenne Anne Sternberg

Chin Sun

Jeffrey A- Thornton

Robin W Tyser

Paul J Wetmer

Richard L Wilson

Uar)one Green Winkler

Harold M Wooff

Thomas M. Yuill

Michael Zimmemian

Michael E Zom

PhD University of Wisconsm-Mitwaukee

MS Universtty of Wisconsin-Madison

PhD Univereity of Wisconsin

PhD University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

MS (in progress) Unrversity of Wisconsin-Madison

PhD University of Wisconsin-Madison

PhO International Environmental Management Services

PhD University of Wisconsin - LaCrosse

PhO University of Wisconsin-Madison

PhD

PhD University of Wtsconsm-Madison

SM University of Wisconsin

PhD University of Wisconsin - Madison

PhD Universtty of Wisconsin - Oshkosh

PhD (candidate) University of VAsconsin

Created 7/23/97 ai 8 29 AM Ozone Action (202) 26S-6738
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Signatories to the Scientists' Statement - Wyoming

These institutions are listed for identffication purposes only They do not represent the erxlorsement ol the institution listed.

Numt>er of contacts: 15

Stqnatonf

WiRiam L Baker

Jerry Freilich

Matthew J. Geronimo

Gregory 0. Hayward

Stephen T. Jackson

CedUa Lynn Kinter

Mahon Klaus

Shuguang Liu

John D. Mamritz

Todd J, McWhorter

Nathan P. Nibtielink

William A. Reiners

Carlos Martinez del RfO

Robert Scott Seville
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Stanford University. Sta>tohd. California 9430s

HAHOLD A. MOONEY
Paul S. Acan t r-s Professor
OF BlOtX>OY

May 21, 1997

President Bill Clinton

1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear President Clinton:

Ecologists' Statement on the Consequences of Rapid Climatic Change

Climate change driven by emissions of greenhouse gases is projected
to occur at a very rapid rate, significantly faster, on a sustained global

basis, than rates of climatic change during the past 10,000 years (1). Rapid
climate change coupled with pollution, habitat fragmentation and habitat

loss may lead to the decline and disappearance of many plant and animal

communities that might otherwise survive a future climate that is

relatively stable but warmer.

We believe that this situation constitutes a dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system, one that may not "allow ecosystems
to adapt naturally to climate change" as is called for in the Framework
Convention on Climate Change (1992). Accordingly, we believe that the

prudent course would be to limit climate change to the lowest rates

feasible- given emissions that have already occurred. These correspond to

global rates of warming of no more than 1 degree C per century.

Much of the current debate over limiting global climate change has

focused on taigets for stabiliiadon of greenhouse gas concentrations many
decades in the future. However from an ecological standpoint, ii is the

rapid rate as well as the total magnitude of climate change projected to

occur that is pertinent to the future well-being of plant and animal

communities and to the continuous availability of goods and services they

provide to our society. Global mean temperature could increase by as much
as 1-3 5 degrees C (2-6 degrees F), over the next 100 years. At higher
latitudes, which include large portions of the United Slates, temperature
increases could be much greater.
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Rapid climate change is more dangerous to plant and animal

communities than gradual climate change even if the total amount of

change that eventually occurs is exactly the same.

During rapid climate change, disturbances like fires, floods, erosion,

droughts, storms, pests and pathogen outbreaks may increase with adverse

effects on ecosystem functions as important as water supply, soil fertility

and carbon sequestration. After disturbance, aggressive, 'weedy' species,

including exotics Chat outcompete native vegetation, may come to dominate

these areas. In some US temperate forests, rapid climate change could lead

to widespread tree mortality, wildfires and replacement of the forests by

grasslands. Species that are long-lived, rare, or endangered wiD be

severely disadvantaged.
In an increasingly developed world, there are fewer and fewer areas

available in which native trees and plants can grow. Cities, highways,

agricultural flelds and other human activities limit available habitat and

create barriers to the migration of plants and animals. In fact, many
natural areas now can be considered 'islands' in a sea of developed land.

Protected areas like national parks and forests were established with

current climates in mind. Rapid climate shifts may reduce appropriate
native habitats within protected areas while development outside the

boundaries of the protected areas would make much of the neighboring
new habitat unavailable and limit corridors for species to migrate to

suitable new habitats. It would be difficult to imagine, for example, how
the imperiled species of Everglades National Park, such as the Cape Sable

Sparrow and American Crocodile, could migrate north into the urban and

agricultural landscapes of coastal and central Florida and successfully re-

establish themselves. Overall, climate change, in combination with existing

anthropogenic habitat disruptiOD and loss, could lead to steep declines in

worldwide biodiversity.

Furthermore, conditions for plant and animal communities are

considerably less hospitable now than prior to the industrial revolution. In

many cases, plant and animal populations are less healthy and ecosystems
less resilient to further disturbance due to envirotmiental stiess from

human-made pollutants and habitat degradation, These stresses may
reduce signiticantly an individual's or ecosystem's ability to cope

successfully with climate change.
Climate change may also result in rapid sea level rise. Rapid sea

level rise causes beach erosion and threatens coastal marshes and

mangrove forests. While many of these coastal natural areas have kept

pace with historic rates of sea level rise, faster rates may lead to

inundation of marshes and mangroves more rapidly than new wetlands

can form. Onshore human development will further hamper new
establishment of coastal natural areas. Loss of habitat for a substantial

number of species of birds, fish, shellfish, microorganisms and ammals
could result. Marshes and mangroves also protect shorelines from s(orms

and high tides and act as filters for pollutants such as sewage and other
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effluents. Their loss would lead to increased erosion and degradation of
onshore human development.

It is difficult to quantify precisely the response of a particular

species or group of species to climate change. Because there are only
sparse records of this type of rapid climate change available, we have little

to guide our estimations. Scientists do know the following. Climate
determines the distributions of many species. Significant climate change
has in the past and will in the future require many species to shift their

ranges. Species vary in their ability and opportunities to adapt or migrate.
The rate of projected change is enough to threaten seriously the survival of

many species. Pollution and human alteration of the landscape have
reduced considerably the ability of plant and animal communities to

adjust to rapid climate change. Ecosystems will experience a rate of
sustained climate change that is unusually rapid and, for many areas,

unprecedented during the past 10,000 years. The more rapid that rate,

the more vulnerable to damage ecosystems will be.

We are performing a global experiment on our natural ecosystems
for which we have little information to guide us. While plant and animal
communities may be able to eventually adapt to a stable climate system
that is warmer th&n the existing one, many species may not be able to

survive a rapid transition to that new climate. The prudent course would
be to limit climate change to the lowest rates feasible given current

atmospheric accumulations of greenhouse gases. These correspond to

global rates of wanning of no more than 1 degree C per century.

(1) Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate

Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses. Contribution of Working cioup II to

the Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change. Editors R.T. Watson, M.C. Zinyowera, R.H. Moss. Cambridge
University Press, p. 21.

cc:

Vice President Al Gore
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

Washington, DC 20500

Secretary Madeleine Korbel Albright

Department of State

2201 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20521

Under Secretary Timothy E. Wirth

Department of State

2201 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20521
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Secretary D|m Glickman

Department of Agriculture
200-A Whitten Bldg.
1400 Independence Ave. SW
Washington. DC 20250

Secretary Fedehco Pena
U.S. Department of Energy, Headquarters
Forrestal Bldg.
1000 Independence Ave. SW
Washington, DC 20585

Secretary Bruce Babbit

U.S. Department of the Interior

1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240

Ms. Carol M. Browner
Administrator
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Washington. DC 20460

Dr. D. James Baker

Administrator
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
14ih and Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20230

Signatories of Ecologists' Statement

Dr. Fakhri Bazzaz

H.H. Timken Professor of Science

Biological Laboratories

16 Divinity Ave.

Harvard University

Cambridge, MA 02138

Dr. Janine Bloomfield

Environmental Defense Fund
257 Park Ave. S

New York. NY 10010
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Dr. F. S. Ch.ipin, HI

Department of Integrative Biology
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Department of Botany & Division of Earth Sciences
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Durham, NC 27708

Dr. Margaret B. Davis *,#

Regents' Professor of Ecology,

Department of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior, University of Minnesota,
Saint Paul, MN 55108

Dr. Paul Bhrlich*

Bing Professor of Population Studies

and Professor of Biological Sciences
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Stanford, CA 94305

Dr. Christopher Field

Department of Plant Biology

Carnegie Institution of Washington
290 Panama Street

Stanford, CA 94305

Dr. Jerry F. Franklin#

Professor of Ecosystem Analysis

College of Forest Resources

University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

Dr. Diana Wall Freckman, Director and Professor

Namral Resource Ecology Laboratory,
Associate Dean, College of Natural Resources

Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Dr. Gene Likens*,#

Director and President, Institute of Ecosystem Studies

P.O. Box AB
MiUbrook, NY 12545
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Soil Science Department

HUgard Hall, Room 108
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Dr. Harold Mooney*,#
Paul S. Achilles Professor of Environmental Biology

Department of Biological Sciences
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Stanford. CA 94305

Dr. Louis F. Pitelka, Director apd Professor

Appalachian Environmental Laboratory
Center for Environmental & Estuarine Studies

Gunter Hall

Frostburg, MD 21532

Dr. David S. Schimel

University Center for Atmospheric Research

Climate System Modeling Program
P.O. Box 3000

Boulder, CO 80307

William H. Schlesinger
James B. Duke Professor

Department of Botany
Duke University

Durham, NC 27708-0340

Dr. Steve Schneider

Department of Biological Sciences

Stanford University
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Program
Department of Environmental Sciences
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Professor of Botany
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*, Member, National Academy of Sciences
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Similar Letters Urging Action from the Economic Community

Q15. On page 10 of your written testimony you state that "We have received

similar letters urging action from the economic community."

Please document this statement.

A15. Attached is a copy of the statement endorsed by over 2,000 economists.
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L

Economists' Statement
ON Climate Change

Endorsed by Over 2000 Economists

including six Nobel Laureates

I. The review conducted by a distinguished international panel of ccientisB

under the auspices of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has

determined that "the balance ofevidence cuggeso a discernible human influence on

global climate." As economisa, we believe that global climate change carriei with it

significant environmental, economic, social, and geopolitical risks, and that

preventive steps are justified.

n. Economic studies have found that there are many potential policies to

reduce greenhouse-gas emissions for which the total benefits outweigh die total

costs. For the United States in particular, sound economic analysis shows that

there are policy options that would slow climate change without harming
American living standards, and these measures may in fact improve U.S.

productivity in the longer run.

m. The most efficient approach to slowing climate change is through maikst-

based policies. In order for the world to achieve its cUraadc objectives at minimum

cost, a coopetative approach amotig nations is required
—such as an international

emissions trading agrecmenr. The United States and other nations can most

effidenily implement tbeir dimate policies dtrough maifcct tnedunisms, sudi as

carbon taxes or the auction ofcnwxions permits. The revenues generated from such

polidcs can effectivdy be used to reduce die defidt or to lower ezistiag taxes.

Sponsored By

REDBFINTNO FX.OGKBSS

One Keainy Street • 4(h Floor

SiQ Fnnrisco. CA 94 1 08

Phone: (416) 7«1-1 191

Fix: (415)78^-1198
EMfil: inMtfttofKU.tXf
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Re2ional Vulnerabilities

Q16. On page 11 of your written testimony you state the following:

''Alaska: The state's economic dependence on natural resources makes it

highly vulnerable to climate change. Global warming will be most

pronounced in northern regions. Probable consequences include drying of

Alaska's interior, inundation of fragile coastal delta areas, and, most

seriously, melting of permafrost, which is already underway. Continuation

of Alaskan warming will lead to the disappearance of most discontinuous

permafrost over the next 100 years. In many places, ground level can

collapse 5 yards or more, leading to significant damages to ecosystems and
human infrastructure. Houses, roads, airports, military installations,

pipelines, and any other facility built on ice-rich permafrost are at risk. The

melting of permafrost and the warming of tundra will lead to the release of

carbon and methane deposits from the formerly frozen lands, which could

make them an additional source of atmospheric greenhouse gases. Ecosystem
effects include destruction of trees and caribou habitat; clogging of salmon

spawning streams; reduction in forested areas; expansion of lakes and

wetlands; and increased rates of coastal and riverbank erosion, slope

instability, landslides and erosion."

Please document these statements.

A16. To improve understanding of the consequences of global change for the nation, the

Office of Science and Technology Policy and the U.S. Global Change Research

Program (USGCRP) are sponsoring a series of regional workshops throughout the

country. The purpose of these workshops is to start the process of examining the

vulnerabilities of regions of the U.S. to climate variability and climate change and

to begin to aggregate information across the regions to support nation-scale

assessment (called for in the Global Change Research Act). Workshop

participants include the broad research and stakeholder community, drawn from

federal, state, and local governments; universities and laboratories; industry,

agricultural and natural resource managers; non-governmental organizations; and

others. Eight workshops were held in 1997, and 12 additional workshops are

planned for 1998, or have already been held earlier this year. Each workshop will

ultimately produce a comprehensive workshop report, which will provide the

regional perspective for the National Assessment, due to be completed by the end

of 1999.

The statements concerning Alaska are based on discussions held at the workshop
in Alaska, organized by the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK, held June 3-6,
1997. Several of the statements made are drawn from peer-reviewed literature.

The fact that the highest latitudes will experience the most pronounced warming is

documented in the IPCC Reports. Alaska is already experiencing warming and
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permafrost melting (Weller et al. 1995; Lachenbruch and Marshall 1986;

Osterkamp 1994; Wadhams 1990; Chapman and Walsh 1993). The impacts of

permafrost melting are extensive (Esch and Osterkamp, 1990; Osterkamp 1994;

Osterkamp and Romanovsky 1996). Melting permafrost and warming of the

tundra will lead to the further release of carbon dioxide and methane (e.g., Oeschel

et al. 1995). Ecosystem effects will be wide ranging (e.g., Chapin et al. 1992;

Cooch et al. 1991; Sedinger et al. 1993, Valkenberg 1991).

Chapin, F.S. Ill, R.L. Jefferies, J.F. Reynolds, G.R. Shaver and J. Svoboda (eds.)

Arctic Ecosystems in a Changing Climate. Academic Press, New York.

Chapman, W.L. and J.E. Walsh 1993. Recent variations of sea-ice and air

temperatures in high latitudes. Bull. Am. Meteorol. Society 74(l):33-47.
Climate Change 1995. The Science of Climate Change. Contribution of Working
Group I to the Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change. Cambridge University Press.

Climate Change 1995. Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate Change.
Scientific-Technical Analyses. Contribution of Working Group II to the Second

Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

Cambridge University Press.

Cooch, E.G., D. B. Lank, R.F. Rockwell, and R. Cooke. 1991. Long-term
decline in body size in a snow goose population: Evidence of environmental

degradation? Journal of Animal Ecology 60: 483-496.

Esch, D.C. and T.E. Osterkamp. 1990. Cold regions engineering: Climatic

warming concerns for Alaska. J. Cold Regions Eng., 4(1) 6-14.

Lachenbruch, AH. and B.V. Marshall. 1986. Changing climate: geothermal
evidence from permafrost in the Alaskan Arctic. Science 234:689-696.

Oeschel, W.C, G.L. Vourlitis, S.J. Hastings, and S. A. Bochkarev. Change in

arctic C02 flux over two decades of climate change at Barrow. Ecological

Applications 3:846-855.

Osterkamp, T.E. 1994. Evidence for warming and thawing of discontinuous

permafrost in Alaska. EOS 75(44):85.

Osterkamp, T.E. and V.E. Romanovsky. 1996. Impacts of thawing permafrost as

a result of climatic warming. EOS 77(46):F188.

Sedinger, J.S., C. J. Lensink, D.H. Ward, R.M. Anthony, ML. Wege, and G.V.

Byrd. 1993. Status and recent dynamics of the Black Brant breeding population.
Wildlife: 44:49-59.

Valkenberg, P. 1991. Daily News Mmer, December 5, 1991.

Wadhams, P. 1990. Evidence for thinning of the arctic ice cover north of

Greenland. Nature 345:795-797.

Weller, G., A. Lynch, T. Osterkamp, and G. Wendler. 1995. Climate trends and

scenarios. In: PA. Anderson and G. Weller, eds. Preparing for an Uncertain

Future: Impacts of Short- and Long-term Climate Change on Alaska, Center for

Global Change and Arctic System Research, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, pp.

5-11.
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Q17. On page 12 of your written testimony you state the following:

"Great Plains: All sectors of life in the Great Plains are dependent on a very
limited water supply, and water shortages there are already a problem. The
further drying expected from climate change poses the region's most

significant risk. Agriculture is the base of the economy, despite the

constraints of the dry and variable environment. Because agricultural water

needs often exceed rainfall, water for irrigation is commonly supplied from

deep aquifers, which are experiencing overdrafts and dropping water tables.

As climate change leads to warmer conditions and an intensified hydrological

system, the soils of the area are anticipated to further dry. The simultaneous

drop in aquifer levels, greater run-off from extreme downpours, and shorter

duration of snow cover will exacerbate the region's water supply problems.
Drier soils could be subject to increased wind erosion, which has led to "dust

bowl" conditions in the past. Better soil tillage practices would

simultaneously improve soil fertility, soil carbon storage capacity, and soil

moisture holding capacity. Native species will face increasing levels of

competition from introduced species, such as cheat grass, Japanese brome,
Russian thistle, and leafy spurge, which already account for extensive

economic losses. Riparian areas (wetlands and prairie potholes), which are

used intensively by hunters, anglers, and bird watchers, are extremely
vulnerable to warmer, drier climate."

Please document these statements.

A 17. As with the Alaska example (Q16), this example of regional vulnerability to

climate change is based on the discussions from a workshop on the impacts of

climate change. The Final Workshop Report has not yet been completed. The

workshop on the Central Great Plains was held at Fort Collins, CO, May 27-29,

1997.

The statements regarding the dependence of the economic and social sectors of the

Great Plains on the limited water supply are detailed in Duncan et al. (1995),

Riebsame (1990), and Schimel et al. (1990). In the region, agricultural water

needs often exceed rainfall (Opie 1996, OTA Report). The region's soils are

anticipated to further dry, exacerbating the region's current water problems

(Parton et al. 1994, Schimel et al. 1990). The fact that the native species of the

region are facing increasing levels of competition from invasive non-native species

is a widely accepted concept (e.g., see Mooney and Drake (1986) and the OTA
Report on Non-indigenous species).

Duncan, M., D. Fisher, and M. Drabenstott. 1995. Planning for a Sustainable

Future in the Great Plains. Pages 23-42 in Donald A. Wilhite, Deborah A. Wood,
and Kelly Helm Smith. Proceedings of the Symposium 'Planning for a Sustainable
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Future: The Case of the North American Great Plains'. IDIC Technical Report

Series 95-1.

Opie, J. 1996. Does its history doom the Plains to failure? Putting chaos theory

to work. Pages 5-18 in Cathy Bruce and Lori Triplett, eds. The Great Plains

Symposium 1996: The Ogailala Aquifer: Sharing the Knowledge for the Future.

The Great Plains Foundation.

Mooney, H.A. and J.A. Drake. 1986. Ecology of Biological Invasions of North

America and Hawaii. Springer-Veriag, New York, New York.

Parton, W.J., D.S. Ojima, and D.S. Schimel. 1994. Environmental Change in

Grasslands: Assessment Using Models. Climate Change 28:1 1 1-141.

Riebsame, WE. 1990. The United States Great Plains. Ch. 34, pages 561-575 in

B.L. Turner II et al.. The Earth as Transformed by Human Action. Cambridge

University Press, NY.

Schimel, D.S., W.J. Parton, T.G.F. Kittei, D.S. Ojima, and C.V. Cole. 1990.

Grassland biogeochemistry: Links to atmospheric processes. Climatic Change
17:13-25.

U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Preparing for an Uncertain

Climate, OTA-0-568 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,

October 1993).

United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment. 1993. Harmful Non-

Indigenous Species in the United States. U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, DC.

Q18. On page 12 of your written testimony you also state the following:

''Southeast: The Southeast is a region of abundance, with numerous

wetlands, an extensive coastline, and productive agriculture, fisheries, and

forestry. Urbanization and rapid population growth are already exerting

signiflcant stress on some fragile ecosystems. The Florida Everglades have

been significantly altered by human encroachment, with approximately half

of the ecosystem lost or severely altered by drainage for development as well

as pollution from agricultural run-o(T. While the Southeast's long coastline

makes it a recreational playground, its low elevation renders it extremely

vulnerable to sea level rise and storm surges during extreme weather events,

such as hurricanes, which are expected to worsen with climate change. A I

foot rise in sea-level, the best estimate over the next century, could erode 100

to 1000 feet of Florida beaches, damaging property as well as tourist

interests."

Please document these statements.

A18. As with the Alaska example (Q16), this example of regional vulnerability to

climate change is based on the discussions from a workshop on the impacts of

climate change. The Final Workshop Report has not yet been completed. The

workshop on the Southeast was held in Nashville, TN, June 25-27, 1997.
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We assume that the request for documentation refers only to the assertions about

climate change. The best documentation for the fact that Florida has low

elevations would be the USGS topographic maps, which are available from USGS.

The point that higher sea level is expected to result in greater storm surges has

been well established since Barth and Titus (1984) ("Greenhouse Effect and Sea

Level Rise", Van Nostrand Reinhold). IPCC (1995) indicated that we do not yet

know whether hurricane intensity will also strengthen. The 100-1000 foot erosion

of Florida beaches is from the seminal paper by Per Bruun (1962) which first

introduced what is now called "the Bruun Rule." Note, however, that studies cited

in Titus et al, 1991 (Coastal Management, Volume 19, pages 171-204) found that

erosion of 50-400 feet would be more typical along sandy beaches. On the other

hand, shores could retreat a few miles in some wetland areas of Louisiana and

Florida. (For a map of South Florida inundation, see http://www.erols.com/

dickpark/SLAMM. htm. )

Q19. On pages 12 and 13 of your written testimony you state the following:

"Southwest: Rapid population growth in this arid or semi-arid region make
the Southwest extremely vulnerable to water supply problems that are likely

to worsen under climate change. The region is naturally subject to large

climate fluctuations, which have produced fairly robust adaptation
mechanisms in ranching and agriculture. The native flora and fauna are also

well adapted to life in this harsh and dry environment. Surface water

supplies are insufficient; forcing reliance on groundwater, use of which

already exceeds recharge and is leading to subsidence in many areas.

Climate change will pose serious challenges and is likely to result in

significant impacts to the region's traditional economic sectors as well as

tourism, development, and retail sectors that now make up much of the

region's economy. Expected conditions include more extremely hot days,

fewer cool days, and decreased winter precipitation. Alteration of the

region's hydrologic cycle would affect quantity and quality of the water

supply, with major implications for continued development in the region.

Significant changes in vegetation are also predicted, with Gambel oak, Pirion

pine, and Douglas fir largely disappearing from the region. Saguaro would

die off in its current range, but might And a new home further east and at

higher elevations."

Please document these statements.

A19. As with the Alaska example (Q16), this example of regional vulnerability to

climate change is based on the discussions from a workshop on the impacts of

climate change. The Final Workshop Report has not yet been completed. The

workshop on the Southwest was held in Tucson, Arizona, September 3-5, 1997.
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The Southwest is a semi-arid region currently vulnerable to water supply problems

(Sellers and Hill 1974; Stromberg et al. 1996; Glennon and Maddock 1994).

Population growth will further stress the limited water situation (Lord et al. 1991).

Climate change is expected to worsen the situation in the region (Gleick et al.

1995; Morrison et al. 1996). Climate change and droughts will impact the region's

economic sectors (Brown 1996; FAO 1996; Fohn 1996; NOAA report 1996).

Expected conditions for the region include more hot days, and decreased winter

precipitation (VEMAP, 1995). Significant changes in vegetation distribution are

also likely (Thompson 1988; Thompson et al. 1998).

Brown, L. 1996. Rebuilding world grain stocks - the challenge of 1996.

Woridwatch Vital Signs Brief 96-1. 25 January 1996.

FAO, 1996. Food Outlook. FAO, Rome. June 1996.

Fohn, J. 1996. State declares drought disaster - Texas agriculture suffers

estimated $6.5 billion loss. San Antonio Express News. May 23, 1996.

Gleick, P.H., P. Loh, S.V. Gomez, and J. Morrison. 1995. California water 2020:

A sustainable vision. Pacific Institute for Studies in Development Environment

Security, Oakland, CA.

Glennon, R.J. and T. Maddock III. 1994. In search of subflow: Arizona's futile

effort to separate groundwater from surface water. Arizona Lay Review

36(3):567-610.

Lord, W.B. et al. 1991. A study of the water resources of the San Pedro Basin

and options for efficient and equitable water management. Tucson, AZ: Water

Resources Research Center, The University of Arizona.

Morrison, J.I., S.L. Postel, and P.H. Gleick. 1996. The sustainable use of water

in the Lower Colorado River Basin. Pacific Institute for Studies in Development
Environment and Security, Oakland, CA.

NOAA, June 1996. Special climate summary 96/2: Drought in the Southern Plains

and the Southwest. June 1996.

Sellers, WD. and R.H. Hill, eds. 1974. Arizona Climate, 1931-1972. Tucson,

AZ: University of Arizona Press.

Stromberg, J., R. Tiller, and B. Richter. 1996. Effects of groundwater decline on

riparian vegetation of semiarid regions: The San Pedro, Arizona. Ecological

Applications.

Thompson, R.S., 1988, Western North America—vegetation dynamics in the

western United States: modes of response to climatic fluctuations, p. 415-458, in

B. Huntley and T. Webb III (eds.) Vegetation History, Handbook of Vegetation

Science Volume 7: KJuwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, 803 p.

Thompson, R.S., Anderson, K.H., and Bartlein, P.J., in preparation: Atlas of

Vegetation-Climate Relationships in North America. U.S. Geological Survey

Professional Paper.

VEMAP Members (J.M. Melillo, J. Borchers, J. Chaney, H. Fisher, S. Fox, A.

Haxeltine, A. Janetos, D.W. Kicklighter, T.G.F. Kittel, AD. McGuire, R.

McKeown, R. Neilson, R. Nemani, D.S. Ojima, T. Painter, Y. Pan, W.J. Parton, L.

Pierce, L. Pitelka, C. Prentice, B. Rizzo, N.A. Rosenbloom, S. Running, D.S.
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Schimel, S. Sitch, T. Smith, I. Woodward). 1995. Vegetation/Ecosystem

Modeling and Analysis Project (VEMAP): Comparing biogeography and

biogeochemistry models in a continental-scale study of terrestrial ecosystem

responses to climate change and C02 doubling. Global Biogeochemical Cycles

9(4): 407-437.

Q20. On page 13 of your written testimony you state the ToIIowing:

"New England: New England's economy is diverse, and many aspects are

indirectly dependent on climate. Its natural areas are prized, and its fall

foliage draws visitors from all over the world. The region is vulnerable to

drought and severe storms, which modify its vegetation and impact

production of forest and fisheries products. Warmer, drier climate could

reduce ski tourism and shift optimal climatic conditions north into Canada
for the tree species prized for their fall foliage and maple syrup. Coastal

areas are likely to be affected by intensifying storms, sea level rise, and

reduced freshwater input to estuaries. Air quality, already poor in the

region's major urban areas, could decline even further as hot, humid weather

increases, leading to increased incidences of respiratory illness."

Please document these statements.

A20. As with the Alaska example (Q16), this example of regional vulnerability to

climate change is based on the discussions from a workshop on the impacts of

climate change. The Final Workshop Report has not yet been completed. The

workshop on New England was held in Durham, New Hampshire, September 3-5,

1997.

New England's natural resources draw many tourists to the region annually (Goss

1995; DOI and DOC reports). Currently severe storms modify the region's

vegetation (Foster et al 1997; Foster and Boose 1992). Warmer and drier

conditions would lead to shifts in forest species throughout New England (Davis

and Zabinski, 1992). Coastal areas are likely to be affected by intensified storms

and sea level rise (Smith and Tirpak 1989). Declines in air quality may lead to

increased respiratory illnesses (Smith and Tirpak 1989).

Davis, MB. and C. Zabinski. 1992. Changes in geographical range resulting from

greenhouse warming: Effects on biodiversity in forests. In: R.L. Peters and T.E.

Lovejoy (eds.) Global Warming and Biological Diversity. Yale University Press,

New Haven, CN.

Foster, D. R., J. D. Aber, J. M. Melillo, R. Bowden and F. Bazzaz. 1997.

Temperate forest responses to natural catastrophic disturbance and chronic

anthropogenic stress. BioScience (in press).

Foster, D. R. and E. Boose. 1992a. Patterns of forest damage resulting from

catastrophic wind in central New England, USA. Journal of Ecology 80: 79-99.
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Goss, L.E. 1995. Fiscal Year 1994 Travel economics report. The Institute for

New Hampshire Studies, Plymouth State College.

Smith, J.B. and D. Tirpak, eds. 1989. The potential effects of global climate

change on the United States: Report to Congress. EPA document 230-05-89-050.

U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S.

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (1993), and the 1991 National

Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation, U.S. Government

Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1993.

Health EfTects

Q21. On page 13 of your written testimony you also state the following:

''Health EfTects: According to the World Health Organization, the

vulnerability of human populations to climate change varies across

populations depending on environmental circumstances, social resources, and

preexisting health status. In general, developing countries are more

vulnerable to climate change than developed countries because of their

limited capital and their greater dependence on natural resources. Climate

change increases the risk of heat-related mortality and the potential for the

spread of vector-borne diseases, such as malaria, dengue and yellow fever,

and encephalitis, and non-vector borne diseases such as cholera and

salmonellosis. The incidence of infectious diseases, which are still the world's

leading cause of fatalities, may also increase."

Please document these statements.

A21. Increases in the risk of heat related mortality are documented in Climate Change
and Human Health, A.J. McMichael, A. Haines, R. Slooff and S. Kovats editors,

Worid Health Organization, Geneva, 1996, pages 55-62, and in Climate Change
1995 -

Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific
-

Technical Analyses, Chapter 18 (attached). See also the study requested in Q22.

The potential spread of vector borne diseases and non-vector borne diseases is

documented in the WHO report. See in particular Chapter 4, Effects on biologicd

disease agents. That chapter discusses research on the likelihood of changes in the

geographic distributions of vector borne diseases such as malaria, dengue and

yellow fevers, and encephalitis; changes in transmission potential due to changes in

the life-cycle dynamics of vectors and infectious parasites; and changes in the

incidence of water and food borne infectious diseases such as cholera and

salmonellosis. Research on these topics is also summarized in the IPCC Report

chapter.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The sustained health of human populations requires the conlin-

ued integrity of Earth's natural systems. The disturbance, by

climate change, of physical systems (e.g., weather patterns,

sea-level, water supplies) and of ecosystems (e.g., agroecosys-

lems, disease-vector habitats) would therefore pcse risks to

human health. The sca'e of the anticipated health impacts is

(hat of whole communities or populations (i.e., it is a public

health, not a personal health, issue). These health impacts

would occur in various ways, via pathways of varying direct-

ness and complexity, including disturbance of natural and man-

aged ecosystems. With some exceptions, relatively little

research has yet been done that enables quantitative description

of these probable health impacts.

It is anticipated that most of the impacts would be adverse.

Some would occur via relatively direct pathways (e.g., deaths

from heat waves and from extreme weather events); others

would occur via indirect pathways (e.g., changes in the range

of vector-bome diseases). Some impacts would be deferred in

time and would occur on a larger scale than most other envi-

ronmental health impacts with which we are familiar. If long-

term climate change ensues, indirect impacts probably would

predominate.

Populations with different levels of natural, technical, and

social resources would differ in their vulnerability to climate-

induced health impacts. Such vulnerability, due to crowdmg,
food insecurity, local environmental degradation, and per-

turbed ecosystems, already exists in many communities in

developing countries. Hence, because of both the geography
of climate change and these variations in population vulnera-

bility, climate change would impinge differently on different

populations.

• An increased frequency or severity of heat waves

would cause an increase in (predominantly cardiores-

piratory) monality and illness (High Confidence).

Studies in selected urban populations in .North

America, North Africa, and East Asia indicate that the

number of heat-related deaths would increase several-

fold in response to two general circulation model

(GCM)-modeled climate change scenarios for 2050.

In very large cities, this would represent several thou-

sand extra deaths annually. Although this heat-related

increase in deaths would be partially offset by fewer

cold-related deaths, there are insufficient data to

quantify this tradeoff; further, this balance would vary

by location and according to adaptive responses

(Medium Confidence).

If extreme weather events (droughts, floods, storms,

etc ) were to occur more often, increases in rates of

death, injury, infectious diseases, and psychological

disorders would result (High Confidence).

Net climate change-related increases in the geograph-

ic distribution (altitude and latitude) of the vector

organisms of infectious diseases (eg, malarial mos-

quitoes, schislosome-spreading snails) and changes in

the life-cycle dynamics of both vector and infective

parasites would, in aggregate, increase the potential

transmission of many vector-bome diseases (High

Confidence). Malaria, of which there are currently

around 350 million new cases per year (including two

million deaths), provides a central example.

Simulations with first-generation mathematical mod-

els (based on standard climate-change scenarios and

incorporating information about the basic dynamics
of climatic influences on malaria transmission) pre-

dict an increase in malaria incidence in Indonesia by
2070 and—with a highly aggregated model—an

increase from around 45% to around 60% in the pro-

portion of the world population living within the

poieniial malaria transmission zone by the latter half

of the next century. Although this predicted increase

in potential transmission encroaches mostly into tem-

perate regions, actual climate-related increases in

malaria incidence (estimated by one model to be of

the order of 50-80 million additional cases annually,

relative to an assumed global background total of 500

million by 2100) would occur primarily in tropical,

subtropical, and less well protected temperate-zone

populations currently at the margins of endemically

infected areas Some localized decreases may also

occur (Medium Confidence).

Increases in non-vector-bome infectious diseases

such as cholera, salmcneilosis. and other food- and

.vjtcr-rclaled infections also couid occur, particularly

in tropical and subtropii-a! regions, because of climat-

ic impacts on water distribution, temperature, and

microorganism proliferation (Medium confidence).

The effects of climate change on agricultural, animal,

and fisheries productivity, while still uncertain, could

increase the prevalence of malnutrition and hunger

and their long-term health impairments, especially in

children. This would most probably occur regionally,

v/ith some regions likely to experience gains, and oth-

ers losses, in food production (Medium Confidence).

There would also be many health impacts of the phys-

ical, social, and demographic disruptions caused by
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rising sea levels and by climaie-related shortages in

natural resources (especially fresh water) (Medium

Confidence).

Because fossil-fuel combustion produces both carbon

dioxide and various primary air pollutants, the climate

change process would be associated with increased

levels of urban air pollution. Not only is air pollution

itself an important health hazard, but hotter tempera-

tures, in urban environments, would enhance both the

formation of secondary pollutants (e.g., ozone) and

the health impact of certain air poilutants. There

would be increases ir. the frequency of ?!lergic di5:or-

ders and of cardiorespiratory disorders and deaths

caused by various air pollutants (e.g., ozone and par-

ticulates) (High Confidence).

A potentially important category of health impact

would result from the deterioration in social and eco-

nomic circumstances that might arise from adverse

impacts of climate change on patterns of employment,

wealth distribution, and population mobility and set-

tlement. Conflicts might arise over dwindling envi-

ronmental resources (Medium Confidence).

Stratospheric ozone is being depleted concurrently

with greenhouse gas accumulation in the troposphere.

Although there are some shared and interactive atmos-

pheric processes between disturbances of the stratos-

phere and troposphere, both they and their health

impacts arise via quite distinct pathways. A sustained

10-15% depletion of stratospheric ozone over several

decades would cause increased exposure to ultraviolet

radiation and an estimated 15-20% increase in the

incidence of skin cancer in fair-skinned populations

(High Confidence). Lesions of the eye (e.g.. cataracts)

also may increase in frequency, as might vulnerability

to some infectious diseases via adverse effects on

immune function (Medium Confidence).

Adaptive options to minimize health impacts include improved

and extended medical care services; environmental manage-

ment; disaster preparedness; protective technology (housing,

air conditioning, water purification, vaccination, etc.); public

education directed at personal behaviors; and appropriate pro-

fessional and research training. It also will be important to

assess in advance any risks to health from proposed technolog-

ical adaptations (e.g.. exposures that could result from using

certain alternative energy sources and replacement chemicals

for chlorofluorocarbons; effects of pesticide use on resistance

of vector organisms and thei'- predator populations).

There is immediate need tor improved and inteinaticnalized

monitoring of health-risk indicators in relation to climate

change. Existing global monitonng activities should encom-

pass health-related environmental and bioindicator-species

measurements and. where appropriate, direct measures of

human population health status. To assist the evolution of pub-

lic understanding and social policy, the health sciences must

develop improved methods, including integrated predictive

models, to better assess how climate change (and other global

environmental changes) would influence human health.

In conclusion, the impacts of global climate change, particu-

larly if sustained in the longer term, could include a multitude

of serious—but thus far underrecogmzed
—

impacts on human

health. Human population health is an outcome that integrates

many other inputs, and it depends substantially on the stabili-

ty and productivity of many of Earth's natural systems.

Therefore, human health is likely to be predominantly

adversely affected by climate change and its effects upon

those systems.

57-716 99-14
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18.1.
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lS.ll
Climate Change and Human Population Health:

The Nature of the Relationship

riobal climate change over the coming decades would have

arious effects upon the health of human populations (WHO,

]^990; Haines and Fuchs, 1991; McMichael, 1993; Last. 1993;

Lancet. 1994). Because of the nature of the exposures

involved, the scale of these climate-related changes would, m

eeneral. apply to whole populations or communities, rather

ihan to small groups or individuals The assessment of health

impacts therefore focuses on changes in rates of death or dis-

ease in populations.

Many of the health impacts of climate change would occur via

processes that are relatively unfamiliar to public-health science.

They would not occur via the familiar lexicological mechanisms

of localized exposure to environmental contaminants, nor via

locally determined influences on the spread of infectious dis-

eases. Instead, many of the impacts would anse via the indirect

and often delayed effects of disturbances to natural systems and

their associated ecological relationships. For example, changes

in background climate may alter the abundance, distribution, and

behavior of mosquitoes and the life

cycle of the malarial parasite, such

that patterns of malaria would

change. Climate change also would

have varied regional effects on agri-

cultural productivity, so that some

vulnerable populations may experi-

ence nutritional deprivation. There

also would be some rather more

readily predictable health impacts,

arising, for example, from more fre-

quent or severe heatwaves.
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The range of potential major types of health impact is shown in

Figure 18-1. For simplicity, they have been classified as

"direct" and "indirect," according to whether they occur pre-

dominantly via the direct impact of a climate variable (temper-

ature, weather variability, etc.) upon the human organism or are

mediated by climate-induced changes in complex biological

and geochcmical systems or by climatic influences on other

environmental health hazards.

18.1 2. Forecasting Health Impacts:

The Challenge to Health Science

Predictions of future trends in population h'^alth are readily

made in relation to actual current exposures
—for example,

future lung cancer rates can be predicted as a function of a

population's current cigarette smoking habits (Peto et ai,

1994). It IS unusual to make predictions on the basis of some

anticipated future profile of exposure (e.g.. smoking habits In

the year 2020). yet this is the nature of the present exercise:

Potential health impacts are being assessed in relation to

future scenarios of climate change. There are inevitable, mul-

tiple unceriainties in such an approach (McMichael and

Martens. 199.";).

On a wider canvas, several of the

world's ecosystems that are

important in sustaining human
health already have been weak-

ened by damage, habitat loss, and

species/genetic depletion. These

include agricultural lands and ocean

fisheries and the terrestrial ecosys-

tems that inlluence the transmission

of infectious diseases. Climate

change may, via various processes,

exacerbate those ecosystem distur-

bances. Because an ecosystem com-

prises a suite of interacting compo-
nents, in which member organisms
relate to the whole suite rather than

to individual parts, the uncoupling
of relationships by climate change
could initiate a cascade of distur-

bances that might jeopardize human

population health.

Medi;ilin|> Procfvi Hrallh Oulcom^s

CLIMATE
CHANCE:
TEMPERATURE.
PRECIPITATION,
AND WEATHER

Exposure to ihcrmal emrenwv

(CNpecially heatwaves)

Altered frcqueiwy and/or intensity

III other extreme weather events

(floods, storms, etc )

Altered rales of heat- and cold-related

—» illness and death (especially

cardiovascular and respiratory diseases)

I^aths, injuries, and psychological
—^ disorders; damage to public health

inlrastn:ctute

DISTURBANCES OF
ECOL.OOICAL SYSTEMS

Effect., on range ajvj activity of vectors

and infective parasites

Altered local ecology of svater-bome

and food-bome infective agents

Allcred fixsd (especially crop)

pruduclivity due (o changes in clinute.

weather events, and associated pests

and diseases

Changes in geographic ranges and

incidence of vector-borne diseases

S'.'?-levei rse, snih popiilarion

displacement and damage to

tnf'astnicturc (e g , sanitation)

levels and biological impacts of air

pillulton. including pollens and spores

Social, economic, and demographic
dislocations due to adver^>e climate

change impacl-s on economy,
infrastructure, and resource supply

Changed incidence of diarrheal and

cenain other infectious disca.ses

Regional nulnutrition and hunger, ami

-» consequent impairrrKnt of child grosvth

and developmeni

Injuries, increased risks of various

inlcc'iofs disease tdue tr nigral ion,- crowding, contamination of drinking

waleri. psycholo;;ical disordcis

Asthina and allergic disorders, other

—». acute and chronic respiratory disorders

and deaths

Wide range of public health

consequences (e g.. inental health,

nutritional impaimieni infcciiotis

diseases, civil stnfel

Note Populations with differeni levels of natural, technical, and social resources would differ

in their vulnerability to climate-induced health impacts.

Figure 18-1: Ways in which climate change can affect human health
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Some aspects of climate change and its first-level impacts (on

sea level, coastal ecosystems, forests, agriculture, fisheries,

etc.), as projected by IPCC Working Group I, would lie outside

the range of recorded human health experience. Hence, the

forecasting of human health impacts must rely principally upon
reference to historical analogy (where available) and reason-

able extrapolation, judgment, and the use of integrated mathe-

matical models (Niessen and Rotmans, 1993; McMichael and

Martens, 1995). Most of thchealth impact modeling to date has

been at a highly aggregated global or regional level, with no

capacity to make finer-grained predictions. Ongoing develop-

ments in modeling techniques include the incorporation of

complex nonlinear relationships and feedback processes, deal-

ing with uncertainty, and richer use of local detail (Alcamo ei

al.. 1994a, 1994b).

Human Population Health

Neither the scope of this chapter nor available scientific knowl-

edge allows comprehensive consideration of these issues.

18. 1.3. Sensitivities and Thresholds

Forecasting health impacts requires knowledge of, first, the

sensitivity of change in population health status in response to

climate change and, second, of any associated thresholds.

"Sensitivity" refers to the rate of change in health outcome per

unit change in climate (however defined), whereas "threshold"

refers to a sudden change in slope or curvature in that dose-

response graph (e.g., a certain amount of climate change may
be tolerated before an impact on some particular health out-

come occurs).

Some health impacts can be forecast by relatively simple

extrapolation from empirical epidemiological dose-response

data. For example, models to predict the mortality impacts of

an increase in heatwaves can be based on existing empirical

data. However, predicting the health impact of climate-induced

shifts in ecological relationships and habitat boundaries (e.g.,

malarial mosquitoes, agricultural crops) poses a mere complex

challenge. Eujually complex is the task of predicting the vari-

ous indirect health impacts of such things as sea-level rise or of

civil disruption and enforced migration because of deteriorat-

ing environments and dwindling resources.

A further difficulty arises with regional predictions. Not only is

the ability to predict regional differences in climate change still

limited, but human populations differ greatly in their environ-

mental circumstances, social resources, and preexisting health

status. They therefore differ in their vulnerability to climate-

induced stresses. Although there is generally insufficient infor-

mation available to make differentiated assessments of health

impacts in different populations, the balance of the asse.ssments

published to date is that, because of the geography of the

impacts of climate change (particularly in relation to infectious

disease transmission and food production) and of population

vulnerability, many of the anticipated adverse health impacts

would be greater in the world's less-developed regions.

Nevertheless, in developed countries, demographic trends

including population aging and increasing levels of disability,

chronic illness, and coastal retirement may increase the vul-

nerability of populations.

Although it is tempting to compile a list of discrete health

impacts, it is important that the systemic quality of the impact

of climate change be understood. There would be many cross-

links, includi.ig interactions of climate change with other,

coexisting environmental changes. Further, the attempts of

society to mitigate the health effects of climate change may

actually exacerbate some of them. For example, increased use

of fertilizers to compensate for a decline in local agricultural

production can increase algal blooms and hence the risk of

cholera or shellfish poisoning; or the relocation of populations

from drought-stricken areas might introduce them to unfamil-

iar pathogens (or introduce their unfamiliar pathogens).

Although there is only limited information on the sensitivities

and thresholds of human health response to climate change,

some illustrative comments can be made:

• The impact of thermal stress depends on physiological

tolerance thresholds being exceeded (see Section

18.2.1). For example, most studies of heat-related mor-

tality show that increased mortality occurs only after a

critical temperature has been exceeded for a certain

duration. This critical temperature varies geographical-

ly, reflecting socioeconomic differences, physiological

acclimatization, and cultural-technical adaptation.
• Infectious disease pathogens and insect pests are nor-

mally constrained by bioclimatic thresholds. That is,

there is a range of climatic conditions with upper and

lower thresholds within which a population of organ-

isms is viable (Dobson and Carper, 1993). These

thresholds account for seasonal and longer-term fluc-

tuations in the distribution and abundance of most

organisms. The uncoupling, by climate change, of

previously stable ecological relationships between

species would reveal other thresholds as population

imbalances pass critical points.
• Changes in. the distribution of organisms (e.g., mos-

quitoes) that spread vector-borne diseases (e.g.,

malaria) would occur if climate change causes their

geographic range to shift. This shift would reflect the

critical thresholds of temperature, precipitation,
and

humidity (i.e., the bioclimatograph) for vector matu-

ration and persistence. For example, the range of

Plasmodium vivax malaria is limited because the par-

asite cannot develop inside its mosquito host at tem-

peratures below I4-I6°C (Gilles, 1993). Further,

blood-feeding arthropods feed and reproduce only

above certain temperatures and need less time to com-

plete their life cycle as temperatures increase above

that threshold (Cuno de Casas and Carcavallo, 1984;

Burgos el ai. 1994). Threshold effects also apply '"

the life cycle of the infecting parasite.

Some animal and plant populations would be unable

to migrate or adapt behaviorally to climate change, m

pan because of constraints imposed by non-climate
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variables such as day-length and soil type. Other

species with either migratory or dispersive activity

(particularly arthropod and weed pesis in agriculture

and disease vectors that affect human health) would

cope with the shifts in climate zones. Humans gener-

ally would be less sensitive to changes in background

climate because of their capacity to adapt via culture,

technology, migration, and behavior.

The sensitivity of health-outcome response depends

on population susceptibility. For example, the impact

of a climate-related increa.se in exposure to infectious

agents would depend on prior contact (i.e.. herd immu-

nity), on general biological resilience (especially nutri-

tional and immune status), and on population density

and patterns of interpersonal contact. Social infra-

structure and health-care resources also would condi-

tion the impact. In general, the most vulnerable popu-

lations or communities would be those living in pover-

ty, with a high prevalence of undernutrition, chronic

exposure to infectious disease agents, and inadequate

access to social and physical infrastructure.

Table 18-1 lists illustrative examples of the relative sensitivity

of selected human health responses to key aspects of climate

change. It also summarizes what is known about thresholds in

those responses. Further, the "conditionality" of response (i.e.,

the extent to which it is modulated by other influences) is indi-

cated. This latter criterion is important: Many factors (includ-

ing the intrinsic vulnerability of the local population) influence

the determination of health status, and many of these would

condition the health impact of climate change.

Further, many of the impacts of climate change would depend

on parameters other than the central changes in mean values.
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For example, weather variability would be important for

extreme events; rates of change would influence the production

in ecosystems (e.g., agriculture and fisheries); and the ecology
of infectious disease vectors is sensitive to many aspects of cli-

mate, including changes in the day-night differential in tem-

perature. These aspects of climate change would vary in their

relative importance for different health impacts, as illustrated

in Table 18-2. However, information on such details is still

rather incomplete.

I8.I.4. Major Trends in World Health: Backdrop to

Climate Change Impacts

Infcmation about levels and time trends in specific health out-

comes facilitates both the prediction and the appraisal of the

health impacts of climate change. For example, patterns of

malaria and malnutrition are changing around the world in

response to various other changes in social, biological, and

ecological circumstances. Any predicted impact of climate

change upon such health outcomes should be assessed either

by differentiating that impact from those of other independent

background trends or. if appropriate, by assessing its interac-

tive impact with those other, coexisting influences.

The main contemporary features of world health (World Bank.

1993; Murray and Lopez, 1994) are as follows: (I) near-world-

wide increases in life expectancy [with the ex-Eastern Bloc

countries standing in sharp recent contrast (Feachem, 1994)1.

(2) a decline in infant and child mortality in most developing

countries, (3) [lersistent gradients in health status between rich

and poor (within and between populations). (4) reductions in

certain vaccine-preventable diseases (e.g., polio and measles),

(S) increases in the chronic noninfectious diseases of adult life

Table 18-1: Examples of important aspects of the relationship of selected health outcomes to climate change.

Health Outcome Sensitivity* Conditionality*' Thresholds

Climate Stress/Mortality
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Table 18-2: Pmbable relative impact on health outcomes of the aspects ofclimate change.

Human Population Health

Health Outcome

Aspects of CSimate Change

Change in Mean Extreme Rate of Change Day-Night

Temperature Events of Climate Variable Difference

Heat-Related Deaths and Illness

Physical and Psychological Trauma due to Disasters

Vector-Borne Diseases

Other Infectious Diseases

Food Availability and Hunger

Consequences of Sea-Level Rise

Respiratory bftec's

- Air Pollutants

- Pollens, Humidity

Demographic Disruption

+++

++++

++

++
+

s'oles; ++++ = great effect, + = small effect; empty cells indicate no known relationship.

(especially heart disease, diabetes, and certain canters) in

urban middle classes in rapidly developing countries, and (6)

widespread increases in HIV infection. Rates of disease and

death from cigarette smoking are likely to escalate markedly in

many countries over the coming decades, as the tobacco indus-

try takes advantage of freer trade and market-based economies

(Peto el ai. 1994). In many urban populations, diug abuse and

violence are increasing.

There appears to be a widespread increase in the tempo of new

and resurgent infectious diseases (Levins ei at.. 1994). This pri-

marily reflects the combination of environmental and depio-

graphic changes in the world, plus increa.ses in antibiotic an"d

drug resistance, pesticide resistance, and decreased surveil-

lance (Morse, 1991; CDC, 1994a). The interaction of local cli-

mate change with other disruptions of ecosystems may have

facilitated various infectious disease outbreaks: the emergence
of rodent-borne hantavirus pulmonary syndrome in the United

States during 1992-3; various rodent-borne arenaviruses in

Africa and South America; the spread of harmful algal

blooms—and its association with cholera (which is now affect-

ing more nations worldwide than at any earlier time this centu-

ry); the rapid resurgence of dengue in the Americas since 1 98 1 ;

and the occurrence of dengue and malaria at higher altitudes

than previously recorded (Levins el at.. 1994).

Many other important influences on population health are

changing over time. For example, new vaccines are being devel-

oped, and existing ones are being used more widely; contracep-

tion is becoming more widely used, with benefits to maternal

and child health; and safe drinking water is becoming available,

albeit slowly, to aii increasing proportion of householders in

poorer countries. Other adverse effects (from cigarettes, drugs,

urban traffic, social breakdown, violence, etc.) are increasing

widely, and persistent widespread poverty remains a major

structural impediment to improved health (WHO, 1995a).

Against this complex balance sheet, it is inevitably difficult to

estimate the likely net impact on population health status after

the additional inclusion of climate change.

18,2. Potential Direct Health Impacts of Climate Change

The direct effects of climate change upon health result from

charges in climate characteristics or short-'erm weather

extremes that impinge directly on human biology. The following

subsections deal with the health impacts of thermal stress and

extreme weather events.

18.2.1. Health Impacts ofAltered Patterns of Thermal Stress

Many studies, particularly in temperate countries, have observed

a J-shaped relationship (often more generally referred to as a U-

shaped relationship) between daily outdoor temperature and

daily death rate: Mortality is lowest within an intermediate com-

fortable temperature range. The graph is not symmetrical; the

death rate increases much more steeply with rising temperatures,

above this comfort zone, than it does with falling temperatures

below that zone (Longstreih, 1989; Kalkstein, 1993; Kunst eiai.

1993; Touloumi ei ai. 1994). Relaledly, death rates in temperate

countries appear to be affected across a wider band of decreas-

ing, cold, temperatures than that for increasing, hot, temperatures

(Kilboume, 1992; Kunst et ai. 1993). Because death rates in

temperate and subtfopical zones are higher in winter than in

summer (Kilboume, 1992), it is a reasonable expectation that

milder winters in such countries would entail a reduction in cold-

related deaths and illnesses. However, since summer-related

deaths appear to be more related to temperature extremes than

are winter-related deaths, this reduction may not fully offset the

heat-related increases. Further, this balance o* gains and losses

would vary among geographic regions and different populations.

The issue of balance is examined further later in this section.

Quantitative interpretation of the impacts of altered daily-tem-

perature distribution also is hampered by the fact that, for both

heat-related and cold-related deaths, many of the apparent

excess deaths occur in already-vulnerable persons (especially

the elderly and the sick). Some analyses indicate that, in th^

absence of extreme temperatures, many of those persons
would
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have died in the near future. This "mortality displacement"

issue also will be considered further

Global warming is predicted to increase the frequency of very

hot days (see Chapter 6, Climate Models-Projections of Future

Climate, of the IPCC Working Group I volume). The frequen-

cy of such days in temperate climates (e.g., USA, UK,

Australia)
would approximately double for an increase ot

2-3°C in the average summer temperature (e.g., CDC, 1989;

Climate Change Impacts Review Group UK, 1991). Extensive

•esearch has shown that heat waves cause excess deaths

(Weihe, 1986; Kilbourne, 1992). Recent analyses of concurrent

meteorological and mortality data in cities in the United States,

Canada, the Netherlands, China, and the Middle East provide

confirmatory evidence that overall death rates rise during heal

waves (Kalkstein and Smoyer, 1993; Kunst ei al., 1993), par-

ticularly when the temperature rises above the local popula-

tion's threshold value. Therefore, it can be predicted confi-

dendy that climate change would, via increased exposure to

heat waves, cause additional heai-related deaths and illnesses

(Kalkstein, 1993; Haines cr «/., 1993).

The effect of extreme heat on mortality is exacerbated by low

wind, high humidity, and intense solar radiation (Kilbourne,

1992). Indeed, these meteorological elements can be treated

synoptically, to evaluate the net impact of weather on human

health. For example, recent studies in the United States have

described "oppressive" air masses (analogous to the meteorol-

ogist's "stagnating" air masses), which represent synoptic

meteorological situations that exceed physiological tolerance

levels. This approach recognizes that humans principally

respond to the umbrella of air that surrounds them rather than

to individual meteorological elements (Kalkstein, 1993). It also

should be noted that concurrent hot weather and air pollution

have interactive impacts on health (Katsouyanni et al., 1993;

see also Section 18.3.5).

Healthy persons have efficient heat regulatory mechanisms that

cope with increases in temperature up to a particular threshold.

The body can increase radiant, convective, and evaporative heat

loss by vasodilation (enlargement of blood vessels in the skin)

and perspiration (Horowitz and Samueloft, 1987; Diamond,

1991). Further, some acclimatization to persistent oppressive

weather conditions can occur within several days (Kilbourne,

1992). Nevertheless, the risk of death increases substantially

when thermal stress persists for several consecutive days

(Kalks:ein aiic Smoyer, 1993/. The elderly and very young are

disproportionately affected because of their limited physiologi-

cal capacity to adapt. Although some individuals die from heal

exhaustion or heatstroke, the deaths associated with very hoi

weather are predominantly associated with preexisting cardio-

vascular and respiratory disorders, as well as accidents (Larsen,

1990a, 1990b). Although there is less evidence on nonfatal ill-

ness episodes, it is a reasonable general assumption that thermal

stress also increases rates of morbidity.

Socioeconomic factors may have important modulating effects

on thermal stress-related mortality. From studies in the United
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Stales, the extent of protection from air conditioning remains

unclear (Ellis and Nelson, 1978; Larsen, 1990a; Rogot et al.,

1992; Kalkstein, 1993). Of more general importance, people

living in poverty, including segments of many urban popula-

tions in developing countries, are particularly vulnerable to

heat stress. Poor housing, the urban heat island effect, and lack

of air conditioning are among the primary causes (Kilbourne,

1989). Complete acclimatization may take up to several years

(Babeyev, 1986), rendering immigrants (e.g , rural-to-urban)

vulnerable to weather extremes for a considerable time.

Ongoing rapid increases in urbanization (see Chapter 12) will

increase the number of vulnerable persons.

The question in relation to the abovemenlioned notion of "mor-

tality displacemenl" is: Would some of those who die during

heat waves have succumbed soon afterward from preexisting

frailty or disease (Kalkstein, 1993; U.S. EPA, in press)?

Various lime-series analyses indicate a "deficit" in daily deaths

for up to a month after heat waves (e.g.. Figure 1 8-2>, and U.S-

based research suggests that 20-40% of the deaths occurring

during heat waves would have occurred within the next few

weeks (Kalkstein, 1993). A related uncertainty is whether, as

the frequency of heat waves increa.ses, the mortality excess

remains constant or whether, as some research suggests, suc-

cessive heal waves entail a progressive lessening of the associ-

ated mortality peak.

Kalkstein (1993) made predictions of heat-relaied mortality for

selected urban populations in North America, North Africa,

and East Asia in relation to IPCC-specified climate-change

scenarios. This entailed, first, identifying for each population

Days from May to August

Figure 18-2: Daily summer monalily during a New York heatwave,

1966 (Kalkstein, 1993).
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setting the synoptic weather situations that are "oppressive"

(i.e., exceed physiological tolerance levels). The annual num-

ber of oppressive synoptic situation days was then predicted

for the climate-change scenarios, and the annual total of asso-

ciated excess deaths was estimated. Model-based predictions

of the numbers of additional deaths attributable to heat during

a typical summer in a future warmer world were thus obtained.

Two sets of predicted mortality increases were made: one

assuming that the population does not acclimatize and the other

assuming partial acclimatization (i.e. complete physiological

acclimatization but without improved socioeconomic condi-

tions such as the development of more protective housing).

Consider the population of Atlanta, for example. Presently,

Atlanta experiences an average of 78 heat-related deaths each

summer. Under the climate projections of the Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) 1989 (transient) climate-change

model, and assuming no change in population size or age pro-

file, this number would increase to 191 in the year 2020 and to

293 in the year 2050. If population acclimatization occurs, the

annual lota! would increase less, to 96 and 147 in those two

years. Under the UKTR (transient) model run, the correspond-

ing four projections of heat-related mortality are 20-40% high-

er than for the GFDL model run: 247 and 436 deaths (unaccli-

matized, 2020 and 2050) and 124 and 218 deaths (acclimatized,

2020 and 2050). These and other results for selected North

American cities. Shanghai, and Cairo indicate that the annual

number of heat-related deaths would, very approximately, dou-

ble by 2020 and would increase several-fold by 2050. Thus, in

very large cities with populations displaying this type of sensi-

tivity to heat stress, climate change would cause several thou-

sand extra heat-related deaths annually.

As mentioned earlier, the seasonal death rates in developed

countries are highest in winter (Kilboume, 1992; Tan, 1994). In

temperate-zone countnes, death rates increase particularly dur-

ing periods of severe winter weather However, no single study

has yet been published that allows a direct comparison of the

anticipated winter gains and summer losses that would accom-

pany global warming A substantial proportion of winter-related

deaths are from cardiovascular disease (Kunst et al.. 1993;

Langford and Bentham, 1995). It is likely that this increased

risk of cardiova,scular disease reflects an increased cold-induced

tendency lor blood to clot ( Keatinge et al.. 1 989), perhaps exac-

erbated by the fibrinogen-enhancing effect of winter respirato-

ry infections (Woodhouse el al.. 1994). The relative importance

of respiratory infections and cardiovascular diseases to antici-

pated reductions in mortality, and how these would vary geo-

graphically, remains uncertain. One recent British study has

forecast that approximately 9,000 fewer winter-related deaths

(estimated ro represent a reduction of 2-3%) would occur annu-

ally by the year 2050 in England and Wales, under typical cli-

mate-change scenarios that entail 2-2.5'C wintertime increa.ses

(Langford and Bentham, 1995). Just over half the avoided deaths

would be from ischaemic heart disease and stroke, with chronic

bronchitis and pneumonia each contributing 5-10%. Other

researchers have concluded that a significant portion of the over-

all winter-related mortality is due to respiratory infections such as

Human Population Health

influenza (Curwen, 1991). Since these respiratory infections

depend upon aerosol transmission—usually in confined, poorly
ventilated places

—a small rise in winter temperatures should

reduce this risk if it encouraged outdoor activities and improved
ventilation. However, annual influenza outbreaks do not appear
to correlate with mean winter or monthly temperature (CDC.
1994b; Langford and Bentham. 1995).

Overall, the sensitivity of death rates to hotter summers is like-

ly to be greater than to the accompanying increase in average
winter temperature. The overall balance is difficult to quantify,

and also would depend on the population's capacity for adap-

tive responses. However, research to date suggests that global

warming would, via an increased frequency of heat waves,

cause a net increase in mortality and associated morbidity. This

conclusion must be qualified by noting that there is,an imbal-

ance in the published research—most of which refers to devel-

oped, non-tropical, countries.

18.2.2. Health Impacts of Weather Variability

and Extreme Events

Global warming may affect ocean currents, air currents, and

atmospheric humidity (see Chapter 6, Climate Models-

Projections of Future Climate, of the IPCC Working Group I

volume). Any consequent changes in weather variability may
alter the frequency and severity of extreme weather events:

bushfires, droughts, floods, storms, and landslides (Gordon et

al.. 1992; Meehl etai. 1992). However, some of these relation-

ships remain uncertain (e.g.. for U-opical cyclones; see Lighthill

et al.. 1994) and have proven difficult to model with GCMs.

Such events increase deaths, injuries, infectious diseases, stress-

related disorders, and the many adverse health effects associat-

ed with social disruption, environmentally enforced migration

(Myers, 1993), and settlement in urban slums. Health impacts

would be greatest on those communities that are most exposed

and have the fewest technical and social resources.

Low-lying, poorly resourced populations would be particular-

ly vulnerable to an increase in frequency of storms and storm

surges. In the 1970 Bangladesh cyclone, mortality varied from

around 5% inland to almo.st 50% in coa.stal communities.

Widespread desiruction of food supplies may also occur; in

1970, two-thirds of fishing activities along the coasts and

plains in Bangladesh were destroyed, along with 125,000 ani-

mals (Alexander, 1993). In Andhra Pradhesh, India, in 1970,

many victims died when wind and rain caused the collapse of

houses (Sommer and Mosely, 1972).

Flash iloods and landslides (see Chapter 12) would increase in

frequency in regions experiencing increased torrential rainfall.

Heavy rains can erode soil, thereby impairing agricultural pro-

ductivity. Flooding also can affect the incidence of vector-

borne diseases. On the one hand, flood waters may wash away

mosquito eggs/larvae; on the other hand, residual water may

increase mosquito populations and consequent infectious dis-

eases. In southeastern Australia, epidemics of Ross River virus
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fection follow heavy rains in Ihe Muiray-Darling basin

/Nicholls, 1993). Flooding also may affect the transmission of

H arrheal diseases: In Bolivia, for example, flooding associated

with El Niiio in 1983 led to a 70% increase in salmonella infec-

tions, particularly
in children (Telleria, 1986).

Flash flooding is a leading cause of weather-related mortality in

the United States (French and Holt. 1989). Damage to homes and

displacement
of residents may facilitate the spread of infectious

diseases because of crowded living conditions. Flooding can con-

laminate water sources with fecal material or toxic chemicals.

Flooding also mcreases runoff from agricultural lands and urban

stormwater systems (Thurman el ai.. 1991, 1992). Water

lescurces thus are contaminated by toxic chemical wastes, agri-

cultural chemicals, and pathogens (e.g., Cni>losporidiuin).

Hazardous exposure may arise from contaminated drinking water

and from edible fish that bioaccumulate contaminants.

The many psychosocial effects of natural disasters have been

studied in survivors of storms, floods, earthquakes, and fires

(e.g., Gregg, 1989). Severe disturbance (including "post-trau-

matic stress disorder") usually affects only a minority, many of

whom recover (de Girolamo and McFarlane, 1994)—although

children in affected families may show developmental prob-

lems over the ensuing years (Titchener and Frederic. 1976).

The level of psychological impact may depend upon the sud-

denness and unexpectedness of the impact, the intensity of the

experience, the degree of personal and community disruption,

and long-term exposure to the visual signs of the disaster

(Green. 1982; Green ^/ a/.. 1991). Data from disasters in devel-

oping countries are sparse, but a follow-up study after the dis-

astrous 1988 floods in Bangladesh showed increased behav-

ioral disorders in young children (Durkin ei ai, 1993).

Two final comments on extreme events are appropriate here.

First, a major effect of extreme climatic events on human health

has been malnutrition and starvation due to severe drought and

its consequences (Escudero. 1985). This, in turn, causes

increased susceptibility to infec'ion (Tomkins, 1986). Second,

there is evidence thai environmental degradation, unequal

access to resources, and population growth may be potent fac-

tors in provoking conflict (Homer-Dixon ei a!., 1993). By

affecting water and food supply, climate change could increase

the possibility of violent conflicts in a number of regions.
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sensitive to factors such as temperature, surface water, humid-

ity, wind, soil moisture, and changes in forest distribution

(Bradley, 1993). This applies particularly to vector-borne dis-

eases (VBDs) like malaria, which require an intermediate

organism such as the mosquito to transmit the infective agent.

It is therefore projected that climate change and altered weath-

er patterns would atfect the range (both latitude and altitude),

intensity, and sea.sonality of many vector-borne and other

infectious diseases. In general, increased warmth and moisture

would enhance transmission of these diseases. Howevei, any

such climate-related redistribution of disease may also entail—
perhaps in conjunction with other environmental stresses—
some localized reductions in rates of infection.

The sustained (or endemic) transmission of VBDs requires

favorable climatic-environmental conditions for the vector, the

parasite, and. if applicable, the intermediate host species. For

vectors with long life spans (e.g.. tsetse flies, bugs, ticks), vec-

tor abundance is a major determinant of disease distribution;

arthropods that transmit VBDs generally thrive in warmth and

moisture. For vectors with short life spans (e.g.. mosquitoes,

sandflies, blackflies), the temperature-sensitive extrinsic matu-

ration period of the parasite is of critical importance. The geo-

graphic distributions of many of the parasites, both unicellular

(protozoa) and multicellular (eg . flukes and worms), correlate

closely with temperature (Gillel. 1974; Shope. 1991 ). The geo-

graphic distributions of vector-bome viral infections. sUch as

dengue and yellow fever, are affected by temperature and sur-

face water distribution. For many VBDs. such as plague and

hantavirus, rodents act as intermediate infected hosts or as

hosts for the arthropod vector (Wenzel. 1994); rodent activity

would also tend to increase in a warmer world (Shope, 1991 )

In tropical countries. VBDs are a major cause of illness and

death. For the major VBDs. estimates of numbers of people at

risk and infected, and of V3D sensitivity to climate change, are

shown in Table ! 8-3. While the potential transmission of many
such disdses would increase (geographically or from seasonal

to year-round) in response to climate change, the capacity to

control these diseases also will change. New or improved vac-

cines can be expected; some vector species can be constrained

by use of pesticides. Nevertheless, there are uncertainties and

risks here, too: for example, long-term pesticide use breeds

resistant strains and kills many predators of pests.

18.?. •'otential Indirect Hcakh Impacts cf Climate Chanse IS. 11. Mahn

The indirect effects of climate change upon health are those

that do not entail a direct causal connection between a climat-

ic factor (such as heat, humidity, or extreme weather event) and

human biology.

18.3. 1. Vector-Borne Diseases

Tlie transmission of many infectious diseases is affected by cli-

matic factors. Infective agents and their vector organisms are

Malaria remains a huge global public-health problem, currently

causing around 350 million new infections annually, predomi-

nantly in tropical countnes. Malaria is caused by an infective pai
-

asite (Plasmodium) transmitted between humans by a mosquito

vector Its incidence is affected by temperature, surface water, and

humidity (Gill, 1920a, 1920b; Sutherst, 1983). Although anophe-

line mosquito species that transmit malaria do not usually survive

where the mean winter temperature drops below lf)-18"C, some

higher-latitude species are able to hibernate in sheltered sites.

Sporogonic development (i.e., the extrinsic incubation phase of
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Table 18-3: Major tropical vector-bome diseases and the likelihood of change of their distribution with climate change ^

Disease Vector
Population at

Risk (million)^

Number of

People Currently
Infected or New
Cases per Year

Present

Distribution

Likelihood
of Altered

Distribution with
Climate Chanse

Malaria Mosquito 2,400''

Schistosomiasis Water Snail 600

Lymphatic Filariasis Mosquito 1.094'^

African
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Box 18-1. Examples of Modeling the Future Impact of Climate Change upon Malaria

Mathematical models have been recently developed for the quantitative prediction of climate-related changes in the poten-

tial transmission of malaria (e.g.. Sutherst, 1993; Matsuoka and Kai, 1994; Martin and Lefebvre, 1995). Note the use of the

important word "potential" here; the models are primarily predicting where malaria could occur as a function of climate and

associated environment, irrespective of the influence of local demographic, socioeconomic, and technical circumstances.

A simple model has been used for Indonesia, based on empirical historical data from selected provinces on the relation-

ship of annual average temperature and total rainfall to the incidence of malaria (and dengue and diarrhea) (Asian

Development Bank, 1994). The model forecasts that annual malaria incidence (currently 2,705 per 10,000 persons)

would, in response to the median climate-change scenario, increase marginally by 2010 and by approximately 25% by

2070. Because of the limited technical information, it is not easy to appraise these particular forecasts.

A more complex integrated global model has been developed by Martens et at. (1994). This model takes account of how

climate change would affect the mosquito population directly
—

i.e., mosquito development, feeding frequency, and

longevity
—and the incubation period of the parasite mside the mosquito (see Figure 18-3). As a highly aggregated

model, it does not lake account of local environmental-ecological factors, and it therefore cannot be regarded as a source

of precise projections. The model's output refers to geographic changes in potential transmission (i.e., the range within

which both the mosquito and parasite could survive with sufficient abundance for sustained transmission of malaria).

This is not, therefore, a projection of actual disease incidence, and it must be interpreted in relation to local control mea-

sures, health services, parasite reservoir, and mosquito densities. Further, until such models have been validated agamst

historical data sets, their predictions must be viewed cautiously.
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Bux 18-1 (continued)

to climate variation, so climate change may have a marked effect on its incidence and stability. Simulations with this

model, using several different GCMs, predict a climate-induced increase in the incidence of annual malaria cases of

approximately 50-80 million in response to a temperature rise of around 3°C by the year 2100, relative to an assumed

approximate base of 500 million annual cases in a 2100 world without climate change (Martens el at.. 1995b).

Another recent attempt at aggregated global modeling (Martiivand Lefebvre, 1995) has predicted that potential malaria

transmission would spread to higher latitudes, while some currently stable endemic areas near the equator would become

instable, leading to reductions in population immunity levels.

Such models, despite their highly aggregated predictions and simplifymg assumptions, provide indicative information

about the likely impact of climate change on the potential transmission of vector-borne diseases (assuming that other rel-

evant factors remain constant). There is a clear need for validation of these models and for incorporating more extensive

detaiJ into them. Meanwhile, this line of research has begun to elucidate the interdependent relationships among climate

change, vector population dynamics, and human disease dynamics.

Recent evidence of the responsiveness of malaria incidence to

local climate change comes from observations of marked

increases in malaria incidence in Rwanda in 1987, when alyp-

ically hot and wet weather occurred (Loevinsohn. 1994), and

annual fluctuations in falciparum malaria intensity in northeast

Pakistan that correlated with annual temperature variations

during the 1980s (Bouma e; ai, 1994). Hence, it is a reason-

able prediction that, in eastern Africa, a relatively small

mcrease \n winter temperature could extend the mosquito habi-

tat and thus enable falciparum malana to reach beyond the

usual altitude limit of around 2.500 m to the large, malaria-

free, urban highland populations, e.g., Nairobi in Kenya and

Harare in Zimbabwe Indeed, the monitoring of such popula-

tions around the world, currently just beyond the boundaries of

stable endemic malaria, could provide early evidence of cli-

mate-related shifts in malaria distribution (Haines el ai. 1993).

temperatures (28-30°C) they feed more frequently, have a

shortened life cycle, and an increased population density

(Carcavallo and Martinez, 1972. 1985). At even higher tem-

peratures, the most important vector species, Triaioma infes-

lans, doubles its reproductive rate (Hack, 1955).

IS. J. 1-4. S( hislosomiasis

Schistosomiasis is a water-based disease caused by five species

of schistosomal flukes. Water snails act as the intermediate

host (and, strictly speaking, are not active "vectors"). The

infection has increased in worldwide prevalence since mid-

century, perhaps largely because of the expansion of irrigation

systems in hot climates, where viable snail host populations

interact with infected humans (White el ai. 1972; Grosse.

1993. Hunter ef (//., 1993).

18.3.1. 2. African Trypanosomiasis

African trypanosomiasis, or "sleeping sickness," is transmitted

by tsetse flies. The disease is a serious health problem in trop-

ical Africa, being generally fatal if untreated. Research in

Kenya and Tanzania shows only a very small difference in

mean temperature between areas where the vector, Glossinu

morsilans. does and does not occur This indicates that a small

change In temperature may significantly affect the limits of the

vector's distribution (Rogers and Packer, 1993).

18.3.1.3. American Trypanosomiasis (Chagas' Disease)

Data from both the field and the laboratory indicate that tem-

perature influences snail reproduction and growth, schistosome

mortality, infectivity and development in the snail, and human-

water contact (Martens el ai. 1995b). in Egypt, for example,

water snails tend to lose their schistosome infections during

winter, but if temperatures increase, snails may mediate schis-

tosomiasis transmission throughout the year (Gillet.
1974,

WHO. 1990). Predictive modeling indicates that a change m

background temperatures may cause the infection to extend to

currently unaffected regions. Fluctuations in temperature may

also play an import.mt role in optimizing conditions for i"

several life-cycle stages of schistosomiasis (Hairston, 1973)-

American trypanosomiasis is transmitted by insects of the sub-

family Trialominae . It is a major problem in Latin America,

with 100 million people at risk and 18 million infected (WHO,
1995c). An estimated 15-20% of infected people develop clin-

ical Chagas' disease. Most of the triatomine vector species

need a minimum temperature of 20°C for feeding and repro-

duction (Curto de Casas and Carcavallo, 1984), but at higher

18.3.1.5. Onchocerciasis (River Blindness)

Onchocerciasis, or "river blindness," is a VBD affecting approx-

imately 17.5 million people
—some in Latin America, most

West Africa. The vector is a small blackfly of the
geni^

Simulium. and the infectious agent is the larva of the Onchoce

volvulus parasite. This threadlike worm damages the skin.
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system,
and, in the most extreme cases, the eye.

afTecis ihe occurrence of onchocerciasis because the

Ot"*"
res fast-flowing water for successful reproduction

JS^'^85). and the adult vector can be spread by wind.

A recent simulation study on the potential impact of climate

s. ee on blackfly populations in West Africa showed that if

«nperamre and precipitation
were to change across parts of

l^jtub-Sahel, as predicted by the Goddard Institute for Space

^nidies (GISS) GCM (Hansen et al. 1988), blackfly popula-

tions may increase by as much as 25% at current breeding sites

<Mills 1995) Since these vectors can travel hundreds of kilo-

meters on wind currents, new habitats in previously unsuitable

jjeas could be quickly colonized by blackflies, introducing

onchocerciasis into new areas (Garms ei al., 1979; Walsh ei al..

1981. WHO, 1985).

18.3.1.6- Trematode Infections

Some trematode infections, such as fascioliasis (a liver fluke that

cunently affects around 2.4 million persons), would be affected

by climate changes because the life cycle and population size of

the snail host are very sensitive to temperature. Similarly, the

incidence of cercarial dermatitis (skin inflammation) would be

increased at higher temperatures. This infection is currently

found in Europe (Beer and German, 1994) and the United States

(CDC, 1992), where it causes "swimmer's itch"; its incidence

has recently increased in Russia (Beer and German, 1993) and in

very poor rural communities in developing countries.

18.3. i. 7. Vector-Borne Viral Infections

Many vector-borne infective agents are viruses. The human-

infecting arboviruses (i.e., arthropod-borne viruses) generally

have a mosquito vector Arboviral infections span a wide clin-

ical spectrum, from those that cause mild feverish illness or

subclinical infections to those causing severe and often fatal

encephalitis (brain inflammation) or hemorrhagic fever Under

favorable environmental conditions, an arboviral disease can

become epidemic (population-wide), from a local endemic

base or by its introduction to a previously unaffected area. The

distribution and abundance of vectors are influenced by vari-

ous physical factors (temperature, rainfall, humidity, smd wind)

and biological factors vvegetaiion, host species, predators, par

asiles, and human ipterventicns) (WHO. 1990). Temperature

also affects the rapidity of the virus' life cycle
—

e.g., the extrin-

sic incubation period for the mosquito-hosted stage of the yel-

low fever virus varies from several weeks to 8-10 days,

depending on temperature.

Increased temperature and rainfall in Australia would influence

the range and intensity of various vector-borne viral infections.

For example, certain arthropod vectors and natural vertebrate

hosts would spread southward and proliferate in response to

warming and increased rain, resulting in increased incidence of

arboviral infections such as Murray Valley encephalitis (which
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can cause serious brain damage), Ross River virus (which

causes multiple, often long-lasting joint inflammation), and

dengue (e.g., Sutherst. 1993; Nicholls. 1993).

Dengue is a severe influenza-like disease, which in some cases

may take the form of a hemorrhagic fever, which can cause an

average of 15% mortality without proper medical aitention.

Dengue is transmitied by Ihe Aedes aegypii mosquito, as is

urban yellow fever In parts of Asia, dengue also is transmitted

by Ae. albopictus, which now is colonizing North and South

America. Research in Mexico has shown that an increase of

3-4°C in average temperature doubles the rate of transmission

of the dengue virus (Koopman ei al.. 1991). Although there is

no clear evidence of regional climatic influence, annual epi-

demics of dengue have relumed to Central America over the

past decade (as they did about twenty years ago in Asia), and,

in Mexico, dengue has recently spread to previously unaffect-

ed higher altitudes (Herrera-Basto ei al., 1992). Ae. aegypti

mosquitoes, once limited to 1,000 meters altitude by tempera-

ture in Colombia, have been recently reported above 2,200

meters. The habitat of Ihe mosquito is restricted to areas with a

mean midwinter temperature of more than 10°C. Epidemic
transmission of dengue is seldom sustained al temperatures

below 20°C (Halslead, 1990).

18.3.1.8. Other Vector-Borne Diseases

VBDs are now relatively rare in most developed countnes;

however, it has been predicted that various VBDs might enter

or increase in incidence in the United States because of higher

temperatures (Longstreth. 1989; Freier. 1993; Martens ei al..

1994); Venezuelan equine encephalitis, dengue, and leishmani-

asis could extend into the southern United Stales; Western

equine encephalitis might move further north within Ihe United

Stales (Reeves et al., 1994). The dengue-transmitting Ae.

albopictus mosquito, which is more cold-hardy than Ae. aegyp-

ti, is now well established in the United Slates and may extend

toward Canada if temperatures increase

Climate change would influence the global pattern of VBDs
via other distui^ances of ecological relationships. For example,

it would bring together vertebrate animals of different species

and would thereby expose animals to new arthropod vectors.

Warming (and rising sea levels) would displace some human

populations, perhaps resuliing in :nigratio:i inic wilJemes?

areas where 'oonofc infectious agents are being iransmined in

silent wildlife cycles. Migratory humans would thus be al risk of

infection with enzootic (i.e.. locally prevalent animal-infecting)

agents. Climate-induced changes in ecology also could force

the rapid evolution of infectious agents, with newly emergent
strains of altered virulence or pathogenicity. Additionally,

changes in climate means and variability can disrupt predator/

prey ratios, thus loosening natural controls on pests and

pathogens.

Two other general points should be noted. First, because vec-

tor control methods exist for many of these diseases, developed
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countries should be able to minimize their impact. Second,

however, the quicker "turnover" of the life cycle ofparasites at

higher temperatures will increase their likelihood of evolving

greater resistance to drugs and other control methods. This

would pose a particular problem to those tropical countries

with high infection rales and limited socioeconomic resources.

18.3.2. Water-Borne and Food-Borne Infectious Diseases

Climatic effects on the distribution and quality of surface

water—including increases in flooding ar.d water shortages

that concentrate organisms, impede personal hygiene, ana

impair local sewerage
—would influence the risks of diarrheal

(including cholera) and dysentery epidemics, particularly in

developing countries. Diarrheal diseases can be caused by a

large variety of bacteria (e.g.. Salmonella, Shigella, and

Campylobacter), viruses (e.g., Rotavirus), and protozoa (e.g.,

Giardia lamblia, amoebas, and Cryptosporidium). Many of

these organisms can survive in water for months, especially at

warmer temperatures, and increased rainfall therefore could

enhance their transport betvyeen groups of people. An

increased frequency of diarrheal disease is most likely to occur

within impoverished communities with poor sanitation. There

have been outbreaks of diarrheal disease after flooding in many
such settings. If flooding increased, there also would be risks

of outbreaks of infection in developed countries within tempo-

rary .settlements of displaced communities.

The cholera organism. Vibrio cholerae, can survive in the

environment by sheltering beneath the mucous outer coat of

various algae and zooplanklon—which are themselves

responsive to climatic conditions and to nutrients from

wastewater and fertilizers (Epstein, 1992; Smayda, 1990;

Anderson, 1992). Increases in coastal algal blooms may
therefore amplify V cholerae proliferation and transmission

This might also assist the emergence of new genetic strains of

vibrios. Algal blooms also are associated with biotoxin cont-

amination of fish and shellfish (Epstein et ai, 1993). With

ocean warming, toxins produced by phytoplankton, which are

temperature-sensitive, could cause contamination of seafood

more often (see also Chapter 16), resulting in increased fre-

quencies of amnesic, diarrheic and paralytic shellfish poison-

ing and ciguatera poisoning from reef fish. Thus, climate-

induced changes in the production of both aquatic pathogens

and bioloxins may jeopardize seafood safety for humans, sea

mammals, seabirds, and finfish.

Climate change also could create a problem via the warming of

aboveground piped-water supplies. In parts of Australia, for

example, there has been a seasonal problem of nieningoen-

cephalitis caused by the Naegleria fowleri amoeba, which pro-

liferates in overland water pipes in summer (NHMRC, 1991).

Soil-based pathogens (e.g., the tetanus bacterium and various

fungi) would tend to proliferate more rapidly with higher tem-

perature and humidity, depending on the effectiveness of micro-

climatic homeostatic mechanisms. Higher temperatures would

also increase (he problem of food poisoning by enhancing the

Human Population Health

survival and proliferation of bacteria, flies, cockroaches, and so

forth in foodstuffs.

18.3.3. A.gricuUural Productivity and Food Supplies:

Effects upon Nutrition and Health

Food, as energy and nutrients, is fundamentally important to

health. Malnutrition is a major cause of infant mortality, phys-

ical and intellectual stunting in childhood, and immune impair-

ment ('hus increasing susceptibility 'o infections). Currently,

around one-tenth of the world's population may be hungry

(Parry ana Rosenzweig, i993) ana a larger proportion mal-

nourished—although estimates differ according to definition.

Human .societies have evolved fanning methods to counter var-

ious local climatic and environmental constraints on agricul-

ture, especially via irrigation, fertilization, mechanization, and

the breeding of better-adapted varieties. Today, as gains in per

capita agricultural pioduclivity appear to be diminishing,

widespread land degradation accrues, and access to new arable

land is declining, the further possibility exists of adverse

effects cf climate change upon aspects of world food produc-

tion (Houghton et ai, 1990; Kendall and Pimentel, 1994). The

impacts of climate change upon crop and livestock yield would

be realized within a complex setting that encompasses climate

change scenarios, crop yield response, pest population

response, demographic trends, patterns of land use and man-

agement, and social and economic responses.

18.3.3.1. Modes of Climatic Impact upon

Agricultural Productivity

Global warming would alter regional temperature and rainfall.

Changes in these two major influences on agriculture, and con-

sequent reductions in soil moisture, could impair the growth of

many crops. Increases in the intensity of rainfall in some regions

would exacerbate soil erosion. The net global impact of diese cli-

mate-related changes upon food production is highly uncertain

(Reilly, 1994). Although the IPCC assessment is uncertain about

the overall impact, it foresees productivity gains and losses in

different regions of the world (see Chapter 13). While produc-

tivity may increase initially, longer-term adaptations to sustained

climate change would be less likely because of the limitations of

plant physiology (Woodward, 1987).

Climate change also could affect agriculture by long-term

changes in agroecosystems, by an increased frequency
and

severity of extreme events, and by altered patterns of plant
dis-

eases and pest infestations (e.g.. Farrow, 1991; Sutherst. 199U-

Debate persists over whether erjichment of the atmosphere
witB

carbon dioxide will have a '"fertilization effect" (Idso, !990l>.

Bazzar and Fajer, 1992; Komer, 1993). Expenments consistent-

ly indicate that C, plants (e.g., wheat, soya beans, rice, and pota-

toes) would respond more positively than Cj plants (eg, miUei.

sorghum, and maize), which would be unaffected (see ^"^,
13). This effect may be temperaWre-dependent (VIoedbeld

aw
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f i«inans, 1993)- Such influences on the climatically optimal

.

of crop species would disturb patterns of traditional agricul-

ture in some regions.

18 3 3-2- Impacts upon Food Supplies, Costs,

and the Risk ofHunger
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many thousands of years. The predicted rise of around half a

meter over the next century (see Chapter 7, CItanges in Sea Level,

of the IPCC Working Group I volume) would be much faster than

anything experienced by human populations since settled agrari-

an living began. Such a rise would inundate much of the world's

lowlands, damage coastal cropland, and displace millions of per-

sons from coastal and small island communities (see Chapter 12).

Since climate change may threaten food security in poorer

countries
within the semi-arid and humid tropics (Rosenzweig

el at-, 1993; see also Chapter 13), poorer countries, already

struggling
with large and growing populations and marginal

climatic conditions, would be particularly vulnerable to food

shortages, malnutrition, and demographic disruption. In such

countries, there is minimal capacity for adaptive change

(Leemans, 1992). Already in Africa, more than 100 million

people are "food insecure," many of them in the arid Sahel

region. The cost of food on world markets would increase if

crop production declined in the world's mid-latitude breadbas-

ket regions. The large minority of the world population thai

already suffers from malnutrition would then face an increased

threat to health from agricultural failure and rising food costs.

A recent analysis predicts an extra 40-300 million people at

risk of hunger in the year 2060 because of the impact of climate

change, on top of a predicted 640 million people at risk of

hunger by that dale in the absence of climate change

(Rosenzweig <( a/., 1993).

18.3.3.3. Impacts of Climate Change on

Non-Cereal Food Production

Climate change may influence the production of noncrop food

supplies, including animal productivity. For example, the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency has identified several infec-

tious diseases—such as the horn fly in beef and dairy cattle and

insect-borne anaplasmoris infection in sheep and cattle—that

could increase in prevalence in response to climate changes

(Rosenzweig and Daniel, 1989). An increase in temperature
and temperature extremes also could affect the growth and

health of farm animals (Furquay, 1989); young animals are

much less tolerant of temperature variation than are adult ani-

mals (Bianca, 1976).

Changes in ocean temperatures and currents could affect the

base of ih.^ marine food web aiid altei the distiibution, 'nigia-

lion. and prodiictivitv of fish species, z major source of protein

for many human populations (Glantz, 1992). Increased soil ero-

sion from intensified rainfall raises the turbidity of lakes and

rivers, reducing photosynthesis and therefore fish nutrition. As

in agriculture, climate change may contribute to the decline of

some fisheries and the expansion of others (see Chapter 16).

18.3.4. Health Impacts of Sea-Level Rise

Each of the vast changes in sea level that have occurred during

the past million years, before and after ice ages, typically took

Much of coastal Bangladesh and Egypt's heavily populated Nile

Delta would be flooded. Some low-lying, small island stales

such as the Maldives and Vanuatu would be at risk of partial

immersion, and many other low-lying coastal regions (for exam-

ple, eastern England, parts of Indonesia, the Florida Everglades,

parts of the northeast coast of Latin America) would be vulnera-

ble. The displacement of inundated communities—particularly

those with limited economic, technical, and social resources—
would greatly increase the risks of various infectious, psycho-

logical, and other adverse health consequences.

Sea-level rise could have a number of other effects, of varying

directness, upon public health. In some locations, it could dis-

rupt stormwater drainage and sewage disposal. Poverty and the

absence of social infrastructure would compound the health

consequences of storm damage, disruption of sanitation, and

displacement of coastal dwellers. In many places, industrial

and agricultural depletion of groundwater already are causing

land subsidence, thus decreasing the threshold for impact.

Meanwhile, widespread damage to coral reefs is reducing their

capacity to buffer shorelines. Rising seas also would cause sail-

water to encroach upon freshwater supplies from estuarine and

tidal areas. Some changes in the distribution of infectious dis-

ease vectors could occur (e.g.. Anopheles sundaicus, a saltwa-

ter vector of malaria).

18.3.5. Climate and Air Pollution: Impacts on

Respiratory and Other Health Disorders

The incidence of respiratory disorders—many of which are

caused primarily by dusts, noxious gases, allergic reactions, or

infections—may be modulated by climate change. Some of

these modulatory effects may occur via extreme temperatures

or amplification of pollutant levels. Rapid changes in air mass-

es associated with frontal passages may alter the intensity of

respiratory illnesses (Ayres, 1990). People with chronic

"bsirucuve pulmonary disease (bronchitis and emphysema)
often experience exacerbation during winter.

Seasonal allergic disorders would be affected by changes in the

production of pollen and other biotic allergens; plant aeroaller-

gens are very sensitive to climate (Emberlin, 1994). Changes in

pollen production would principally reflect changes in the nat-

ural and agriculturally managed distribution of many plant

species
—for example, birch trees, grasses, various crops (e.g.,

oilseed rape, sunflowers), and ragweed species. Hay fever (aller-

gic rhinitis) increases seasonally and may reflect the impact of

pollen release. The seasonal distribution and the causation/

exacerbation of asthma is more complex. It peaks in the pollen
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season and increases again later in the year in temperate cli-

mates; in the tropics, asthma occurs more frequently in the wet

season (LAIA, 1993; Lancet, 1985). In many asthmatic indi-

viduals, aspects of weather can exacerbate bronchial hyperre-

sponsiveness. For example, the passage of a cold front fol-

lowed by strong high pressure was found to be associated with

unusually high number of asthma admission days in two U.S.

cities (Goldstein, 1980). Sandstorms in Kansas (USA) and the

Sudan have been accompanied by increases in bronchitis and

asthma (Ayres, 1990).

It is well established that exposure to air pollutants, individu-

ally and in combinations, has serious public health conse-

quences. For example, exposure to ozone has been shown to

exacerbate asthma and impair lung function in children and the

elderly (Beckett, 1991; Schwartz, 1994), and both chronic and

acute exposures to fine particles are a cause of excess deaths

(Dockery era/.. 1993; Pope em/.. 1995; Schwartz, 1994) even

at exposures below prevailing air-quality standards. Since the

combustion of fossil fuels is a major source of both carbon

dioxide (a major greenhouse gas) and various air pollutants,

climate change can be expected to entail more frequent occa-

sions that combine very hot weather with Increases m air-pol-

lutanl concentrations. In urban environments, the weather con-

ditions that characterize oppressive air masses (see Section

18.2.1) also enhance the concentrations of air pollutants

(Seinfeld, 1986); conditions of low wind speed and high

humidity occur periodically in which neither heal nor air pol-

lutants are rapidly dispersed. Further, increases in temperature

or in ultraviolet irradiation of the lower atmosphere enhance

the chemical reactions that produce secondary photochemical

oxidant pollutants such as tropospheric ozone (Akimolo el al .

1993; de Leeuw and Leyssius. 1991; Chamiedes el uL. 1994).

In many urban .settings, studies have shown that daily mortality

from cardiovascular and respiratory diseases Is a combined

function of temperature and air pollutant concentrations. This

combination of exposures is also likely to have interactive

impacts on health Indeed, some epidemiological evidence indi-

cates a synergy (a positive Interaction) between stressful weath-

er and various air pollutants, especially parllculales. upon mor-

tality (e.g., Shumway et al.. 1988; Katsouyanni et al., 1993;

Shumway and Azari, 1992). The net effect on morbidity/mor-

tality therefore would be greater than anticipated from prior

estimates of the separate effects of weather and pollutants.

The problem can be considered alongside climate change for

three reasons: (1) several of the greenhouse gases (especially

the chlorofluorocarbons) also damage stratospheric ozone; (2)

altered temperature in the troposphere may influence stratos-

pheric temperature and chemistry (Rind and Lacis, 1993); and

(3) absorption of solar radiation by stratospheric ozone influ-

ences the heat budget in the lower atmosphere (see also IPCC

Working Group I volume).

Stratospheric ozone absorbs part of the sun's incoming ultra-

violet radiation (UVP). including much cf the I'V-B and all of

the highest-energy UV-C. Sustained exposure to UV-B radia-

tion is harmful to humans and many other organisms (UNEP,

1994). It can damage the genetic (DNA) material of living

cells and can induce skin cancers in experimental animals.

UV-B is implicated in the causation of human skin cancer and

lesions of the conjunctiva, cornea, and lens; it may also impair

the body's immune system (Jeevar. and Kripke, 1993;

Armstrong, 1994; UNEP, 1994).

18.4.1. Skill Cancers

Solar radiation has been consistently implicated in the causa-

tion of nonmelanocytic and melanocytic skin cancers in fair-

skinned humans (lARC. 1992; WHO. 1994b).

Nonmelanocytic skin cancers (NMSCs) comprise basal cell

carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). The

incidence rates, especially of squamous cell carcinoma, corre-

late with cumulative lifetime exposure to solar radiation

(lARC. 1992; Kricker et al.. 1995). Studies of the action spec-

trum (i.e.. the relative biological effect of different wave-

lengths) for skin carcinogenesis In mice indicate that the UV-B
band Is primarily responsible for NMSC (Tyrrell. 1994).

Malignant melanoma arises from the pigment-producing cells

(melanocytes) of the skin. Although solar radiation is substan-

tially Involved In melanoma causation (lARC. 1992;

Armstrong and Kricker, 1993), the relationship is less straight-

forward than for NMSC; exposure in early life appears to be a

major source of Increased risk. The marked Increases in inci-

dence of melanoma in Western populations over the past two

decades (Coleman et al.. 1993) probably reflect increases in

personal exposure to solar radiation due to changes In patterns

of recreation, clothing, and occupation (Armstrong and

Kricker, 1994).

18.4. Stratospheric Ozone Depletion and Ultraviolet

Radiation: Impacts on Health

Stratospheric ozone depletion is a quite distinct process

from accumulation of greenhouse gases In the lower atmos-

phere (troposphere). Depletion of stratospheric ozone has

recently occurred In both hemispheres, from polar regions

to mid-lalltudes (Kerr and McElroy, 1993; see also IPCC

Working Group I volume). The major cause of this ongoing

depletion is human-made gases, especially the halocarbons

(UNEP, 1994).

The UN Environment Programme predicts that an average

10% loss of ozone (such as occurred at middle-to-high lati-

tudes over the past decade), if sustained globally over several

decades, would cause approximately 250,000 additional cases

of NMSC woridwide each year (UNEP, 1994). This prediction

assumes that a \% depletion of stratospheric ozone results in a

2.0% (±0.5%) increase in NMSC incidence (80% of which are

BCC). Another estimation of this "amplification factor" gives

a figure of 2.25% (Slaper et al.. 1992; den Elzen, 1994). At

higher geographic resolution, Madronich and de Gruijl (1993)

predict that persistence of the ozone losses of the 1979-92
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period for several decades would cause Ihe incidence of BCC

10 increase by 1-2% at low latitude (5°), 3-5% at 15-25°.

8-12% at 35-45°, and, at 55-65°, by I3-I5"i^ in the northern

hemisphere and 20-30% in the south They estimate thai the

percentage increases for SCC would be approximately double

those for BCC.

18.4-2. Cataracts and Other Damage to the Eye

The external epithelial (keralotic) layer of the eye, comprising

cornea and conjunctiva, absorbs virtually all UVR of less than

290 nm wavelength. Corneal photokeralitis. pterygium (a

growth of the conjunctival epithelium), and climatic droplet

keratopathy are thought to be U VR-related (Taylor ci ui. 1 989;

Gray et ai. 1992; WHO, 1994b). Inside the eye. the lens

absorbs much of the residual UVR, and this absorbed radiation

may cause cataracts (Taylor ei al., 1988; Dahlback el iil.. 1989;

West f/ a/., 1989; WHO, 1994b).

Cataracts (lens opacities) are independent of skin pigmentation

(unlike skin cancer). They occur predominantly in old age and

cause more than half of the world's estimated 25-35 million

cases of blindness (Harding, 1991). In Western countries.

5-10% of people aged over 65 have cataracts (Klein et al..

1992). The prevalence often is much higher among elderly,

malnourished persons in poor countries, where micronutrienl

deficiencies and the metabolic consequences of severe diar-

rheal episodes may contribute to cataract formation (Harding,

1992). Scientific debate persists over the extent of the influ-

ence of UV-B upon cataract formation (Dolin, 1994; WHO,
1994b); some epidemiological studies have found clear-cut

positive results, but others have not. The relationship is most

evident for cortical and posterior subcapsular cataracts but less

so for the more commonly occurring nuclear cataracts.

Ocular photodamage by UVR is enhanced by certain clinical

drugs used in photochemical therapy that can cause photosensitiz-

ing reactions (Lerman, 1988). Various other photosensitizing med-

ications would render individuals generally more susceptible to

adverse health effects from increased exposure to UVR; these

medications include psoralens, thiazides, phenothiazines, barbitu-

rates, allopurinol, and retinoic acid compounds (Lerman, 1986).

18.4.3. Alteration oflnr.nane Function

Human and animal evidence indicates that UV-B irradiation of

skin at quite modest levels causes local and, probably, systemic

suppression of immunity (Morison, 1989; Noonan and DeFabo,

1990; Jeevan and Kripke, 1993). Most of the evidence is for

local immunosuppression, in which the skin's contact hyper-

sensitivity response is impaired (Giannini, 1986; Yoshikawa ei

al., 1990; UNEP, 1994). UV-B exposure disturbs the function of

the skin's Langerhan cells and stimulates the release of certain

cytokines (messenger chemicals) that promote the activity of

suppressor T lymphocytes, thus dampening the local immune

system (UNEP. 1994).
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Evidence for more generalized (i.e., systemic) suppression of

immunity comes from studies in humans, which show that sun-

light exposure increases the suppressor T cells in blood

(Hersey el ai, 1983). Although there is evidence in humans of

UV-induced changes in the profile of circulatmg immunologi-

cally active lymphocytes for several days to weeks, the extent

of systemic immune suppression involved remains uncertain

(de Gruijl and van der Leun, 1993). Systemic suppression also

occurs in UV-irradiated mice (Kripke, 1981; Jeevan and

Kripke, 1990).

Immune suppression would alter susceptibility to infectious

diseases (Armstrong, 1994). Exposure to UV-B modifies vari-

ous immunological reactions in mice that influence the patho-

genesis of infectious diseases, such as those due to Herpes sim-

plex viruses (Otani and Mori. 1987; Yasumoto et ai, 1987),

leishmania (Gianinni, 1986; Giannini and DeFabo. 1989). Can-

dida (Denkins et ai, 1989), and mycobacteria (Jeevan and

Kripke. 1989). The relevance of these findings for naturally

occurring infectious di.seases, and for vaccination efficacy, in

humans remains unknown. UNEP (1994) concluded that; "It

will be very difficult to assess the role of UV-B radiation iin

natural infections in human populations. Based on current

knowledge, we would predict that an effect of UV-B radiation

would manifest as an increase in the severity or duration of dis-

ea.se and not necessarily as an increase in disease incidence."

18,4.4. Indirect Effects of Ozone Depletion

upon Human Health

An increase in UV-B irradiance is predicted to impair photo-

synthesis on land and sea (UNEP. 1994). Although the magni-
tude is uncertain, and may well not be large, there would be at

least a marginal reduction in crop yields (Worrest and Grant.

1989) and in the pholosynthetic production of biomass by

marine phytoplankton. the basis of the aquatic food chain

(Smith and Baker. 1989; Smith et ai, 1992). Thus, adverse

effects of UV-B upon photosynthesis would, to .some extent,

reduce global food production.

18.5. Options for Adaptation

Various adaptation strategies are possible to reduce the impacts

of climaie cliange oii humfin health Such aiiapt'ition could Uc

developed at 'be popiilation or individual level. The feasibility

of adaptation would be constrained for many of the world's

populations by a lack of local resources.

At the population level, environmental management of ecosys-

tems (e.g.. freshwater resources, wetlands, and agricultural

areas sensitive to invasion by vectors), public health surveil-

lance and control programs (especially for infectious diseases),

and introduction of protective technologies (e.g., insulated

buildings, air conditioning, strengthened sea defences, disaster

warning systems) would be important. Improved primary

health care for vulnerable populations could play a significant
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 role in reducing a range of health impacts, including some

vectoi-bome and other communicable diseases, and the

effects of extreme events. One example is extension of vacci-

nation coverage, although no suitable vaccines exist for some

of the diseases most sensitive to climate change (e.g.. dengue
and schistosomiasis) or for many of the newly emerging
infections.

At the individual level, people should be encouraged to

refrain from or to limit dangerous exposures (e.g., by use of

domestic cooling, protective clothing, mosquito nets). Such

behavioral responses could complement any physiological

adaptation that might occur spontaneously through acclima-

tization (to heat stress) or acquired immunity (to infectious

diseases).

risks, the evaluation of alternative indices for moni-

toring health (including the use of sensitive species as

bioindicators). and the opportunity to detect and/or

examine previously unsuspected or undocumented

environment-health relationships.

Some specific research needs include:

Comparison of impacts of heat waves in urban

and rural populations, to clarify the relative

importance of thermal stress and air pollutants
- Examination of the interplay between climatic

impacts on forests and other terrestrial ecosystems
on the range ana dynaimcs of vectoi-bome disease

-
Study of factors iRfiucncii'.g populatioti vulnera-

bility to climate change.

In view of limitations to the forecasting of health impacts at

this stage of our knowledge, an important and practical form of

adaptation would be to improve large-scale monitoring and

surveillance systems, especially for vulnerable populations and

areas. Recently initiated efforts to observe and monitor aspects

of the Earth's environment and ecosystems in relation to cli-

mate change now should incorporate health-related monitoring

(Haines et ai. 1993). Advances in climate forecasting and in

the regional integration of ecological and health monitoring

(including local vulnerability factors) will facilitate develop-

ment of early-warning systems.

Finally, if health impacts of climate change are probable and

serious, then the only effective long-term basis for mitigation

lies in primary prevention at the societal level. This would

require acceptance of the Precautionary Principle as the foun-

dation of policy response. T;;is. in turn, would suggest some

fundamental, and therefore difficult, reorientations of social,

economic, and political priorities. Meanwhile, care must be

taken that alternative technologies do not introduce new

health hazards.

18.6. Research Needs

• Development and validation of integrated mathemat-

ical models for the prediction of health impacts

Such models must draw on multiple scientific disci-

plines and should take maximal account of regional

and local influences on the effects being modeled

and on their interaction with other environmental

stresses.

• Identification and analysis of current or recent set-

tings in which the health impacts of local or regional

climate changes (occurring for whatever reason) can

be studied. The apparent recent changeable patterns of

infectious diseases around the world may afford good

opportunities for clarifying and quantifying the influ-

ences of climatic factors

•
Incorporation of health-related measurements in glob-

al, regional, and local monitoring activities. This

would enhance the early detection of shifts in health

18.7. Concluding Remarks

Forecasting the health impacts of global climate change
entails unavoidable uncertainty and complexity. Human popu-
lations vary greatly in their vulnerability to climate changes
and in their resources for protection and mitigation. Likewise,

the responses of infectious disease vectors to changes in cli-

mate depend greatly on other concomitant environmental

stresses and the adequacy of control measures and health care

systems. Meanwhile, population health status continues to be

influenced by a rich mix of cultural and socioeconomic fac-

tors. Hence, assessing the health impact of climate change

requires a systems-based modeling approach that integrates

information about climatic factors, other environmental

stresses, ecological processes, and social-economic-political

inputs and responses.

Alongside the need for improved health impact assessment

capability is a precautionary need to develop global, region-

al, and local monitoring systems for the early detection of

climate-induced changes in human health. There have,

indeed, been various recent events that, plausibly, might be

early signals of such change. The increased heat-related

deaths in India in- 1995; the changes in geographic range of

some vector-borne diseases; the coastal spread of cholera;

Could these be early indications of shifts in population

health risk in response to aspects of climate change? Of

course, it is not possible to attribute particular, isolated

events to a change in climate or weather pattern; other plau-

sible explanations exist for each of them, and a number of

different factors may combine to produce each event.

However, it is important that we begin to assess patterns
of

change in the various indices of human health that will pro-

vide early insight and will assist further the development of

predictive modeling.

^There is thus a clear need for enhanced research and monitor-

ing activities. This need reflecis the assessment that the poten-

tial health impacts of climate change, particularly if sustained

in the longer term and if generally adverse, could be a senou

consequence of the ongoing anthropogenic changes in •"

composition of Earth's atmosphere.
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Q22. On page 13 of your written testimony you also state the following:

"A study of deaths associated with summer time heat stress and winter time

illnesses in 44 U.S. cities estimated that climate change could double the

number of weather-related deaths. The elderly are at greatest risk in the

U.S., and urban populations in developing countries are also especially
vulnerable to heat stress.**

Please provide a copy of this study.

A22. The study of weather related deaths referred to in the testimony is L.S. Kalkstein

and J.S. Greene, "An evaluation of climate/mortality relationships in large U.S.

cities and the possible impacts of a climate change," Environmental Health

Perspectives, volume 105, no. 1, January 1997. A copy of the article is attached.
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in '^weather-related tnortaUty is estimated if the climate warms as the models

'dr, acclimatization, air mass, climate and human mortality, climate change,

[synoptic climatology. Environ Health Perspect 105:84-93 (1997)

The impact of climate on human health

continues to draw increased attention as it

becomes apparent that human sensitivity to

weather is considerable and varies through
time and space. The health implications of a

possible human-induced climate change has

only served to heighten awareness, and two

recently published volumes developed by
international experts have compiled research

to date on retrospective climate/health asso-

ciations and potential future outcomes ( 1,2).

One of the most intensely studied

aspects of climate/health relationships con-

cerns the impaa of heat and cold on human

mortality. Such studies have taken on
increased sophistication, especially in the use

of climate modeling, to develop empirical

relationships among heat stress, extreme

cold, and variations in mortality. In addi-

tion, many studies are beginning to consider

a number of confounding factors that may
alter climate/mortality relationships and

may have major implications if the climate

warms. For example, what is the role of air

conditioning in affecting heat-related

human mortality? Do people acclimatize to

the heat in warmer locales? Can acclimatiza-

tion occur within a single summer season?

Would many people who die during heat

waves have died shonly afterward, regardless

of the weather (mortality displacement)?
Will decreases in cold-related mortality

compensate for increases in heat-related

mortality if the eanh warms, as many clima-

tologists predia? These are just a sample of

the questions that have led to disagreement

among scientists who study the impact of

climate on mortality.

The goal of this study is to introduce a

new, more sophisticated climatological pro-

cedure to evaluate the impaa of climate on

human mortality in 44 cities in the United

States. These cities represent all the standard

metropolitan scatistical areas (SMSAs) in the

country with populations of 1 million or

greater. In addition, we will discuss the pos-

sible implications of a climate warming on

mortality totals within these cities, using the

most recent climate change scenarios provid-

ed by the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) for use in its recent

impacts assessment (7). Although some of

the confounding issues described above will

be addressed, it is not the aim of this paj>er

to produce estimates that take all of these

factors into account. Thus, estimates of cli-

mate-related mortality provided here should

serve as a springboard for scientists to deter-

mine the quantitative impaa of various fac-

tors described above. However, we are confi-

dent that the use of a new climatological

procedure which evaluates weather in a more

realistic fashion, and the incorporation of

updated climate change scenarios designed

specifically for impacts analysis, will lead to

more accurate estimates of summer and win-

ter weather-related mortality.

Previous Research

Most mortality studies to date have focused

on the impact of extremely high and low

temperatures on death. Although the most

direct impact of heat on the human body is

the onset of heat exhaustion or heat stroke,

the increase in mortality associated with hot

weather cuts across many causes of death.

For example, deaths from cardiovascular and

respiratory disorders and from some types of

accidents typically increase during stressful

weather conditions {^5,4). Heat stroke and

heat exhaustion represent only a small pro-

portion of the mortality increase. During
hot weather, the total death rate from all

causes, and especially from cardiovascular

diseases, may be more than double the long-

term mean death rate. Because of this diver-

sity in cause of death, in many studies the

number of heat-related deaths is determined

empirically as the number of deaths occur-

ring in excess of the background expected
number {2). Thus, total deaths above a base-

line, rather than disaggregated causes of

death, are often evaluated in weather/mor-

tality studies (5.i5).

The most recent analyses of heat-related

deaths in cities in the United States,

Canada, the Netherlands, China, Greece,

Germany, and the Middle East provide sup-

porting evidence that overall death rates rise

during heatwaves {6-10). Virtually all of

these studies have documented a threshold

temperature beyond which mortality rises

rapidly. Howe\'er, some studies, especially in

Western Europe, suggest that mortality rises

linearly with increasing temperature, and

even moderate heat can lead ro excess deaths

(2,6). We have consistendy noted a thresh-

old effect in U.S. cities, and our research

docs not support the linear increases found

in several European studies. Some evalua-

tions have noted the importance of several

consecutive days above the threshold tem-

perature, and it appears that the impact of

heat becomes most important 1-3 days after

the onset of the heat wave.
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Previous studies suggest that a human-

induced climate change would increase

summer mortality, even if the population

adapted somewhat to such a change {2,1 1).

The increased frequency and intensity of

heatwaves would probably lead to dramatic

increases in summer deaths, and because

urban structures would not be greatly mod-

ified to account for climate alterations,

populations would be unable to adapt

completely to increasing temperatures. In

addition, the recent IPCC Working Group
II report suggests that decreases in winter

mortality related to a global warming
would probably not compensate for pre-

dicted summer increases, although there is

some uncertainty about this (/).

In temperate regions, there is a clear-

cut seasonal variation in monality, and the

death rate in winter is 10-25% higher than

during the rest of the year (7.2). However,

the extent of winter-associated mortality
that is directly attributed to low tempera-
tures (and not to seasonal patterns of respi-

ratory infections) has been difficult to

determine. Many studies have suggested

that, in many locations, daily deaths

increase as daily winter temperatures
decrease {13). However, the existence of a

temperature threshold is less evident in

winter than in summer {6,10,14). In some

cold weather locales, such as Montreal and

Minneapolis, the increase in mortality with

decreasing winter temperature is slight

{15,16). In less extreme climates, such as

The Netherlands and Brisbane. Australia,

mortality rates rise linearly with decreasing
wintenimc temperature {6,16,17).

In winter in temperate countries, along
with a heightened rate of cardiovascular

disease, there are increased deaths from

influenza, pneumonia, and accidents

{18,19). Since these respiratory infections

depend upon aerosol transmission, usually

in confined, poorly ventilated places, a

small rise in winter temperatures may
reduce this risk if it encourages outdoor

activities and improved ventilation.

Conversely, annual influenza outbreaks do

not appear to correlate with mean winter

monthly temperatures {18,20), and the

relationship between winter temperatures
and deaths from respiratory infection

remains uncertain. Thus, the impact of a

global warming on winter mortality is

more difficult to ascertain than impacts on

summer mortalitv-

The recent use of a synoptic climato-

logical methodology to evaluated weath-

er/mortality relationships has supported
and expanded the findings from the tem-

perature-oriented research described above

{21,22). The synoptic procedure assumes

that the population responds to the entire

umbrella of air (or air mass) that surrounds

them rather than to individual weather ele-

ments such as temperature. Thus, the syn-

optic procedure permits an evaluation of

synergistic relations among weather ele-

ments; the combined impact of several ele-

ments is more significant than the sum of

their individual impacts. The synoptic

approach involves the development of an

automated index that describes the air mass

over an area every day {e.g., continental

polar air mass, maritime tropical air mass).

Days considered homogeneous meteoro-

logically are grouped into air mass cate-

gories, and their impact on mortality can

then be assessed more logically. The initial

use of the synoptic approach (the

Temporal Synoptic Index, or TSI) revealed

that, for many U.S. cities, a single high risk

summer air mass is associated with unusu-

ally high monality {9,22). In addition, the

synoptic analysis confirmed earlier work

which indicated that a climate change, as

expressed by general circulation model

(GCM) scenarios, would greatly increase

summer mortality, even if partial acclimati-

zation occurred {22).

The synoptic procedures, such as TSI,

used in earlier work are place-specific only;

air masses are developed for a locale with-

out regard to other places. Thus, it has

been troublesome to compare results from

one region to the next using the TSI proce-
dure developed by Kalksiein {21), as it is

very difficult to identify the same air mass-

es in different locales using this place-spe-

cific procedure. In the study described

here, a more sophisticated synoptic

approach which identifies the same air

mass types for a continental-sized area, has

been employed. Thus, this new procedure
will permit an interregional comparison of

high risk air masses, something that has

never been attempted before. It is possible .

that a certain air mass type is high risk in

the eastern United States, while it is rather

benign in the West. One of the recent

breakthroughs in synoptic climatology has

been the development of an automated

means to identify the same air masses

across a large region {23); this methodology
will be applied here for the first time.

Procedure

The spatial synoptic classification. Unlike

most existing air mass-based techniques
such as TSI. the spatial synoptic classifica-

tion (SSC) requires initial identification of

the major air masses that traverse the

nation, as well as their typical meteorologi-
cal characteristics. Thus, the SSC, used

here to identify air masses associated with

unusually high mortality, was developed

specifically to classify all days at numerous

locales into one of seven predetermined,

readily identifiable air mass categories (23).

These air mass categories are dry polar

(DP), dry temperate (DM), dry tropical

(DT), moist polar (MP), moist temperate

(MM), moist tropical (MT^, and transition

(T; transitions represent days in which the

air mass changes from one type to anoth-

er). Dry polar air is synonymous with con-

tinental polar; it is the coldest, and some-

times the driest, air mass in a region. Cloud

cover is often minimal. Dry temperate air

is typically an adiabatically warmed Pacific

air mass that has descended the lee side of

the Rocky Mountains. The air mass is asso-

ciated with mild, dry conditions in the

eastern and midwestern sections of the

nation and intrudes most frequently when
there is a strong west-east flow aloft. Dry

tropical defines the hot and very dry air

mass that most often originates from the

Desen Southwest or northern Mexico. It is

most commonly associated with the hottest

and driest conditions and is rather frequent
in the Midwest. Moist polar air is cool and

humid, with overcast conditions and, fre-

quently, easterly winds. In the eastern

United States this air mass is synonymous
with maritime polar conditions around the

northern flank of a low pressure system.
Moist temperate is also associated with

overcast, humid conditions, but tempera-
tures and dew points are much higher

owing to the close proximity of the respon-
sible front. Moist tropical air masses, com-

monly recognized as maritime tropical,

represent warm, humid conditions found

frequently in the warm sector of an open
wave cyclone or the western flank of a sub-

tropical anticyclone. Atmospheric instabili-

ty and convective activity are comjnon
within this uncomfortable air mass.

Although there are character similarities

within the air masses at different locations,

it is notewonhy that significant differences

also exist. For example, summer moist

tropical air masses are warm and humid at

all locales, but mean afternoon tempera-
tures vary from over 33''C in central Texas

to about 29°C in New England. Mean dew

points range from about 23*C in Florida to

17°C in North Dakota. The frequency
occurrence of the air masses are highly vari-

able; for example, moist tropical air occurs

on over 70% of summer days in Florida to

less than 10% in the high plains of the

Dakotas and Nebraska {24).

The foundation for the development of

the SSC is the proper selection of seed

days, which represent the typical meteoro-

logical character of each air mass at a loca-

tion. Each group of seed days for every air

mass is chosen by the specification of

ranges in afternoon surface temperature.

f^nwrnnmontal Hp::ilTh Ppr<zr)9ruvp^ • Volume 105. Number 1. Januarv 1997 85
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dew point, dew point depression, wind

speed, wind direction, cloud cover, diurnal

temperature change, and dew point

changes every 6 hr. Initial estimates of

these criteria are specified for each air mass

at each location after careful evaluation of

surface meteorological data and maps, and

days that satisfy the criteria are selected to

represent seed days for the air mass. These

seed days are used to classify all other days,

and a number of seed days for each air

mass is used to develop a robust sample of

the typical character of each air mass at

each location (23.24).

Following seed day selection, discrimi-

nant funaion analysis is used to generate a

linear function for each air mass from its

group of seed days. Because the goal is to

classify each day into one of the pre-exist-

ing air masses described above and to use

die seed day means as input into the classi-

fication, discriminant function analysis was

selected as the appropriate classification

tool (25,26). The day is classified into the

category possessing the highest discrimi-

nant function score. This results in a calen-

dar listing the air mass to which each day
has been assigned.

While a majority of these air mass desig-

nations arc correct, a significant number of

days may be incorrectly classified because of

the occurrence of a transition between air

masses. Transitions represent changing situ-

ations when one air mass is displacing
another; a day with a cold front passage rep-

resents a good example. To account for this

possibility, the SSC performs a second dis-

criminant function analysis to determine

whether a transition between air masses

occurred during each day [refer to Kalkstein

ct al. (2S) for further details].

At many locations in sununer, MT air

accounts for over 50% of the total daily

occurrences (24); thus, the MT airmass was

subdivided using the procedures described

above into three subcategories designated
MTl, MT2, and MT3. The dominant
characteristic of each of these air masses is

moist tropical; however, MTl is very warm
and humid, MT2 is slightly cooler, and

MT3 is significantly drier.

Unlike previous synoptic/mortality
studies, the SSC provides the unique ability

to identify the same air masses across a

continental-sized area. Thus, SSC is the

ideal synoptic tool to evaluate relationships

between air mass type and mortality in this

44-city study.

Mortality data. Mortality data were

obtained from the National Center for

Health Statistics (NCHS) and contain

information on cause, place, and date of

death; age; and r^ce of every individual

who died in the United States from 1964

Table 1. Summer high risk air masses

Total Elderly

City
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to 1991 (27). A daily monality calendar

was constructed for total and elderly (>65

years old) deaths for the period of record

for summer (June, July, and August) and

winter (December, January, and February).

Although certain causes of death, such as

respiratory and cardiovascular disease, are

deemed to be more sensitive to variations

in meteorology, a number of studies such

as this one do not subdivide mortality data

into these specific categories. Recent analy-

ses indicate that a wide range of causes of

death are impacted by weather, which sug-

gests that disaggregation of mortality causes

will not necessarily lead to improved rela-

tionships {2). However, additional research

on the impact of weather situations upon

specific causes of death is most desirable

and will be an outgrovnJi of this study. All

mortality data were standardized to

account for changes in the total population
of the SMSA of the individual cities during
the period of record. A direct standardiza-

tion procedure was used, and a mortality

trend line was constructed for the period of

record based on mean daily mortality for

each year of record. Mortality was then

expressed as a deviation around the tempo-
ral baseline level {2J).

The mean daily mortality for each syn-

optic category, along with the standard devi-

ation (SD), was determined to ascertain

whether particular categories exhibited dis-

tinctively high or low mortality values. Daily

mortality was also sorted from highest to

lowest during the period of record to deter-

mine whether certain synoptic categories
were prevalent during the highest and lowest

mortality days for each of the cities. To
determine which air masses arc high risk, the

Table 1 Continued. Summer high risk air masses
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assigned a value of 2, and so on. The algo-

rithms developed from the within-high risk

category regressions are used to provide esti-

mates of the number of deaths attributed to

heat for each category day.

Once relationships between retrospec-

tive synoptic events and mortality have

been established, it is possible to apply this

information to estimate the impact of cH-

mate change on human mortality. This was

achieved by using scenarios from general

circulation models (GCMs) to estimate the

frequenc)* of air masses under various cli-

mate change situations. GCMs are dynam-
ic mathematical models that simulate the

physical processes of the atmosphere and

oceans in an attempt to predict future

global and regional climate (2,28). They

incorporate representations of land surface

processes, sea-ice related processes, and

many more complex processes of the cli-

mate system. GCMs take the form of

mathematical equations, which are then

solved with computers using a three-

dimensional global grid. Typical resolu-

tions are about 250 km in the horizontal

and 1 km in the vertical. Many physical

processes, such as those related to clouds

and precipitation, take place on much
smaller spatial scales and therefore are

modeled with less precision.

Although the weather elements neces-

sary to run the SSC can be extracted from

GCM output, it should be noted that the

veracity of GCMs is a matter of much
debate and controversy (2). Thus, the esti-

mates of mortality using the climate change
scenarios should be viewed with caution,

although we believe that they provide
information regarding possible outcomes if

the climate changes as suggested by GCMs.
Three GCM scenarios recommended

for use by the IPCC were incorporated into

this study: the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory (GFDL) model, the United

Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO)
model, and the Max Planck Institute for

Meteorology Model (25^. Each model pro-

vided two sets of transient runs; one for the

decades centered around 2020 and the

other centered around 2050. Using the new

sets of weather data provided by the GCMs,
estimates of air mass frequencies were devel-

oped for each model. High risk air masses

were isolated, and estimates of mortality

under the scenarios were developed using
the algorithms described above.

^X'hcn measuring the impact of a cli-

mate change on future mortality, the ques-
tion of acclimatization must be considered.

Will people within each city respond to

heat as they do today? Or will their reac-

tions be similar to those people who

presently live in hotter climates? To

Table 2. Winter high nsk air masses
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and the range of acclimacization is likely to

vary on a regional basis. Thus, unlike our

previous evaluations, this study will present

tnortality figures that represent full

acclimatization only as these constitute

rather conservative estimates. In addition,

for the first time we will present guidelines

on how air conditioning and mortality dis-

placement might modify these acclimatized

estimates of mortality.

Results

Air mass/mortality relationships. High risk

air mass categories were uncovered for a

significant majority of the 44 cities, espe-

cially for summer (Tables 1,2). Although

particular high risk categories vary some-

what from one city to the next, there is

clearly a high level of spatial consistency.

For summer, the two hottest air masses,

MTl and DT, appear as high risk in a

large majority of the cities. Of 35 cities that

possessed at least one high risk air mass,

MTl was high risk in 27 cities and DT was

high risk in 19. These similar responses

among cities suggest that MTl and DT air

masses arc ofien beyond a human threshold

of tolerance and consistently represent con-

ditions which impose great stress on the

body. Ranking third in frequency as a high
risk air mass was MT3, which is consider-

ably drier than its MTl counterpan.
There is some spatial homogeneity

among the high risk air masses. MTl is

tmporrant in virtually all of the large cities of

the East and Midwest. New York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, and St.

Louis are among numerous very large indus-

trial cities where MTl is high risk. The

greatest impact of MTl air appears to be

east of the Mississippi River; of 27 cities

where MTl is high risk, only 5 are west of

the river (2 of these arc St. Louis and

Minneapolis, located adjacent to the river).

MT3 air also has its greatest impaa east of

the Mississippi River and is generally associ-

ated with lower mortality anomalies than

MTl. The cities where MT3 air is impor-
tant are all in the north central United

States (Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis,
Columbus, Cleveland) or the noahcastern

United States (Boston, New York,

Pittsburg, Philadelphia). DT air has a dra-

matic impact on major cities such as New
York, Philadelphia, and Chicago, but more

western cities seem affeaed by this air mass,

especially in the Southwest. Half of the cities

where DT air is high risk arc west of the

Mississippi River, including all the impor-
tant Texas cities in this study (MTl is not a

significant mortality faaor in these cities).

The DT and MT air masses create dif-

ferent stresses on the body. MT air, with its

relatively high humidity, lessens the body's

ability to increase evaporative heat loss by

perspiration and vasodilatation {30i. Latent

heat loss from the body (which is necessary

to maintain a body core temperature within

a narrow range) is partially dependent upon
the rate of perspiration evaporation; high
humidities decrease vapor pressure gradi-

ents, which are directly proportional to

evaporation rate {31). Thus, the rate of per-

spiration evaporation is diminished during
MT episodes as humidity gradients bewccn

the body and atmosphere are diminished.

During dry DT episodes vapor pressure gra-

dients are sufficiendy high, but desiccating

conditions increase evaporation opportunity
to such a level that perspiration production
is insufficient; hypothermal condirions may
then result in death {3233).

In most cities where both MTl and DT
air masses are considered high risk, DT is

associated with the higher mortality anom-

alies. For example, the mean excess mortali-

ty in New York City associated with MTl
is about 30 deaths; for DT, this value

approaches 50 (Table 1). Considering pop-
ulation differences, variation from baseline

mortality for DT air is even greater in

Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Pittsburgh.

However, it is noteworthy that DT air

occurs on less than 2% of summer da)^ east

of a line from Minneapolis to Birmingham.

Conversely, the three MT air masses occur

on over 50% of summer days south of

Memphis and Atlanta and on more than

25% of the summer days south of Chicago
and New York {24). Although DT air is

associated with very high excess mortality

values, it is very rare in the eastern United

States.

In a few cases, certain counter-intuitive

summer air masses appear as significant in

impaaing human monality. For example,
there is a relationship between Adanta DP
and total mortality and Tampa MM and

total mortality. It is possible that a few spu-

rious relationships will be uncovered using
an empirical analysis such as the one pre-

sented here. However, for summer mortali-

ty relationships, we are quite impressed
with the dominance of DT air and MTl
air in most cities where weather has a sig-

nificant impact on mortality; it can be

strongly suggested that these relationships

are truly important.
As was demonstrated in previous

research {9,14}, many cities in the South

and on the West Coast show weak weath-

er/mortality relationships in summer. Of

eight cities with no high risk summer air

masses, three are in Florida and three are in

California. Other southern cities that are

associated with high risk air masses show

weaker relationships than northern coun-

lerparcs; excess mortality values are relative-

ly low for New Orleans, Birmingham, and

Atlanta. There is speculation that urban

housing amenable to hot weather in south-

ern cities renders them less vulnerable to

heat-related mortality {22}. •

Determination of winter high risk air

masses is more difficult, and mortality
increases are less dramatic within these air

masses. However, there is evidence that the

cold, dry DP air masses increase winter

mortality slightly in a number of cities,

although the spatial continuity is relatively

poor (Table 2). There is no locale where

DP air is associated with more than 10

deaths above the baseline; these values are

much lower than the excess deaths associat-

ed with MTl and DT air in summer, espe-

cially within the large midwestern and east-

ern cities. Most winter DP mortality
increases range from one to three extra

deaths per day, with Miami exhibiting the

highest total of 7.5. Interestingly, DP air

appears unimportant in most of the cities

where summer high risk air masses were

found. For Chicago, New York City, and

Boston, DP is not a high risk air mass. For

Philadelphia and St. Louis, DP air con-

tributes to slighdy elevated mortality, but

only represents about three extra deaths in

both cities. Cool, damp MP air appears

important in New York City (only associat-

ed with 4.6 deaths above the baseline),

Miami, and New Orleans, and transiuon

situations lead to slighdy elevated mortality
in a few scattered cities.

Some other air masses, including warm

ones, appear to be high risk during winter

in certain cities. For example, warm, dry
DT air surprisingly contributes to some
excess winter mortality in the Southwest

and on the West Coast (DT temperatures
can get very warm, even in winter). Some
of the most dramatic winter anomalies are

associated with this warm air mass, as indi-

cated by Los Angeles (12.2 excess deaths),

San Francisco (7.5 excess deaths), and San

Jose (3.1 excess deaths). Considering this

warm-weather winter effect, the potential

impact of warmer winter temperatures on

mortality is much less clear-cut, but

appears unlikely to offset large summer
increases.

Unlike the summer results, it is much
more probable that a larger proportion of

air mass/mortality relationships uncovered

for winter are spurious. Although there is

some indication that DP air is associated

with higher winter mortality, the spatial

consistency of its impact is much less than

MTl or DT air masses during summer.
The location of cities possessing no high
risk air masses is not nearly as systematic as

in summer. Thus, the role of weather on

winter mortality appears to be much more
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indirect, possibly attributed to causes (such

as indoor confinement) that arc not readily

apparent using an air mass analysis or any
other meteorological procedures.

These results generally support our earli-

er work on winter mortality, which indicates

that threshold meteorological conditions

leading to higher mortality arc cither nonex-

istent or difficult to Bnd {14}. In addition,

che coldest air mass is only associated with

slighdy increasing mortality. A number of

winter studies in Europe seem to suggest
that colder temperatures lead to higher mor-

tality, but even some of these have had diffi-

culty in determining specific threshold con-

ditions similar to those found in summer

(5). However, it is clear that there are differ-

ences in findings relating to weather/winter

mortality between European and U.S. stud-

ies, and more collaborative research in this

area is necessary. Professor W.R, Keatinge of

the University of London Department of

Physiology is attempting to gather experts
from around the world to discuss the winter

mortality question, and the results of this

conference will be forthcoming.
The impact of climate change. The

GCM scenarios suggest major changes in

the frequencies of high-risk air mass cate-

gories, especially in summer (Table 3). For

example, MTl presently occurs on about

5% of days during an average summer in

New York. The most conservative scenario

(GFDL 2020) shows a doubling in fre-

quency, and others suggest that this air

mass will occur up to six times more fre-

quendy (UKMO 2050). The DT air mass

shows similar increases in New York.

Considering that, on a typical DT day,

mortality is almost 50 deaths above the

baseline level in New York, such increases

could be devastating on mortality rates.

Similar magnitude increases in summer

high-risk air masses arc noted for virtually

all of the large midwcstcrn and eastern

cides where weather/mortality relationships

are so strong.

Using the high-risk air mass algorithms
and the acclimatization procedure dis-

cussed earlier, mortality estimates were

developed for summer and winter for the

six GCM scenarios (Tables 4 and 5)-

Results suggest that summer mortality will

increase considerably for cities where high
risk summer air masses were found. For

example, during a present -day typical sum-

mer, it is estimated that 1,840 excess

deaths occur due to the presence of high-
risk air masses. These values increase under

the three 2020 GCM scenarios. The
GFDL scenario shows an increase of less

ihan J0%, but the UKMO and Max
Planck scenarios estimate much more dra-

matic increases (over 4,000 excess deaths

Table 3. General
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Table 4. Estimated total excess mo
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Table 5. Estimated total excess mortality for an average
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As suggested by the IPCC Working
Group II {1), this research suggests the

need for improved health impact assess-

ment capabihty, including local monitor-

ing systems for the early detection of cli-

mate-induced changes on human health.

Regardless of whether the climate changes,
this work underscores the importance of

developing more sophisticated watch/warn-

ing systems so urban areas can reduce the

risk of heat-related deaths and minimize

the possibility of a tragedy similar to that

which occurred in Chicago during the

summer of 1995 (34). As stated in the

recent National Disaster Survey Report
(35). extreme heat may be one of the most

underrated of the deadly weather phenom-
ena, and timely warnings are of utmost

importance to provide city officials with

information necessary for the development
of proper mitigating actions.
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Q23. On page 14 of your written testimony you state the following:

'^Climate change is likely to extend the geographic ranges and increase the

rates of transmission of disease-carrying vectors such as mosquitoes, which

can increase the populations exposed to diseases such as malaria, dengue and

yellow fever. Globally, the population exposed to malaria could increase by
one-third. There could be 50-80 million additional malaria cases per year,

assuming no change in public health protection."

Please document these statements.

A23. Chapter 18 ("Human Population Health") of the 1995 IPCC document Climate

Change 1995 -
Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate change:

Scientific-Technical Analyses provides an up-to-date summary of what is icnown

on the potential human health impacts of climate change. The overall conclusion

of this chapter is that most of the impacts would be adverse. Some would occur

via direct pathways (e.g., deaths from heat waves and extreme weather events),

while others would occur indirectly (e.g., due to changes in the range of vector-

borne diseases. Populations with different levels of natural, technical, and social

resources would differ in their vulnerability to climate-induced health impacts.

Crowding, food insecurity, local environmental degradation, and disturbed

ecosystems already exist in many developing countries and would all increase

vulnerability. A copy of this chapter of the document was attached in response to

Q21 above.

Q24. On page 14 of your written testimony you state the following:

"Climate change can reduce air quality and increase levels of air borne pollen

and spores, which exacerbate respiratory disease, asthma, and allergic

disorders."

Please document these statements.

A24. Research has shown that ground level ozone, the primary constituent of smog, is

affected by weather and climate, and that there is a strong positive relationship

between ozone concentrations and temperatures (see The Regional Impacts of
Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability, IPCC, 1998, pages 310-311,

attached). The potential effects of climate change on the production of plant

allergens are also discussed in that report. Other sources on the relationship

between weather and air quality include: Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban

and Regional Air Pollution, (National Research Council, National Academy Press,

Washington, DC. Dec 1991); National Air QuaUty and Emissions Trends Report,

1995 (EPA 454/R-96-005); The Potential Effects of Global Climate Change on

the United States, Report to Congress. Appendix F: Air Quality (EPA-230-05-89-

056); "Preliminary assessment of the effects of global climate change on
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tropospheric ozone concentrations" (paper presented at the American Waste

Management Association Specialty Conference: Tropospheric Ozone and the

Environment II, November 1991); "Photochemical modeling analysis under global

warming conditions" (AWMA paper No. 95-WP74B.02, presented at the AWMA
annual meeting, San Antonio, 1995); "The effects of climate change" in Global

Climate Change Linkages: Acid Rain, Air Quality, and Stratospheric Ozone (ed.

J. C. White. New York: Elsevier. 1989); and "Sensitivity of tropospheric oxidants

to global chemical and climate change," Atmospheric Environment 23:519-532.

Impacts on Water Resources

Q25. On page 14 of your written testimony you also state the following:

''Water Resources: Among the most fundamental efTects of climate change is

an intensification of the hydrological cycle. Changes in precipitation, and

increased evaporation and transpiration due to higher temperatures, can be

expected to reduce water runoff, afTecting the quantity and quality of water

supplies for domestic and industrial uses, irrigation, hydropower generation,

navigation, stream ecosystems and water based recreation. These effects will

vary region by region. Increased variability in the hydrologic cycle is

expected to result in more severe droughts and/or floods in some places.

Impacts and mitigation expenses for such events are significant; damage
estimates from the Mississippi flood of 1993 range from $10 billion to $20

billion. Areas of greatest vulnerability are those where water supplies and

quality are already problems, such as arid and semi-arid regions of the world

and some low lying coastal areas, deltas and small islands.

• Climate change would likely add to the stress in several U.S. river basins,

such as the Great Basin, California, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas Gulf, Rio

Grande, and Lower Colorado.

• The Colorado River Basin would suffer decreased summer runoff,

coinciding with peak demand for irrigation, unless precipitation also

increases substantially. Reductions in runoff of up to 25 percent in the

basin are projected under some scenarios.

• Water scarcity in Middle Eastern and African countries also is likely to

be exacerbated by climate change. Countries that are highly dependent
on water originating in areas outside their borders include Syria, Sudan,

Egypt and Iraq."

Please document these statements.
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A25. Chapter 14 of the document Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts, Adaptations and

Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses provides a recent

evaluation of potential climate change impacts to water resources. Its principal

conclusions are that:

• Most regional water resources systems in the 21st century, particularly in

developing countries, will become increasingly stressed due to higher demand

to meet the needs of growing populations and economies and protect

ecosystems.
• Arid and semi-arid watersheds and river basins are the most sensitive to

changes in temperature and precipitation.

• Water demand for irrigated agriculture is very sensitive to climate change,

especially for arid and semi-arid regions,

• Current models cannot provide watershed-specific information to allow robust

estimates regarding changes in water availability.

• The primary components for increasing flexibility of water resources systems

to meet increasing uncertainties due to climate change are water demand

management and institutional adaptation.

• Increased streamflow regulation and water management regimes may be

necessary to enable water systems to meet their goals.

• Isolated single reservoirs are less adaptable to climate change than integrated

multiple-reservoir systems.

A copy of this chapter of the document is attached.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Water availability is an essential component of welfare and

productivity.
Much of the world's agriculture, hydroelectric

power production, municipal and industrial water needs, water

pollution
control, and inland navigation is dependent on the

natural endowment of surface and groundwater resources.

Changes in the natural system availability would result in

impacts that generally are greatest in regions that are already

under stress, including currently arid and semi-arid areas, as

well as areas where there is considerable competition among
users. The purpose of water resources management is to ame-

liorate the effects of extremes in climate variability and pro-

vide a reliable source of water for multiple societal purp<ises.

This evaluation of climate-change impacts focuses on the

expected range of changes in the hydrological resources base

and the sensitivity of the water supply and water demand com-

ponents of the water management systems to climate change.

It also makes an assessment of the viability of adaptive water

management measures in responding to these impacts.

There are reasons for water resources managers, especially in

developing nations, to be concerned by the results of climate-

change scenarios, which show that the freshwater resources in

many regions of the world are likely to be significantly affect-

ed. In particular, current arid and semi-arid areas of the world

could experience large decreases in runoff—hence posing a

great challenge to water resources management. Global-

change-induced perturbations may follow widespread periodic
and chronic shortfalls in those same areas caused by population

growth, urbanization, agricultural expansion, and industrial

development that are expected to manifest themselves before

the year 2020 (High Confidence).

Uncertainties require considerable investment in research in

order to improve prediction and adaptive responses. Some
uncertainties in assessing the effects of climate change on
water resources are:

Uncertainties in general circulation models (GCMs)
and lack of regional specification of locations where

consequences will occur
•

Insufficient knowledge on future climate variability,

which is a basic element of water management
•

Uncertainties in estimating changes in basin water

budgets due to changes in vegetation and in atmos-

phenc and other conditions likely to exist 50 to 100

years from now
• Uncenainties in future demands by each water sector
•

Uncertainties in the socioeconomic and environmen-
tal impacts of response measures.

Hence, predicting where water resources problems due to cli-

mate change will occur can only he realized on a subconti-

nental scale at this time. However, water management deci-

sions are made on the localized, watershed scale. Therefore,

despite increases in the number of impact assessments and

improvements in the new class of transient GCMs, there is lit-

tle that can be added to the conclusions of the first two IPCC

reports on the subject, other than to note the regions and coun-

tries most likely to be vulnerable through a combination of

increased demands and reductions in available supplies.

However, one important addition is the limited but growing

analyses of water systems in the developing world. These lim-

ited studies seem to suggest that developing countries are

highly vulnerable to climate change because many are located

in arid and semi-arid regions and most existing water

resources systems in these countries are characterized as iso-

lated reservoir systems. Also, there is more evidence that

Hooding is likely to become a larger problem in many tem-

perate regions, requiring adaptations not only to droughts and

chronic water shortages but also to floods and associated dam-

ages and raising concerns about dam and levee failures

(Medium Confidence).

Water management is a continuously adaptive enterprise,

responding to changes in demands, hydrological infonnation,

technologies, the structure of the economy and society's per-

spectives on the economy and the environment. This adapta-
tion employs four broad interrelated approaches: new invest-

ments for capacity expansion; operation of existing systems for

optimal use (instream and offstream); maintenance and reha-

bilitation of systems; and modifications in processes and

demands (e.g.. conservation, pricing, and institutions). These

water management practices, which are intended to serve the

present range of climate variability (which in itself is consider-

able), may also serve to ameliorate the range of perturbations

such as droughts that are expected to accompany climate

change. However, adaptations come at some social, economic,

and environmental costs.

Most of the standard water resources performance criteria—
such as reliability, safe yield, probable maximum flood,

resilience, and robustness—are applicable in dealing with the

impacts of climate change on water resources systems. This

is not to suggest that we can become complacent in our

response to climate change The emphasis of water resources

management in the next decades will be on responses to

increased demands, largely for municipal water supply in

rapidly urbanizing areas, energy production, and agricultural

water supply. Water management strategies will focus on
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demand management, regulatory controls, legal and institu-

tional changes, and economic instruments. The principal con-

clusions are a? follows:

• Most of the regional water resources systems in the

21st century, particularly in developing countries, will

become increasingly stressed due to higher demand to

meet the needs of a growing population and economy,
as well as to protect ecosystems (High Confidence).

• Arid and semi-arid watersheds and river basins are

inherently the most sensitive to changes in tempera-

ture and precipitation (High Confidence).
• Water demand for irrigated agriculture is very sensi

tive to climate change, especially in arid and semi-

arid regions (High Confidence).
• The current generation of transient GCMs, though much

improved, does not offer the degree of watershed-specif-

ic information or anticipated variability in future climate

required to allow robust estimates to be made regarding

changes in water availability (High Confidence).
• Water demand management and institutional adaptation

are the primary components for increasing the flexibili-

ty of water resources systems to meet increasing uncer-

tainties due to climate change (High Confidence).

Increased streamflow regulation and water manage-
ment regimes may be necessary to enable water sys-

tems to meet their goals (High Confidence).

Isolated single-reservoir systems are less adaptable to

climate change than integrated multiple-reservoir sys-

tems (High Confidence).

Technological innovations and cost-effective tech-

nologies have already played a major role in water

management: likely future technological changes can

serve to mitigate many of the consequences of climate

change (Medium Confidence).

Changes in the mean and variability of water supply

will ipquire a syilematic reexamiriation of engineer-

ing design criteria, operating rules, contingency plans,

and water allocation policies (Medium Confidence).

Temporal streamfiow characteristics appear to be

more variable under future climate scenarios, and

amplification of extremes appears likely (Low
Confidence).
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14.1. Introduction

14.1.1. Objectives

Water resources are an important aspect of the world's social,

economic, and ecological systems. Agnculture, hydroelectric

nower production, municipal and industrial water demands,

water pollution
control, and inland navigation are ail dependent

on the natural endowment of surface and groundwater resources.

Civilizations have flourished and fallen as a consequence of

regional
climatic changes, and many 'hydraulic civilizations"

were formed around the need to control nver flow. This endow-

ment is not evenly distributed spatially or temporally. With the

imbalance of water supply and demand, many nations are in

water-scarce situations and face water crises at a local level.

From 1940 to 1987, global water withdrawals increased 210%,

while the world's population increased by 117% (Gleick, 1993;

Shiklomanov, 1993). A global water resources assessment for

ihe year 2025 (Strzepek ei ai. 1995) suggests that for the United

Nations median population forecast of 85 billion (a 55%

increase over 1990) and a globally balanced economic growth

path, global water use may increase by 70%.

The potential for the world to face a water-stressed condition

m 2025 under population and economic growth makes assess-

ment of possible water resource impacts associated with cli-

mate change an essential component of the IPCC assessment.

Changes in hydrological processes are discussed in Chapter 10.

This chapter examines the impact on water supply and use and

evaluates possible water management response strategies.

Water resources management is the interaction of technology,

economics, and institutions for the purpose of balancing water

supply with water demand and coping with hazards associated

with hydrological extremes. The goal of this chapter is to pro-

vide an understanding of the sensitivity of the components of

water resources systems to potential climate change. Because

the water management process occurs at local and regional lev-

els, this chapter cannot provide an assessment of global or con-

tinental impacts of climate change; however, it will glean from

available literature the sensitivities of various water systems to

increases and decreases in river runoff and examine changes in

water demands due to changes in regional climate. Because

changes in water use will affect many sectors of society and the

economy, other chapters in this volume are referenced, such as

those addressing wetlands, coastal zones and small islands,

energy supply, traiispoitalioii, human setilemcms, agriculture

and
forestrj', fishfcries, health problems, and financial services.

The main message of this chapter is that climate change will

impact the water resources systems of the world but that we
will be able to adapt

—
though at some cost economically,

socially, and ecologically. Some analysts (Rogers, 1993a,

1993b; Klemes, 1993; Sukhiv, 1994) feel that current systems
will respond well and costs will be minimal; others feel that

adaptation will be difficult and in some cases extremely costly.

The reason for this disparity is that the sensitivities, impacts,
*nd costs are nonuniformly distributed across the globe. Most

analyses have been conducted for regions in the developed
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world. The limited case studies implemented on river basins in

developing countries show that sensitivities, impacts, and costs

may be high. Also, much more research is needed on the.

response of water demands to climate change, especially non-

withdrawal uses such as recreation, fisheries, wetlands, ecosys-

tems, and waterfowl protection.

14.1.2. An Overview ofAssessment Issues and Concepts

The two previous IPCC assessments outlined the extensive dif-

ficulties in conducting meaningful analyses of climate-change

impacts on hydrology and water resources (Shiklomanov el at.,

1 990; Stakhiv elal.. 1992). Since then, many studies have been

conducted in different basins—almost exclusively in devel-

oped countries—but the general conclusions of the earlier

IPCC assessments have not changed. The uncertainties of cli-

mate-change impact analysis, especially at the catchment scale,

remain large.

It is necessary to distinguish between the physical effects of

climate change
—which are reviewed in Chapter 10—and the

impacts, which reflect a societal value placed on a change in

some physical quantity The impact depends largely on the

characteristics of the water-use system: In some cas-^s, a large

climate-change effect may have a small impact; in others, a

small change may have a large impact.

There are many different types of water supply systems in

operation in the world. The simplest "system" extracts water

from a local stream or village borehole; this is characteristic for

most of the developing world and rural areas in many devel-

oped countries. Such supply systems, with no storage, are

potentially very sensitive to climate change. The next system

level consists of a single managed source—which may be a

river, reservoir, or aquifer
—coupled with a distribution net-

work to provide water to users and possibly also to treat wastes

and return effluents to the river. The sensitivity of such a sys-

tem to climate change will depend on its characteristics—for

example, on the storage-to-runoff ratio and on the seasonal dis-

tribution of water supply and demand. The most sophisticated

systems are integrated networks, comprising several sources

and possibly involving the transfer of water over large dis-

tances. Such systems usually are found only in developed

countries; their sensitivity to climate change will depend on

system stiucture and (he degree of utilization.

Most water managers, whether they are with agencies dealing

with multiple-reservoir systems or with small utilities depen-

dent on groundwater, are concerned with three issues: new

investments for capacity expansion; the operation and mainte-

nance of existing systems; and modifications in water demand

(Rogers, 1993b). Most developed countries have completed

major capital-intensive developments of water resources infra-

structure. Water managers in those countries operate under

conditions of stable population and increased pressure for the

incorporation of environmental protection objectives into the

operation of existing water resources systems. The main issue
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they face is reallocation of existing water among competing

uses. This requires continuous adaptation driven by new hydro-

logic information, ecological constraints, water-quality stan-

dards, and shifts in demands and preferences. Water-supply

entities also may wish to explicitly or implicitly reconsider the

level of service delivered. Institutional adaptation
—

consisting

of changes in organizations, laws, regulations, and tax codes—
may be the most effective means for aligning water demands

with available supplies (Frederick, 1993; Rogers and Lydon,

1994; World Bank, 1994). This situation is a reality for man-

aged water systems but less so for unmanaged systems (e.g.,

wetlands) dependent entirely on river flow, groundwater level,

or precipitation. Water managers m developing countries arc

facing population growth-driven increases in water demands,

and these demands are met primarily by increasing the water

supply via capital-intensive investments to develop infrastmc-

ture. With planning and construction times of 20 to 30 years or

more for major water projects, t.he question asked by many
water resources managers in developing countries (Riebsame

et al., 1995) is how climate change might impact the design of

new water resource infrastructure.
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Table 14-1: Summary of effects of global warming on

water supply.

Effect of

Global Warming
Impact on Water

Supply Reliability

Change in river runoff

Change in groundwater

recharge

Change in water quality

Rise in sea level

Yield in direct water abstraction

Yield in reservoir systems

Yield of groundwater supply systems

Yield of abstraction systems

Saline intrusion into coastal aquifers

Movement of salt-front up estuaries,

affecting freshwater abstraction

points

Change in evaporation Yield of reservoir systems

14.2. Impact of Climate on Water Supply

14.2.1. Introduction

Climate change is likely to have an impact on both the supply

of and demands for water. This section focuses on the supply

of water, looking at the river catchment scale, the global and

regional context, and water quality; Section 14.3 considers

impacts on demands. Most climate-change impact studies

have taken the form of sensitivity analyses by feeding climate-

change scenarios into hydrological models. The outputs of

these studies tend to be expressed in terms of changes in the

reliable yield of the systems, changes in the volume of water

that can be supplied, or changes in the risk of system failure.

Virtually all of the studies have simulated what would happen

in the absence of adaptation to change. In practice, however,

water manaf'turn' ••••^•""i„>c ..,;ii
jjH.ipi using existing or

new management options
—as shown to be feasible in the

Great Lakes region by Chao et al. (1994) and Hobbs et al.

(1995)—although such adaptation may incur added costs and

involve tradeotfs that result in reductions in service for some

water users. Only a few studies (Riebsame et al., 1995;

Sirzepek et at.. 1995) have considered factors other than cli-

mate change that might affect water resources over the next

few decades, such as population growth, economic develop-

ment, and urbanization.

There are several possible effects of global warming on the

amount of water available within a catchment or water supply

area; these are summarized in Table 14-1. The relative impor-

tance of each characteristic varies considerably among catch-

ments, depending not only on the hydrological change but also

on the characteristics of the supply system. For example, a con-

junctive-use system involving several reservoirs, river regula-

tion, and groundwater boreholes will be affected differently

than a supply system based on direct abstractions from an

unregulated river

Obviously, changes in river nmoff will affect the yields of both

direct river abstractions and reservoir-based supply systems,

and changes in groundwater recharge will aftecl groundwater

yield. Changes in water quality will affect the amount of suit-

able water available to a supply system. A rise in sea level has

two potential effects. First, there is a risk of saline intrusion

into coastal aquifers, contaminating the water supply. This is a

major potential threat—particularly to small, low-lying

islands, whose main source of water frequently is a shallow

lens of freshwater lying just a few meters above sea level (see

Chapter 9). Second, a rise in sea level would mean that saltwa-

ter could penetrate further upstream into an estuary, perhaps

threatening low-lying freshwater intake works. The effects of

these changes in the amount of water available on water uses—
and hence on system risk and reliability

—will be influenced by

changes in demands.

Section 14.2.2 reviews some published studies on changes in

resource availability at the catchment scale (which focus most-

ly on surface water resources), and Section 14.2.3 broadens the

perspective to a regional .scale. Section 14.2.4 reviews how

changes in water quality affect the availability of water

resources. The effects of changes in hydrological legimes and

water quality are examined in Chapter 10.

14.2.2. The River Catchment Scale

This section looks at the availability of water supplies under

changed climatic conditions. For hundreds of years, people have

adapted their habits and economic activities to relatively variable

climatic and hydrological conditions—implicitly assuming that

the average climatic state and the range of variability are stable.
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This assumption may no longer be valid in some regions of the

world because of possible alterations in stochastic properties of

hydrological
time series. Differences in the output of GCMs

coupled with the variety of hydrological transfer models make it

difficult to offer a reliable region-specific assessment of future

water availability. It is doubtful whether the current technique of

conducting "worst-case" analyses
—wherein the most extreme

scenario of u given GCM is used to develop hydrological

responses
—is useful for a critical appraisal of regional sensitiv-

ities to climate change. If anything, this type of analysis skews

the evaluation and deflects the search for pragmatic responses.

Progress in hydrological sensitivity analyses in developed

nations is accompanied by large information gaps for developing

counuies that arc most often affected by aridity and desenifica-

tion. Although numerous new water resources impact studies

have been conducted, few are from Africa, Asia, South America,

or developing countries in general.

Studies that have considered possible changes in water supply

in specific areas fall into three groups. The first group of «tud

ies infers changes in potential supply directly from modeled

changes in annual and monthly water balance. Problems in

maintaining summer supplies from direct river abstractions

may be inferred, for example, if summer river flows are pro-

jected to decline (Arnell and Reynard, 1993). The second

group of research has considered the sensitivity of hypothetical

supply systems
—

usually single reservoirs—to changes in

inputs. The third group of studies has largely been conducted

since IPCC's 1992 Supplementary Report and consists of

investigations into specific water-supply systems. Some have

looked at individual reservoirs or groundwater resource sys-

tems; others have examined entire integrated water-supply sys-

tems, including real system operating rules. Table 14-2 lists

these studies; several are summarized below.

These studies have simulated river flows using conceptual

hydrological models but have used a variety of different sce-

narios. Mimikou ei al. (1991), Wolock et al. (1993), Nash and

Gleick (1993), and Kirshen and Fennessey (1995) all examine

the effects of arbitrary changes in precipitation and temperature

inputs to investigate the sensitivity of their modeled water

resources systems to changes in inputs. A 20% reduction in

rainfall in the Acheloos basin in Greece, for example, would

increase the risk of system failure (inability to provide target

supplies) from less than 1% to 3870 (Mimikou et al.. 1991);

similarly, Aitl-, a 20n rcdjction in rainfall. ;|-,c New York City

reservoir system in the upper Delaware valley would be in a

"stalejof crisis" between 27% apH 47% nf the tim<^ depending
on temperature increases JWolock el al.. 1993 ). Nash and

Gleick (1993) and Kirshen and Fennessey (1995) additionally

use scenarios based on equilibrium GCM experiments, as do

Gellens (1995), Kaczmarek and Kindler (1995), Riebsame eial.

(1995), Salewicz (1995), Strzepek et al. (1995), and, in a gen-
eralized way, Hewen eial. (1993). All of these studies indicate

that water resources systems could be very vulnerable to change
in climatic inputs and that a small change in inputs could lead

to large changes in system performance, but that there is con-

siderable variability between scenarios. Riebsame et al. (1995)
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found isolated single-reservoir systems in arid and semi-arid

regions to be extremely sensitive and less able to adapt (greater

than 50% decreases in reservoir yields), with economic and

ecological crisis conditions developing in some basins under

climate change and seasonal flooding problems in others.

The remaining set of studies (Hobbs et al.. 1995; Lettenmaier

eial.. 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, I995d, I995e; Sceiner cf a/., 1995;

Waterstone and Duckstein, 1995; Shiklomanov et al.. 1995),

largely undertaken in the United States, have used scenarios

based on the three most recent transient GCM simulations

(GFDL-lr, UKMO-ir, and MPI-tr) to investigate possible

impacts on integrated, multipurpose water resources system s.

All of these studies note the difficulties in forecasting mean-

ingful impacts under the wide range of uncertainties inherent in

the analysis; in many cases, the GCM simulations did not

reproduce current catchment climate very well. However, a

general conclusion from the studies is that even with the large

variability in future climate represented by the three transient

GCM experiments, most of the systems investigated posses s

the robustness and resilience to withstand those changes, and

adequate inslitutional capacity exists to adapt to changes in

growin, aemaiias, ana climate. This conclusion is in contrast to

that of many other studies—some summarized above—that

have found large changes in system reliability under climate

Location
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'the transient scenarios lend to produce smaller changes in cli-

mate than the scenarios based on earlier GCMs; second, the

transient-GCM studies examine highly integrated systems,

which are inherently more robust than the isolated single-reser-

voir systems investigated in most other studies.

In some countries, water is predominantly taken from rivers,

lakes, and reservoirs; in others, it largely comes from aquifers:

Only 15% of Norwegian water is taken from aquifers, for

example, whereas 9'*% of Portuguese supplies comes from

groundwater There have been vsry few studies of charges 'n

groundwater recharge and implications for aquifer yield.

Hewett el at. (1993) simulate an increase in recharge, and

hence an increase in reliable yield, in part of the chalk lime-

stone aquifer in southern England, but different scenarios in the

same region suggest a decline in yield. The effect of a sea-level

rise on saline intrusion into coastal aquifers has been investi-

gated in a number of small islands and has been found to be

potentially significant (see Chapter 9). Studies in Britain, how-

ever, have found that although there are many coastal aquifers

potentially at risk, a rise in sea level would have little effect on

intrusion and yields (Clark et ai. 1992). Saline intrusion along

estuaries generally has been found to pose limited threats to

freshwater intakes because the change in the position of the salt

front is small relative to the intertidal range (Wolock et ai.

1993; Deamaley and Waller. 1993).

This section has introduced some of the studies into water

resource availability that have been undertaken in the last five

years. There are several points to draw in conclusion. First,

there are considerable uncertainties in estimating impacts, due

partly to uncertainties in climate-change .scenarios and partly to

difficulties in estimating the effects of adaptations
—both

autonomous and climate-induced—over the next few decades.

Second, there is evidence that isolated, single-source systems

are more sensitive to change than integrated, multipurpose sys-

tems, which are considerably more robust. Much of the world's

water, however, is managed through single-source, single-pur-

pose systems. Third, there is a suggestion that, in countries

with well-managed, integrated water resources, the additional

pressures introduced by climate change could be met. with

some costs, by techniques already in place to cope with chang-

ing demands and management objectives. There is little infor-

mation, however, about the economic and societal costs of this

adaptation. Walerstone et al. (1995). for example, conclude

that institutional adaptation
—changes in water laws, organiza-

tions, prices, fees, water marketing, and reservoir operating cri-

teria—coiild .serve to ameliorate the combined effects of

increasing population and warming in the semi-arid Rio

Grande basin in the southwestern United Stales and Hobbs et

uil. (19951 believe (hat conventional management practices for

coping with fluctuating lake levels would be capable of min-

gating the effects of climate change on the (jreat L-axes. fourth,

and perhaps most important, some studies (Riebsame et al.,

1995; Strzepek et al.. 1995) show that water resources in

developing countries often are small-scale, isolated, and under

considerable stress and may have a difficult time adapting to

climate change effectively. Although the latter studies cover a
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range of hydroclimatic zones, there is still a major gap in our

understanding of the impacts of climate change on the less-

developed world—a situation that urgently needs to be recti-

fied. The U.S. Country Studies Program currently is coopera-

tively studying the vulnerability and adaptability of water

resources systems in more than 30 developing countries, with

results expected in 1996.

14.2.3. The Global and Regional Context

The growing interest in possible consequences of anthro-

pogenic climate change on regional water resources has given

rise to a wealth of studies on the sensitivity of water balance to

climatic variables. Much less information is available on the

economic and societal consequences of projected global warm-

ing. The heaviest current pressures on water resources are the

increasing population in some parts of the world and increas-

ing concentrations in urban areas The illusion of abundance of

water on the Earth has clouded the reality that in many coun-

tries renewable freshwater is an increasingly scarce commodi-

ty (Pos'el. !992; World Bank, 1992, 1994; Engelman and

LeRoy, 1993). Climate change is likely to have the greatest

impact in countries with a high ratio of relative use to available

renewable supply. Regions with abundant water supplies are

unlikely to be significantly affected, except for the possibility

of increased flooding. Paradoxically, countries that currently

have little water—for example, those that rely on desalina-

tion—may be relatively unaffected.

One study (Strzepek et al., 1995) suggests that, although glob-

al water conditions may worsen by 2025 due to population

pressure, climate change could have a net positive impact on

global water resources. This result, presented in Figure 14-1. is

based on runoff characteristics obtained for one particular cli-

mate scenario (Miller and Ru.ssel, 1992) and sho'jid be inter-

preted with caution. Another macroscale study (Kaczmarek el

ai. 1995)—based on three transient climate scenarios—leads

to a similar conclusion for the Asian continent, while suggest-

ing that in Europe changed climatic conditions will be associ-

ated with some decrease of per capita water availability.

Following the concept of Falkenmark and Widstrand (1992) of

a water stress index ba.sed on an approximate minimum level of

water required per capita. Engelman and LeRoy (1993) use

1 .000 m' per person per year as a benchmark for water scarcity

around the world. They found that in 1990 about 20 countries,

with a total population of 335 million, experienced serious

chronic water problems and that by 2025. 3 1 countries with 900

million inhabitants could fall into this category because of

expected population growth. Table 14-3 summarizes the com-

bined impact of population growth and climate change on water

availability in selected countries, ba.sed on the IPCC (1992a)

socioeconomic scenarios and the results of three ttansient GCM
runs. The second column lists per capita water availability for

the present (1990); the third column shows water availability

for current climatic conditions, reflecting population giowtn

alone to the year 2050. The last column shows the range of
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Figure 14-1: Global freshwater vulnerability (Strzepek ei al . 1995).

combined effects of population growth and climate change for

the three transient scenarios. The sensitivities of national water

supplies to changes in temperature and precipitation were esti-

mated by a method proposed by Kaczmarek (1990). It should be

added that the future water availability data do not lake into

account possible changes in water resources systems develop-
ment (e.g., increased storage, desalination).

The results show that in all countries with high population-

growth rates, future per capita water availability will decrease

independent of the assumed climate scenario. Large discrepan-
cies may be noted among results obtained for some countries by
means of various atmospheric models. This example clearly

demonstrates how difficult it would be to initiate water resources

adaptation actions based on currently available methods of cli-

niate piedictions. It can i?e expected mat in many regions ol 'he

world, nonclimalic factors will dictal'- wha! measures must be

undertaken to secure sustainable water supply (Frederick, 1994;

Rogers and Lydon, 1994). Predicted climate changes, however,
could redistribute water supplies, adding a new, highly uncertain

component to the challenge of managing water resources.

Although it is appealing to devise thresholds or benchmarks for

water scarcity, such as the one proposed by Falkenmark and

Widstrand (1992)—in which economic v/ater scarcity is deHned
as the condition in which renewable freshwater availability falls

below 1,000 m' per person per year
—it is important to realize

•hat such a threshold is useful only as a rough benchmark for

comparison of relative conditions, perhaps to serve as a cau-

tionary flag. Other comparable thresholds have been suggested
at 1 ,700 m' per person per year to reflect a condition of water

stress, whereas the World Bank (Falkenburg el al., 1990) sug-

gests a 500 m' per person per year threshold. On the other hand.

Rogers (1992) considers such tliresholds not useful in develop-

ing water management strategies, noting that both Malta and

Israel—with annual per capita water availabilities of 85 m^ and

46ti m', respectively
—are doing quite well in managing, recy-

cling, and reclaiming their very limited water supplies.

Water availability, food production, population and economic

growth, and climate change are linked in a complex way.
Conflicts among interests are inherent in regional water man-

agement, particularly in regions with scarce water resources.

Four objectives important for sustainable watei planning may
be identified; economic efticiency, environmental quality,

equity considerations, and reliability. Transformation in the

structure and characteristics of water supply and demand due

to climatic and nonclimatic factors may add new aspects to

existing social and political problems. Socioeconomic factors

greatly influence the ability to solve these problems in the

. absence of necessary institutions, capital, and technology.

Access to freshwater may be complicated by conflicts arising

over rights to water in shared river basins (e.g., Mekong and

Nile—Riebsame ei al., 1995) and in aquifers that cross inter-

national borders (Engelman and LeRoy, 1993). A great number
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Table 14-3: Water availability (m^/yr) in 2050for the present

climatic conditions andfor three transient climate scenarios

(GFDL UKMO. MPI).
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14.3.1. Agricultural Water Demands

AI present,
more than 65% of global water withdrawals is for

agricultural
use; much of this is evaporated and consequently

lost to catchment runoff. Irrigation mcreased significantly until

the 1970s, when the rale of expansion fell sharply; since 1980,

the annual rate of expansion has been less than 1%—less than

the rate of population increase (Postel, 1992). Rapid expansion

in the future is unlikely as the cost of developing new schemes

increases and investments in irrigation decline. AgncuUural

irrigation practices are inefficient in many areas of the world.

Changes in irrigation technology (such as the use of drop irri-

gation) often can compensate for anticipated increases in food

demands. The effects of climate change on agricultural policy

and irrigation requirements are discussed in Chapter 13. It is

important to emphasize that the effects of climate change on

agricultural demands for water, particularly for irrigation, will

depend significantly on changes in agricultural potential,

prices of agricultural produce, and water costs.

Both rainfed and imgated crops will require more water in a

warmer world, and this water may not be available through

increased precipitation. Allen ei al. ( 1991 ) simulate changes in

irrigation demand in the Great Plains region of the United

Slates, showing that the demand for water to irrigate alfalfa

would increase, due largely to increases in the length of the crop

growing season and crop-water requirements during summer.

Another U.S. study
—based on a Thomthwaite water-balance

model (McCabe and Wolock, 1992)—indicates that, for a broad

range of increases in temperature and precipitation, annual irri-

gation demand increases, even with a 20% increase in precipi-

tation. In a study in Lesotho, Amell and Piper (1995) simulate

an increase in irrigation demands of 7% with a 10% decline in

runoff and an increase of more than 20% with a 2''C increase in

temperature. They also examine the performance of a hypothet-

ical reserv'oir supplying irrigation water and find major changes

in the reliability of supply. Studies in the UK lead to the con-

clusion that an increase in temperature of 1.1 °C by 2050 may
result in an increase in spray irrigation demands of 28%, over

and above a projected 75% increase to meet growing demands

(Herrington, 1995). Similar calculations in Poland result in a

12% increase in irrigation demands with a 1°C temperature

increase and a 1.8% change in water requirements with a 1%

precipitation change during the vegetation season Irrigation

demand seems to be more sensitive to changes in temperature

than to changes in precipitation. Model results indicate that

increased stomatal recistance to transpiration counteracts the

effects of temperature increases on irrigation demand.
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of domestic demand in southern England, with and without cli-

matic change and assuming no change in water pricing policies.

An increase in per capita demand of 21% is projected between

1991 and 2021 without climate change, with an additional 5%
increase due to global wanning—largely due to an increase in

garden water use. Other studies have found a similar percentage

change in domestic and municipal demand due to global warm-

ing (Cohen, 1987; Kaczmarek and Kindler, 1989; Kirshen and

Fennessey, 1993; Hanaki, 1993; Sterner ei al., 1995). Little is

known about the impact of climate change on domestic water

use in developing countries, but nonclimatic factors—popula-

tion growth, economic development, water-use efficiency, and

water pricing
—

probably will dominate in shaping trends of

future water use in most African and Asian regions.

14.3.3. Industrial Water Use and Thermal and

Hydropower Generation

In most developed countries, the demand for water for indus-

trial purposes is declining as traditional major water users such

as the steel industry decline in significance and as water is used

more efficiently. It should be added, however, that in many
cases these water-consuming industnal users are relocating to

the developing world, complicating the water resource situa-

tion in those regions. Strzepek and Bowling (1995) have found

that under a moderate growth assumption, global industrial-

water use in 2025 may increase by 1.7 to 2.3 times 1990 lev-

els, and most of this growth will occur in the developing world.

Climate change is expected to have little direct impact on

industrial water use.

A change in water quantity may affect the degree to which

demands for cooling water can be satisfied, and a rise in water

temperature will reduce the efficiency of cooling systems

(Dobrowolski el al., 1995). It also might be more difficult to

meet regulatory constraints defining acceptable downstream

water temperatures, particularly during extreme warm periods.

Several French nuclear power stations were forced to close

down or operate well below design capacity during the drought

of 1991. A reduction in water availability might lead to an

increase in the use of closed-cycle cooling systems as simulat-

ed in the Tennessee Valley Authority system (Mille r et al.,

1993). Changes in water availability and temperature may not

cause significant impacts on long-term or annual total pioduc

lior. p>xeniial--on!y a 2% derliae in annual nc; .system gener-

ation was found in the Tennessee Valley
—but they could cause

short-term operational problems during critical periods.

14.3.2. Municipal Demands

Municipal demands are essentially for domestic and commer- -

cial uses. In many developed countries, some components of

demand are decreasing due to greater appliance efficiency, but

others are increasing as new appliances, such as waste disposal

units and automatic washing machines, become more wide-

spread. Herrington (1995) estimates changes in the components

A change in hydrological regimes has an obvious potential

impact on hydropower production but also may affect thermal

power generation and general industrial demands for cooling

water. Mimikou ei al. (1991) show a very large change in the

risk of being unable to generate design power from hydropow-
er reservoirs in central Greece. In Norway, Saelthun et al.

(1990) find increased generation potential due largely to a shift

in the timing of inflows, mainly as a result of reduced snowfall;

the current "waste" of power in the spring is much reduced.
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Riebsame el al. (1995) examine hydropower generation in four

developing-country basins. In the Zambezi basin, the possible

reduction of hydropower at Lake Kariba could be replaced by

the construction of a new plant at Batoka Gorge, but for a sig-

nificant cost. Hanemann and McCann (1993) examine the eco-

nomic cost of changes in hydropower potential in northern

California. Under a scenario based on the GFDL equilibrium

GCM, annual hydropower production would decrease by

3.8%; production would be 48% higher in January but as much

as 20% lower during the peak-load summer months. Water

would have to be released during the spring to leave room for

flood control. As a result of the reduced hydropower genera-

tion, production of power by natural gas would have to

increase by 1 1% to meet the same demands, leading to a $145

million (1993 prices) increase in annual system costs (12.5%).

In some cases, the expected shift in the runoff hydrograph,

combined with changes in the distribution of irrigation water

demands, may lead to reduced energy generation.

14.3.4. Navigation

Changes in flow regimes and lake levels can be expected to

affect navigation potential, but there have been very few stud-

ies on this topic. The sensitivity of river navigation to extreme

conditions was well illustrated on the Mississippi River during

the drought of 1988, when river traffic was severely restricted

(with consequent effects on the agricultural sector due to diffi-

culties in transporting the grain harvest). High river fiows also

restrict navigation by increasing energy costs and flooding

riverside facilities. Navigation on the river Rhein, for example,

is constrained by periods of both high and low flows, and con-

siderable sums are spent on dredging and maintaining chan-

nels; a change in sediment load could have major implications

for these activities. An increase in temperature, however,

would increase the duration of (he navigation season on rivers

affected by seasonal ice cover. Studies in the Great Lakes

(Chao et al., 1994) suggest that a longer shipping season due to

a reduction in ice cover would just compensate for lost draft

due to lower levels; shipping companies would be able to

adjust their operating season in the Great Lakes because many
of the raw materials transported are stockpiled.

14.3.5. Recreation and Other Instream Water Uses

There have been very large investments in water-based recre-

ation in many countries, and many large facilities are operated

to maximize recreation potential. The effects of global warm-

ing on recreation are difficult to determine. Changes in the vol-

ume of water stored in a reservoir might affect the use of the

reservoir for recreation (Frederick, 1993), and a change in

water quality might also affect the recreational use of the water.

There are established procedures for estimating the economic

benefits of access to recreation, but the sensitivity of recre-

ational use to hydrological characteristics—reservoir storage

volume, water quahty, and so forth— is not well known; the

effects of possible changes therefore are difficult to quantify.

One exception is the Great Lakes, where there are clear rela-

tionships between beach area, length of recreation season, and

recreational benefits: Both beach area and recreation season

length would increase under climate warming, resulting in an

estimated doubling of recreational benefits, according to Chao

el al.( \994).

One-tenth of the world's commercial fish yield is obtained

from- inland waters (Covich, 1993), and recreational fishing

also has high economic value. The effects of changes in water

temperature water quality, and river fiow regimes on fish pop-

ulations are outlined in Chapter 10; this section focuses on

implications of changes for sport fishing and aquaculture.

Hanemann and Dumas (1993) simulate the effects of one glob-

al warming scenario on Chinook salmon runs in the

Sacramento River, California, and find a reduction in the

salmon population largely due to reductions in spawning habi-

tats. Loomis and Ise (1993) estimate the change in the eco-

nomic value of recreational fishing in the Sacramento River

based on an empirical relationship between the number of fish

caught and the number of fishing trips made. The reductions in

fish population result in an annual loss of recreational benefit

of $35 million (1993 values)—a 23% decrease (assuming no

change in anglers' willingness to travel to the river).

Stefan el al (1993) conclude that, for the state of Minnesota,

the impact of climate change on fishery resources may be sig-

nificant. Overall fish production may increase, but cold-water

fisheries will be replaced in part by warm-water fisheries. This

coincides with findings in Poland and Hungary related to the

impact of thermal pollution. The comprehensive study of fish

yields performed by Minns and Moore (1992) in several hun-

dred watersheds in eastern Canada shows considerable redis-

tribution of fishery capability.

The final instream use to be considered in this section is

ecosystem protection. Instream ecosystems demand a certain

minimum quantity of water (which may vary throughout the

year), and water managers in many countries increasingly are

balancing these demands with those of more traditional water

users. Several techniques are being developed to estimate

instream demands (Stalnaker. 1993); these techniques can be

used in principle to estimate the effects on these demands of

changes in water availabil'ty. However, this has not yet been

done, largely because the instream demand models are very

uncertain. In principle, it might be pos.sible to maintain certain

aquatic ecosystems by managing river flow regimes to mini-

mize changes, but this is perhaps not desiiable in an ecological

sense because it would create a system that would not be sus-

tainable without human intervention. The general issue of man-

aging the impacts of climate change on natural ecosystems is

discussed in Chapter 10 and elsewhere.

14.3.6. Competition Between Demands

Water demand in general increases in all sectors with an

increase in temperature; this is a well-accepted consequence of
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climate change. At the same time, regional and local precipita-

tion changes, which will have important impacts on water

demands, are much less clear. Studies of individual sectors and

systems show great potential for adapting to water conditions

in a changed climate. However, as we move into the 21st cen-

tury, population and economic pressures may create water-

stressed conditions in many parts of the world. Many of the

responses t)eing proposed to adapt to climate change require

reduction of demands and reallocation of water among water-

use sectors.

Present water management is concerned with reconciling com-

peting demands for limited water resources. Currently, these

conflicts are solved through legislation, prices, customs, or a

system of priority water rights. Change in the amount of water

available and water demands is likely to lead in many cases to

increased competition for resources. Conflicts may arise

between users, regions, and countries, and the resolution of

such conflicts will depend on political and institutional

arrangements in force. The challenge will be to create integrat-

ed demand/supply management systems, as discussed below.

14.4. Management Implications and Adaptation Options

14.4.1. Considerations for Response Strategies

In general, most countries and civilizations have faced water

shortages due to natural climate variability, anthropogenic

changes and desertification, or overexploitation and pollution of

the resource base. Management of water resources inherently

entails mitigatmg the effect.s of hydrological extremes and pro-

viding a greater degree of reliability in the delivery of water-

related services. Because different uses have different priorities

and risk tolerances, the balance points among them after climate

change could be quite different from the present (e.g.,

hydropower and inslream uses may be lost disproportionately

compared to water supply). No enterprise is risk-free: Society

decides on the level of risk-bearing through the acceptance of

certain levels of risk and reliability, as expressed by cost-effec-

tive standards and criteria. The marginal cost of reducing each

additional increment of risk typically rises rapidly as reliability

approaches 100%. Hence, water managers usually deal with

90%, 95%, and 99% levels of reliability as useful performance
measures of the available quality and quantity of water.

The same is in'e in mitigating other natural hazards, especial-

ly in traditional approaches to drought mitigation, flood con-

trol, and damage mitigation. Given some of the preliminary
results of GCM experiments regarding potential changes in

rainfall intensity and frequency (Gordon el ai, 1992; Whetton
el al., 1993), it appears that flood-related consequences of cli-

mate change may be as serious and widely distributed as the

adverse impacts of droughts. This should raise concerns about

dam safety and levee design criteria and spur reconsideration

of flood plain management policies. The devastating floods of

1993 in the upper Mississippi River basin have resulted in a

U.S. Interagency Floodplain Management Review Committee

report (1994) on just such policy issues, exemplifying the need

for constant adaptation in the field of water resources manage-
ment. Comparable adaptations are anticipated in the wake of

the most recent European floods of January 1995.

To alleviate human-induced droughts occurring at a regional

scale as a consequence of inappropriate land-use practices, wise

criteria for land use should be developed to minimize storm-

induced runoff and, consequently, minimize erosion and nutri-

ent loss and maximize interception and infiltration. Such strate-

gies would maintain or enhance the recycling of moisture,

which at a (sub)continental scale is necessary to sustain rainfall

in the region. Most watershed management practices for erosion

control and water harvesting do contribute, albeit unintentional-

ly, to the reeslablishment of moisture feedback to the atmos-

phere and, consequently, to the recycling of moisture and rain-

fall. In view of the vulnerability of regions presently affected by

anthropogenic droughts and the dire consequences of resulting

desertification, this field of research merits full attention.

The first IPCC reports (1990a, 1990b) contain a discussion of

the philosophy of adaptation and a list of adaptation options suit-

ed to the range of water management problems that are expect-

ed under climate change. Based on a review of the most recent

literature, no additional water management actions or strategies

unique to climate change have been proposed as additions to the

list, other than to note that many nations have pledged to imple-

ment action plans for sustainable water resources management
as part of their obligation toward Agenda 2 1 . In that respect, the

principles laid out in that document would serve as a useful

guide for developing a strategy that would enable nations, river

basin authorities, and water utilities to prepare for and partially

accommodate the uncertain hydrologic effects that might

accompany global warming. The World Bank (1993) lays out a

framework for water resources management that is expected to

serve the needs of developing nations well into the next century

and to meet the objectives of Agenda 21.

There are many possibilities for individual adaptation mea-

sures or actions. An overview of water supply and demand

management options is presented by Frederick (1994) as part

of an attempt to develop approaches for dealing with increas-

ing water scarcity. A long-term strategy requires the formula-

tion of a series of plausible development scenarios based on

different combinations of population growth assumptions

alo'ig vith economic, social and cnvironir.ental objectives

(Carter el ai. 1994). After these scenarios are established, tak-

ing into account the possibility of climate change, a set of

alternative long-term strategies for water management must be

formulated that consists of different combinations of water

management measures, policy instruments, or institutional

changes, and is designed to best meet the objectives of a par-

ticulal' growth and development scenario and its consequent

CO2 emissions rate. The range of response strategies must be

compared and appraised, each with different levels of service

reliability, costs, and environmental and socioeconomic

impacts. Some will be better suited to dealing with climate

change uncertainty (i.e., more robust and resilient), and others
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will focus on environmental sustainability. Some are likely to

emphasize reliability of supply. The reality is that, after the

application of engineering design criteria to various alterna-

tives, the selection of an "optimal" path is a decision based on

social preferences and political realities. Engineering design

criteria, however, also evolve over time and are updated as new

meteorological and hydrological records are extended and the

performance of water management systems is tested under

varying conditions.

All major institutions that deal with water resource'; planning

and management agree that future water management strate-

gies should include various cost-eftective combinations of the

following management measures;

• Direct measures to control water use and land use

(regulatory, technological)
• Indirect measures that affect behavior (incentives, taxes)

• Institutional changes tor improved management of

resources

• Improvement in the operation of water management

systems
• Direct measures that increase the availability of sup-

ply (reservoirs, pipelines)
• Measures that improve technology and the efficiency

of water use.

Different strategies apply to different circumstances.

Watersheds that have little or no control over natural flows and

are largely dependent on precipitation must implement a differ-

ent set of water management strategies than river basins with a

high degree of control in the form of reservoirs, canals, levees,

and so forth. Similarly, rapidly urbanizing areas will require dif-

ferent responses than agricultural regions. There is no standard

prescribed approach. However, a rational management strategy

undertaken to deal with the reasonably foreseeable needs of a

region in the absence of climate change, according to the prin-

ciples espoused in Agenda 21. also will serve to offset many of

the possible adverse consequences of climate change.

14.4.2. Implications for Planning and Design

The nature of contemporary water resources management is

such that countless numbers of principal factors, economic cri-

teria, and design standards are incorporated simply because

of the complexity of integrated water management (e.g..

hydropower, ecosystem support, water supply) and objectives

(e.g.. reliability, costs, safety). Some factors that are routinely

assessed inherently represent design thresholds such as the min-

imum instream flow required for maintaining an aquatic

ecosystem or the "probable maximum flood" that is used for

most dam-safety risk analyses. The accepted level of water sup-

ply reliability of a system is a threshold as well, determined

essentially by public preference, economics, and engineering

analysis. Planning, by its nature, has inherent risks and develops

alternative plans that are packages of complementary actions,

project regulations, and management measures that reduce risks
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in different water-use sectors (with a variety of socioeconomic
and environmental impacts and a range of tjenefits and costs).

Engineering design is largely concerned with performance and

reliability. Once a particular plan is selected, engineers ensure

that each of the separate components functions as planned and

that, collectively, the water management system performs reli-

ably. This was true in Roman limes (Frontinus, 98 AD) as well

as in contemporary times. Water resources systems are

designed to perform reliably over most but not all of the range
cf anticipated hydrolog-cal variability. Tha' reliability criterion

is determined through a combination of risk, costs, benefits,

environmental impacts, and societal preference. Hence, if cli-

mate change alters the frequency, duration, and intensity of

droughts and floods, new reliability criteria will evolve over

time to adjust for the perceived changes in both availability and

use—as will the corresponding types of adaptive behavior.

It also is useful to think of hydrological or watershed response

sensitivity to change measured in terms of physical effects. A
complementary notion is the susceptibility of various water-

use sectors (e.g., hydropower, irrigation, recreation) to incre-

mental changes ol outputs (e.g., kilowatt-hours, revenues, vis-

itors). Finally, the vulnerability to failure of a water manage-
ment system itself—consisting of pipes, pumping stations,

reservoirs, and delivery rates—also must be appraised in terms

of reliability targets measured as changes in quality, quantity,

and probability. To that end, water resources planners, hydrol-

ogists, and design engineers have developed a set of practices

that explicitly address a range of hydrological. economic, and

engineering risk and uncertainty factors and implicitly encom-

pass some notion of sensitivities and thresholds. Fiering (1982)

and Hashimoto ei al. (1982a. 1982b) developed the concepts of

robustness (sensitivity of design parameters and economic

costs to variability); reliability (a measure of how often a sys-

tem is likely to fail); resiliency (how quickly a system recovers

from failure); vulnerability (the severity of the consequences of

failure); and brittleness (the ^.apacity of "optimal" solutions to

accommodate an uncertain future). Many if not most of these

concepts are analyzed as part of contemporary hydrological

and water resources management decisions (Kundzewicz and

Somlyody, 1993; Kaczmarek ei al., 1995). Riebsame et al.

(1995) analyze the sensitivities and adaptabilities of five inter-

national river basins in the context of the criteria discussed

above. The results are presented in Table 14-4.

Table 14-4: Overall basin sensitivity and adaptabilitv

(Riebsame et al.. 1995).
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There is a growing tendency to devise management systems that

complement supply development with demand management.

Nonstructural management measures are increasingly relied on

to provide needed robustness without decreasing the overall reli-

ability of a system. Hence, flood-control levees in the United

States are now designed to provide varying levels of protection,

wheieas in the past there was a fi»ed level of flood protection

based on a calculation of the "standard project flood." Today, a

levee can be designed to offer protection against a flood with a

i% chance of occurrence (a 50-year return period) in conjunc

tion with a well-organized flood warning and evacuation plan

For example, all 360 U.S. Corps of Engineers reservoirs have

both drought contingency plans and flood warning and dam-

safety evacuation plans. Howe-er. it is important to remember

that the combination of numerous design factors, operating

rules, reservoir storage allocation decisions, flood forecasting

and evacuation planning, and drought contingency planning pro- 1

vides a considerable degree of robustness, resiliency, and flexi-
1

bility to contend with
uncertainty

and surprises . Coupled with

demand management and institutional and regulatory changes

that are needed to cope with anticipated changes in population

and demands, water management systems of this scale, if prop-

erly managed, offer a well-balanced strategy for dealing with

risk and uncertainty, including many of the impacts of climate

change. The purpose is to reduce, if not minimize, the adverse

social, economic, and environmental consequences of changes,

in water resources regardless of the agent of change (Stakhiv,!

1994), although the costs of adaptation to climate change could

be substantial. Most important is the reality that water resources

management is an inherently continuous adaptive endeavor

many different levels and spatial scales.

tircesi

or at I

This is not to suggest that we can become complacent in our

response to climate change. The challenges and barriers to imple-

menting the water management principles of Agenda 21 are dif-

ficult enough to overcome. The water situation in the Middle East

and North Africa is precarious and projected to deteriorate as a

consequence of population growth and unplanned development.

In sub-Saharan Africa (World Bank, 1994), the water situation is

expected to worsen due to desert encroachment and drying up of

water sources as a result of increased deforestation. Droughts,

desertification, and water shortages are a permanent feature of

daily life in those countries. The list of nations with water supply

problems w ill expand with the accelerated pace of urbanization.

By the year 2030, urban populations will be twice the size of rural

pcpulatio.is. By 2CO0, there wiil be 21 cities in the world -vitli

more than '0 million inhabitants 17 of which will be in devel-

oping countries. It is expected that the population without safe

drinking water will increase from I billion people in 1990 to 2.4

billion by 2030, assuming a "business-as-usual" scenario.

Similarly, population without adequate sanitation will grow from

1.7 billion to 3.2 billion by the year 2030 (World Bank, 1992).

Addressing these issues would make it easier to cope with the

impacts of climate change when and if they become significant

(IPCC, 1992; Goklany, 1992).

On the other hand, the picture may not be as bleak ;is it appears,
in the sense that it is easier and more efficient to organize a
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water supply, treatment, and delivery system for urban areas

with concentrated populations. Also, demands can be more

easily managed to promote water-use efficiency. Although

municipal and industrial water use will grow, per capita use is

likely to decrease and the quality of drinking water will

increase with centralized treatment. Many future urban water

demands are likely to compete with the irrigated agricultural

sector—which uses about 88% of all water withdrawn in

Africa, 86% of all water withdrawn in Asia, and 87% of all

water withdrawn in the arid Middle Eiast and North Africa

(Worid Bank, 1994). New sources of supply will have to be

developed, but existing water use will have to be more effec-

tively managed and efficiently used

The reality is that increasing water demands will intensify

competition for scarce water and further concentrate water use

in urban centers. During the next .30 years, these real and com-

plex needs will preoccupy water managers. Water management

planning will address these needs, which precede the climate-

change signal and thereby serve as a defacio adaptation mech-

anism. Climate change, in its many manifestations, is likely to

be a perturbation on what are already difficult and complicated

water management problems. Existing drainage systems,

water-control structures, and conveyance and distribution sys-

tems typically are designed on the basis of design floods or

droughts of different return periods and/or annual exceedance

probabilities, which are denved from past failures and associ-

ated perceived degrees of tolerable risk and economic costs.

Because there is a significant turnover in water management
infrastructure, with considerable maintenance and major reha-

bilitation occurring in most countries about every 30 years, it

can be expected that the operating capacity of such structures

can be made to conform to evolving changes in climate.

Analytical tools are available to provide the necessary degree

of confidence in the design and operation of such systems in a

reliable manner.

14.4.3. Impact on Flood Risk and Management

Although the potential impact of global warming on the occur-

rence of flood disasters has been alluded to frequently in pop-

ular accounts of global warming, there have been very few

studies addressing the issue explicitly. This is largely because

it is difficult to define credible scenarios for changes in flood-

producing climatic events (Beraii and Ame!l, 1995). Chapter
10 out'ines the potential effects of global warming on riverine

floods, and Chapter 9 reviews the effects of a rise In sea level

and changes in storms on coastal flooding. This section con-

siders the implications of changes in flood occurrence for flood

risk and management. There are four major implications: a

change in flood loss, a change in flood risk and the standard of

service currently provided by flood management and protec-

tion schemes, a change in the cost of protecting against floods,

and impacts on public and private financial institutions.

The effect of a change in the frequency of floods on flood loss-

es has to be set against many other factors, including population
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growth, economic development, and expansion onto flood

plains. These factors have large impacts, making it difficult to

detect climate-related change on flood loss statistics.

It might be easier, however, to detect a change in the stan-

dard of service provided by existing flood management
schemes. Flood protection works and flood plain land-use

plans usually are based on either a risk analysis to determine

the most cost-effective level of protection (balancing costs

against benefits) or on some legislative or institutional

guideline for standard of service. Urban-flood-proiection

works, for example, typically provide protection against

floods with a return peiiou of up to iOO years. A change in

flood frequency characteristics can have a very significant

effect on flood risk and hence standards of .service: A small

change in flood magnitudes can have a very large effect on

the risk of a particular critical value being exceeded. Beran

and Arneli (1995) have shown that, assuming statistical

properiies similar to those of British rivers, a 10% increase

in the mean—with no change in the year-to-year variability

of floods—would result in a current 10-year flood occurring

on average once every 7 years.

Increased flood frequencies probably would lead to increased

expenditures on flood management. Most directly, the costs of

providing or improving structural flood defenses would

increase; indirect costs to society also may be incurred if larg-

er areas of potentially productive floodplain land are excluded

from development by flood plain zoning policies. However,

there have been no quantitative studies of the costs of main-

taining flood protection in the face of global wanning.

Finally, an increase in flood losses may place significant strains

on public finances, if damages are covered by public funds, or

on the insurance industry. The amount of aid provided varies

from country to country. a.s does the amount of coverage pro-

vided by the insurance industry. At the global scale, the inter-

national insurance and reinsurance industry may be seriously

threatened by the occurrence of a few large, closely spaced

storm events.

The Mississippi floods of 1993 and the European floods of

1994/1995 triggered major reviews of flood management poli-

cies. It is unlikely that flood management in the 21st century

will be similar to flood management in the 20th century; there

will probably be an increasing emphasis on adopting nonstruc-

tural measures and coping with uncertainty in risk as.sessments.

The future effects of global warming on flood risk and flood

management therefore must be seen against this changing insti-

tutional and technical background.

14.5. Rrsearch Needs

Uncertainties and analytical difficulties confront attempts to

quantitatively analyze the direct effects of global warming on

water resources demands. Considerable research investment is

required in order to improve prediction and adaptive responses
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in the face of these uncertainties and methodological problems,

including:

• Uncertainties in GCMs and lack of regional specifica-

tion of locations where consequences will occur
• The absence of information on fijture climate

variability
• Uncertainties in estimating changes in basin water

budgets due to changes in vegetation and atmospher-
ic and other conditions likely to exist in the future

Uncertainties in the future demands of each water sector

• Uncertainties in the socioeconomi'- and environmen-

tal impacts of response measures
• Water management criteria under a potential nonsta-

tionary climate

•
Linkage of water and agricultural sectors through detailed

study of the impact of climate change on irrigation

• The impact of land-use and land-cover changes on

water management
• The role and impact on groundwater management and

conjunctive use.

It is doubtful whether some of these uncertainties can be com-

pletely eliminated, and. as with anything in the future, unfore-

seen elements will arise.
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Impacts on Forests

Q26. On pages 14 and 15 of your written testimony you also state the following:

''Forests: Climate change can dramatically alter the geographic distributions

of individual tree species and of forest and vegetation types. One-third of the

Earth's forests would undergo a major change in the type of vegetation that

could be supported as a result of an equivalent doubling of C02. In northern

forests, which are the forests most vulnerable to climate change, two-thirds of

the currently forested area may undergo a change in vegetation type.

Mountaintop species and isolated populations are particularly vulnerable.

Over the next century, the ideal range for some North American forest

species will shift by as much as 300 miles to the north, exceeding the ability of

many species to migrate. In some instances, a change in vegetation type will

result in a loss of forest area as the land converts to grassland or shrub land,

while in other areas forest cover may increase.

• In the United States, western conifer forests could decrease in area and be

replaced by broadleaf forests; eastern hardwood forests may be replaced

by grasslands along their western boundary because of mid-continental

drying. Forest damage from fire and diebacks driven by drought, insects

and disease could increase."

Please document these statements.

A26. Chapter 1 of the document Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts. Adaptations and

Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses summarizes the

IPCC's most recent conclusions on climate change impacts on forests. Forests are

highly sensitive to climate change, which has been documented via past

observations, experimental studies, and modeling. Sustained temperature increases

of as little as 1°C can be sufficient to cause changes in the growth and regeneration

capacity of many tree species. Suitable habitats are likely to shift faster than the

maximum natural rate at which many species can migrate. A copy of this chapter

of the document is attached.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Forests are highly sens:tive Co climate change. This has been

shown by observations from the past, experimental studies, and

simulation models based on current ecophysiological and eco-

logical understanding. In particular, the following was concluded:

• Sustained increases of as little as l°C in mean annual

air temperature can be sufficient to cause changes in

the growth and regeneration capacity of many tree

species. In several regions, this can significantly alter

the function and composition of forests; in others, it

can cause forest cover to disappear completely

(Medium Confidence).
• Suitable habitats for many species or forest types are

likely to shift faster with climate change than the maxi-

mum natural rate at which many species can migrate and

establish. Con,sequently, slow-growing species, such as

late successional species, or those with restricted seed

dispersal will be replaced by faster-growing, highly

adaptable or more mobile species (High Confidence).
• Forests are particularly vulnerable to extremes of

water availability (either drought or waterlogging)

and will decline rapidly if conditions move toward

one of the extremes (High Confidence).
• Forced by a doubled carbon dioxide (2 x COj) cli-

mate, global models project that a substantial fraction

of the existing forests will experience climatic condi-

tions under which they do not currently exist; eventu-

ally, large forested areas will have to change from the

current to new major vegetation types (High

Confidence). Averaged over all zones, the models pre-

dict that ii'/c of the currently forested area could be

affected by such changes; in the boreal zone, one

model projects it to be as high as 65% (Medium

Confidence). Yet it is currently not possible to predict

transient forest responses at a regional to global scale.

•
Although net pnmary productivicy may increase, the

standing 'oiomass of forests may not increase because

of more frequent outbreaks and extended ranges of

pests and pathogens and increasing frequency and

intensity of fires (Medium Confidence).
• Mature forests are a large store of terrestrial carbon.

Because the maximum rate at which carbon can be

lost is greater than the rate al which it can be gained,

large amounts of carbon may be released transiently

into the atmosphere as forests change in response to a

changing climate and before new forests replace the

former vegetation. The loss of aboveground carbon

alone has been estimated to be 0.1-3.4 Gt yr' or a

total of 10-240 Gt (Medium Confidence).

The following regional assessments were primarily based on

transieni climate-change scenarios for 2050 (Greco eial., 1994).

Th>pical Forests

•
Tropical forests are likely to be more affected by

changes in land use than by climate change as long as

deforestation continues at its current high rate (High

Confidence).

Any degradation of tropical forests, whether it is

caused by climate or land-u.se changes, will lead to an

irreversible loss in biodiversity (High Confidence).
• CO2 fertilization may have its greatest effect in the trop-

ics and may lead to a gain in net carbon storage in undis-

turbed forests, especially in the absence of nutrient lim-

itations (Medium Confidence).
•

Tropical forests are likely to be more affected by

changes in soil water availability (caused by the com-

bined effects of changes in temperature and rainfall)

than by changes in temperature per se. Decreases in

soil moisture may accelerate forest loss in many areas

where water availability is already marginal. In other

areas, increasing precipitation may be more than ade-

quate to meet increased evaporative demand and may
even lead to erosion (Medium Confidence).

Temperate Forests

• Compared with other latitudinal zones, the potential

area for temperate forestsjs projected to change the

least; however, many existing forests will still under-

go significant changes in their species composition

(High Confidence).

Water availability will change in many regions, and 111

some regions where v/ater supply is already marpin.".l,

forests may be lost in response to increased summer

droughts (Medium Confidence).
• While warming and elevated CO, are likely to

increase net primary productivity of many forests, net

carbon storage may not increase because of the asso-

ciated stimulation of soil organic matter decomposi-
tion by soil warming (Medium Confidence).

•
Temperate forests are currently a carbon sink, mainly
because of regrowth that started in many regions in the

ISth century. However, these forests could become a

source if they degrade due to climate change or other

causes such as air pollution (Medium Confidence).
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Mosi temperate forests are located in developed coun-

tries with resources to reduce the impacts of climate

change on their forests through integrated fire, pest

and disease management, and/or encouraging refor-

estation (Medium Confidence).

Boreal Forests

Because warming is expected to be particularly large

at high latitudes. ;ind boreul forests are more stiongiy

jifccted by terr.pe'dlnre llian foresis in other latitudi-

nal zones, climate change is likely lo have its greatest

impact on boreal forests {High Confidence).

Northern treelines are likely to advance slowly into

regions currently occupied by tundra (High Confidence).

Increased fire trequency and pest outbreaks are likely

to decrease the average age. biomass, and carbon

store, with greatest impact at the southern boundary
where the boreal coniferous forest is likely lo give

way to temperate-zone pioneer species or grasslands

(Medium Confidence).

The net primary productivity of foresis not limited by

water availability is likely to increase in response to

ivaiinir.g. partly .nediaied by increased nitrogen minerul-

;7r.tion However, there may be a net loss of carbon from

the ecosystem because of associated increases in soil

organic matter decomposition (Medium Confidence).
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CUmaie
Change Impacts on Forests

1 1. Introduction

(J are among those ecosyslems on Earth thai remain

least disturtied by human influences. They are of great

ov-ioeconomic importance as a source of timber, pulpwood for

cer making, fuel, and many non-wood products (see Chapter

]T) Furthermore, forests provide ihe basis for a broad range of

niher economic and non-economic values, such as resources

for tourism, habitat for wildlife, or the protection of water

resources Forests hartx)r ihe majority of ihe world's biodixer-

<jlY (mainly in ihe iropics) and, as such, Ihey represent indis-

pensable, self-mainlaining repositories of genetic resources

These are essential for improvemenls in crop and limber scltc-

lion and in medicine Finally, aside from special economic

inieresis, forests are also of spinlual importance lo many

indigenous people.

Globally, forests in 1990 covered aboul one-fourih of the

Earth's land surface (.1.4 Gha: FAO, 199.1b). although esiimales

differ due 10 the exact definition of foresis (eg, 4.1 Gha: Dixon

eial.. 1 994; or, in a veiy wide definition. S.IGha: Shamia clal..

1992). About 17"^ of high-lalilude, 20% of mid-lalilude. and

4% of low-latitude forests can be considered actively managed

(see Chapter 24), but only aboul 100 Mha (-2%) consist of

iniensiv^ly managed plantations (Dixon ei al.. 1994) The for-

est regions have been broadly subdivided into latitudinal zones

(i.e., the tropical, temperate, and boreal zones).

Forests are ecosystems in which trees interact with each other,

with other plants like shrubs and grasses, and with animals or

other heterotrophic organisms such as insects or fungi. Al a

broad scale, forest structure is modified by pr'x:esses ranging

from almost continuous change due !o the death of individual

99

irees and the subsequeni recruitment of seedlings, lo caia-

strophic events such as fire, insecls. wind fall or logging ihal

kill whole stands of irees simultaneously. Al any given

iiiomenl. a forest represents the outcome of long-lasiing pasi

processes, often covering many centuries

As componenls of the global climatic system, foresis play a

major role in Ihe present and projected future carbon budgei.

since they store aboul 80% of all aboveground and 40"^ of all

belowground lerreslrial organic carbon (e.g.. Melillo el iil..

1990; Dixon el al.. 1994) and can acl as sources through

deforestation and degradation, as well as sinks ihrough foresia-

lion and possibly enhanced growth (see Chapter 2.1 on iho role

of foresis for miligalion of greenhouse gas emissions).

Moreover foresis can direclly affecl Ihe climalc sysiem lioiii

ItKal up lo conlincnial scales: They inlluence ground lenipcra-

lures. evapolranspiralion. surface roughness, albedo, cloud lor-

malion. and precipilalion (eg.. Henderson-Sellers ci al.. I9SS;

Gash and Shulllcwonh. 1991 )

ForesI ecosyslems respond lo cnvironmcnial changes wilh lime

consianis ranging from hours lo decades and up lo millennia

(see Box 1-1); ihey are among ihe componenls of ihe biosphere

lhal respond most slowly lo climatic change. The role of foresi

dynamics in ihe global climatic sysiem is likely lo be long last-

ing, complex, and difficult lo predict. Because of Iheir longevi-

ly and because adaptive mea>ures, such as replacemeni of

species, are harder lo implement than in agricultural syslems.

foresis may be particularly vulnerable lo climatic change.

Seclions 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 preseni assessmenls of direcl lonesi

responses lo climatic change, including possible secondary elTecis

on foresi pesis, fire, and olher issues, which may cause foresis

Box 1-1. Scdies and Equilibrium Assumptions

Climatic changes affecl foresis on spatial scales ranging from leaves to the canopy and on temporal scales from minutes

10 centuries; relevant climatic changes occur al all levels, from short-ieim weather fluctuations creating disturbances

(such as frosts) lo longer-term changes in average climatic conditions (such as moislure availabilily or Ihe lenglh of ihe

growing season) or the frtquency of exireme events (such as droughls, fires, or intense storms). Curreni climate models

(GCMs) do not fully match these levels, since Ihey are best at simulating average conditions al a relatively coarse spalial

resolution and are usually nol yel run for longer than a ceniury. Changes in frequencies of exireme evenis are highly

t'nrertain. as are local-scale cliniale changes, although boih are of high relevance lo foresis.

Some of the limitations caused by this problem ..an be overcome in local analyses using downscaling ••cchniques (c g..

Gyalislras et al.. 1994), but for global applications ihe implicil assumplion must be made lhal Ihe probability of exireme

evenis will remain unchanged Mosl iransienl changes in ihe structure of forests, such as Ihe decline of certain tree

species, are driven by a combination of climatic changes and are modified by local, biological inleraclions acting on tem-

poral scales ranging from months lo cenluries. It is currently very difficult, therefore, lo assess the likely rales of climate-

driven, Iransienl change in forests. However, possible future equilibrium conditions can be more adequately predicted.

Eiquilibrium projections of foresi responses implicitly assume the climate lo have stabilized al a new steady stale, which

is not likely lo occur soon in realily. However, GCM-derived climate scenarios arbitrarily held constant (e.g.. for 2050)

allow an assessment of the direction and magnitude of the expected change. Equilibrium projections for fulure foresis.

therefore, represent conservative interpretations of minimal changes likely lo occur sooner or later and hence include the

potential of even greater biospheric changes than the ones currently simulated by the forest models.
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Box 1-2. Temperature Thresholds

Trees have widely differing responses to lemperaiure. Some tropical tree species suffer chilling injury at temperatures

below +I2°C (Lyons, 1973; Lyons ei al.. 1979). whereas species of colder regions can survive -5°C without ice forma-

tion but are sterile at lower temperatures. Classic examples for this phenomenon are Ilex and Hedera (Iversen. 1944).

Broad-leaved evergreen perennials can survive to a limit of about -I5°C by supercooling, whereas broad-leaved decidu-

ous trees can supercool to about -40°C (.'Xrris and Eagleson. 1989). Evergreen needle-leaved trees can survive to about

-60°C. below which only deciduous species survive. Apart from these killing temperatures, many species require certain

minimum numbers of degree days to complete essential life-cycle processes such as bud initiation, pollen formation,

flcwcring. or others (Stem and Roche. 1974) Others require particular .equenccs of cool tcmpeialurvS to become fiost

hardy .it the optimum time and :i minimum duration of chilling lempera'urcs to break winter dormancy (Cannell. 1990)

Insect pests and other biotic agents that affect forest health may have critical threshold subzero temperatures for winter

survival and thermal times to complete a generation. Warming may have positive effects on the growth of many trees

and their survival, but by being beneficial to insect pests it also may reduce tree survival or put cold-adapted species at a

competitive disadvantage.

either to grow more vigorously or to decline' m a changing cli-

mate. These assessments are based on the current general under-

standing of the basic ecophysiological and ecological responses;

the latter will be addressed on levels ranging from the stand to the

globe In the three remaining sections, we .summarize more spe-

cific effects in the tropical, temperate and boreal forest zones.

L2. Climate and Forests

can migrate unassisted. Current projected rates of climatic

change may exceed these thresholds, as discussed in Section

l.3..'> Climatic warming and associated lower humidities and

increase in the frequency and seventy of droughts would

increase the incidence and severity of wildfires, especially in

the boreal region. Changes in fire or storm frequencies are like-

ly to have major impacts on the composition, age- distribution,

and biomass of forests (see Sections 1.5.4.5 and 1.6.4.4).

1.2.1. Sensitivities to Expected Climate Change 1.2.2. Expected Climatic Changes in Forested Areas

Forests are highly dependent on climate in their function (e.g..

growth) and structure (e.g.. species composition). Forest distri-

bution IS generally limiled by either water availability or tem-

perature The ratio of actual evapotranspiralion (the amounl

allowed hy available precipitation) to polciilial evapoiranspira-

tion (the amounl the atmosphere would take up il soil moisture

were not limiting) determines ihe niaxinium leaf area index

that can be supported (Woodward, 1987) Forests are also usu-

ally absent where the mean temperature of the warmest month

falls below 1()°C (Koppen. 19.^6) or where the temperature

sum above a 5°C threshold is less than .150 degree-days

(Prentice n al . 1992)

The survival of many species depends cnlically on temperature

thresholds ranging from +12° to -60°C (e.g.. WiH)dward. 1987;

Prentice (•( at.. 1992; Box 1-2). Many species have narrow tem-

perature niches for growth and reproduction. A sustained increa.se

in mean annual temperature of 1°C may cause significant

changes in the species comiX)siiion of stands and hence the dis-

tribution of many tree species (Davis and Botkin, 1985; see also

Section 1.3). Trees are also sensitive to changes in water avail-

ability during the growing season, and leaf area indices, volume

growth, and the range boundaries of most tree species are strong-

ly related to water availability (Holdndge, 1967. Hinckley et al..

l98l;Gholz. 1982; Austin */<//. 1990; Stephenson. 1990).

In addition to thresholds for growth, reproduction, and survival

at a given site, there are limitations to the rate at which species

Future forest characteristics are likely to depend on a few spe-

cific aspects of Ihe range of climatic changes that could occur.

The most relevant are the following:

• Changes in the regional or seasonal pattern of climate,

such as the temperature increases that are expected !0

be greatest at high latitudes, and Ihere, greatest in win-

ter (Greco <v«/. 1994). Due to this, impacts on forests

at high latitudes may be greater than elsewhere.

• Water shortages during the growing season.

Decreasing summer precipitation together with

increased evaporative demand would lead to decreas-

es in soil water, especially in many mid-latitude

regions where water is most critical for growth. It is

important to note that water shortages can develop

even with unchanged rainfall amounts, due to

increasing temperatures causing increased evapora-

tive demand. We expect significant regional varia-

tion, with water availability changing only marginal-

ly in some regions and improving in others, whereas

in many other regions water availability may

decrease drastically

I Decline is defined here as "an episodic event characterized by pre-

mature, progressive loss of tree and stand vigor and health over a

given pe^i^Kl without obvious evidence of a single clearly identifi-

able causal factor such as physical disturbance or attack by an

aggressive disease or insecl" (Ciesia and Donaubauer, 1994).
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• Changes in climate forcing are expected to be one or

two orders of magnitude faster than rales of climatic

change experienced by forests during most of the past

100,000 to 200.000 years, except, perhaps, during the

Younger Dryas Event 10,000 years ago (Dansgaard ei

al.. 1989, Webb III and Bartlein, 1992; Gales, 1993).

Such rapid climatic change would hjve particular

impacts on forests. For example, there may be forest

decline, interruption of tree life cycles, loss of slowly

migrating species, and increasing abundance of more

aggressive, early successional species.

13. Forests in a Changing Climate

For a detailed assessment of the effects of a changing cinnaic

on forest ecosyslems. it is necessary to invcsligalo llii-.

response to the simultaneous changes in several climatic vari-

ables (e.g., temperature, moisture availability, and ambieni

COi concentrations). Current understanding of ecological rela-

tionships and ecophysiological mechanisms allows a compre-

hensive study of forests at three hierarchical levels of scale,

connecting temporal and spatial resolution to the nature of the

processes that are being considered (Table 1-1 )

At the ecophysiological level, plant organs like slomata and

leaves respond almost instantaneously to their environment

This mainly affects forest functions, such as net primary pro-

ductivity. Some structural aspects, such as leaf area, may

respond over a number of years, whereas others, such as species

composition, may take centuries to respond to altered condi-

tions. Typically, each species or plant functional type (PFT) is

affected differently by climatic change: Some species or PFTs

will remain unaffected, some will become more and others less

competitive (Smith et al.. 1993). Dynamic forest mode's can be

used to simulate this transient behavior of forests (e.g.. Shugart,

1984; Prentice ei at , 1993). Landscape-scale processes such as

the lateral interactions between neighboring patches (e.g.

migration or fire) play an important role for possible changes in

the local to regional pattern of many forest ecosystems.

However, they become less relevant when aggregated to nation-

al or continental assessments. At the global level, it is currently

possible to investigate only how climatic change might affect

101

the potential geographic equilibrium distribution of biomes—i.e..

biogeographic regions (eg., Emanuel ei al . 1985; Prentice er al..

1 992)—or to study the major fluxes of trace gases into and out of

these biomes (Melillo<'/<j/., 1993; Plbchl and Cramer. 1995), with

research underway on dynamic modelling (see also Chapter 9,

Tenvslrial Dioiic Res/mnsei In Envimnmental Change and

Feedbacks to Climate, in the Working Group 1 volume).

The current models can be used with climatic inputs generated

by general circulation models (GCMs) for future climate sce-

narios, including regionally differentiated, high-resolution sce-

narios (e.g.. Gyalislras el al.. 1994). However, current undei-

slanding of the physical and biological interactions between

environment and organisms is still rather limited, so these tech-

niques enable us only to project future responses as conse-

quences of given assumptions and scenarios and not to make

precise forecasts

I. .1.1. Ecophysiological Responses

J..i. 1. 1. Tree Resjnmses In Teinpernliire and Wawr AvaiUihility

When they are well supplied with water, trees of mo.st lemper-

alc and boreal species respond to increased lemperalure (e.g..

from year to year, or when planted at a slightly-warmer loca-

tion) by growing faster (e.g., Cannell ei al.. 1989; Beuker,

1994). and they reach their largest mass near the warmest

boundaries of their geographic ranges (Korzukhin et al.. 1989).

Generally, there is a positive correlation between net primary

productivity and temperature (Box. 1978; Kauppi and Posch,

1985; Kokorin et al.. 1993; Morikawa, 1993) or between

net primary productivity and actual evapotranspiration

(Rosenzweig. 1968; Raich «';«/., 1991).

However, these potential growth responses to warming may be

constrained by other factors. Increasing temperature increa.ses

evaporative demand; if rainfall does not increase, more severe

water stress will result, which will adversely affect growth and

may increase the risk of drought and fire. To what extent this

can be compensated by increased water-use efficiency due to

increasing COj concentration is not yet known (see Section

1.3.1.2 and Chapter A). Photoperiodic limitations might also

To.ble l-l: hiera-chical levels al which il is currently //ossible In study and model the impact ofclimatic change on forest

tcosyrienis. f^otc iha< Iransicnl respo'ises oftices and forests can < urreiiily only be studied at the firsi tHC levels.

Level Focus

Time

Resolution Scope

Space
Resolution Scope

Ecophysiological Processes

Individuals, Populations. Forest Stands

Plant Functional Types. Vegetation.

Vegetation Complexes, Biomes

Plant Metabolism
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appl> in areas where lemperature becomes warm enough for

tree growth (e.g.. Heide. 1974. 1993), and mcreasing tempera-

ture might mcrease the range of insect pests, which could cause

considerable damage.

GCMs suggest a globally averaged increase in precipitation of

about 2.5% per degree warming (Mitchell el al., 1990; Greco

el at.. 1994). which may-no' be sufficient to meet the increased

water requirements of forests. Most GCMs indicate significant

declines in pet soil moisture over continental areas during the

growing season (e.g.. Manabe and Wealherald. 1987; Greco el

III.. 1994). There are likely to be consideiabie regional differ

ences, however, with some regions likely to receive increased

rainfall sufficient to meet increased evaporative demand and

other regions receiving even less rainfall than at present.

Because the present distribution of species and plant function-

al types is strongly determined by the total (Holdridge. 1967;

Box. 1981; Hinckley </«/, 1981 ; Austin w ,</. 1990) and sea-

.sonal availability of water (Stephenson. 1990; Prentice el al..

1992), any changes in water availability are likely to greatly

affect the distribution of species (see Section I ..3.2).

I. J. 1. 2. Tree Re.'^[>(iii\e.\ lo lncreii\e<l CO; Concenlniiioii

The importance of CO, lertili^ation continues to be controver-

sial (eg . Komer, 1993; Idso and Idso, 1994; see also Chapter

A). While the response of photosynthesis lo CO, concentration

can be readily observed at the single-leaf or isolated plant level

(Kimball. 1983. Cure and Acock, 1986; Mooney el ul.. 1991;

Luxmoore el til.. 1993; Wullschleger el ill.. 1995), it has been

argued that this inilial benellt may be negated by the various

feedbacks in the plant and soil (e.g.. Bazzaz and Fajer. 1992;

Diaz el ul.. 1993; Komer. 1993). Quantification of some of

these feedbacks has been attempted (c g . Comins and

McMurtrie. 1993; Kirschbaum ei ul . 1994) but has not yet

been possible for the great diversity of natural habitats, in

which most of the feedback effects are still inadequately under-

stood and poorly quantified. Experimental approaches have not

yet resolved this controversy because of the enormous costs

and technical difficulties involved Only a small number of

open-air CO- enrichment experiments have been conducted

with mature natural populations
—and none on forests.

Because atmospheric CO, has already increased from a prein-

dustrial concentration of about 280 ppmv to about 360 ppmv at

present, increased growth should be observable in the growth
of plants under natural conditions. However, the evidence from

tree-ring chronologies is unclear, and no generalizations can be

made (Innes. 199!). Where growth increases have been

observed, part or all of that probably could be explained by
more favorable temperatures, water relations, successional age.

or nitrogen fertilization by moderate levels of industrial pollu-

tion (Innes, 1991; Luxmoore elal.. 1993).

When plants have access to limiting amounts of water, growth
is limited by the amount of CO, that can be obtained in the dif-

fusive gas exchange during photosynthesis. Once the available

Clinnile Cluinge hnpacis on Forests

water has been used up, tissue water potentials fall below

threshold levels and growth ceases. Growth under these condi-

tions is determined by the amount of available water multiplied

by water use eftlciency (WUE). Becau.se WUE can be greatly

enhanced by increa.sed CO, concentration (Rogers ei al., 1983;

Tolley and Strain. 1985; Morison, 1987; Eamus and Jarvis,

1989), relative plant responses to increases in ambient CO,
should be most pronounced under water-limited conditions

(e.g.. Gifford, 1979; Allen. 1990). While increasing CO, con-

centration may be beneficial for plant growth, some
researcliers rar.k it of l;ss impo'"!:incc than char.ges in tempcr-

atuie and/or precipitation, which can have large impacts when

critical thresholds of drought, chilling, or degree-days are

reached (e.g.. Solomon, 1988).

/.-'. I.J. Carbon Slora.iie and NulrienI Availahilil\

Although increasing lemperature may lead to higher nei pri-

mary productivity (NPP). ne! ecosystem productivity (NEP)

may not increase, and may even become negative, because

warmer temperatures also greatly stimulate soil organic matter

decomposition (e.g.. Raich and Schlcsinger. 1992; Lloyd and

Taylor, 1994; Kirschbaum, 1995; Chapter A). This could

release large amounts of CO, to the atmosphere (e.g.,

Jenkinson el al. 1991; Kirschbaum. 1993. 1995; Schimel el

al.. 1995; Chapter 9. Ten eslrial Bioiie Responses to

Enviroiuncnial Cliani^c and Teedhaek\ to Cltntale. in the

Working Group 1 volume). However, the direct effect of

increasing CO, concentrations may partly offset or in some

cases e\en reverse this effecl and make NEP positive.

Enhanced decomposilion of soil organic matter also should

have the cflcci ol mineralizing nutrients—especially nitrogen

and phosphorus
—that are held in soil organic matter and mak-

ing thcin available for plant growth (e.g.. Shaver el al.. 1992;

Melillo (•/ (//.. 1993). This is likely to be of greatest importance

in cool regions of the world, which are mostly nitrogcn-limited

;ind often contain largo amounts of organic matter (Post el al.,

1982). This could sometiiitos lead to an increase in total carbon

storage in systems if nutrients are redistributed from compo-

nents with low C;N ratios (i.e . soil organic matter) to compo-
nents with high C:N ratios (i.e . wciody stems) (Rasletter elal.,

1992; Chapter 9. Terreslrial Biolk Res/ionses lo Environmental

Cliani;c ami heedlnuks in Cliiiiow. in the Working Group I

volume). In industrialized regions, nitrogen deposition from

the atmosphere may enhance NPP and NEP. leading to

increased lolal carbon storage in forest ecosystems (Kauppi f

al.. 1992), provided deposition has not reached levels that

cause forest decline (Durka ct al.. 1994).

1.3.2. Specie" Distrihiitions

Species have responded individually lo past environmen'^'

changes (Hunlley and Birks, 1983. Davis and Zabinski, 1992;

Solomon and Bartlein, 1992; Gales, 1993). The set of all possi-

ble environmental conditions in which a given species survives
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Box 1-3. Ecological Niches and Climatic Change

Any species" survival is intluenced by many factors, and the set of environmental conditions in which it can exist and

reproduce is called its niche. A distinction must be made between a species' fundamental niche and its realized niche

(Hutchinson, 1957; Malanson et ai, 1992). The fundamental niche encompasses all environmental conditions in which a

species
could potentially grow and reproduce with its specific physiological characteristics. The realized niche encom-

passes
those ccndilion.<; in which a species is actually found. The latter is usually a subset of the fundamental niche due

to competition by other species (see Chapter A). Only rarely dees the realized niche coincide with the fundamental one

(Woodward. 1987, Booth et al.. 1988; Austin et ai, 1994). Examples of t\pical environmental factors that determine a

species'
niche are temperature and precipit-ition (see Figure I!)

Species with narrow niches are potentially very sensitive to climatic changes. A sustained temperature increase of only

1°C could have a major effect on the probability of occurrence of many species (e.g., Arolla pine. Figure 1-1), and in

some mstances a temperature increase of 2°C can be sufficient to change the environment for some species from very

suitable to totally unsuitable (eg.. Whitehead et al.. 1993).

Arolla Pine
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and reproduces (but without evolving
—that is, changing its

inherited characteristics such as physiological traits), is called it:.

fundamental ecological niche (Hutchinson, 1957; Malanson et

al., 1992). In field conditions, species often survive only in a sub-

set of the fundamental niche, the realized niche (Grubb, 1977;

Booth el al., 1988; Malanson et ai. 1992), owing especially to

competitive Interactions with other species (see Box 1-3).

With rapid climatic change, conditions may become unsuitable

to complete one or more stages of the life cycle, especially if

some climate variables were to change signincantly more than

other variables. For exarriple, pollen and seed ilevelopment

require minimum heat sums and are sensitive to frosts (Stem

and Roche, 1974). Seedlings are particularly vulnerable to

short-term droughts, saplings to the presence or absence of

sunlight, and mature trees to the availability of growing-season

soil water. Populations could appear quite healthy while losing

the ability to complete their life cycles.

at., 1995), these models can be used to project transient changes
in species composition of selected forest types for scenarios of

climatic change in the past (Solomon et al.. 1981; Lotter and

Kienast, 1992) or future (Pastor and Post, 1988; Kienast, 1991;

Friend et al.. 1993; Bugmann. 1994; Bugmann and Fischlin,

1994; Smith et al., 1994; see Box 1-4) These simulations sug-

gest that climate change could cause widespread tree mortality

within a few decades (Solomon et al.. 1984; Solomon, 1986;

Solomon and West,'1987; Pastor and Post, 1988; Kienast, 1991;

Prentice et nl.. 1991b; Bugmann, 1994; Bugmann and Fischlin,

1994). Solomon ar.d Eaillein (1992) and Pastor and Post

(1993), for example, show hrw lags in population responses to

climatic change could result in transient decreases in NPP
before better-adapted species eventually replace the original

vegetation and result in enhanced growth. It al»o should be

noted that many simulations show species compositions that are

not present in existing forests (Bugmann, 1994; Bugmann and

Fischlin, 1994; Smith fro/., 1994).

Trees whose seedlings can now survive at a particular site will

grow into adults in climates that may be unsuitable in 50-100

years; conversely, adults thai could grow in an area in 50-100

years time must grow from seedlings that may be unable to sur-

vive current climatic conditions at those sites. A net ecosystem-

level impact may be the loss of slow-growing species and the

selection of species that complete their life cycles more quick-

ly, such as early successional trees and shrubs. The ability to

reach reproductive maturity in a short time favors early suc-

cessional species that grow in full sun, whereas slower-grow-

ing species that begin their life cycles as understory species

under closed canopies may be lost. Some model simulations

have indicated that this opening of closed forests could result

in the loss of three quarters of the trees and aboveground car-

bon in current temperate-zone forests (e.g., Solomon. 1986).

1.3.3. Transient Responses in Species Compositions

Concerns about the future of forest ecosystems relate not only

to the geographic distribution of areas potentially suitable for

forests and the performance of trees under different environ-

mental conditions but also to the effect of climate change on

the functioning and structure of ecosystems during the tran-

sient phase. For instance, it is well known that changing ambi-

ent conditions can reduce growth in forest ecosystems (e.g..

Solomon and Webb III. 1985; Shugart et ai. 1986; Solomon.

1986; Woodwell. 1987; Prentice et al.. 1991b; Botkin and

Nisbel 1992; Davis and Zabinski. 1992). Moreover, the mag-
nitude of climate change will subject many species assem-

blzges. within a life cycle of their main species and in most of

their distribution area, to climates that now occur outside their

current ecological range (e.g., Solomon et al., 1984; Roberts.

1989; Davis and Zabinski. 1992).

The transient response of species to such climatic changes can

currently be assessed only with forest succession models (see

Box 1-4). Despite some of their deHciencies (e.g.. Moore,

1989; Bonan, 1993; Bugmann and Fischlin. 1994; Fischlin et

Regrowih of better-adapted species or forest types requires many
decades to centuries (Dobson et al.. 1989; Kienast and Krauchi,

1991; Bugmann and Fischlin. 1994). Consequently, regions with

forests in decline could release large amounts of carbon (e.g..

Smith and Shugart, 1993), producing a large transient pulse of

CO2 into the atmosphere (eg, Neilson, 1993; Chapter 9,

Terrestrial Biotic Responses to Environmental Change and

Feedbacks to Climate, in the Working Group I volume). Whereas

some authors have estimated this carbon pulse from aboveground
carbon alone to fall within a range of 0.1 to 3 4 Gt yr' for the

annual flux, or 10 to 240 Gt for the accumulated pulse (King and

Neilson, 1992), others have estimated a total carbon pulse from

above and belowground C as high as 200 to 235 Gt, to be released

to the atmosphere dunng a few decades to a century (see Section

1 3.4; Neilson. 1993; Smith and Shugart, 1993). Such responses,

although debatable in their magnitude, are plausible because cli-

matic changes also have been implicated in past episodes of for-

est and species decline (Cook et ai. 1987; Hamburg and Cogbill,

1988; Johnson fin/., 1988; Auclair f/a/., 1992).

1.3.4. Potential Biome Distributions

Patch dynamics models cannot currently be u.sed to simulate the

transient behavior of forests in a changing climate on a global

scale. This is because they require a large set of species-specific

information that is not available from all regions of the world,

especially not from the tropical zone However, on the bios-

pheric level (Table 1-1), several static global vegetation models

have recently become available that enable us to make estimates

of vegetation-climate equilibria (Box. 1981; Emanuel et ai,

1985; Prentice et ai, 1992. Smith et ai, 1992a, Cramer and

Solomon, 1993; Leemans and Solomon, 1993; Monserud et ai,

1993b; Tchebakova et ai, 1993; Leemans and van den Boni,

1994; Neilson etai, 1994) based on earlier related studies (e.g.,

Koppen. 1936; Holdndge, 1947; Woodward, 1987).

Given any past or present climate, such vegetation models can

be used to map the distribution of biomes (e.g.. Prentice et ai.
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Box 1-4. Forest Succession Models

Most forest succession models are based on the gap dynamics hypothesis (Watt, 1947; Bray, 1956; Shugart, 1984). They

simulate the establishment, growth, and death of individual trees as a mixture of deterministic and stochastic processes

within small—often '7,2 ha—patches and average the actual forest succession at the ecosystem level from the successional

patterns simulated for many individual plots (Shugart, 1984). Eiarlier work on the potential effects of climatic change on

forests had to rely on spatial correlations between forest composition and climatic variables (e.g., Davis, 1986). Similarly,

models that do not explicitly account for the differential effects of climatic change on different species may give opti-

mistic projections of the effect of climatic change on ecosystem productivity. The more complex succession models that

include the feedbacks between climate and ecosystem processes provide a more pessimistic outlook (see Figure 1-2).

On the other hand, most of these models do not include direct effects of increasing CO; concentration, which can ame-

liorate projected forest decline (e.g.. Post ei ai. 1992). Also, because of the limited availabili'y of data on the fundamen-

tal niche of most species, these models are parametenzed with information about the realized niche only ( Au.stin. 1992).

It has been argued that this might cause succession models to overestimate the extent of forest decline during the tran-

sient phase (e.g., Malanson el at., 1992). Despite these caveats, patch models are the best tools currently available to

study transient effects during climatic and other changes Their simulations for current forests in response to past climat-

ic changes provide fairiy realistic assessments of likely future conditions (e.g., Solomon and Banlein, 1992; Bugmann.

1994), although tney cannot be interpreted as actual forecasts.

600 47.S°N/8.5°E (GFDL 2 x COj)

1800

Year

I Ulnius sLahra

3 Tilia cordalu

^ Quercus rohiir

im QuercKM pelraea

r~l Populus nigra

Q Fagus silvatica

l~l Caslanea saliva

^ AInus glulinnsa

B Acer pseudnplalanus

I I Pinus silveslris

HI Pinus cembra

I Picea excelsa

I Lnrix decidua

[3 Abies alba

Figure 1-2: Transient response in species compositions simulated by the model FORCLIM-E/P (Bugmann, 1994; Fischlin et at.,

1995) at a site in Switzerland (47.5°N/8.5'^F.) under current climatic conditions (years 0-800) and under a scenario of climatic

change denved from output of the GFDL GCM (years 900-1 .800). A lihear change of climatic parameters was assumed for the

years 800-900 The graph shows the average cumulative biomass from 200 simulation runs (after Bugmann and Fischlin, 1996)

1992) or biospheric carbon storage (e.g., Solomon ei ai, 1993)

and to compare the simulated patterns with the present vegeta-

tion as provided by the few available global databases

(Matthews, 1983; Olson ei at., 1983); see Figures 1-3, 1-5

(lop), 1-6 (top), and 1-7 (top). Although these models are at an

early stage of development (Leemans ei at., 1995), there is

good statistical agreement between simulated and observed

distributions of vegetation classes (eg. Prentice ei at., 1992),

except in areas where agriculture dominates. Although global

models never can be strictly validated, their recent develop-
ment toward inclusion of improved bioclimatic driving vari-

ables and mechanistic response functions offers increasing

confidence in the magnitude of the results they generate. More

about the nature and limitations cf these models can also he

found in Chapter IS.

The more recent models, such as BIOME (Prentice ei al.,

1992), MAPSS (Neiison ei al., 1992), or TVM from IMAGE
2.0 (Leemans and van den Bom, 1994), all attempt to simulate

vegetation distribution considering ecophysiological traits and

their relationship to particular climatic variables. This makes it

possible to generate projections of vegetation distributions

under past (Prentice, 1992; Prentice et at., 1994; Figure 1-4),

present [Prentice ei al., 1992; Neiison, 1993; Solomon et al.,

1993; Prentice and Sykes, 1995; Figures 1-5 (top), 1-6 (top),

and 1-7 (top)], or future climates (Cramer and Solomon, 1993;
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Leemans and Solomon, 1993; Neilson, 1993; Solomon et ai.

1993;Leemansf/a/.. 1995; Figures I-5(bottom). 1-6 (bottom),

and 1-7 (middle)]. Apart from being used for climate-change

impact assessment studies, they are now also used as a dynam-
ic lepiesentation of the land surface for sensitivity studies of

GCMs (see Oaussen, 1994; Claussen and Esch, 1994; Chapter

9, Terrestrial Biotic Responses to Environmental Change and

Feedbacks to Climate, in the Working Group 1 volume).

The models differ ir. their emphasis on particular processes

and relationships (Leemans el ai.. 1995). For example,
BiOME (P:en'ice ei -if., i992) includes pliysioluoicalK impor-

tant aspects such as seasonality and moisture balance, and is

based on PFTs, which to some extent simulate interspecific

competition. MAPSS, on the other hand, couples the rate of

transpiration to the conductance of the canopy by simulating

maximum leaf-aiea index and stomatal conductance (Neilson

el al., 1994; Neilson and Maries. 1994). The latter makes it pos-

sible to incorporate ecophysiological responses such as COj
fertilization and WUE, but all species-specific information is

lumped. These models use somewhat different vegetation clas-

sification schemes (e.g., compare Prentice et al. (1992) and

Neilson ( 1993)], which usually makes direct comparisons pos-

sible only if some classes are aggregated (compare Figures 1
-

5to l-7andTable 1 -2 with Prentice « «/., 1992; Neilson, 1993;

or Leemans and van den Bom, 1994). Consequently, the vege-

tation distributions projected for a changed climate may differ

substantially (Table 1-2).

One of these nKxlels, IMAGE 2.0, also has been used to incor-

porate the effect of climate change superimposed to the

impacts of land-use changes (Alcamo, 1994; Figure 1-7). Its

vegetation part (Leemans and van den Bom, 1994) makes it

possible to assess global forest distributions for the present

(Figure 1-7 (top)J as well as the future (e.g.. according to the

conventional wisdom scenario of Figure 1-7 (middle anrt bot-

tom)]. However, the potential natural vegetation is essentially

modeled in a manner similar to BIOME (Prentice e/ a/.. 1992).-

Although none of these models deals with transient forest

responses, they offer the advantage of providing quantitative esti-

mates for changes in a future climate on the scale of the distin-

guishable vegetation classes (Table 1 -2; Figures I -3 to 1-7). Due

to the limited range of vegetation classes—BIOME and IMAGE,
for instance, distinguish 20 (Prentice et al., 1992; Leemans and

van den Born, 1994; PienUce el al., 1994); MAPSS distinguish-

es 33 (Neil.-ion 1 993)—"Jie projej;cd ch.inges (Table 1 -2) tend to

underestimate actual changes. Changes within a class remain by
definition undetected and would have to be modeled by means of

more detailed vegetation models.

The total area currently forested is likely to change significant-

ly, if the changes occur according to any of the three models,

from its present to a new vegetation class (Table 1-2, D). These

estimates range from small changes (e.g., 7.5% (tropical rain

forest)! to large ones (e.g., 65.1% (boreal forest)]
—both esti-

mated using the BIOME model. Net changes (Table 1-2, D*)—
that is, the difference between the total forested area in the

future versus the current climate—range from losses of 50.0%

(IMAGE/TVM—tropical dry forest) to gains as large as 22.2%

(MAPSS—tropical dry forest).

Except for MAPSS in the version shown here (i.e., without con-

sidering the partially compensating, increased WUE; Neilson

and Marks, 1994), for the tropical zone models project a net

^ More information about this class of biosphere models can be found

in Oiapter 9, Terrestrial Biotic Responses to Environmental Change
and Feedbacks to Climate, in the Working Group I volume, and in

Qiapieni 1 5 and 24 of this volume

Table 1-2: Likely changes in forested areas (Mha) within four biogeographical zones according to three different vegetation

models: BIOME (Prentice el ai, 1992), MAPSS (Neilson. 1993). and terrestrial vegetation model (TVM) (Leemans and van

den Bom. 1994)from IMAGE 2 (Alcamo. 1994).
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\

Figure 1-3: Preseni observed distnbution of global vegeiation complexes redrawn from the database compiled by Olson ei at. ( 1 983). For

comparison, the vegetation classes have been aggregated to the same classification system as that used for all other mode) results shown here.
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figure 1^4: Past equtfibrium vegetation according to BIOME (Prentice el al., 1992) during the last glacial maximum (i.e., 18.000 years BP

(Prentice el al., 1994)) The climate used for this simulation is derived from a GCM (not from paleoecological data, as this would lead to a

circular argument). Note that according to this simulation, boreal forests cover only about 20% (Solomon el al., 1993) of today's polenlial

distribution (Prentice eial.. 1994),
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Figure 1-5: Present (top) and future (bottom) potential natural vegetation according to the BIOME model (Prentice el ai. 19^2, Prentice el

at., 1994). The present climate is given by the IIASA climate database (Leemans and Cramer. 1991 ) The projected shifts in the boundaries of

the vegetation classes are due to climatic changes as projected by the difference between a GFDL GCM control run and a 2 x COj scenario

(Wetherald and Manabe, 1986). They represent responses of plant functional types to cold tolerance, chilling requirements, and heal and

. .r .i„k,i ,..„„,„in„ (Solomon el <il . 1993; Prentice and Sykes, 1995).
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Figure 1-6: Present (top) and future (bottom) equilibnum potential natural vegetation according to the MAPSS model (Neilson, 1993) The

present climate is given by the IIASA climate daubase (Leemans and Cramer, 1991 ). The projected shifts in the boundaries of the vegetation

classes are due to climatic changes as projected by the difference between a GFDL GCM control run and a 2 x COj scenario (Wetherald and

Manabe, 1986). The model simulates climate responses due to a simulated sleady-siate leaf-area index, calculated from a site water and heat

balance submodel (Neilson, 1993).
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gain
in the potential area of forest distribution. Mainly IMAGE-

TVM projects large net losses in the tropical rainforests. These

losses are not due to climatic change, however, but are mainly

caused by deforestation and other land-use changes (Zuidema et

ai. 1994).

Although BIOME and MAPSS indicate relatively small net

changes (Table 1-2, D*) in tropical dry forests, the actual

changes encompass large gross losses (D), which are compen-

sated by similarly large gros<; gains (not shown in Table 1-2).

This is also partly true for the temperate zone, where MAPSS,
for example, projects only relatively small net losses (D*);

however, the associated gross losses (D) irrespective of gains

(not shown) are more than six times larger Mapped distribu-

tions indicate that temperate forests are likely to replace a large

area of boreal forest, mainly due to the increase in winter tem-

peratures (Figures 1-5 and 1-6). This allows temperate-zone

vegetation to expand poleward into regions from which it is

currently excluded by the -40°C threshold for tiie coldest

month (Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7)

The boreal regions, especially, are expected to undergo large

vegetation shifts, with both MAPSS and BIOME projecting

large changing areas (Table 1-2, D). Both models show large

losses in area for current boreal forests, despite their encroach-

ment into current tundra. Shrinkage in total area due to (he geo-

graphically limited poleward shift leads to a net loss between

379 Mha (25.9%) and 529 Mha (22.5%) ' The IMAGE model

is an exception in this case; it projects much smaller losses of

only 33 Mha (2.9%) (Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7). This is main-

ly due to the structure of the model, in v^hich vegetation change
is primarily driven by human land use—which is not an impor-
tant factoi in the boreal zone.

In summary, all models suggest that the world's forests are like-

ly to undergo major changes in the future, affecting more than a

third of tropical dry (37.2%), temperate (35.7%), and boreal

(40.4%) forests. Except in the temperate zone, the models sug-

gest that there may be a net loss of forest area (Table I -2, %D*).

< Figure 1-7: Present (top), fiinjre (middle), and differing (bottom)

potential natural vegetation influenced by human land use as generated

by the teirestrial vegetation module (TVM; Leemans and van den

BoT!, !994) from die inicgr^ied climale chang.' assessment model

IMAGE 2,0 (Alcamo, 1994). The areas shown renresent a projection

starting with the year 1970 (lop) and the internal, dynamic changes cal-

culated by IMAGE 2.0 by the year 2050 (middle) The bottom graphic

shows the new class for all areas that are predicted to change from one

to another vegetation class The simulation results generated by

IMAGE 2 incorporate the effect of land-use changes (e.g., deforesta-

tion) as driven by the dynamics of human populations and economic

development. Note that IMAGE 2.0. unlike the other models, simulates

climatic change independendy from a GCM, since it generates its cli-

mate internally. The vegetational pan (Leemans and van den Bom,

1994) of the IMAGE model is similar to BIOME (Prentice el ai. 1992)

and represents a mixture between a transient and a static response of

vegetation to internally as well as externally generated changes.

///

Averaged over all zones, this net loss amounts to 9.1% of the

currently forested area. This is partly due to the fact that some

regions are likely to lose forests for climatic reasons, while cli-

matic gains in other regions might not be realized due to land-

use pressures (IMAGE), and some models even predict a net

loss (MAPSS). Averaged over all zones and all models, the pro-

jections indicate that 33% of the cup-enlly forested area is like-

ly to change from the current vegetation class to a new one in

response to climate forcing as generated by the GFDL 2 x CO,
scenario. Compared with other GCMs, the latter represents a

medium global warming scenario.

All models tend to underestimate potential changes, since they

model only transitions among a limited number of vegetation

classes. More importantly, as equilibrium models, none of

them reflects the asymmetry between a temporary loss and the

subsequent, much slower regrowth of forests in a new climate

(see Section 1.3.3).

1.3.5. Past and Future Species Migration Rates

Shifts in the distribution of forest zones lake place with signif-

icant time lags. The area occupied by different forest types has

been quite plastic in the past 100,000 years, responding to

changing environments with changes in species associations,

structural properties of stands, and areas occupied (Solomon
and Webb III, 1985; Webb III and Bartlein, 1992). Unlike the

Pleistocene climatic changes, which occurred over thousands

of years, future climatic changes of about the same magnitude
are expected to take place over 1 00 years or less.

The change in annual mean temperature that occurs when one

moves 100 km poleward may be as high as T'C in mid- and

high latitudes, but less at low latitudes. For summer tempera-

tures and toward the interior of the continents, this value may
be higher. With altitude, temperature changes of about

0.5-0.7°C per 100 m are also common (see also Chapter 5).

With an expected warming between 0. 1 and 0.35°C per decade,

this means that species would have to migrate 1.5-5.5 km
toward the poles per year or increase elevation by 1 .5-5.5 m
per year in order to remain within similar climatic conditions.

Many studies of past changes have estimated natural rates of

migrations of trees ranging from 40 to 500 m per year (Davis,

1976. 1981, 1986; Huntley and Birks 1983: Solomon et ai.

1984; Gear and Huntley, 1991; Torrii, 1991). Similarly, Gear

and Huntley (1991) calculated from several sites in Britain

migration rates for Scots pine of only 40-80 m yr'. However,

for other species, such as white spruce, much faster dispersal

rates of up to 1-2 km yr' also have been reported (e.g., Ritchie

and MacDonald, 1986). It is not always clear whether the

observed past rates were maximal rates of migration or

whether they were limited by the rate at which the climate

' The apparent lack of coincidence between relative and absolute

changes is due to different definitions of the vegetation class "boreal

forest." The MAPSS model has a greater area charactenzed as

tioreal forest than the BIOME model.
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changed (Prentice el al.. 1991a; Prentice, 1992). Nevertheless,

it is unlikely that future rates of species migration could match

those required by the currently expected rates of climatic

change in large areas. Pollen, on the other hand, may be dis-

persed much faster than seeds (e.g., Ennos, 1994), so the move-

ment of genes of different ecotypes within a species might be

able to match the speed of climatic change.

Migration of a tree species involves movement of propagules to

new locations, establishment of seedlings, growth of Individu-

als to reproductive maturity (which may take from years to

decades), and production of new propagules. For long-distance

migration, these stages need ;o \x repeated. Several bottlenecks

may be encountered: Strong competitors along the route may

suppress the completion of full life cycles or specific, mandato-

ry biological symbionts (e.g., the right species of myconrhizal

fungi (Perry et al., 1987, 1990)], or specific pollinators for

cross-fertilization may be absent at some point. Seed produc-

tion, in particular, often depends on a phased sequence of devel-

opment over at least 2 years, including many steps from floral

bud differentiation to seed ripening (Fenner, 1991). Many
stages in this sequence could be disrupted by unsuitable climat-

ic conditions (Inncs, 1994): With further warming, some

species may fail to be chilled sufficiently to release dormancy

(Murray et al., 1989; Cannell. 1990), or dormancy may be

released too early, which paradoxically could result under some

circumstances in greater frost damage (Hanninen, 1991).

Conversely, many trees flower profusely following hot, dry

conditions (Stem and Roche, 1974). Hence, differential seed

production by different species may limit rates of migration and

drive substantial changes in species distributions.

Since each stage of a tree's life cycle requires specific envi-

ronmental conditions, rapid climatic change is less likely to

offer sufficiently favorable conditions to complete complex
life cycles. This is especially true for some slow-growing

species. More flexible species, such as those with wider seed

dispersal, or a more Invasive growth habit, may be able to

move to more favorable habitats, whereas less mobile species

are likely to be left behind and would be at a disadvantage as

their former habitat becomes climatically unsuitable. Such a

decoupling of climate determinants from species and commu-

nity distributions probably has occurred already many times

and at many places during the last millennia (Davis, 1986). The

result has been a temporary absence of certain species for hun-

dreds and thousands of years from regions in which they were

previously capable of growing. Despite this, species diversity

also could be transiently enhanced during a time of change

because forests might form a richer mosaic of patches, consist-

ing of some remaining old trees and a variety of invaders that

are successful because of locally more favorable conditions.

In the future, human activities may to a certain extent enhance

the migration of certain species, especially that of commercial-

ly important ones. On the other hand, natural migration of all

other forest species will be further hampered by the fragmen-
tation of natural habitats by human infrastructure, farmland, or

exotic tree plantations, especially al mid-latitudes.

1.3.6. Biodiversity

To date, only aboui 1.4-1.7 million of an estimated total of

5-30 million species have been scientifically described

(Wilson, 1985, 1992; May, 1990; Ehrlich and Wilson, 1991;

Erwin, 1991; Gaston, 1991; Pimm e/ a/., 1995), and fewer than

100,000 are known well (e.g., Wilson, 1988; Pimm et al.,

1995). About 20% of the estimated total of 250,000 plant

species are woody or tree species (e.g., Groombridge, 1992;

Reid, 1992; Pimm et al., 1995). There is poor understanding of

'he factors responsible for maintenance of high biodiversity

(e.g., Grubb, 1977; Stork, 1988; Groombridge, 1992; Norton

and Ulanowicz, 1992; Myers, 1995; Pimm et al., 1995), but it

is understood that biodiversity can only be managed indirectly

through habitat and ecosystem management (e.g., Wilson,

l992). In this respect, forests are of paramount importance

because they harbor about Iwo-lhirds of all species on Earth

(Ehrlich and Wilson, 1991); tropical forests alone harbor at

least half of all species (Raven, 1988; Ehrlich and Wilson,

1991; Webb, 1995). Species diversity generally increases

strongly as one moves from colder to warmer sites (e.g.,

Groombridge, 1992), although the reasons for that trend are not

well understood. When the size of an ecosystem Is reduced to

about 10% of its former size, about 50% of the species origi-

nally present generally will become extinct. Based on that rela-

tionship, it has been estimated, for Instance, that a temperature

rise of 2°C would cause 10-50% of the animals currently

extant in the boreal Great Basin mountain ranges to be lost

(Dobson <?/ a/., 1989).

Climatic change can affect biodiversity either directly through

altering the physiological responses of species or Indirectly by

altering interspecific relationships (e.g.. Woodward, 1987;

Tallis, 1990; Peters and Lovejoy, 1992). Whenever these

changes lead to a habitat degradation, biodiversity will eventu-

ally be adversely affected (e.g., Peters and Lovejoy, 1992;

Vltousek, 1994). Furthermore, biodiversity is affected not only

by climate change but also by deforestation and other land-use

changes that cause further habitat degradation and fragmenta-

tion (Janzen, 1988; Dobson et al , 1989; Wilson, 1989, Ehrlich

and Wilson. 1991; Myers, 1991. 1993; Postel. 1994; Daily,

1995; Pimm et al., 1995). The combination of climate change

with other pressures on ecosystems produces a particularly sig-

nificant threat to biodiversity due to the following reasons:

• Climate change, together with other causes of habiul

degradation, may locally decrease species diversity

(Peters and Darling, 1985; Ronune. 199!; Myers,

1992; Peters, 1992; Dally, 1995; Pimm et al.. 1995;

Rind, 1995). Disturbance also may create opportuni-

ties for opportunistic or pioneer species, which will

become more abundant (Myers, 1993) and, over time,

replace many species that are slower growing and

require more stable conditions. In some cases, this

may lead to a temporary increase in species diversity

(e.g., Lugo, 1988; Mooney, 1988; Vltousek, 1988).

•
Species may become permanently extinct when local

extinction cannot be reversed by reimmigralion from
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surrounding areas. This problem would be most

severe where the climate in a species' reserve

changes from being favorable to being completely

unsuitable (Peters, 1992), rendering "sanctuaries"

into "traps" (Myers, 1993). Thus, an increasing frag-

mentation of habitats in combination with climate

change may cause significant and irreversible species

loss, a situation with which many of the current poli-

cies on reserves have large difficulties coping ade-

quately (Ehrlich and Wilson, 1991; Botkin and

Nisbet, 1992; Franklin ei al.. 1992; Myers, 1992;

Peters, 1992).

Although the effects of climatic change on biodiversity are still

poorly understood, many authors anticipate a significant loss

of species due to climatic change (e.g., Peters and Lovejoy,

1992; Reid, 1992; Myers, 1993; Vitousek, 1994). Due to its

permanency, this must be considered as one of the most impor-

tant impacts of climate change, not only in economic terms

(e.g.. Daily, 1995) but also in terms of all other utilitarian and

spiritual values that have been attributed to species (eg ,

Ehrlich and Wilson, 1991 ; Sharma ei al.. 1992; Myers, 1993).

113

1.3.3 and I.3.S), the speed and magnitude of climate change
are likely to be too great to avoid some forest decline by the

time of a CO^ doubling.

Consideration may therefore be given to human actions that

minimize undesirable impacts. Special attention may be given
to poor disfx;rsers, specialists, species with small populations,

endemic species with a restricted range, peripheral species,

those that are genetically impoverished, or those that have

important ecosystem functions (Peters and Dariing, 1985;

Franklin, 1988; Davis and Zabinski, 1992; Franklin ei al..

1992). These species may be assisted for a time by providing
natural migration corridors (e.g., by erecting reserves of a

north-south o.neniation), but many may eventually require

assisted migration to keep up with the speed with which their

suitable habitats move with climate change. Some mature

forests may be assisted by setting aside reserves al the pole-

ward border of their range, especially if they encompass
diverse altitudes, and water and nutnent regimes (Botkin and

Nisbet, 1992; Peters, 1992; Myers, 1993), or by lessening pol-

lutant stresses and land-use changes that result in forest degra-

dation (e.g., Vitousek. 1994; Daily, 1995).

1.3. 7. Adaptation

Forests themselves may to some extent acclimate or adapt to

new climatic conditions, as evidenced by the ability of some

species to thrive outside their natural ranges. Also, elevated

CO, levels may enable plants to use water and nutrients more

efficiently (e.g., Luo et al.. 1994). Nevertheless (see Sections

1.4.

1.4.1.

Tropical Forests

Characterization and Key Limitations

Tropical forests cover about l,9(X) Mha (FAO, 1993a) and are

found between 25°N and 25°S. They are distributed over five

continents and are situated mainly in developing countries.

Box 1-5. Tropical Forests and Land-Use Changes

Tropical forests are endangered more by land-use practices than by gradual climatic change. Already at present much of

the tropical forest is affected by deforestation due to land conversion and resource use (UNESCO, 1978, FAO, 1982;

Brown ei al.. 1993; Dixon eiai, 1994). Such anthropogenic tropical forssi disturbances are expected to continue in

response to economic development, population growth, and the associated need for agricultural land (DENR-ADB,
1990; Starke, 1994; Zuidema ei al.. 1994).

Tropical rainforests have been cleared for agriculture since at least 3,(X)0 BP in Afnca and 7,0(X) BP in India and Papua
New Guinea (Renley, 1979). Africa has lost at least 50% of its rainforest, while tropical America and Asia have lost at

least 40% (Mabberiey, 1992). In addition to deforestation, large areas of previously undisturbed forest are being affected

by removal of wood for timber and fuel (Brown ei al., 1993, Richards and Flint, 1994). Chapter 24 presents a detailed

account of these deforestation trends in tropical forests.

The influence of tropical forests on local and regional climate may be as important as the effects of climate on forests

(Lean and Warrilow, 1989). About 20% of the water flux to the atmosphere derives from evapotranspiration from the

land, mostly from forested areas with high annual rainfall (Westall and Stumm, 1980; Lean and Warrilow, 1989).

Deforestation can significantly reduce global evapotranspiration and increase runoff. This could affect the amount and
distribution of precipitation over wide areas (Salati and Jose. 1984). For instance, in the Amazon basin, at least 50% of

precipitation originates from evapotranspiration from within the basin (Salati ei al.. 1979; Salati and Jose, 1984).
Deforestation there will reduce evapotranspiration, which could reduce precipitation by about 20%—producing a season-
al dry period and increasing local surface temperatures by 2°C (Gash and Shuttlewonh, 1991). This could result in a

decline in &.<• area of wet tropical rainforests and their permanent replacement by fioristically poorer drought-deciduous
or dry tropical forests or woodlands.
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The forests consist of rainforests, drought-deciduous forests,

and dry forests. In areas with prolonged dry seasons, especial-

ly where water limitations are intensified by edaphic condi-

tions (Cole, 1986), there are savannas (Richards, 1966; Odum,

1971; Borota, 1991). Evergreen or partially deciduous forests

occur in areas with a mean annual temperature greater than

24°C and with high regular rainfall throughout the year. Most

of the closed tropical forests are found in the moist and wet

zones, with precipitation to potential evapotranspiration ratios

of 1-2 and greater than 2, respectively. The dry zone, with a

ratio of precipitation to poleniia! evapotranspira'icn of less

than I . covers about 40% of the to'al tropical region. In mos'

of these forests, typical monthly temperatures fall between 24

and 28°C; daily extremes rarely exceed 38°C or fall below

10°C (Longman and Jenik, 1987).

Tropical forests represent about 40% of the world's forested

area, containing about 60% of the global forest biomass and

one-quarter of total soil carbon (210 Gt C in biomass and 220

Gt C in soils and litter) (FAO, 1982; Longman and Jenik. 1987;

Brown et al.. 1993; Dixon et at., 1994). Tropical forests cover

only 6% of the world's surface but contain about half of all

plant and animal species of the world (Bierregaard et al., 1992;

Mabberley, 1992; Riede, 1993). Thousands of species in tropi-

cal forests are utilized by humans. It is of particular concern

that tropical forests are currently being clear-cut. burned, or

otherwise degraded by human activity (see Box 1-5).

An important characteristic of tropical forests is that they main-

tain a tightly closed nutrient cycle and often grow on a mass of

very infertile soil, in which only the uppermost few centimeters

have substantial amounts of plant-available nutrients.

Phosphorus is generally the main limiting nutrient (Jordan.

1985). Therefore, any disturbance that results in loss of nutri-

ents due to leaching, erosion, or limber harvesting can result in

decrea.sed growth rates, biomass, and diversity (Whitmore,

1984; Jordan. 1985; Viiousek and Sanford. 1986).

Fire significantly influences the structure, composition, and

age diversity of tropical forests. In dry forests, fires lend to be

frequent, which excludes fire-sensitive species. In tropical

rainforest, fire is usually rare and does not usually spread over

wide areas because there is insufficient dry and flammable

plant material (Chandler « a/.. 1983a. 1983b). However, there

have been instances in the past when thousands of hectares of

tropical rainforest were burned following long dry periods

(Goldammer and Seibert, 1990; Goldammer, 1992). Such fires

are likely to significantly affect species diversity (Goldammer
and Seibert, 1990) and may help prevent forest deterioration by

promoting new growth and regrowth (Goldammer and

Peiiariel. 1990).

Strong winds associated with tropical cyclones in tropical Asia.

Central America, and northern Australia can profoundly influ-

ence the structure and floristic composition of forests

(Whitmore. 1974; Hartshorn. 1978; Lugo el al.. 1983;

Longman and Jenik, 1987; DENR-ADB, 1990; Mabberley,

1992; O'Brien et at.. 1992). Strong winds frequently damage

tree canopies, create gaps in the forest, and modify the forest

structure and micrometeorological environment. This may
increase litter quality, allow more radiation to reach the forest

floor, increase soil temperature, and make more soil water and

nutrients available, which could promote the growth of new

vegetation (Waring and Schlesinger, 1985).

1.4.2. Projected Climatic Changes

The climatic changes projected for the regions covered with

irnpical forest over the period 1990-2050 are increases in tem-

perature of around 0.5-1 .0°C. with no general change in sea-

sonal amplitude; an increase in rainfall averaged over the region

but with highly uncertain regional shifts in rainfall (differing

greatly among GCMs), in the range -40% to +60%; and uncer-

tain increases or decreases in soil water content (Greco et al..

1994) These projections imply the potential for an increased

occurrence of droughts in some regions and floods in others.

We also must consider the possibilitj of changes in the fre-

quency of ENSO (El Niiio Southern Oscillation; sec Glossary)

events, which may increase rainfall seasonality in semi-tropical

regions and could lead to a longer dry season in some areas and

bring more rains in other places. Fire frequencies may increase

in some areas in association with drought (Rind et al. 1990).

Fires may further reduce local precipitation because fire-emitted

aerosols increase the number of cloud condensation nuclei,

producing smaller cloud droplets that are less likely to fall as

rain (Andreae and Goldammer. 1992).

1.4.3. Impacts of Climate and Land-Use Changes

1.4.3.1. Forest Area. Distribution, and Productivity

All forests are expected to experience more frequent distur-

bance, with greater and possibly permanent impacts, such as

increased soil erosion, and other forms of degradation and

nutrient depletion A study of 54 countries suggested that,

between 1990 and 2050. a further 660 Mha are likely to be

deforested, reducing the 1990 area by one-third and releasing

41-77 Gt C (Trexler and Haugen. 1995; see also Chapter 24).

Rates of deforestation eventually must decrease as less and less

of the original forest remains. There are, however, proposals to

slow the loss of tropical forests (e.g., Deulscher Bundestag,

1990; UNCED. 1992). and many nations have large-scale

plans for the protection or restoration of their forests (e.g.,

Brazil. India, and China: Winjum et al.. 1993).

Global vegetation models do not agree on whether climatic

change (in the absence of land-use change) will increase or

decrease the total area of tropical forests (depending on the cal-

culation of transpiration and vegetation properties: see Section

1 .3.4). but any major shifts in rainfall pattern due to climate

and land-use change are certain to change the present distribu-

tion of vegetation types within and among biomes (Neilson,

1993). Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie (1994) show that in an
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jnhanced-CO, climatic regime, tropical evergreen broadleaf

forests
could readily re-establish after deforestation. In some

gieas, decreased rainfall may accelerate the loss of dry forests to

savanna, while in others, increased rainfall and increased water-

use efficiency with elevated COj may favor the expansion of

forests and agroforestry. In both cases, the outcome will be

strongly influenced by human activities. Overall, shifts in rain-

fall patterns in the tropics could increase the rale of conversion

of forests to agricultural land by increasing human migration

from areas affected by droughts, erosion, or other forms of land

degradation to non-degraded and more productive forest land

The productivities of different areas of tropical forest are likely

to increase or decrease in accordance with changes in rainfall,

as indicated by simulation studies (Raich ei al.. 1991). The

overall effect of predicted changes in climate (excluding elevat-

ed CO;) OP the net primary productivity of u-opical evergreen

forests may be a decrease due to increased temperature and con-

sequently increased respiration (in the absence of acclimation)

and decreased photosynthesis due to increased cloudiness, but

elevated CO, levels may cause an increase in productivity (in

contrast to boreal regions) unless limited by phosphorus supply

(Melillo et al.. 1993). CO, enhancement of photosynthesis and

growth, particularly below ground (e.g., Norby ei al., 1986.

1992; Luxmoore ei al., 1993), is favored by high temperatures

in species with C, photosynthesis (i.e., in trees) (Long, 1991;

Kirschbaum, 1994) and possibly by vegetation disturbance and

consequent fast nutrient cycling (Peterson and Melillo, 1985).

This is also consistent with studies of the spatial distribution of

CO2 concentrations across the globe, which also suggest that

the tropics constitute a biospheric sink that partially offsets the

carbon release due to deforestation (Enting and Mansbridge,

1991; Schimel etal., 1995). An alternative view is that elevated

CO2 levels will accelerate carbon and nutrient cycles in tropical

ecosystems without increasing grow th and biomass (Komer and

Amone, 1992). Researchers are agreed, however, that increased

water-use efficiency by plants in response to elevated CO2 is

likely to enhance the productivity of vegetation in the drier trop-

ical regions.

Land-use change is obviously the greatest threat to species

diversity of tropical forests, but Cramer and Leemans (1993)

speculate that climatic change alone could decrease the diver-

sity of plant types at the boundaries of biomes, particularly in

the iropics. Losses aie likely to be gieates; where the pr.^s-

sf.res of population and socioc^oiomic forces are greatest
and least controlled (see also Section 1.3.6).

1.4.3.2. Temperature

In general, temperatures in non-montane tropical regions are

already high enough for rapid growth year round, and a

2°-3°C increase in temperature alone will have a marginal
-effect on rates of photosynthesis, growth, decomposition, and

nutrient cycling. However, if plants experience temperatures
above 35°-40°C over extended periods, especially in combi-

nation with water shonage, tissue damage from desiccation
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and sunscald can occur (Fitter and Hay, 1987). In drier areas,

the severity and duration of dry spells could be aggravated by

increasing temperature Also, some species sustain damage
from temperatures below I0°-12°C or even below I5°-20°C,

and there may be some limited future expansion of those

species into regions from which they are currently excluded

by cool temperatures (eg. Smith et al.. 1992b).

1.4.3.3. Water

In the semi-arid tropical regions, climate-induced desertifica-

tion will be a critical issue if precipitation decreases (Mitchell

et al . 1990; Greco el al.. 1994). Seasonally dry deciduous

forests could bum more frequently and be permanently

replaced with thorn scrub or savannah vegetation. It should be

noted that changes in forest cover can have effects on ground-
water supplies, surface runoff, sedimentation and river flows

(Brooks el al.. 1991), with potentially serious socioeconomic

effects (see also Chapter 5) Also, hydrological changes that

include shifts in atmospheric circulation could threaten the

survival of cloud forests.

Some evergreen species of the humid forest clearly will be at a

disadvantage in those areas that expenence more severe and

prolonged droughts. Significantly, drought affects the survival

of individuals: Those without morphological or physiological

adaptations to drought often die. In contrast, an abundance of

moisture (in the absence of flooding) more often acts through

changed competitive ability. Drought-adapted species are out-

competed by those that lack growth-limiting drought-adaptive

traits. Species in moist tropical forests, including economically

important hardwoods, are the least drought-adapted in the trop-

ics, and their survival (with the attendant loss in diversity) in

some areas must be considered at risk from climatic change.

1.4.3.4 Soil Nutrients

Climatic change (including elevated CO2 levels) could enhance

the supply of nutrients to plants in the tropics by, for instance,

increasing root and mycorrhizal growth and thereby increasing

access to soil phosphorus and enhancing nitrogen fixation by

legumes, which are abundant in the tropics. On the other hand,

the .-norc important considerations are likely to be nutrient

leaching and soil erosion wherever tree cover is lost (because

of droughts or fire) or removed (by logging, clearing, or graz-

ing)
—

especially where high-rainfall events occur in hilly

areas—and immobilization of nutrients in soil organic matter

in response to elevated CO;.

1.4.3.5. Pests and Pathogens

Tropical rainforests contain large numbers of insects and

pathogens that can cause serious damage to some plant species

and may play a role in regulating species diversity (Coley, 1983).

Many factors have been associated with the susceptibility of
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tropical plants tu pests and diseases and with the virility of pests

and pathogens. Some of these factors include suboptimal cli-

mate, availability of water and nutrients, and the presence of sec-

ondary metabolites that act as defensive compounds (Lambert

and Turner, 1977; Levitt, 1980a, 1980b; Mattson, 1980; Mattson

and Haack, 1987; Jones and Coleman, 1991). Drought stress can

sometimes increase host plant suitability due to increases in sol-

uble nitrogen and sucrose (White, 1974), whereas high tempera-

tures and humidities (> 30°C and relative humidity of 50-90%)
can decrease the growth rate, survival, and fecundity of some

inserts (Wilson el a! . 1982). Consequently, there is ctiH great

uncertainty as to whether the impacts of climate change on the

relationship between host plants and pests and pathogens will

lead to forest loss or gain.

However, the diversity of species in most tropical forests

appears to confer some protection against widespread out-

breaks of pests and diseases. The low population density of

potential hosts prevents the rapid multiplication and spread of

pests and pathogens (Longman an^ Jenik, 1987). Hence, most

cases of debilitating outbreaks of pests and diseases—which

can, for instance, affect entire stocks of some mahoganies
—

occur in plantations, agroforests, or stands that are dominated

by one species (UNESCO, 1978).

1.4.3.6. Fire and Wnd

It is clear from recent events that wherever there are more

droughts, there will be more Tires due to the accumulation of

more combustible dry organic matter, with major potential eco-

nomic costs in highly populated areas. In the extreme, recur-

rent fires will lead to the permanent loss of fire-prone species

and the invasion and maintenance of fire-resistant species such

as savanna vegetation. Fires, together with the action of

wind—especially in regions where storms are frequent
—will

increase the dominance of pioneer species, including vines and

herbs, preventing forests from developing to maturity.

1,5. Temperate Forests

1.5.1. Characterization

Temperate forests occur approximately from 25-50° N and S

and are found primarily in developed countries in discontinu-

ous blocks on five continents, sharing the landscape with agri-

cultural land and urban areas. Closed forests originally covered

about 1,400 Mha but have been reduced to about 700 Mha,

56% of which is in North America and 24% in Europe (see

Chapter 15). Humans have had an impact on almost all of these

forests; about 20% are managed for wood production or other

uses, and many are being affected by pollutants, with both

potentially positive and some obvious negative effects on

growth (Innes, 1993).

These forests contain broadleaved and needle-leaved species

that may be evergreen or deciduous. The most extensive types
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of temperate forests are the northern deciduous forests, com-

monly dominated by members of the Fagaceae. with leaf-

shedding as an adaptation to winter frosts; the temperate sonif-

erous forests of Europe, western and southeastern North

America, and eastern Asia, warm evergreen forests in Australia

dominated by Eucalyptus species; and other forests in the

Southern Hemisphere dominated by Noihofagus species.

Temperate forests occur within a range of mean annual tem-

peratures of 6-l7°C, where average total precipitation exceeds

500 mm with broad traiisitioii ^ones to boreal and subtropica!

forests. Within any region there are often steep gradients in for-

est types along climate gradients of rainfall and temperature,

with change in altitude, and from oceanic to continental areas.

At the low-rainfall margin, temperate forests change into

savanna-type woodlands or Mediterranean shrublands.

Temperate forests exist on a wide range of soils and have

diverse ecological properties (Ellenberg, 1971; Bormann and

Likens, 1979; Reichle. 1981; Edmonds, 1982).

The standing biomass and carbon content of temperate forests

is currently increasing (at 0.2-0.5 Gt C yr'), largely due to

reforestation (about 0.6 Mha yr'), underharvesting and

regrowth after wood removal during the 19th and early 20th

centuries (Armentano and Ralston, 1980; Heath ei al., 1993;

KuTZ and Apps, 1993, Sedjo, 1993; Sundquist, 1993; Dixon el

at., 1994; Galinski and Kiippers, 1994; Kohlmaier el al..

1995), and mainly fertilization effects of nitrogen deposition

(Kauppi el al., 1992). The temperate forests therefore are con-

sidered to be a carbon sink (Heath ei al., 1993). However, if

the loss of carbon from decaying forest products and logging

debris is taken into account, the net flux of carbon to the

atmosphere from northern temperate forests is close to zero

(Houghton, 1993) and. in the coming century, increased

demand for wood may change the temperate forests to a net

carbon source (Heath el al., 1993).

Forest fires occur in most seasonally dry forests, despite con-

trol measures, and play an important role in ecosystem

dynamics in these forests, especially in parts of North

America. Australia, and Mediterranean Europe (KozlowskI

and Ahlgren. 1974; Gill el al., 1981; Goldammer and

Jenkins. 1990). Fire affects species distribution by favoring

fire-resistant species at the expense of those more sensitive

to fire. Fire also creates conditions conducive to the estab-

lishment of new seedlings.

1.5.2. Key Limitations

The ranges ind growth of temperate tree species in wetter, mar-

itime, and high-latitude regions often can be related to the

length of the growing season, measured in degree-days, and to

absolute minimum temperatures in more continental areas. The

temperature niches of individual species are often narrow

(Figure 1-1) and are commonly determined by critical thermal

requirements of the reproductive cycle (e.g.. Pigott and

Huntley. 1981).
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In drier regions closer lo ihe equator, the existence and growth

of temperate forests are controlled largely by water availabili-

ty.
Variation in leaf-area indices and nng widths often is relat-

ed to available water (Gholz, 1982). A minimuin ratio of actu-

al to potential evapotranspiration of approximately 0.65 is con-

sidered necessary to support Ihe growth and regeneration of

temperate-zone trees (Prentice et at., 1992). Slight snifts to

smaller ratios lead to open woodlands, savannahs, and gra,ss-

lands. Soil water availability also strongly influences forest

density, leaf area, growth, and standing biomass.

Seedling establishment is most vulnerable to shifts in precipi-

tation patterns or amounts Most temperate-zone seedlings can

survive and become established only within narrow limits of

soil moisture and sunlight. Slight changes in soil moisture can

lead to the loss of a season's seedling crop, although losses in

tree establishment cohorts may not lead to changes in forest

structure for decades.

Like high-latitude populations experiencing low temperature,

mid-latitude populations that are often subject to low soil water

availability may be very plastic in their response to environ-

mental variation. This plasticity enables temperate-zone trees

to survive most weather variations that may be encountered

only once every 200 years (Bugmann, 1994). Reproduction at

these locations may be possible if conditions in rare years are

favorable for the species' reproductive requirements (Pigott

and Huntley. 1981).

1.5.3. Projected Climatic Changes

afforestation. In Europe, the potential area for afforestation has

been estimated as 44 Mha, and in the United States 100 Mha
(Heather a/., 1993).

Climatic change will enable the temperate forest to advance

poleward, in many northern areas displacing boreal forest, and

also potentially to expand in wet, maritime regions (Kellomaki

and Kolstrom, 1992; Leemans, 1992; Morikawa, 1993). Early

successicnal, pioneer species will be favored, and opportuni-

ties will exist for foresters to introduce species and ecotypes

from warmer regions (Cannell et al , 1989). However, in drier,

continental regions, repeated summer droughts may lead to the

loss of temperate forests. The rate of loss in biomass and car-

bon in these areas could exceed the rate of carbon gain in

newly forested areas (Smith et at., 1992a).

The net primary productivity of temperate ecosystems is pre-

dicted to increase in response to rising COj concentrations,

warming, and increased nitrogen mineralization rates; howev-

er, if drier areas, such as those west of the Appalachians,

receive just 7% less rainfall, decreased productivity is predict-

ed because of a decrease in the ratio of rainfall to potential

evapotranspiration (Running and Nemani, 1991 ; Melillo et at.,

1993; Ludeke et at., 1995). Similarly, warming of 2°C and

slightly decreased precipitation have been predicted to cause

forest decline in Missoun (Bowes and Sedjo, 1993). Many
experiments have confirmed that elevated CO; enhances the

growth of young trees and that the effect is sustained over sev-

eral years (Wullschleger et at., 1995). However, it has proven
difficult to delect COi-enhanced stem growth of mature trees

over the last century (see Section 1.3.1.2 and Chapter A).

The climatic changes projected for most of the temperate for-

est region over the period 1990-2050 are increases in both

summer and winter temperatures of 1 -2"C; regional changes in

precipitation in summer and winter, mostly in the ±20% range;

and drier soils in summer (mostly with 2-8 mm less water)

and, in winter, changes toward drier soils in some regions and

wetter soils in others (Greco et at., 1994). These projections

imply longer and warmer growing seasons, less extreme sub-

zero temperatures in winter, more frost-free winters in mar-

itime areas, and more summer droughts, particularly in mid-

continental regions (Manabe and Weatherald, 1987).

Possibly n'ote impcriant 'o temperate biotic communities than

the magpitiide of warming or precipitation change is the speed
of climatic change (see Section 1.3.5). The projections imply
that it will take less than a century for the summers to be

warmer than now throughout the current geographic range of

many temperate species.

1.5.4. Impacts of Climatic Change

1.5.4.1. Forest Area, Distribution, and Productivity

As long as the current agricultural surpluses in temperate regions

persist, the temperate forest area is likely to be increased by

Forests that are not in decline may show little change in net

carbon storage because, in temperate climates, increases in net

primary productivity may be offset by increased soil respira-

tion due to higher temperatures (Thornley et at., 1991;

Kirschbaum, 1993). That is, the net ecosystem productivity

may no' change, and may even decrease. Forests suffering

from wildfire, pest outbreaks, or decline events will lose car-

bon and may become a major source of carbon (King and

Neilson. 1992; Smith and Shugart. 1993).

1.5.4.2. Temperature and Water

Species in the temperate zone differ in their temperature opti-

ma for growth, their timing and degree of frost hardening and

dehardening. their winter chilling requirements, and the num-

ber of degree-days heeded to complete different stages in their

reproductive development (Cannell, 1990). All of these differ-

ences are likely to be involved in driving changes in the distri-

bution and productivities of species. Most studies predict sub-

stantial change during the next century, but confidence in our

predictions is limited by knowledge of adaptive responses of

species and the need to consider interactions among responses
lo temperature, COj, changed water relations, and pests and

pathogens. Moderate temperature increases alone often can be

beneficial, as evidenced by the faster growth and greater seed
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production of some commercial tree species when transferred

to slightly warmer climates. But chilling requirements may not

be met, and delayed budburst may limit the amount of light

intercepted in the growing season while total respiration

increases (LeBlanc and Foster, 1992). It also has been shown

that frost hal-diness can decrease in response to CO2 enrich-

ment (Barnes ei al., 1996), so that winter damage could even

increase.

Species that are growing in regions where growth is limited by

water shortages for at least part of the year may be adversely

affected by intensifiratiop of summer soil water deficits (Greco

el a!., 1994). as a result of decreases in the ratio of rainfall to

potential evapotranspiration (e.g.. Addison, 1991).

Climate Change Impacts on Forests

1.5.4.5. Fire

The projected increase in the incidence of summer droughts in

much of the temperate zone will increase the risk of forest fires

and extend the hazard to areas that are not now affected, par-

ticularly where forests are defoliated or killed by drought,

pests, or pathogens. Some species that are not adapted to with-

stand or regenerate after fire may be lost from fire-affected

areas. However, large-scale fires may continue to be rare in the

temperate zone and confined to drier parts of North America,

Australia, and tne Mediten^noan legion because temperait
forests mostly occur in dissected landscapes in countries that

can afford fire-control measures.

Warm winters will-result in less precipitation falling as snow

and reduced regional snow packs, resulting in less carr)'-over

of water from the winter to the growing season (Mitchell et ai.

1990). Tlius, less water will be available for vegetation in the

following growing season, which may lead to drought-induced

forest decline (King and Neilson, 1992).

1.5.4.3. Pests and Pathogens

Warming in winter may allow destructive insects and pathogen-

ic fungi to survive at higher latitudes than at present, enabling

subtropical or warm-temperate pests and pathogens to invade

vegetation from which they are now excluded (Dobson and

Carper, 1992). Some insects also will be able to complete more

generations per year in warmer climates. Increased incidences

of pests and diseases may further limit the growth of stands that

are already declining from the effects of climate change or pol-

lution. Summer droughts and other climatic stresses have been

associated with outbreaks of bark beetles like the southern pine

beetle (Dcndroclonus frontalis) in .southern parts of the United

States, bark beetles in western Canada (Kimmins and Lavender,

1992), and bronze birch borers on paper birch in northern

Michigan (Jones et ai, 1993). Elevated CO, can change the

palatability of leaves and either promote or discourage insect

herbivory (Overdieck eiai, 1988; Mueller-Dombois, 1992). In

areas where forestry practice has led to the establishment of

mono-specific stands, forests are particularly vulnerable to out-

breaks of pests and diseases, especially where that combines

with poor site quality or exposure to industrial pollutants.

1. 5.4.4. Soil Nutrients

Nitrogen supply generally limits the productivity of many tem-

perate forests (Tamm, 1991). Climatic warming will increase

rates of turnover of soil nitrogen and carbon. In Europe and the

United States, nitrogen fertility also may be improving through

inputs from industrial and agricultural pollution. While a low

level of nitrogen input may have a beneficial effect (Kauppi et

al., 1992), further inputs could reverse the initial gains through
the development of nutrient imbalances and further acidifica-

tion of the soil (Heath et al., 1993).

1.6. Boreal Forests

1.6.1. Characterization

The boreal forest covers approximately 17% of the world's

land surface area in a circumpolar complex of forested and par-

tially forested ecosystems in northern Eurasia and North

America. It contains about 90 Gt C m living biomass and 470

Gt C in soils and detritus (Dixon el al., 1994); the boreal region

is estimated currently to be a sink of 0.4-0.6 Gt C yr' (Apps et

al.. 1993; Dixon e; a/.. 1994).

The boreal forest consists primarily of evergreen and decidu-

ous coniferous species and is floristically poor, being dominat-

ed by only about 15 tree species in both Eurasia and North

America (Nikolov and Helmisaari. 1992). Many species have

transcontinental distributions and are adapted to withstand

extremes of climate and to regenerate after fire or insect attack.

Three forest zones are often recognized (from south to north):

closed-crown forest, open-crown forest (or lichen woodland),

and forest-tundra The closed-crown forest borders on

steppe/prairie in continental areas, whereas in areas under mar-

itime influence the boreal/temperate forest boundary consists

of a relatively species-rich community—often in a mosaic of

deciduous species on favorable soils and conifers at less favor-

able or colder sites (Apps et al , 1993). Much of the boreal for-

est is embedded in a mosaic of wetlands and peatlands that

may act as natural fire breaks. Mosses and lichens also play an

important role in boreal ecosystem processes.

The northern limit of the boreal forest is largely determined by

temperature (Garfinkel and Brubaker. 1980; l,arsen. 1980.

1989; Amo. 1984). while both temperature and water supply

determine the forest/steppe and forest/prairie boundaries. In

general, the length of the vegetative period (related to the

length of the frost-free period or July mean temperature) is of

great importance in maritime regions. In more continental

regions, drought or extreme subzero temperature may be more

important
—for instance, the apparent -40°C limit of sap super-

cooling of hardwood species (Arris and Eagleson. 1989) and

the winter or drought tolerance of evergreen conifers. This tol-

erance may be exceeded in Siberia, which supports large areas

of deciduous conifers (Larix) (Woodward, 1987). Drought is
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an imponant factor in interior Alaska and Siberia, where annu-

al precipitation may be as low as 100-200 mm. Throughout the

boreal region, droughts are generally necessary for the onset

of fires Some species, notably Pinus syheslris. are drought-

(oleranl, whereas others such as Picea abies are dominant on

wetter soils. A further factor determining the limits of species

may be their winter chilling requirements.

The boreal forest consists of a patchwork of small to very large

areas that are in various stages of recovery from fire or insect

attack (van Cleve ei ai. 198.1a). Stands rarely reach maximum

bioiTiass or cartwn content (Apps and Kurz, 1994). and many
areas are dominated by one or a few species in a narrow age-class

range. Also, it may be noted that !he boreal forest is less than

1 2,000 yearN old and still may be expanding in some areas (Tallis.

1990). and even recovering from c<x)l temperatures in the Little

ice Age (AD I2(X)-I8.'S()) (Campbell and McAndrews. 199.1)

1.6.2. Key Limitations

Low air temperatures and small heal sums restrict growth and

the production and gennlnalion of seed, which is a major fac-

tor limiting regeneration in the forest-tundra zone (Henllonen

el ai, 1986). Unseasonal frosts can damage growlh and repro-

ductive cycles. Low soil lemperalure and permafrosts (in non-

oceanic regions) have been demonstrated experimenially to

limit growth and nutrient availability (van Cleve el al., 1981,

1983b). Permafrost can restrict rool growth and create an

impervious layer thai impedes soil drainage but can also be

responsible for raised areas that permit drainage, producing
Islands where trees can grow wiihin wetlands.

Low nutrient availability (except after fire) is characteristic of

most boreal forests. Low soil temperatures limit the rale of lit-

ter decomposition and mineralization (Shaver el al.. 1992;

Bergeidl.. 1993; Kobak and Kondrasheva, 1993). and the lit-

ter of most coniferous boreal tree species is relatively resistant

to decomposition because of its high ligiiin and low nutrient

content. Nitrogen availability in boreal coniferous forests is

generally in the range of 5^0 kg N ha '

yr '. compared to

80-120 kg N ha '

yr' in northern hardwood stands (Pastor and

Mladenoff. 1992).

Natural wildfires are ubiquitous throi'ghoiii ihe boreal region
because of the buildup of large amounts of litter, much of

which IS not only resistant to decomposition but is also highly
flammable. In the absence of fire-suppression measures, the

interval between fires (the fire cycle) ranges from 50 to 200

years from south to north but may be over 1 ,000 years in wet

northern ecosystems (Viereck, 1983; Payette ei al.. 1989b;

Payette, 1992). There are well-established relationships
between fire-cycle length, species composition, age-class dis-

tribution, and carbon storage (Johnson and Larson, 1991;

Kasischke ei al., 1995; Kurz ei al.. 1995).

Boreal forests also are characterized by periodic outbreaks of

insect pest populations. For many insect species, outbreaks have

IJ9

been clearly associated with climatic conditions and weather

events (e.g., Martinat. 1987; Mattson and Haack. 1987; Volney.

1988). and outbreaks are often most common in the southern-

most (warmest) part of the tree-host range (Kurz ei al . 1995).

On sites where forests have remained unaffected by fire or

insect damage for extended periods, they are characterized by

multi-aged stands where tree-fall constitute.' the most important

disturbance. Tree falls create a variety of microenvironments

that enhance diversity and affect regeneration patterns (Jonsson

and Esseen. 1990; Liu and Hyttebom. 1991; Hofgaard, 1993).

The net primary productivity of boreal forests tends to be

low—commonly 3-8 t (dry matter) ha '

yr', compared with

7-12 t ha '

yr' for northern hardwoods (Cannell, 1982. Melillo

ei al.. 1993). Productivity is controlled in a complex way by
interactions between various factors as discussed in Section

1.6.4 (Bonan and Shugart, 1989). As a boreal forest stand

develops afier fire, liner accumulates, more and more nutrients

are immobilized in the litter, the depth of thaw is reduced

because of the insulating pnipcrlics of the liner, drainage may
then be impaired by permafrost, and moss growlh may impair

regeneration from seed—some of which may be held within

serotinous cones thai release their seed only afier fire (Bonan.

1992). Fire interrupts this process by burning litter on the for-

est floor, releasing mineral nutrients, leading to deeper thaw,

improving drainage, and often removing the moss layer
—all of

which improves conditions for seed germination (Landhausser

and Wein. 1993).

1.6.3. Projected Climatic Changes

The climatic changes projected for most of the boreal region

over the period 1900-2050 are increases in temperature of

around 1-2°C in summer and 2-3°C in winter; regional changes
in precipiiation in summer and winter, mostly in the ±209c

range; and drier soils in summer (averaging about 2-8 mm less

water) (Greco el al., 1994). These projections imply longer and

warmer growing seasons, appreciably milder winters with the

possibility of less extreme minimum temperatures, and le>is per-

mafrost, which is related to annual mean temperatures

Most importantly, the changes in temperature, soil water, and

vapor pressure deficit may increase the frequency (shorten the

retum-iime) of fires Flannigan and van Wagner ( 1991 ) predict

a 40-50% increase in the area burned each year in Canada m a

2 X CO, climate scenario, and others iiavo predicted mure fre-

quent fires of higher intensity in the forest-tundra (Slocks.

1993; FIRESCAN Science Team. 1995). In Russia, an addi-

tional 7-12 million hectares of boreal forest are projected to

bum annually within the next 50 years, affecting 30-50% of

the land area (Dixon and Krankina, 1993).

1.6.4. Impacts of Climatic Change

There is a general consensus that climatic change will have

greater impact on boreal forests than on tropical and perhaps
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temperate forests, and that more frequent or changed patterns of

disturbance by fire and insect pests may be more important"

agents of change than elevated temperatures and COj levels per

se (Shugart et al.. 1992; Dixon and Krankina, 1993). Overall,

the boreal forest is likely to decrease in area, biomass. and car-

bon stock, with a move toward younger age-classes and consid-

erable disruption at its southern boundary (Neilson et al.. 1994;

Kurz et al., 1995). CO, enrichment itself may have less effect

than in wanner climates. In Sections 1 .6.4. 1 through 1 .6.4.4. we

consider the likely changes in the distribution and composition

of the forest and then elaborate on t.he factors d.'ivint; ci".ange

1.6.4.1. Forest Area, Distribution, and Productivity

On Its southern border, the boreal forest may give way to north-

em deciduous forest (or agriculture) in areas with a maritime

inlluence and to grassland or xerophylic steppe vegetation m
midcontinenlal areas, and species shifts may occur in the mid-

boreal region (Emanuel et al., 1985; Kellomaki and Kolstrom,

1992; Rizzo and Wiken. 1992; Dixon and Krankma. 1993;

Monserud et al.. 1993a; Tchebakova ei al., 1994; Pientice and

Sykes. 1995). Near tree lines in many areas, there is potential

for existing populations of suppressed individuals to grow
taller and more vigorously, as has apparently happened in

response to past climatic changes (Kullman, 1986; Payette et

uL. 1989a; Hofgaard ef a/.. 1991).

Over the next century, the potential (or preferred) geographic

ranges of species may shift approximately 300-500 km. imply-

ing changes in forest-based industries and considerable

socioeconomic impacts. In the early Holocene (about 8,000

years ago), when the climate became warmer, fire-adapted

hardwood species expanded northward to new sites alter fire

(Green. 1987). Where northern deciduous species, such as

sugar maple, migrate northward, forest productivity may be

increased on soils that retain adequate water, whereas produc-

tivity may decrease on dry soils where boreal forest may give

way to oak-pine savanna (Pastor and Post. 1988).

There is concern that the maximum potential migration rates

may be too slow to keep up with the rale of climatic change

(see Sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.5)—in which case .some researchers

consider that there may be areas of transitory forest decline,

especially if soils change slowly, are unfavorable lor immi-

grating species, and lack necessary microbes .ind symbionts

(Dixon and Turner. 1991; Davis and Zabinski. 1992; Solomon.

1992, Smith and Shugart, 1993). or where growth by more

southern species is limited by photoperiodic constraints The

future of the transitory lorest is likely to be determined by

increasing occurrence of extended high-intensity wildfires

until a new climale-vegetation-fire equilibrium is established

(Crutzen and Goldammer, 1993) Other researchers suggest
that there may be little forest decline. Intraspecific genetic

diversity will buffer change, and species that are no longer in a

favorable climate will simply grow and regenerate poorly and

be overtaken by invading species either gradually or after dis-

turbance (Malanson el al.. 1992; see also Section 1.3.3).

Increasing temperatures are likely to stimulate soil organic mat-

ter decomposition and increase nutrient (especially nitrogen)

availability, leading to an increase in net primary productivity of

non-stressed stands, averaging perhaps 10% in the boreal zone

in a 2 X CO, climate (Melillo et al.. 1993). However, despite

increasing productivity, there may be a net carbon loss from the

ecosystem because a small temperature nse will greatly

enhance decomposition rates (Jenkinson et al., 1991). whereas

CO2 fertilization will be of low effectiveness because of low

temperatures (Kirschbaum, 1993). Also, productivity may not

increase in dry aieas it water limitations were to increase due to

increased evaporative deriKiiid. Hydroiogic;;! ana landscape

changes in the patterns of bogs and forest also may be expect-

ed. In the north, melting of permafrost would favor the expan-

sion of wetlands, while dner conditions in the south would

lower the water tables (Apps el al.. 1993).

In the forest- tundra, rising temperatures are likely to enhance

the development and germination of seeds of many species,

increasing forest cover and enabling a northward migration to

occur, probably after fire (Kullman, l'>90; Kellomaki and

Kolstrom, 1992; Landhausser and Wein, 1993)—but again,

hampered to some extent by slow changes in soil conditions

(Rizzo and Wiken, 1992). There is clear evidence in the fossil

pollen and macrofossil record of expansion and recession of

boreal forest in both Eurasia and North America in response to

temperature changes over the past 10.000 years (Ritchie,

1987). However, it will take more than 100 years for any new

forest areas to mature in the forest-lundra. so the northward

expansion of mature boreal forest is likely to be slower than the

rate al which it is lost to grassland and temperate deciduous

forest al its southern boundary (Rizzo and Wiken. 1992). The

tundra itself is likely to become a carbon source in response to

warming (Billings fr<i/.. 1984; Oechel era/., 1993).

1.6.4.2. Temperature

The productivity of boreal forests—except those at the warmer

and drier edge of their species ranges
—is likely to respond

favorably to increases in temperature, as shown by long-term

soil warming experiments and models (van Cleve el al.. 1990;

Melillo el al.. 1993). It has long been known that trees in the

boreal forest exhibit positive relationships between annual

growth-ring widths and summer temperatures (Mikola. 1962)

and between volume growth and number of degree-days

(Kauppi and Posch. 1985; Worrell. 1987). Also, most prove-

nance-transfer studies suggest that some southward movement

of ecotypes to warmer climates promotes their volume growth

(Benker. 1994; Matyas. 1994). The magnitude of the growth

response will depend on the effect of increased temperatures

on nutrient availability, evapotranspiralion. and the frequency

of fires. Subtle interactions may be important. For instance.

Bonan et al. (1990) and Bonan (1992) show how increased

temperatures combined with increased evapotranspiralion

could result in a faster build-up of litter and a shallower per-

mafrost zone, but an increased probability of fire. The net

effect could be to reduce nutrient availability except after
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fires—whereas on the basis of temperature increases alone,

nutrient availability would have been expected to increase

(Shaver ff a/., 1992).

Forest simulation models suggest large shifts in species

composition in boreal forests (Shugan ei ai. 1992). Large

increases in temperature would cause annual heal sums to

exceed the minimum thresholds for seed production, favoring

the northward spread of species, especially in the forest-tun-

dra zone. On the other hand, reduced winter chilling may dis-

rupt both vegetative growth and reproductive processes of

species at the southern edges of their ranges (Kimmins and

Lavender, 1992).

1.6.4. i. Niiliicnis

Nitrogen is the nutricnl ihal nio.st limils the productivity of

boreal forests (e.g., van Cleve ei til.. 1983a. 1983b; Tanini,

1991). The critical factor is the rale at which nitrogen is recy-

cled through 'he litter—which, as noted eariier. is a function ol

both temperature and inter quality (Berg el at.. 1993). Species

differ in both their response to nitrogen and their litter quality

Picea sites in cold locations have forest floors with a high

lignin content, little available nitrogen, and slow decomposi-
tion rates, whereas Beiula or Populus sites, especially in

warmer locations, have forest floors with less lignin. Thus,

whereas small increases in temperature will increase rales of

decomposition and nitrogen cycling, large or prolonged tem-

perature increases also will lead to a shift from coniferous to

deciduous tree species, and—because of the greater decom-

posabilily of deciduous litter—this may have a further positive

effect on nitrogen availabilily, leading to increased productivi-

ty. On the other hand, incieasing COi concentration could

increa.se the C:N ratio of litter, and the reduced litter quality

might slow the rale of nutrient cycling (Taylor ei al.. 1989; van

de Geijn and van Veen, 1993).

1.6.4.4. Fire and Insects

In Canada over recent years, about 1 to 2 Mha have burned

each year (Kurz and Apps, 1993), and in Russia, between 1.4

and 10 Mha burned each year between 1971 and 1991 (Dixon
and Krankina. 1993). If fires occur very frequently, late suc-

cessional species become unable to oulcompeu pioneer

species, which will (hereby become more common. A threefold

increase in wildfire frequency in Canada between a high-fire

year (1989) and a reference year (1986) resulted in an 86%
reduction in the net ecosystem cartxin sink (Kurz ei al.. 1992).

However, fires also have a beneficial effect on subsequent

ecosystem function and facilitate regeneration (Landhausser
and Wein, 1993) Fires may have most impact in the forest-tun-

dra zone; indeed, Payette and Gagnon (1985) conclude that the

modem fores'-tundra boundary~of northeastern North America
is the result of fires during the last 3,(KK) years, which were fol-

lowed by lower temperatures that limited forest regeneration,
'f future fires were followed by higher temperatures, the fires

121

could be catalysts for a return to coniferous forests that appear
to have existed there 7.(X)0-I0,(X)0 years ago.

Defoliating insects play an important role in boreal forests, and

there are many instances where the proportion of different

boreal tree species is related to the intensity of insect pest out-

breaks. Pests usually are maintained at a low population equi-

librium by a combination of host resistance, natural enemies,

and weather conditions. Any one of these factors could be

affected by climatic change, particularly tree resistance in

response to environmental stress. Once an outbreak exceeds a

certain patch size, it can become self-propagaling and can

spread largely independently of wealher conditions. Following
climalic warming, it seems very likely lhal insecl outbreaks

will expand northward and thai new pest and pathogen prob-

lems will arise (Kurz and Apps. 1993).

1.7. Research and Monitoring Needs

Our capability lo assess the likely lale of ihe world's forests

under altered climalic conditions has been liniiled because ihe

conceptual modeling framework for such an assessment is slill

in an early stage of development. It needs lo be refined lo

improve the understanding of climale change impacts at the fol-

lowing three levels: ( 1 ) the ecophysiological responses of trees

to changing climate and CO, concentrations. (2) Ihe relation-

ship between tree growth and transient forest dynamics, and (3)

Ihe influence of changing forest characteristics on the global

carbon balance and hence their feedback to the greenhouse
effecl. The predictive power of current modeling approaches
decreases from ( I ) lo (3) A consistent research strategy to over-

come these limitations needs to be accompanied by a monitor-

ing program ihat can provide appropriate databases for initial-

ization, calibration, validation, and application of the models. In

particular, future work should address the following:

•
Ecnphysiohgy, specifically the influence of tempera-

ture, water availability, ambient CO, concentration,

photoperiod. and nitrogen availability on the establish-

ment, growth, water use efficiency, siomatal conduc-

tance, biomass allocation, and survival of trees under

natural conditions. Urgently required also are studies of

belowground plant and soil processes such as the

dccomp'.isition oT organic residues under changing
envi'^onmennl conditions. Most previous studies have

been limited to short-term responses of young trees and

therefore have ignored longer-term processes influ-

enced by more than one factor, as well as the adaptive

potential of plants. There is a need for more long-term

studies that investigate simultaneously a well-defined

set of key factors. The ecophysiological responses

should be measured at experimental sites within a

range of forest types, and those experiments should fol-

low protocols that support modeling research.

• Forest dynamics. Studies should focus on the stabili-

ty of natural and managed forests under different

types of climatic (temperature, water availability) and
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chemical (CO2, nitrogen) regimes, including the influ-

ence of changing disturbance conditions (wind,

drought. Tire, pest frequencies). Because the direction

and magnitude of possible climatic change is not

known for all factors relevant to ecosystem dynamics,

simulations and experimental studies should focus

upon a broad range of such conditions. The potential

rate of species migration (either assisted or unassis-

ted) needs to be investigated further using appropriate

models A significant part of this activity should be

devoted to farther development of monitoring strate-

gies that would allow the collection of data on realis-

tic forest responses through all major forest regions.

• Monitoring. The development and application of for-

est models requires improved global databases on the

present conditions of the world's forests, as well as

their associated site characteristics. It is crucial that

these data-gathering activities are intensified, both

through the global neiwork of ground observations

that can be madr in many research institutes world-

wide and through the collection of data from space-

borne sensors. For ground-based data collection, .stan-

dardization and worldwide availability are key issues,

as is the continuation of already ongoing ob.servation-

al series. Satellite remote sensing is in a promising

stage of development, with respect to both enhanced

processing protocols of existing time series of satellite

data (such as AVHRR) and the development of sen-

sors with improved capacity to measure ecosystem

properties at high spatial and temporal resolution.

To improve the overall modeling framework for ihe assessment

of global forest response to climate change, and to provide an

appropnale background for the synthesis of more detailed stud-

ies, there is a requirement for process-based lerresirial biosphere

models of ecosystem dynamics. These models should build on

knowledge from all other levels of model dcvclopnienl

Specifically, they should involve a sufficiently high number of

plant functional types and forest types to cover Ihe wide range ot

forests occurring in different climate zones Various initiatives lor

the development of such models are currently underway (eg .

Focus 2: Change in Ecosystem Stmclure. especially activity 2..V

in StelTen et al.. 1992; Landsberg et al . 1995). To succeed, ihcy

need to be backed up by the research aclivuies lisied above.
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Impacts on Other Natural Areas

Q27. On page IS of your written testimony you state the following:

**Other Natural Areas: Natural ecosystems are highly vulnerable to

degradation from climate change. Federally protected natural areas have

become a repository for the Nation's rarest species and are critical for the

conservation of biological diversity. The composition, geographic

distribution, and productivity of many ecosystems will shift as individual

species respond to changes in climate. These will likely lead to reduction in

biological diversity and in the goods and services ecosystems provide for

society, such as clean water and recreation. Freshwater wetlands are

particularly at risk from climate change. IPCC findings show that:

• Precipitation changes and salt water intrusion from sea level rise could

adversely affect the ecological communities of the Florida Everglades and

degrade the habitat for many species of wading birds.

• The wetlands of the prairie pothole region of North America, which

support half the waterfowl population of this continent, could diminish in

area and change dramatically in character in response to climate change,

significantly exacerbating the destruction already caused by agriculture."

Please document these statements.

A27. Two chapters of the document Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts, Adaptations and

Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses summarize the

IPCC's most recent findings on impacts on and adaptations for non-tidal wetlands

(Chapter 6) and coastal zones and small islands (Chapter 9) in a changing climate.

Copies of these chapters are attached.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Although there are many different systems for defining and

classifying wetlands, for this chapter we define wetlands gen-

erally as areas of land where the water table is at or near the

surface for some defined period of time, leading to unique

physiochemical and biological processes and conditions char-

acteristic of waterlogged systems. Wetlands exist in both

inland and coastal areas, covering approximately 4-6% of the

Earth's land surface. They are found on every continent except

Antarctica and in every climate from the tropics to the tundra.

This chapter examines the possible impacts of climate change

on non-tidal (primarily inland) freshwater wetlands.

Wetlands have many functions that have socioeconomic benefits:

They provide refuge and breeding ground for many species,

including commercially valuable ones; they are areas of high bio-

diversity; they control floods and droughts and improve water

quality; and they are used for recreation and education. The direct

economic value of these benefits varies between regions.

Human activities—such as the conversion of wetlands to agri-

cultural and forest lands, construction of dams and embank-

ments, and peat mining—already pose a senous threat to wet-

lands worldwide. Mainly as a result of these activities, it is

estimated that more than half of the world's wetlands have dis-

appeared during the last century. These anthropogenic effects

are most notable in densely populated areas and are expected

to increase, especially in developing countries.

We are highly confident that climate change will have its great-

est effect on wetlands by altering their hydrologic regimes.

Any alterations of these regimes will influence biological, bio-

geochemical, and hydrological functions in wetland ecosys-

tems, thereby affecting the socioeconomic benefits of wetlands

that are valued by humans. Due to the heterogeneity of non-

tidal wetlands, and because their hydrologic conditions vary

greatly within and among different wetland types and sites, the

impacts of climate change on these ecosystems will be site-

specific. Impacts can be generalized for specific wetland types

and, to some degree, wetland regions. However, generalization

across wetland types is difficult and cannot be made in terms

of locations or wetland categories.

We are highly confident that hydrologic changes or other dis-

turbances that change the vegetation types in wetland areas

will affect other wetland functions as well. However, many
wetlands have inherently high spatial and temporal variability

in plant communities due to climatic variations (e.g., seasonal

flooding or drought) and variations in microtopography. We
are confident that in some wetlands a changed plant communi-

ty as a result of climate change will resemble at least some

component of the existing community.

We are highly confident that climate change will affect the

cycling of carbon in wetlands: Some carbon-sequestering wet-

lands will change from COj sinlos to sources due to a lowering

of the water table or increased temperature. Changes in the

source/sink relationship of wetlands have already occurred in

parts of the arctic region. Climate change leading to an alteration

in the degree of saturation and flooding of wetlands would affect

both the magnitude and the timing of CH, emissions. Drying of

northern wetlands could lead to declines in CH4 emissions.

We are confident that climate change will affect the aieal

extent and distribution of wetlands, although at present it is not

possible to estimate future areal size and distribution of wet-

lands from climate-change scenarios. Regional studies from

east China, the United States, and southern Europe indicate

that the area of wetlands will decrease if the climate becomes

warmer. Climate warming also would have severe impacts on

wetlands in arctic jmd subarctic regions in this respect because

it would result in a melting of permafrost, which is the key fac-

tor in maintaining high water tables in these ecosystems.

Adaptation, conservation, and restoration of wetlands in response

to climate change varies among wetland types and the specific

function being considered. For regional and global functions (e.g.,

trace-gas fluxes and cart)on storage), there are no human respons-

es that can be applied at the scale necessary. For wetland functions

that are local in scale (habitat value, pollution trapping, and to

some degree flood control), possibilities exist for adaptation, cre-

ation, and restoration. However, wetland creation and restoration

technologies are just developing, and we do not yet have reliable

techniques to create wetlands for many specific purposes.
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6.1. Introduction rt. /..?. Classificalion

6.1.1. Aims and Goals of the Chapter

This chapter examines the polential impacts of climate change
on non-tidal wetland ecosystems and the possible options for

responding to these changes. Tidal wetlands are covered in

Chapter 9.

This chapter gives particular emphasis lo the possible impacts

of climate change on the areal extent, distribution, and func-

tions of non-tidal wetlands, in the context of other natural or

anthropogenic stressors that are likely to affect these ecosys-

tems simultaneously. In addition to describing the importance
of different climate variables and the range of factors that

determine the sensitivity of individual wetlands, the chapter

uses four case studies to illustrate the effects of climate change
on certain defined wetland areas: the Sahel, northern boreal

wetlands, Kalimantan (Indonesia), and the Florida Everglades.

This is the first time that IPCC has attempted a detailed assess-

ment of the potential impacts of climate change on the struc-

ture and function of wetlands. Previous assessments briefly

touched upon wetlands in a qualitative discussion of methane

(CH,) sources and sinks (Melillo et al., 1990) and discussed

wetlands in the context of ecosystem responses to increased

CO2 concentrations, illustrated by case studies of the arctic tun-

dra and a salt marsh.

The present assessment is hindered because the literature on

wetlands is highly variable in quality and coverage and large

gaps in knowledge remain regarding many of their regulating

processes. In particular, relatively few studies exist on the

impacts of climate change on inland wetlands; most that do

exist have been carried out on specific wetland sites and/or

have tended to focus on the Northern Hemisphere. These fac-

tors are reflected in the examples and conclusions in this chap-
ter and in the emphasis on case studies. Recently, wetlands and

wetland-related topics have begun to receive increasingly

greater attention, and new information is expected to be pub-
lished in the near future.

6.1.2. Definition

Wetlands exist in both inland and coastal areas, covering

approximately 4-6% of the Earth's land surface. A wide vari-

ety of wetland definitions are found in the literature. Cowardin

etal. (1979) argue that there is no single, correct, indisputable,

ecologically sound definition for wetlands, primarily because

of the diversity of wetlands and because the demarcation

between dry and wet environments lies along a continuum. In

general, a wetland describes any area of land where the water

table is at or near the surface for some defined period of time,

leading to unique physiochemical and biological processes and

conditions characteristic of shallowly flooded systems (Mitsch
and Gosselink, 1993). This chapter will discuss both perma-
nent and temporary wetlands.

Wetlands usually are categorized according 10 their character-

istic vegetation; their location (coastal or inland); the salinity

of the water they contain; or other biological, chemical, hydro-

logical, and geographical features. Coastal wetlands are influ-

enced by the ebb and flow of tides and may include tidal salt

marshes, tidal freshwater marshes, and mangrove swamps (see

Chapter 9).

This chapter covers inland wetlands, or those not subject to tidal

influences—including peatlands, swamps, marshes, and flood-

plains Peatlands consist of bogs and fens, which may be forest-

ed, and are peat-accumulating wetlands in moist climates (peat

is partially decomposed plant material). Bogs are acidic, poor in

nutrients, and receive water from precipitation only, whereas

fens are generally circumneutral, richer in nutrients, and receive

water primarily from overland flow and/or groundwater.

Swamps or forested wetlands are areas with little or no peat

accumulation. Marshes or herbaceous wetlands and floodplains

are flooded areas along rivers or lakes (Zoltai and Pollet, 1983).

More than seventy global classification schemes exist interna-

tionally. Because the response of wetlands to climate change
tends to be site- or region-specific, no existing scheme is use-

ful for this chapter in relating geographic or physical features

with climate responses. For this reason, this chapter will focus

on describing the climate and other variables that determine the

response of individual wetland sites, rather than attempting to

correlate responses with particular wetland types.

Many studies have shown that hydrologic parameters are

strong controllers of wetland ecosystem structure and func-

tion (Gosselink and Turner, 1978; Novitzki, 1989; Kangas,

1990). The source, renewal rate, and timing of the water

regime directly control the spatial and temporal heterogene-

ity of wetland ecosystem structure and function. The

hydroperiod
—defined as the depth, frequency, duration, and

season of flooding
—is usually the single most important reg-

ulator in wetlands, controlling many of their important char-

acteristics (Lugo et al., 1990a). The hydroperiod is deter-

mined by the climate, topography, catchment area, soils, and

geology of the region in which the wetland is situated

(Armentano, 1990).

For this assessment, we focus on climate-change effects on

hydrology as an integrative tool for our analysis. However,

these effects are highly site-specific, and there are few general,

categorical conclusions that can be drawn. There is extreme

hydrological variation between and even within individual

wetlands, such as differences in the direction of water flow

(vertical, unidirectional, or bidirectional; Lugo et al., 1990b).

Th.is variability, coupled with the resolution at which these

hydrological differences can be found, reinforces the need to

describe wetland responses on a site-by-site basis. It is possi-

ble to generalize impacts for specific wetland types and, to

some degree, wetland regions, but it is difficult to generalize

across different wetland types.
/

57-716 99-17
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6.1.4. Global Distribution of Wetlands

Wetlands are found on every continent except Antarctica and in

every climate from the tropics to the tundra (Mitsch and Wu,

1995; Mitsch and Gosselmk, 1993). Matthews and Fung (1987)

recently conducted extensive surveys to determine the distribu-

tion of wetlands on a global scale and estimate that wetlands

account for an area of 5.3 x 10* km', or approximately 4% of

the Earth's land surface (Figures 6- 1 and 6-2). This estimate is

similar to other recent estimates (e.g.. Aselmann and Crutzen,

1989) but indicates a possible reduction from previous esti-

mates of around 6% (Bazilivich et al, 197 1 ; Maltby and Turner,

1983). However, any estimate of global coverage will depend

significantly on the definition of a wetland that is used.

wetlands, especially in tropical regions, have so far escaped the

impacts of human activities owing to their remoteness and

unsuitability for agriculture (see Section 6.5.4). However, in

recent decades, population pressures and technological advances

have extended human influences into previously undisturbed

areas (Armentano, 1990). For example, in 1989 it was calculat-

ed that only 82% of Indonesia's peat swamp forests remained in

their original condition (Silvius, 1989); for some provinces (e.g..

South Sumatra), it is predicted that no swamp forest will be left

by the year 2(X)0 (PHPA and AWB, 1990). Table 6- 1 summarizes

the main causes of present-day wetland loss.

6.2. Global Importance of Wetlands

6.1.5. Current Wetland Stressors

Wetlands already are threatened by a range of environmental

factors, which can be natural or anthropogenic. It is estimated

that more than half of the world's wetlands have disappeared

since 1900. In the lower 48 states of the United States, approxi-

mately 53% of the original wetland area has been lost; 87% of

this loss is attributed to agricultural development, 8% to urban

development, and 5% to other conversions (Maltby, 1986). The

same is valid for most of the developed regions of the world. The

status of wetlands in developing countries is currently unknown

to a large extent, but population pressures in many regions are

steadily increasing the demand for food (Dugan, 1988), which

can lead to wetland loss due to agncultural development. Many

Wetlands have many functions that are considered to have

socioeconomic value: They provide refuge and breeding

ground for many species, including commercially valuable

furbearers, waterfowl, and timber; they often contain a high

diversity of species; they control floods and droughts and

improve water quality; and they can be used for recreation and

education. The socioeconomic value of wetlands will vary

from region to region, depending on which wetland functions

the local economies regard as valuable. Table 6-2 identifies

wetland types with their values.

Some wetlands (usually peatlands) contain potential energy for

human consumption. In developing countries with shortages of

energy and fuel, peat harvesting can be an attractive financial

proposition if extensive peat deposits are available. This can
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Figure 6-2: Dislribulions of wetland types along 10° latitudinal belts (modified after Matthews and Fung, 1987).

have the effect of replacing imported energy sources and reduc-

ing foreign-exchange requirements (Bord na M6na, 1985).

However, large-scale harvesting of peat has led to the destruc-

tion of peatland ecosystems, and peat mining has the dual effect

of removing a COj sink (but a source of CH4) and adding to the

CO2 in the atmosphere (see Rodhe and Svensson, 1995).

In the recent past, nonconsumptive benefits of wetlands such

as recreation (Mercer, 1990), archaeology (Coles, 1990), edu-

cation, and science usually were given lower priority in man-

agement plans than directly consumptive values because they

are highly aesthetic and their values are difficult to quantify

(Reimold and Hardinsky, 1979). However, these values have

been given much greater attention in recent years, and wet-

lands worldwide are starting to be considered highly valuable

areas to conserve.

shelter they provide. For example, the Pantanal in Brazil,

Paraguay, and Bolivia provides an important habitat for the

jaguar (Dugan, 1993).

Probably the best known function of wetlands is as a provider

of year-round habitats, breeding areas, and wintering sites for

migratory birds, depending on their location (Bellrose and

Trudeau, 1988; Dugan, 1993). One example is the prairie pot-

hole region in the United States, where the value of the region

as habitat for breeding birds, especially waterfowl, has been

thoroughly documented. Annual production is correlated with

the number of wet basins for many duck species (Boyd, 1981;

Krapu et at.. 1983; Reynolds, 1987). More than half of the

waterfowl production in North America occurs within this

region (Batt ei ai, 1989).

6.2.1. Habilats and Diversity

The total biodiversity (flora and fauna) of wetlands generally is

high in comparison with terrestrial ecosystems. Wetlands pro-

vide protective cover and essential feeding, breeding, and mat-

uration areas for a wide range of invertebrates, as well as cold-

and warm-blooded vertebrates (Gosselink and Maltby, 1990;

Clark, 1979). Some animals are entirely dependent on wetland

habitats; others are only partially so. In North America, for

e.'.ample, muskiats and beavers fall into the dependent group,
whereas raccoons and various species of deer fall into the non-

dependent one. In many areas, the remoteness and inaccessi-

bility of wetlands has attracted species that may not be totally

wetland dependent but take advantage of the protection and

6.2.2. Biogeochemical Values

Wetlands play an important role in the global budgets of car-

bon (C) and the trace gases CH4 and nitrous oxide (N2O).
Wetland soils represent a major pool of C that may respond

dynamically to climate change (Woodwell et ai, 1995). Boreal

wetlands, which are extremely susceptible to climate change,

are a major contributor to the global CH, budget (Matthews
and Fung, 1987).

Wetlands are efficient in trapping pollution and processing
wastes in human-dominated landscapes. Wetlands have been

found to be important "sinks" for pollutants moving from

upland areas, preventing their movement into surface water and

groundwater (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993); indeed, artificial
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Table 6-1: Causes of wetland losses (modified after Dugan, 1990).

Floodplains Marshes Peatlands Swamps

Human Actions

Drainage for agriculture, forestry, and mosquito control

Stream channelization for navigation and flood protection

Filling for solid waste disposal, roads, etc.

Conversion for aquaculture

Construction of dikes, dams, and levees

Discharge of toxic compounds and nutrients

Mining for peat, coal, gravel phosphate, etc.

Groundwater abstraction

Sediment diversion by dams, deep channels, etc.

Hydrological alterations by canals, roads, etc.

Subsidence due to extraction of groundwater, oil, gas, minerals, etc.

Natural Causes

Subsidence

Sea-level rise

Drought

Hurricanes and storms

Erosion

Biotic effects

Notes: ++ = common and important cause of wetland loss; + = present but not major cause of wetland loss.

Table 6-2: Wetland values (modified after Dugan, 1990).

Floodplains Marshes Peatlands Swamps

Function

Groundwater recharge

Groundwater discharge

Flood control

Erosion control

Sediment/toxicant retention

Nutrient retention

Biomass export

Storm protection

Microclimate stabilization

Water transport

Recreation/tourism

++

++

+

+
+

+

Products

Forest resources

Wildlife resources

Fisheries

Forage resources

Agricultural resources

Water supply

++

++

Attributes

Biological diversity

Uniqueness to culture

Notes: ++ = common and important value of that wetland type; + = less common and important value.
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wetlands are being used lo Ireal waslewater. Declines in these

functions due lo climate change could have important econom-

ic and aesthetic implications, particularly in heavily developed

areas (Arheimer and Wittgren, 1994).

6.3. Sensitivities and Impacts

6.3.1. Which Wetlands are Most Vulnerable

to Climate Change?

6.3.2.1. TeiiipeniiKie

Temperature is an important factor controlling many of the

ecological and physical functions of wetlands. Primary pro-

ductivity, microbial activity, and habitat are all controlled to a

certain extent by temperature Temperature also affects evapo-

transpiration rates, which has implications for the hydrological

regime of wetlands by transporting water from the ecosystem

to the atmosphere.

It is difficult to determine the vulnerability of specific types of

non-tidal wetlands to climate change. One line of reasoning

suggests that wetlands in naturally stressed environments

appear to tolerate less additional stress than those located in

favorable conditions (Lugo and Brown, 1984), meaning that

they are more vulnerable to the alterations in hydrological

regimes that are expected lo result from climate change. By
this reasoning, depressional wetlands (found in depressions in

the landscape) with small watershed areas and situated in areas

where the climate is either dry or wet at present will be most

susceptible to these effects (Mitsch and Wu, 1995). In contra.st.

wetlands along floodplains and lakes should be able to adapt to

a changing climate by migrating along river edges up- and

downstream as well as up- and downslope to follow water—
although the efficiency of such migration will be dependent on

a number of factors, including catchment area, topography, and

human settlements^

A second line of reasoning suggests that wetland types that

have a large degree of inherent exposure to high spatial and

temporal variation in environmental conditions may have a

greater potential for adaptation to climate change (see

Section 6.4).

Arctic and subarctic peatlands will be extremely vulnerable to

climate change if warmer temperatures lead to a thawing of the

permafrost layer and affect their hydrology through drainage or

flooding (Gorham, 1994; Oechel and Vourlitis, 1994; OTA,

1993). These wetlands have a limited capacity to adapt to cli-

mate change because it is unlikely that new permafrost areas

will form. In addition, non-tidal wetlands located near the coast

are vulnerable to changes in climate due to sea-level rise,

which would have severe impacts resulting from chemical and

hydrological changes caused by intrusion of saline seawater

(see Section 6.5.5).

6.3.2. Importance of Different Climate Variables

No single factor determines how climate change will affect

individual wetland ecosystems. The variables that are predict-

ed to change include temperature, precipitation, and CO; con-

centrations, resulting cumulatively in changes in water avail-

ability. Changes in the frequency and duration of flooding and

drought and any alterations in disturbance regimes will be par-

ticularly important in determining how the ecological functions

of wetlands ultimately are affected.

6.3.2.2. Precipitation

Precipitation regulates the direct inflow and amount of water to

wetland ecosystems However, the effect of a change in pre-

cipitation on a given wetland will depend on the type of wet-

land and the topographic and geographic characteristics of the

region (drainage area, relief, and so forth). For example, very

large wetlands, like the Okawango delta in Africa, are supplied

with water from a considerable distance. In this case, the spa-

tial variability of climate change could affect the balance

between supply and evaporative demand. Further, in wetlands

located along floodplains, a change in water availability

throughout the drainage area or region will affect flooding and

the hydrological regime in complex ways.

Poiani et al. (1995) show that the seasonality of precipitation

changes is very important to wetland ecosystems. Climate

change affecting spring precipitation and runoff may have the

greatest impact on wetland hydrology and vegetation. Some

modeling studies have indicated that there may be a threshold

temperature beyond which changes in precipitation become

less important to wetland hydrology. In one study, Poiani and

Johnson (1993) conclude that precipitation changes are much

less influential on hydrological regimes under a -i-4°C scenario

than under a -i-2°C scenario.

6.3.2.3. CO2 Concentration

Current research suggests that elevated CO2 levels may have a

direct fertilization effect on some types of vegetation, leading to

higher production rates (Idso and Kimball, 1993). Elevated CO;

concentrations seem to increase plant tolerance to stress, includ-

ing photoinhibition, high or low temperature extremes, drought,

and waterlogging (Hogan et al., I99I ). However, multi-species,

intact ecosystems may show complex responses to an increase

in CO2 concentrations (Komer and Amone, 1992). Elevated

CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere also may affect the rate

of evapotranspiration through changes in water usage by plants

(Bunce, 1992; Kimball and Idso, 1983). However, the effects ol

increased COj on transpiration and water-use efficiency appear

to decrease as water availability increases or as temperature

decreases (Oechel and Su^in, 1985). Any changes in transpira-

tion may influence regional water balances and hydrological

regimes because vegetation is a critical component of the

cycling of water between soils and the atmosphere (Salati and

Vose, 1984). Until detailed mechanistic questions regarding the
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biochemistry and physiology of wetland vegetation can be

resolved, the extent to which wetlands will respond to increased

CO2 concentrations remains uncertain (Larson, 1994).

6.3.2.4. Extreme Events

Wetlands are sensitive to extreme climate events such as heavy

spring flooding and summer drought (Gorham, 1991).

Potential changes in precipitation patterns related to the ampli-

tude, periodicity, or frequency of extreme events are critical

components in modeling wetland responses to climate change

(Poiani and Johnson, 1993). Extreme droughts make wetlands

more sensitive to fire (see Sections 6.5.4 and 6.5.5; Gorham,

1994), which could impact ecological functions such as vege-

tation cover, habitat value, and carbon cycling. At the same

time, such biomass burning is likely to result in massive emis-

sions of smoke particles (aerosols) to the atmosphere, which

may offset some warming, at least regionally (Penner et al.,

1992). Sea-level rise may affect some inland wetlands, causing

saltwater intrusion that could result in an encroachment of salt-

tolerant wetland communities.

6.3.2.5. Water Availability and Movement

Combined changes in temperature, evapotranspiration, precip-

itation, and CO2 concentrations ultimately affect the hydrolog-

ic regime in a wetland ecosystem. It is critical to consider these

combined effects because responses can be nonlinear. For

example, it has been found that relatively small differences in

precipitation can produce substantial differences in water level,

especially for smaller temperature increases (Poiani and

Johnson, 1993). Whereas decreased water availability will

cause wetland loss due to concomitant drying, climate models

suggest that some areas will become wetter—particularly high-

latitudes in the winter. Although few studies have examined the

potential impacts in these cases, it is conceivable that wetter

conditions could be conducive to wetland development in areas

not currently occupied by wetlands—as has occurred in areas

of the Sahel (see Section 6.5.2).

In some cases, the movement of water in itself can benefit wet-

lands because it contributes to nutrient transport, aeration, and

so forth, and because species can more readily distribute them-

selves according to the hydrological conditions to which they

are adapted. Floods also create currents capable of exporting

toxic compounds that otherwise could accumulate in sediments

(Lugo el al.. 1990a). However, extremely intense hydrological

fiuxes tend to stress wetland ecosystems.

the interactions of atmospheric water, surface water, and

groundwater components of wetlands (Wnter, 1988).

6.3.3. 1. Areal Extent and Distribution

At present, regional scenarios do not provide adequate infor-

mation to determine the direction or magnitude of change in

the areal extent of wetlands (Gorham, 1991). It seems likely

that some wetland regions will become moisture-limited, while

other non-wetland areas will develop a climate conducive for

wetland development. Al this time, however, any estimation of

the change in global areal extent would be very uncertain (see

Gorham, 1991).

A few studies have attempted to estimate possible regional

changes in wetland distribution, although they tend to involve

areas that are projected to experience net losses in water avail-

ability rather than areas that are expected to experience

increases. For example, a study by Brock and van Vierssen

(1992) of hydrophyte-dominated wetlands in southern semi-

arid regions of Europe concludes that an increase in tempera-

ture of 3-4''C would decrease the areal extent of habitat for

hydrophytes by 70 to 85% within 5 years
—

suggesting that

wetlands in other semi-arid and arid regions will be very sen-

sitive to climate warming (see Section 6.5.2).

Poiani and Johnson ( 1993) conducted a study to understand how

possible changes in the areal extent of a semipermanent wetland

in the prairie pothole region of the United States might affect its

ecological functions. For this study, they developed a simulation

model for hydrological and vegetation responses. Using output

from the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) general cir-

culation model (GCM) for current and doubled-COj climates

(mean monthly air-temperature increase of 3 to 6°C and precip-

itation ranging from -17% to +29%) in an II -year simulation,

they project a 3% increase in the overall size of this wetland

under current climate but a decrease of nearly 12% under the

greenhouse scenario. Further, the areas of open water would

decrease from 51% at the beginning of the simulation to 0% by

the fourth year, allowing emergent plant species to spread over

the entire wetland. This change would have serious implications

for the wildlife in the region because these areas are extremely

important breeding areas for waterfowl (see Section 6.2. 1 ). This

study indicates that even if the total decrease in wetland area due

to a warmer climate is relatively small (12%), the overall change
in wetland characteristics can have severe effects on many of the

existing functions and values of wetlands. The model also mdi-

cates that wetland size, depth, and vegetative charactenstics are

more sensitive to changes in temperature than to either increas-

es or decreases in precipitation.

6.3.3. Effects on Wetlands Due to Climate Change

Climate changes affecting the areal extent, distribution, and

hydrological regimes of wetlands are expected to have impor-

tant effects on their ecological functions. These etlccis must be

assessed in light of many uncertainties, particularly concerning

Another study of the prairie pothole region (Larson, in press)

examines the relationship between climate variables and the

percentage of wet basins, using a multiple linear-regression

model This study focuses on closed-basin wetlands surround-

ed by either grassland or aspen parkland. The study found that

when temperatures increase by 3''C in subsequent model runs
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(IS years simulated), the Canadian and U.S. grassland models

project declines in the percentage of wet basins of 15% and

28%, respectively. The aspen parkland model, however, pro-

jects a decline of 56% in the number of wet basins with

increased temperatures. Model response to changes in precipi-

tation were uniform and small across the region. An important

consequence of geographical differences in wetland response

to temperature is that as waterfowl extend their migrations far-

ther north in drought years, they may face decreased probabil-

ity of finding suitable wetlands.

A study by Zhang and Song (1993) examines the possible

effects of climate change on the areal extent of the wetlands of

eastern China, where 75% of the country's wetlands are locat-

ed. The study examines climate change under six hypothetical

climate scenarios (precipitation increasing or decreasing by

10% and temperature increasing I, 2, and 3°Cy. the areal extent

of herbaceous wetlands declines under all scenarios.

At high northern latitudes, warming could cause a poleward

migration of the northern treeline. This shift would decrease

the winter albedo because the tree canopy has much lower

albedo than exposed snow surfaces (Bonan et al., 1992), great-

ly affecting regional climate by absorbing more of the sun's

incoming energy.

Another implication for northern peallands is the expected

melting of permafros; due to higher temperatures (see Chapter

7). Harriss (1987) concludes that an increase in temperature of

2°C would shift the southern boundary of penriafrost in the

Northern Hemisphere to the north. The melting of permafrost

is likely to have drastic effects on peatland hydrology and land-

scape patterns, leading to lowered water tables in some areas

and flooded thaw lakes in others, as well as to thermokarst ero-

sion (Billings, 1987; Gorham, 1991). It has been suggested

(Zoltai and Wein, 1990) that such melting may shift bogs on

permafrost back to fens, from which they originated after the

warm mid-Holocene period. Vegetetation could shift from

black spruce/Sphagnum/lichen (which are typical for bog

ecoystems) to grasses, sedges, and reeds. Further, the rate of

climate-change impacts on northern peatlands may be such that

it causes degradation of southern regions much faster than the

northern regions can expand northward (Gorham, 1991). These

shifts also would have implications for the carbon cycle, as

well as the flux of especially CH4 from northern peatlands (see

Section 6.5.3).

6.3.3.2. Functions

Functions are processes necessary for the self-maintenance of

ecosystems, such as primary production, nutrient cycling and

decomposition. Wetland functions can be categorized as bio-

logical, biogeochemical, or hydrological. These are distinct

from, but often translate into, the socioeconomic values per-

ceived by society (Brinson, 1993). None of these categories is

exclusive, and each may influence the other; for example, any

changes in wetland plant species have far-reaching effects on a

wide range of wetland functions due to the unique structural,

chemical, and ecological characteristics of different plants.

6.3.3.2. 1. Biologicalfunctions

Biological functions relate to vegetation, habitats, and species

diversity. Climate changes resulting in increased or decreased

temperature and water availability will affect the composition

and production of vegetation, the quality and areal extent of

habitat available for species, and species composition and

diversity (Thompson and Hamilton, 1983; Junk, 1983, 1993:

Bradbury and Grace, 1983; Reader, 1978; Bernard and

Gorham, 1978).

The species composition of plant communities in wetlands is

critically affected by water movement and hydroperiod (Lugo et

al., 1990a). Often, extended flooding and a longer hydroperiod

will result in u^ee mortality and the replacement of forest by

herbaceous vegetation (Lugo et al., 1990a). A long-term lower-

ing of the water table would probably lead to similar changes in

the composition and pioduction of the vegetation as found in

drainages made for forestry (e.g., in Sweden and Finland).

In forested wetlands subjected to drainage, the lowering of the

water table has resulted in an increase in tree-stand volume

(Keltikangas et al, 1986; HSnell, 1988). Based on data from

several different wetland types given by Hdnell (1988), Rodhe

and Svensson (1995) calculate that the increase in tree-stand

volume could range between 1.2-6.0 kg dry biomass/m-

Similar results are reported in studies on wetlands in Finland

(llvessalo and llvessalo, 1975).

Changes in wetland plant communities can have important

effects on decomposition, nutrient cycling, and plant produc-

tion functions. The nature and amount of plant litter production

strongly influences wetland soil microbial populations (Melillo

et al., 1982; McClaugherty et al, 1985; Bowden, 1987).

Several studies have found strong links between wetland plant

community types and microbial decomposition and nutrient-

cycling processes in fens and bogs (Svensson, 1976, 1980

Svensson and Rosswall, 1984; Verhoeven et al, 1990:

Verhoeven and Arts, 1992; van Vuuren et al, 1992, 1993:

Koerselman el al, 1993). Microbial decomposition of litter

and the release or "mineralization" of nutrients contained

therein enhances plant productivity and litter quality (nutrient

content, degradability; Pastor, 1984). Different plant commu-

nities demonstrate different rates of nitrogen availability to

plants, carbon storage, and microbial processing of pollutants

(Rosswall and Granhall, 1980; Pastor et al, 1984; Morris,

1991; Duncan and Groffman, 1994; Weisner et al, 1994;

Schipper e( a/., 1994).

Yhe physical and chemical characteristics of plants also strong-

ly influence insect species and populations, which provide life-

support functions for wetland-dependent birds, fish, and mam-

mals (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986; Kiviat, 1989). In conserva-

tion biology, there is intense interest in the effects of changes
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in plant species on the habitat value of wetlands (Bratton,

1982; Many, 1986; Mooney and Drake, 1986; Center et al..

1991;McKnight, 1993).

6.3.3.2.2. Biogeochemicalfunctions

Biogeochemical functions include pollution trapping and

waste processing, carbon cycling (Svensson, 1986; Armentano

and Menges. 1986; Silvola, 1986; Sjors, 1980; Gorham, 1990,

1991; Miller el al., 1983; Marion and Oechel, 1993), and the

flux of greenhouse gases (Svensson et al., 1975; Svensson,

1976; Aselmann and Crutzen, 1989; Matthews and Fung, 1987;

Bartlett and Harriss, 1993; Matthews, 1993; Bartlett et al.,

1989; Urban et al., 1988; Freeman et al.. 1993; Martikainen ei

al., 1993; PuUiam, 1993).

Wetlands, and especially peatlands, play a significant role in

the carbon cycle and presently are net sinks of carbon. A recent

compilation of estimates of the amount of carbon held in soil

as organic matter (Woodwell et al., 1 995) gave a mean of 1 ,60 1

Gt, of which about 20% (412 Gt of C) is stored in peatlands.

Estimated average accumulation rates for boreal and subarctic

peatlands range from 0.05-0.11 Gt C/yr (Armentano and

Menges, 1986; Silvola, 1986; Sjors, 1980; Gorham, 1990,

1991; Millers a/., 1983; Marion and Oechel, 1993). However,

some peats may have reached a balance between the degrada-

tion and addition rates of organic matter (Maimer, 1992;

Warner etal., 1993).

Laboratory experiments and field studies have shown that low-

enng the water table by 20-30 cm could increase COj fluxes

from peat soil 1.5-2.5-fold (Silvola et al., 1985; Moore and

Knowles, 1989). However, it seems that changes in the water

table are more significant between 0-30 cm than between

30-60 cm (Silvola et al., 1985). Any lowering of the water

table would mean, on the average, an extra carbon release of

about 100-300 g C/mVyr. Further, an increase in temperature

of 1-5°C in northern peatlands could decrease carbon accumu-

lation by 10-60% due to enhanced microbial activity (see

Section 6.5.3). Very little is known about peatlands in tropical

regions, and there is some disagreement about whether tropical

peatlands at present function as net carbon sinks or sources

(Immirzi and Maltby, 1992; Sorensen, 1993; Sieffermann et

al.. 1988; see Section 6.5.4). They are, however, large carbon

stores, and any significant changes in the degree of storage

have implications for carbon cycling.

In the recent geologic past, the tundra was a sink of 0.1-0.3 Gt

C/yr (Miller f/ a/., 1983; Marion and Oechel, 1993). However,

recent climatic warming in the arctic (see Lachenbruch and

Marshall, 1986; Chapman and Walsh. 1993), coupled with the

concomitant drying of the active layer and the lowering of the

water table, has shifted areas of the arctic from sinks lo sources

of CO; (Oechel et al., 1993). For example, arctic areas that

were sinks of 0. 1 Gt C/yr now are sources of 0. 1 -0.6 Gt C/yr

(Oechel el al., 1993; Zimov et al., 1993). This illustration of a

response of a northern wetland to warming suggests a major

change in ecosystem function that may be an early indication

of global change in a natural ecosystem.

Although wetland vegetation fixes atmospheric CO;, biogeo-

chemical processes give rise to other greenhouse gases, such

as CH4. The estimated contribution of wetlands to the annual

atmospheric CH4 burden is 55-150 Mt/yr (Prather et al.,

1994). However, the flux measurements on which these esti-

mates are based are biased toward wetlands in northern North

America and the Scandinavian countries (Bartlett and Harriss,

1993; Matthews, 1993). Climate change leading to an alter-

ation in the degree of saturation and flooding of wetlands

would affect both the magnitude and the timing of CH4 emis-

sions (see Section 6.5.3.2). Drying of northern wetlands could

lead to declines in CH4 emissions (Roulet el al., 1993;

Martikainen et al., 1995). Although emissions of NjO from

wetlands usually are low (Urban ei al., 1988; Freeman et al.,

1993; Martiksiinen et al., 1995), a lowering of the water table

could increase emissions.

Climate change also can affect the chemical properties of wet-

lands. Some non-tidal wetlands are saline due to the surplus of

evapotranspiration over precipitation. If rates of evapotranspi-

ration increase, there is a risk that more salts will accumulate

in these wetlands, which could impair the value of wetlands

due to the loss of intolerant species. Wetlands that are present-

ly freshwater could become saline. However, in regions facing

a decrease in evapotranspiration, the existing saline wetlands

could gradually change as salinity decreases. This will affect

the chemical properties of the wetlands—which, in turn, has

consequences for biological and ecological characteristics,

affecting vegetation, habitat value, and species composition

(including the invertebrate community; Swanson el al.. 1988).

An increase in temperature also will affect processes such as

pollution trapping and waste processing because these process-

es are regulated by microbial activity and plant uptake, which

are important sinks for nutrients (such as nitrogen and phos-

phorus) and various kinds of pollutants (heavy metals, pesti-

cides and herbicides; Gilliam et al., 1988; van der Valk el al.,

1979; Brinson, 1990; Brix and Schierup, 1989; Johnston,

1991; Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993). However, the key features

to which these water-quality functions are connected are cou-

pled to the water regimes of wetlands (Kadlec, 1989), so it is

impossible to make any general statements about the impact of

climate change on these functions.

6.3.3.2.3. Hydrological functions

Hydrological functions include flood control (Andriesse. 1988;

Novitzki, 1979; Boelter, 1966; Gosselink and Mallby. 1990)

and aquifer recharge (Bernaldez et al., 1993). Wetlands tem-

porarily store runoff water, thereby reducing floodwater peaks

and protecting downstream areas (Andriesse. 1988; Novitzki,

1979; Boelter, 1966; Gosselink and Maltby, 1990). A reduction

of wetland area due to climate change could severely hamper
tlood-contTol efforts In some regions Under certain conditions.
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climate change could enhance recharge lo major aquifers by

overlying wetlands—particularly in arid or semi-arid regions,

where groundwater is ol considerable importance as a source

for public water supply and irrigation (Bemaldez el al.. 1993;

see Section 6.5,2) The contribution of wetlands to groundwa-

ter resources depends on the detention of water within the wet-

land during dry periods; this is likely to be reduced by loss of

wetlands (Bemaldez et al.. 1993).

At northern latitudes, projected higher spring and winter tem-

peratures would likely affect the amount and timing of runoff

from snowmelt and rainfall by changing the patterns of soil

freezing and thawing (Mimikou et al., 1991). It also would

decrease the ratio of snow to rain, leading to additional changes

in spring snowmelt (Cohen. l986;Gleick, 1987;Croley, 1990).

6.3.4. Interactions Between Climate Change and
Other Wetland Stressors

The impacts of climate change on wetlands will interact with

other anthropogenic stresses. Due to the importance of hydro-

logical regime and wetland response, we confine ourselves to

discussing the cumulative impacts of hydrological changes in

wetlands. Apart from climate change, the most common dis-

turbances to the hydrological regimes of wetland ecosystems

are alterations in plant communities, storage of surface water,

road construction, drainage of surface water and soil water,

alteration of ground water recharge and discharge areas, and

pumping of ground water. All of the anthropogenic activities

and natural causes mentioned in Table 6-1 will, to various

extents, impact the hydrology of wetlands. Drainage for agri-

culture, for example, would cause drastic changes in water

level and means near-total destruction of wetland ecosystems,

whereas construction of dams for water management could be

less severe if efforts to maintain waterflow through the sub-

jected wetlands are made. Due to site-specific responses by
wetland ecosystems and the large range of plausible anthro-

pogenic and natural stressors, a quantitative evaluation of them

in combination with climate change is difficult. It is conceiv-

able, however, that within the next decades the main threat to

wetlands is likely to be due to anthropogenic activities rather

than climate change.

For wetland functions thai are more local in scale (e.g., habitat

value and pollutant absorption), prospects for adaptation, con-

servation, and restoration are better than for large-.scale func-

tions However, these prospects will vary strongly with wet-

land type. Some wetland types have a higher potential for

adaptation to climate change due to their inherent exposure to

high spatial and temporal variation in environmental condi-

tions. For example, the prairie pothole wetlands discussed in

Section 6.3.3 1 respond dynamically and naturally to wide

variation in seasonal and annual climate (van der Valk and

Davis. 1978; Poiani and lohnson, 1989).

Other wetland types
—for example, boreal peatlands

—have

high spatial variability in plant communities caused by varia-

tion in macro- and microtopography (Sjors, 1950). Hotter,

drier, and/or wetter climates will result in a change in the wet-

land community in these wetlands, but the natural spatial and

temporal variation inherent in these systems suggests that the

changed community will resemble at least some component of

the existing community (Poiani and Johnson, 1989).

Given the site-specific nature of wetland responses to climate

change and the importance of inherent variation in fostering

potential for adaptation, wetland conservation and restoration

efforts should focus on preserving this variation (McNeely, 1990;

Leemans and Halpin. 1992; Peters and Lovejoy, 1992). Wetland

restoration and creation technologies have a great potential for

ameliorating the effects of climate change on wetland functions.

However, wetland ecology is complex, and the enthusiasm for

wetland creation and restoration has outpaced the scientific

understanding and technological development needed to success-

fully create wetlands for specific purposes (Reed and Brown,

1992; van der Valk and Jolly, 1992). Key areas of concern in wet-

land creation are how to establish a persistent and resilient assem-

blage of desired wetland plants, and a lack of understanding of

the relationships between different plant assemblages and a range

of wetland functions—from microbial pollutant-attenuation

mechanisms to sequestration of soil carbon to food-chain support

(Zedler and Weller, 1990; Pickett and Parker, 1994).

6.5. Examples and Case Studies

6.5.1. Introduction

6.4. Response Options-
and Restoration

-Adaptation, Conservation,

The prospects for adaptation, conservation, and restoration of

wetland ecosystems in response to climate change varies with

•wetland type and the specific wetland function being consid-

ered. For wetland functions that are an aggregated product of

regional or global wetland resources (e.g., trace-gas fluxes,

carbon storage), there are no human responses that can be

applied at the necessary scale. Moreover, changes in these

functions as wetlands adapt to climate change are difficult to

predict due to the site-specific nature of wetland responses to

climate change.

This section uses case studies from certain defined wetland

areas and regions to demonstrate climate-change impacts on

different wetland types and geographic locations. The areas

selected for these studies are the Sahel region of Africa, north-

em wetlands, the Kalimantan of Indonesia, and the Florida

Everglades of the United States. These different locations will

provide insight into the uses and responses of peatlands,

marshes, and floodplains, as well as measures that are present-

ly being taken in some places to restore wetlands affected by
human uses and alterations.

The purpose of the case studies is to illustrate the general con-

cepts described in this chapter through specific examples and
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to identify factors that make wetlands more or less vulnerable

to any possible changes. The case studies also illustrate the

type of information needed for any given location in order to

conduct an assessment of potential risks, as well as the speci-

ficity of the information that may be gleaned about possible

impacts at this time at individual sites.

Most of the case studies deal with die local functions, uses, and

benefits of the wetlands and how these will be affected by cli-

mate change: These wetlands are valuable to nearby popula-

tions as sources of water, as agricultural land, as habitat for

species, and for their other hydrological functions. Some of the

case studies deal with the biogeochemical functions of wet-

lands and the ways in which human alterations and climate-

change impacts on wetlands could affect the cycling of CO2,

CH4, and N2O to the atmosphere, which would result in glob-

al-warming feedback.

6.5.2. Case Study: The Sahel

6.5.2.1. Background

The Sahelian wetlands are dynamic ecosystems (see Box 6- 1 ).

During the past 2 decades, new wetlands of up to 1 ,800 hectares

have formed, while other wetlands have been degraded (Piaton

and Puech, 1992; Brouwer and Mullie, 1994a). Wetlands in the

Sahel include the floodplains of the large rivers and Lake Chad,

as well as thousands of small permanent and temporary wetland

ecosystems scattered throughout the region (see Sally ei ai,

1994; Brouwer and Mullie, 1994a; Windmeijer and Andriesse,

1993). Some of these wetlands, such as the small valley bot-

toms, contain water only during runoff events.

The small wetlands in the Sahel are very Important for agricul-

ture (MHE-DFPP, 1991; MHE-Niger, 1991a; Brouwer and

Mullie, 1994b) and are used for dry-season cropping, using

moisture left in the soil after the floods have receded, or for

small-scale irrigation. In the period 1984-91, between 42,000

and 64,(X)0 hectares of wetlands were used each yeaf in Niger
for dry-season cropping, generating an annual income of

$200-$4,300 per hectare (MAE-Niger, 1993; Raverdeau,

1991; Cherefou Mahatan, 1994). In 1990, 4. Ixl0» hectares of

dryland cropping (mostly millet) in Niger generated an income

of about $70 per hectare. This difference in income per hectare

is in part a reflection of the quality of the food produced. The

small wetlands also have greater production of fish per hectare

and greater density of birds than the large wetlands (Brouwer

and Mulli^, 1994b; Mullie and Brouwer, 1994).

6.5.2.2. Societal Context

The human carrying capacity of the Sahel region is already

matched or exceeded by population density (van der Graaf and

Breman, 1993); dryland agriculture or large-scale migration to

other parts of the region are unlikely to be able to relieve the

situation. As a result, wetlands will be more sought-after, and

pressure for conversion of wetlands to rice fields should

increase due to increasing urbanization in West Africa and its

effects on the demand for rice.

Droughts also tend to increase pressure on wetlands because

they affect the migration patterns of people in the area. During
the severe droughts of 1975 to 1988, the number of villages on

the Nigerian section of Lake Chad increased from 40 to more

than 100 (Hutchinson et at., 1992). Similarly, the use of the

Hadejia-Nguru wetlands in Nigeria for agriculture has

increased due to droughts. This increase was not foreseen when

plans were made for the construction of dams and irrigation

projects in the catchment upstream. Wet periods have tradi-

tionally meant migration to the normally drier and less-popu-

lated northern and western parts of the Departemenl Tahoua,

Niger. Because these people often stayed despite less-abundant

Box 6-1. The Wetlands of the Sahel: Effects on Agriculture, Habitat, and Hydrology

Background: The wetlands of the Sahel region of Africa consist of the floodplains of major lakes and rivers, as well as

thousands of smaller wetland ecosystems scattered throughout the region. These smaller wetlands are particularly impor-

tant for agriculture and as a source of income from agriculture; fioodplains are important for their hydrological func-

tions. The wetlands in the Sahel are already expected to come under increased pressure for conversion to agriculture and

other uses due to urbanization and population growth projected over the next decades.

Possible impacts: With the possible exceptions of eastern Niger and Chad, climate change is expected 10 decrease the

extent of wetlands in the Sahel. due 10 changes in temperature and precipitation projected by current scenarios These

changes are likely to result in a net loss of water in most of the large rivers in the Sahel over the next 30-60 years, with

the exception of the major rivers flowing mio Lake Chad. Although few studies exist on the effects on species, the loss

of wetlands due to climate change could create a risk of extinction for some local populations of turtles and birds.

Conclusion: Although climate change could have some beneficial effects on the wetland regions of the Sahel, there

would be many adverse impacts; some could be polentially irreversible. Even if the predicted decrease in rainfall in the

western Sahel were followed by a recovery lo present levels or more, part of the damage that is likely to occur in the

mlerim would be very difficult to repair.
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ruinlall, ihey increased ihe pressure on natural resources,

including wetlands (DDE-Tahoua, 1993).

6.5.2.3. Climate Change Expected

Rainfall in ihe Sahel region is greater in the north than in the

south (see Nicholson. 1978, 1994; Hutchinson et al . 1992).

This analysis focuses on the wet season (June-August), when

inosl dryland crops are grown. According to the IPCC Working

Group II scenarios (Greco et al.. 1994). precipitation in the

Sahel zone is projected to decrease by 2020 in the Senegal to

Burkina area and increase moderately to considerably in Niger

and Chad. Temperature is projected to increase by 0.5-1.5

(0-2.0)°C. For the decade around the year 2050, the three mod-

els show less agreement overall, although all indicate that east-

em Niger is likely to receive more rain. Temperatures would be

similar to those around the year 2020, though possibly some-

what higher in the area of the headwaters of the Senegal and

Niger rivers. In the headwaters of the Komadougou Yobe river,

rainfall around the year 2020 is expected to be somewhat less

than at present. For the year 2050, the scenarios are less con-

clusive: In the area of the headwaters of the major rivers flow-

ing into Lake Chad, rainfall around 2020 and 2050 is expected

to be moderately to considerably greater than now.

6.5.2.4. Effects on Water Availability and Vegetation

Overall, these changes suggest that there will be less water in

most of the large rivers in the Sahel over the next 30-60 years,

with the exception of the major rivers flowing into Lake Chad

This will mean less water available in the floodplains along

these rivers, unless there are changes to the management of

outflow from dams. Changes to the hydrology of the small wet-

lands will depend not only on climate change but also on

whether they are supplied with surface water or groundwater,

on the reaction of the natural vegetation, and on the extent of

cropping in their catchment areas.

Recharge to shallow, unconflned groundwater could either

increase or decrease as a result of climate change. The ground-

water level in southwest Niger increased in the last decade

(Leduc et al., in press. Bromley et al., in press a), either as a

recovery from the droughts of 1983-84 and/or 1973-74 or as a

response to changes in land use. Annual recharge under millet

in southwest Niger is on the order of 1-200 mm, a factor ten

times greater than under bush and older fallow vegetation

(Gaze et al., in press; Bromley et al., in press b). Therefore, an

increase in the area sown for millet—as noted by Reenberg

(1994) and others—could result in a higher recharge to uncon-

flned groundwater and the wetlands fed by such groundwaters.

The dryland areas should experience less evaporative water

loss because less rainfall, at least initially, means less perenni-

al vegetation. However, there will be increased runoff until a

new vegetative cover is established. This increase in runoff

will likely result in increased erosion (see van Molle and van

GhcUic, IWI ) and a taster silling up of wetlands. It also could

create entirely new wetlands.

Higher temperatures also may adversely affect seedling emer-

gence of millet, the staple cereal over much of the Sahel (see

Monleith. 1 98 1 )
—meaning that less millet would be harvested in

the dryland areas and increasing the pressure on wetlands.

However, during dry years in eastern Niger, infiltration into the

heavier soils in depressions may be so low that cropping becomes

unattractive (Reenberg, 1994). During dry years, water is more

limiting than nutrients, and cropping on less-fertile upland soils

with higher infiltration rates may become more attractive.

Desertification upon drought may result in a loss of wetlands

due to moving sands (DDE-Tahoua, 1993; Mahamane Alio and

Abdou Halikou. 1993; Framine, 1994). In part, this response

can be related to the greater vulnerability of perennial vegeta-

tion to desiccation under a monomodal semi-arid rainfall

regime (Ellis and Galvin. 1994). when topsoil and seedbanks

are washed or blown away during the drought. Droughts may
make wetland vegetation more vulnerable to fires intended to

improve rangeland vegetation (Hutchinson et al., 1992).

6.5.2.5. Effects on Biodiversity

There are few assessments of how these changes could affect

local biodiversity. Mullie and Brouwer (1994), following Gibbs

(1993). suggest that small wetlands in the Sahel are important

for the metapopulation dynamics of certain taxa—meaning that

the loss of small wetlands may lead to a significant risk of

extinction for local populations of turtles and small birds (Gibbs,

1993). Taxa that are easily transported by wind or birds as adults,

eggs, cysts, larvae, and so forth would be subject to less risk

(Dumont, 1992; Mullie and Brouwer, 1994; Magadza, 1994).

The importance of wetlands to birds in semi-arid areas can

vary greatly from year to year depending on local and regional

rainfall (Rose and Scott, 1994). If wetlands in the western

Sahel become drier, relatively mobile birds dependent upon

wetland habitats will move into wetlands further east (i.e.,

Niger, northern Nigeria and Cameroon, Chad).

6.5.3. Northern Wetlands: Effects on Ihe Carbon Cycle

and Trace-Gas Emissions

6.5.3.1. Peat Accumulation

Peatlands are a major store of organic carbon and contain

approximately 20% of the total amount of organic carbon

stored in soils (see Section 6.3.3.2). A majority of this is in the

Northern Hemisphere as carbon stored in the form of peat (see

Box 6-2). Peat formation and accumulation in these wetlands

is influenced by climate change: A change in climate would

lead to changes in the flux of carbon (COj and CH,) between

these ecosystems and the atmosphere, generating a feedback

on climate warming.
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Box 6-2. Northern Wetlands: Effects on the Carbon Cycle and IVace-Gas Emissions

Background: Peatlands are a major store of organic cartx)n and contain approximately 20% of the total amount of

organic carbon stored in soils. The northern peatlands account for a majority of this as carbon is stored in the form of

peat. This case study demonstrates how changes in climate may affect the flux of carbon (COj and CH4) and nitrous

oxide between these ecosystems and the atmosphere, generating a feedback on climate warming.

Possible impacts: Current scenarios suggest that climate change is likely to increase the flux of CO, to the atmosphere
because temperatures influence whether carbon litter is accumulated into the peat profile or oxidized. In addition, the

position of the water table regulates the extent of oxygen penetration into the peat profile. This means that drainage will

cause increased decomposition, leading to increased fluxes of CO2 to the atmosphere, although this effect will decline

over time. Further, a decrease in water availability could lead to a decrease in CH4 emissions from wetlands. Changes in

variables such as the areal extent of wetlands and the duration of the active period will determine whether there will be a

change in the total CH4 flux from a wetland. A lowering of the water table would probably not affect nitrous oxide emis-

sions from bogs but could lead to an increase of emissions from fens, although emissions of nitrous oxide from wetlands

tend to be low.

Conclusion: Changes in the source/sink relationship have already occurred in wetlands in some parts of the world. Both

climate change and human (non-climate) factors are likely to further affect the biogeochemical functions of wetlands.

Wetland vegetation Axes CO2 from the atmosphere and even-

tually is added to the lop layers of the wetland soil as organic

liiter Part of the organic litter is oxidized and emitted as CO,,
;ind some is accumulated as peat. Several investigations have

shown that soil CO2 efflux from peatlands is strongly related to

icinperature (Svensson el al., 1975; Svensson, 1980, Glenn et

,il.. 1993; Crill, 1991), although Moore (1986) found a poor

ciirrelation between temperature and CO2 emission rates. Since

iiiDsi of the COj emitted is produced by the upper soil layers

I.Stewart and Wheatly, 1990), it mainly originates from organ-

ic material that has not yet become a part of the peat proper,

known as the catotelm. Carbon litter reaching the soil may be

ciiher oxidized (emitted as CO2) or accumulated. Thus, a

iluinge in CO2 emissions will be directly correlated to the por-

iiuii of organic matter transferred to the catotelm. Because the

(Hj formed will be accompanied by a nearly equal amount of

to, (see Gujer and Zehnder, 1978), this relation should hold

l<ir most peatland types

Vtcording to one CO2 efflux temperature-moisture regression
"I'ldcl (Svensson, 1980) of the transfer rate of organic matter
'" ilie catotelm due to changes in temperature, CO2 emissions
-111 mid rise by 12% for each degree Celsius increase in average

unipcrature, given the mean seasonal moisture level.

Vvciirdingly, a temperature increase of 1-5°C would result in

I 111-60% decrease in the rate at which organic matter is trans-

'>ircd to the catotelm.

I".- ^cumulation has varied substantially over past millennia
'!• Maimer, 1992). which is reflected in the quality of peal as

'"'ir.iie for decomposers. The degradation rale of deep peal
'"lilted by substrate quality rather than by abiotic factors

"-'-' fi al., 1992). Therefore, the decomposition rale in deep
" »^ill be

fairly constant and only marginally affected by
"i;-;cs in temperature. Such constancy would improve the

Illness of the model described above in predicting changes

in peat accumulation in response to a temperature change.

Changes in hydrology also will influence the accumulation rate

of peat because the position of the water table regulates the

extent of oxygen penetration into the peal profile The effect of

a lowered water table due to climate change can be compared
to the effects noted after drainage of peatlands for forest pro-

duction. Drainage results in an increased decomposition rale

and elevated fluxes of COi to the atmosphere (Silvola el al.,

1985; Silvola, 1986; Moore and Knowles, 1989): A 25-cm low-

ering of the water table gave rise to a twofold increase in CO2
emissions from peal (Silvola etal., 1985; Moore and Knowles,

1989). Depending on the type of peatland, this elevated flux

may reduce carbon accumulation or even reverse the net flux

of carbon to make the peatland a net source of atmospheric

CO2. Drained minerotrophic forested peatlands have been

reported to respond in the latter way, whereas nutrient-poor

peatlands may continue to accumulate carbon at a predrainage

level (Laine eial., 1994; see alsoTamm, 1951. 1965). Average

CO2 evolution from northern peatlands has been estimated at

about 200 gC/mVyr (Silvola ei al., 1985; Moore 1986, 1989).

Following drainage, an elevated COj flow will decline over

time (see Armenlano and Menges, 1986) owing to substrate

depletion as the more easily decomposable fractions of the peal

become depleted. However, a drier climate will continue to

"drain" the peat successively for a long period; the decline will

occur later To estimate the importance of this, it is assumed

that the drainage response reported by Silvola ei al. (1985) is

linear with depth. The increase in CO2 flows at subsequent

drawdowns of 5 cm would then be 40 gC/mVyr or another 20%

per depth interval.

The scenarios for 2020 and 2050 for the areas of boreal and

subarctic peatlands project a temperature increase of l-2°C

and a decrease in soil moisture. Based on this temperature

change, it seems reasonable 10 expect a 25% decrease in the

addition of organic matter to the catotelm. It is assumed that
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this eflecl would be amplified in response lo a decrease in soil

moisture. Thus, i( is conceivable thai the peal accumulation

rale will decrease to half of the present rate or even less (i.e.,

<0.025-0.055 Gt C/yr). Boreal peatlands may even become net

sources of atmospheric COi. In concluding his discussion of

the response of northern wetlands to predicted climate change.

Gorham (1991) gives the extreme example of a 1-cm break-

down of the boreal peat layers worldwide. This would result in

2 Gl C/yr, which corresponds to more than a third of the pre-

sent release of carbon to the atmosphere via fossil fuel com-

bustion. The response in net primary production in relation to

climate change is more difficult to predict and may enhance or

reduce the effects caused by the estimated changes in the

degradation features of peatlands (see Maimer, 1992).

6.5.3.2. Climatic Controls on Methane Flux

The net emission of CH4 from peatlands is dependent on how

much CH., is formed in the anaerobic parts of the profile and

the amount oxidized in the oxic zones. Because the position of

the water table and the associated capillary fringe determine

the thickness of the zones of production and oxidation of CH4,

the flux of CH4 is intimately tied to the surface hydrology of

the wetland—which in turn is controlled by climate (precipita

tion and evaporation) and the topographic and geologic setting

(surface and subsurface water flow). A decrease in water avail-

ability in the peat can lead to a decrease in CH4 emissions

(Whalen et al., 1996; Sundh et al.. 1994a, 1994b; Martikainen

et al., 1995; Roulet et al.. 1993). Deeper penetration of oxygen
into the peat also will enhance the capacity of the peat to act as

a CHj-oxidizing filter for CH4 diffusing from the CH4-forming

sources below. Changes in the direction or magnitude of any or

all of the controlling variables discussed above will affect the

CH4 Piux. A change in the total CH4 flux from northern wet-

lands can be expected if the areal extent of wetlands changes,

the duration of the active period changes, and/or the per-unit-

area production or oxidation of CH4 changes.

The relations among moisture content, temperature, and CHt flux

in individual wetlands have received much attention (BartleCt et

al.. 1992; Crill et al.. 1988; Dise et al.. 1992; Moore and

Knowles, 1989; Moore and Dalva, 1993; Moore and Roulet,

1993; Svensson, 1976; Svensson and Rosswall, 1984). These

relations have been used to estimate qualitatively the year-to-year

variation in the flux and the possible direction of change based on

changes in temperamre and precipitation obtained in 2 x CO2 sce-

narios (Table 6-3). Four different approaches have been used to

address this issue: ( 1 ) correlation of the time series of CH4 fluxes

with the time series of temperature and moisture using interannu-

al data sets; (2) direct observations of changes in CH4 flux in

manipulation experiments that simulate expected changes in wet-

lands due to climate change; (3) modeling of variability of CH4
flux using existing climate records and regressions between tem-

perature and CH4 flux; and (4) modeling of thermal and hydro-

logical regimes of wetlands in 2 x CO2 climate scenarios and then

modeling of change in CH4 flux using regressions relating CH4
flux to temperature and moisture in order to predict a change in

flux. These studies have shown that the flux of CHj is moderate-

ly .sensitive to change^ in temperature and very sensitive lo

changes in moisture Using these relative sensitivities as a guide,

a qualitative assessment of CH4 flux from northern wetlands

according to six possible climate scenarios is made (Table 6-3).

At present, it is not possible to obtain reliable quantitative esti-

mates of the change in flux because the surface hydrology of

general circulation models is too coarse lo adequately represent

the small changes in moisture regime that probably affect the

CH4 flux.

6.5.3.3. Effects on Nitrous Oxide Emissions

Emissions of N2O from northern wetlands are low. In situ

chamber measurements and laboratory experiments with intact

peat cores have revealed emissions below 0.025 g NjG-

N/m2/yr (Urban era/., 1988; Freeman f( a/., 1993; Martikainen

e! al., 1993). A lowering of the water table of bogs will not

affect their N2O emissions, whereas it could strongly increase

emissions from fens. Annual emission rates in the range of

0.05-0.14 g NjO-N/m'/yr have been reported for drained peat

by Martikainen et al. (1993) and Freeman el al. (1993). The

difference between bogs and fens can be explained partly by

the fact that drained peat profiles of fens have the capacity to

nitrify (Lang et al., 1994). NjO emissions from drained boreal

fens are lower than those from drained agricultural organic

soils but 10-100 times higher than the rates from coniferous

forest soils (Martikainen et al., 1993).

6.5.4. Case Study: Kalimantan

6.5.4.1. Background

Kalimantan is one of the largest islands (539,460 km^) in the

Indonesian archipelago (see Box 6-3). The region has a humid

tropical climate, with high temperatures and high precipitation.

The peatlands of Kalimantan probably play a major role in

determining local climate at the present time, although there is

no substantial evidence to confirm this.

The largest wetland areas are found in low-lying alluvial plains

and basins and flat-bottomed valleys. Most of the freshwater wet-

lands in the area are forested swamps, specifically either fresh-

water swamp forests or peat swamp forests (Silvius, 1989). The

freshwater swamp forests are rich m epiphytes, rattans, and

palms. They provide shelter for a range of rare and endangered

species of wildlife, including numerous bird species. The peat

swamp forests are a further developmental stage of the freshwa-

ter swamp forest. Deep peats are found in the central and western

parts of the island (Sieffermann et al.. 1988, 1992; Rielly et al.,

'•

1992). The peat swamp forests have a relatively high diversity of

tree species, but the variety of wildlife tends to be poorer than in

freshwater swamp forests (Whitten et al., 1987). Because of the

high acidity of the peats and the fact that they are difficult to

drain, peat swamp forests are of limited agricultural value

(Silvius, 1989). Both swamp types are important watershed areas
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capable
of absorbing and storing excess water and reducing

flooding in adjacent areas. They also are an important forestry

resource, with many commercially valuable timber species.

The wetlands of Kalimantan currently are deteriorating

ihrough the loss of the natural ecosystem, including primary

forest cover. Deforestation, drainage, and agriculture all limit

ihe buffering capacity of developed wetlands, causing changes

ihat are long-term and irreversible. Because much of the

human settlement at the present time is located in the coastal

231

zone, peat swamp forest on the deeper interior peats has not

been subject to large-scale harvesting. These areas are used

mainly for timber extraction rather than agriculture; hence,

their vegetation cover remains relatively unmodified.

6.5.4.2. Ejfeels of Temperature Change

The projected climate change for the region involves an

increase in temperature ranging from 0-1.5°C. The effects of

Table 6-3: Potential changes in CH^fluxfrom northern wetlands due to changes in the thermal and moisture regime (adapted

M ith additions from Matthews, 1993).

Study Description

and Location

Change in Thermal

and/or Moisture Regime

Observed or Modeled

Change in CH4 Flux Relative Sensitivity

Field observations of CH4 flux

and temperatures among tundra

wetlands of the North Slope

(Alaska) with differing

moisture levels (1987-1989)1

AT = +4°C

AT = +4°C, wetter

AT = +4°C, drier

Four-fold increase

Four- to five-fold increase

Two-fold increase

Large positive sensitivity

to temperature increase;

small positive sensitivity

to moisture change

Field observations of CH4 flux

from permanent tundra wetland

sites (Alaska)^

4-year variation in

temperature and moisture

4 times variation in flux: Flux

increased with warmer, wetter

conditions

Large positive sensitivity

to both temperature and

moisture changes

Field observations of CH4 flux

from drained boreal

wetlands (Canada)^

AWT =10 cm
AWT > -10 cm

Elimination of CH4 flux

Wetland became small CH4 sink

Large positive sensitivity

to moisture change

Field observations of CH4 flux

from drained boreal

wetlands (Finland)'*

Modeling study based on

20ih-century historical summer

temperature anomalies for five

high-latitude wetland regions

and a temperature/CH4 flux

regression modeP

Modeling study simulating

change in summer temperature
and water table for a northern

fen (Canada) in a 2 x COj
scenario (+3°C, +1 mm/d P)

and temperature/CH4 flux, and

water lable/CH4 flux

regression models*

AWT = - 4 cm
AWT = -20 cm'

AT = ±2°C

AT = +0 8°C

AT = +2X
AWT =14 cm

Five-fold decrease

Elimination of CH4 flux

±15% variance in flux

+5% increase

+ 15% increase

-80% decrease

Large positive sensitivity

to moisture change

Moderate sensitivity

to temperature

Moderate sensitivity to

temperature; large

sensitivity to moisture

Notes: AT = change in temperature; AWT --

'Livingston and Morrissey, 1991

-Whalen and Reeburgh, 1992.

^Rvu\et ei at.. 1993.

^Martikainen et al.. 1992.

'Harriss and Frolking, 1992.

•Roulel fr a/., 1992.

change in water (able; P = precipitation.
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Box 6-3. The Forested Swamps of Kalimantan: Effects on Habitat, Hydrology, and Carbon Cycling

Background: The wetlands of Kalimantan are found in low-lying alluvial plains and basins and flat-bottomed valleys.

Most of the freshwater wetlands in the region are classified as forested swamps, specifically as either freshwater swamp

forests or peal swamp forests. The freshwater swamp forests are important in providing shelter for rare and endangered

species; both types are important as watersheds and habitats for valuable tree species. They also are carbon sinks but

release carbon into the atmosphere when water declines. The Kalimantan wetlands currently are stressed by the loss of

the natural ecosystem through deforestation, drainage, and agriculture These activities limit the buffering capacity of

developed wetlands, causing changes that tend to be long-term and irreversible. However, these inland wetlands have

escaped some interference because most of the human settlements are located along the coastal zones.

Possible impacts: Increased temperatures are likely to result in a longer period of reduced rainfall because higher tem-

peratures will cause evapotranspiration to exceed precipitation. This is likely to have deleterious effects on the vegetation

and hydrology of these wetlands. Climate change also could enhance peal losses in the region that currently result from

human interference. On the other hand, increased precipitation in the dry season is likely to be beneficial, as the lower

water levels that are typical in this season lead to a net loss of carbon into the atmosphere and an increased risk of fire

(one of the greatest threats to their functioning).

Conclusion: It is possible that some measures may be taken in this region in the near future to abate the detrimental

impacts caused by human (non-climate) stresses on these wetlands. The extent to which adaptations will be sufficient to

counteract changes imposed by a changing climate as well cannot be determined. However human activities that reduce

the resiliency of these wetlands, as well as planned development of previously undisturbed areas of swamp forest, will

likely lead to considerably enhanced carbon transfer from the wetlands to the atmosphere, even without climate change.

higher temperature and longer dry periods combine to produce

a longer period when evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall and

effective rainfall is greatly reduced. This, linked to increasing

human activity on peatlands
—such as timber extraction, agri-

cultural development, and consuuction work—could have seri-

ous consequences.

Much of the Kalimantan lowland area is subjected to a distinct

dry season from July to September or October in which there

are high water losses from wetlands as a result of direct evap-

oration and evapotranspiration. Thus, water levels drop and

peat oxidation occurs, with a net loss of carbon to the atmos-

phere. The spread of fire is one of the greatest threats to the

functioning of these wetlands. Peat fires occur frequently in the

region, creating palls of smoke sufficiently heavy to close local

airports. In 1983-84, fires destfoyed 3.5 Mha of both diptero-

carp and peat swamp forest in Kalimantan, resulting in a direct

economic cost of $2-12 million and an incalculable ecological

cost (Maltby, 1986). The risk of fires spreading from cultivat-

ed to forest areas increases during the dry season and would

increase if the dry season were extended.

6.5.4.3. Effects of Precipitation Change

Estimated precipitation changes for the area range from -20%

during winter to -f40% during the summer. The higher "sum-

mer" (i.e., dry-season) values are beneficial to the peatlands

because this is the time when they experience the greatest

drawdown of the water table. A decrease of precipitation in the

wet season could be significant if, as a result, the dry season

is extended.

Large-scale removal of the forests and drainage of the

underlying peats could prevent further peat formation. The

high peats of Kalimantan already appear to be degrading

(Sieffermann et al.. 1988) and losing carbon directly

through oxidation to the atmosphere or indirectly in surface

drainage waters, followed by oxidation of carbon com-

pounds at a later stage. Climate change would most surely

exacerbate this degradation, leading to peat losses in this

region.

6.5.4.4. Remediation Possibilities

A forest-management project in Kalimantan currently

being sponsored by the British Overseas Development

Administration will include suggestions for the sustainable

management of the peat swamp forests. The resulting guide-

lines should help preserve the forest cover on the deeper peats,

particularly if extraction methods do not intensify. Indonesian

authorities also are introducing stricter regulations and con-

trols on unnatural fires resulting from illegal land clearance

and settlement. However, in 1986-89, a feasibility study was

carried out to investigate the potential of using deep peat to

generate electricity.

The extent to which these potential management changes will

be sufficient to counteract the effects of climate change

cannot be determined. However, utilization of the forests

on these peats and planned development of previously

undisturbed areas will likely lead to considerably larger car-

bon transfer from wetlands to the atmosphere even without

climate change.
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6.5.5. Case Study: The Florida Everglades

6.5.5. 1- Background

The Everglades is a 500,000-hectare freshwater peatland domi-

nated by vast expanses of sedge and sawgrass, interspersed with

shallow-water aquatic communities (sloughs), wet prairies, and

tree islands (Loveless, 1959; Gunderson. 1994). Peat accumula-

tion and the subsequent formation of the Everglades began

approximately 5,000 years ago as sea-level rise slowed after an

initial rapid rise during deglaciation (Gleason and Stone, 1994).

As recently as a century ago, the Everglades encompassed more

than 1 .000,000 hectares, but drainage for agriculture and urban

development has resulted in the loss of more than half of the

ecosystem (Kushlan, 1989; Davis el al., 1994). The remaining

area has been dramatically altered by construction of impound-

ments, canals, levees, and water-control structures; the system

is managed, primarily, as a water source (Light and Dineen,

1994). During the wet season (June-November), excess water

from agricultural land and suburban areas is pumped into the

Everglades; during the dry season (December-May), the

Everglades serves as a water source (DeGrove, 1 984). In addi-

tion, approximately 50% of the water from the Kissimmee

River/Lake Okeechobee complex
—the "headwaters" of the

Everglades
—is diverted by canals to the Atlantic Ocean and the

Gulf of Mexico before recharging the wetland (Light and

Dineen. 1994). Thus, the present-day Everglades is character-

ized by a general reduction in the hydroperiod (Fennema el al..

1994; Stephens, 1984; SFWMD, 1992; Walters el al., 1992).

hydroperiod and nutrient regimes in the Everglades have

resulted in changes in the rate of peat accretion. Areas experi-

encing reduced hydrology (caused by overdrainage) exhibit

lower rates of accretion ( 1 .6-2.0 mm/yr) compared to areas of

extended hydroperiod (2.8-3.2 mm/yr) (Craft and Richardson.

1993). Likewise, pollen analysis of peat cores indicates a

decrease in the extent of wetland vegetation such as sawgrass
and slough and a concurrent increase in terrestrial "weedy"

species (ragweed and pigweed) since drainage activities were

initiated (Bartow el al., 1994). Thus, future changes in the

Everglades ecosystem caused by global wanning must be

interpreted in the context of recent anthropogenic alterations of

hydrology and nutrient regimes (see Box 6-4).

6.5.5.2. Effects of Sea-Level Rise

The most immediate effect of climate change will be acceler-

ated sea-level rise, resulting in saltwater intrusion into the

lower part of the glades from Florida Bay (Wanless el al.,

1994). Increased salinity would result in encroachment of salt-

tolerant wetland communities such as mangroves and salt

marshes. The areal extent of freshwater communities such as

sawgrass, slough, and wet prairie will decrease, and the amount

of organic carbon sequestered also will decrease. Another bio-

geochemical consequence of saltwater intrusion is a shift in

anaerobic decomposition away from methanogenesis toward

nitrate and sulfate reduction.

Long-term rates of peat accretion in the Everglades average

0.8-2.0 mm/yr, based on ''C dating of the basal peat

(McDowell el al, 1969) and ^lopb dating of peat cores (Craft

and Richardson, 1993). However, alterations of the natural

6.5.5.3. Effects of Temperature Change

Temperature is expected to increase from 0.5 tol.5°C, likely

resulting in an increase in evapotranspiration
—which may

Box 6-4. The Florida Everglades: Effects on Water Supply and Critical Habitats

Background: The Everglades is a freshwater peatland dominated by sedge and sawgrass, with sloughs, wet prairies, and

tree islands. The Everglades is important as a habitat for wildlife, fish, and plant species and as a water source for the

neighboring community. It is estimated that drainage for agriculture and urban development in the past century has

resulted in a loss of more than half of the ecosystem, and the remainmg wetlands have been altered by other construction

and so forth.

Possible impacts: Sea-level rise is expected to be perhaps the most important variable that will affect the Everglades,

causing saltwater intrusion that is likely to result in an encroachment of salt-tolerant wetland communities. This would

decrease the areal extent of the freshwater wetlands, with some effects on anaerobic decomposition. The increased evap-

otranspiration expected in some seasons would exacerbate this saltwater intrusion. Increased temperature is likely to

cause a northward migration of some mtroduced species but could be conducive for other species. Climate change also is

expected to affect the hydrology of the wetlands, causing higher water levels in the winter and lower levels in the sum-

mer. This could result in the loss of critical habitats such as sawgrass and wet prairie communities, although these losses

are likely to be offset by an increase in woody shrubs and trees.

Conclusion: Overall, the impacts that are projected as a result of climate change would adversely affect the end-users of

the ecosystem; waterfowl, fish, and other wildlife; hunters, fishers, and tourists; and surrounding populations that rely

upon the Everglades for freshwater resources. However, some action is currently underway to modify the water-control

structure In an effort to restore the Everglades.
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further exacerbate saltwater intrusion into the Everglades.

Although more water will be lost to evapotranspiralion. it is

likely thai oxidation and subsidence of the peal soils will not

be dramatically affected because rising sea level will augment
the groundwater table, particularly in the southern Everglades
Another consequence of Increased temperature may be the

northward migration of introduced species such as Melaleuca

quinquenervia. Melaleuca, which has overtaken large areas of

the southern Everglades, is seemingly kept in check by frost

(Bodle et at., 1994). However, increased temperatures caused

by climate change might enable Melaleuca to colonize large

areas of the northern Everglades.

On a positive note, the U.S Army Corps of Engineers, which

oversees the water resources of south Florida, is evaluating
modifications to the system of impoundments, canals, levees,

and water-control structures in order to restore the Everglades

(and other south Florida ecosystems) while providing for other

water-related needs in the region (US. ACOE, 1994) This

ambitious project, which could cost upward of $2 billion, is

designed to increase the spatial extent of wetlands and restore

the hydrology and waler-quality conditions of the Everglades
and other south Florida ecosystems.

6.6. Future Research Needs

6.5.5.4. Effects of Precipitation Change

Precipitation is projected to decrease during summer (0-20%)
and increase during winter (0-20%). The winter months corre-

spond to the dry season (November-May), when approximate-

ly 25% (10-15 inches) of the 50 to 60 inches of annual rainfall

occurs (MacVicar and Lin, 1984). It is likely that an increase in

rainfall during this season will reduce the rate of drawdown
that normally occurs during this time. The reduction in summer

rainfall in the wet season (May-October) should result in a

lowering of the water table compared to current levels. These

combined seasonal changes in rainfall should dampen the

oscillations between the summer wet season and the winter dry

season. As a result, water levels in the Everglades probably will

be somewhat higher in the winter and somewhat lower in the

summer than they are at present.

A dampening of the annual hydroperiod fluctuation may result in

a decrease in the extent of sawgrass, the dominant plant commu-

nity in the Everglades. Sawgrass communities are partly main-

tained by fire (Gunderson, 1994); increased rainfall during the

dry season may reduce the frequency of fires—in particular, the

severe fu'es that occur in the beginning of the wet season (May)
that often bum large areas of the Everglades (Gunderson and

Snyder. 1994). It is likely that wet prairie communities also will

decrease in extent. These communities, which are important for-

aging habitat for wading birds (Hoffman et al., 1994), frequently

dry down during the spring (Goodrick, 1984), The dampening of

the armual hydroperiod fluctuations caused by global warming
will likely result in the loss of much of this critical habitat. The

decline of sawgrass and wet prairie communities probably will be

offset by an increase in woody shrubs and trees. These species are

not generally fire-tolerant and often compete more effectively

against emergents when water levels are stable.

6.5.5.5. Socioeconomic Consequences

It is likely that the greatest impact of climate change will be the

loss of freshwater resources that sustain the burgeoning human

population of south Florida, as well as the unique Everglades
wetland. Competition for this diminishing resource will surely
result in a no-win situation for humans and the Everglades
under a scenario of global warming and rising sea level.

Wetlands are highly valued in many areas. The lack of data to

fully address their responses to climate change calls for sever-

al areas of research in the future:

•
Site-specific responses are variable. There is a strong

need for a local and regional coupling of climate-change

predictions with known responses of specific wetlands,

which would allow for modeling of the necessary inter-

active responses of the hydroperiod, temperature, and

water availability at these scales. A network of different

wetland sites in different regions of the globe should be

established to form the base for such research.

• The feedback on climate by changes in trace-gas

flows from wetlands, especially CO2 and CH4, upon a

climate change calls for a strengthening of ongoing
research in this field. This will aid in the judgments

necessary for the introduction of adaptation and reme-

diation measures on wetlands.

• The vast "grey" literature existing on different wet-

land subjects within the frames of local, regional, and

country research reports should be examined to fur-

ther substantiate site-specific responses by different

wetlands, including changes in species composition,

biogeochemistry, and socioeconomic consequences.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Coastal zones and small islands are characterized by highly

diverse ecosystems that are important as a source of food and

as habitat for many species. They also support a variety of eco-

nomic activities—which, in many places, has led to a high rate

of population growth and economic development. Many stud-

ies indicate that overexploitation of resources, pollution, sedi-

ment starvation, and urbanization have:

• Led to a decrease in the resilience of coastal systems to

cope with natural climate variability (High Confidence)
• Adversely affected the natural capability of these sys-

tems to adapt to changes in climate, sea level, and

human activities (High Confidence)
• Led to increased hazard potential for coastal popula-

tions, infrastructure, and investment (High Confidence).

As demands on coastal resources continue to increase with a

growing population and expanding economic activity, coastal

systems continue to face increasing pressures, which often lead

to the degradation of these systems. In many parts of the world,

for example, coastal wetlands are presently disappearing due to

human activities.

Since the IPCC First Assessment Report (1990) and its

supplement (1992), the interrelationships between the impacts

of climate change and human activities have become bet-

ter understood. Although the potential impacts of climate

change by itself may not always be the largest threat to

natural coastal systems, in conjunction with other stresses

they can become a serious issue for coastal societies, par-

ticularly in those places where the resilience of natural

coastal systems has been reduced. Taking into account the

potential impacts of climate change and associated sea-level

rise can assist in making future development more sustain-

able A proactive approach to enhance resilience and reduce

vulnerability would be beneficial to coastal zones and small

islands both from an environmental and from an economic

perspective. It is also in line with the recommendations of

the UN Conference on Environment and Development

(UNCED) Agenda 21. Failure to act expeditiously could

increase future costs, reduce future options, and lead to irre-

versible changes.

Important findings by Working Group I that are of relevance to

coastal impact assessment include the following:

• Current estimates of global sea-level rise represent a

rate that is two to five times higher than what has been

experienced over the last 100 years (High Confidence).

•
Locally and regionally, the rate, magnitude, and direc-

tion of sea-level changes will vary substantially due to

changes in ocean conditions and vertical movements

of the land (High Confidence).
• It is not possible to say if the intensity, frequency, or

locations of cyclone occurrence would change in a

warmer world (High Confidence).

Since 1990, there has been a large increase in research effort

directed at understanding the biogeophysical effects of climate

change and particularly sea-level rise on coastal zones and

small islands. Studies have confirmed that low-lying deltaic

and barrier coasts and low-elevation reef islands and coral

atolls are especially sensitive to a rising sea level, as well as

changes in rainfall, storm frequency, and intensity. Impacts

could include inundation, flooding, erosion, and saline intru-

sion. However, it has also been shown that such responses will

be highly variable among and within these areas; impacts are

likely to be greatest where local environments are already

under stress as a result of human activities.

Studies of natural systems have demonstrated, among other

things, that:

• The coast is not a passive system but will respond

dynamically to sea-level and climate changes (High

Confidence).
• A range of coastal responses can be expected, depend-

ing on local circumstances and climatic conditions

(High Confidence).
• In the past, estuaries and coastal wetlands could often

cope with sea-level rise, although usually by migra-

tion landward. Human infrastructure, however, has

diminished this possibility in many places (High

Confidence).
• Survival of salt marshes and mangroves appears like-

ly where the rate of sedimentation will approximate

the rate of local sea-level rise (High Confidence).
•

Generally, coral reefs have the capacity to keep pace

with projected sea-level rise but may suffer from increas-

es in seawater temperature (Medium Confidence).

The assessment of the latest scientific information regarding

socioeconomic impacts of climate change on coastal zones and

small islands is derived primarily from vulnerability assess-

ments based on the IPCC Common Methodology, Since 1990,

many national case studies have been completed, embracing

examples of small islands, deltas, and continental shorelines

from around the world. These studies mainly utilize a scenario
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of a l-m rise in sea level and generally assume the present

socioeconomic situation, with little or no consideration of

coastal dynamics. There is concern that these studies under-

state nonmarkel values and stress a protection-orientated

response perspective. Despite these limitations, these studies

provide some important insights into the socioeconomic impli-

cations of sea-level rise, including:

• Sea-level rise would have negative impacts on a num-

ber of sectors, including tourism, freshwater supply

and quality, fisheries and aquaculture, agriculture,

human settlements, financial services, and human

health (High Confidence).
• Based on first-order estimates of population distribu-

tion, storm-surge probabilities, and existing levels of

protection, more than 40 million people are estimated

to experience flooding due to storm surge in an aver-

age year under present climate and sea-level condi-

tions. Most of these people reside in the developing

world. Ignoring possible adaptation and likely popu-

lation growth, these numbers could roughly double or

triple due to sea-level rise in the next century

(Medium Confidence).
• Protection of many low-lying island states (e.g., the

Marshall Islands, the Maldives) and nations with large

deltaic areas (e.g.. Bangladesh, Nigeria, Egypt,

China) is likely to be very costly (High Confidence).
•

Adaptation to sea-level rise and climate change will

involve important tradeoffs, which could include

environmental, economic, social, and cultural values

(High Confidence).

Until recently, the assessment of possible response strategies

focused mainly on protection. There is a need to identify better

the full range of options within the adaptive response strate-

gies: protect, accommodate, and (planned) retreat. Identifying

the most appropriate options and their relative costs, and

implementing these options while taking into account contem-

porary conditions as well as future problems such as climate

change and sea-level rise, will be a great challenge in both

developing and industrialized countries. It is envisaged that the

most suitable range of options will vary among and within

countries An appropriate mechanism for coastal planning

under these varying conditions is integrated coastal zone man-

agement. There is no single recipe for integrated coastal zone

management; rather, it constitutes a portfolio of sociocultural

dimensions and structural, legal, financial, economic, and insti-

tutional measures.

Integrated coastal zone management, which has already started

in many coastal countries, is a continuous and evolutionary

process that identifies and implements options to attain sus-

tainable development and adaptation to climate change in

coastal zones and small islands. Constraints that could hinder

its successful implementation include, but are not limited to:

Technology and human resources capability
• Financial limitations

• Cultural and social acceptability
• Political and legal frameworks.

Continued exchange of information and experience on the

inclusion of climate change and sea-level rise within integrat-

ed coastal zone management at local, regional, and interna-

tional levels would help to overcome some of these constraints.

In addition, more research is required on the process of inte-

grated coastal zone management to improve the understanding

and modeling capability of the implications of climate change

and sea-level rise on coastal zones and small islands, including

biogeophysical effects, the local interaction of sea-level rise

with other aspects of climate change, and more complete

assessment of socioeconomic and cultural impacts.
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9.1. Introduction

Coastal zones and small islands contain some of the world's

most diverse and productive resources. They include extensive

areas of complex and specialized ecosystems, such as man-

groves, coral reefs, and seagrasses, which are highly sensitive

to human intervention. These ecosystems are the source of a

significant proportion of global food production. Moreover,

they support a variety of economic activities, including fish-

eries and aquaculture, tourism, recreation, and transportation.

In recent decades, many coastal areas have been heavily mod-

ified and intensively developed, which has significantly

increased their vulnerability to natural coastal dynamics and

the anticipated impacts of global climate change.

Many attempts have been made to define the "coastal zone"

and its land and seaward boundaries. Some definitions are

based on physiographic characteristics, such as the extent of

tidal influence on the land or the geomorphology of the conti-

nental shelf; others simply use a fixed distance from the shore-

line. In the case of small islands, the coastal zone could

include the entire island. While the boundaries of the coastal

zone may or may not coincide with political or administrative

boundaries, they rarely coincide with those of areas from

which demands on the resources of the coastal area are

derived (Ehler, 1993).

Irrespective of how coastal zones are defined, the following

characteristics, which are strongly interrelated, often make

Ihem distinctive from other areas:

• A high rate of dynamic changes in the natural

environment
• A high biological productivity and diversity
• A high rate of human population growth and economic

development
• A high rate of degradation of natural resources

•
Exposure to natural hazards such as cyclones and

severe storms

• The need for management regimes that address both

terrestrial and marine issues.

The global importance of coastal zones and small islands in

terms of both ecological and socioeconomic values is widely

recognized. Many international organizations, including IPCC,

have called for action to implement strategies toward better

planning and management of coastal areas and resources to

prevent ihem from being degraded and becoming progressive-

ly more vulnerable to the potential impacts of climate change
and associated sea-level rise. The World Coast Conference,

partly held under the auspices of IPCC, has supported the

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNCED, 1992a)

and Agenda 21, Chapter 17 (UNCED. 1992b), requiring action

on coastal zone management planning, among many other ini-

tiatives, by all signatories (WCC'93. 199.3).

This chapter presents an assessment of the latest scientific

information on the impacts of climate change on coastal zones

and small islands and on strategies that countries may wish to

apply in response to these impacts. It builds on the previous

IPCC assessments carried out in 1990 and 1992 and on the

work of the former Coastal Zone Management Subgroup

(CZMS) of IPCC. The chapter concentrates on the scientific

work completed since 1990, although earlier work is acknowl-

edged where appropriate.

The structure of this chapter is schematically depicted in

Figure 9- 1 . This figure also shows how this chapter relates to

other chapters and Working Group reports of this IPCC

Second Assessment Report. In Section 9.2, the functions and

values of coastal zones and small islands are discussed.

Special emphasis is put on the importance of maintaining the

proper functioning of coastal systems with regard to sustain-

able development and their resilience to climate change.

Section 9.3 then discusses the likely consequences of climate

change on sea-level rise, sea-surface temperatures, and tropi-

cal cyclones in the context of coastal zones and small islands.

On this basis. Section 9.4 addresses the effects of climate

change on biogeophysical systems, and Section 9.5 examines

the socioeconomic impacts. Section 9.6 considers response

strategies to climate change and the need to integrate them

with other coastal management activities. Finally, Section 9.7

identifies needs and opportunities for future research and

monitoring that would help nations to respond more appropri-

ately to the likely impacts of climate change on coastal zones

and small islands.

Introduction

—
Functions and Values

]J s< Working Group I

Climate Change

7. Cryosphere
8. Oceans
10. Freshwater Syilons

and Hydrology

Biogeophysical Effects

—
Socioeconomic Impacts

Adaptation Options

12. Human Settlements

13. Agriculture
14. Freshwater Supply

and Quality
16. Fisheries

17. Financial Ser\ices

18. Human Health

Research and

Monitoring Needs
Working Group III

Figure 9-1: Structure of this chapter and imerrelalionships with

other chapters and Working Group volume's of the IPCC Second

Assessment Report.
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9.2. Functions and Values of

Coastal Zones and Small Islands

In large measure, human social and economic well-bcinp

depends directly or indirectly on the availability of environ-

mental goods and services provided by marine and coastal sys-

tems. Coastal zones and small islands are characterized by

highly diverse ecosystems, and a great number of functions are

performed over a relatively small area. This concentration of

functions, together with their spatial location, makes coastal

zones and small islands highly attractive areas for people to

live and work in. Coastal human populations in many countries

have been growing at double the national rate due to migration

to urban coastal centers; it is estimated that 50-709r of the

global human population lives in the coastal zone, although

there are great variations among countries. The existing rate of

socioeconomic development in coastal zones also is unprece-

dented (WCC'93, 1994).

9.2.1. Functions and Values

The total economic value of coastal systems is more than sim-

ply the financial value of the coastal resources that they pro-

duce. It also includes their role in regulating the environment,

their satisfaction of subsistence needs, and their satisfaction of

human intellectual and emotional needs. De Groot (1992a) and

Vellinga et al. (1994) have categorized the environmental func-

tions performed by natural systems as regulation functions,

user and production functions, and information functions.

Regulation functions are crucial in safeguarding environmental

quality They include regulation of erosion and sedimeniiilum

patterns, regulation of the chemical composition of the

atmosphere and oceans. Hood prevention, waste assimilation,

maintenance of migration and nursery habitats, and inuinie

nance of biological diversity. Many natural and seminatural

coa.stal systems thus play a fundamental part in the regulation

of essential biospheric proces.ses that contribute to the mainte-

nance of a healthy environment and the long-term stability of

the biosphere, including the climate system. User and produc-

tion functions are essential in providing many living and non-

living resources that are utilized by human society. These func-

tions include the provision of space and a suitable substrate for

human habitation and a variety of socioeconomic activities

Important socioeconomic activities in coastal zones and small

islands include tourism and recreation, exploitation of living

and nonliving resources (e.g., fisheries and aquaculture; agri-

culture; extraction of water, oil, and gas), industry and com-

merce, infrastructure development (e.g., harbors, ports,

bridges, roads, sea-defense works), and nature conservation.

Information functions relate to the part that nature plays in

meeting human intellectual and emotional needs. For example,

coastal systems can be a source for cultural inspiration, but

they also serve as a storehouse for genetic information. Also,

scientific understanding of coastal processes and evolution

depends on the geological and biological information that

coastal systems contain.

Any coastal system can yield values related to the direct,

indirect, and future use of the functions described above, as

well as non-use, or intrinsic, values (Turner, 1988, 1991;

Barbier, 1994). This is illustrated by Figure 9-2. Empirical

Total Economic Value

Use Values

Indirect Use Values

(regulationfunctions)

• Flood control
• Storm protection
• Waste

assimilation, etc.

Direct Use Values

(user and production

functions)

• Fish
• Fuelwood
• Recreation
•
Transport

• Meat, etc.

Option/Quasi-Option
Values

(information functions)

• Insurance value of

preserving options
for future use

• Value of increased

information in the

future

Non-Use Values

Existence/

Bequest Values

• Value derived from

just knowing a species
or system exists

• Value of passing on
natural assets "intact"

to future generations

Figure 9-2: Values of coastal systems (adapted from Barbier, 1989).
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studies confirm that coastal systems possess significant eco-

nomic value, in terms of both use and non-use outputs.

Mangrove forests, for example, have been shown to sustain

more than 70 direct human activities, ranging from fuelwood

collection to artisinal fisheries (Dixon. 1989). However, some

uses preclude others, so some caution is necessary when the

total economic value of such a system is estimated. This cau-

tion is also justified by the fact that many functions provide

nonmarket goods and services and therefore do not carry

appropriate market prices and value. Moreover, individuals

and communities may find that nature has a value of its own,

independent of human use or perception. They would there-

fore value nature purely because it exists and would feel a

loss if it was damaged or destroyed.

Nonetheless, some studies are available that have produced esti-

mates of the monetary value of coastal functions, using a vari-

ety of techniques. For example, recreation and amenity benefits

provided by the Broadlands coastal wetland in England are esti-

mated to be around $5 million per year (Bateman ei at., 1995).

The storm buffering function of the Terrebonne coastal wet-

lands in Louisiana (United States) has been valued in terms of

storm damage avoided. If the wetlands continue to recede at

their present rate (3-4 m/yr), the present discounted value of

increased expected properly damage lies between $2.1-3.1 mil-

lion (Constanza ei ai, 1989). The total monetary value of all

functions performed in the Ecuadorian Galapagos National

Park amounts to $138 million per year (De Groot, 1992a).

9.2.2. Sustainable Development

In most coastal nations, a considerable part of gross national

product (GNP) is derived from activities that are directly or

indirectly connected with coastal zones. Therefore, maintain-

ing the proper functioning of marine and coastal systems is of

significant concern to a country's economy. In the shorter

term, however, large financial benefits may be available at

the expense of longer-term sustainability. Many coastal prob-

lems that are currently being encountered worldwide can be

attributed to the unsustainable use and unrestricted develop-

ment of coastal areas and resources. The.se problems include

the accumulation of contaminant.s in coastal areas, erosion,

and the rapid decline of habitats and natural resources. Great

care must therefore be taken in planning to avoid overdevel-

opment and degrading or destroying the very environment

that attracted coastal development in the first place.

Nonetheless, increasingly large areas of coasts and small

islands have been managed with the aim of maximizing the

financial "resource take" provided by the user and production

functions performed by coastal systems. However, when one

particular function is overexploiled, this may not only result in

the depletion of the resources that this function provides; it can

also reduce the performance of other functions below their full

potential. For example, when mangroves are logged and

cleared in an unsustainable way, it can be at the expense of

functions that enable fish to breed and be caught in the same

area or that protect the coast from being eroded. The same

applies when the capacity of regulation functions is exceed-

ed—for example, when coastal waters are polluted beyond
their waste-assimilative capacity The maintenance of all func-

tions at a sustainable level would provide higher economic

returns over a longer period of time.

One can state that sustainable development in coastal zones

and small islands is realized only when it enables the coastal

system to self-organize
—that is, to perform all its potential

functions without adversely affecting other natural or human

systems. Climate change could pose an additional threat to the

full performance of these functions, compounding the pres-

sures that present-day development activities already place on

coastal zone capacities. Overexploitation of resources, pollu-

tion, sediment starvation, and urbanization may inhibit or

destroy the working of functions that are essential to the provi-

sion of goods and services that are difficult to value in mone-

tary terms, or in maintaining the resilience of coastal ecosys-

tems to external stresses, such as climate change. For instance,

one important regulation function of natural systems in coastal

zones and small islands is the provision of a buffering capaci-

ty, protecting the land against the dynamics of the sea. As cli-

mate changes and sea level rises, this function will become

even more important than it is today, preventing coastal areas

from being eroded and inundated as much as they would with-

out this natural protection. Nevertheless, although present-day

human activities often result in large financial payoffs in the

short term, they may also lead to environmental degradation.

Such degradation results in the loss of functions, may increase

coastal vulnerability to climate change, and has adverse eco-

nomic effects on tourism, fishing, and other aspects of the

coastal economy. In some cases, the long-term costs of these

environmental disruptions may be greater than the long-term

benefits of the human activity that caused them.

93. Aspects of Climate Change of Concern

to Coastal Zones and Small Islands

Sea-level rise and possible changes in the frequency and/or

intensity of extreme events, such as temperature and precipi-

tation extremes, cyclones, and storm surges, constitute the

components of climate change that are of most concern to

coastal zones and small islands. Short-term extreme events are

superimposed on long-term changes in CO, concentrations,

climate, and sea level, and all aspects work in concert to bring

about environmental change at regional and local levels. In

order to understand fully their interactive effects on the coast,

it is paramount to know how the means, variability, and

extremes of the range of relevant climatic elements will

change at local and regional scales. At such scales—with pos-

siblya few exceptions
—the predictive capability of models is

currently very low, and knowledge about possible future

changes in variability and extremes is meager This section

summarizes the main findings regarding sea-level and climate

change thai pertain to coastal zones (see the IPCC Working

Group I volume for a full discussion).
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9.3.1. Sea-Level Rise 9.3.1.2. Regional Implications

9.3.1.1. Global Projections

In 1990, IPCC provided a best estimate and a range of uncer-

tainty of sea-level rise, based on a "business-as-usual" projec-

tion of greenhouse-gas emissions for the period I99&-210O. It

was estimated that sea level would, on average, rise by about

6 miti/yr, within a range of uncertainty of 3-10 mm/yr (Warrick

and Oerlemans, 1990). Subsequent to 1PCC90, projections of

sea-level rise have been lower, largely as a result of downward

revisions in the rate of global warming, which drives sea-level

rise (see Section 9.3.2).

Present estimates of sea-level rise have been presented in

Chapter 7, Changes in Sea Level, of the IPCC Working Group
I volume. For a forcing scenario (lS92a) comparable to that

of the IPCC 1990 assessment, it is estimated that sea level

would, on average, rise by about 5 min/yr, within a range of

uncertainty of 2-9 mm/yr (see Figure 9-3). An important

point to bear in mind is that the current best estimates repre-

sent a rale of sea-level rise that is about two to five times the

rate experienced over the last 100 years (i.e., 1.0-2.5 mm/yr).

The current projections of sea-level rise should therefore be

of major concern in the context of coastal zones and small

islands. Furthermore, model projections show that sea level

will continue to rise beyond the year 2100 due to lags in cli-

mate response, even with assumed stabilization of global

greenhouse-gas emissions (Wigley, 1995).

One cannot assume that changes in sea level at regional

and local levels will necessarily be the same as the global-

average change, for two broad reasons. First, vertical land

movements affect sea level. With respect to the coastal

environment, it is relative sea level that is most impor-
tant—that is, the level of the sea in relation to that of the

land. Regionally and locally, vertical land movements can

be quite large, even on the decadal time scale. For example,

parts of Scandinavia experience uplift (and thus a relative

sea-level decline) of about 1 m per century due to the con-

tinuing "glacial rebound" following the contraction of the

large continental ice sheets at the end of the last Ice Age
some 10,000 years ago (Aubrey and Emery, 1993). In con-

trast, the Mississippi delta is experiencing subsidence (a

relative sea-level rise) of about 1 m per century due to con-

solidation by sediment loading and the diminished supply

of additional sediments to the delta required for accretion

(Day el al. 1993; Boesch et al., 1994). Locally, tectonic

activity, groundwater pumping, and petroleum extraction

can cause large and sometimes abrupt changes in relative

sea level (Milliman et al.. 1989; Han ei al.. 1995b).

Subsidence of urban areas due to groundwater withdrawal

has been a significant problem in many locations. In Japan,

for example, 2.1 million people live in protected areas

below high water due to this cause. Box 9-1 includes four

examples of observed sea-level change. Emery and Aubrey

(1991) have provided a comprehensive discussion of the
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Box>-.l.. I^our Examples of Observed Sea-Level Change

Figure 9-4 shows tide-gauge measurements of sea-level

changes in Stockholm (Sweden), Fort Phrachula (Bangkok,

Thailand), Honolulu (Hawaii, United States), and

Nezugaseki (Japan). In a period of rising global sea levels,

these four places show different trends in sea-level change
due to their being situated in different geological settings.

This illustrates the importance of local conditions on rela-

tive sea level. In Stockholm, glacial rebound is causing the

land to rise out of the sea, resulting in a sea-level fall rela-

tive to the land of -4 mm/yr. In Bangkok, human influence

is apparent: Although over the period 1940-1994 relative

sea-level rise averages 13.19 ± 0.73 mm/yr, two separate

trends can be distinguished; the first, until about I960,

averages -3 mm/yr, and the second, from 1960 onward, is

-20 mm/yr. The latter trend reflects the increased effort in

groundwater pumping since 1960 (Emery and Aubrey,

1991). Nezugaseki shows the dramatic effects of an earth-

quake, which caused a IS-cm land submergence in 1964,

along a coast generally dominated by emergence (Emery
and Aubrey, 1991). The Honolulu record is believed to

reflect a stable site and it is the only one of the four exam-

ples (hat approximates the global trend.

Figure 9-4: Relative sea-level records for Stockholm. Fort

Phrachula (Bangkok), Honolulu, and Nezugaseki. indicating the

geological settings and observed trends of the four sites (data pro-

vided by the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level, Bidston)
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effects of vertical land movements on relative sea level. In

assessing coastal impacts, such vertical land movements
must be considered in conjunction with climate-related

changes in sea level.

Second, there are dynamic effects resulting from oceanic cir-

culation, wind and pressure patterns, and ocean-water densi-

ty that cause variations in the level of the sea surface with

respect to the geoid
—that is. the surface that the ocean would

describe in the absence of currents, winds, and so forth. These

variations have been observed to be on the order of 1 m for

major current systems such as the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio, and

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Pugh, 1987; Levitus,

1982). Climate change may affect ocean circulation, which

can result in regional changes of this sea-surface "topogra-

phy." Recent advances in ocean-atmosphere modeling offer

some idea of the possible magnitude of such changes (e.g.,

Mikolajewicz el at., 1990; Gregory. 1993; Murphy, 1992;

Church et at.. 1991; Cubasch el al.. 1992). Model results

show ranges of regional sea-level change that are on the order

of two to three times the global-average change (see Box 8-2

in Chapter 8). However, it should be emphasized that confi

dence in coupled ocean-atmosphere model predictions of

regional sea-level changes still must be considered low, as

reliable regional scenarios of this effect are not yet available

for impact analysis.

9.3.2. Climate Changes

One of the certainties regardmg global climate change is that

the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (the major

player among the greenhouse gases), now about 360 ppmv, has

increased by about 29% over the preindustrial concentration

and will continue to increase in the future, even if rather strin-

gent policies on COj. emissions were adopted. Although con-

tfoversial, there is some evidence that increased CO; would

lead to significant increases in net primary productivity

through enhanced photosynthesis (Melillo et al.. 1993), which

could potentially have far-reaching implications for coastal

vegetation and the coastal environment.

Recent projections of global warming (Mitchell and Gregory,

1992; Wigley and Raper, 1992; see also Chapter 6, Climate

Models—Projections of Future Climate, of the IPCC Working

Group 1 volume) are somewhat lower than those presented in

IPCC90 (about 0.2''C per decade, as compared to 0.3°C per

decade averaged over the next century). Nonetheless, the best-

estimate projection s.ill falls within a very large range of uncer-

tainty. Thus, such projections are plausible scenarios of what

could occur, not necessarily of what will occur This caution

should be applied even more emphatically to regional details of

climate change as they are derived from general circulation

models (GCMs). While refinements have been made since
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IPCC90, the overall judgmeni is thai confidence in the predict-

ed patterns of climate change at spatial scales relevant to

coastal zones and small islands must still be regarded as low

(Gates ei ai. 1992. 1990; Mitchell el ui, 1990; McGregor and

Walsh. 1993). Nonetheless, there are some broad regional

results that are consistently produced by equilibrium and tran-

sient GCM experiments that have relevance to the coastal zone

These results include (Mitchell c; a/., 1 990; Gates e/ a/. , 1992):

• The mean surface air temperature increases more over

land than over oceans (by about a factor of two), and

at higher latitudes during winter. The climate of the

coastal zone tends to be moderated by ocean temper-

ature and will thus be strongly influenced by sea-sur-

face temperature changes. Northern Hemisphere

warming is greater than Southern Hemisphere wann-

ing because of the larger extent of land.

• In general, global models show increases in precipita-

tion throughout the year in the high latitudes and dur-

ing the winter in mid-latitudes. Most models show

some increase in Asian monsoon rainfall.

• At scales relevant to coastal zones and small islands,

predictions of changes in other climate elements, such

as windiness, storminess or radiation, cannot yet be

considered reliable.

At present, there is no evidence of any systematic shift in storm

irackx. The tracks are governed by the location of cyclogenesis

and prevailing meteoiological conditions; thus far. there is no

evidence of shift in the preferred locations of cyclogenesis.

Empirical studies have found correlations between ENSO and

the regional patterns of tropical cyclone activity (as well as the

Southeast Asian monsoon. Atlantic hurricanes. Pacific precipi-

tation patterns, and other phenomena) (Nicholls, 1984; Evans

and Allan. 1992; see also Chapter 3. Observed Climate

Variability and Change, of the IPCC Working Group 1 vol-

ume). Progress is being made on model simulations of the pre-

sent features of ENSO-like events (e.g.. Philander Wo/. . 1992),

which could lead to a predictive capability for the future.

Recent coupled-model simulations under enhanced CO, show

a tendency toward ENSO-like patterns in the Pacific, with

accompanying temperature and precipitation variability (see

Chapter 6, Climate Models—Projections of Future Climate, of

the IPCC Working Group I volume), but realistic simulations

of ENSO are not yet possible. The behavior of ENSO is criti-

cal in understanding the future coastal effects of both climate

change and sea-level rise in the Pacific region and elsewhere

(Pittock and Flather. 1993; Pittock, 1993). In short, it is not yet

possible to say whether either the intensity or frequency of

tropical cyclones (or ENSO) would increase or the areas of

occurrence would shift in a warmer world.

Although changes in sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) are pro-

jected to be less than those on land, tJiey are not necessarily

less significant. As Edwards (1995) has pointed out, a 2°C

change in SST in the tropical and subtropical oceans is consid-

ered to be anomalous, but is on the order of temperature

changes associated with strong El Nino/Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) events. In comparison, the projected change in mean

sea-surface temperature for these regions is on the order of

l-a'C by the year 2100. Thus, by 2100, SSTs that are now con-

sidered anomalous could well be normal occurrences. Such

warming would be unprecedented in the recent geological past.

Tropical cyclones (also known .as hurricanes or typhoons,

depending on region) affect vast coastal areas in tropical and sub-

tropical countries. Tropical cyclones and associated storm surges

can cause enormous loss of life and have devastating impacts on

coastal ecosystems and morphology. It is therefore of critical

importance to know how the frequency, magnitude, and areal

occurrence of such storms will change in a wanner world, if at

all. Unfortunately, the evidence from theoretical and numerical

models and from observational data is, as yet, inconclusive.

While current GCMs provide some indication of possible tropi-

cal cyclone formation, identifying "tropical disturbances" (e.g.,

see Broccoli and Manabe, 1990; Haarsma et al, 1993), they can-

not explicitly model such storms at the present grid-scale resolu-

tion (Mitchell et al, 1990). However, recent work has been mov-

ing in this direction (e.g., Bengtsson et al, 1994). Alternatively,

theoretical storm models have been used to examine the maxi-

mum storm intensity in relation to SSTs (Emanuel, 1987) but can-

not easily be extended to address questions of regional changes in

tropical storm intensity or frequency under conditions of climate

change (Schlesinger, 1993; Lighthill et al, 1994).

Despite the often repeated assertion that climate variability

could increase in a warmer world, there is little evidence from

climate models to support this notion (Gates et al, 1992).

However, Working Group I has identified at least one excep-

tion that has potentially large implications for coastal areas:

Various GCMs consistently predict a higher frequency of

convective precipitation in mid- to high-latitude regions of

the world. This anticipated change may imply more intense

local rainfall, with a decrease in the return period of extreme

rainfall events (e.g., Gordon et al, 1992). This could interact

with sea-level rise to further increase the likelihood of flood-

ing in low-lying coastal areas (Titus et al, 1987; Nicholls et

al, 1995).

Without any change in variability, however, a change in mean

value still implies a change in the frequency of extreme events.

Because such events by definition are at the tails of the proba-

bility distribution, the change in return periods can be quite

large relative to the change in mean value. In the absence of

information about changes in variability, this simple concept

has been employed to create scenarios of changes in

extremes—for example, for temperature in Britain (Warrick

and Banow, 1991), rainfall in Australia (Pittock et al. 1991),

and storm surges in the United States (Stakhiv et al, 1991). As

has been pointed out at the beginning of this section, in most

cases it is the combination of climate extremes—temperature,

precipitation, winds, sea levels—and how they are affected by

longer-term changes in climatic means that are especially

important for considering the future effects of global warming

on coastal zones and small islands. Yet little understanding of

the possible interaction of different aspects of climate change

in the coastal zone exists.
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9.4. Biogeophysical EfTects

In the 1990 IPCC Impacts Assessment, Tsyban et al. (1990)

suggested that the most important aspects of climate change on

the coastal zone would be the impact of sea-level rise on

coastal residents and marine ecosystems. They argued that a

rise in sea level would:

• Inundate and displace wetlands and lowlands

• Erode shorelines

• Exacerbate coastal storm flooding
• Increase the salinity of estuaries, threaten freshwater

aquifers, and otherwise impair water quality
• Alter tidal ranges in rivers and bays
• Alter sediment depositional patterns
• Decrease the amount of light reaching water bottoms.

It was recognized then—and highlighted again in the IPCC

1992 supplement (Tsyban ei al., 1992) and at the meeting The

Rising Challenge of the Sea (IPCC CZMS. 1992; O'Callahan,

1994)—that such effects would not be uniform around the

world and that certain coastal environments would be especial-

ly at risk. These included tidal deltas and low-lying coastal

plains, sandy beaches and barrier islands, coastal wetlands,

estuaries and lagoons, mangroves, and coral reefs. Small

islands became a major focus of concern because some of the

more extreme predictions foreshadowed that low atoll and reef

islands would completely disappear or become uninhabitable,

with the total displacement of populations of several small

island nations (Roy and Connell. 1991).

Many of the early studies on the effects of climate change

emphasized sea-level rise and were based on a simple inun-

dation model that vertically shifted the land-sea boundary
landward by the amount of the projected global rise.

However, it has become increasingly clear from recent stud-

ies that the geomorphological and ecological responses to a

rising sea level will be complex and will also reflect a large

number of other factors, including other aspects of climate

change. No longer can effects be defined simply in terms of

inundation of the sea upon the land, nor by just shifting the

land-sea contour by an amount corresponding to the project-

ed vertical increase in global sea level. Biogeophysical

effects will vary greatly in different coastal zones around the

world because coastal landforms and ecosystems are dynam-
ic and both respond to and modify the variety of external and

internal processes that affect them. Effects will depend not

only on the local pattern of sea-level rise and climate change

(as shown in Section 9.3) but also on the nature of the local

coastal environment and on the human, ecological, and phys-
ical responsiveness of the particular coastal system being
considered (J.R. French ei al.. 1995).

Since the IPCC 1990 assessment, considerable progress has

been made in understanding the effects of sea-level rise and

climate change on coastal geomorphological and ecological

systems. Studies have shifted from the use of simple,

monothematic approaches to more complex yet pragmatic
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methods (Woodroffe, 1994). Three groups of approaches can

be distinguished:

•
Retrospective studies concerned with reconstructing

past geomorphological and ecological responses to

sea-level change in the Holocene, particularly during

its rising stage
• Contemporary studies of geomorphological and eco-

logical trends over the past several decades
• Mathematical and simulation modeling of coastal geo-

morphological and ecological systems using simpli-

fied sea-Ievel rise scenarios and process assumptions.

In all three cases, emphasis has been on sea-level rise, with lit-

tle consideration of other climate-change aspects, although

sometimes increased seawater temperatures and storminess

have been included. Invariably, global sea-level rise scenarios

have been applied, irrespective of their appropriateness at the

local or regional level. Further, several authors (e.g.. Bird,

1993a; JR. French et al., 1995) have argued that it is not

always appropriate to employ Holocene stratigraphical recon-

structions as analogues for the future behavior of coastal sys-

tems, primarily because of the modem complications of human

impacts that may now have an overriding effect on geomor-

phological and ecological responses.

In spite of the increased research effort, there is still no gener-

ally accepted global typology of coastal types relating to the

potential effects of sea-level rise and climate change. There

have been some attempts based on the resistance of the coast to

environmental forces (e.g.. Van der Weide, 1993), some based

on both natural and socioeconomic features and processes

(Pemetta and Milliman, 1995), and some through the develop-

ment of a coastal vulnerability index that captures the different

characteristics of a coastal region (e.g., Gomitz, 1991). The

development of such a typology is clearly an area for substan-

tial international research in the future. Moreover, the empha-
sis of recent studies on coastal types has been quite uneven. For

instance, there has been little research on the potential effects of

sea level rise and climate change on high-latitude coasts, bold

coasts, rocky shores, coastal cliffs, coarse clastic coasts, gravel

barriers, coastal sand dunes, and seagrass beds. This lack of

emphasis, however, does not necessarily imply that anticipated

effects on these coastal types are less serious. Studies that show

a strong correlation between sea-level rise and erosion of, for

example, coastal cliffs, gravel barriers, and sand dunes include

Griggs and Trenhaile (1994), Carter and Orford ( 1993), and Van

der Meulen et al. ( 1 99 1 ), respectively.

There are several comprehensive reviews on the biogeophysi-

cal effects of climate and sea-level change on coastal environ-

ments (e.g.. Bird, l993b;OudeEssinkf/a/., 1993; Wolff f/ a/.,

1993). In addition to these general reviews there is a series of

regional summaries covering a large area of the world—
including the Mediterranean (Jeflic el al . 1992), European
coastal lowlands (Tooley and Jelgersma, 1992), Southeast Asia

(Bird, 1993a), the South Pacific (Hay and Kaluwin, 1993),

wider Caribbean (Maul, 1993), the Western Hemisphere

57-716 99-18
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(Ehler. 1993), and Ihe Eastern Hemisphere (McLean and

Mimura. 1993)—as well, as some edited volumes on specific

themes, including geomorphic response (J R French e< ai.

1995), coastal wetlands (Parkinson, 1994), and developing

countries (Nicholls and Leatherman, 1995a). This section

assesses first Ihe biogeophysical effects of climate change on

three distinct coastal geomorphic systems, then the effects on

two important ecological systems, and finally the effects on

coastal biodiversity.

9.4.1. Sedimentary Coasts, Sandy Beaches,

Barriers, and Dunes

Open coasts, primarily made up of unconsolidated sands and

gravels and exposed to wind and wave action, are common on

all inhabited continents and islands of all sizes. About 20% of

the world's coast is sandy and backed by beach ridges, dunes,

or other sandy deposits. International studies reported by Bird

(1985, 1993b) indicate that over the last 100 years about 70%
of the world's sandy shorelines have been retreating; about

20-30% have been stable and less than 10% advancing. He has

listed at least twenty possible reasons for the prevalence of ero-

sion and has indicated that sea-level rise is only one possibili-

ty. Although Stive ei al. (1990), Leatherman (1991), and others

have recognized a causal relationship between erosion and sea-

level rise, many attempts to correlate accelerated coastal ero-

sion with global sea-level rise over the last 100 years have not

been convincing because of the difficulties in excluding other

factois, including human impacts. Analyses of erosional trends

on sandy shorelines over the past several decades indicate a

predominance of local rather than common explanations
—

sug-

gesting that, if sea-level rise has been a contributor, its contri-

bution may have been masked by other mechanisms.

Two other approaches have been used to gauge the effect of

sea-level rise on sedimentary coasts. First, models have been

used to predict beach-profile changes that will result from a

rise in water level. Model studies have been reviewed by inter-

national expert committees such as the Scientific Committee

on Oceanic Research (SCOR. 1991), as well as by individuals

(e.g., Healy, 1991; Leatherman, 1991). The best-known model

is that of Bnjun (1962), who formulated a two-dimensional

relationship between rising sea level and the rate of shoreline

recession based on the concept of profile equilibrium, which

has been the subject of much evaluation (e.g., Dubois, 1992).

SCOR (1991) has noted that testing and application of the

models for beach response to a long-term rise in sea level have

been hampered by significant lag times of beach changes
—

amounting to months or years
—and the importance of other

elements of the sediment budget that produce shoreline erosion

or accretion irrespective of any sea-level rise. Profile changes
assumed by the models have been reasonably well-verified by

laboratory and field studies, but the predictive equations are

found to yield poor results when the effects of profile lag times

and complete sediment budgets are not included in the analy-

sis. One solution to these uncertainties is to determine a range
of beach-recession scenarios rather than a single estimate—

although SCOR ( 199 1 ) has concluded that the status of models

for the beach response lo elevated water levels is far from sat-

isfactory; predictions of the associated shoreline recession

rates yield uncertain results; and there is clear need for sub-

stantial research efforts (field and laboratory) in this area. A
new generation of shoreface-profile evolution models is

presently being developed (e.g.. Stive and De Vriend, 1995).

Second, morphostratigraphic studies, particularly of sandy bar-

riers, have been undertaken, although frequently these studies

predate the recent interest in attempting to predict future

coastal response to climate change and sea-level rise.

Nevertheless, sandy-barrier responses to rises in sea level in

the Holocene can be used as historical analogues. Although

transgressive sedimentary sequences, where coastal barriers

migrate landward as a result of shoreface erosion and

washover. are widespread in North America, Europe, and

Australia, other responses to sea-level rise include in situ

growth (the stationary barrier) and even seaward advance (the

regressive sequence). As with other approaches, field-based

evolutionary morphostratigraphic models do not yield a con-

sistent response to sea-level rise. Rate of sediment supply and

coastal configuration are just two of the other factors that

influence how sandy shorelines will respond. In addition to

field-based studies, some indication of the complex way thai

sand barriers have responded to post-glacial sea-level rise has

been shown through computer-simulation techniques (Cowell

and Thorn, 1994; Roy ei al., 1994).

Collectively, all of these results suggest that with future sea-

level rise there will be tendencies for currently eroding shore-

lines to erode further, stable shorelines to begin to erode, and

accreting coasts to wane or stabilize. Locally, changes in

coastal conditions and particularly sediment supply may mod-

ify these tendencies (Bird, 1985, 1993b).

9.4.2. Deltaic Coasts, Estuaries, and Lagoons

Deltas form where terrigenous sediment brought down to the

coast by rivers accumulates more rapidly than can be removed

by waves, tides, and currents. Although there is a wide spec-

trum of delta types around the world, all are the result of Ihe

interaction between fluvial and marine processes. Since

ancient times, deltas have been of fundamental importance to

civilizations due to the presence of highly productive agricul-

tural lands, fisheries, and human settlement. Many modem
delta regions, with their dense populations and intensive eco-

nomic activities, are now in crisis because of past management

practices such as dam, dyke, and canal construction and habi-

tat destruction, which have led to problems such as enhanced

subsidence and reduced accretion, salinity intrusion, water

quality deterioration, and decreased biological production

(Day elai, 1993; Boesch et al., 1994).

Deltaic coasts are particularly susceptible to any acceleration

in the rate of sea-level rise (as well as storm frequency or inten-

sity). As Baumann ei al. ( 1984) have recognized, delta survival
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is a battle of sedimentation versus coastal submergence. Most

deltas are subsiding under the weight of accumulating sedi-

ment, a process that often is enhanced by artificial groundwa-
ter withdrawal. Any global sea-level rise will exacerbate exist-

ing problems of local submergence. Bird (1993b) has argued

that a rising sea level will have two major effects on low-lying

deltaic areas: First, it is likely to cause extensive submergence,

especially where there is little prospect of compensating sedi-

ment accretion. Second, progradation of most deltaic coastlines

will be curbed, with erosion becoming more extensive and

more rapid.

Similar conclusions have come from a host of case studies

around the world, including those reported from Europe and

the Mediterranean in Jeftic ei al. (1992), Tooley and Jelgersma

(1992), Poulos et al. (1994), and Woodroffe (1994); from the

Americas in Day et al. (1993, 1994); and from Southeast Asia

in McLean and Mimura (1993). While there appears to be gen-

eral agreement among all of the studies on the implications of

reduced sediment discharge, subsidence, and rising sea level,

there have been few attempts to determine the relative vulner-

ability of deltaic regions or to model the effects of sea-level

rise on deltas. Exceptions to the former include Ren's (1994)

study of the Chinese coast, in which six variables (relief, land

subsidence, shoreline displacement, storm surge, tidal range,

and coastal defenses) have been used to evaluate risk classes of

eight vulnerable areas. Exceptions to the latter include the con-

ceptual model of general deltaic functioning developed by Day
el al. (1994) and their two-state variable model, which simu-

lates height in sea level and land elevation over time as a func-

tion of varying rates of sea-level rise, subsidence, and vertical

accretion. Model results of the "date of immersion" (i.e., when

sea level equals land elevation) have been produced for sever-

al sites in the Mississippi, Camargue, and Ebro deltas.

Intradelta variations have been highlighted in the model

results. In natural situations, such variations commonly result

from variations in subsidence and/or changes in active and pas-

sive distributary positions across deltas, as demonstrated for

the Nile (Stanley and Warne, 1993) and Rhine-Meuse

(Tomqvist, 1993) deltas, respectively.

However, as with deltas, critical factors will be relative sea-

level change, including local subsidence (e.g., Belperio, 1993),

and sediment availability (e.g., Chappell, 1990; Parkinson et

al.. 1994). In macrotidal estuaries in Northern Australia, chan-

nel widening initiated by rising sea level will contribute sedi-

ment to the adjacent esluarine plains, which may offset the

effect of flooding and lead to steady vertical accretion. One

consequence of this would be to endanger backwater swamps
and freshwater ecosystems on the estuarine plains (Chappell
and Woodroffe, 1994).

The effects of sea-level rise on saltwater penetration in rivers

and estuaries have recently bieen reviewed by Oude Essink et

al. (1993) and Van Dam (1993), who have suggested that saline

water will gradually extend further upstream in the future.

More serious is the accelerated effect of saline water intruding

into groundwater aquifers in deltaic regions and coastal plains.

In these areas, the effect of sea-level rise can be exacerbated by
the withdrawal of freshwater, which may result in either subsi-

dence and/or replacement by seawater. Subsidence and land-

ward migration of saltwater are already serious problems in

many coastal deltaic areas around the world. Two examples are

Myanmar (Aung, 1993) and China (Han et al.. 1995b).

9.4.3. Coral AtoUs and Reef Islands

Coral atolls and reef islands appear especially susceptible to

climate change and sea-level rise. Based on the sea-level rise

scenarios of the 1980s and the application of simple models,

Pemetta (1988) developed an index of island susceptibility for

the South Pacific region and concluded that the most suscepti-

ble nations included those "composed entirely of atolls and

raised coral islands, which will be devastated if projected rises

occur," and consequently "such states may cease to contain

habitable islands." Three related effects were envisaged: ero-

sion of the coastline, inundation and increased flooding of low-

lying areas, and seawater intrusion into the groundwater lens,

which would cause reductions in island size, freeboard, and

water quality, respectively.

Studies on the physical response of tidal rivers and estuaries to

predicted sea-level rise have covered two main areas—geo-

morphic changes and saltwater penetration
—

although the

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Task Committee

(1992) has indicated that several hydraulic processes such as

tidal rang";, prism and currents, and sedimentation would also

be modified. Bird (1993b) has suggested that estuaries will

tend to widen and deepen. This may enhance their role as sed-

iment sinks, causing greater erosion of the neighboring open
coast (Stive et al.. 1990). However, Pethick (1993) has shown

that along the southeast coast of Britain, where relative sea-

level rise is already 4-5 mm/yr due to local subsidence, estu-

arine channels are becoming wider and shallower by local

redistribution of sediment as the intertidal profile shifts both

upward and shoreward. In some areas, these effects may be off-

set by increa.sed catchment runoff, greater soil erosion, and

increased sediment yield as a result of climate changes.

Since that time, a series of vulnerability assessments of atolls

and reef islands have been carried out. Studies include the atoll

states and territories of Tuvalu, Kiribati, Tokelau, and the

Marshall Islands in the Pacific and the Maldives and Cocos

(Keeling) Islands in the Indian Ocean (Aalbersberg and Hay,

1993; Woodroffe and McLean, 1992; McLean and D'Aubert,

1993; Holthus etai. 1992; Connell and Maaia, 1992; Pemetta.

1992; McLean and Woodroffe, 1993). Generally, these studies

have documented the likelihood of more complex and variable

responses than initially suggested, recognizing that the balance

between reef growth, island accumulation or destruction, and

sea-level rise will be locally important. Differences in response

can be further expected between islands within and beyond
slorm belts, between those composed primarily of sand and

those of coral rubble, and between those that are or are not

anchored to emergent rock platforms. The presence or absence

of natural physical shore-proter'ion structures in the form of
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beachrock or conglomerate outcrops and biotic protection in

the form of mangrove or other strand vegetation will also result

in different responses between islands.

It is not clear to what extent reef islands will erode or whether

sediment from the adjacent reef or lagoon will contribute to the

continued growth of islands. McLean and Woodroffe (1993)

have envisaged at least three possible responses in the face of

sea-level rise: the Bruun response, the equilibrium response,

and continued growth, which would result in shoreline erosion,

redistribution of sediment, and shoreline accretion, respective-

ly. Each of these processes can be observed on many reef

islands today, as well as in the stratigraphic record, suggesting

that the factors identified above are significant determinants of

island stability. Moreover, as Spencer (1995) has pointed out,

coral-island responses to future sea-level rise will vary as a

result of constraints on the development of modem reefs and

the varying inherited topographies upon which future sea-level

will be superimposed.

On small islands, the freshwater lens is an important resource

and often is the primary source of potable water on atolls.

Recent studies suggest that the first approximation of the

response of the freshwater lens to sea-level rise (the Ghyben-

Herzberg principle) is not appropriate on small coral islands.

The layered-aquifer model—which, among other things, con-

siders geological structure and distinguishes between

Pleistocene and Holocene stratigraphic units—is considered

more appropriate for assessing freshwater inventories on such

islands. If recharge and island width remain constant or expand,
freshwater lenses may actually increase in size with a rise in sea

level because of the larger volume of freshwater that can be

stored in the less-permeable upper (Holocene) aquifer

(Buddemeier and Oberdorfer. 1990). On the other hand, if

recharge or island width are reduced, a diminution in both fresh-

water quantity and quality can be expected. In many places,

increasing demand and recharge contamination are likely to be

more serious issues than freshwater inventory per se.

Although recent reviews on coral islands have emphasized
their variability and resilience (e.g., Hopley. 1993; McLean
and Woodroffe, 1993), such islands remain among the most

sensitive environments to long-term climate change and sea-

level rise, especially where these effects are superimposed on

destructive short-term events such as hurricanes, damaging
human activities, and declining environmental quality. In spite

of a more optimistic outlook in recent years, Wilkinson and

Buddemeier (1994) have maintained that coral-reef islands

may be rendered uninhabitable by climate change, especially

sea-level rise, and that will necessitate relocation of any

remaining human populations (see also Section 9.3).

9.4.4. Coastal Wellands

Coastal wetlands are frequently associated with deltas, tidal

rivers, estuaries, and sheltered bays. Geomorphic and hydro-

logic changes resulting from sea-level rise will have important

effects (in these biological communities, as well as on unvege-
lated tidal Hals The survival of the latter is dependent very

much on sediment supply from adjacent river catchments—
which, if not provided, will result in substantial loss of such

areas. Although Woodroffe (1993) has commented that

research on coastal wetlands has concentrated upon recon-

structing their development under conditions of sea-level rise

during the Holocene, there also have been assessments of con-

temporary trends and proces,ses and simulation modeling of

environmental changes.

Historical studies of temperate salt marshes include those of

Allen (1991) and Reed (1990), whereas Pethick (1993) and

French (1993) have used current trends and numerical simula-

tion, respectively. Pethick (1993) has shown that salt marshes

in southeast England appear to be migrating inland along the

estuary but that the natural changes are interrupted by the pres-

ence of flood embankments. The result is that loss of the sea-

ward boundaries of these wetlands will continue without com-

pensating landward migration
—a process known as coastal

squeeze in the United Kingdom. Wolff et al. ( 1993) have con-

cluded that salt marshes have the ability to respond quickly to

sea-level rise as long as sedimentation and internal biomass

production processes keep pace and as long as the entire marsh

can move to higher shore levels or further inland. Provided that

it is not constrained by infrastructure, protection works, or

other barriers, vertical accretion is likely to neutralize sea-level

rise as long as sediment supply is sufficient and horizontal ero-

sion is absent or can be compensated. If not, salt marshes will

progressively decline and ultimately disappear. Pethick (1992)

has also shown that salt marshes under stable sea level under-

go cyclical changes to their seaward boundaries; infrequent

high-magnitude storm events erode the edges, while interven-

ing lower-magnitude events allow depositional recovery. An
increase in the frequency of storm events as a response to sea-

level rise would result in the replacement of such cyclical

change by progressive erosion. The sensitivity of certain salt-

marsh species to waterlogging and soil-chemical changes also

could result in a change in species composition or the migra-

tion of vegetation zones (Reed, 1995).

Mangroves grow largely in tidal forests and are characterized

by adaptations to unconsolidated, periodically inundated saline

coastal habitats. They fringe about 25% of shorelines in the

tropics and extend into the subtropics as far north as Bermuda

and as far south as North Island, New Zealand. Studies on the

effects of sea-level rise on tropical mangrove ecosystems have

been primarily of historical nature (reviewed by W<3odroffe.

1990; UNEP-UNESCO Task Team, 1993; Edwards, 1995).

These studies have shown that extensive mangrove ecosystems

became reestablished when sea level stabilized around 6,000

years BP. During the prior rise, mangroves probably survived

as narrow coastal fringes, shifting landward with the migrating

shoreline. Ellison and Stoddart (1991) and Ellison (1993) have

indicated that mangroves in areas of low sediment input in boih

low-island and high-island settings appear to be unable to

accrete vertically as fast as the projected rate of sea-level rise.

However, recent evidence from the Florida Keys (Snedaker «•'
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al., 1994) has shown that low-island mangroves may be

resilient to rates of sea-level rise about twice those suggested

as upper limits by Ellison and Stoddart ( 1 99 1 ) from their study

in Bermuda. It is also apparent that mangrove communities are

more likely to survive in macrotidal, sediment-rich environ-

ments such as Northern Australia, where strong tidal currents

redistribute sediment (Semeniuk. 1994; Woodroffe. 1995),

than in microtidal sediment-starved environments such as

around the Caribbean (Parkinson ei al.. 1994).

If the rate of shoreline erosion increases, mangrove stands may
tend to become compressed and suffer reductions in species

diversity. On the other hand, extensive mangroves in deltaic

settings with continuing large inputs of terrigenous sediment

are likely to be more resilient to sea-level rise (Edwards, 1995).

Thus, different responses can be envisaged in different man-

grove settings. Additionally, certain species are likely to be

more robust in the face of sea-level rise than others (Ellison

and Stoddart, 1991; Aksomkaoe and Paphavasit, 1993).

It is now becoming increasingly clear, as Woodroffe (1993,

1994) and Edwards (1995) have observed, that coastal wet-

lands (marshes and mangroves) can undergo a number of

responses to sea-level rise. Responses may be different in

muddy, tide-dominated systems than m more organic systems,

in areas of high or low tide range, and in areas of high or low

sediment and freshwater input. Thus, the balance between

accretion and submergence will be complex, and a range of

morphological responses is likely for different coastal types

and coastal settings. Although some marshes and mangroves

may be under threat from sea-level rise over the next century,

human impact has been the major threat up to the present and

may be far more important locally than climate change in the

long term (Bird, 1993a; WCC'93, 1994). In the case of man-

groves, afforestation programs may be one way to compensate
for natural or human-induced losses, although experiences in

Bangladesh have indicated the difficulties in such a program

(Saenger and Siddigi. 1993). There also is some evidence that

coastal wetlands may experience loss due to short-term

(decadal) acceleration in the rate of sea-level rise (Boesch ei

at.. 1994; Downs et al., 1994).

Whereas mangroves are restricted to the intertidal zone, and

salt marsh extends landward into supraiidal areas, seagrasses

extend subtidally to maximum depths of several tens of meters.

Relatively little appears to have been published on the possible
effects of climate change and sea-level rise on seagrasses (used

here generically to include eelgrasses, turtlegrasses, etc.).

although their biology and biogeography have been studied

extensively (e.g., Larkum elai. 1989; Mukai, 1993). Edwards

(1995) has provided a brief but comprehensive analysis, noting
the economic importance of seagrasses. and their ability lo trap

sediment, accrete venically. stabilize unconsolidated sediment,

slow water movement, and generally serve as natural coastal

protection agents. Edwards (1995) has argued thai inlertidal

and shallow seagrass beds (<5 m deplh) are mosl likely to be

affected by climate change, particularly by any sustained ele-

vations in sea temperature or increases in Iresiiwalcr runoff
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from land. However, the main threat to seagrass habitats is

likely to come from increased anthropogenic disturbances,

including dredging, overfishing, water pollution, and reclama-

tion. In some parts of the world, seagrass beds are already

severely threatened (Fortes, 1988), although elsewhere they
have expanded due to eutrophication of estuarine waters.

9.4.5. Coral Reefs

Coral reefs are estimated to cover about 600,000 km^ of the

Earth's surface (Smith, 1978). They are dominated by calcify-

ing organisms that are depositing about 0.6 to 0.9 Gt of calci-

um carbonate (CaCOj) globally each year (Kinsey and Hopley,

1991). Intuitively, one would think that coral reefs—by precip-

itating CaCO, and sequestering carbon—would act as sinks for

CO2, but on the decade to century timescale this is not the case

(Smith and Buddemeier, 1992). The calcification process actu-

ally generates COj (Ware ei at.. 1992). and over periods of

decades reefs may contribute about 0.02 to 0.0£ Gt C/yr as CO2
to the atmosphere.

The effects of climate change on coral reefs, as well as noncli-

matic anthropogenic disturbances, have recently been reviewed

by Smith and Buddemeier (1992), Wilkinson and Buddemeier

(1994) and Edwards (1995). The global climate-change effects

of significance to coral reefs are likely to be increases in sea-

water temperature and sea-level rise; locally or regionally,

changes in storm patterns and coastal currents, as well as

changes in rainfall patterns, may have effects on coral commu-
nities—for example, through increases in sedimentation.

Coral reefs are particularly sensitive to increases in seawater

temperature (Brown, 1987) and increased irradiance (Brown el

at.. 1994). They respond to the combined effect of irradiance

and temperature elevations by paling in color, or bleaching

(Brown and Ogden. 1993). Corals do not generally bleach in

response to rapid fluctuations in seawater temperature but

rather to departures in temperature above their seasonal maxi-

mum. If the temperature elevation involves a substantial

increase in seawater temperature (3^°C) for an extended peri-

od (>6 months), considerable coral mortality can ensue (Brown
and Suharsono, 1990). If, however, the temperature increase is

only on the order of 1-2°C and for a limited period, bleached

corals may recover but show reduced growth and impaired

reproductive capabilities (Brown and Ogden, 1993).

Projected increases in seawater temperatures thus appear to be

a major threat to coral reefs. In Indonesia, where severe bleach-

ing took place as a result of seawater warming during an ENSO
event in 1983, coral reefs have failed 10 show continued recov-

ery beyond the initial recovery noted in 1988 (Brown and

Suharsono, 1990). Such results have been mirrored in studies in

the Galapagos and eastern Panama, where little recovery has

been noled since major bleaching in 1982-1983. At sites in the

East Pacific, reefs subsequently have shown rapid bioerosion

from the destructive grazing activities of sea urchins, and desta-

bilization of reef substrates is anticipated. Full community
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restoration probably will not occur for several hundred years

(Glynn. 1993).

Reef accretion rates—calculated from community calcification

rates, growth rates of calcifying organisms, and radiocarbon

dating of cores through reefs—range from less than 1 mm/yr to

a maximum slightly in excess of 10 mm/yr (Buddemeier and

Smith. 1988; Hopley and Kinsey, 1988; Kinsey, 1991). A rate

of 10 mm/yr is commonly taken as the consensus value for the

maximum sustained vertical reef accretion rate (Buddemeier

and Smith. 1988). The present best estimates for global sea-

level rise over the next century (see Section 9.3) are well with-

in the range of typical reef accretion rates. Even slowly accret-

ing reef flats should, on average, be able to keep up with this

rate of sea-level rise after a lag, provided that other factors such

as increased seawater temperatures and damaging anthro-

pogenic influences are not acting simultaneously (Edwards,

1995). Widespread warming of seawater. however, will clearly

limit the accretion rates of coral reefs—as exemplified by the

Panamanian reef, which before suffering 50% coral mortality

as a result of sea-surface warming during an ENSO event was

depositing about 10 tonnes CaCO-^nxaJyt and now is eroding at

a rate of approximately 2.5 tonnes CaCOj/yr. equivalent to ver-

tical erosion of 6 mm/yr (Eakin, 1995).

Smith and Buddemeier (1992) have expected shifts in zona-

tion and community structure associated with the interaction

between wave-energy regime and sea level, although far too

little is known about the physiological and physical con-

straints to reef growth (Spencer. 1995). Wilkinson and

Buddemeier (1994) have shown that coral reefs have come

through episodes of severe climate change in the past and

have the necessary resilience to cope with current scenarios

of climate change. However, coral reefs near land masses and

near large population centers will come under greater human

pressure in the future and are likely to be damaged beyond

repair.

9.4.6. Coastal Biodiversity

Through the biogeophysical effects on coastal geomorphic and

ecological systems described in Sections 9.4.1 through 9.4.5,

climate change has the potential to significantly affect coastal

biological diversity. It could cause changes in the population

sizes and distributions of species, alter the species composition
and geographical extent of habitats and ecosystems, and

increase the rate of species extinction (Reid and Miller, 1989).

Coral reefs have the highest biodiversity of any marine ecosys-

tem, with enormous numbers of different species packed into

small areas (Norris, 1993). Despite the known and potential

value of reef communities and the threats to their health and

vigor, the total biodiversity of coral reefs is not known, nor is

the fraction of the diversity that is described versus undiscov-

ered. Reaka-Kudia (1995) has estimated that there are about

91,(X)0 described species of coral-reef taxa but argues that

undocumented diversity is likely to be much higher.

Nonetheless, coral-reef macrobiota represent about 4—5% of the

described global biota, although they occupy less than 1% of

the Earth's surface. Coral-reef biodiversity is centered around

the archipelagos of the Philippines and Indonesia; diversity

decreases away from this core. For example, the number of

coral species in French Polynesia drops to less than 10% of that

in the core area (Wilkinson and Buddemeier, 1994). Similar

geographical variations in species richness occur in mangroves
and tropical seagrasses (Woodroffe, 1990; Mukai, 1993).

In addition to marine systems such as coral reefs, coastal

zones also comprise the adjacent terrestrial environments.

Although scientists have long studied the interactions

between marine and terrestrial systems and have seen the

coastal zone as a discrete entity, it is poorly understood eco-

logically (Ray, 1991). Among all macroscopic organisms,

there are 43 marine phyla and 28 terrestrial phyla; 90% of all

known classes are marine (Reaka-Kudla. 1995). Ray (1991)

has estimated that 80% of marine phyla occur in the coastal

zone, which occupies only 8% of the Earth's surface, and

argues that the marine portion of the coastal zone is the most

biologically diverse realm on the planet. For example, of the

I3.2(X) species of marine fish, almost 80% are coastal.

Tropical coastal zones are particularly rich, with about

182,000 described species (Reaka-Kudla, 1995); they are

about twice as rich as temperate coasts.

Coastal zones are sharply subdivided by gradients in geomor-

phic structure and habitat diversity; this enables them to per-

form many of the regulation functions and user and production

functions outlined in Section 9.2.1. Ray (1991) has identified a

nexus between physical processes and ecological pattern and

diversity; he suggests that if global warming accelerates during

the next few decades, the extent of coastal lagoons, marshes,

and so forth will be affected and that these changes will strong-

ly influence the fate of associated biota. In addition, intensive

habitat modification on land and deterioration of coastal areas

will clearly result in a decline of global biodiversity. Similarly,

the capacity of species and ecosystems such as mangroves to

shift their ranges and locations in response to climate change

will be hindered by human land-use practices that have frag-

mented existing habitats. The establishment of nature reserves

is seen as an option to arrest the decline of coastal biodiversity

(Ray and Gregg, 1991; De Groot, 1992b).

9.5. Socioeconomic Impacts

Section 9.4 outlines how the coastal environment can be

altered by climate change and sea-level rise; such alterations

could have significant effects on functions and values in

coastal zones and small islands. This section presents an

overview of the related socioeconomic impacts and their eval-

uation, with an emphasis on the problems of sea-level rise. It

highlights the particularly vulnerable situation of low-lying

small islands and deltas. The emphasis on sea-level rise reflects

a bias of existing studies. A discussion of the human activities

in coastal zones that increase vulnerability to climate change

also is included.
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9.5.1. Pressures and Management Problems

in Coastal Zones and Small Islands

During the twentieth century, urbanized coastal populations

have been increasing because of the many economic opportu-
nities and environmental amenities that coastal zones can pro-

vide. The need to protect and enhance the wealth-creation

potential of coastal zones has led to widespread coastal con-

struction and modification of natural coastal processes, result-

ing in losses of coastal habitats, changes in circulation and

material flux, and reductions in biological productivity and

biodiversity. These pressures are expected to increase substan-

tially in the coming decades (WCC'93, 1994).

Of particular concern is the worldwide destruction and degrada-

tion of coral reefs, mangroves, sea grasses, and salt marshes—
which, among other things, act as natural barriers against marine

erosion processes. The natural response of salt marshes and

mangroves to sea-level rise—an upward and landward migration

of the intertidal profiles (see Section 9.4)
—is inhibited by flood

embankments and other human constructions. The result is that

erosion of the seaward boundaries of these wetlands will contin-

ue without a compensating landward migration, leading to loss

of wetland area. Deltaic processes also are being modified. In the

United States, for example, the Mississippi River delta was

roughly in a state of dynamic balance before the twentieth cen-

tury, but since then human intervention in the form of large-scale

engineering works, levees, dams, canals, and water diversions

has effectively starved the wetlands of needed freshwater and

sediments and radically altered wetland hydrology. Relative sea

level is rising at a rate of up to I m per 100 years in this region;

up to 100 km2 of wetlands were lost each year during the 1970s,

falling to 50 kmVyr in the 1980s (Boesch ei al.. 1994). In

Bangladesh, flood defense systems and/or human activities in

the Ganges-Bramaputra-Meghna river system may have affect-

ed runoff, sediment flow, and deposition rates, with detrimental

effects on coastlines, fisheries, and the frequency and severity of

inland flooding (Warrick and Rahman, 1992; see also Ives and

Messerii, 1989). Small island states (many of which are low-

lying) face particularly severe threats, and pollution and mining
of coral will further serve to inhibit the capabilities of these

countries to respond to sea-level rise.

Human interference in the dynamic processes that affect

coastal zones is not restricted to activities within the coastal

zone itself Activities upstream in catchment areas may also

play a part. For example, effluent discharging from sewage

plants and industrial plants and agricultural runoff can lead to

eutrophication, and water-resource schemes (e.g., dams and

irrigation systems) can restrict the supply of water, sediment,

and nutrients to coastal systems. Sewage and siltation are

among the most significant causes of coral-reef and other nat-

ural coastal system degradation in the Philippines, Singapore,

Malaysia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, the Pacific islands, Hawaii, the

Persian Gulf, the Caribbean, parts of the South American coast,

and Cuba (Lundin and Linden, 1993).

The message is clear. Climate-related changes such as accelerated

sea-level rise and possibly altered patterns of storm frequency and

intensity represent potential additional stresses on systems that are

already under intense and growing pressure. In addition, there are

complex interrelationships and feedbacks between human and

environmental driving forces and impacts on the one hand and cli-

mate-induced changes and effects on the other These relation-

ships require considerably more study (Turner et al., 1995b).

9.5.2. Assessment of Impacts

Of direct relevance when analyzing socioeconomic impacts is the

evaluation of the potential loss of environmental values. As dis-

cussed in Section 9.2, a coastal system can yield a number of dif-

ferent values related to the functions and services it provides. A
range of methods is available to evaluate these (see Table 9-1).

Table 9-1: Environmental evaluation methods showing—from left to right
—

increasing complexity and scale of analysis

(adaptedfrom Pearce and Turner. 1992).

Least Complicated Most Complicated

Financial

Analysis

• Financial

profitability

criterion

• Private costs

and revenues
•
Monetary
valuation

Economic Cost-

Benefit Analysis

• Economic

efficiency

criterion

• Social costs

and benefits

•
Monetary
valuation

Extended Cost-

Benefit Analysis

• Sustainable

development

principles
• Economic

efficiency and

equity tradeoff

environmental ^

standards

as constraints

• Partial monetary
valuation

Environmental

Impact Assessment

• Quantification

of a diverse

set of effects

on a common
scale, but

no evaluation

Multi-Criteria

Decision Methods

•
Multiple decision

criteria

•
Monetary and

nonmonetary
evaluation
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The more comprehensive the technique, the greater the diver-

sity of information thai will be required and yielded to assist

the appraisal of policy options from a societal perspective.

Therefore, assessing the value of climate-change impacts is not

a straightforward issue. More robust techniques are available

for deriving use values than for non-use values Moreover,

monetary valuation is not always appropriate when cultural

and heritage assets are threatened by climate change and sea-

level rise. Small islands often are particularly threatened,

including their distinct ways of life and possibly even their dis-

tinct cultures. The same applies to heritage and other cultural-

ly significant sites on the coast. The core project Land-Ocean

Interactions in the Coastal Zone (LOICZ) of the International

Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) (see also Sections 9.6.4

and 9.7) is currently preparing comprehensive guidelines for

evaluating coastal functions and services.

Coastal zones and small islands support a range of socioeconomic

sectoral activities that can be affected by climate change and sea-

level rise. Most of these sectors are covered in separate chapters

in this report. Table 9-2 reflects the results of these sectoral

assessments as they pertain to direct impacts specifically related

to climate change in coastal zones and small islands. The reader

is referred to the chapters listed in the table for more detailed dis-

cussions of the impacts and vulnerability of each sector.

Tourism also is of great importance to coastal zones and small

islands, although it is not covered as a separate sector in this

report. Tourism helps to support the economies of many coastal

countries (Miller and Auyong, 1991). For many small islands

in particular, tourism is the largest contributor to the country's

GNP. Coastal tourism can be affected by climate change direct-

ly through coastal erosion and changes in weather patterns

(e.g., storminess, precipitation, cloud cover). Indirect effects,

however, may be just as important. Adverse impacts on fresh-

water supply and quality, human settlements, and human health

will severely affect tourism, as will overdevelopment leading

to environmental degradation.

Many efforts have been made in the last few years to assess

the implications of climate change and associated sea-level

rise on the coastal zone. As part of these efforts, the former

Coastal Zone Management Subgroup of IPCC has published a

methodology for assessing the vulnerability of coastal areas to

sea-level rise (IPCC CZMS. 1991). The framework, called the

Common Methodology, has been widely applied as the basis

of vulnerability assessment studies. These studies have aimed

to identify populations and resources at risk and the costs and

feasibility of po.ssible responses to adverse impacts. The vul-

nerability of many more coastal countries to sea-level rise has

been reviewed using other approaches. Examples of assess-

ments of the possible impacts and responses to sea-level rise

and climate change can be found in Tobor and Ibe (1990),

Parry el al. (1992). Bijlsma el al. (1993), Warrick et al.

(1993), Ehler (1993). McLean and Mimura (1993). Qureshi

and Hobbie (1994). OCallahan (1994). WCC'93 (1995). and

Nicholls and Leatherman (1995a). A series of studies on

Pacific islands has been conducted by the South Pacific

Regional Environment Programme, including Holthus ei al.

(1992). Aalbersberg and Hay (1993). McLean and D'Auberi

(1993). and Nunn ei al. (1994a. 1994b).

This section summarizes a number of these vulnerability case

studies, with an emphasis on the strengths and weaknesses of

those conducted using the Common Methodology or similar

approaches.

9.5.2. 1. Vulnerabiliry Assessment and the

IPCC Common Methodology

Vulnerability to impacts is a multidimensional concept, encom-

passing biogeophysical. socioeconomic, and political factors.

The Common Methodology defines vulnerability as "the degree

of incapability to cope with the consequences of climate change

and accelerated sea-level rise" (IPCC CZMS. 1991 ). Therefore,

analysis of the vulnerability of a coastal area or small island to

climate change includes some notion of its susceptibility to the

biogeophysical effects of climate change and sea-level rise (see

Section 9.4), as well as of its natural resilience—which is great-

ly influenced by past, current, and future population and settle-

ment patterns and rates of socioeconomic change. Susceptibility

and resilience together determine the natural system's sensitivi-

ty to anticipated changes. Socioeconomic vulnerability is fur-

ther determined by a country's technical, institutional, eco-

nomic, and cultural capabilities to cope with or manage the

Table 9-2: Qualitative synthesis of direct impacts of climate change and sea-level rise on a number ofsectors in coastal zones

and small islands, based on other chapters in this volume. Chapter numbers are in parentheses.

Impact

Categories

Climate-Related Events

Coastal Flooding/ Saltwater Sedimentation

Erosion Inundation Intrusion Changes Storminess

Human Settlements (12)

Agriculture (13)

Freshwater Supply and Quality (14)

Fisheries (16)

Financial Services (17)

Human Health (18)

•

/
/
/
/
•
•

•
/
/

•

•
•
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anticipated biogeophysical effects and their consequent

socioeconomic impacts (Turner ei ai, 1995a).

The IPCC Common Methodology has aimed to identify "the

types ofproblems that a country will have toface and. ifneces-

sary, the types of assistance that are most needed to overcome

these problems." Assessments are to "serve as preparatory

studies, identifying priority regions and priority sectors and to

provide a first reconnaissance and screening of possible mea-

sures" (IPCC CZMS, 1991). Three boundary conditions and

scenarios have been specified in the methodology: the impacts

on the natural coastal systems, the impacts on socioeconomic

developments, and the implications of possible response strate-

gies for adaptation. The methodology includes consideration of

the reference (or present) situation and a rise in sea level of

30 cm to 1 m by the year 2100. These scenarios approximate the

low and high estimates of the 1990 IPCC Scientific Assessment.

It considers socioeconomic developments by extrapolating 30

years from the present situation. The Common Methodology

recommends considering a full range of adaptation options,

including at least the extreme options of complete retreat and

total protection. To simplify analysis, the method does not con-

sider coastal evolution other than that caused by climate

change, nor does it assess the effects of progressive adaptation

at the local scale, such as the raising of dikes.

The Common Methodology has helped to focus the attention of

many coastal nations on climate change and has contributed to

long-term thinking about the coastal zone. On the other hand,

a number of problems have been raised concerning the

Common Methodology through the experiences of vulnerabil-

ity assessment case studies (WCC'93, 1994):

Many studies have found the use of a single global sce-

nario of sea-level rise ( 1 m by 2 100) inappropriate to their

respective areas, often due to the lack of more detailed

data on coastal elevations; most studies have ignored the

spatial distribution of relative sea-level rise and other

coastal implications of climate change, largely due to a

lack of regional climate scenarios. Fuhire vuhierability

assessment would be gready improved by the availabili-

ty of regional scenarios for climate change and sea-level

rise, including reference, low, and high scenarios.

Although the Common Methodology has encouraged

researchers to take into account the biogeophysical response

of the coastal system to sea-level rise, lack of data and mod-

els for describing local coastal processes and responses have

hindered detailed, quantitative impact assessment Many
case studies have carried out a simple first-order assessment

by horizontally shifting the coastline landward by an amount

corresponding with the sea-level rise scenario.

While vulnerability profiles have yielded some useful

relative guidance on potential impacts, the Common

Methodology has been less effective in assessing the

wide range of technical, institutional, economic, and

cultural elements present in different localities.

There has been concern that the methodology stresses a

protection-orientated response, rather than considering

a full range of adaptation options.

Market-evaluation assessment frameworks have proved

inappropriate in many subsistence economies and tradi-

tional land-tenure systems. More attention should be

paid to broader socioeconomic evaluation techniques,

which include traditional, aesthetic, and cultural values

(see Box 9-2).

Many case studies have faced a shortage of accurate

and complete data necessary for impact analysis. In

particular, it often has proven difficult to determine

accurately the impact zone in many countries due to

the lack of basic data, such as the coastal topography.

9.5.2.2. Vulnerability Assessment Case Studies

At least 23 country case studies have produced quantitative

results that can be interpreted in terms of the IPCC Common

Box 9-2. Cultural Impacts and Alternative Assessments

Conventional impact evaluation techniques and indicators, such as GNP and population at loss, protection costs, and

cost-benefit analysis, reflect only one (largely Western) approach for assessing potential damages from climate-related

events. This has led to the development of alternative methodologies that seek to assess changes in culture, community,

and habitat. In a study of coastal vulnerability and resilience to sea-level rise and climate change, Fiji is considered

(Nunn et al.. 1994a). The methodology (Yamada el iil., 1995) computes a Sustainable Capacity Index based on the sum

of ratings of vulnerability and resilience for many categories of cuhural, social, agricultural, and industrial impacts al the

local, regional, and national levels. Areas with higher concentrations of assets are judged to be more vulnerable, whereas

areas with diversity and flexibility in the system—whether natural or managerial
—tend to be viewed as more resilient in

this analysis. The study has evaluated potential impacts to subsistence economies according to the view thai communi-

ties in which people feed and clothe themselves with little cash exchange are more vulnerable but that subsistence

economies in which staples can be replaced with other crops lend lo be more resilient. In addition, cultural sites have

been ranked according to the level of national interest in their preservation. The study concludes thai subsistence

economies and cultural assets are more vulnerable in Fiji and that conventional analyses of relatively high-lying islands

such as Fiji would lend lo underestimate the polenlla! vulnerability of these areas, given that most people live in the low-

lying coastal plain and the majority of cash and subsistence economic activities take place in the low-lying areas.
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Methodology. Some results are summarized in Table 9-3, and

these show considerable variation in possible impacts from

country to country, reflecting that certain settings are more

vulnerable than others. This conclusion is widely supported by
all of the country studies that are available. Small islands,

deltaic settings, and coastal ecosystems appear particularly

vulnerable. In addition, developed sandy shores may be vul-

nerable because of the large investment and significant sand

resources required to maintain beaches and protect adjoining

infrastructure in the face of sea-level rise (Nicholls and

Leatherman, 1995a).

Several caveats are in order so that the following impact esti-

mates can be put into proper perspective (following Section

9.5.2.1). First, the impacts presented assume a 1-m rise in sea

level by 2100—which is the high estimate of the IPCC90 busi-

ness-as-usual sea-level rise scenario—and no other climate

change. The latest scientific information, however, suggests a

lower global mean sea-level rise (see Section 9.3.1.1). For a

number of nations, the impacts of a 50-cm or smaller rise have

been examined, including Argentina (Dennis el ai, 1995a),

parts of north China (Han el ai, 1993), Japan (Mimura el ai.

1994). Nigeria (G.T. French ei ai. 1995), Senegal (Dennis ei

Table 9-3: Synthesized results of country case studies. Results are for existing development and a 1-m rise in sea level.

People affected, capital value at loss, land at loss, and wetland at loss assume no measures fie., no human response), whereas

adaptation assumes protection except in areas with low population density. All costs have been adjusted to 1990 US$ (adapted

from Nicholls. 1995).

Country/Source

People Capital Value Land
AfTected at Loss at Loss

# people % Million % %
(lOOOs) Total US$' GNP km^ Total

Wetland

at Loss

km'

Adaptation/

Protection Costs

Million %
US$1 GNP

Antigua^ (Cambers, 1994)

Argentina (Dennis et ai, 1995a)

Bangladesh (Huq el ai. 1995;

Bangladesh Government, 1993)
-

Belize (Pemella and Elder, 1993)

Benin' (Adam, 1995)

China (Bilan, 1993; Han et ai, 1995a)

Egypt (Delft Hydraulics et ai, 1992)

Guyana (Kahn and Sturm, 1993)

India (Pachauri, 1994)

Japan (Mimura et ai, 1993)

Kiribati^ (Woodnafife and McLean, 1992)

Malaysia (Midun and Lee, 1995)

Marshall lslands2 (Holthus etai, 1992)

Mauritius* (Jogoo, 1994)

The Netherlands (Peeibolte « a/., 1991)

Nigeria (G.T. French et ai, 1995)

Poland (Pluijm et ai, 1992)

Senegal (Dennis etai, 1995b)

St. Kitls-Nevis^ (Cambers, 1994)

Tonga^ (Fifitafra/., 1994)

United States (Titus et ai, 1991)

Uruguay (Volont^ and Nicholls, 1995)^

38

71000

70

1350

72000

4700

600

7100*

15400

9

20

3

10000

3200*

240

110*

30

136

Venezuela (Volont^ and Arismendi, 1995) 56*

50

60

35

25

7

9

80

I

15

100

100

<I

67

4

1

>1

47

<1

<1

>5000'

118

59000

4000

849000

2

160

186000

17000'

22000

>5007

1700''

330''

>5

12

204

1115

72

324

69

52

24

>12

26

1

5

3400

25000

1900

230

35000

5800

2400

5800

2300

4

7000

9

5

2165

18600

1700

6100

1

7

316008

96

5700

1.0

0.1

17.5

8.4

0.2

1.0

I.I

0.4

0.6

12.5

2.1

80

0.3

5.9

2.0

0.5

3.1

1.4

2.9

0.3

0.1

0.6

3

1100

5800

85

500

6000

642

16000

36

6000

1

17000

23

5600

71

>1800

>1000''

>400l0

13100'!

200

>156000

3

12300

>1400

1400

>1000

50

>156000

>1000

>1600

0.32

>0.02

>0.06

>0.41

0.45

0.26

>0.12

0.10

>360 >7.04

0.05

>0.04

0.02

>0.2I

2.65

>0.03

>0.12

>0.03

'Costs have been adjusted to reflect 1990 US$.

^Minimum estimates—incomplete national coverage.

^Precise year for financial values not given
—-assumed to be 1992.

.^Results are linearly interpolated from results for a 2-m sea-level rise scenario.

'See also review in Nicholls and Leatherman (1995a).

"Minimum estimates—number reflects estimated people displaced.

'Minimum estimates—capital value at loss does not include ports.

*Best estimate is that 20,0(X) km^ of dry land are lost, but about 5,400 km^ are converted to coastal wetlands.

'Adaptation only provides protection against a l-in-20 year event.

'•^Adaptation costs are linearly extrapolated from a 0.5-m sea-level rise scenario.

"Adaptation costs include 30-year development scenarios.
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ai, 1995b), parts of the United Kingdom (Turner e» a/., 1995a),

the United States (Titus et ai. 1991), Uruguay (Volonte and

Nicholls, 1995), and Venezuela (Volonte and Arismendi,

1995). Second, all of the country studies have assumed that the

socioeconomic situation is constant until 2100. This is unreal-

istic and ignores the rapid coastal development that is occur-

ring with little regard for existing problems, lei alone tomor-

row's (WCC'93, 1994). However, the mere threat of extensive

loss of land and other assets may stimulate macroeconomic

effects within national economies. Some assets may be relo-

cated and others may be adapted to reduce the damage impli-

cations of climate change. On the other hand, the damage-cost
estimates may represent underestimates because they neglect

some nonmarket asset values and factors such as the cost of

resettlement of coastal populations that cannot be easily pro-

tected. Finally, it has been assumed that the rise In sea level

will be a slow, gradual process, which may not be the case for

all regions. Scientific uncertainties are compounded by (he

socioeconomic adaptation uncertainties referred to above and

by the fact that economic cost estimates are very sensitive to

changes in discount rates.

Despite these limitations, these studies have offered some

important insights into potential impacts and possible respons-

es to climate change and sea-level rise. Many of the vulnera-

bility assessments emphasize the severe nature of existing

coastal problems such as beach erosion, waterlogging, and pol-

lution (e.g., El-Raey et ai. 1995; Han et al, 1995b) For many
small islands, population pressure and urbanization, coastal

pollution, and overexploitation of resources already are critical

problems. For deltas and estuaries, changes in sediment supply
and distribution are often already causing significant changes
m the coastal zone. This reinforces the message that climate

change will act on coastal systems that are already under stress.

In addition to accelerated sea-level rise, there Is widespread
concern about the coastal implications of other aspects of cli-

mate change such as changing rainfall and runoff in the catch-

ment area, as well as the effects of changes in storminess and

storm surges (e.g., Warrick et ai, 1993; McLean and Mimura,

1993). One quantitative vulnerability assessment study exists;

it shows that in The Netherlands the costs of avoiding damage
related to an adverse 10% change in the direction and intensi-

ty of storms may be worse than those of a 60-cm rise in sea

level (Peerbolte et ai. 1991). This storm-change scenario is

arbitrary, but shows that concern is justified and that there is a

need for more widespread analysis.

All of the 23 national case studies shown in Table 9-3 project

land loss as the sum of dry-land and wetland loss, assuming no

protective measures are taken. The estimated losses range from

0.05% of the national land area in Uruguay (Volonl^ and

Nicholls. 1995) to more than 12% of Tarawa. Kiribati

(Woodroffe and McLean. 1992); more than 17% of Bangladesh

(Huq el ai. 1995); and 80% of Majuro aloll. Marshall Islands

(Hollhus etai, 1992). From fifteen case studies, 63.000 km^ of

wetlands are estimated to be lost Most of these assessments

are based on first-order analy.ses. and key parameters such as

limiting vertical accretion rates and potential for wetland

migration often are poorly defined (Nicholls. 1995). The study
of the United States has considered wetland migration, esti-

mating that a 50-cm rise in sea level would erode or inundate

38% to 61% of existing coastal wetlands. Assuming that dikes

or bulkheads were not built to impede inland migration, new
wetland formation on formerly upland areas would reduce the

total loss to 17% to 43% (Titus et ai. 1991). Therefore, wet-

land migration is not projected to compensate for losses, even

under the most ideal circumstances. Many studies, however,

have found that direct human reclamation of wetlands for a

range of purposes at present is a much bigger threat than sea-

level rise (Nicholls and Leatherman, 1995a).

Fifteen case studies have provided estimates of undiscounted

capital value potentially at loss, assuming no protection.

Nearly half of the studies have concluded that capital value al

loss could exceed 50% of present GNP, illustrating the con-

centration of infrastructure and economic activity in the coastal

zones of many of the countries studied. To counter these

impacts, adaptation would be expected (see Section 9.6). Table

9-3 stresses the cost of total protection rather than other possi-

ble adaptation options, which may have lower costs. Assuming
that costs will accrue uniformly over 100 years, the annual pro-

tection costs—as a percentage of present GNP—are highest for

the Marshall Islands at 7% (Holthus et ai, 1992) and St. Kitts-

Nevis at 2.7% (Cambers, 1994). This supports the conclusion

that some small islands have a high vulnerability to sea-level

rise. However, Kiribati has a similar setting to the Marshall

Islands, yet the estimates of protection costs are much smaller,

at 0.1% of present GNP (Woodroffe and McLean. 1992). This

reflects important differences in assumptions about the mean-

ing of total protection. In Kiribati, local engineers have select-

ed existing low-technology, low-cost gabions to protect the

atoll, whereas in the Marshall Islands large and expensive sea

walls have been utilized to determine the costs. This compari-
son shows one of the weaknesses of the Common
Methodology and the need to assess a wider range of response

options in future vulnerability assessment studies.

In many locations, beaches are likely to require nourishment to

protect tourist infrastructure because existing urban and tourist

infrastructure could be damaged and destroyed. The amount of

sand required to maintain a beach in the face of long-term sea-

level rise is uncertain (Stive eiai. 1991); in some case studies,

the costs of beach nourishment could dominate basic response
costs if countries invest in such an adaptation option (Dennis et

ai. 1995b; Nicholls and Leatherman, 1995a; Volonte and

Nicholls. 1995). There isalsothequestionof the availability of

sufficient sand resources. The usual source is suitable-grade

nearshore deposits, if available. However, the implication of

the removal of such deposits must be carefully considered in

terms of its effect on the coastal sediment budget and the

nearshore wave climate.

In many industrialized countries, the main potential loss from

sea-level rise seems to be coastal wetlands, as well as sandy
beaches in some countries (e.g.. Mimura ci ai. 1994).
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Box 9-3. The Vulnerable Situation of Small Islands

Many small island countries could lose a significanl part of Iheir land area with a sea-level rise of 50 cm lo 1 m. The

Maldives, for example, have average elevations of I to 1.5 m above existing sea level (Pemelta. 1992). Although bio-

geophysical processes may counter land losses (.see Section 9.4), the threat of submergence and erosion remains; this

could convert many small islands to sandbars and significantly reduce the usable dry land on the larger, more populated

islands. Saltwater intrusion and loss of the freshwater lens may be an equally binding constraint on human habitation in

some islands, particularly smaller atolls (Leatherman, 1994).

The available case studies have shown that small islands—most particularly, coral atolls such as the Marshall Islands

(Holthus el al., 1992)—are heavily onented toward coastal activities and hence are vulnerable lo sea-level rise (e.g..

Cambers, 1994; Fifila ei al., 1994). At the same time, their relatively small economies may make the costs of adaptation

prohibitive. In global terms, the population of small islands is relatively small, but a number of distinct societies and cul-

tures are threatened with drastic changes in lifestyle and possibly forced abandonment from ancestral homelands if sea

level rises significantly (Roy and Connell, 1991).

Even the less-vulnerable small islands would suffer significant economic effects from the loss of beach tourism and

recreation areas because of sea-level rise and, possibly, more storms leading to increased beach and reef erosion. In

1988, among the Caribbean islands, income from tourism as a percentage of GNP was 69% for Antigua and Barbuda and

53% for the Bahamas; for a dozen other Caribbean islands, tourism revenues make up more than 10% of the GNP
(Hameed, 1993). The Indian Ocean islands of the Seychelles and the Maldives also have seen a steady growth in

tourism. In 1991, total receipts from tourism generated foreign exchange earnings of $94 million in the Maldives. This

represented some 74% of the country's total foreign exchange earnings. Since 1985, tourism has been the single biggest

contributor to the GNP of the Maldives. Tourism to developing countries has increased significantly in recent years, and

small island developing states have experienced a particularly rapid increase. Tourist numbers to Mauritius, for example,

have increased from 1,800 visitors in 1968 to 180,000 in 1988 (UNEP, 1991).

Given accelerated sea-level rise, first-order estimates suggest that substantial investment would be required in some

developing countries in order to protect urban areas and maintain related activities such as beach tourism. Nine small

island states appear in the list of countries facing the highest coastal protection costs as a percentage of their GNP. The

global average percentage required annually for coastal protection is 0.037%; however, for many small islands it is sig-

nificantly higher
—up to 34% for the Maldives (OECD, 1991). To explore the full range of potential responses, more

comprehensive assessment of the available adaptation options in these vulnerable settings is urgently required.

However, a change in the frequency, intensity, or distribution implications of accelerated sea-level rise (Hoozemans et al.,

of extreme weather events could have implications for urban 1993) has been conducted, using the same scenarios as the

areas and related capital assets in countries such as Japan. Common Methodology. The GVA has provided estimates of

Australia, the United States, and some countries bordering the the following impacts: population al risk, the average number

North Sea. of people per year subject to flooding by storm surge on a glob-

al scale; wetlands al loss, the ecologically valuable coastal wet-

From the above it is clear that all coastal zones of the world are land area under serious threat of loss on a global scale; and rice

vulnerable to the range of possible impacts from sea-level rise production at change, the changes in coastal rice yields as a

and other climate-induced impacts, although to different result of less-favorable conditions due to sea-level rise in

degrees. Studies using other approaches than the Common South, Southeast, and East Asia.

Methodology support this conclusion. Small island developing

states are often judged to be among the most vulnerable coun- Recently, an extension of the GVA has been prepared using a

tries. In Box 9-3, case material is presented for small islands, more refined approach to estimate flooding probabilities

centering chiefly on threats to small economies dominated by (Baarse, 1995). Sea-level rise scenarios of both 50 cm and 1 m
tourism. have been considered. The data sets available for global-scale

analysis are limited, and important assumptions are necessary

with regard to storm-surge probability and population distribu-

9.5.2.3. Global Vulnerability Assessment lion. Also, increases in wave height and wave run-up have not

been taken into account in these analyses, and neither have

In addition to local and country vulnerability assessments, a socioeconomic changes such as population growth. Therefore.

Global Vulnerability Assessment (GVA), which provides a the results of both studies must be considered as first-order

worldwide estimate of the socioeconomic and ecological estimates.
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Some conclusions drawn from Hoozemans et al. (1993) and

Baarse (1995) include:

•
Presently, some 200 million people are estimated to

live below the "maximum" storm-surge level (the

once-per- 1 000-ycars storm-surge level). Based on this

population estimate, as well as on first-order esti-

mates of storm-surge probabilities and existing levels

of protection, 46 million people are estimated to expe-
rience flooding due to storm surge in an average year

under present conditions. Most of these people live in

the developing world.

• The present number of people at risk will double if

sea level rises 50 cm (92 million people/yr) and

almost triple if it rises 1 m ( 1 1 8 million people/yr).
• The average number of people who will experience

coastal flooding more than once per year will

increase considerably under both scenarios (80-90%
of the respective populations at risk). This estimate

underlines that many people will have to adapt to

sea-level rise by moving to higher ground, increasing

protection efforts or other adaptation options (see

Section 9.6).

• Because of regional differences in storm-surge

regimes, the increase of flood risk due to sea-level

rise is greater than average for the Asian region

(especially the Indian Ocean coast), the south

Mediterranean coast, the African Atlantic and Indian

Ocean coasts, Caribbean coasts, and many of the

small islands.

• All over the world, coastal wetlands are presently

being lost at an increasingly rapid rate, averaging

0.5-1.5% per year. These losses are closely connect-

ed with human activities such as shoreline protection,

blocking of sediment sources, and development activ-

ities such as land reclamation, aquaculture develop-

ment, and oil, gas, and water extraction.

• Sea-level rise would increase the rate of net coastal

wetland loss. Losses of coastal wetlands of interna-

tional importance are expected to be greater than

average for the coasts of the United States, the

Mediterranean Sea, the African Atlantic coast, the

coast of East Asia, and the Australian and Papua New
Guinean coast.

•
Approximately 85% of the world's rice production

takes place in South, Southeast, and East Asia.

About 10% of this production is located in areas that

are considered to be vulnerable to sea-level rise,

thereby endangering the food supply of more than

200 million people.
• Less-favorable hydraulic conditions may cause lower

rice production yields if no adaptive measures are

taken, especially in the large deltas of Vietnam.

Bangladesh, and Myanmar.

In summary, the GVA confirms that sea-level rise will have

global impacts and reinforces the need for more refined vul-

nerability assessments at regional and local scales.

9.5.2.4. Overview of Impact Assessment

Vulnerability assessment has demonstrated that certain set-

tings are more vulnerable to sea-level rise, including small

islands (particularly coral atolls), nations with large deltaic

areas, coastal wetlands, and developed sandy shores.

However, vulnerability assessment has been less successful in

assessing the range of response options to deal with the prob-
lems of climate change. Therefore, vulnerability analysis has

further utility for countries and areas where none has yet been

carried out or where only preliminary studies are available.

Even in many areas with a completed vulnerability assess-

ment, an assessment of additional sea-level rise scenarios, sce-

narios of other impacts of climate change, and a wider range
of response options remains necessary. This entails a greater

emphasis on local conditions and careful evaluation of pro-

gressive adaptation options.

Problems and deficiencies with the Common Methodology
have been indicated in several papers in O'Callahan (1994)

and McLean and Mimura (1993) [e.g., Kay and Waterman

(1993)], and recommendations have been made for integrating

vulnerability assessments into the process of coastal zone

management (WCC'93, 1994). In order to continue vulnera-

bility assessment studies in a more complete form, approach-
es should be developed that more readily meet biogeophysi-

cal, socioeconomic, and cultural conditions, as well as gov-
ernmental and jurisdictional arrangements (e.g., Yamada et

al, 1995). Common approaches or frameworks that are tai-

lored to the geographic circumstances and needs of each

nation should be consistent with the IPCC Technical

Guidelines for Assessing Climate Change Impacts and

Adaptation (Carter et al., 1994) and need to take into account

and correct the weaknesses found with the Common
Methodology (McLean and Mimura, 1993; WCC'93, 1994).

9.6. Response Strategies

There is no doubt that the threat of climate change and sea-level

rise has focused attention on coastal zones and small islands and

awakened awareness of the vulnerability of the world's coastal

regions in general
—and to low-lying coasts, tidal deltas, and

small islands in particular. IPCC CZMS (1990, 1992) have dis-

tinguished three groups of response strategies: (planned) retreat,

accommodate, and protect. The first involves strategic retreat

from or the prevention of future major developments in coastal

areas that may be impacted. The second includes adaptive

responses such as elevation of buildings, modification of

drainage systems, and land-use changes. Both strategies are

based on the premise that increases in land loss and coastal

flooding will be allowed to occur and that some coastal func-

tions and values will change or be lost. On the other hand, these

strategies help to maintain the dynamic nature of coastal

ecosystems and thus allow them to adapt naturally. The third

strategy involves defensive measures and seeks to maintain

shorelines at their present position by either building or

strengthening protective structures or by artificially nourishing
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or mainlaining beaches and dunes. This strategy could involve

the loss of natural functions and values.

As discussed in Section 9.5, vulnerability assessment of various

forms provides a range of procedures for a first overview of the

consequences of climate change to coastal nations. These proce-

dures also include guidance to a survey of response strategies

and a country's capacity to implement those strategies in the

context of management and planning of coastal areas. For the

majority of coastal nations surveyed, the typical problems posed

by sea-level rise (i.e., increased coastal erosion, inundation,

flooding, saltwater intrusion) are not uniformly threatening. This

does not imply that serious problems will not arise—only that

there may be feasible, cost-effective adaptation options.

From Section 9.5, four major areas of concern regarding sea-level

rise have emerged: inundation and increased flooding of low-lying

islands, inundation and increased flooding of large parts of dense-

ly populated deltaic areas, loss of coastal wetlands, and erosion of

developed sandy coasts. Each of these areas may require different

options to reduce or prevent the prospective adverse impacts asso-

ciated with biogeophysica] changes caused by cUmate change and

sea-level rise. In addition, strategies to reduce the vulnerability of

coastal zones and small islands to climate change and sea-level

rise should not be seen independently of the resolution of short-

term problems arising primarily from human activities. Effective

adaptation to climate change and sea-level rise therefore requires

a flexible coastal management strategy at all timescales, that

incorporates and integrates both short-term and long-term goals.

Although one may argue that there is still a considerable

amount of time to implement a response strategy, present-day

coastal developmenl often adversely influences the effective-

ness of long-term adaptation options (WCC'93, 1994).

Moreover, considerable time lags are often involved between

the planning and implementation of adaptation options

(Vellinga and Lealhemian, 1989). The World Coast Conference

therefore has concluded that strengthening planning and man-

agement capabilities for coastal areas should be delayed no fur-

ther (WCC'93, 1993, 1994).

Assessing the full social costs of adaptation to climate

change is a complicated, often controversial, issue, for which

a range of techniques will be required. Apart from estimates

of protection costs for a number of countries (see also Table

9-3), this chapter does not offer a comprehensive assessment

of these full social costs. This has been done in Chapter 6,

The Social Costs of Climate Change: Greenhouse Damage
and the Benefits of Control, and Chapter 7, A Generic

Assessment of Response Options, of the IPCC Working

Group 111 volume, which also discuss the techniques avail-

able for assessing adaptation costs. A number of cost-bene-

fit studies have been undertaken that attempt to determine

optimal response strategies in the face of sea-level rise.

Studies include Titus (1991), Nijkamp (1991), Fankhauser

(1995), and Turner et at. (1995a).

9.6.1. Adaptation Options

There is a wide array of adaptation options that can be

employed to retreat, accommodate, and protect. Table 9-4 out-

lines the options within these three strategies, as listed in the

IPCC First Assessment Report (IPCC, 1990).

Box 9-4. Approaches to Coastal Adaptation to Climate Change: Two Examples

West and Central Africa: The coastal nations of West and Central Africa (e.g., Senegal, Gambia. Sierra Leone, Nigeria,

Cameroon, Gabon, Angola) have mostly low-lying lagoonal, erosive coasts—and hence are likely to be threatened by
sea-level rise, particularly since most of the countries in this area have major, rapidly expanding cities on the coast

(Tobor and Ibe, 1990; Adam, 1995; Dennis et al., 1995b; G.T. French et al, 1995). Ibe (1990) has found that large-scale

protective engineering measures are impractical in the region because of the high costs to those countries. Instead, low-

cost, low-technology, but effective measures—such as permeable nonconcrete floating breakwaters; artificial raising of

beach elevations; installation of riprap; timber groins; and so forth—are considered to be more sensible. Ibe (1990) has

noted that "fortunately, outside the urbanized centers, the coasts are almost in pristine condition and largely uninhabited.

Where coasts are deemed highly vulnerable, total ban of new development is absolutely necessary."

The Netherlands: The Dutch Impacts of Sea-Level Rise on Society (ISOS) study has assessed consequences and the

possible responses for water management and flood protection in the Netherlands (Peerbolte et al., 1991). Various sce-

narios of climate change have been considered, including sea-level rise, changes in river discharges, and changes in

storm patterns (i.e., wind direction, storm frequency and intensity). Possible adaptation options, including investments in

infrastructure and soft measures such as beach and dune nourishment, have been evaluated and optimized in time for the

different sets of scenarios. If sea level were to rise by 60 cm over the next century, $3.5 billion would have to be spent

on raising dikes and other safety infrastructure, $500 million on preserving the dune areas, $900 million on adapting

flood-prone residential and industrial areas and harbors, and $800 million on adapting water-management facilities. An
unfavorable change in storm pattern alone would have the same magnitude of impacts. The occurrence of sea-level rise

in combination with the implementation of protective measures will further lead to losses of wetland and intertidal area.

These losses cannot be prevented by any realistic additional measures.
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Table 9-4: Response strategies to sea-level rise (IPCC, 1990).

313

Present Situation

(Planned) Retreat

Emphasis on abandonment of land and structures in highly

vulnerable areas and resettlement of inhabitants

• Preventing development in areas near the coast

• Conditional phased-out development
• Withdrawal of government subsidies

Accommodate

Emphasis on conservation of ecosystems harmonized with the continued

occupancy arui use of vulnerable areas and adaptive management responses
• Advanced planning to avoid worst impacts
• Modification of land use, building codes

• Protection of threatened ecosystems
• Strict regulation of hazard zones

• Hazard insurance

Protect

Emphasis on defense of vulnerable areas, population centers, economic

activities, arui natural resources

• Hard structural options
- Dikes, levees, and floodwalls

- Sea walls, revetments, and bulkheads

- Groins

- Detached breakwaters

-
Floodgates and tidal barriers

- Saltwater Intrusion barriers

• Soft structural options
- Periodic beach nourishment (beach fill)

- Dune restoration

- Wetland creation

- Littoral drift replenishment
- Afforestation

Traditionally, the emphasis has been on engineering responses

to coastal erosion and proleclion against flooding, with action

often being triggered in response to an extreme event. Now the

range of options has expanded to include nonstructural adapta-

tion consisting primarily of zoning, building codes, land-use

regulation, and flood-damage insurance, with more emphasis
on a precautionary approach. Two different approaches to adap-

tation to anticipated climate change are discussed in Box 9-4.

IPCC CZMS (1990) has identified the environmental, eco-

nomic, cultural, legal, and institutional implications of the

three response strategies. Vulnerability assessments have since

made clear thai the extreme options of retreat and full protec-

tion highlight the negative effects and overestimate the poten-

tial costs and losses from climate change and .sea-level rise. Yet

adaptation options In low-lying island stales (e.g., the Marshall

Islands, the Maldives) and for nations with large deltaic areas

(e.g., Bangladesh, Nigeria, Egypt, China), which have been

identified as especially vulnerable, are problematic because the

options have not been fully evaluated but appear limited and

potentially very costly. Even without climate change and asso-

ciated sea-level rise, these nations will continue to experience

rapidly increasing vulnerability to natural coastal hazards due

to high rates of population growth. Increased demands, contin-

ued unsustainable exploitation of resources In the coastal zone,

and development in upstream catchment areas. Continued nat-

ural and possible anthropogenic subsidence (relative sea-level

rise) of large river deltas will increase the risk from storm

surges. Strategies must be devised to reduce the economic

damages and social hazards well before climate change and

associated sea-level rise become a significant factor (Han et

at., 1995b; Boesch et at.. 1994). For these situations, conven-

tional adaptation options will have to be enacted as a first step,

while innovative or radical solutions—for example, controlled
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flooding and sedimenlallon to harness the natural capability ol

a delta to respond to sea-level rise—are examined lor their

effectiveness, environmental impact, social acceptability, and

economic efficiency.

Heavily populated areas are primary candidates for structural

protection measures such as dikes, sea walls, breakwaters, and

beach groins. Because these are expensive options, the use of

economic evaluation pnnciples
—

especially risk assessment and

benefit-cost analysis
—can provide useful tools in deciding

whether to protect or retreat, as well as where such infrastructure

investments ought to be placed in order to maximize national or

regional social and economic welfare (Carter ei ai. 1994).

Some of the more detailed recent studies of response strategies

to sea-level rise have been accomplished for coastal urban

areas. In all instances, the problems of sea-level rise are con-

sidered to be serious. Many examples can be found in Frassetto

(1991) and Nicholls and Leatherman (1995a), including

Venice, Hamburg, London, Osaka, St. Petersburg, Shanghai,

Hong Kong, Lagos, Alexandria, Recife, and Tianjin. However,

Devine (1992) has argued that the shantytown areas found in

many coastal cities may be particularly vulnerable to climate

change, and adaptation options are uncertain. Chapter 1 2 fur-

ther discusses impacts of and adaptation options to climate

change in human settlements, including coastal cities.

Kjtajima et al. (1993) have undertaken a comprehensive analy-

sis of the range of likely structural measures that would be

required to respond to a 1-m sea-level rise al 1,100 Japanese

ports, harbors, and neighboring areas, as well as their estimated

costs. The cumulative undiscounted costs have been estimated at

$92 billion. Of that sum, about $63 billion is for raising port

facilities and $29 billion is for adjoining shore protection struc-

tures (e.g., breakwaters, jetties, embankments). This cost esti-

mate covers about 25% of Japan's coastline; other residential

areas would also have to be protected, if that were the most cost-

effective option. Further costs would be incurred to maintain

existing standards of protection for populated areas as sea level

rises (Mimura et at., 1994). For a rise of 1 m, total costs would

exceed $150 million. Further, natural shores could be largely lost

from Japan's coa.st. It should be noted that, on an average annu-

al basis, the costs constitute a small fraction of the GNP.

Adaptation can exploit the fact that coastal infrastructure is not

static. There is a turnover of many coastal facilities through

major rehabilitation, construction, and technological changes
in ports, harbors, and urbanized areas, averaging roughly

25-30 years. Therefore, there will be recurring opportunities to

adapt to sea-level rise, especially if the rate is relatively slow

and construction and maintenance plans can be taken into

account in land-use planning, management, and engineering

design criteria (Stakhiv ei al., 1991; Yim, 1995). Moreover,

experience with allowances for accelerated sea-level rise is

limited but growing (e.g., Nicholls and Leatherman, 1995b).

The interaction of different aspects of climate change should

be considered. For instance, given the likelihood of both sea-

level rise and a decrease in the return period of intense rainfall

events (see Section 9.3), more consideration of future drainage

capacity requirements in low-lying coastal areas may be pru-

dent (Titus el al., 1987; Nicholls er al., 1995).

Some structural examples of proactive adaptation include:

• In the early 1990s, design standards for new seawalls

in The Netherlands and eastern England were raised

66 cm and 25 cm, respectively, to allow for accelerat-

ed sea-level rise. This has been in response to the

IPCC90 best estimate for future sea-level rise; the dif-

ferent magnitudes reflect a 100-year and 50-year

planning horizon, respectively.
• The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority has

included an additional 46 cm of height in the Deer

Island sewage treatment plant. This is a safety factor

to maintain gravity-based flows under higher sea lev-

els without the additional costs of pumping.
• In Hong Kong, the West Kowloon reclamation is

being built 80 cm above earlier design levels to allow

for sea-level rise and/or unanticipated subsidence

(Yim, 1995). In this case, costs have increased by less

than 1%; future reclamations are expected to be simi-

larly raised, and existing reclamations may be raised

as part of the redevelopment cycle.

Enlarged setbacks to allow for expected shoreline recession,

most notably in some states in Australia (Caton and Eliot, 1993),

would enable planned retreat to accommodate climate change

impacts. A variant on fixed setbacks is presumed mobility
—

whereby coastal residents are allowed to live at the shore but

give up their right to protect the shore if it retreats in response to

climate change or other causes (Titus, 1991). To counter the

coastal squeeze of wetlands and maintain their habitat and flood-

buffering functions, managed retreat on estuarine shorelines is

increasingly favored in the United Kingdom (Burd, 1995). This

involves setting back the line of actively maintained defense to

a new line inland of the original and promoting the creation of

intertidal habitat on the land between the old and new defenses.

9.6.2. Implementation Considerations

To date, the assessment of possible response strategies has

focused mainly on protection. There is a need to better identi-

fy the full range of options within the adaptive response strate-

gies; protect, accommodate, and retreat. Identifying the most

appropriate options and their relative costs and implementing
these options while taking into account contemporary condi-

tions as well as future problems such as climate change and

sea-level rise will be a great challenge in both developing and

industrialized countries. The range of options will vary among
and within countries, and different socioeconomic sectors may

prefer competing adaptation options for the same areas.

Experience shows that intersectoral conflicts are a major bar-

rier to improved coastal management (WCC'93, 1994). In the

present context, they could also be a major barrier to adapta-

tion to climate change. An appropriate mechanism for coastal
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Box 9-5. Integrated Coastal Zone Management

ICZM involves comprehensive assessment, setting of objectives, planning, and management of coastal systems and

resources, while taking into account traditional, cultural, and historical perspectives and conflicting interests and uses. It

is an iterative and evolutionary process for achieving sustainable development by developing and implementing a contin-

uous management capability that can respond to changing conditions, including the effects of climate change. ICZM
includes the following:

•
Integration of programs and plans for economic development, environmental quality management, and land use

•
Integration of programs for sectors such as food production (including agriculture and fishing), energy,

transportation, water resources, waste disposal, and tourism

•
Integration of all the tasks of coastal management—from planning and analysis through implementation,

operation and maintenance, monitoring, and evaluation—performed continuously over time

Integration of responsibilities for various tasks of management among levels of government—local,

state/provincial, regional, national, international—and between the public and private sectors

•
Integration of available resources for management (i.e., personnel, funds, materials, equipment)

•
Integration among disciplines [e.g., sciences such as ecology, geomorphology. marine biology; economics;

engineering (technology); political science (institutions); and law].

planning under these varying conditions is integrated coastal

zone management (ICZM) (see Box 9-5).

There is no single recipe for ICZM; rather it constitutes a port-

folio of sociocultural dimensions and structural, legal, finan-

cial, economic, and institutional measures. There are many

approaches as well as diverse institutional arrangements that

can be tailored to the particular culture and style of gover-

nance. Yet a number of essential prerequisites can be identified

(WCC'93, 1994). The first of these is the need for initial lead-

ership for the planning process The initiative may consist of a

centrally led "top-down" appmach, a community-based "bot-

tom-up" approach, or something in between. The second nec-

essary element of ICZM is the provision of institutional

arrangements. This may involve creating new institutions but

more commonly will involve improving horizontal and vertical

linkages between existing ones. Third, technical capacity (both

technological and human capacities) is necessary for compiling

inventories in the planning phase and during the implementa-

tion of the program, and for monitoring the changes. The final

necessary element of ICZM is management instruments. These

include tools ranging from directive to incentive-based, all

with the aim of encouraging stakeholders to comply with the

goals and objectives of the given ICZM program.

At both UNCED and at the World Coast Conference, ICZM
has been recognized as the most appropriate process to deal

with current and long-term coastal problems, including

degradation of coastal water quality, habitat loss, depletion of

coastal resources, changes in hydrological cycles, and. in the

longer run. adaptation lo sea-level rise and other effects of

climate change.

The goal of ICZM is not only to address current and future

coastal problems but also lo enable coastal societies to bene-

fit from a more efficient and effective way of handling coastal

development. Most coastal areas arc called on to provide

multiple products and services. As demands on coastal

resources continue to grow with increasing population and

economic development, conflicts could become more com-

mon and apparent. ICZM should resolve these conflicts and

implement decisions on the mix of uses that best serve the

needs of society now and in the future. Also. ICZM is impor-

tant in the context of the increasingly expressed concern for

sustainable development. Sustainable use of any natural

resource can be achieved only by having in place a set of inte-

grated management tasks that are financed and carried out

continuously (WCC'93. 1994).

There is a persuasive case for taking action about climate

change now—to institute or expand ICZM and thus comply
with the precautionary approach. Although the time lag

between planning and investment in integrated (cross-sectoral)

management is longer than that for single-sector management,
the returns are significantly greater. A proactive approach to

ICZM, in order to enhance the resilience of natural coastal sys-

tems and reduce vulnerability, would be beneficial from both

an environmental and an economic perspective (Jansen et ai,

1995). In addition to reducing vulnerability and enhancing the

resilience of developed coastal regions, such initiatives also

can encomp ss the large lengths of shorelines that are present-

ly undeveloped but may be subject to significant pressures in

the coming decades. By acting now. future development may
be designed to be sustainable and to accommodate the poten-

tial impacts of climate change and sea-level rise.

9.6.3. Constraints lo Implementation

It is imponant for governments and policymakers to recognize

that although a particular response strategy may appear initial-

ly to be appropriate, there are constraining factors that can

determine how successfully that option can be Implemented

(SDSIDS. 1994).
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The applicability of any option must be evaluated against

(among other things) a background of a country's technology

and huinan resources capability, financial resources, cultural

and social acceptability, and the political and legal framework.

This is not to suggest that these constraints are insurmountable

but that decisionmakers must be realistic when considering the

range of options available to them.

9.6.3.1. Technology and Human Resources Capability

For many countries, scarcity of (or lack of access to) appropri-

ate technology and trained personnel will impose limits on the

adaptation options realistically available. For example, the

design, implementation, and maintenance of "state-of-the-art"

civil works may be beyond the immediate reach of many

developing nations unless there is technical assistance to pro-

vide the required technology and human skills. This is high-

lighted in vulnerability assessments for a number of countries,

such as Tonga (Fifita ei ai, 1994), Bangladesh (Khan et ai,

1994), and Belize (Pemetta and Elder, 1993).

Specifically in the case of protection and accommodation,

there will be a need for ongoing maintenance and periodic

replacement and upgrade. These activities will also require

access to the relevant technology and skills to remain effective.

9.6.3.2. Financial Limitations

increasingly have to turn to donor countries and international

agencies for assistance. In Kiribati, for instance, it has been

demonstrated that implementation of protection measures

especially will almost certainly require external assistance

(Abete, 1993). Lack of adequate financial resources will al.so

circumscribe a country's capacity to "purchase" appropriate

technology and human skills required for the implementation

of various options. Countries should therefore consider design-

ing efficient, least-cost response plans, based on some reali.stic

assessment of what their economies will be able to sustain

(WCC'93. 1994).

9.6.3.3. Cultural and Social Acceptability

Although certain options may be technically and financially

possible in a given set of circumstances, they may, at the same

time, be culturally and socially disruptive. In some societies,

resettlement, for example, would lead to dislocation of social

and cultural groups and might even involve the loss of cultur-

al norms and values and the assimilation of new ones.

Additionally, an option involving planned retreat could mean

the loss of access to communally owned resources and land

entitlements, which might undermine the entire economic,

.social, and cultural base of some communities. Other adaptive

measures, such as the construction of "hard" engineering struc-

tures, could cause the partial or total elimination of access to

traditional fishing, hunting, and culturally important sites.

The implementation of any adaptation option
—whether

retreat, accommodate, or protect
—will necessitate certain

financial commitments from governments, although the level

of required funding may vary widely from one option to anoth-

er. In the case of planned retreat, substantial infrastructure

would have to be rebuilt and settlements relocated to less-

vulnerable areas, at high reinvestment costs. Adjustment strate-

gies might entail acceptance of less-than-ideal circumstances,

while simultaneously increasing the costs of reducing flood

risks. Protection strategies almost always involve "hard" engi-

neering structures, which are costly both to construct and to

maintain. In the Maldives, for example, the present costs of

shoreline protection are close to $13,000 per m; in Senegal.

Benin, Antigua, Egypt, Guyana, the Marshall Islands, St. Kitts-

Nevis, and Uruguay, maintenance of the existing shoreline

against a l-m rise in sea level could require substantial funding

compared with the nation's GNP (Nicholls, 1995). However, it

should be noted that national responses to climate change will

more likely comprise a variable combination of planned

retreat, accommodation, and protection; hence, lower-cost

responses probably are available in some areas (e.g.. Turner ei

ai, 1995a; Volont^ and Nicholls, 1995).

Clearly, any combination of response strategies will be largely

influenced by monetary considerations, necessitating both

short-term investment and a commitment to longer-term main-

tenance and replacement costs. Many developing countries

will find it especially difficult to meet such costs and will

9.6.3.4. Political and Legal Framework

The extent to which a given response strategy can be successful-

ly employed may well be influenced by political and legal con-

siderations (Freestone and Pethick, 1990). Retreat options, for

example, might prove infeasible given the policy and legal struc-

tures of the "receiving" area. Where international resettlement is

indicated, these issues can become even more complex
—as

demonstrated by the plight of refugees worldwide. Further, some

options will be incompatible with existing Systems of land tenure

and ownership and in some societies would necessitate a funda-

mental change in arrangements prior to implementation to avoid

violating certain rights. Failing this, governments could be called

upon to provide substantial compensation to communities for loss

of property and resource-use rights.

Strategies that lead to coastal land loss might also have an unde-

sirable impact on a country's Exclusive liconomic Zone (e.g.,

Aparicio-Castro et ai, 1990). This could lead to international

legal disputes concerning ownership and use of resources. In

those circumstances, such options might not only be considered

legally unacceptable but politically infeasible as well.

9.6.4. Overcoming the Constraints

As a step toward overcoming these constraints, the World

Coast Conference was organized with (he objective of bringing
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together coastal experts and policymakers to identify actions

that can be taken to strengthen capabihties for progressive sus-

tainable development and integrated coastal zone management.

The conference participants acknowledged that there is an

urgent need for coastal states to strengthen their capabilities, in

particular with regard to the exchange of information, educa-

tion and training; the development of concepts and tools;

research, monitoring, and evaluation; and funding (WCC'93,

1993). The following are examples of measures that could

improve capabilities for developing, implementing, and

strengthening national programs for ICZM (WCC'93, 1993):

•
Multidisciplinary swdies and assessments to deter-

mine the potential importance of the coastal zone and

its vulnerabilities, particularly those that limit its abil-

ity to achieve sustainable development
• An institutional body or mechanism to investigate the

need and potential benefits and costs of developing an

ICZM program.
• A long-term and effective body or mechanism to pre-

pare, recommend, and coordinate the implementation

of a permanent ICZM program
• A continuing monitoring and assessment program to

collect data, assess results, and identify (he need for

change or improvement
• An ongoing research program, including an investiga-

tion of the potential effects of global climate change,

to improve the analytical foundation for the decision-

making process
• A policy to increase the availability and accessibility

of information to all interested parties
• Active support for local initiatives, exchange of prac-

tical and indigenous experiences, and enhancement of

public participation
• Education, training, and public-awareness efforts to

increase the constituency for ICZM
• Coordination of financial support for relevant activi-

ties and investigation of innovative sources for addi-

tional support.

Effective ICZM can be achieved by coordination among
national, regional, and international organizations and institu-

tions. This will help to avoid unnecessary duplication and

develop the concepts, tools, and networks needed to facilitate

the development and implementation of national programs,

which is a complex process that can be accelerated and

enhanced through international cooperation. Regional

approaches can complement and strengthen activities at the

national and international levels.

Various international initiatives have been undertaken to

encourage and facilitate coordination and cooperation in both

policy and research. Several United Nations organizations and

other international governmental and nongovernmental orga-

nizations have developed programs aimed at strengthening

ICZM capabilities at different levels. An overview of these

activities is presented in WCC'93 (1994) In 1993, the IGBP
launched its core project LOICZ, which aims to stimulate

interdisciplinary scientific coastal research in the context of

global change (Pemetta and Milliman, 1995).

Clearly, the wide range of uncertainty in human and natural

variables that will affect ICZM emphasizes the need for con-

tinued research and monitoring. The results of scientific

research and information from monitoring activities need to be

integrated into policy development, planning, and decision-

making throughout the ICZM process.

9.7. Research and Monitoring Needs

Although much has been achieved since the IPCC First

Assessment in 1990, this chapter shows that the understand-

ing of the likely consequences of climate change and sea-

level rise is still imperfect. This situation can be improved

only through a sustained research and monitoring effort,

requiring a major commitment of resources at the national,

regional, and global levels. The potential problems of small

islands, deltas, coastal wetlands, and developed sandy coasts

deserve particular attention as part of these efforts. Coastal

zones and small islands illustrate the fundamental need for

better coupling of research and models from the natural sci-

ences and the social sciences to provide improved analytical

capability and information to decisionmakers. An emphasis
on understanding the impacts of climate change at the local

and regional scales is essential.

There are a number of critical issues and priorities in ongoing

research and monitoring, as initiated by IPCC CZMS (1990,

1992), that should be continued over the next few years to

enable better decisionmaking concerning the possible impacts

of climate change in coastal zones and small islands:

• Development of improved biogeophysical classifica-

tions and frameworks of coastal types for climate-

change analysis, including the influence of human

activities (IGBP-LOICZ has taken an important step

in this direction)
•

Investigations of geomorphological and biological

responses of coastal types and critical ecosystems to

climate change and sea-level rise, with specific atten-

tion to the response of seagrass to climate change as

well as potential changes in sediment budgets
•

Improved methodologies for incorporating existing,

high-quality historical and geological coastal-change

data into response models for climate change
•

Improved coastal-processes data (especially in devel-

oping countries), based on instrumentation (tide

gauges, current meters, wave recorders, etc.). as well

as improved capacity to interpret and analyze the data

• Improved databases for vulnerability assessment

and adaptation planning on coastal socioeconomic

trends, such as population changes and resource uti-

lization and valuation, taking into consideration dif-

ferences in sociocultural characteristics of countries

and ethnic groups
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• Extension of new and existing vulnerability assess-

ment studies to include a range of local scenarios of

sea-level rise (rather than a single scenario), other

possible impacts of climate change such as changmg
siorminess or precipitation, and an assessment of the

range of possible adaptation strategies
• Continued education and training relevant to vulnera-

bility assessment and integrated coastal zone manage-

ment, employing, as far as practicable, standardized

methodologies and frameworks.

Some ongoing initiatives have already been undertaken to

address these priorities. For example, the Intergovernmental

Oceanographic Commission (IOC) coordinates a Global Sea

Level Observing System (GLOSS). However, there still are

many gaps, and the system requires increased international

support and coordination. IGBP-LOICZ aims to stimulate

interdisciplinary scientific coastal research in the context of

global change. Focus 2 of LOICZ aims to investigate coastal

biogeomorphological interactions under different global-

change scenarios. It focuses on the interaction between

major ecosystem types with the sedimentary environment

and aims to assess the implications of ecosystem perturba-

tions on coastal stability with a rise in sea level. Focus 4 is

especially relevant for integrated coastal zone management
because it addresses the socioeconomic impacts of global

change on coastal zones and aims to investigate how

improved strategies for the management of coastal resources

can be developed.

New initiatives also are required, as has been recognized by

participants of the World Coast Conference (WCC'93, 1994).

Increased efforts are needed mainly in the social sciences and

adaptation to climate change, including the development of:

•
Integrated coastal-response models, which seek to

combine the interactions of biogeophysical, socioeco-

nomic, and climate-change factors, incorporating the

knowledge and technologies of traditional societies

and local peoples
• Methods to quantify the benefits of integrated coastal

zone management
• A broad framework for the analysis, planning, and

management of coastal zones in the context of climate

change, recognizing the co-evolution of natural and

social systems.

Such a framework would encourage nations in the formulation

and implementation of ICZM strategies and programs that are

appropriate to climate change and fully take into account the

existing environmental, social, cultural, political, governance,
and economic contexts. This would help to fulfill the recom-

mendations made by IPCC CZMS (1990).

To facilitate these goals, an international conference to share

experience on coastal impacts and adaptation to climate change

might be useful, building on the success of earlier meetings of

the IPCC Coastal Zone Management Subgroup and the World

Coast Conference. Particular targets for such a conference

could include:

• An updated assessment of coastal vulnerability to cli-

mate change

Examples of biogeophysical/socioeconomic integra-

tion in coastal research and coastal management
•

Testing of the framework for ICZM via case studies in

a range of countries or regions.

These activities could assist coastal nations in meeting their

obligations under Agenda 21 of UNCED.
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Q28. On page 15 of your written testimony you also state the following:

''Coastal Areas: Even if concentrations of greenhouse gases are stabilized in

the future, sea level would continue to rise long after, perhaps for several

centuries, and reach levels much higher than projected for the next 100

years. For example, after an equivalent doubling of C02, the IPCC expects
sea level to rise by 6 - 38 inches over the next century, with a "best estimate"

of 20 inches, but the equilibrium sea level rise several centuries in the future

is estimated to be at least 6 feet. Rising sea level erodes beaches and coastal

wetlands, causes the gradual inundation of low lying areas, leading to human
habitat loss and increasing the vulnerability of coastal areas to flooding from

storm surges and intense rainfall. The IPCC estimates that 20 inches of sea

level rise would double the population at risk from storm surges, from

roughly 45 million at present to over 90 million world-wide. A three-foot rise

would triple the number of people exposed. Increases in coastal area

populations are likely to further increase the number of people at risk.

• Along U.S. coasts, a 20-inch rise could inundate more than 5000 square
miles of dry land and an additional 4000 square miles of wetlands if not

protective measures are taken. A three-foot rise would have greater

impact, inundating much of the Southern tip of Florida among other

areas.

• Internationally, low-lying areas, such as parts of the Maldives and

Bangladesh, would be completely inundated by a three-foot sea level rise,

creating large numbers of environmental refugees, which put stress on

governments and social structures. 72 million people in China would be

affected, assuming existing levels of coastal development."

Please document these statements.

A28. The IPCC estimates of how much the sea will rise are found in the 1995 report,

Climate Change 1995 - The Science of Climate Change (copy attached). All of the

statements on the consequences of sea level rise are found in the 1998 report

Regional Impacts of Climate Change except for the ones about the number of

peoples at risk sue to flooding. The latter comer from Chapter 9 of the 1995 IPCC

report Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts; Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate

Change: Scientific-Technical Analysis. This chapter was provided as an

attachment for Q27 above Also from this chapter are the estimates of the areas of

various low lying nations that would be inundated by a rise in sea level.

The estimates of the amount of land flooded with a 20-inch global sea level rise

(which would be 24 inches along the US coast) are found in Titus et al, 1991
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(Coastal Management, Volume 19, pages 171-204. They are also posted on the

internet at http://www.erols.com/jtitus/Holding/NRJ.html. For a map of the

impact on South Florida, see http://www.erols.com/dickpark/SLAMM.htm, which

was prepared using the model reported by Park, et al. in EPA's 1989 Report to

Congress on the Potential Impacts of Global Climate Change on the United States.

Impacts on Agriculture and Food Supply

Q29. On pages 15 and 16 of your written testimony you also state the following:

"Agriculture and Food Supply: Agriculture is highly dependent on a

number of variables that are likely to be afTected by climate change,

including weather patterns, longer term patterns of climate variability, and,

most importantly, water availability. Ciimnte change is likely to lead to

increased crop yields in many areas, but decreased yields in others, even for

the same crop. The magnitude of these changes can exceed +/- 30 or 40

percent for some crops and locations. Despite these potentially large changes
in yields, average global food production is not expected to change

substantially. This is because farming practices are considered to be highly

adaptable to different climates, because production of important food crops
can shift to new locations in response to changes in climate, and because C02
has beneficial effects for plant photosynthesis and water use efTiciency that

can offset some deleterious effects of changes in climate. Impacts are likely to

vary considerably across regions and some regions may suffer substantial

reductions in agricultural production. In general, developing countries are

more vulnerable to losses than are developed countries.

• Large reductions in soil moisture could significantly reduce flexibility in

crop distribution and increase demands on water resources

infrastructure.

• Increases in the range of pest habitat could increase vulnerabilities to

pests and demand for, and use of, pesticides.

• In the United States, large areas of the eastern and central regions of the

country face moderate to severe drying. Drought could become more

frequent, particularly in the Great Plains."

Please document these statements.

A29. Chapter 13 of the document Climate Change 1995 -
Impacts, Adaptations and

Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses summarizes the

IPCC's most recent findings on impacts and adaptations of agriculture in a

changing climate. A copy of this chapter of the document has already been

attached for the answer to question 1 3 .
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Unresolved Scientific Issues Relating to the Modeling of the Impact of Future

Potential Greenhouse Gas Emissions on Global Temperature

Q30. What are the greatest unresolved scientific issues relating to the modeling of

the impact of future potential greenhouse gas emissions on global

temperature in order of importance?

Q31. How, by whom and where are the issues identified in the response to question
29 addressed by the U.S. Global Change Research Program?

Unresolved Scientific Issues Involved in Projecting Future Temperature Increases

and the Impacts Thereof

Q32. What are the greatest unresolved scientific issues involved in projecting
future temperature increases and the impacts thereof?

Q33. How, by whom and where are the issues identified in the response to question
32 addressed by the U.S. Global Change Research Program?

Combined answers to Question 30-33: There is no prioritized listing of the most

important unresolved questions relating to predicting the effect of future emissions

on global climate. However, there is general agreement on the major issues, as

reflected in part by the results of the World Climate Research Program conference

last year, a meeting at which the US scientific community was well represented. In

addition, based on a study sponsored by the USGCRP, a more directed breakdown

of science questions and research priorities, titled Global Change: Pathways for the

Next Decade, is to be released by the National Research Council later this spring.

Issues relating to modeling of the climatic response to greenhouse gases are

intimately tied to these process-related questions, as models can only be as good as

our understanding of the processes they represent. Some of the major unresolved

issues are as follows:

Role of Natural Fluctuations, such as El Nifio. in Climate and Their Predictability:

Any temperature signal resulting from forcing by greenhouse gases must manifest

itself against the background of natural variability. For example, we know that the

present El Nino event is part of a natural phenomenon that is a characteristic of the

distribution of the Earth's oceans and land masses. However, the issue of whether

the duration and frequency of El Nino events has been affected by greenhouse

gases is an open question. Other natural climate patterns acting on longer periods

than El Nino will also influence the planet's response to greenhouse gases. For

example, the North Atlantic Oscillation, a decade-scale seesaw in atmospheric

pressure between the North and South Atlantic, has a dramatic influence on the

distribution and intensity of storms in the Atlantic.
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Examining the issues of natural climate variability requires analysis of long-term

data records and obtaining new data on a global basis. NASA is undertaking

extensive reprocessing of existing satellite data to produce the most consistent

global records possible as part of its Pathfinder program. Longer-term records are

produced through analyses of existing surface records by NOAA and through

support for paleoclimatic investigations through NSF and NOAA. This year also

marks the beginning of a new era of satellite observations of the Earth with the

launch of the EOS AM-1 platform, which will bring a comprehensive suite of

sensors to studies of the ocean, land, atmosphere and cryosphere.

Programs examining the mechanisms and predictability of climate variations are

ongoing, and their benefits are being realized in the predictions of the 1997-98 El

Nino. Research into making even longer-range and more globally extended

predictions of El Nino and other seasonal-to-interannual climate phenomena are

central parts of the scientific programs of NOAA, NASA and NSF, done in

coordination with the international Program on Climate Variability and

Predictability (CLIVAR).

Models occupy a central role in both the analysis of natural and anthropogenic

climate change. Research into advancing the capabilities of climate models is a

prominent component of the science programs of DOE, NSF, NOAA and NASA.

Impact of Aerosols on the Climate System: Aerosols, defined as a suspension of

liquids or solids in a gas, can have a marked influence on climate and represent a

major uncertainty in our ability to predict climate. They include sulfates, soot,

biomass smoke, nitrates, and mineral dust. They exert a direct effect on climate by

reflecting, absorbing and emitting radiation, and an indirect effect by influencing

the properties of clouds. Overall, they exert a cooling influence over large but

localized regions of the globe. These regional changes to the energy balance

influence the larger-scale effects by modifying the circulation of the atmosphere.

Several international projects have measured the impact of both natural and

anthropogenic aerosols on the radiative balance of the Earth. Direct measurements

of aerosol properties have enhanced confidence in estimates of their effects on the

global radiative balance. Significant new measurements of aerosols are planned as

part of USGCRP. EOS-AM observations will include measurements of aerosol

and cloud properties, and the objective of the EOS CHEM mission scheduled for

launch in 2002 is to provide comprehensive observations of the chemistry and

dynamics of the Earth's atmosphere from the ground to the stratosphere.

Role of the Ocean in Climate Change: Because the upper three meters of the

ocean have a heat capacity equal to that of the entire atmosphere, the ocean will

exert a strong influence on the timing and extent of any climate change. As such,

the role of the ocean in climate change, particularly on longer time scales, remains

a major scientific issue. Analysis of the recently completed World Ocean
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Circulation Experiment, which included the first global survey of the world's

oceans, is ongoing. Results of WOCE, supported in the US by NSF, NOAA and

NASA, will materially improve our understanding in this area. The ongoing
TOPEX/Poseidon satellite altimetry mission of NASA is making major

improvements in our observing capability of the dynamics of the ocean and its

interaction with the atmosphere.

The Hydrological Cycle and Regional Water Conditions: Reducing uncertainties

associated with the hydrological cycle and improving predictions of regional

precipitation and runoff are major research issues for the USGCRP. Prediction of

floods and droughts on watershed scales is an important practical payoff. A
number of efforts are underway. The interactions between the atmosphere and the

land surface over the Mississippi Basin are the subject of the Global Energy and

Water Cycle Experiment's Continental-Scale International Project, which will

employ the extensive array of ground-based weather observations in this area

coupled with space-based remote-sensing. This project is supported by NOAA
and NASA. The launch of EOS AM-1 will allow a new range of global
measurements of the hydrological cycle: snow and ice distribution; global surface

temperature (day and night); the distribution and structure of clouds; radiative

energy fluxes; the distribution and properties of aerosols and water vapor.

Cloud Feedbacks: The role of clouds in the climate system is closely tied to both

hydrological cycle questions and aerosols. It is a particularly critical issue, because

models indicate that global climate is very sensitive to small changes in the amount
and type of cloud distribution. A major effort in this area is DOE's Atmospheric
Radiation Measurements program. In pursuit of its goal, the ARM Program
establishes and operates field research sites in several climatically significant

locales (e.g. the Great Plains, the western tropical Pacific and Alaska). Scientists

collect and analyze data obtained over extended periods of time from large arrays
of instruments to study the effects and interactions of sunlight, radiant energy, and

clouds on temperatures, weather, and climate.

Regional Resolution of Potential Changes in Climate: Because the impacts of

climate change need to be investigated at the regional scale of forests, grasslands,

and communities, results from present simulations of global scale change do not

directly provide the needed information for impact studies. A number of research

activities are underway to improve regional detail in the forecasts of future climate

change. DOE's CHAMMP program is assisting global modeling groups sponsored

by NOAA, NSF, NASA, and DOE in using the most advanced numerical

techniques and massively parallel computers in their calculations, working to

represent Earth system processes in more detail. Efforts are also underway with

funding from several USGCRP agencies to use results from the global models to

drive fine scale regional models. In addition, a number of empirically based

approaches are being used to estimate regionally detailed changes, analogous to
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techniques weather forecasters use to derive local forecasts from continental scale

model simulations done for weather forecasting.

Responses of Environmental Systems: Estimating the types and nature of the

impacts of changes in climate on the environment and society requires

understanding how ecological, natural resource, and environmental systems

function, and how their functioning will affect society and the economy. Many of

the USGCRP agencies sponsor research focusing on how ecosystems will respond;
one particular effort is the Program for Ecosystem Response which is a

cooperative multi-agency effort to understand how forests and other systems will

respond to both climate change and a rising C02 concentration. Within the

USGCRP, USDA focuses most attention on forests and food production; DOI
most attention on public lands and water resources; EPA most interest on

ecosystems and water and air quality; NSF on ecosystem fijnction; and so forth.

All of the USGCRP agencies are also cooperating in the just initiated national

assessment of the consequences of climate change and variability for the United

States, an effort that will summarize current understanding and identify

uncertainties and issues requiring more intense attention.

Process of Preparing and Reviewing the U.S. Global Change Research Program
Budgets and Projects

Q34. In the preparation of the FY 1999 U.S. Global Change Research Program
budget, have independent experts been involved in recommending and

reviewing budget priorities and projects?

Q35. Kyour answer to question 34 is yes, what was the process and which outside

institutions/individuals were involved?

Q36. Was there any independent peer review or peer involvement to identify

scientific uncertainties to be addressed by the FY 1999 U.S. Global Change
Research Program?

Q37. Ifyour answer to question 36 is yes:

Q37.1 What independent peer review or peer involvement took place and
what were their suggestions/recommendations?

Q37.2 Were any suggestions/recommendations not addressed, and if so,

why?

Q38. What are your current plans for involving the scientific community in

identifying unresolved scientific questions and directing resources to address

them?
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Combined answers to Questions 34-38: The primary body on which we rely for

scientific review of the USGCRP is the National Research Council's Committee on

Global Change Research (CGCR). A listing of present membership of this

committee is attached. In 1995, they completed a review of overall directions of

the USGCRP, and the program has been responsive to these recommendations.

The CGCR is currently completing a comprehensive report, Global Change:

Pathways for the Next Decade, which will examine the major outstanding scientific

questions for global change research and will make recommendations as to how

they should be addressed over the next ten years. The report is presently in review

at the NRC and is scheduled for release in April.

On the agency level, peer review is incorporated in the operations of the USGCRP

agencies for programmatic and scientific planning. NASA, DOE and NOAA
provide three examples. NASA's Earth System Science and Applications

Advisory Committee provides advice in establishing broader program priorities in

science and mission implementation. A similar function is provided for DOE's

global change program by the Biological and Environmental Research Advisory

Committee. Outside review ofNOAA' s global change activities is provided by the

Climate and Global Change Review Panel. NSF and EPA also rely on the advice

from panels of outside scientists for program planning purposes. Membership of

these three committees is attached. Reports and minutes of the meetings of these

panels are extensive, available and public. All agencies also use peer review in the

selection and award of contracts and grants.

In responding to the upcoming recommendations from the Pathways report, a

retreat of interagency program managers for USGCRP and key members of the

CGCR is planned for May, after the release of the report. The objective is to

produce a joint agenda for future directions for the USGCRP that will be reflected

in future budgets. This joint agenda is to be described in a long-term strategic plan

addressing these recommendations. The research agenda generated as part of the

National Assessment will also be a major input to this strategic plan.

Composition of Outside Review Panels Described Above

NRC Committee on Global Change Research

Berrien Moore III, Chair University ofNew Hampshire
James G. Anderson Harvard University

Richard E. Balzhiser Electric Power Research Institute

Eric J. Barron Pennsylvania State University

Francis Bretherton University of Wisconsin-Madison

Robert Costanza University of Maryland

Gregory H. Canavan Los Alamos National Laboratory

John A. Dutton Pennsylvania State University

57-716 99 - 19
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Edward A. Frieman

Robert A. Frosch

W. Lawrence Gates

Priscilla C. Grew

Margaret S. Leinen

Diana Liverman

Paul A. Mayewski
James McCarthy
S. Ichtiaque Rasool

Edward Sarachik

David Schimel

William J. Shuttleworth

Soroosh Sorooshian

Karl K. Turekian

Peter Vitousek

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Harvard University

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

University of Nebraska - Lincoln

University of Rhode Island

University of Arizona

University ofNew Hampshire
Harvard University

University ofNew Hampshire

University of Washington

National Center for Atmospheric Research

University of Arizona

University of Arizona

Yale University

Stanford University

NASA Earth System Science and Applications Advisory Committee

Steve Wofsy, Chair

Eric J. Barron

Anthony Busalacchi

Gregory H. Canavan

Ralph Cicerone

John E. Estes

Paul Falkowski

Murray Felsher

Richard Goody
Dennis Hartmann

James Hansen

Kathryn A. Kelly

George H. Leavesly

Douglas Martinson

Steve Pacala

Ignacio Rodriguez-Iturbe

John B. Rundle

Denise Stephenson-Hawk
Louis Uccellini

Harvard University

Pennsylvania State University

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Los Alamos National Laboratory

University of California Irvine

University of California

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Associated Technical Consultants

Harvard University (emeritus)

University of Washington
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies

University of Washington
U.S. Geological Survey

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory

Princeton University

Texas A&M University

University of Colorado

Clark Atlanta University

NOAA/National Weather Service

NOAA Climate and Global Change Review Panel

Otis B. Brown, Chair

Ana Barros

Inez Fung
Tom Ackerman

Francis Bretherton

University of Miami

Pennsylvania State University

University of Victoria

Pennsylvania State University

University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Chris Justice

Diana Liverman

Edward Sarachiic

Richard C.J. Somerville

Kevin Trenberth

Ed Miles

Susan Solomon

Lonni Thompson

University of Virginia

University of Arizona

University of Washington

University of California, San Diego

NCAR, CGD
University of Washington
NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory
Ohio State University

DOE Biological and Environmental Research Advisory Committee

Keith O. Hodgson, Chair

Eugene W. Bierly

Mina J. Bissell

E, Morton Bradbury

Raymond F. Gesteland

Jonathan Greer

Richard E. Hallgren

Willard W. Harrison

Dr. Franklin Harris

Leroy E. Hood
Fern Hunt

David A.L. Jenkins

David T. Kingsbury
Jill P. Mesirow

James W. Mitchell

Louis F. Petelka

Alan Rabson

Melvin I. Simon

Janet L. Smith

Henry N. Wagner, Jr.

Susan S. Wallace

Warren M. Washington
Robert M. White

James H. Wyche

Stanford University

American Geophysical Union

University of California

Los Alamos National Laboratory

University of Utah

Abbott Laboratories

American Meteorological Society

University of Florida

University of Tennessee

University of Washington
National Institute of Standards & Technology

Sunbury on Thames

Chiron Corp.
Center for Genome Research

Bell Labs Innovations

University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science

National Cancer Institute

California Institute of Technology
Purdue University

John Hopkins Medical Institutions

University of Vermont

National Center for Atmospheric
National Academy of Engineering
Brown University
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Hearing
on

ITte Roadfrom Kyoto—Part 2:

Kyoto and the Administration's Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Request

Thursday, February 12, 1998

Post-Hearing Questions

Submitted to

The Honorable John H. Gibbons

Assistant to the President for Science and Technology
and

Director. Office of Science and Technology Policy

Post-Hearing Questions Submitted by the Honorable Mike Doyle (PA-18)

Carbon Sequestration

Ql. Please provide a list of all agencies that are pursuing carbon sequestration activities

and indicate for each agency:

Ql.l. A brief description of the carbon sequestration activities being pursued.

Q1.2. The total budget — and the funding breakdown by project
— for carbon

sequestration activities in FY 1998 and proposed for FY 1999.

Q1.3. The projects that are new initiatives and those that are continuations of

previous years* projects.

Al . Carbon sequestration is the process of capturing carbon dioxide and keeping it out of the

atmosphere where it would trap heat and contribute to global warming. Carbon

sequestration can be accomplished by biological, geological, or oceanic processes. In each

case, the carbon sequestration activities may provide a variety of benefits in addition to

sequestration; and similarly, activities may have carbon sequestration benefits in addition

to their primary benefits.

In biological carbon sequestration processes, the amount of carbon taken up by and held in

biological systems
—i.e. by forests, grasslands, and other vegetation

—is increased over

that which occurs naturally. This could take the form of reforestation or afforestation,

changing agricultural practices to increase soil carbon levels, and by other means. Benefits
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from forestry activities might include both increasing the amount of carbon sequestered in

standing biomass and simultaneously providing habitat for a variety of wildlife and

recreation for people. Benefits from agricultural activities might include both increasing

the amount of carbon held in soils while potentially boosting agricultural productivity.

Some aspects of biological sequestration are understood reasonably well, such as growing

trees on deforested lands; further research can improve these efforts and significantly

refine quantitative estimates of the sequestration potential. Other aspects, such as

increasing forest or agricultural soil carbon levels, also need fiirther research. Typical

estimates of the amount of carbon sequestered in standing biomass and forest soils in the

United States are in the range of 80 to 120 tons of carbon per acre. However, forest

within the U.S. can vary widely depending on region and species composition (i.e., from

less than 40 tons of carbon per acre in pinyon-juniper forests to over 240 tons per acre in

the old-growth forests of the Pacific Northwest). Of the total carbon, about 30% is in the

trees, 60% is in the soil, and 10% is on the forest floor and in understory vegetation,

however, this is difficult to quantify precisely. The carbon in standing biomass, as well as

much of the soil carbon, is sequestered over 40-70 years of growth for such species as

loblolly pine and spruce, and considerably longer for undisturbed stands of old-growth

species such as douglas fir. As a forest matures, the net carbon sequestration rate slows,

even though the total amount of carbon stored in the forest may be quite great. The forest

wood can be harvested and used to produce fuels such as ethanol, methanol, or Fischer-

Tropsch liquids (a synthetic diesel substitute) for transport together with electricity,

offsetting the use of fossil fuels and thus reducing total carbon emissions. If the area is

then successfully reforested, the cycle can continue.

In geological processes, carbon dioxide is stored in deep underground geological

formations. This approach requires developing technologies to capture and dispose of (or

reuse) carbon dioxide from power plants or other central sources, coupled with

developing technologies for sequestering the carbon dioxide in geological formations and

analyzing the effects of high pressure carbon dioxide injection on the long term

geomechanical and geochemical sequestration integrity of the formation. For example,

much more research is needed to determine and minimize the costs of capturing and

injecting carbon dioxide into deep geological structures. Even more important is

understanding the impact this has on the geological formation itself For example,

extracting oil and/or gas from a geological formation may damage it, allowing the

subsequent escape of carbon dioxide if it were stored there. Injecting carbon dioxide into

a geological formation may lead to the formation of an acidic solution that would dissolve

certain rocks or minerals allowing the escape of the carbon dioxide out of the formation

and ultimately to the atmosphere. Estimates of the total potential carbon storage in

depleted oil and gas wells range as high as 100 to 500 billion tons worldwide, although the

fraction of this total in formations that would be stable with carbon dioxide injection or

that could be cost-effectively tapped is not understood. Enhanced oil recovery using

reservoir pressurization with carbon dioxide is currently being done at a number of sites

and can result in the sequestration of carbon in the depleted oil reservoir. These activities

may be undertaken for their own specific benefits independent of their potential carbon

sequestration, but carry with them the added benefit of sequestration.
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Carbon sequestration in underground saline aquifers has the potential to sequester, by
some estimates, as much as 100 to 1000 billion tons of carbon. However, for long-term

carbon storage (millennia), it may be necessary to use only those deep saline aquifers

which have structural traps that can ensure the carbon will not escape to the atmosphere;

this might limit the sequestration capacity to a few billion tons. In conclusion, the

potential of geological sequestration is not well understood at this time, neither in terms of

overall capacity or location of potentially usable geological structures, nor the

requirements on those structures to ensure long-term isolation of the carbon dioxide.

In oceanic processes, carbon dioxide would be pumped into the ocean depths. Since

atmospheric carbon dioxide levels have risen substantially from human activity in the past

100 years, ocean carbon dioxide levels are no longer in equilibrium with atmospheric

levels and consequently the oceans are gradually absorbing some of this excess carbon in

the atmosphere. Directly injecting carbon into the ocean would speed up this process of

reaching a new equilibrium. Although the potential carbon capacity of the ocean is as high

as 1000-10,000 billion of tons, the length of time this carbon would remain in the deep

ocean is not well understood, nor how disposing of large quantities of carbon in the deep

ocean would impact local ocean circulation patterns and ocean ecology. For these

reasons, this potential remain highly uncertain.

Agencies that have active programs specifically focused on carbon sequestration activities

include the Department of Energy and the Department of Agriculture. The Environmental

Protection Agency has some related programs but no specific line-item funding for carbon

sequestration.

The Department of Energy currently has a limited program within the Office of Fossil

Energy, with fijnding of about $1.6 million in FY 1998 to develop and demonstrate

technically, economically, and ecologically sound methods to capture, reuse and dispose of

carbon dioxide through sequestration technologies. This program involves collaboration

with 17 countries through the International Energy Agency Greenhouse Gas Program. In

FY 1999, the Administration is proposing to expand the Fossil Energy program to about

$12 million, with collaborative R&D on advanced technology for greenhouse gas

separation, capture, storage (primarily geological) and reuse ($1.89 M); integration of

fossil fuel production and use with natural sinks (e.g., biological) enhancement (this

includes activities with the International Energy Agency Greenhouse Gas Program,

Electric Power Research Institute, and others) ($2.5M); and on novel "path breaking"

concepts for reducing greenhouse gas emissions ($7.5M).

The Department of Energy is also requesting $9 million in FY 1999 for the Energy

Research budget to better understand the fundamental scientific aspects of carbon

sequestration, including $4 million for fundamental research on biological capture, $2

million for research on ocean sequestration, and $3 million for geological sequestration

research. These programs comprise the sequestration components of the Administration's

$39 million request for carbon sequestration and crosscutting research within the

Department of Energy; the other components of the $39 million are focused on
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fundamental science of efficient and of low-no carbon technologies. These programs will

be coordinated closely with each other and with those of other agencies.

The Department of Agriculture has carbon offset and carbon sequestration related

programs under the Agricultural Research Service, including the Biomass for Energy and

Agricultural Industry Practices programs, and under the Forest Service, including biomass

for energy and carbon sequestration. The FY 1999 Budget Request for these and other

activities is $7.5 million under the ongoing Climate Change Action Plan, with no change
from FY 1998, and $10 million for the FY 1999 Climate Change Technology Initiative

Activities. Specific to carbon sequestration are portions of (1) Agricultural Industry

Practices program which, among other activities, will examine practices to increase rates

of sequestration of carbon in agricultural and forest soils; (2) Recycling Research, which

will, among others, examine the potential for greater carbon sequestration through use of

wood and fiber in structures; and (3) Forest Stewardship Incentive Program which

provides for accelerated tree planting on non-industrial private forest lands, with carbon

sequestration benefits, as well as protecting soils and providing numerous other benefits.

The Environmental Protection Agency has no line item funding for carbon sequestration

work, but does have related programs to determine baseline emissions levels, identify

mitigation opportunities, and estimate carbon coefficients for some land use systems.

These activities are small portions of other ongoing activities not specific to carbon

sequestration.

Additional information about these programs and their budgets is available from the

Agencies.

Which agency is considered to be the lead agency on carbon sequestration research

and development? Who is responsible for coordinating the different agencies'

efforts on carbon sequestration?

The different agencies have largely complementary activities, with, for example, DOE
leading efforts on controlling emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels and conducting

fundamental research in biological and geological processes for carbon sequestration, and

the USDA and Forest Service leading efforts on agriculture, forest management, and soils.

In addition, the EPA is estimating emissions coefficients for certain land-use changes. The

agencies have coordinated their existing level of work on carbon sequestration through

interagency teams as well as direct consultation. Activities to date have been so limited in

scope that there has been little need for a detailed formal system of coordination and

control. If the requested funding for further carbon sequestration work is approved, then

more substantial inter-agency coordination w;ouId possibly be appropriate.
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Q3. Describe the procedures used to evaluate individual agency programs and projects

to ensure that the government-wide carbon sequestration research and development
efTort is comprehensive and not duplicative?

A3. To date, the Federal program has not been comprehensive and has been operating at a

very low level of funding; that is why the FY 1 999 Budget Request proposes enhancing

these efforts. The President's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology

(PCAST) Energy R&D Panel recently stated "The current annual funding level (for

carbon sequestration) in FE (Fossil Energy Program) is insufficient. It should be

increased to a level in the range of several tens of millions ...

"
PCAST did not review

the DOE Basic Energy Sciences Program to make recommendations on the fundamental

science of carbon sequestration, nor did it review programs at USDA or EPA. As for

other Federal programs, intra- and inter-agency coordination and review mechanisms are

employed to ensure effective use of fijnds.

The DOE programs are coordinated within and between the Fossil Energy Program and

the Energy Research program, each focusing on complementary activities. The USDA has

recently established a Global Change Program Office to: provide leadership in planning,

coordinating, analyzing, and reviewing various USDA climate change programs; identify

new research initiatives; provide liaison with and support to executive branch, members of

Congress, and the customers of the USDA affected by global change and related activities.

The EPA's activities are coordinated with USDA and DOE efforts.

Q4. Carbon sequestration was an activity being pursued under the old Climate Change
Action Plan as one of the voluntary measures that would limit growth in net carbon

emissions. What percent reduction of our current annual net carbon emissions from

fossil fuel combustion might we expect to achieve through carbon sequestration

measures?

A4. There appears to be a potentially significant opportunity to reduce or offset net carbon

emissions through both biologically and geologically based carbon sequestration efforts.

However, much more research is needed to determine the magnitude of the opportunity

and the potential costs. If successfijl, such approaches may assist the continued use of

fossil fuels even in a greenhouse gas constrained world.

On the biological side, the U.S. Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) identifies tree

planting as the main opportunity to sequester carbon. CCAP was designed to sequester

10 million metric tonnes of carbon through enhanced forest growth and related measures.

Due to funding cuts, the primary sequestration will be through Action 44 to Accelerate

Tree Planting in Nonindustrial Private Forests; this action is expected to sequester 2.2

million metric tons of carbon by 2010. Further details can be found in the 1997 Climate

Action Report, Department of State publication #10496.

Opportunities for further sequestering carbon in agriculture could include the conversion of

marginal cropland and pasture to forest and promoting the use of management practices
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that increase the quantity of carbon stored in agricultural soils. Such actions would also

potentially provide a number of other benefits including better runoff and erosion control,

improved habitat, and many others. Studies suggest that these sinks could technically offset

a significant amount for U.S. GHG emissions—for example, under question 1 it was
estimated that reforestation of 1 million acres sequesters roughly 40 million tons of carbon

in standing biomass over perhaps 50 j'ears, or roughly 0.8 million tons per million acres per

year. This amount, 0.8 million tons per year, can be compared to current U.S. emissions of

1,500 million metric tons per year. Planting about 19 million acres, then, would offset

about 1 percent of U.S. emissions, or 15 million tons of carbon per year during the growth
of these trees. The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment estimated potential

reductions in 2015 (estimated in 1990 and based on 1987 U.S. emissions) of 0.2 to 6.3

percent of U.S. carbon emissions (not including use as a fossil fuel offset). Economic

analysis of such possibilities is limited and requires further research.

On the geological and oceanic side, various estimates have been made of the sequestration

potential in depleted oil and gas wells, deep saline aquifers with and without structural

traps, and the ocean, as indicated above. Estimates of the global sequestration potential

run as high as 100-500 billion tons of carbon in depleted oil and gas reservoirs; 100-1000

billion tons in deep saline aquifers, and 1000 to 10,000 billion tons in the ocean; practical

potentials will be much less. This can be compared to global carbon emissions of roughly
5-6 billion tons per year and to U.S. carbon emissions of 1.4 billion tons per year. Without

further research into the practical carbon sequestration capacity of these biological,

geological, or oceanic processes; their structural integrity and/or lifetime for storage of the

carbon; the location of the potential sequestering reservoir (versus the location of the

carbon which one wants to sequester), and the costs of sequestration, the actual potential

and costs are speculative at this time.
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Hearing
on

The Roadfrom Kyoto—Part 2:

Kyoto and the Administration's Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Request

Thursday, February 12, 1998

Post-Hearing Questions

Submitted to

The Honorable Ernest J. Moniz

Under Secretary of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy

Post-Hearing Ouestions Submitted by Chairman Sensenbrenner

"Enhanced Energy R«&D Investments Provided for in DOE's FY 1999 Budget Request Will Indeed

Result in Lower Greenhouse Gas Emissions"

Ql. On page 1 of your testimony, you state that "The enhanced energy R&D investments

provided for in DOE's FY 1999 budget request will indeed result in lower greenhouse gas
emissions"

Please provide documentation of the lower greenhouse gas emissions that will result from

these "enhanced energy R&D investments provided for in DOE's FY 1999 budget request."

Al . Attached are pages 309-3 10 of the President's FY 1999 budget request for Intenor Appropriations.
These tables provide project energy, economic and environmental savings from the Office of

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Programs in Transportation, Industry and Buildmgs and

the Federal Energy Management Program.
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1997R&D 100 Awards

Q2. On page 1 of your testimony, you also state that "The success of this system over many years,

and its importance to American society in the future, is highlighted by the prestigious 1997

R&D 100 Awards, no fewer than 36 of which went to DOE supported work."

Q2.1 Please provide a listing and description of each of these 36 1997R&D 100 Awards.

A2. 1 Descnbed below are the Department's 36 1997 R&D 100 Awards:

1. Alloys for improved permanent magnets that could be used in more energy efficient

motors (Ames Laborator\', Idaho National Environmental Engineering Laboratory)

2. An electrophoresis DNA sequencer that decodes genetic information more than 20

times faster than current machines, making it cheaper and fester to do research (Ames

Laboratory)

3. A process to convert com into a cost-effective, environmentally friendly source of

chemicals that can be used to make industrial products includmg polymers, paints,

inks and clothing fibers (Argonne National Laboratory, National Renewable Energy

Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)

4. A mass spectrometer/analyzer that makes it possible to markedly improve materials'

properties and manufacturing processes in the semiconductor and electronic industries

(Argonne National Laboratory)

5. A significantly improved fluorescence detector for biological research that can

charactenze up to 50,000 photons per second (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

6. A device that will enable investigators to measure underground water movement more

accurately and deeper than ever before (Idaho National Environmental Engmeering

Laboratory)

7. A diagnostic method for in-field analysis of degrading concrete that can identify

problems in roads and bridges before extensive repairs become the only remediation

option (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

8. Improved software to model large oil and gas reservoirs that cannot be modeled with

present-day simulators and thus greatly enhance oil and gas recovery (Los Alamos

National Laboratory)

9. A fast and environmentally friendly dry-cleaning process that can replace existing

hazardous processes (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

10. A plasma source ion implantation process that makes metallic parts used in

automobiles, airplanes, machine tools and prosthetic devices more durable without

hazardous waste by-products (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
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11 A technique to identify genetic mutations by analyzing much larger DNA fragments

than present-day techniques (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

12 A high performance software storage system which has significantly more capacity

and speed than others (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory)

13. A new plasma source for materials synthesis that enables films to be deposited at

greatly increased ratss with minimal surface damage (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory)

14. A revolutionary laser cutting and machining tool that removes material atom by atom

and can precisely machine everything from steel to soft materials such as heart tissue

(Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory)

15. A new insulator that withstands voltages four times higher than conventional

insulators that will unprove x-ray machines and microwave generators (Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory)

16. A device which identifies optimal oil-well drilling sites to depths never achieved

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

17. An ultra-clean ion beam system with accuracy close to the size of a single atom that

can advance the production of computer chips (Lawrence Livennore National

Laboratory)

18. Software for computer simulation essential to the design of new micro-optic electronic

devices (Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory)

19. An interferometer which can measure surface shapes with a one hundred-fold

improvement over current methods (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

20. Software allowing improved optical modeling and design of solar cells (National

Renewable Energy Laboratory)

21. A commercial microwave heating system for research and manufacturing applications

which provides controlled, uniform temperatures not possible with conventional

heating and traditional microwave systems (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

22. A device for detecting occupants concealed in a vehicle or enclosed space to foil

smuggling and terrorist activity (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Y-12)

23. A carbon-free crucible for melting metal by induction heating which dramatically

reduces contamination (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Y-12)

24. A system to produce the radioisotope technetium-99m for medical use that is

environmentally cleaner, safer and half the cost of current techniques (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory)
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25. Epoxy resins that can be cured in seconds using electron beam radiation that can

replace existing thermally cured epoxies which require harmful chemical hardeners

and hours to process (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

26. A low cost, more effective sorbent for environmental sampling of organics in air (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory)

27. A technique to manufacture pore-free, cast aluminum components for automobiles

with properties close to those of forgings, at a third of the cost of forged parts (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory)

28. A device to monitor corrosion of refractory insulation in high-temperature fiimaces

during operation; this will improve productivity and minimize the downtime for

inspection (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)

29. A technology using microorganisms to help recycle waste automobile tires (Pacific

Northwest National Laboratory)

30. A system to mitigate the effects of factory-wide power disturbances on electric

equipment with the potential to save billions of dollars annually in production costs

(Sandia National Laboratory)

31. A more precise method of setting off explosives for seismic exploration which

provides better data from return echoes (Sandia National Laborator))

32. A software library of equation solvers for supercomputers which allows more efficient

solution of scientific computing problems (Sandia National Laboratory)

33. A method to control induction heating processes for automobile parts so that scrap

losses are eliminated (Sandia National Laboratory)

34. An optical probe to measure growth rates in thin film production of microelectronic

components which allows improved manufacturing efficiency (Sandia National

Laboratory)

35. A handheld biological microcavity laser device which analyzes blood samples in

minutes, without the time and cost of shipping to a lab for analysis (Sandia National

Laboratory)

36. A new transistor device which avoids loss of data when computers experience an

unexpected power outage (Sandia National Laboratory)

Q2.2 How many applications did DOE-supported work submit for the 1997 R&D 100

Awards!

PJlI R&D Magazine estimates that 120-140 applications were submitted for DOE-supported

work in the 1997 award cycle.
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Q2.3 Please describe the process of applying for the /?<&/) 100 Awards.

A2.3 R&D Magazine has established a formal process for the annual competition. An entry

form is posted on the magazine's web site. Applications are due this year on March 24,

1998. The applicant, following the entry form format, describes the new technical product

or process.

Q2.4 Please provide documentation of the funds expended for all DOE-supported work

applying for the 1997R&D 100 Awards.

A2.4 There is a $150 00 entry fee for each application submitted The magazine, based on

experience, estimates that it takes 20-40 hours of effort by each applicant to put the

requested information together.

U.S. Energy Expenditures

Q3. On page 2 of your testimony, you state that "United States expenditures for energy now top

$500 billion annually, accounting for over 7.5 percent of our gross domestic product (GDP).
The annual electricity bill for American consumers is roughly $200 billion and the cost of

energy for U.S. manufacturing industries alone stands at $100 billion per year."

Please document these statements.

A3. The above statistics are from two Energy Information Administration publications: the Annual

Energy Review 1996 (AER96) and the State Energy Price and Expenditure Report 1994

(SEPER94).

The number $500 billion came from Table 3.4 of AER96. TTie number 7.5 percent was calculated

using statistics from Table 3.4 and Table Dl of AER96. The number $200 billion came from

Table 3.4 of AER96 The number $100 billion came from Table 8 of SEPER94.

U.S. Energy Use Per Dollar of GNP

Q4. On page 2 of your testimony, you also state that "The United States decreased its energy use

per dollar of GDP by 30 percent between 1975 and 1986, in essence representing an annual

energy savings today of over $170 billion. Despite this track record, the energy intensity of

the U.S. economy is SO percent higher than that of other industrialized nations and the

potential for increased energy efllciencies in the U.S. economy remains considerable."

Please document these statements.

A4. The above statistics are derived from the Annual Energy Review 1996 (AER96) and International

Energy Annual 1996 (IEA96).

The number 30 percent was calculated from the energy to GDP ratio (E/GDP) reported in Table

1.6ofAER96.
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The number $170 billion is calculated based on statistics from Table 1.6, Table 3.3, and Table Dl
ofAER96.

1986 GDP * 1975 (E/GDP) = estimated 1986 energy consumption without eflficiency

improvement (1986 E„oei.)

Annual savings
=

(1986Ewoci -1986 E actual)
*
(1986 Average energy price)

*
(implicit price

deflator)

The number 50 percent is derived from Table B2 and Table El of TEA 96. Table B2 reports

World Gross Domestic Product at Market Exchange Rates Table El reports World Primary

Energy Consumption Energy intensity (E/GDP) is calculated for major industriaHzed countries

and then compared with the US energy intensity For the U.S., the E/GDP ratio in 1996 is 16.67

(in 1987$), which is more than 50 percent higher than the average for the major industrialized

countries of 9.57 (in 1987$).

Global Market for Energy Supply Equipment

Q5. On page 2 of your testimony, you also state that "The global market for energy supply

equipment is about $300 billion annually.''

Please document this statement.

A5. The $300 billion annually is a round (ballpark) number constructed from information contained in

several sources. If anything, the $300 billion annually could be conservative since it doesn't

include ships (tankers, bulk coal carriers), refineries, local distribution networks for natural gas
and electricity, non-grid connected renewable energy supplies, and nuclear fuel cycle costs

(including waste management costs). The principal sources used to construct this number include:

• National Energy Strategy, Technical Annex 5,
"
Analysis of Options to Increase Exports of

U.S. Energy Technology". U.S. Department of Energy, 1991/92

• Sustainable Energy Strategy . National Energy Policy Plan, U.S. Department of Energy,

July 1995.

• The Global Power Market: Trends and Projections. 1994-2010 . Solomon Brothers

Research Report, August 24, 1994.

• World Energy Outlook. International Energy Agency, Paris, France, 1995 and 1996

editions.

• Financing Worldwide Electric Power: Can Capital Markets do the Job ? Resource

Dynamics Corporation Report to the US. Department of Energy, April, 1996.
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Projections for Globa] Energy Use and Implications for Global Carbon Emissions

Q6. Finally, on page 2 of your testimony, you state that "The world will likely double its energy

use by 2030 and quadruple its use by the end of the next century. Oil demand is projected to

grow by about two percent annually over the next 20 years. Total world energy consumption
is projected to reach 560 quadrillion Btu in 2015, an increase of 200 quadrillion Btu over

1995 totals."

What are the implications of these global energy use projections for global carbon emissions?

A6. According to the projection reported in Table A9 of the International Energy Outlook 1997

(IE097), world total carbon emissions are projected to reach 9704 million metric tons in 2015, an

increase of about 3463 million metric tons over 1995 level.

Longer term carbon emissions depend on prices of fuels and technical progress in energy

consuming technologies. Given the demand for total energy, a mix with low carbon fuels will have

lower carbon emission than otherwise.

Projection of DOE's Current Oil and Gas Program to Stimulate Additional Liquids Projection

Q7. On page 2 of your testimony, you state that "The Department's current oil and gas program
is projected to stimulate about 1,000,000 barrels per day of additional liquids production by

2010."

Please document this statement.

A7. The estimated 1,000,000 barrels per day of additional liquids results from activities being pursued

and planned under two distinct efforts, the Oil Program and the Gas-to-Liquids Program. The Oil

Program activities are estimated to contribute 800,000 barrels of oil per day and the

Gas-to-Liquids Program is estimated to contribute 200,000 barrels of liquids per day in 2010.

These estimates were developed by the Fossil Energy Oil and Gas Analysis Team. The work of

this team focuses on developing, evaluating, and improving the analytical capabilities of the

Department in order to assess the benefits of the its investment in oil and gas research and

development activities. One measure of the program's effectiveness is the impact on future

domestic oil and gas production.

Analysis of the Oil Program activities, such as advanced imaging, drilling, production and

environmental activities, were conducted primarily using the Total Oil Recovery Information

System model (TORIS), the Change, Resource, Impact, Probability System (CRIP), and the Crude

Oil Policy Model (COPM) Usmg TORIS, CRIP and COPM, two scenanos were developed: one

that included the DOE Oil Program and one without the DOE Oil Program The resulting

domestic oil production from each scenario was compared and showed that the DOE Oil Program

would stimulate the production of an additional 800,000 barrels of oil per day.
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The Gas-to-Liquids (GTL) Program activities were analyzed using the analysis and information

contained in the DOE sponsored study entitled, "Economics of Alaska North Slope Gas Utilization

Options,"dated August 1996, and conducted by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. We
expect North Slope gas from Prudhoe Bay, Point Thompson and/or other reservoirs to be available

to the market in the 2005-7 time frame. Our program would provide a technology option to

convert this gas to liquids in GTL plants of economic scale near the Trans Alaska Pipeline System
intake at Prudhoe Bay by 2010. The aggregate production volume is estimated to be 200,000

barrels per day of distillate and other hydrocarbon liquids.

Revolutionary Ceramic Membrane

Q8. On page 5 of your testimony, you state that "Last year, DOE initiated a cost-shared, joint

government-industry collaboration to produce a revolutionary ceramic membrane that might

significantly lower the cost of chemically converting natural gas into a middle distillate liquid.

Such a breakthrough in the current limitations that transportation places on natural gas could

add a billion barrels or more of vital liquids to our energy supply."

Q8.1 Please elaborate on this government-industry collaboration.

A8.1 In May 1997, the Department of Energy (DOE) selected an industry/DOE National

Laboratory team headed by Air Products and Chemicals Inc. (APCI) to develop a novel

ceramic membrane, one that would allow oxygen ions to pass from air on one side to the

other where the ions would react with natural gas (methane) to form a "syngas" composed
of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This syngas, after adjustments to secure a precise ratio

of the two compounds, can be subsequently converted to a variety of liquid transportation

fuels and petrochemicals. The reference to "revolutionary" pertains to the separation of

oxygen and the partial oxidation of the methane accomplished in one single step. Current

state-of-the-art conversion technology calls for a separate oxygen making plant and a

separate syngas reactor. The elimination of the oxygen plant requirements and the

single-step membrane reactor could save upwards of 25% or more of presently projected

conversion costs. TTie key to this will be the unique composition of the ceramic membrane,
how well it passes oxygen, and how well it (together with its connections to piping)

handles stresses brought about by operation in the 900-1,000 degree C temperature range.

In September 1997, an $85 million, provisional cooperative agreement was awarded to

APCI for an eight-year effort to be done in three phases. Cost-sharing will be

approximately 35% DOE and 65% APCI. In addition, if this membrane is successful and

commercialized, APCI will reimburse DOE for its outlay by dedicating a portion of its

proceeds of membrane-derived sales to repay to the Federal government the $30 million

DOE contract share.
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Q8.2 Please document the statement that "Such a breakthrough in the current limitations

that transportation places on natural gas could add a billion barrels or more of vital

liquids to our energy supply."

8.2 An economic analysis prepared by DOE's Idaho National Engineering (and Environment)

Laboratory (INEL) projected that two of Alaska's major reservoirs on its North Slope,

Prudhoe Bay and Point Thompson, could have approximately 25 trillion cubic feet of

natural gas available for gas-to-liquids conversion in the future. Because of the remote

location of the North Slope from gas markets, the gas is currently without a market, and

even to convert to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) for ocean transport to Asia (as proposed)

would require construction of an 800-mile gas pipeline to an LNG plant and shipping

point. The analysis indicated that gas could be converted to hydrocarbon liquids at the

North Slope, which then could be shipped 800 miles through the Trans Alaska Pipeline

System (TAPS) with the North Slope's remaining crude oil production. Utilization of this

technology, if successful, could add a billion barrels or more of liquids to our energy

supply.

FY 1999 Budget Request for Building Technologies

Q9. On page 6 of your testimony, you state that "The FY 1999 budget request for building

technologies of $317 million will result in substantial R&D progress on a wide range of

technologies including high-efTiciency heat pumps, advanced lighting, fuel cells, insulation

materials and intelligent control systems."

Please provide a breakdown of how much of the $317 million request is for research, how
much is for development, and how much is for commercialization.

A9. The $317 million request for Building Technology, State and Community programs includes a

request of $198 million for state and local partnership grants including $5 million for competitive

energy partnerships and $23 million for non-R«feD codes and standards and management. The FY
1999 budget request directs $37.0 million for applied research, $34 million for development and

$3 1 million for technology access excluding formula grants. Included are several pre-commercial

deployment activities including Rebuild America, community partnerships and Energy Star

labelling. The Buildings program has not requested any funds for basic research.

The research proposals include component research for Ughting, envelope research that includes

insulation and windows, space conditioning and cogeneration that includes heat pumps, desiccants

and chillers, and fuels cells. It also includes $8 million in a competitive research solicitation that

affords us the opportunity to focus on proposals resulting from the technology road maps.

Development funds are spread across most of the programs that are developing prototypes and new

processes to meet specific requirements such as Building America, design tools and industrialized

housing.

Technology access supports technical assistance, training and deployment activities such as

Rebuild America and the Energy Star programs.
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FY 1999 Budget Request for Industrial Technologies

QIO. On page 6 of your testimony, you also state that "The FY 1999 budget request for industrial

technologies of S167 million will result in substantial R&D progress on a wide range of

industrial technologies in areas such as aluminum production, waste reduction, combustion

efficiency, biomass feedstock use, glass smelting and industrial cogeneration."

Please provide a breakdown of how much of the $167 million request is for research, how
much is for development, and how much is for commercialia^tion.

AlO. Of the FY 1999 request, approximately $27 million will be spent on applied research, and

approximately $130 million will be spent on development; the balance of $9 million is program
direction. As you may know, there are differing definitions of research, development, and

commercialization We do, in the course of development, support training, pilot demonstrations,

and related activities to help ensure that technologies under development will become

commercialized. We believe, however, that commercialization itself consists of financial subsidies

to encourage entry into the marketplace, and none of the requested fimding is for such

commercialization activities

FY 1999 Budget Request for Transportation Technologies

Qll. On page 6 of your testimony, you also state that "The FY 1999 budget request for

transportation technologies of $293 million will result in substantial R&D progress not only

for the PNGV auto; it also will focus increased effort on developing technologies that

substantially improve the efficiency of light trucks and sport utility vehicles, the fastest

growing transportation segment. It will allow for significant progress toward improving

heavy truck fiiel economy from 6-7 mpg now to 10 mpg."

Qll.l Please provide a breakdown of how much of the $293 million request is for research,

how much is for development, and how much is for commercialization.

QUI Of the $293 million requested for transportation technologies, it is estimated that $76

million will be used for research, $192 million will support development activities, $16

million will be directed toward technology demonstrations, and $9 million will be used for

program management.
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Q11.2 Please provide a detailed breakdown of the FY 1997 actual, the FY 1998 estimated,

and the FY 1999 budget request for PNGV.

Q11.2 The following table shows funding that supports work directly relevant to PNGV and

coordinated with PNGV technical teams:
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FY 1999 Budget Request for Transportation Technoloeies

Q12. On page 6 of your testimony, you also state that '*The FY 1999 budget request for

transportation technologies of $293 million will result in substantial R&D progress not only

for the PNGV auto; it also will focus increased effort on developing technologies that

substantially improve the efficiency of light trucks and sport utility vehicles, the fastest

growing transportation segment. It will allow for significant progress toward improving

heavy truck fuel economy from 6-7 mpg now to 10 mpg."

Q12.1 Please provide a breakdown of how much of the $293 million request is for research,

how much is for development, and how much is for commercialization.

Q12.2 Please provide a detailed breakdown of the FY 1997 actual, the FY 1998 estimated,

and the FY 1999 budget request for PNGV.

FY 1999 Budget Request for Renewable Energy Technologies

Q13. On page 8 of your testimony, you state that "The FY 1999 budget request for renewable

energy technologies of $342 million (excluding transportation biofuels) will result in

substantial R&D progress that will make several technologies competitive in the marketplace
in the very near term."

Please provide a breakdown of how much of the $342 million request is for research, how
much is for development, and how much is for commercialization.

A13. DOE would not provide an answer to this question in spite of repeated requests.

Q14. On page 6 of your testimony, you state that "The FY 1999 budget request for building

technologies of $317 million will result in substantial R&D progress on a wide range of

technologies including high-efficiency heat pumps, advanced lighting, fiiel cells, insulation

materials and intelligent control systems."

Please provide a breakdown of how much of the $317 million request is for research, how
much is for development, and how much is for commercialization.

A14. For answer see the response provided for question 9 (Duplicate question)

Appropriate Government Role

QIS. On page 12 of your testimony, you state that DOE's "overall technology strategy involves

extensive work with private sector partners to assure that our programs are relevant, the

government role is appropriate and that a payoff is in sight." How do you define the term

"appropriate government role"?
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Consistency with the PCAST Recommendations

Q16. On page 13 of your testimony, you state that "Our FY 1999 budget request is broadly

consistent with the PCAST recommendations, both in overall resources and R&D priorities."

What the inconsistencies between your FY 1999 budget request and the PCAST
recommendations?

A16. The thrust of the FY 1999 budget request for energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies

is consistent with the PCAT recommendations. That is, the request reflects increased funding in

those areas recommended by the panel. The major inconsistency is that the funding levels m the

request are lower than those in the PCAST report
—due to the Administration's goal of presenting

a responsible budget in a fiscally constrained environment. However, within that environment, the

Department has increased the fiinding request for programs and technologies that the PCAT

regards as most critical.

DOE R&D Council

Q17. On page 13 of your testimony, you also discuss the DOE R&D Council and state that "The

Council, which I now chair, has a new charter, to more fully integrate and manage the

Department's R&D both within and across program areas."

Q17.1 What is the R&D Council's new charter and how does it differ from the previous

charter?

A17.1 The charter for the DOE R&D Council is attached [NOTE: DOE would not provide

this charter in spite of repeated requests.] It differs in two important ways from the

previous charter. First, the Council is much more focused on the leadership of the

department. The chairmanship has been elevated to the Under Secretary, and the active

involvement of program secretarial officers (PSOs) with substantial R&D budgets is now

the norm.

The second important difference is the establishment of three working groups The

National Security R&D, Environmental Quality R&D, and Energy R&D Working Groups

are organized to integrate and leverage the science and technology capabilities of the

Department within and across business lines. The working groups are also chaired by the

Under secretary, and include the relevant PSOs

These two changes allow the R&D Council, and the Department, to do a much better job

of integrating R&D efforts across program areas. The Council will provide a systematic

basis for improving the linkage between basic and applied research, evaluating the

aUgnment of R&D programs with department and national missions in the preparation of

budgets, and advising and fi^aming issues for the Secretary and Deputy Secretary.

The Council meets qu<uterly, and each working group meets monthly.
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Q17.2 Please provide a list of the members of the DOE R&D Council, a listing of the DOE
R&D Council's Working Groups and members of those Working Groups.

A17.2 Membership. The members of the R&D Council are the following Program Secretarial

Officers: Energy research (ER), Defense Programs (DP), Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy (EE), Environmental Management (EM), Fossil Energy (FE), Fissile

Materials Disposition (MD), Nuclear Energy Science and Technology (NE),

Nonproliferation and National Security (NN), and Civilian Radioactive Waste

management (RW).

The working groups and their memberships are as follows:

National Security R&D: DP NN, MD, NE, ER
EnvironmenUl Quahty R&D: EM, RW, ER

Energy R&D: EE, FE, NE, ER

Competing the M&O Contract for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Q18. On page 14 of your testimony, you note that DOE is in the process of competing the M&O
contract for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Colorado.

What is schedule for competing and awarding the M&O Contract for the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory?

A18. A competitive procurement was recently completed Midwest Research Institute was selected as

the contractor and award of the successor Performance-Based Management Contract occurred on

November 9, 1998.

Updating the Way DOE Selects R&D Performers

Q19. On page 14 of your testimony, you state that "We will be intensifying our evaluation of how
we award grants and contracts, including technology transfer and partnership agreements,
to ensure they are made on the basis of sound scientific review and economic judgment. We
need to constantly evaluate the appropriateness of these agreements on a case-by-case basis

and make policy and process adjustments when necessary."

Please describe the process(es) you will be using to intensify your evaluation of how you
award grants and contracts, including technology transfer and partnership agreements, and

how this differs from your current process(es).

A 19. The Under Secretary', under the auspices of the R&D Council, is undertaking a review of the

procedures used by each program to award grants and contracts. This review will, in particular,

consider the important role of peer review, and the adequacy of competition in the making of

awards. The review will be used to identify any weaknesses or inconsistencies in the procedures
used by each of the programs. The Under Secretary will work with the management of each

program to assist them, if needed, in strengthening their procedures.
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The Under Secretary, again under the auspices of the R&D Council, has initiated a review of

DOE's policies on and implementation of partnerships. This review will also include the active

participation of the Laboratory Directors.

Science and Technology "Roadmaps"

Q20. On pages 14 and 15 of your testimony, you discuss science and technology "roadmaps".

Please describe the process(es) you will using to develop these science and technology

"roadmaps".

A20. Technology roadmaps address specific scientific and technical problems by defining goals,

engaging in a consensus building process with R&D performers and stakeholders, and developing

R&D plans most likely to achieve success. They will be used to establish clear Imkages between

DOE missions, the programs designed to accomplish those missions, the technologies and

knowledge required to make those programs successfijl, and the specific R&D programs or tasks

required to produce those technologies. The roadmaps will be developed along and across the

Department's business lines under the guidance of the R&D Council and its Working Groups.

Technology roadmaps will serve as a primary tool with which to "strategically manage" the

crosscutting R&D needs and capabilities of the Department

There are three types of roadmaps that will support the program development and resource

allocation process: R&D Program Plans, Strategic Mission Roadmaps, and Enabling Technology

Roadmaps.

An R&D Program Plan is a "roadmap" that will be prepared annually by each program. TTiese

plans will articulate a set of goals and objectives that support the larger missions and goals of the

Department, as agreed to by the Under Secretary and the R&D Council Each R&D Program Plan

will show the connection between ~
provide a roadmap for ~ the program area's mission, the

programs established to accomplish that mission, the science and technology barriers to

accomplishing the programs, and the R&D projects and tasks required to overcome those barriers.

Each will also identify the key performers among the national laboratories, academia, and industry.

Each R&D Program Plan will show how the program area intends to contribute to and benefit from

Strategic Mission Roadmaps and Enabling Technology Roadmaps.

A Strategic Mission Roadmap is prepared annually for each of the critical R&D missions that

comprise DOE's highest level corporate commitments Two examples are Clean Power and

Genomics. The accomplishment of these missions represent important goals for the Department

and the country. The end result is thus important in its own right, not simply as a tool for

accomplishing other R&D objectives.

Enabling Technology Roadmaps provide integrated plans for the development of technologies that

are necessary for the accomplishment of some larger DOE mission—they "enable" the

accomplishment of some larger goal(s). Examples include robotics, strategic simulation, materials,

and major science facilities. Enabling technologies are often required by more than one program
area These roadmaps will describe the technical goals and milestones to be met and the areas of

strength in the DOE R&D enterprise of laboratories and other performers which will be employed.
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FY 1999 Budget Request for the Million Solar Roofs Initiative

Q21. The President's tax credit proposal includes S160 million over five years for rooftop solar

equipment. Rooftop solar water heating systems have been around for many years and

rooftop photovoltaic systems are already in the market. Given the fact that these systems are

both available and will have a tax credit, why is DOE proposing what appears to be at least

SIO million in the Solar Energy R&D budget for the Initiative? Why is this a wise use of

scarce R&D funds?

A21. The DOE FY 99 budget request includes $6.4 million in the Photovoltaic Program for the Million

Solar Roofs Initiative. While certain solar technologies are available commercially, they are not

familiar products and their performance characteristics and benefits are not generally recognized.

Solar panels are not a common part of equipment installed by builders of residences and

commercial establishments. Available solar handbooks are not generally found in technical

libraries of individuals and firms that design homes and buildings. Bankers, mortgage firms, and

others involved in financing of residences have little or no experience with solar "extras" that may
be part of a mortgage package. The "secondary" mortgage market of FHA, Fannie Mae, and

Freddie Mac are similarly inexperienced. Most electric utilities, who would be directly involved

when privately owned PV arrays deliver excess electricity back into the grid, have not established

procedures for intertie equipment performance or safety, or for net billing. Despite commercial

solar equipment offerings, solar building integration will not experience significant growth until

solar technologies become mainstream topics for key players in the design, construction, and

financmg of residences and buildings and for managers of electric utilities

The Million Solar Roofs Initiative is designed to address these shortcomings Steps are planned to

fill the information and knowledge gaps of key participants Alliances will be made with local

governments and other entities who can reach and influence potential buyers and appropriate

infi-astructure players. Cooperative efforts with utilities will be established to facilitate

interconnection of electricity producing solar equipment.

These actions will build the bridges and open the doors to allow the commercial offerings, the

technical advances in coming years, and available financial incentives to come into play.

FY 1999 Budget Request for Fundamental Solar Photovoltaic Research

Q22. The PCAST report on page 6-17, notes that "The weakest part of the DOE PV program is

fundamental materials science research.. . . The long-term outlook for PV would be enhanced

if there were broader materials basis for the technology." However, DOE's FY 1999 request

for photovoltaic fundamental research is only Sll million, a 0% increase over the current

level. Why is that?

A22. With respect to photovoltaics R&D, we are trying to keep a balanced program of fimdamental

research, applied research and technology development, and pre-commercial demonstration with

limited funding. In particular, we must balance our core fimdamental research program with more

applied research, such as our on-going thin-fibn R&D which is expected to lead to a new

generation of cell technologies for the mid-terra Currently, we are intensively investigating the

newer thin-fibn photovoltaic materials, such as amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride, and copper
indium diselenide alloys, which will provide the next generation of high-performance lower cost

photovoltaic modules. This work is exemplified by our increasingly successfiil Thin-Fihn
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Partnership, which has been responsible for achieving several world-record thin-film efficiencies as

well as an advanced understanding of fiuidamental device mechanisms TTie attractiveness of these

and similar opportunities provides strong motivation to increase applied research investment where

possible. Such increases are balanced by support in fiuidamental research provided by the Office

of Energy Research for several material research projects at NREL. When funding for

fundamental research and thin-fihn materials research are considered together, approximately 50%
of PV program research funding is used for next generation matenals that will replace today's

crystal silicon technology.

FY 1999 Budget Request for PV Manufacturing

Q23. The U.S. PV market is booming and a recent Energy Daily article raised the possibility of

silicon shortages if demand continued to increase. In spite of this, DOE is proposing a 49

percent increase for manufacturing R&D that appears to be a subsidy for an already

prosperous business. Why is this an appropriate expenditure of taxpayers' funds?

A23. We believe that no one in the photovoltaic energy supply business would describe the current

environment as a PV energy market "boom." While sales of products have increased, penetration

into U.S. electncity supply markets has been slow. Because the industry is embryonic. Federal

R&D plays a critical role in positioning PV technology to make meaningful contributions to the

energy needs of the nation. Despite recent growth, the PV industry is minuscule compared to other

energy industries and has low or non-existent profit margins. There continue to be substantial

barriers to greater use of PV in bulk electricity production, the most significant of which is high

capital cost. Because manufacturing processes are the most significant contributor to PV cost, the

PV Materials program address a critical technology weakness. Without Federal R&D support for

processing technology, development would slow dramatically and a portion of the pnvate

investment likely would also be withdrawn. Furthermore, the PV Matenals program provides an

efficient mechanism to promote greater industry independence by fostering a more rapid cycle of

scaling up production, driving down costs, achieving increased sales, making possible fiirther

increases in production volumes and still lower costs.

The PV Materials program (PVMaT) has been very successful at meeting its goals. The average

module manufacturing cost from 1992 to 1997 has been reduced by ahnost 50%. Industry

repeatedly assigns highest priority to the PVMaT project, praises its many accomplishments, and

provides substantial support through an average 42% cost sharing.

There is no shortage of silicon per se. Comments about silicon shortages refer to single crystal

silicon wafers, the traditional mainstay of electronic semiconductor integrated circuits and used m
many photovoltaic panels today. Newer types of PV modules, such as thin film designs, do not

rely on single crystal wafers.

One of the benefits of PVMaT is that the initiative actually leads to a reduction of single crystal

feedstock required to produce a megawatt of product. For example, one industry participant has

increased the ratio of finished product to silicon feedstock by over 100% under PVMaT. By

utilizing ultra thin wire saw technology developed under their PVMaT contract, the firm has

doubled the number of wafers they can produce from a ton of silicon feedstock. Others have also

reported similar reductions in feedstock utilization under their PVMaT contracts. More to the

point, however, a major portion of the PV R&D effort is directed toward improving the

performance of low cost thin fibn technologies which do not require semiconductor grcide sihcon as
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feedstock and use a much smaller amount of raw silicon material than today's crystalline silicon

technology.

FY 1999 Budget Request for Biomass

Q24. DOE*s budget request includes increases of $20 million to building a facility for burning
biomass and S9.3 million for cofiring coal and biomass. Burning biomass is not exactly a new

technology. Why is DOE proposing to spend such large sums on this?

A24. Conventional biomass conversion technologies are largely limited to the forest products industry

where the fiiei is free In other markets, both the feedstock and conversion costs are currently

higher than conventional power generation technologies. DOE's objective is to bring down these

costs through cost sharing with industry the development of efficient conversion technology for

large scale power production and the establishment of sustainable biomass energy supplies via

dedicated energy crops. Successful integration of energy crops for sustainable power production
not only cuts the cost of biomass power generation, but can have direct positive impacts on form

income and rural communities, with additional benefits of watershed protection and soil

stabilization.

Two of the major pathways to efficient use of biomass resources involve gasification of biomass to

fuel advanced combined cycle plants and use of biomass as cofire fuel in modem pulverized coal

boilers.

Gasification combined-cycle technology is at the commercial-scale, proof-of-concept stage of

development, and is being demonstrated through projects like the Minnesota Valley Alfalfe

Producers (MnVAP) project, which is highly cost-shared (75% outside funding/25% DOE
funding).

The MnVAP project is one of three industry cost shared projects that comprise the Biomass for

Rural Development Project. It will utilize air-blown, fluidized-bed gasification technology to

convert alfaUa stems into a hot, clean, low heating value gas. The biomass s>'nthesis gas will be

used in a gas turbine in the same manner that natural gas is used. Electricity will be generated

using a high efficiency combined cycle (gas turbine and steam turbine) power generation system.

Using high efficiency power cycles reduces the cost of producing electricity This technology has

proven effective at bench scales and a number of smaller demonstrations, but it represents a

significant technical and financial risk at commercial scales. The other two projects, the Chariton

Valley and Salix Consortium projects, will develop the use of switchgrass and willow energy crops

respectively, in cofiring jipplications in large power company boilers. Again, establishing

sustainable, low-costs, biomass energy supplies are the keys to the success of these projects.

Cofiring in high efficiency pulverized coal boilers is being evaluated by a few pioneering power
companies in cooperation with the Department of Energy. DOE is seeking to support novel

approaches to cofiring that will reduce the technical risk of using biomass in large power
generation boilers and will enhance the environmental benefits of cofiring. Owners of coal fired

generators view cofiring as a means to extend the life of coal fired facilities in the Midwest and

Northeast while improving the environmental profile of coal generation.

Firing biomass in large power generation boilers to gain the efficiency advantage of modem
pulverized coal boilers represents a significant technical risk. Using biomass in pulverized coal
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boilers at high co-firing percentages (up to 20%) requires completely separate fuel processing

systems. These include handling and sizing the material for introduction into the boiler, and

combustion controls may have to be modified to handle variations in fiiel parameters. Moreover,

there is evidence that biomass feedstock can be used as a "rebum fiiel" to reduce NOx emissions.

("Rebuming" entails the insertion of a secondary combustion feedstock into the combustion

chamber, following a conventional combustion process, and using this additional fijel to more

completely bum the hot gasses released in the initial combustion.) The initiative will cost share

efforts to reduce the technical risk of biomass co-firing in the large scale boilers with significant

system improvements. This effort is becoming increasingly important as the new National

Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are implemented.

Q25. DOE proposes a S5.3 million increase to continue designing and constructing ethanol

facilities, and subsidizing private companies at the 50% level. How can this be justified as a

credible expenditure of R&D funds?

A25. The Department's requested increase of $5 3 million is to develop additional cost-shared

partnerships for design and construction of cellulosic waste-to-ethanol fecilities. The Department's

role in these partnerships is to provide research, technical, and engineering assistance that will

reduce the risks of first-of-a-kind pilot technology demonstrations in industry-owned, privately

financed facilities. We also recognize that evidence of DOE interest could be instrumental in

helping these partners obtain private financing. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires a

minimum of 50% cost share for demonstration projects, but the Department anticipates that our

partners of these facilities will provide higher cost-share percentages For example, DOE's current

partnership with BC International for a sugarcane bagasse-to-ethanol demonstration fecility in

Louisiana had a DOE cost share of $2,000,000 and a BC International share of $6,200,000 (76%)
in FY 1997; in FY 1998, the DOE share is $4,000,000 and the BC International share is

$27,600,000 (87%).

FY 1999 Budget Request for Wind

Q26. The U.S. wind business is doing well, yet DOE is proposing to hand out $4.0 million to

commercial suppliers of grid electricity. Why?

A26. The U.S. wind industry is not doing well. The industry feces intense competition from foreign

companies in nations whose governments offer manufacturers tied aid and other market support not

generally available to US firms This competition takes place both in the US marketplace and

abroad. In 1997, only about 20 MW of United States wind technology was installed world-wide

out of a total of 1500 MW new installations. Several hundred megawatts of U.S. wind turbines are

expected to be installed in 1998-2000, but that is only a small fiaction of the expected total world

market. Improved technology is needed for the U.S. wind industry to be competitive. DOE's Wind

Energy programs are designed to help industry achieve this goal.

The Department is not proposing to "hand out" $4.0 million to a commercial supplier of electricity.

The requested fimds would support testing at the National Wind Technology Center by laboratory

and industry researchers, resource assessment for mini-grid projects in developing countries,

control system testing and performance monitoring for wind/hybrid projects in the United States,

and certain off-grid wind activities of the Departments of Agriculture and Defense.
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This activity is key to positioning wind as an important, cost-competitive U.S. clean energy option.

It is part of an overall effort to help the U.S. industry leapfrog its foreign competition in the

post-2000 time frame via the next-generation turbines currently under development. The program

strives to expand the capacity of domestic wind sites so that wind sites in the Midwest may become

productive.

FY 1999 Budget Request for Solar Market Promotion Activities

Q27. DOE is proposing increases of $14 million for "Solar Program Support," $8.8 million for

International Solar Energy," and $1.4 million for "Solar Technology Transfer." These

appear to be solely market promotion activities that have nothing to do with R&D. How can

these increases be justified?

A27. Of the $14 million for "Solar Program Support," $4 million is for electricity restructuring research

and outreach efforts to the states The nature of these research and outreach activities is to provide

state and Federal decision makers with information on the workings and potential impacts of

policy cuid market-based mechsmisms such as renewable portfolio standards, systems benefits

charges, and information disclosure provisions. These mechanisms have been only sparingly used

and Federal, state, and local policy officials need information about their costs and effectiveness

Research is needed to ensure that these mechanisms are designed and implemented properly and

that they produce the desired results. The Federal government can play an important national

clearinghouse function in fostering the exchange of information and lessons learned and in ensuring

that the maximum amount of leveraging of financial and technical resources is taking place among

the states and between the states and the Federal government.

Specific activities that would be undertaken include: 1) continuation of regional restructuring

networks to provide information to state policy officials and encourage regional interactions; 2)

operation of a website (and expansion of Internet delivery techniques) to disseminate relevant

research results and other items of interest to state and Federal policy officials; 3) provision of

technical assistance to the states in their implementation of systems benefits charges, information

disclosure provisions, and renewable portfolio standards to leverage resources and maximize

unpacts; 4) analysis of retail choice policies and determination of the effectiveness of green

marketing, information disclosure, and provision of energy services as mechanisms in delivering

energy and environmental benefits to consumers; and 5) assessment of the national impacts of

electricity restructuring on the development and deployment of renewable and energy efficiency

technologies and the conduct of collaborative energy R&D programs.

Also under Solar Program Support, $10 million is requested for a new, technology-neutral

Competitive Solicitation. This solicitation would seek the best ideas on how to effectively deploy

renewable technologies, whether singularly, in combination with other renewable technologies, or

in hybrid configurations with natural gas or energy storage systems The intent of this effort is to

build on the public's growing interest in clean energy sources that protect the envirotunent and

provide an expanded experience base for further use of renewables in a restructured power sector.

While renewable technologies can, in selected instances, be cost-competitive today on a life-cycle

basis, the emerging restructured utility environment often favors low first-cost options. Increased

in-service data is needed to support technology development programs and remote and off-grid

applications represent important targets of opportunity For example, we expect applications in

fanning areas, where wind, solar and biomass resources often coexist. We also anticipate that

there would be substantial applications on Native American tribal lands, where half the population
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still lacks access to electricity. Of the $10 million proposed for the initiative in FY 1999, up to $3

million will be dedicated to projects benefiting Native Americans.

The $8.8 million requested for International Solar Energy would mcrease flinding for Joint

Implementation activities and restore funding to two important export-promotion programs.

Committee on Renewable Energy Commerce and Trade (CORECT) and the Americas 2 1st

Century Program (A21). A21, a U.S. government/industry collaboration, has been instrumental in

identifying cost effective applications, for solar energy projects, opening world markets for U.S.

companies, and securing project financing. CORECT and A2 1 have been key to the development

of a substantial market for U.S. firms in more than 50 countries throughout Latin America and the

Caribbean, Asia and Africa. These programs have assisted U.S. industry tlirough collaboration on:

energy policy and regulatory reform to level the playmg field so that new and emerging

technologies have equal opportunity with traditional energy technologies; development of project

opportunities in energy and related sectors (e.g., agriculture, telecommunications, education

tourism); creating models for sustamable development and delivery of renewable energy and energy

eflBciency services; development of product/service distribution infi-astructures; and provision of

private sector solutions to global climate change challenges.

The World Bank has estimated that developing countries alone over the next four decades will

require 5 million megawatts of new electrical capacity to meet the needs of their citizens and their

expanding economies. To put this number into perspective, the world's total installed capacity

today is just under 3 million megawatts. Our global competitors, with significant governmental

support, are working aggressively to secure a greater share of that market as they seek to triple

their production capacity over the next three years. The U.S. solar mdustry must meet this

challenge if it is to remain competitive internationally and DOE's Solar International Programs

play a vital role in that effort. By assisting U.S. firms to enter these world markets and deploy

their technologies, DOE's Solar International Programs help to build an economically and

environmentally sound future both here at home and in countries around the world while

simultaneously providing much needed operating data for feedback to technology development

efforts..

The "Solar Technology Transfer program" is an information sharing effort that supports the

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Clearinghouse (EREC) EREC responds to pubhc inquiries

about energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies. This is part of the overall effort to

ensure that the public is well informed on the status of these technologies. EREC makes the results

of DOE RD&D accessible to homeowners, business owners, building managers, engineers, the

financial community, students, and others. EREC responded to over 110,000 requests for

information during FY97 and continues to have a high level of user satisfaction.. The $14 million

for Solar Technology Transfer allows us to meet growing public demand for clear, reliable

technical information on energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies.

FY 1999 Budeet Request for Nuclear

Q28. Please describe the new $24 million Nuclear Energy Research Initiative. Why is it needed?

A28 The Energy Research and Development Panel of the President's Committee of Advisors on Science

and Technology (PCAST), in its November 1997 report, detemuned that the establishment of

nuclear energy as a viable and expandable energy option was important and that a properly focused

R&D effort was needed to address the long-term barriers to the expanded use of nuclear energy.
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These barriers include proliferation of nuclear material, reactor Scifety, nuclear waste, and

economics of nuclear plants. The PCAST panel further recommended that the Department

reinvigorate its nuclear energy research and development activities to address these barriers with a

new research approach based on competitive selection of research proposals from universities,

national laboratories and industry'.

In response, the Department proposed the Nuclear Energy Research Initiative (NERI) to address

the key issues affecting nuclear energy and to preserve the nation's nuclear science and technology

capabihties and leadership. To achieve this long-range goal, the Department estabhshed the

following objectives for the program:

1. Support the development of advanced concepts and scientific breakthroughs in nuclear

fission and reactor technology that will further enhance nuclear energy as a safe,

environmentally sound, and cost effective global energy source;

2. Focus the university, national laboratory and industry R&D infrastructure on nuclear

energy issues and foster collaborative basic and mission-oriented research and

development;

3. Facilitate technology transfer from other research areas to the nuclear energy and science

challenges of the private sector; and

4. Encourage international cooperation in addressing nuclear technology issues.

NERI will support research in key areas such as; prohferation resistant reactors and fuel cycles;

new reactor designs with higher efficiencies, lower cost and improved safety; lower output reactors

for use where large reactors are not attractive; and new nuclear waste technologies.

NERI will feature a competitive, peer-review R&D selection process to fiind researcher-initiated

R&D proposals. This process will be similar to that used by the Department's Environmental

Management Science Program. The Department's Office of Energy Research, is advising the

Office of Nuclear Energy in developing this program.

Q29. Why have you proposed the $10 million Nuclear Energy Plant Optimization program in your
FY99 budget? Why is directly subsidizing existing nuclear plants an appropriate Federal

program, and in the best interest of the country?

A29. Nuclear power provides 20 percent of US. electricity without producing carbon dioxide or other

air pollution Since utihties are choosing to shutdown some of these nuclear power plants

prematurely while the national interest may be served by keeping them operating, the President's

Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) recommended that DOE work with its

laboratories and the utility industry to develop the specifics of a research and development program
to address the problems that may prevent continued operation of the current plants and to fund

such a program at $10 million per year, to be matched by industry. In response to this

recommendation, DOE proposed the Nuclear Energy Plant Optimization (NEPO) initiative in the

FY 1999 budget.

57-716 99 - 20
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FY 1999 Budget Request for the Climate Change Technology Initiative

Q30. Please provide a detailed breakdown (by appropriation account, program, project, activity)

of DOE's FY 1999 budget request for the Climate Change Technology Initiative. Please also

provide the actual FY 1997 and estimated FY 1998 funding for the items included in this

initiative.

A30. As requested, the attached funding table provides a detailed breakdwon for the Climate Change

Technology Initiative
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Post-Hearing Questions Submitted by the Honorable Mike Dovie fPA-18)

Carbon Sequestration

Ql. What is the total budget request for carbon sequestration research and development activities

at DOE for FY 1999? How does this compare to the funding DOE received for carbon

sequestration activities in FY 1997 and FY 1998?

The Department has requested $39 million in FY 1999 for carbon sequestration and cross-cutting
research:

— The Energy Research program is requesting $27 million in FY 1999 for carbon

management research focused in three areas: science for efficient technologies,
fundamental science underpinning advances in all low/no carbon energy sources; and

sequestration science. $9 million has been specifically identified for carbon sequestration
research and development activities in three program areas; $4 million for biological

capture research and $2 million for ocean sequestration research in the Biological and
Environmental Research program (BER); and $3 million for underground sequestration
research m die Basic Energy Sciences (BES) program. There was no funding in the

Energy Research Program budget in either FY 1997 or FY 1998 specifically identified for

carbon sequestration, however the carbon sequestration research proposed in the FY 1999

budget builds upon specific precursor Basic research diat was funded m both die FY 1997
and FY 1998 budget.

— The Fossil Energy program is requesting $12 million in FY 1999 for carbon sequestration

technologies research. The Fossil Energy program received $1.0 million m FY 1997 and
$1.5 million in FY 1998 for carbon sequestration research activities
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Q2. Please provide a list of:

Q2.1 All projects that DOE is pursuing that are characterized as carbon sequestration
activities with a comparison of the FY 1998 and proposed FY 1999 funding level for

each project

Project $ in thousands

FY 1998 FY 1999

1 . Research to investigate the biological 4,000

capture of atmospheric COj by plants

and to determine how quantities might
be augmented. (BER)

2. Research to investigate the biological 2,000

capture of ocean CO2 sequestration

and how these processes might be

augmented. (BER)

3. Research in geophysics and 3,000

geomechanics to assist in evaluating

the potential for CO2 sequestration in

subsurface geological formations

The carbon sequestration projects ongoing and planned for Fossil Energy are:

Project $ in thousands

FY 1998 FY 1999

1. Collaborative research and 279 1,890

development of advanced technologies .

for greenhouse gas separation, capture,

storage and reuse, including field

testing Type I Sequestration

2. Collaborative research and technology 400 2,500

development to integrate fossil fuel

production and use with natural sinks

enhancement (includes activities with

International Energy Agency
Greenhouse Gas R&D Program,
Electric Power Research Institute, and

other industry groups). Type II

Sequestration
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3. Novel "path breaking" concepts for 900 7,500

reducing greenhouse gas emissions (FY
1998 solicitations) and exploratory and

collaborative research on advanced

concepts. Type III Sequestration

Q2.2 A description of which of these projects pertain to coal utilization including a

description of the nature of this relationship, if any, for each project.

Project Relation to Coal

1 Collaborative research with industry and lEA/GHG emphasizes advanced

technology for separation, capture, and reuse of CO2 from all coal-fired

technologies, and on evaluating potential storage options that are applicable

for storage of CO2 from all coal-fired technologies.

2 The collaborative research and collaborations with the electric utility industry,

and the lEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme (lEA/GHG), and other

industry groups emphasizes measures to reduce or offset emissions from both

existing and new coal-fired plants.

3 The competitive solicitation awards to be made in FY 1998, and subsequent

years, and the other activities emphasize revolutionary approaches for

reductions from coal using facilities and technologies.

Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program

Q3. Page 129 of the FY 1999 DOE Budget Highlights, which describes expenditures for the Clean

Coal Technology Demonstration Program (CCTD), cites "reducing COj emissions" as a goal

of this program.

Q3.1 Has this always been the case, or is this a new mission of the CCTD program?

A3.1. This is not a new mission of the CCTD program. All five solicitations (Program

Opportunity Notices [PON]) issued for the CCTD program have requested proposals that

included the requirement to demonstrate novel technologies that utilize coal in an

environmentally responsible manner. The need to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases,

including CO2 emissions, was specifically included in technical evaluation criteria

specified in tiie third solicitation (PON NUMBER DE-PS01-89FE61825) issued May 1,

1989, and in the fourth solicitation (PON NUMBER DE-PS01-91FE62271) issued

January 17, 1991. These technical evaluation criteria were considered by the Department
in the comprehensive evaluation of proposals leading to selections.

Q3.2 If it is a new mission, please explain how the addition of this new goal impacts the

funding ofCCTD projects to reduce SO2 and NOx?
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A3 2 Reducing emissions of CO: is not a new mission for the CCTD program.

Q3.3 If the goal of reducing carbon emissions from coal combustion is not a new goal,

please cite past references to the carbon reduction goal.

A3 .3 Refer to A3 1 for past references.

The Kyoto Accord and Electricity Deregulation

Q4. Giyen the emissions-reduction constraints that will result from the Kyoto accord, what will do

you anticipate will happen to power-generating utilities in a deregulated marketplace?

A4. We believe that the introduction of competition into the electric utility sector will reduce

greenhouse gas emissions relative to a baseline projection. The Department's analyses have

identified both emissions-increasing and emissions-reducing forces associated with the advent of

competition. Examples of the latter include profit incentives for cost-effective efficiency

improvements that lower fuel consumption per unit of generation at existing plants, increased

market opportunities for efficient new merchant power plants with far better emissions

characteristics than the old plants, they can displace, and opportunities for competitive sellers to

attract and retain customers by offering "green power" or energy efficiency services bundled with

electricity to better meet customer needs. Clear information disclosure and labelmg policies will

help consumers to make electricity decisions that reflect their environmental concerns. These

beneficial effects of competition identified above are expected to outweigh its commonly-identified

emissions-increasing effects (due, for example, to lower prices). Policies explicitly designed to

promote renewable energy or to fiind public benefits programs, such as those included in the

Administration's Comprehensive Electricity Competition Plan, can provide fiirther significant

reductions in emissions.

Q4.1 Do you anticipate that the current generation of coal-fired power plants will remain

open?

A4 1 The projected future operation of the current generation of coal-fired power plants does not

depend significantly on the rate at which competition is introduced into electric power
markets. These plants are expected to provide more than half of the nation's electric power

through the year 2010 under either a cost-of-service or a full retail competition scenario.

Ratification and implementation of the Kyoto Protocol could potentially have more

significant implications for the use of these plants beyond 2008. In a ratification scenano,

the outcome would depend heavily on the emphasis placed domestic emissions reduction

relative to alternative compliance strategies such as international emissions tradmg among
countries with targets or the generation of emissions credits through the Clean

Development Mechanism. It would also depend on the strategy selected to deliver the

domestic component of emissions reduction Most existing plants would be very

competitive if the implicit value of carbon in a Kyoto compliance scenario fell within the

range presented in recent testimony by Chair Yellen of the Council of Economic Advisers.

Q4.2 If not, what do you anticipate will make up for this decrease in generating capacity?
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A4.2 As noted above, we do not expect competition to trigger the "if not" scenario. Under the

Administration's projections regarding the value of carbon in a comphance scenario,

neither would the Kyoto Protocol.

Ratio of Funding Between DOE's Climate Change-Related R&D Efforts Reared Towards Energy
Production and Energy End-Use

Q5. Of DOE's climate change-related R&D efTorts, what is the ratio of funding between efforts

geared towards energy production and energy end-use?

A5. Attached is a breakdown of DOE activities under the Climate Change Technology Initiative, as

described in the Administration's FY99 budget request While the listed DOE activities certainly

aim to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, they also aim to fulfill other economic, environmental

and energy security goals and generally would be pursued even in the absence of a climate change

policy initiative. Funding of energy production efforts would roughly encompass the solar and

renewable activities under the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EE) as well as

the activities of the activities of the Offices of Nuclear Energy and Fossil Energy. Funding of

energy demand efforts would roughly encompass the activities of energy conservation under EE.

The Office of Energy Research engages in scientific research and the Energy Information

Administration provides data and economic Analysis; these activities advance the efforts of both

energy production and energy end-use.
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Nuclear Power

Q6. Demand for electricity is predicted to rise steadily into the next century. Given the current

contribution of nuclear energy to our energy supply and that technology's lack of greenhouse

gas emissions, shouldn't the Administration pay more attention to what nuclear generation

can do with respect to Clean Air Act and other emissions reduction requirements?

A6 Yes, and it is doing so. The Energy Research and Development Panel of the President's

Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), in its November 1997 report,

"Federal Energy Research and Development for the Challenges of the Twenty-First Century,"

stated that the Federal government's role is to "ensure that long-term problems with nuclear power
are addressed so that nuclear can become, if possible, a realistic and acceptable energy option, as

well as a hedge in case renewables and efficiency cannot reach the performance levels and market

share necessary to meet emission reduction targets." The Department's Strategic Plan, issued by

Secretary Peiia in September 1997, discusses energy resources as one of our four main business

lines. Our Energy Resources strategic goal is to "promote secure, competitive, and

environmentally responsible energy systems that serve the needs of the public." To ensure the

availability of adequate and affordable electricity supplies with reduced environmental impact, the

Department has developed several strategies, including one to "maintain a viable nuclear option for

future, carbon-free baseload electricity through cooperative technical development activities with

the U.S. electric industry that would facilitate a U.S. order of an advanced nuclear power plant by
2010."

The Department has proposed two new initiatives in its budget request for FY 1999. TTie proposed
Nuclear Plant Optimization Program (NEPO) would partner with industry to develop technologies

to address problems that may prevent the continued operation of current nuclear power plants. To

this end the Department and industry, through the Electric Power Research histitute (EPRI),

together have developed a "Joint DOE-EPRI Strategic Nuclear Energy Research and Development
Plan to Optimize US. Nuclear Power Plants" to guide the program. The purpose of this strategic

plan is to jointly develop and prioritize the essential R&D needs of the commercial nuclear energy

industry for the next five to ten years, and to ensure that there is no duplication of effort.

The second program is the proposed Nuclear Energy Research Initiative (NERI) which will

sponsor peer-reviewed, competitive R&D to find solutions to those concerns that affect the long

term future and expanded use of nuclear energy. Specifically, NERI will develop innovative

technologies and reactor concepts to address proliferation, reactor safety, waste and economic

concerns.

Q7. What is the Department of Energy's explanation for the fact that several other nations are

aggressively pursuing construction of civilian nuclear power plants while no such effort is

underway here in the U.S.?

A7. There are several reasons that explain the aggressive pursuit of commercial nuclear energy in some

countries as compared to the U.S. First and foremost is the demand for electricity. Electricity

demand is growing fast in countries with expanding or developing economies, such as South

Korea, China and India. Nations with rapidly increasing electricity demand are attracted to nuclear

energy by the security and independence from oil unports, the lack of greenhouse gas emissions

associated v^th fossil fuels, and the ability of nuclear energy to provide Isu'ge amounts of reliable

baseload power. By comparison, U.S. electricity demand is relatively flat. Growth in demand has
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declined from an annual rate of 7+ percent in the 1950s and 1960s to an average annual rate of 1.5

to 2 percent over the last 20 years. This relatively small increase in U.S. electricity demand during

this 20 year period has not required significant new additions to baseload generation capacity. The

new demand has been met through completion of nuclear and fossil plants ordered in the 1960s and

1970s, utilization of excess capacity, electricity imports, and existing plant efficiency

improvements.

The second reason relates to the availability of natural resources. Countries such as France, Japan,

South Korea, India do not have large indigenous supplies, or cheap sources, of coal, natural gas or

oil to produce electricity. China has large quantities of coal but lacks the infrastructure to

economically mine and transport the coal to the population centers where the power plants are

located. The U.S., on the other hand, has vast supplies of cheap coal which currently provide over

50 percent of our nation's electricity generation. In addition, U.S. natural gas supplies have

proven much larger than previously realized, resulting in higher production and competitive prices.

As a resuh, gas-fired combined cycle power plants have become the most cost effective new

electricity generation option in the U.S.

The third fector is public opinion. Groups opposed to nuclear power have heightened public

concerns about proUferation, reactor safety, waste and radiation. In many countries, particularly

France and Japan, public opinion has been and continues to be supportive of nuclear energy,

although the support in some countries appears to be waning.

The fourth reason nuclear energy is more aggressively pursued overseas than in the U.S. involves

the disposition of spent fiiel. The lack of a government facility to accept and dispose of spent

nuclear fuel has caused additional capital and licensing costs for U.S. nuclear utilities for on-site

spent fiiel storage facilities. Many foreign countries do not share the U.S. government's policy on

reprocessing of spent fuel. As a result, many countries are moving ahead with the reprocessing of

spent fiiel while the U.S. explores the policy and technical issues regarding the viability of geologic

disposal.

The last fector hindering expanded use of nuclear energy in the U.S. involves the deregulation of

the electric utility industry. In this environment, utilities and other electricity producers will openly

compete for electricity sales with one another. As a result, U.S. utilities are eliminating or, at the

very least, minimizing major capital outlays for new power plant construction, and evaluating the

cost efiectiveness of their current electrical generating assets in order to ensure future

competitiveness.
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Hearing
on

The Roadfrom Kyoto—Part 2:

Kyoto and the Administration 's Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Request

Thursday, February 12, 1998

Post-Hearing Questions

Submitted to

The Honorable David M. Gardiner

Assistant Administrator Tor Policy, Planning and Evaluation

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Post-Hearing Questions Submitted by Chairman Sensenbrenner

Global Warming and American's Health

Ql. On page 2 of your written testimony, you state:

"According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, representing 2,000

leading scientific experts from around the world: 'Climate change is likely to have

wide ranging and mostly adverse impacts on human health, with significant loss of

life.'
"

Please document this statement.

Al. IPCC provides an assessment of this topic in Chapter 18 (Human Population Health) of

it's report Climate Change 1995: Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate

Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses (1995 IPCC Working Group 11 Report). The

chapter includes evaluation of a wide range of health impacts of climate change and

references to the most important research on this topic that was available at the time of

publication. The quote "Climate change is likely to have wide ranging and mostly adverse

impacts on human health, with significant loss of life," is taken from page 1 3 of the

Summary for Policy makers of the 1995 IPCC Working Group II Report and reflects the

IPCC's assessment of the range of evidence on human health effects of climate change.
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Q2. On page 2 of your written testimony, you state:

"There will be more frequent and more intense heat waves. Deaths directly

attributable to heat waves in the U. S. could more than double by the middle of the

next century."

Please document this statement.

A2 In its assessment of research on changes in extreme weather events that would accompany
climate change, the IPCC found that small changes in mean climate, or small changes in

climate variability, can produce relatively large changes in the frequency of extreme

events. In particular, it is found that a general warming would tend to lead to an increase

in extremely hot days Rese£U"ch on this topic is reviewed in the EPCC's report Climate

Change 1995: The Science of Climate Change (1995 IPCC Working Group I Report),

pages 334-335.

Research on the health implications of increases in the frequency of extremely hot days,

including increases in deaths directly attributable to heat waves, is discussed in the 1995

IPCC Working Group II Report (see Chapter 18, pages 563 and 570), The Regional

Impacts of Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability (see Chapter 8, pages 309-

310), and "An Evaluation of Climate/Mortality Relationships in Large U.S. Cities and the

Possible Impacts of a Climate Change" {Environmental Health Perspectives, Jan. 1997,

pages 84-93).

Q3. On page 2 of your written testimony, you state:

"Hotter weather may lead to more frequent and more intense smog
episodes, causing more deaths and illnesses from air pollution."

Please document this statement.

A3. Research has shown that ground level ozone, the primary constituent of smog, is

affected by weather and climate and that there is a strong positive relationship

between ozone concentrations and temperatures ('see The Regional Impacts of
Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability, IPCC, 1998, pages 310-311).

Other sources on the relationship between weather and air quality include:

Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air Pollution, (National

Research Council, National Academy Press, Washington, DC. Dec 1991),

National Air Quality and Emissions Trends Report, 1995 (EPA 454/R-96-005),
The Potential Effects of Global Climate Change on the United States, Report to

Congress, Appendix F: Air Quahty (EPA-230-05-89-056), "Preliminary

assessment of the effects of global climate change on tropospheric ozone

concentrations" (Paper presented at the American Waste Management
Association Specialty Conference: Tropospheric Ozone and the Environment II,

November 1991), "Photochemical modeling analysis under global warming
conditions" (AWMA paper No 95-WP74B.02, Presented at the AWMA annual
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meeting, San Antonio, 1995), "The effects of climate change" in Global Climate

Change Linkages: Acid Rain, Air Quality, and Stratospheric Ozone (ed J C.

White. New York: Elsevier 1989), and "Sensitivity of tropospheric oxidants to

global chemical and climate change" Atmospheric Environment 23:519-532).

For extensive documentation of health impacts associated with air pollution, see

EPA's Air Quality Criteria Documents.

Q4. On page 2 of your written testimony, you state that:

"Unless we begin to act pest-borne tropical diseases may spread across our

borders as warmer temperatures expand the range of disease-carrying
insects and rodents."

Please document this statement.

A4 Sources on the potential northward spread of tropica! diseases include JTie

Regional Impacts of Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability (see pages

312-313) and "Global Climate Change and Emerging Infectious Diseases"

(Journal of the American Medical Association, Jan 1996, Vol. 275, pages 217-

223).

Q5. On page 3 of your written testimony, you state:

"There will be more frequent and severe droughts and floods,

causing deaths and injuries, as well as huge property losses."

Please document this statement.

A5. Research showing that climate change will intensify the hydrologic cycle is

discussed in the 1995 IPCC Working Group I Report, (see Chapter 6, pages 335-

336). This research indicates that the frequency of heavy rainfall events would

increase. It also suggests that the frequency and length of dry spells may increase.

Because of regional variations in how precipitation patterns would change, the

IPCC concludes that prospects for more severe droughts and/or floods will

increase in some places but decrease in others.

Floods are responsible for the majority of weather related deaths in the United

States and are also responsible for injury, disease outbreaks due to breakdowns in

sanitation services, and substantial property damage (see The Regional Impacts of
Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability, page 312). Severe drought has

contributed to malnutrition and even starvation in many parts of the world (see

IPCC Working Group II Report, page 571) Additional sources for information

on impacts of floods and droughts include The Public Health Consequences of
Disasters (ed. E.K. Noji. New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1997) and

Climate Change and Human Health. (Geneva, Switzerland: World Health

Organization, 1996).
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Q6. On page 2 of your written testimony, you state:

"Sea level will rise, exposing coastal areas to higher storm surges,

with greater threats to health and safety, and more property damage.
Salt water intrusion into coastal aquifers will endanger the drinking
water supplies for millions of Americans."

Please document this statement

A6. The expectation that sea level will rise is documented in the EPA report "The

Probability of Sea Level Rise" (1995) as well as the 1995 IPCC Working Group I

Report The increase in storm surges is expljiined in the 1984 book: "Greenhouse

Effect and Sea Level Rise: A Challenge for this Generation" (edited by Barth and

Titus; Van Nostrand Reinhold). The increased property damage is documented in

a report to Congress by the Federal Emergency Management Agency entitled

"Projected Impacts of Relative Sea Level Rise on the National Flood Insurance

Program" (1991).

The statement about sea level rise endangering drinking water supplies was too

narrowly focused on saltwater intrusion into coastal aquifers. Drinking water is

also endangered by increased salinity in rivers and bays that will accompany sea

level rise. Most of the documentation concerns increased salinity into surface

waters. A 1985 report by EPA and the Delaware River Basin (out of print but

posted the Internet at http://www.erols.eom/jtitus/DE/DRBC.htnil#est4)
estimated the increased salinity of the Delaware River, which could contaminate

adjacent aquifers in New Jersey. Perhaps more importantly, when salinity levels in

the Delaware are high, the report noted, an interstate compact requires that the

supply from the river to New York City be shut off. A second salinity study

appeared in EPA's 1989 Report to Congress on the Potential Effects of Global

Climate Change on the United States; the study showed how higher salinity in the

upper part of San Francisco Bay could impair the ability of the Central Valley

Project to supply water to Southern California. EPA has not studied the water

supply of Southern Florida in depth. Nevertheless, the 1989 report suggested that

the Biscayne aquifer, which is the primary source of fresh water for Dade County,
would be threatened by a one meter rise in sea level. The aquifer is curtently

recharged by wetlands and channel that are essentially at sea level. If the sea

rises, those areas could become salty unless increased fresh water is supplied to

those recharge areas. Such an increase in fresh water supplies, however, might
not be possible due to declining fresh water availability

— unless the frequency of

hurricanes increases. (See Report to Congress Appendix H, pages 2-10 and 2-

11).
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Global Warming and American's Environment

Q7. On page 3 of your written testimony, you state:

"By the end of the next century, rising sea levels could drown 4000

square miles of our ecologically-critical coastal wetlands. Five thousand

square miles of dry land in states like Louisiana and Florida could be

lost under water."

Please document this statement.

A7. Both of these statements come from an article in the journal Coastal Management,
at 19:199-201 (1991) (also posted at http://wwwerols.com/jtitus/Holding/NRJ.
html#7000 )

Q8. On page 3 of your written testimony, you state:

"Trout and other fish species could be entirely wiped out in many
states — depriving millions of our children and grandchildren of the

simple pleasures of Tishing."

Please document this statement.

A8. Several sources provide projections of climate change impacts on a number of

freshwater fish species in rivers and streams. These studies are cited in the IPCC report

The Regional Impacts of Climate Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability, pages 293-

294. They are: (1) Eaton, J.G. and R.M. Scheller, 1996: Effects of climate warming on

fish thermal habitat in streams of the United States Limnology and Oceanography, 41,

1109-1115, which projects that an increase in summer mean air temperature of 2-6

degrees C will result in a reduction of about 50% in suitable habitat for cold-, cool-

and selected warm-water species in the lower 48 states; £md (2) US EPA, 1995:

Ecological impacts from climate change: an economic analysis of freshwater
recreationalfishing, US. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC, which

projects that an increase in water temperatures due to climate change will result in a

complete elimination of cold-water habitat for sites modeled in 5 to 10 states and

severe reductions in habitat in 11 to 15 states, depending on the global circulation

model (GCM) climate projection used.
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Q9. On page 3 of your written testimony, you state:

"Forests and habitats will be lost in many states as climatic ranges shift

faster than plant or animal species can migrate. Maple trees could die

out in the Northeast, wiping out the fall colors of New England forever.

Glaciers may disappear from Glacier National Park. About one-third

of the Florida Everglades, now being protected at significant cost, has

an elevation of less than 12 inches and is highly vulnerable to sea level

rise."

Please document this statement

A9. Research on the natural rates of migration of tree species is discussed in the 1995

IPCC Working Group II Report, pages 111-112. The research indicates that the rates

of migration that would be necessary for tree species to remain in suitable climates can

exceed the natural rates of migration for many species by an order of magnitude. The

potential consequences for forest and habitat distributions are discussed in the

Working Group II Report, pages 100-111, and in JJie Regional Impacts of Climate

Change: An Assessment of Vulnerability, pages 275-279.

Research by Davis and Zabinsky (Changes in geographical range resulting from

greenhouse warming: effects on biodiversity in forests, in Global Warming and

Biological Diversity, R.L. Peters and T E. Lovejoy, editors, 1992) indicate that

warming and soil moisture losses could shift the climatic zone for sugar maple
northward several hundred miles.

Since 1850 the area of Glacier National Park covered by glaciers has shrunk 70%
while the number of glaciers has declined from more than 150 to about 50. Analyses
of the USGS Biological Resources Division, Glacier Field Station, indicate that

projected warming could cause the glaciers to completely disappear from the park by
2030.
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New "Energy Star" Partnership with Major TV and VCR Manufacturers

QIO. On page 5 of your written testimony, you state:

The latest example, announced by Vice President Gore last month, is

the new 'Energy Star' partnership, under which the major TV and

VCR manufacturers will make products that use less energy. Your
current TV uses energy even when it is turned ofT as circuits respond

instantly when you press the remote control. The new machines will

sharply cut the amount of energy used when off, reducing pollution by

up to a million tons of carbon per year, and saving consumers up to

$500 million per year on their electric bills. TVs and VCRs with the

'Energy Star' label soon will be in stores across the country.

QlO.l. Please identify the TV and VCR manufacturers participating in this

partnership.

AlO.l. See attachment, "Participating Energy Star TVA'CR Manufacturers."

Participating ENERGY STAR TV/VCR Manufacturers:

JVC
LG (Lucky Goldstar)

Matsushita (Panasonic, Quasar)

Philips (Philips, Sylvania, Magnavox)
Radio Shack

Samsung
Sanyo Fisher

Sharp

Sony
Thomson (GE, RCA, ProScan)
Toshiba

Zenith
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Q10.2. Please document the statement that "The new machines will sharply cut

the amount of energy used when off, reducing pollution by up to a million

tons of carbon per year, and saving consumers up to $500 million per year

on their electric bills."

A10.2. See attachment - "Energy Star TVA'CR Program Projections
~ Carbon &

Energy Bill Savings."

TV Calculations

Standby Mode Electricity Savings Per ENERGY STAR TV

Baseline TV Standby Power (Watts): 5.9

ES TV Standby Power (Watts); 1 3

ES TV Standby Power Savings (Watts): 4.6

Hours Per Day TV Operates in Standby (hours): 19

Days Per Year Conversion (DaysA'ear): 365

Annual Standby Electricity Savings Per ES TV Unit (watt-hours/yr): 31 ,1 14

Annual Standby Electricity Savings Per ES TV Unit (kWh/yr): 31

Active Mode Electricity Savings Per ENERGY STAR TV

Baseline TV Active Power (Watts): 75

ES TV Active Power (Watts): 70

ES TV Active Power Savings (Watts): 4.6

Hours Per Day TV Operates in Active (hours): 5.5

Days Per Year Conversion (DaysA'ear): 365

Annual Active Electricity Savings Per ES TV Unit (watt-hours/yr): 9.250

Annual Active Electricity Savings Per ES TV Unit (kWh): 9.3

Total Electricity Savings Potential for U.S. ENERGY STAR TVs

Electricity Saved Per ES TV Unit (kWh/yr): 40

Number of TV units in the U.S. ffV units): 191,000,000

Electricity Saved by ES TV if 1 00% market penetration (kWh/yr): 7,709,464,964

Electricity Saved by ES TV if 100% mkt penetration (B kWh/yr): 7.7

57-716 99 - 21
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VCR Calculations

Standby Mode Electricity Savings Per ENERGY STAR VCR

Baseline VCR Standby Power (Watts): 5.1

ES VCR Standby Power (Watts): 3.6

ES VCR Standby Power Savings (Watts): 1 .5

Hours Per Day VCR Operates in Standby (tiours): 19

Days Per Year Conversion (DaysA'ear): 365

Annual Standby Electric Sav Per ES VCR Unit (watt-tiours/yr): 10,239

Annual Standby Electric Sav Per ES VCR Unit (kWh/yr): 10

Active Mode Electricity Savings Per ENERGY STAR VCR
Baseline VCR Active Power (Watts): 12.5

ES VCR Active Power (Watts): 11.0

ES VCR Active Power Savings (Watts): 1 .5

Hours Per Day VCR Operates in Active (hours): 5.5

Days Per Year Conversion (DaysA'ear): 365

Annual Active Electricity Savings Per ES VCR Unit (watt-hours/yr): 3,044

Annual Active Electricity Savings Per ES VCR Unit (kWh): 3.04

Total Electricity Savings Potential for U.S. ENERGY STAR VCRs

Electricity Saved Per ES VCR Unit (kWh/yr): 13.3

Number of VCR units in the US (VCR units): 136,000,000

Electricity Saved by ES VCR if 1 00% market penetration (kWh/yr): 1 ,806,534,982

Electricity Saved by ES VCR if 100% mkt penetration (B kWh/yr): 1 .81

TV/VCR Combo Calculations

Standby Mode Electric Savings Per ES TVA^CR Combo
Baseline TVA/CR Combo Standby Power (Watts): 8.6

ES TVA/CR Combo Standby Power (Watts): 5.0

ES TVA/CR Combo Standby Power Savings (Watts): 3.7

Hours Per Day TVA/CR Combo Operates in Standby (hours): 19

Days Per Year Conversion (Days/Year): 365
Annual Standby Electric Sav Pfer ES TVA/CR Combo (watt-hrs/yr): 24,686
Annual Standby Electric Sav Per ES TV/VCR Combo (kWh/yr): 24.7

Active Mode Electric Savings Per ES TV/VCR Combo
Baseline TV/VCR Combo Active Power (Watts): 52
ES TVA/CR Combo Active Power (Watts): 43
ES TV/VCR Combo Active Power Savings (Watts): 3.7

Hours Per Day TVA/CR Combo Operates in Active (hours): 5.5

Days Per Year Conversion (Days/Year): 365
Annual Active Electric Sav Per ES TV/VCR Combo (watt-hrs/yr): 7,339
Annual Active Electric Sav Per ES TVA/CR Combo (kWh): 7.3

Total Electric Savings Potential for ES TV/VCR Combos
Electricity Saved Per ES TVA/CR Combo Unit (kWh/yr): 32
Number of TVA/CR Combo units in the U.S. (TV/VCR units): 8,000,000

Electricity Saved by ES TVA/CR Combo if 100% mkt (kWh/yr): 256,197,726

Electricity Saved by ES TVA/CR Combo if 100% mkt (B kWh/yr): 0.26
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ENERGY STAR TV/VCR Program Projections-Carbon & Energy Bill Savings

Total Electric Savings Potential for ES TV/VCR Program

Electricity Saved by ES TVs if 100% mkt pen (B kWh/yr): 7.7

Electricity Saved by ES VCRs If 1 00% mkt pen (B kWh/yr): 1 .8

Electr Saved by ES TV/VCR comb if 1 00% mkt pen (B kWh/yr): 0.26

Total Electr Saved by ES TVA/CR Program if 100% mkt (B kWh/yr): 9.8

C02 Savings Potential for ES TV/VCR Program
Total Electr Saved by ES TVA/CR Program if 100% mkt (B kWh/yr): 9.8

Electricity to Carbon Conv (MMT Carbon/B kWh): 0.19

Carbon Saved by ES TVA/CR if 100% mkt pen (MMT Carbon): 1.8

Carbon to Carbon Dioxide Conv (MMT C02/MMT Carbon): 3.7

Carb Dioxide Saved by ES TVA/CR if 1 00% mkt pen (MMT C02): 6.6

Energy Bill Savings Potential for ES TV/VCR Program
Total Electr Saved by ES TVA/CR Program if 100% mkt (B kWh/yr): 9.8

Residential Electricity Price ($/kWh): $0,084

Energy Bill Savings by ES TVA/CR Program if 100% mkt pen ($): $822,819,044
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EPA's Existing climate change Action Plan (CCW) Programs. Reductions in

Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Reduction in Annual U.S. Energy Expenditures

Qll. On page 5 of your testimony you say that '^EPA's existing CCAP programs are

expected to reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by more than 40 million tons of

carbon equivalent (MMTCE) in 1999. EPA's partnerships are expected to

reduce annual U.S. energy expenditures by more than S25 billion by 2010."

All. See attachment, 1998 Budget Narrative for 1999 impacts. See also the U.S. Climate

Action Report — 1997, p. 112, which projects CCAP energy bill savings of $51.1

billion in 2010 at current program funding levels (copy of report attached). EPA's
CCAP programs are responsible for more than 2/3 of the energy savings in 2010 (see

Appendix for program-by-program description, 2010 energy savings, and agency

aflSliation).
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1??** ATiTfual P^Tfnrafflnre Goals

• Reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by 40 million metric ton carbon
equivalent (MMTCE) per year through partnerships with businesses, schools,
state and local governments, and other organizations.

• Improve national air quality through reductions in criteria air pollutants,
including amnual reductions of over 90,000 tons of nitrogen oxides (NOx) ,

a major contributor to ground-level ozone.

• Reduce U.S. energy consumption by over 45 billion kilowatt hours per year,
including annual energy bill savings to consumers and businesses of over $3
billion. Encourage more widespread adoption of low greenhouse gas emitting
technologies .

• Work with representatives of con^anies and industries interested in

developing roadmaps of actions in the public and private sectors that can
lead to improvements in energy use and reductions in GHG emissions .

• Conduct bilateral dialogues with 10-12 key developing covaitries to bring
them toward meaningful participation under the Kyoto protocol . Reduce
greenhouse gas emissions internationally.

• Advance the understanding and communicate the risks of climate change by
working with state constituencies to assess economic and environmental
impacts, develop strategies for reducing vulnerabilities, build the
infrastructure to overcome existing impediments to mitigation, and
implement technology-based options.

• Guide the development of the rules and guidelines to operationalize
emissions trading, the Cleeui Development Mechamism, joint implementation,
and early reduction credits .

• Assess greenhouse gas implications of major sector-based policies (e.g.,
utility deregulation, subsidy removal, revenue recycling, land use policy) .

• Assess economic and technological advances to evaluate and establish
domestic policies eind measures to meet U.S. obligations imder the Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the December 1997 Kyoto Protocol.

• Demonstrate that an American family car Cem attain over 60 miles per gallon
(MPG) on the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) without loss in utility, safely,
and emissions control performance.

• Begin process to optimize prototype vehicle and to apply )cnowledge gained
through PNGV program to trucks.

Research

• Develop reports on problem formulation for ecosystem services sector
assessment and on the use of climate change indicators.

VI-21
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1997 Submission of the United States of America

Under the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change
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Figure 4-3
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The results of this integrated analysis

combined with a review of actual emission

trends to date suggest that CCAP programs

can be effective in reducing U.S. greenhouse

gas emissions. CCAP actions reduce 4 per-

cent of baseline emissions in 2000, 8 percent

in 2010, and 10 percent in 2020. However,

despite these substantial contributions, emis-

sions will significantly exceed their 1990 lev-

els in the year 2000.

H U.S. net greenhouse gas emissions in

1990 were 1,458 MMTCE.
 Estimated U.S. greenhouse gas emis- .

sions in 1995 were 1,559 MMTCE—
6.9 percent above the 1990 level,

and somewhat above the short-term

increase projected in the first US
national communication, the 1994

C/imfl(c Action Report

 The updated "point estimate" for

greenhouse gas emissions in the year

2000, assuming continued funding

support for CCAP actions described

in this report, comparable to the

1 997 levels approved by Congress is

1,646 MMTCE— 188 MMTCE
above the 1990 level.

 Under current funding levels,

planned actions are estimated to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions by

76 MMTCE in the year 2000, com-

pared to what they would have been

otherwise (the baseline).

B Due to estimated energy savings ini-

tiated by CCAP actions to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions, approxi-

mately $10.3 billion and $51.1 bil-

lion are saved in energy fuel use in

2000 and 2010, respectively.

 If funding were higher, as originally

envisioned in the 1993 CCAP, esti-

mated emission reductions would.be

about 30-40 MMTCE greater.

 While reductions from CCAP pro-

grams increase over time, projected

greenhouse gas emissions still con-

tinue to grow over time, reaching

1,837 MMTCE by 2010 and 1,998

MMTCE by 2020.

The emission projections presented here

include the full effect of the "foundation"

actions contained in the earlier 1993 CCAP.

The three foundation actions scored are: Cli-

mate Challenge, Climate Wise Companies,

and State and Local Outreach. Emission

reduction estimates are sensitive to the order

in which foundation actions and other CCAP

programs are counted. If reductions resulting

from the activities of program participants

that can be reflected in other actions or in the

baseline are excluded, the estimated "incre-

mental" emission reductions associated with

the foundations are estimated to provide

in BUS Climate Action Report
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emission reductions of 1 1 MMTCE in 2000,

10 MMTCE in 2010, and 12 MMTCE by

2020 However, the full emission reduction

contribution of these programs, which

includes all reductions achieved through the

activities of program participants, is substan-

tially larger.

Assessing Current Estimates of

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

As in the 1993 CCAP, an analytical team

was established composed of members from

all relevant federal agencies. The team was

charged with reevaluating all 1993 CCAP
actions and to include new actions as appro-

priate. A set of inputs was developed so that

the modeling effort could be undertaken to

account for potential overlap and synergistic

effects among actions.

Two modeling scenarios were created: a

Baseline scenario and an Action Plan sce-

nario The Baseline scenario reflects expecta-

tions of private- and public-sector behavior

based on legislation and federal programs

already in effect The Action Plan scenario

combines all the policies contained in the

baseline with the actions contained in the

1993 CCAP, as well as new actions devel-

oped since the publication of the original

CCAP
The projections contained m this section

are derived from a set of specific assumptions

about markets, technologies, and resources,

such as growth rates in the gross domestic

product (GDP) and world oil prices Four

main types of assumptions underlie the pro-

jections:

 Economic factors, including GDP
growth rates, world oil prices, and

other macroeconomic assumptions

 Energy resources, including proven

reserves and undiscovered resources.

 Market behavior, reflecting the demand

and supply decisions of energy-mar-

ket participants, as influenced by

energy prices, regulation, and policy

programs

 Technology factors, which include

information on the costs, perfor-

mance, and commercial availability

of energy-consuming, -converting

and -producing technologies.

The Integrated Dynamic Energy Analysis

Simulation (IDEAS) model was used as a tool

for the integrated analysis of the energy-

related actions. Table 4-3 presents a partial list

of some of the key factors, containing both

input assumptions and model results. This

model has elements of both top-down and

bottom-up modeling The macroeconomic

effects are combined with microeconomic,

technology-specific representations of

energy-service methods that link energy sup-

ply and demand through equilibrium market

prices Other sectors and gases were esti-

mated independently.

Comparison of 1993 CCAP and 1997

CAR Greenhouse Gas Emissions

A comparison of the 1993 CCAP and

the 1997 CAR reveals significant differences

between the two sets of projections. These

differences are caused by many factors,

including the adoption of international

accounting standards, the inclusion of

newly identified greenhouse gases, updated

global warming potential factors used to

determine carbon-equivalent emissions,

revised estimates of historical emissions,

changes in baseline assumptions of emis-

Mitt^ating Climate Changt B 113
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Rebuild
America
(Climate Plan Action I) RfibuiW America

This action is part of DOE's Commercial Buildings Program. In the year 2010, this broader program is

expected to generate: I

 Energy cost savings of $2.8 billion
i

 Energy savings of 0.42 quads I

B Carbon-equivalent savings of 8.8 MMT !

By accelerating cost-effective, energy-efficient investments in public housing, and in commercial and multifamily

buildings. Rebuild America partnerships are expected to cut energy bills significantly, create local jobs, improve envi-

ronmental quality, and provide more comfortable indoor environments that enhance the quality of life and worker

productivity. For example, in the year 2000, Rebuild America partnerships plan to retrofit 2 billion square feet of com-

mercial and housing floor space This would put $3 billion into local economies and create $650 million in annual

energy savings for building owners and occupants in the near future

Partnerships are based on local needs and priorities, which provides community leaders a high level of flexibil-

ity in designing their Rebuild America programs Any assembly of companies and organizations that commit to a

community focus may form Rebuild America partnerships Partners receive a customized set of products and services

designed to meet their community's special needs as well as national recognition for innovative approaches to

community-wide programs A Rebuild America program representative works with the partners' team to ensure that

timely and effective assistance is provided

Achievements

As of March, 1997, Rebuild America is working with over 120 communities representing 38 states and territories,

a RehtiiU Boston is incorporating water and energy efficiency into community enterprise zones.

 Kunuii City Energy Efficimcy Partitenhip is improving energy efficiency in schools and nonprofits over the bi-

state. five-county metropolitan area

a Rr-nttrgizt &n( Biiy is dramatically increasing the penetration of energy-efficiency technologies into the often

overlooked small commercial market in the San Francisco Bay area

 RebuiU ColoruJo IS increasing the energy efficiency of the state's commercial and government buildings

through performance contracting

Dunng the December 1996 Rebuild America Fall Forum, partners were enthusiastic about their achievements and

about the success of the program in general For example, through the Tennessee Department of Economic and Com-

munity Development, Rebuild Tennessee is targeting communities with 17,000 people or fewer—particularly small busi-

nesses—to achieve an estimated 30 percent energy cost savings per building retrofitted

Contoct: Eneriiy Efficiency and Renewable Energy ( intomer Senuce Center (-S00-16J-JT)2 fDomfSdc] or

7(M-3'(7-8 ?9I f/nlrniillioilillj

A-8 BUS Climate Action Report
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Green Lights® &
Energy Star® Buildings
(Climate Plan Actions I & 2)

The Climate Change Action Plan expanded the Green Lights program, in the year 2010, the full Green Lights

and Energy Star Buildings programs are expected to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $1 1.3 billion

 Energy savings of 1.5 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 23.9 MMT

EPA's Green Lights® and ENERGY Star® Buildings programs are designed to improve the energy efficiency of

commercial and industrial buildings These buildings account for over 15 percent of all US energy consumption,

contributing significantly to greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollution. This pollution can be reduced through

energy-efficiency investments that also reduce energy bills

Green Lights

Through the voluntary Green Lights program, EPA overcomes informational and other barriers preventing

energy-efficiency investments Green Lights partners are reducing their lighting energy consumption through

cost-effective, energy-efficient lighting technologies On average, investments in these technologies cut electricity

consumption In half and provide a 35 percent rate of return due to the significant energy bill savings. EPA provides

technical information and support and environmental recognition to participants who adopt these voluntary and

profitable energy-efficiency measures Because lighting accounts for 35 percent of total electricity consumption in

buildings. Green Lights has a substantial overall impact on US energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

Energy Star Buildings

Expanding on the successful Green Lights program, EPA works with Individual building owners, developers, and

others through Its voluntary ENERGY STAR Buildings program to encourage more comprehensive building upgrades.

This program leads a building owner through a five-stage strategy to capitalize on system Interactions that maximize

energy savings at minimum cost. Green Lights is the first step of this strategy EPA has successfully completed the

Energy Star Showcase Buildings program, in which charter panners demonstrated an average building-wide energy

savings of 30 percent.

Achievements

The Green Lights and ENERGY Star Buildings programs currently have over 2,300 participants. Including small

and large businesses, universities, and state and local governments

 Partners have already invested $1 billion on energy-efficiency improvements, with commitments for much

larger investments in the near future

 Panners arc saving over $300 million a vear on their energy bills

 Partners are preventing 700,000 metric tons of carborr>equlvalent pollution annually, equivalent to elimi-

nating the emissions from over 500,000 cars

Contacts: £PAi ENERGY STAR Hotline. i-88S-7ii2-7937 fDomn(ic) or 302-775-6650 (Intemationiil)

AfififnJix A Climate Plan Actions  A-3
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Cost-Shared Demonstrations
of Emerging Technologies
(Climate Plan Action 4)

This action is part of DOE's Lighting and Appliance Research and Development Program. In the year 2010,

this broader program is expected to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $3. 1 billion

 Energy savings of 0.44 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 9.3 MMT

DOE has longstanding experience working In collaboration with appliance and equipment manufacturers and

distributors to promote the development of innovative, energy-conserving buildmg equipment. Performance testing

and new-product evaluation In commercial buildings are two of several areas enhanced through cost-shared demon-

strations. DOE's cost-shared demonstration programs seek to achieve benehts primarily through reduced energy con-

sumption for building appliances and HVAC (heating, ventilating, and cooling) systems.

By organizing projects that bring together manufacturers and prospective purchasers to test and evaluate proto-

type equipment, DOE expects to reduce the market risk perceived by the developer of new technology and provide

users the opportunity to influence final design decisions. The result Is greater Investment in new, energy-efficient

products, more rapid introduction of those products to the marketplace, and fewer failures of commercial introduc-

tions

To achieve continuity and better coordination m its demonstrations, DOE has formed partnerships with groups

of industrial and commercial firms having the potential to put emerging technologies to use. These Technology Part-

nerships Include a consonlum of hotel/motel chains and the National Association of Energy Service Companies.

Achievements

a Through a consortium of the hotel/motel industry, representing over 30 percent of U.S hotel space, DOE
and Red Lion Inn hotels demonstrated a new energy-saving system for large central laundries that allows

reuse of hot laundry wash water

 DOE and the U.S. Postal Service have embarked on a major demonstration of sulfur lamps, to introduce this

technology to other similar facilities. Aircraft hanger lighting demonstrations are planned for Hill Air Force

Base

 Successful demonstrations of the "horizontal-axis' clothes-washing machines have prompted DOE and May-

tag to demonstrate the water and energy savings of this beneficial technology to a small town that has severe

water problems. Under a cooperative research and development agreement with Maytag and Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, Maytag will replace washers In 90 homes throughout Bern, Kansas. To promote the

environmental benefits of this technology In areas with severe water problems, DOE received co-funding

from the Bureau of Reclamation that will be used to compare the energy and water consumption of the exist-

ing and new washers

 DOE and the National Association of Energy Service Companies are improving the effectiveness of perfor-

mance contracting as a means of introducing energy-efficient technology to the commercial sector

Contact: Enngy Efficiency and Rtnewablt Energy Cuitomer Service Center, t-SOO-16}-}732 (Domeitic) or

70)-2«7-8J9l (Inlemationjl'j

A-4 'US Climate Action Repon
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Operation, Maintenance and

Training for Commercial Building
Facility Managers and Operators
(Climate Plan Action 5)

i This Initiative is part of DOE's Best Practices Program. In the year 2010, this broader program is expeaed
I to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $ 1 .2 billion

 Energy savings of 0. 1 9 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 3.9 MMT

DOE will use training programs and the educational infrastructure of the trades in its work to develop an oper-

ation and maintenance training curriculum highlighting energy Once in place, training will be available to new and

experienced operators to assist in maintaining knowledge about energy-efficiency improvements for a highly transi-

tory career field. DOE also draws upon the experience of the Federal Energy Management Program, that of state

energy offices, low-income weatherization providers, utilities, and other successful programs currently underway,

such as Rebuild America.

Achievements

a Surveyed existing programs and the successes and measures that have been used to evaluate training pro-

gram effectiveness

Contoct: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Customer Service Center, (-800-3d3-3733 (Domestic] or

70J-287-839( (/«(rniafioiij/}.

Af>/>fnJix A. Climate Plan Actions  A-5
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Energy Star®
Products ^^^^^'^^
(Climate Plan Action 6)

saving ThEEARtHS.™G\txj!M3ct

The Action Plan expanded the Energy Star Products program. In the year 20 1 0, the full program is expected
'

to generate:
j

 Energy cost savings of $10.2 billion
j

 Energy savings of 1 .2 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 23.7 MMT

DOE and the EPA are working to bring high-efficiency consumer products into American households and build-

ings- Products include those used for space heating and coolmg, water heating, lighting, refrigeration, laundering,

cooking, and other services.

Working with equipment manufacturers, DOE and EPA are using the EstRCV StaR® label to promote highly effi-

cient products. Consumer education Is an important part of the labeling activities A national consumer education

campaign is being developed to educate consumers about the important link between energy use and the environ-

ment. With the Energy Star label, consumers will be able to easily Identify products that save energy and money

and help the environment DOE has launched
'

ESERCY STAR Retailer" to further promote efficient products through

point-of-purchase information, product labeling, sales force training, and corporate advertising

Collaboratlves formed with DOE are facilitating the development of initial markets for advanced technologies,

for example, by encouraging large purchases Large-volume purchases help reduce manufacturing costs through

economies of scale in initial production

Achievements

B Consumers and businesses prevented over tine million metric tons ot carbon-equivalent pollution In 1996,

and saved over $400 million on energy bills due to ENERGY StaR equipment

 Over 500 manufacturers are currently participating, offering over I 3.000 product models that qualify for the

E.NERCY Star label.

 Four maior utilities have joined the program to promote ENERGY STAR appliances with retail chains in utility

service territories

 Over 920 retail stores now label Energy Star refrigerators, dishwashers, and room air conditioners

 Public housing authorities, including the New York Public Housing .Authority, are about to purchase over

70,000 high-efficiency refrigerators tor their apartment complexes

 More than 70 builders and developers have committed to build over 10,000 E.NERGY STAR Homes across the

United States

Contccts: DOEi Entrgy Efficinicy iiti.l RmttrMr Eiicrjy Cuitomer Stn'itf Cfiilfr. i-soo-jo )- J733 (DomfsdcJ or

70i-:s7-si9i r/iilrrji.idoii.il), EPA's EsERCY STaK Hotline i-S'i'(-7S2-79J7 (DomeU:i. o' 2i)2-r75-n650 (International).

A-6 y us Climate Action Report
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Residential

Appliance Standards
(Climate Plan Action 7)

This action is part of DOE's Lighting and Appliance Standards Program. In the year 2010, this broader pro-

gram is expected to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $7.4 billion

 Energy savings of 0.96 quads

m Carbon-equivalent savings of 21.6 MMT

Residential consumers spend $1 10 billion each year on home appliances and equipment, such as refrigerators,

water heaters, and air conditioners As this equipment is replaced, large savings opportunities are available from the

purchase of high-efficiency equipment The Energy Policy Act of 1992 directs DOE to develop mandatory energy-

efficiency standards for residential appliances DOE must review these standards in accordance with a statutorily set

schedule to determine whether the standards are stringent enough Energy and carbon emission reductions from this

action will be a direct result of more stringent appliance efficiency standards.

The Residential Appliance Standards program creates higher energy-efficiency levels for eleven product cate-

gories of residential appliances The program enlists the panicipation of manufacturers, trade associations, environ-

mental groups, utilities, government agencies, residential appliance retailers, and others in public rulemaking

processes to set these new standards.

Achievements

 Three-Product Rulemaking— In September 1993, DOE published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rule-

making in the Federal Register regarding energv-conservation standards for central air conditioners and heat

pumps, furnaces, and refrigerators, retrigerator-freezers, and freezers The three-product rule has since been

amended into three separate rules The standard, which applies to refrigerators, refrigerator-freezers, and

freezers, was published in July 1995

a Clean Three Rulemaking—DOE has conducted analyses on clothes washers, clothes dryers, and dish-

washers and held a workshop in July 1995 to discuss the results with stakeholders.

n Eight-Product Rulemaking—The eight-product rule was divided into several separate rules. One rulemaking

applies to room air conditioners, gas and oil water heaters, direct heating equipment, kitchen ranges and

ovens, mobile home furnaces, and pool heaters. A proposed television rule has been withdrawn.

a A congressional moratorium imposed on new standards during 1996 has ended DOE expects to issue final

rules for improved efficiency standards for refrigerators and room air conditioners in 1997. An Advanced

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for clothes washers is also due out In 1997

C3ntac:; Energy Efficimcy jhJ Reneivahle Enerily Cu'.tomer Service Center (->iOO-36 1-1732 [Domestic] or

rnj-2S7-s 10 I (/nlfnuiliOHulj

•VifimJix A Climate Plan Actions B A-7
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Energy Partnerships
for Affordable r

(Climate Plan Actions 8 & I I)

for Affordable Housing

This initiative is part of DOE's Residential Buildings DOE's Residential Buildings Program. In the year 2010,

this broader program is expected to generate:

B Energy cost savings of $0.4 billion

 Energy savings of 0.06 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 1 .2 MMT
I

Energy Partnerships for Affordable Housing is designed to improve the energy efficiency and affordability of

public and privately owned single-family and multifamily housing for low- to moderate-income families throughout

the nation. Its main goal is to create local and community partnerships that will collectively commit to installing

energy-efficiency improvements in at least one million low-income housing units by the year 2000.

Begun as a joint initiative between DOE and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the program

establishes voluntary collaborations with state and local governments, utilities, and the housing development and

financing industries that can provide resource-efficient and affordable housing in new and revitalized buildings.

Major program components include: (1) formal partnerships with local public housing authorities to improve large

portions of the housing they own and operate, (2) work with community-based housing providers, builders, archi-

tects, and associations to showcase and promote efficient whole-building design scenarios throughout their commu-

nities, and (3) close collaboration with retailer program efforts to foster appliance efficiencies. The partnership also

works with those who establish guidelines for Home Energy Rating Systems

Program goals are expected to be reached by making technical assistance available to community-based housing

providers for the application of whole-building design and rehabilitation specifications that can achieve 20 to 30 per-

cent efficiency gains over current practice. DOE and the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Offi-

cials have united under DOE's Energy Partnerships for Affordable Housing program.

Achievements

« DOE initiated partnerships with public housing authorities and community housing organizations in

Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, Baltimore, and Los Angeles, with one goal being a 30 percent reduction in utility

bills.

 DOE, EPA, and Habitat for Humanity are working together to improve the energy and resource efficiency

of the over 3,000 homes Habitat has built in the United States.

 DOE Is funding seven states (AK, AR, CA, CO, Ml, VT, and VA) to overcome the barriers to the use of

energy-efficient mortgages

Contact; Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Cuslomrr Service Cmlcr. i-soo-Jo J-3 73 2 (Domtslicj or

70)-3i!7-9)9i (International)

A-8 3 U S Climate Action Report
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Coo!
Communities
(Climate Plan Action 9)

This initiative is part of DOE's Building Systems Program. In the year 20 10, this broader program is expected
to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $ 1 .0 billion

 Energy savings of 0. 1 5 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 2.9 MMT

Cool Communities aims to reverse problems associated with urban heat islands by developing community part-

nerships to create a market for highly reflective exterior surfaces on buildings and roads, in combination with urban

tree planting as a cost-effective energy-efficiency measure.

Private-sector involvement in Cool Communities is an integral part of the program. The nonprofit conservation

organization American Forests is DOE's and the U.S. Forest Service's primary partner in this program. Utility com-

panies, through their participation in the Climate Challenge program, also are partners. Roofing, pavement, coatings,

and landscaping industries, as well as other federal agencies panicipate in product development and marketing.

Overall Achievements

 As of March 1997 there are 10 designated Cool Communities.

 In its next revision, the National Energy Performance Standards for Buildings (American Society of Heat-

ing, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers) will give energy-conservation credits for cool roofs and

shade trees. Similar credits will be offered in the California Title 2-t building standard.

 South Coast Air Qualif. Management District in California accepted Cool Communities strategies as the

most cost-effective single measure in the reduction of smog. Consideration is being given to include "cool"

technology in a NO^ and smog offset trading market.

 The American Society for Testing and Materials is standardizing procedures for rating roofs and pavements

for reflectivity. A new "Solar Reflectance Label
"

will help consumers evaluate the energy efficiency of cool

products.

Selected Community Achievements

 Austin, Texas—Initiated 'Trees for Energy," in which utility companies, landscaping industry professionals,

and local government officials collaborated on incentive rebates for planting community trees.

 Atlanta, Georgia—Broadcasts heat-island repons on the evening weather and used the 1996 Summer

Olympics to publicize demonstrations of Cool Communities technologies.

 Frederick. Maryland—Estimates energy savings of $1 million annually from existing trees and roofs, with a

potential tripling of savings by using more "cool
"

technologies

 Dade County, Flonda— Is raising funds from the states sale of panther and manatee license plates to reestab-

lish trees destroyed by Hurricane Andrew

 Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona—Was awarded the Federal Energy Efficiency Landscape

Award for Cool Communities accomplishments
 National Air Station, Oceana— Is planning tree-planting, pavement, and roofing projects.

Confocts: Energy Ejficimcy and Rentmable Energy Cuitomtr Service Center. (-800-363-3732 (Domestic] or

70J-2S7-S39I (Inlemalional], Rtia Schoeneman. USDA. Forest Service. Cooperative Foreilry. 202-305-1612.
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Updating State

Building Codes
(Climate Plan Action 10)

This action is part of DOE's Building Standards and Guidelines



651

Construction of

Energy-Efficient Buildings
(New Climate Plan Action)

In the year 20 10, this initiative is expected to generate:
^ •-..--•

 Energy cost savings of $0.5 billion
' " '

 Energy savings of 0. 1 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of I . I MMT

"'^ : ^'^-^^^^Ij^-T'

The Rebuild America and ENERGY STAR Buildings programs are effectively improving the energy efficiency of

existing commercial and industrial buildings Additional, long-term energy savings and greenhouse gas reductions can

be achieved by improving the energy efficiency of new commercial and industrial buildings. By 2010, one-fifth of all

energy consumption in commercial and industrial buildings is projected to be from buildings that are built after 2000.

Through this joint initiative, DOE and EPA will expand their voluntary programs in the buildings sector by promot-

ing energy efficiency in the construction of new buildings.

Despite the wide availability of reliable, energy-efficient technologies and building designs, most builders and

architects are not taking advantage of these energy cost-saving opportunities Several barriers in the current build-

ings market perpetuate the construction of inefficient buildings. Most notably, builders and designers usually do not

own and operate their buildings and are, therefore, not responsible for paying the energy bills. Increasing the con-

struction costs to achieve long-term energy savings, even when there is a quick payback of only a couple of years, is

not feasible unless purchasers and financiers of buildings have clear and reliable information regarding the cost sav-

ings they can expect.

DOE and EPA will work with builders, architects, owners and operators, and the financial community to encour-

age and recognize the construction of energy-efficient buildings Working with these industries, DOE and EPA will

develop a system to differentiate buildings that offer energy cost savings from typical, inefficient buildings. Rebuild

America has already begun working with the American Institute of Architects and many other partners to reach these

goals Energy Star Buildings has developed an energy-efficiency building program that currently focuses on retro-

fits to existing buildings. Under this action, the agencies will jointly develop a program that most effectively Improves

energy use in new buildings

Contacts: DOE's Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Customer Service Center, i-soo-363-3733 (Domestic) or

703-287-8391 (Inttmational). EPAs ENERGY STAR Hotline. f-88S-7SJ-7937 fDomfslicj or 302-775-6650 (Intentational).
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Superwindo¥/
Coliaborative
(New Climate Plan Action)

This initiative is part of DOE's Windows and Glazings Program. In the year 2010, this broader program is

expected to generate:

B Energy cost savings of $0.8 billion

 Energy savings of 0. 1 1 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 2.3 MMT

DOE's Superwmdow Collaborative is expected to double the energy efficiency of the average window sold in

2005 In achieving its goals, the collaborative is expected to Improve the thermal properties of the windows sold in

terms of both their heating and cooling energy properties: reducing the average U value of windows sold from 65

to 0.25 in heating climates, and switching from clear to spectrally selective cool glazings in the southern part of the

country

Every year residential windows in the United States are responsible for about 2.0 quads of energy use and 40

MMTCE. If all residential buildings used currently available—but not extensively deployed—high-performance win-

dow technologies, annual window energy use could be reduced by 1.2 quads, and annual carbon emissions by about

1 8 MMT. Certain fundamental constraints limit the achievement of this technical potential: ( 1 ) the window-selection

and -specification process, by which end users (e.g., home owners, builders, renovators, and architects) are capable

and motivated to choose the energy-efficient window technologies, and (2) the availability of high-performance glaz-

ing and window technologies and the ability of the industry to produce such technologies at affordable prices and in

adequate volumes

As an offshoot of one of DOE's buildings research programs, the Supcrv^'indow Collaborative supports highly

leveraged industry—user-government teams in transforming the market and industry toward production and use of

energy-efficient windows

Another industry team will be coordinated through the Primary Glass :Manufacturers Association. Growth in

market penetration of Low-E and other high-energy-performance windows has slowed and is now about one-third of

the market DOE-industry teams will work to re-accelerate this growth to more than double the penetration of high-

energy-performance window systems These teams will strive to upgrade their specific technologies—eg, vinyl win-

dows and glass-coating processes and technologies

Superwmdow Collaboratives will produce and provide tools and information products for window manufactur-

ers, along with detailed training by producer and user teams

Some of the private- and public-sector panners DOE will be collaborating with are the National Fenestration

Rating Council, utilities, window component manufacturers, glass manufacturers, window system manufacturers,

states, retailers, and the architect-engineer community

C-:;r.:cc'.: Energy Efficiency anj Renewable Energy Cuitomer Struicf Center. (-S00-J6 J-J7J2 (Domestic] or

70)-2'i7-939 I (Jnlenintiontii)
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Expand Markets
for Next-Generation

Lighting Products
(New Climate Plan Action)

I

In the year 2010. this initiative is expeaed to generate:

I  Energ/ cost savings of $0.4 billion

I  Energy savings of 0. 1 quads

!  Carbon-equivalent savings of 0.7 MKT

This action is expected to expand markets for energy-efficient lighting products through coordinated federal

programs primarily targeting residential lighting. The action is based on a comprehensive strategy to convert incan-

descent lighting to energy-efficient alternatives by delivering a portfolio of products to meet a range of needs over

an extended time horizon. The objectives are to promote:

 use and improvement of compact fluorescent products (CFLs),

I conversion of high-energy-using fixtures to dedicated CFL fixtures, and

a filling-in a key product gap with a low-cost, drop-in replacement for standard incandescent light bulbs.

A first step already taken under this action at the federal level is a procurement effort jointly led by Office of the

Secretary of Defense and DoD's Defense Supply Center-Richmond, implemented with the joint support of the DOE
and EPA. DoD is seeking to purchase low-cost, drop-in replacement products for standard-sized light bulbs that pro-

vide at least a 30 percent energy savings, compared to traditional incandescent lamps. DoD is serving as the "anchor

buyer" in an effort that ultimately will involve state and local agencies and private-sector procurement offices. Once
new products have been introduced to the market through this mass procurement, additional efforts will be imple-

mented to funher enhance their market penetration.

Contocts; Tracy Narel, EPA Atmoiphenc Pollution Prwmtion Diviiion. 202-2}3-9t4i, Bill Noel, DOE. 202-Sa6-6i49.
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Fuel Cells

Initiative

(New Climate Plan Action)

This initiative is part of DOE's Space Conditioning Program. In the year 2010, this broader program is anti-

cipated to generate:

 Ener^ cost savings of $ I . I billion

 Energy savings of 0. 1 3 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 3.S MMT  
,,,

-

The Fuel Cells initiative offers a unique technology that can revolutionize the way building power, heating, cool-

ing, and hot water are generated and maintained No other cogeneration system can generate electricity, provide

heat, and hot water with the low emission, low noise, and high efficiency of the fuel cell

Fuel cells have a large potential to reduce carbon emissions in power generation and buildings Among other

energy sources, hjel cells can be powered by hydrogen They produce both electrical and thermal energy through an

electrochemical reaction, and they have exceptionally high efficiencies with water as the only by-product. The prin-

cipal obstacle to widespread use of this technology is its high cost, although a very large potential exists for reducing

those costs.

DOE's initial goal is to develop low-cost, 50-kilowatt htel cell technologies that use reformed methane to pro-

duce hydrogen fuel to power commercial buildings DOE will research methane steam reforming for the Proton

Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell, low-cost, high-performance membranes. CO-tolerant catalysts; and light-

weight, high-conductivity electrodes (bi-polar plates).

DOE will also develop lower-cost materials and hjel reformers to produce the hydrogen fuel Toward this end,

DOE will work closely with researchers, fuel cell manufacturers, and the gas industry to develop and deploy low-cost

PEM fuel cells to demonstrate their high efficiency, low noise, and low carbon production

Within the next four years, DOE plans to complete a methane reformer breadboard system, system-level tests,

field testing, and a prototype for installation in buildings Since fuel cells in buildinys would differ considerably from

those used in automobiles, the 50-kilowatt fuel cell will be developed in conjunction with DOE's advanced automo-

tive technology program.

Achievements

Four contracts are in place that focus on: membrane research, natural gas reforming, catalyst development for

CO tolerance, and bi-polar plate development

Contort; Energy Efjiciency anj Renewable Energy Cuilomer Service Center, )-<j00-3rt )- i7n (Domrslicj or

703-2S7-S39I (Intemiilional)
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Motor
Challenge
(Climate Plan Actions I 2 & 13)

'> ^'-
.

-

 -A

In the year 2010, Motor Challenge is expected to generate: v
"

•-sv;».*t*-js«-^:^jr^';i«-5-j^4W'"-

 
'

Energy cost savings of $0.34 billion
-

i^-t'J'^^s-i^'-: r^y

 Energy savings of 0.07 quads -';>'.

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 5.8 MMT ' '-"- - '
' '

Since electric motor-driven system applications account for more than 70 percent of U.S. industrial energy con-

sumption, Motor Challenge is geared at harnessing the tremendous potential energy cost savings that will accrue

once system inefficiencies are identified and reduced Motor Challenge is a voluntary partnership program between

DOE and industry to promote the adoption of a systems approach to developing, purchasing, and managing motors,

drives, and motor-driven equipment, thereby increasing energy efficiency, enhancing productivity, and improving

environmental quality.

Motor Challenge is comprised of four integrated program elements: Industry Partnerships (trade associations

and industry groups),- Allied Partnerships (non-end-uscr companies, along with suppliers, distributors, utilities, etc.);

Excellence Pannerships (end-user industrial companies); and Showcase Demonstrations (technically focused projects

at industrial plants) These partnerships aim to develop and deliver new tools, information, best practices, and indus-

try case studies to assist manufacturers in making more informed management decisions about motor-driven systems.

In addition to program elements, Motor Challenge offers numerous products and services These include Motor-

Master Plus, an electric-motor decision and management software tool; a periodic newsletter, Tummg Point, showcase

demonstration project case studies; pumping system optimization workshops; and the Information Clearinghouse,

which maintains the Motor Challenge Web Page (http://wwwmotor.doe gov) and responds to partner inquiries.

The Showcase Demonstrations bring together motor system users, equipment manufacturers, utility companies,

and state energy offices to host the design, engineering, installation, and operation of projects using technology and

engineering to optimize electric motor systems

Achievements

 The Ntotor Challenge program was officially launched in October 1993, with 44 organizations designated

as Charter Panners.

 As of June 1997, 2,000 organizations had enlisted with over 125 Allied Partners (suppliers, distributors, util-

ities, and state agencies) who are disseminating Motor Challenge products, tools, and software to thousands

of industrial end users.

 The Information Clearinghouse has responded to over 800 calls a month requesting information and tech-

nical assistance More than 250 downlink sites with an audience of over 8,000 viewed the "Efficient Motor

Systems Strategies for Success" teleconference on May 23, 1995

 DOE has completed 10 showcase demonstrations, and has 15 ongoing projects representing an industry

investment of $10 million. The estimated annual energy,savings represents 100 million kilowatt-hours a year,

or the equivalent amount of electncity supplied to over 5,000 homes a year.

Contoct; Motor Challenge Information Cleartnghouie. i-iiOO-SfiJ-JOSS (Domestic] or 70J-297-339( (frfltma(iOHa/j.
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Industrial

Assessment
(Climate Plan Action 15)

Centers

In



657

mfi
NICE^ n^
(Climate Plan Action 16)

^^^^

In the year 2010, NICE' is expected to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $0.4 billion

 Energy savings of 0.09 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 2. 1 MMT

National Industry Competitiveness Through Energy, Environment, and Economics (NICE') promotes innova-

tion, energy efficiency, clean production, and economic competitiveness in industry through one-time matching

grants of up to $425,000. The program funds state and industry partnership proposals that will develop and demon-

strate advances in energy-efficiency and clean-production technologies

Successful projects demonstrate industrial applications of energy-efficient technologies that reduce costs to

industry and prevent pollution In the manufacturing sector with emphasis on the aluminum, chemicals, forest prod-

ucts, glass, metal casting, petroleum refming, and steel sectors. They identify and implement efficiency improvements

in material inputs, processes, and waste streams to enhance U.S. industrial competitiveness. The total federal value

of current projects is at least $20 million, with an average private cost share of $3 68 of private investment per fed-

eral dollar

Achievements

 With fiscal year 1996 funds, 17 projects were funded in 15 states, with $6 2 million in federal funds and

$12 million co-funded by each state-industry partnership to produce the next wave of cost-effective, pol-

lution-prevention technologies that will spawn further innovation as project successes come to fruition.

 As a result of N1CE^ Caterpillar demonstrated to over 90 attendees at an open house that paint sludge from

water-washed overspray could be recovered and recycled. ^XTlile continuing to use the technology in-house.

Caterpillar is also negotiating with potential vendors to market the technology to industry, thus potentially

exceeding the energy and environmental benefits originally projected.

a Beta Corporation of Oregon, a small business, has sold approximately 20 units of its Hydrochloric Acid

Recovery System, a closed-loop, on-site recovery system for galvanizers and small- to medium-sized steel

manufacturers

 Pegasus Technologies Neural Networks has sold several Installations of its Real-Time Neural Networks for

Combustion Optimization system The computerized monitoring system optimizes combustion settings for

minimal NO^ and reduced SOj and COj emissions, while simultaneously maintaining or improving plant

thermal efficiency. These installations have saved over one tnllion Btus of energy

Contact Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Customer Service Center, (-800-3d3-]732 [Domestic) or

703-287-839t (International)
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WasteWi$e
(Climate Plan Action 16)

EPA's WasteWiSe program encourages businesses to set voluntary waste-prevention and recycling goals that

they can achieve cost-effectively The businesses agree to report on progress toward achieving those goals. The Pay-

As-\'ou-Throw program (PA\T), on the other hand, encourages communities and municipalities to consider charg-

ing for waste disposal according to weight or volume. PAYT is a proven financial incentive for citizens to reduce and

recycle their waste.

EPA source-reduction and recycling efforts are intended to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by ( I ) reducing

methane emissions from the decay of waste in landfills. (2) increasing carbon sequestered by forests, and (3) reduc-

ing emissions resulting from extracting and processing virgin materials and manufacturing products Beyond emission

reductions, additional benefits include preservation of natural resources from reduced extraction and processing of

virgin materials, reduced waste disposal, redtiction in air, water, noise, and other pollution associated with waste dis-

posal and manufacturing, reduced costs of municipal solid waste management, and jobs and income created by new

recycling enterprises.

Achievements

a After only three full years of operations, Wasic'OC'iSe boasts over 535 business partners who are reducing and

recycling increasing quantities of waste While 1996 results are not yet available, in 1995 WasteWi$e part-

ners conserved nearly 344,000 tons of materials through waste prevention— a 40 percent increase over 1994

reported figures In addition, partners quadrupled the reported amount ot materials collected for recycling

to over four million tons Partners also helped create stronger markets tor collected recyclables by purchas-

ing more than two million tons of rccycledcontcnt products in 1995 WastcWiSe is opening membership

to tribal, state, and local governments for the tirst time in 1997

a Program highlights in 1996 included completion and distribution ot a P.A^T Tool Kit i containing, among
other things, a guide and workbook for determining how to establish rates for household trash disposal) and

completion of a digital spreadsheet for use by solid waste planners in developing rates to charge for waste

disposal Also m 1996. significant progress was made in completing a comprehensive training video on Pay-

.As-Vou-Throw lor use by solid waste planners As of the end of 1996, EPA estimates over 3,000 Pay-As-You-

Throw programs are in place nationwide

Contact: Clirr Ln'J^.iy. EPA. Ojj'i.r of SoLI U'lsfr. 7uj-J()S-73d6
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Improve Efficiency of
icr^A

Fertilizer Nitrogen Use y^lJQ
(Climate Plan Action I 7)

Improving the efficiency of fertilizer use will result in lower emissions of nitrous oxide (N.O) from microbial

activity occurring in the soil and lower COj emissions from electricity and natural gas consumption during the man-

ufacture of fertilizer. The program is expected to expand activity to develop models that focus on trace gas exchange

related to the bacterial nitrification and denitnfication processes. These models will be used to improve the efficiency

of nitrogen use, while maintaining an efficient and productive agricultural system. Demonstration projects and an

information campaign will ensure widespread application of improved management practices.

Achievements

 Extensive collection of data from farmers' fields has been completed for testing the USDA Agricultural

Research Services NLEAP model for determining the efficiency of nitrogen use Comparisons show effi-

ciencies in small grain > potatoes > lettuce Rotations of small grains with potatoes and lettuce, and proper

management of irrigation, increase efficiencies in these systems. Wheat and rye, when used as winter cover

crops, mitigate nitrogen losses by scavenging nitrogen lost from the shallower root systems of lettuce and

potatoes. The scavenger winter-cover crops protect water and soil quality by reducing wind erosion and

increasing the cycling and efficient use of nitrogen NLEAP is a technology-transfer management tool capa-

ble of evaluating the effects of sequential crops on water quality and on the cycling and efficient use of nitro-

gen.

 The NLEAP model was extended to predict N^O emissions from agricultural soils under a range of man-

agement and weather conditions. Field testing of the model in Colorado has shown that simulated NjO
losses are consistent with measured values. A prototype version of the model has been delivered to USDAs
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) for field testing nationally Joint Agricultural Research Ser-

vice research is continuing to evaluate and apply the model nationwide

 Of the 18 demonstration projects NRCS established in 1995, four continue to receive funding for substi-

tuting organic sources of nitrogen (eg, legume cover crops or manure) for commercial nitrogen fertilizer

and alternative methods of manure application to maximize nutrient utilization by plants.

 NRCS is evaluating nitrogen management systems for corn, cotton, potatoes, and rice that minimize gaseous

emissions of N^O with the model NLEAP. Ten states are currently participating. NRCS will create a data

base of this information for its conservationists in the field and for others who provide nutrient management

planning assistance to farmers

Contacts: Ron Follett, USDA Agricultural Hestarch Service, 970-4 90-8200, Cbarln Lander. USDA, Natural Resources

Conservation Service. 203-690-024 9
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Transportation
Partners
(Climate Plan Action 20)

This initiative is intended to reduce the growth in vehicular travel through voluntary adoption of local and

regional transportation strategies that provide better, cheaper, and more numerous transportation choices for citizens.

These strategies are (1) community design or redevelopment measures that encourage walking, biking, and transit,-

(2) market-based measures that, for example, reduce parking subsidies or transmute them into transit benefits, or that

increase the cost of peak-hour travel relative to nonpeak travel,- and (3) applications of telecommunications and other

technologies that can eliminate the need to travel (telecommuting or teleservices), or that increase the market via-

bility of transit.

Transportation Partners promotes the voluntary efforts of citizens and elected officials to develop innovative

transportation projects and plans that address transportation needs, economic growth, environmental quality, and

equity. The highly decentralized program encourages and recognizes local commitments to better transportation sys-

tems and provides a wide range of technical, strategic, and outreach assistance to ensure effective implementation.

The travel reductions that will be achieved by local partners brought into the program in its initial year are cur-

rently being estimated but are at least in the tens of millions of miles per year A current program priority is imple-

menting an ongoing evaluation strategy that will more precisely assess emission reductions achieved by this program.

The benefits of Transportation Partners are expected initially to accrue slowly after the program's 1995 implementa-

tion and grow exponentially over the next several years.

Achievements

 Transportation Partners recruited 291 Project Partners working to improve local environments and trans-

portation systems

m The Principal Partner Local Government Commission held two major regional conferences on transporta-

tion for livable communities, which attracted over 1,000 participants

 era's first annual "Way to Co!
'

awards were presented to eight outstanding local transportation innovators

from the public and private sectors

a The Transportation Action Network (TransAct"), a comprehensive electronic information and assistance

service, was launched by the Principal Partner Surface Transportation Policy Project. TransAct provides

activists and transportation professionals with Internet access to a wide range of resources and peer contacts

See www.transact org

 The program co-sponsored the 1996 Rail-volution Conference in Washington, DC, which was attended

by over 600 civic representatives, transportation professionals, and developers This annual conference has

become the principal annual meeting for promoters of progressive transportation solutions at the local and

national levels

Contact: PauLi Vun Lure. EPA. Energy t, Trii«s/>ortd(ioM Sectors Divnion, 202-200-3729
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National Telecommuting
Promotion
(Climate Plan Action 21)

&
Both the National Perjormanci Rtview (NPR) and the Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) identify telecommuting as a

possible means to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, energy consumption, and acci-

dents. The U.S. Depanment of Transponation (DOT) was designated the lead agency under the NPR and CCAP to

promote and evaluate telecommuting in the federal government and in state and local agencies and the private sec-

tor.

Achievements

 Created a specialized training program and training materials on telecommuting for DOT supervisors and

managers

 Inaugurated the National Telecommuting Initiative, designed to implement new telework programs in up to

30 metropolitan areas.

a Initiated development of promotional campaign and field visits to states and federal regional offices to pro-

vide support in launching new telecommuting programs.

 Initiated research on successful telecommuting programs in the public and private sectors, and work on pub-

licizing information on telecommuting, as mandated by Congress in the DOT appropriations legislation for

fiscal year 1996. A report on successful programs will be generated.

• Initiated development of the Telecommuting Planning Manual for state and local agencies, which was completed

in June 1997.

Contoct; DOT Office of the AiSistant Secretary for Transportation Policy. 202-J66-iiiJ
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Seasonal Gas Use for

the Control of NO^^
(Climate Plan Action 24)

EPA promotes seasonal switching toward the use of low-carbon natural gas—particularly in the summer—in util-

ity coal and oil plants and in industrial facilities This innovative, low-cost strategy is expected to reduce carbon emis-

sions and NO^ emissions (which contribute to smog formation). The action is tied to rules and guidance issued in

response to NO^ Reasonable Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements, the Economic Incentive Program,

and State Implementation Plans related to National Ambient Air Quality Standards attainment under Title I of the

Clean Air Act. EPA is working to encourage the use of natural gas through incentive-based, innovative programs that

allow for less costly control strategies and provide stronger incentives for the development and implementation of

innovative emission-reduction technologies.

Achievements

 EPA has continued the policy established in a guidance document that promotes the summer use of natural

gas in utility coal and oil plants and in industrial facilities as a NO^-reduction strategy

 Twelve states in the Northeast and the District of Columbia (the Ozone Transport Region— ) adopted a

memorandum of understanding committing to a significant reduction in NO,, emissions from large sources

(especially electric utilities) beyond RACT requirements. Utilities may comply with NOx requirements by

switching to natural gas during the summer

Contocf: Tracy Terry, EPA. Air and Energy Policy Division. 303-2SO-JS75
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Renewable Energy
Commercialization—Biomass
(Climate Plan Action 26)

This initiative is part of DOE's Biomass Power Research and Development Program. In the year 20 1 0, this

broader program is expected to generate: . ^ ,r ;,.;-

 Energy cost savings of $0.9 billion

 Energy savings of 0.43 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 8.9 MMT

New renewable-energy capacity of nearly 175 megawatts by the year 2001 is expected as biomass gasification

demonstrations succeed and rural development proposals ensue. With twice as many partners as projected, DOE's

Biomass Program is realizing the potential that near-term demonstration of mtegrated biomass power systems can

have on technology deployment.

In addition, DOE's rural collaborative efforts are addressing the need for growing and harvesting dedicated

energy feedstock for electricity generation. By using renewable, domestically produced biomass feedstocks, these sys-

tems can provide positive economic and environmental benefits over traditional fossil-fuel-based energy options And

as baseload and intermediate-load power-production options, these systems have great market-penetration potential,

with the ability to compete in the largest segment of the U.S. electric utility market

The major elements of this program include the Biomass Power for Rural Development initiative, a collaborative

of DOE, USDA, and two advanced technology demonstrations—the Vermont Casifier Project and the Hawaii Bio-

mass Casifier Facility
—both of which involve the evaluation of advanced gasification/gas turbine systems.

Achievements

 In 1993, 10 private-sector consonia were formed.

 In December 1994, DOE, in collaboration with USDA, issued a request for proposal for integrated biomass

power demonstration projects DOE received more than 350 requests for the solicitation In response,

private-sector consortia, representing more than 100 organizations from 25 states, proposed a total of 1,000

megawatts of biomass-generating capacity and the dedication of up to 250,000 acres to biomass energy

feedstock production The three proposals selected through this competitive process will demonstrate cost-

competitive, renewable biomass electricity generation from dedicated energy feedstocks by 2001. In total,

these three projects will generate over 150 megawatts.

 The Vermont Casifier Project will operationally demonstrate high-efficiency, "indirect" biomass gasifica-

tion/gas turbine systems in 1998, and will produce over 15 megawatts of biomass power from wood

resources.

Contact; Entrify Efficiency and Renewable Energy Cuilomer Service Center, i-ioo-iol-nil [Domeitic] or

703-2'i7-SJ9( (lnlenii;Uonal]
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Renewable Energy
Commerciaiization-
Geothermal Power
(Climate Plan Action 26)

This initiative is part of DOE's Geothermal Energy Research and Development Program. In the year 20 1 0,

this broader program is expected to generate:

* Energy cost savings of $0.3 billion

 Energy savings of 0. 1 5 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 3.5 MMT

To increase the competitiveness of geothermal power and educate utility companies on the advantages of geo-

thermal power, DOE led a collaboration of the geothermal mdustry, investor-owned and municipal utilities, and the

federal government to develop the Geothermal Power Initiative The initiative has accelerated commercial operation

of cost-shared geothermal projects, including the development of a pipeline to deliver treated municipal wastewater

to raise reservoir pressure and increase the volume of hydrothermal fluids at the Geysers field in California; and cost

sharing of Initial power plants (on the order of 10 megawatts) at new geothermal fields

Geothermal power has Important advantages over fossil-fired, electric-generation technologies. Including negli-

gible atmospheric emissions and fixed fuel costs. These programs are designed to bring additional geothermal elec-

trical power generation on line within the ne.xt three years and to stimulate new power development into the next

century.

Partners include ( 1 ) the geothermal industry, which has helped plan the collaborative effort and has responded

to solicitations for cost-shared projects, and (2) utilities, which will provide the market for geothermal power pur-

chases Interagency collaborators include the U S Depanment of the Interiors U S Forest Service

Acfiievements

3 Using system designs and components developed by the DOE/industry technology-development partner-

ship formed In the mid-1970s, the U.S geothermal industry has deployed about 1,000 megawatts of new

geothermal electric facilities at 12 sites in the western United States

» A solicitation for cost-shared geothermal power projects was published m the Ftdcrjl Register in March 1995.

o The Idaho Operations Office is reissuing a solicitation to identify a recipient who will conduct a small-scale

commercial demonstration project during the fall of 1997.

Contoct: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Cuslomrr Sfn>icf Coilrr, l-900-Jo3-3732 [Domestic] or

703-287-8391 [Intemationul).
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Renewable Energy
Commerciayzation—
Geothermal Heat Pumps
(Climate Plan Action 26)

This initiative is part of DOE's Geothermal Energy Research and Development Energy Research and

Development Program. In the year 20 1 0, this broader program is expected to generate:

 Energy cost savings of $0.5 billion

 Energy savings of 0.3 1 quads

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 7.2 MMT I

I

1

The goal of this action is to realize "400,000 by the year 2002" in annual geothermal heat pump (CHP) sales.

^X'ith 1 20 utility partners representing a majority of the nation's electric customers, this collaborative effort is on track

for reaching this goal.

CHPs are among the most efficient technologies for providing heating, cooling, and water heating to residen-

tial and commercial buildings However, they will not likely emerge as a mainstream heating, ventilation, and air con-

ditioning option without concened effons to increase cost-competitiveness, public knowledge of their availability

and merits, and the CHP industry's ability to design, install, and maintain CHP systems

To address these needs, the Geothermal Heat Pump Consortium—comprised of electric utilities, CHP manu-

facturers, trade groups, environmental organizations, EPA, and DOE—has launched a "Ceothermal Heat Pump Tech-

nology Demonstration and Market Mobilization Program." The program is designed to reduce energy consumption,

greenhouse gas emissions, and space-conditioning costs for residential and commercial building users by lowering

costs associated with initial CHP installations. To build public confidence in the technology and to avoid the use of

many different names, the industry has elected to use the name Ceo Exchange to "brand" the technology.

Achievements

a In conjunction with the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta, CHPs were installed in a number of buildings.

 In 1996, 14 utilities committed over $12 million in jointly funded CHP pilot and demonstration programs.

 In 1995 and 1996, over 4,000 Ceo Exchange units were installed at Louisiana's Fort Polk Army Base. Statis-

tically valid data show an annual savings of over 30 million kilowatt-hours and a summer-peak-demand

reduction of 6 7 megawatts.

Contact: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Cuitomer Service Center, t-S00-363-37i2 (Domeitic) or

703-287-8391 (International').
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Renewable Energy
Commercia!ization—Photovoltaics
(Climate Plan Action 26)

This initiative is part of DOE's Photovoltaics Systems Research and Development Program. In the year 20 1 0,

this broader program will generate: I

« Energy cost savings of $0.06 billion
|

 Energy savings of 0.03 quads

a Carbon-equivalent savings of 0.6 MMT
1

DOE is working with the photovoltaic (PV) Industry and others to reduce the price of electricity from PV sys-

tems, raise the lifetime of PV modules to 30 years, and increase PV module efficiencies. DOE's program efforts focus

on three major elements: market conditioning, joint ventures, and strategic technological research.

This action is being accomplished via four major projects: TEAM-UP, a market-acceleration program taking

place in cooperation with the Utility Photovoltaic Croup (UPVG), Renewable Energy Technology Analysis, a pro-

gram to evaluate and promote understanding of long-term costs and benefits of PV technologies, a program that sup-

pons state-level planning, and a program to suppon consumer advocates who will evaluate the cost-effectiveness of

PV installations. TEAM-UP will address both grid-connected applications of PV, as well as the grid-independent PV,

applications.

Achievements

a DOE's most active partner, the Utility Photovoltaic Croup (UPVC), has grown into an 84-member organi-

zation representing all sectors of the electric utility industry and more than 45 percent of U.S. kilowatt-hour

electricity sales.

 The UPVC awarded eight contracts for market-development efforts for grid-independent PV applications,

which collectively identified 130 utilities with potential to participate in market-development efforts.

a One grid-independent application team receiving UPVC suppon, the Photovoltaic Services Network, rep-

resents more than 40 electric utilities in 12 states in the West and Midwest.

a To date, the UPVC has awarded contracts to 19 teams, installing $50 million in new PV installations with

a 4:1 industry/DOE cost-shared ratio. The project includes more than 1,640 individual PV systems totaling

more than 8 megawatts, all connected to electric utility systems The awards will result in new PV installa-

tions in more than 25 states nationwide

a DOE supported the installation of a 340-kW PV roof system, the world's largest PV roof system, in the 1996

Olympic Natatorium in Atlanta

Co.ntoct. Energy Efjiciency and Rentwablt Energy Cuftomer Service Center, I-800-J6J-J73 2 (DomfslicJ or

70J-:s7-S39( (International).
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Renewable Energy
Commercialization—Wind
(Climate Plan Action 26)

This initiative is part of DOE'sWind Program. In the year 20 10, this broader program is expected to gener-
ate:

Energy cost savings of $0.6 billion

Energy savings of 0.26 quads

Carbon-equivalent savings of 5.2 MMT

Interest in wind power technology is high, but the current lack of a well-established infrastructure for manufac-

turing, installing, and servicing wind turbines presents a great obstacle to commercialization. Representatives from

interested parties in wind deployment—such as electric utilities, utility trade organizations, wind turbine equipment

manufacturers, consumer groups, environmental groups, and state and federal regulators—^joined with DOE to form

a wind collaborative whose members selected the name National Wmd Coordmatmg Committee (NCC). Its goal is

to ensure the responsible use of wind energy in the United States—an increasingly imponant goal, as wind energy

provides the environmental benefit of zero-emission electricity generation.

DOE's principal support includes: expansion of the existing Turbine Verification Program, cost-shared deploy-

ment of wind energy to enhance infrastructure development, assessment of wmd resources, and avian wind research.

The Wind Turbine Verification Program provides co-funding suppon to a consonium that evaluates prototype wind

turbines in commercial utility settings (6 megawatts or larger) The commercialization initiative shares the cost of

developing hjll-fledged wind power plants (25 megawatts or more) The Utility Resource Assessment Program pro-

motes wind energy by assisting utilities in evaluating possible sites for wind deployment Finally, the Avian Research

Program implements a broad-based scientific program to assess the impacts of wind development on avian popula-

tions

Achievements

 In December 1994, DOE (through the National Renewable Energy Laboratory) issued a solicitation seeking

cost-shared wind-farm projects Eight proposals for more than 200 megawatts were received. In September,

NREL announced its selection of three projects totaling 61 megawatts.

 To represent the interests of the nation's electric utilities and independent power producers in the NCC, the

Utility VX'ind Interest Group was formally organized and incorporated.

 With the assistance of DOE cost-sharing, the Utility Wind Interest Group, Inc., selected six of nine possi-

ble proposals to collect and analyze wind data at multiple sites across the nation. Panicipating electric util-

ities are providing 65 percent of the funding Two projects with 1 3-megawatt capacity are moving forward.

 DOE will provide technical assistance to construct wind turbine power plants in Minnesota and Iowa

through NREL. Project planning advice and performance reports will be provided for the next five years.

Contoct. Energy Effiatncy and Rrnewahle Energy CuUomer Service Center, i-soo-3tf J-3732 (Domestic) or

703-257-9391 (International}
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Integrated
Resource Planrsin;
(Climate Plan Action 27)

Utility companies, the state regulators who oversee them, and legislators need new analytical and management
tools to make sound decisions in an increasingly complex and competitive utility environment. The Integrated

Resource Planning (IRP) program addressed this need.

This initiative began in 1994 by supporting research on policy and planning tools that support both supply and

demand issues. The program expanded to mclude an increasing emphasis on outreach and education to put IRP tools

in the hands of state and regional regulators, legislators, and utility managers The IRP program served state utility

commissions, state energy offices, independent power producers, and utilities. Key partnerships included the

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), the National Conference of State Legislatures

(NCSL), trade associations (including renewable-energy producer organizations), and energy-efficiency advocacy

groups

The IRP program consisted of the Education Voucher Program, which provides educational assistance for state

regulators and their staff,- the Electric Utility Restructuring Partnership, which provides information and analysis to

states in formulating options for effective utility restructuring, DOE's IRP in Public Power Project, in conjunction

with the American Public Power Association and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, which pro-

vides technical assistance to small public power utilities that wish to use IRP and demand-side management in their

management operations, and support for state IRP initiatives through NARUC and NCSL.

Due to funding cuts, this program was terminated. The following achievements were realized before the pro-

gram's termination.

Achievements

a Of the 335 applications for educational vouchers the program received during its operation, the program

awarded more than 230 vouchers worth approximately $250,000. The vouchers were used for a variety of

purposes, including conducting renewable-energy workshops and obtaining technical resources, such as

software and technical reports to enhance IRP-related decision making In most cases, these resources would

not have been accessible to state agencies without the IRP-DSM voucher program.

a In Its first two years before its termination and during the budget appropnations process, the program spon-

sored more than 30 seminars to provide state regulators with a fundamental knowledge of IRP

a IRPs national Performance- Based Rate-Making design workshop attracted more than 100 participants.

a The program provided funding for more than 100 national studies of IRP and IRP-related issues that have

been delivered to all states

Cc-'torf Energy Efficiency anj Renewable Energy Customer Service Center, (-80O-J63-3733 [Domestic] or

70J-217-5J9I (Inlemational).
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Energy-Efficient Distribution
Transformer Standards
(Climate Plan Action 29)

U.S. electric utilities use an estimated 40 million distribution transformers. Although utility distribution trans-

formers collectively have a high rate of efficiency, they account for approximately 61 billion kilcwatt-hours (kWh)

of the 229 billion kWh of energy lost annually in the delivery of electricity The Energy Policy Act of 1992 required

DOE to determine if distribution transformer standards are warranted. This initiative was established to evaluate the

feasibility of efficiency standards for electric distribution transformers, targeting single-phase distribution transform-

ers up to 833 kilovolt ampere (kVa) and three-phase transformers up to 2,500 kVa.

To conduct this evaluation, DOE established partnerships with electric utility associations, distribution trans-

former manufacturers associations, and commercial and industrial facility owners/operators. DOE will assess whether

distribution and efficiency standards are technologically feasible, economically justified, and result in significant

energy savings. If the findings support formal development of efficiency standards, DOE will promulgate rulemakings

for testing, standards, and labeling requirements.

Achievements

 In February 1995, DOE submitted a report to Congress on The Feasibility of Replacing or Upgrading Utility Dis-

tribution Transjormers During Routine Maintenance

 In July 1 996, DOE published Determination Analysis of Energy Conservation Standards for Distribution Transformers.

Contact: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Customer Service Center (-800-363-3 73: (Domestic) or

703-287-839< [International].
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Energy Star® /"T^^
Transformer Program -^*^^^ffC^

(Climate Plan Action 30) s«ei«E»«tHS»c«iu»n>n

In the year 20 1 0, the Energy Star Transformers program is expected to generate: I

 Energy cost savings of $0.8 billion
I

 Energy savings of 0. 1 quads
I

 Cartxjn-equivalent savings of 1.4 MMT
|

Approximately 40 million distribution transformers are in service on utility transmission lines These transfor-

mers, which convert power from high voltages used in the transmission of electricity to lower voltages used in homes

and businesses, lose approximately 61 billion kilowatt-hours of energy annually

The Energy Star® Transformer Program seeks to reduce these losses by encouraging utilities to overcome bar-

riers to purchasing cost-effective and energy-efficient transformers and by encouraging manufacturers to produce

high-efficiency transformers using available technologies. In addition, EPA is working with industry members to

develop technical tools to analyze highly complex transformer use and sizing decisions Finally, EPA will encourage

utilities and regulatory commissions to reduce any regulatory barriers that prevent the implementation of cost-

effective, supply-side efficiency investments, such as efficient transformers.

The Energy Star Transformer Program was launched successfully in April 1995, with over 85 percent of trans-

former manufacturers already participating The program is on target to achieve us CCAP goal for saving over 2 bil-

lion kilowatt-hours of electricity in the year 2000 The program has developed new marketing strategies that

demonstrate the benefits of high-efficiency transformers in a competitive electric industry In addition, the program

has released several technical tools and reports that are focusing attention on distribution efficiency and assisting with

efficient transformer selection

Achievements

a The program currently has 41 Utility Partners who purchase approximately 10 percent of the distribution

transformers sold annually to utilities

 The program currently has 9 Manufacturing Partners representing more than 85 percent of the distribution

transformer manufacttjring market

Cort'act: Pttc South. EPA. Atmoiphtric Pollution Prcvmtion Dtvision. :o:-:jJ-9J«:
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Green Power
Network
(New Climate Plan Action)

DOE has developed an Internet-based information network known as the Green Power Network. Accessible

through DOE's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy home page, the network provides and exchanges

information on successful green power programs and provides network links to utilities, power marketers, public enti-

ties, and consumer and environmental organizations that have already developed or are interested in developing

green power programs. The provision of this information and the information links will help encourage electricity

suppliers and customers to form green power supply and buyer groups.

The electric power industry is undergoing unprecedented change, with the regulated monopoly structure of the

industry becoming increasingly subject to competition. Wholesale competition has resulted in a price-dominated

market in which renewables, which generally have high front-end cost structures, are being disadvantaged.

At the same time, retail competition should lead to a greater number of service options for electricity customers,

some of which will include renewable energy Since utility customers and public opinion surveys have identified

strong public support for the development of clean energy sources, the ability of customers to express a market pref-

erence for renewable-energy sources can be a key driving force in moving greater amounts of renewables into the

market. Already, several utilities have developed customer-oriented "green pricing" programs, and a handful of muni-

cipalities have taken action to acquire renewables-based power to serve their loads.

These "green marketing" approaches employ market-based mechanisms to promote greater adoption of renew-

ables and are entirely compatible with ongoing attempts to introduce greater competition into the generation and

delivery of electricity However, only a handful of power providers and customers have attempted to tap into this

market. There is a need to more broadly disseminate information and experiences with green power programs, so that

other organizations and market entities can apply this information to design and implement successful green power

programs

The Green Power Network is a site dedicated to providing information and points of contacts on green power

programs and activities. DOE has worked with electricity-sector organizations in the development of the web site,

and is linking to other green power-oriented businesses and organizations. This web site can be accessed at

http://wwweren.doe.gov/greenpower. To qualify for a link to the web site, businesses and organizations should have

an existing green power program underway.

Contoct: Energy EJficitncy and Rentwable Energy Customer Service Center, 1-800-363-3732 (Domestic] or

703-287-8391 (International).
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Natural Gas
STAR
(Climate Plan Action 32)

The Action Plan expanded the Natural Gas STAR program. In the year 2010, the full program is expected to

generate:

 Methane savings of 55 billion cubic feet

 Energy cost savings of $ 1 00 million

s Carbon-equivalent savings of 6.0 MMT

Through the Natural Gas STAR program, EPA encourages natural gas companies to adopt cost-effective tech-

nologies and practices that reduce emissions of methane, a potent greenhouse gas In March 1995, the program was

expanded from the transmission and distribution sectors to Include the production sector In addition to providing

implementation support, EPA provides partners with public recognition and works to remove unjustified regulatory

barriers. Companies submit an implementation plan to EPA after becoming a partner and Implement the plan over

the next three years.

By working with the natural gas industry, Natural Gas STAR has Identified nine cost-effective, methane-reduc-

ing best management practices (BMPs) EPA has developed a series of tools to help partners Implement these BMPs,

Including an Implementation guide measurement program and a series of "lessons learned" studies that communicate

superior implementation of BMPs by program panners.

Achievements

Q In 1996, the Natural Gas STAR program reduced methane leakage from natural gas pipelines by over one

million metric tons of carbon-equivalent emissions

* The expanded program Includes 65 corporate panners representing:

- 65 percent of transmission company pipeline miles,

- 32 percent of distribution company pipeline miles, and

- 33 percent of U.S. natural gas production.

" The American Gas Association, the American Petroleum Institute, the Interstate Natural Gas Association,

the International Centre for Gas Technology Information, the National Association of Regulatory Utility

Commissioners, the Natural Gas Supply Association, and the Southern Gas Association have endorsed the

Natural Gas STAR program.
 In addition, the Gas Research Institute endorsed the program in April 1 994, pledging $4 million of its annual

budget to projects that reduce methane emissions.

Con:act: P.hone Resch, EPA. Atmospheric Pollution Prrvmtion Dwiiion. 202-21i-979l
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Landfill Rule and Landfill

Methane Outreach Program
,^,. ». . . --. . -. ^v LANDFILL METHANE

(Climate Plan Actions 33 and 34) oumAcxpiioMAM

1

In the year 20 10, the Landfill Methane Outreach Program is expeaed to generate:
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Coalbed Methane
Outreach Program
(Climate Plan Action 35)

in the /ear 20 1 0, the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program is anticipated to generate:

 Methane savings of 29 billion cubic feet

 Energy cost savings of $55 nnillion

B Carbon-equivalent savings of 3.2 MMT

In 1990, methane emissions associated with coal mining operations accounted for approximately 18 percent of

human-related US methane emissions. Launched in spring 1994, the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program is reduc-

ing these emissions by ( 1 ) working with the coal industry and other stakeholders to identify and remove obstacles to

increased investment in coalbed methane recovery projects, and (2) raising awareness of opportunities for profitable

investments.

Currently, at least 13 U.S. mines are recovering and using methane Under this program and as a result of the

Energy Policy Act of 1992, an additional 47 8 trillion Btus of methane energy are expected to be recovered annually,

representing approximately 25 new or expanded projects by 2000

Coal mine methane projects must meet site-specific technical and market conditions to be profitable. Many gen-

eral market barriers and opportunities can either hinder or encourage projects The program works on a mine-by-mine

basis to identify and overcome the specific technical, legal, market, and financial barriers to project implementation.

Program staff works directly with the coal mine staff to prepare technical, financial, and market analyses that identify

profitable project opportunities The program also works with developers, state and local governments, and potential

gas markets to identify and overcome the various generalized technical, market, financial, and legal barriers.

Achievements

a During 1995 and 1996, at least seven new or expanded-use projects were initiated at coal mines. These pro-

jects included introducing coalbed methane into the nation's natural gas pipeline supply, generating power

from abandoned mine gas, and using methane to replace coal as a fuel source for drying at a coal mine prepa-

ration plant In 1996, a contract was signed to upgrade lower-qualiry mine gas from two active mines and

two abandoned mines for pipeline injection—the first project of its kind.

 EPA worked with operators of several mines to develop detailed technology and financial assessments of the

profitable opponunities for coal mine methane projects. Tliese assessments are catalyzing project develop-

ments

a EPA developed guides for state, local, and federal assistance programs that pinpoint sources of loans, grants,

and technical assistance for profitable coal mine methane projects In addition, EPA prepared a comprehen-

sive guide for private-sector financing of coal mine methane projects.

a EPA evaluated and reported on technological options for enhanced coalbed methane recovery, use, and mar-

kets that have lowered the informational barriers to profit-making coalbed methane projects.

 In 1996 and 1997 EPA hosted two national conferences that focused on key financial and policy issues

related to coalbed methane project development

Contact. Karl Schulti. EPA. Atmospheric Pollution Prmntion Diviiion, 202-23 J-946S

A-34 H US Climate Action Report
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Methane Recovery
Systems—Coal Mining
(Climate Plan Action 36)

DOE's Office of Fossil Energy and EPA (Climate Plan Action 35) have jointly supported outreach, cost-shared

demonstrations, and market-entry projects to investigate and apply technologies for capturing and using methane

emitted during coal mining. Methane is highly explosive and, when emitted into the mine workings during coal min-

ing operations, can be a serious safety hazard. Within DOE the Office of Fossil Energy is primarily responsible for

the methane recovery program. Management of the program is coordinated with EPA,- the National Mining Associ-

ation,- fuel cell, gas turbine, and internal combustion engine manufacturers, private industry,- utilities, and others.

The program has supported partnership teams, led by the coal industry, that are developing the application of

evolving and existing technologies for recovery and use of coal mine methane gas. The program has three operational

phases: Phase I
—

feasibility study of the proposed program and solicitation of cost-shared demonstrations. Phase II—
detailed design of the proposed demonstrations, and Phase 111—implementation of pilot demonstrations.

The program involves partners in planning, implementation, and financing. Coal mining and natural gas pro-

duction industries are Included as potential partners for gas recovery and sales Natural gas transmission, electrical

power, and coal mining companies are the potential users of the recovered gas Power-generation equipment vendors

may join in partnerships to provide the hardware for recovery and use Local communities may also be partners for

providing local fuel or power in the community or for Industrial/energy parks.

Achievements

 Five Phase II coal mine methane projects with multiple partners are currently completing detailed designs

for field recovery and use demonstration efforts In 1998. Project partners include a coal operator, a utility,

an engineering hrm, and an engine manufacturer.

 Two of the project efforts have partly completed the design of the field demonstrations and are beginning

to recover initial quantities of coal mine methane.

- One of these projects Involves DOE, Northwest Fuel Development, an active coal mine and an electric

utility in Harrison County, Ohio. The present installed capacity of this facility Is 500 kilowatts, or abbut

one-quarter of the coal mine's total power consumption. The existing generators are driven by automo-

bile-derivative Internal combustion (IC) engines. Design work is curtently underway In cooperation with

Energy Research Corporation to develop a demonstration unit with a capacity of 300 kilowatts. It is anti-

cipated that the use of the fuel cell will allow for more flexible operation of the IC engines.

- The second project intends to use methane contained in the mine ventilation exhaust and gas from gob

wells drilled into the strata just above the longwall mining face. The total methane emissions from the

Emerald mine (Greene Co., Pa.) are capable of generating 50 or more megawatts. The specific hardware

for the prototype is being determined, and a test plan Is being developed for operation.

Contact: DOE. Office of Fossil Energy. 202-s»6-47S6, or DOE Ftderal Entrgy Technology Center. so^-JSS-iS-i?.
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Methane Recovery
Systems—Landfills

(Climate Plan Action 37)

Municipal landfills are the single largest source of methane emissions nationwide, generating over one-third of

the nation's methane greenhouse gas. DOE, through its methane capture research, development, and demonstration

activities, and EPA, through its public outreach (Climate Plan Action 34), have worked jointly to maximize methane

gas use and recovery from landfills.

The Solid Waste Management Association of North America (SWANA) has been a key partner with DOE in the

design and delivery of this initiative SWANA is the largest professional organization representing landfill gas recov-

ery. The group has been conducting meetings and symposia on landfill gas recovery since the late 1970s.

Due to funding cuts, DOE's participation in this program was terminated. The following achievements were real-

ized before the program's termination.

Achievements

= A workshop was held to identify technical barriers to the recovery and use of landfill-generated methane

gas, resulting in an information base for planned activities.

' Two projects
—the study and verification of landfill gas prediction models and the development of "manu-

als of practice" for gas recovery—were initiated as a result of the workshop.

3 A Notice of Intent was published in 1994 in the Commtrce Busmns Daily to determine the level of interest of

industry and stakeholders in cost-shared projects for landfill gas recovery and use. Thirty-one responses

were received, indicating strong support from private-sector landfill operators.

An increased knowledge base will result from the two study initiatives and from the relationships that have been

established with the professional community through collaboration with SWANA. The verified model for the pre-

diction of methane gas levels at landfill sites will provide better information to landfill operators trying to estimate

the amount of gas they can expect to recover over time.

Contacv Entrgy Efjicicncy and Renewable Energy Cuitomer Service Center, 1-800-36 J -3 733 (Domestic] or

703-3S7-839I [International].
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AgSTAR m^
Program
(Climate Plan Action 38)

I

In the year 20 1 0, the AgSTAR program is expected to generate: V* ^- -
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 Methane savings of 16 billion cubic feet . •_ ,." i -^^ -''
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Energy cost savings of $30 million

Carbon-equivalent savings of 1 .3 MMT
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Launched at the ^X^^ite House Conference on Climate Change in the spring of 1994, this cooperative effort of

EPA, USDA, and DOE is a voluntary pollution-prevention program with the livestock industry. EPA and USDA work

with livestock producers to capture the methane released from manure management systems. The captured methane

is an on-farm energy resource that can offset energy costs and increase bottom-line profits. Using methane-recovery

systems, it is technologically feasible to reduce total U.S. methane emissions from livestock manure by 50 percent.

Collateral benefits include reducing surface- and ground-water pollution, managing odors, and reducing fertilizer

costs.

To join AgSTAR, livestock producers sign a memorandum of understanding and agree to survey their facilities to

determine if a methane-recovery system would be profitable for their farm(s). If it is projected to be profitable, the

producer agrees to install a methane-recovery system within three years.

To date, project installations have been slower than expected, due to delays in initiating model farms and utility

industry restructuring. Installations are increasing, however, due to industry emphasis on odor control and other fac-

tors.

Achievements

 AgSTAR has more than 40 partners, representing more than 400 farms The program also has 50 Allies, rep-

resenting system and equipment manufacturers, educational institutions, state and local governments, and

others.

 EPA has issued the AgSTAR Handbook, a comprehensive methane-recovery handbook and reference guide

organized for specific livestock- rearing methods and manure management strategies.

 EPA has released FarmWare version 1 .0, the AgSTAR decision-support software, which allows U.S. dairy and

pork producers to conduct comparative technical and economic assessments of their facilities.

 EPA has initiated projects at model farm sites in key methane areas across the country. These model farms

are demonstrating the successes of today's methane-recovery technology and the potential to recover

methane at a profit. TTiese farms also serve as educational facilities for Partners, Allies, and others interested

in considering methane-recovery systems

 USDA and EPA have jointly developed three interim standards related to biogas generation, capture, and

utilization—Covered Anaerobic Lagoon, Plug Flow Digester, and Complete Mix Digester—which allow

AgSTAR partners to participate in cost-share programs, such as EQP.

 USDA and EPA have jointly funded an engineering position, located in Raleigh, North Carolina, to serve as

a regional specialist in environmental engineenng and biogas recovery.

Contocts; Kurt Roos, EPA. Atmospheric Pollution Prwtntion Division. 202-233-904 i, Barry Kintzcr, USDA-NRCS, Constrvation

Engineering Division. 202-720-H8i
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Ruminant Livestock

Efficiency Program
(Climate Plan Action 39)

In the year 20 1 0, the Ruminant Livestock EfFicienqr Program is expected to generate:

 Methane reductions of 20 billion cubic feet

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 2.2 MMT

This collaborative effort between USDA and EPA aims to reduce methane emissions resulting from the dairy and

beef industries, which are responsible for more than 30 MMTCE of methane emissions annually. Methane is pro-

duced as part of a ruminant animal's normal digestive process, known as "enteric fermentation." Because the methane

produced is actually wasted carbon from the feed, the amount of methane relative to the amount of beef or milk pro-

duced is a reliable indicator of inefficiency of animal production.

This program encourages livestock producers to improve the efficiency of their animals and reduce methane

emissions by improving grazing management, providing strategic feed supplementation, improving feed efficiency

through the use of production-enhancing agents, improving genetic characteristics. Improving reproduction, and

controlling diseases. The program also builds on existing efforts to remove market barriers and to create incentives

for Increased production of lower-fat milk and meat products. Because fat production is energy-intensive, producing

lower-fat products requires less feed per unit of product and results in less methane production.

Achievements

 In Utah and Washington State, regional projects were launched to study how improved livestock manage-

ment practices reduce methane emissions from cattle. The information gathered by the collaborating uni-

versities Is being transferred to livestock producers through local extension services

 The Ruminant Livestock Efficiency Program has enabled USDA's National Resource and Conservation Ser-

vice (NRCS) to expand upon its education and technical assistance activities in 10 states helping livestock

producers improve grazing management and livestock production Efforts include workshops, field tours,

video programs, and distribution of published material

 In collaboration with universities in Tennessee, Georgia, and Louisiana, a regional project has been launched

for the southeastern United States, which focuses on improving efficiency of production on cow/calf oper-

ations Plans were developed to study improved practices, mainly in the areas of grazing and forage man-

agement, and the effect they have on methane emissions and productivity NRCS will use the information

in technology-transfer programs. As part of this effort, "model farms' are being established in 10 states and

Puerto Rico to demonstrate to producers that Improved practices can be profitable and good for the envi-

ronment

Contacti: Mark Orhc. EPA. Atmospheric Pollution Prn'ention Division. :o:-2 3 3-90^ i, Slfi't Carmichael. USDA-NRCS/EPA

Laison. <OJ-S63-93r4
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Significant New
Alternatives Program
(Climate Plan Action 40)

In the year 20 10,Action 40 is expected to generate:

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 23. 1 MMT

Perfluorocompounds (PFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are among the most potent greenhouse gases, in

addition to being characterized by high global wanning potentials (CWPs), most PFCs and HFCs have extremely

long atmospheric lifetimes, which means even small emissions will contribute to the cumulative atmospheric burden

and will persist for up to thousands of years.

Emissions of PFCs and HFCs in this initiative fall into two categories: release from use as alternatives for ozone-

depleting substances, and discharge from industrial processes. This action intends to reduce emissions of high-GWP
gases by a regulatory pathway to restrict the use and emission of chemicals under the Significant New Alternative

Policy (SNAP), authorized under Section 6 1 2 of the Clean Air Act.

Section 612 permits the control of uses for high-GWP gases if other alternatives to ozone-depleting substances

exist and pose less risk to human health and the environment. Regulatory actions are also developed as part of the

SNAP, and environmental stewardship activities have been designed to control industrial releases.

Achievements

 SNAP has promulgated four rules listing acceptable and unacceptable substitutes for ozone-depleting sub-

stances. Tlirough these rules, EPA has restricted the use of substances by listing chemicals subject to Nar-

rowed Use Limits. SNAP also has banned the use of some substances because of their high GWP propenies

(e.g., SF^ is an unacceptable substitute for aerosol propellants due to its very high GWP and the existence

of other compressed gases that perform equally well).

Contact: Hrynaldo Forte, EPA, Stratosphtrtc Prottction Diaision, 202-233-9l3-(
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Expansion to
CCAP Action 40:

Environmental Stevvardship Initiative

(New Climate Plan Action)

In the year 20 1 0, this initiative is anticipated to generate:

a Carbon-equivalent savings of 1 0.0 MMT

This action expands ongoing work begun as part of the environmental stewardship activities under Action 40 of

the Climate Change Action Plan Environmental stewardship activities have been designed to control industrial emis-

sions of perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) Among the most potent greenhouse gases, most

PFCs and HFCs are characterized by high global wanning potentials (CWPs) and extremely long atmospheric life-

times A high CWP implies that discrete emission of the gas can be up to several thousand times more potent than

an equivalent quantity of carbon dioxide Further, long atmospheric lifetimes for the gases mean that even small emis-

sions will contribute to the cumulative atmospheric burden and persist for up to thousands of years

PFCs and HFCs are intentionally used in the following three industries ( I ) semiconductor production (SF^, CF^,

C,F,, CjFj, NFj, and CHF^), (2) electrical power systems (SF^),
and (3) magnesium casting (SF^).

Use and emissions

of PFCs by the semiconductor Industry Is expected to Increase by 2000 due to growing use In production and demand

for the microchip. The most potent greenhouse gas Is
SF^.

with a CWP of 2 3,900 and an atmospheric lifetime of

3,200 years It is used by all three Industries Atmospheric concentrations of SF^ are increasing at an estimated annual

rate of 7-8 percent. Production rates for some of the PFCs are expected to grosv

Most emission reductions for these industries are believed to be possible through environmentally protective and

cost-effective means In all cases, the principles of pollution prevention are under consideration for reducing emis-

sions. EPA has initiated a cooperative reduction effort with the semiconductor industry and has begun discussions

with the electrical and magnesium industries

The semiconductor Industry, through effons of the Semiconductor Industry Association and Its member compa-

nies has worked with EP.A to develop an agreement to endeavor to reduce emissions of PFCs Eighteen individual

companies have signed the memorandum of understanding with EP.A, which has already received preliminary reports

of successful attempts to reduce emissions In the meantime, the electrical and magnesium industries have both

expressed a desire to discuss voluntary reduction programs with EPA

Co.;:oct: Eliz,ihcth Dutrotv. EPA. Atmospfctnc Pollution Prn'OitiOii Dii'ision, 30:-:) J-POO'l.
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Partnership With
HCFC-22 Manufacturers to

Eliminate HFC-23 Emissions
(Climate Plan Action 4 1 )

In the year 20 10, this initiative is expected to generate:

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 5.0 MMT

Chemical production of HCFC-22 results in the creation of HFC-23 (trifluoromethane) as a by-product. Vented

to the atmosphere for the most pan, HFC-23 is a very potent greenhouse gas, with a global warming potential of

I 1,700 and an atmospheric lifetime of 250 years.

This action is a voluntary environmental stevv'ardship program designed to reduce releases of HFC-23 The US.

producers of HCFC-22 have committed to EPA to reduce emissions of HFC-23 in the year 2000 by 5 MMTCE.

Reduction opportunities will vary from company to company, but will most likely include process optimization, con-

version to benign chemistries, and destruction

Achievements

 HCFC-22 producers have completed an assessment of their 1990 HFC-23 emissions, and are continuing to

report annual emissions.

 HCFC-22 producers are currently determining and implementing the most cost-effective practices for

reducing HFC-23 emissions.

 In 1997, EPA and the producers coordinated to develop a set of performance-based emission measurement

standards The standards establish acceptable limits for air emissions data

Contact Elizabeth Dutrow, EPA. Atmoiphmc Pollution Prmention Diuisioii, 2o:-J3 J-POdl.
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uminum Producer -^

Partnership •vniM
(Climate Plan Action 42) fllINDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIP

In the year 20 1 0, the Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership Is expected to generate:

 Carbon-equivalent savings of 2.4 MMT

Carbon tetrafluoride (CF^) and carbon hexafluoride (C^F^) are emitted as by-products of the primary aluminum

production process. Both of these perfluorocarbons (PFCs) are potent greenhouse gases with global warming poten-

tials of approximately 6,500 and 9,200 times that of CO,, respectively, and lifetimes that exceed 10,000 years.

Through the Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership (VAIP), EPA is partnermg with primary aluminum producers

to reduce PFCs emissions where technically feasible and cost-effective

PFCs are generated during anode effects, which are temporary electrochemical disruptions in the production

process. When they occur, energy that would otherwise be used to make aluminum is wasted. Under VAIP, partners

work toward minimizing the number and duration of anode effects without sacrificing competitiveness Many com-

panies have already reduced their PFC emissions substantially through relatively minor technological and operational

changes, such as the use of computer monitoring, changes in raw materials feeding techniques, and employee train-

ing EP.A estimates that such changes can help to reduce PFC emissions by 30-60 percent industry-wide.

Achievements

a .As of December 1995, 12 companies representing 94 percent of the LI S primary aluminum production

capacity had joined VAIP

a VAIP has developed CF^ and C,F^ gas standards (through the National Institute of Standards and Technol-

ogy i and has improved the tundamental understanding of these emissions (through research conducted at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

3 EP.A has conducted measurements of CF^ and C,F, at seven smelters in coniunction with primary aluminum

companies

a In 1996, EPA to-hosted an international conference on PFC emissions trom aluminum smelting attended by

representatives ot more than 10 countries

Contaci; Fnc /)o/ipi. EPA. Almos/'I'fric Po//uIioh R'ri'mliiiii Division, 202-23 }-90J(
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Accelerate Tree Planting
in Nonindustrial Private Forests
(Climate Plan Action 44)

In the year 2010, trees planted through this program are expected to sequester:

 2.2 MMT of carbon .. -,

Through the Forest Stewardship incentive Program, USDAs Forest Service and State Forestry agencies are pro-

viding technical assistance and up to 75 percent federal cost-sharing for the planting of additional trees on non-

industrial private lands This program increases the uptake of carbon dioxide and storage of carbon in trees, forest

soils, forest litter, and in understory plants The goal of the program is to increase tree planting in the United States

by 233,000 acres a year ( 10 percent) within five years and to maintain this expanded level of planting for an addi-

tional five years.

Achievements

 The USDA Forest Service has planted I 35,000 acres of trees through fiscal year 1996 under the Steward-

ship Incentive Program

Contact: Robert J Moulton. USDA Forist Sirvict. 9f9-549-4032
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Cl-I M ATE

Climate

Challenge

The Climate Challenge program is a joint, voluntary effort of DOE and the electric utility industry to reduce,

avoid, or sequester greenhouse gases. Utilities identify and implement cost-effective activities that are specified in

agreements between DOE and individual electric utilities Each utility reports its results annually, consistent with the

guidelines for voluntary reporting of greenhouse gas emissions developed under Section 1605(b) of the Energy Pol-

icy Act of 1992.

Actions that utilities have committed to in their agreements include: efficiency improvements in end use, distri-

bution, transmission, and generation, increased use of energy-efficient electrotcchnologies, fuel switching to lower-

carbon fuels and renewables, transportation actions,- forestry actions, recovery of methane from landfills and coal

seams, and the use of fly ash as a Portland cement substitute. A significant effect of the Climate Challenge program

is the shift in thinking of electric utility management and strategic planners to include the mitigation of greenhouse

gas emissions into their corporate culture and philosophy.

Achievements

 The utility industry developed nine Climate Challenge initiatives, including: the EnviroTech Charter, with

over $50 million committed to accelerate commercialization of renewable-energy technology and energy-

efficient electrotcchnologies, the Earth Comfort Program, to increase annual sales of energy-efficient geo-

thermal heat pumps from 40,000 to 400,000. the Utility Forest Carbon Management Program, with over $2

million committed to funding several domestic and international projects, through the nonprofit UtiliTre

Carbon Company the International Utility Efficiency Partnerships, which is currently evaluating projects in

18 countries; and the Combined Purchasing Initiative, to aggregate utility purchasing power to create a mar-

ket for technologies, such as high-efficiency transformers and photovoltaics Other initiatives include: EV

America (electric vehicles). Electric End Use Efficiency Technology Initiative, Tree Power, and International

Donated Equipment Initiative.

 Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation exchanged 1.75 million tons of CO, reductions for Arizona Public

Service Company's 25,000 tons of sulfur dioxide allowances. Niagara Mohawk donated the allowances to a

nonprofit environmental group to be retired

 As of April 1997, 1 19 Participation Agreements were signed. The agreements represent 638 of the over 800

utilities that have expressed interest in the program, and 69 percent of 1990 electric generation and utility

carbon emissions. These utilities' commitments are expected to reduce carbon emissions by over 44

MMTCE in the year 2000

Contact; Energy £//icimcy and Rmewahli Enirgy Cuslomrr Service Center, f-800-363-3732 (Domeilic) or

70J-287-839I (/nlcm.iliomi/J
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Climate Wise
[[^IIIATE WISP

Turning Industrial Energy Efficiency and Environmental

Performance into a Corporate Asset

: In the year 2010, Climate Wise is expected to generate:

I  Energy cost savings of $0.78 billion.

'  Energy savings of 0.33 quads.

'  Carbon-equivalent savings of 3.7 MMT.

Climate Wise Is helping companies realize significant environmental and economic benefits through cost-

effective Industrial energy-efficiency and pollution-prevention actions The program provides technical assistance

and public recognition that result in the development and implementation of comprehensive emission-reduction

action plans that achieve real results. Climate Wise's common-sense approach to pollution prevention allows compa-
nies tailor their action plans to meet the needs and opportunities of their operations.

Boiler efficiency, steam system optimization and maintenance, fuel switching and cogeneration, industrial

process improvements, and air compressor system efficiency are just a few ot the unique industrial actions Climate

Wise companies are taking. Climate Wise panners are also encouraged to participate in other Climate Change Aclioii

Plan programs, such as DOE's Motor Challenge and EPA's Green Lights® programs, to ensure their plans are com-

prehensive.

The industrial sector accounts for about 30 percent of U.S. energy consumption and represents a broad array of

emission-reduction opportunities Climate Wise targets this important sector requiring each Climate Wise company
to develop a comprehensive action plan within six months of joining the program and report the results of its actions

annually through the Section 1605(b) Voluntary Reporting System

Achievements

 In 1996, after the program's first full year of recruitment efforts, the number of Climate Wise companies grew

by more than 700 percent. Partners now number more than 250 and represent more than 7 percent of U.S.

Industrial energy use.

 Climate Wise partners have already committed to undertake nearly 350 pollution-prevention and energy-

saving actions In 1996, companies documented savings of more than $30 million annually Many of the

partners who joined the program In 1996 will be submitting their action plans in 1997 By the year 2000,

the program expects to foster emission reductions of more than 3 million metric tons of carbon and fuel cost

savings of nearly $675 million.

 The State and Local Government Allies program collectively recruited more than 100 partners in 1996. This

initiative, involving ten states and si.x local governments in 1996, has brought the federal, state, and local

governments together to deliver better services to pamcipating companies In addition to the tremendous

outreach capability. State and Local Government Allies are creating innovative services, such as regulatory

incentives and low-interest loans, to help companies achieve meaningful results

Contocts: Amy Manhem. DOE. OfficeofMuilri.il Technologies. 202-S«6-iS07. Pam Herman Milmoe. EPA. Office of Policy

Planning and Evaluation. 2O3-260-'l'IO7, Oimate Wne Lne. l-HOO-iS9-\\'lSE or (70lJ 9!4-]i!30
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State and Local Climate

Change Outreach Program tOmTm^A

The Climate Change Outreach Program builds capacity to successfully reduce greenhouse gases at the state and

local levels by providing needed information, tools, and Infrastructure to state and local authorities. The program can

be compared to a venture capital group that seeks out good investments. It helps decision makers identify and under-

stand the impacts of climate change (e.g., public health, air quality, water resources) as well as assess and implement

policies that result in the mitigation of the risks associated with climate change Partners have a product—an action

plan—that clearly shows the potential for greenhouse gas savings Collectively, the program allows EPA to examine

the opportunities for partners and extrapolate potential nationwide savings In addition, the program has emphasized

the development and analysis of innovative and integrated actions that solve multiple environmental and economic

problems

Recent changes in the program focus on outreach and communication activities to:

 Motivate officials to take action.

 Identify opportunities to contribute to the international process led by the federal government.

 Analyze the economic and environmental impacts of domestic greenhouse gas policy at the regional, state,

and local levels

Achievements

 Thirty states have completed or nearly completed state greenhouse gas inventories, enabling them to iden-

tify where their emissions are growing fastest.

 Nine states have completed and I 1 others have nearly completed action plans, which have enabled them to

identify numerous cost-effective measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

 Thirteen partners have completed demonstration greenhouse gas reduction projects or impact studies.

 State partners from Oregon and Utah are lending technical expenisc to the US. Country Studies SNAP

Program as Project Officers and Technical Experts.

 Forty-one US cities are panicipating in the Cities for Climate Protection Campaign. Five participating

cities have committed to a 20 percent emissions target and timetable, and the remaining cities are preparing

local action plans. Over half of the cities are starting to implement programs that reduce greenhouse gas

emissions

 TTie Environmental Council of the States is engaging state environmental commissioners on climate change

issues through education about the impacts of climate change on their states and the effect of changes in

domestic policy that may result from the international climate negotiations.

 State- and local-targeted information is being disseminated to partners through electronic mailings, EPA's

web site on global wanning, workshops, and publications.

Contort: EPA. Offict of Economy and Environment. 202-260-^ 3 ( 4
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U.S. Country
Studies Program

A joint initiative of 10 US government agencies, the US Country Studies Program is assisting 55 developing

countries and countries with economies in transition with climate change studies designed to build human and insti-

tutional capacity to address climate change The program is also assisting 18 oF these countries in using their study

results to prepare national climate change action plans that will lay the foundation for their national communications

required under the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

The primary objectives of the U.S. CSP are:

 To enhance the abilities of countries and regions to inventory their greenhouse gas emissions, assess their

vulnerabilities to climate change, and evaluate strategies for mitigating emissions and adapting to the poten-

tial impacts of climate change.

 To enable countries to establish a process for developing and implementing policies and measures to miti-

gate and adapt to climate change, and for reexamining these policies and measures periodically.

 To develop information that can be used to further regional, national, and international discussions of cli-

mate change issues and increase support for the FCCC.

Achievements

 Initiated a two rounds of support for national action plans to 18 countries (Bangladesh, Bolivia, Bulgaria,

China, Czech Republic, Egypt, Hungary, Indonesia, Kazakstan, Mexico, Micronesia, Philippines, Russian

Federation, Tanzania, Thailand, Ukraine, Uruguay, and Venezuela).

 Published several handbooks on methodologies, and three synthesis reports (emission inventories, vulnera-

bility and adaptation assessments, and country strategies) to document the results of the studies

 Sponsored or co-sponsored more than iO technical workshops to share methods, results, and country strate-

gies

 Published handbooks and held training workshops on preparation of plans and technology assessments, and

trained over 2,000 analysts in 70 countries.

 Sponsored more than 200 publications or data bases by the 55 countries.

 Developed handbooks and synthesis reports that have made imponant contributions to the work of the

Global Environment Facility, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and the Subsidiary Bodies to

the Climate Convention, as well as other international organizations.

 Helped 55 countries complete preliminary emission inventories, vulnerability and adaptation assessments,

and mitigation assessments

 Continues to complement programs implemented by other donors le g , the United Nations Development

Program, the United Nations Environment Program, the Global Environment Facility, and individual mem-

ber countries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development)

Contoct; Dirtclor. U S Country Studici Program. /'O-rt. lOOO InJtpenJmce Avt . S W, Wa^hingion. D C 30585, 202-5S6-3288,

/«(fmfl silf .11 htlli //www gcrio org/cst>/wrbpuge html
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The U.S. Initiative

on Joint Innplementation

TTie U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation (USIJI) is a pilot program encouraging US organizations to imple-

ment projects internationally that reduce, avoid, or sequester greenhouse gases Since its launch in 1993, USIJI has

become the largest effort worldwide to explore options for countries to jointly reduce greenhouse gases. Its interna-

tional outreach activities and workshops (attended by several hundred potential participants from approximately 50

countries) have positively influenced international understanding of joint implementation and its broad acceptance

by Parties to the U.N Framework Convention on Climate Change. Other countries, including Canada and Japan,

have announced pilot efforts similar to USIJI

The goals of the USIJI program are to

a Promote technology cooperation with and sustainable development in developing and transition countries.

B Test and evaluate methods to measure, track, and verify emission reduction costs and benefits

 Encourage private-sector investment and innovation in developing and disseminating technologies to reduce

or sequester greenhouse gas emissions.

 Establish an empirical base for the formulation of international criteria for joint implementation.

Achievements

 As of December, 1996, USIJI had received 61 proposals from 26 countries for projects that were designed

to reduce, avoid, or sequester greenhouse gases, using a diverse set of technologies, including renewable,

fuel-switching, energy-efficiency, methane-recovery, and sustainable land-use practices Of these, the Eval-

uation Panel has approved 23 projects representing innovative technologies and practices in nine countries

 The USIJI Secretariat streamlined the project review and acceptance procedures and has published draft

guidelines for preparing USIJI proposals.

 The USIJI Secretariat prepared a very detailed report to the Secretariat of the UNFCCC, which set a high

standard for Annex I and non-Annex I parties under the AIJ pilot phase

B The USIJI Secretariat established a technical assistance program to provide assistance to project participants

in the areas of obtaining financing, developing monitoring and verification plans, and screening new pro-

jects for compatibility with project criteria

Contacts: Dnector USUI Secretariat. PO-6. tooo lnJe(>endetice Ave . SW. Washington. DC 305SS, 203-586-3288, Information

Une 202-5S6-J467. Fax-on-Demand 202-260-8677; Internet web silf http 11www
ji org
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Aluminum Industry Partnership

Q12. On page 6 of your written testimony, you state:

"Aluminum Industry Partnership. EPA has forged agreements with

90% of the aluminum industry to reduce their emissions of

perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), which are potent greenhouse

gases, by 40-60% by 2000. With key technical support from EPA, the

companies are well on their way to meeting their commitments.

Q12.1 Please identify the members of the aluminum industry participating in the

Aluminum Partnership.

A12.1 See Attachment, "Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership
- Membership

and PFC Reduction Commitment."

Q12.2 Please document the statement that "EPA has forged agreements with

90% of the aluminum industry to reduce their emissions of perfluorinated

compounds (PFCs), which are potent greenhouse gases, by 40-60% by

2000."

A12.2 See Attachment, "Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership
- Membership

and PFC Reduction Commitment."
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Q12.3 Please provide the level of EPA funding for the Aluminum Industry

Partnership in FY 1997 and FY 1998, and the amount requested for FY
1999.

A12.3 FY 1997 = $968,000

FY 1998 = $949,000

FY 1999 = not a line item

In the FY 1999 budget proposal, the Voluntary Aluminum Industrial

Partnership is one component of the "Industry Initiatives" line item (see

response to Question 29).

Q12.4 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by amount
for each recipient—identified in the response to question 12.3 above.12.2

See attachment, "Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership —

Membership and PFC Reduction Commitment."

A12.4 EPA interprets this question to be based on the misconception that EPA
provides fmancial assistance to partners in this program. EPA does not provide

any funding to program participants. Instead, EPA uses its funding to

disseminate reliable financial and technical information to program partners to

assist them in making better decisions for investing their own money.

Metal Finishers Agreement

Q13. On page 6 of your written testimony, you state: "Metal Finishers Agreement.

Through EPA's Common Sense Initiative, the metal finishing industry has

committed to improving energy efficiency by 25% by the year 2002, while

reducing other toxic chemicals."

Q13.1 Please identify the members of the metal finishing industry participating

in the Metal Finishers Agreement.

A13.1 The Metal Finishing Strategic Goals Program (the "Agreement") was

developed as part of the multi-stakeholder process of EPA's Common Sense

Initiative. Many individuals from a wide variety of constituent groups B the

metal fmishing industry, metal fmishing suppliers, state and local governments,

organized labor, environmental and community groups B provided input in that

process. The primary industry representatives in the process served as

members of the Metal Finishing Subcommittee, the steering group for this CSI

sector. These individuals endorsed the Goals Program as official

representatives of the major national trade associations and constituent groups
of the metal finishing industry. Their names and affiliations are listed below:
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B.J. Mason, President, Mid-Atlantic Finishing, Inc.; past President of the

American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Society (AESF)

David Marsh, CEO, Marsh Plating Corporation; past President of the National

Association of Metal Finishers (NAMF)

William Saas, President, Taskem, Inc.; representative of the Metal Finishing

Suppliers Association (MFSA)

Robert McBride, President, A.C. Plating, Inc.; current President ofNAMF

John Cullen, Director of Environmental Affairs, Masco Corp.; represents large

"captive" metal finishing operations (metal finishing within manufacturing

plants)

Robert Chatel, President, The Robbins Company; represents small "captive"

metal finishing operations.

Q13.2 Please document the statement that "through EPA's Common Sense

Initiative, the metal flnishing industry has committed to improving

energy efllciency by 25% by the year 2002, while reducing other toxic

chemicals."

A13.2 The Metal Finishing Strategic Goals Program includes a goal of "25%
reduction in facility-wide energy use" (by 2002, from 1992 levels). This goal is

one of a number of voluntary, facility-based performance targets for reduced

toxic emissions, improved resource efficiency, and reduced compliance costs

for metal finishing companies. These performance targets are complemented

by a broad set of action commitments by EPA, the industry, and other

stakeholders, to provide tools and remove barriers for facilities to achieve the

goals.

This entire, comprehensive Goals Program was formally endorsed by the

members of the CSI Metal Finishing Subcommittee, the multi-stakeholder

steering group for the sector, on December 16, 1997. By signing the Goals

Program document, the industry representatives on the Metal Finishing

Subcommittee signified their approval of all of the performance goals. They
also committed the three major national trade associations to promote broad

facility sign-up for the program and to assist participating facilities to achieve

the performance goals. In so doing, they committed their industry to make a

good faith effort to pursue energy efficiency and reduce toxic emissions.
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Q13.3 Please provide the level of EPA funding supporting this agreement in FY
1997 and FY 1998, and the amount requested for FY 1999.

A13.3 Many activities of EPA programs and other stakeholder groups provide some

form of support for the Strategic Goals Program. Since 1995, the CSI Metal

Finishing Subcommittee has endorsed fourteen projects, all of which make at

least an indirect contribution to the development and implementation of the

Goals Program. However, certain activities provide direct support to the

Program, and the funding figures for these activities are provided below:

FY 1997 = $535K
FY 1998 = $783K
FY 1999 = not a line item

Q13.4 Please identify all recipients of the funds by fiscal year and by amount for

each recipient B identified in the response to question 13.3 above.

A13.4 EPA interprets this question to be based on the misconception that EPA
provides financial assistance to partners in this program. EPA does not provide

any funding to program participants. Instead, EPA uses its funding to

disseminate reliable financial and technical information to program partners to

assist them in making better decisions for investing their own money. With

improved information through voluntary partnerships, companies are able to

make investments that simultaneously reduce greenhouse gas emissions and

reduce energy bills.

Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings

Q14. On page 6 ofyour written testimony, you state:

"Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings. U.S. companies and

organizations joined EPA's Green Lights and ENERGY STAR Buildings

Programs, they could reduce the carbon dioxide emissions due to the

energy used in commercial buildings by 35 percent and reduce commercial

buildings* energy bills by $25 billion per year."

Q14.1 Please identify the participants of EPA's Green Lights and ENERGY
STAR Buildings Programs.

A14. 1 See attachment, "Participants in EPA's Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings

Program"
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EPA ENERGY Star Buildings* & Green Lights'

Participant List

March 2. 1998

ft\// Green
^s? Lights

an Energy Star program

BUILDINGS

Total Green Lights Participants (2,424)

Green Lights Partners (L561)

Green Lighis AJlies (583)

Green Lights Endorsers (301)

Total Energ>' Star Buildings Participants (489)

Energy Star Buildings Partners (277)

Energy Star Buildings Allies (161)

Energy Star Buildings Endorsers (56)
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Energy Star Buildings and Green Lights Participants
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Biweekly List - March 2, 1998

Partnan (1 .322 total)

Parent Organizations:

3COM
3M
A & C Eriercom
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
A B Eml)tem
AES Corporation ?•
ALCOA  
AMP Incorporated
ANA Hotels USA Inc

AT Cross Company
Abbott laboratories ^^
Academy School District 20
Adat Shalom Congregation '9'
Adelphi University
Advantica Restaurant Group. Inc.

Advo. Inc.

Affiliated Computer Services Inc.

Air Products & Chemicals. Inc.

AlamarKa-Burlington School System
Alamo Community College District

Albany Medical Center Hospital ^^
Albert Einstein Medical Center

Albertson's, Inc.

Albuquerque Technical and Vocational Institute

Alexandria City PuMc Schools ^9-
All City Marugement
Allegan General Hospital

Allegheny Regional Hospital '9-
Allegheny UrMversity Hospitals-East Falls

Allegheny University Medical Centers-Alleflhany Valley
Allen Memorial Hosprtal <UT)
Allen Publishing

Allergan
Alliance for Affordable Energy J^
Allience to Save Energy r^-
Alpine Inn Bed & Breakfast
Alta Bates Medical Cemer - Ashby Camp
Altera Corporation :•
Altoona Hospital
Altoona School of Commerce
Amdahl Corporation
Amelia Island Plantation
American Assn for the Adv of S6ence
American Auto-Matrix Inc.

American Conditioned Air. Inc.

American Council for an Energy Eff Econ ^9'
American Express
American Federation of Teachers
American Public Power Association t^
American Sundard Inc '*

American Trucking Association
•

Amentech Corporation
Ames Oepanment Stores faicorporstad
Ames Rubber Corporation
Amherst Hospital
Amoco  
Amway Corporation :9-
Anadigics Incorporated
Analytical Ligfiting Systems
Ann Arbor Public Schools t^
Anne Arundel Communrty College ^^f

Anne Arundel County Public Schools

Apex Trucking Company. Inc

Applied Computer Technologies
Applied Materials, Inc.

Arizona State Universrty at Tempe
Ariington Hospital

Ariington Public Schools
Asheville Mica Company
Ashland Oil Inc

Assooated Industries of the Inland Northwest
Assoaated Students of UC Berkeley
Atlantic City Medical Center
Atlantic Community College at Mays Landing
Audubon Society of New Hampshire
Auraria Higher Education Center
Auten Technical Services
Auto Collision. Inc ^^f
Automatic Data Processing Inc

Avon Products Incorporated
BIC Corporation
BJC Health System
BMC West Corporation
Babson College
Bacturach Rehabilitation Hospital :^^
Bachman's Incorporated

Bailey Corporation :^»-

Baldor Electnc Company ^9-
Bank of America ^^^
Bank of Hawaii
Bankers Insurance Group
Baptist Hospital of Nashville

Baptist Medical Center - Columbia
Baptist Memorial Hospital of Memphis
Baptist Regional Medical Cemer of Corbin, Kentucky
Barr Laboratories ^^»"

Barry University ^9"
Bass Pro Shops
Bausch & Lomb
Baxter Healthcare Corp *•

Baylor College of Demistry '^^•

Bayonne Hospital :^»"

Bear Stearns Companies. Inc.

Beaver College
Beaver Valley Hospital
Bechtel Group. Inc. *
Beckwith Electric Company. Inc '^
Becton Dickinson and Company
Bed Bath & Beyond
Bell Atlantic *
BellSouth Cellular Corporation
BellSouth Corporation ;^
Belmont University ^^^
Bennardi and Associates

Bentley College
Bertie Coumy Schools
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
BetzOearborn Corporate Headquarters

Bigfork School Oistna 38
Black Dome Mountain Shop. Inc

Blockbuster Entertainment Corporation
Blue Cross & Blue Shield Mutual of Ohio *
Bluftton College :^»"

Boatmen's National Bartk of Saint Louis

Boeing
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Bon Wit PlaiB • Unit Owner's Association ^9-
Boswell Engineering ^^"
Boulder Community Hospital ^9"
Boulder Valley Public School Distrirt ^^
Bradytrane Service i^"
Brandeis University

Breckenridge School District Rl

Brevard Community Cotlage
Brevard County School System
Bristol Hotel Managamant Corporation
Brooklyn Union Gas Co. '^f'

Brookshire Hotel
Broward Community College ^^f"

Brovi/n University

Browning-Ferns Industries

Buckeye Local Schools ^^0-

Bucknell University
Burtalo School DistriCT RE-4
Buffalo State Collaga '^
Burger King Corporation J^^"

Burkburnett Independent School District;
Burke Associates Incorporated
Burlington Public School
Burrito Brothers
Butte College at Oroville

CF Industries, Inc. ;*
CMAC of America Incorporated ^^
COMPAQ Computer Corporation r^-
CTEC Corporation
CTSI Corporation
California State Automobile Association
California Steel Industnes, Inc ^9"
Camp Dresser & McKee. Inc. ^^
Cap and Seal Company?
Cape Canaveral Marine Services, Inc. ^9"
Cardolite Corporation r^f
CareerTrack :-
Carls Jr Restaurants ^^
Carnegie Mellon University
Carondelet St. Joseph's Hospital
Carondelet St. Mary's Hospital
Carr Realty Corporation i^-
Carrier Corporation North America ^^
Carson Valley School
The Carter Center. Inc

Carter ar>d Burgass Incorporated
Casey's Ger>eral Stores, Inc. '••
Catalyst Financial Group ^9"
The Catholic University of Amartca
Catonsville Community College
Celeste Industries Corporation i^
Cenrerpiex. Seattle ^r
Centinela Hospital Medical Center
Centocor. Inc ^9"
Central Carolina Bank '*

Central Consolidated School District #22 ^9"
Central Flonda Community College
Cerestar USA. Inc.

Chabot Community College ^^V
Charming Shoppes, Inc ir

. Chartiers Valley School District

The Chase Manhattan Banic

Cherry Hill Board of Education t^T-

Chesapeake Bay i^oundation
Chestnut Hill Hospital ^^
Chevron  
Chicago Botamc Garden
Chicopee Public School District

Children's Hospital/Ctr for Reconstrctve Surg
Children s World Learning Centers ^^

Cibola County Schools "••
Cincinnati Public Schools •
Cincinnati State Technical and Community College
The Citadel  The Military College of South Carolina

Citicorp/Citibank  
Citizens Bank of Maryland ?^^
Citizen's Photo ^9"
City University of New Vork ^^T-

City of Hope National Medical Center r^r-

Clark Atlanta University
Clark County School District

Claywest House. Inc

Cleveland State University
Clovis Community College
Clovis School District

Club Corporation. International

Clyde L. Choate Mental Health Center
Coahoma Community College
Cochran Sparkle Market

College of DuPage
College of Saint Rose ^9"
College of the Mainland ^^^
College of the Redwoods ^^^
Colliers Turley Maam, Kansas City
Colonial School Distnct
Colorado State University System Office
Columbia County School Distria, Florida

Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp
Columbia University ^9"
Columbus Public Schools
ComPonX, Inc

Comal Independent School District ;•
Comerica Incorporated
Community College of Philadelphia ^^^
Community Consolidated School District il'62

Community Hospital-Anderson/Madison Co. ^^f
Community Medical Center ^^f"

Connecticut College ^9"
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Home Office ^^
Connatquot Central School District

Continental Airlines. Inc.

Contra Costa Community College Distrio :•
Control Solutions Incorporated
Cookson Fibers

Cooper Industries

The Corcoran Gallery and School of Aa
CoreStates Financial Corporation
Cork Enterpnses. Inc.

Corpus Christi Independent School Distnct ?•"
Coshocton County Memorial Hospital
Cosmair. Inc.  
Costco Companies. Inc.

Cottage Hospital ^•
Countrymark Cooperative
Craig Hospital ^'9'

Crestar
Crown Cork and Seal Pulaski Park Plant

Cubic Defense Systems ^^»-

Cumberland County Schools
DMB Associates
Dallas Independent School Distnct
Danaher Corporation

Darling Store Fiirtures ^^
Data General Corporation
Davenport Community School District ^^f"

David Lipscomb University

Days Inn Penn State "•
Dayton Board of Education :^r
Daytona Beach Community College
DeKalb County Board of Education

*
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OePauw University
DssconMs Hospital/Cincinnati OH r^
Decorah Public Library
Defiance City Schools ;•
'Delaware State University
Delaware Valley Utility Advisors :*-
Dell Computer Corporation
Deluxe Corporation
Denison University
Deramus Education Pavilion
Oetroit-Macomb Hospital Corporation t^-
The Oener Corporation
Diamond Foods inc. :-
Diebold, Inc.

Digital Equipment Corporation
Doaors Hospital of Jefferson
Doctors Hospital. Massillon
Doico Packaging Corporation
Dolphin Slue, Inc.

Donaldson Company, Inc.

Downtown Plaza Towers :^»-
Drexel University
Drexler Technology Corporation ?-
Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative
Duke University
Duquesne University
Dura Pharmaceuticals r^-
Duracell *
Dynatron Bondo

ER Carpenter Corporation, Inc.
Eanes Independent School Distri«
Earlham College
Earth Savers, LLC ;»-
East Cleveland City School District r^-
East Maine School Distria #63 '^
Eastaico Aluminum Company
Eastern Bank Corporation
Eastern Illinois University
Eastern Slope Inn Resort
Eaton Corporation  
Edmunds Gages ^^^
Eisenhower ft/ledical Center »^
El Paso County Community College District ^
Electnc Power Research Institute y^-
The Elearical Assn of Philadelphia ^^
Ell Lilly & Company :^»-
Elizabethtown College ^9-
Elkhart General Hospital it
Elks Club of State College ^9-
Embarcadaro Canter
Embassy of the Netherlands
EnerSource Capital
Energy Capital Partners/MA
Energy Simulation Specialists :^
Enron Propeay Company :^
Environmental Defense Fund
Environmental Fund for Indiana t^
Environmental Law Instrtute f^-
Ephrata Community Hospital 79-
Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts
Episcopal Hospital
Equitable Resources, Inc.

Ericksons Diversified Corporation
Esprit

Eveready Battery Company Inc

pl'?f,T
*""" * Consulting Company. Inc.rHiW Publications, Inc. :^

Facility Management Consultants J*"
fairfax Memonal Hospital

Fairfield City School District ^•-
Fairfield Medical Center
Fairmont Minerals, Ltd. :^
Fairmont School District :-
Fairmount East Apartments ^9-
Fairview Southdale Hospital, Minneapolis
Farmers & Merchants Trust Company
Fauquier Hospital. Warrsnton
Fayette County School District :•-
Federal National Mortgage Assn (FANNIE MAE)
Felton Brush, Inc.

Fina Incorporated
First Data Corporation
First Hawaiian Inc.
First International Asset Management ;*-
First Maryland Bancorp
First Security Corporation
First Union National Bank
Firstar Bank Madison NA
Fisher-Titus Medical Center :9-
Fisk University ^^
Flamingo Hilton  
Flower Hosprtal
Fontana Unified School District
Fordham Preparatory School '^
Forsyth County Environmental Affairs Departments
Foxwoods Resort and Casino r^
Frsdsrick Memorial Hospital r«-
Fndenck Veterinary Center
Freeman Spogli & Company
Fudpuckers of Fon Walton Beach, Inc :•-
G Pierce Wood Memorial Hospital
G.D. Saarie Company
GDE Systems, Inc. ^^
GEC Marconi Electronics Systems Corp ;^GGS Informttion Services ^^
GM Popkey Company, Inc. ^^
Gallipdis City School Oistria ;^
Garden Fresh Restaurant Corporation
Garden State Tanning
Gateway 2000
Geisinger Medical Center
The George Washington University
Georgetown University ^^f-

Georgia Institute of Technology :^
Georgia State University
Gilbert Engmeenng ^^r*
The Gillette Company *
Godfrey Realty Company, Inc. r^
Gold Trail School Distria
Golata Valley Cottage Hospital r^
Good Samaritan Hospital (Oregon) r^
Good Shepherd Medical Center
Goodman, Segar. Hogan. Hoffler
Goodwill Industries
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company *
Gordon Food Service
The Graduate Hospital
Grand Coua;
Grant County Public Schools
Green Mountain College
Greene County Memorial Hospital
Greenwich Chrysler

Gwynedd-Mercy College
HB Fuller Company *
HON Industries Inc.

Hackensack Medical Center :^
Halliburton Company -9*
Hallm^k Cards Incorporated
Hancock Fabncs, Inc.
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Hanover General Hospital

Harbor Hospital Center i^"
Harborview Medical Center

Harley-Oavidson, Inc. '^9'

Harrah's Las Vegas
Harriman Oty School District

Harris Bankcorp Incorporatad
Harris Corporation it

Harhsburg Area CommunitY Coliege
Haasfield Atlanta international Airport
The Harvard Crimson
Harvard Medical School
Hasbro Industnes ^^
Hawaii Convention Center
Ha worth Inc

Hayward Unifiad School Diatrict

Haywood County Hospital ^^f"

Haywood Vocational Opportunities
Healthsource Inc

Hebrew Home & Hospital
Hebron City School District 7

Helene Curtis

Henry Medical Center ^^
Heritag* Place

Heritage Pointe ^^
Herman Miller. Inc.

Hewlett-Packard Co •
Highland Ptaza Office Building

Highlands Regional Medical Center
Hilton Hotels Corporation
Hitech Corporation
Hoechst Celanese  
Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Hofstra University '•"
Hogan & Hanson ^9"
Holiday Inns. Inc.

Holy Cross Hosprtal of Silver Spring r^-
Holy family Convent/lnfirmaiy ^9"
Holier Medical Center
The Homasote Company J*"
The Home Depot t*"
Home Savings of Amenca ^^f"

Honaywall, Inc. IBIoomington) ^^*-

Hood College
Horton Memorial Hospital  
Houston lr>dsp«rwl«nt School District

Huls America Incorporstad
The Humane Soaety of the United States
Humbia Indapandant School District

Huntington Memorial Hospital/CA ?^^
Huntington Memorial Hospital/IN '^
Huntsville City Schools
Hyan Corporation
ICF Incorporated ^^
IN-NOUT Burger. A California Corporation
INOVA Health Systems
ITT Hartford Group. Incorporatad
ITT Industries. Incorporstad
Illinois Agricultural Association ^9"
Illinois State University
The Immurie Response Corporation '•
Independence School District :"
Independent School District 625
Indiana State Universrty »•
Indiana University Hospital
Inn America Hospitality. Inc.

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers  

Intarfaca. Inc.

Interface Research Corporation
Intergraph Corporation

Intermountain Health Care ^^^^

Intarnstional Institute for Energy Conservation :

Interriational Paper  Pine Bluff Mill

International Technology Corporation •"
Irvine Unifiad School District

Irwin Seating Company ^^
Izaak Walton League ^^
JC Blair Memonal Hospital ^^^
JC Penney Company. Inc

JC. Proctor Endowment Home
JE Seagram Corporation
JFMC Fadlities Corporation
JM Smucker Company
JPS International Company
Jay Peak Ski And Summer Resoa
Jefferson County Public Schools. Lakewood
Jersey Shore Medical Center
The Jewish Home for the Elderly *
Jimmy Swaggart Ministnes
John Buck Company
John Muir Medical Center ^9"
Johns Hopkins/SAIS ^^f
Johnson & Johnson '^f
Johnson Bible Collage Academic Facilities

Johnson Controls Worid Services. Inc "•"
Johnson & Higgins
Joseph V. Arno
K & 8 Environmental
K & B Incorporated
Kabelin Commercial Supply
Kaiser Foundation Healthcare Incorporated

Kalispell Hospital
Kanawha County Schools
Kansas City. Kansas Public Schools
Kenetech Windpower ^^^
Kennametal Inc

Kannesaw State University
Kent County Public Schools
Kant State University Main Campus
Kent and Queen Anne's Hospital
Kern High School Distna
Kerr-McGee Corp
Keycorp  
Kindercare Learning Centers '9'
Kingman Regional Medical Center :*
Kinkos Service Corporation r^
Kirby Foods
Kmart Corporation
Kolar Management Inc ^9"
Koury Corporation
LL Bean Inc '•-
LSI Logic Corp
La Porte Hospital :^
La Quinta Inns Inc.

La-Z-6oy Chair Company
Laguru Honda Hospital & Rehab Center
Lake Tahoe Community College
Lakes Region General Hospital ^9"
Landis and Staefa. Incorporated '9'
Lands' End. Inc

Larry's Markets. Incorporated
Lee E. Stine. Inc

Lee Memorial Health System
Lesley Collage
Lewis Palmer School District

Liberty Hospital ^•"
Lifespan
Lima Memorial Hospital "^^
Linlefield Real Estate Company •-
Livermore Valley Joint Unifiad School District
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LockMeed Martin Corporation

Lodi Unified School District :^
London CalHng
Long Beach Marriott Hotel _

Long Beach Memorial Medical Center :•
Longs Drug Stores 1r

Los Angeles Jewish Homes for the Aging ^^
Los Ang«<«s Unified School Oiatrici

Los Angeles Valley College
Los Rios Communrty College District

Louis Dreyfus Property Group J^"
Louisville City Schools _
Louisville Resource Cortservation Council ^9"
Louisville & Jefferson Metro Sewer Oist f^"
Lowes Companies. Inc. "•
Lutheran Homes of Oshkosh ^9"
Lutheran Medical Center of New York

Lyondell Petrochemical ^^»"

MBNA Corporation :^^

MacFrugal's Bargains Close-Outs Inc.

Macomb Intermediate School District

Magellan Health Services

Magnetek, Inc.

Maine College of Art
Maiden Mills

Msnko. Gold & Katcher rm-
Mannington Mills. Incorporated
Mansfield & Green -j^-

Marian Community Hospital
Marian Manor, Inc.

Maricopa Community Colleges
Marine Midland Bank
Marion County School Distnct of Tenrwssee
Marion County Schools
Marion General Hospital
Marriott Corporation  
Marsh Company
Marshalhown Community Schools
Martin County School District

Mary Kay. Inc.

Mary Washington Hospital ^^^
Maryland Brush Company ;^^
Maryland Histoncal Sooety
Maryland Science Center ;•
Maryville College ^^
Masonic Geriatric Healthcare Center
Massachusetts Instrtute of Technology ^^
Manel Inc

Maysteel Corporation
McDonald's Corporation
McKeesport Hospital -k

McNeil Real Estate Management -*

McPherson Hospital
Meadowcreek r^-
Mecklenburg County Public Schools :^»"

Medcenter ^^f-

Medeva Pharmaceuticals Manufacturing Inc.

Media On ?•-
Medical Center of Central Georgia
Medical Collage of Georgia
Medina Vallev Inoependem School District ^
Melrose-Waksfield Hosprtal Association
The Melville Corporation ^^^^

Memorial Hospital. Chananooga
Memorial Hospital at GuKport
Memorial Hospital of Lafayette County :"
Memorial Hospital of Union County
Memorial Hospital of Washington County
Mendocino Brewing Company :^^
Memove Dodge Toyota

Mercantile Stores Company Incorporated
Mercy Fitigerald Medical Center (PA) ?••
Mercy Health Center

Mercy Hospital (OHi

Mercy Hospital (Wilkes-Barrel

Mercy Hospital of Pittsburgh ^^^
Mercy Medical Center (MDl
Mercy Memorial Hospital IMII

Mentcare Health System
Methodist Hospital UNI
Methodist Hospital (PA) ^-
Methodist Hospital of Southern California ^9"
Methodist Hospnals of Memphis ^^^
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Auth
Metropolitan Transit Authorrty of Houston
Metropolitan Water Rec Dist/Gr Chicago
Miami University of Ohio

Michigan State University
Microsoft Corporation
Mid Michigan Community College
Middlebury College
Milford Memorial Hospital

Millipore Corporation t^r*

Milprtas Unified School Distnct ^^
Milwaukee Area Technical College
Milwaukee Insurance
Milwaukee Public Schools '^"
Miners Memorial Medical Center t^^
Minneapolis Pub Schools & Spec Diet #1 rm-
Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance Company t9
Mira Costa College
Mitre Corporation
Mobil Corp
Mobile Tool ^9-
Mor>adnock Communrty Hospital
Monsanto Company
Montdair State University

Montgomery College Central Administration
Morehead State University
Morrison Knudsen Corporation
Morristown Memorial Hospital
Moses Taylor Hospital ;^
Moss Rehatxlitation Hosprtal
Motorola Incorporated
Mt. Bachelor Ski & Summer Resort
Mount Sinai Hospital
Mt. Carmel Health Systems
Multek
Multi-Service. Inc.

Munroe Regional Medical Center ^^T-

Murphy Oil Corporation

Murray City Schools District ^9"
NYNEX Corporation •
Natick Village Condominiums Association ^^
National Ctr for Manufacturing Sciences ^9"
National Jewish Hospital ^•^
National Westminister Bancorp Inc -It

National Wildlife Federation
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, Inc.

Natural Environments. Inc ^^f
Natural Resources Defense Council ^^f"

The Nature Conservancy
The Navajo Nation

Neighborhood Service Center ^^
Nestle USA
New Hampshire Hospital Association ^^V*

New Hampshire School Admin Unit #51 ^^^
New Jersey Transit
Ne* Marine Company LP ^^^^

New Riegel Schools ^^

'
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New Yofk Lite Insurance & Annuity Corp. ?•
New Yofk Marriott Marquis
Newark Board of Education

Newpark Shipbuilding & Repair, Inc.

Newport Hospital (Rl) ^^
Nike. Inc.  
Norristown Area School District

North Arundel Hospital
North Carolina Alternative Energy Corp ^^f
North Carolina Outward Bound School
North Carolina State University
North Jersey Distnct Water Supp*y Commission
North Little Rock School District

North Ottawa Community Hospital '^^
Nonh Philadelphia Health System
North Shore Medical Center, Inc. J^
Northeastern University
Northern Arizona University
Northern Illinois Medical Center i^T'

Northern VA Regional Park Authooty
Northland College
Northridge Associates, L.L.C. ^^f"

Northrop Grumman Corporation
Northwest Community Heatthcara
Northwest Covenant Medical Center
Northwest Georgia Regional Hospital '9'
Northwest Hospital Center ^^
Norwich University
Nuestra Comunidad Development Corporation
OECO Corporation r9-
O'Mara Industries

Oak Grove School Distria ^^
Oak Hills Local School District

Oak Park Unified School District

Ocean County College ^9-
The Ocean County Utilities Authority '^
Oglathorpa UnivarsitY, Atlanta
Ohio State University. Columbus
Okeechobee School Board
Oklahoma City Public Schoola
Old Kent Financial Corporation
The Old Nonh Church r^
Olympia Community Unit School District 1 6
One Enterprise Center
One Marconi Place. Inc.

One Town Center Associates '^^
Orange County. Florida

Orleans Pansh School Board
Oryx Energy Company Inc. ^^
Osceola County School District

Outngger Hotels Hawaii
Owens Construction
Oxford Properties Florida '^^
PHH Corporation
Pace Universrty
PairveWebber Incorporated
Psiaro Valley Unified School District ?•
Palm Baach County School Board

PanEnergy r^-
Panarem. Inc. ^^
Park Ridge Hospital
Parley Redd Mercantile ^^
Pasadena City College ?••
Patagonia
Pathmark Stores. Inc.

Partie A Clay Hospital
Petri Pressman Liberty Communications Grp ^^
Peninsula Conservation Center Foundation ;^r-

Pennsylvania Blua ShiaM t^
Pennsylvania Hospital

Pennioil Company
Pequod Associates
Peralta Community College District

Petco Animal Supplies
Phar Mor Incorporated
Phil Smidt & Son, Inc

Philadelphia Newspapers Inc ^'9'

Philips Electronics North America Corp. ^^f
Phillips Petroleum
Phoenix Earth Food Cooperative ^^^
Phoenix Home Life Mutual Insurance Co. ie

Phoenixville Hospital. Pennsylvania
Physioans Memorial Hosprtal ^^^
Pima Community College ^^f
Pins Run Community
Pitney Bowes. Inc.

Planned Parenthood of SC Michigan ^•
Platts Community School District 11-3
Pohanka Automotive Group
Polaroid Corp.
Polestar Plastics

Polk Community College
Pollution Prevention Imernational

Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center ^9"
Port Authority of NY/NJ; Bus Terminal
Port Authorrty of NY/NJ: World Trade Center
Port of Seattle. Aviation Division

Portland Public Schools ^^
Pottsboro Independent School District?
Poway Unifiad School District

Powell Electronics

Presbyterian Healthcare System
Prescon Aerospace. Inc. '^
Princeton Community Hosprtal
Princeton University

Principal Financial Group
Profassional Mechanical SYStsms. Inc.

Providancs Hospital, Washington, D.C,
Providence Yakima Medical Center ^^
Provident Life & Acciderrt Insurance Co
Prudential Insuranca Company of Amorica, Inc.

Public Citizen '^
Puerto Rico Ports Authority
QDC Property Management. Inc. ?•
Quad Graphics ^9-
Quaker State Corporation
Quakartown Community School District

Quebecor Printing Providence. Inc.

Quorum Health Group Incorporated
R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company
Radford Universrty

Raleigh Office Building

Ralph's Grocery Company r^^-

Randolph Macon College
Ravenswood Hospital Medical Center

Raychsm Corporation
Rayovac Corporation
Redlands Federal Bank '*-

Reebok Intamational Limited
Rensselaer Polytechnic Instrtute

Research Triangle Institute

Resources For The Future ^^f"

Rexam
Rhone-Poulenc. Inc *
Tt\e Rice University
The Richard Stockton Collage of New Jersey
Richfood Holdings. Inc

Ricoh Elearonics

Riggs National Bank

Rising Sun Energy Center -^
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Rite Aid Cofpofation
Riverside HospiUl
Riverside Regional Medical Cemer
Riversida Unifiad School District

Robert F. Kennedy Medical Center

Robert I. Johnson & Associates :^ ^^
Robert Wood Johnson Univerifty Hospital>
Rochester City School District

Rochester Community School District

Rochester litstitute of Technology ^^'
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
Rockwell International Corporation
Rocky Mountain Institute ?••
Rogers Associates Architects ^^f
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston, a Corporation Sole

Rosa Medical Center
Roseville City School Distri«

Royal Maccabees Life Insurance Company
Roziers Mercantile Company Incorporated

Rutgers University
Rykoff-Sexton
SAIC ?•
SC Johnson and-Son, Inc.

SCT Yarns. Inc.

Sacham Central School District

Sacred Heart Medical Center
Saddleback Valley Unified School District

Safeway inc.

Saint Anthony's Parish

St. Charles Madical Canter ^^
St. Christopher's Hospital for Children, Philadelphia
St. Elizabeth's Health Cemer
St. Elizabeth's Hospital (ID

. Joseph Hospital (PA) r9-

. Joseph s Hospital (NCI '9-

. Joseph's Hospital
Joseph's Medical Center (CAI ^^

Saint Louis f\iblic Schools Board of Education
St Luke's Hospital IFL) r^-

Luke's Regional Medical Center (IDI

Mark's School '9'
Mary's Hospital (ID r9-
Mary's University
Michael Hospital IWII

Paul Fire and Marine Insurance ^^f"

Saint Peter's Collage at Jersey City
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe

St. Thomas Hospital (TNI
Salem Community Collage at Camay* Point
The Salvation Army  Southern Territory
San Diego Convention Center ;^^
San Diego Model Railroad Museum '^P'
San Diego Unified School District

Sandy Spring National Bank
Santa Clanta Community College
Santa Cruz Valley Union High School Dist '9'
Sarasota County. FL. School Board
Sarasota Memorial Hospital ^9"
Saugus Union School Distri« '^
Science Museum of Minnesota J^
Scripps Health r9-
Seagate Technology. Inc.

Sealed Air Corporation ^^r-

Seanle Public Schools
Seattle University
Service Merchandise Company Inc

Servidyne ^^f
Seventh Generation. Inc. '9'
Sevier County School Distria ;•"
Seville Apartments. LLC

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

Shaw's Supermarkets. Inc.

Sheldon Jackson College
Shell Oil Company !•"
ShopKo Stores, Inc. ;^
The Shorenstein Company
Siebe Environmental Controls. Illinois ^^
Siemens Corporation
Siemens Stromberg Carlson
Sierra Power Group Inc. ^9"
Signet Banking Corporation
Silicon Graphics Incorporated
Sinai Hosprtal of Baltimore. Inc.

Sisters Of St. Francis Of Sylvania. Ohio
Skeff Distributing Company. Inc.

Sligo Advantist School ^9-
Smith Alarm Systems ^^
Smith Club Management
Smith College
Snap-on Incorporated
Society for the Protection of NH Forests ;^
Solberg Manufacturing, Inc.

Somerset Hills Hotel ^"
Sony Pictures Entertainment
South Coast Air Quality Management Dist
South Hills Health System
South Jersey Hospital. Bridgeton
South Jersey Medical Center
South Pasadena Unified School District

Soutt^east Energy Technical Group
Southeastern Universrty
Southern California Gas Company ^9"
Southern Nuclear Operating Company f^f
Southface Energy Institute ^^V
Southwest Texas State University
Southwestern College j^"
Spartan Printing Company ^^f-

Special Tees, Inc.

Spectacor Management Corporation
Spir-it. Incorporated :^»"

Springfield College
Spnngfield Hospital

Springfield School District

Square D Company
Stafford Township Board Of Education

Stambaugh-Thompson
Standard Federal Bank
Standard Microsystems Corporation
Stanford Health Services
Stanford University Academic Facilities

Staples. Inc. ^9"
State Compensation Insurance Fund
State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins Co
State University of New York System r^
State Univ of New York at Stony Brook '*

Steelcase Inc it

Stillpoint Bed & Breakfast ^9"
Stillwater Medical Canter
Stone Ridge School of the Sacred Heart ^9"
Stonyfield Farm. Inc.

Storage Technology Corporation
The Store
Straub Clinic and Hospital ^9"
Student Loan Marketing Assn (SALLIE MAE)
Subway Sandwiches and Salads. Inc. '^^
Sud Associates. PA :^»-

Summit Medical Center ^^^
Sun Company Inc.

Sun Microsystems. Incorporated
SvperValu Stores. Inc. *
Supenor Tube Company

O«not»« New* ^anieiotnt Since February 16 1998
^^Gfeeft ugnit Alumnue  completed the Green tignte Progrem
 Green Ligntt Honorable Mention .- upgraded ai leaax 50\ ol eligible square footage or at leaei 1 million eguare leet
Bold Ltnerlng Oei«etee Cnergy Ster SuNtfinge Pertieipem
'fa/,i: L»trtring Dmnot»s gn^fgy Srt/ Sms/I Bt/ttn^ts Pmnicip»nt
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Susquehanna Pfaltigraff Company
Swedish Covenant Hospital '^
TDtndustria*

Taylor Hospital ^^
Team Tierno Enterpfises. DBA The Hantord House
Technical Resources International. Inc. (TRI)

Tenet Healthcare Corporation
Terra Resources Inc. :^»-

TerraPro Property Manafemant Company
Texaco  
Texas Medical Center ^^r-

Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission
Thiel College
Thomas-Fay-Custer School District

Thomas JeHerson University

Thritty/Payless Incorporated
Tidvmans
The Timberland Company *•

Toccoa Falls Colleoe

Tonganoxie Valley Unified School Distnct 464
Torrance Memorial Hospital ^^f"

Toshiba Amenca
Towamencin Beverage '^f'

Toy Chest-Kids Closet

Toyota Auto Body of California. Inc.

Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc J^
Trade Press Publishing Corporation :•
Trumbull Memonal Hospital
Tucson Medical Center
Tufts University
Tulane University Medical Cerrter

Tulsa Public Schools
Twin Lakes Regional Medical Center
Two Town Canter Associates ^9-
Tyson Foods Incorporated
ULLICO :••-

UNISYS Corporation
US Bancorp *
US Generating Company
US West. Inc. ?•-
USF&G
Uintah Basin Medical Center '•
Uintah County School District '•"
Underwriters Laboratories. Inc.

Unifirst Corp.
Unihealth America (PHR) t^
Unilever U.S. ^9-
Union Camp Corporation r^-
Union College
Union of Concerned Scientists »•"
Uniontown Hospital
United Companies Realty and Development. Inc. ^^
United Energy of Missouri, Inc. ^^
United Water New Jersey Inc. »•
Unity College '^
Universal Studios Florida

University Corp For Atmos Research *•

University Hospitals (Cleveland!

University of Arizor^a

University of California at Berkeley ;^*"

University of Central Oklahoma
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati

University of Conneaicut
University of Delaware at Newark
University of Denver
University of Georgia  
The University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Miami
University of Michigan Hospitals

University of Michigan
University of Missouri at ColumlMa ^^t"

University of Oklahoma Norman Campus
University of Pennsylvania

- Main Campus
University of Pittsburgh

University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

University of Puerto Rico

University of Redlands ^^
University of Richmond
University of Rochester ^^
University of San Diego '^
University of Scranton
University of South Carolina  Columbia
University of Southern California

University of Southern Maine
University of Virginie

University of Wyoming
University of the Arts at Philadelphia

Upper Merion Area School District

Utah State Hospital
The Valley Hospital '9-
Valley Motors Incorporated '^T'

Van Der Horst USA •
Vassar College
Venture Stores Inc. ?••
Vermont Law School ^^T"

Viking Freight System. Inc

Villa View Community Hospital
Villanova University

Virginia Tech Foundation, Inc.

Volvo Cars of North America
WMX Technologies Incorporated
WNC Regional Air Pollution Control Agency
WR Grace & Company
WRC-TV
Wachovia Corp
Wake County Public School System
Wake Forest University
Wal-Mart Stores. Inc.

Walgreens Co.
Wall Technology, Incorporated ^^f"

Wall & Associates
Walton Monroe Mills, Inc.

Warner-Lambert ^^f
Warren Wilson College
Warwick Condominium Association Incorporated
Waseca Independent School District 829 ^•"
Washington County Hospital ^0"
Washington DC Public Schools
The Washington Times
Washington University
Waterford Mortgage Corporation r^"
Waters Corporation ?•-
Webster University
Weirton Medical Center
Weiser Lock Company
Welborn Baptist Hospital

Wellington Sears Company
Wesleyan University of Connecticut
West Allis Memorial Hospital
West Chester University
The West Company
West Jersey Health System Inc. ^9"
Western Digital Corporation -•
Western Queens Community Hospital ^9"
Westin Hotels & Resorts  
Westinghouse Elearic Corporation •*•

Westminster College •
Wheaton Park Distna

Whirlpool ^^*"

'

3«noTet M««w P«rT>c<DanT Sinc« February 16 1998
-^^Cr««r ^.grM» Aiumnu* .. compl«T«d fh# Graan Lightf Prograrn

 Graan Ligntt Monoraole Mention • uooradad et laacl 50% ol eltgiDie square lootage or at laaal 1 rti.lhon square leet
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Whitaker Newsieners. Inc. -^
White Castle Systems Inc J^
Wichiti Public Schools Unified School Distrirt 259
Winslow Township School District ^9-
Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce
Witco Corporation
Woodlake Towers
Woodloch Pines
Work Stations. Inc.

World Vision ?•
World Wildlife Fund :•
Worthington City School District

WonhinBton Industries Inc.

Wright State University
Xerox Corporation *
VMCA at the Universrty of Illinois. Urbana-Champaign
YMCA of Philadelphia
Yale University Arts and Sciences Campus
Yamaha Corporation of America
Yellow Freight Systems. Inc.

York Hosprtal of Maine '^t'

Yosemrte Community College District

Zapata County Independent School District '9'
Zoological Society of Philadelphia

Subsidiary Organizations:

AFC Entarprisas. Inc. dba Churchas Chicken
ALLTEL Information Services. Inc. ?•
ANH Pipeline Company
Alaska Air Group Inc

Alliant Techsystems. Inc

American Broadcasting Companies. Inc..?*"
American & Efird Inc ^9"
Anstech Chemical Corp
BOM International

BP Exploration - Alaska ^^
BP Exploration ;"
BT Office Products International. Inc.

BellSouth Telecommunications
Belmont Center for Comprehensive Treatment
Beverly Health and Rehabilitation Services. Inc. '••
BioWhrttaker Inc.

Bryn Mawr Hospital

Bucyrus Blades 79"
Camac Corporation
Century I & Century II Office Buildings
Charles E. Smith Management, Inc.

Colonial Pacific Leasing tV
Community Medical Cemer. Scranton
Continental Maritime of San Diego ?••
Countrywide Home Loans ^^^
Dean Winer Realty ^^
Dresser Rand ^9'
E Source. Inc. "•
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center, Idaho Falls ^9"
Eckerd Corporation  
Energy User News (Chilton Publications) ^^f
Enterprise Property Mar\agement. Inc.

Epson Portland Inc. '^f'

FHP. Inc.

First Chicago N8D •
First Data Resources. Inc.

Forbes Regional Hospital ^^t^

Foxboro Company ^^f-

GPU Service Corporation :^^
Geneva Pharmaceuticals :^^
Harper Hospital

Harrisburg Hospital
Home Box Office •

Horizon Air Industries. Inc.

Hughes Defense Communications
IKEA Property. Inc.

IMS America Ltd. *
Jarrtzen. Inc.

Jewel Food Stores  
John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard U. 5^*"

Kenyon Oil Company tW
Lerner New York
Loews Annapolis Hotel :*•
Luther Semirwry
MGM Grand Hotel. Inc. :•
ML Park Place Corporation :^^-

Marathon Oil Company
Meadow Wood Hospital '^f
Medical Area Total Energy Rant Inc of Harvard U ^9"
Mercy Hospital (Willardl

Mervyn's
Michigan Consolidated Gas Company
Midlantic Bank. N.A.
Navistar International Transportation Corporation
PACO. Wholly Owned Subsidiary of The West Co
Pacific Bell

Parkson Corporation ;^*-

Powell Bectrical Manufacturing Company r^-
Preston Trucking
Queen's Medical Center
Real-Time Laboratories, 'nc. ^^^
Reliance Standard Life Insurance
Saint Agnes Hospital ;•
St. Louis Children's Hospital
Siemens Business Communication Systems Incorporated^
Solar Turbines

Sony Electronics Inc.

Southern Company Services. Inc. ^9"
Spectrolab Incorporated ^^*"

Sprint Southern Operations
Target Stores
Thomson Consumer Electronics. Inc.

The Toledo Hospital
USX/US Steel Group •
United Hospital iChildrens Hospital) ^9"
University of Michigan Housing Division

University of South Alabama
The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Cemer ?••
Waldenbooks
Walt Disney Studios
Wastren

Divisions:

1 999 Avenue of the Stars
35 Broad Street Company
ABB Instrumantatioii Incorporated
Alleghany Univartitv Hospitals, Bucks County
Allegheny University Hospitals. Center City

Alleghany University Hospitals. Elkins Park

Allegheny University Hospitals. Pittsburgh

AlliedSignal. Amorphous Metals
Andrew Corporation, Communication Products
Andrew Corporation, Communication Systems
Andrew Corporation. Wireless Products
Aramark. World Headquarters
Anzona Chemical. Port St. Joe. Florida

Ball Corporation. Metal Container Operations
Bone and Joint Hospital ^9-
Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Co . Rhode Island Division

Cigna Corporation. Corporate Real Estate Div.

Caterpillar. Inc.. Headquarters
Caterpillar. Inc.. TTTD

'

D«not«i New Pantcipant Smca Fabruarv 16. 199S
'^^'G'aan Uignta Alumnua -- complatad tha Graan Ltgl'ia Program
 G^aen Lighta MonoraDie Mantion -- upgradad al leaat 50% of eligible sauare lootage or at leaal l million tquare feet
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The Coca-Cola Company {Corporate Facilities)

Community Hospital of Spnngfield Ohio

Cox Newspapars/Atlanta Journal and Constitution ^^
Crown Cork and Saal Worldwida Haadquarters
Dayton Hudson Corporation Oapartmant Stores Division t^**

Delta Air Lines Headquarters ^^f
Dial Corporation, Montgomery Plant

El Dupont de Nemours and Company  DuPont Facilities Servi

East Carolina University
Florida International Univarsity ^^^
Ford Motor Company - Qectronics Operations/ACD
General Motors Corp/Truck Grp & Saturn Corp
General Motors Hughes Elearonics • Corp Hdqtrs "^
Georgia-Pacific Center

Guv Carpenter and Company
Hazeltrne Corporation f^"

'

Hines Interests Ltd P'ship: Columbia Sq.:
Holyoka Community Collage

Hughes Space and Communications Company
International Paper/Kraft Packaging Division

International Paper/Kraft Packaging Mobile Rant
Iniernational Paper - Odenton. MD Facility

International Paper/Texarkana Mill

Johns Hopkins University. Montgomery County Center
Kaiser Permanente-Hawaii Region
Kaiser Permanente-Northern California Region ^^f-

Kaiser Permanente-Northwest Region t^-
Las Positas College ^^
Long Island University Soutfiampton College
Louisiana-Pacific Corporation Western Division

Louisiana State U. /Agricultural & Mechanical Coll

Lucky Stores Incorporated Southern Division

MCI Telecommunications Corp/Bensenville
MCI Telecommunications Corp/Downers Grove Ops ^9"
MCI Telecommunications Incorporated - Richardson Texas Fa

MCI Telecommunications Corp/Willow Springs
MacWhyte Co.. Division Amsted Industries '^f
'Massachusetts Maritime Academy
McKeever Environmental Learning Center
Merck & Company - World Headquaners ^^^
National Broadcasting Company. Inc.

Northeastern Illinois University
Northern Illinois University

Northrop Grumman-Commercial Aircraft DivisionWought Cen
Novartis AG*
PPG Industries. Inc. /General Office

Paoli Memorial Hospital. Pennsylvania
PepsiCo. Inc. J^
Pfizer. Inc. (NY Headquarters Facility) ^9-
Port Authority of NY/NJ; Newark Legal Cntr.

Port Authority of NY/NJ; Port Newark/Port Elizabeth
Quebecor Printing Buffalo. Inc. '^^
Ouebecor Printing. Glen Burnie, MD ^^
Ralston Purina Checkerboard Square Headquarters
Raytheon Systems Company, Seruors & Electronic Systems :

Rhode Island Blood Center
Riviana Foods, inc. Edison Distribution Ctr ;^»-

Saint Margaret Mercy Healthcare Centers
Scientific-Atlanta Instrumentation Grp
SeaguistPerfect Dispensing - A Division of AptarGroup
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Southern Oregon University
Tarieton State University

Teradyne Connection Systems. Inc.

Texfi Blends
Turner Broadcasting System. Inc ^^*"

University of Alaska. Anchorage
University of Alaska. Fairbanks
University of California at Davis

University of California at Santa Cruz

University of Florida

University of Minnasota-Twin Cities

University of Nevada at Las Vegas
University of New Orleans

University of North Carolina at Charlotte

University of South Carolina Spartanburg
University of South Florida

niversity of Texas Health Science Ctr/Houston -

University of West Florida at Pensacola
Volt Viewtech Inc.

Walt Disney World Company
West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine
West Virginia University at Morgantown

Government Partners 1239 total)

City of Ada, Oklahoma
Allegheny County. Pennsylvania
City of Allentown. Pennsylvania
City of Ann Arbor. Michigan
The City of Annapolis, Maryland
Anne Arundel County, Maryland
The State of Arkansas

Arlington County. Virginia

City of Atlanta. Georgia
The City of Austin. Texas
The City of Azusa, California "^B"

Baltimore County Schools. Maryland
The City of Baltimore, Maryland
Baltimore County. Maryland ^^f-

The City of Berkeley, California

The City of Birmingham, Alabama
City of Boca Raton, Florida

Bonneville Power Administration
•^Boston. Massachusens. City of. The
City of Boulder. Colorado
Boulder County. Colorado
The City of Bowling Green. Ohio
Broward County. Florida

Bucks County. Pennsylvania
California State University System
The State of California  
City of Cambridge, Massachusens
Cecil County, Maryland
The City of Chesapeake. Virginia

County of Chester. Pennsylvania
The Town of Cheverly. Maryland
The City of Chicago, Illinois

The City of Chula Vista, California :*
Cincinnati. City of

Cobb County. Georgia
Town of Conway, New Hampshire'^*"
Cook County, Illinois

Dade County, Florida

''The City & County of Denver. Colorado

Douglas County. Oregon
City of Duluth, Minnesota
Environmental Protection Agency
City of Eugene Oregon
City of Falls Church, Virginia

Fauquier County, Virginia
The Town of Flemmgton, West Virginia
*Fon Band. Texas, County of

Frederick County. Maryland ^^"
Fremont Unified School District ^^*"

Fulton County, Georgia
The Town of Gilbea. Arizona

The Village of Glenview Board. Illinois

The Glenview Library Board. Illinois

The Glenview Park Distna Board. Illinois

*

Oeooiei N€v Ptflicto^nt Since PaOAjirv 16. 1998
-^^G'««i LigniB Aiumnui - comoietsd the Green Lignts Pfogrem
* Green L'gnts Honoreble Mention -- upgraded et leect 50% ol eligible tguare footage or at least 1 million aquare feet
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Glenview (ID School Distnct #225
The City o< Grapevine. Texas

City of Graansboro. North Carolina

Harford County, Maryland
The State o< Hawaii  
Hillsborough County, Florida

City and County of Honolutu, Hawaii
The City of Houston, Texas
Howard County, Maryland
The City of Inglewood, California

Slate of Iowa
City of Kansas Oty, Missouri
Kent County, Maryland
King County. Washington
Lee County, Florida

Leon County. Florida ;•
The City of Little Rock. Arkansas
The City of Loma Linda, California

The City of Lompoc, California ^9"
The City of Los Ang»l«s. Califomia
County of Los Angaias. California

The City of Louisville, Kentucky
County of Lucas, Ohio
The State of Maine
Maricopa County, Arizona

The State of Maryland
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts  
The City of Memphis, Tennessee
Mercer County. New Jersey
The State of Michigan
The State of Missouri
State of Montana
Montgomery County. Maryland '9'
City of Mount Rainiar. Maryland
Multnomah County, Oregon
The City of NaperviHe, Illinois

County of Nassau. New York
The State of Nebraska
The State of Nevada
New Castle County. Delaware
The State of New Jersey
New York State Office of Mental Health ^^
State of New York ;^
City of North Salt Lake. Utah
Northbrook (ID School District #30
Ohio Building Authority
The State of Ohio
The State of Oregon *
Overland Park. Kansas, Crty of

The City of Oxnard. California

County of Palm Beach. Florida

The City of Pasadena. California

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia Water Department
The City of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
The City of Phoenix. Arizoru ;"
The City of Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania
Polk County, Wisconsin
Polk County. Florida

The Dty of Portland, Oragon
Prince Georges County. Maryland »•"
Prince William County. Virgirua ^^f
The City of Provo. Utah ^9-
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico • Oept. of Natural & Enivr.

Queen Anne's County. Maryland
Rivervale Township of New Jersey
Rochester Community School Corp. Indiana ;^
County of Rockland. New York
City of Sacramento. California

City of St LOUIS, Missouri

Re

The City of St. Paul, Minrwsota
Salt Lake County, Utah
The City of San Bernardino. California

The City of San Diego. California

San Oiago County. Califomia ^^
The City of San Jose. California

County of San Mateo. California

(bounty of Santa Clara
The City of Santa Monica. California

The City of Santa Rosa. California ^^f
City of Scottsdale, Anzona
The City of Sierra Vista. Arizona
The City of Takoma Park. Maryland
The City of Tallahassee, Florida

The City of Tempe, Arizona
Tennessee State Department of Corrections
'Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
Texas Department of Criminal Justice
The Oty of Tucson, Arizona
Air National Guard
Alabama Army National Guard
Alaska Army National Guard (State/Fed Space Included)

State of Arizona. DEMA. Arizona Army National Guards
Arkansas Army National Guard
US Army Aberdeen Garnson Proving Ground
The Army Environmental Policy Institute

US Army Foa A. P. Hill

US Army Fort Myar Military Community
US Army Fort Polk

US Army Garrison Fort Bslvoir

US Army National Guard
Blue Ridge Parkway
US Bureau of Reclamation (US Dept of the Interior)

California Army National Guard
Carisbad Caverns National Park
US Coast Guard Reserve Training Center
US Coast Guard Washington DC
Colorado Army National Guard (State/Fed Space Included)

Connecticut Army National Guard (State/Fed Space Included!

District of Columbia Army National Guard
Florida Army National Guard
Foa Carson. Headquaners
Georgia Army National Guard
Great Smoky Mountains National Park

Guam Army National Guard
Hawaii Army National Guard
Hill Air Force Base
Illinois Army National Guard
Indiana Army National Guard
Iowa Army National Guard
JN 'Ding' Darling National Wildlife Refuge
Jimmy (barter Library And Museum
Kentucky Army National Guard
Lawrence Livermore National Lab (USDOEI
Louisiana Army National Guard
Maine Army National Guard
Malmstrom Air Force Base
Mammoth Cave National Park (US Nat Park Service)
Massachusetts Army National Guard
Michigan Army National Guard
United States Military Academy, West Point, NY
Mississippi Army National Guard .

Missouri Army National Guard
Montana Army National Guard
US NASA Goddard Space Center

National Naval Medical Center
National Park Service • Denver Service Center ^9"
Tfte National Security Agency
US Naval Academy
Naval Air Station (DODl. Willow Grove

 

0«noTt» Ne<^ PtfticiD*nl Sinc« Fcbrusry 16, 1998
^"Gre«n Ligmi Alumnut -- comol«t»d th« Gr««n Ughts Progrtm
^ Green ^.gnte MonoraDle Mention - upgraded at leaet 50% of eligible iquare footage or at leaet I million tquere feet
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Nebraska Army National Guard
Nevada Army Natiorial Guard
New Jersey Army National Guard
New Mexico Army National Guard
Ohio Army National Guard
Oklahoma Army National Guard
Pennsylvania Army National Guard
US Postal Service Baltimora Associatad Officas

U.S. Postal Service Baltimora - OistritHition

Puerto Rico Army National Guard
Randolph Air Force Base '•'
South Carolina Army National Guard
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (USOOEI
Tennessee Army National Guard
Uniformed Services University
Utah Army National Guard
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Dwight 0. Bsenhower
Veterans Affairs Medical Cantar, Palo Alto

Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Battle Creek
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Decatur
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Grand Island

Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Huntinaton
Veterans Affairs Medical Cantar, Indianapolis
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Martinsburg
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. New Orleans
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. New York
Veterans Affairs Medical Cerrter, Richmond ^9"
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Salt Lake City
Veterans Affairs Medical Cemer. San Diego
Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Seattle

Veterans Affairs Medical Cantar, Washington DC
Veterans Affairs Medical CenterA/Vest Side Chicago
Veterans Affairs Medical Ctr, WadsworttiA/Vest LA
Vermont Army National Guard (StateVFed Space Included!

Virginia Army National Guard
Washington Army National Guard
Westover Air Reserve Base
Wisconsin Army National Guard
Ventura County. California

Virgin Islands  
The Commonwealth of Virginia
Wasatch County School Disthct ^^'
The City of Washington. DC
City of White Plains, New York
State of Wisconsin

Green Lights Manufacturer Allias (234 total)

3M
A Weatherization Co/Awxco J^"
ACME Electric Corporation, Trar\sformer Div.

ALP Lighting and Ceiling Products '^^'

Address-o-lite ^f"
Advance Transformer Co. ?^^
Advanced Control Technologies, Inc. ^^
Advanced Environmental Recycling Corp.
Advanced Lighting. Inc. t^"
Advanced Luminescent Products
Aero-Tech Light Bulb Company
Alcoa Brite Products. Inc. 5^
Alkco
American Energy Marugement »•
American llluminetics Inc. ^^f'

American Lighting Corporation :^^
American Louver Company
American Scientific Lighting
Amerlux. Inc. ^^^
Area Lighting Research ^^^
Aromat Corporation
Badger USA -•-

Ballastronix Incorporated
Big Beam Emergency Systems ^^f
Bright Side Lighting r^
Brownlee Lighting ^^^
Bryant Electric ^•^
CEW Lighting Inc ^^
CMB Associates. Inc. ^^f
CPM Lighting
CSL Ligfiting Manufacturing. Inc

Conservation Alliance

Conservation Technology. Ltd. ^^
Control Systems International ^^f
Cooper Lighting
Crownlite Manufacturing Corporation r^f
Dark to Light. Inc. :^*'

Dayligfrt Company
Dazor Manufacturing Corporation
Decotex 2000 Corporation
Design By Nature. Limited
Dielectric Coating Industries '9'
Doolan Recovery Technologies
DuraLux Industries ^^f
Duray Fluorescent Manufacturing ^^f-

Duro-Test Corporation
Dynamic Energy Products '^
ESCO International '^^^

Eclipse Technologies ^^'
Edison Price Lighting
Bectro-Techs
Electronic Lighting Incorporated ^^f
Emergi-Lite. Inc,

Enersave. Inc. (OH) r»-
Energy Conservation Development Corporation
Energy Dezign Corporation ^^f-

Energy Masters lnternatior«l. Inc. ^^f
Energy Ranning Associates

Entergy Integrated Solutions Inc. ^^f
Entertainment Technology. Inc.

Environmental Energy Group
Evenlite

Exitronix - Div Of Barron Manufacturing ^^^^

FTI?»-
Feit Electric Co
Finelite

Flexiwatt. LLC
Flexlite

Full Circle Incorporated '9-
Garcy/Systems Ligfiting Produns
General Electric Lighting
The Genlyte Group
Global Recycling Technologies
Good Earth Lighting Company ^^^
Guardian Corporation
Guardian Lighting Controls. Inc ^"
HE Williams. Inc. ?•
Harris Manufactunng, Inc. "^^
Hatch Transformer. Inc. ;^^
Hetherington Industries. Inc.

Holcor ;•
Holophane Company Inc ^^^
Honaywall, Inc. (BloomingtonI ^W"
Horizon/Lite Energy Ltd
Howard Industries Inc ^^f"

Hubbell. Inc.A/Vinng Device Division
'Hubball Incorporated. Lighting Division ^9"
lES. Incorporated
INCON Industries r9-
IceCap Industries. Inc. :•"
Industrial Er>ergy Systems. Inc.

Indy Lighting r^-

 

0«noT«« M«w P«rT*cioant S.nce Fabniary 16 1999
"^"G'ttn Lio'^tt Alumnu*  comDI«t»d lh« Gr««n Light* P»ogr»m
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Integrated Power & Lites ^^f
Internat'l Energy Conservation Systems t^"
International Lighting MarHjfacturing Company
Isolite Corporation
JJI Lighting Group. Inc.

Janmar Lighting ^^
Johnson Controts. Inc. *
Juno Lighting, Inc.

K-Lite, Division of ICl Acrylics
Kenall Lighting rm-
Kilowatt Saver. Inc. ^^^
Kingtec. Inc.

The Kirlin Company  
LSI Industries
LTI International. Inc.

LaMar Lighting Company :^^
Ledalite Architectural Products
Legion Lighting Company. Inc. '^
Lexalite International

Light Corporation
Lighting Resources, Inc. J^V*

Lightly Expressed Ltd.

Lights of America
Lightscience Corporation vV
Litecorrtrol Corporation
Litetronics Imemational '9'
Lithonia Lighting
Lumasys Corporation
Lumatacii Corp 79"
Lumax Industries Inc ^^r*
Lutron Bectronics Inc.

Luxo Corporation
MTI International ^^f
Magnaray International J^-
Magnatek. Inc.

Mark Lighting Fixture Company r^^
Marlin Environmental Products Incorporated
Marvel Lighting Corporation :9-
Mercury Recovery Services

Mercury Tachnotogies of Minnesota, hie. TV-
Mercury Waste Sotutions. Inc. ?•
MetalOptics. Inc. ^^
MicroLite Corp . Subsidiary of Pittway ?•
Midwest Conservation Systems i^^-
Mor-Lite ^^
Motorola Lighting, Inc. ^9'
Mule Emergency Lighting Inc. :•
MyTech Corporation *
NRG Lighting Inc. *
National Cathode Corporation t^
National Lighting Company, Inc.

Natural Lighting Company t9-
Norbert Belfer Lighting
Novitas. Inc. ^^r-
OSRAM Sylvania. Inc. ^•-
Optek Design & Manufacturing
The Original Cast Lighting y^
PEC Lamp
PLCMultipoint
Pacific Scientific. Fisher Pierce Division
Paragon Electric Company, Inc.

Parrish Lighting & Engr t^
Pass & Seymour/Legrand
Pathway Lighting Products, Inc. '^r^
Philips Lighting Co. i^^-

Phillips Lighting Elearonics Company r^-
Powerline Communications :^^
Pre Finish Metals ?•
Prescolite Controls. Inc ym-
The Pritehen Wilson Group Incorporated:
*DenoU« M«w Ptn<iQtnx Since ftbruary I S. 1 998

'
'

^^Of.«n (.-gnu Alumnu. .. compMud tll« GrMft Ligntt Progr.m* C-..n L.,h,. H.n,,.t^ M.n,«,n - „og.M« ., I.« 50% ol .l.„bl. .«,.™ toot.ge o, ,X I...I 1 m.ll.on .gu.r. I,e,•old LantiIng 0<tK>t.« En.,,, $,., auMi„„ r,,rMB,n

Progress Lighting, Inc

Prolume Corporation
Q Tachnology, Inc.

Quality Lighting f^-
RAB Electric Manufacturing Company ^^^
Racyclights

*

Reflect-A-Light. Inc. ;•-
Remtec Systems ^^^
Renova Lighting :^»-
The Robert Group -^
Robertson Transformer Company
Roth Brothers Inc *
RoyalLite Manufacturing & Supply Corp.:
Ruud Lighting it

Southland Industrias
SK America, Inc.

SPI Lighting, Inc. ^9-
Salesco Systems USA t^-
Save-A-Watt. Inc. ^^
S&entific Component Systems ^^f
Sea Gull Lighting Products
Self-Powered Lighting, Inc. ;"
Sensor Switch »•
Sharlin-Lite >•
Sieba Environmantal Controls. Illinois ^^
Simkar Lighting Fixture Company, Inc. ^V"
Skanda Lights
So-Luminaire Daylighting Systems Corporation :

Solar Electric Systems ?••
Solar Kinetics 79"
Solar Outdoor Lighting rm-
Solium. Inc

Spaulding Lighting, Inc

*Sp«nt Lamp Racycling Technologies
Sportlite. Inc. '•
Standard Enterprises. Inc. :^*"
Steelcase Inc '*-

Sterling, RMC
Stocker & Yale

Systematix, Inc. ^^
TMP, Inc.

TORK, Inc. >•-
TSAO Designs and CSL
TechBrite
Techmedia Lighting, Inc.

TechniLite Systems ;^
Teron Lighting ;^
Thomas Industries. Inc.

Thomas and Setts
Toshiba America Cons Prod
Triad Technologies ^9"
Trimblehouse Corporation '9-
Tristar Lighting Co.

Troian, Inc.

Tropical Lighting t^-
UNENCO
USES, Inc.

Ulster Precision Inc ^^
Valmont Electric

Venture Lighting International r^
Videssence, Inc.

Visa Lighting Corporation
Vision Impact Corporation rv
Visual Images. Incorporated
WF Harris Lighting r^-
Waldmann Lighting Company ^9"
Warner Technologies ^V"
The Watt Stopper Inc. ^*-
Wellmade Metal Products Co
Wismarq Light Co. :^»-
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X-Tra Light Systems. Inc. ;•
Zumtobel Ughtino

Grs«n Ughts Utility AUiM (73 total)

Alabama Power Company
Allegheny Power Service Corporation
American Electric Power Service Corp. ir

Arizona Public Service Company ir

Atlantic Elearic
Bsltimora Gas tnd Bactric Co.

Bangor Hydro Electric

Boston Edison Company
Central Illinois Light Company (CILCO)
Central Illinois Public Service Company
Cinergy
Commonwealth Electric Company
Concord Municipal Light Plant

Consolidated Edison o< New York, Inc.

Detroit Edison Company
Duke Power Company ;^r
The Empire District Electric Company
GPU Energy
The City o< Georgetown, Texas Utility '^^
Georgia Power Company
Gray's Harbor County PUD «1
Graan Mountain Power Corporation ^^
Greenville Utilities Commission»
Gulf Power Company
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.

Idaho Power Co
Indiaru Municipal Power Agency ^^^
Indianapolis Power & Light
Kansas City Power & Light  
Long Island Lighting Company (LILCOI
Los Angeles Department Of Water & Power
Mason County Public Utility District (PUD) No. 3

Mississippi Power
Moorhaad Public Sarvica
NEES Companies
Nevada Power Company
New York Power Authority:
Northaait UtHitias

Northern States Power Company (Gas)
Norwood Muniapal Light Department
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative ^9"
Omaha Public Power Distria ^^
Orange and Rockland Utilities

Pacific Gas & Electric ^^
Pacific Power
Pike County Light and Power Co. J^
Poa Angeles City Light Department  
Portland Ger>eral Electric Company '*'

Potomac Electric Power Company (PJEPCOl
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority
Puget Sound Power & Light Co
Richmond Power & Light Company
Rockland Electric Co. ^^
SMUD (Sacramento Municipal Util DistI

City of St Charles Electric Utility ^^
Salt River Proiect r^-
San Oiego Gas & Electric it

Savanna!! Electric Power ;<
South Caroliria Public Service Authority
Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative
Springfield Utility Board
Taunton Municipal Lighting Plant ^9"
Tucson Electric Power Company
The UNITIL System of Companies
Union Electnc Company

Unrted Illuminating Company
Utah Power
Virgin Islands Water & Power Authority

Virginia Power  
Wisconsin Electric Power Company ^^^
Wisconsin Power & Light Co :•"
Wisconsin Public Power. Inc System ;^»-

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation

Graan Lights Distributor Allies (149 total)

A M Electric Company Inc ^^f"

ANESCO
ARGO
Active Electric Supply ^9"
Advance Electrical Supply :••
Adventure Lighting Supply, Ltd. :••
Aladdin Lighting Supply ^^
Alameda Elenncat Distributors, Inc.

All Lighting Inc. ^^r^

Almeida Electncal, Inc.

American Energy Control of Boston, Inc

American Light. Inc.

American Lighting & Electric Supply Co. '^
Archway Lighting Supply Inc. ^^^
Atlantic Lighting and Supply Co (NJ) :•
Atlantic Lighting and Supply Co IGAI -•
Barbizon
Beard Campt>ell Company
Border States Electric Supply
Braid Electric Company
Branch Energy Systems ••"
Bright Bectncal Supply Co.
Buckles-Smrth Electric Co ^^
The Bulb Man, Inc. :^
CIC Supply
CN Robiruon Lighting Supply
Capitol Light and Supply Company
Cardello Bectnc Supply :^f
Citilights Lighting, Inc.

City Lighting Products Company :•"
Codale Electnc Supply, Inc. :^
Commercial Lighting of Virginia, Incorporated
Con/Serve Electrical Supply Company
Conserve-AWan Lighting r^-
Coruumer Lighting Products ^^»"

Cooper Elearic Supply Company
Corporate Energy Management Systems, Inc.

Dauphin Elearic

Debenham Eleanc Supply Company ^9"
Deeter bghting r^-
Dixie Electric Supply Corporation
E. Sam Jor>es Distributor, Inc

EESCO
Eagle Elearic Supply Company. Inc

Electric Supply, Inc (AZ)
Elearic Supply, Inc. (OK) r^
Elliott Eleanc Supply
Energy Saver Lighting Company
Eoff Eleanc Company
Erik Lighting, Inc.

First Light Lighting Systems
Fitzpatrick Eleanc Supply ^^
Five Star Lighting
Fred Davis Corporation
Fromm Eleanc Supply Company
GW Supply Company
Gabco Enterpnses. Inc "9"
General Produas & Supply. Inc

Goforth Eleanc Supply ^^

'
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Good Friend Electric ^^
Grahl Electric Supply Company
Grand Light & Supply Co , Inc. '^f'

Graybar Electric Company
Gross Bectnc
H & H Industries

Harco Distributing Services
Hart Lighting & Supply :^
Hite Company, The
Holmes Distributors

Illuminating Technologies ^9"
Independent Electric Supply Co.
Inland Lighting Supplies. Inc. ^^^
JH Larson Electrical Company
Kendall Electric

Kentucky Lighting & Supply. Inc.

King Lighting Supply ^•^
Kirby Risk Supply Company
•
La Crane

Laser Lighting & Electrical Supply, Inc.

Lektron Industrial Supply. Inc ;^»-

Leslie Electnc Company t^-
Light Bulb Supply Company :•-
Lighting Supply Company r^»-

Lighting Systems Too! '9'
Litemor Distributors of Boston Ltd.

M & M Elearic ;*
Maior Electric Supply, Inc.

Matsushita Home and Commercial Products Co ;

Mayer Electric Supply Company, Inc.

Michigan Chandelier
Mid Atlantic Lighting :^^
Mid-West Wholesale Lighting Corporation
Midtown Electric Supply Corporation>
Missoun Valley Electncal Company
Montclair Distributing
MusKa Lighting Center
National Electric Supply
North Coast Electric Company
Nu-Lite Electrical Wholesalers, Inc. ^^f
OK Electric Supply Company r^-
Orange Coast Electric Supply ^9"
FiDCO

Pacific Electrical Supply
Piatt Bectric Supply
Premium Lighting Supply
Queen Crty Electric Supply
Raymond deSteiger, Inc

Rayvem Lighting Supply Company, Inc. ^^^
Regency Lighting
Retrofit Design Lighting :^^-

Rockingham Electncal Supply
Rumsey Electric Company
Ryall Elenric Supply Company
Schaedler Brothers. Inc.

Seamans Supply Company, Inc.

Shealy Electrical Wholesalers, Inc

Southland Electrical Supply Company
Spring Electric Supply i^
Standard Electric Supply
Stanion Wholesale Electnc
Starbeam Supply Company ?•
Stemer Electric Company
Stitzell Elearic Company :^»-

Stokes Electric Co
Stuaa C Irby Co
Summit Eleanc Supply ^•
Suoerior Lighting Company
Svuitt Electrical Supply Company

Taylor Electric Supply, Inc.

Tecot Electric Supply Company
Tri-State Light & Energy, Inc.

Tristate Electncal Supply Company, Inc.

US Lamp :"
United Electric Supply
United Elenric Supply Company
Villa Lighting Supply, Inc '^fr'

Voss Lighting
WESCO Distribution-Headquarters Division
WW Grainger Incorporated :^^
Warren Elenric Company
Western EXTRALITE Company of Kansas City
Western EXTRALITE Company of St. Louis^
Whitehill Lighting & Supplies. Inc. ^^
Wholesale Electric Supply Company ^^f
Wiedenbach-Brown Company, Inc.

Williams Supply
Wolff Brothers Supply
YESCO

Green Lights Lighting Mgt Company Allies (127 total)

A 1 Lighting Service Company ;^*-

ABD Lighting Management Co ^^^
Advanced Energy Management Corporation
Advanced Energy Systems, Inc.

Advanced Lighting Applications ;*"
Advanced Lighting Products Limited ^^v
Aetna Corporation r^-
Aetna Lighting and Energy Conservation
All Tech Lighting
Alva Lighting
AmTech Lighting Services *
AmTran '•"
American Lighting Inc ^^f
Applied Energy Management, Inc. J^*"

Arc Elenric Company ?•
Avtech, Inc

BLI of Minnesota

Barney Roth Co '^
Beico Electric. Inc. ^^»"

Boston-Finney
Brayer Lighting, Inc. "•"
Broadway Lighting Services ^^^
CES/WAY International, Inc. ^^
CF Lighting Supplies
CLS Facilities Maintenance ^^»"

CMC Energy Services '••
Candela Systems Corporation
Cherry City Elenric Lighting Services;
Chicago-Edison Corporation ^9"
Colorado Lighting r»-
Coneco Corporation '^f-

Conserve Elenric Company, Inc ^f'
Creative Lighting Mainter>ance ^9"
Dixie Design Group
E'Technologies
E-Finity Energy, LLC ^•^
ESCO Energy Services Company ^^
Earth Protection Services, Inc.

Earth Savers. LLC rm-
Earthwell International Technologies, Inc.

Efficient Lighting & Maintenance Incorporated i^*"

Elenric Conservation and Supply Company
Energy Concepts. Inc

Energy Conservation Allies. Inc.

Energy Conservation Havi/aii

Energy Controls & Concepts "^"
Energy Enterpnse Incorporated

'
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Energy Matnx ^^f"

Enersave. Incorporated (NY)

Environmental Energy ^9"
Envirorwnental Energy Partners Incorporated
FMS Lighting Manaoement Systems. Inc. ^^
Fluorescent Maintenance Company j^
Fluoresco Lighting-Sign Maintenance Corp.
Fravert Services ^9-
GAR Electronics :"
GEC Lighting Supply
General Lighting and Sign Services. Inc. f^"
Genesis Lighting Management Services, Inc.

Glace Energy. Inc. ^^
GreenTech Energy Services. Inc.

HEC. Inc.

Milliard Electric

Mucker Electric Company
lllumalex Corporation ?4r-

lllumetek Corporation r^
'Imperial Lighting MaJntananca Co >^^
Innovative Lighting Services ^^^

Integrated Lighting & Energy Company
Judisch Photo and Electronics

Kenetech Energy Management. Inc.

LighTec. Inc. ^^'
Light. Inc. ^^
Light Source ;•"
Lighting Dynamics, Inc. ^^
Lighting Images Technology
Lighting Maintenance & Service. Inc. '^T'

Lighting Maimenance, Inc. (Ill ^4^
Lighting Management Consultants '9'
Lighting Marugement. Inc.

Luminaire Service. Inc. ^^f"

Lupo & Associates ^^f-

MTI Energy Management in Lighting>
Master Lighting Services ^^
Mira Lighting & Electric Service. Inc ^^
Murphy Electric Maintenance Co ^^f"

Natior«l Energy Services Incorporated ^^^
New Mexico Energy Consultants '^t'

Nite Lites

North American Energy Systems
North Amencan Lighting. Inc. ^9"
Optimal Tachnologias
On Light Systems Incorporated
Pacific Energy Management Corporation
Parke Industries. Inc ;"
Planned Lighting. Inc ^^^^

Power Savers, Inc ;^
Powercon. Inc. '^^
Prime Electric Company
Primo Lighting Management '^^
Prolite Lighting & Sign Mainterunce it

Proven Alternatives. Inc.

Retro Task
Sabo and Assobates. Inc.

Shane Companies ^^^
Sica Electrical & Maintenance #
Sigal Environmental Company
Souiharn Energy TachnologiM
Spectrum Lighting Technologies ^^
Stay-Lite Lighting Service J^f"

Strategic Resource Solutions. INC
Suburban Lighting, Inc. ^^^
Superior Light & Sign Maintenance Co ^^'
Sylvania Lighting Services

Synergy Lighting Corporation i^^
System Solutions of Georgia. Inc. ^^f
TecMLite Applied Sciences. Inc.

Thayer Enterprises :•••

Ultimate Lighting Systems. Inc ^^ '

United Energy Associates '^
Uhitrac Energy Management Company ^^^
Universal Lighting Services ^^f"

Vista Universal, Inc -••
WAC Lighting
West Indies Resource Management Corporation
Whaatstone Energy Group. Inc. ^'W
Xanargy :•

Energy Star Buildings Allies (161 total)

A-Valey Engineers
ACCO
ACE Electrical Service. Inc.

ADA Systems
AF Smith Electric

Acutherm
Advance Transformer Co. ^9"
Advanced Energy Management Corporation
Advanced Energy Systems. Inc.

Advanced Lighting Products Limited ^^f
*Airgo Environmental Incorporated
Alproam Engineering Services

American Chemical Company
American Light. Inc.

Apache Products Company
Area Energy Management Services
Atlantic Energy
BGE Energy Projects and Services Incorporated
Bacharach Incorporated
Baltimore Air-Coil Company
Baico Electric. Inc. ^9"
Big Beam Emergency Systems ^^f
C & M Lighting Technologies
CEC Consultants Company. Inc.

CEMC, Inc

CESAWAY International. Inc. ^'9'

CF Lighting Supplies
CMB Associates. Inc. ^^^^

Candala Systems Corporation
Carter and Burgess Incorporated
Colorado Lighting :*-
Compass Management & Leasing. Inc. - Dallas Region
Connolly Engineering Incorporated
Control Systems International ^^f
Demand Management Institute

'

Detroit Edison Company
E-Technologies
E-Three

E-Finity Energy. LLC :•
EM Electric Corporation
EUA Coganex Corporation. Massachusetts
Eagan and Associates Architects
Earth Protection Services. Inc.

Earthwell Energy Menagament. Inc.

Eastern Energy Services. Inc.

Edison Power Technologies
EnerCon. Inc.

Energy Conservation Allies. Inc.

Energy Data Company. Inc.

Energy Maners
Energy Systems Group
Energy USA
Engineered Environments

Engineering Excellence Inc

Entergy Integrated Solutions Inc. ^^f"

Enterprise Corporation
Equator Corporation
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'Eye Lighting International

Facility Works
Florida Lighting

Georgia Trana
Global Facility Solutions

Global Tech Sarvicas _
Green Mountain Power Corporation ^V"
HOUTRA International

Hetherington Industries, Inc.

Honeywell, Inc. (BloomingtonI J^
Hottel Environmental Group
'Hubbell Incorporated, Lighting Division ;•
INOVA Research Group
lllingworth Corporation
lllumelex Corporation ^^f
'Imperial Lighting Maintananca Co '9'
Innovative Energy Solutions

International Water Management. Inc.

JR. Yago and Associates
Johnson Controls, Inc., Maryland Area Office

Judisch Photo and Electronics

KVAR Energy Savings, Inc.

Kunzon Lighting
Lane Energy Services
LeChase Construction

LighTec, Inc. ^^^
Lighting Management Consultants '^^
Lighting Systems Upgrade
Lighting Technologtas LLC
Lighting and Service Company, Inc.

Los Gatos Air Conditioning
Lumatech Corp ^^*"

MOLETEC Corporation
MaGrann Associates

Magnetek. Inc.

McKenney's, Inc.

Mercury Technologies of Minnesota, Inc. '^^
Metro Energy Corporation
Miceli Energy Engineering
Mid Atlantic Energy Concepts Incorporated
'Miller Lighting & Energy Inc.

Modern Edison, Oklahoma
Monolithic Structures Corporation
Montclair Distributing
Moorhead Public Service
Motector Systems Incorporated
Munters Corporation
Naxtek Power Systems, Inc.

North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation
Northgate Electric

Nu-Lite Electrical Wholesalers, Inc. ^9-
Nu-Way Lighting Incorporated
OK Electric Supply Company i^-
Old Colony Electrical Company, Inc.

OmniComp, Inc.

Optimal Technologies
Owens Services Corporation
Powerlight Corporation
Premium Lighting Supply
Prime Electric Company
Proven Alternatives, Inc.

Q Technology, Inc.

Quality Lighting Services

Quarry Systems, Inc.

Rayvern Lighting Supply Company, Inc. ^^'
Recyclights
Retro Task
River Valley Electric Motor Rewind & Repair. Inc.

Roof Science Corporation
S.C.F.Inc.

Southland Industries

SRC Systems Incorporated

Savings Technology
Seaboard Electrical Services. Inc.

Servidyne ^^^
Sibley Services
Sierra Power Group Inc. ^^'
Solar Outdoor Lighting ^9"
Solar Utility Incorporated
Southern Development & Investment Group
Southern inargy Technologies
'Spent Lamp Recycling Technologies
Spring Electric Supply ^9"
Sterling Industries

Strategic Resource Solutions, INC
Superior Energy Service

Syska & Hennessy / CEM
TDIndustries
TerrsPro Property Management Company
Tesssr Consulting Group
Therm-O-Lite

Tooley & Company
Total Lighting Service. L.L.C.

To20ur Energy Systems
The Trane Company. Aoplied Global Systems
United Energy Associates "^f
Verle A. Williams & Associates, Inc.

Viron Energy Services
W 6 Guimarin and Company, Inc,

Wheatstone Energy Group. Inc. ^•^
Wholesale Electric Supply Company r^
Wiegmann and Associates
Xencom Systems, Inc.

Xenergy f^-

Graan Lights Endorsers 1301 total)

Aerospace Industries Association of America
Airports Council International - North America

Allegheny Health Education Research Foundation
Alliance for Affordable Energv ^^^
Alpharetta Envir. Services & Alpharetta Clean & Beautiful

Amencan Advertising Federation
American Assn for the Adv of Science
American Council for an Energy Eff Econ ^^^
Amencan Gas Association
Amencan Hospital Assoaation
Amencan Hotel & Motel Association
American Instrtute of Archite«s Georgia
American Institute of Architects. Ptiiladelphia
American Institute of ArchiteCTS
American Lighting Association
American Littoral Society
Amencan Lung Association
American Public Power Association ^^^
American Rivers
Amencan Society of Healthcare Engineers for AHA
American Society of Interior Designers
American Trucking Association

Anchorage Chamber of Commerce
Architects. Designers. & Planners for Social Resp
Arizona Hospital and Healthcare Association
Arkansas Hospital Association
AR State Chamber of Commerce'Assn Ind of AR
Asheville Area Chamber of Commerce
Assn of Professional Energv Consultants (APECl
Associated industries of Massachusetts
Associated Students of UC Berkeley
Association for Facilities Engineering
Association of County Commissioners of Georgia

•
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Association of Delaware Hospitals

Assn of Demand-Side Mgt Professionals

Association of Energy Engirieers

Association of Higher Education Fadlrties Officers

Association of Professional Energy Mariagers
Association of ScienceTechno(ogy Centers
Association of Washington School Principals

Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games
Atlanta Regional Commission
Audubon Society of New Hampshire
Audubon Society of New York State, Inc.

Automative Wholesalers of Illinois

Boulder County Clean Air Consortium
Boulder Energy Conservation Center IBECC)
Business for Social Responsibility
California Chamber of Commerce
California Department of Education
California Municipal Utilities Association

California Society for Hospital Engineering, SF
California Society of Hospital Engmeenng, Inc,

California State Association of Counties
Casino Association of New Jersey
Catholic Health Association of the United States

Center For Marine Conservation
Center for Industrial Services. University of Tennessee
Citizen Action
Clean Air Cab Company, Inc.

Clean Air Council
Clean Ocean Action
Clean Water Action
The Climate Institute

Coloradans for Clean Air

Colorado Hospital Association
Commonsense
Community Associations Institute

Concern Inc.

Connecticut Business & Industry Association

Consulting Engineers Council of Metro Washington
Consumer Counsel, State of Ohio
Council of State Governments
Council of Teaching Hospitals
DC Chamber of Commerce
Delaware State Chamber of Commerce
E2: Environment and Education
Earth Share

Ecologix
Edison Electnc Institute

Electric Ideas Clearinghouse
The Electrical Assn of Philadelphia '•"
Electronic Industries Association
Environmental Action
Environmental Action Club of Skidmore College
Environmental Awareness Foundation
Environmental Business Assoaation
The Environmental Exchange
Environmental Law Institute ^^^
Environmental Leadership
Environmental and Energy Study Institute
Esatech C.A.

Evangelical Environmental Network
Federated Garden Club of Vermont
Federated Garden Clubs of Connecticut
Federation of American Health Systems
Food Marlceting Institute

Friends of the Earth

Garden Club Federation of Massachussetts
Georgetown University Student Assocation

Georgia Hospital Association

Georgia Municipal Association
The Global Cities Proiea

Greater Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
Greater Dallas Chamber of Commerce
Greater Jacksonville Area Hosptial Council
Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce
Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce
Greater Philadelphia Hotel Engineers Association
Greater Seattle Chamber of Commerce
Green Hotels Association
Gwinnett County Safety Professionals Association
HVS Eco Services

Hampshire College Pugwash
Hawaii Hotel Association
Historic Bartram's Garden
Home Center Institute

Hospital Association of Central Ohio

Hospital Association of Pennsylvania
Hospital Council of Greater Milwaukee
Hospital Council of Western Pennsylvania
Hospital Engineers of Southwestern PA
Hospital Shared Services

Illuminating Engmeenng Society of North America
Industrial Lighting Distributors of America
Institute for Alternative Futures
Inst for Coop in Environmental Management
Institute for Local Selt-Reliance

Institute of Real Estate Management
Int'l Brotherhood of Elec Workers Local Union #98
lnterr\ational Facility Management Association
International Institute for Energy Conservation t^V
Iowa Association of Business & Industry
Iowa Hospital Association. Inc

Izaak Walton League ^^t*

Kansas City Area Hospital Association
Kent State University Undergrad. Student Senate
Kentucky Pollution Prevention Center

Land-of-Sky Regional Council

Lighting Design Lab
The Lighting Resource

Long Island Associations. Inc.

Lorax Environmental Club  NCSU
Los Angeles Ares Chamber of Commerce
Louisiana Hospital Association
MTSU Lambda Association
Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Maine Hospital Association
Maine Municipal Association

Maryland Association of Counties

Maryland Chamber of Commerce
Maryland Hospital Association

Maryland Municipal League
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Bectric Co.
Metro Washington Council of Governments
Metropolitan Detroit Building Superintendents Association

Metropolitan Energy Center
Miami Museum of Science and Space
Middlebury Student Government Association
Minnesota Chamber of Commerce
Minnesota Environmental Initiative

Minnesota Hospital and Healthcare Partnership
MS Technical Assistance Program
Missoun Energy Resources Project
Morrtana Hospital Association
Mt. Washington Valley Chamber of Commerce
NALMCO
NECA, Illinois Chapter
NPFMA
National Association for Environmental Management
National Assoaation of Cham Drug Stores

National Association of Counties (NACo)
National Association of Electrical Distributors

*
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NaticnsI Asiodation o< Physician* fof the Environment

Nat Assn 0* Power Engineers, Met Miami FL Ch «4

National Assn of Power Engineers. NY Chap #24

National Asaodation of State FscJIitle* Administrators

National Association of Towns and Townships
Nat Assn of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
The National Commercial Builders Council

National Conference of States

Nat Cnci of State Garden Clubs, N England Region
National Earth Science Teachers Assodation
National Electrical Contractors Assodation
National Electrical Manufacturers Assn
Natior\al Energy Management Institute

The National Lighting Bureau
National Restaurant Association

National Retail Federation

National Retail Hardware Assodation
National Society of Prof. Engineers, NCSU Chapt.
Nevada Recyding Coalition

New Hampshire Business & Industry Association

New Hampshire Federation of Garden Clubs

New Hampshire Hospital Assodation ^9'
New Jersey Business & Industry Association

New Jersey Hospital Association
New Mexico Hospitals and Health Systems
North Carolina Consumers Council

North Carolina Hospital Assodation
North Carolina Solar Energy Association
Northeast Energy Efficiency Council

Noaheast Public Power Assodation
Northern Light Section lES

Northwest Air Pollution Authority
Northwest Power Planning Council

Northwest Public Power Assodation
Northwood NH Conservation Commission
Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy
The Ohio County Camping Association

Ohio Environmental Council
Ohio Hospital Assodation
Ohio Public Fadlities Maintenance Association
Oklahoma Hospital Association

OmniComp, Inc.

Oregon School Facilities Mansgamant Association

OR Society for Hospital Engineering

Oregon State Superintendent of Public Instruction

The Organization for Green Living: Alfred University
The PENJERDEL Council

Padfic NW Pollution Prevention Research Ctr

Pacific Northwest Ski Areas Association

Pennsylvania Association of School Business Officials

Pennsylvania Gas Association
Planet Earth Environmental Services
The Professional Assn of Innkeepers Int'l

Public Citizen -rm-

Public Technology, Inc

Puerto Rico Hospital Association
The Purchase Connection
Rl Federation of Garden Clubs, Inc.

Radio Catskill (WJFF. Jeffersonvillel

Rails-to-Trails Conservancy
Regional Air Pollution Contrd Agency
Remodeling Contractors Assodation of America
Responsible Energy of Hampshire College
The Rice University Studem Association
Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
Saddleback Mountain Lions Club of NH
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
San Jose Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
Science Teachers Association of New York State
Science Technical Assistance Center

Seattle Area Hospital Council

Smaller Business Association of New England
Society for the Protection of NH Forests :*
Soil and Water Conservation Sodety
South Carolina Hospital Assoaation
Southeastern Environmental Resources Alliance

Southern Appalachian Man & the Biosphere Coop
Southern Appalachian Mountains Initiative

Spearum of Light Youth March Earth Day XXV
Spokane Chamber o* Commerce
Student Assn of SUNY at Oswego
The Student Assn of the GW University
Student Envir Action Coalition. Univ. of Denver
Student Environmental Action Coalition

Student Environmental Outreach Program
Student Government Association of Berea College
Student Government Assn of Skidmore College
Student Pugwash USA
Student Senate of Alfred University
Students for an Energy-Efficient Environment
Sun Day Campaign
Tampa Bay National Estuary Program
Tennessee Hospital Association
Tennessee Small Business Development Center
Texas Association of Business
Tucson/Pima County Metropolitan Energy Commission
US Green Building Council
US Telephone Assodation
Union of Concerned Sdentists;
United Garden State Restaurant & Lodging Assn
University College Administration at University of Denver

University System of Georgia Board of Regents
University of Colorado Environmental Center at Boulder

University of Maine Student Government
University of Oklahoma Student Assn
Vermont Businesses for Social Responsibility
Vermont Student Environmental Program
Virgin Islands Retailer's Assodation
Virginia Association of Counties

Virginia Chamtier of Commerce
Virginia Hospital Association

Virginia Manufacturers Association

Virginia Municipal League
WRATT Foundation. The
The Wagner Group. Inc.

Washington Assn of Maintenance & Ops Administrators

Washington Association of School Admin
Washington Association of School Business Officials

Washington State Hospital Association

Washington State School Oireaors Association
WA State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Waste Reduction Action Coalition

West Michigan Environmental Action Council
West Virginia Manufacturers Association
Wildlife Conservation Society
Wisconsin Center for Demand-Side Research
World Resources Institute

York Foundation

Energy Star Buildings Endorsers IS6 total)

Alliance to Save Energy ^^^

Alpharetta Envir. Services & Alpharetta Clean & Beautiful

American Consulting Engineers Council
American Council for an Energy Eff Econ '^^'

American Trucking Association
Arizona Hospital and Healthcare Association

Arkansas Hospital Association
Association of Energy Services Professionals

Association of Professional Energy Consultants
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 Greer> Lig'^ti Mono'«bie Mention -- uogrided it least 50^ a' eNgiote lauare loolage o' et (east I million square leet

Sold Lanenng Denotea Enartgv Star BuHdinga Participant

','a'ic Lerrerinp Denotes inergv Siet Smell Bt/nness Perticoenr
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Association of Schools of Public Health

Building Officials and Coda Administrators
Califomia Stata Association of Countias
Catholic Haalth Association of tha Unitad Statas
Claan Watar Action
Tha Climate Institute

Colorado Hospital Association
Council of Teaching Hospitals
E2: Environment and Education
'Electric Power l^esearch Institute '^V'
Elizebeth River Project
Environmental Awareness Foundation

Evangelical Environmental Network
Florida Hospital Association

Georgia Hospital Association
Greater Philadelphia Hotel Engineers Association
Green Hotels Association
Green Seal
Hawaii Hotel Association
Insiitute of Real Estate Management
Internetional Council of Shopping Centers
International Institute for Energy Conservation ^^
Izaak Walton League ^^^
Kentucky Pollution Prevention Center
'Local Government Commission
Long Island Associations, Inc.

National Association of College end University Business Ofcr
National Association of Physicians for the Environment
National Association of Power Engineers
National Association of State Facllltias Administrators
National Electrical Contractors Association
National Electrical Manufactures Representatives Association
National Society of Architectural Engineers
Nevada Association of Hospitals and Haalth Systems
New Hampshire Business & Industry Association
New Hampshire Hospital Association r^-
New Jersey Business & Industry Association
North Dakota Healthcare Association
Northern Metropolitan Hospital Association
OHA: The Association for Hospitals and Haalth Systems
Oregon School Facilities Management Association
Puerto Rico Hospital Association

Refrigeration Services Engineers Society
Utah Association of HeetthCare Providers
Vermont Businesses for Social Responsibility
Virginie Association of Counties
Wyoming Hospital Association

Oeoolei New P»rl.cio«nt S.nce P«baj«rv 16 1996
"G'een L.gnt* Alumout -- comoletvd the Green Ltgnte Program Greer< L.gntt Monoreble Meni«>r .. upgreded .t leeet 50% o( elig.cle iquere loolege or at le.ii 1 m.ll.on sguere feet

•Id Lanertrig Oertelee Energy Sler BuHdinga Par«cipent
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Q14.2 Please document the statement that "they could reduce the carbon

dioxide emissions due to the energy used in commercial buildings by 35

percent and reduce commercial buildings' energy bills by $25 billion per

year."

A14.2 See attachment, "ENERGY STAR BUILDINGS - Showcase Buildings

Partners". The charter("showcase") partners in EPA's Energy Star Buildings

and Green Lights program documented a median energy savings and

greenhouse gas reduction of 35%.

Showcase Building Profect ResuRs
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Q14.3 Please provide the level of funding for EPA's Green Lights and ENERGY
STAR Buildings Program in FY 1997 and FY 1998, and the amount requested
for FY 1999.

A14.3 FY 1997 = $22,905,000

FY 1998 = $24,372,000

FY 1999 = not a line item

In the FY 1999 budget proposal, the Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings

Program is one component of the "Buildings" line item (see response to

Question 29).

Q14.4 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by amount
for each recipient—identified in the response to question 14.3 above.

A14.4 EPA interprets this question to be based on the misconception that EPA
provides financial assistance to partners in this program. EPA does not provide

any fijnding to program participants. Instead, EPA uses its funding to

disseminate reliable financial and technical information to program partners to

assist them in making better decisions for investing their own money. With

improved information through voluntary partnerships, companies are able to

make investments that simultaneously reduce greenhouse gas emissions and

reduce energy bills.

Climate Wise

Q15. On pages 6 and 7 of your written testimony, you state:

"Climate Wise. Since 1994, 392 companies, representing 8.5% of U.S. industrial

energy use, have joined Climate Wise, including: British Petroleum, DuPont,

3M, Johnson & Johnson, General Motors, Boeing and more than 200 small and
medium-sized companies. Companies have submitted Action Plans detailing

more than 700 emissions reductions actions that they estimate will reduce

greenhouse gas emissions by more than 5 million metric tons of carbon

equivalent by the year 2000. In the process they expect to save more than $300

million."

Q15.1 Please identify the 392 companies that have joined Climate Wise.

A15.1 A current list of the 400 Climate Wise Company Partners listed both in

alphabetical order and by State is attached.
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Sheetl

Climate Wise Partners

3M Austin Center

3M Company
ABC Wholesale Roofing

Abe Krasne Home Fumishmgs

Ace Galvanizmg

Acme Bread Company
ACORN

Adapto Storage Products

Advance Hell-Welders &
Manufacturing Company, Inc

Advanced Cast Products/Belcher

Corp.

Advanced Circuit Technology

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

Air Products & Chemicals

Ajinomoto USA, Inc.

Allergan, Inc.

American Cat Emporium & Wood
Products

American Soil Products

Andros Incorporated

Anheuser-Busch Companies

Anitec, International Paper

Apache Products Company

Apollo Printing

Apple Computer, Inc. - Austin

Applied Materials, Inc. - Austin

Arizona Lithographers
Arizona Portland Cement

Company

Asarco, Inc. - Globe Plant

Ash Grove Cement Company
Ashforth Pacific

Ashland Chemical, Inc.

Association of American Railroads

AT&T
Atlas Copco Comptec, Inc.

Austin Commercial, Inc.

Austin Quality Foods Inc.

Autumn Harp, Inc.

Aveda Corporation

Azdel, Inc.

Bagel Works, Inc.

Ball Packaging Corporation

Barbour Plastics, Inc.

Barkow Manufacturing Company,
Inc.

Baxter Healthcare Corporation

Baxter International

Bayview Technology

Beaulieu Vineyard

Page 1
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Sheetl

Behlen Manufacturing Company

Beringer Vineyards

Bericeley Mills East West Furniture

Design

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

Blaser Die Casting

Blodgett Oven Company
Blumenthal Export, Inc.

Boeing Company, The

Boston Retail Products

BP America Inc.

Branson Ultrasonics Corporation

Brewer Automotive Components

Briggs & Stratton Corporation

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

Broyhill Company
Buena Vista Winery, Inc.

Buffalo County

Bureau of Correctional Enterprises

Burrito Brothers, Inc.

Calaveras Cement Company
California Portland Cement

Company

Capitol Aggregates Ltd.

Capitol Circuits Corporation

Captive Plastics, Inc

Cargill, Inc

Cascade General, Inc.

Catamount Brewing Company

Central Confinement Service, Ltd.

Central Metal Finishing, Inc.

Central Products Company -

Brighton

CF&I Steel, LP.

Cheese Cake City, Inc.

Cirtronics

Clearflow Valves

Clermont, Inc.

Colorado School of Mines

Colorado's Ocean Journey

Columbia Steel Products Company
Conant Custom Brass, Inc.

Concord Beverage Company
Coors Brewing Company

Cosmair, Inc. - Clark Facility

Cosniair, Inc - Somerset Facility

Cranston Print Works

Cross Creek Apparel, Inc.

Page 2
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Crown Battery Manufacturing

Company

Cumberland Farms

Cypress Semiconductor

D.D. Bean & Sons Company
Dade Behring

DaMert Company
Danaher Controls

Dane County Public Works

Danforth Pewterers, Ltd.

Danner Shoe Manufacturing

Company
DeBourgh Manufacturing

Company
Delaware Solid Waste Authority

Dell Computer Corporation

Delphina's Bakery

Delta Systems, Inc.

Dependable Cleaners & Shirt

Laundry, Inc.

Design Industrial Services, Inc

Design Plastics, Inc.

Die Cut Technologies
DMD Dresser Manufacturing
Division

Dole Food Company

Doug Scales Body Shop, Inc.

Dow Chemical Company

Dragon Products

DRV Energy, Inc.

Dunlop Tire Corporation

E.A. Pedersen Company
Earth Mercantile

Eaton Corporation

Ecofranchising, Inc.

Ecoprint

Ecotimber International

EcoTours of Oregon
EI du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Electro-Coatings, Inc.

Emsig Manufacturing Corporation

Engelhard

Environmental Technologies
International

Epson Ponland, Inc.

Erving Paper Company, Inc.

ESSROC Materials, Inc.

EuroBank

Fabe Litho

Fairview Training Center

Fantasy, Inc.

Fetzer Vineyards

Fiber Fuel International, Inc.

Page 3
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Sheetl

Fieldbrook Farms Ice Cream, Inc.

Fleischer Manufacturing, Inc.

FonTel, Inc.

Ford Microelectronics

Foseco, Inc.

Fox River Fiber

Frenchman Valley Co-op

Frog's Leap Winery

Canton Technologies, Inc.

Gardenburger, Inc.

General Dynamics Armament

Systems

General Motors Corporation

Georgia-Pacific Corporation

Gillette Company

Ginny's Printing & Copying

Global Solar

Golfsmith International, Inc.

Good Riddance, Inc.

Graham Contracting

Gridcore Systems International

H-R Industries, Inc.

Hadco Corporation

Hallmark Cards, Inc.

Hamilton County Business Center

Hanes Dye & Finishing Co.

Hass-Cal Industries, Inc.

Hennmgsen Foods, Inc.

Herman Miller, Inc.

Hewlett-Packard - Vancouver Site

Hews Company, Inc.

Hickory Chair Co.

Highland Industries, Inc.

Hill Production Machining

Holnam Inc.

Holy Name Hospital

Homasote Company
Horizon Technology Group -

Westland

Hudson Specialty Foods

Human Powered Machines

Hurricane Compressors

Hussey Seating Company

Hyde Manufacturing Company,

Inc.

IBM Corporation

IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.

Imperial Plating, Inc.

IMR Environmental Equipment,

Inc.

Page 4
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Sheetl

Independent Food Processors

Company

Industrial Equipment & Supplies

Inkworks Press

Inland Technology, Inc.

Interface, Inc.

Intermountain Trading Company
J&S Candles, Inc.

J. Fine Glass

Jacob North Printing

Jockey International, Inc.

Johns Manville

Johnson & Johnson

Johnson Beer Co.

Johnson Concentrates

Jones-Hamilton Co.

Just Desserts

Kaiser Permanente

Kelly-Moore/Preservative Paint

Company
Kendall Plastics

Kennebec Tool & Die Company,
Inc.

Kestrel Printing, Inc.

Kettle Foods

Kimiko Cards

Lafarge Corporation

Lazlo, Inc.

Lea Industries

Leeman Labs, Inc.

Lehigh Portland Cement Company
Lemforder Corporation

Lighting Components & Design,

Inc.

Lindsay Manufacturing Company

Liquid Sugars, Inc.

Litton, Clifton Precision

Lockheed Martin

Longfellow Clubs, The

Loring Bank Stationers

Louis Allis Company, The

Louisiana-Pacific Corporation

Lucent Technologies, Inc.

M.J. Soffe Company

Magic Hat Brewery

Majestic Metals

Mako Marine International. Inc.

Maiden Mills Industries, Inc

Mallinckrodt, Inc.

Maple Springs Laundry

Page 5
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Marriott University Park Hotel

Maui Pineapple Company, Ltd.

Maxi Switch, Inc.

McCain Foods, Inc.

Measurements Group, Inc.

Mercury Marine

Mercury Recovery Services

Merix Corporation

Metal Arts Company
Metro Mobility, Inc.

Metropolis Baking Company
Miami Brewing Company
Micropyretics Heaters

International, Inc.

Midwest Research Institute

Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage

District

Minuteman Press of Berkeley

Mobile Tool International, Inc.

Motorola - Austin

Mt. Bachelor Ski and Summer

Resort

National Cement Company of

California, Inc.

National Jewish Center

National Linen Service

National Printing & Packaging

National Spinning Company, Inc.

Navistar International

Transportation Corporation
Navistar International

Transportation Corporation

Nelson Industries, Inc.

Nexstar Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Norm Thompson Outfitters

North Shore Water Commission

Northwest Power Systems, LLC

Nuffer, Smith, Tucker, Inc.

NYCO Minerals, Inc.

O'Green Compressor Corporation
Oak Creek Water and Sewer

Utility

Ohmeda

Opto Power Corporation

Oregon Cherry dowers. Inc.

Organic Cow of Vermont, The

Otter Creek Brewing, Inc.

Oxford Hotel, The

P Q Corporation

Pacific Clay Products

Pacific Coast Producers

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc.

Page 6
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Sheetl

Pacific Gas Transmission

Company
Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory

Pak-Lite, Inc.

Pan American Hospital

Paraclipse

Parker Pen USA Ltd

Passonno Paints

Pathmark Stores. Inc.

Peaceable Kingdom Press

Peacetree Environmentally Sound

Paper & Printing

Peachpit Press

Peda Corporation

Penn Compression Moulding

Perfection Powder Coating, Inc.

Perko, Inc.

Phoenix Cement

Pintexs Chemical

Pinzette Glassworks

Planar America

Pohlman Foundry Company, Inc.

Polaroid Corporation

Poly Seal Industries

Power Bar, Inc.

Power Computing Corporation

Power Save

Powerhorse Lockwood Irrigation

Corporation

Prime Tanning Company, Inc.

Print Room, Inc., The

PRM Energy Systems, Inc.

Production Plating, Inc.

Promega Corporation

Puerto Rico Ports Authority

Purolator Products, Inc.

Pyramid Breweries, Inc.

Quad/Graphics, Inc.

Quebecor Printing
- Buffalo

RC Cement Co., Inc

Redken Laboratories, Inc

Regis University

Repap Wisconsin, Inc.

Republic Metals Corporation

Rhino Foods, Inc.

RMC Lonestar

Roche Vitamins & Fine Chemicals

Rochester Institute of Technology

Rocky Mountain Embossing &
United States Foil Printing

Page 7
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Sheetl

SAE Circuits

Saint Barnabas Medical Center

Salerno's Kitchen Cabinets, Inc.

Sainsonite Corporation

Samsung Austin Semiconductor

Sargent Controls & Aerospace

SBT Automation

Schering Plough Corporation

SEBAGO, Inc.

Sematech, Inc.

Serigraph, Inc.

Sheraton New York Hotel &
Towers

Siemens Energy & Automation,

Inc.

Skills, Inc.

Slater Companies, The

Snap-On Tools Company
Solar Turbines

Southdown, Inc.

Southwire Company - Utah Plant

Spectrum Printing

SSI Technologies, Inc.

Stinson Seafood Company

Stonyfield Farm Yogurt, Inc.

Storey Framing

Stull Technologies

SUCRON, Inc.

Sulzer Orthopedics, Inc.

Sulzer Pumps, Inc.

Sun-Kist Dry Cleaners

Surface Design and Technology

Sutter Home Winery, Inc.

Sweeney Furniture

Synthech Products

T. A. CAID Industries

Tacoma Goodwill Industries

Temp Control Mechanical Service

Tokyo Electron America, Inc.

Total Petroleum Commerce

Refinery

Total Reclaim, Inc.

Tran Tec Corporation

Tri Valley Growers

Trumpf, Inc.

TRW, Inc

Tube Products Corporation

Twin Rivers Technologies

U.S. Olympic Committee

U.S. Postal Service, District of

Maine

Pages
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Sheetl

U.S. Postal Service, South Florida

District

U.S. West, Inc.

University of Idaho

Uno Restaurants, Inc.

Valdese Manufactunng Company

Valleylab, Inc.

Vermont Butter and Cheese

Company

Victory Farms, Inc.

Virginia Bakery

Virkler Company
Vital Vittles

Vogel West, Inc.

Warner Bros. Publications

Weaver Potato Chip Company,
Inc.

Weber Printmg, Inc.

Welico Ro. Search Inc.

West Bend Company, The

West Press

Westin La Paloma, The

Westin, Inc.

Westinghouse Motor Company

Weyerhaeuser Company

Wheelskins, Inc.

Whittier Creamery Company, Inc.

Willamette Valley Vineyards

Window Wares, Inc.

World Envirotech Services

World Wood Company
Worldwide Clairol

Wynkoop Brewing Company

Zap Power Systems

Zenith-Goldline Pharmaceuticals

400

Page 9
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Climate Wise Partners by State

ST Company
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Sheetl

CO

Hass-Cal Industries, Inc.

Hill Production Machining

Inkworks Press

Intermountain Trading

Company
J&S Candles, Inc.

J. Fine Glass

Just Desserts

Kaiser Permanente

Kimiko Cards

Liquid Sugars, Inc.

Carpinteria, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA
San Francisco, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley. CA

Emeryville, CA

Louisiana-Pacific Corporation Samoa, CA
Mercury Recovery Services Pomona, CA

Metropolis Baking Company Berkeley, CA

Minuteman Press of Berkeley
National Cement Company of

California, Inc.

Nuffer, Smith, Tucker, Inc

P Q Corporation

Pacific Clay Products

Pacific Coast Producers

Peaceable Kingdom Press

Peachpit Press

Peda Corporation

Pinzette Glassworks

Poly Seal Industries

Power Bar, Inc.

Pyramid Breweries, Inc.

RMC Lonestar

Storey Framing

Sutter Home Winery, Inc.

Sweeney Furniture

Tri Valley Growers

Virginia Bakery

Vital Vittles

Wheelskins, Inc.

Zap Power Systems

ABC Wholesale Roofing

Asarco, Inc. - Globe Plant

Association of American

Railroads

Ball Packaging Co-poration
Central Products Company -

Brighton

CF&I Steel, LP.

Colorado School of Mines

Colorado's Ocean Journey

Coors Brewing Company
DeBourgh Manufacturing

Company

Berkeley, CA

Lebec, CA
San Diego, CA

Berkeley, CA
Lake Elsinore, CA

Lodi, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA
Palo Alto, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Davenport, CA

Berkeley, CA
St. Helena, CA

Berkeley, CA

Modesto, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Sebastopol, CA

Denver, CO
Denver, CO

Pueblo, CO

Broomfield, CO

Brighton, CO
Pueblo, CO

Golden, CO
Denver, CO
Golden, CO

LaJunta, CO

Page 2
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Dependable Cleaners & Shirt

Laundry, Inc.

Die Cut Technologies

Ford Microelectronics

Lockheed Martin

Majestic Metals

Metro Mobility, Inc.

Denver, CO

Denver, CO
Colorado Springs,

CO
Littleton, CO

Denver, CO

Denver, CO

Mobile Tool International, Inc. Westminster, CO

National Jewish Center Denver, CO

National Printing & Packaging Denver, CO

Nexstar Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Oxford Hotel, The

Regis University

Rocky Mountain Embossing &
United States Foil Printing

SAE Circuits

Samsonite Corporation

Total Petroleum Commerce

Refinery

U.S. Olympic Committee

U.S. West, Inc.

Valleylab, Inc.

CT

DC

DE

FL

Boulder, CO

Denver, CO

Denver, CO

Denver, CO

Boulder, CO

Denver, CO

Commerce City, CO
Colorado Springs,

CO
Denver, CO

Boulder, CO

Wynkoop Brewing Company Denver, CO

Branson Ultrasonics

Corporation

Trumpf, Inc.

Worldwide Clairol

Burrito Brothers, Inc.

Dow Chemical Company

Solar Turbines

Delaware Solid Waste

Authority

Danbury, CT

Farmington, CT

Stamford, CT

Washington, DC

Washington, DC

Washington, DC

Dover, DE

EI du Pont de Nemours & Co. Wilmington, DE

Adapto Storage Products

Apache Products Company

Ashland Chemical, Inc.

Blumenthal Export, Inc

Dade Behring

Engelhard

EuroBank

Imperial Plating, Inc.

IMR Environmental

Equipment, Inc.

Hialeah, FL

Miami, FL

Miami, FL

Opa Locka, FL

Miami, FL

Miami, FL

Coral Gables, FL

Opa Locka, FL

St. Petersburg, FL

Page 3
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GA

HI

ID

IL

IN

KS

KY

LA

MA

Industrial Equipment &
Supplies

Kendall Plastics

Lighting Components &
Design, Inc.

Mako Marine International,

Inc.

Miami Brewing Company
Pan American Hospital

Perko, Inc.

Pintexs Chemical

Miami, FL

Miami, FL

Deerfield Beach, FL

Miami, FL

Medley, FL

Miami, FL

Miami, FL

Opa-Locka, FL

Republic Metals Corporation Opa-Locka, FL
Surface Design and

Technology Hialeah, FL
U.S. Postal Service, South

Florida District Pembroke Pines, FL

Warner Bros Publications Miami, FL
Zenith-Goldline

Pharmaceuticals Miami, FL

Fiber Fuel International, Inc.

Georgia-Pacific Corporation

Interface, Inc.

Maui Pineapple Company, Ltd.

University of Idaho

Baxter International

Navistar International

Transportation Corporation

Hurricane Compressors

Ash Grove Cement Company

Redken Laboratories, Inc.

SUCRON, Inc.

Advanced Cast

Products/Belcher Corp.

Barbour Plastics, Inc.

Boston Retail Products

Capitol Circuits Corporation

Central Metal Finishing, Inc.

Cranston Print Works

Cumberland Farms

Erving Paper Company, Inc.

Gillette Company
Graham Contracting

Savannah, GA

Atlanta, GA

Kennesaw, GA

Kahului, HI

Moscow, ID

Deerfield, IL

Chicago, IL

Franklin, IN

Overland Park, KS

Florence, KY

Clinton, LA

Easton, MA
Brockton, MA
Medford, MA
Boston, MA
No. Andover, MA
Webster, MA
Canton, MA
Erving, MA
Boston, MA
Wayland, MA

Page 4
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MD

ME

MI

MN

MO

NC

Hyde Manufacturing

Company, Inc.

Leeman Labs, Inc.

Longfellow Clubs, The

Maiden Mills Industries, Inc.

Polaroid Corporation

Twin Rivers Technologies

Uno Restaurants, Inc.

Whittier Creamery Company,
Inc.

Southbridge, MA
Lowell, MA
Wayland, MA

Lawrence, MA
Waltham, MA
Quincy, MA
W. Roxbury, MA

Shrewsbury, MA

Ecoprint

ACORN
Brewer Automotive

Components

Dragon Products

Hews Company, Inc.

Hussey Seating Company
IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.

Johns Manville

Kennebec Tool & Die

Company, Inc.

Lemforder Corporation

Loring Bank Stationers

SEBAGO, Inc.

Stinson Seafood Company
U.S. Postal Service, District of

Maine

Silver Spring, MD

Lewiston, ME

Brewer, ME
Portland, ME

South Portland, ME

North Berwick, ME
Westbrook, ME
Portland, ME

Augusta, ME
Brewer, ME
Yarmouth, ME
Gorham, ME
Bath, ME

Portland, ME

General Motors Corporation Detroit, Ml

Herman Miller, Inc.

Holnam Inc.

Horizon Technology Group -

Westland

3M Company
Aveda Corporation

Zeeland, MI

Dundee, MI

Westland, MI

St. Paul, MN
Minneapolis, MN

Anheuser-Busch Companies St. Louis, MO
Hallmark Cards, Inc.

Midwest Research Institute

Ajinomoto USA, Inc.

Austin Quality Foods Inc.

Azdel, Inc.

Kansas City, MO
Kansas City, MO

Raleigh, NC

Cary.NC

Shelby, NC

Baxter Healthcare Corporation Marion, NC

Cargill, Inc. Raleigh, NC
Cross Creek Apparel, Inc. Mount Airy, NC

Sheet!
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Danaher Controls

Eaton Corporation

Hanes Dye & Finishing Co.

Hickory Chair Co.

Highland Industries, Inc.

Johnson Beer Co.

Lea Industries

Litton, Clifton Precision

M.J. Soffe Company

Mallinckrodt, Inc.

Maple Springs Laundry

Measurements Group, Inc.

National Spinning Company,
Inc.

Pak-Lite, Inc.

Siemens Energy &
Automation, Inc.

Valdese Manufacturing

Company
Virkler Company
Welico Ro. Search Inc.

World Wood Company

Sheen

Elizabethtown, NC

Selma, NC

Winston-Salem, NC

Hickory, NC

Kemersville, NC

Charlotte, NC

Waynesville, NC

Murphy, NC

Fayetteville, NC

Raleigh, NC

Hickory, NC

Wendell, NC

Washington, NC

Mebane, NC

Raleigh, NC

Valdese, NC

Charlotte, NC

Waynesville, NC
Cove City, NC

NE

Abe Krasne Home Furnishings

Behlen Manufacturing

Company

Broyhill Company
Buffalo County
Central Confinement Service,

Ltd.

Design Plastics, Inc.

E.A. Pedersen Company

Fleischer Manufacturing, Inc.

FonTel, Inc.

Frenchman Valley Co-op

Henningsen Foods, Inc.

Hudson Specialty Foods

Jacob North Printing

La2lo, Inc.

Lindsay Manufacturing

Company

Paraclipse

Powerhorse Lockwood

Irrigation Corporation

Sun-Kist Dry Cleaners

Tran Tec Corporation

Vogel West, Inc.

Weaver Potato Chip Company,
Inc.

Weber Printing, Inc.

Westin, Inc.

Fremont, NE

Columbus, NE
Dakota City, NE

Kearney, NE

Columbus, NE

Omaha, NE

Omaha, NE

Columbus, NE

Aurora, NE

Imperial, NE

Omaha, NE

Columbus, NE

Lincoln, NE

Lincoln, NE

Lindsay, NE

Columbus, NE

Gering, NE

Lincoln, NE

Columbus, NE

Omaha, NE

Lincoln, NE

Lincoln, NE

Omaha, NE

Page 6
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NJ

Window Wares, Inc. Omaha, NE

Advanced Circuit Technology Nasua, NH

Bagel Works, Inc. Keene, NH
Cirtronics Milford, NH

D.D. Bean & Sons Company
Hadco Corporation

Prime Tanning Company, Inc.

Stonyrield Farm Yogurt, Inc.

732

Jaffrey, NH

Salem, NH

Rochester, NH

Londonderry, NH

Sheetl

AT&T
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Company

Captive Plastics, Inc.

Cosmair, Inc. - Clark Facility

Cosmair, Inc. - Somerset

Facility

Holy Name Hospital

Homasote Company

Johnson & Johnson

Lucent Technologies, Inc.

Pathmark Stores, Inc.

Roche Vitamins & Fine

Chemicals

Basking Ridge, NJ

Princeton, NJ

Piscataway, NJ

Clark, NJ

Somerset, NJ

Teaneck, NJ

West Trenton, NJ

New Brunswick, NJ

Morristown, NJ

Woodbridge, NJ

Belvidere, NJ

NY

Saint Barnabas Medical Center Livingston, NJ
Salerno's Kitchen Cabinets,

Inc. Saddle Brook, NJ

Schering Plough Corporation Kenilworth, NJ

Stull Technologies Randolph, NJ

Anitec, International Paper

Atlas Copco Comptec, Inc.

BP America Inc.

Dunlop Tire Corporation

Ecofranchising, Inc.

Emsig Manufacturing

Corporation
Fieldbrook Farms Ice Cream,

Inc.

Good Riddance, Inc.

IBM Corporation

Metal Arts Company
NYCO Minerals, Inc.

Passonno Paints

Pohlman Foundry Company,
Inc.

Quebecor Printing
- Buffalo

Binghamton, NY

Voorheesville, NY
New York, NY
Buffalo, NY

Mamaroneck, NY

Hudson, NY

Dunkirk, NY

Alplaus, NY
Somers, NY
Geneva, NY
Willsboro, NY
Watervliet, NY

Buffalo, NY

Depew, NY

Page?
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OH

Rochester Institute of

Technology
Sheraton New York Hotel &
Towers

Crown Battery Manufacturing

Company

Foseco, Inc.

Hamilton County Business

Center

Jones-Hamilton Co.

Micropyretics Heaters

International, Inc.

Synthech Products

TRW, Inc.

Tube Products Corporation

Victory Farms, Inc.

Rochester, NY

New York, NY

Fremont, OH
Cleveland, OH

Cincinnati, OH

Walbridge, OH

Cincinnati, OH
Toledo, OH

Lyndhurst, OH

Troy, OH
Blacklick, OH

Sheen

OK

OR
DRV Energy, Inc.

Ashforth Pacific

Cascade General, Inc

Clermont, Inc.

Columbia Steel Products

Company
Danner Shoe Manufacturing

Company

Delphina's Bakery

Earth Mercantile

EcoTours of Oregon
Environmental Technologies

International

Epson Portland, Inc.

Fairview Training Center

Gardenburger, Inc.

Human Powered Machines

Kettle Foods

Merix Corporation
Mt Bachelor Ski and Summer

Resort

Norm Thompson Outfitters

Northwest Power Systems,

LLC
O'Green Compressor

Corporation

Oregon Cherry Growers, Inc.

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc.

Pacific Gas Transmission

Company
Peacetree Environmentally

Sound Paper & Printing

Planar .America

Power Save

Oklahoma City, OK

Portland, OR
Portland, OR

Hillsboro, OR

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Eugene, OR

Hillsboro, OR

Salem, OR

Portland, OR

Eugene, OR

Salem, OR
Forest Grove, OR

Bend, OR

Hillsboro, OR

Bend, OR

Eugene, OR

Salem, OR

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Beaverton, OR

Cottage Grove, OR

Pages
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PA

Sulzer Pumps, Inc.

Temp Control Mechanical

Service

Willamette Valley Vineyards

World Envirotech Services

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

Concord Beverage Company
DMD Dresser Manufacturing

Division

ESSROC Materials, Inc.

Lehigh Portland Cement

Company

Penn Compression Moulding

RC Cement Co., Inc.

Portland, OR

Portland, OR

Turner, OR

Hillsboro, OR

Bethlehem, PA

Concordville, PA

Bradford, PA

Nazareth, PA

Allentown, PA

Irwin, PA

Bethelhem, PA

Sheetl

PR

Rl

TX

Puerto Rico Ports Authority Guaynabo, PR

Slater Companies, The

3M Austin Center

Pawtucket, RI

Austin, TX

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Austin, TX
Air Products & Chemicals Austin, TX

Apple Computer, Inc. - Austm Austin, TX
Applied Materials, Inc. -

Austin Austin, TX
Austin Commercial, Inc. Austin, TX

Capitol Aggregates Ltd. San Antonio, TX

Cypress Semiconductor Roundrock, TX
Dell Computer Corporation Round Rock, TX

Doug Scales Body Shop, Inc. Austin, TX

Austin, TX

Austin, TX

Richardson, TX

Austin, TX

Austin, TX

Austin, TX

Ginny's Printing & Copying

Golfsmith International, Inc.

H-R Industries, Inc.

Kestrel Printing, Inc.

Motorola - Austin

National Linen Service

Power Computing Corporation Round Rock, TX
Samsung Austin

Semiconductor

SBT Automation

Sematech, Inc.

Southdown, Inc.

Sulzer Orthopedics, Inc.

Austin, TX

Boeme, TX

Austin, TX

Houston, TX

Austin, TX

Tokyo Electron America, Inc. Austin, TX

Westinghouse Motor Company Round Rock, TX
UT

Page 9
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VA

VT

Purolator Products, Inc.

Southwire Company - Utah

Plant

Lafarge Corporation

Autumn Harp, Inc.

Blodgett Oven Company

Catamount Brewing Company

Conant Custom Brass, Inc

Danforth Pewterers, Ltd.

General Dynamics Armament

Systems

Magic Hat Brewery

WA

WI

Salt Lake City, UT

West Jordan, UT

Reston, VA

Bristol, VT

Burlington, VT
White River

Junction, VT

Burlington, VT

Middlebury, VT

Burlington, VT

S. Burlington, VT

Organic Cow of Vermont, The Tunbridge, VT

Otter Creek Brewing, Inc. Middlebury, VT

Rhino Foods, Inc. Burlington, VT
Vermont Butter and Cheese

Company Websterville, VT

Ace Galvanizing Seattle, WA
Blaser Die Casting Seattle, WA
Boeing Company, The Seattle, WA

Design Industrial Services, Inc. Kennewick, WA
Hewlett-Packard - Vancouver

Site Vancouver, WA
Independent Food Processors

Company Yakima, WA
Inland Technology, Inc. Tacoma, WA
Johnson Concentrates Sunnyside, WA
Kelly-Moore/Preservative

Paint Company Seattle, WA
McCain Foods, Inc. Othello, WA
Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory Richland, WA
Production Plating, Inc. Mukilteo, WA
Skills, Inc. Seattle, WA
Tacoma Goodwill Industries Tacoma, WA
Total Reclaim, Inc. Seattle, WA
Weyerhaeuser Company Tacoma, WA

American Cat Emporium &
Wood Products New Lisbon, WI
Barkow Manufacturing

Company, Inc. Milwaukee, WI

Briggs & Stratton Corporation Wauwatosa, WI
Bureau of Correctional

Enterprises Madison, WI

Dane County Public Works Madison, WI

Fox River Fiber DePere, WI

Ganton Technologies, Inc. Sturtevant, WI

Sheetl
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Sheetl

Jockey International, Inc.

Louis AUis Company, The

Mercury Marine

Milwaukee Metropolitan

Sewerage District

Navistar International

Transportation Corporation

Nelson Industries, Inc.

North Shore Water

Commission
Oak Creek Water and Sewer

Utility

Ohmeda

Parker Pen USA Ltd.

Promega Corporation

Quad/Graphics, Inc.

Repap Wisconsin, Inc.

Serigraph, Inc.

Snap-On Tools Company
SSI Technologies, Inc.

West Bend Company, The

Kenosha, WI

Milwaukee, WI

Fond du Lac, WI

Oak Creek, WI

Waukesha, WI

Stoughton, WI

Glendale, WI

Oak Creek, WI

Madison, WI

Janesville, WI

Madison, WI

Pewaukee, WI

Kimberly, WI

West Bend, WI

Kenosha, WI

Janesville, WI

West Bend, WI

Page 1 1
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Q15.2 Please document the statement that "Companies have submitted Action

Plans detailing more than 700 emissions reductions actions that they
estimate will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by more than 5 million

metric tons or carbon equivalent by the year 2000. In the process they

expect to save more than S300 million."

A15.2 Attached is an action plan spreadsheet listing almost 1000 voluntary emission

reduction actions as well as a paper that outlines some explicit examples of

individual company actions and some of the associated savings.
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Climate Wise Company Actions

Company
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AP Actions

Allergan, Inc.



740

AP Actions

Asarco



741

AP Actions

Ashland Chemical, Inc.



742

AP Actions

Behlen Manufacturing

Company
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AP Actions

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company



744

AP Actions

Calif. Portland Cement co. -

Mojave



745

AP Actions

Central Products Company -

Brighton



746

AP Actions

CF&I



747

AP Actions

Conant Custom Brass, Inc.



748

AP Actions

Coors Brewing Company



749

AP Actions

Cosmair, Inc. - Clark Facility



750

AP Actions

Cosmair, Inc. - Somerset

Facility



751

AP Actions

Dade International, Inc.



752

AP Actions

Delaware Solid Waste Athority



753

AP Actions

Dell Computer Corporation



754

AP Actions

Design Plastics Inc



755

AP Actions

Doug Scales Body Shop, Inc.
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AP Actions

DuPont



757

AP Actions

Environmental Technologies
International



758

AP Actions

Essroc Cement Corp. - Speed



759

AP Actions

1

I

Ford Microelectronics '



760

AP Actions

General Motors Corporation



761

AP Actions

Georgia-Pacific Corporation



762



763

AP Actions

Hewlett-Packard - Vancouver

Site
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AP Actions

IBM Corporation



765

AP Actions

Lafarge Corporation -
Paulding 3
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AP Actions

Lockheed Martin



767

AP Actions

Majestic Metals



768

AP Actions

—
1

j

Maui Pineapple Company, Ltd.
i

Waste Elin Recycling
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AP Actions

Midwest Research Institute



770

AP Actions

Motorola Austin
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AP Actions

Nexstar Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Building ari Lighting Hardware 2714

Nexstar Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Waste Elinn Recycling

lOtherMaterials-

;

General 3531

Nexstar Pharmaceuticals, Inc. i Waste Elirr Recycling

Other Materials-

General 3531

Nexstar Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Waste Elin-PP

Other Solutions

I
Other

Substitutes

'1

I

3822

Nuffer, Smith. Tucker, Inc. Waste Elin Recycling

I

Other Materials-

General 3531

Nuffer, Smith, Tucker, Inc. ^ Waste Elin' Recycling
I

Other Materials-

General 3531

Nuffer, Smith, Tucker, Inc. Waste Elin Recycling

Other Materials-

General 3531

Pacific Coast Producers Industrial E Boiler

Boilers-

Hardware 2122

Pacific Coast Producers Other Process Improvement None

Pacific Coast Producers Waste Elin PP

Solvents-

I

Emission

i
Reduction 3812

Pacific Coast Producers Industrial ^Boiler

Boilers-

Hardware 2122

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc. Other PP Paper

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc. 'other Recycling Paper

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc.

Energy
! Corporate. Tracking/Reporting Action Plan 5211

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc. Transporta Transportation

'Travel

Reduction 5530

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc. other Recycling Paper

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc.

i Community/Supplier Supplier
|

Corporate .Outreach/Education Outreach 5222

Page 34
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AP Actions

Pacific Energy Systems, Inc.



773

AP Actions

Pacific Northvi^est National

Laboratory



774

AP Actions

Parker Pen USA Ltd.



775

AP Actions

Planar America



776

AP Actions

Polaroid Corporation



777

AP Actions

Quad/Graphics, Inc.



778

AP Actions

Regis University



779

AP Actions

Saint Barnabas Medical Center



780

AP Actions

SBT Automation



781

AP Actions

SBT Automation



782

AP Actions

Tri Valley Growers



783

AP Actions

Westinghouse Motor Company



784

AP Actions

! Alternative Fuel

Weyerhaeuser Company Transporia Transportation Vehicles 5510



785

AP Actions

Activity
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AP Actions

1

Install energy efficient computers during computer upgrades. Expanded



787

AP Actions

i

'

i



788

AP Actions

Replace current saw which generates dust to slitter which does

not.
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AP Actions

A Beta System was installed to recycle waste sulfuric acid

generated from our galvanizing process. This has significantly

reduced the amount of waste shipped off-site. ^Completed

Sample energy efficient lighting installations have been i

installed in our office. It is planned to expand this activity and

replace all of the light fixtures in our 42,000 square foot office Expanded

Petroleum Naphtha solvent is currently used in 3 parts washers

in the plant. This solvent will be replaced with a nonhazardous !

solvent to reduce the generation of hazardous waste. New

Used free cooling during the winter. Completed

Optimized energy efficiency in atrium building 200. i Expanded

Installed variable frequency drives on HVAC system. Expanded

Phase 1. High efficiency lighting. Completed

Electrical demand peak shaving. i Completed

Implemented site light "shut-off' practices. ! Completed

Cooling coil condensate returned to water towers as make-up
water. Completed

Phased out 25 year-old boiler plant Completed

Installed new HVAC system. Expanded

Installed power savers on photocopiers. [Completed

Installed site energy management systems. Completed

Reduce number of light fixtures. Expanded
Initiated cogeneration project, reducing power from the Utilities

Board. Expanded

Replaced lighting fixtures. J Completed

De-energized unused transformers. Completed
Used BAS for control of mixed air temperature and supply air

resets. Completed

Combined building compressed air systems to optimize usage. Completed

Page 52
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AP Actions

Cooling tower t>alancing to design flow rates.



791

AP Actions

•



792

AP Actions

Institute a chiller maintenance program. New



793

AP Actions



794

AP Actions

Recovery of metals from rinse water



795

AP Actions

Changed from landfilling of scrap wood (especially pallets) to

chipping and composting (20,000 cubic yards/yr). Historic



796

AP Actions

Install recirculating chilled water system and Identify any losses.



797

AP Actions



798

AP Actions

Reduction of hazardous waste incineration practices. Exploring

water treatment, metal recovery, and fuel blending. 'New



799

AP Actions

—
1 I



800

AP Actions

Alternative worl< schedules - flex time, compressed worl< week-

study. New
1



801

AP Actions

'



802

AP Actions

Have adopted the rule of using products with the least amounts

of VOC's that will still accomplish the job to be done. New



803

AP Actions

Virtual elimination of CFC manufacturing for sales. Efforts

under way to reduce emissions of CFC alternatives to levels

below current CFC emissions. ?



804

AP Actions

Hold training programs on the energy saver features of

Macintosh computers. New i



805

AP Actions



806

AP Actions

Collect scrap integrated circuit parts and circuit boards for

precious metal reclaim shipment. New



807

AP Actions

Joined with the Nature Conservancy and committed to spend
$5 million over five years to preserve land and water

ecosystems and thus increase carbon sequestration potential

in North Amenca, South America, and the Pacific.



808

AP Actions

Add training programs in energy efficiency for operators and

SUP'S.



809

AP Actions

In 1995, a portion of the plant was converted from processing i

egg white to processing chicken meat Rooms renovated at

that time had high efficiency lighting installed.  New



810

AP Actions

Replace 500-ton . chiller with high efficiency 600-ton R 1 23

chiller. Expanded



811

AP Actions

Monitor recycling non-hazardous waste each quarter. (The goal

is based on a 2-tier approach i.e. 50% or 67% by weight).



812

AP Actions

1

1



813

AP Actions

Create a Climate Wise management task force to help define

and coordinate implementation issues within Martin Marietta-

owned facilities. (This pledge is exclusive of government-
owned contractor-operated facilities.)



814

AP Actions

Reduced the use of solvent borne coatings in our operations to

the point that 97% of the materials used are water-borne or

powder coat products.
i

?
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AP Actions

Reuse and recycle wooden pallets.



816

AP Actions

A computerized chemicals inventory information and tracking

system has been designed, which will afford optimization of the
i

quantity of chemicals ordered for use on our numerous and

diversified projects. Completed



817

AP Actions

(continued) Re-engineer pipe networks and ductwork to reduce

pressure drop and ttierami losses; insulate steam lines and

repair faulty insulation; Install/repair insulation on condensate

lines; Clean steam coils & processing tanks.
i Expanded



818

AP Actions

Replace existing lighting/ballast with energy efficient products
in new expansion Install occupancy sensors in low use areas.



819

AP Actions

Pacific Energy Systems will expand its recycling of cans and

bottles disposed in the office. Expanded



820

AP Actions

Process wastewater from 325 Lab pump; replaced liquidring

vacuum Lab pumps with new vacuum pumps. Completed



821

AP Actions

Complete conversion from central heating and cooling to roof

top units.
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AP Actions

Elimination/reduction of the solvents used in the conductor 1

process, with the exception of the Isopropyl alcohol used for the

drying process. This project should result in the complete
elimination of solvents in this process. New
Elimination/reduction of solvents used in the conductor 2

process. Presently researching alternative, less volatile

solvents to use in place of acetone and isopropyl alcohol,

resulting in the elimination of acetone and a 50% reduction in

the alcohol. Expanded

Replace present panel drying process with a process that uses

10% of the isopropyl alcohol we now use This is being

undertaken with new equipment that is just now coming onto

the market. Expanded

Installation of direct digital controls on our HVAC system. This

is calculated to reduce our overall energy usage by about 15%. New

Installation of a PI water recycling system. New
Continue to implement Polaroid's energy and enviroment

policies that were developed in 1977, and reafirmed with the

endorsement of the CERES Principles in 1994. Expanded
Provide training in "Best Design Practices" for R&D staff using

Design for Environment (DEF) principles and tools which will be

part of a new product development process DEF includes

environmental and energy parameters. New
Initiate a comprehensive Eco-Efficiency project in W5 to

examine a new process and make technological and

operational changes that will optimize energy, environmental

and productivity. New
Intitiate a study to burn VOC's in gas turbine which will co-

generate electricity and provide heat recovery at the Norwood

site. New
Install new chiller and upgrade cooling tower at Polariod's

reservoir facility. New

Complete Green Lights program started in 1991 as a charter

memeber Finish/update buildings W7, W4, Norl, and NB 1-5.

Completion of projects dependent on local utility rebate

programs. Expanded

Participate in Integrated Resource Management (IRM) program
with Boston Edison to reduce electrical energy usage at the

Waltham, Needham and Newton facilities. New

Complete corporate energy audit and establish 5 year energy

plan based on findings Plan would inhance energy mgmt.

capability and result in conservation projects consistent with

company's policy New

Optimize power plant at New Bedford, including boiler

management system, new cooling tower, new steam driven

water chiller, electric driven glycol chiller and power factor

correction. New
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AP Actions

In 1996, the Corporate Energy Council was instituted to focus

on energy conservation & cost containment and to establish a

five year energy strategy. The council includes a cross-

functional team of mgrs from Polaroid's domestic facilitites.



824

AP Actions

Currently in the process of engineering a closed-loop ink jet

system that captures 80 to 90% of solvent vapor and

condenses it for reuse. The system cuts ink and solvent use in

half, and is projected to save a min of 2.31 trillion BTUs by the

year 2010.



825

AP Actions

1



826

AP Actions

Installation of total building automation (control/monitor with two

remote stations at administrative residences).



827

AP Actions

Green Environmental Management; Committed to voluntary

environmental measures that strive for continual improvements
of environmental performance. Prefer methods which prevent

pollution over other means of addressing pollution issues.



828

AP Actions

Make greater use of natural lighting by installing window films

to reduce glare Increase the use of "tank lighting" such as

desk and table lamps. Clean lamps, luminaries and interior

surfaces of lighting fixtures on a regular basis.



829

AP Actions

Liquid waste generated by the filtration system will be

concentrated in a multiple effect evaporator for disposal as

cattle feed supplement.



830

AP Actions

Computers turned off when not in use.



831

AP Actions

Convert vehicle fleets to natural gas ?



832

Q15.3 Please provide the level of funding for Climate Wise in FY 1997 and FY
1998, and the amount requested for FY 1999.

A15.3 FY1997 = $3,236,900

FY 1998 = $3,391,300

FY 1999 = not a line item

In the FY 1999 budget proposal, Climate Wise is one component of the "Industry

Initiatives" line item (see response to Question 29).

Q15.4 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by amount for

each recipient—identified in the response to question 15.3 above.

A15.4 EPA interprets this question to be based on the misconception that EPA provides

financial assistance to partners in this program. EPA does not provide any funding

to program participants. Instead, EPA uses its funding to disseminate reliable

financial and technical information to program partners to assist them in making
better decisions for investing their own money. With improved information

through voluntary partnerships, companies are able to make

investments that simultaneously reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce

energy bills.

Climate Change Technology Initiative Tax Credits

Q16. On page 8 of your written testimony, you state:

'*The Initiative also includes $3.6 billion over five years in targeted tax cuts to help

businesses and consumers buy and adopt these technologies.

• Tax credits for highly fuel efTicient vehicles: This credit would be $4,000 for each

vehicle that gets three times the base fuel economy for its class beginning in

2003. A credit of $3,000 would be available beginning in 2000 for vehicles that

get double the base fuel economy- for its class. These credits would be available

to jump start these markets and would be phased out over time.

• Tax credits for energy efficient equipment: These credits (all of which are

subject to caps) would include a 20% credit for purchasing certain types of

highly efficient building equipment, a 15% credit for the purchase of rooftop

solar systems, and a 10% credit for the purchase of highly efficient combined

heat and power systems."
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Please specify-by year and by tax credit-the greenhouse gas reductions expected to

be achieved through the application the Climate Change Technology Initiative tax

credits proposed in the President's FY 1999 budget proposal.

A16. The President's Climate Change Technology Initiative is a comprehensive
approach to reducing greenhouse gas emissions that includes not only tax cuts,

but also spending to promote research and development of advanced technologies
and to promote the use of today's efficient technologies. Because these strategies
work together to help promote continued improvements in energy efficiency

throughout the economy, the Administration has not attributed emissions

reductions to specific tax proposals.

Industry Initiatives

QI7. On page 8 of your written testimony, you state:

"1. Industry Initiatives - the President has invited entire industries

to work with the Federal government and develop greenhouse gas

plans. In addition to its partnerships with individual companies, EPA
will consult with key industries to develop voluntary but aggressive

strategies for further greenhouse gas reductions that improve overall

productivity and promote the deployment of clean technologies such
as the use of industrial combined heat and power, and to build a

program that appropriately rewards early action. EPA will seek

dialogue with key stakeholders throughout industry and the NGO
community."

Q17.1 What is EPA's current (FY 1998) level of funding for such industry
activities and what level is requested for FY 1999?

A17.1 FY 1998 Enacted = $20.9M
FY 1999 President's Budget

= $51.6M

Q17.2 What does EPA have in mind about "a program that appropriately
rewards early action"?

A17.2 EPA would like to ensure that there is an appropriate incentive structure

for firms to reduce emissions in the period leading up to 2008.
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Transportation Initiatives

Q18. On pages 8 and 9 of your written testimony, you state:

'*2. Transportation Initiatives — EPA will accelerate its eiTorts under the

Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), and will develop

enabling technology for production prototypes for delivery and long-haul

trucks that would achieve significant increases in fuel economy while

meeting stringent emissions targets. The National Academy of Sciences has

determined that EPA's renewable fuels application for 4SDI engines is the

lead PNGV candidate technology. When complete, EPA's design will provide
the basis for a viable and proven concept vehicle for commercialization. It

will also provide a strong technical base from which to initiate additional

EPA research into similar technologies for light truck application. EPA will

also expand its work with state and local decision-makers to develop and

implement transportation improvements that encourage "livable

communities" ~ compact, walkable and mixed use development -while

reducing the growth in vehicle travel, emissions, and congestion."

Q18.1 Please provide the level of EPA funding for PNGV in FY 1997 and

FY 1998, and the amount requested for FY 1999.

A18.1 FY1997 = $14,300,000

FY 1998 = $15,600,000

FY 1999 = not a line item

In the FY 1999 budget proposal, PNGV is one component of the

"Transportation" line item (see response to Question 29).

Q18.2 Please provide the level of EPA funding requested for FY 1999 to

"develop enabling technology for production prototypes for delivery

and long-haul trucks that would achieve significant increases in fuel

economy while meeting stringent emissions targets."

A 18.2 See response to Question 29.

Q18.3 Please describe EPA's "work with state and local decision-makers to

develop and implement transportation improvements that encourage
'livable communities' —compact, walkable and mixed use

development ~ while reducing the growth in vehicle travel, emissions,

and congestion."
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A18.3 EPA's work with State and Local decision-makers on the development of

"livable communities" is undertaken primary through the voluntary

program entitled "Transportation Partners." Transportation Partners was

founded in 1995 as a cooperative program and has sought to reduce the

growth of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) through the adoption of measures

that provide or promote the use of non-single occupancy vehicle

transportation choices for citizens. As part of the Climate Change Action

Plan, Transportation Partners plays an important role in the nation's

commitment to reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by
the year 2000. Despite funding levels significantly below original projects,

Transportation Partners has exceeded its target number of partners and is

now serving over 300 partners nationwide.

Transportation Partners works with non-governmental organizations, or

Principal Partners, to provide assistance to transportation projects across

the country. The Principal Partners work directly with civic organizations,

local and regional governments, transportation management associations

and private businesses, referred to as project partners, to institute VMT-

reducing transportation projects. Publications and technical assistance are

provided to the project partners in three broad areas: community design or

redevelopment strategies that facilitate walking, bicycling, and transit;

economic incentives or market based measures such as parking cash-out

programs or peak-travel pricing; and technology based projects such as

telecommuting and automatic fare collection. Principal Partners have also

hosted five major conferences this year with total attendance of over 1800

participants. This year, over 75 local workshops, on topics ranging from

community walkability to calculating emissions from municipal fleets, and

attracting more than 1000 participants, were held around the country.

Transportation Partners has been actively engaged in quantifying the

carbon emissions benefits from these VMT reduction strategies. In 1996,

Transportation Partners have reduced an estimated 76 million VMT or

0.11 MMTCe. Our data collection for 1997 is on-going, but initial

estimates indicate that reductions for this year may be as high as 0.3

MMTCe.

Transportation Partners results in a number of additional benefits beyond

greenhouse gas emission reductions. For example, air, water, and noise

pollution are all reduced through the program's efforts. In addition, toxic

chemicals, used motor oil, and vehicle parts disposal all result from

automobile travel. By reducing VMT, Transportation Partners also is

addressing these indirect impacts of vehicle travel.
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Q18.4 Please provide the level of funding for EPA's "work with state and

local decision-makers to develop and implement transportation

improvements that encourage Mivable communities' — compact,

walkable and mixed use development
— while reducing the growth in

vehicle travel, emissions, and congestion" in FY 1997 and FY 1998,

and the amount requested for FY 1999.

A18.4 See response to Question 29.

Q18.5 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by
amount for each recipient—identified in the response to question 18.3

above.

A18.5 EPA interprets this question to be based on the misconception that EPA

provides financial assistance to partners in this program. EPA does not

provide any funding to program participants. Instead, EPA uses its

funding to disseminate reliable financial and technical information to

program partners to assist them in making better decisions for investing

their own money. With improved information through voluntary

partnerships, companies are able to make investments that simultaneously

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce energy bills.

Buildings Initiatives

Q19. On page 9 of your written testimony, you state:

"3. Buildings Initiatives. The buildings sector, which includes both

homes and commercial buildings, offers a large potential for carbon

reductions using technologies that are on the shelf today. However,

consumers and businesses continue to invest substantial resources in

equipment that is relatively energy inefficient, resulting in higher

energy bills and higher pollution levels. One of the key challenges over

the ntat decade will be to overcome market barriers, such as the lack

of reliable information, and improve the markets for energy-efficient

products. EPA will expand its partnerships with equipment
manufacturers and building owners in order to provide reliable, easily

understood information to a greater segment of the residential and

commercial markets. EPA will also expand its work to support other

Federal agencies in improving the energy performance of their

facilities.**

Q19.1 What is EPA's current (FY 1998) level of funding for such buildings

activities and what level is requested for FY 1999?

A19.1 FY1998 Enacted = $38,800,000

FY 1999 President's Budget
= $78,100,000
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Q19.2 Your description of EPA's "Buildings Initiatives" is very similar in

many respects to activities supported by the Department of Energy.
How do they overlap or duplicate each other, and how do they differ?

A19.2 There is no duplication between EPA's and DOE's buildings initiatives.

Because a majority of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions are a result of energy

consumption, and because the solution to climate change requires the more
efficient use of our energy resources to deliver the services we need, it is

most appropriate that the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency work together to improve the energy

pathway of the United States. Under the Climate Change Technology
Initiative's Buildings Sector programs, DOE and EPA have distinct but

complimentary responsibilities that, in total, represent an integrated and

coordinated Federal approach to providing the mid-term and long-term

efficiency gains needed to help meet environmental and energy policy

objectives. DOE's budget request outlines their major responsibilities.

For example, DOE makes significant contributions in the Research,

Development, and Deployment of advanced technologies that will provide
continued opportunities for cost-effective investments that reduce energy
use. DOE also issues energy efficiency standards that ensure a minimum

efficiency level for many types of building equipment being sold today.

Focusing on the significant opportunity for cost-effective pollution

prevention without regulation, EPA joins DOE in working to form

partnerships to deploy today's highly efficient energy technologies. There

are some areas in particular where DOE and EPA have worked together
-

- for example, the Energy Star Label. The Energy Star label is the Federal

government's symbol for energy efficiency, and it bears the names of both

EPA and DOE. By working together, EPA and DOE have been able to

provide a unified message to equipment manufacturers and consumers.

EPA and DOE have formed hundreds of successful partnerships with

equipment manufacturers, and the voluntary label can be found on

thousands of different products. Because the Energy Star label bears both

an environmental and an energy message, the DOE and EPA partnership is

a sensible approach to program implementation. To avoid any duplication

of effort, there is a Memorandum of Understanding between the two

agencies that clearly designates the distinct responsibilities of each agency
under the Energy Star labeling program.
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Carbon Removal

Q20. On pages 9 and 10 of your written testimony, you state:

"4. Carbon Removal. EPA working with the U.S. Department of

Agriculture will encourage the forest products sector to achieve greater

reliance on biomass fuels as an energy source and be a supplier of carbon

sequestration credits through afforestation and reforestation activities.

EPA will accelerate efforts to promote the use of livestock based fertilizer

products and more efficient use of nutrients from all sources."

Depending on the interpretations of Kyoto, we see tremendous

opportunities to advance the objectives/goals of Kyoto using land

management tools. Among these are forest management practices.

Kyoto could create incentives to engage in afforestation activities, e.g.

conversion of agricultural lands for conservation purposes or

agroforestry. In addition, forest managers might engage in sustainable

practices that increase carbon sequestration on existing forests. Kyoto
also creates greater opportunities for the use of biomass as a "climate

neutral" source of energy production.

Q20.1 Please describe EPA's "efforts to promote the use of livestock based

fertilizer products and more efficient use of nutrients from all

A20.1 In FY 1997 EPA convened a conference entitled "Strategies to Capitalize

on the Animal Manure Resource" in cooperation with The Fertilizer

Institute. The conference brought together many stakeholders including

livestock producers and their national organizations, land grant university

agricultural scientists, fertilizer dealers and manufacturers, federal and

state agencies, agricultural equipment manufacturers, and agriculture

organizations. Its goal was to start a national dialogue on the creation of

market incentives that encourage the widespread and profitable use of

animal manures in environmentally safe systems. One direct result of this

conference was the FY 1997 funding of a pilot project in Texas in

cooperation with USDA's Natural Resource Conservation Service to

evaluate the feasibility of collecting, processing, and marketing dairy

manure. In FY 1998, EPA, in coordination with USDA's Natural

Resource Conservation Service, Cooperative State Research Extension

and Education Service, and Agricultural Research Service, began an

interagency agreement to develop threshold levels for phosphorus in soils

throughout the United States. These levels will enable states to base

livestock manure land application guidance or regulations on good science.

In addition, many states fund nutrient management demonstration projects

through EPA's Section 319 grant program (nonpoint sources). EPA will

be working with the American Society of Agronomy to educate Certified
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Crop Advisers on the environmental and agronomic benefits of proper

application of livestock manure.

Q20.2 What is EPA's current (FY 1998) level of funding "efforts to promote
the use of livestock based fertilizer products and more efficient use of

nutrients from all sources" and what level is requested for FY 1999?

A20.2 FY 1998 = $120,000

FY 1999 = $1 million

The level of flinding for the Section 319 projects by states either in FY
1998 or FY 1999 is unknown at this time.

Q20.3 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by
amount for each recipient—identified in the response to question 20.2

above.

A20.3 FY '98 —
Interagency Agreement with the Natural Resources

Conservation Service. Funds will be transferred to land grant universities

in the areas of concern: $120,000.

Recipients for the rest of FY '98 and FY'99 funds have not yet been

identified.

Crosscutting Analysis and Approaches

Q21. On page 10 of your written testimony, you state:

"5. Crosscutting Analysis and Approaches. To build support for and the

institutional capacity needed to implement a domestic and international

carbon emissions trading program, EPA will work with developing nations

and states and localities. Emissions from developing countries are growing

rapidly and are projected to exceed those of developed countries within the

next forty years. An effective, efficient global solution to climate change must

be market-based and must involve both developed and developing countries.

The Administration and EPA will work to secure additional international

support for the American vision of global climate protection reflected in the

Kyoto Protocol by assisting key developing countries in their efforts to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address global climate change. EPA
will also expand its work with states, which are key players, in efforts to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. EPA will provide support to states to help

develop emission inventories and voluntary action plans, and implement and

expand promising policy options identified by states in the greenhouse gas

mitigation plans."
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Q21,l Please describe EPA's FY 1997 and FY 1998 "work with states, which

are key players, in efTorts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions" and

"support to states to help develop emission inventories and voluntary
action plans, and implement and expand promising policy options

identified by states in the greenhouse gas mitigation plans."

A21.1 EPA's FY 1997 and FY 1998 voluntary State and Local program aims to

build capacity at the state and local level making them full partners in the

implementation of the Climate Change Action Plan, integrating climate

efforts with complementary programs, and engaging public officials in

climate policy-making. Through the State and Local climate change

efforts, states and localities will (1) increase their understanding of the

economic and environmental risks and impacts of climate change (for

example, to public health); (2) assess and develop mitigation strategies

that are cost-effective, environmentally sound and equitable; and (3)

implement, evaluate and document results.

Q21.2 Please provide the level of funding for activities described in the

response to question 21.1 in FY 1997 and FY 1998, and the amount

requested for FY 1999.

A21.2 The FY 1997 operating plan allocated $3.3 million for State and Local

activities. FY 1998 operating plan also allocates $2.8 million to support

Climate Change Action Plan's State and Local activities. The FY1999
President's Request for the State and Local program is $5.0 million.

Q21.3 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by
amount for each recipient—identified in the response to question 21.2

above.

A21.3 EPA interprets this question to be based on the misconception that EPA

provides financial assistance to partners in this program. EPA does not

provide any fijnding to program participants. Instead, EPA uses its

funding to disseminate reliable financial and technical information to

program partners to assist them in making better decisions for investing

their own money. With improved information through voluntary

partnerships, companies are able to make investments that simultaneously

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce energy bills.
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Q21.4 Please describe EPA's FY 1997 and FY 1998 and proposed FY 1999
"work to secure additional international support for the American
vision of global climate protection reflected in the Kyoto Protocol by
assisting key developing countries in their efforts to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions and address global climate change."

A21.4 In FY1997 - FY1999, EPA provided support to the US Country Studies

Program and the US Initiative on Joint Implementation (both interagency

programs) to: 1) assist in the development of emissions inventories,

mitigation and vulnerability assessments, and national action plans in

developing countries; and 2) provide technical assistance to project

developers and support for the proposal evaluation process for joint

implementation projects that will build capacity, transfer technologies, and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions in developing countries. Additionally,
EPA conducted activities to elaborate on guidelines and methodologies for

joint implementation efforts, reported to the UNFCCC on the USUI
program, and conducted policy-related research on cost-effective options
to mitigate climate change impacts.

Q21.5 Please provide the level of funding for activities described in the

response to question 21.4 in FY 1997 and FY 1998, and the amount

requested for FY 1999.

A21.5 See response to Question 29.

Q21.6 Please identify all recipients of the funds—by fiscal year and by
amou/.t i'or each recipient-identified in the response to question 21.6

above.

A21.6 To support the activities described in 21.4 in FY 1997-99, recipients of the

funds included various consulting and contracting firms, non-governmental

organizations, government laboratories, program partners, and other

entities.
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The Lancet Study on Particulate Matter-Related Health Impacts of Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation and Reduction in Deaths and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Due to EPA's
Recently Promulgated Fine Particulate Standard

Q22. On page 11 of your written testimony, you state:

"The Lancet, a highly respected British medical journal, recently published
a peer-reviewed study of the particulate matter-related health impacts of

fairly aggressive, worldwide greenhouse gas mitigation. The analysis found
that an estimated 8 million deaths globally due to exposure to flne particles
could be avoided between 2000 and 2020 if substantial steps were taken to

limit greenhouse gas emissions from burning fossil fuels. In the United

States alone, the study reports that thousands of deaths annually could be

avoided during the 2000-2020 period. EPA's recently promulgated fine

particulate standard begins to address this public health concern and should

result in both some reductions in greenhouse gas emissions along with

reducing the number of deaths associated with exposure to fine particles."

Q22.1 Please provide a copy of The Lancet article referred to above.

A22. 1 See attached.
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Articles

Short-term improvements in public liealth from global-climate

policies on fossil-fuel combustion: an interim report

Working Group on Public Health and Fossil-Fuel Combustion*

Summary

Background Most public-health assessments of clinnate-

control policies have focused on long-term impacts of

global change. Our interdisciplinary working group

assesses likely short-term impacts on public health.

Methods We combined models of energy consumption,

carbon emissions, and associated atmospheric particulate-

matter (PM) concentration under two different forecasts:

business-as-usual (BAU); and a hypothetical climate-policy

scenario, where developed and developing countries

undertake significant reductions in carbon emissions.

Rndlngs We predict that by 2020. 700 000 avoidable

deaths (90% CI 385 000-1034 000) will occur annually as

a result of additional PM exposure under the BAU

forecasts when compared with the climate-policy scenario.

From 2000 to 2020, the cumulative impact on public

health related to the difference in PM exposure could total

8 million deaths globally (90% CI 4-4-11-9 million). In the

USA alone, the avoidable number of annual deaths from PM

exposure in 2020 (without climate-change-control policy)

would equal in magnitude deaths associated with human

immunodeficiency diseases or all liver diseases in 1995.

Interpretation The mortality estimates are indicative of the

magnitude of the likely health benefits of the climate-policy

scenario examined and are not precise predictions of

avoidable deaths. While characterised by considerable

uncertainty, the short-term public-health impacts of

reduced PM exposures associated with greenhouse-gas

reductions are likely to be substantial even under the most

conservative set of assumptions.

Lancet 1997; 350: 1341-49

•Investigators listed at end of paper

Correspondence to: Or Devra Lee Oavis. World Resources Institute,

1709 New York Avenue. NW. Washington, DC 20006. USA,

Introduction

Since the industrial revolution, the contribution of

anthropogenic sources of greenhouse gases to the global

environment has increased significantly.' Atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases, including carbon

dioxide (CO,), methane (CH,), and nitrous oxide (N,0),

are of greater importance today than at any other time in

human history. These trends can be largely attributed to

himian activities, primarily fossil-fuel combustion, and

change in land use and agncultural practices. In the

absence of effons to reduce greenhouse gases, the

concentrations of these gases are expected to grow

significantly throughout the next century. The mid-range
estimate from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) is that human-induced climate-change

will increase surface temperatures by about 2''C by the

year 2 100;' many uncertainties exist about this projection.

In an effort to protect the global-climate system for

future generations, over 150 nations signed the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
in June, 1992.' The UNFCCC established the objective

of stabilising atmospheric greenhouse-gas concentrations

at levels that would avoid dangerous anthropogenic

interference with the global-climate system. Signatory

countries will be considering options to control

greenhouse gases at the third conference of parties in

Kyoto, Japan, in December, 1997.

Short-term public-health impacts have generally not

been considered in assessments of global-climate change.

Two studies," for example, have projected that well into

the next century, weather patterns resulting from climate

change are expected to affect the health of future

generations. Heat-related mortalities and illnesses,

physical and psychological traumas, and changes in

vector-borne and infectious diseases, food supplies, and

coastal sea-levels are e-xpected to become evident. With

various models, we estimate likely public-health benefits

of current and future global-climate-change mitigation

policies in the first two decades of the 21st century in

developed and developing countries.

Many of the fossil-fuel combustion processes that

produce CO. and other greenhouse gases also produce a

host of air pollutants such as particulate maner (PM),

sulphate, ozone, and other pollutants, all of which have

shon-term adverse effects on public health. We use PM
as a sennnel air pollutant because it is commonly
associated with fossil-fuel combustion. Extensive public-

health literature in several countries has shown that both

monality and morbidity are significantly associated with

exposure to PM."' Most air pollutants from fossil fuels

have local impacts but some airborne pollutants (eg, fme

particulates) can be transported thousands of miles and

have global impacts.'

Vol 350 • November 8, 19PT 1341
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Energy-use scenarios ___^

Fossil-fuel consumption
;

Air pollutants

I

Concentrations of particulate matter

;

Human exposures
1

Public-health impacts

Greenhouse-gas
emissions

Figure 1: Models used In estimating tlie global Impact of fossil-

fuel consumption on public health

We combined analyses from several independent
models of energy consumption (to provide a first

approximation of likely CO. emissions), associated

concentrations of PM, and probable increases in

monality associated solely with PM by the year 2020

(figure 1). This analysis presents a scenario-based order-

of-magnitude estimate of the possible size of the air-

pollution impacts on populations in developed and

developing countries.

Methods
Scenario development
Estimation of the consequences for public health of

projected global events requires the development of

scenario-based impact assessment that relies on complex
models of environmental change.' Our study develops
two possible CO, emission scenarios; a business-as-usual

(BAU) scenario which updates IPCC's 1992 analysis of

expected trends in energy consumption and associated

CO, emissions;'" and a hypothencal climate-policy

scenario, which considers the stated intentions of the

European Union regarding proposed reductions in CO,
emissions for developed countries," coupled with

additional measures by developing countries. Under our

hypothesised climate-policy scenario, developed countries

would undenake concerted and binding efforts to reduce

energy-related CO, emissions 15% below 1990 levels by
the year 2010. Under this same climate-policy scenario,

developmg countries are assumed to reduce their

emissions 10% below their levels of greenhouse-gas
emissions forecast for 2010—that is, 10% below what
would otherwise be their BAU trends by 2010. This is

consistent with agreements made by developmg covmtries

imder the Berlin Mandate to advance implementation of

existing commitments to promote technologies,

practices, and processes that reduce greenhouse-gas
emissions.

Both these scenarios assume that total energy use and
efficiencies in the developing countries continue to

increase to meet the needs of economic growth. The
differences between them lie in the rates of growth in

energy use, the fuel mixes, and their combustion and
end-use efficiencies. Under each of these scenarios,

emissions of PM are taken as representative of general
ambient air pollution associated with fossil-fuel

combustion and CO, emissions. Based on projected
concentrations of PM, we estimate annual and
cumulative numbers of avoidable deaths in the years
2010 and 2020 among adults aged over 30 years and
infants of up to 1 year in developed (annex 1) and

developing (non-annex 1) countries fUNFCCC

nomenclature). Avoidable deaths refers to the estimated

annual premature mortality associated with PM from

modelled fossil-fiiel combustion (ie, attributable nsk) that

could be avoided by adopting the hypothesised climate-

policy scenario. Because the aerodynamic size of the

particles produced is of great importance, our model
estimates the emissions and concentrations of particles

that are less than 10 |im (PM,j) and fine particles of less

than 2-5 |im (PM, ,). A host of other adverse acute and
chronic health effects are also associated with PM and
other air pollutants, but are not analysed here.'-"

Fossil-fuel consumption and carbon emissions

Future fossil-fuel consumption and resulting emissions of

greenhouse gases and other air pollutants reflect complex
interactions of several key vanables, including economic

activity, transportation modes, demographic trends, the

rate and nature of technological innovations, and energy

prices. The IPCC devised six well-documented

projections of greenhouse-gas emissions in 1992." The
IPCC used the Atmospheric Stabilisation Framework

(ASF) model to relate socioeconomic scenarios to carbon

emission trajectories. The ASF model contains detailed

representations of fossil-fuel consumption for four sectors

(electric utility, residential/commercial, industrial, and

transportation) for nine global regions.

All COj emission estimates in this paper refer to

emissions attributable to the combustion of fossil fuels,

which represent about 75% of current global anthropo-

genic emissions of CO,." The CO, emission projections

presented in this paper fall within the range of other

emission projections documented in the literature. The
8-3 billion metric tormes of carbon (BMTC) from fossil-

fuel combustion presented in this paper for 2010 is

slightly lower than the estimate of 8-8 BMTC as

predicted by Energy Information Administration." Our
2020 projection of 10-7 BMTC is higher than the

IIASA/WEC projection of 8-4 B.MTC" and similar to the

Shell Oil sustained-growth scenario estimate of 10-5

BMTC."
The input in this study has been updated to reflect

more recent population projections, the breakup of

former Soviet Union, and lower anticipated fossil-fuel

prices. The model assesses CO, emission-reduction goals,

by choosing the most efficient and least cost emission-

reduction opportunities available in each region, and

recognises efficiency improvements in many developing
countries." The global-population data used for these

scenarios are consistent with the World Bank's medium-

growth assumptions.
" The gross national product (GNP)

growth assumed for the BAU scenano is slightly higher
than the one used in the IS92a scenano, which reflects

several economic, energy, and climate-change-related
studies.-'"

Table 1 and figure 2 indicate several trends and

associations of fossil-fuel consumption patterns modelled

under both the BAU and climate-policy scenarios. In

1 990, despite having only 24% of the world's population,
armex 1 countries accounted for 70% of global fossil-

energy consumption and 68% of carbon emissions from

fossil fuels. Under BAU, overall growth in CO. emissions

from annex 1 countries is relanvely moderate through the

projection period, 1990-2020, rising by only 17-5%

through 2020. This moderate growth may be explained

by current trends of fossil-fuel consumption patterns in

Russia and the former Soviet Union. These regions

1342 Vol 350 • Novtmber 8, 1997
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the repon of the second World Meteorological

Organization meeting of experts to assess the response to

and atmospheric effects of the Kuwait oil fires."

Applying such a large-scale air-dispersion model carries

with it several assumptions that could result in a

misestimation of actual PM concentrations. In the

absence of data on typical chimney heights in other parts

of the world, for example, we have assumed that the

distribution of chimney heights in the USA is

representative of that found elsewhere. Should average

heights of chimneys in a given region be lower than in the

USA, the likely consequence would be higher local

concentrations of particles and their precursors, and

lower concentrations at greater distances downwind.

Conversely, higher chimneys could yield lower

concentrations near a given source but higher
concentrations further downwind. A second key

assumption is that the spaual association between

emission sources and population densities in the USA is

representative of the rest of the world. In some

developing regions, such as the mega-cities of Southeast

Asia, whose population patterns are more geographically

dense, this approach is likely to underestimate acttial

human exposures to airborne pollutants. Also, the source-

receptor-matrix model makes no estimates of indoor air-

pollutant exposures to PM from coal or biomass used for

cooking and heating. Such exposures are known to be

very high in several developmg regions, such as China,

Africa, and India."

Our modelling indicates that concentrations of PM
from a fixed quantity of emissions in hot and dry regions

are about one-third of what would be expected from

those same emissions under most other climatic

conditions. The likely reasons for this are: higher
ambient temperatures comcide with greater mixing

heights, hence a greater volume of air for dispersion; and
the conversion of gaseous PM precursors such as SO.
mto mtermediate products (sulphuric acid) requires the

presence of water vapour. Where less water vapour is

available, conversion rates are slower and conversion

takes place over longer distances. Therefore, regional

levels of PM are expected to be lower in dryer climates.

To capture these influences of climate on PM
concentrations, the USA was divided into four roughly

equal geographic zones based on long-term climatic data:

hot/dry, houwet, cold/dry, and cold/wet. Unique source

strengths for each sector/fuel were derived for each zone.

Similar climatic data for each of the remammg eight

global regions were used along with data on population
densities to obtain the appropnate, representative

weighting among USA climate zones—eg, 90% of the

population of the Southeast Asia group was found to

reside m a climate which most closely resembles the

hot'wet designanon, while 10% resides in a hot/dry

grouping; none was in the cold/dry or cold/wet zones. To
derive an overall Southeast Asia estimate, the source-

receptor association for the hot/wet USA zone was

weighted 90%, and the hot/dry zone 10%. Had we not

adjusted the source-receptor matrix to account for

regional differences for climate, and instead used the

USA climate as a proxy for the rest of tile world, then the

modelled concentrations of PM would have been from
16% (climate policy Asia) to 130% (climate policy

Europe) lower.

This analysis projected future global patterns of energy

consumption and adjusted the overall USA source-

receptor association to account for climate differences in

other global regions. To project likely changes in

concentrations of PM, it is also necessary to estimate

future efficiencies of pollution-control equipment and

policies unrelated to climate-control mitigation. In our

analysis, two alternative pollution-control strategies were

assumed to occur, in developed and developing regions.

The USA Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD)-West and OECD-Asian countries

were assumed to use USA controls, including SO; and

NO, controls outlined m the USA, 1990, Clean Air Act.

These do not reflect controls that individual states of the

USA might adopt as a result of recent revisions to ozone

and PM National Ambient Air Quality Standards, which

are not expected to go into effect until after the adoption
of climate-change minganon strategies. All other regions

were assumed to start with no controls in the year 2000.

By the year 2020, these other regions were assumed to

attain 1990 USA control levels for transportation-related

emissions and 1970 USA control levels for point-source
emissions.

Our results are sensitive to the estimation of pollution-

control efficiencies for fuel combustion because emission

rates change in relation to these values. This is especially

true for situations where high levels of control are

estimated, because the difference between 90% and 99%
control is a ten-fold difference in emissions. For countries

that may have more stringent control programmes than

the USA (eg, certain sectors in Japan), use of USA
standards as a proxy may overestimate future PM
concentranons. It is also possible that our assumptions
about future pollution-control efficiencies are too

optimistic for developmg countries; if so, then we will

have underestimated emissions and associated health

effects of the control scenarios. The sensitivity of the

analysis to assumed control levels was evaluated by

calculating PM concentrations in non-annex 1 regions

and Eastern Europe and former Soviet Umon, which

would result in the absence of controls. Analysis for 2020

showed that removing controls would yield PM,„ and

PM;, concentrations of 65% and 32% higher,

respectively, than the values calculated in the BAU
analysis.

Further refinements to transportation-related emissions

in all non-USA regions were made to account for the

much higher reliance on diesel fuel in most of the world

than in the USA."-' The fraction of the energy consumed
in the transponanon sector which is diesel fiiel is different

m each country (eg, 60% in Latin America, 20% in the

USA) and the fraction is assumed to remain constant

throughout the study period. These refinements also

assume a steady reduction in use of lead in petrol starting

from present levels in the year 2000 to zero in 2010.

Increased use of catalytic converters to control vehicle-

e.xhaust pollutants will accompany phase-out of lead.

In the USA, data indicate that ambient PM,„
concentrations are on average 65% of total suspended

particulate concentrations; PM. ,
concentrations are on an

average about 50% of PM,„ concentrations; and fossil-

fuel combustion accounts for about 45% of measured

PM., concentranons.-'-' To validate modelled PM
concentrations, ambient monitoring data were gathered
for about 40 countnes. Virtually all of the data, however,

were for total suspended paniculate and no data were

found which established the fracnonal contribuuon from

fossil-fuel combusnon. If one were to assume that the

1344 Vol 350 • November 8, 1997
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percentage of total suspended particulate that is

contributed by fuel-combustion sources in the USA holds

throughout the world, then estimated PM concentrations

should be two to ten times higher than those developed in

this study. In our judgment, it is highly unlikely that other

regions experience long-term average PM concentrations

from fossil-fuel combustion that approach such levels.

Total suspended particulate concentrations in most of the

world are at least twice as high as those in the USA; this

is likely due to factors such as much higher contribution

to the coarser fraction (>2-5 (im) from such sources as

wind-blown dust (eg. Middle East) as well as a higher

fine fraction (<2-5 )im) contribution from sources such as

biomass burning from heating, cooking, and forest

clearing (eg, Southeast Asia).

Health-impact estimates

Extensive public-health literature in several countries

shows that both monality and morbidity are significantly

associated with exposure to PM.* Besides mortality,

studies in several countries have associated PM with

cardiovascular and respiraton' morbidity (eg, increased

hospital admissions and emergenc\'-room visits for acute

and chronic pulmonary effects, mcluding bronchitis,

asthma, cough and wheeze) ."'-'' LittJe is known about the

mechanism of action of PM Some toxicological studies

have produced bronchitic responses," arrhythmias," and

exacerbation of pneumonia in rats" from exposure to fine

particles, which are similar to those observed in

epidemiological studies. It has been found that tiny

respirable particles or airborne aerosols can interfere

directly with pulmonary function and plasma viscosity in

animals and human beings.""'' Mortality effects have

consistently been associated with short-term and long-

term exposure to PM in more than 40 studies done in

over ten countries.*"^"

The short-term exposure studies use daily time-series

analysis to assess changes in mortality in the general

population that are associated with changes in daily

concentrations of PM. Long-term exposure studies of

PM have used a prospective cohon design, which allows

the adjustment of potential confounder? in the

assessment of the association between PM and mortality.

Health benefits from reductions in PM have been

derived previously from epidemiological studies done in

the USA and in Europe.""" Long-term exposure studies

were used as the basis for the quantitative analysis

because the resvilts from these analyses have followed

single cohorts and adjusted for important confounders.

These analyses suggested mortality effects from both

long-term and short-term exposure to PM.""

Epidemiological studies were chosen for this quantitative

analysis only if they reported the relative risk (RR) as a

monotonic function of PM concentrations. The two age

groups for which RR has been estimated in long-term

studies are adults aged over 30 years and infants aged

between 1 month and 1 year. To evaluate the impact of

PM concentrations on adult mortality, the paper by Pope
and colleagues was selected as the basis for quantitative

analysis." For infant mortality, we used a study by
Woodruff and colleagues" that reported RR as a

continuous monotonic function of PM concentrations.

Pope and colleagues found that a 24-5 jig/m' increase in

PM,, is associated with a 11 7 (95% CI 1 09-1 -26)

increase in RR of total mortality for adults over 30 years.

Woodruff and colleagues, found that for a 10 ng/m'

increase in PM,„, an odds ratio of 104 (95% CI

1 02-1 07) for increases in total infant mortality between

1 month and 1 year associated v.ixh increases in PM,,,

concentrations

We assume that the association is the same in the rest

of the world as it is in the USA. Epidemiological studies

have found a relatively consistent association between

shon-term exposures to PM and mortalitj' in many
countries, including Chile, Brazil, and Western Europe."

''

Given the relatively consistent association found between

short-term exposure to PM and mortality across

countries, it is reasonable to assume that the health

effects from long-term exposures to PM in other regions

of the world parallel those of the USA."

The association between change in PM,, and PM,, and

change in mortality risk is modelled as an exponential

function. The exponenual functional form for the RR
comes from the specification of the logistic regression

model used in the study by Woodruff and colleagues, and

the Cox's proportional hazard model used m the Pope

study for evaluation of the association between PM and

mortality. In this model, the RR associated with a PM
change of A PM is:

RR (PM) = exp (P A PM)
The slope coefficient, (3, is denved from the chronic-

exposure epidemiological studies selected for use in this

analysis, and A PM is the incremental change in the

aimual mean (or median) PM concentration, had a

pohcy-based scenario not been adopted. The risk

reduction associated with adoption of the policy is:

[exp (P APM)-1].
The estimated regional incidence of avoided premature

morality is:

A mortahty=(RR [A PM]-1) (mortality rate) (population),

where the mortality rate and population are the adult or

post-neonatal regional estimates, derived from projections

of population by age and infant monality rates by

coimtry. These were obtained from the Bureau of Census

(USA) international database and aggregated to a

regional level. TTie projected baseline age-adjusted

regional adult (>30 years) monality rates were calculated

from individual country population projections (by 5-year

age group), adjusted for immigration and emigration with

World-Bank projected net-migration rates.

The source-receptor-matrix estimates annual mean PM
concentrations. The RRs in the Pope study are based on

the annual median of daily PM concentrations, which is

usually lower than the mean for air-pollution

concentrations.'- PM data, from the USA, suggests that a

y distribution best describes the observed skewed

distribution of daily PM levels." Assuming a y

distribution, an estimated median can be derived from

the mean and an estimated maximum daily level.

Observed population-weighted peak-to-mean ratios from

^four USA geographic zones are applied to the source-

receptor association. A maximum likelihood routine was

used for each region in the climate-policy scenario to

estimate the 7 distribution with the estimated mean and

maximum daily level.

Results

The scenarios that form the basis for this exercise rest on

complex models of energy-use trends, estimated

emissions of carbon, projected levels of PM, and

associated impacts on mortality. Each of these models

Vol 350 • November 8, 1997 1345
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Year

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

Total cumulative* avoided mortalrty 2000-2020

56000131000-83 000)

89 000149000-1310001
106 000 1 58 000-156 0001

138 000 ( 76 000-203 000)

16700001900 000-2 500 000)

137 000 1 75 000-204 OOOI

286 000
1
157 000-425 0001

508000 I27800O-750 000)

5630001309000-831000)

6 340 000 1 3 500 000-9 400 OOOl

193 000 1 106 000-287 0001

375 000(206 000-557 000)

614000(337000-906000)
701 000 ( 385 OOO-l 034 000)

8010000(4 400000-11900000)

"Cumulatjve is sum o' annual deatris eacn year between 2000 and 2020 Al=anne« 1 (developed) countries. NAl=non-annex 1 (developing) countnes.

Table 2: Annual avoided mortality with 90% CIs (combined adult and neonatal infants) from climate-policy scenarios (15% below

1990 levels by 2010 for Al countries and 10% below BAU levels by 2010 for NAl countries)

necessarily has several assumptions and includes many
uncertainties. Of the many limitations of this exercise,

two stand out: we have only calculated mortality impacts
of PM for adults over age 30 and infants of age 1 month
to 1 year; and we do not provide estimates of morbidities

related to air pollutants from fossil-fuel combustion. The
quantitative estimates of public-health impacts generated

through this assessment should be understood as a first

approximation of the likely magnitude of the effect, and
not as representing precise predictions of avoided

mortalities.

With these caveats in mind, if the climate-policy
scenario were to be implemented, substantial

improvements in fuel efficiency would be realised by
2020, and major reductions m PM pollution would be

achieved. By the end of the second decade of the next

century, the policy we have outlined here would avoid

about 700000 deaths annually (90% CI
385000-1 034 000), of which 563000 (309 000-831 000)
and 138 000 (76 000-203 000) would occur in non-annex
1 (developing) and annex 1 (developed) countries,

respectively (table 2). Note that the CI only reflects

uncertainties in the epidemiological studies. If BAU
climate policies continue, the greatest impacts will occur

in developing coimtnes.

We estimate that implementation of the cUmate-polic>'
scenario could prevent up to 8 million deaths (90% CI
4-4-ir9 million) worldwide during the first 20 years of

the next century, corresponding to 1-67 million (0-9-2-5

million) and 6-34 million (3-5-9-4 million) avoided

deaths in developed and developing countries,

respectively. There are higher expected deaths in

developing countnes compared with developed countries

because of the higher proportional expected changes in

PM concentrations under the climate-policy scenario.

To assess the sensitivity of the numbers to certain key

assumptions in the estimation of PM concentrations, we
considered two analyses. TTie first assesses the effect of

assuming that the USA climate is representative of that in

each of the other global regions examined. The second
assesses the effects of assuming that there is no change in

emission-control levels in the BAU baseline for the non-
annex 1 countries and in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union. Table 3 presents the results for the
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prospective cohort studies have anempted to account for

all important confounders, some potential confounders

may not have been considered. However, sensitivit>-

analyses done in the study by Pope and colleagues found

that the association between PM and mortality- was

relatively insensitive to several important potential

confounders, including occupational exposure and

smoking. This analysis also assumes there is a

consistently increasing association between long-term

exposure to PM and increased mortality risks, which is

the same in the rest of the world as it is in the USA. In

most developmg countries, exposure to PM is an order of

magnitude or more higher than that in the USA.
Additional mcreases in mortalit\- risks could diminish as

exposures approach a saturation level. If the exposure

response is not the same at these higher doses, then

extrapolation of the USA estimates to developing

countnes may overestimate the avoided deaths in non-

armex 1 countries. The results from the Pope study, of

adult mortality, probably reflect both the effects of long-

term and short-term exposure to PM, and there is

possibly some overestimation of the annual avoided

mortality associated with estmiated annual decrements in

PM. Another factor that could lead to overestimation is

that PM levels in the USA have generally improved over

the past few decades, especially for coarse particulate

levels. If the premature monality effects are related to

cumulative exposure over a long period, then the

observed eflfects in the Pope study could be associated

with a larger PM change than observed (leading to a

smaller nsk per unit change).

Our analysis accounts for the age-distribution of the

populations affected. If the RR is higher for older people,

then the analysis could overestimate mortality effects in

non-annex 1 countries. However, the younger

populations of developing coimtries must often confront

other healdi threatening conditions (eg, malnutriuon),

which may mcrease their \'ulnerabilir>' to pollutants.

Estimates of the percentage of cardiorespiratory deaths in

non-aimex 1 countries (except for subSaharan Africa) is

similar to that in annex 1 countries, indicating that it is

reasonable to apply PM associations found in the USA to

other countnes. While we are not aware of any anempt to

replicate the study by Woodruff and colleagues, similar

results of infant mortality associated with PM have been

found m the Czech Republic.'"

T~he quantification of mortality benefits derived from

our analysis only considers outdoor sources of PM from

fossil-fuel combustion. For many countries around the

world, burning biomass indoors can also be an important

source of PM. For example, in China, households bum
about 500 million tons of biomass fuels for cooking and

heating each year." The suspended PM in Chinese

households often exceeds recommended air-quality

guidelines by WHO by more than tenfold." For most of

the Chinese population, the health impacts from indoor

exposure to air pollutants greatly exceed that of

workplace or outdoor exposure. Data from a series of

studies and official disease statistics suggest that air

pollution from both indoors and outdoors is responsible

for more than 1 million deaths per year in China, or

about one in every eight deaths nationwide."

In 1990, lower-respiratory-infections were the leading

components of disability adjusted life years." By 2020,

respiratory-related diseases are projected to rank among
the top ten causes of poor health in the world. The total

number of annual deaths that could be avoided imder the

climate-policy scenano in 2020 in much of the developed
world almost equals the projected number of fatal injuries

caused by automobile accidents." In the USA, by the

year 2020, at least 33 000 deaths a year could be avoided

from implementation of the climate-policy scenario. This

projected number of avoidable deaths in the USA is of

the same order of magnitude as currently occurs as a

result of several major causes of death from illnesses, each

of which is subject to major public-policy interventions,

including human immunodeficiency and chronic liver

diseases.

Newspaper reports this year from Sumatra, Borneo,

and other regions" mdicate that measured levels of air

pollution associated both with burrung forests and air

pollution from energy production sometimes exceed the

levels measured in London during the killer fog of 1952.

TTiis episode of elevated polluDon in London was

associated with nearly 3000 excess deaths in 1 week.'"

Health patterns in any region reflect an intricate

combination of factors: poverty', nutrition, population

density, housing and sanitation, smoking, and workplace
and environmental factors. VCTiile environmental factors

cannot account for ail these panems, they are unportant

because they can be changed by public policy. Patterns of

rapid growth and development in emerging mega-cities of

the developing world can impose significant involuntary-

risks from air pollution on large proportions of their

population."" Control or prevention of this exposure
needs to be recognised as critical to the development of

environmental and public-health policy. Even if

environmental factors pose relatively small risks of

common ailments, but the exposure is widespread and

vulnerable groups exist in the exposed population, the

public-health impact of air pollution can be significant.

Where exposure is universal and where the population is

vulnerable the marginal contribution of air pollution can

be significant."

Conclusion

Regardless of how or when greenhouse gases alter

climate," reducing them now will save lives worldwide by

lessenmg particulate air pollution. The beneficial effects

of reduced particulate pollunon appear to be far greater

in rapidly developing countries than m developed

countries, although they are substantial in both regions.

The overall scientific challenge is to discern enough from

present and past trends to reduce imcertainties, so that an

integrated impact assessment can yield useful results. Our

analysis should not be misconstrued as precise

predictions, but as relative indicators of the magnitude of

the eflfects that are likely to arise under conditions that we
have specified m these climate-related scenarios.

The transdisciplmary activity pursued in this

assessment provides a systematic framework for the

estimation of potentially far-ranging and substantial

health impacts in an uncenain future world. This

estimate looks beyond the restricted view of

environmental health as a local problem," recognising the

truly global reach of climate policies. There is a dynamic
between being able to predict future impacts and being

able to affect policies to avoid those potential impacts. In

the 18th century, the philosopher Saint-Simon noted

"savoir pour prevoir" and "prevoir pour pouvoir". With

knowledge comes the ability to predict. With the ability to

predict, comes the power to change those predictions.
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Value of natriuretic peptides in assessment of patients with

possible new heart failure in primary care

Martin R Cowie. Allan D Struthers. David A Wood, Andrew J S Coats. Simon G Thompson, Philip A Poole-Wilson,

George C Sutton

Summary

Background The reliability of a clinical diagnosis of heart

failure in primary care is poor. Concentrations of natriuretic

peptides are high in heart failure. This population-based

study examined the predictive value of natriuretic peptides

in patients with a new/ primary-care diagnosis of heart

failure.

Methods Concentrations of plasma atria! (ANP and N-

terminal ANP) and B-type (BNP) natriuretic peptides were

measured by radioimmunoassay in 122 consecutive

patients referred to a rapid-access heart-failure clinic with

a new primary-care diagnosis of heart failure. On the basis

of clinical assessment, chest radiography, and

transthoracic echocardiography, a panel of three

cardiologists decided that 35 (29%) patients met the case

definition for new heart failure. ANP and NT-ANP results

were available for 117 patients (34 with heart failure) and

BNP results for 106 (29 with heart failure).

Rndings Geometric mean concentrations of natriuretic

peptides were much higher in patients with heart failure

than in those with other diagnoses (29-2 vs 12-4 pmol/L
for ANP; 63-9 vs 13-9 pmol/L for BNP; 1187 vs 410-6

pmol/L for NT-ANP; all p<0-001). At cut-off values chosen

to give negative predictive values for heart failure of 98%
(ANP S18-1 pmol/L. NT-ANP s537-6 pmol/L. BNP S22-2

pmol/L). the sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive

value for ANP were 97%, 72%, and 55%; for NT-ANP 97%,

66%, and 54%; and for BNP 97%, 84%. and 70%. Addition

of ANP or NT-ANP concentration or both did not improve
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the predictive power of a logistic

containing BNP concentration alone.

regression model

Interpretation In patients with symptoms suspected by a

general practitioner to be due to heart failure, plasma BNP
concentration seems to be a useful indicator of which

patients are likely to have heart failure and require further

clinical assessment.

Lancef 1997; 350: 1347-51

Introduction

Hean failure is commonly misdiagnosed, and the validity

of the diagnosis in primary care is poor.'- The symptoms
are non-specific and the clmical signs, although

reasonably specific, are not at all sensitive. Consequently,
even experienced physicians disagree on the diagnosis in

indi\'idual cases, especially when the heart failure is mild.'

Natriuretic peptides are released in response to

increased intracardiac volume or pressure.' TTiey have a

natriuretic and vasodilatatory effect and suppress the

renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system.' A prohormone,
stored in the atria, on release is cleaved into the active C-
terminal atnal natriureuc pepude (ANP) and the inactive

and less rapidly cleared N-terminal atrial natriuretic

peptide (NT-ANP) . B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) is

secreted mainly by the ventricle. The plasma
concentrauon of these pepudes is higher than normal in

patients with heart failure and also, but to a lesser extent,

in patients with symptomless cardiac impairment.'^"
Measurements of these peptides could therefore provide
valuable information about underlying cardiac function.'

'Previous work has focused on their role in detecting

symptomless lefi-ventncular dysfuncuon after myocardial

infarction,
'= " but liule attention has been paid to the role

of the natriuretic pepudes in assessment of whether a

patient's symptoms are due to hean failure at the time of

first presentation to primary care."" Measurement of

natriuretic peptides might indicate whether referral for

further cardiological assessment is necessary.

NT-ANP and BNP are more stable than ANT"* and

therefore are more suitable for use in primary care. Both

of these peptides seem to be more sensitive and specific
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Q22.2 What level of reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and in the

number of deaths associated with exposure to Tme particles will result

from EPA's recently promulgated flne particles standard?

A22.2 In the Regulatory Impact Analysis of the revised PM, Ozone and Regional

Haze NAAQS, EPA estimated that partial attainment of the new PM 2.5

NAAQS would annually prevent between 3,300 to 15,600 premature

deaths.

EPA based the primary NAAQS for fine particles on scientific evidence of

adverse health effects fi-om exposure to fine particles. The Administrator

did not consider reductions in greenhouse gas emissions when making her

decision on the level of the fine particles standard. When the standard is

implemented by States, to the extent that sources rely on enhanced energy

efficiency and fijel switching to comply with the standard, such compliance

strategies would tend to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. At this time,

however, the Agency has not determined the magnitude of greenhouse gas

reductions that will come as a result of compliance with the fine particle

standard. Multiple steps are required before States will even determine

which sources will need to be regulated: fine particle monitoring data must

be collected, each area's attainment status must be determined, and States

must decide on appropriate control strategies Appendix H of the

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for Ozone, PM, and Regional Haze

includes an illustrative analysis for electric power plants, based on the

Integrated Planning Model (IPM). EPA uses the IPM model to forecast

emissions of several pollutants (NOx, S02, Hg, and C02) from such

plants if a control program were implemented for one or a combination of

such pollutants. The illustrative scenario found in Appendix H assumed a

60% reduction in S02 beyond levels required by the acid rain program, in

concert with specified reductions in NOx, achieved through a cap-and-

trade program. The IPM model forecasts base case carbon emissions from

the electric power sector as 621 million metric tons (MMT) in 2010; under

this control scenario, emissions fall to 589 MMT. It should be emphasized

that this is just one illustrative control scenario, and that the level of S02
reductions needed from electric power sources in order to meet the fine

particle standard has yet to be determined, for the reasons explained

above.

Q22.3 Please document the figures provided in the response to question 22.2

above.

A22.3 See the Regulatory Impact Analysis of the revised PM, Ozone and

Regional Haze NAAQS.
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Other Benefits of Reducing Greenhouse Gases

Q23. On page 11 of your written testimony, you state:

"In addition to health benefits, greenhouse gas mitigation would lead to

improved visibility, more and better recreational opportunities, and reduced

nitrogen deposition in vulnerable water bodies (such as the Chesapeake

Bay)."

Please document these claims.

A23. Improved visibility, enhanced recreational opportunities and reductions in

estuarine nitrogen deposition are identified as benefit categories in the Regulatory

Impact Analysis of the revised PM, Ozone and Regional Haze NAAQS. To the

extent that greenhouse gas mitigation results in reductions in emissions ofPM and

its precursors, these benefits would be realized as well. While the qualitative

relationship between greenhouse gas mitigation and criteria air pollutant emissions

is clear, its quantitative impact has not yet been assessed.

Reduction ofNOx Emissions Due to CCTI Programs

Q24. On page 11 of your written testimony, you state:

"In 1999, EPA's CCTI programs alone are expected to also reduce NOx
emissions by 90,000 tons per year, improving both air and water quality."

Please document these claims.

A24. See attachment, 1998 Budget Narrative.
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1S99 Annual Pgrfoi

• Reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by 4 milldon metric ton carbon

equivalent (MMTCE) per year through partnerships with businesses, schools,
state and local governments, and other organizations.

Improve national air quality through reductions in criteria air polluteuits,

including annual reductions of over 90,000 tons of nitrogen oxides (NOx) ,

a major contributor to ground-level ozone.

• Reduce U.S. energy consumption by over 45 billion kilowatt hours per year,

including annual energy bill savings to consiimers and businesses of over $3
billion. Encourage more widespread adoption of low greenhouse gas emitting
technologies.

• Work with representatives of companies and industries interested in

developing roadmaps of actions in the public and private sectors that can
lead to improvements in energy use and reductions in GHG emissions.

• Conduct bilateral dialogues with 10-12 key developing countries to bring
them toward meaningful participation under the Kyoto protocol . Reduce

greenhouse gas emissions internationally.

• Advance the understanding and communicate the risks of climate change by
working with state constituencies to assess economic and environmental

impacts, develop strategies for reducing vulnerabilities, build the
infrastructure to overcome existing impediments to mitigation, and

implement technology-based options.

• Guide the development of the rules and cpjidelines to operationalize
emissions trading, the Clean Development Mechanism, joint implementation,
and early reduction credits.

• Assess greenhouse gas implications of major sector-based policies (e.g.,

utility deregulation, subsidy removal, revenue recycling, land use policy) .

• Assess economic and technological advances to evaluate and establish
domestic policies cuid measures to meet U.S. obligations binder the Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the December 1997 Kyoto Protocol.

• Demonstrate that an American family car caui attain over 60 miles per gallon
(MPG) on the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) without loss in utility, safely,
and emissions control performance .

Begin process to optimize prototype vehicle and to apply knowledge gained
through PNGV program to trucks.

Research

Develop reports on problem formulation for ecosystem services sector
assessment and on the use of climate change indicators.

VI-21
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Continuation of EPA*s Existing Climate Change Programs

Q2S. During your oral response to a question posed by Representative Morella,

you stated that "the existing Climate Change Programs that we have, we
have estimated that if we were to continue those through the period that you
describe, in essence the next decade, that they would eliminate about 20

percent or so of that gap you identify."

Please document this claim.

A25. See U.S. Climate Action Report ~ 1997 (copy attached). Total greenhouse gas
reductions from current CCA? programs, if sustained at current funding, are

estimated at 169 mmtce in 2010 (page 82). This is equivalent to more than 20%
of the "gap" between projected baseline emissions in 2010, and the Kyoto target.

Clean Air Act Emission Allowances

Q26. Is there anything in the Clean Air Act that would prohibit emissions

allowances for electric generating stationary sources being distributed on the

basis of the amount of electricity a unit produced, rather than basing it on

(sic) type of fuel used?

A26. EPA is not aware of any provisions in the Clean Air Act that would restrict how
allowances may be distributed to sources included in a cap-and-trade program

(other than the existing title IV S02 cap-and-trade program), including the use of

heat input based allocation systems, electrical output based allocation systems, and

auctions.

Fine Particulate Standard and Greenhouse Gas Emission Reductions

Q27. Last week before the Committee, Ms. Katie McGinty, Chair of the Council

on Environmental Quality stated that "EPA's recently promulgated fine

particulate standard should result in both some reductions in greenhouse gas

emissions along with reducing the number of deaths associated with

exposure to particulates." How much is the anticipated reduction in

greenhouse gases from that standard?

A27. See response to Question 22.2.

Legislative/Regulatory Initiatives to Reduce Greenhouse Gases

Q28. What specific legislative/regulatory initiatives are under consideration by
EPA to reduce greenhouse gas emissions?

A28. None.
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FY 1999 Climate Change Technology Initiative (CCTD Funding Details

Q29. The President's FY 1999 budget request includes $205 million for EPA for

the Climate Change Technology Initiative (see Budget of the United States

Government, Fiscal Year 1999, Table 6-2, p.96). Table 6-2 also indicates

that the EPA's budget included S86 million in FY 1997 and $90 in FY 1998

in similar activities.

For each of FY 1997, FY 1998 and FY 1999, please provide the funding for

each EPA appropriation, NPM, program component, and program element

included as part of the Climate Change Technology Initiative (CCTI).

A29, The following table provides the information requested:

Appropriation/

Program Component
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Hearing
on

The Roadfrom Kyoto—Part 2:

Kyoto and the Administration 's Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Request

Thunday, February 12, 1998

Post-Hearing Questions and Answers

Submitted to

Mr. Gary R. Bachula

Acting Under Secretary for Technology

Technology Administration —
U. S. Department of Commerce

U.S. Environmental Industry Revenues and Employment
,

Ql. Page 4 of your written testimony states that '*The latest figures show that as of 1996,

the U.S. environmental industry employed 1.3 million Americans and has revenues

of over $180 billion. The global market for environmental technologies, which stands

today at about S450 billion, is expected to grow to some $600 billion by the year
2010. And as the global market grows, so do U.S. exports of environmental

technology
—$16 billion in 1996, a 60 percent increase since 1993."

Please document these statements.

Al . The employment, revenue, and export numbers used in the testimony were drawn from the

Commerce Department's Office of Technology Policy report entitled, "Meeting the

Challenge: U.S. Industry Faces the 21st Century
—The Environmental Industry."

The data in this report was drawn from a survey of firms in the industry conducted by
Environmental Business International (EBI) in 1997 as part of its annual proprietary

survey of the environmental industry. About 1,450 firms of the approximately 2,000 firms

that were contacted completed the survey. The research and survey process used by EBI,
which has been collecting this data since 1987, was assessed by the Environmental Law
Institute on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency in 1995 and given full

endorsement for statistical accuracy. EBI is also the source of the projection of a $600

billion environmental market size by 2010, though this figure is not included in the

aforementioned Commerce report.

57-71699-28
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Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV)

Q2. From the beginning of the PNGV Program in September 1993, please provide, from

Fiscal Year (FY) 1994 through FY 1999, the actual (FY 1994-FY 1997), estimated

(FY 1998), and requested (FY 1999) funding by all U.S. Government departments
and agencies for the Program by agency, and by appropriation account, program,

project and activity.

A2. The first year for which budgets were requested in the context of PNGV was FY 1995,

and those figures are the earliest in PNGV's records. Many of the activities in PNGV are

continuations of programs that existed prior to the start of the PNGV program. Thus,

each agency would have to determine which activities in FY 1994 were "relevant" to

PNGV. For FY 1995, we only have records of the most directly-focused R&D programs

(Tier 1 ), although other agencies such as NSF undoubtedly were fijnding research at levels

comparable to recent years' levels; 0MB estimates are as shown for NSF and DOT. The

figures for both FY 1998 and FY 1999 are now estimated to be $5 million less than the

^,
amounts reported in the President's budgets, due to $5 million entries included in DOE's

I f portion of the OMB budget database that appears to be erroneous and are no longer

(,
included ($222 million vs. $227 million in FY 1998; $272 million vs. $277 million in FY

1999).

FY 1995 FY1996 FY 1997 FY 1998 FY 1999
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component of their Science and Technology account), the NHTSA funding in DOT, and

the DoC Technology Administration's funding for the PNGV Secretariat.

Tier 2 funding is for R&D efforts that are directly relevant to PNGV's goals but are not

coordinated through PNGV. The Commerce Department's Advanced Technology

Program is a prime example: grants are awarded for automotive-related technologies

according to ATP's own criteria, not in direct response to PNGV needs. Meeting PNGV
goals is not the primary purpose for the budgeting or awarding of these funds.

Tier 3 funding supports scientific and technological research that will benefit PNGV in the

future, but is budgeted and awarded for purposes other than PNGV. This characterizes

NSF and NIST laboratory funding and the DOE Energy Research program. The NIST

laboratory funding includes the Chemical Science, Manufacturing Engineering, Materials

Science, and Physics laboratories. The NSF funding includes estimates from the

Engineering and Mathematics and Physical Science Directorates.

From the beginning of the PNGV Program in September 1993, please provide, from

Fiscal Year (FY) 1994 through FY 1999, the actual (FY 1994-FY 1997), estimated

(FY 1998), and requested (FY 1999) funding by industry for the Program by
industrial entity (e.g., CM, Ford, Chrysler, etc.).

In keeping with the PNGV Declaration of Intent, Chrysler, Ford, Generd Motors and

their suppliers have made significant financial contributions to PNGV cost-shared efforts

since the program's inception. On average, over the six fiscal years fi^om 1994 through

1999, industry funding for the program is projected to be equivalent to government

funding for all collaborative research efforts governed by cost-shared contracts,

cooperative agreements, cooperative research and development agreements with the

national laboratories, etc.

In addition to PNGV projects governed by such agreements, both government and

industry support many research efforts that do not involve direct collaboration. While

these efforts are not cost-shared on a project-by-project basis, they do contribute directly

to achieving PNGV goals. For example, a significant portion of the PNGV budget from

various federal agencies provides direct funding for in-house national laboratory and

university work, which support PNGV. Similariy, the automobile companies and their

suppliers spend significant amounts on internal research, development, and vehicle

integration projects which are essential to achieving the goals of PNGV. Industry

estimates that funding for these activities is equal to or greater than that spent by

government for PNGV research and development. Moreover, as the program proceeds
toward concept vehicles and production prototypes, industry spending is expected to

significantly exceed government spending.
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APPENDIX 2: Additional Materials for the Record
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I. OPENING OF THE SESSION

(Agenda item 1)

1. The third session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Frameworlc

Convention on Chmate Change, convened pursuant to Article 7.4 of the Convention and

decision 1/CP.2, was opened at the Kyoto International Conference Hall, Kyoto, Japan, on

1 December 1997, by the President of the Conference at its second session,

Mr. Chen Chimutengwende, Minister of Information, Posts and Telecommunications of

Zimbabwe.

A. Statement bv the President of the Conference at its second session

(Agenda item 1 (a))

2. The President of the Conference at its second session welcomed all participants to the third

session of the Conference of the Parties and thanked the Government of Japan for the excellent

facilities it had provided. He said that, since the second session of the Conference, climate

change had been the subject of growing worldwide attention and media coverage. The

Convention process itself had also made considerable progress, mainly through the work of the

subsidiary bodies. The Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate (AGBM), in particular, had arrived

step by step at a consolidated negotiatmg text for a protocol or another legal instrument, prepared

by the Chairman. The adoption of such a protocol or instrument reflecting the principles of

equity, justice and fair play constituted the greatest challenge of the current session.

3. Global warming was already happening and the climate s\stem might well be taking an

irreversible path unless action was taken immediately. While climate change constituted a threat

to each and every individual nation in the world, its impact was likeK to be more severe in the

developing countries that were least able to cope with the consequences. It was the

responsibilit}' of the industnalized nations that had indirecth placed burdens on the rest of the

world to take the lead in meeting existing commitments, in reducing emissions and in alleviating

human suffering caused by climate change. It was a question of survival for small island States

and other low-lying areas of the world and for vulnerable communities m other poor countries.

Developing countries were already making efforts domestically, with their limited resources, to

attain sustainable economic development and it was not possible for those countries to take on

new commitments under the new instrument In the interests of equit\', binding commitments for

non-Annex I Parties could not even be envisaged until agreement had been reached on a fair

system of appwrtionment of emission limits, a globally agreed reduction pathway and a projected

sustainable fiiture emission level on an equitable basis, and until there was reliable and

predictable financial provision for the acquisition and adaptation of sound technologies,

know-how and production systems m developing countries.

4. In conclusion, he reported to the Conference of the Parties on the outcome of the infomial

consultations which he had undertaken in the intersessional penod on the draft rules of procedure
and the composition of the Bureau Thanking all those who had co-operated with him during his

term of office, and extending his best wishes to the new President, he expressed the hope that the

session would prove to be a success and a landmark m the annals of international cooperation.
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B. Election of the President of the Conference at its third session

(Agenda item 1 (b))

5. At the 1st plenary meeting, on 1 December, on the proposal of the outgoing President, the

Conference of the Parties elected by acclamation Mr. Hiroshi Ohki, Minister of State,

Director-General of the Environment Agency, Minister in Charge of Global Environmental

Problems of Japan, as its President.

C. Statement by the President

(Agenda item 1 (c))

6. On assuming office, the President welcomed all participants to the third session of the

Conference of the Parties and paid tribute to the outgoing President and the Chairman of the

AGBM for their important contributions to the Convention process. He also thanked the

Executive Secretary and the secretariat for their work in preparing for the present session of the

Conference. The most important task facing the Conference of die Parties was to establish a

more concrete international framework for the protection of the global climate through the

adoption of a protocol to the Convention or another form of legal instrument. Climate change
was one of the most serious global environmental issues facing the world today and only a fiilly

worldwide strategy could effectively address the problem. Such a strategy should be based on

three principles: developed countries should take the lead now in committing themselves to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions below 1990 levels; developing countries should also take

actions to address the issue of climate change in promoting their sustainable development, taking

into account their common but differentiated responsibilities under the Convention and their

respective capabilities; and developed countries should strengthen their partnership with

developing countries through the provision of fmancial and technological support for mitigating

global greenhouse gas emissions.

7. There were a large number of outstanding issues to be resolved and he called upon all

Parties to work together in a spirit of cooperation and compromise, urging the developed
countries with the greatest economic capacity in particular to demonstrate such spirit and

leadership in action. In conclusion, he stressed the need to discuss future steps to be taken after

the Kyoto Conference for the effective implementation of the protocol and other measures to

attain the objective of the Convention. All the climate change problems could not be solved at

Kyoto; there was still a long way to go and many more negotiations would have to follow. By
reaching agreement at Kyoto, however, the intemational community could take a definite first

step towards promoting climate protection policies for the twent\'-first century. It was his earnest

hope that, here in Kyoto, where some of the most important events in Japan's history had taken

place, it would prove possible to reach another historic decision to protect the world's

environment and to secure a sustainable basis for the future prosperit> of all mankind.
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D. Addresses of welcome

(Agenda item I (d))

8. Mr. Keizo Obuchi, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Japan, speaking on behalf of the

Government of Japan, welcomed all participants to Kyoto, the ancient capital of Japan, for the

third session of the Conference of the Parties. He said that the problem of global warming was

rapidly becoming more acute, with severe consequences not only for fijture generations but also

for the world's ecosystems It was the present generation's historic responsibility to determine

the ftiture shape of the earth that it would hand over to future generations The Kyoto Conference

was a crucial opportunity to take a global decision on the extent to which greenhouse gas
emissions could be limited in order to combat global warming after the year 2000. Agreement
needed to be reached on legally-binding emission reduction targets for developed country Parties.

At the same time, developing countries should be asked to make ever% effort, in their future

development activities, to take into account the future of the whole world To that

end, appropriate assistance from developed countnes was mdispensable. In conclusion, he

expressed his earnest hope that the Conference would be able to reach the final agreement the

world was waiting for

9. Mr. Teiichi Aramaki, Governor of the Prefecture of Kyoto, welcomed all participants to

the third session of the Conference of the Parties, on behalf of all the residents of the Kyoto
Prefecture. He said that global wanning was one of the most senous environmental problems

facing the world today, and that the third session of the Conference of the Parties might well be

an important step in tackling global warming in the coming century through the united efforts of

all the peoples of the world. For its part, the Kyoto Prefecture had prepared various action

programmes to protect the environment, based on the active involvement of local people,

business circles, administrative bodies and tourists, and the present Conference provided an

opportunity to enhance the local population's awareness of global environmental issues and thus

further promote such activities. In conclusion, he wished the Conference every success in

arriving at a Kyoto Protocol that would prove to be a landmark in intcmalional cooperation for

preserving the global environment

10. Mr. Morikane Masumoto, Mayor of Kyoto, speaking on behalf of all the citizens of

Kyoto, welcomed the participants in the Conference to the host cit\- of Kyoto With a history

and tradition of more than 1,200 years, Kyoto was called "a place dear to the heart of every

Japanese". The Mayor expressed his delight in the thought that all the participants would have an

opportunity to experience the beautiful nature and culture of Kyoto, a world-famous ancient city

Recognizing that the earth was now suffering from damage that humankind alone had caused, the

Mayor stressed that it was humankind's responsibilitv- to save the suffering earth, restore the

global environment and hand it over to future generations. Since Jul% 1996, when the decision to

hold the Conference in Kyoto was taken, the City of Kyoto had organized more than 120 events

and projects to raise the citizens" awareness of the urgency of combatting global warming and of

the significance of the present Conference. The City of Kyoto had also drawn up a Kyoto City

Regional Promotion Plan to help stop global warming, with the aim of reducing CO, emissions.

To implement that programme, the Miyako Agenda 2 1 action plan had been drafted. In
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conclusion, the Mayor expressed his earnest hope that the Conference would reach a successful

agreement with the adoption of an effective Kyoto Protocol.

E. Statement by the Executive Secretary

(Agenda item 1 (e))

11. At the 1st plenary meeting, on 1 December, the Executive Secretary, welcoming all

participants to the third session of the Conference of the Parties and thanking the Government of

Japan and the Kyoto authorities for all they had done to help the secretariat to put the

arrangements for the Conference in place, stressed the importance of the Conference arriving at a

well-designed end product that could be successfully sold not only to legislators and tax payers,

but also to investors, producers and consumers. The responsibilit\' for investments and other

actions that would lead to the limitation and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions would fall

primarily on non-governmental actors, in particular the business community'. For the business

community to be able to respond in a responsible maimer, it was essential that the goals, and the

rules of the game for achieving them, were clearly defined by Governments. The Conference

must also direct its message to the citizens of the world in order to mobilize support for practical

actions by communities and local governments to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. Finally,

the message from Kyoto should clearly indicate that it was only through the example of

enlightened leadership by the industrialized countries, and by the transnational corporations that

were shaping the world economy, that a truly global coalition to combat climate change could be

formed, in which all would participate according to their own capacities. He looked forward to a

clear, bindmg and verifiable commitment by the industrialized countries to reduce their emissions

below 1990 levels early in the next century, a commitment that would trigger the development
and diffusion of new practices, new standards, new technologies and new consumption patterns.

Such a result would start to steer the world economy towards a sustainable future.

F. Other statements

12. At the 1st plenary meeting, on 1 December, general statements were made by the

representatives of the United Republic of Tanzania (on behalf of the Group of 77 and China),

Luxembourg (on behalf of the European Community and its member States), the Russian

Federation and the United States of America. At the 2nd plenarj- meeting, on 1 December,

general statements were made by the representatives of Egv'pt (on behalf of the African Group)
and Samoa (on behalf of the Alliance of Small Island States). At the 3rd plenary meeting, on

3 December, a general statement was made by the representative of Slovenia (on behalf of the

Group of Central and Eastern European States).
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II. ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
(Agenda item 2)

A. Status of ratification of the Convention

(Agenda item 2 (a))

13. For its consideration of this sub-item at its 1st plenai>' meeting, on ! December, the

Conference of the Parties had before it an information document on the status of ratification of

the Convention (FCCC/CP/1997/INF.2). On the mvitation of the President, the Conference of the

Parties took note with satisfaction that, as of 1 December 1997, 167 States and one regional

economic integration organization were Parties to the Convention, and took note of the

information on the status of ratification contained in document FCCC/CP/1997/INF.2.

14. At the 4th plenarv' meeting, on 3 December, the representative of Croatia formally

objected to the participation of the representative of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the

third session of the Conference of the Parties, and to the inclusion of the name of Yugoslavia in

the list of Parties m document FCCC/CP/i997/INF.2. He said that the Federal Republic of

Yugoslavia was not a member State of the United Nations and thus, in accordance with Article 20

of the Convention, was not entitled to become a Part>' to the Convention. He therefore requested

the presidency to ensure that the representative of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia did not

participate in the meetings of the Conference of the Parties.

15. The Executive Secretary explained that the list of Parties m document

FCCC/CP/1997/INF.2 was based on information received from the Secretary-General of the

United Nations as Depositary of the Convention On 10 September 1997 the secretanat had

received a communication from the Chief of the Treat\ Section advising it of the deposit of an

instrument of ratification by Yugoslavia on 3 September 1997 On 24 November 1997 the

secretariat had received a copy of a depositary' notification from the Legal Office of the

United Nations, which conveyed the same information to the MinisUies of Foreign Affau^s of all

Parties and which stated that, m accordance with Article 23.2, Yugoslavia would become a Party

to the Convention on 2 December 1997. He informed the Conference of the Parties that he would

seek the advice of the Depositary of the Convention on the issue raised.

16. The representatives of Mauritania, Morocco (speaking as Chairman of the Islamic

Conference), Luxembourg (speaking on behalf of the European Community and its member

States), Pakistan and the United Stales of Amenca, all supported the request made by the

representative of Croatia. The representatives of Georgia and of the Russian Federation, on the

other hand, ex-pressed their support for participation by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

1 7. At the same meeting, the presiding Vice-President requested the representative of the

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to refrain from participating m the proceedings of the Conference

pending receipt of legal advice from the Depositan.-.

1 8. At the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Executive Secretary informed the

Conference of the Parties that a legal opinion had been received from the Legal Counsel of the
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United Nations. In that opinion, the Legal Counsel had explained that, at the time of the

signature of the Convention by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on 8 June 1992, no decision

on its status having been taken by the General Assembly, the Secretariat had not questioned the

membership of Yugoslavia in the United Nations and its participation in treaties negotiated under

United Nations auspices. It was on that basis that the Secretariat had accepted the signature. The

Legal Counsel also had taken the view in 1992 that General Assembly resolution 47/1 had not

terminated or suspended Yugoslavia's membership in the United Nations. As regards the

acceptance on 3 September 1997 of the deposit by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia of an

instrument of ratification of the Convention, that was not based on a treaty action taken by the

former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, but rather on the signature of the Convention by

a representative of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. As General Assembly resolution 47/1, as

consistently interpreted by the Secretariat, had not terminated or suspended Yugoslavia's

membership in the United Nations, the Depositary had not been in a position not to accept the

deposit of an instrument of ratification pursuant to Article 22 of the Convention. The capacity of

the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to participate in meetings of treaty bodies needed to be

determined by the relevant treatv' bodies themselves. It was thus for the Conference of the Parties

itself to take a decision on the participation of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in UNFCCC

meetings, if it so wished. Some other treaty bodies had taken action to exclude the

representatives of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia from participating in a particular meeting

or session, but had avoided dealing with the larger legal issue of its treaty status.

19. The President, pointing out that the opinion of the Legal Counsel was consistent with the

request made by the Vice-President presiding over the 4th plenar>' meeting, ruled that the request

to the delegation of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to refrain from participating in the

proceedings of the Conference should be maintained.

B. Adoption of the rules of procedure

(Agenda item 2 (b))

20. For its consideration of this sub-item at its 1st plenary meeting, on 1 December, the

Conference of the Parties had before it the draft rules of procedure, as currently being applied

(FCCC/CP/1996/2) and a report by the President of the Conference at its second session on his

informal consultations on the draft rules of procedure (FCCC/CP/1997/5). Annex I to that report

contained the text of a draft decision on adoption of the rules of procedure, proposed by the

President of the Conference at its second session, whereby the Conference would adopt the rules

of procedure annexed to that decision, with the exception of draft rule 22, paragraph 1, and draft

rule 42, paragraph 1, on the understanding that draft rule 22, paragraph 1, would continue to be

applied.

2 1 . Statements were made by representatives of seven Parties, including one speaking on

behalf of the Group of 77 and Chma, one speaking on behalf of the Alliance of Small Island

States and one speaking on behalf of the European Community and its member States. In the

absence of a consensus on that draft decision, the President proposed, and the Conference of the

Parties agreed, that consideration of the sub-item should be postponed to give time for ftirther
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consultations. The President ruled that the draft rules of procedure as contained in document

FCCC/CP/1 996/2 should continue to be applied, with the exception of draft rule 42.

22. At the 12th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December, the Conference of the Parties, on the

proposal of the President, decided that adoption of the rules of procedure should be placed on the

agenda for the fourth session of the Conference. The President indicated that, if he sensed a

move towards a compromise on that issue, he would undertake further consultations and report

back to the Conference of the Parties at its fourth session.

C. Adoption of the agenda

(Agenda item 2 (c))

23. For its consideration of this sub-item at its 1st plenary' meeting, on 1 December, the

Conference of the Parties had before it a note by the Executive Secretary containing the

provisional agenda and annotations (FCCC/CP/1997/1 and Add 1-2) and a proposal by the

Group of 77 and China in relation to item 6 of the provisional agenda (FCCC/CP/1997/L.l),

listing issues for the focus of the high-level segment attended b\ ministers and other heads of

delegation.

24. At the same meeting, on 1 December, the Conference of the Parties adopted the following

agenda:

1. Opening of the session:

(a) Statement by the President of the Conference at its second session;

(b) Election of the President of the Conference at its third session;

(c) Statement by the President;

(d) Addresses of welcome;

(e) Statement by the Executive Secretan

2. Organizational matters:

(a) Status of ratification of the Convention;

(b) Adoption of the rules of procedure;

(c) Adoption of the agenda,

(d) Election of officers other than the President;

(e) Admission of organizations as observers;
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(f) Organization of work, including the establishment of a sessional Committee

of the Whole;

(g) Calendar of meetings of Convention bodies 1 998- 1 999;

(h) Date and venue of the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties;

(i) Adoption of the report on credentials.

3. Review of the implementation of the Convention:

(a) Reports of the subsidiary bodies and matters arising therefrom:

(i) Reports of the Subsidiar> Bod\ for Scientific and

Technological Advice;

(ii) Reports of the Subsidiarv Bod\ for Implementation;

(iii) Reports of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate,

(iv) Reports of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13;

(b) Development and transfer of technologies;

(c) Financial mechanism: report of the Global Environment Facilit>' to the

Conference;

(d) Second review of the adequacy of Article 4.2(a) and (b);

(e) Review of information and possible decisions under Article 4.2(f);

(0 Other matters relating to implementation.

4. Amendments to the Convention and its Anne.\es:

(a) Proposal to amend Article 4.3;

(b) Proposal to amend Article 17;

(c) Proposals to amend Annexes I an^ II.

5 Adoption of a protocol or another legal instrument: fulfilment of the

Berlin Mandate.

6. High-level segment attended by- ministers and other heads of delegation.
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7. Other matters

8. Conclusion of the session;

(a) Adoption of the report of the Conference of the Parties on its third

session,

(b) Closure of the session.

D. Election of officers other than the President

(Agenda item 2 (d))

25. At its 1st plenary meeting, on 1 December, on the proposal of the President, the

Conference of the Parties elected by acclamation seven Vice-Presidents and the Rapporteur of

the Conference, the Chairman of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice

and the Chairman of the Subsidiarv' Body for Implementation The Bureau of the Conference was
thus constituted as follows;

President

Mr. Hiroshi Ohki (Japan)

Vice-Presidents

Mr. Anthony Clarke (Canada)

Mr. Tengiz Gzirish\ ili (Georgia)

Ms. Cornelia Quennct-Thicien (Germany)
Mr. George Manful (Ghana)

Mr Sergio Zelaya Bonilla (Honduras)

Mr. Espen Ronneberg (Marshall Islands)

Mr. Luis Herrera Marcano (Venezuela)

Rapporteur

Mr Maciej Sadowski (Poland)

Chairman of the Subsidiary Bodv for Scientific and Technological Advice

Mr. Kok Kee Chow (Malaysia)

Chairman of the Subsidiary Bod\ for Implementation

Mr Bakar>' Kante (Senegal)
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26. The Conference of the Parties agreed, on the proposal of the President, that consultations

should continue with regard to nominations for the posts of vice-chaupersons and rapporteurs of
the subsidiary bodies, with a view to their election at the next sessions of those bodies.

27. At its 2nd meeting, on 1 December, the Conference of the Parties elected Mr.
Raiil Estrada-CK-uela (Argentina) as Chairman of the sessional Committee of the Whole and

invited him to participate in the meetings of the Bureau of the Conference.

E. Admission of organizations as observers

(Agenda item 2 (e))

28. For its consideration of this sub-item at its 1st plenary meeting, on 1 December, the

Conference of the Parties had before it a note by the secretariat on the admission of organizations
as observers (FCCC/CP/1997/4), to which was annexed a list of intergovernmental and

non-governmental organizations which had expressed their wish to be admitted as observers at

the third session of the Conference of the Parties. Pursuant to a recommendation by the Bureau

of the Conference, which had reviewed the list of applicant organizations during die

October 1997 sessions of die subsidiary bodies, the Conference of the Parties decided to admit as

obser\ ers to its third session the non-governmental orgamzations which had an astensk against
their names, and to accord observer status to the intergovernmental and remaining

non-governmental organizations in that list (See annex II of this document.)

F. Organization of work. includin2 the establishment

of a sessional Committee of the Whole

(Agenda item 2 (f))

29 In introducing this sub-item, at the 2nd plenary meeting, on 1 December, the President

recalled that under Article 7.2 of the Convention the Conference of the Parties, as the supreme
bod> of the Convention, was mandated to keep under regular review the implementation of the

Convention and to make, within its mandate, the decisions necessary to promote the effective

implementation of the Convention Furthermore, Article 7.2(a) provided for the Conference of
the Parues to penodically examine the obligations of the Parties and the institutional

arrangements under the Convention, in light of the objective of the Convention, the experience

gained in its unplementation, and the evolubon of scientific and technological knowledge. In that

context, the principal objective of the Conference of the Parties at its third session was to fulfil

die Berlin Mandate, set by its decision l/CP.l, on the basis of the work of the AGBM. In

addition, the Conference of the Parties would also consider for the first time amendments to the

Convention proposed by Parties.

30. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties, pursuant to a recommendation by the

SBl at Its fifth session (FCCC/SBl/ 1997/6, para. 44 (c) (ii)), established a sessional Committee of
the Whole, open to all delegations, to undertake consideration of agenda item 5 on fiilfihnent of
the Berlin Mandate, and requested the Chauroan of the Committee of the Whole to report to the

plenary on the results of the Committee's work on Friday, 5 December. All remaining items

were allocated to the plenary of the Conference. The Conference of the Parties, on the proposal
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of the President, further decided that, of the issues reported to be outstanding by the Chairman of

the AGBM (see paragraph 55 below), those relating to the methodologies to be used to estimate

emissions by sources and removals by sinks in the new instrument, and preparations for the fiisl

meeting of the Parties to the Protocol, should be considered by the Committee of the Whole in

connection with agenda item 5, and the issue relating to elements of the Brazilian proposal

contained in document FCCC/AGBM/1997/MISC. l/Add.3 should be taken up by the plenary of

the Conference under agenda item 3 (f). After an extensive discussion, the President indicated

that he would undertake consultations on the question of how to deal with the issue relating to the

future development of the commitments of all Parties.

31. With regard to agenda item 6, the President recalled that the purpose of the high-level

segment, as defmed by the SBl at its sixth session, was to promote decision-making

(FCCC/SBI/1997/16, para. 34 (g)). It would mark the conclusion of the work of the sessional

Committee of the Whole, and the handover of the negotiating process to ministers and other

heads of delegation and their senior advisers for the final days of work before the adoption of a

new instrument. The high-level segment would be marked by a senes of mtensive informal

consultations as well as a general debate in the plenarv'.

32. On the proposal of the President, the Conference of the Parties decided that, dunng the

general debate, the time limit for statements should be set at five minutes for statements by

representatives of Parties and at four minutes for all other statements. It also decided that the list

of speakers should be officially closed at 18.00 hours on Wednesday, 3 December.

33 At the same meeting, the Executive Secretary, referring to the report on the status of

contributions to the core budget for the biennium 1996-1997 (FCCC/CP/1997/INF.4), appealed to

all Parties that had not yet paid their 1996 or 1997 contributions to the core budget to do so as

soon as possible, and expressed his appreciation to those Parties that had paid their contributions

promptly and, in particular, to those Parues that had pledged additional amounts to the Trust

Fund for Participation. The President endorsed the statement made by the Executive Secretarv'

and added his flill support to his plea for Parties with contnbutions still in arrears to remit their

payments as soon as possible. At the 4th and 5th plenary meetings, on 3 and 5 December, the

Executive Secretary gave further information on the receipt of contributions to the core budget

34. At its 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Conference of the Parties, having heard

an interim report by the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole (sec paragraph 77 below),

requested the Committee of the Whole to complete its work by the end of Monday, 8 December.

At the same meeting, it was agreed that there would be no need to take up agenda item 7, "Other

matters".
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G. Calendar of meetings of Convention bodies 1998-1999

(Agenda item 2 (g))

35. At its 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Conference of the Parties, on the proposal

of the President, adopted the following calendar of meetings of Convention bodies in

1998-1999:

(a) First sessional period in 1998: from 2 to 12 June;

(b) Second sessional period in 1998: from 2 to 13 November:

(c) First sessional penod in 1999: from 3 1 May to 1 1 June;

(d) Second sessional period in 1999: from 25 October to 5 November.

H. Date and venue of the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties

(Agenda item 2 (h))

36. At the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the President recalled that, in the absence of

any offer from a Party to host the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties, the SBI, at its

7th session, had recommended a draft decision for adoption by the Conference of the Parties at

the present session, which provided for the fourth session to be held in Bonn in November 1998

(see FCCC/SBI/1997/21, annex I, 7). The representative of Argentina conveyed his

Governments invitation to the Conference of the Parties to hold its fourth session in Buenos

Aires.

37. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties, having considered a proposal by the

President (FCCC/CP/1997/L.2), adopted by acclamation decision 5/CP.3 on the date and venue

of the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties. For the text of this decision, see Part Two,
section I, of this report.

38 The President, on behalf of the Conference of the Parties, extended his sincere thanks to

the Government of Argentina for its generous offer to host the fourth session of the Conference of

the Parties. Such an offer truly underlined the commitment of the Government of Argentina to

the Convention and the Convention process. The Executive Secretary expressed his appreciation

to the Government of Argentina for its generous offer and said that he and his colleagues in the

secretariat were looking forward to working closely with the Argentine authorities in the

preparations for the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties.

I. Adoption of the report on credentials

(Agenda item 2 (i))

39. At its 12th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December, the Conference of the Parties took note of

the report of the Bureau on the credentials of the representatives of Parties to the third session of

the Conference of the Parties (FCCC/CP/1997/6), as orally amended by the Executive Secretary.
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J. Attendance

40. The third session of the Conference of the Parties was attended by representatives of the

following 158 Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change:

Albania
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Romania

Russian Federation

Saint Kitts and Nevis

Saint Lucia

Samoa

Saudi Arabia

Senegal

Seychelles

Singapore

Slovakia

Slovenia

Solomon Islands

South Africa

Spain

Sri Lanka

Sudan

Swaziland

Sweden

Switzerland

Syrian Arab Republic

Thailand

Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia

Turkmenistan

Tuvalu

Uganda
Ukraine

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern

Ireland

United Republic of

Tanzania

United States of America

Uruguay
Uzbekistan

Vanuatu

Venezuela

Viet Nam
Yemen

Yugoslavia

Zambia

Zimbabwe

41. The session was also attended by obsen'ers from the following States not parties to the

Convention: Belarus, Brunei Darussalam, Holy See, Libyan Arab Jamahinya, Palau and Turkey.

42. The following United Nations offices and programmes were represented:

United Nations

Economic and Social Conunission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
World Food Programme (WFP)
United Nations Universit\ . Institute of Advanced Studies

United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)
United Nations Non-Governmental Liaison Serv ice

Convention to Combat Desertification (CCD).

43. The following specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system

were represented:

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (UNESCO/IOC)
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
World Health Organization (WHO)
World Bank

World Bank/International Finance Corporation (IFC)

Global Environment Facilit\- of the World Bank/UNDP/UNEP (GEF)
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
WMOAJNEP Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
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International Maritime Organization (IMO)

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

International Atomic Energy Organization (IAEA)

World Trade Organization (WTO)

44. For a list of the intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations attending the

Conference, see annex II below.

K. Documentation

45. The documents before the Conference of the Parties at its third session are listed in

annex III below.
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III. REVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONVENTION
(Agenda item 3)

A. Reports of the subsidiary bodies and matters arising therefrom

(Agenda item 3 (a))

1. Reports of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice

(Agenda item 3 (a) (i))

46. At the 2nd plenary meeting, on 1 December, the Chairman of the Subsidiary' Body for

Scientific and Teciinological Advice (SBSTA) introduced the reports of the SBSTA on the work

of its fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh sessions, contained in documents FCCC/SBSTA/1996/20

and FCCC/SBSTA/1997/4, 6, and 14, respectively, and reviewed the issues considered by the

SBSTA during those sessions. He drew attention to a number of draft decisions which the

SBSTA, at its seventh session, had recommended for adoption by the Conference of the Parties

at its present session, the texts of which were contamed in document FCCC/SBSTA/1997/14,

annex I. Two of those draft decisions, relating to the development and transfer of technologies

and to activities implemented jointly under the pilot phase, had been recommended for adoption

by both the SBSTA and the SBl at theu- seventh sessions.

47. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties took note of the above-mentioned

reports of the SBSTA, together with the oral report of the Chairman, and expressed its

appreciation to the outgoing Chairman of the SBSTA, Mr. Tibor Farago (Hungary), for his

dedication and valuable leadership in steering the work of the SBSTA. At the same meeting, the

Conference of the Parties adopted the foUowmg decisions that had been recommended for

adoption by the SBSTA:

-
Cooperation with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (decision 7/CP.3)

-
Development of obser%ational networks of the climate system (decision 8/CP.3)

-
Development and transfer of technologies (decision 9/CP.3)

- Activities implemented jomtly under the pilot phase (decision 10/CP.3)

For the texts of these decisions, see Part Two, section I, of this report.

48. In connection with the adoption of decision 7/CP 3 on cooperation with the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, statements were made by the Chairman Emeritus of

the IPCC, Professor Bert Bolin, and b\' the Executive Secretan.-, the latter expressing appreciation

to Professor Bolm on behalf of the secretariat. The President extended his sincere thanks to

Professor Bolm, on behalf of the Conference of the Parties, for his noteworthy contributions to

the Convention process and for his role in advancing the global understanding of climate change
as Chairman of IPCC for almost a decade.
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2. Reports of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation

(Agenda item 3 (a) (ii))

49. At the 2nd plenary meeting, on I December, the Chairman of the Subsidiary Body for

Implementation (SBI) introduced the reports of the SB! on the work of its fourth, fifth, sixth and

seventh sessions, contamed m documents FCCC/SBI/1996/14 and FCCC/SBI/1997/6, 16 and 21,

respectively, and reviewed the issues considered by the SBI dunng those sessions. He drew

attention to a number of draft decisions which the SBI, at its sixth and seventh sessions, had

recommended for adoption by the Conference of the Parties at its present session, the texts of

which were contained in document FCCC/SBI/1997/21, annex 1. One of those draft decisions,

relating to the division of labour between the Subsidiary Body for Implementation and the

Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice, had been jointly recommended by the

SBI and the SBSTA. Another draft decision, relating to communications from Parties included in

Annex I to the Convention, had been recommended by the SBI but contained an mput from the

SBSTA.

50. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties took note of the above-mentioned

reports of the SBI, together with the oral report of the Chairman, and expressed its appreciation to

the outgoing Chairman of the SBI, Mr. Mohamed M. Ould El Ghaouth (Mauntania), for his

leadership and his valuable contnbutions to the work of the SBI. At the same meeting, the

Conference of the Parties adopted the following decisions that had been recommended for

adoption by the SBI:

- Division of labour between the Subsidiary Body for Implementation and the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technological Advice (decision 13/CP.3)

- Communications from Parties included in Annex I to the Convention (decision 6/CP.3)
- Volume of documentation (decision 18/CP.3)
- Review of the financial mechanism (decision 1 1/CP.3)
- Annex to the Memorandum of Understanding on the delermmation of funding necessary'

and available for the implementation of the Convention (decision 12/CP.3)
- Financial performance of the Convention in the biennium 1996-1997 (decision 16/CP.3)
-

Arrangements for administrative support to the Convention secretariat (decision 17/CP.3)

For the texts of these decisions, see Part Two, section I, of this report.

51. At the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Conference of the Parties took note of

document FCCC/CP/1997/rNF.3 on secretariat activities relating to technical and fmancial

support to Parties and document FCCC/CP/1997/INF. 1 entitled, "Programme budget of the

Convention for die biennium 1998-1999: detailed subprogramme activities and resource

requirements".

52. At the 12th plenary- meeting, on 1 1 December, the Conference of the Parties considered a

draft decisioii on the programme budget for the biennium 1998-1999, submitted by the Chairman

of the SBI on the basis of his informal consultations (FCCC/CP/I997/L.8). The E.xecutive

Secretary, welcoming the incorporation of additional resources for activities related to the Kyoto
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Protocol, stated that the secretariat would need to look at the question of how to integrate those

activities into its work programme, in particular in respect of the tasks listed in decision I/CP.3

on the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol, for which preparatory work was needed for consideration

by the Conference of the Parties at its fourth session. The Conference of the Parties noted the

statement by the Executive Secretary and adopted decision 15/CP.3 on the programme budget for

the biennium 1998-1999. For the text of this decision, see Part Two, section I, of this report.

3. Reports of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate

(Agenda item 3 (a) (iii))

53. At the 2nd plenary meeting, on I December, the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Group on the

Berlin Mandate introduced the reports of the AGBM on the work of its fourth, fifth, sixth,

seventh and the first part of its eighth sessions, contamed in documents FCCC/AGBM/1 996/8

and 11, FCCC/AGBM/1997/3 and Add.l and Add. 1/Corr. 1 , and FCCC/AGBM/1997/5 and 8,

resf)ectively. The final results of the work of the AGBM on a protocol or another legal

instrument, as approved by the AGBM at the first part of its eighth session, were contained in the

revised text under negotiation (FCCC/CP/1997/2).

54. The Chairman of the AGBM then listed a number of issues which the AGBM had not

been able to address fully, and which he had undertaken to bring to the attention of the

Conference of the Parties. They included the methodologies to be used to estimate emissions by
sources and removals by sinks in the new instrument; preparations for the first meeting of the

Parties to the Protocol; elements of a proposal submitted by Brazil and contained in document

FCCC/AGBM/1997/MISC. I/Add.3, including a proposed methodology to measure emissions

over a period of time in terms of their effect on temperature increase, and the future development
of the commitments of all Parties.

55. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties took note of the above-mentioned

reports of the AGBM, together with the oral report of the Chairman, and expressed its

appreciation to Mr Raul Estrada-Oyuela (Argentina), Chairman of the AGBM, for his dedicated

efforts and his noteworthy contnbution to the Berlin Mandate process.

56. At the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Conference of the Parties took note of the

report of the AGBM on the work of the second part of its eighth session

(FCCC/AGBM/1997/8/Add.l).

4. Reports of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13

(Agenda item 3 (a) (iv))

57. At lis 2nd plenary meeUng, on I December, the Conference of the Parties, having heard a

report on the work of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13 from its Chairman, took note with

appreciation of the reports of Uhe Ad Hoc Group on its third, fourth and fifth sessions

(FCCC/AGI3/I996/4 and FCCC/AGI3/I997/2 and 4) and, pursuant to the recommendation of

the Ad Hoc Group at its fifth session, adopted decision I4/CP.3 on the future work of the Ad Hoc

Group on Article 13. For the text of this decision, see Part Two, section I, of this report.
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B. Development and transfer of technologies

(Agenda item 3 (b))

58. In introducing this sub-item at the 3rd plenary meeting, on 3 December, the President

recalled that the Conference of the Parties had already adopted decision 1 1/CP.3 on the

development and transfer of technologies under sub-item 3 (i) (a) (see paragraphs 46 and 47

above). He noted that, at the request of the Conference of the Parties at its second session, the

secretariat had organized a round table on the transfer of technologies and know-how, to be held

on the morning of Tuesday, 9 December. A short report on that round table would be made

available as a conference room paper.

59. Statements were made under this sub-item by the representatives of eight Parties,

includuig one speaking on behalf of the Group of 77 and China. The President indicated that the

subject of the development and transfer of technologies would continue to be under consideration

by the SBSTA and the SBl, and would be taken up again by the Conference of the Parties at its

fourth session.

60. At the 12th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December, a representative of the secretariat

introduced the report on the round table, which had been circulated under the symbol

FCCC/CP/1997/CRP.5.

C. Financial mechanism: report of the Global Environment Facility

to the Conference

(Agenda item 3 (c))

61. At the 3rd plenary meeting, on 3 December, the Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of

the Global Environment Facilit\- (GEF) made a statement introducing the report of the Global

Environment Facility to the Conference of the Parties at its third session (FCCC/CP/1 997/3).

Statements were made by representatives of 14 Parties, including one speaking on behalf of the

Group of 77 and China and one speaking on behalf of the European Community- and its member

States. The Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the GEF responded to a number of

questions raised in those statements. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties

e.xpressed its appreciation to the Council of the GEF and look note of the above-mentioned

report.

D. Second review of the adequacy of Article 4.2(a) and (b)

(Agenda item 3 (d))

62. In introducing this sub-ilem at the 3rd plenarv' meeting, on 3 December, the President

recalled that the Conference of the Parties had reviewed Article 4.2(a) and (b) of the Convention

at its first session and, having considered that the sub-paragraphs were not adequate, the

Conference had agreed, in its decision 1/CP. 1 on the Berlin Mandate, to begin a process to enable

it to take appropriate action for the period beyond the year 2000, including the strengthening of

the commitments of Annex 1 Parues in Article 4.2(a) and (b) through the adoption of a protocol

or another legal instrument at its third session. Article 4.2(d) provided that a second review of
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Article 4.2(a) and (b) should take place not later than 3 1 December 1998, and thereafter at regular

intervals detennined by the Conference of the Parties, until the objective of the Convention was

met The SBI at its sixth session had requested the secretariat to make all necessary preparations

for the Conference of the Parties at its third session to consider the second review of the adequacy
of Article 4.2(a) and (b), and had invited the Conference of the Parties to place the second review

on the agenda for its fourth session.

63. Statements were made under this sub-item by representatives of six Parties, including one

speaking on behalf of the Alliance of Small Island States and one speaking on behalf of the

European Community and its member States. At the same meeting, the Conference of the Parties

decided to place the issue of the second review of the adequacy of Article 4.2(a) and (b) on the

agenda for its fourth session, and to request the subsidiary bodies and the secretariat to make all

necessary preparations to facilitate future consideration of that item.

E. Review of information and possible decisions under Article 4.2(f)

(Agenda item 3 (e))

64. In introducing this sub-item at the 3rd plenary meeting, on 3 December, the President

recalled that Article 4.2(f) of the Convention provided that the Conference of the Parties should

review, not later than 3 1 December 1998, available information with a view to taking decisions

regarding such amendments to the lists in Annexes I and II as might be appropriate, with the

approval of the Party concerned. The Executive Secretary informed the Conference of the Parties

that there were three Parties that had indicated that they wished to be included in Annex I to the

Convention: Croatia, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The latter two Parties had requested that

the name of Czechoslovakia be deleted from Annex I the Convention, and that their names should

be included in its place. Turkey, which was not yet a party to the Convention, had requested the

deletion of its name from Annex 1 and Annex II to the Convention. A submission by Turkey was
before the Conference of the Parties in document FCCC/CP/1997/MISC.3.

65. At the same meeting, the representative of Slovenia informed the Conference of the

Parties that his country had notified the Depositarv, under Article 4.2(g), of its intention to be

bound by Article 4.2(a) and (b) of the Convention.

66. After an exchange of views, in which statements were made by representatives of

1 1 Parties, including one speaking on behalf of the European Community and its member States,

and of one observer State, it was agreed that Mr. Luis Herrera Marcano, Vice-President of the

Conference, should hold mformal consultations on this sub-item and report back to the plenary of

the Conference.

67. At the 5th plenar\' meeting, on 5 December, Mr. Luis Herrera Marcano, Vice-President of

the Conference, reported on the outcome of his consultations and submitted a draft decision

relating to the deletion of Czechoslovakia from the list of Parties included in Annex I to the

Convention, and the inclusion of Croatia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia in that list

(FCCC/CP/I997/L.3). He noted that the names of those countries should be followed by the

footnote reference a/, which would link their names to the foomole to Annex 1 reading "Countries
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that are undergoing the process of transition to a market economy
"'

It had not yet proved

possible to reach a consensus with regard to the deletion of the name of Turkey from the lists in

Annexes I and II to the Convention, and he requested authorization to pursue his consultations on

that question.

68. At its 12th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December, the Conference of the Parties considered an

amendment to that decision, submitted by the Vice-President (FCCC/CP/1997/L.3/Add.l),

adding the names of Monaco and Liechtenstein to the list of Parties included in Armex I to the

Convention, together with a number of oral amendments It then adopted decision 4/CP.3 on

amendments to the list in Annex I to the Convention under Article 4.2(f) of the Convention, the

text of which is contained in Part Two, section I, of this report. At the same meeting, it also

requested the SBI, at its eighth session, to consider the request to delete the name of Turkey from

the lists in Annexes I and II to the Convention, and to present a report to the Conference of the

Parties at its fourth session for consideration and definitive action

F. Other matters relating to implementation

(Agenda item 3 (f))

69. At its 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Conference of the Parties, on the proposal

of the President, decided that the proposal presented by Brazil in document

FCCC/AGBM/1997/MISC. l/Add.3 should be referred to the SBSTA for its advice regarding the

methodological and scientific aspects. It authorized the SBSTA to seek inputs, as appropriate,

from its roster of experts and from the IPCC, and requested it to make its advice available to the

Conference of the Parties at its fourth session. The representative of Brazil made a statement in

connection with that decision.

70. At the same meeting, the representative ofNew Zealand introduced a proposal relating to

the future commitments of all the Parties Statements were made m that connection by 46 Parties,

including one speaking on behalf of the Group of 77 and China, one speaking on behalf of the

European Communit>' and its member States, one speaking on behalf of the Southern African

Development Commission, and one speaking on behalf of the Arab States. The President then

informed the Conference of the Parties that, in view of the wide divergence of views expressed,

he would consult ftirther w ith the Bureau on how to deal with the matter
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IV. AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION AND ITS ANNEXES
(Agenda item 4)

71. For its consideration of this item, the Conference of the Parties had before it a note by the

secretariat entitled "Amendments to the Convention or its Annexes" (FCCC/SBI/1997/15),

containing a proposal by Pakistan and Azerbaijan for the deletion of Turkey from the lists in

Annexes I and 11 to the Convention, an amendment to Article 17 proposed by the Netherlands on

behalf of the European Community and its member Stales, and an amendment to Article 4.3

proposed by Kuwait. At the 4th plenary meeting, on 3 December, statements were made on this

item by representatives of 1 1 Parties, including one speaking on behalf of the European

Community and its member States.

A. Proposal to amend Article 4.3

(Agenda item 4 (a))

72. At the 4th plenary meeting, on 3 December, it was agreed that Mr. Bakary Kante, the

Chairman of the SBI, should hold informal consultations on the proposed amendment to

Article 4.3, and to report back to the plenary of the Conference on the results of those

consultations.

73. At the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Chairman of the SBI reported that, as it

had not proved possible to arrive at a consensus on the proposed amendment, Kuwait had agreed

not to pursue its proposal. The representative of Kuwait made a statement confirming that his

delegation was willing to withdraw its proposed amendment. The Conference of the Parties

noted that the proposal to amend Article 4.3 had been withdrawn.

B. Proposal to amend Article 17

(Agenda item 4 (b))

74. At the 4th plenary meeting, on 3 December, it was agreed that Mr. Sergio Zelaya Bonilla,

Vice-President of the Conference, should hold informal consultations on the proposed
amendment to Article 1 7, and to report back to the plenary of the Conference on the results of

those consultations.

75. At the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Vice-President reported that it had not

proved possible to arrive at a consensus on the proposed amendment. The representative of the

Netherlands, on behalf of the European Community and its member States, stated that, in light of

the results of the informal consultations, the European Community and its member States would

not pursue its proposal. The Conference of the Parties noted that the proposal to amend
Article 17 had been withdrawn.
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C. Proposal to amend Annexes 1 and II

(Agenda item 4 (c))

76. At the 4th plenary meeting, on 3 December, the President noted that this proposal was

being dealt with under sub-item 3 (e). For the action taken on this sub-item, see paragraphs 67-68

above.
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V. ADOPTION OF A PROTOCOL OR ANOTHER LEGAL INSTRUMENT:
FULFILMENT OF THE BERLIN MANDATE

(Agenda item 5)

77. At its 2nd plenary meeting, on I December, the Conference of the Parties had allocated

consideration of this agenda item to the Committee of the Whole (see paragraph 30 above). At

the 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December, the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole made an

interim report on the state of the negotiations in the Committee on the draft protocol. Three

negotiating groups had been established to deal with specific elements of the text The first,

chaired by Mr. Takao Shibata (Japan), was dealing with the Articles relating to institutions and

mechanisms; the second, co-chaired by Mr. John Ashe (Antigua and Barbuda) and

Mr. Bo Kjellen (Sweden), was dealing with the Articles on continuing to advance the

implementation of existing commitments in Article 4. 1 of the Convention and the financial

mechanism; and the third, chaired by Mr. Mohamed M Quid El Ghaouth (Mauritania), was

dealing with policies and measures. He himself was conducting negotiations on matters relating

to quantified emission limitation and reduction objectives (QELROs) In addition to those

negotiating groups, he, and some of the chairmen of the negotiating groups, had requested several

delegates to conduct informal consultations on specific issues. The intensive negotiations

currently under way were advancing and were beginning to yield results, but the Committee of

the Whole would need additional time to resolve many of the outstanding issues so that only a

few, key issues would remain for the consideration of ministers during the high-level segment

78. At the I2th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December, the Chairman of the Committee of the

Whole reported on the outcome of the work of the Committee The Committee of the Whole had

unanimously recommended, for adoption by the Conference of the Parties, a draft decision on the

adoption of the Kvoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(FCCC/CP/1997/L.7). to which tJie text of the Protocol (FCCC/CP/l997/L.7/Add. 1) was

annexed. It had also recommended a draft decision on methodological issues related to the Kyoto
Protocol (FCCC/CP/1997/L.5) and a draft decision on the implementation of Article 4,

paragraphs 8 and 9, of the Convention (FCCC/CP/1997/L 9) The Committee had further

recommended that, for the purposes of Article 25 of the Protocol relating to entr>' into force, a

table indicating the total carbon dioxide emissions of Annex I Parties in 1990, to be prepared on

the basis of secretariat documents relating to first national communications, should be annexed to

the report of the Conference.

79 The President, on behalf of the Conference, expressed his great appreciation of the work

accomplished by the Committee of the Whole and paid tribute to the Chaimian of that Committee

for his untiring efforts and the leadership he had sho\sTi throughout the negotiating process. He
also thanked the chairmen of the negotiating groups and all those who had assisted the Chairman

in the formal and informal consultations

80 On the advice of the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole, the President proposed an

oral amendment to the draft decision on adoption of the K>oio Protocol contained in

FCCC/CP/1997/L 7, adding a further sub-paragraph to operative paragraph 5 of the draft

decision In the ensuing discussion, the representative of a Partv suggested an alternative

57-71699-29
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formulation of the additional sub-paragraph; on the advice of the Chairman of the Committee of

the Whole, the President did not propose this text for adoption Some technical corrections to the

text of the Kyoto Protocol were proposed orally and accepted b> the President, these deleted

paragraph 1 1 of Article 12 and footnote 1 in Annex B and amended the title of a column in that

Annex. The Executive Secretary requested Parties to submit any further technical corrections in

writing to the secretariat, so that the final authentic texts of the Protocol could be completed in

time for its opening for signature on 16 March 1998.

81. The Conference of the Parties then proceeded to adopt decision 1/CP.3 entitled "Adoption
of the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convenuon on Climate Change",

including the oral amendment proposed by the President, therebv adopting the said Protocol

which was annexed to that decision. At the same meeting, the Conference also adopted
decision 2/CP.3 on methodological issues related to the Kyoto Protocol and decision 3/CP.3 on

implementation of Article 4, paragraphs 8 and 9, of the Convention For the texts of these

decisions, see Part Two, section I, of this report. The Conference of the Parties further decided

that, for the purposes of Article 25 of the Protocol relating to entn. into force, a table indicating

the total carbon dioxide emissions of Annex I Parties in 1 990, to be prepared on the basis of

secretariat documents relating to first national communications, should be armexed to the report

of the Conference (see the annex to Part Two of this report).

82. The representative of Luxembourg, speaking on behalf of the European Community and

its member States, stated that the European Community and its member States would implement
their respective commitments under Article 3, paragraph I, of the Protocol, in accordance with

the provisions of Article 4 of the Protocol.

83 The representative of Tnnidad and Tobago, speaking on behalf of the Alliance of Small

Island States (AOSIS), recalled that three \ears had elapsed since AOSIS had first proposed the

adoption of a protocol to the Convention which would strengthen the commitments of Annex I

Parties and would be capable of sending strong and clear signals to the market place. The

reductions agreed upon as a result of the compromises reached in the Kyoto Protocol were

inadequate to meet the message of science and the emissions allowed to some countries were, in

his view, morally questionable. No country should be allowed to buy its reductions and those

Parties which had come to Kyoto prepared to accept greater reductions than those eventually

agreed upon should contmue their efforts to achieve maximum reductions. Many methodological

and scientific uncertainties remained and resources would be needed to tackle them. The

aspirations of AOSIS had been largely frustrated and Parties should be prepared to return next

year with a clearer purpose, in the knowledge that future generations would have to pay the price

of the compromises reached today.
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VI. HIGH-LEVEL SEGMENT ATTEl^TOED BY MINISTERS AND OTHER
HEADS OF DELEGATION

(Agenda item 6)

84. At the opening of the high-level segment at the 6th plenan' meeting, on 8 December, the

Conference of the Parties was addressed by Mr. Ryutaro Hashimoto, Prime Mmister of Japan;

Mr. Jose Maria Figueres Olsen, President of Costa Rica; Mr. Kinza Clodumar, President of

Nauru; Mr. Albert Gore, Jr., Vice President of the United States of America and President of the

Senate; and Mr. Maurice F Strong, representative of the Secretary -General of the United Nations,

who delivered a message to the Conference of the Parties on behalf of the Secretary-General.

85. Statements were made by the President of the Conference and by the Executive Secretary

at the opening of the general debate The general debate was held during the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th,

lOth and 1 Ith plenar>' meetings, on 8 and 9 December. During that debate, statements were made

by 124 ministers and other heads of delegation of Parties, by a mmister from one obser\er State,

and by representatives of 5 United Nations offices and programmes, 10 specialized agencies and

other organizations of the United Nations system, 6 intergovernmental organizations and 12 non-

governmental organizations For the list of speakers in the general debate, see annex I below.
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VII. CONCLUSION OF THE SESSION

(Agenda item 8)

A. Adoption of the report of the Conference of the Parties on its third session

(Agenda item 8 (a))

86. At its 12th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December, the Conference of the Parties adopted the

draft report on its third session (FCCC/CP/1997/L.4) and authorized the Rapporteur, with the

assistance of the secretariat, to complete the report as appropnate

B. Closure of the session

(Agenda item 8(b))

87. At its 12th plenary meetmg, on 1 1 December, the Conference of the Parties, having
considered a draft resolution submitted by Bhutan (FCCC/CP/I997/L 6), adopted resolution

1/CP.3 entitled "Expression of gratitude to the Government and people of Japan". For the text of

this resolution, see Part Two, section II, of this report

88. Closing sUtements were made by the representatives of the United Sutes of America,

Luxembourg (on behalf of the European Communi^' and its member States), the United Republic
of Tanzania (on behalf of the Group of 77 and China) and Japan A statement was made by the

Executive Secretary .

89. The President, after making a closing statement in which he thanked all participants for their

constructive cooperation in the negotiations, declared the third session of the Conference of the

Parties closed.
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Annex I

Statements by ministers and by other representatives during the high-level segment

of the third session of the Conference of the Parties: list of speakers

I. Parties to the Convention

Albania

Algeria

Argentina

Amienia

Mr. Maksim Deliana

Chairman of the Environmental Protection Committee

Mr. Bachir Amrat

Minister of Environment

Ms. Maria Julia A Isogaray

Secretary' for Natural Resources and

Human Environment

Mr. Sarkis Shahazizvan

Minister of Nature Protection

Plenary

meeting

8

10

10

Australia

Austna

Azerbaijan

Bahrain

Bangladesh

Mr. Robert Hill

Minister for the Environment

Dr. Martin Bartenstein

Federal Minister for the Environment, Youth and

Family Affairs

Mr. Zulftjgar Musayev
Minister of State responsible for Hydrometeorology
and Environment

Mr. Khalid M. Fakhro

Director-General, Environmental Affairs

Begimi Syeda Sajeda Cho\vdhur\'

Minister for Environment and Forests

10

II
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Ms. Elizabeth Thompson
Minister of Environment and Health

Plenary

meeting

Belgium Mr. Jan Peelers

Federal Minister of the Environment

Bhutan

Bolivia

Mr. Dasho Paljor J. Dorji

Deputy Minister for Environment

Ms. Neisa Roca Hurtado

Deputy' Minister of Sustainable Development
and the Environment

11

Botswana

Brazil

Bulgaria

Mr. Daniel K. Kwelagobe
Minister of Works, Transport and Communications

Mr. Jose Israel Vargas
Minister for Science and Techno!og>'

Ms. Evdokia Maneva

Minister of Environment and Water

10

Cambodia

Canada

Dr. Mok Mareth

Minister, Ministr>- of Environment

Ms. Chnstine Stewart

Minister of the Environment

10

Chile

China

Colombia

Mr. Rolando Stein

Ambassador, Director of Environment

MinistTN of Foreign Affairs

Mr Yaobang Chen

Minister of Forestry and Vice-Chairman

of the Slate Planning Commission

Mr. Eduardo Verano dc la Rosa

Minister for the Environment

11

*

Speaking also on behalf ofthe Caribbean CommunitN'.
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Costa Rica

Cote d'lvoire

Mr. Jose Maria Figueres Olsen

President

Mr. Albert K. Tiapani

Minister for Housing, the Qualit>' of Life and the

Environment

Plenary

meeting

10

Croatia

Cuba

Czech Republic

Derunark

Ecuador

Eg>pt

Eritrea

Estonia

Ethiopia

European CommuniU'

Dr. Ljerka Mintas Hodak

Deputy Prime Minister

Dr. Rosa Elena Simeon Negrin

Minister of Science, Technology and the

Environment

Mr. Vadislav Bizek

Deput\ Minister of the Environment

Mr. Svend Auken

Minister of Environment and Energy-

Mr Juan Salazar Sancisi

Ambassador of Ecuador to Japan

Ms. Nadia Riad Mekram Ebeid

State Minister for the Environment

Mr. Tekieab Mesghina

Director-General, Department of the Environment,

Ministrv' of Land, Water and the Environment

Mr. Villu Reiljan

Minister of the Envu^onment

Mr Shiferavv Jarso

Minister of Water Resources

Ms. Rjtl Bjerregaard ,

Envirorunent Commissioner

10

II

II

10

10
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Mr. Seremaia Cavuilati

Ambassador of Fiji to Japan

Development, Housing and Environment

Mr. Pekka Haavisto

Minister of the Environment

Plenary

meeting

11

France Ms. Dominique Voynet
Minister of Physical Planning and the

Environment

Gambia Captain Edward Singhatey

Secretary of State for Presidential Affairs, Fisheries

and Natural Resources

10

Georgia Ms. Nino Chkhobadze

Environment Protection Minister

Germany Dr. Angela Merkel

Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature

Conservation and Nuclear Safct\

Ghana

Greece

Honduras

Mr. J. E. Afful

Minister for the Envu-onment, Science and

Technology

Mr. Theodoros Koliopanos

Deputy Minister for the Environment, Physical

Planning and Public Works

Mr. Sergio Alejandro Zelaya Bomlla

Vice-Minister of the Environment

Ministry of Natural Resources and the

Environment

Hungar.' Dr Katalm Szili

Sccrctarv of State for the EnMronment

''

Speaking also on behalf of the Central American countries of Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,

Nicaragua and Panama.
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Iceland Mr. Gudmundur Bjamason
Minister for the Environment

Plenary

meeting

India Prof Saifuddin Soz

Minister for Envirormient and Forests

Indonesia Mr. Sanvono Kusumaatmadja
State Minister for Environment

Iran 0slamic Republic oO Dr. Masoumeh Ebtekar

Vice-President and Director of the Department of

Environment

Ireland Mr. Noel Dempse>'

Minister for the Environment and Local Government

Italy

Japan

Mr Edo Ronchi

Minister for Environment

Mr. Ryutaro Hashimoto

Pnmc Minister

Mr Keizo Obuchi

Minister for Foreign Affairs

Mr. Mitsuo Horiuchi

Minister for International Trade and Industr\'

Jordan

Kazakhstan

Kcnva

Mr. Farouk Kasrawi

Ambassador of Jordan to Japan

Mr Senkbek Daukeev

Minister of Ecologv and Natural Resources

Mr William P. Mayaka
Permanent Secretary

Ministrv of Environment and Natural Resources

11

II

Kiribati Mr. Tewareka Borau

Minister for Environment and Social Development

10
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Plenary

meetine

Kuwait

Lao People's

Democratic Republic

Latvia

Lebanon

Lesotho

Lithuania

Dr Mohammad Abderrahman Al-Saraa\vi

Chairman of the Board and Director-General

of the Public Authority for Environment

Prof Souli Nanthavong

Minister, President of Science and Technology and

Environment Organization

Mr Indulis Emsis

State Minister for the Environment, Ministry of

Environment Protection and Regional Development

Mr Samir Chamma
Ambassador of Lebanon to Japan

Mrs. H M. Mhlanga

Pnncipal Secretary, Ministr.' of Natural Resources

Mr. Imantas Lazdinis

Environmental Protection Minister

8

10

11

11

Luxembourg'

Malawi

Malavsia

Dr John\ Lahure

Minister of the Environment

Mr Mayinga Mkandawirc

Mmistcr for Forestr\', Fisheries and Environmental

Affairs

Datuk Law Hieng Ding

Minister of Science, Technology and

the Environment

10

Maldives Mr Abdul Rasheed Hussain

Minister of Planning, Human Resources

and Environment

Speaking aJso on behalf of the European Community and its member Slates
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Malta Mr. Saviour F. Borg
Permanent Representative of Malta to United Nations

Environment Programme, Ministrs' of Foreign AflFairs

and the Environment

Plenary

meeting

11

Mauritius Mr. James Burty David

Minister of Local Government and Environment

10

Me>dco Ms. Julia Carabias Lillo

Secretar>-, Environment, Natural Resources and

Fisheries

Micronesia (Federated

States oO

Mr. Leo A. Falcam

Vice-President

Monaco

Mongolia

Morocco

Mr Bernard Fautrier

Minister Plenipotentiary

Mr Tsokhio Adyasuren
Minister for Nature and Environment

Mr Lahoucine Tijani

Secretan' of State to the Minister for Agriculture,
Works and the Environment

10

10

Mozambique Mr. Bernardo Ferraz

Minister for Coordination of Environmental Affairs

Mvanmar

Nauru

Mr. U Soe Win

Ambassador of Myanmar to Japan

Mr Kinza Clodumar

President

11

Netherlands Mrs Margaretha de Boer

Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and

Environment

New Zealand Mr Simon Upton
Mmistcr for the Environment
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Norway
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Mr. Kimba Hassane

Adviser, Executive Secretariat, National Council on
the Environment for Sustainable Development

Dr. Adegoke Adegoroye

Director-General, Chief Executive, Federal

Environmental Protection Agenc>'

Mr Terry Donald Coe
Minister for Post and Telecommunications,

Meteorological Services and Climate Change,

Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestr\'

Ms. Guro Fjellanger

Minister of Environment

Mr. Mujahid Husain

Ambassador of Pakistan to Japan

Mr. Aiwa Olmi

Ambassador of Papua New Guinea to Japan

Dr. Miguel Angel Solano Lopez
Ambassador E\traordinar\ and Plenipotentiarv
of Paraguay to Japan

Ms. Agnes Franco

Dcputv Minister for Industn.

Mr. Victor O. Ramos

Secretary, Department of Environment and Natural

Resources

Mr. Radoslaw Gawlik

Secretary of State

Ministrv of Environmental Protection.

Natural Resources and Forcsu>

Dr. Elisa Ferreira

Mmistcr of Environment

Plenary

meeting

II

11

11
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Qatar

Republic of Korea

Republic of Moldova

Romania

Russian Federation

Samoa''

Saudi Arabia

Senegal

Seychelles

Singapore

Slovakia

Slovenia

Mr Ali Ben Saeed Al Khayaren

Ministry of Municipality Affairs and Agnculture

Mr. Yeo-Joon Yoon

Minister of Environment

Mr. Sergiu Fandofan

Minister for Environmental Protection

Mr Eugen Dijmarescu

Ambassador of Romania to Japan

Mr. Alexander J. Bedntskv-

Head of the Federal Service for

Hydrometeorology and Environmental

Monitonng

Mr. Tuala Sale Tagaloa

Minister of Lands, Survey and Environment

Pnnce Fahad Bin Abdallah Al-Saud

Assistant of the Minister for Defense and

Aviation and Inspector-General for Civil Aviation

Mr. P. Abdoulaye Bathily

Minister of Environment

Mr. Dolor Emesta

Minister for Communitv' Development

Mr. Yeo Cheow Tong
Minister for the Environment

Mr. Jozef Zlocha

Minister of Environment

Dr Pavel Gantar

Ministerof Environment and Physical Planning

Plenary

meetjjig

8

11

10

Speaking also on behalfof the Alliance of Small Island Slates.
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Solomon Islands

South Africa

Spain

Sudan

Swaziland

Sweden

Switzerland

Synan Arab Republic

Thailand

Togo

Tunisia

Turkmenistan
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Mr. Patteson Oti

Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade Relations

Mr. Peter Mokaba

Deputy Minister of Environmental Affairs

and Tourism

Ms. Isabel Tocino

Minister for the Environment

Mr. Mohamed El Kadir Abdalla

Director, Meteorology General Corporation

Mr. Mduduzi Magongo

Principal Secretary for Tourism. Environment and

Communications

Ms Anna Lindh

Miinster of the Environment

Ms Ruth Dreifiiss

Federal Councillor. Head of the Federal Department

of Home Affairs

Mr Abdul Hamid El-Munajcd

Minister of Environment

Mr. Pomlep Techapaibul

Deputy Minister of Science. Technology and

Environment

Mr. Komlavi Yao

Minister of Environment and Forest Resources

Mr. Salah Hannachi

Ambassador of Tunisia to Japan

Mr. Ovczmurat G. Annacv

Deputy Minister, Head of Turkmcnglavhydromet

Plenary

meeting

10

11

11

11

10

10
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Tuvalu

Uganda

Ukraine

Sir Toaripi Lauti

Prime Minister's Special Envoy on Climate Change

Mr. Bwango Apuuli

Department of Meteorology
The Ministry of Natural Resources

Mr. Yuri Kostenko

Minister for Environmental Protection and Nuclear

Safety

Plenary

meeting

8

11

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom of

Great Britain and

Northern Ireland

Umted Republic of

Tanzania'

United States of America

Mr Hamad Abdul Rahman Al Madfa

Mmister of Health and Chairman of the Federal

Environmental Agency

Mr. John Prescott, MP
Deputy Prime Minister and Secretary of State

for the Environment, Trade and the Regions

Mr. Bakari Mbonde
Minister of State, Vice-President's Office of the

United Republic of Tanzania

Mr. Albert Gore, Jr.

Vice President

Uruguay

Uzbekistan

Vanuatu

Mr Juan Gabito Zoboli

Under-Secretary, Ministry of Housing, Physical

Planning and the Environment

Dr. Victor E. Chub

Minister, Chief of Glavgidromet

Mr. Dcmis Lango
Minister of Civil Aviation

II

Venezuela Mr. Envin Arrieta

Minister of Energ\- and Mines

Speaking also on behalf of the Group of 77 and China.
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Prof. Nguyen Due Ngu
Director-General, Hydrometeorological Service

Chairman of the Environment Protection Council

Plenary-

meeting

II

Yemen Mr. Mohsen Al-Hamdani

Chairman of the Environment Protection Council

10

Zambia Mr. William J. Harrington

Minister of Environment and Natural Resources

Zimbabwe Mr. Simon Khaya Moyo
Minister of Mines, Environment and Tourism

II. Observer State

Turkev Ms. Imren Aykut
Minister of Environment

III. United Nations offices and programmes

United Nations Mr. Maurice Strong

Representative of the Secretan, -General

Mr. Nitin Desai

Under-Secretar. -Genera! for Economic and

Social Affairs

United Nations Economic

and Social Commission

for Asia and the Pacific

Mr. Rezaul Karim

Chief, Environment Section, Environment

and Natural Resources Management Division

11

United Nations Development

Programme

Mr. Anders Wijkman
Assistant Administrator

Director, Bureau for Development Policy

10

United Nations

Envirorunent Programme

Ms. Elizabeth Dowdeswcll

Executive Director
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World Food Programme Mr. Tun Myat
Director, Resources and External

Relations Division

Plenary-

meeting

II

Convention to Combat

Desertification

Mr. Hama Arba Diallo

Executive Secretary

10

IV. Specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system

United Nations Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural

Organization

Intergovernmental

Oceanographic Commission

International Civil Aviation

Organization

World Bank

Global Environment FaciliK

Mr Gisbert Glaser

Director, Bureau for Coordination of

Environmental Programmes

Mr. Gunnar Kullenberg

Executive Secretary

Mr John Crayston

Coordinator, Air Transport and Environment

Programmes

Mr Caio Koch-Weser

Managing Director

Mr Mohamed T. El-Ashr\

Chief Executive Officer and Chairman

II

II

11

World Meteorological

Organization

Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change

United Nations Industnal

Development Organization

International

Atomic Energv' Agenc%'

Prof GOP. Obasi •

Secretary-General

Mr. Robert Watson

Chairman

Mr. Robert O Williams

Senior Industnal Development Officer,

Envirormient and Energ\- Branch

Mr. Hans Holger Rogncr

Head, Planning and Economic Studies Section

II

11
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V. Intergovernmental organizations

Mr. Kazi Jalal

Chief, OfGce of Environment and Social

Development

Mr. William V. Kennedy
Senior Environmental Specialist

Mr. Robert Pnddle

Executive Director

Plenary

meeting

II

11

Organization of the Petroleum

Exporting Countries

Permanent Commission

for the South Pacific

South Pacific Regional

Environment Programme

Mr. Rilwanu Lukman

Secretary-General

Mr. Nicolas Roncagliolo Higucras

Secretary-General

Mr. Gerald Miles

Head, Environmental Management and

Planning Division

10

11

11

Climate Action Network.

South East Asia

VI. Non-governmental organizations

Mr. Gurmit Smgh
Coordmator

Global Legislators Organisation

for a Balanced Environment

International Chamber of

Commerce

International Confederation

of Free Trade Unions

International Council for Local

Environmental Initiatives

Mr. Tom Spencer 9

President

Mr Yoshiflimi Tsuji 10

Vice-Chairman

Japan Federation of Economic Organizations

Mr. Stephen Purscy 1 1

Head, Economic and Social Policy Department

Mr. Takehisa Matsubara 6

Mayor of the Cit> of Nagoya. Japan
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International Federation of

Chemical, Energ>', Mine and

General Workers' Unions

International Youth and Student

Movement for the United Nations

Scientists for Global

Responsibility'

The Business Council for

Sustainable Energv'

United States Climate Action

Netuork

World Business Council

for Sustainable Development

World Council of Churches

Mr. Kenneth S. Zinn

North American Regional Coordinator,

Mr. Hirofiimi Goto

Ms. Michele Valentine

Mr. Michael Marvin

Executive Director

Ms. Jennifer Morgan
Coordinator

Mr. Egil Myklebust

President and Chief Executive Officer of

Norsk Hydro, Norway

Mr David Hallman

Climate Change Programme Coordinator

Plenary

meeting

11

10

II

10

10

11

'

Speaking on behalf of "The Clunale Tram".
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Annex II

List of intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations attending the

third session of the Conference of the Parties

I. Intergovernmental organizations

1. Agency for Cuitiiral and Technical Co-operation

2. Asian Development Bank

3. Caribbean Community Secretanat

4. Central American Commission on the Environment and Development
5. Commission for Environmental Cooperation

6. European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
7. European Conference of Ministers of Transport

8. Internationa! Energy Agency
9. International Institute of Refrigeration

10. International Tropical Timber Organization

1 1. Orgamsation for Economic Co-operation and Development

12. Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

13. Permanent Commission for the South Pacific

14. Ramsar Convention on Wetlands

15. South Pacific Regional Environment Programme

II. Non-governmental organizations
'

1. A SEED Europe
- Action for Solidanty, Equality, Environment and Development

2. A SEED Japan
- Action for Solidaritv-, Equality , Environment and Development*

3. African Centre for Technology Studies

4. AIESEC Hitotsubashi Local Committee*

5. Alliance for Responsible Atmospheric Polic\

6. Alliance for Responsible En\ ironmental Altemativcs

7. Alliance Internationale de Tounsme

8. Amencan Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations

9. American Portland Cement Alliance

10. Amencan Society of International Law

1 1 . Architectural Institute of Japan*

12. Association Frangaise du Froid/Aliiance Froid, Climatisalion. Environnement

13. Association of International Research Initiatives for Environmental Studies*

*
The non-goveminenlal organizations listed with an astensk against their names were admitted only to the

third session of the Conference of the Parties Should they wish to continue to participate in the Convention

process, they may reapply.
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14. Association Tunisie Mediterranee Pour Le Developpemeni Durable

15. Atmosphere Action Network in East Asia

16. Australian Aluminium Council

17. Australian Coal Association

18. Berne Declaration

19. Birdlife International

20. Business Council of Australia

2 1 . Canadian Electricity Association

22. Canadian Global Change Program
23. Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers' Association

24. CEDARENA (Environmental and Natural Resources Law Centre)

25. Center for Clean Air Policy

26. Center for International and European Environmental Research (ecologic)

27 Center for International Climate and Environmental Research

28. Center for Intemational Environmental Law

29. Center for Sustainable Development in the Americas

30. Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry

3 1 . Centre for Applied Studies in Intemational Negotiations

32. Centre for Business and the Environment

33. Church of the Brethren

34. Citizens Alliance for Saving the Atmosphere and Earth

35. Citizens Environmental Foundation*

36. Citizens' Coalition for Economic Justice

37. Citizens' Nuclear Information Center*

38. Clean Energy and Environment Shimada*

39. Climate Action Network - Africa

40. Climate Action Network -
Europe

4 1 . Climate Action Network - Latin America

42 Climate Action Ne^^ork - United Kingdom
43. Climate Action Network South Asia

44. Climate Action Network-Southeast Asia

45. Climate Institute

46. Columbia Earth Institute/Columbia University

47. Competitive Enterprise Institute

48. Confederacion Sindical de Comisiones Obreras

49. Construction, Forestry-, Mining and Energy- Union

50. Development Altematives

51. E & Co (An Energy Investment Service)

52. Earth Action

53. Earth Council

54. Earth Science and Technology- Organization*

55. Ecosystem Conservation Society*

56. Edison Electric Institute

57. Energy 21
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58. Environmental Defense Fund

59 Environment Information Center*

60. European Atomic Foriim

61 European Business Council for a Sustainable Energ>' Future

62. European Environmental Bureau

63. European Insulation Manufacturers Association

64. European Round Table of Industrialists

65. European Science and Environment Forum
66. European Wind Energy Association

67. Federal Association of the Gemian Industry-

68. Forests Absorbing Carbondioxide Emisson

69. Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development
70. Franciscans International

71. Free University Berlin

72. Friends of the Earth - Japan*
73. Friends of the Earth International

74. German Advisory Council on Global Change
75. German NGO-Fonim on Environment & Development
76. Germanwatch

77. Global Climate Coalition

78. Global Commons Institute

79. Global Dynamics Institute

80. Global Environment Centre Foundation*

81. Global Environment Forum-Kansai

82. Global Environmental Action*

83. Global Guardian Trust*

84. Global Industrial and Social Progress Research Institute

85. Global Legislators Organisation for a Balanced Environment

86. Global Network Class "Gakkos"*

87. Globe Japan*
88. Green Cross Japan*
89 Green Earth Organization
90. Green Fingers Societv- for Environment Protection

91. Green Korea United

92. Greenpeace Intemational

93. GRIP Quebec - Universitv' of Montreal

94. Industrial Technology' Research Institute

95. Industrial Union Department (lUD), AFL-CIO
96 Information Agency of the Gemian Power Plants

97. Institut de recherche sur I'environnement

98. Insurance Industn InitiaUvc for the Environment, in association with UNEP
99. International Academy of the Environment

100. Intemational Center for Environmental Technologv' Transfer*

101 International Chamber of Commerce
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102. International Climate Change Partnership

103. International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

104. International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives

105. International Council of Environmental Law

1 06. International Council of Scientific Unions

107. International Education Resource and Innovation Centre*

108. International Federation of Chemical, Energy, Mine and General Workers' Unions

109. International Federation of Industrial Energy Consumers

1 10. International Gas Umon
111. International Institute for Energy Conservation

1 12. International Lake Environment Committee Foundation*

1 13. International Network for Environmental Management

1 14. International NGO Forum for Ozone Layer Protection and Against Global Warming*

115. International Organization for Standardization

1 16. International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers

1 17. International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association

1 1 8. International Society of Doctors for the Environment

1 19 International Society on Optics Within Life Sciences

120. International Solar Car Federation

121. International Union of Producers and Distributors of Electrical Energy

122 International Union of Public Transport

123. Intemational Women's Year Liaison Group*

124. Intemational Youth and Student Movement for the United Nations

125. Interstate Natural Gas Association of America

126. IWMC World Conser\ation Trust

127. Japan Association of Environment Assessment*

128 Japan Atomic Industrial Forum Inc*

129. Japan Automobile Federation*

130 Japan Bicycle Promotion Institute*

131. Japan Center of Intemational and Comparative Environmental Law*

132. Japan Environment Association*

133 Japan Environment Corporation*

134. Japan Environmental Technology Association*

135. Japan Federation of Bar Associations

1 36 Japan Federation of Economic Organizations (Keidanren)

137. Japan Flon Gas Association

138. Japan Industrial Conference for Ozone Layer Protection

139. Japan Intemational Forestry Promotion and Cooperation Center*

140. Japan Save the Ozone NcUvork Gunma*

141. JICHIRO (All Japan Prcfectural and Municipal Workers Union)*

142. Kiko Fonim '97*

143. Kitakyushu Intemational Techno-Cooperative Association*

144. Korea Institute of Science & Technology Europe

145. Kvoto Junior Chamber Inc*
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146 Kyoto University*

147. Lancaster University

148. Loss Prevention Council

149 Midwest Research Institute/National Renewable Energ>' Laboratory-

150. National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners

151. National Association of State Fire Marshals

152 National Mining Association

153. National Wildlife Federation

154. Natural Resource Users' Group
155 Natural Resources Defense Council

156 Nature Conservation Society of Japan*

157. Netherlands Economic Institute

158. New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization

159. Nippon International Cooperation for Community Development*

160. Nord-Sud-Forum e.V./Global Cooperation Council

161. Northwest Pacific Area Environmental Cooperation Center*

162. Nuclear Energy' Institute

163. OISCA-Intemational, Tokyo
164. Oko-Institut (Institute for Applied Ecology)

165. Overseas Evaluation Cooperation Centre**

166. Ozone Action

167. Peoples' Forum 200 1 . Japan

168. Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research

169. Railway Technical Reseach Institute*

170. RainForcst ReGeneration Institute

171. Real Link Kyoto
172 Redefining Progress

173. Research Centre on Global Warming of the Japan Development Bank*

174 Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth*

175 Reseau Action Climat France

176. Resources for the Future

177. SAEI (SFC Alternative Energy Innovators)*

178. Saitama Forum for Environmental Education*

179. Save the Earth! Action 97*

180 Scientists for Global Responsibilty

181. Sierra Club of Canada

182. Society of Electnc Vehicle*

1 83. Solar Electric Light Fund

184. Solar Net*

185. SOROPTIMIST International of the Americas Inc. of Lhc Higashi Region*

186 Southern Research Institute

187. Sovereignty Intemational

188 Stockholm Environment Institute

1 89. Tata Energy Research Institute
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190. Tellus Institute

191. Thailand Environment Institute

192. The Aozora Foundation*

193. The Business Council for Sustainable Energy
194. The Business Roundtable

195. The Climate Council

196. The David Suzuki Foundation

1 97. The Energy Conservation Center, Tokyo
198. The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration
199. The Federation of Electric Power Companies
200. The Forum of Local Government Representatives for Contemplation on the Environment

and Industry*

201. The Fridtjof Nansen Institute

202. The Global Environmental Forum*
203. The Institute for Global Environmental Strategies*
204. The Institute of Energy Economics*

205. The Japan Economic Research Institute*

206 The Japan Electrical Manufacturers' Association

207. The Japan Environmental Education Forum*
208. The Japan Gas Association*

209. The Japan Network for Earth Environment and Prevention Pollution*

210. The Japan Scientist Association*

211 The Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industrv

212. The Local Grassroots Network of Citizens*

213 The Nature Conser\ancy
214 The Netherlands Energv Research Foundation

215 The Pacific Rim Consortium for Energy Combustion and the Environment
216. The Pollution Related Health Damage Compensation and PrevenUon Association*
2 1 7. The Rockefeller Foundation

2 1 8. The Royal Institute of International Affairs

219. The Solar Century-

220. The Swiss Federal Institute for Environmental Science and Technology/Human Ecology-

Group
22 1 . The Uraruum Institute

222 The Woods Hole Research Center

223. Union of Concemed Scientists

224. Union of Industnal and Employers' Confederations of Europe
225 United Methodist Church/General Board of Church and Society
226. United Mine Workers of America
227 United Nations Environment Development - Uj< Committee
228 United Nations Student Association of Japan*
229. University of KasscI

230. University- of Oslo

23 1 University of Utrecht -
Faculty of Chemistry
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232. US Climate Action Network

233. Verification Technolog>' Information Centre

234. Wild Bird Society' of Japan*

235 World Business Council for Sustainable Development
236. World Coal Institute

237. World Conference on Religion and Peace

238. World Council of Churches

239. World Energ>' Council

240. World Resources Institute

24 1 . World Watch Institute

242. Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Enviromnent and Energy
243 WWF-Intemational
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Annex HI

List of documents before the Conference of the Parties at its third session

FCCC/CP/1 996/2

FCCC/CP/1 997/1

and Add. 1-2

FCCC/CP/1997/2

and Add. 1

FCCC/CP/1997/3

FCCC/CP/1997/4

FCCC/CP/1 997/5

FCCC/CP/1 997/6

FCCC/CP/1997/INF.l

FCCC/CP/1997/1NF.2

FCCC/CP/1997/INF.:

FCCC/CP/1997/INF.4

Adoption of the rules of procedure

Provisional agenda and annotations, including suggestions

for the organization of work

Adoption of a protocol or another legal instrument;

Fulfilment of the Berlin Mandate. Revised text under

negotiation

Financial mechanism: report of the Global Environment Facilit\-

to the Conference of the Parties at its third session

Admission of observers; intergovernmental and

non-governmental organizations

Adoption of the rules of procedure; note by
Mr. Chen Chimutengsvende (Zimbabwe), President of the

Conference of the Parties at its second session, on his informal

consultations on the draft rules of procedure

Credentials of the representatives of Parties to the third session

of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change: report of the Bureau

Administrative and financial matters; Programme budget of the

Convention for the biennium 1998-1999. Detailed

subprogramme activities and resource requirements

Status of ratification of the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change

Secretariat activities relating to technical and financial support to

Parties

Report on the status-of contributions to the core budget for the

biennium 1996-1997.

FCCC/CP/1997/INF.5 List of participants
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FCCC/CP/1997/MISC.2

FCCC/CP/1997/MISC.3

FCCC/CP/1997/CRP.5

FCCC/CP/1997/L.l

FCCC/CP/1997/L.2

FCCC/CP/1997/L.3

and Add. 1

FCCC/CP/1997/L.4

FCCC/CP/1997/L.5

FCCC/CP/1997/L.6

FCCC/CP/1997/L.7

FCCC/CP/1997/L.7/Add.I

FCCC/CP/1997/L.8

FCCC/CP/1997/L.9

FCCC/SB/1 997/1

FCCC/SB/ 1997/3

FCCC/CP/ 1997/7

English

Page 55

Provisional list of participants

Review of information and possible decisions under

Article 4.2 (f): submission by Turkey

Report of the round table on transfer of technology and

know-how

High-level segment attended by mmisters and other heads of

delegation: draft list of items proposed by the Group of 77 and

China

Date and venue of the fourth session of the Conference of the

Parties: draft decision submitted by the President

Review of information and possible decisions under

Article 4.2(f): draft decision proposed by Mr. Luis Herrera

Marcano (Venezuela), Vice-President of the Conference

Draft report of the Conference of the Parties on its third session

Methodological issues related to a protocol or another legal

instrument: draft decision sumitted bv the Commitee of the

Whole

Expression of gratitude to the Government and the people of

Japan: draft resolution submitted b> Bhutan

Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change: draft decision

submitted by the Committee of the Whole

Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change

Programme budget for the biennium 1998-1999: draft decision

submitted by the Chairman of the SBl

Implementation of Article 4 8 of the Convention: draft decision

submitted by the Committee of the Whole

Progress report on technology and technology transfer

Development and transfer of technologies: Progress report
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FCCC/SB/1 997/4

FCCC/SBST/U1996/20

FCCC/SBSTA/ 1997/4

FCCC/SBSTA/ 1997/6

FCCC/SBSTA/1997/10

FCCC/SBSTA/1997/12and
Conr. 1-2, and Add. 1

FCCC/SBSTA/1997/14

FCCC/SBSTA/1997/INF:

FCCC/SBiyi996/14

FCCC/SBI/1997/6

FCCC/SBI/1997/10

FCCC/SBI/1997/12

FCCC/SBI/ 1997/1 5

FCCC/SBl/1997/16

Development and transfer of technologies: Update to progress

report

Report of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice on the work of its fourth session, Geneva, 16-18

December 1996

Report of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice on the work of its fifth session, Bonn,
25-28 February 1997

Report of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice on the work of its sixth session, Bonn,
28 July

- 5 August 1 1997

Development and transfer of technologies: Progress report

Activities implemented jointly under the pilot phase:

Synthesis report on activities implemented jointly

Report of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice on the work of its seventh session, Bonn, 20-28 October

1997

Activities implemented jointly under the pilot phase: Contact and

activity information

Report of the Subsidiarv Bod>' for Implementation on the work
of its fourth session, Geneva, 10-11 December 1996

Report of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation on the work
of its fifWi session. Bonn. 25 February'

- 7 March 1997

Proposed programme budget of the Convention for the biennium

1998-1999

Volume of documentation

Amendments to the Convention or its Annexes

Report of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation on the work
of its sixth session, Bonn. 28 July

- 5 August 1997
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Financial perfonnance ofUNFCCC: Contributions and

expenditures in 1996-1997, and forecast for the biennium 1996-1997

FCCC/SBI/1997/21 Report of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation on the work
of its seventh session, Bonn, 20-29 October 1997

FCCC/AGBM/1996/8

FCCC/AGBMyi996/ll

Report of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on the work

of its fourth session, Geneva, 1 1-16 July 1996

Report of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on the work

of its fifth session, Geneva, 9-12 December 1996

FCCC/AGBM/1997/3
and Add. 1 an Corr. I

Report of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on the

work of its sixth session, Bonn, 3-7 March 1997

FCCC/AGBM/1997/5

FCCC/AGBM/ 1997/8

Report of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on the work

of its seventh session, Bonn, 3 1 July
- 7 August 1997

Report of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on the work

of the first part of its eighth session, Bonn, 22-3 1 October 1997

FCCC/AGBM/1997/8/Add. 1 Report of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on the work

of the second part of its eighth session, Kyoto,
30 November 1997

FCCC/AG13/I996/4 Report of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13 on the work of its

third session, Geneva. 16-18 December 1996

FCCC/AG 13/ 1997/2 Report of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13 on the work of its

fourth session, Bonn, 25-28 February 1997

FCCC/AG 13/ 1997/4 Report of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13 on the work of its

fifth session, Bonn, 28-30 July 1997
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Corrigendum

Page 17. section]. Attendance, paragraph 40

Line 2: ioL 138 read 159

After Niger insert Nigeria
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5/CP.3 Date and venue of the fourth session of the Conference of

the Parties

6/CP.3 Communications from Parties included in Annex I to the

Convention

7/CP.3 Co-operation with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

8/CP.3 Development of observational networks of the climate system . . .

9/CP.3 Development and transfer of technologies

10/CP.3 Activities implemented jointly under the pilot phase

1 1/CP.3 Review of the financial mechanism

12/CP.3 Annex to the Memorandum of Understanding on the determination

of funding necessar>- and available for the implementation of the

Convention

13/CP.3 Division of labour be^veen the Subsidiary Body for Implementation

and the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice .

14/CP.3 Future work of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13

15/CP.3 Programme budget for the biennium 1998-1999

16/CP.3 Financial performance of the Convention in the biennium

1996-1997

17/CP.3 Arrangements for administrative support to the Convention

secretariat

18/CP.3 Volume of documentation

Page

34

35

37

38

39

41

42

43

44

48

49

55

56

57

II. RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

Resolution

1/CP.3 Expression of gratitude to the Government and people of Japan . . . 58
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Page

III OTHER ACTION TAKEN BY THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

i. Second review of the adequacy of Article 4.2(a) and (b) of the Convention 59

2. Request by Turkey to be deleted from the lists in Annexes 1 and II to the

Convention 59

3. Proposal by Brazil in document FCCC/AGBM/1997/MISCl/Add 3 59

4. Calendar of meetings of Convention bodies 1998-1999 59

Annex Table: Total carbon dioxide emissions of Annex 1 Parlies in 1990,

for the purposes of Article 25 of the Kyoto Protocol 60

57-716 99-30
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1. DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

Decision 1/CP.3

Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol to the

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

TTie Conference ofthe Parties,

Having rewewec/ Article 4, paragraph 2(a) and (b), of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change at its first session and having concluded that these subparagraphs
are not adequate.

Recalling its decision 1/CP. 1 entitled "The Berlin Mandate: Review of the adequacy of

Article 4, paragraph 2(a) and (b), of the Convention, including proposals related to a protocol

and decisions on follow-up", by which it agreed to begin a process to enable it to take

appropriate action for the period beyond 2000 through the adoption of a protocol or another legal

instrument at its third session.

Recallingfurther that one aim of the process was to strengthen the commitments in

Article 4, paragraph 2(a) and (b) of the Convention, for developed country/other Parties included

in Annex 1, both to elaborate policies and measures, and to set quantified limitation and

reduction objectives within specified time-frames, such as 2005, 2010 and 2020, for their

anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases not controlled by
the Montreal Protocol,

Recalling also that, accordmg to the Berlin Mandate, the process will not mtroduce any
new commitments for Parties not included in Annex 1, but reaffirm existing commitments m
Article 4, paragraph 1, and continue to advance the implementation of these commitments in

order to achieve sustamable development, taking into account Article 4, paragraphs 3, 5 and 7,

Noting the reports of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate on its eight sessions,'

Having considered with appreciation the report presented by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc

Group on the Berlin Mandate,

Taking note with appreciation of the report of the Chairman of the Committee of the

Whole on the outcome of the work of the Committee,

FCCC/AGBM/1995/2andCorr.l,and7andCorr 1, FCCC/AGBM/I996/5, 8, and 1 1

FCCC/AGBM/1997/3, 3/Add.l and Cotr 1. 5. 8 and 8/Add.l
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Recognizing the need to prepare for the early entrv' into force of the Kyoto Protocol to the

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

Aware of the desirability of the timely commencement of work to pave the way for a

successful outcome of the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties, to be held m Buenos

Aires, Argentina,

1. Decides to adopt the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change, annexed hereto;

2. Requests the Secretary-General of the United Nations to be the Depositary of this

Protocol and to open it for signature in New York from 16 March 1998 until 15 March 1999;

3. Invites all Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change to sign the Protocol on 16 March 1998 or at the earliest opportunity- thereafter, and to

deposit instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval, or instruments of accession where

appropriate, as soon as possible;

4. Further invites Slates that are not parties to the Convention to ratify or accede to

it, as appropnate, without delay, so that they may become Parties to the Protocol;

5. Requests the Chairman of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological

Advice and the Chairman of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation, taking into account the

approved programme budget for the biennium 1998-1999 and the related programme of work of

the secretariat,- to give guidance to the secretanat on the prcparaton, work needed for

consideration by the Conference of the Parties, at its fourth session, of the following matters, and

to allocate work thereon to the respective subsidiarv- bodies as appropnate:

(a) Determination of modalities, rules and guidelines as to how, and which, additional

human-induced activities related to changes in greenhouse gas emissions by sources and

removals by sinks in the agncultural soils and the land-use change and forestry categories shall be

added to, or subtracted from, the assigned amounts for Parties to the Protocol included in

Annex 1 to the Convention, as provided for under Article 3, paragraph 4. of the Protocol;

(b) Definition of relevant principles, modalities, rules and guidelines, in particular for

verification, reporting and accountabilitv- of emissions trading, pursuant to Article 17 of the

Protocol;

(c) Elaboration of guidelines for any Partv to the Protocol included in Annex I to the

Convention to transfer to, or acquire from, any other.,such Party emission reduction units

resulting from projects aimed at reducing anthropogenic emissions by sources or enhancing

FCCC/CP/1997/INF.I.
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anthropogenic removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in any sector of the economy, as provided

for under Article 6 of the Protocol;

(d) Consideration of and, as appropriate, action on suitable methodologies to address

the situation of Parties listed in Annex B to the Protocol for which single projects would have a

significant proportional impact on emissions in the commitment period;

(e) Analysis of the implications of Article 12, paragraph 10. of the Protocol;

6. Invites the Chairman of the Subsidiar\ Body for Scientific and Technological

Advice and the Chairman of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation to make a jomt proposal to

those bodies, at their eighth sessions, on the allocation to them of preparatory work to enable the

Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Protocol, at its fu^st session

after the entry into force of the Protocol, to accomplish the tasks assigned to it by the Protocol.

1 2th plenary meeting

U December 1997
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Annex

KYOTO PROTOCOL TO THE
UIVITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

The Parties to this Protocol,

Being Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,

heremafter referred to as "the Convention",

Jn pursuit of the ultimate objective of the Convention as stated in its Article 2,

Recalling the provisions of the Convention,

Being guided hy Article 3 of the Convention,

Pursuant to the Berlin Mandate adopted by decision 1/CP 1 of the

Conference of the Parties to the Convention at its first session.

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

For the purposes of this Protocol, the definitions contained in Article 1 of the

Conxention shall apply. In addition:

1. "Conference of the Parties
'

means the Conference of the Parties to the Convention.

2. 'Con\ention'" means the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,

adopted in New York on 9 May 1992.

3. "Intergovemmenta! Pane! on Climate Change" means the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change established in 1988 jointly by the World Meteorological Orgamzation and

the United Nations Environment Programme.

4. "Montreal Protocol" means the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the

Ozone Layer, adopted in Montreal on 16 September 1987 and as subsequently adjusted and

amended.

5. "Parties present and voting" means Parties present and casting an affirmative or

negative vote.

6 "Party
"
means, unless the context otherwise indicates, a Party to this Protocol.
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7. "Party included in Annex I" means a Party included in Annex I to the Convention, as

may be amended, or a Party which has made a notification under Article 4, paragraph 2(g), of the

Convention.

Article 2

1. Each Party included in Annex I, in achieving its quantified emission limitation and

reduction commitments under Article 3, in order to promote sustainable development, shall;

(a) Implement and/or further elaborate policies and measures in accordance with

its national circumstances, such as:

(i) Enhancement of energy efficiency in relevant sectors of the national

economy;

(ii) Protection and enhancement of sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse

gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, taking into account its

commitments under relevant international environmental agreements,

promotion of sustainable forest management practices, afforestation

and reforestation;

(iii) Promotion of sustainable forms of agriculture in light of climate

change considerations;

(iv) Research on, and promotion, development and increased use of, new

and renewable forms of energy, of carbon dioxide sequestration

technologies and of advanced and innovative envu-onmentally sound

technologies;

(v) Progressive reduction or phasing out of market imperfections, fiscal

incentives, tax and duty exemptions and subsidies in all greenhouse

gas emitting sectors that nin counter to the objective of the Convention

and application of market instruments;

(vi) Encouragement of appropriate reforms in relevant sectors aimed at

promoting policies and measures which limit or reduce emissions of

greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol;

(vii) Measures to limit and/or reduce emissions of greenhouse gases not

controlled by the Montreal Protocol in the transport sector;
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(viii) Limitation and/or reduction of methane emissions through recovery and

use in waste management, as well as in the production, transport and

distribution of energ>';

(b) Cooperate with other such Parties to enhance the individual and combined
effectiveness of their policies and measures adopted under this Article, pursuant to Article 4,

paragraph 2(e)(i), of the Convention. To this end, these Parties shall take steps to share their

experience and exchange information on such policies and measures, including developing

ways of improving dieir comparabilit>', transparency and effectiveness The Conference of

the Parties servmg as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall, at its first session or as

soon as practicable thereafter, consider ways to facilitate such cooperation, taking into

account all relevant information.

2. The Parties mcluded m Annex I shall pursue limitation or reduction of emissions of

greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol trom aviation and marine bunker

fuels, working through the International Civil Aviation Organization and the International

Maritime Organization, respectively.

3. The Parties included m Annex I shall strive to unplement policies and measures under

this Article in such a way as to minimize adverse effects, including the adverse effects of

climate change, effects on international trade, and social, environmental and economic

impacts on other Parties, especially developing country Parties and in particular those

identified in Article 4, paragraphs 8 and 9, of the Convention, taking into account Article 3 of

the Convention. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this

Protocol may take further action, as appropriate, to promote the implementation of the

provisions of this paragraph.

4. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol, if

it decides that it would be beneficial to coordinate any of the policies and measures in

paragraph 1(a) above, taking into account different national circumstances and potential

effects, shall consider wa>s and means to elaborate the coordination of such policies and

measures.

Article 3

1. The Parties included in Annex I shall, individually or jointly, ensure that their

aggregate anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of the greenhouse gases listed

in Annex A do not exceed their assigned amounts, calculated pursuant to their quantified
emission limitation and reduction commitments inscribed in Annex B and in accordance with

the provisions of this Article, with a view to reducing their overall emissions of such gases b)'

at least 5 per cent below 1990 levels in the commitnient period 2008 to 2012.

2. Each Party included in Annex 1 shall, by 2005, ha\e made demonstrable progress in

achieving its commitments under this Protocol.
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3. The net changes in greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks

resulting from direct human-induced land-use change and forestry activities, limited to

afforestation, reforestation and deforestation since 1990, measured as verifiable changes in

carbon stocks in each commitment period, shall be used to meet the commitments under this

Article of each Party included in Annex 1. The greenhouse gas emissions by sources and

removals by sinks associated with those activities shall be reported in a transparent and

verifiable manner and reviewed in accordance with Articles 7 and 8

4. Prior to the first session of the Conference of the Parties ser\ing as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol, each Party included in Annex 1 shall provide, for consideration by the

Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice, data to establish its level of carbon

stocks in 1990 and to enable an estimate to be made of its changes in carbon stocks in

subsequent years. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this

Protocol shall, at its first session or as soon as practicable thereafter, decide upon modalities,

rules and guidelines as to how, and which, additional human-induced activities related to

changes in greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks in the agricultural

soils and the land-use change and forestry categones shall be added to, or subtracted from, the

assigned amounts for Parties included in Annex I, taking into account uncertainties,

transparency in reporting, verifiability, the methodological work of the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change, the advice provided by the Subsidiar>' Body for Scientific and

Technological Advice in accordance with Article 5 and the decisions of the Conference of the

Parties Such a decision shall apply in the second and subsequent commitment periods. A

Party may choose to apply such a decision on these additional human-induced activities for its

first commitment period, provided that these activities have taken place since 1990.

5. The Parties included in Annex 1 undergoing the process of transition to a market

economy whose base year or period was established pursuant to decision 9/CP.2 of the

Conference of the Parties at its second session shall use that base year or period for the

implementation of their commitments under this Article. Any other Party included in Annex

I undergoing the process of transition to a market economy which has not yet submitted its

first national communication under Article 12 of the Convention may also notify the

Conference of the Parties ser\ing as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol that it intends

to use an historical base year or period other than 1990 for the implementation of its

commitments under this Article The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol shall decide on the acceptance of such notification.

6. Taking into account Article 4, paragraph 6, of the Convention, in the implementation
of their commitments under this Protocol other than those under this Article, a certain degree

of flevibiiitN' shall be allowed b\' the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol to the Parties included in Annex I undergoing the process of transition

to a market economy.
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7. In the first quantified emission limitation and reduction commitment period, fi-om

2008 to 2012, the assigned amount for each Party included in Annex I shall be equal to the

percentage inscribed for it in Annex B of its aggregate anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent

emissions of the greenhouse gases listed in Annex A in 1990, or the base year or period

determined in accordance with paragraph 5 above, multiplied by five. Those Parties mcluded in

Annex I for whom land-use change and forestry constituted a net source of greenhouse gas
emissions in 1990 shall include in their 1990 emissions base year or penod the aggregate

anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions by sources minus removals by sinks in 1990

fi-om land-use change for the purposes of calculating their assigned amount.

8. Any Party included in Annex I may use 1995 as its base year for hydrofluorocarbons,

perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride, for the purposes of the calculation referred to in

paragraph 7 above.

9. Commitments for subsequent periods for Parties included in Annex I shall be established

in amendments to Annex B to this Protocol, which shall be adopted in accordance with the

provisions of Article 21, paragraph 7. The Conference of the Parties servmg as the meeting of

the Parties to this Protocol shall initiate the consideration of such commitments at least seven

years before the end of the first commitment period referred to in paragraph 1 above.

10. Any emission reduction units, or any part of an assigned amount, which a Party acquires

fi-om another Party in accordance with the provisions of Article 6 or of Article 17 shall be added

to the assigned amount for the acquiring Party.

1 1 Any emission reduction units, or any part of an assigned amount, which a Part>' transfers

to another Part\' in accordance wilh the provisions of Article 6 or of Article 17 shall be

subtracted from the assigned amount for the transfemng Party.

12. Any certified emission reductions which a Part\ acquires from another Party in

accordance with the provisions of Article 12 shall be added to the assigned amount for the

acquiring Part\'.

13. If the emissions of a Party included in Annex I in a commitment period are less than its

assigned amount under this Article, this difference shall, on request of diat Part\', be added to the

assigned amount for that Party for subsequent commitment penods.

14. Each PartN' included in Annex 1 shall strive to implement the commitments mentioned in

paragraph 1 above in such a way as to minimize adverse social, environmental and economic

impacts on developing countrv- Parties, particularly those identified in Article 4, paragraphs 8 and

9, of the Convention. In line with relevant decisions of the Conference of the Parties on the

implementation of those paragraphs, the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol shall, at its first session, consider what actions are necessary to minimize

the adverse effects of climate change and/or the impacts of response measures on Parties referred
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to in those paragraphs. Among the issues to be considered shall be the establishment of funding,

insurance and transfer of technology.

Article 4

1. Any Parties included in Annex I that ha%'e reached an agreement to fulfil their

commitments under Article 3 jointly, shall be deemed to have met those commitments provided
that their total combined aggregate anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of the

greenhouse gases listed in Annex A do not exceed their assigned amounts calculated pursuant to

their quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments inscribed in Annex B and in

accordance with the provisions of Article 3. The respective emission level allocated to each of

the Parties to the agreement shall be set out in that agreement.

2. The Parties to any such agreement shall notify the secretariat of the terms of the

agreement on the date of deposit of their instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval of

this Protocol, or accession thereto. The secretariat shall in turn inforni the Parties and signatories

to the Convention of the terms of the agreement.

3. Any such agreement shall remain in operation for the duration of the commitment period

specified in Article 3, paragraph 7.

4. If Parties acting jointly do so in the fi^amework of, and together with, a regional

economic integration organization, any alteration in the composition of the organization after

adoption of this Protocol shall not affect existing commitments under this Protocol. Any
alteration in the composition of the organization shall only apply for the purposes of those

commitments under Article 3 that are adopted subsequent to that alteration.

5 In the event of failure by the Parties to such an agreement to achieve their total

combined level of emission reductions, each Part\ to that agreement shall be responsible for its

own level of emissions set out in the agreement.

6. If Parties acting jointly do so in the fi^amework of, and together with, a regional

economic integration organization which is itself a Party to this Protocol, each member State of

that regional economic integration organization individually, and together with the regional

economic integration organization acting in accordance with Article 24, shall, in the event of

failure to achieve the total combined level of emission reductions, be responsible for its level of

emissions as notified in accordance with diis Article.

Article 5

I . Each Part\- included in Annex I shall have in place, no later than one year prior to the

start of the first commitment penod. a national system for the estimation of anthropogenic
emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the

Montreal Protocol Guidelines for such national s>stems. which shall incorporate the
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methodologies specified in paragraph 2 below, shall be decided upon by the Conference of the

Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol at its first session.

2. Methodologies for estimating anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks

of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol shall be those accepted by the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and agreed upon by the Conference of the Parties at

its third session. Where such methodologies are not used, appropriate adjustments shall be

applied according to methodologies agreed upon by the Conference of the Parties serving as the

meeting of the Parties to this Protocol at its fu-st session Based on the work of inter alia, the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and advice provided by the Subsidiary Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice, the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol shall regularly review and, as appropnate, revise such methodologies and

adjustments, taking fiilly into account any relevant decisions by the Conference of the Parties.

Any revision to methodologies or adjustments shall be used onl>' for the purposes of ascertaining

compliance with commitments under Article 3 in respect of any commitment period adopted

subsequent to that revision.

3. The global warming potentials used to calculate the carbon dioxide equivalence of

anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases hsted in Annex
A shall be those accepted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and agreed upon

by the Conference of the Parties at its third session. Based on the work of inter alia, the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and advice provided by the Subsidiary Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice, the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol shall regularly review and, as appropriate, revise the global warming
potential of each such greenhouse gas, taking fijliy into account an\- relevant decisions by the

Conference of the Parties Any revision to a global warming potential shall apply only to

commitments under Article 3 in respect of any commitment period adopted subsequent to that

revision

Article 6

1 . For the purpose of meeting its commitments under Article 3, any Party included in

Annex I may transfer to, or acquire from, any other such Party emission reduction units resulting

fi'om projects aimed at reducing anthropogenic emissions by sources or enhancmg anthropogenic
removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in any sector of the economy, provided that:

(a) Any such project has the approval of the Parties involved,

(b) Any such project provides a reduction in emissions by sources, or an enhancement

of removals by sinks, that is additional to any that wc^uld otherwise occur,

(c) It does not acquire any emission reduction units if it is not in compliance with its

obligations under Articles 5 and 7; and
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(d) The acquisition of emission reduction units shall ise supplemental to domestic

actions for the purposes of meeting commitments under Article 3

2. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol may,
at its first session or as soon as practicable thereafter, fiirther elaborate guidelines for the

implementation of this Article, including for verification and reporting.

3. A Party included in Annex I may authorize legal entities to participate, under its

responsibility, in actions leading to the generation, transfer or acquisition under this Article of

emission reduction units.

4. If a question of implementation by a Party included in Annex 1 of the requirements

referred to in this Article is identified in accordance with the relevant provisions of

Article 8, transfers and acquisitions of emission reduction units may continue to be made after

the question has been identified, provided that any such units may not be used by a Party to meet

its commitments under Article 3 until any issue of compliance is resolved.

Article 7

1. Each Party included ui Annex I shall incorporate in its annual inventory of anthropogenic

emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal

Protocol, submitted in accordance with the relevant decisions of the Conference of the Parties,

the necessary supplementary information for the purposes of ensuring compliance with Article 3,

to be determined in accordance with paragraph 4 below.

2. Each Part>' included in Annex 1 shall incoqjorate in its national communication,

submitted under Article 12 of the Convention, the supplementary infomiation necessary to

demonstrate compliance with its commitments under this Protocol, to be determined in

accordance with paragraph 4 below.

3. Each Party included in Annex I shall submit the information required under

paragraph 1 above annually, beginning with the first inventory due under the Convention for the

first year of the commitment period after this Protocol has entered into force for that Party. Each

such Party shall submit the information required under paragraph 2 above as part of the first

national communication due under the Convention after this Protocol has entered into force for it

and after the adoption of guidelines as provided for in paragraph 4 below The frequency of

subsequent submission of information required under this Article shall be determined by the

Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol, taking into

account any timetable for the submission of national communications decided upon by the

Conference of the Parties

4 The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall

adopt at its first session, and review periodically thereafter, guidelines for the preparation of the

information required under this Article, taking into account guidelines for the preparation of
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national communications by Parties included in Annex I adopted by the Conference of the

Parties. The Conference of the Parues serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall

also, prior to the first commitment penod, decide upon modalities for the accounting of assigned
amounts.

Articles

1. The information submitted under Article 7 by each Part> mcluded m Annex I shall be

reviewed by ex-pert review teams pursuant to the relevant decisions of the Conference of the

Parties and m accordance with guidelmes adopted for this purpose by the Conference of the

Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol under paragraph 4 below. The
information submitted under Article 7, paragraph 1, by each Partv' included in Annex I shall be

reviewed as part of the annual compilation and accountmg of emissions inventories and assigned
amounts Additionally, the mformation submitted under Article 7, paragraph 2, by each Party

included in Annex I shall be reviewed as part of the review of communications.

2. Expert review teams shall be coordinated by the secretanat and shall be composed of

experts selected from those nominated by Parties to the Convention and, as appropriate, by

intergovernmental organizations, in accordance with guidance provided for this purpose by the

Conference of the Parties.

3. The review process shall provide a thorough and comprehensive technical assessment

of all aspects of the implementation by a Party of this Protocol. The ex-pert review teams shall

prepare a report to the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this

Protocol, assessuig the implementation of the commitments of the Part>- and identifying any

potential problems in. and factors influencing, the fulfilment of commitments. Such reports shall

be circulated by the secretanat to all Parties to the Con\ ention The secretanat shall list those

questions of implementation indicated in such reports for further consideration by the

Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol.

4. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall

adopt at its first session, and review penodically thereafkr, guidelines for the review of

unplementation of this Protocol by expert review teams taking mto account the relevant

decisions of the Conference of the Parties.

5. The Conference of the Parties ser\ing as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall,

with the assistance of the Subsidiap. Body for bnplementation and, as appropnate, the

Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice, consider:

(a) The information submitted by Parties under Article 7 and the reports of the expert
reviews thereon conducted under this Article; and

(b) Those questions of implementation listed by the secretariat under

paragraph 3 above, as well as any questions raised b\ Parties.
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6. Pursuant to its consideration of the information referred to in paragraph 5 above, the

Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall take

decisions on any matter required for the implementation of this Protocol.

Article 9

1. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall

periodically review this Protocol in the light of the best available scientific information and

assessments on climate change and its impacts, as well as relevant technical, social and economic

information. Such reviews shall be coordinated with pertinent reviews under the Convention, in

particular those required by Article 4, paragraph 2(d), and Article 7,

paragraph 2(a), of the Convention. Based on these reviews, the Conference of the Parties serving

as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall take appropriate action.

2. The first review shall take place at the second session of the Conference of the Parties

serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol. Further reviews shall take place at regular

intervals and in a timely manner.

Article 10

All Parties, taking into account their common but differentiated responsibilities and

their specific national and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances, without

introducing any new commitments for Parties not included in Annex I, but reaffirming existing

commitments under Article 4, paragraph 1, of the Convention, and continuing to advance the

implementation of these commitments in order to achieve sustainable development, taking into

account Article 4, paragraphs 3. 5 and 7, of the Convention, shall:

(a) Fomiulate, where relevant and to the extent possible, cost-effective national

and, where appropnate, regional programmes to improve the quality of local emission factors,

activity data and/or models which reflect the socio-economic conditions of each Party for the

preparation and penodic updating of national inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources

and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, using

comparable methodologies to be agreed upon by the Conference of the Parties, and consistent

with the guidelines for the preparauon of national communications adopted by the Conference of

the Parties;

(b) Formulate, implement, publish and regularly update national and, where

appropnate, regional programmes containing measures to mitigate climate change and measures

to facilitate adequate adaptation to climate change:

(i) Such programmes would, inter alia, concern the energy, transport and

industrv' sectors as well as agriculture, forestry and waste management
Furthemiorc, adaptation technologies and methods for improving spatial

planning would improve adaptation to climate change; and
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(ii) Parties included in Annex I shall submit information on action under this

Protocol, including national programmes, in accordance with Article 7;

and other Parties shall seek to include in their national communications, as

appropriate, information on programmes which contain measures that the

Part)' believes contribute to addressmg climate change and its adverse

impacts, including the abatement of increases in greenhouse gas

emissions, and enhancement of and removals by smks, capacity building

and adaptation measures;

(c) Cooperate in the promotion of effective modalities for the development,

application and diffiision of, and take all practicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as

appropriate, the transfer of or access to, environmentally sound technologies, know-how,

practices and processes f)ertinent to climate change, in particular to developing countries,

including the formulation of policies and programmes for the effective transfer of

environmentally sound technologies that are publicly owned or in the public domain and the

creation of an enabling environment for the private sector, to promote and enhance the transfer

of, and access to, environmentally soimd technologies;

(d) Cooperate in scientific and technical research and promote the maintenance and

the development of systematic observation systems and development of data archives to reduce

uncertainties related to the climate system, the adverse impacts of climate change and the

economic and social consequences of various response sU^ategies, and promote the development

and strengthening of endogenous capacities and capabilities to participate in international and

intergovernmental efforts, programmes and networks on research and systematic observation,

taking mto account Article 5 of the Convention;

(e) Cooperate m and promote at the international level, and, where appropnate,

using exjsting bodies, the development and implementation of education and training

programmes, mcluding the strengthening of national capacit> building, in particular human and

institutional capacities and the exchange or secondment of personnel to train experts in this field,

in particular for developing countries, and facilitate at the national level public awareness oC and

public access to information on, climate change. Suitable modalities should be developed to

implement these activities through the relevant bodies of the Convention, taking into account

Article 6 of the Convention;

(f) Include in their national communications information on programmes and

activities undertaken pursuant to this Article in accordance with relevant decisions of the

Conference of the Parties; and

(g) Give flill consideration, in implementing the commitments under this Article, to

Article 4, paragraph 8, of the Convention.
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Article 11

1. In the implementation of Article 10, Parties shall take mto account the provisions of

Article 4, paragraphs 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9, of the Convention.

2. In the context of the implementation of Article 4, paragraph 1, of the Convention, in

accordance with the provisions of Article 4, paragraph 3, and Article 1 1 of the Convention, and

through the entity or entities entrusted with the operation of the financial mechanism of the

Convention, the developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II to

the Convention shall:

(a) Provide new and additional financial resources to meet the agreed flill costs

incurred by developing country Parties in advancing the implementation of existing

commitments under Article 4, paragraph 1(a), of the Convention that are covered in

Article 10, subparagraph (a), and

(b) Also provide such financial resources, including for the transfer of technology,

needed by tlie developing country Parties to meet the agreed full incremental costs of advancing
the implementation of existing commitments imder Article 4. paragraph I, of the Convention that

are covered by Article 10 and that arc agreed between a developing countrs- Partv' and the

international entit>' or entities referred to m Article 1 1 of tlie Convention, in accordance with that

Article.

The implementation of these existing commitments shall take into account the need for adequacy
and predictabilit>' in the flow of funds and the importance of appropnatc burden sharing among

developed countrs Parties The guidance to the entity or entities entrusted with the operation of

the financial mechanism of the Convention in relevant decisions of the Conference of the Parties,

including those agreed before tiie adoption of this Protocol, shall apply mutans mutandis to the

provisions of this paragraph.

3. The developed country Parties and other de\ eloped Parties in Annex 11 to die

Com ention may also provide, and developing countrv Parlies avail themselves of, fmancial

resources for the implementation of Article 10, through bilateral, regional and otiier multilateral

channels.

Article 12

1. A clean development mechanism is herebv defined.

2 The purpose of the clean dc\clopment mechanism shall be to assist Parties not included

in Annex 1 in achieving sustainable development and in contnbuting to the ultimate objective of

the Convention, and to assist Parlies included in Annex 1 in achieving compliance with their

quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments under Article 3.
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Under the clean development mechanism;

(a) Parties not included in Annex I will benefit from project activities resulting in

certified emission reductions; and

(b) Parties included in Annex I may use the certified emission reductions accruing

from such project activities to contribute to compliance with part of their quantified emission

limitation and reduction commitments under Article 3, as determined by the Conference of the

Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol.

4. The clean development mechanism shall be subject to the authority and guidance of the

Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol and be supervised

by an executive board of the clean development mechanism

5. Emission reductions resulting from each project activity' shall be certified by operational

entities to be designated by the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to

this Protocol, on the basis of

(a) Voluntary participation approved by each Party involved;

(b) Real, measurable, and long-term benefits related to the mitigation of climate

change; and

(c) Reductions in emissions that are additional to any that would occur in the absence

of the certified project activitv-.

6. The clean development mechanism shall assist in arranging funding of certified project

activities as necessarv'.

7. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall,

at its first session, elaborate modalities and procedures with the objective of ensuring

transparency, efficiency and accountabilitv' through independent auditing and verification of

project activities.

8. The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall

ensure that a share of the proceeds from certified project activities is used to cover adminisfrative

expenses as well as to assist developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the

adverse effects of climate change to meet the costs of adaptation.

9. Participation under the clean development mechanism, including in activities mentioned

in paragraph 3(a) abo\e and in the acquisition of certified emission reductions, may involve

pnvaic and/or public entities, and is to be subject to w haie\cr guidance may be provided by the

executive board of the clean development mechanism.
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10. Certified emission reductions obtained during the period from the year 2000 up to the

beginning of the first commitment period can be used to assist in achieving compliance in the

first commitment penod.

Article 13

1 . The Conference of the Parties, the supreme body of the Convention, shall serve as the

meeting of the Parties to this Protocol.

2. Parties to the Convention that are not Parties to this Protocol may participate as

observers in the proceedings of any session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the

meeting of the Parties to this Protocol. When the Conference of the Parties serves as the meetmg
of the Parties to this Protocol, decisions under this Protocol shall be taken only by those that are

Parties to this Protocol.

3. When the Conference of the Parties serves as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol,

any member of the Bureau of the Conference of the Parties representing a Party to the

Convention but, at that time, not a Party to this Protocol, shall be replaced b>' an additional

member to be elected by and from amongst the Parties to this Protocol.

4. The Conference of the Parties servmg as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall

keep under regular review the implementation of this Protocol and shall make, within its

mandate, the decisions necessar\ to promote its effective implementation. It shall perform the

functions assigned to it by this Protocol and shall.

(a) Assess, on the basis of all information made available to it in accordance with

the provisions of this Protocol, the implementation of this Protocol by the Parties, the overall

effects of the measures taken pursuant to this Protocol, in particular environmental, economic

and social effects as well as their cumulative impacts and the extent to which progress towards

the objective of the Convention is being achieved;

(b) Periodically examine the obligations of the Parties under this Protocol, giving due

consideration to any reviews required by Article 4, paragraph 2(d), and Article 7, paragraph 2, of

the Convention, in the light of the objective of the Convention, the experience gained in its

implementation and the evolution of scientific and technological knowledge, and m this respect

consider and adopt regular reports on the implementation of this Protocol;

(c) Promote and facilitate the exchange of information on measures adopted by the

Parties to address climate change and its effects, taking into account the differing circumstances,

responsibilities and capabilities of the Parties and their respective commitments under this

Protocol;

(d) Facilitate, at the request of two or more Parties, the coordmation of measures

adopted b>- them to address climate change and its effects, taking into account the diffenng
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circumstances, responsibilities and capabilities of the Parties and their respective commitments

under this Protocol;

(e) Promote and guide, in accordance with the objective of the Convention and the

provisions of this Protocol, and taking fully into account the relevant decisions by the

Conference of the Parties, the development and penodic refinement of comparable

methodologies for the effective implementation of this Protocol, to be agreed on by the

Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol;

(f) Make recommendations on any matters necessars for the implementation of this

Protocol;

(g) Seek to mobilize additional financial resources in accordance with

Article 1 1, paragraph 2;

(h) Establish such subsidiary bodies as are deemed necessary for the implementation
of this Protocol;

(i) Seek and utilize, where appropnate, the ser\ices and cooperation of, and

information provided by, competent intemational organizations and intergovernmental and

non-governmental bodies; and

(j) Exercise such other functions as may be required for the implementation of this

Protocol, and consider any assignment resulting from a decision by the Conference of the Parties.

5. The rules of procedure of the Conference of the Parties and financial procedures applied

under the Convention shall be applied mutatis mutandis under this Protocol, except as may be

otherwise decided by consensus by the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol.

6. The first session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to

this Protocol shall be convened by the secretanat m conjunction with the Grst session of the

Conference of the Parties that is scheduled after the date ofthc entry into force of this Protocol.

Subsequent ordinary sessions ofthc Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol shall be held every year and in conjunction with ordinary sessions of the

Conference of the Parties, unless otherwise decided by the Conference of the Parties serving as

the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol

7. Extraordinarv' sessions of the Conference ofthc Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol shall be held at such other times as ma\ be deemed necessar.' by the

Conference of the Parties sen ing as the meeting ofthc Parlies to this Protocol, or at the written

request of an\ Party , provided that, within six months ofthc request being communicated to the

Parties by the secretanat, it is supported by at least one third ofthc Parties.
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8. The United Nations, its specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy

Agency, as well as any State member thereof or observers thereto not party to the Convention,

may be represented at sessions of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the

Parties to this Protocol as observers. Any body or agency, vshether national or international,

governmental or non-governmental, which is qualified in matters covered by this Protocol and

which has informed the secretanat of its wish to be represented at a session of the Conference of

the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol as an observer, may be so

admitted unless at least one third of the Parties present object The admission and participation

of observers shall be subject to the rules of procedure, as referred to in

paragraph 5 above.

Article 14

1. The secretariat established by Article 8 of the Convention shall serve as the secretariat of

this Protocol.

2. Article 8, paragraph 2. of the Convention on the functions of the secretariat, and

Article 8, paragraph 3, of the Convention on arrangements made for the functioning of the

secretariat, shall apply mutatis mutandis to this Protocol. The secretanat shall, in addition,

exercise the functions assigned to it under this Protocol.

Article 15

1. The Subsidiary' Body for Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiary Body
for Implementation established by Arucles 9 and 10 of the Con\enuon shall serve as,

respectively, the Subsidiarv Bodv for Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiarv'

Body for Implementation of this Protocol. The provisions relating to the functioning of these

two bodies under the Convention shall apply mutatis mutandis to this Protocol. Sessions of the

meetings of the Subsidiary Bodv for Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiary

Body for Implementation of this Protocol shall be held in conjunction with the meetings of,

respectively, the Subsidiarv Bodv for Scientific and Technological Ad\ ice and the Subsidiary

Body for Implementation of the Convention.

2. Parties to the Convention that are not Parties to this Protocol may participate as observers

in the proceedings of any session of the subsidiarv- bodies When the subsidiary bodies serve as

the subsidiary bodies of this Protocol, decisions under this Protocol shall be taken only by those

that are Parties to this Protocol

3. When the subsidiary bodies established by Articles 9 and 10 of the Convention exercise

llicir functions with regard to matters concerning this Protocol, any member of the Bureaux of

those subsidiary bodies representing a Party to the Convention but, at that time, not a party to

this Protocol, shall be replaced by an additional member to be elected by and from amongst the

Parties to ihis Protocol
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Article 16

The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall,

as soon as practicable, consider the application to this Protocol of and modifS as appropriate, the

multilateral consultative process referred to in Article 13 of the Convention, m the light of any
relevant decisions that may be taken by the Conference of the Parties Any multilateral

consultative process that may be applied to this Protocol shall operate without prejudice to the

procedures and mechanisms established in accordance with Article 18.

Article 17

The Conference of the Parties shall define the relevant pnnciples, modalities, rules and

guidelmes, in particular for verification, reporting and accountability for emissions trading. The

Parties included in Annex B may participate in emissions trading for the purposes of fiilfilling

their commitments under Article 3. Any such trading shall be supplemental to domestic actions

for the purpose of meeting quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments under that

Article.

Article 18

The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall,

at its first session, approve appropriate and effective procedures and mechanisms to determine

and to address cases of non-compliance with the provisions of this Protocol, including through

the development of an indicative list of consequences, taking into account the cause, type, degree

and frequency of non-compliance Any procedures and mechanisms under this Article entailing

binding consequences shall be adopted by means of an amendment to this Protocol.

Article 19

The provisions of Article 14 of the Convention on settlement of disputes shall apply

muians mutandis to this Protocol.

Article 20

1. Any Part>' may propose amendments to this Protocol

2. Amendments to this Protocol shall be adopted at an ordinarv' session of the Conference of

the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol. The text of any proposed
amendment to this Protocol shall be communicated to the Parties by the secretariat at least six

months before the meeting at which it is proposed for adoption The secretariat shall also

communicate the text of any proposed amendments to the Parties and signatories to the

Convention and, for information, to the Depositary .
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3. The Parties shall make every effort to reach agreement on any proposed amendment to

this Protocol by consensus If all efforts at consensus have been exhausted, and no agreement

reached, the amendment shall as a last resort be adopted by a ihree-fourths majonty vote of the

Parties present and voting at the meetmg. The adopted amendment shall be communicated by

the secretanat to the Depositary, who shall circulate it to all Parties for their acceptance.

4. Instruments of acceptance in respect of an amendment shall be deposited with the

Depositary. An amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 3 above shall enter into force

for those Parties having accepted it on the ninetieth day after the date of receipt by the

Depositary of an instrument of acceptance by at least three fourths of the Parties to this Protocol.

5. The amendment shall enter into force for any other Part>' on the ninetieth day after the

date on which that Party deposits with the Depositary its instrument of acceptance of the said

amendment.

Article 21

1. Annexes to this Protocol shall form an integral part thereof and, unless otherwise

expressly provided, a reference to this Protocol constitutes at the same time a reference to any

annexes thereto. Any annexes adopted after the entry into force of this Protocol shall be

restricted to lists, forms and any other material of a descriptive nature that is of a scientific,

technical, procedural or administrative character.

2. Any Party may make proposals for an annex to this Protocol and may propose

amendments to annexes to this Protocol.

3. Annexes to this Protocol and amendments to annexes to this Protocol shall be adopted at

an ordinarv' session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this

Protocol. The texl of any proposed annex or amendment to an annex shall be communicated to

the Parties by the secretariat at least six months before the meeting at which it is proposed for

adoption. The secretariat shall also communicate the text of any proposed annex or amendment

to an annex to the Parties and signatories to the Convention and, for information, to the

Depositary'.

4 The Parties shall make even.- effort to reach agreement on any proposed annex or

amendment to an annex by consensus If all efforts at consensus have been exhausted, and no

agreement reached, the annex or amendment to an annex shall as a last resort be adopted by a

three-fourths majority vote of the Parties present and voting at the meeting. The adopted annex

or amendment to an annex shall be communicated by the secretariat to the Depositary, who shall

circulate it to all Parties for their acceptance

5. An annex, or amendment to an annex other than Annex A or B, that has been adopted in

accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4 above shall enter into force for all Parties to this Protocol six

months after the date of the communication by the Depositan. to such Parties of the adoption of
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the annex or adoption of the amendment to the annex, except for those Parties that have notified

the Depositary', in writing, within that period of their non-acceptance of the annex or amendment

to the annex. The annex or amendment to an annex shall enter into force for Parties which

withdraw their notification of non-acceptance on the ninetieth day after the date on which

withdrawal of such notification has been received by the Deposilarv.

6. If the adoption of an annex or an amendment to an annex involves an amendment to this

Protocol, that annex or amendment to an annex shall not enter into force until such time as the

amendment to this Protocol enters into force.

7, Amendments to Annexes A and B to this Protocol shall be adopted and enter into force in

accordance with the procedure set out in Article 20, provided that an\ amendment to Annex B
shall be adopted only with the written consent of the Partv' concerned.

Article 22

1. Each Party shall have one vote, except as provided for in paragraph 2 below.

2. Regional economic integration organizations, in matters within their competence, shall

exercise their right to vote with a number of votes equal to the number of their member States

that are Parties to this Protocol Such an organization shall not exercise its right to vote if any of

its member States exercises its right, and vice versa.

Article 23

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be the Depositary' of this Protocol.

Article 24

1 . This Protocol shall be open for signature and subject to ratification, acceptance or

approval by States and regional economic integration organizations which are Parties to the

Convention. It shall be open for signature at United Nations Headquarters in New York from

16 March 1998 to 15 March 1999. This Protocol shall be open for accession from the day after

the date on which it is closed for signature. Instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or

accession shall be deposited with the Depositary.

2. Any regional economic integration organization which becomes a Party to this Protocol

without any of its member Slates being a Party shall be bound by all the obligations under this

Protocol. In the case of such organizations, one or more of whose member States is a Party to

this Protocol, the organization and its member States shall decide on their respective

responsibilities for the performance of their obligations under this Protocol. In such cases, the

organization and the member States shall not be entitled to exercise rights under this Protocol

concurrently.
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3. In their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, regional economic

integration organizations shall declare the extent of their competence with respect to the matters

governed by this Protocol. These organizations shall also inform the Depositary-, who shall in

turn inform the Parties, of any substantial modification in the extent of their competence.

Article 25

1. This Protocol shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date on which not less

than 55 Parties to the Convention, incorporating Parties included in Annex I which accounted in

total for at least 55 per cent of the total carbon dioxide emissions for 1990 of the Parties included

in Annex I, have deposited their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

2. For the purposes of this Article, "the total carbon dioxide emissions for 1990 of the

Parties included in Annex I" means the amount communicated on or before the date of adoption

of this Protocol by the Parties included in Annex 1 in their first national communications

submitted in accordance with Article 12 of the Convention.

3. For each State or regional economic integration organization that ratifies, accepts or

approves this Protocol or accedes thereto after the conditions set out in paragraph 1 above for

entr\' into force have been fulfilled, this Protocol shall enter into force on the ninetieth day

following the date of deposit of its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

4. For the purposes of this Article, any instrument deposited by a regional economic

integration organization shall not be counted as additional to those deposited by States members

of the organization.

Article 26

No reservations may be made to this Protocol.

Article 27

1 . At any time after three years from the date on which this Protocol has entered into force

for a Part)', that Party may withdraw from this Protocol by giving written notification to the

Depositary

2. Any such withdrawal shall take effect upon expirs of one year from the date of receipt by

the Depositary of the notification of withdrawal, or on such later date as may be specified in the

notification of withdrawal.

3. Any Party that withdraws fi-om the Convention shall be considered as also having

withdrawn from this Protocol.
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Article 28

The original of this Protocol, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and

Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretar\-General of the

United Nations.

DONE at Kyoto this eleventh day of December one thousand nine hundred and

ninet>'-seven.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly aulhonzed to that effect, have

affixed their signatures to this Protocol on the dates indicated.
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Annex A

Greenhouse gases

Carbon dioxide (CO^
Methane (CHJ
Nitrous oxide (N;0)

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs)

Sulphur hexafluoride (SF^)

Sectors/source categories

Energ>'

Fuel combustion

Energy industries

Manufacturing industries and construction

Transport

Other sectors

Other

Fugitive emissions from fuels

Solid fuels

Oil and natural gas

Other

Industrial processes

Mineral products

Chemical industr\

Metal production

Other production

Production of halocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride

Consumption of halocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride

Other

Sol\ cnt and other product use

Agriculture

Enteric fermentation

Manure management
Rice cultivation

Agricultural soils

Prescribed buming of sas annas

Field buming of agricullural residues

Other
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Waste

Solid waste disposal on land

Wastewater handling

Waste incineration

Other
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Decision 2/CP.3

Methodological issues related to the Kyoto protocol

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling its decisions 4/CP. 1 and 9/CP.2,

Endorsing the relevant conclusions of the Subsidian- Body for Scientific and

Technological Advice at its fourth session,'

1. Reaffirms that Parties should use the Revised 1996 Guidelines for National

Greenhouse Gas Inventones of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to

estimate and report on anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse

gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol;

2. Affirms that the actual emissions of hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and

sulphur hexafluonde should be estimated, where data are available, and used for the reporting of

emissions Parties should make even.- efifort to develop the necessar.- sources of data;

3. Reaffirms that global wanning potentials used by Parties should be those provided

by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its Second Assessment Report ('"1995

IPCC GWP values") based on the effects of the greenhouse gases over a 100-year time horizon,

taking into account the inherent and complicated uncertainties involved in global warming

potential estimates In addition, for mformation purposes onis , Parties may also use another time

horizon, as provided in the Second Assessment Report:

4. Recalls that, under the Revised 1996 Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas

Inventones of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, emissions based upon fuel sold

to ships or aircraft engaged in inlcmational transport should not be included in national totals,

but reported separately; and urges the Subsidiar\ Body for Scientific and Technological Advice

to further elaborate on the inclusion of these emissions in the overall greenhouse gas inventories

of Parties;

5. Decides that emissions resulting from multilateral operations pursuant to the

Charter of the United Nations shall not be included in national totals, but reported separately;

other emissions related to operations shall be included in the national emissions totals of one or

more Parties involved.

1 2th plenary meeting

n December 1997

FCCC/SBSTA/1 996/20, paras. 30 and 54
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Decision 3/CP.3

Implementation of Article 4, paragraphs 8 and 9, of the Convention

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Noting the provisions of Article 4, paragraphs 8 and 9, of the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change,

Notingfurther the provisions of Article 3 of the Convention and of the "Berlin Mandate"

in its paragraph 1(b),'

1. Requests the Subsidiary Body for Implementation, at its eighth session, to

undertake a process to identify and determine actions necessan- to meet the specific needs of

developing country Parties, specified under Article 4, paragraphs 8 and 9, of the Convention,

arising from adverse effects of climate change and/or the impact of the implementation of

response measures. Issues to be considered shall include actions related to funding, msurance

and transfer of technology;

2. Further requests the Subsidiary Body for Implementation to report to the

Conference of the Parties, at its fourth session, on the outcome of this process,

3. Invites the Conference of the Parties, at its fourth session, to take a decision on

actions based on the conclusions and recommendations of this process.

12th plenary meeting

II December 1997

Decrsion 1/CP.l.
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Decision 4/CP.3

Article 4.2(0 of the Convention

The Conference ofthe Parties.

Recalling Article 4.2 (0 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change,

Having reviewed available infomiation regarding amendments to the lists in Amiexes I

and II to the Convention,

Noting that the Parties concerned have granted their approval to be included in the list in

Annex I to the Convention,

Bearing in mind the procedure in Article 4.2 (f) of the Convention,

1. Decides to amend the list in Annex I to the Convention by:

(a) Deleting the name of Czechoslovakia;

(b) Including the names of Croatia', the Czech Republic", Liechtenstein,

Monaco, Slovakia' and Slovenia';

2. A'o/e.s that the entn into force of these amendments to the list included in

Annex I to the Convention shall be subject to the same procedure as that for the entry into force

of annexes to the Convention in accordance with Article 16 3 of the Convention.

1 2th plenary meeting

H December 1997

Countries that are undergoing tiansition to a market economy
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Decision 5/CP.3

Date and venue of the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling Article 7 4 of the United Nations Frameuork Convention on Climate Change,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 40/243 of 18 December 1985,

Having received an offer from the Government of Argentina to host the fourth session of

the Conference of the Parties in Buenos Aires and to cover the related costs involved,

1 . Accepts with gratitude the generous offer of the Govemment of Argentina to host

the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties;

2. Decides that the fourth session of the Conference of the Parties shall be held in

Buenos Aires, Argentina, from 2 to 13 November 1998;

3. Requests the Executive Secretar\' to conclude a host country agreement with the

Government of Argentina on arrangements for the fourth session of the Conference of the

Parties.

5ih plenary meeting
5 December 1997
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Decision 6/CP.3

Communications from Parties included in Annex I to the Convention

The Conference ofthe Parties.

Recalling the relevant provisions of the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change, its decision 2/CP. 1 on review of first communications from the Parties included

in Annex I to the Convention, decision 3/CP. 1 on preparation and submission of national

communications from the Parties included in Annex 1 to the Convention, decision 4/CP. 1 on

methodological issues and decision 9/CP.2 on the guidelines, schedule and process for

consideration of communications from Parties included in Annex 1 to the Convention,

Having considered ^e. relevant recommendations of the Subsidiar\' Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice and those of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation,

1. Calls upon the Parties included in Annex 1 to the Convention (Annex I Parties),

when submitting annually national greenhouse gas inventories, to follow the relevant parts of the

revised UNFCCC guidelines for the preparation of national communications by Annex I Parties,

as well as the relevant conclusions of the fourth session of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and

Technological Advice;

2. Requests the Convention secretariat:

(a) To prepare a full compilation and synthesis of second national communications

from Annex I Parties for consideration at its fourth session;

(b) To collect process and publish, on a regular basis, national greenhouse gas

inventories submitted annually by Annex I Parties in accordance with decision 9/CP.2. In those

years when the compilation and synthesis of national communications is prepared inventory data

should be included. Publication of inventory data may be accompanied by relevant

documentation prepared by the secretariat, for example, on evaluating compliance with the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change guidelines or addressmg methodological or other

issues related to reporting greenhouse gas emissions It may also include or refer to relevant data

from authoritative sources;

3. Decides that:

(a) In-depth reviews of second national communications from Annex I Parties

should, as a general rule, include visits of review teams co-ordinated by the secretariat, based on

the schedule of these reviews and on a visit programme agreed between the host countries and

the secretariat. Parties concemed arc urged to submit their comments on the draft in-depth

57-716 99-31
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review reports produced by the review teams, if possible not later than eight weeks following

receipt of the drafts;

(b) Executive summaries of national communications will be published in their

original language as official UNFCCC documents, and also translated into die other official

languages of the United Nations if they are less than 15 pages long in standard format. Full texts

of the in-depth review reports will be published as official UNFCCC documents and translated

into the other official languages of the United Nations.

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997
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Decision 7/CP.3

Cooperation with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

The Conference ofthe Parties.

Reaffirming its decision 6/CP.2, paragraph 5, in which it urged continuing

cooperation between the Convention bodies and the Intergovernmental Panel on Clmiate

Change,

I Expresses appreciation to the Intergovernmental Pane! on Climate Change for its

contribution to the Convention process, particularly through its prompt response to requests from

the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice for technical papers, special reports

and Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, as w ell as for its plans for the

preparation of the Third Assessment Report; and, in this connection, requests the Subsidiary

Body for Scientific and Technological Advice to give further consideration to issues related to

the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and to formulate policy-relevant

questions which should be addressed in the Third Assessment Report;

2. Thanks the Chairman Emeritus of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change, Professor Bert Bolm, for his outstanding work and his valuable scientific contribution to

the Convention process;

3. Invites the subsidiars- bodies of the Convention, in particular the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technological Advice, to continue their cooperation with the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

2nd plenary meeting

I December 1997
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Decision 8/CP.3

Development of observational networks of the climate system

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling Article 4.1(g) and Article 5 of the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change,

Noting the importance of the observations, analysis and research relevant to the various

components of the climate svstem,

1. Expresses appreciation of the work carried out by the relevant mtergovemmental

organizations, particularly the development of such obser\ational programmes as the Global

Climate Observing System, the Global Ocean Observmg System and the Global Terrestrial

Observing System;

2. Recognizes the concerns raised by the relevant intergovemmental organizations

with regard to the long-term sustamability of these observational systems;

3. Urges Parties to provide the necessar\' resources to reverse the decline in the

existing observational networks and to support the regional and global observational systems

being developed under the Global Climate Observing System, the Global Ocean Observmg
System and the Global Terrestrial Observing System, through appropnate funding mechanisms;

4. Requests the Subsidiary' Bod>' for Scientific and Technological Advice, with the

assistance of the secretariat and in consultation with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change, to consider the adequacy of these observational s> stems and to report on its conclusions

to the Conference of the Parties at its fourth session.

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997
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Decision 9/CP.3

Development and transfer of technologies

The Conference ofthe Parties.

Recalling the relevant provisions of the programme for the further implementation of

Agenda 21 on the transfer of environmentally sound technologies adopted by the

United Nations General Assembly at its nineteenth special session.

Noting the role of the public and private sectors in developing and disseminating

environmentally sound and economically viable technologies related to the mitigation of, and

adaptation to, climate change.

Recognizing the progress made by countries in fostering the institutional and regulatorv-

environment necessary for the introduction of environmental!) sound technologies and the need

for continued efforts by Parties to remove existing market barriers to technology dissemination.

Recalling its decisions 1 3/CP. 1 and 7/CP.2 on transfer of technology.

Having considered the progress reports presented b> the Convention secretariat on the

development and transfer of technology,'

1 Reaffirms its decisions I3/CP. 1 and 7/CP.2 on transfer of technology;

2. Requests the Convention secretariat

(a) To continue its work on the synthesis and dissemination of information on

enMronmentallv sound technologies and know-how conducive to mitigating, and adapting to,

climate change; for example, b> accelerating the development of methodologies for adaptation

technologies, in particular decision tools to evaluate alternative adaptation strategies, bearing in

mind the work programme on methodological issues approved by the Subsidiarv' Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice at its sLxth session;'

(b) To consult with the Global Environment Facilitv and other relevant international

organizations, and solicit information on their capabilities and abilities to support the work of

(an) international technolog> information centre(s), as uell as national and regional centres, and

to enhance support for national and regional centres, and to report to the Subsidiary Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiarv- Bod\ for Implementation on its findings;

FCCC/SB/l997/1.3aiid4. aiidFCCC/SBSTA/1997/lO,

FCCC/SBSTA/1 997/6. secUor. IV. A.
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(c) To consider specific case studies, as part of its work on terms of transfer of

technologies, drawing on the experience of Parties, including demonstration projects, with the

aim of evaluating barriers to the introduction and implementation of environmentally sound

technologies and know-how, and of promoting their practical application;

3. Requests the Subsidiary Body for Implementation to consider options for funding

(an) international technology information centre(s) and enhancing support for national or regional

centres;

4. Requests the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice to forward

any conclusions regarding technology information centres and enhancing support for national or

regional centres to the Subsidiary Body for Implementation for consideration,

5. Urges Parties:

(a) To create an enabling environment to help further sUmulate private-sector

investment in, and transfer of environmentally sound technologies; and

(b) To improve reporting in national communications on technology needs and

technology transfer activities, as indicated in the reporting guidelines adopted by the Parties.

2ndplenary meeting

I December 1997
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Decision 10/CP.3

Activities implemented jointly under the pilot phase

The Conference ofthe Parties.

Acknowledging the contnbutions of the Parties which submitted reports on activities

implemented jointly under the pilot phase.

Noting the progress made in the pilot phase as evidenced in the synthesis report on

activities implemented jointly' and the concise update on contact and activity information,"

1. Takes note of the synthesis report on activities implemented jointly;'

2. Reaffirms its decision 5/CP. i on activities implemented jointly under the pilot

phase;

3. Adopts the uniform reporting format contained in the report of the Subsidiar>'

Body for Scientific and Technological Advice on the work of its fifth session,^ and invites Parties

to report in accordance with that format and to provide inputs to the secretariat on their

experience in using it, so that, if necessar\', changes can be incorporated.

2nd plenary meeting

I December 1997

FCCC/SBSTA/19<;7/INF.3.
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Decision 11/CP.3

Review of the financial mechanism

The Conference ofthe Parties

1 . Takes note o/the review process undertaken by the Subsidiary' Body for

Implementation m accordance with decision 1 1/CP.2,

2. Decides to continue the review process through the Subsidiary Body for

Implementation, in accordance w ith the criteria established in the guidelines adopted by the

Subsidiary Body for Implementation at its fifth session;'

3. Reaffirms its decision 9/CP.l;

4. Requests the secretariat to report to the Subsidian Bod\ for Implementation in

accordance with paragraph 2 above

2nd plenary meeting

I December 1997
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Decision 12/CP.3

Annex to the Memorandum of Understanding on the determination of funding

necessary and available for the implementation of the Convention

The Conference of the Parties

1, Takes note of the approval by the Council of the Global Environment Facility of

the annex to the Memorandum of Understanding between the Conference of the Parties and the

Council of the Global Environment Facility;

2 Decides to approve the annex to the Memorandum of Understandmg, thereby

bringing it into force.

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997
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Decision 13/CP.3

Division of labour between the Subsidiary Body for Implementation
and the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling Articles 9 and 10 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change,

Recalling also its decision at its second session that the question of the division of labour

between the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiary Body
for Implementation should be taken up by the Conference of the Parties at its third session on the

basis of recommendations made to it by the Chairmen of the two subsidiarv' bodies,'

Having considered the recommendations made by the Chairmen, through the conclusions

of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiary Body for

Implementation, as included in the reports of their sixth sessions,"

Desiring to elaborate further the division of labour between the Subsidiary Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidiary Body for Implementation,

1 . Reaffirms that the division of labour is governed by Articles 9 and 10 of the

Convention, and by decision 6/CP. 1 and other relevant decisions of the Conference of the

Parties;

2. Recalls that, as indicated in decision 6/CP. 1, the role of the subsidiary bodies can

be broadly characterized as follows

(a) The Subsidiar. Body for Scientific and Technological Advice will be the link

between the scientific, technical and technological assessments and the information provided by

competent international bodies, and the policy -oriented needs of the Conference of the Parties;

(b) The Subsidiary Body for Implementation will develop recommendations to assist

the Conference of the Parties in its review and assessment of the implementation of the

Convention and in the preparation and implementation of its decisions;

-
FCCC/SBSTA/1 997/6 and FCCC/SBI/1997/16.
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3. Decides that the consideration of issues which are pertinent to both bodies should
take place m a way which is efficient in the use of time dunng meetings, in order to avoid
confusion and to reduce the overall workload. Therefore, in general, one of the bodies will take
the overall responsibilit>' in considering an issue. If necessan, it will request adequate and

specific inputs fi-om the other body. Where overall responsibilit\ is not assigned, agendas should
be organized to ensure that the Subsidiar>' Body for Scientific and Technological Advice and the

Subsidiary Body for Implementation avoid dealing with such issues in parallel sessions. On
issues where this is not possible, consideration should be given to holding ad hoc joint sessions

of the Subsidian Body for Scientific and Technological Advice and the Subsidian' Body for

Implementation. On this basis, the provisions above are clarified as follows:

National communications fi"om Parties

(a) The Subsidian- Body for Implementation will have the overall responsibility for:

(i) Developing guidelines on the processes for consideration of national

communications;

(ii) Considenng the information contained in national communications, other

relevant documentation and compilation and s>nthesis reports, with a view to

assisting the Conference of the Parties m undertaking its tasks under Article 7.2(e)
of the Convention;

(b) In co-operation with the Subsidiary Body for implementauon, the Subsidiary

Body for Scientific and Technological Advice will have responsibilitv for:

(i) Developing guidelines for the provision of comparable information,

including all related methodological issues;

(ii) Considenng, upon the request of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation,
as appropnate, national communications and other relevant documentation, such
as technical papers, with the aim of, inter alia, verify ing methodologies used and

making recommendations on their refinement, prepanng scientific assessments on
the effects of measures taken m the implementation of the Convention, reviewing
projections and their assumptions, and assessing the comprehensiveness and
effectiveness of mitigation and adaptation measures;

Development and transfer of technology

(c) The Subsidiary Body for Implementauon will, with inputs from the Subsidiary

Body for Scientific and Technological Advice as appropnate. have responsibilities for assisting the
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Conference of the Parties in the assessment and review of the effective implementation of the

Convention with respect to the development and transfer of technolog>';

(d) As stipulated in the Convention, and as decided by the Conference of the Parties

in decision 6/CP. 1, the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice will have

responsibility for providing advice on all scientific, technological and methodological aspects of

the development and transfer of technology;

Consultations with non-eovemmental organizations

(e) Taking into account the competence of each subsidiary body, the Subsidiary Body
for Implementation will have overall responsibility for all policy questions and relevant inputs

related to issues dealing with consultation with non-governmental organizations, as appropriate;

(f) Should the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice or any other

subsidiary body feel that non-governmental organizations could provide relevant inputs on an

item being considered, that body could seek and consider such inputs;

(g) Provisional accreditation of individual non-govemmental organizations will be

the responsibility of the body concerned;

Activities implemented iointl\

(h) The Subsidiar\ Body for Scientific and Technological Advice will have the

responsibility for:

(i) Developing the framework for reporting, including consideration of

scientific, technical and methodological aspects of the reports;

(ii) Preparing a s> nthesis report of activities for the Conference of the Parties;

(i) The Subsidiarv Body for Implementation will ha\e the responsibility for assisting

the Conference of the Parties in reviewing the progress of the activities implemented joindy
under the pilot phase, on the basis of inputs by the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and

Technological Advice;
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Research and systematic observation

(j) In accordance with Article 5 of the Convention, the Subsidiars Body for

Scientific and Technological Advice will have the overall responsibilit\ for issues related to

research and systematic observation, drawing, where necessarv', upon the Subsidiary Body for

Implementation. The Subsidiary' Body for Scientific and Technological Advice will also play a

co-ordinating role in such activities related to climate change relevant to the unplementation of

the Convention;

(k) The Subsidiary' Body for Implementation, w ith inputs from the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technological Advice as appropriate, will have the responsibility for assisting

the Conference of the Parties in the assessment and review of the effective implementation of the

Convention with respect to research and systematic observation;

Education, training and public awareness

(1) In further cianfication of decision 6/CP.I, the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and

Technological Advice will have the overall responsibility for providing advice on educational,

training and public awareness programmes, as well as public access to information. When

considering such issues, the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice will draw

upon, inter alt: . relevant international organizations;

(m) The Subsidiary Body for Implementation, w ith inputs from the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technological Advice as appropnalc, will ha\c responsibility for assisting the

Conference of the Parties in the assessment and review of the cflective implementation of the

Convention w ith respect to education, training, and public avsarencss.

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997
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Decision 14/CP.3

Future work of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling Article 13 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,
and decisions 20/CP. 1 and 4/CP.2,

Having considered the report of the Ad Hoc Group on Article 1 3 on the work of its fifth

session,' at which the Group agreed on a set of functions and procedures that could serve as a

basis for further discussion in its consideration of a multilateral consultative process and its

design.

Taking note that the Ad Hoc Group on Article 13 could not complete its work before the

third session of the Conference of the Parties,

1. Decides, pursuant to its decision 4/CP.2, that the work of the Ad Hoc Group on

Article 13 should continue beyond the third session of the Conference of the Parties;

2. Invites the Group to complete its work before the fourth session of the

Conference of the Parties and, pursuant to decision 20/CP. 1, provide the

Conference of the Parties with a report on its findings;

3. Requests the Group to report to the Conference of the Parties at its fourth session

on the progress of its work, if its work has not been completed by that time.

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997

' FCCC/AG 13/1 997/4
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Decision 15/CP.3

Programme budget for the biennium 1998-1999

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling paragraph 4 of the financial procedures for the Conference of the Parties,

Having considered the proposed budget for the biennium 1998-1999 submitted by the

Executive Secretary,'

Noting the annual contribution of the host Government, DM 1.5 million, which offsets

planned expenditures,

1 . Approves the programme budget for the biennium 1 998- 1 999, amounting to

$ 2I,345,900,- for the purposes specified in table 1 below,

2. Approves the staffing table for the programme budget, including the post of the

Executive Secretary at the level of Assistant Secretary-General and two other senior posts at the

level of D-2, as contained in table 2 below;

3. Approves a contingency budget for conference ser\icing, amounting to $ 5,184,900, to be

added to the programme budget for the coming biennium in the event that the General Assembly
of the United Nations decides not to provide resources for these activities in the regular United
Nations budget for the biennium 1998-1999 (see table 3 below);'

4. Requests the Executive Secretan. to report to the Subsidian,' Body for Implementation at  

its eighth session on the implementation of paragraph 3 above, and on the deployment of staff

and financial resources to perform the tasks arising from the decision to adopt the Kyoto
Protocol;

5. Authorizes the Executive Secrctars' to make transfers, between each of the main

'

FCCC/SBI/l 997/10. In this connection, see also document FCCC/CP/1997/INF.l.

This figure would be olTset by the annual contributions of the host Government, amounting to DM 3 million,

resultuig in a net figure of $ 19.570,700 to be met in the form of contnbuuons from Parties

By Its resolution 52/1 19 (dated 18 December 1997). the General Assembly of the United Nations decided to

mclude eight weeks of conference-servicmg facilities for the Conference of the Parlies and its subsidiary bodies in

it5 calendar ofconferences and meetings for the biennium 1998-1999 As a result, the contmgency budget for

conference servicing will not be mcluded in the UNFCCC programme budget for the same biennium.
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appropriation lines set out in table I below, up to an aggregate limit of 15 per cent of total

estimated expenditure for those appropriation lines, provided that a further limitation of up to

minus 25 per cent of each such appropriation line shall apply;

6. Decides to maintain the level of the working capital reserxe at 8.3 per cent of the

estimated expenditure;

7. Invites all Parties to the Convention to note that contributions to the core budget are due

on 1 January of each year in accordance with paragraph 8(b) of the financial procedures and to

pay promptly and in full, for each of the years 1998 and 1999, the contnbutions requu-ed to

fmance expenditures approved under paragraph 1 above, as offset by estimated contributions

noted under the third paragraph of the preamble to this decision, and the contnbutions which

may result from the decision of the General Assembly referred to in paragraph 3 above;

8. Takes note of the funding estimates for the Trust Fund for Participation in the

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Process and the Trust Fund for

Supplementary Activities under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

specified by the Executive Secretary and included in table 5 below, and invites Parties to make

contributions to these fiinds;

9. Requests the Executive Secretary to report to the Conference of the Parties at its fourth

session on income and budget performance, and to propose any adjustments that might be needed

in the Convention budget for the biennium 1998-1999.
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Table 1 : Programme budget for the biemiium 1998-1999 (US$ thousand)

Expenditures 1998 1999

I. Programmes

Executive Direction and Management 62 1 .3 642.8

Science and Technology 2,223! 2,779,4

Implementation 2,333.6 2,553.0

Conference and Information Support 1.500.1 1,901.2

Resources, Planning and Coordmation 1,599.5 1.807.6

ActiyiUes related to the Kyot^ 241.3 462.9

Subtotal (I) 8,519.8 10,146.9

II. Payments to the United Nations

Overhead cha;ge' 1,107.6 1,319.1

Subtotal (H) y07.6 1,319.1

III Working capital reserve
''

99.7 152.6

Subtotal (IH) 99.7 152.6

Total expenditure (T+II+IIT) 9.727.1 11.618 6

Income

Conlnbution trom the host Government
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Table 2 : Programme budget statfing table 1998-1999

1998 1999

A Professional category and above

Executive Secretary 1 1

D-2 2 2

D-1 3.83 5

P-5 5.75 6

P-4 7.5 g

P-3 9.5 12

P:2 4.25 5

Subtotal(A) 33.83 39

B. General Service categorv 2 1 23

Subtotal (B) 2j 23

TOTAL (A+B) 54.83 62
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Table 3 : Resource requirements for the conference servicing contingency (US$ thousand)

Item of expenditure 1998 1999

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

Meeting servicing*

Documentation''

Other requirements'

Travel of staff to meetings'*

Miscellaneous*

Contingencies and e.xchange rate fluctuation

Subtotal

Vn Overhead charge'

Vni. Working Capital Reserve*

419.4
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lablej: Summary of other voluntan' ftmding resource estimates for (he biennium 1 998- 1 999 (US$ thousand)

Proposed source of funding J998 1999

Trust Fund for Participation m the UNFCCC Process 2.256 1 2 324 4

Trust Fund for Supplementan- Activities
2,062.6 2 086 2

TOTAL
4_3,8 7 4,410.6

1 2th plenary meeting
11 December 1997
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Decision 16/CP.3

Financial performance of the Convention in the biennium 1996-1997

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling its decision 16/CP.2, paragraph 14, whereby it requested the

Executive Secretary to submit to the Conference of the Parties at its third session a further report

on fmancial performance for the biennium 1996-1997,

Recalling also the financial rules for the Conference of the Parties,

1. Takes note of the information provided in documents FCCC/SBI/1997/18 and

FCCC/SBI/1997/INF.7;

2. Approves the creation of a new trust fiind for the special annual contribution of

DM 3.5 million from the Government of Germany to finance events in Germany, made in

accordance with the bilateral arrangements beUveen the Government of Germany and the

Convention secretariat, and requests the Executive Secretary to request the Secretary-General of

the United Nations to establish the new trust fund, to be managed by the Executive Secretary;

3. Urges Parties that have still not paid their 1996 and/or 1997 contributions to the

core budget to do so without delay;

4. Requests the Executive Secretary- to submit to the Conference of the Parties at its

fourth session, through the Subsidiars Body for Implementation, as appropriate, a final report on

financial performance m the biennium 1996-1997, includmg audited financial statements, and an

initial report on financial performance in 1998;

5 Approves transfers between the mam appropnation lines to cover

over-expenditures, for the Policy-making organs programme and the Implementation and

planning programme, in excess of the 15 per cent transfer within each of the main appropriation

lines that the Executive Secretar\- is at present authorized to make '

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997

See decision l7/CP.I,para 5
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Decision 17/CP.3

Arrangements for administrative support to the Convention secretariat

TJie Conference ofthe Parties,

Recalling the arrangements proposed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations for

administrative support to the Convention secretariat,' provisionally accepted by the Conference

of the Parties at its first session by its decision 14/CP. 1,

1. Takes note of the information contained in document FCCC/SBI/1997/INF.2;

2. Requests the Executive Secretary to contmue his discussions with the

United Nations regardmg administrative arrangements for the Convention, and to inform the

Conference of the Parties, through the Subsidiary Body for Implementation, as appropriate, of

any significant developments.

2nd plenary meeting

I December 1997

'

FCCC/CP/I995/5/Add.4.
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Decision 18/CP.3

Volume of documentation

The Conference ofthe Parties.

Recalling iu decision I7/CP.2, paragraph 2, whereby it requested the Executive Secretary
to submit to the Subsidiary Body for Implementation, at its fifth session, further options for

reducing the cost of documentation for the meetings of the Conference of the Parties and its

subsidiary bodies,

1. Takes note of the efforts of the Convention secretariat to reduce the volume of

documentation, as indicated in the note by the secretariat on volume of documentation;'

2. Requests the Executive Secretar>- to explore with the United Nations the

possibility of ensuring unrestncted access to all language versions of the documents of the

United Nations Framework Convention on Clunate Change that the Umted Nations makes
available on its optical disk sy stem through a restricted page on the Worid Wide Web,

3. Invites the Parties:

(a) To limit the volume of their submissions for circulation to Convention bodies,

including those that do not require translation;

(b) To focus the content of submissions on matcnai pertinent to the forthcoming
sessions of the subsidiary bodies and to seek to avoid repetition of previously presented
statements;

(c) To limit their requests for numbers of hard copies of documents;

(d) To limit the requests for documents that need to be translated;

(e) To schedule the deliver)' of documents in a timeK manner that corresponds to the

capacity of the Convention bodies to consider them;

4. Notes the intention of the Executive Secretar>- to advise presiding officers on the

feasibility of producing, m a timely manner, the documentation envisaged in the conclusions of

subsidiar>' bodies, before those conclusions are adopted.

2nd plenary meeting
I December 1997

'

FCCC/SBI/1997/12, paras. 9-10
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II. RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

Resolution 1/CP.3

Expression of gratitude to the Government and people of Japan

The Conference ofthe Parties,

Having met in Kyoto from 1 to 11 December 1997 at the invitation of the Government of

Japan,

1 . Expresses its profound gratitude to the Govemment of Japan for having made it

possible for the third session of the Conference of the Parties to be held in Kyoto and for the

excellent facilities, stafTand services so graciously placed at its disposal;

2. Requests the Govemment of Japan to convey to the Prefectxire and City of Kyoto,
and to the people of Japan, the gratitude of the Conference of the Parties for the hospitality and

warm welcome extended to the participants.

12th plenary meeting
II December 1997
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III. OTHER ACTION TAKEN BY THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

1. Second review of the adequacy of Article 4.2(a) and fb) of the Convention

At its 3rd plenary meeting, on 3 December 1997, the Conference of the Parties decided to

place the issue of the second review of the adequacy of Article 4.2(a) and (b) of the Convention

on the agenda for its fourth session, and to request the subsidiary bodies and the secretariat to

make all necessary preparations to facilitate future consideration of that item (see Part One,

section III D, para. 63 of the present report).

2. Request by Turkey to be deleted from the lists in Annexes 1 and II to the Convention

At its 12th plenary meeting, on 1 1 December 1997, the Conference of the Parties

requested the Subsidiary Boy for Implementation, at its eighth session, to consider the request to

delete the name of Turkey from the lists in Annexes I and II to the Convention, and to present a

report to the Conference of the Parties at its fourth session for consideration and definitive action

(see Part One, section III E, para. 68 of the present report).

3. Proposal bv Brazil in document FCCC/AGBM/1997/MISC l/Add.3

At its 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December 1997, the Conference of the Parties decided

that the proposal presented by Brazil in document FCCC/AGBM/1997/MISC. l/Add.3 should be

referred to the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice for its advice regarding

the methodological and scientific aspects. It authonzed the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and

Technological Advice to seek inputs, as appropriate, from its roster of experts and from the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and requested it to make its advice available to the

Conference of the Parties at its fourth session (see Part One, section IMF, para 69 of the present

report).

4. Calendar of meetings of Convention bodies 1998-1999

At its 5th plenary meeting, on 5 December 1997, the Conference of the Parties adopted

the follovvmg calendar of meetings of Convention bodies in 1998-1999 (see Part One,

section II G, para. 35 of the present report):

1. First sessional period in 1998: from 2 to 12 June:

2. Second sessional penod in 1998: from 2 to 13 November;

3. First sessional penod in 1999: from 3 1 May to 1 1 June,

4. Second sessional penod in 1999: from 25 October to 5 November.
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Annex

Table: Total carbon dioxide emissions of Annex I Parties in 1990,

for the purposes of Article 25 of the Kyoto Protocol
'

Party

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria
Canada

Czech Republic
Denmaik
Estonia

Finland

France

Germany
Greece

Hungaiy
Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan
Latvia

Liechtenstein

Laxembourg
Monaco
Netheriands

New Zealand

Norway
Poland

Portugal
Romania

Russian Federation

Slovakia

Spain
Sweden

Switzeriand

United Kingdom of Great Bntain

and Northern Ireland

United States of America

Total

Emissions (Gg)
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UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

The Parties to this Convention,

Acknowledging that change in the Earth's chmate and its adverse effects are a common
concern of humankind.

Concerned that human activities have been substantially increasing the atmospheric

concentrations of greenhouse gases, that these increases enhance the natural greenhouse effect,

and that this will result on average in an additional warming of the Earth's surface and atmosphere

and may adversely affect natural ecosystems and humankind.

Noting that the largest share of historical and current global emissions of greenhouse gases

has originated in developed countries, that per capita emissions in developing countries are still

relatively low and that the share of global emissions originating in developing countries will grow
to meet their social and development needs,

Aware of the role and importance in terrestrial and marine ecosystems of sinks and reservoirs

of greenhouse gases.

Noting that there are many uncertainties in predictions of climate change, particularly with

regard to the timing, magnitude and regional patterns thereof

Acknowledging that the global nature of climate change calls for the widest possible

cooperation by all countries and their participation in an effective and appropriate international

response, in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective

capabilities and their social and economic conditions.

Recalling the pertinent provisions of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the

Human Environment, adopted at Stockholm on 16 June 1972,

Recalling also that States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the

principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their

own environmental and developmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities

within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or of

areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.

Reaffirming the principle of sovereignty of States in international cooperation to address

climate change.

Recognizing that States should enact effective environmental legislation, that environmental

standards, management objectives and priorities should reflect the environmental and

developmental context to which they apply, and that standards applied by some countries may be

inappropriate and of unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries, in particular

developing countries.
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Recalling the provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/228 of 22 December 1989 on the

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, and resolutions 43/53 of 6

December 1988, 44/207 of 22 December 1989, 45/212 of 21 December 1990 and 46/169 of 19

December 1991 on protection of global climate for present and future generations of mankind.

Recalling also the provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/206 of 22 December 1989 on
the possible adverse effects of sea-level rise on islands and coastal areas, particularly low-lying
coastal areas and the pertinent provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/172 of 19 December
1989 on the implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification,

Recalling further the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, 1985, and the

Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, 1987, as adjusted and amended
on 29 June 1990,

Noting the Ministerial Declaration of the Second Worid Climate Conference adopted on 7

November 1990,

Conscious of the valuable analytical work being conducted by many States on climate change
and of the important contributions of the World Meteorological Organization, the United Nations

Environment Programme and other organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations

system, as well as other international and intergovernmental bodies, to the exchange of results of

scientific research and the coordination of research.

Recognizing that steps required to understand and address climate change will be

environmentally, socially and economically most effective if they are based on relevant scientific,

technical and economic considerations and continually re-evaluated in the light of new findings in

these areas.

Recognizing that various actions to address climate change can be justified economically in

their own right and can also help in solving other environmental problems.

Recognizing also the need for developed countries to take immediate action in a flexible

manner on the basis of clear priorities, as a first step towards comprehensive response strategies

at the global, national and, where agreed, regional levels that take into account all greenhouse

gases, with due consideration of their relative contributions to the enhancement of the greenhouse
efTect,

Recognizing further that low-lying and other small island countries, countries with low-lying

coastal, arid and semi-arid areas or areas liable to floods, drought and desertification, and

developing countries with fragile mountainous ecosystems are particulariy vulnerable to the

adverse effects of climate change,
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Recognizing the special difficulties of those countries, especially developing countries, whose

economies are particularly dependent on fossil fliel production, use and exportation, as a

consequence of action taken on limiting greenhouse gas emissions.

Affirming that responses to climate change should be coordinated with social and economic

development in an integrated manner with a view to avoiding adverse impacts on the latter, taking

into full account the legitimate priority needs of developing countries for the achievement of

sustained economic growth and the eradication of poverty,

Recognizing that all countries, especially developing countries, need access to resources

required to achieve sustainable social and economic development and that, in order for developing

countries to progress towards that goal, their energy consumption will need to grow taking into

account the possibilities for achieving greater energy efficiency and for controlling greenhouse gas

emissions in general, including through the application of new technologies on terms which make

such an application economically and socially beneficial.

Determined to protect the climate system for present and future generations.

Have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1: DEFINITIONS"

For the purposes of this Convention:

1. "Adverse effects of climate change" means changes in the physical environment or biota

resulting from climate change which have significant deleterious effects on the composition,

resilience or productivity of natural and managed ecosystems or on the operation of socio-

economic systems or on human health and welfare.

2. "Climate change" means a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human

activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural

climate variability observed over comparable time periods.

3. "Climate system" means the totality of the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere and geosphere
and their interactions

4. "Emissions" means the release of greenhouse gases and/or their precursors into the

atmosphere over a specified area and period of time.

5. "Greenhouse gases" means those gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, both natural and

anthropogenic, that absorb and re-emit infVared radiation.

6. "Regional economic integration organization" means an organization constituted by sovereign

States of a given region which has competence in respect of matters governed by this Convention

Titles of articles are included solely to assist the reader.
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or its protocols and has been duly authorized, in accordance with its internal procedures, to sign,

ratify, accept, approve or accede to the instruments concerned

7. "Reservoir" means a component or components of the climate system where a greenhouse gas

or a precursor of a greenhouse gas is stored.

8. "Sink" means any process, activity or mechanism which removes a greenhouse gas, an aerosol

or a precursor of a greenhouse gas from the atmosphere.

9. "Source" means any process or activity which releases a greenhouse gas, an aerosol or a

precursor of a greenhouse gas into the atmosphere.

ARTICLE 2: OBJECTIVE

The ultimate objective of this Convention and any related legal instruments that the

Conference of the Parties may adopt is to achieve, in accordance with the relevant provisions of

the Convention, stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that

would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should

be achieved within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate

change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to

proceed in a sustainable manner.

ARTICLE 3: PRINCIPLES

In their actions to achieve the objective of the Convention and to implement its provisions, the

Parties shall be guided, inter alia , by the following:

I. The Parties should protect the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations

of humankind, on the basis of equity and in accordance with their common but differentiated

responsibilities and respective capabilities Accordingly, the developed country Parties should

take the lead in combating climate change and the adverse effects thereof

2 The specific needs and special circumstances of developing country Parties, especially those

that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change, and of those Parties,

especially developing country Parties, that would have to bear a disproportionate or abnormal

burden under the Convention, should be given full consideration

3. The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes

of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects Where there are threats of serious or

irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing

such measures, taking into account that policies and measures to deal with climate change should

be cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost. To achieve this, such

policies and measures should take into account different socio-economic contexts, be

comprehensive, cover all relevant sources, sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases and
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adaptation, and comprise all economic sectors. Efforts to address climate change may be carried

out cooperatively by interested Parties

4. The Parties have a right to, and should, promote sustainable development Policies and

measures to protect the climate system against human-induced change should be appropriate for

the specific conditions of each Party and should be integrated with national development

programmes, taking into account that economic development is essential for adopting measures to

address climate change

5. The Parties should cooperate to promote a supportive and open international economic

system that would lead to sustainable economic growth and development in all Parties,

particularly developing country Parties, thus enabling them better to address the problems of

climate change Measures taken to combat climate change, including unilateral ones, should not

constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on

international trade.

ARTICLE 4: COMMITMENTS

1 All Parties, taking into account their common but differentiated responsibilities and their

specific national and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances, shall:

(a) Develop, periodically update, publish and make available to the Conference of the Parties,

in accordance with Article 12, national inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources

and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol,

using comparable methodologies to be agreed upon by the Conference of the Parties;

(b) Formulate, implement, publish and regularly update national and, where appropriate,

regional programmes containing measures to mitigate climate change by addressing

anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not

controlled by the Montreal Protocol, and measures to facilitate adequate adaptation to

climate change,

(c) Promote and cooperate in the development, application and diffusion, including transfer,

of technologies, practices and processes that control, reduce or prevent anthropogenic

emissions of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol in all relevant

sectors, including the energy, transport, industry, agriculture, forestry and waste

management sectors;

(d) Promote sustainable management, and promote and cooperate in the conservation and

enhancement, as appropriate, of sinks and reservoirs of all greenhouse gases not

controlled by the Montreal Protocol, including biomass, forests and oceans as well as

other terrestrial, coastal and marine ecosystems;

(e) Cooperate in preparing for adaptation to the impacts of climate change, develop and

elaborate appropriate and integrated plans for coastal zone management, water resources
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and agriculture, and for the protection and rehabilitation of areas, particularly in Africa,

affected by drought and desertification, as well as floods,

(f) Take climate change considerations into account, to the extent feasible, in their relevant

social, economic and environmental policies and actions, and employ appropriate methods,

for example impact assessments, formulated and determined nationally, with a view to

minimizing adverse effects on the economy, on public health and on the quality of the

environment, of projects or measures undertaken by them to mitigate or adapt to climate

change;

(g) Promote and cooperate in scientific, technological, technical, socio-economic and other

research, systematic observation and development of data archives related to the climate

system and intended to further the understanding and to reduce or eliminate the remaining

uncertainties regarding the causes, effects, magnitude and timing of climate change and the

economic and social consequences of various response strategies;

(h) Promote and cooperate in the full, open and prompt exchange of relevant scientific,

technological, technical, socio-economic and legal information related to the climate

system and chmate change, and to the economic and social consequences of various

response strategies;

(i) Promote and cooperate in education, training and public awareness related to climate

change and encourage the widest participation in this process, including that of non-

governmental organizations, and

(j) Communicate to the Conference of the Parties information related to implementation, in

accordance with Article 12.

2. The developed country Parties and other Parties included in Annex I commit themselves

specifically as provided for in the following:

(a) Each of these Parties shall adopt national policies and take corresponding measures on the

mitigation of climate change, by limiting its anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases

and protecting and enhancing its greenhouse gas sinks and reservoirs. These policies and

measures will demonstrate that developed countries are taking the lead in modifying

longer-term trends in anthropogenic emissions consistent with the objective of the

Convention, recognizing that the return by the end of the present decade to earlier levels

of anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases not controlled

by the Montreal Protocol would contribute to such modification, and taking into account

the differences in these Parties' starting points and approaches, economic structures and

resource bases, the need to maintain strong and sustainable economic growth, available

technologies and other individual circumstances, as well as the need for equitable and

appropriate contributions by each of these "Parties to the global effort regarding that

objective. These Parties may implement such policies and measures jointly with other

57-716 99 - 32
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Parties and may assist other Parties in contributing to the achievement of the objective of

the Convention and, in particular, that of this subparagraph,

(b) In order to promote progress to this end, each of these Parties shall communicate, within

six months of the entry into force of the Convention for it and periodically thereafter, and

in accordance with Article 12, detailed information on its policies and measures referred to

in subparagraph (a) above, as well as on its resulting projected anthropogenic emissions by

sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal

Protocol for the period referred to in subparagraph (a), with the aim of returning

individually or jointly to their 1990 levels these anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol This information

will be reviewed by the Conference of the Parties, at its first session and periodically

thereafter, in accordance with Article 7;

(c) Calculations of emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases for the

purposes of subparagraph (b) above should take into account the best available scientific

knowledge, including of the effective capacity of sinks and the respective contributions of

such gases to climate change The Conference of the Parties shall consider and agree on

methodologies for these calculations at its first session and review them regularly

thereafter;

(d) The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first session, review the adequacy of

subparagraphs (a) and (b) above Such review shall be carried out in the light of the best

available scientific information and assessment on climate change and its impacts, as well

as relevant technical, social and economic information. Based on this review, the

Conference of the Parties shall take appropriate action, which may include the adoption of

amendments to the commitments in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above The Conference of

the Parties, at its first session, shall also take decisions regarding criteria for joint

implementation as indicated in subparagraph (a) above A second review of

subparagraphs (a) and (b) shall take place not later than 3 1 December 1998, and thereafter

at regular intervals determined by the Conference of the Parties, until the objective of the

Convention is met;

(e) Each of these Parties shall :

(i) Coordinate as appropriate with other such Parties, relevant economic and

administrative instruments developed to achieve the objective of the Convention, and

(ii) Identify and periodically review its own policies and practices which encourage

activities that lead to greater levels of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases

not controlled by the Montreal Protocol than would otherwise occur;

(0 The Conference of the Parties shall review, not later than 31 December 1998, available

information with a view to takmg decisions regarding such amendments to the lists in

Annexes I and II as may be appropriate, with the approval of the Party concerned;
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(g) Any Party not included in Annex I may, in its instrument of ratification, acceptance,

approval or accession, or at any time thereafter, notify the Depositary that it intends to be

bound by subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. The Depositary shall inform the other

signatories and Parties of any such notification.

J. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II shall provide
new and additional financial resources to meet the agreed full costs incurred by developing

country Parties in complying with their obligations under Article 12, paragraph 1. They shall also

provide such financial resources, including for the transfer of technology, needed by the

developing country Parties to meet the agreed fijll incremental costs of implementing measures

that are covered by paragraph 1 of this Article and that are agreed between a developing country

Party and the international entity or entities referted to in Article 11, in accordance with that

Article. The implementation of these commitments shall take into account the need for adequacy
and predictability in the flow of funds and the importance of appropriate burden sharing among
the developed country Parties.

4. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II shall also

assist the developing country Parties that are particulady vulnerable to the adverse effects of

climate change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effects.

5. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II shall take all

practicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the transfer of, or access to,

environmentally sound technologies and know-how to other Parties, particularly developing

country Parties, to enable them to implement the provisions of the Convention. In this process,
the developed country Parties shall support the development and enhancement of endogenous

capacities and technologies of developing country Parties Other Parties and organizations in a

position to do so may also assist in facilitating the transfer of such technologies.

6 In the implementation of their commitments under paragraph 2 above, a certain degree of

flexibility shall be allowed by the Conference of the Parties to the Parties included in Annex I

undergoing the process of transition to a market economy, in order to enhance the ability of these

Parties to address climate change, including with regard to the historical level of anthropogenic
emissions of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol chosen as a reference.

7. The extent to which developing country Parties will effectively implement their commitments
under the Convention will depend on the effective implementation by developed country Parties

of their commitments under the Convention related to financial resources and transfer of

technology and will take fully into account that economic and social development and poverty
eradication are the first and overriding priorities of the developing country Parties.

8. !n the implementation of the commitments in this Article, the Parties shall give fiill

consideration to what actions are necessary under the Convention, including actions related to

tlinding, insurance and the transfer of technology, to meet the specific needs and concerns of
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developing country Parties arising from the adverse effects of climate change and/or the impact of

the implementation of response measures, especially on:

(a) Small island countries;

(b) Countries with low-lying coastal areas;

(c) Countries with arid and semi-arid areas, forested areas and areas liable to forest decay;

(d) Countries with areas prone to natural disasters;

(e) Countries with areas liable to drought and desertification;

(f) Countries with areas of high urban atmospheric pollution;

(g) Countries with areas with fragile ecosystems, including mountainous ecosystems,

(h) Countries whose economies are highly dependent on income generated from the

production, processing and export, and/or on consumption of fossil fuels and associated

energy-intensive products; and

(i) Land-locked and transit countries

Further, the Conference of the Parties may take actions, as appropriate, with respect to this

paragraph

9. The Parties shall take fijll account of the specific needs and special situations of the least

developed countries in their actions with regard to funding and transfer of technology.

10. The Parties shall, in accordance with Article 10, take into consideration in the implementation

of the commitments of the Convention the situation of Parties, particularly developing country

Parties, with economies that are vulnerable to the adverse effects of the implementation of

measures to respond to climate change. This applies notably to Parties with economies that are

highly dependent on income generated from the production, processing and export, and/or

consumption of fossil fuels and associated energy-intensive products and/or the use of fossil fuels

for which such Parties have serious difficulties in switching to alternatives

ARTICLE 5: RESEARCH AND SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION

In carrying out their commitments under Article 4, paragraph 1(g), the Parties shall;

(a) Support and fijrther develop, as appropriate, international and intergovernmental

programmes and networks or organizations aimed at defining, conducting, assessing and

financing research, data collection and systematic observation, taking into account the

need to minimize duplication of effort;
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(b) Support international and intergovernmental efforts to strengthen systematic observation

and national scientific and technical research capacities and capabilities, particularly in

developing countries, and to promote access to, and the exchange of, data and analyses

thereof obtained from areas beyond national jurisdiction; and

(c) Take into account the particular concerns and needs of developing countries and

cooperate in improving their endogenous capacities and capabilities to participate in the

efforts referred to in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above.

ARTICLE 6: EDUCATION, TRAINEVG AND PUBLIC AWARENESS

In carrying out their commitments under Article 4, paragraph l(i), the Parties shall:

(a) Promote and facilitate at the national and, as appropriate, subregional and regional levels,

and in accordance with national laws and regulations, and within their respective

capacities:

(i) The development and implementation of educational and public awareness

programmes on climate change and its effects;

(ii) Public access to information on climate change and its effects,

(iii) Public participation in addressing climate change and its effects and developing

adequate responses, and

(iv) Training of scientific, technical and managerial personnel

(b) Cooperate in and promote, at the international level, and, where appropriate, using

existing bodies:

(i) The development and exchange of educational and public awareness material on

climate change and its effects; and

(ii) The development and implementation of education and training programmes, including

the strengthening of national institutions and the exchange or secondment of personnel

to train experts in this field, in particular for developing countries.

ARTICLE?: CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

1 A Conference of the Parties is hereby established

2 The Conference of the Parties, as the supreme body of this Convention, shall keep under

regular review the implementation of the Convention and any related legal instruments that the

10
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Conference of the Parties may adopt, and shall make, within its mandate, the decisions necessary

to promote the effective implementation of the Convention. To this end, it shall:

(a) Periodically examine the obligations of the Parties and the institutional arrangements under

the Convention, in the light of the objective of the Convention, the experience gained in its

implementation and the evolution of scientific and technological knowledge;

(b) Promote and facilitate the exchange of information on measures adopted by the Parties to

address climate change and its effects, taking into account the differing circumstances,

responsibilities and capabilities of the Parties and their respective commitments under the

Convention,

(c) Facilitate, at the request of two or more Parties, the coordination of measures adopted by
them to address climate change and its effects, taking into account the differing

circumstances, responsibilities and capabilities of the Parties and their respective

commitments under the Convention;

(d) Promote and guide, in accordance with the objective and provisions of the Convention,

the development and periodic refinement of comparable methodologies, to be agreed on

by the Conference of the Parties, inter alia , for preparing inventories of greenhouse gas

emissions by sources and removals by sinks, and for evaluating the effectiveness of

measures to limit the emissions and enhance the removals of these gases;

(e) Assess, on the basis of all information made available to it in accordance with the

provisions of the Convention, the implementation of the Convention by the Parties, the

overall effects of the measures taken pursuant to the Convention, in particular

environmental, economic and social effects as well as their cumulative impacts and the

extent to which progress towards the objective of the Convention is being achieved,

(0 Consider and adopt regular reports on the implementation of the Convention and ensure

their publication,

(g) Make recommendations on any matters necessary for the implementation of the

Convention,

(h) Seek to mobilize financial resources in accordance with Article 4, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5,

and Article 1 1,

(i) Establish such subsidiary bodies as are deemed necessary for the implementation of the

Convention,

(j) Review reports submitted by its subsidiary bodies and provide guidance to them;

(k) Agree upon and adopt, by consensus, rules of procedure and financial rules for itself and

for any subsidiary bodies.

II
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(1) Seek and utilize, where appropriate, the services and cooperation of, and information

provided by, competent international organizations and intergovernmental and non-

governmental bodies, and

(m)Exercise such other flmctions as are required for the achievement of the objective of the

Convention as well as all other fijnctions assigned to it under the Convention

3. The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first session, adopt its own rules of procedure as

well as those of the subsidiary bodies established by the Convention, which shall include decision-

making procedures for matters not already covered by decision- making procedures stipulated in

the Convention. Such procedures may include specified majorities required for the adoption of

particular decisions.

4. The first session of the Conference of the Parties shall be convened by the interim secretariat

referred to in Article 21 and shall take place not later than one year after the date of entry into

force of the Convention. Thereafter, ordinary sessions of the Conference of the Parties shall be

held every year unless otherwise decided by the Conference of the Parties.

5. Extraordinary sessions of the Conference of the Parties shall be held at such other times as

may be deemed necessary by the Conference, or at the written request of any Party, provided that,

within six months of the request being communicated to the Parties by the secretariat, it is

supported by at least one third of the Parties.

6 The United Nations, its specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency, as

well as any State member thereof or observers thereto not Party to the Convention, may be

represented at sessions of the Conference of the Parties as observers. Any body or agency,
whether national or international, governmental or non- governmental, which is qualified in

matters covered by the Convention, and which has informed the secretariat of its wish to be

represented at a session of the Conference of the Parties as an observer, may be so admitted

unless at least one third of the Parties present object. The admission and participation of

observers shall be subject to the rules of procedure adopted by the Conference of the Parties.

ARTICLES: SECRETARIAT

1 A secretariat is hereby established.

2 The functions of the secretariat shall be:

(a) To make arrangements for sessions of the Conference of the Parties and its subsidiary

bodies established under the Convention and to provide them with services as required,

(b) To compile and transmit reports submitted to it;

12
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(c) To facilitate assistance to the Parties, particularly developing country Parties, on request,

in the compilation and communication of information required in accordance with the

provisions of the Convention,

(d) To prepare reports on its activities and present them to the Conference of the Parties;

(e) To ensure the necessary coordination with the secretariats of other relevant international

bodies,

(f) To enter, under the overall guidance of the Conference of the Parties, into such

administrative and contractual arrangements as may be required for the effective discharge

of its functions, and

(g) To perform the other secretariat functions specified in the Convention and in any of its

protocols and such other functions as may be determined by the Conference of the Parties.

3. The Conference of the Parties, at its first session, shall designate a permanent secretariat and

make arrangements for its functioning

ARTICLE 9: SUBSIDIARY BODY FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVICE

1 . A subsidiary body for scientific and technological advice is hereby established to provide the

Conference of the Parties and, as appropriate, its other subsidiary bodies with timely information

and advice on scientific and technological matters relating to the Convention This body shall be

open to participation by all Parties and shall be multidisciplinary It shall comprise government

representatives competent in the relevant field of expertise It shall report regularly to the

Conference of the Parties on all aspects of its work.

2 Under the guidance of the Conference of the Parties, and drawing upon existing competent
international bodies, this body shall:

(a) Provide assessments of the state of scientific knowledge relating to climate change and its

effects;

(b) Prepare scientific assessments on the effects of measures taken in the implementation of

the Convention;

(c) Identify innovative, efficient and state-of-the-art technologies and know-how and advise

on the ways and means of promoting development and/or transferring such technologies,

(d) Provide advice on scientific programmes, international cooperation in research and

development related to climate change, as well as on ways and means of supporting

endogenous capacity-building in developing countries, and

13
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(e) Respond to scientific, technological and methodological questions that the Conference of

the Parties and its subsidiary bodies may put to the body.

3 The functions and terms of reference of this body may be further elaborated by the Conference

of the Parties.

ARTICLE 10: SUBSIDIARY BODY FOR IMPLEMENTATION

1 A subsidiary body for implementation is hereby established to assist the Conference of the

Parties in the assessment and review of the effective implementation of the Convention. This

body shall be open to participation by all Parties and comprise government representatives who

are experts on matters related to climate change. It shall report regularly to the Conference of the

Parties on all aspects of its work

2. Under the guidance of the Conference of the Parties, this body shall:

(a) Consider the information communicated in accordance with Article 12, paragraph 1, to

assess the overall aggregated effect of the steps taken by the Parties in the light of the

latest scientific assessments concerning climate change;

(b) Consider the information communicated in accordance with Article 12, paragraph 2, in

order to assist the Conference of the Parties in carrying out the reviews required by Article

4, paragraph 2(d); and

(c) Assist the Conference of the Parties, as appropriate, in the preparation and implementation

of its decisions.

ARTICLE 11: FINANCL\L MECHANISM

1 A mechanism for the provision of financial resources on a grant or concessional basis,

including for the transfer of technology, is hereby defined It shall function under the guidance of

and be accountable to the Conference of the Parties, which shall decide on its policies, programme

priorities and eligibility criteria related to this Convention Its operation shall be entrusted to one

or more existing international entities.

2 The financial mechanism shall have an equitable and balanced representation of all Parties

within a transparent system of governance.

3 The Conference of the Parties and the entity or entities entrusted with the operation of the

financial mechanism shall agree upon arrangements to give effect to the above paragraphs, which

shall include the following.

(a) Modalities to ensure that the funded projects to address climate change are in conformity

with the policies, programme priorities and eligibility criteria established by the

Conference of the Parties,

14
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(b) Modalities by which a particular flinding decision may be reconsidered in light of these

policies, programme priorities and eligibility criteria,

(c) Provision by the entity or entities of regular reports to the Conference of the Parties on its

funding operations, which is consistent with the requirement for accountability set out in

paragraph 1 above; and

(d) Determination in a predictable and identifiable manner of the amount of funding necessary
and available for the implementation of this Convention and the conditions under which

that amount shall be periodically reviewed.

4. The Conference of the Parties shall make arrangements to implement the above-mentioned

provisions at its first session, reviewing and taking into account the interim arrangements referred

to in Article 21, paragraph 3, and shall decide whether these interim arrangements shall be

maintained. Within four years thereafter, the Conference of the Parties shall review the financial

mechanism and take appropriate measures.

5. The developed country Parties may also provide and developing country Parties avail

themselves of financial resources related to the implementation of the Convention through

bilateral, regional and other multilateral channels.

ARTICLE 12: COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION RELATED
TO IMPLEMENTATION

1. In accordance with Article 4, paragraph I, each Party shall communicate to the Conference of

the Parties, through the secretariat, the following elements of information;

(a) A national inventory of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all

greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, to the extent its capacities

permit, using comparable methodologies to be promoted and agreed upon by the

Conference of the Parties,

(b) A general description of steps taken or envisaged by the Party to implement the

Convention, and

(c) Any other information that the Party considers relevant to the achievement of the objective

of the Convention and suitable for inclusion in its communication, including, if feasible,

material relevant for calculations of global emission trends

2. Each developed country Party and each other Party included in Annex I shall incorporate in its

communication the following elements of information:

(a) A detailed description of the policies and measures that it has adopted to implement its

commitment under Article 4, paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b); and

15
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(b) A specific estimate of the effects that the policies and measures referred to in

subparagraph (a) immediately above will have on anthropogenic emissions by its sources

and removals by its sinks of greenhouse gases during the period referred to in Article 4,

paragraph 2(a).

3. In addition, each developed country Party and each other developed Party included in Annex

II shall incorporate details of measures taken in accordance with Article 4, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5.

4. Developing country Parties may, on a voluntary basis, propose projects for financing,

including specific technologies, materials, equipment, techniques or practices that would be

needed to implement such projects, along with, if possible, an estimate of all incremental costs, of

the reductions of emissions and increments of removals of greenhouse gases, as well as an

estimate of the consequent benefits

5. Each developed country Party and each other Party included in Annex I shall make its iriitial

communication within six months of the entry into force of the Convention for that Party. Each

Party not so listed shall make its initial communication within three years of the entry into force of

the Convention for that Party, or of the availability of financial resources in accordance with

Article 4, paragraph 3. Parties that are least developed countries may make their initial

communication at their discretion The frequency of subsequent communications by all Parties

shall be determined by the Conference of the Parties, taking into account the differentiated

timetable set by this paragraph.

6 Information communicated by Parties under this .Article shall be transmitted by the secretariat

as soon as possible to the Conference of the Parties and to any subsidiary bodies concerned. If

necessary, the procedures for the communication of information may be fijrther considered by the

Conference of the Parties.

7 From its first session, the Conference of the Parties shall arrange for the provision to

developing country Parties of technical and financial support, on request, in compiling and

communicating information under this Article, as well as in identifying the technical and financial

needs associated with proposed projects and response measures under Article 4. Such support

may be provided by other Parties, by competent international organizations and by the secretariat,

as appropriate

8 Any group of Parties may, subject to guidelines adopted by the Conference of the Parties, and

to prior notification to the Conference of the Parties, make a joint communication in flilfilment of

their obligations under this Article, provided that such a communication includes information on

the fulfilment by each of these Parties of its individual obligations under the Convention.

9 Information received by the secretariat that is designated by a Party as confidential, in

accordance with criteria to be established by the Conference of the Parties, shall be aggregated by

the secretariat to protect its confidentiality before- being made available to any of the bodies

involved in the communication and review of information.
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10 Subject to paragraph 9 above, and without prejudice to the ability of any Party to make public

its communication at any time, the secretariat shall make communications by Parties under this

Article publicly available at the time they are submitted to the Conference of the Parties.

ARTICLE 13: RESOLUTION OF QUESTIONS REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION

The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first session, consider the establishment of a

multilateral consultative process, available to Parties on their request, for the resolution of

questions regarding the implementation of the Convention

ARTICLE 14: SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

1 . In the event of a dispute between any two or more Parties concerning the interpretation or

application of the Convention, the Parties concerned shall seek a settlement of the dispute through

negotiation or any other peaceful means of their own choice

2 When ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to the Convention, or at any time thereafter,

a Party which is not a regional economic integration organization may declare in a written

instrument submitted to the Depositary that, in respect of any dispute concerning the

interpretation or application of the Convention, it recognizes as compulsory ipso facto and

without special agreement, in relation to any Party accepting the same obligation:

(a) Submission of the dispute to the International Court of Justice, and/or

(b) Arbitration in accordance with procedures to be adopted by the Conference of the Parties

as soon as practicable, in an annex on arbitration.

A Party which is a regional economic integration organization may make a declaration with like

effect in relation to arbitration in accordance with the procedures referred to in subparagraph (b)

above.

3. A declaration made under paragraph 2 above shall remain in force until it expires in

accordance with its terms or until three months after written notice of its revocation has been

deposited with the Depositary

4. A new declaration, a notice of revocation or the expiry of a declaration shall not in any way
affect proceedings pending before the International Coun of Justice or the arbitral tribunal, unless

the parties to the dispute otherwise agree.

5. Subject to the operation of paragraph 2 above, if after twelve months following notification by

one Party to another that a dispute exists between them, the Parties concerned have not been able

to settle their dispute through the means mentioned in paragraph 1 above, the dispute shall be

submitted, at the request of any of the parties to the dispute, to conciliation.
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6. A conciliation commission shall be created upon the request of one of the parties to the

dispute. The commission shall be composed of an equal number of members appointed by each

party concerned and a chairman chosen jointly by the members appointed by each party. The
commission shall render a recommendatory award, which the parties shall consider in good faith.

7. Additional procedures relating to conciliation shall be adopted by the Conference of the

Parties, as soon as practicable, in an annex on conciliation

8. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any related legal instrument which the Conference

of the Parties may adopt, unless the instrument provides otherwise.

ARTICLE 15: AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION

1 . Any Party may propose amendments to the Convention.

2. Amendments to the Convention shall be adopted at an ordinary session of the Conference of

the Parties. The text of any proposed amendment to the Convention shall be communicated to

the Parties by the secretariat at least six months before the meeting at which it is proposed for

adoption. The secretariat shall also communicate proposed amendments to the signatories to the

Convention and, for information, to the Depositary.

3. The Parties shall make every effort to reach agreement on any proposed amendment to the

Convention by consensus. If all efforts at consensus have been exhausted, and no agreement
reached, the amendment shall as a last resort be adopted by a three-fourths majority vote of the

Parties present and voting at the meeting. The adopted amendment shall be communicated by the

secretariat to the Depositary, who shall circulate it to all Parties for their acceptance.

4 Instruments of acceptance in respect of an amendment shall be deposited with the Depositary.
An amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 3 above shall enter into force for those

Parties having accepted it on the ninetieth day after the date of receipt by the Depositary of an

instrument of acceptance by at least three fourths of the Parties to the Convention.

5. The amendment shall enter into force for any other Party on the ninetieth day after the date on
which that Party deposits with the Depositary its instrument of acceptance of the said amendment.

6. For the purposes of this Article, "Parties present and voting" means Parties present and

casting an aflFirmative or negative vote

ARTICLE 16: ADOPTION AND AMENDMENT OF ANNEXES TO
THE CONVENTION

1. Annexes to the Convention shall form an integral part thereof and, unless otherwise expressly

provided, a reference to the Convention constitutes at the same time a reference to any annexes

thereto Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 14, paragraphs 2(b) and 7, such annexes
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shall be restricted to lists, forms and any other material of a descriptive nature that is of a

scientific, technical, procedural or administrative character.

2. Annexes to the Convention shall be proposed and adopted in accordance with the procedure
set forth in Article 15, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4.

3. An annex that has been adopted in accordance with paragraph 2 above shall enter into force

for all Parties to the Convention six months after the date of the communication by the Depositary

to such Parties of the adoption of the annex, except for those Parties that have notified the

Depositary, in writing, within that period of their non-acceptance of the annex The annex shall

enter into force for Parties which withdraw their notification of non-acceptance on the ninetieth

day after the date on which withdrawal of such notification has been received by the Depositary.

4. The proposal, adoption and entry into force of amendments to annexes to the Convention

shall be subject to the same procedure as that for the proposal, adoption and entry into force of

annexes to the Convention in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3 above

5. If the adoption of an annex or an amendment to an annex involves an amendment to the

Convention, that annex or amendment to an annex shall not enter into force until such time as the

amendment to the Convention enters into force.

ARTICLE 17: PROTOCOLS

1. The Conference of the Parties may, at any ordinary session, adopt protocols to the

Convention.

2. The text of any proposed protocol shall be communicated to the Parties by the secretariat at

least six months before such a session.

3. The requirements for the entry into force of any protocol shall be established by that

instrument

4. Only Parties to the Convention may be Parties to a protocol.

5. Decisions under any protocol shall be taken only by the Parties to the protocol concerned

ARTICLE 18: RIGHT TO VOTE

1 Each Party to the Convention shall have one vote, except as provided for in paragraph 2

below

2. Regional economic integration organizations, in matters within their competence, shall

exercise their right to vote with a number of votes equal to the number of their member States

that are Parties to the Convention Such an organization shall not exercise its right to vote if any

of its member States exercises its right, and vice versa
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ARTICLE 19: DEPOSITARY

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be the Depositary of the Convention and of

protocols adopted in accordance with Article 17.

ARTICLE 20: SIGNATURE

This Convention shall be open for signature by States Members of the United Nations or of

any of its specialized agencies or that are Parties to the Statute of the International Court of

Justice and by regional economic integration organizations at Rio de Janeiro, during the United

Nations Conference on Environment and Development, and thereafter at United Nations

Headquarters in New York from 20 June 1992 to 19 June 1993

ARTICLE 21: INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS

1 . The secretariat functions referred to in Article 8 will be carried out on an interim basis by the

secretariat established by the General Assembly of the United Nations in its resolution 45/212 of

21 December 1990, until the completion of the first session of the Conference of the Parties.

2. The head of the interim secretariat referred to in paragraph 1 above will cooperate closely

with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to ensure that the Panel can respond to the

need for objective scientific and technical advice. Other relevant scientific bodies could also be

consulted.

3 The Global Environment Facility of the United Nations Development Programme, the United

Nations Environment Programme and the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development shall be the international entity entrusted with the operation of the financial

mechanism referred to in Article II on an interim basis In this connection, the Global

Environment Facility should be appropriately restructured and its membership made universal to

enable it to fulfil the requirements of Article 1 1.

ARTICLE 22: RATIFICATION, ACCEPTANCE, APPROVAL OR ACCESSION

1 The Convention shall be subject to ratification, acceptance, approval or accession by States

and by regional economic integration organizations It shall be open for accession from the day
after the date on which the Convention is closed for signature Instruments of ratification,

acceptance, approval or accession shall be deposited with the Depositary.

2 Any regional economic integration organization which becomes a Party to the Convention

without any of its member States being a Party shall be bound by all the obligations under the

Convention In the case of such organizations, one or more of whose member States is a Party to

the Convention, the organization and its member States shall decide on their respective

responsibilities for the performance of their obligations under the Convention. In such cases, the
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organization and the member States shall not be entitled to exercise rights under the Convention

concurrently.

3. In their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, regional economic

integration organizations shall declare the extent of their competence with respect to the matters

governed by the Convention These organizations shall also inform the Depositary, who shall in

turn inform the Parties, of any substantial modification in the extent of their competence.

ARTICLE 23: ENTRY INTO FORCE

1 . The Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the

fiftieth instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

2. For each State or regional economic integration organization that ratifies, accepts or approves

the Convention or accedes thereto after the deposit of the fiftieth instrument of ratification,

acceptance, approval or accession, the Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after

the date of deposit by such State or regional economic integration organization of its instrument

of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 above, any instrument deposited by a regional

economic integration organization shall not be counted as additional to those deposited by States

members of the organization.

ARTICLE 24: RESERVATIONS

No reservations may be made to the Convention.

ARTICLE 25: WITHDRAWAL

I At any time after three years from the date on which the Convention has entered into force for

a Party, that Party may withdraw from the Convention by giving written notification to the

Depositary.

2. Any such withdrawal shall take effect upon expiry of one year from the date of receipt by the

Depositary of the notification of withdrawal, or on such later date as may bespecified in the

notification of withdrawal.

3. Any Party that withdraws from the Convention shall be considered as also having withdrawn

from any protocol to which it is a Party.

ARTICLE 26: AUTHENTIC TEXTS

The original of this Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and

Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary- General of the United

Nations.
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EV WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized to that effect, have signed

this Convention.

DONE at New York this ninth day ofMay one thousand nine hundred and ninety-two.
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ANNEX I

Australia

Austria

Belarus-

Belgium

Bulgaria-

Canada

Crotia-

Czech Republic-*'

Denmark

European Economic Community
Estonia-

Finland

France

Germany
Greece

Hungary^
Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Latvia-

Liechtenstein

Lithuania-

Luxembourg
Monaco

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway
Poland-

Portugal

Romania-

Russian Federation-

Slovakia-

Slovenia-

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey
Ukraine-*'

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

United States of America

*
Countries that are undergoing the process of transition to a market economy.
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Annex U.

Australia

Austria

Belgium
Canada

Denmark

European Economic Community
Finland

France

Germany
Greece

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Luxembourg
Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

United States of America
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UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

The Parties to this Convention,

Acknowledging that change m the Earth's climate and its adverse effects are a common
concern of humankind.

Concerned that human activities have been substantially increasing the atmospheric

concentrations of greenhouse gases, that these increases enhance the natural greenhouse effect,

and that this will result on average in an additional warming of the Earth's surface and atmosphere
and may adversely affect natural ecosystems and humarJdnd,

Noting that the largest share of historical and current global emissions of greenhouse gases

has originated in developed countries, that per capita emissions in developing countries are still

relatively low and that the share of global emissions originating in developing countries will grow
to meet their social and development needs.

Aware of the role and importance in terrestrial and marine ecosystems of sinks and reservoirs

of greenhouse gases,

Noting that there are many uncertainties in predictions of climate change, particularly with

regard to the timing, magnitude and regional patterns thereof

Acknowledging that the global nature of climate change calls for the widest possible

cooperation by all countries and their participation in an effective and appropriate international

response, in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective

capabilities and their social and economic conditions.

Recalling the pertinent provisions of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the

Human Environment, adopted at Stockholm on 16 June 1972,

Recalling also that States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the

principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their

own environmental and developmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities

within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or of

areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction,

Reaffirmmg the principle of sovereignty of States in international cooperation to address

climate change.

Recognizing that States should enact effective environmental legislation, that environmental

standards, management objectives and priorities should reflect the environmental and

developmental context to which they apply, and that standards applied by some countries may be

inappropnate and of unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries, in particular

developing countries,
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Recalling the provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/228 of 22 December 1989 on the

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, and resolutions 43/53 of 6

December 1988, 44/207 of 22 December 1989, 45/212 of 21 December 1990 and 46/169 of 19

December 1991 on protection of global climate for present and future generations of mankind,

Recalling also the provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/206 of 22 December 1989 on

the possible adverse effects of sea-level rise on islands and coastal areas, particularly low-lying

coastal areas and the pertinent provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/172 of 19 December

1989 on the implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification,

Recalling further the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, 1985, and the

Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, 1987, as adjusted and amended

on 29 June 1990,

Noting the Ministerial Declaration of the Second World Climate Conference adopted on 7

November 1990,

Conscious of the valuable analytical work being conducted by many States on climate change

and of the important contributions of the World Meteorological Organization, the United Nations

Environment Programme and other organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations

system, as well as other international and intergovernmental bodies, to the exchange of results of

scientific research and the coordination of research.

Recognizing that steps required to understand and address climate change will be

environmentally, socially and economically most eflfective if they are based on relevant scientific,

technical and economic considerations and continually re-evaluated in the light of new findings in

these areas.

Recognizing that various actions to address climate change can be justified economically in

their own right and can also help in solving other environmental problems,

RecQgmzing also the need for developed countries to take immediate action in a flexible

manner on the basis of clear priorities, as a first step towards comprehensive response strategies

at the global, national and, where agreed, regional levels that take into account all greenhouse

gases, with due consideration of their relative contributions to the enhancement of the greenhouse

effect.

Recognizing funher that low-lying and other small island countries, countries with low-lying

coastal, and and semi-arid areas or areas liable to floods, drought and desertification, and

developing countries with fr^agile mountainous ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to the

adverse effects of climate change.
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Recognizing the special difficulties of those countries, especially developing countries, whose

economies are particularly dependent on fossil fuel production, use and exportation, as a

consequence of action taken on limiting greenhouse gas emissions,

Affirming that responses to climate change should be coordinated with social and economic

development in an integrated manner with a view to avoiding adverse impacts on the latter, taking

into full account the legitimate priority needs of developing countries for the achievement of

sustained economic growth and the eradication of poverty.

Recognizing that all countries, especially developing countries, need access to resources

required to achieve sustainable social and economic development and that, in order for developing

countries to progress towards that goal, their energy consumption will need to grow taking into

account the possibilities for achieving greater energy efficiency and for controlling greenhouse gas

emissions in general, including through the application of new technologies on terms which make

such an application economically and socially beneficial,

Detennined to protect the climate system for present and future generations.

Have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1: DEFINITIONS'

For the purposes of this Convention:

I "Adverse effects of climate change" means changes in the physical environment or biota

resulting from climate change which have significant deleterious effects on the composition,

resilience or productivity of natural and managed ecosystems or on the operation of socio-

economic systems or on human health and welfare.

2. "Climate change" means a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human

activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural

climate variability observed over comparable time periods.

3. "Climate system" means the totality of the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere emd geosphere

and their interactions.

4. "Emissions" means the release of greenhouse gases and/or their precursors into the

atmosphere over a specified area and period of time

5. "Greenhouse gases" means those gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, both natural and

anthropogenic, that absorb and re-emit infrared radiation.

6 "Regional economic integration organization" means an organization constituted by sovereign

States of a given region which has competence in respect of matters governed by this Convention

TiUes of articles are included solely to assist the reader.
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or its protocols and has been duly authorized, in accordance with its internal procedures, to sign,

ratify, accept, approve or accede to the instruments concerned.

7. "Reservoir" means a component or components of the climate system where a greenhouse gas

or a precursor of a greenhouse gas is stored.

8. "Sink" means any process, activity or mechanism which removes a greenhouse gas, an aerosol

or a precursor of a greenhouse gas from the atmosphere.

9. "Source" means any process or activity which releases a greenhouse gas, an aerosol or a

precursor of a greenhouse gas into the atmosphere.

ARTICLE 2: OBJECTIVE

The ultimate objective of this Convention and any related legal instruments that the

Conference of the Parties may adopt is to achieve, in accordance with the relevant provisions of

the Convention, stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that

would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system Such a level should

be achieved within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate

change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to

proceed in a sustainable manner.

ARTICLES: PRINCIPLES

In their actions to achieve the objective of the Convention and to implement its provisions, the

Parties shall be guided, inter alia , by the following:

1 The Parties should protect the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations

of humankind, on the basis of equity and in accordance with their common but differentiated

responsibilities and respective capabilities Accordingly, the developed country Parties should

take the lead in combating climate change and the adverse effeas thereof

2. The specific needs and special circumstances of developing country Parties, especially those

that are panicularly vulnerable to the adverse effens of climate change, and of those Parties,

especially developing country Parties, that would have to bear a disproportionate or abnormal

burden under the Convention, should be given flill consideration

3 The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes

of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects. Where there are threats of serious or

irreversible damage, lack of fiill scientific certciinty should not be used as a reason for postponing
such measures, taking into account that policies and measures to deal with climate change should

be cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost. To achieve this, such

policies and measures should take into account different socio-economic contexts, be

comprehensive, cover all relevant sources, sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases and
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adaptation, and comprise all econonuc sectors. Efforts to address climate change may be carried

out cooperatively by interested Parties.

4. The Parties have a right to, and should, promote sustainable development Policies and

measures to protect the climate system against human-induced change should be appropriate for

the specific conditions of each Party and should be integrated with national development

programmes, taking into account that economic development is essential for adopting measures to

address climate change.

5. The Parties should cooperate to promote a supportive and open international economic

system that would lead to sustainable economic growth and development in all Parties,

particularly developing country Parties, thus enabling them better to address the problems of

climate change Measures taken to combat climate change, including unilateral ones, should not

constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on

international trade

ARTICLE 4: COMMITMENTS

1. All Parties, taking into account their common but differentiated responsibilities and their

specific national and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances, shall:

(a) Develop, periodically update, publish and make available to the Conference of the Parties,

in accordance with Article 12, national inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources

and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol,

using comparable methodologies to be agreed upon by the Conference of the Parties;

(b) Formulate, implement, publish and regularly update national and, where appropriate,

regional programmes containing measures to mitigate climate change by addressing

anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not

controlled by the Montreal Protocol, and measures to facilitate adequate adaptation to

climate change,

(c) Promote and cooperate in the development, application and diffusion, including transfer,

of technologies, practices and processes that control, reduce or prevent anthropogenic

emissions of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol in all relevant

sectors, including the energy, transport, industry, agriculture, forestry and waste

management sectors;

(d) Promote sustainable management, and promote and cooperate in the conservation and

enhancement, as appropriate, of sinks and reservoirs of all greenhouse gjises not

controlled by the Montreal Protocol, including biomass. forests and oceans as well as

other terrestrial, coastal and marine ecosystems,

(e) Cooperate in preparing for adaptation to the impacts of climate change; develop and

elaborate appropriate and integrated plans for coastal zone management, water resources
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and agriculture, and for the protection and rehabilitation of areas, particularly in Africa,

affected by drought and desertification, as well as floods;

(f) Take climate change considerations into account, to the extent feasible, in their relevant

social, economic and environmental policies and actions, and employ appropriate methods,

for example impact assessments, formulated and determined nationally, with a view to

minimizing adverse effects on the economy, on public health and on the quality of the

environment, of projects or measures undertaken by them to mitigate or adapt to climate

change,

(g) Promote and cooperate in scientific, technological, technical, socio-economic and other

research, systematic observation and development of data archives related to the climate

system and intended to fiirther the understanding and to reduce or eliminate the remaining

uncertainties regarding the causes, effects, magnitude and timing of chmate change and the

economic and social consequences of various response strategies,

(h) Promote and cooperate in the full, open and prompt exchange of relevant scientific,

technological, technical, socio-economic and legal information related to the climate

system and climate change, and to the economic and social consequences of various

response strategies;

(i) Promote 2md cooperate in education, training and public awareness related to climate

change and encourage the widest participation in this process, including that of non-

governmental organizations; and

(j) Communicate to the Conference of the Parties information related to implementation, in

accordance with Article 12.

2 The developed country Parties and other Parties included in Annex I commit themselves

specifically as provided for in the follow,nng:

(a) Each of these Parties shall adopt national policies and take corresponding measures on the

mitigation of climate change, by limiting its anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases

and protecting and enhancing its greenhouse gas sinks and reservoirs. These policies and

measures will demonstrate that developed countries are taking the lead in modifying

longer-term trends in anthropogenic emissions consistent with the objective of the

Convention, recognizing that the return by the end of the present decade to earlier levels

of anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases not controlled

by the Montreal Protocol would contribute to such modification, and taking into account

the differences in these Parties" starting points and approaches, economic structures and

resource bases, the need to maintain strong and sustainable economic growth, available

technologies and other individual circumstances, as well as the need for equitable and

appropriate contributions by each of these Parties to the global effort regarding that

objective. These Panies may implement such policies and measures jointly with other
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Parties and may assist other Parties in contributing to the achievement of the objective of

the Convention and, in particular, that of this subparagraph,

(b) In order to promote progress to this end, each of these Parties shall communicate, within

six months of the entry into force of the Convention for it and periodically thereafter, and

in accordance with Article 12, detailed information on its policies and measures referred to

in subparagraph (a) above, as well as on its resulting projected anthropogenic emissions by
sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal

Protocol for the period referred to in subparagraph (a), with the aim of returning

individually or jointly to their 1990 levels these anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol This information

will be reviewed by the Conference of the Parties, at its first session and periodically

thereafter, in accordance with Article 7;

(c) Calculations of emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases for the

purposes of subparagraph (b) above should take into account the best available scientific

knowledge, including of the effective capacity of sinks and the respective contributions of

such gases to climate change The Conference of the Parties shall consider and agree on

methodologies for these calculations at its first session and review them regularly

thereafter;

(d) The Conference of the Panics shall, at its first session, review the adequacy of

subparagraphs (a) and (b) above Such review shall be carried out in the light of the best

available scientific information and assessment on climate change and its impacts, as well

as relevant technical, social and economic information Based on this review, the

Conference of the Panics shall take appropriate action, which may include the adoption of

amendments to the commitments in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above The Conference of

the Parties, at its first session, shall also take decisions regarding criteria for joint

implementation as indicated in subparagraph (a) above. A second review of

subparagraphs (a) and (b) shall take place not later than 3 1 December 1998, and thereafter

at regular intervals determined by the Conference of the Parties, until the objective of the

Convention is met,

(e) Each of these Parties shall :

(i) Coordinate as appropriate with other such Parties, relevant economic and

administrative instruments developed to achieve the objective of the Convention; and

(ii) Identify and periodically review its own policies and praaices which encourage
activities that lead to greater levels of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases

not controlled by the Montreal Protocol than would otherwise occur;

(f) The Conference of the Parties shall review, not later than 31 December 1998, available

information with a view to taking decisions regarding such amendments to the lists in

Annexes I and II as may be appropriate, with the approval of the Party concerned;
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(g) Any Party not included in Annex I may, in its instrument of ratification, acceptance,

approval or accession, or at any time thereafter, notify the Depositary that it intends to be

bound by subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. The Depositary shall inform the other

signatories and Parties of any such notification.

J. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II shjill provide

new and additional financial resources to meet the agreed fijil costs incurred by developing

country Parties in complying with their obligations under Article 12, paragraph 1. They shall also

provide such financial resources, including for the transfer of technology, needed by the

developing country Parties to meet the agreed fijll incremental costs of implementing measures

that are covered by paragraph 1 of this Article and that are agreed between a developing country

Party and the international entity or entities referred to in Article 1 1
,

in accordance with that

Article. The implementation of these commitments shall take into account the need for adequacy

and predictability in the flow of fiinds and the importance of appropriate burden sharing among
the developed country Parties.

4. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex 11 shall also

assist the developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of

climate change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effects.

5. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex 11 shall take all

praaicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the transfer of, or access to,

environmentally sound technologies and know-how to other Parties, particularly developing

country Parties, to enable them to implement the provisions of the Convention. In this process,

the developed country Panics shall support the development and enhancement of endogenous

capacities and technologies of developing country Parties Other Parties and organizations in a

position to do so may also assist in facilitating the transfer of such technologies.

6 In the implementation of their commitments under paragraph 2 above, a certain degree of

flexibility shall be allowed by the Conference of the Parties to the Parties included in Annex I

undergoing the process of transition to a market economy, in order to enhance the ability of these

Parties to address climate change, including with regard to the historical level of anthropogenic

emissions of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol chosen as a reference.

7 The extent to which developing country Parties will effectively implement their commitments

under the Convention will depend on the effective implementation by developed country Parties

of their commitments under the Convention related to financial resources and transfer of

technology and will take fully into account that economic and social development and poverty

eradication are the first and overriding priorities of the developing country Parties.

8 In the implementation of the commitments in this Article, the Parties shall give full

consideration to what actions are necessary under the Convention, including actions related to

funding, insurance and the transfer of technology, to meet the specific needs and concerns of
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developing country Parties arising from the adverse effects of climate change and/or the impact of

the implementation of response measures, especially on:

(a) Small island countries;

(b) Countries with low-lying coastal areas;

(c) Countries with arid and semi-arid areas, forested areas and areas liable to forest decay;

(d) Countries with areas prone to natural disasters;

(e) Countries with areas liable to drought and desertification;

(f) Countries with areas of high urban atmospheric pollution,

(g) Countries vvath areas with fragile ecosystems, including mountainous ecosystems;

(h) Countries whose economies are highly dependent on income generated from the

production, processing and export, and/or on consumption of fossil fijels and associated

energy-intensive products; and

(i) Land-locked and transit countries.

Further, the Conference of the Parties may take actions, as appropriate, with respect to this

paragraph.

9. The Parties shall take full account of the specific needs and special situations of the least

developed countries in their actions with regard to ftinding and transfer of technology.

10. The Parties shall, in accordance with Article 10, take into consideration in the implementation

of the commitments of the Convention the situation of Parties, particularly developing country

Parties, with economies that are vulnerable to the adverse effects of the implementation of

measures to respond to climate change. This applies notably to Parties with economies that are

highly dependent on income generated from the production, processing and export, and/or

consumption of fossil friels and associated energy-intensive products and/or the use of fossil fijels

for which such Parties have serious difficulties in switching to alternatives.

ARTICLE 5: RESEARCH AND SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION

In carrying out their commitments under Article 4, paragraph 1(g), the Parties shall:

(a) Support and fijrther develop, as appropriate, international and intergovernmental

programmes and networks or organizations aimed at defining, conducting, assessing and

financing research, data collection and systematic observation, taking into account the

need to minimize duplication of effort,
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(b) Support international and intergovernmental efforts to strengthen systematic observation

and national scientific and technical research capacities and capabilities, particularly in

developing countries, and to promote access to, and the exchange of, data and analyses

thereof obtained from areas beyond national jurisdiction; and

(c) Take into account the particular concerns and needs of developing countries and

cooperate in improving their endogenous capacities and capabilities to participate in the

efforts referted to in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above.

ARTICLE 6: EDUCATION, TRAINING AND PUBLIC AWARENESS

In carrying out their commitments under Article 4, paragraph l(i), the Parties shall:

(a) Promote and facilitate at the national and, as appropriate, subregional and regional levels,

and in accordance with national laws and regulations, and within their respeaive

capacities:

(i) The development and implementation of educational and public awareness

programmes on climate change and its effects,

(ii) Public access to information on climate change and its effects;

(iii) Public participation in addressing climate change and its effects and developing

adequate responses; and

(iv) Training of scientific, technical and managerial personnel.

(b) Cooperate in and promote, at the international level, and. where appropriate, using

existing bodies.

(i) The development and exchange of educational and public awareness material on

climate change and its effects, and

(ii) The development and implementation of education and training programmes, including

the strengthening of national institutions and the exchange or secondment of personnel

to train experts in this field, in particular for developing countries

ARTICLE?: CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

1 A Conference of the Parties is hereby established.

2 The Conference of the Parties, as the supreme body of this Convention, shall keep under

regular review the implementation of the Convention and any related legal instruments that the

10
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Conference of the Parties may adopt, and shall make, within its mandate, the decisions necessary

to promote the effective implementation of the Convention To this end, it shall;

(a) Periodically examine the obligations of the Parties and the institutional arrangements under

the Convention, in the light of the objective of the Convention, the experience gained in its

implementation and the evolution of scientific and technological knowledge;

(b) Promote and facilitate the exchange of information on measures adopted by the Parties to

address climate change and its effects, taking into account the differing circumstances,

responsibilities and capabilities of the Parties and their respective commitments under the

Convention;

(c) Facilitate, at the request of two or more Parties, the coordination of measures adopted by

them to address climate change and its effects, taking into account the differing

circumstances, responsibilities and capabilities of the Parties and their respective

commitments under the Convention;

(d) Promote and guide, in accordance with the objective and provisions of the Convention,

the development and periodic refinement of comparable methodologies, to be agreed on

by the Conference of the Parties, inter alia, for preparing inventories of greenhouse gas

emissions by sources and removals by sinks, and for evaluating the effectiveness of

measures to limit the emissions and enhance the removals of these gases,

(e) Assess, on the basis of all information made available to it in accordance with the

provisions of the Convention, the implementation of the Convention by the Parties, the

overall effects of the measures taken pursuant to the Convention, in particular

environmental, economic and social effects as well as their cumulative impacts and the

extent to which progress towards the objective of the Convention is being achieved;

(f) Consider and adopt regular repons on the implementation of the Convention and ensure

their publication,

(g) Make recommendations on any matters necessary for the implementation of the

Convention;

(h) Seek to mobilize financial resources in accordance v/ith Article 4, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5,

and Article 1 1;

(i) Establish such subsidiary bodies as are deemed necessary for the implementation of the

Convention,

(j) Review reports submitted by its subsidiary bodies and provide guidance to them;

(k) Agree upon and adopt, by consensus, rules of procedure and financial rules for itself and

for any subsidiary bodies,

11
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(I) Seek and utilize, where appropriate, the services and cooperation of, and information

provided by, competent international organizations and intergovernmental and non-

governmental bodies; and

(m)Exercise such other functions as are required for the achievement of the objective of the

Convention as well as all other functions assigned to it under the Convention.

3. The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first session, adopt its own rules of procedure as

well as those of the subsidiary bodies established by the Convention, which shall include decision-

making procedures for matters not already covered by decision- making procedures stipulated in

the Convention. Such procedures may include specified majorities required for the adoption of

particular decisions.

4. The first session of the Conference of the Parties shall be convened by the interim secretariat

referred to in Article 2 1 and shall take place not later than one year after the date of entry into

force of the Convention. Thereafter, ordinary sessions of the Coriference of the Parties shall be

held every year unless otherwise decided by the Conference of the Parties

5. Extraordinary sessions of the Conference of the Panies shall be held at such other times as

may be deemed necessary by the Conference, or at the written request of any Party, provided that,

within six months of the request being communicated to the Parties by the secretariat, it is

supported by at least one third of the Panies.

6 The United Nations, its specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency, as

well as any State member thereof or observers thereto not Party to the Convention, may be

represented at sessions of the Conference of the Parties as observers Any body or agency,

whether national or international, governmental or non- governmental, which is qualified in

matters covered by the Convention, and which has informed the secretariat of its wish to be

represented at a session of the Conference of the Parties as an observer, may be so admitted

unless at least one third of the Parties present object. The admission and participation of

observers shall be subject to the rules of procedure adopted by the Conference of the Parties.

ARTICLES: SECRETARIAT

1 A secretariat is hereby established.

2 The functions of the secretariat shall be:

(a) To make arrangements for sessions of the Conference of the Parties and its subsidiary

bodies established under the Convention and to provide them with services as required;

(b) To compile and transmit reports submitted to it.

12
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(c) To facilitate assistance to the Parties, particularly developing country Parties, on request,

in the compilation and communication of information required in accordance with the

provisions of the Convention,

(d) To prepare reports on its activities and present them to the Conference of the Parties,

(e) To ensure the necessary coordination with the secretariats of other relevant international

bodies;

(f) To enter, under the overall guidance of the Conference of the Parties, into such

administrative and contractual artangements as may be required for the efifective discharge

of its functions, and

(g) To perform the other secretariat functions specified in the Convention and in any of its

protocols and such other functions as may be determined by the Conference of the Parties.

3 The Conference of the Parties, at its first session, shall designate a permanent secretariat and

make arrangements for its functioning.

ARTICLE 9: SUBSIDIARY BODY FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVICE

1 . A subsidiary body for scientific and technological advice is hereby established to provide the

Conference of the Parties and, as appropriate, its other subsidiary' bodies with timely information

and advice on scientific and technological matters relating to the Convention. This body shall be

open to participation by all Parties and shall be multidisciplinary It shall comprise government

representatives competent in the relevant field of expertise. It shall report regularly to the

Conference of the Parties on all aspects of its work.

2 Under the guidance of the Conference of the Parties, and drawing upon existing competent
international bodies, this body shall:

(a) Provide assessments of the state of scientific knowledge relating to climate change and its

effeas;

(b) Prepare scientific 2issessments on the effects of measures taken in the implementation of

the Convention;

(c) Identify innovative, efficient and state-of-the-art technologies and know-how and advise

on the ways and means of promoting development and/or transferring such technologies;

(d) Provide advice on scientific programmes, international cooperation in research and

development related to climate change, as well as on ways and means of supporting

endogenous capacity-building in developing countries, and

13
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(e) Respond to scientific, technological and methodological questions4hat the Conference of

the Parties and its subsidiary bodies may put to the body

3 The functions and terms of reference of this body may be further elaborated
B>^\the

Conference

of the Parties,

ARTICLE 10: SUBSIDIARY BODY FOR DMPLEIVIENTATION

1. A subsidiary body for implementation is hereby established to assist the Conference of the

Parties in the assessment and review of the effective implementation of the Convention. This

body shall be open to participation by all Parties and comprise government representatives who

are experts on matters related to climate change. It shall report regularly to the Conference of the

Parties on all aspects of its work.

2. Under the guidance of the Conference of the Parties, this body shall:

(a) Consider the information communicated in accordance with Article 12, paragraph 1, to

assess the overall aggregated effect of the steps taken by the Parties in the light of the

latest scientific assessments concerning climate change;

(b) Consider the information communicated in accordance with Article 12, paragraph 2, in

order to assist the Conference of the Parties in carrying out the reviews required by Article

4, paragraph 2(d); and

(c) Assist the Conference of the Parties, as appropriate, in the preparation and implementation

of its decisions

ARTICLE 11: FEVANCUL MECHANISM

1 A mechanism for the provision of financial resources on a grant or concessional basis,

including for the transfer of technology, is hereby defined It shall function under the guidance of

and be accountable to the Conference of the Parties, which shall decide on its policies, programme

priorities and eligibility criteria related to this Convention Its operation shall be entrusted to one

or more existing international entities.

2 The financial mechanism shall have an equitable and balanced representation of all Parties

within a transparent system of governance

3 The Conference of the Parties and the entity or entities entrusted with the operation of the

financial mechanism shall agree upon arrangements to give effect to the above paragraphs, which

shall include the following:

(a) Modalities to ensure that the funded projects to address climate change are in conformity

with the policies, programme priorities and eligibility criteria established by the

Conference of the Parties.

14
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(b) Modalities by which a particular funding decision may be reconsidered in light of these

policies, programme priorities and eligibility criteria;

(c) Provision by the entity or entities of regular reports to the Conference of the Parties on its

funding operations, which is consistent with the requirement for accountability set out in

paragraph 1 above, and

(d) Determination in a predictable and identifiable manner of the amount of funding necessary

and available for the implementation of this Convention and the conditions under which

that amount shall be periodically reviewed.

4. The Conference of the Parties shall make arrangements to implement the above-mentioned

provisions at its first session, reviewing and taking into account the interim arrangements referred

to in Article 21, paragraph 3, and shall decide whether these interim arrangements shall be

maintained. Within four years thereafter, the Conference of the Panies shall review the financial

mechanism and take appropriate measures

5. The developed country Parties may also provide and developing country Parties avail

themselves of, financial resources related to the implementation of the Convention through

bilateral, regional and other multilateral channels.

ARTICLE 12: COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION RELATED
TO IMPLEMENTATION

I. In accordance with Article 4, paragraph 1, each Party shall communicate to the Conference of

the Parties, through the secretariat, the following elements of information:

(a) A national inventory of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all

greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, to the extent its capacities

permit, using comparable methodologies to be promoted and agreed upon by the

Conference of the Parties;

(b) A general description of steps taken or envisaged by the Party to implement the

Convention; and

(c) Any other information that the Party considers relevant to the achievement of the objective

of the Convention and suitable for inclusion in its communication, including, if feasible,

material relevant for calculations of global emission trends

2 Each developed country Party and each other Party included in Annex I shall incorporate in its

communication the following elements of information:

(a) A detailed description of the policies and measures that it has adopted to implement its

commitment under Article 4, paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b), and

IS
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(b) A specific estimate of the effects that the policies and measures referred to in

subparagraph (a) immediately above will have on anthropogenic emissions by its sources

and removals by its sinks of greenhouse gases during the period referred to in Article 4,

paragraph 2(a).

3 In addition, each developed country Party and each other developed Party included in Annex
II shall incorporate details of measures taken in accordance with Article 4, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5.

4. Developing country Parties may, on a voluntary basis, propose projects for financing,

including specific technologies, materials, equipment, techniques or practices that would be

needed to implement such projects, along with, if possible, an estimate of all incremental costs, of
the reductions of emissions and increments of removals of greenhouse gases, as well as an

estimate of the consequent benefits.

5. Each developed country Party and each other Party included in Annex I shall make its initial

communication within six months of the entry into force of the Convention for that Party. Each

Party not so listed shall make its initial communication within three years of the entry into force of

the Convention for that Party, or of the availability of financial resources in accordance with

Article 4, paragraph 3. Parties that are least developed countries may make their initial

communication at their discretion The frequency of subsequent communications by all Parties

shall be determined by the Conference of the Parties, taking into account the differentiated

timetable set by this paragraph.

6. Information communicated by Parties under this Article shall be transmitted by the secretariat

as soon as possible to the Conference of the Parties and to any subsidiary bodies concerned. If

necessary, the procedures for the communication of information may be ftjrther considered by the

Conference of the Parties.

7. From its first session, the Conference of the Parties shall arrange for the provision to

developing country Parties of technical and financial support, on request, in compiling and

communicating information under this Article, as well as in identifying the technical and financial

needs associated with proposed projects and response measures under Article 4. Such support

may be provided by other Parties, by competent international organizations and by the secretariat,

as appropriate.

8 Any group of Parties may, subject to guidelines adopted by the Conference of the Parties, and

to prior notification to the Conference of the Parties, make a joint communication in fulfilment of

their obligations under this Article, provided that such a communication includes information on
the fijifilment by each of these Parties of its individual obligations under the Convention.

9 Information received by the secretariat that is designated by a Party as confidential, in

accordance with criteria to be established by the Conference of the Parties, shall be aggregated by
the secretariat to protect its confidentiality before "being made available to any of the bodies

involved in the communication and review of information

16
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1 0. Subject to paragraph 9 above, and without prejudice to the ability of any Party to make public

its communication at any time, the secretariat shall make communications, by Parties under this

Article publicly available at the time they are submitted to the Conference of the Parties.

ARTICLE 13: RESOLUTION OF QUESTIONS REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION

The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first session, consider the establishment of a

multilateral consultative process, available to Parties on their request, for the resolution of

questions regarding the implementation of the Convention.

ARTICLE 14: SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

I . In the event of a dispute between any two or more Parties concerning the interpretation or

application of the Convention, the Parties concerned shall seek a senlement of the dispute through

negotiation or any other peaceful means of their own choice

2 When ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to the Convention, or at any time thereafter,

a Party which is not a regional economic integration organization may declare in a written

instrument submined to the Depositary that, in respect of any dispute concerning the

interpretation or application of the Convention, it recognizes as compulsory ipso facto and

without special agreement, in relation to any Party accepting the same obligation:

(a) Submission of the dispute to the International Court of Justice, and/or

(b) Arbitration in accordance with procedures to be adopted by the Conference of the Parties

as soon as practicable, in an annex on arbitration.

A Party which is a regional economic integration organization may make a declaration with like

effect in relation to arbitration in accordance with the procedures referred to in subparagraph (b)

above.

3. A declaration made under paragraph 2 above shall remjun in force until it expires in

accordance with its terms or until three months after written notice of its revocation has been

deposited with the Depositary.

4. A new declaration, a notice of revocation or the expiry of a declaration shall not in any way
afTect proceedings pending before the International Court of Justice or the arbitral tribunal, unless

the parties to the dispute otherwise agree.

5 Subject to the operation of paragraph 2 above, if after twelve months following notification by

one Party to another that a dispute exists between them, the Parties concerned have not been able

to scnle their dispute through the means mentioned in paragraph I above, the dispute shall be

submitted, at the request of any of the parties to the dispute, to conciliation.

17
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6. A conciliation conunission shall be created upon the request of one of the parties to the

dispute. The commission shall be composed of an equal number of members appointed by each

party concerned and a chairman chosen jointly by the members appointed by each party. The

commission shall render a recommendatory award, which the parties shall consider in good faith.

7. Additional procedures relating to conciliation shall be adopted by the Conference of the

Parties, as soon as practicable, in an annex on conciliation.

8. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any related legal instrument which the Cor\ference

of the Parties may adopt, unless the instrument provides otherwise

ARTICLE 15: AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION

1 . Any Party may propose amendments to the Convention.

2. Amendments to the Convention shall be adopted at an ordinary session of the Conference of

the Parties. The text of any proposed amendment to the Convention shall be communicated to

the Parties by the secretariat at least six months before the meeting at which it is proposed for

adoption. The secretariat shall also communicate proposed amendments to the signatories to the

Convention and, for information, to the Depositary.

3. The Parties shall make every effort to reach agreement on any proposed amendment to the

Convention by consensus. If all efforts at consensus have been exhausted, and no agreement

reached, the amendment shall as a last resort be adopted by a three-fourths majority vote of the

Parties present and voting at the meeting The adopted amendment shall be communicated by the

secretariat to the Depositary, who shall circulate it to all Parties for their acceptance.

4 Instruments of acceptance in respect of an amendment shall be deposited with the Depositary.

An amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 3 above shall enter into force for those

Parties having accepted it on the ninetieth day after the date of receipt by the Depositary of an

instrument of acceptance by at least three fourths of the Parties to the Convention.

5. The amendment shall enter into force for any other Party on the ninetieth day afler the date on

which that Party deposits with the Depositary its instrument of acceptance of the said amendment.

6 For the purposes of this Article, "Parties present and voting" means Parties present and

casting an affirmative or negative vote.

ARTICLE 16: ADOPTION AND AMENDMENT OF ANNEXES TO
THE CONVENTION

I Annexes to the Convention shall form an integral part thereof and, unless otherwise expressly

provided, a reference to the Convention constitutes at the same time a reference to any annexes

thereto. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 14, paragraphs 2(b) and 7, such annexes
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shall be restricted to lists, forms and any other material of a descriptive nature that is ot a

scientific, technical, procedural or administrative character.

2. Annexes to the Convention shall be proposed and adopted in accordance with the procedure
set forth in Article 15, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4.

3. An annex that has been adopted in accordance with paragraph 2 above shall enter into force

for all Parties to the Convention six months after the date of the communication by the Depositary
to such Parties of the adoption of the annex, except for those Parties that have notified the

Depositary, in writing, within that period of their non-acceptance of the annex. The annex shall

enter into force for Parties which withdraw their notification of non-acceptance on the ninetieth

day after the date on which withdrawal of such notification has been received by the Depositary.

4 The proposal, adoption and entry into force of amendments to annexes to the Convention

shall be subject to the same procedure as that for the proposal, adoption and entry into force of

annexes to the Convention in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3 above

5. If the adoption of an annex or an amendment to an annex involves an amendment to the

Convention, that annex or amendment to an annex shall not enter into force until such time as the

amendment to the Convention enters into force.

ARTICLE 17: PROTOCOLS

1. The Conference of the Parties may, at any ordinary session, adopt protocols to the

Convention.

2. The text of any proposed protocol shall be communicated to the Parties by the secretariat at

least six months before such a session

3. The requirements for the entry into force of any protocol shall be established by that

instrument.

4. Only Panics to the Convention may be Parties to a protocol.

5. Decisions under any protocol shall be taken only by the Parties to the protocol concerned.

ARTICLE 18: RIGHT TO VOTE

1 Each Party to the Convention shall have one vote, except as provided for in paragraph 2

below.

2 Regional economic integration organizations, in matters within their competence, shall

exercise their right to vote with a number of votes equal to the number of their member States

that are Panies to the Convention. Such an organization shall not exercise its right to vote if any
of its member States exercises its right, and vice versa.
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ARTICLE 19: DEPOSITARY

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be the Depositary of the Convention and of

protocols adopted in accordance with Anicle 17.

ARTICLE 20: SIGNATURE

This Convention shall be open for signature by States Members of the United Nations or of

any of its specialized agencies or that are Parties to the Statute of the International Court of

Justice and by regional economic integration organizations at Rio de Janeiro, during the United

Nations Conference on Environment and Development, and thereafter at United Nations

Headquarters in New York from 20 June 1992 to 19 June 1993.

ARTICLE 21: INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS

1 . The secretariat functions referred to in Article 8 will be carried out on an interim basis by the

secretariat established by the General Assembly of the United Nations in its resolution 45/212 of

21 December 1990, until the completion of the first session of the Conference of the Parties.

2. The head of the interim secretariat referred to in paragraph 1 above will cooperate closely

with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to ensure that the Panel can respond to the

need for objective scientific and technical advice. Other relevant scientific bodies could 2ilso be

consulted

3. The Global Envirortment Facility of the United Nations Development Programme, the United

Nations Environment Programme and the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development shall be the international entity entrusted with the operation of the financial

mechaitism referred to in Anicle 1 1 on an interim basis In this connection, the Global

Environment Facility should be appropriately restructured and its membership made universal to

enable it to fulfil the requirements of Anicle 1 1.

ARTICLE 22: RATIFICATION, ACCEPTANCE, APPROVAL OR ACCESSION

1. The Convention shall be subject to ratification, acceptance, approval or accession by States

and by regional economic integration organizations. It shall be open for accession from the day
after the date on which the Convention is closed for signature Instruments of ratification,

acceptance, approval or accession shall be deposited with the Depositary.

2 Any regional economic integration organization which becomes a Party to the Convention

u-ithout any of its member States being a Party shall be bound by all the obligations under the

Convention. In the case of such organizations, one or more of whose member States is a Party to

the Convention, the organization and its member States shall decide on their respective

responsibilities for the pertbrmance of their obligations under the Convention. In such cases, the
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organization and the member States shall not be entitled to exercise rights under the Convention

concurrently.

3. In their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, regional economic

integration organizations shall declare the extent of their competence with respect to the matters

governed by the Convention. These organizations shall also inform the Depositary, who shall in

turn inform the Parties, of any substantial modification in the extent of their competence.

ARTICLE 23: ENTRY INTO FORCE

1. The Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the

fiftieth instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

2. For each State or regional economic integration organization that ratifies, accepts or approves

the Convention or accedes thereto after the deposit of the fiftieth instrument of ratification,

acceptance, approval or accession, the Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after

the date of deposit by such State or regional economic integration organization of its instrument

of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 above, any instrument deposited by a regional

economic integration organization shall not be counted as additional to those deposited by States

members of the organization.

ARTICLE 24: RESERVATIONS

No reservations may be made to the Convention,

ARTICLE 25: WITHDRAWAL

1 At any time after three years from the date on which the Convention has entered into force for

a Party, that Pany may withdraw from the Convention by giving written notification to the

Depositary.

2 Any such withdrawal shall take cflTect upon expiry of one year fi-om the date of receipt by the

Depositary of the notification of withdrawal, or on such later date as may bespecified in the

notification of withdrawal.

3. Any Party that withdraws fi-om the Convention shall be considered as also having withdrawn

fi-om any protocol to which it is a Party.

ARTICLE 26: AUTHENTIC TEXTS

The original of this Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and

Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary- General of the United

Nations
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized to that effect, have signed

this Convention.

DONE at New York this ninth day of May one thousand nine hundred and ninety-two. ,

n
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ANNEX I

Australia

Austria

Belarus*'

Belgium

Bulgaria-

Canada

Crotia-*'

Czech Republicr*'

Denmark

European Economic Community
Estonia-

Finland

France

Germany
Greece

Hungary^
Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Latvia-^

Liechtenstein

Lithuania-

Luxembourg
Monaco

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway
Poland^

Ponugal
Romania-*'

Russian Federation-*

Slovakia-*'

Slovenia-*

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey
Lfkrainr*

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

United States of America

*Counines thai are undergoing the process of uansiiion lo a market economy.
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Annex D

Australia

Austria

Belgium
Canada

Denmark

European Economic Community
Finland

France

Germany
Greece

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Luxembourg
Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Portugci]

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

United States of America
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Congressional Research Service Documents
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98-193 E
March 4, 1998

CRS Report for Congress
Received through the CRS Web

Global Climate Change: The Energy Tax
Incentives In the President's FY1999 Budget

Salvatore Lazzari

Specialist in Public Finance

Economics Division

Summary

The President's FY1999 budget includes several energy tax incentives designed to

help the United States reduce greenhouse gases that are linked to possible global

warming. TTiese incentives subsidize energy conservation, energy efficiency, and

substitution toward alternative fuels such as solar power and elecuidtj- produced from

biomass and wind. The conservation and efficiency tax incentives are in the form of

nonrefundable tax credits for energ> -saving capital goods, and they target e^h of tlie

energv' end-use sectors: transportation, industry, residential and conunercial. In additioti,

some of fte tax credits are intended to directly reduce the amount of harmful greenhouse

gases that would otherwise be released into the atmosphere Most of the incentives are

new, some resembling vereions of energy toK mcentives thai were enacted under

Prasidejit Carter's Energy Tax Act of 1978 (as amended), but have since expired Two
of the provisions consniute a liberalization of existmg cn?rg\' ia\ subsidies

Residential and Commercial Buildings

Three tax credits are proposed in the FY 1999 budget to reduce the use of

convoitional energy
—

electricity from fossil fuels, natural gas, heating oil, etc. — in

residential and commercial buildings: (1) tax credits for equipment that uses solar energy;

(2) a tax credit for the purchase of energy-efficient, new homes; and (3) a tax credit for

purchases of energy efficiency equipment, and materials.

Tax Credits for Solar Energy Equipment. The Administration proposes a tax

credit for two types of solar energy using equipment: (1) a 15% tax credit for up to

$13,334 in investments in rooftop solar equipment that uses photovoltaic cells to generate

electricity, for a maximum tax aedit of $2,000; and (2) a 15% tax credit for up to $6,667
in investments in solar water heating equipment (other than swimming pools), for a

maximum tax credit of $1,000. Solar equipment installed in either a personal residence or

a business would qualify for this tax credit, which would be "nonreflmdable," i.e., limited

by the amount of tax otherwise owed.

Congressional Research Service  The Library of Congress
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The credit for photovoltaic systems would last for 7 years, beginning in 1999; the

credit for water heating systems would last for 5 years, also beginning in 1999.

Photovoltaics are solar cells made of semiconductor material capable of converting

sunlight directly into electricity. A photovoltaic solar system combines individual cells

into a panel, which can be interconnected and used as part of a sunlight-absorbing roof or

as separate self-contained electricity generating system on the ground.

Current law provides for a 10% tax credit for investment in solar photovoltaic

systems or for solar equipment used to heat or cool a structure or for solar process heat.

Only businesses qualify for this credit, which also applies to geothermal systems. The

equivalent credit for residential solar systems expired at the end of 1985. The business

solar credit is the remnant of the more extensive system of residential and business tax

credits for conservation and renewable energy that were part of President Carter's

National Energy Plan of 1978, but which largely expired at the end of 1985. Only the

business energy tax credits were extended several times beyond 1985, and for gradually

fewer and fewer types of energy equipment. Under President Clinton's FY1999 proposal,

businesses that invest in qualifying solar equipment would have to choose between the

current 10% tax credit and the proposed 15% tax credit.

Tax Credit for New Energy Efficient Homes. Some federal laws and certain states

require energy-using home appliances, heating and cooling equipment, and insulation to

meet certain energy efficiency standards. But there are otherwise no special tax incentives

to encourage the supply of energy efficient homes. The President's FY 1999 budget

proposes a tax credit for the cost of a new home that would meet certain specified and

stringent energy efficiency standards. The tax credit would equal to 1% of the home's

purchase price up to a maximum credit of $2,000 for homes purchased between 1 999 and

2003,and $1,000 for homes purchased during either 2004 or 2005. Qualifying new homes

would have to be at least 50% more energy efficient than the standard for single family

homes specified in the Model Energ>' Code.

Tax Credit for Energy-Efficient Building Equipment. The last of the three tax

credits to reduce the use of conventional energy in residential and commercial buildings

is a 20% tax credit for the cost of six types of advanced energy -efficient equipment and

technologies for space heating and cooling and hot water heaters, as follows:

• More efficient air conditioners

• High energy-efficiency advanced natural gas water heaters

• More energy efficient natural gas heat pumps
• Energy efficient electric heat pumps
• Energy efficient electric heat pump water heaters

• Fuel cells.

Each of these six t>'pes of qualifying equipment would have to satisfy stringent energy

efficiency standards, as compared with current types of equivalent non-energy efficient

equipment. Only costs up to a maximum ceiling
— as yet uiispecified

— would qualify

for the tax credit. TFie credit would be available for the costs of qualifying equipment

purchased dunng the 5-year period from January 1, 1999, to December 3, 2004.

Under current law, no tax credits or other tax incentives are provided for equipment
to make business stuctures more aiergy efficient. The 1978 Energy Tax Act provided for
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a system of business energy investment tax credits for several categories of energy
conservation property

— called "specially defined energy property,"
— but these were

essentially equipment used in manufacturing or industrial processes rather than in

buildings. As with the 1978 solar energy tax credits, these energy equipment tax credits

also expired at the end of 1985.'

Industrial Energy Use

Under the President's proposal, three types of industrial energy equipment would

qualify for a 10% investment tax credit: (1) combined heat and power systems ; (2) certain

circuitbreaker equipment; and (3) certain recycling equipment.

Tax Credit for Combined Heat and Power Systems, A 10% investment tax credit

would be provided for businesses that invest in combined heat and power systems that

meet certain energy efficiency standards. Combined heat and power systems capture the

thermal energy (for either heating or cooling) or the mechanical power— whatever the

case may be— that would otherwise be wasted when industrial manufacturing processes

generate electricity. Thus, they are essentially a type of cogeneration equipment: with one

source of oiergy, a company can simultaneously power its turbines to generate electricity

and either heat and cool its building or provide mechanical power needed in some

manufacturing process. Fuel inputs are conserved by making an energy-using process
—

the generation of electrical power— more efficient: the otherwise wasted energy would

be harnessed and would be used in the same process.

Current tax law provides no tax credit for this type of industrial energy equipment.

Cogeneration equipment was added in 1980 to the list of property qualifying for the 10%
business energy investment tax credits under the original Energy Tax Act of 1978. These

expired at the end of 1982, 3 years before the expiration of the residential energy tax

credits and the other business energy tax credits.

Tax Credit for New Types of Circuitbreakers. Some large circuit breakers used

by public power companies (electric utilities) in the transmission and distribution of

electricity use a gas (sulfur hexafloride) that leaks into the atmosphere when the breakers

age. Under the President's proposal, a 10% tax credit would be available for the

replacement of these leaky, older (pre- 1985) circuit breakers with new power
circuitbreaker equipment. The Administration believes that sulfur hexafloride is an

extremely harmful greenhouse gas. No similar tax credit or other tax incentive has ever

been provided.

Tax Credit for Certain Recycling Equipment. A 10% investment tax credit would

be provided to producers of semiconductors for investments in equipment used to recycle

two harmful greenhouse gases used in the production of semiconductors: perfluorocarbon

(PFC) and hydrofluorocarbon (HFC). The tax credit would apply to new equipment

placed in service in the 5-year period begirming January 1, 1999, and ending December 31,

2003. Under current law no special tax credit is provided for this type of recycling

'U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. An Explanation of the Business

Energy' Investment Tax Credits. CRS Report 85-25 E by Salvatore Lazzari. January 24, 1985.

Washington.
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equipment, although such equipment may be depreciated over 5 years. The 1978 business

energy tax credit provided for a 10% tax credit for businesses that recycled solid wastes.

This tax credit expired at the end of 1982.

Transportation Energy Use

Two tax incentives are proposed to conserve petroleum in the transportation sector:

(1) a tax credit for fuel efficient vehicles; and (2) a higher income tax exemption for mass

transit fringe benefits.

Tax Credit for Fuel Efficient Vehicles. A new tax credit would be available for the

purchase of cars and light trucks (including minivans, sport utility vehicles, and pickups)

that are at least twice as economical as current vehicles in their class. For vehicles rated

at least twice the base fuel economy, the credit would be as follows: $3,000 if purchased
between January 1, 2000, and January 1, 2004; $2,000 if purchased during 2004; and

$1,000 if purchased in either 2005 or 2006. If the vehicle is rated at least 3-times the base

fuel economy, the tax credit would be as follows: $4,000 if purchased between January 1,

2002, and January 1, 2007; $3,000 if purchased during 2007; $2,000 if purchased during

2008; and $1,000 if purchased during either 2009 or 2010.

Current tax law contains several tax incentives — and some nontax disincentives —
to conserve conventional, petroleum based motor fuels, particularly gasoline and diesel

fuel. First, gasoline and diesel fuel are taxed at the rates of 18.40 and 24.40 per gallon.

Second, an excise tax is imposed on the sale of domestically produced or imported "gas

guzzlers" that do not meet the fuel economy standards (the CAFE standards) established

by the Environmental Protection Agency. The tax rate is graduated, ranging from $1,000

for vdiicles rated between 21.5 and 22.5 miles per gallon (MPG) and $7,700 for vehicles

rated at less than 12.5 MPG.

In addition to taxes on conventional fuels and "guzzlers" of conventional fuels,

federal tax law provides a deduction for clean-fuel vehicles and a tax credit for electric

vehicles. Since 1992, a federal tax deduction has been available for individuals or

businesses that purchase vehicles that run on alternative fuels.' Taxpayers can deduct

from adjusted gross income a portion of the costs associated with the purchase of

dedicated altemative fuel vehicles (AFVs), or the costs of converting vehicles so that they

can operate on clean-burning altemative fuels (dual fuel AFVs) in addition to gasoline.

Dedicated AFVs are new vehicles designed to run on an altemative fuel only.

For dedicated AFVs, costs up to $2,000 for qualified property can be deducted for

a vehicle up to 10,000 lbs., up to $5,000 for a truck or van of 10,000 to 26,000 lbs., and

up to $50,000 for a truck or van over 26,000 lbs. Qualified property for a dedicated AFV
includes the full cost of the engine, the fuel delivery systein, and the exhaust system. For

a dual-fuel vehicle, the qualified cost is limited to the incremental cost of the same

components compared with the systems for conventional fuels. Altemative fuels are

defined as compressed natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, liquefied natural gas.

^For a more detailed discussion of tliese provisions see: U.S. Library of Congress.

Congressional Research Service. Energy Tax Provisions of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. CRS

Report 94-525E, by Salvatore Lazzari. Washington, 1994.
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hydrogen, electricity, and any other fuel that includes 85% alcohol fuels, ether, or any
combination of these. In addition, all of the property that qualifies for the deduction—
the new vehicle, or the conversions equipment

— must be new. Qualifying vehicles must
meet any applicable federal and state environmental standards. For business taxpayers, the

basis of the property for purposes of the depreciation deduction is reduced by the amount
of clean-fuel-vehicle deduction. In goieral, each of these deductions terminates at the end
of 2004. But there is a phase-out provision in the case of new clean-fuel burning vehicles

or retrofit equipment. The deduction is phased-out evenly over a 3-year period beginning
in January 2002.

In lieu of a tax deduction, consumers that purchase an electric vehicle can claim a
10% nonrefundable tax credit for the cost of the vehicle placed in service prior to 2005.

The maximum credit is $4,000.^ Also, for businesses that purchase electric vehicles, the

maximum amount that may be deducted annually for depreciation is three times larger than

the depreciation limit for other types of automobiles. In general, the amount that

businesses may deduct annually for depreciation of an automobile is limited to $2,560 the

1st year, $4,100 the 2""^ year, $2,450 the 3^"^ year, and $ 1 ,475 each subsequent year in the

recovery period. Each of these amounts are adjusted annually for inflation that has

occurred since 1987 so that the amounts for 1997 (for most cars) were $3,160, $5,000,

$3,050, and $1,775. For electric vehicles, however, the base amounts are $7,680,

$12,300, $7,350, and $4,425, respectively. These annual limits are also adjusted for

inflation after 1997. The higher depreciation limits for electric vehicles was a provision
of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.

Higher Tax Exemption for Mass Transit Fringe Benefits. The President's budget

proposal includes a provision to increase the income tax exemption for employer payment
or reimbursement for the costs of mass transit (bus fares, subway or train fares) or van

pools costs to the level of tax exemption for employer provided parking benefits.

Curraitly, federal income tax law stipulates that mass transit or van pool payments above
$65 per month must be reported as income — i.e., up to $65 per month is exempt from

taxation. Current tax law also taxes employer provided parking or reimbursements for

parking expenses above $175 per month — i.e., the exemption for such expenses is $175

per month. The President's proposal would raise the exemption for mass transit and van

pool passes to $175 per month, thus equalizing the two transportation fringe benefits..

Tax Credit for Electricity Produced from Wind and Biomass

The President's FY 1999 budget would extend by 5 years the current tax credit for

electricity produced fi-om wind and biomass. Under current law, an income tax credit is

provided, as part of a tax code section, in the amount of 1.50 /kWh. (in real, 1992 dollars)

for electricity generated from wind or from closed-loop biomass systems. The credit for

1997 was 1.60 /kWh. Closed loop biomass systems use plants grown exclusively for

electricity production. Thus, the credit is not available for the use of waste and most other

biomass to generate electricity. Any plant used exclusively for electrical generation,

except standing timber, which is specifically disqualified, qualifies for the credit. The

'The Ta.xpayer Relief Act of 1997 aiTiended the excise tax treatment of lu.xury vehicles to

make it more difficult for clean-fuel and electric vcliicles to be designated as luxuries subject to that

tax.
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credit is available to facilities that begin service after 1992 (for biomass) and 1993 (for

wind) but before July 1, 1999. Any qualified facility that opens during that period can then

earn the tax credit for its first 10 years of operation. The President's proposal would

extend this to July 1, 2004.

This tax credit is phased out, proportionately, as the reference price
— the average

price of renewable electricity sold by qualified wind and biomass facilities— rises from 8

/kWh to 11 / kWh. Both the credit amount and the phase-out limit is adjusted annually

for inflation. The credit is also to be reduced during any taxable year for which the project

has received grants, proceeds from tax-exempt bonds, subsidized energy financing, and any
other credit allowable for property that is part of the project.

For 1994, the reference prices were 5.40 / kWh for facilities producing electricity

from wind, and 0.00 / kWh for facilities producing electricity from closed-loop biomass

systems. For 1997, the reference prices were 6.40 and 0.00, respectively. Since both

reference prices were less than the threshold prices for the credit phase-out, the renewable

electricity credit was not phased-out and remained at 1.50 / kWh. In calender year 1996,

there were no sales of electricity produced from closed-loop biomass energy resources

under contracts signed after December 31, 1989.
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Summary

Following the international agresment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions reached

in Kyoto in December 1997, the Clinton Administration in Januaiy 1998 proposed a

Climate Change Tedinology Initiative (CCTl). Through the CCTi, the Administration

is scddng congressional auihorization for $3.6 billion in tax credits as incentives, and

$2,7 billion in R&D to be invested over 5 years in partner^ip with industry as a means

ofcurbing greenhouse gas emissions in the United States, (Further details about the tax

CTedits can be found in CRS Report 98-1 93 E 'Global Climate Change: The Energy Tax

Incentives In the President's FY1999 Budget" by Salvatore Lazzari). Given tliat the

Kyoto Protocol likdy will not be submitted tliis year to the Senate for its advice and

consent to ratification and givat that it has not yet entered into force worldwide, the

new has been expressed among those critical of the Protocol ii» its present form fliat the

CCn is a "backdoor" fiiroi^h which the Administration can begin to take action anyway
toimpJanent the protocol. Further, how effective investing approximately S540 millica

a year in R&D in a mix ofnew and redirected funds and activities will be in reducing

gi^eenhouse gas emissions remains to be seen. This report will be updated as needed.

Introduction

On October 22, 1997, in a speech at the National Geographic Society in Washington,

DC, flie President announced a nine-point plan designed to reduce the nation's carbon and

other greenhouse gas emissions. Included in the plan was a 5-year package witfi $5 billion

of tax incentives and R&D investments to encourage energy efficiency and to help develop
low-carbon energy sources. To make good on that commitment, the Administration, in

Januaiy 1998, proposed the Climate Change Technology Irutiative (CCTI), following the

international agreement reached in Kyoto in December 1997, to reduce greenhouse gas

Congressional Research Service  The Library of Congress
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emissions'. The CCTI, a mix of new and redirected funds and activities, again spans five

years but calls for a total of $6.3 billion, with a $2.7 billion increase in R&D investments.

The following tables summarize the R&D portion of the CCTI. Further details may be

found in a package of FY 1999 budget briefing materials on the CCTI, dated February 2,

1998. That package and other related information also are available on-line at

http://www.whitehouse.gov/Initiatives/Climate/indexp.html

CCTI $ millions (for R&D and in total)

Federal

entity
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CCTI $ millions (by area of focus)

Focus area
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The Partnership for Light and Heavy Trucks is similar to the PNGV, but focuses on

cleaner, more efficient diesel engines for light and heavy trucks, and involves the DOE,
EPA, and Department of Defense.

Sustainable transportation programs will promote alternatives to single-occupancy
vehicles. Such programs in the EPA and DOE will be coordinated with extant and planned
DOT activities (DOT work in this area is not funded within the CCTI).

Electricity, Research partnerships in renewable energy and related technologies,

including wind, photovoltaics, geothermal, biomass, hydropower, hydrogen production and

storage, and superconductivity, will be expanded by $100 million, which is 37 percent over

FY 1998.

Current Nuclear Regulatory Commission licenses call for the retirement of 60

gigawatts of nuclear electric generating capacity by 2015 (current total electricity

generating capacity is about 710 gigawatts). The DOE will begin R&D efforts into

technologies that will allow the safe operation of extant nuclear power plants by 10 to 20

years, helping ease the transition to other low- and no-carbon energy sources.

The DOE also will begin in FY 1999 an R&D program into new ways to combust coal

with far fewer carbon emissions.

Carbon Removal and Sequestration

The DOE will fimd R&D to find ways (including physical, biochemical, and microbial)

to remove carbon dioxide from combustion gases and sequester it, i.e., store it so that it

does not enter the atmosphere.

The USDA will begin research into ways to enhance the carbon-sequestering

capabilities of agricultural species.

Within Commerce, the National Institute for Standards and Technology will fund

complementary biotechnology research on plant metabolism and carbon use.

Cross-Cutting Analysis and Research

Whether and how to implement an industrial carbon emission reduction program and

a domestic trading system will be researched by the federal government, including the

DOE, with input by stakeholders.

New research findings from the Global Change Research Program will be studied by
the DOE and other federal entities to try to determine optimal geographic and

technological responses.

Issues for Congress

Several committees of relevant jurisdiction in the House and the Senate have held

hearings in the current session, reviewing the details of the Kyoto Protocol and related

issues. Of particular interest is whether enacting measures that would focus on carbon
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dioxide and other greenhouse gas reductions to meet the terms of the protocol could be

achieved at little or no net cost to the national economy, as some have suggested, or

whether the protocol might result in increased taxes, loss ofjobs, or a dramatic jump in

energy costs for Americans, as others have suggested. Other questions have arisen as to

whether any environmental benefits would, indeed, be achieved at all under the levels of

reduction mandated by the protocol.

With the submission of the CCTI as part of the President's FY1999 budget, those

committees have also commenced looking at details of the CCTI with an eye toward

determining what portion of the request might constitute sound contingency actions versus

what portion might prematurely commit the United States to the Kyoto Protocol, to which

the Senate has not yet given its advice and consent to ratification and which has not yet

entered into force internationally. Concerns have been voiced among those critical of the

protocol in its present form that the CCTI might be a "backdoor" through which the

Administration could begin to take action anyway to implement the terms of the protocol.
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Summary

Negotiations on the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention

on Clim^e Change (UNFCCC) were comj^eted December 1 1, 1997, committing the

industrialized nations to specified, l^ty binding ta-gets for emissions of six

"^eerdiouse gases." Thetreafy will open for signature on March 16, 1998. The United

St^es pl^ed a prominent role in these negotiations, and agreed to a target of reducing

greenhouse gasra by 7% bdow 1990 levds during a "commitownt period" betwe«i

2008-201 2. Becatee offee w^ sinks, which remove these gases ft<m the atmosph«-e,

are coimted and because of oiha- {H-ovisions discussed in this report, tiie actual reduction

ofenassioiB reqiared to meet ttw targe* within the United States is estimated to be lower

than 7%. The Administratkm has indicated thai wtfil developing countries also make

««B«tments to participate in greenhouse gas limitations, it will not submit Ihe protocol

to the Senate for advice aid axisent, tfaeretw delj^^ing wsy possibility of ratificatJMX until

at least after a Novonbo- 1998 merting of tiie parties in Buenos Aires, Argentina. At

mid-year Jime 1998 meetings of the UNFCCC subsidiary bodies, a number of the more

difRcidt issues were discussed, but results of these meetings wwe gairaally

inconclusive. In Congress, several committees have hdd hearings mi the Kyoto

Protocol and its implications, and a number of bills, resolittions aid provisioiB in

appropriations bills have been introduced or considered, mostly to limit activities ofthe

U.S. govemmwit ftstt are or could be seen as relied to cartyii^ out the goals of fte

Kyoto Protocol.

Background

Responding to concerns that human activities are increasing concentrations of

"greenhouse gases" (such as carbon dioxide and methane) in the atmosphere, most nations

of the worid joined together in 1992 to sign the Umted Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The United States was one of the first nations to ratify

this treaty. It included a legally non-binding, voluntary pledge that the major

industrialized/developed nations would reduce their greenhouse gas emissions to 1990

Congressional Research Service  The Library ofCongress
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levels by the year 2000. However, as scientific consensus grew that human activities are

having a discernible impact on global climate systems, possibly causing a warming of the

Earth that could result in significant impacts such as sea level rise, changes in weather

patterns and health effects—and as it became apparent that major nations such as the

United States and Japan would not meet the voluntary stabilization target by
2000—Parties to the treat>' decided in 1995 to enter into negotiations on a protocol to

establish legally binding limitations or reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. It was
decided by the Parties that this round of negotiations would establish limitations only for

the developed countries (those listed in Annex I to the UNFCCC, including the former
Communist countnes, and referred to as "Annex I countries"; developing countries are

referred to as "non-Annex I countries").'

During negotiations that preceded the December 1-11, 1997. meeting in Kyoto,
Japan, little progress was made, and the most difficult issues were not resolved until the

final days
—and hours—of the Conference. There was wide disparity among key players

especially on three items: (1) the amount of binding reductions in greenhouse gases to be

required, and the gases to be included in these requirements; (2) whether developing
countries should be part of the requirements for greenhouse gas limitations; and (3)

whether to allow emissions trading and joint implementation, which allow credit to be

given for emissions reductions to a country that brings about the actual reductions in other

countries or locations where they may be cheaper to attain.

The United States proposal was for a reduction in all six major greenhouse gases to

1990 levels by the period 2008-2012, with joint implementation allowed. The European
Union (EU) argued strongly for a 15% reduction from 1990 levels by 2010 for three

greenhouse gases, using a "bubble," or cumulative, approach for the nations within the

EU, but no joint implementation beyond that. Japan proposed a 5% reduction from 1990

levels for three greenhouse gases. The group of developing countries (known as the G77)
proposed that developed countries should stabilize their emissions of greenhouse gases
at 1990 levels by 2000. then reduce them by 15% by 2010, with further reductions of

20%—for a total of 35% reduction by 2020 below 1990 levels.

Following completion of the Protocol in December of 1997, details of a number of
the more difficult issues remained to be negotiated and resolved (see below). Some of

these were taken up at June 2-12, 1998 meetings of the subsidiars' bodies of the FCCC on

implementation and scientific and technical affairs. These discussions were generally
inconclusive, and consideration and work on the details of these unresolved concerns

continues. Formal discussion and negotiation will resume at the COP-4 meeting in

November in Buenos Aires, Argentina

Summary of the Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC

The Kyoto Protocol was completed in haste during an extension of the Kyoto
meeting beyond its December 10 deadline, into the morning of December 11. It contains

a number of areas for which details will have to be worked out over the next year. The

'For additional information on the negotiations in Kyoto and related background, see CRS Report
97-1000, Global Climate Change Treaty: Negotiations and Related Issues: and CRS Issue Brief

89005, Global Climate Change.
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Protocol opened for signature March 16, 1998, and will enter into force when 55 nations

have ratified it, provided that these ratifications include Annex I Parties that account for

at least 55% of total carbon dioxide emissions in 1990. At the end of July, 38 countries

had signed the treat\', including the European Union and most of its members, Canada,

Japan, China, and a range of developing countries.

The major commitments in the treaty on the most controversial issues are as follows:

Emissions Reductions. The United States would be obligated under the Protocol

to a reduction of 7% below 1990 levels for three greenhouse gases (including carbon

dioxide), and below 1995 levels for the three man-made gases, averaged over the

commitment period 2008 to 2012. The Protocol states that Annex I Parties are

committed—individually or jointly
—to ensuring that their aggregate anthropogenic

carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of greenhouse gases do not exceed amounts assigned

to each country in Annex B to the Protocol, "with a view to reducing their overall

emissions of such gases by at least 5% below 1990 levels in the commitment penod 2008

to 2012." Annex A lists the 6 major greenhouse gases covered by the treaty".

Annex B lists 39 nations, including the United States, the European Union plus the

individual EU nations, Japan, and many of the former Communist nations. The amounts

for each country are listed as percentages of the base year, 1 990 (except for some former

Communist countries), and range from 92% (a reduction of 8%) for most European
countries—to 1 10% (an increase of 10%) for Iceland. The United States is committed on

this list to 93%, or a reduction of 7%, to be achieved as an average over the five years

2008-2012.

Based on projections of the growth of emissions using current technologies and

processes, the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions required of the United States would

likely be between 20% and 30% below where it would be otherv^ise by the 2008-2012

budget period.^ However, according to Administration officials, based on the accounting

method adopted in the Protocol, which includes (as the United States had urged)

greenhouse gas sinks, it appears that the actions that must be taken in to reduce emissions

within the United States, after sinks are counted, would be substantially less than

7%—probably in the range of 2 to 3%. The Administration also is assuming that a

significant portion of its 7% target could be met through some combination of emissions

trading and joint implementation.

Developing Country Responsibilities. The United States had taken a firm position

that "meaningful participation" of developing countries in commitments made in the

Protocol is cntical to approval of the treaty by the U.S. Senate, and it argued that success

in dealing with the issue of climate change and global warming would require such

participation. The developing country bloc argued that the Berlin Mandate—the terms

of reference of the Kyoto negotiations
—

clearly excluded them from new commitments

^The six gases covered by the Protocol are carbon dioxide (CO,), methane (CH4). nitrous oxide

(NiO), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). perfluorocarbons (PFCs). and sulphur hexafluoride (SF„).

The most prominent of these, and the most pervasive in human economic activity is carbon

dioxide, produced when wood or fossil fuels such as oil, coal, and gas are burned.

^See CRS Report 98-235 ENR, Reducing Greenhouse Gases: How Much from What Baseline?
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in this Protocol, and continued to oppose emissions limitation commitments by non-
Annex I countnes The negotiations concluded without such commitments, and the

United States indicated that it will not submit the Protocol for Senate consideration—and
therefore will not ratify it—until subsequent negotiations are held and meaningful
commitments are made by developing countries The next meeting of the Parties will be
in November 1998 in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and may provide the first formal

opportunity for this issue to be revisited, although it is not clear yet whether or how it

would be put on the agenda for that meeting.

The Protocol does call on all Parties—developed and developing
—to take a number

of steps to formulate national and regional programs to improve "local emission factors,"

activity data, models, and national inventories of greenhouse gas emissions and sinks that

remove these gases from the atmosphere. All Parties are also committed to formulate,

publish, and update climate change mitigation and adaptation measures, and to cooperate
in promotion and transfer of environmentally sound technologies and in scientific and
technical research on the climate system.

Emissions Trading and Joint Implementation. Emissions trading, in which a

Part>' included in Annex I "ma\' transfer to, or acquire from, any other such Party emission

reduction units resulting from projects aimed at reducing anthropogenic emissions by
sources or enhancing anthropogenic removals b> sinks of greenhouse gases" for the

purpose of meeting its commitments under the treat>', is allowed and outlined in Article

6, with several provisos. Among the provisos is the requirement that such trading ''shall

be supplemental to domestic actions." The purpose of this proviso is to make it clear that

a nation cannot entirel>' fulfill its responsibility to reduce domestic emissions by relying

primarily on emissions trading or joint implementation to meet its targets. A number of

specific issues related to the rules on how joint implementation and emissions trading will

work are to be negotiated and resolved in subsequent meetings, as these issues are

clarified and identified. In the months since the Protocol was completed, it has become

increasingly clear that diis is an extremely complex issue, and an emissions trading system
is not likely to be designed and implemented quickly.

A major development is the establishment of a "clean development mechanism"

(CDM), through which joint implementation between developed and developing countries

would occur. The United States had pushed hard for joint implementation, and early

proposals were formulated with the expectation that "JI" projects would be primarily
bilateral. Instead, negotiations resulted in agreement to establish the clean development
mechanism to which developed Annex I countries can contribute financially, and

developing non-Annex I countnes can benefit from financing for approved project

activities; Annex 1 countries can then use certified emission reductions from such projects
to contribute to their compliance with part of their emission limitation commitment.
Emissions reductions achieved through this mechanism can begin in the year 2000 to

count toward compliance in the first commitment penod (2008-2012). Again, proposals
on how this mechanism will operate will be developed and, presumably, discussed at the

November 1998 Conference of the Parties. Like emissions trading, making the CDM
operational appears likely to be a protracted and difficult process, given the increasing
number of complexities emerging from the on-going work and discussions on how the

CDM might work.
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Issues for Congress

Ratification. For the United States to ratify the Protocol, the treaty must be

submitted to the U.S. Senate for advice and consent. Ratification requires a two-thirds

majority vote in the Senate for approval. Unless the United States ratifies the treaty, it

will not be subject to its terms and obligations. President Clinton has voiced strong

support for the Kyoto Protocol, and the United States is expected to sign it, although it is

not clear when. However, in recognition of the opposition expressed in the Senate by
S. Res. 98, which passed 95-0, to a Protocol that does not include requirements for

emissions limitations by developing countries, the President has indicated that he will not

submit the treaty to the Senate for advice and consent until additional negotiations have

provided for meaningful developing country participation. The next Conference of the

Parties that would offer an opportunity to make such provisions will be in November
1998 in Buenos Aires. Thus it seems unlikely that the treaty will be submitted to the

Senate until after that time.

Oversight. Both the House and Senate sent delegations of Members to serve as

observers on the U.S. delegation to the Kyoto meeting. Supporters and opponents of the

Protocol were included in these delegations. A number of committees have held hearings

on the implications of the Protocol for the United States, its economy, energy prices,

impacts on climate change, and other related issues.
*
While the Administration has stated

that it believes the treaty can be implemented without harm to the U.S. economy, and

without imposing additional taxes, a number of questions related to how its goals can be

achieved are likely to arise in hearings during the year ahead.

Legislation. When a treaty is sent to the Senate for consideration, legislation that

might be required for its implementation is also typically sent to the Congress. Such

legislation is not likely in the near future, certainly not until the end of 1998, or until the

treaty is sent to the Senate. However, the President's proposal on climate change,

announced in October, included, among other things, a $5 billion package of tax credits

and spending on research and development over 5 years to encourage energy efficiency

and development of new lower emission technologies. In the President's budget

proposals, he offered an initiative over multiple years of $6.3 billion dollars for research

and development and some possible tax incentives. A number of legislative

proposals
—

including bills, resolutions, and provisions in several appropriations

bills—express concerns related to the Kyoto Protocol. Many of these would limit

activities of the U.S. government that might be seen to advance the goals of the Kyoto
Protocol prior to its consideration by the Senate.^

"Congressional hearings are discussed in the CRS electronic briefing book on Global Climate

Change at http;//thomas.loc.gov/brbk/html/ebgcccon.html

'See CRS Issue Brief 89005: Global Climate Change. Another source for a listing of legislation

and its status, and other information about the Kyoto Protocol and other climate change concerns

and reports, is the CRS electronic briefing book on Global Climate Change on the CRS Home

Page at: http://thomas.loc.gov/brbk/html/ebgcctop.htmi
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General Accounting OfRce
Washington. D.C. 20548
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June 30. 1997

The Honorable Christopher S. Bond
Chairman, Subcommittee on VA. HUD,
and Independent Agencies

Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate

The Honorable Jerry Lewis

Chairman, Subcommittee on VA, HUD,
and Independent Agencies

Committee on Appropriations
House of Representatives

Increasing emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and other heat trapping
greenhouse gases generated by human activity are believed to contribute
to global warming. In an effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the
United States issued its Climate Change Action Plan (ccap) in

October 1993. The plan was designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

primarily through voluntary efforts by companies, state and local

governments, and other organizations. The Environmental Protection

Agency (epa) is responsible for 20 ccap programs. The Department of

Energy and other federal agencies are responsible for other ccap

programs.

Because ofyour concerns about the effectiveness of the climate change
programs, you asked us to determine (1) what epa has done to ensure that

the greenhouse gas reductions it reports reflect only the results of its

efforts, as opposed to other factors, and (2) whether epa's projected
reductions are consistent with experience to date. As agreed with your
offices, we focused our review on four ccap programs, which are designed
to reduce emissions of various greenhouse gases through work with
different kinds of organizations. These four programs account for about
one-third of epas funding for ccap.

Specifically, the Green Lights Program primarily encourages businesses
and other organizations to install energy-efTicient lighting in their buildings
in order to reduce the use of electricity and the emission of carbon dioxide

produced by generating electricity. The Coalbed Methane Outreach

Program encourages coal mining companies to capture and use. as an

energy source, methane that would otherwise be vented to the

atmosphere. To reduce greenhouse gas emissions from manufacturing.

!*•(« 1 CAO/RCEO-97-163 EPA's Volunuiy CUouce Change Programs
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transporting, and disposing of materials, the Source Reduction and

Recycling Program encourages businesses to reduce the amount of solid

waste they generate and to increase the amount of waste they recycle. The

State and Local Outreach Program helps state and local governments
understand the sources of and possible solutions to global warming and

also supports selected demonstration projects.

RpQiilt*; in Rripf ^°^ ^° of the four ccap programs we reviewed, epa adjusted the
rvebUllb in rsriei

reductions in greenhouse gas emissions it had reported to account only for

the effects of its efforts; for the other two programs, it did not adjust the

reported reductions. Specifically, for the Coalbed Methane Outreach and

Source Reduction and Recycling programs, epa determined that

nonprogram factors accounted for some of the reported reductions and.

therefore, adjusted those reductions. For the Green Lights Program, epa

officials said that some reported reductions were probably the result of

nonprogram factors, but they did not attempt to quantify the extent of the

nonprogram factors because they believe it is not possible to do so. They
said that any reductions resulting from nonprogram factors would likely

be counterbalanced by reductions that they believe are attributable to the

program but were not reported to epa because the organizations did not

participate in the program. Finally, for the State and Local Outreach

Program, epa did not attempt to determine whether some of the reported

reduction^ resulted from nonprogram factors, although program officials

said they tried to eUminate double-counting where reductions might be the

result of other ccap programs, epa officials said they limited their efforts to

quantify how much of the reported reductions resulted only from the

effects of epa's programs because it is difficult to make such an

assessment, especially in the early stages of the programs' development.

epa's projections of future reductions in greenhouse gases are not

consistent with experience to date for three of the four programs but are

consistent for the fourth program. For the Green Lights and Source

Reduction and Recycling programs, the projected reductions are based on

an assumption that the participants will, respectively, upgrade a larger

proportion of their space and reduce waste at the source more in the

future than they have thus far. For the State and Local Outreach Program,
the projections assume that one key project will increase its impact, even

though there are questions about the basis for the reductions reported

thus far. Finally, for the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program, the

projected reductions are consistent with experience to date.

Page 2 GAOfRCEO-STieS EPA's Voluntaiy CHmate Change Progranu
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rj , J According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, climate

rJaCkgrOUna models project an Increase in the earths average surface temperature of

between about two and six degrees Fahrenheit in the next century as a

result of increasing emissions of greenhouse gases.' Furthermore, the

panel reported in 1995, such increases could lead to floods, droughts, and

other harmful changes in ecosystems. To address concerns about the

possibility of global climate change, in May 1992 the United States and

other countries signed the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change. As part of the Convention, the United States and other

developed countries agreed to establish policies and measures with the

aim of returning their greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2000. In

fulfilling its obligations under the Convention, the United States developed

CCAP, whose goal is to reduce emissions by 109 million metric tons of

carbon equivalent (mmtce), from the projected 2000 level of 1,568 mmtce to

1,459 MMTCE. slightly below the 1990 emissions level.^

EPa's 20 CCAP programs are generally designed to provide the information

and tools to encourage the participants to voluntarily undertjike changes

that will reduce emissions of greenhouse gases whenever the changes

make economic sense. Also, some programs are designed to overcome the

institutional barriers that have traditionally prevented organizations from

taking action.' The Congress appropriated about $86 million for epa's ccap

programs for fiscal year 1997; epa requested $149 million for these

programs in fiscal year 1998.

For this review, we selected four programs tiecause (1) they are involved

with different greenhouse gases and different kinds of organizations,

(2) each accounts for a substantial proportion of eras ccap funding, and

'Tht panel was established In 1988 by the United Nations Envtronment Programme and the World

Meteorological Organization to assess scientific and technical Information about climatic change. See

Working Group 11 Second Assessment Report Summary for PoUcYmakers Impacts. Adaptation and

Mitigation Options. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Working Group II. Technical Support

UnlLOct 20 1995 For additional information on the Issue of global warming see Global Warming:

Difficulties Assessing Countries' Progress Stabilizing Emissions of Greenhouse Gases

(Ci.'V'HCKJJ^rtfi^lM.&pt.f 199«.)

HJreenhouse gases have varied effects on the atmosphere as measured by their gbbal warming

potentials. These global warming potentials are applied to emissions to arrive at a common measure

for the greenhouse gases: the measure Is expressed In million metric tons of caition enuivalent.

'According to a 1992 report by the Office of Technology Assessment, there are several reasons why

energy^lBclent technologies are not used more often in bulMings. Tliese reasons Include the

folkjwing: (I ) There is often a separation between those who purchase energy-using equipment (for

example, building owners) and those who pay to operate the equipment (bullfllng tenants)

(2) Because ener^ costs are relatively low in comparison to total operating costs, those concerned

with cost reduction often focus elsewhere (3) Energy efficiency is often mispercehied as requiring

discomfort or sacrifice. Umidng Its appeal. See Building Energy Efficiency , ch 3. Office of Technology

Assessment (OTAE-SIS. May 1992).

P»gt3 C*0/KCED-»7-l63 EPA'j Volmitiy CBi—te Chiige Piugi—a

57-71699-34
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(3) each is credited by epa as substantially reducing greenhouse gas

emissions. Appendix 1 provides funding levels, the number of participants,

and other information about each program.

The Green Lights Program is designed to encourage organizations to

voluntarily adopt energy-efficient lighting technologies, such as compact

fluorescent light bulbs and electronic ballasts, epa provides information

intended to encourage the adoption of these technologies. The Source

Reduction and Recycling Program is designed to reduce the volume of

solid waste produced and sent to landfills. Under the program's WasteWise

element,^ epa signs up businesses that agree to voluntarily decrease the

amount of waste they generate and to increase the amount of waste they

recycle. Under the program's Unit Based Pricing element, local

communities agree to charge residents for waste disposal on the basis of

the amount of waste they generate.

The Coalbed Methane Outreach Program is designed to encourage coal

mines and related industries to recover and use methane that would

otherwise be emitted. The State and Local Outreach Program is a

foundation program, designed primarily to raise awareness about climate

change and provide technical support to state and local agencies and

nonprofit organizations in analyzing and developing costeffective

response strategies, not to achieve short-term reductions in greenhouse

gas emissions. The program also funds demonstration projects designed to

test innovative strategies for reducing emissions and examine the impact

of climate change on the states.

EPA establishes annual program targets for the programs, such as the

volume of reductions in greenhouse gases (except for foundation

programs, as noted above) and the number of participants. It tracks

progress against these targets, relying primarily on reports from the

programs' participants. However, epa does not independently verify these

reported reductions.

*EPA refcn to tt as WasleWlte.

Page 4 CAO/RCEO-97. 163 EPA't Voluntary CHule Chuice PrognMS
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Greenhouse Gas
Reductions Reported
by EPA Are Not
Limited to Program
Effects in Two of the

Four CCAP Programs
We Examined

Efforts to improve energy efficiency, increase recycling, and achieve

related goals have been under way for yejirs. These long-standing efforts

make it difficult to measure the programs' "net" reductions—those that

result only from ccap programs
—as compared with totjil, or "gross,"

reductions—those that result from ccap programs as well as from other,

nonprogram factors, epa officials told us that measuring the net reductions

that are strictly due to the results of ccap efforts is difficult.'

Green Lights Program According to epa, 2,308 organizations were participating in the Green

Lights Program as of February 1997. These organizations committed to

upgrade the lighting in 6 billion square feet of floorspace, about 9 percent
of the national total, according to EPA. Through fiscal year 1996, Green

Lights participants reported upgrading the lighting in 1.3 billion square feet

of floorspace, resulting in greenhouse gas reductions of 0.6 mmtce.

Although some of the reported reductions may be the result of influences

from outside of the Green Lights Program, epa did not attempt to measure

the program's "net" benefits. Officials said that they believed that any
reductions that resulted from other factors were likely offset by the

reductions achieved by the nonparticipating organizations that were

influenced by the program but not reported to epa.

According to the representatives of seven former participants we spoke
with, the program had a positive impact on these organizations' efforts to

achieve energy savings from lighting technology. When we interviewed

officials at these organizations that had completed their participation in

the Green Lights Program, representatives of all seven said that they were

pleased with the program For exeimple, some representatives said that

they viewed the data provided by epa on the benefits of specific lighting

technologies as being valuable and objective.

The reductions reported by epa could be overstated if some Green Lights

participants undertook at least some of their lighting upgrades because of

nonprogram factors. Four factors suggest that some upgrades were made
because of nonprogram factors.

First, according to a 1992 survey of commercial buildings, a substantial

amount of floorspace was upgraded before the Green Lights Program was

^According to EPA officials, in a forthcoming report the administration will provide information on its

estimates of the net greenhouse gas reductions resulting from the climate change programs. The report
Is scheduled to be issued In July 1997

Pages GAO/RCED-97-163 EPA's Voluntary Climate Change Programs
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well established. The national survey of commercial buildings was
conducted by the Department of Energy's Energy Information

Administration (eia).' The survey found that 43 percent of commercial

floorspace had lighting conservation features (such as occupancy sensors

and time clocks) emd that 22 percent of the floorspace had undergone an

energy audit (which can identify opportunities for saving energy) in the

previous 5 years.

Second, financial incentives that were available during the early to

mid-1990s may have induced some organizations to install energy-efficient

lighting. Offlclals of the Edison Electric Institute, an electric utility trade

group, estimated that 80 to 90 percent of its members offered financial

incentives during that time period to encourage their customers to install

more energy-efncient lighting. By offsetting some of the costs of lighting

upgrades, such assistance provides an incentive to adopt energy-efficient

lighting. In fact, Green Lights participants reported to epa that they had
received $143 million in such rebates through fiscal year 1996.

Third, some of the reductions attributed to the Green Lights Program were
achieved by companies involved with lighting products, which could be

expected to Install energy-efficient lighting without the program. Of the

2,308 Green Lights participants, 593, or about one-quarter, were classified

as "allies," that Is, companies that manufacture, sell, and Iristall lighting

products. The reductions reported by these companies account for about
6 percent of the program's total. However, such companies could be

expected to install energy-efficient lighting even without the Green Lights

Program, given their knowledge of the benefits of this technology.

Finally, most of the representatives of organizations we spoke with about

lighting upgrades, some of whom had participated and others who had not,

told us that they would likely have made some of the upgrades without the

program. When we spoke with the representatives of seven organizations
that had completed their affiliation with the program, five of the seven
stated that they would have done some or all of the upgrades without the

program: the other two stated that they would not have done the upgrades
without the program. In addition, we spoke with representatives of two

major national corporations that did not participate in the program. Both

companies told us that they had undertaken major lighting upgrades In the

past few years without EPa's assistance.

Thb surveywm conducted shortly after the Green Lights Program was Implemented See Commercial
Building CharactertsMcs 1992 . pp. 9-lS, Energy Information Admlnblratlon (DOE/EIA 0246(92).
Apr. im).

Pa|e S CAO/RCED-97-163 EPA's Vduntary Clhuts Chaise Programs
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Green Lights Program officials noted that they did not attempt to offset the

reported reductions that may have been attributable to these other factors

because they believe the program has offsetting impacts above and beyond
the reductions reported by the participating organizations. For example,

they noted several instances of nonparticipating companies that they
believe undertook lighting actions as a result of information furnished by
the Green Lights Program. However, they said they had not attempted to

quantify the extent of the uncounted reductions by nonparticipants.

State and Local Outreach According to epa, 29 states and Puerto Rico have conducted inventories of

Program their greenhouse gas emissions, 42 cities are developing action plans, and

7 demonstration projects have been selected for evaluation. Program
officials said that although the program does not have a greenhouse gas
reduction goal, it resulted in a reduction of 0.8 mmtce in 1996.

Most of the reduction, about 0.7 mmtce, was attributed to one

demonstration project, called the Planet Protection Center. The main goal
of this joint project between epa and the approximately 46,000-member
National Retail Hardware Association was to reduce residential energy use

by promoting energy-efficient heating, lighting, and plumbing products.
The participating retailers received materials to use in their stores to

inform shoppers and salespeople, at the point of sale, about the benefits of

buying energy-saving products. EPA officials said they initially estimated

that 8 million households could reduce their energy consumption by an

average of 10 percent because of the program. They said that to account

for the possibility that market penetration might be less than 10 percent,
as well as purchases that might have been made anyway, they halved the

initial estimate.' The result of these adjustments was an estimate that

8 million households did reduce their energy consumption by an average
of 5 percent each.

Studies by an epa contractor and the hardware association raised

questions about the link between the program's activities and the reported
reductions, as did our analysis of data in the hardware association's study.

First, the epa contractor that analyzed the data on the project's effects said

that there was no concrete estimate of the project's impact because,

among other reasons, of the difficulty of collecting sales data and a

seeming lack of methods for reporting progress in greenhouse gas

'Although program officials said they adjusted the estimated reductions, In part, because some
purchases might have been made without the program, we found no analytical basis for either the

Initial estimate or the adjustment to It.

Page 7 GAO/RCED-97- 163 EFA's Voluntaiy Climate Change Programs
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emissions (which would result from reduced energy consumption) .'

Second, the hardware association's 1995 study of the project's results

found no overall difference in sales between the participating retailers and

a control group of nonparticipants it surveyed, although it cautioned that

the number of retailers responding was too smctll to be statistically

significant.' The study found that about one-third of the participating

retailers who responded said they featured energy- and water-conserving

products from time to time without the project. For this report, we

analyzed certain data presented in the association's study, including sales

data for 31 energy- and water-saving product lines. According to data from

the responding retailers, sales at the nonparticipating retailers increased

more than sales at the participating retailers for 17 of the product lines and

less for the other 14 product lines.

Source Reduction and

Recycling Progrcun

Although the Source Reduction and Recycling Program has two

elements—WasteWise and Unit-Based Pricing
—epa attributed virtually all

of the program's results to WasteWise. According to epa, 513 companies
were participating in WasteWise as of March 1997. epa reported reductions

from WasteWise of 0.8 to 2.3 mmtce in fiscal year 1995—the most recent

year for which it calculated greenhouse gas reductions. As with energy

efficiency measures, the trends over the past few yejtfs indicate a general

movement toward increased recycling. Recognizing that recycling exists

outside of the program, epa asks the WasteWise participants to report

separately on recycling associated with the program and general recycling

efforts. EPA officials explained that they compile the participants' reports

and check them for generjil reasonableness. However, they do not make

any further adjustments.

When we spoke with seven WasteWise participants about their

experience, six of them said they were pleased with the program, generally

because they appreciated the free Information provided on recycling and

reducing wastes. While all six also said they were likely or somewhat

likely to have made some of the improvements without the program, two

said that they accelerated their actions because of the program. The

seventh participant said his company was already taking all the steps

recommended by the program.

'"Planet Protection Center Program: Presentation and Discussion of Emissions Reductions Results."

ICF. Inc. (1996).

'Environmental Merchandising and Advertlslng/Promotlon In the Retail Hardware/Home Improvement

Indtistry . National Retail Han^are Association (Indianapolis. IN: Aug 1995).
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The range in estimated reductions attributable to the WasteWise element

is largely the result of incomplete reporting by the participants. For fiscal

year 1995. less than half of the WasteWise participants reported their

program accomplishments to epa. The low-end estimate (0.8 mmtce) was
based on the amounts reduced and recycled by the reporting participants.

The high-end estimate (2.3 mmtce) was based on program officials'

judgments that (1) some of the nonreporting participants also reduced

their wastes and recycled and (2) the nonreporting participants who
reduced and recycled did as much, on average, as did the reporting

participants.

Coalbed Methane Outreach

Program

According to epa. as of February 1997. 13 projects had been started under

the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program. On the basis of the data on

methane reported by the coal companies, epa reported gross reductions of

2.7 MMTCE in 1996.

EPA officials estimated that 60 percent of the gross reductions were the

result of nonprogram factors and that the program achieved net

reductions of 1.1 mmtce in 1996. The primary nonprogram factor is the

Energy Policy Act of 1992. which helped remove a barrier to the capture of

coalbed methane, epa officials said they calculated the 60-percent factor

by estimating the increase in the amount of methane captured as a result

of their program over the amount that would have been captured as a

result of the 1992 act without their program.

Specifically, certain provisions of the 1992 act were intended to deal with

the possibility that adjacent landowners could contest the ownership of

coalbed methane, which could discourage coal companies from capturing
that methane. To help overcome this barrier, the act provided that the

Department of the Interior would implement a program, in certain states,

relating to those entities claiming an ownership interest in a particular unit

of coalbed methane. Under the program, these entities would be required

to arrange for an escrow account to be established and the proceeds from

the sales of such coalbed methane would be placed into that account.

Ultimately, the proceeds would be distributed after a final legal

determination of ownership interest.'"

In addition, program ofTicials said that they claimed credit for the

reductions in coalbed methane only if the coalbeds were being mined.

'"Such programs were to be established In states that, among other things, have disputes about the

ownership of coalbed methane and that do not have programs promoting the permitting, drilling, and

production of coalbed methane.

Pages GAO/RCED-97-163 EPA's Voluntai^ CUnuu Change Programs
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Thus, the methane captured from wells drilled into coalbeds was not

counted if the coal was not yet being mined. That methane could be

counted later, when the coalbed was being actively mined.

Projected Greenhouse
Gas Reductions
Exceed Historical

Results for Three of

the Four CCAP
Programs We
Examined

era's projections of future greenhouse gas reductions depend on a number
of assumptions, such as the number of participants, the extent to which

these participants will act to decrease emissions, and the extent to which

the reductions are linked to the program's efforts. As discussed in detail

below, for the Green Lights and Source Reduction and Recycling

Programs, the reductions projected for 2000 are based on a level of

performance by the participating organizations that exceeds the programs'
results to date. EPA officials said they believe that the performance of many
programs will improve over time, in part because of their experience and

because of better targeting of the programs.

For the State and Local Outreach Program, about one-half of the projected
reductions of 1.7 mmtce for 2000 are attributed to the Planet Protection

Center project. In the previous section, we noted that there are questions
about whether some of the project's reported greenhouse gas reductions

were the result of nonprogram factors: such questions would also apply to

its projected reductions. For the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program, the

projected reductions are consistent with experience to date, and epa

continues to attribute about 60 percent of the gross reductions to the 1992

Energy Policy Act. Thus, the estimated gross reductions of 6.1 mmtce in

2000 are reduced to net reductions of 2.6 mmtce as a result of the program.

Green Lights Program EPA estimates that the Green Lights Program will result in 3.9 mmtce in

annual greenhouse gas reductions in 2000: the estimate is based on several

assumptions. Including the amount of floorspace that will be upgraded
with new lighting technology. When they join the Green Lights Program,
the participants agree to survey the floorspace in all of their facilities and

to upgrade 90 percent of the space which is considered upgradable and for

which it is cost-effective to do so.

EPA established year-by-year goals, leading up to the 90-percent level after

5 years. For example, the goal is to upgrade 18 percent after 2 years and

54 percent cifter 3 years. In addition, epa tracks the psirticlpants'

accomplishments relative to these goals. According to epa, the

organizations that participated in the program for 5 years had upgraded

Page 10 GAD/RCED-97-163 EPA's Voluntaiy Climate Change Programs
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only 34 percent of their upgradable floor space within that time period.

(See ng. 1.)

FIgura 1 : Tlie Result* of the Qreen

Lights Program for the First 5 Years

Were Below EPA's Qoals
Cumulatlva proponion of perUdpant*' upgradable aquara faat upgraded

00
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It may be difficult for epa to achieve its Green Lights goals for two other
reasons. The first reason relates to electricity prices. The Energy
Information Administration projects that the average price of electricity
will decline over the next 20 years by 0.6 percent per year after inflaUon,
which would tend to make lighting investments less attractive. Moreover,
the widespread discussion of deregulating electricity at the retail level, and
the possible substantial cost decreases for larger users, create uncertainty
about future electricity prices. An epa program official noted that lighting
investments are highly cost-efTective and that any marginal decrease in

electricity prices should make little difference to organizations that have

joined the program. However, we note that decreasing or uncertain prices
could make lighting investments appear less attractive to prospective
Green Lights participants.

The second reason relates to possible "self-selection" bias among the

iniUal Green Lights participants. In this context, self-selection is the

likelihood that the organizations that voluntarily join a program may have
been most likely to undertake those activities even if there were no

program. Self-selection bias is a concern in evaluating the effectiveness of

voluntary energy-efficiency programs, according to a paper on evaluating
such programs." To the extent that the organizations most likely to

upgrade were the ones that joined the program IniUally. it may be difficult

for EPA to continue to recruit large numbers of organizations into the

program. However, epa officials said they believe that a continued
education campaign, coupled with successful upgrades by businesses, will

make recruitment easier.

Source Reduction and epa esUmated that the program's WasteWlse and Unit-Based Pricing

Recycling Program elements would both achieve substantial reductions in 2000. For
WasteWlse. the reductions were estimated to range from 1.9 to 6.7 mmtce.
The lower estimate is based on the assumptions that a higher proportion
of participants will reduce waste at the source and recycle in the future

and that their average levels of source reduction will Increase. Specifically.
epa assumes that the proportion of WasteWlse participants that reduce
waste will increase from 40 percent in 1995 to 90 percent in 2000 and that

the proportion that recycle will Increase from 75 percent in 1995 to

90 percent in 2000. Moreover, epa assumes that the amount of waste
reduced per participant will increase by 50 percent between 1995 and
2000. The higher level (6.7 mmtce—more than three Umes the lower level)

"Gretchen B. JonUn and Damett A. Bcschen. 'Planning for Evaluation of the U.S. Depattmem of

Energy's Energy Partnershlp^llmate Change Programs." presented at the 1995 International Energy
Program Evaluation Conference. Chicago. IL (Aug. 1995).
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is based on additional assumptions designed to adjust for the reductions

that EPA believes were underreported in 1995.

For Unit-Based Pricing, epa estimated in 1995 that it would achieve

reductions of 2.2 MvrrcE in greenhouse gases in 2000. This projected level

was based on an assumption that 575 communities would adopt a

unit-based pricing approach to waste disposal each year. However, epa

program officials later found that only 72 communities adopted unit-based

pricing in 1995. Program ofTicicils believe that the lower results for 1995

were the result of underestimating the time needed for the communities to

implement unit-based pricing. The officials said that they now have the

tools to promote a much greater adoption of unit-based pricing and that

enrollments in 1996 and 1997 increased substantially.

Aoprirv Cnmmpnt*; ^^ provided copies of a draft of this report to epa for review and
o J comment. We received responses from three epa offices. We received a

letter from the Director, Office of Atmospheric Programs, Office of Air and

Radiation, whose office manages the Green Lights and Coalbed Methane

Outreach programs. (App. II contains the complete text of his letter, along
with our detailed responses.) We also obtained comments from the

Director, Climate Policy and Programs Division. Office of Policy and

Program Evaluation: and the Director, Municipal and Industrial Solid

Waste Division, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. The

former office manages the State and Local Outreach Program, and both

offices are involved in the Source Reduction and Recycling Program.

The Director, Office of Atmospheric Programs, discussed the difficulties of

evaluating the effects of voluntary programs. Also, he said that the draft .

report inaccurately used eia's survey data to suggest that epa overstated

the reductions achieved by the Green Lights Program. We believe that we
used these data fairly. We cited them to demonstrate that some companies
with commercial office space had undertaken energy audits and installed

energy-efficient lighting by 1992, when the Green Lights Program was just

beginning. We believe that the factors that induced companies to take

such actions before 1992 would likely have continued beyond 1992 cind

may, in part, account for some companies' decisions to join the Green

Lights Program and to undertake upgrades. However, as noted in the

report, epa's reported reductions did not account for nonprogram factors

that may have induced Green Lights participants to undertake upgrades.
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The Director, Office of Atmospheric Programs, also stated that the

climate-change programs are improving over time and that he does not

believe that the projected reductions are optimistic. We noted that the

projections are not consistent with experience to date. It is possible that,

with the improvements he mentioned, the programs could meet their goals

for 2000.

The Director, Climate Policy and Programs Division, objected to our

including the State and Local Outreach Program in this review because it

is considered a foundation program. That is, the program is not primarily

intended to achieve reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Rather, it is

intended, among other things, to motivate state and local ofTicials to

understand the rationale behind taking actions to reduce emissions. As

noted in the report, we included the program because, according to epa's

data, it was responsible for substantial reductions in greenhouse gas

emissions in 1996 and is projected to achieve even more substantial

reducUons in 2000.

The Director, Municipal and Solid Waste Division, as well as the other two

directors who commented on the report, provided updated data and

technical corrections, which we incorporated in the report as appropriate.

We conducted our review from September 1996 through June 1997 in

accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. See

appendix 111 for the details of our scope and methodology.

As arranged with your offices, we plan no further distribution of this

report until 15 days after the date of this letter unless you publicly

announce the report's contents earlier. At that time, we will send copies to

the appropriate congressional committees and the Administrator of epa.

We will also make copies available to others upon request. If you have any

questions or need additional information, please call me at (202) 512-6111.

Major contributors to this report are listed in appendix IV.

Peter F. Guerrero

Director. Environmental Protection

Issues
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Participants, Funding, and Other Details
About Four CCAP Programs

Dollars in millions

Green Lights

Targeted gas(es) Carbon dioxide

Type of participants

Number of participants 2,308

Businesses and

governments

FY 1996 funding $20 1

Greenhouse gas reductions 6

through FY 1996 (MMTCE)

Greenhouse gas reductions 3 9
estimated in 2000 (MMTCE)

Source Reduction and
Recycling

Coalbed Methane
Outreach

Carbon dioxide and
methane

Methane

Businesses and local

governments

Coal companies

513 13°

$29 $17

09-24' 27"

4 1-89 61"

State and Local
Outreach*

Various

Slates, territories, and
local governments

29 Slates, Puerto Rico.

42 cities

$5.3

0.8

1 7

Hhe Slale and Local Outreach Program was primarily inlended lo help lay a (oundation for

greenhouse gas emission reductions beyond 2000. not to achieve greenhouse gas reductions by2000 However, according to EPA. the program did achieve substantial reductions through 1996
and IS expected to achieve even greater reductions m 2000,

"Represents number of projects

'Data (or the Source Reduction and Recycling Program are for fiscal year 1996

"Represents 'gross' reductions, 'Net' reductions are estimated to be about 40 percent o( the

gross' reductions— 1 ,1 MMTCE m 1996 and 2 6 MMTCE in 2000.
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Note: GAO commenis

supplementing those in the

report text appear at the

end of this appendix

See comment 1

See comment 2.

iSE.y

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON. OC 2C460

JUN .9 W
OFFICP OFMr Peter F. Guerrero

Director

Environmental Protection Issues

U.S. Ocnertd .Accounting 0£fice

Washington, D.C. 2054g

Dear Mr. Guerrero:

I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment upon the draft GAO Report,

Infonnalion on Results of Four F.PA Voluntary Climaie Thanye Pmfnim.: My fust comment is

that the initial scope of your review, as presented in a Memoraodum from GAO to EPA (August

27, 1 996), van a much broader review of the Climate Change .Action Plan (CCAP) programs
than what you refer to in the Report This original scope included first a determination of '^he

types of performance measures EP.A has developed for CCAP programs." It is therefore

disappointing thai the draft Report fails to mention EPA's significant accomplishments in

measuring, evaluating, and repotting on the progress ofCCAP programs.

EP.A has developed a successful and extensive system of performance measures and

program evaluation. EPA devotes considerable effort to obtaining the best possible information

upon which to evaluate the programs. For example, EPA reports the results of the Green Lights

program based excltisively on detailed repoits submitted by the program's partners on over

14,000 completed projects around the country. These efforts and the efforts of other programs
have provided maximum accountability and valuable information for program development.
EPA's perfoimance measures have been reviewed in detail by your staff and are largely the basis

for GAO's Report

I would like to draw your attention to a recent report by the EPA OIBce of the Inspector

General (OIG). The OIG recently completed a review of some ofEPA's important CCAP
programs (Ttisk Reduction Throueh Voliiniarv Pmyrams. Audit Report No. E 1 KAF6-O5-00SO-

7100130, 3/19/97). The OIG found thai the programs "effectively estimated the impact their

activities had on reducing risks to health and the environment," and that the programs "used good

management practices," including good planning, progress evaluation, and program adjustment.

The report concluded thai "future voluntary programs could benefit 6nom using similar

measurement techniques." The revised, narrow focus presented in GAO's draft Report does not

sufBciently recognize the high standard of accountability that EPA uses in evaluating and

reporting on its CCAP programs.
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See commenl 3

While the GAO draft Report does include importanl issues regarding measuring program
success, they are ones thai are difficult for all market iransforaiatlon effons EPA has always
recognized thai there are many difficull analytical issues in evaluating the success of voluntao',
markei-hased programs, and has therefore cotiservatively estimated the unpads of ihe CCAP
programs. EPA has openly discussed these issues with your staiT There is some uncertainty, for

example, in isolatini! the effects of a program .iuch as Green Lights from other factors within (he
market. This uncertainty can work in either direction - leading programs to overestimale or
underestimate results - depending on the measurement techniques used. In order to address this

uncertaint>-, EPA has either adjusted a ptogiam's numbers or chosen methodologies that would
likely underestimate the net impact of a program. For two of die four programs examined, GAO
points to the absence of specific "adjustments" as, in itself, a significant conclusion. For some
programs, however, EPA has instead decided to use a generally conservative approach rather

than make arbitrary "adjustments" where sufficient data is not available. GAO should recognize
in the final Report that there are different means of handling uncertainty, that EPA has addressed
these issues m a reasonable manner, and that EPA does not overstate its ptogrem
accomplishments

For example, the Gieen Lights program's reported accomplishments likely significantly
underestimates the actual accomplishments for a number of reasons. The Green Lights program
is an informational program that generates broad awareness and provides technical informational
to everyone who is willing lo use it. regardless of whether or not they join the piogram. EPA
monitors Ihe progiam's performance based exclusively on completed projects reported by thase
who join the program and till out annual reports. EPA believes that this methodology is highly
conservative. Although a majority of lighting technologies purchased today for buildings remain
the least efficient technologies, there has nevertheless been substantial improvement in Uie

market share of the more efficient technologies promoted by Green Lights since the piogram
began in 1 991 (based on U.S. Census manuficturing and sales data thai we have shared with

your staff). EPA is repotting only a fraction of this larger market improvement as being
attributable to the accomplishments of the Green Lights program.

The true program impact of the Green Lights program is likely much larger than what
EPA has been reportmg to date, and EPA intends to study improved means of measuring this

impact. We have provided your staff with evidence to support the many reasons that the Green

Lights program estimates are conservative. The main reasons an; summarized as follows:

The impacts of Green Lights' efforts to generate awareness of cost-effective investment

opportunities for energy efficiency are widely dispersed, with only a portion of those who
make such investments joining the program.

EPA widely distributes its important technical infotmation on lighting. A large number
of people who ar^end the Green Lights' lighting upgrade workshops, for example, do not

belong to the piogram.

(1)

(2)
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See comment 4.

See comment 5

(3) Because partner reports are submitted once a year, there is up to a one-year time bg in

measuring ptogram pwfoimance. This is especially significant because the program's

accomplishments are now rapidly accelerating; 40 percent of the program's current

accomplishments have been generated by upgrades that were reported within the last

year, despite the fact that the program is 6 years old. This alone suggests that true

program impact is underestimated by 20% or more because of the reporting delay.

(4) Not all partners complete and submit reports once they've completed lighting upgi:ades,

resulting in underreporting of partners' true accomplishments. EPA is studying
alternative methods for information collectioiL

The GAO Report raises some of the many important issues regarding measuring program
results that EPA attempts to address in evaluating its CCAP programs As the programs' market

impact increases and better information becomes available, we intend to better isolate the brooder

market impact of the progTBtns, rather than relying exclusively on techniques such as measuring
direct prt)gram participation. EPA intends to study the issue further this coming year. EPA does

hot believe that asking a few partners retrospectively whether or not they would have completed
the upgrade is an appropriate means of completing a smdy. The intent of the Green Lights and

other CCAP programs is to generate awareoess and provide the support and technical

information needed to allow partners to invest in profitable energy efficiency After realizing

extremely high returns on their investments, while improving the quality of their lighting, it is

not surprising that partners' hindsight includes "20/20" vision. We view this as a major

accomplishment — making energy efficiency investments part of the normal business practices is

the ultimate measure of program success. However, we know from experience, and firom (he

continued mcfficient practices of a majority of businesses today, that getting partners to devote

their capital to non-traditional investments, such as facility energy, is anj-thing but normal

business practice. This is also widely documented outside of oiu- own program experience

(including the Office of Technology Assessment study referenced in the GAO Report) Although
GAO has not shared with us the names of the companies that it finally interviewed, I encourage

you to discuss with my staff that supports these partners the considerable effons it took to ttjm

each of those partners into a success story.

With regard to estunating the funire impact of the programs. EPA does assume that, for

some programs, curent and ftjture partners will do better than initial partners in the program.
For example, the Green Lights program expects that partners who have recently joined the

program wtll do better in meeting thetr full commitments than the partners that joined in the first

year (i.e.. the partners that liave been m the program for the full five years of the commitment) .

As you acknowledge in the Report, EPA has demonstrated that this improvement is already

occurring. After two years in the program, for example, partners that joined ion 1 995 have done

considerably better than the fust year's partners, achieving four times the energy and pollution

reductions (despite smaller commitments). This sut^ess has improved steadily since the

beginning of the program, and current partners are well ahead of the program's targets. This is in

part due to changes made in the program to improve partner support. EPA is pleased that the
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See commeni 6

progiaiss are improving through time, and does not believe that the Toiecasted program impacts
are optimistic. As mentioned previously, the program impact is increasing rapidly: 40 peitxnt of

the program's current accomplishments have been generated by upgrades that were reported
vviihin the last year, despite the fact that the program is 6 years old.

Finally. I would like to point out that the draft report inaccurately uses the Energy
Information Administration's (EJ.A's) survey of commercial floorspace to suggest that EPA
overstates the reductions achieved by the Green Lights program. The ElA survey is based on

1992 data. EPA only measures additional energy savings for the Green Lights program that

would be above and beyond the pre-existing "conservation features" identified in ElA's survey.

Also, as we have noted to you in the past, EL\ has only asked respondents to indicate the

presence of some energy conservation features in their buildings. They have not evaluated the

cHcctiveiiess of these energy conservation features. In fact, ElA found that the enei^ intensities

for buildings with conservation features, as defined by EIA, art "the same or even greater than

the energy intensities of buildings without those features" (p. 1 1 ). In contrast. Green Lighu

program partners are, on average, reducing iheir lighting etwrgy consumption by 48 percent

through comprehensive bghting retrofits.

There are some additional numbers and references that appear somewhat inconsistent

with intbrmaiion that we have provided to you. My staffb providing these clari^ing comments

separately.

Sincerely,

Paul M. Slolpman
Director

Office ofAtmospheric Programs
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The following are GAO's comments on the Environmental Protection

Agency's letter dated June 9, 1997.

GAO Comments ^  ^^^" ^^ began our work on this assignment, one of our objectives
related to the types of performance measuies used for epa's climate

change programs. As agreed with the requesters' offices, we did not

pursue this issue in detail. However, our report does provide information

about epa's performance targets, collection of data from participants, and
related matters.

2. As part of our review, we considered the Office of the Inspector
General's (oic) report. The oig's report differs somewhat from our report
in terms of both scope and objectives. Whereas we reviewed only

voluntary climate change programs, the oic reviewed voluntary climate

change programs, as well as the Radon Action Program, which is not

related to climate change. In terms of objectives, we focused exclusively
on the reported and projected reductions of greenhouse gas emissions for

the four climate change programs. The oic's objectives were to determine

(1) the management practices that worked well and areas in which

improvements are needed and (2) whether voluntary programs achieve

environmental benefits. Although the second oig objective sounds similar

to our objectives, the dig did not attempt to determine whether

nonprogram factors may account for some of the reductions reported by
EPA. The gig's report states that "it is difficult to directly attribute changes
in the environment to a particular statute, regulation, or program." For
these reasons, we beUeve that the oig's report is not directly comparable
to ours, and we therefore did not change our report to address this

comment.

3. EPA noted that measuring the success of programs to bring about change
in specific markets is difficult. We agree, epa characterized its approach in

estimating the effects of its programs as "conservative" and stated that the

"true program impact of the Green Lights program is likely much larger"
than the reductions reported by epa. While epa states that the program's
total impact is likely to be much larger than its reported impact, this can
be true only if the unreported reductions that are due to the program are

larger than the reported reductions that are due to nonprogram factors.

However, epa has not attempted to measure either of these indicators.

With respect to the issue of evaluating the net effect of the Green Lights

Program, we are pleased to learn that epa "intends to study improved
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means of measuring" the program's total impact. Successful completion of

this study and implementation of its suggestions should help ensure that,

in the future, there will be more reliable information on the program's

gross and net impacts.

4. EPA raises questions about both the purpose and the results of our

discussions with the orgcmizations that participated in the Green Lights

Program. The purpose was to ask them about their experience with the

program, including the extent to which the program contributed to their

lighting upgrades. By contacting only those organizations that had

participated successfully, we were dealing with a group that was likely to

be relatively favorable toward the program. The result of the discussions

was that, rather than exhibiting perfect hindsight, as epa's response

suggests, all gave credit to epa for providing valuable and reliable

information and for being responsible for some or all of their upgrades. We
believe this information, along with the other information presented,

supports the point that only some, but not all, of these organizations'

upgrades were due to the program.

5. With respect to possible improvements in the program's effectiveness,

we presented data from EPA on results through 2 years for organizations

that joined in 1995 (the class of 1995). The future implications of this

reported Improvement are unclear for two reasons. First, we also noted

that, unlike the four previous classes, the class of 1995 was the only one to

meet epa's goal of upgrading 18 percent of upgradable floorspace after 2

years. Second, the reason for the improvement is not clear, epa claimed

that its improved efforts accounted for the improvements. However, it is

also possible that a change in reporting practices may have contributed to

the reported improvement. Specifically, starting in 1993, organizations

joining the program were permitted to claim credit for upgrades they had

completed prior to joining the program. Initially, they were permitted to

claim credit for upgrades made in the previous 12 months: later, they were

permitted to claim credit for upgrades made in the previous 18 months.

Thus, the larger reported results for the class of 1995 may, in part, reflect a

change in reporting practices.

6. We cited the 1992 Energy Information Administration's survey data for

the same reason we interviewed former participants (see comment 4). We
wanted to see whether there was evidence that companies with

commercial office space were undertaking energy audits and installing

energy-efficient lighting independent of the Green Lights Program. The

survey data confirmed that there was substantial activity in the years
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before the program was established. If energy-efficient lighting was

installed in some buildings before the program was established, we believe

that energy-efficient lighting installed afterwards in other buildings may

have been due. at least in part, to nonprogram factors.
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As agreed with your offices, of th ^ Environmental Protection Agency's

(epa) 20 Climate Change Action Plan (ccap) programs, we selected the

following four for our review: Green Lights, Source Reduction and

Recycling, CoJilbed Methane Outreach, and State and Local Outreach.

These four programs represent about one-third of epa's ccap funding and

about one-third of the estimated greenhouse gas reductions planned by
EPA for 2000—the year in which the action plan hoped to stabilize

greenhouse gas emissions at about the 1990 level. Although the State and

Local Outreach Program was not intended primarily to achieve reductions

through 2000, we included it in our review because epa reported that it did

achieve substantial reductions through 1996 and was expected to achieve

even greater reductions in 2000.

To address our objectives for all four programs, we met with epa program
officials for the four programs to discuss their reported program
reductions ind the steps they take to ensure that the reductions reflect the

program's actions, rather than other factors. We also reviewed the

reported results from the organizations that have joined the programs and

the program offices' methods for calculating actual and planned

greenhouse gas reductions. We also reviewed other available reports, from

gao and other organizations, on epa's voluntary programs.' In those cases

where epa adjusted reported or projected reductions (to remove the

effects of nonprogram factors), we did not attempt to determine the

reasonableness of those adjustments.

In addition, as noted below, we discussed the programs with selected

current or former participants and nonparticipants. Although we tried to

select a mix of organizations, in terms of size and geographic location, the

organizations we contacted may not be representative of all such

organizations. Finally, as noted below, we used other data sources.

For the Green Lights program, we interviewed officials at seven former

participants, which had graduated from the program, about their

motivations for joining the program and their experiences in the program.
We picked these seven from a list of about 300 program graduates

provided by epa. The seven included small, medium, and large

organizations, which aire located in various regions of the country and are

in different industries. Because program officials said they were

concerned that our contacting current Green Lights participants might

discourage participation, we did not contact any current participemts. We
also interviewed officials at two major corporations that were not

participating in the program, to determine whether they had undertaken
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lighting upgrades. To review the extent of the lighting upgrades already

under way, we reviewed the results of a 1992 Energy Information

Administration survey on commercial buildings and energy-saving

features. We also reviewed data provided by the Edison Electric Institute

on electric utilities that sponsored energy-efficient lighting rebate

programs.

For the Source Reduction and Recycling Program, we interviewed officials

at seven current program participants about their motivations for joining

the WasteWise component. We also reviewed era's March 1996 report,

Characterization of Municipal Solid Waste in the United States: 1995

Update , to determine the historical trends in the recycling of waste. For

the Coalbed Methane Program, we interviewed representatives from two

coal mining companies about their motivation forjoining the program and

their satisfaction with epa's efforts.
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•^^"" "^""8""

Counsel
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United States
General Accounting Offlce

Washington, D.C. 20548

Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division

B-279612

April 10, 1998

The Honorable John R. Kasich

Chaiitnan, Committee on the Budget
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Increasingly, emissions of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping

"greenhouse gases" from energy production, industry, transportation,

agriculture, and other human activities are becoming concentrated in the

earth's atmosphere. Many scientists believe that the buildup of these gases
is creating a greenhouse effect that will lead to global warming. Global

climate changes could influence weather patterns, including shifts in

precipitation patterns that could lead to flooding, changes in crop yields,

and changes in ecosystems. In his State of the Union address, the

President noted that the United States has agreed with other nations to

reduce its greenhouse gas emissions through market forces, new

technologies, and energy efficiency. In support of this agreement, the

President proposed $6.3 billion over the next 5 years for the Climate

Change Technology Initiative, which would fund research and

development (b&d) and the deployment of new technologies to encourage

energy efficiency, renewable energy, and technologies to reduce the

amount of carbon dioxide emitted into the atmosphere, as well as provides
tax incentives. The Department of Energy (doe) is expected to implement
the largest portion of this initiative through its progrsuns and activities.

As requested, we are providing you with (1) information on how doe plans
to alter its climate change r&d spending from fiscal year 1998 to fiscal year
1999 and (2) our observations regarding funding for r&d, based on our

previous work in this area. On March 12, 1998, we briefed your staff on the

results of our work and agreed to provide you with this report

summarizing our findings. (App. I provides our briefing materials.)

Rpmilts in Rripf '^^ '^ proposing to increase its spending to about $1.06 billion for r&d in

fiscal year 1999 to support the Climate Change Technology Initiative, a

$331 million increase from funding in fiscal year 1998 for programs related

to climate change. The $331 million increase as well as the remaining
$729 million will continue to support and expand existing r&d programs in

energy efficiency and renewable energy as well as other programs related

to climate change. Total funding, according to doe, will address multiple
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energy and environmental goals, including decreasing the United States'

dependence on foreign oil, improving air quality, decreasing energy costs

for consumers and businesses, increasing economic competitiveness, and

cutting greenhouse gas emissions.

From reviewing our previous reports on R&D, we have drawn five common
themes, stated here as questions, that the Congress may want to consider

as it deliberates doe's budget proposal: (1) Would the private sector do the

research without federal funding?; (2) Will consumers buy the product?;

(3) Do the benefits exceed the costs?; (4) Have efforts been coordinated?;

and, (5) Have implementation concerns been addressed?

DOE'S Climate

Change R«&D Funding

Overall, doe is proposing to increase its budgetary authority of

$729 million in fiscal year 1998 to about $1.06 billion for r&d in fiscal year
1999 in support of the Climate Change Technology Initiative. The

$331 million increase in r&d funding will, according to doe, expand the

most promising r&d programs and accelerate the development of energy

technologies in six organizations of the Department; Energy Efficiency,

Renewable Energy, Fossil Energy, Nuclear Energy, Energy Research, and

the Energy Information Administration. The largest increase in doe's

climate change r&d funding would occur in Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy, where the combined fiscal year 1999 funding would be

increased by about $261 million over the fiscal year 1998 level—from

about $729 million to about $990 million. Increased r&d funding in these

areas will, according to doe, help to develop high-efficiency vehicles;

alternative vehicle fuels, such as "biofuels" from plants or waste; more

energy-efficient buildings; higher-efficiency industrial processes; and solar

and wind systems; among other projects, doe officials said that the use of

these technologies will help to reduce carbon dioxide emissions into the

atmosphere as well as satisfy other energy and environmental goals.

The remaining $70 miUion will increase funding in the other four

organizations, with Fossil Energy and Energy Research receiving the next

largest shares of about $30 million and $27 million, respectively. A key
effort in fossil energy R&d will be the Department's Vision 21 Program,
which will focus on combining several energy technologies into a single

ultra-high-efBcient system that is expected to reduce energy consumption
and emissions. The increase for Energy Research will fund a broad range
of basic scientific research focused on long-term solutions to climate

change. Nuclear Energy and the Energy Information Administration will

receive the remaining increase in funding.
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Observations

Regarding Federal

R&D

According to doe, it has historically supported a wide range of energy r&d

in eight program areas—with funding of about $61.8 billion from 1978

through 1995.' As we have reported previously, while the amount of

money spent on R&D is useful as a measure of how much research is being

performed, it is not a good indication of the results of research.^ FVom

reviewing our previous reports, we have dravw the following five common
themes, stated as questions, that may help the Congress consider doe's

proposed had budget^

Would the private sector do the research without federal funding? Our
work suggests federal r&d programs sometimes displace research that

private industry may have done without government funding. For example,
in our 1996 report on the Department of Commerce's Advanced

Technology Program, we found that about 40 percent of the award

recipients said they would have conducted the research without assistance

firom the program.''

Will consumers buy the product? One of the keys to successful research is

that the resulting technology will be competitive in the marketplace. In our

1995 report on the United States Advanced Battery Consortium's

development of batteries for electric vehicles, we found that, although the

consortium may reach its technological midterm goals for the batteries,

the vehicles that use them will be too expensive and will not perform well

enough to compete with traditional automobiles. Moreover, members of

the consortium from the automobile industry believed large subsidies

would be needed to sell cars with midterm batteries. These members also

doubted that vehicles with midterm batteries would achieve any

significant market penetration.^

Do the benefits exceed the costs? Our previous work suggests the federal

government has a mixed record in estimating the costs and benefits of

federally funded r&d. In our 1996 review of doe's Success Stories report,

we noted that the Department had made vaUd claims about the benefits of

'This figure is in constant 1995 doUais.

'
Measuring Perfonnance: Strengths and Limitations of Research Indicatora (GA&'RCSD.87 9 1 , Maj. 21,

1997).

-^We do not intend our five questions as an assessment of DOE's peifomiance in these areas.

'Measuring Performance: The Advanced Technology Progzam and Private-Sector Funding
(GA01!CS£tfi6..r, Jan 11, 1996).

'^Electric Vehicles; Efforts to Complete Advanced Battery Will Require More Time and Funding
(C.MVftrKMfi-lH Aug. ir, 1995).

Page 3 CAO/RCE0.98.M7 DOE's Climate Change Technology Initiative
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a few of the technologies. Some of these benefits may be substantial, but,

in most cases, doe did not state how much it spent developing the

technologies or had problems with its analyses.'

Have efforts been coordinated? Ensuring that doe's r&d is consistent with

other federal r&d efforts and with its mission statement and strategic pUm
under the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 is important
in order for the Department to limit duplication and focus its funding

effectively. Furthermore, because many of the Department's activities,

such as the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles, cut across a
number of other federal agencies, coordination with these agencies is

essential.'

Have implementation concerns been addressed? Our past work has shown
that agencies sometimes do not have the administrative structxire needed
to implement r&d projects effectively. In a 1995 report on unobligated
funds in the Advanced Technology Program, we observed that, in fiscal

year 1995, the funding and the planned number of awards for the program
about doubled.* However, the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (nist), the agency tluit administers the program, did not

increase its administrative staff at the same rate to make the awards. At
the end of fiscal year 1995, nist had not made all its planned awards and
carried over a unobligated balance of $136.4 million.^

In response to our questions, doe said that it carefully considers each of

these questions when it formulates budget proposals. According to doe,

proposals that do not successfully answer these questions are not included

in its budget request

ScODe and ^^ conducted oiu- review from January 20, 1998, through March 1998 in

Hit ^u A ^
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. We

MetnOdOlOgy reviewed doe's fiscal year 1998 estimated discretionary budget authority
and compared it to the Department's proposed fiscal year 1999 budget for

'Dogs Success Stories Repon (GAORCKLVtte- 1201!, Apr. IS. 1996).

The Paitnership for a New Generadon of Vehicles is an tndustty-govemment cooperative paimership
between Chiysler, Ford, and General Mocora and 1 1 federal afendes or enUdes to (1) develop
manufocturlng techniques to reduce the time and cost of automotive development, (2) Improve fUel

efficiency and emissions performance, and (3) develop a vehicle with triple the Aiel efDciency of

today's midsize cars while maintaining or Improving safety, performaiKe, emissions, and price.

"NISTs UnobUgated Funds (GAlVTtCKimrvllifiR, May 4, 1996).

•NIST Carryover Balances (G.<(yRCBIVa7-144H, Apr. 30; 1997).
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the Climate Change Technology Initiative. We spoke with doe officials in

each of the msyor program divisions involved in the Initiative, including

Energy EfTiciency, Renewable Energy, Fossil Energy, Nuclear Energy,

Energy Research, and the Energy Information Administration. To develop

our observations about r&d, we reviewed and summarized gag reports and

testimonies on r&d since 1990.

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

We provided a copy of our report to doe for its review and comment We
obtained comments on the results of our work from the Department,

including the Assistant Secretary, Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy and one of his directors, doe agreed with the funding information

presented in this report and provided two general comments.

First, DOE said that the report should clearly state that both the base

programs and the increases associated with the Climate Change

Technology Initiative are designed to meet multiple objectives—not

exclusively reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, doe said

that the increase is for an expansion of work on the most promising

technologies. We modified the text to include doe's multiple objectives and

to note that doe's expanded funding will target the most promising

technologies.

Second, doe agreed that the five questions we raised are Expropriate in the

consideration of r&d funding. However, doe said that the report attempts

to provide or imply answers to each question that are uniformly negative

and are based on marginally relevant examples. We do not intend our five

questions as an assessment of doe's performance in these areas. Rather,

we cite previous reports to illustrate that these are areas that the Congress

may want to consider when funding any r&d. Therefore, we provide

examples from reports concerning doe and other agencies. To address this

comment, we modified the text to better explain the intent of our

questions and the means by which doe chooses its proposals.

As agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents

earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 14 days from the

date of this letter. At that time, we will make copies of this report available

to others upon request

Pages GAO/RCED'98-M7 DOE's CUmate Change Technology Initiative
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If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact
me on (202) 512-3841. M^or contributors to this report were Daren

Sweeney, John Johnson, and Daniel Haas.

Sincerely yours,

Victor S. Rezendes

Director, Energy, Resources,
and Science Issues
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Appendix I

G^ RCED

DOE'S Expenditures in Support of the

President's Climate Change
Technology Initiative
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G^ Contents

• Background

• Objectives

• Results in Brief

• Scope and Metiiodoiogy

• Budget Information

• GAO's Observations
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i

^^
Background

President's budget requested $6.3 billion over

the next 5 years (1999-2003) for Climate

Change Technology Initiative (CCTI).

- R&D and deployment of energy efficiency,

renewable energy, and carbon reduction

technologies ($2.7 billion).

-Tax incentives ($3.6 billion).

-
Department of Energy (DOE) expected to

implement largest portion of R&D for CCTI.

Page 10 CMD/RCEO M-MT DOE's CHaute Chu^ Technolocy Initladw
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G^
Objectives

Provide information on how DOE plans to

alter its climate change R&D spending
from 1998 to 1999.

Provide observations regarding R&D
based on previous work.

P>Se 1 1 CAO/RCEO-98-147 DOE's Climate Change Technology Initiative
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G^ Results in Brief

• DOE proposes over $1 billion for R&D to

support CCTI for FY 1999.

Approximately $729 million has been
receded as CCTI from previous year.

• Almost all CCTI dollars are to be

expended through existing programs.

(One new program.)

• Concept is to accelerate technology--
"more faster."
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G^ Results in Brief

Prior to funding proposed increase, the

Congress may want to consider five themes
from GAO's previous work:

• Would private sector do the research?

• Will consumers buy the product?

• Do benefits exceed costs?

• Have efforts been coordinated?

• Have implementation concerns been
addressed?
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G^ Scope and Methodology

Reviewed DOE's budget for FY 1998

and proposed budget for FY 1999.

Reviewed our prior work in related R&D
program areas.

Discussed R&D changes with DOE
program officials.
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G/^ RCED

Budget Information
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G^ Climate Change Technology Initiative:

Governmentwide Increase (FY 1999)

$473 million

Energy $331

Note Does not include tax incentives-

Source OOE

Commerce $7

Agnculture $10

HUD $10
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G^ Climate Change Technology Initiative:

DOE Increase (FY 1999)

$331 million

Energy Efficiency $161

Renewable Energy $100

Nat«: Doiar amounts roundad.

Souice: DOE.

EIA$3

Energy Research $27

Nuclear Energy $10

Fossil Energy $30

l^ielT GA0/RCEO-M-H7 DOE'S CHaute Cluii(e Technology Initladve
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G^ Breakout of Increase for Energy

Efficiency and Renewable Energy

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

$261 million

1
\ \

^

\

\ I

$48 $30 $69 $14 $16 $84

Buildings industry Transportation femp* Policy and Solar and
R&D

management renewable

energy

•FEMP = Federal Energy Management Program.
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Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy-Transportation
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GPO Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy-Advanced Automotive Technologies

Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles

Miles per gallon

120 -

100

80 -

60

40

Z7.5

DOFs funding, dollars in millions

200 -

150

100

Present 1998 2004 2015

Goals for prototypes

1995 1996 1997 1998
,

1999

Year
(proposed)
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G^
Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy-Solar and Renewable Energy

Directly Related Programs

Climate Challenge ($500,000)

Voluntary program with public-private utilities to

encourage the use of pollution-reducing technologies.

U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation ($3.4

million)

Worldwide effort to promote less polluting power

systems in developing countries (as a precursor to

emissions trading).
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G^ Breakout of Increase for Fossil Energy

Fossil Energy

$21 million*

Coal R&D

(Advanced power systems)

$11 $10

Advanced re

Environmental technology

'"'^grated Advanced research/
gasification/Combined

cycle

'Does not include $9 million 0MB removed and subsequentiy returned.
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G^
Integrated Gasification/

Combined Cycle

Refocusing Existing Programs

Vision 21 Program ($11 million)

• Producing energy through the use of high-

energy components, such as fuel cells

and advanced turbines. New focus will be

on achieving ultra-high efficiencies by

integrating component parts into a single

system. Considered DOE's "showcase"

power technology for its 20-year effort.
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G^ Advanced Research/Environmental

Technology

Expanding Existing Programs

Carbon Sequestration Program* ($10 million)

Exploring the effects of placing sequestered C02 in

underground gas and oil wells. Greater focus on

practicality, cost, and long-term effects.

•Cartwn sequGStration refers to the removal of cartxin emissions from fossil fueb as they are burned or the capture
of carbon emissions from the atmsphere and their subsequent isolation from the atmosphere.
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^^ Increase for Nuclear Energy

Nuclear Energy

$10 million

Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and

Technology

Page 26 GAO/RCED 98- 147 DOE'S Climate Change Technology Initiative
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G^ Nuclear Energy

New Program
Nuclear Energy Plant Optimization Program

($10 million)

Maintaining the operation of existing nuclear power

plants. Program will focus on (1) managing the aging
of nuclear power plants through development of key

monitoring technologies, (2) optimizing capacity by

equipping plants with new digital systems, and (3)

assisting industry in meeting licensing requirements by

working with NRC.
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G^ Breakout of Increase for Energy
Research

Energy Research

$27 million
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G^
Biological and Environmental Research

(long-term solutions)

Health Effects and Life Sciences ($5 million)

Sequencing of Microorganisms: Understanding the total genetic

makeup of methane- and hydrogen-producing organisms in an effort

to explore their possible use as energy sources.

Environmental Sciences ($6 million)

Carbon Sequestration ($4 million): Research activities focused on
how C02 is sequestered in natural forest ecosystems.

Microorganism Research ($2 million): Exploring the flow of

C02 from the earth's atmosphere to the ocean and the relationship

between C02 absorption and marine microorganisms.
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G^ Basic Energy Sciences

(long-term solutions)

Materials Sciences ($3.5 million)

Research to support development of higher-performance materials for high-temperature
combustion, novel energy-saving magnets and photovoltaic devices. Builds on existing

programs but focuses on reducing C02 production through greater efficiency.

Chemical Sciences ($4.5 million)

Research to understand molecular changes primarily during photosynthesis, catalysis,

combustion, chemical separations, and energy storage.

Engineering and Geosciences ($3 million)

Focuses on terresterial sequestration of C02 with goal of assessing the geochemistry,

physics, and mechanics to determine how long C02 would stay in place and whether it

could be stored safely. To be coordinated with Fossil Energy.

Energy Biosciences ($5 million)

Previously emphasized biochemistry and biophysics of photosynthetic energy capture.
Research on C02 will focus on genetic engineering and how plants use energy to

convert C02 into products.
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G^ Increase for Energy Information

Administration

Energy Information Administration

$2.5 million

• Improve projections of energy

consumption and prices for International

Energy Outlook.

• Make existing energy data more

useful-energy data will be converted to

emissions data.
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G>» RCED

R&D Context
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GAD DOE'S Historic Funding for R&D

1995 dollars In millions

Source DOE

Energy and Related R&D FY1 978-95

Jl

Ma^vtofiydrodyTumics

Oean ooaliech.

demonstrations

Large-scaJe solar

^monsi ral Ion

Breeder reactor

UsertadRles'

atng costs

Ol htaturalgas Coal Energyelllclency Re rtewable energy Fi£lon Civilan nuclear Basic energy sctence
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GAD DOE Energy R&D Subject to Opposing

Arguments

Orient toward Orient toward

marketplace "basic research"

Advantages Advantages
• Near-term results/more • Provide scientific knowledge to

measurable support development of

• Enhanced competitiveness
'^©w products

for companies
• Resource for successful

Disadvantages
innovation

. May subsidize companies to Disadvantages

do what they would do
* Dif^i^^'^ ^°

,"^f
^ure

anyway results/riskier,

longer-term investment
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G^ Investment in Federal and Private

Energy R&D

1995 dollar* In MBora

110

100

90

80

70

eo

50

Industry

Federal

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Year

1992 1993 1994* 1995-

'

Prailmlniuy

Sourc«: N«tk)naJ Sdenca FoundaSon.
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G^
It Is Difficult to Measure Outcomes and

Performance of Many Types of R&D

As a result, we are providing several

themes from our previous work in R&D
that the Congress may want to consider

as it reviews DOE's R&D proposal.
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^^
Displacement of Private Research

Would private Industry perform the

R&D without government funding?

Advanced Technology Program
Clean Coal Technology Program
Identifying market failures

Electricity R&D
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G^
Displacement of Private Research

Advanced Technology Program (RCED-96-47)

(RCED/OCE-98-83R)

ATP funded research that would have been funded by the

private sector. 40% of "winners" said they would have

continued without funding. Some of the "near winners"

financed their projects using private funds only.

National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) now
considers "market failures" when selecting projects.

However, it is still difficult to identify where market failures

occur.
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G^
Displacement of Private Research

Fossil Fuels: Improvements Needed in DOE's Clean

Coal Technology Program (RCED-92-17)

In the Clean Coal Technology Program, DOE funded projects that

would demonstrate technologies already in commercial use

overseas.

These projects may not have been the best use of federal resources

because the technologies might have been commercialized without

federal assistance.

DOE does not assess whether technologies are likely to be

commercialized without federal assistance before selecting projects.
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Federal Budget: Choosing Public Investment

Programs (AIMD-93-25)

Public investments like R&D can arise where
market failures occur. Market failures include (1 )

undersupply of public goods, (2) extemalities, and

(3) excessive risk. Excessive risk is often a

problem in large-scale R&D projects.
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G^
Displacement of Private Research

Federal Research: Changes in

Electricity-Related R&D Funding

(RCED-96-203)

Utilities are cutting R&D budgets in anticipation

of greater industry competition. Shift is away
from longer-term projects that may benefit

many utilities. Shift is toward proprietary R&D
with a short-term payback.
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G^
Marketplace Competitiveness

Can the technology that DOE develops

compete in the marketplace?

• Advanced batteries

• Energy efficiency research
• Alternative fuels

• Clean coal technology
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G^
Marketplace Competitiveness

Electric Vehicles: Efforts to Complete
Advanced Battery Development Will Require
More Time and Funding (RCED-95-234)

Advanced Battery Consortium has not proven that

batteries meeting long-term technological goals

are feasible. Batteries meeting midterm goals

may be achievable, but electric vehicles with them

not competitive in performance or cost.

Carmakers said large subsidies will be needed.
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G^
Marketplace Competitiveness

Full Disclosure of National Energy Strategy

Analyses Needed to Enhance Strategy's

Credibility (T-RCED-91-76)

DOE'S energy efficiency research may be less

effective while energy prices are low. Low prices

discourage the use of energy-efficient technology.

Higher energy prices would encourage research,
but administration did not pursue policies to raise

prices.
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^^
Marketplace Competitiveness

Alternative Fuels: Experiences of Brazil, Canada,
and New Zealand in Using Alternative Motor Fuels

(RCED-92-119)

Governments became the catalyst for action to encourage
industry to promote use of altemative fuels through lower taxes

and price subsidies. Providing lower prices through subsidies

was most important reason why consumers bought alternative

fuels.

Sustained govemment commitment important because switch to

altemative fuels requires long-term financial, technological, and

regulatory changes.
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Alternative Fuels: Experiences of Countries

Using Alternative Motor Fuels (T-RCED-91-85)

Consumers' acceptance of alternative fuels

requires a price advantage over gasoline-fueled
vehicles. Government should be catalyst to

encourage consumers' use of and industry
involvement in alternative fuels.
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G^ Marketplace Competitiveness

Fossil Fuels: Outlook for Utilities' Potential Use of

Clean Coal Technologies (RCED-90-165).

Without acid rain mandates, utility industry willing to use

clean coal technologies at only 5 percent of coal-fired

units. With mandates, industry would consider using

technologies at up to 50 percent of units to reduce S02
and up to 75 percent of units to reduce NOx.

Technologies may not contribute to acid rain reduction in

next 1 5 years due to uncertainty about when they will be

available.
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G^ Cost and Benefits/Performance

Measures

Has DOE thoroughly analyzed the costs

and benefits of its R&D proposals, and
what specific performance measures will

it use?

• DOE'S Success Stories report

• Clean Coal Technology Program
• SEMATECH
• EPA's voluntary climate change
programs
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G^ Cost and Benefits/Performance

Measures

DOE'S Success Stories report

(RCED-96-120R)

DOE made some valid claims about the

benefits of its applied research. Some of

these benefits may be substantial, but we
found problems with the analyses DOE
used to support benefits in most cases.

DOE did not report how much it spent on

R&D for many of the technologies.
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G^ Cost and Benefits/Performance

Measures

Fossil Fuels: Improvements Needed in DOE's
Clean Coal Technology Program
(RCED-92-17)

DOE'S selection of some projects, while meeting
selection criteria, may not have been the most
cost-effective use of federal funds.

Some projects may not have widespread use because

they are not expected to reduce emissions as much as

existing technology or because they serve a limited

market.
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G^ Cost and Benefits/Performance

Measures

Federal Research: SEMATECH's Technological

Progress and Proposed R&D Program

(RCED-92-223BR)

SEMATECH appeared to be reaching its

technological goal to produce state-of-the-art

semiconductors using only U.S. equipment.
Domestic semiconductor manufacturers

arrested a decline in world market share.

However, it was unclear how much of this was
attributable to SEMATECH.
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^^ Cost and Benefits/Performance

Measures

Global Warming: Information on the Results of Four

of EPA's Voluntary Climate Change Programs
(RCED-97-163)

In assessing the benefits from two of four

climate change action plan programs, EPA
adjusted reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions to account only for the effects of

its efforts. In two other programs, it did not

adjust reported reductions.
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Appendix I

^^ Coordination and Consistency

Has DOE assessed whether the proposed
research is consistent with its mission

statement, strategic plan, and ongoing R&D
efforts? Has it coordinated with the R&D
efforts of other agencies?

Federal ^^^^^ Industry

agencies
"'^^

DOE
State and -<^^^^>-

International

local

governments
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Appendix I

^^
Administration/Implementation

Does DOE have the administrative structure

in place to effectively Implement Its R&D
programs?

• NIST's Advanced Technology
Program (ATP)

• Clean Coal Technology Program
• cost reviews

• cost-sharing guidelines

Page 55 CAO/RCED'98-U7 DOE's CUnute Change Technology InltUtlve
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Appendtat I

G^
Administration/Implementation

NIST's Unobligated Funds (RCED-95-166R)

in FY95, NIST's ATP funding more than doubled

from FY94. NIST planned to make about twice

as many awards as it did the previous year.

NIST did not increase administrative staff at the

same rate as its planned awards.

NIST did not make all awards and carried over

$136.4 million at the end of FY95.

Page 56 GAO/RCED-98-M7 DOE's CUmaCe Change Technology Initladve
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Appendix I

G^
Administration/Implementation

Fossil Fuels: Ways to Strengthen Controls

Over Clean Coal Technology Project Costs

(RCED-93-104)

DOE made a good effort to review the

reasonableness of sponsors' proposed

project costs before projects began.
However, after projects started, DOE did

not audit costs in a timely manner.
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Appendix 1

G^
Administration/Implementation

Fossil Fuels: Lessons Learned in DOE's Clean Coal

Technology Program (RCED-94-174)

Program shows that government and private sector

can work together to develop new technologies.

Lessons learned include (1) obtaining advance

funding, (2) using cooperative agreements, (3)

establishing federal cost-sharing limits, (4) obtaining

early participation of industry, and (5) establishing a

comprehensive process to evaluate and select

projects.

(141174) Page SB GAD/RCEO'98-M7 DOE'S Climate Change Technology InlcUdvc
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United States General Accounting OfHce

r^ AjT^ Report to the Ranking Minority Member,^^ Committee on Commerce, House of

Representatives

CLIMATE CHANGE

Information on the U.S.

Initiative on Joint

Implementation
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GAO United States
General Accounting Office

Washington. D.C. 20548

Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division

B-279654

June 29, 1998

The Honorable John D. Dingell

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Commerce
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Dingell:

Increasing emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and other heat-trapping

greenhouse gases generated by human activity are believed to contribute

to global climate change. Accordingly, the United States, France, Japan,
and 35 other industrialized nations negotiated an agreement—in Kyoto,

Japan, in December 1997—that would limit their overall greenhouse gas
emissions by 2012.' Although the details have not yet been worked out, the

nations that are parties to this agreement may be allowed to work with

other nations to achieve emissions reductions in a cost-effective maimer.

A concept being considered would allow a developed country to meet at

least part of its obligation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by receiving

credit for investing in a project that reduces emissions in another country.

To evaluate different ^proaches to implementing this concept, in 1994 the

United States established a pilot program, known as the U.S. Initiative on

Joint Implementation. This program encourages investments by U.S.

entities (largely private sector firms) in projects to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions outside the United States. Under the Initiative, U.S. entities, in

cooperation with non-U. S. partners, develop project proposals and submit

them to the Initiative for review and evaluation to determine which

projects will be accepted into the program. The decision about whether to

accept a particular project into the program is made by the Initiative's

Evaluation Panel, comprising senior policy-level executives of eight

federal agencies.^ In recent years, several other countries have also

established pilot programs similar to the U.S. Initiative.

Because of your concern about the costs of reducing U.S. greenhouse gas

emissions, you asked us to examine selected aspects of the U.S. pilot

'This agreement, reached at the Third Conference of the Parties to the United Nations FYamework
Convention on Climate Change after more than 2 years of intemadonaJ negotiations, la known as the

Kyoto Protocol The Protocol is open for signature from March 16. 1998, until March IS, 199S The

Protocol must be signed by the President and ratified by the Seriate before its provisions are binding
for the United Sutes. As of June 1998, the President had not signed the Protocol

Specifically, tiiese agencies are the departmenis of Agriculture, Commerce. Energy, State, the Interior,

and the Treasury, as well as the Agency for International Development and the Envirorunental

Protection Agency.

Page 1 GAO/RCED-g8-154 Joint Implementation
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program on joint implementation. Specifically, you asked that we provide

information on (1) the criteria used to accept proposed projects, (2) the

number and types of projects accepted, (3) the status of the seven projects

accepted in the first round of proposals in February 1995, and (4) the

estimated benefits of pilot projects in terms of enussions reductions.

Pfciiltc in Rri*»f "^^ Initiative's EX'aluation Panel uses nine criteria to evaluate proposedn^bUilb 111 Dl icl
projects for acceptance into the program. Among the criteria are

acceptance by the host country, a reduction in greenhouse gases that

would result from the proposed project and that would not have occurred

otherwise, and a mechanism to verify the project's results. The U.S.

program generally has more criteria than similar programs admiiiistered

by certain other countries. Also, the U.S. criteria are stricter in some

respects, for example, by requiring that benefits be maintained over time.

Through March 1998, Initiative officials had reviewed proposals for 97

different projects and accepted 32 of them. Of the 32 accepted projects, 17

involve reducing greenhouse gas emissions, for example, by constructing

and operating a hydroelectric plant that will provide electricity previously

produced by burning fossil fuels. The other 15 involve c^turing

greenhouse gases already emitted, for example, by planting forests or

maintaining forests that would have otherwise been harvested.' Also, 31 of

the 32 projects are intended to reduce emissions of or capture carbon

dioxide; the other project is intended to reduce methane emissions.

Of the seven projects accepted into the Initiative as a result of the first

round of evaluations in February 1995, five are in the process of being

implemented. This means that land has been acquired or facilities have

been built, and the projects are in the process of reducing or capturing

greenhouse gas emissions. For example, in one case, a facility built in the

Czech Republic to generate electricity by burning itatural gas rather than

coal began operations in September 1996. According to Initiative officials,

as of March 1998, the remaining two projects—one that would reduce

greenhouse gas emissions and one that would capture these emissions

ftom the atmosphere—had not progressed because their developers had

not been able to obtain financing.

Tbe projects' developers estimate that, over a period of up to 60 years, the

32 approved projects, if fully funded and implemented, will result in net

'When forests are deind for africiiltun or develapinait, most of the caitmn in the bumed or

decomposing trees escapes to the atmoaphere. However, when new foresn are planted, the growinf
trees capture caitMn dioidde (for use In phouisyntheslsX removing It from the atmosphere.

Pi«e 2 CMMtCEO-M- 1S4 Jotait lapleaMatMlaa
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emissions reductions of about 200 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
and 1.3 million metric tons of methane. Initiative staff do not verify or
attest to the reliability of the "net greenhouse gas benefits" estimated by
the projects' developers. In part, this is because standard methods for

estimating projects' emissions reduction benefits specific to the U.S.

Initiative have not been developed. The Environmental Protection Agency
(epa) has funded studies to develop standard methods for calculating

projects' benefits. According to epa ofQcials, these studies should be

completed by the end of fiscal year 1998.

Background Many bUUons of tons of carbon in the form of carbon dioxide, a ma^or°
greenhouse gas, are exchanged naturally each year between the

atmosphere, the oceans, and vegetation on the land. Greenhouse gas levels

in the atmosphere are determined by the difference between processes
that generate greenhouse gases (sources) and processes that destroy or
remove them (sinks). Oceans and forests are the primary natural sinks.

Humans have affected greenhouse gas levels (primarily carbon dioxide) by
introducing new sources—^primarily by burning fossil fuels such as coal,

oil, and natural gas—and by interfering with natural sinks—^primarily by
deforestation. Scientists have estimated, for example, that as a result of
human activity, the level of carbon dioxide emissions in the atmosphere
has risen by almost 30 percent since industrialization began about 250

years ago." Among the nations of the worid, the United States contributes
the largest amount of carbon dioxide emissions from human activity.

In a July 1997 report to the United Nations Framework Convention on
CUmate Change, the United States estimated that its carbon dioxide

emissions fi-om human activity in 1995 were about 5.2 billion metric tons.

The United States also estimated that U.S. emissions of methane, another

m^or greenhouse gas, from human activity were about 31 million metric
tons (which is equivalent to about 650 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide in global warming potential over a 100-year period).^ The
emissions of these two greenhouse gases represent more than 95 percent
of the total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions reported. The report also stated

tUnnte Change 1996, Tht Science of Climate Change ,
ftom a summaiy approved by Working Group I

In November 1995 for the Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate
Change.

*Greer»house gases have varied effects on the atmosphere as measured by their global wanning
potentials over a specified period of time. These glot>al wamtlng potentials are applied to emissions to
arrive at a common measure for the greenhouse gases, the measure can be expressed in either million
metric tons of carbon dioxide or carbon equivaifnt Carbon dioxide units can tie converted into carbon
units by dividing by 3.67.

f'tf 3 CAO/RCEO-SS- 1 S4 Jotait lapleawntatlon
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that the 1995 emissions levels for carbon dioxide had increased

approximately 6 percent and for methane, approximately 4 percent above
1990 levels.

Recognizing the potential for cost-effective greenhouse gas emissions
reductions in other countries, the United States developed ground rules

for ajoint implementation program, formally known as the U.S. Initiative

on Joint Implementation.^ Published in final form in June 1994, these

ground rules established a pilot program, which is intended to evaluate

possible approaches to joint implementation, including developing
methods to measure and verify the projects' achievements and helping to

serve as a model for international consideration ofjoint implementation.'

Although participants in the pilot program do not receive formal credit for

the emissions reductions achieved as a result of the pilot projects, they

may receive public recognition for their efforts to combat climate change.
Other motivating factors for some participants, according to Initiative

officials and other studies of the joint implementation concept, include

establishing operations or markets for their products in the host countries

and anticipation that their pilot projects will be eligible for credit after the

year 2000, when the United Nations' pilot ends.*

An interagency Initiative Evaluation Panel, cochaired by senior executives
of the Department of Energy (doe) and epa, accepts projects into the

program and is authorized to certify their net emissions reductions. The
Evaluation Panel is supported by an interagency Secretariat, which

manages the program's day-to-day operations, including the

implementation of the application and review procedures for project

proposals. In 1997, the Secretariat was staffed by eight employees on
detail from doe and epa. Five of these employees spent less than full-time

on the Initiative's activities. In addition to these employees, however, the

Secretariat relies on the expertise and contributions from staff in the other

*Thte program b frequently refeired to by Hs acronym USUI. For increased readability, we use the
term 'Initialive.'

'In 1995. the United States and other countries that signed the Ui\ited Nations Prameworic Convention
on Climate Change also established a pilot program within the Uttited Nations called Activities

Implemented Jointly. Under this program, panicipadng countries may report to the United Nations on
joint implementabon projects that they have sponsored. The pilot program is to be evaluated no later

than the end of 1999

*rhese sQidies include Assessing the Constraints and Qpportmiities for Private-Sector Participation in

Acdvittes hnplCTiented Jointly Two Case Studies Froin a^e U.S. Initiative for Joint ImplemeiitaOon ,

September 1997, by M Powell, R Ule. and M Toman. Resources for the Future, and Joint

Implementation and la Alternatives: Choosing Systems to Distribute Global Emissions Abatement and
Hnancc, April 1997, by E. Panon aiid K. Fisher-Vanden, Center for Science and International AfCalrs,
John F. Kennedy School of Govemmertt, Harvard University.

Page 4 GAO/RCED-9S-lS4JolittbaplcMnUtion
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federal agencies that support the Initiative. The Initiative's budget was
$3.8 million in fiscal year 1996 and $2.6 million in Hscal year 1997.

Under the Kyoto Protocol, negotiated in December 1997, the United States

would be required to reduce its emissions of six greenhouse

gases—namely, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,

hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulphur
hexafluoride—7 percent below its 1990 emissions level by 2012. The Kyoto
Protocol also includes provisions for market-based approaches to reduce

emissions of greenhouse gases. Such approaches include emissions

trading, Joint implementation, and the "clean development mechanism. "°

The philosophy behind these approaches is that the cost of reducing or

c^turing emissions varies among countries and that it is more efficient to

seek the reductions where the cost is the least

Nine Criteria Are
Used to Judge Project

Proposals

Through the first six rounds of submissions. Initiative officials have used

nine criteria and considered four other factors to determine which

proposals to accept The criteria primarily involve ways of measuring the

project's effect in reducing emissions and steps for verifying these

reductions. One of the criteria also requires the project's participants to

provide annual reports to the E)valuation Panel on the emissions reduced

or c^tured (sequestered) by the project The other four factors

considered involve determining whether the actions of U.S. participants

and the host country support the objectives of United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the potential positive and negative

effects of the project on greenhouse gas emissions outside the project's

boundaries and apart from its effect on greenhouse gas emissions. The

Initiative uses more criteria than do certain other countries with similar

programs, and the U.S. criteria are more strict in some respects.

When the pilot program was being developed, an interagency task force

led by the State Department established criteria for determining which

proposed projects would be accepted into the program. The criteria were

developed to help ensure that proposed projects meet the development

goals of the host country, while providing greenhouse gas benefits beyond
those that would have occurred in the absence of the project Moreover,

^Prior to the Kyoto Protocol, joint Implenwntadon was the t«nnlnolocr gcncnOy used for th« concept
that would allow a developed countTy to meet at least part of Its obtifallon for rediKinf greenhouse

gas emissions by leceWlng credit for investing in projects that reduce emlsatons in another countiy.
The Kyoto Protocol, however, makes a distinction on the t>asls of whether the investment is in a

developing or developed country: Investments In developing countries are included under the

Plrotocol's clean development mechanism provisions and Irweatments In other developed coimtlics are

Included under itsjoint implemerttadon provi^ons.

rfi CMVBCED-M- 1S4 Joku
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the criteria are intended to help ensure that the projects result in real,
measurable net emissions reductions.

An initial set of nine criteria was proposed in a Federal Register notice on
December 17, 1993. Twelve organizations and individuals submitted
comments on the proposed criteria. On the basis of these comments, the
criteria were revised, and the final criteria were published in the Federal

Register on June 1, 1994. These criteria now have been used for evaluating
the six rounds of proposals considered through March 1998.

Most of the nine criteria relate to identifying and measuring a project's
benefits. For example, one criterion asks whether the proposal provides
enough information to determine the level of current and future emissions
both with and without the project A second asks whether the proposal
contains adequate provisions for tracking the emissions reduced or

sequestered. A third asks whether the proposal provides adequate
assurance that the benefits will not be lost or reversed over time. Other
criteria relate to such matters as acceptance by the host country and
annual reporting, including the greenhouse gas benefits as they are
attained. Among the other four factors considered, one is whether the

project has potential positive or negative effects on the host country's
employment and public health. (All nine criteria and four other
considerations used in the project evaluation process are paraphrased in

app. I.)

The U.S. Initiative generally uses more criteria than did certain other
countries with similar programs, and the criteria are stricter, in some
respects, than the criteria used in other countries' programs, according to
our analysis of a 1996 report prepared for the Agency for International

Development. '"This report described the criteria of the U.S. Initiative and
similar programs in Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, and the

Netheriands. Our analysis of this information showed that the number of
criteria used by the U.S. Initiative (nine) was equal to the number used by
the Netherlands and larger than the number used by the other four
countries (four to seven each). In addition, the U.S. criteria were stricter in

some respects. For example, only the U.S. Initiative had requirements for

maintaining benefits over time and for external verification of benefits.

Conversely, two other countries—Germany and the Netherlands—had a
criterion related to stimulating the use of modem technology or renewable

energy.

"
ImplCTienttng JVAU: A Guide for Establishing Joint Impleinentalion Programs , Center for

Sustainable UevelopmenC in the Americas (Nov 1996).

^f ^ CAO/RCEO-98- 1 54 Joint Implementation
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In a July 1996 report to the Secretariat of the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change, the Initiative said that its Evaluation

Panel, which is responsible for accepting or rejecting project proposals for

inclusion in its program, considers not only how a project measures

against all criteria, but also how the project contributes to the pilot

program. The report stated that while failure on any single criterion could

keep a project from being approved, the panel may find relatively poor

performance on one criterion to be outweighed by excellent performance

on another. The report further stated that because the criteria were also

being tested for their appropriateness, the Evaluation Panel did not use a

single rigid approach to applying the criteria but remained flexible in their

interpretation and application to each project.

In our review of Initiative files, we found that 18 of the 32 projects

accepted during the first six rounds had been accepted even though

internal documentation indicated that the proposals were judged as not

clearly meeting one or more of the nine criteria For example, reviewers

raised questions about a project involving the development and operation

of a wind electricity-generating plant. The project review documentation

noted that because the project had been under discussion since 1992, a

year before the U.S. pilot program was announced, it was not clear that

the project was initiated either in response to or in reasonable anticipation

of the pilot program—one of the nine criteria for a project's acceptance.

The documentation also indicated that the project's developers believed

that acceptance of the project into the Initiative would better enable them

to obtain the necessary funding for the project. The Evaluation Panel

accepted this project An Initiative official said that individual technical

reviewers sometimes interpreted the criteria differently and came to

different conclusions. In such cases, the Initiative's Secretariat labels these

findings as "less than clear compliance" and requests that the Evaluation

Panel make this judgment on a case-by-case basis. According to the

Secretariat, when the I>valuation Panel accepts such projects, it believes

that the criteria were adequately met."

About One-Third of

the J*roposed Projects
Have Been Accepted

Of the 97 proposed projects submitted during six evaluation rounds, 32

projects have been accepted into the program. Of the accepted projects, 17

are designed to reduce emissior\s, and 15 are designed to sequester

emissions. All but one of the projects are aimed at reducing or

"According to an Initiative offidal, the criteria that have been the most difficult to inteipret

consistently are those related to *additlanality,* which is discussed later in this report

Pag* 7 CAO/RCED'98-154 Jotait Implonentatlon
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sequestering carbon dioxide emissions, while the other project is aimed at

reducing methane emissions.

Through the six rounds, a total of 1 19 proposals have been submitted, 22

of which have been submitted twice. Thus, 97 separate proposals have

been submitted. Thirty applications were submitted in the first round.

Thereafter, the number of applications declined steadily to five

appUcations in the fourth round. Although the number of applications
rebounded to 30 in round five, it declined again to 18 in the most recent

round. Secretariat staff suggested some possible explanations for the

variations in the number of project proposals submitted in the various

rounds. The staff suggested that the two largest rounds (rounds one and

five), which occurred immediately prior to the First and Third

Conferences of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change, were the result of project developers' expectations

that international crediting ofjoint implementation projects might be

negotiated at those sessions. The staff also suggested that the smallest

number of proposals came in round four because it was the first round

occurring after the Initiative increased the number of rounds conducted a

year from one to three and the resulting short period of time between

rounds three and four (about 4 months). According to the Secretariat's

Director, in response to project developers' expressed desires for a

quicker turnaround process, the Initiative increased the frequency of its

evaluation rounds by streamlining its appUcation procedures.

A total of 32 proposals have been accepted into the Initiative, including at

least one proposal in each round. The proportion of proposals accepted
increased from 23 percent in round one to 67 percent in round three.

However, this proportion declined to 20 percent in round four and

7 percent in round five. Secretariat officials said that they had not

attempted to determine a reason for this decline, but they pointed out that

many of the proposals submitted for round five were found not to be

con^lete. Our analysis showed that the project reviewers found 19 of the

30 round-five proposals, or more than 60 percent, did not contain

sufficient information to permit a complete evaluation. The proportion

accepted in round six was about 22 percent (See fig. I.)

Pa(e • CAOnCED-M- 154 Joint
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Figure 1: Propoaed and Accepted
Prelects, l>y Round Number of proposals

35 -

20

15

.^ ./ of y ,# .#
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./ ..<^'^

Proposals accepted

1 I Proposals not accepted

'Round three (12/96) includes three projects accepted in 2/97 and 3/97.

Of the 32 approved projects, 31 focus on carbon dioxide, while the other

project focuses on methane. Seventeen of the approved projects are

designed to reduce emissions. For example, a project in Costa Rica

involves the construction and operation of a privately owned and operated

hydroelectric plant The electricity generated by this plant will displace

electricity that would have otherwise been generated by burning fossil

fuels, thus reducing carbon dioxide emissions. The project that focuses on

reducing methane emissions is located in the Russian Federation and will

capture natural gas that is now escaping from a transmission and
distribution system by sealing valves at two compressor stations.

Page 9 CAO/RCED S8-1S4 Joint Implemoiutlon
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The other 15 approved projects are designed to capture carbon dioxide

that is already in the atmosphere. For example, one project will preserve a

tropical forest in Costa Rica by purchasing over 6,000 acres of privately

owned land. Because, according to the project proposal, this forest land

likely would have been either harvested or converted for agricultural use

within the next 15 years, the greenhouse gas benefits for this project will

accrue from preserving the existing trees.

TTie 32 approved projects are located in 12 countries. Of these, the largest

number, 16 (50 percent), are located in Central America. Another seven

projects (22 percent) are located in Central and Eastern Europe, including

the Russian Federation. The other nine projects (28 percent) are located in

North America, specifically, Mexico (four projects); South America (three

projects); and Asia (two projects).

Table 1: LocaVon and Type of

Approved Protects
Location
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Initiative's staff in March 1998. Of these five, two projects are intended to

reduce emissions. In both of these cases, the facilities have been built and

are now in operation. For example, a project in the Czech Republic

involving several energy efficiency improvements at a district heating

facility, including the conversion of a coal-burning plant to natural gas,

was completed and became operational in September 1996. The other

three projects are intended to sequester emissions. For these projects, one

or more of the following processes have been completed: Land has been

purchased; surveys have been completed; and trees have been planted. For

example, at one sequestration project in Costa Rica, land included in the

project proposal and identified as being in danger of deforestation has

been purchased and conveyed to Costa Rica's national park service.

The remaining two projects have not been implemented because of an

inabiUty to obtain financing, according to information provided to

Initiative staff by these projects' representatives in March 1998. These two

projects include one intended to sequester emissions and one intended to

reduce emissions. For one of these projects, a sequestration project

located in Costa Rica, the host-country partners reported that they had not

been successful in obtaining financing for either this project or another

sequestration project approved in the Initiative's second evaluation round.

However, the partners said that the affected forest area covered by these

two projects would be absorbed into two other joint implementation

projects, one a U.S. Initiative project accepted in the fourth evaluation

round in July 1997 and the other a Norwegian pilot joint implementation

project The partners further said that for this reason they planned to

report that the two projects for which they have not obtained financing

should not continue to be listed as separate projects. According to

Initiative staff, the developer of the other project that has not progressed

is continuing efforts to obtain financing. This project is located in

Honduras and is intended to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by

providing for solar-based electrification in rural areas. The status as of

March 1998 for each project accepted during the first evaluation round is

shown in table 2.

Page 1 1 GAO/RCED-98-154 Jotau Implcnenutlan
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developers use to estimate net greenhouse gas benefits, it does not attest

to the validity of those estimates. The Initiative does have responsibility,

however, for monitoring and verifying emissioi^s reductions as they are

attained. As of the latest reporting date (July 1997), only one of the 25

projects accepted into the Initiative had reported emissions reduction

benefits. According to the Initiative staff, it has not yet verified these

reported emissions reductions partially because no standard methods for

determining greenhouse gas benefits specific to joint implementation

projects have been developed, epa, as part of its role in providing support
to the Secretariat, is funding studies of several issues related to

determining emissions benefits. One objective of EPA-funded research is to

develop standard methodologies.

The 32 projects accepted into the Initiative are projected to yield benefits

over time periods as short as 3 years (for one wind power generation

project and one forest preservation project) and as long as 60 years (for

two reforestation projects). Based on the project developers' estimates,

these 32 projects will reduce greenhouse gases by more than 200 million

metric tons of carbon dioxide and 1.3 million metric tons of methane

(1.3 milUon metric tons of methane is equivalent, in terms of global

warming potential, to about 31 million metric tons of carbon dioxide). Of
the total net greenhouse gas benefits, equivalent to approximately
235 million metric tons of carbon dioxide, about 65 million tons, or 28

percent, is attributed to emissions reduction projects, while the remaining
170 million tons, or 72 percent, is attributed to sequestration projects. For

example, one project in Nicaragua involves constructing and operating a
flash-steam power generation facility, using the country's abundant

geothermal resources, that will emit only small amounts of carbon
dioxide. According to the latest project report, this facility will displace an

equivalent-size facility using fossil fuels and is expected to reduce cart>on

dioxide emissions by about 14 million metric tons over about 38 years.

Similarly, a sequestration project in Ecuador that involves purchasing
about 5,000 acres of tropical forest will be incorporated into a newly
created reserve. According to the project's developers, by preventing the

conversion of these lands, expected to occur over the next 3 years, to

marginal cropland and cattle pasture, the project will result in net

greenhouse gas benefits of more than 1 million tons of carbon dioxide.

Although the Initiative reviews, as part of the proposal review process, the

methods, data, and assumptions that the project developers used to

develop their estimates, it does not attest to their validity.

> 1 3 CMOmCEDM- 1 S4 Jobit bBplcaenMllan
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As of the last reporting period (July 1997), only one accepted project—a

project that combines land acquisition and a sustainable forestry program

to achieve emissions reductions through forest growth—had reported

greenhouse gas benefits. The emissions reductions reported for this

project were 807,468 metric tons of carbon dioxide a year for calendar

years 1995 and 1996. The project developers for another four implemented

projects reported to the Initiative staff in March 1998 that their projects

were in operation and achieving greenhouse gas benefits but pointed out

that the benefit data they provided at that time were estimates because

either detailed monitoring results were not available or the monitoring

results had not been verified. According to the Initiative's deputy director,

these reductions are likely to be reported in the 1998 annual report

Although the IniUative's ground rules state that the EvaluaUon Panel is

responsible for certifying the greenhouse gas benefits estimated for the

projects, the Initiative staff said that it does not currently verify reported

emissions reductions. The staff acknowledged that it has neither provided

standard monitoring guidance to projects nor reviewed the monitoring

plans for most projects, but recognizes that its efforts in these areas need

to be strengthened. The staff attributed its limited progress in these areas

to the small number of projects that are now either funded or

implemented and the absence of standard methods for determining

greenhouse gas benefits specific to joint implementation projects. The

staff also said that it was waiting on the EPA-sponsored research that will

provide guidelines for the development of monitoring plans and

verification methods to be completed before certifying reported emissions

reductions.

EPA is funding research to develop standard methods for quantifying

emissions benefits. Recentiy completed studies focused on implementing

uniform reporting formats for the pilot projects (compatible with a

reporting form used by the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change for its pilot program) and refming ways to measure

greenhouse gas emissions ftt)m projects. Currently under way is a study to

examine various aspects of project baselines (to estimate what would have

happened if the pilot project had not been implemented) and emissions

additionality (to help ensure that project benefits are in addition to what

would otherwise have h^pened). In the context of the pilot program,

additionality refers to project acceptance criteria that are designed to

ensure that the financing of a proposed project would not have occurred

otherwise, called financial additionality, and that the associated reduction

p,-, 14 GAO/RCED.98-l$4 Jobit Implementation
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in emissions would likewise not have occurred, called emissions

additionality.

Some phases of the research have been completed and are undergoing

review, while other phases are continuing. According to epa officials,

standard methods for estimating emissions reduction benefits would help

to move the program from its current pilot phase to a fully implemented

program with credible reductions. The officials were not able to say how

long the development of the standard methods might take, but current

studies being funded by epa are to be completed during this fiscal year. An
EPA official also said that the agency is currently funding research on

methodologies for monitoring and plans to fund research on

methodologies for verification in the future. (App. II provides additional

information about efforts to develop standard methods.)

Atfpnpv f^nmrnpnt^ We provided a draft of this report to the Director of the Joint
^^ ^

Implementation Secretariat and the Administrator of epa for review and

comment The Secretariat's Director said that the report is generally a

balanced assessment of the Initiative, with a useful analysis of the projects

and the consideration of those projects by the Initiative's Secretariat and

Evaluation Panel. (The Secretariat's comments and our responses ^pear
in app. ni.) The Director also suggested technical corrections to the draft

report, which were incorporated as appropriate, epa's Office of Economy
and Environment, within its Office of Policy, Planning and E>valuation, also

suggested technical corrections, which were incorporated as appropriate.

To accomplish our objectives, we interviewed officials of the Initiative's

Secretariat, epa, and the Department of State. At the Secretariat offices, we
obtained and reviewed information pertaining to the Initiative's project

evaluation process, including policy memorandums, technical review

summaries of project proposals, and decision memorandums prepared to

assist the Evaluation Panel with its decision-making process. At epa, we
obtained and reviewed information related to its efforts to develop
standard methods for measuring greenhouse gas emissions and for

estimating projects' emissions reduction benefits. At the Department of

State, we obtained information on the development of the ground rules for

the U.S. pilot program and pubUc comments on notices published in the

Federal Register. We limited our work on the third objective (relating to

the status of approved projects) to those approved in the first round

because they had had the longest period of time to be developed. This

Page IS CAO/RCED-98- 154 Joint laplenentatlon
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information was obtained by reviewing the latest annual reports prepared

by the participants in the accepted projects. The Secretariat staff assisted

us in obtaining information from the project participants when
information contained in the reports was not clear. We did not

independently verify the information provided by the Secretariat

We also reviewed available documents about the joint implementation

concept, the U.S. Initiative, and the United Nations' pilot program. We
conducted our review from September 1997 through June 1998 in

accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce the report's

contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report for 15 days.
At that time, we will send copies to the appropriate congressional

committees, the Director of the Secretariat, and the Administrator of epa.

We will also make copies available to others upon request

Major contributors to this report were David Marwick; Stacy L Morgan;
William H. Roach, Jr.; and Robert D. Wurster. If you have any questions or

need additional information, please call me at (202) 512-6111.

Sincerely yours,

Peter F. Guerrero

Director, Environmental

Protection Issues

Page 16 GAO/RCED-98-154 Joint Implemenutlon
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Appendix I

Criteria and Other Considerations Used in

Reviewing and Evaluating Proposed
Projects

These criteria and other considerations were published in the June 1, 1994,

Federal Register (Vol. 59, No. 104, pp. 28445-28446). They are paraphrased
below.

Criteria
1. Is the project acceptable to the government of the host country?

2. Does it involve specific measures to reduce or sequester greenhouse gas
emissions initiated as a result of the U.S. Initiative on Joint

Implementation or in reasonable anticipation of the Initiative?

3. Does it provide data and methodological information sufficient to

establish a baseline of current and future greenhouse gas emissions, both

with and without the project?

4. Will it reduce or sequester greenhouse gas emissions beyond those

without the project, and, if the project is federally funded, is it or will it be

undertaken with funds in excess of those available for such activities?

5. Does it contain adequate provisions for tracking the greenhouse gas
emissions reduced or sequestered as a result of the project and, on a

periodic basis, for modifying such estimates and comparing actual results

with original projections?

6. Does it contain adequate provisions for external verification of the

greenhouse gas emissions reduced or sequestered by the project?

7. Does it identify any associated non-greenhouse-gas envirorunental  

impacts and benefits?

8. Does it provide adequate assurance that the greenhouse gas emissions

reduced or sequestered will not be lost or reversed over time?

9. Does it provide for annual reports to the Evaluation Panel on the

emissions reduced or sequestered and on the share of such emissions

attributed to each domestic and foreign participant, pursuant to the terms

of the voluntary agreement among the project's participants?

Other Considerations
1. Does the project have a potential to lead to changes in greeiUiouse gas
emissions outside the project's boundaries?

Page 20 GAO/RCED-98-154 Joint Implonentatlan
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Appendix I

Ciicerla and Other Conslderattons Used fai

Revlewfaig and Evaluating Proposed
Projects

2. Apart from the project's effect on greenhouse gas emissions, does the

project have any potential positive and negative effects on factors such as

local employment and public health?

3. Are U.S. participants who are emitting greenhouse gases within the

United States taking measures to reduce or sequester those emissions?

4. Does the host country have efforts under way to (1) ratify the United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, (2) develop a national

inventory and/or baseline of greenhouse gas emissions and sinks, and

(3) reduce its emissions and enhance its sinks of greenhouse gases?

Page 21 CAO/RCED.98.|54Jolnt Implementation
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Appendix II

Research on Evaluating Benefits From Joint

Implementation Pilot Projects

The awarding of credit for joint implementation projects' results is a basic

distinction between the current pilot program and a fully developed

program. Under a fully developed program, investors in an approved

project could receive credit for that project's results—greenhouse gas
emissions reduced or sequestered—and thus offset their own greenhouse
gas emissions.

To help ensure that credits are awarded only when warranted, standard

methods are being developed for estimating a project's emissions

reduction benefits and for measuring greenhouse gas emissions. Tracking
a project's side effects (e.g., its impact on the local economy) is also

important

In support of the pilot program, the Environmental Protection Agency's

(epa) Office of Policy is sponsoring studies of these issues, and it currently

has a contract and an interagency agreement for further studies, epa

officials said that they expect these studies to help ensure that emissions

reductions are properly identified and reported; to gain international

approval of the joint implementation concept, including the clean

development mechanism provisions of the Kyoto Protocol; and to move
the joint implementation concept from its current pilot phase into full

implementation.

One key issue currently being studied is estimating a project's emissions

reduction benefits. In the context ofjoint implementation, "additionality"

is the term used to describe the project acceptance criteria that are

designed to erasure that the proposed project's financing and abatement of

greenhouse gas emissions would not have occurred otherwise.'

Additionality, however, has meaning only relative to an alternative

reference point. Determining that reference point requires project

developers to construct a hypothetical baseline.

For example, as evidence of emissions additionality, project proposals
must present a reference case, which presents projections of emissions

levels without the project, and a project case, which estimates emissions

levels with the project. In this example, the emissions additionsdity is the

difference between the emissions levels without the project (the

hypothetical baseline) and the emissions levels with the project.

'In liie context of the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation, fiiiancial additionality refere to project

acceptance criteria that are designed to ensure that the financiiig of a proposed project would not have
occurred otherwise, and emissions additionality refers to the project acceptance criteria that are

designed to ensure that the reduction in emissions associated with the project likewise would not have
occurred -
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Appendix II

Research on Evahiadng Benefits From Joint

Implementation Pilot Projects

An EPA contractor, ICF, Inc., has completed a report analyzing how the

pilot program has evaluated additionality, the report is currently

undergoing peer review. By the end ofJune 1998, the contractor is

expected to review assumptions about emissions made in the reference

case scenario and project case scenario for selected approved projects. In

addition, the contractor is expected to develop comprehensive guidelines

for developing reference case and project case scenario emissions for

greenhouse gas mitigation projects, epa officials said that they will use this

study, along with the results of other studies, to determine whether a

credible, fair, transparent, and consistent approach to establishing project

baselines and determining project additionality can be developed.

A second key issue currently being studied relates to standardized

methods for monitoring, evaluating, reporting, and verifying greenhouse

gas emissions benefits. Through an interagency agreement with epa, the

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, California, is

expected to complete an assessment of these issues by the end of

September 1998. Specifically, the laboratory is to develop comprehensive

guidelines for monitoring and evaluating projects. These guidelines are to

incorporate such principles as cost-effectiveness, transparency, simplicity,

technical soundness, and internal consistency. According to the

agreement, these guidelines should also be capable of being used by an

independent organization for verifying a project's benefits.

Finally, the laboratory is to identify and develop methods for monitoring

environmental, socioeconomic, and other benefits associated with a

project These could include the effect on local economic conditions and

on air quality and other environmental indicators.

Page 23 CAO/RCED'98-lS4 Joint Implementation
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Appendix HI

Comments From the U.S. Initiative on Joint

Implementation

Note: GAO comments

supplementing those in the

report text appear ai the

end of this appendix
U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation

t^mSucIng GnwiAous* Gm Emiwalant Thmugt Intmmttlonal

Putnvhlpt

lOOOfai

i.\3CmV USA ncTOin USA

June 3, I998

Mr. Peter Gutncfo

Director, Envinmraenu] Prorection Issues

US General Accountiag (Met
RxsuuTccs, Comnunjty, and Economic

Development Divtvoo

Wul«I«lo^DC20M«

Detr Mr Guerrero.

Ttmk you fet Mnding me GAO's fiml <lr»ft report, •nulled Gtolttl Wgnriny: Infomtaon on Ihe

ioml Implememilion Pilot Proyim (GA<yRCED-97-lM, Job Code 160422) We tpprecUle Ihe

opportunity to provide GAO comraems on Ihii Goal driA report Tht USUI Secreurin and our

imenjjcncy advison have reviewed thts final draft report and provided the attached comments for

your infbmulion arkd consideration We appreciate the opportunity to gi\T you these mtentgency
commems prior to issuing this report in final Ibnii Please note that the USBFA has provided it's

own separate commonts to you, per your separate letter to Adtninistralor Carol Browner

Furthcmwte. it appears that lorae of the Agency commentt which ««t« offcred to OAO on April

2, 1998, were not incorporaied tt<o this drift documeM Ahhough I undenland theGAO
prefcreme for certain witting styles, Ihe attached commenis are piinrnr^ provided for purposes

oficcuraey

If you have any questions regarding these connnenu, picise contact Ms Duaoe Lakich ofmy sulT

at: tcl (202)SS«-326S: ta (207)S86-34<S or S6. emaU A..n,
i.ii.iv^iu,^^^ gf|

n
,

Smccfcfy.

Rohen K Dixon, Ph D
Director

Attachment

cc Mr Bin Roadi, GAO

iiinpot««g«H»W*ie<plaa«<idOW«etM»ofM>« r>wi»i»oi» Ca<»»«ic«Bito»a*»ia<»a>Ma»
DM XQ UA-t2is {:«3fn-sssj«SOTSa^sras
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Appendix III

Comments From the U.S. Initiative on Joint
Implementation

See commeni 1

See comment 2

Overall Commenn:

te general, we view ihe repoft a] • balanced UKUinem of the USin pragrun with a luefiil

analysij of the projectt and the cotuideratiofi of Uiok projecu by the USUI Secretarial and
the Evahiation Pand.

When referring to the USUI Secretariat and the USJJI Evahiation Panel as "the Initiative"

please use USUI (the official name of the arganization) instead
• The introduction of the report should accurately describe the Kyolo Protocol and iiuhide

the Clean Development Mechanism (please >ee detailed cononents below)
• The title of the report "Global Wanning Information on the Joint Implementation Pilot

Program" «hould reflect the IPCC'j 1995 report in which global "warmn^" is more

coounonly referred to as global "change," or cJimale change

Specific Comments

ElgtJ
IstParafedit 1st sentence) Increasing emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and other hcal-

trapping greenhouw ga.ses generated by human activity are believed to contribute to global

chaBge.
Nou: In the 199} IPCC report, xitnUsts rtjtr lo "global worming" as "global dunge. "and in

the lastfive years, the USgovernment has referred to it as "clunate change.
"

1st Para (edit 3rd, 4th and 5th lentences): The sentences, "Although the detail* have not yet been
worked out, as part ofthe agreement, the nations that are parties to this agreetnem may be allowed
to work with other nations lo achieve teductioBS ui a cost-effixtive manner A solution beii^
considered ." can be rewritten to more accurately to reflect the current stale of play and indude
the Clean Development Mechanism Suggest the following rewrite

"rartics (e Ike Praletol may work together te achieve rtdaetient in a cost-effective lUBaer
Ikreugh market-based mechanlsau, abkoogh Ihedctab have not yet bcca worked oat.

These iBdade the concept ofjoial impltmcatatioB (JI) wbicfe wooid allow iadastriaiized

comltrles to aeel their oUigatkHis to reduce tkelr greenhone gas eniisians by meKiiig
credits for imestiag in prejecis m other Indostrialiitd countries. The JI concept is also

found ia the rrotocors Clean DeveiopaMiil Mechaaisia which aBaws for crcdils throogh
iavestmeat in projects ia developiag coaalrics."

Eigc.2

3rd Pant (edit I it sentence) The lISIJI's EvahjatioQ Panel uses nine ctHcfii....

(See overall comments regarding using "Initialivt
"
and USUI)
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Appendlii ID
Comments From the U.S. InltlatKc on Joint

Implementation

See commeni 3.

Now on p 4

See comment 4.

See comment 5.

Now on p 5.

Now on p 7.

See commeni 6.

Now on p 8

See comment 7

Suggest 1 footnote whh the fonowing:

"The USUI stair has acknowledged that i1 ha) not provided standard monitoring guidance to

projects, DOT reviewed monitoring plans for most prefects since most projects are just banning to

be imptemented aad/or funded. USUI is a pilot program that is evolving Monitoring of

greenhouse gas emissiois and verilying these reductions is woiit that still needs to be strengthened.

The Envirormienul Protection Agency (EPA) has fiindcd studies to develop standard methods for

calculating project basdinea and net emissioos, specifically.
"

2** Para (inseit the foUowmg sentence after the 1' sentence): Creund roles were developed in an

latcngeiK)! process, chaired by the State DepartmcaL

2" Para (edit 2*' sentence) PubHshed in final form in June 1 994, after paMic comnent and

reviaion, these ground rules established a pilot program, which is intended to evaluate poanble

approaches to joint in^ementation

Pajfe6
y Para (edit 3" sentence to inchide): "The Clean Oevelopmeal Mechanism" to the list ofmarket-

based approaches so that the key sentence at the end of the paragraph woukl read "Sudi

approaches include emissions trading, joint implementation awi (be Clean DevdopBent
Mccbanism."

Eggtifi
I* Para (suggest inserting the following at the end of the first paragraph)

USUI safT explained that in this pilol prograni, etpcciaOy in tbe early rounds, there were

dilTereKcs of inlerpretatioa of same of the criteria as applied to specific projects. This is

part of tbe valuable learning proceai of tbe pitot program. Tbe most difTieall criteria in tbb

regard relates to the coacept ofaddfiioiulity,'* aicaaiag the Hkelihood that tbe fiaissloiu

rcductioas would aol have occurred with oat the project.

EagEil
I* Para (suggest inserting the foOowing at the end of the first paragraph)

USUI has strearoliacd Its applicatian prxycedurcs; tbe first and second rounds were

coadacted anaaaly. Project dcvdopcn aprased the need to have a qnicker turaaroaad

process, aad for (he last conple of years, VSUI evaluates proposals 3 times per year. Tbe
smalol aambcr af propeeals cam* ia Round 4, which was the first after tbe change to

shorter periods.
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Appendix III

Coaawnts Fraai the U.S. Initiative on Joint

Impleewntetlon

Now on p 9

See commeni 8

Now on p 13

Now on pp 18 and 19

See commeni 9

ftft 12 (Fiiaifc 1)

Sugget) inchvfing • fbotnme mdictiing the dunge from evaluating propofah more often (i e. 3

tunes per year vj aonualy) which accouola for cttanget in the niiBii>er of propoaali aibmitiad

Pigelg
2^ Para ( 1* lemence): it repaiiive (see page I T, 2" paragraph. 5* sentence).

Pay«24fAci)endixll
Four other coniiderationi ahould acaintely leflect "exacT language m USUI guiddmea, not a

Dxxlilied vetaion Please uae the followuig language ai stated in the guiddinea

1) Tlie poleatial for tke prajcct to lead to changes in gmiUioine giv nniaiioDa etaewlMre.

2) Tke potential positive and negative effects of the project apart fraai its effisct an

pecnhoBse gas emiasioaB reduced or tequeslertd.

3) Whether the US panieipattta art ealtten tl^ttiAeMt gates within the Uaittd States

aad, if so, whether they are tahing mcaturtt to rediKe «r sequester such cnisasoaa.

4) WheltMr dToru arc nndcrway irithin the hon coantry to ratify ar accede to the Vnited

Nation Fraaeworfc Caavenlioa en dinate Chantc. to develop a natioaal intatarj aad/or

baseliae at greeahoue gat emlstioas hjr soone* and rcanvab by tiaha, and whethtr the

host coontr; is taUag «»»» la reduce its caaiasiaat and enhance in ainhs awl rcscnrain
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Appendix in
Comments From the U.S. Inltlattve on Jobit

Implementation

The following are gao's comments on the letter from the U.S. Initiative on

Joint Implementation dated June 3, 1998.

p \r-\ pp,j-nmpnt<; ^' P"°'' ^ ^^ Kyoto Protocol, the term "joint implementation" generally^^^ was used to describe all projects that were sponsored by developed
countries and that were located, and intended to reduce emissions, in

another country. The Protocol established the "clean development
mechanism" for projects located in developing countries and distinguished

them from projects located in developed countries. The Secretariat

suggested that we cite the clean development mechanism in the opening

paragraph of this report Because projects accepted into the Initiative,

including those accepted in March 1998 (subsequent to the Protocol), are

located in both developing countries and developed countries, in this

report we use the term "joint implementation" in its more general,

pre-Protocol context However, we have differentiated between these

terms (joint implementation and clean development mechanism) in

footnote 9.

2. For increased readability, we have used the word Initiative rather than

the acronym usm when referring to the U.S. Initiative on Joint

Implementation. This is explained in footnote 6 of this report

3. This information appeared in the draft report provided to the Secretariat

for comment and, in ourjudgment, belongs on page 14 of this report

4. This information appeared in the draft report and, in ourjudgment,

belongs on page 5 of this report

5. This information appeared in the draft report and, in ourjudgment,

belongs on page 6 of this report

6. The draft report provided to the Secretariat for comment discussed the

differences of interpretation of the criteria. We added footnote 11 to this

report to provide additional information on the nature of the areas of "less

than clear compliance" with the criteria as reported by the Secretariat in

its comments.

7. The draft report discussed the increase in the number of evaluation

rounds conducted each year as a reason for the small number of proposals
submitted for evaluation in round 4. Based on the Secretariat's comments,

Page 28 GAO/RCED-98-1S4 Joint Implementation
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Appendbl III

Coaiawnts Fraai the U.S. Initiative on Joint

InpleflientAtlon

we also included information on the reason for the change in the number

of evaluation rounds the Initiative conducts each year.

8. The draft report provided in the text information on the frequency of the

evaluation rounds conducted, and the dates of each evaluation round were

provided in the table. Therefore, an additional note to the table is not

necessary.

9. We determined it was not necessary to list the Initiative's criteria

verbatim in the report However, in response to the Secretariat's

comments, we added an introductory statement to appendix I indicating

that we have paraphrased the criteria and other considerations used by the

Initiative's Evaluation Panel in evaluating proposals.

(IS04I2) Page 29 CA0/RCEO-98-1S4 Joint hnplementatlon
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United States

General Accounting Office

Washington. D.C. 20548

Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division

B-280459

September 8, 1998

The Honorable Larry Craig

The Honorable Chuck Hagel
The Honorable Jesse Helms

The Honorable Frank Murkowski

United States Senate

Human activities, primarily those related to energy production and use,

are increasing the concentrations of carbon dioxide and other "greenhouse

gases" in the atmosphere. These heat-trapping gases are believed to

contribute to global warming, which could lead to future climatic changes.

To address the potential consequences of climate change, the United

States and other countries have entered into international negotiations and

agreements. In October 1997, the administration proposed stabilizing U.S.

emissions of greenhouse gases at 1990 levels by no later than 2012. The

most recent agreement, known as the Kyoto Protocol, was negotiated in

December 1997 in Kyoto, Japan, and calls for even greater reductions in

U.S. greenhouse gases.' Of the six greenhouse gases covered by the Kyoto

Protocol, carbon dioxide is of significant concern for the United States,

constituting more than 80 percent of U.S. greerUiouse gas emissions in

1996.

Prior to the Kyoto conference, a September 1997 Department of Energy

(doe) study^ by five doe national laboratories quantified the potential for

energy-efficient and low-carbon^ technologies to reduce U.S. carbon

emissions" to 1990 levels by 2010. Among other things, the study (also

known as the five-lab study) concluded that an aggressive national

commitment to energy-efficient and low-carbon technologies
—coupled

with an increase in the price of carbon-based fuels of $50 per metric ton^

'The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations FYamework Convention on Climate Change would require

the United States to reduce its anthropogenic, or majvmade, carbon dioxide eqtuvalent emissions

during the period from 2008 to 2012 to 7 percent below 1990 levels; however, this protocol has not yet

been ratified by the US. Senate.

'Scenarios of US. Carbon Reductions: Potential Impacts of Energy Technologies by 2010 and Beyond

Interlaboratory Working Group on Energy-Efficient and Low-Carton Technologies (Sept 22, 1997)

'tow-carbon technologies can reduce carbon emissions by employing a less cart)or>-intensive fuel,

such as switching from coal to natural gas.

'In the laboratories' study, carbon dioxide is measured in units of carton, defined as the weight of the

carbon content of the carbon dioibde molecule (cart)on constitutes 12/44 of the molecule).

"A metric ton is 1,000 kilograms, or about 2,200 pounds.

Page 1 GAO/RCEO.98-239 Climate Change
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—could reduce carbon emissions to the levels they were in 1990, with

energy savings estimated to roughly equal or exceed costs. In view of the

study's potential influence on U.S. climate change policy, as requested, we
are providing you with information on (1) how the study's scope and

methodology may limit its usefuhiess, (2) key assumptions that may have
influenced the study's results, and (3) the study's role in the formulation of

the October 1997 climate change proposal and the Kyoto Conference's

emission-reduction goals for the United States.

Results in Bripf '^^ five-lab study is an important step in evaluating the role that

energy-efficient and low-carbon technologies can play in the nation's

efforts to reduce global warming gases. However, the study's usefulness is

limited because it does not discuss the specific policies needed to achieve

its estimate of 394 million metric tons of carbon reductions by 2010 and
does not fully consider the costs to the nation's economy of reaching this

goal. For example, a policy involving tax credits as an incentive for

consumers to make energy-efficient purchases could have different

economic and budgetary impacts from a policy requiring manufacturers to

meet minimum energy-efficiency levels for products. According to doe

laboratory officials, specifying the types of policies needed to achieve such

significant reductions by 2010 was not one of the study's objectives.

Furthermore, the study assumes a fee of $50 per ton for carbon emissions,
which would increase the cost of energy; however, the study does not

evaluate the broader impacts that this cost may have on the economy, doe

laboratory officials acknowledge that the study does not examine the

broader economic impacts of such a carbon fee on the U.S. economy but

said that, in their opinion, these broader economic impacts would be
minor.

The study's finding that the widespread adoption of energy-efficient

technologies can be achieved with low to no net cost to the nation is

heavily dependent on the assumptions made for four sectors of the U.S.

economy—buildings, industry, transportation, and electricity production.

Among the groups that we interviewed, we found a disparity of views on

key assumptions that may have influenced the study's results. Several of

the groups* questioned some of these assumptions as being too optinustic,
such as those about the payback period, rate of adoption of new
technologies, or timing of technological breakthroughs. For example, the

study assumes that industry will change the length of time expected for a

capital investment to recover its costs—known as the payback

"Of the 62 groups that we contacted to obtain views on the energy-efficient and low<art)on

technologies in the study, 31 provided their views on the study. App- 1 provides the details of our scope
and methodology, inchiding our selection of these groups. App. II lists the groups.
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period—from about 3 years to nearly 7 years. However, most of the

representatives of the seven industries that used about 80 percent of the

manufacturing energy consumed in the United States in 1994 indicated this

assumption may be too optimistic given their current capital constraints,

market conditions, and existing manufacturing processes. On the other

hand, some groups believed that certain assumptions in the study a()pear

reasonable. For example, the Legislative Director of the International

District Energy Association said that the study is not only reasonable, but

may underestimate the potential carbon savings that industry might rejilize

by 2010 from new technologies, such as cogeneration power systems that

use waste heat to supplement an industry's energy needs.

The study has been cited as one of many documents considered in

formulating the administration's October 1997 climate change proposal.

Additionally, according to the Department's Assistant Secretary for Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy, the study was one of the documents
considered in formulating the emission-reduction goals for the United

States at the December 1997 Kyoto Conference.

RapVf^roiinH "^^ study by five doe national laboratories' was prepared in response to a
®

growing recognition that any national effort to reduce the growth of

greenhouse gas emissions must consider ways of increasing energy

productivity. According to doe laboratory officials, project discussions

began in the summer of 1996, a peer review committee was formed in

November 1996, and official authorization and a budget of $500,000 were

provided in December 1996 to "analyze the impact of energy efficiency

technology on energy demand growth in the United States." Requested by
doe's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, the five-lab study
had a central goal of quantifying the potential for energy-efficient and

low-carbon technologies to reduce carbon emissions in the United States

by 2010 for four sectors of the U.S. economy—buildings, industry,

transportation, and electricity production. The building sector includes

residential and commercial buildings, where energy is used for heating and

cooling, lighting, refrigeration, cooking, heating water, and operating
electrical appliances. The industrial sector includes all manufacturing, as

well as agriculture, mining, and construction activities. The transportation
sector includes passenger cars and light-duty trucks, freight trucks,

railroads, aircraft, and marine vessels. The electricity-producing sector

^Argonne National Laboratoiy, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratoiy, National Renewable Energy
Laboratoiy, Oak Rid£e National Laboratory, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratoiy,
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includes electric power produced from coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear

energy, hydroelectric systems, wind, solar energy, and biomass.

Initially, the study's focus was on energy efficiency from technology and
the carbon savings that may accrue fi-om such technologies. Subsequently,
DOE laboratory officials said that the study's objectives were expanded
about March 1997 to include not only the potential for carbon savings from

energy efficiency, but also carbon savings from switching fuel supply
options for electric power generation, such as from coal to natural gas.
Because it was recognized that few low-carbon technologies would be

implemented by the electricity sector without some type of external
incentive or regulation, the officials told us that the study's objectives
were also expanded to include an assessment of the impact of increasing
the price of carbon-based fuels by $25 and $50 per ton.* The officials noted
that it is not unusual for a study to evolve over time and that the expansion
of the study's objectives was in large part due to early comments from

peer reviewers.

In calculating the carbon savings that could be achieved for each of the

four sectors of the U.S. economy, the study uses three different,

increasingly more aggressive, scenarios: (1) an efficiency scenario that

assumes the United States takes an active role in public and private efforts

to promote energy efficiency through enhanced research and development
and market transformation activities; (2) a high-efficiency/low-carbon
scenario that assumes a more aggressive national commitment to energy
efficiency coupled with a $25 per ton carbon fee; and (3) a

high-efficiency/low-carbon scenario that, in addition to the aggressive
national commitment to energy efficiency, assumes a $50 per ton carbon
fee. As shown in table 1, the study's estimate of carbon savings for the
most aggressive scenario is more than 200 percent greater than its

estimate for the first scenario.

•According to the study, a $60 per ton increase in the price of cait>on.baaed hicls woujd increase the

price of a gallon of gasoline by 12.5 cents, Increase the price of electricity produced tcom natural gas
(at S3-percent efficiency) by 0.5 cents per Idlowatt-hour, and increase the price of electricity produced
trom coal (al 34-percent efficiency) by 1.3 cents per kilowalXrhour.
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Table 1: Potential Cartran Savings by

2010 Under the Rve-Lab Study's Three

Scenarios

Metric tons In millions
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usefulness. For example, the study does not identify the type of policies

that would be needed to get consumers and businesses to reduce carbon

emissions by 394 nullion metric tons by 2010, and it does not indicate how
these policies would be implemented. Additionally, the study does not

address the broader economic effects on the nation's economy, such as

how the $50 per ton carbon fee may affect energy prices, energy

consumption; and, eventually, economic activity and employment levels in

the rest of the economy.

Unspecified Policies The study bases its results on a package of unspecified policies that could

bring about substantial increases in public and private research and

development, acceleration of the adoption and use of energy-efficient

technologies, advancement of the timing of postulated technological

breakthroughs, and changes in the historical patterns of consumer and

industry behavior. However, the study provides few suggestions as to what

these pohcies would be, how they would be designed and implemented, or

how they could be paid for. For example, a policy involving tax credits as

an incentive for consumers to make energy-efficient purchases could have

different economic and budgetary impacts fi-om a policy involving

regulations and standards, such as requiring manufactiu^rs to meet

minimum energy-efficiency levels for appliances. In its August 1997 peer

review coriiments to doe, the Treasuiy Department wrote that the five-lab

study does not

"shed much light on what government can or should do to enhance the role technology will

play in mitigating the growth of carbon emissions. In particular, the contribution of the

report is to document energy savings and emissions reductions that would accrue if U.S.

consumers and businesses move closer to the current (and, in some cases, reasonably

anticipated) technology frontier. Despite Its efforts to justify these moves as

'cost^ffective,' the report does not address the policies that would be needed to actually

get consumers and businesses to adopt the technologies described in the report, nor does it

present a rigorous assesanent of the societal costs that would accrue if they did.'

In its August 1997 peer review comments to doe, the Council of Economic

Advisors was also critical of the study's failure to present the specific

policies that would stimulate the adoption of these technologies. Similariy,

according to an October 1997 study,'" the kinds of policies implemented to

achieve any particular target for reducing greenhouse gas emissions '\vill

have a significant impact on the costs." While acknowledging that the

'*rhe Economlca of Climite Change ,
S DeCanio. [>cpaitinenc of Economics, Univenlly orCalifomlaaC

Santa Baitara (Oct 1997).^
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types of policies chosen can have an impact, officials of doe's OfiBce of

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy noted that, in their view, the

main point of the October 1997 study is that there are many poUcies that

could be implemented and have a low, if any, net cost

DOE laboratory officials agreed that the study does not discuss the policies

needed to achieve carbon savings by 2010 but explained that this was not a

study objective or task from t»E. However, the officials also noted that

there is fairly recent historic precedent for the types of behavior by
consumers and industry modeled under the study's most aggressive
scenario. For example, the officials said the growth in the demand for

energy assumed under this scenario (0.13 percent annually through

2010) is more conservative than the actual growth in demand from 1973

through 1986 when the nation's economy grew by about 35 percent while

primary energy demand remained unchanged. Additionally, the American
Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (aceee) indicated that the

study's message is clearer because its focus on technology is

unencumbered by policy discussions.

Other Economic Effects The study does not address the various broader economic effects on the

nation's economy. The study employed a methodology that, in essence,

involved adding together the estimated net cost or savings to the economy
for the adoption and use of each individual energy-efficient,

carbon-reducing technology, with the savings based on the direct cost of

adopting these technologies compared to the study's estimated energy

savings over the life of these technologies." However, this methodology
focuses on one aspect of the economy—energy—and does not cor\sider

the broader impacts on other non-energy related aspects of the U.S.

economy. Without considering the interrelationships between the changes
that the five-lab study proposes—such as imposing a $50 per ton carbon

fee—and other sectors of the economy, the full effects of these changes
are not known. For example, the study does not include any analysis of the

impacts of a $50 per ton carbon fee on energy consumption or economic
activities elsewhere in the U.S. economy, including the impacts of these

fees on energy prices and energy den\and, as well as potential employment
impacts. Several of the groups we contacted, such as the Global Climate

Coalition and the International Project for Sustainable Energy Paths,

believe the lack of an economic "feedback effect" in the study's

methodology limits the usefulness of the study's results.

"Direct cost includes the fncrementAl cost of investment in the technologies as well as an allowance
for the overall cost of a package of programs and pobcies required to achieve the cartoon emissioru

reductions.
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DOE laboratory oOicials recognized that the study does not address these
broader economic feedback effects. In their opinion, these impacts would
be minor because only one sector—electricity generation—rehes primarily
on the increased price of carbon as an economic stimulus to achieve

significant carbon reductions. The officials noted that the study assumes
that the estimated carbon reductions for two sectors—buildings and

industry—rely primarily on more aggressive policies, and for another
sector—trai\sportation—the estimated carbon reductions rely on

technological breakthroughs. Regarding increased prices for electricity

generation, the officials envisioned that the overall net impact of the most
aggressive scenario on the nation's economy would be small. '^

Additionally, the officials acknowledged that the study does not provide a

quantitative analysis to support their view that the broader effects would
be minor. Officials of doe's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy agreed that the full costs to the nation's economy are not
considered in the study but emphasized that neither are the full range of
benefits trom energy-efficient technologies, such as the lower cost of state

compliance with Clean Air Act regulations or the decreases in the costs for

oil imports.

Disparities in Views
About Key
Assumptions

The study's calculations of carbon savings depend, in large measure, on
the assumptions made about a host of factors in four sectors of the U.S.

economy, including assumptions about consumers' purchasing behavior,
loan rates, appUance standards, industrial capital constraints, the

corrunercialization of near-term technologies, technological

breakthroughs, future costs, and future benefits. Comments fi-om

interested and affected parties'^ about the reasonableness of selected

assumptions illustrated disparities in their views on some key
assumptioi\s, including those on discount rates, capital recovery factors,
the rate of adoption of new technologies, the timing of technological

breakthroughs, and the impact of changing the electricity-generating
sector by 2010.

Discount Rates The choice of a discount rate is a key assumption because it can affect

whether an investment is viewed as cost-beneficial or not In the five-lab

study, the discount rate is used to value the stream of future benefits, such
as estimated energy savings, accruing throughout the lifetime of an

^According to these officials, the impact of the most aggressive scenario would be less than
0.2 percent for the nation's ^>proximately 110 trillion gross domestic product by 2010.

"See footnote 6.
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investment Once these accumulated benefits have been calculated, they
are used to determine the cost-effectiveness of a technology (energy

savings less added investment cost). The study assumes that only
cost-effective technologies will be adopted to achieve the level of carbon

reductions estimated for each scenario. Assuming a higher discount rate

will, among other things, cause fewer technologies to be viewed as

cost-beneficial, whereas a lower discount rate means that more long-term
investments with higher initial costs will be viewed as cost-beneficial. The

study evaluates costs and benefits from two perspectives. The first, or

more optimistic, case uses real discount rates" of 7 percent for buildings,
10 percent for transportation, and 12.5 percent for industry. The second
case uses higher discount rates—15 percent for buildings and 20 percent
for transportation and industry, thus reducing the value of energy savings.

According to doe laboratory officisils, the technologies included in the

study are cost-effective even with the higher discount rates, and these

rates are higher than those recommended by the Office of Management
and Budget (omb) for evaluating the costs and benefits of public policies.

The study's assumed discount rates for the transportation sector were not

a significant issue among the groups we contacted; however, some groups
were skeptical of the assumption of a 7-percent real discount rate for the

building sector. For example, the Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers told us that the consumer discount rate for most

replacement appliances, such as refrigerators, clothes washers, clothes

dryers, and dishwashers, ranges from 12 to 15 percent Similarly, officials

from the Energy Information Administration (eia)'^ noted that consumers
often charge such items on credit cards where the discount rate would

range from about 12 to 16 percent, or more. Representatives of the Global

Climate Coalition, National Association of Home Builders, and others also

found the study's assumption of a 7 percent discount rate for the building
sector too optimistic. Some noted, however, that the 7 percent would be
reasonable for appliances included in new home purchases, eia officials

and others also noted that some replacement appliances—such as hot

water heaters—are often purchased without regard to energy efficiency or

cost-effectiveness. The officials explained that, although water heaters are

a significant energy item in most homes, when water heaters fail,

consumers rarely calculate a life cycle cost analysis, choosing instead to

take what the plumber or local appliance store has most readily available.

"Real discount rates have been ailjusted for inflation.

'"EIA ts an Independent statistical and analytical agency that is required to prepare an annua] report

containing trends and projections in energy consumption and supply.
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Representatives of other groups considered the 7-percent rate for the

building sector reasonable and pointed out that rebates and low-interest

financing, such as past utility-administered energy-efficiency programs,
could lower the effective discount rate on building sector purchases to

7 percent doe laboratory officials explained that the 7-percent rate for the

building sector would be consistent with a scenario in which the nation

embarked on a path to reduce carbon emissions that included aggressive
federal policies and programs. AddiUonally, the officials noted that the

higher discount rates that some groups were more comfortable with are

still within the range of discount rates that the study's most aggressive
scenario concludes are still cost-effective.

Capital Recovery Factors
for the Industrial Sector

A key assumption for the industrial sector involves the length of time

expected for a capital investment to recover its costs—known as the

payback period. The study assumes that, for investment plaiming
purposes, industry can be persuaded to change the length of time

expected for a capital investment to recover its costs for energy-efficiency
investments from about 3 years to nearly 7 years.

'^ Under this scenario,
the study assumes industry would install new energy-efficient technologies
on twice as many operations as they would normally.

Most of the representatives of seven industries that used about 80 percent
of the manufacturing energy consumed in the United States in 1994

indicated that the capital recovery factor assumed for the industrial sector

may not realistically consider the capital constraints, market conditions,
and existing manufacturing processes these industries operate under

today. For example, in a November 1997 letter to the Secretary of Energy,
the Chemical Manufacturers Association noted that the study's assumption
that the industry could double the rate of capital stock turnover is

"impossible or at a minimum, highly improbable." Representatives of the

j^erican
Petroleum Institute explained that, in a business investment,

(T) there is nothing special about energy-efficiency investments; (2) such
investments have to compete directly with other investments for limited

capital assets; and (3) the longer the payback period, the greater the risk

and the uncertainty associated with an investment. Most of the

representatives of the seven industries indicated that they would not be
able to accept more than a 4-year payback; several said 3 years or less

would remain their industry's normal payback period. Generally, the

"According to the study, the historical capita] recoveiy factor (or payback period) for

energy-efficiency investments by indusoy is about 33 percent (a S-year payback); the study assiunes
that indusOy will change its capital recovery factor for energy.e£Rciency investments to 15 percent
(nearly a 7-year payback).
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representatives said that a 7-year payback is not realistic because of the

higher risks and uncertainties associated with longer investments, the

competing demands within their firms for investment capital, and their

increasingly global competition.

On the other hand, the Director of aceee believed that industry could

achieve this goal with little difficulty, and pointed out that this is

consistent with the Council's 1997 report," which noted that industry

often does not fully account for all the savings (both energy and

nonenergy) in its financial analyses of such projects, doe laboratory

officials also believed that, given an aggressive package of federal policies

promoting low-carbon technologies, along with federal research and

development funds, industries would begin to look at such investments

more favorably. They noted that for some larger investments—known as

strategic investments—industry has been willing in the past to look at

payback over a longer period of time. This is consistent, they noted, with a

1986 study'* which found that the capital budgeting practices of 12 large

manufacturers varied based on the size of the project, with large projects

having capital recovery rates ranging from 15 to 25 percent (paybacks

ranging from about 7 to 4 years, respectively), and small- and

medium-sized projects having capital recovery rates ranging from 35 to

60 percent (paybacks ranging from about 3 to less than 2 years,

respectively).
'^
Many energy-efficiency projects in the industrial sector

would be viewed as large projects.

Technology Adoption Rate

for the Building Sector

One of the study's key assumptions involves the choice of "penetration

rates," or the rates of adoption and use of energy-efficient technologies
within a certain time frame. For the building sector, the study assumes a

65-percent penetration rate for its most aggressive scenario. This means
that 65 percent of the energy savings achievable from maximum
cost-effective energy-efficiency improvements are realized in residential

and commercial buildings constructed or renovated from 2000 to 2010 and

in the equipment subject to replacement during this time period.

'^
Energy Innovations: A Prosperous Path to a Clean Envlronjnent

,
Alliance to Save Energy, ACEEE.

Natural Resources Defense CouncU, Tellus Institute, and Union of Concerned Scientists (June 1997).

'"
Capital Budgeting Practices of Twelve Large Manufacturers

,
M. Ross (Winter 1986).

'"According to DOE, under the most aggressive scenario, investments in energy-efficient technologies
would be on the lower end of the range (15 percent for large projects and 35 percent for small- and
medium-sized projects).
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Among the groups we contacted, we found a disparity of views on the
reasonableness of the assumed 65-percent penetration rate. Several were
skeptical of this level of penetration and questioned its reasonableness for

some categories of new and retrofitted structures—such as low-cost, or

entry-level, housing and rental properties. For example, the National

Association of Home Builders told us that the entry-level housing market
is extremely cost-sensitive and questioned whether builders of these

structures would install the higher initial cost but more energy-efficient

technologies described in the five-lab study. They were also skeptical that

such homes would be equipped with higher initial cost, but more

energy-efficient appliances. Similarly, the Air-Conditioning and

Refrigeration Institute noted that the study's assumption of a 65-percent
penetration rate is imrealistic, noting that generally "the people making the

purchasing decision of air conditioning equipment are usually not the ones
who will be paying the energy bills, so first cost becomes more important
than operating cost"

Conversely, officials from the Alliance to Save Energy and aceee said that,
in their view, the study's assumptions for the building sector are probably
conservative. The officials said that, in the building sector, such things as

^gressive national codes and standards over the home building industry
and significantly higher energy-efficiency standards for appliance
manufacturers could achieve the level of carbon emissions reductions
estimated in the study, doe laboratory officials noted that the 65-percent
penetration rate was based on retrospective studies and theirjudgment of
the percentage of cost-effective technologies that can reasonably be

adopted over time with strong policy incentives. Additionally, the officials

said that the 65-percent penetration rate for the building sector is

conservative in their opinion because their analysis of this sector does not

rely on any technological breakthroughs.

Timing of Technological
Breakthroughs for the

Industrial and

Transportation Sectors

Some industry groups we talked with questioned the study's assumptions
about the feasibility of some technologies being available by the 2010 time

frame, noting that, in a few cases, the study's description of these

technologies as "incremental" is incorrect because they still require
fundamental breakthroughs. For example, according to officials of The
Aluminum Association, the study's assumption that the aluminum industry
will be able to use inert anode^ technology to cost effectively smelt
aluminum by 2010 is overly optimistic, with a more realistic time fiame for

"•According to the Febniaiy 1998 Inert Anode Roadmap . there are a number of barriers to the use of
this technology, with some of the most critical barriers being the durability and longevity of the anode
material, wlUch fails to maintain the thennal aiHi chemical properties needed.
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implementing this breakthrough technology being 2020. To be

cost-effective, the officials explained, anodes must last for 8 to 10 years,

but anode Ufe in ongoing experiments has ranged from a matter of hours
to several weeks.

Similarly, some groups were skeptical that the breakthrough technologies
envisioned for the transportation sector will be forthcoming soon enough
to substantially reduce carbon emissions by 2010. According to

representatives of the American Automobile Manufacturers Association

(aama), the technology relied on for much of the carbon savings
envisioned for light-duty vehicles is not expected to be available as quickly
as the study assumes, and even if the technologies are demonstrated as

viable, the benefits will probably not be realized until after 2010. For

example, a substantial amount of the assumed reduction in light-duty

vehicles' carbon emissions is expected to come from lean-bum engines
that improve fuel economy but produce excessive amounts of nitrogen

oxide, a Clean Air Act-regulated pollutant and an ozone precursor.

According to aama officials, these engines still require significant

technological development before they can be used in the U.S. market.

They said that U.S. automotive manufacturers have been working on this

type of engine for over 20 years, and—while it is technically feasible—it is

still a question of technological cost-effectiveness today. They also pointed
out that the median expected lifetimes of passenger cars and light-duty

trucks—now about 14 and 16 years, respectively—are increasing, making
it more difficult to achieve part of the carbon reductions estimated for the

transportation sector by 2010. Officials of doe's Office of Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy noted that longer vehicle lifetimes will slow the

pace of technological change but emphasized that the study scenarios

consider these extended lifetimes.

The AAMA representatives and others pointed out that the study

acknowledges that transportation sector reductions are not likely to

materialize without a m^or change in U.S. policy to foster transportation
modes that are more energy-efficient, as well as an intensification of

research efforts. With respect to transportation sector technologies, the

study cautions that

"because the outcomes postulated in the high-efficiency/low-carbon scenario require

technological breakthroughs, they require a certain degree of luck to be achieved by 2010.

There are no credible methods to accurately gauge the probability of such breakthroughs;
we believe they stand a decent chance of occurring with an intensification of research
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efforts, but we stop shon of claiming that they are a likely outcome of such an

Intensification.*

DOE laboratory officials acknowledged that, in some areas such as the

transportation sector, technological breakthroughs will be needed but

noted that it is plausible that additional funding for research and

development activities could accelerate such breakthroughs. Additionally,

officials of doe's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy noted

that the study's most aggressive scenario does not anticipate that fiiel cell

vehicles will enter the market until 2007, yet, according to doe, a number

of manufacturers, including Daimler Benz, have axuiounced that they plan

to have such vehicles on the road before 2007. Also, according to doe,

Toyota has announced that it plans to introduce a hybrid vehicle in the

U.S. market in 2000, several years ahead of the entiy year assumed in the

study's most aggressive scenario. Furthermore, officials from the

American Forest and Paper Association said the assumptions about some

breakthrough technologies for their industry, such as impulse drying,

multiport cylinder drying, and on-machine sensors, are reasonable.

Changes in the Electricity Some groups believed the study's assumptions about changes that would

ggQl^Qf occur in the electricity sector may be too optimistic For example, the

study's cost-benefit analysis assumes that a large segment of the

electricity-generating sector can change from coal to natural gas without

causing the price of natural gas to increase. However, officials from eia,

the American Petroleum Institute, and the Edison Electric Institute said

that it is optimistic to assume that significant switching from coal to

natural gas can occur without resulting in an increase in gas prices, doe

laboratory officials explained that this could happen due partly to the

study's assumed reduction in overall energy demand for the building

sector, after this sector adopts more energy-efficient technologies, such as

highly efficient windows, doors, and appliances.^' One group questioned

whether the assimied carbon savings would occur. A June 1998 American

Petroleum Institute report^ asserts that a $50 increase in the price of

caibon-based fiiels would not cause coal plants to convert to natural gas,

and that—in order to achieve such conversions—the five-lab study further

assumes that coal plants incur an additional envirorunental compliance
cost of (1,400 per ton for nitrogen oxides and $100 per ton for sulfur

"By 2010, the study assumes thaf the bulkUnf sector's enofy denund decreases by about 5 percent, or

about 2 quads, ftam 1997 levels, for the moat aggresdve scenario.

"A CllOque of the 'Rw Lab' Study, R. Sutherland, Ajneilcan Petroleum Instllute (June 23, 1998).
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dioxides.^ doe laboratory officials disagreed with this report and

emphasized that the five-lab study's analysis of opportunities to convert

coal plants to natural gas was based on a detailed plant-by-plant

assessment of conversion costs.

Sfii(iv's RoIp in ^'^ October 1997, the administration announced key elements of its

^
. T-» 1

• proposal to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases to the levels they

Formulating Policy were in 1990 by no later than 2012, with additional reductions below the

1990 levels in the ensuing 5-year period. Among other things, this proposal

provided the framework for the level of greenhouse gas emissions

reductions that the United States would commit to achieve in the next

international negotiation to be held in December 1997 in Kyoto, Japan.
Unlike the 1992 international climate change agreement that had called for

voluntary reductions, the Kyoto conference was to establish binding
commitments for reductions in greenhouse gases.

In the administration's October 1997 proposal, the five-lab study was cited

as illustrating how greater use of many existing technologies could reduce

carbon emissions. Also, the omb Associate Director of Natural Resources,

Energy and Science, told us that the administration relied on several key

studies, including the five-lab study, in determining which activities should

be a part of the administration's climate change initiatives. According to

the five-lab study, the estimated amount of carbon that the United States

would need to reduce in order to meet 1990 levels by 2010 is 390 million

metric tons per year. The study found that, for its most aggressive

scenario, the United States could reduce its emissions by 394 million

metric tons by 2010 with a low to no net cost to the economy. According
to the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy, the five-lab study increased in its importance as

support for the administration's climate change proposal when, in

June 1997, a msyor study^ dealing with the economic effects of global
climate change policies could not be finalized.

In its December 1997 Kyoto Protocol negotiations, the United States

agreed—subject to Senate ratification—to reduce the emissions of six

^TXDE officials pointed out that the study also analyzes the impact of lower costs of $700 per toti for

liltrogen oxides aiid no additional costs for sulfur dioiodes- Using ElA's forecasted 2010 prices for coal

and natural gas, however, shows that the incremental cartxtn reductions are less than one-third of the

amount removed when the higher costs are assumed.

"Draft report, Economic Effects of Global Climate Chaiige Policies: Results of the Interagency

Analytical Team (June 1997).
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greenhouse gases^ to 7 percent below 1990 levels.^ However, one

greenhouse gas—carbon dioxide—is by far the largest contributor to total

U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, constituting more than 80 percent of total

U.S. emissions in 1990 and projected to represent more than 80 percent in

2010. With its technological focus on the ability of the nation to

significantly reduce carbon emissions, the five-lab study was also one of

the key documents cited as support for the December 1997 Kyoto
Protocol's emission-reduction commitments for the United States,

according to doe's Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy.

ACPTIPV Cnmmpnf<;
^^ provided a draft of this report to the Department of Energy (doe) for

"^^ ^ review and comment The agency generally agreed with the overall

message of the report, noting that it showed reasonable balance and was
consistent with information doe had received following publication of the

five-lab study, doe suggested several changes to clarify information in the

report For example, the agency suggested that we note in the section on

other economic effects that, while the five-lab study did not consider the

full range of costs to the nation, it also did not consider the full range of

benefits of employing these energy-efficient and low carbon technologies,

such as a lower cost of compliance with Clean Air Act regulations. We
made this change and incorporated doe's other comments where

appropriate.

The agency expressed concern with the section on the study's limitations.

While noting that the agency did not disagree with the two principal

limitations presented in our report, doe suggested thai we state in that

section that these limitations do not invalidate the conclusions of the

five-lab study, most notably the study's essential conclusion that "a

vigorous national commitment to develop and deploy energy efficient and

low-carbon technologies has the potential to restrain the growth of U.S.

energy consumption and carbon emissions . . . and can produce energy

savings that are roughly equal to or exceed costs." We did not make this

change, however, because the types of policies that might be needed to

actually get consumers and businesses to adopt the technologies
described in the report are not specified, and some have expressed
concerns about the costs of these policies. For example, the Treasury

^^Carbon dloidde, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocailrans, peifluorocaitKins, and slllfur

hexa/loiuide.

"According to Che Chair of (he Council of Economic Advisors, after accounting for changes in the

definition of the baseline for three of the six gases trom 1990 to 1995 and Che way that carbon sinks are

figured, Che actual reduction is no more than 2 to 3 percent more than Che administracion originally

proposed as a iwgociallng position.

Page 16 CAO/RCED-98-Z39 Climate Change
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Department questioned the study's conclusion that carbon en\issions can

be reduced in ways that reduce energy costs more than they increase other

societal costs, noting that in its view the study "substantially understates

the costs of government policies to promote technology." Additionally, as

noted in the section on key assumptions, the study's fmding that a

widespread adoption of energy-efficient technologies can be achieved with

a low to no net cost to the nation is heavily dependent on the assumptions

made, and we found a disparity of views on some of the key assumptions
that may have influenced the study's results.

DOE also suggested that we include in our report that, since pubUcation of

the five-lab study, the administration has provided many of the elements of

the policy roadmap in its announcement of a Climate Change Technology

Initiative, which is a combination of higher budgets for technology
research and tax incentives to accelerate the use of energy-efficient and

low-carbon technologies. We did not include this in our report, however,
since this initiative was outside the scope of our review. Also, in our

April 1998 report Department of Energy: Proposed Budget in Support of

the President's Climate Change Technology Initiative (gaq/rced-98-i47, Apr.

10, 1998), we raised several questions regarding doe's proposed budget
that the Congress may want doe to address before the agency implements
this initiative. Additionally, uncertainties regarding the lack of specific

performance goals associated with this initiative were discussed in our

Jime 1998 testimony Global Warming: Administration's Proposal in

Support of the Kyoto Protocol (gao/t.rced.98-219, June 4, 1998).

DOE also questioned the relevancy of including comments from

organizations that criticized some assumptions of the five-lab study as

optimistic when compared to current conditions. We believe the

viewpoints of these organizations are relevant and appropriately reflect

their opinions of the reasonableness of certain key assumptions used in

the study, taking into consideration current conditions and historical

trends. Appendix in contains the full text of the agency's written

comments and our responses.

We conducted our review from December 1997 through August 1998 in

accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. A
detailed discussion of our scope and methodology is provided in

appendix I.

Page 1 7 CAO/RCED-9g-239 Cltaute Cluii|e
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As arranged with your offices, unless you publicly announce its contents

earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 15 days after its

date. At that time, we will send copies of the report to the Secretary of

Energy and other interested parties. We will also make copies available to

others upon request

Please call me at (202) 512-61 11 if you or your staff have any questions.

M^or contributors to this report are listed in appendix IV.

Peter F. Guerrero

Director, Environmental

Protection Issues

Vftlt CM)/RCED-M.Z3» ClliMee Chuiae

57-71699-38
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Abbreviations

AAMA American Automobile Manufacturers Association

ACEEE American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy
API American Petroleum Institute

DOE Department of Energy
EiA Energy Information Administration

GAO General Accounting OfTice

OMB Office of Management and Budget
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Appendix I

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

In view of the Department of Energy's (ix)e) five-lab study's potential

influence on U.S. climate change policy,' Senators Larry Craig, Chuck

Hagel, Jesse Helms, and Frank Murkowski asked us to provide information

on (I) how the study's scope and methodology may limit its usefulness,

(2) key assumptions that may have influenced the study's results, and

(3) the study's role in the formulation of the October 1997 climate change

proposal and the Kyoto Conference's emission-reduction goals for the

United States.

To obtain information on the study's limitations and assumptions, we
obtained and reviewed the final study, drafts of the study, and intramural

and extramural peer reviewers' comments on drafts of the study. We also

reviewed doe's Energy Information Administration's (eia) 1997 Annual

Energy Outlook, which served as the principal basis for the estimated 2010

carbon emission levels under the five-lab study's business-as-usual case,^

and we discussed various assumptions in the study with eia officials

associated with the development of the 1997 Annual Energy Outlook, as

well as eia's more recent 1998 Annual Energy Outlook. Additionally, we
interviewed officials and obtained documents from Oak Ridge National

Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, the two key
laboratories in developing the study. We also contacted 52 organizations

that we selected as being interested and affected parties, many with

energy-efficiency expertise or able to offer informed opinions about the

study's assumptions and limitations based on a particular field of

expertise. In selecting these representatives, we contacted potentially

interested and affected parties that were identified as being

knowledgeable of the study, as well as energy-efficiency, industry, and

environmental experts and other groups we identified fi'om Internet

searches, discussions with energy-efficiency experts, and our previous

experiences. We selected organizations that represent different aspects of

the four sectors of the U.S. economy discussed in the study—buildings,

industry, transportation, and electricity production—as well as

environmental groups. Not all of the representatives we contacted had

read the study or wanted to express their views on it Others had read and

analyzed only those parts of the study that related to their sector, and they
limited their comments accordingly. Of the 52 groups contacted, 31

commented on one or more aspects of the study. A list of the groups

'Scenarios of U.S. Caibon Reductions: Potential Impacts of Energy Technologies by 2010 and Beyond
(Sept. 22, 1997).

^e study bases its savings estimates on the amount of caibon that would be emitted in 2010 if the

nation continued on Its current energy consumption and production path This approach is generally
known as the buslness-asmsual scenario.

Page 22 CA0/RCEO-98-Z39 Climate Change
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Appendix 1

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

commenting appears in appendix II. Additionally, while we discussed

some aspects of the assumptions associated with the

engineering-economic modeling approach used in some parts of the study,

we did not attempt to verify the adequacy of these models or the

alterations made to them for analyzing various study scenarios, such as the

alterations of eia's National Energy Modeling System model.

To describe the extent to which the final report's results were reflected in

the October 1997 climate change proposal and the December 1997 Kyoto
Conference's greenhouse gases emission-reduction goals for the United

States, we relied on interviews, memorandums, press, and other briefings

by the administration that cited the study as partial support for these

proposals, the proposal and conference documents themselves, and

testimony before the U.S. Senate. We conducted our review from

December 1997 through August 1998 in accordance with generally

accepted government auditing standards.

Page 23 GAO/RCED-98-239 Climate Change
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Appendix 11

List of Nonfederal Groups Commenting on
the Five-Lab Study

Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute

Alliance to Save Energy
American Automobile Manufacturers Association

American Council for Capital Formation

American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy
American Forest and Paper Association

American Foundrymen's Society

American Iron and Steel Institute

American Metalcasters Consortium

American Petroleum Institute

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers

Chemical Manufacturers Association

Consumer Energy Council of America/Research Foundation

Edison Electric Institute

Environmental and Energy Study Institute

Global Climate Coalition

International District Energy Association

International Project for Sustainable Energy Paths

National Association of Home Builders

National Association of Manufacturers

National Hydropower Association

National Mining Association

Natural Gas Supply Association

Natural Resources Defense Council

Nuclear Energy Institute

Primary Glass Manufacturers Council

Reason Public Policy Institute

Renewable Fuels Association

Resources For the Future

Steel Founders Society of America

The Aluminum Association

Page 24 GAD/RCED-9S-239 Climate Change
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Appendix in

Comments From the Department of Energy

Note: GAO commenis

supplementing those in the

report text appear at the

end of this appendix

Now on pp 2 and 3

0»partmM)l of Enefgy
WuNnglon, OC 20SK

)iily27. 1991

Mr. Ptur F. Guerrero, Diraelor

EovifXMineiit*! PtoMctJOQ Imu«s
Uniled Sums Oenenl Accounting Office

Wtdnngum. DC 20S4I

Dmt Mr Oumao.

CBmmt Oiite: litfiirmmtm am UmUthomt mmJAtMtuufdom tfDOE't S^tt Sta^
(GAWKED.9t.U9, CMr lt»432i

Thnk you ior the opportunty to cofflflwm on tlM drifl report, "Cfiiur Ok>^. A^oniM/(n (W

LOtliaUoiaaKaAstimpnonsafDOIisf-LoiSlmf)' For the matt put. the leiran item
rcejoneMe hekacc in hi ovtnll conchuions Throughout the report, e divcnity ofvicwi U noted
on the one bend, nme orguizaioiB found the S Ub itudy^ ueumptrom to be too opiiinnic
while on the other hmd, tome orguiiutiont felt ttau the S-lib Audy undercMiaMted the potentui

rorc<it>ootivmgi(pp 3-'ndeliewhere) Thu i> conaften with view* erprened by vwiout

orginizttkHn in pren tdeaset md newsletter enidef foUowv^ pubBcetion of the report

DOE does not dtssgree per le vM\ the two ptindptl linititionj noted in ih* "Retuhi in BtieT
diti *the audy't utefiilnctt it Kniiied becute it did not ilentify the poficKs Mcdcd to scfcieve its

esdnute of }94 nsUoo netnc tont of csibon reductions by 201 0' in) iha ii "did not fiiDy

consider the costi to the nttion's economy of rejching this go*l'(pp 2-}) Bolhofthesc
kmitstioas ere noted in the 5-Ub Report However, while it»e may be liimuuons'' of ibc

midy, the GAO report should ftite In the Rcsuh i in Br>ef section th« thete limititions" c«n*inly
do not invilidale the canchisioni ofthe study In Cut, the GAO should denrly acknowledge in

this icaion that the etsential conchioon of the report, thai "a vigorous national couaiiHaigu to

develop and deploy energy eScieni and low-carbon lechnolagies hat the potential to reslnin the

growth ofU S energy consumption and carbon cmntions and can produce oiergy tavii^ that

are roughly e<^ to or excani cottt' (S Lab Study Eucutive Surainary) What is at isaue is the
nature ofthe policies needed and the total macroecooonic c<ms of die reductions  not the basic

With regard to the naurt of liw policies, the GAO report repeatedly oiticiiet the 5 Ub Study far
not spcdiying the precise poficies needed to acMevt the three carbon reduction ic«iaiiot That
bet is indeed a Hmkition and ccittirty worth noting (iownvcr, is staled clearly in the Budy. the

(«jrpota of the study was to tiseu the feaabihty of msjor carbon emiisiont reductioea thrtxigh

aggretiive technology scenarios Tlie tbtence of s roadmap of specific poKoes does not in aay
way invalidate the coochiiions of the study

-
especially nnce the study did consider a wide ruge

of policy implcmenuiioo cosu in the calculation of overall costs and beneftt (5 Lab Study pp 1-

II to l-liand Appendix A-2) It should ilio be noted thai since the puUicatian of the study, the

Adminisintioo has faidced provided many ofthe elements of the policy toadm^ in d>e

announcemem ofthe (3miate Change Technology Iniiiaiive • a combinilion of higher budgau for

Page 25 GAO/RCED-S8-239 Climate Change
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Appendix III

Comments From the Department of Energy

Now on p 13.

Now on p 6

See commenl 1

Now on p 9

See commenl 1

Guerrero

P>g«3
Ally 27. 1»98

ttchootogj WXftD Bid t« iDcemives (o iccel««e the u»e of highly efficiem iml low<irbon
ted«o(ogie> Thii mitanve. Ifei»ct«J. wfll provide nuiiy ofthe laiom «nd inceniivo to
•cccfertle the u«e ofenergy dBcier* «nd low<«tK» cectooteg>o Uai indeed cm reduce ciibon
emuiKniu low ooa.

With rtgsd 10 the SJl cons to the nition's economy noi beit« coniidered, the nidy
•cknowledge.th«i«{uilmwoeajnomKtn.lyH,wunolpeffonned However, the GAO tenon
•houkf •)» edcnowledge th« the Kudy duJ .iK, not coMido the fill] nnge ofbasflll ofthe«
t»chno)ogie« I«(i»ticulir. the icenwioi would produce such benefits uIotwi con of BUe
compSmce with Cletn Air Act reguUtioni, decreues in oil loiporl coets («nd hence less D«g«ti«US btluKe of tr«le). mcretsed etectncity system reKsbility (end thertfcre ieaaiai cosu of
power outages) nd possible increjsed pubBc heelth due lo concomrtsm r«ducuons m emjisions
ofNOx, suKir. pviiculues an) orone While n u quite dilHcuh to ipianti^ these benefits, many
studies have suggested that the benefits are real and substantial

S»«r«l tunes in the GAO report, otBanizalions appear to ctiticiie the 5-Lab Report for got
reflecting cunert conditions (eg. lop of p 17) In particular, assumptioos on discount titci,
capital recovery hctors and technology pennraiion rates are died as optinuitic given curreM
conditions DOE does not bditve these conrnents are relevmt The point of the entire 5 Ub
Study IS to describe what could happen under conditions which deviate from todays situatMn -
1 e where there's an aggresii« national commitineni to energy cfficiencv. including a JSO per ton
caibonfee So by design the assumpiions differ from a business as usual'view ofthe fimirt
These assumptioos are well grounded in historical experience of what is indeed possibte and the
study states m several places that achieving these scenarios wOl be challenging, but is poaaiWe
with a sustained natioQal commitment

The following mote specific comments are offered

• 'n«ni»jor point oftheDeCanio study 11 not thai "the kind) ofpoliaes implemented to
achieve any particular greenhouse gas emiasiofl reduction taigee "will have a significam impact
oothea)st»-(p.«) His main point is that there are many poliuei thai could have very low
ifaiV. n" a»U. The DeCanio article supports this position through illuslntions and by dtmg
the Economuts' Siatemem on CHmaie Change that Tot the United States in particular sound
economic analysu shows that there are policy options that wwHd slow climate change without
harming Amencanlviogstandanis. and these meaRires may in Oct improve US productivitvu the loi«cr ran." These additional poims should be noted

• Change "transportation and industry- to transpoitaiioo- OB p II Some organiiations did
express disareemem with the discoura rales used for industjy. as desofted in the subseouent
section on capital recovoy rates

Page 26 GAO/RCED-98-239 Climate Change
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Appendta III

CiMUKMi Froai the DepartKcnc of Eneity

Now on p 8.

See comment 1

Now on p 11

See commeni 4

Now on p 12

See commeni 5

Now on p n
See commeni 6

Now on p 13

See comment 7.

Now on p 1 4

See commeni 8

Now on p 14.

See commeni 9

Gmiicio

Plge] '

My 27, I9M

• dMBge 'mow Oim' lo 'ipyiu«im«dy" in IbotBow 13. p 10

• Inert tbclbflowuigiBitaialtftcr the fimwofnura the Mctioaae*Techiialogy«doptian
lae'onpettH TVe Dudy^ idopcion nte for the tmuponMioo MOor wit not 1

inlkani 'a$ut onoag the groupi we contiaed
* DOE umnaet tMi « th> cut mki

•ilopiioa riKs for troqwitaiaa «e not rtitCTnurf io the OAO report and became the S-U)

•mdy b quite oooMrvitive IB thit regard

• Efanintlethefollowngphrueailhetopofp IS: 'indqueidoaed whethtrbuildenafllieM

•nioura would imtaO lh« aost tnergy efficieK tectnotogiet iviilable
*
The 5-L4b Study

doea not anuine thai the moa energy eAciem lednologies wil be nttlled Therefore ihii

cominent u indc'wii

• At the top of p 14 the GAOrepon bit 10 note thai Marc Ron irlcmified the lower (fiKoum
me* u appIicaUe to 'aintegic' invcitmtBta-ic. t Sfi for large project* (not ISto25H)tad
3SHforsrmlltonwdiuniprojecu(nal3Sta«0%) DOE believes this (hould be noted by
GAO since the 5-Lab Study chanoeiized its most aggressive scenario at one where eneiiy
iavestmems are viewed as strategic

• At the bottom ofp 16, the AAMA suggests that the longevity ofpatsettger can and light

duty trucks is increasing (ixnv about Mand Ityears. tetpecdvely). 'maldi^ H more diliicuh

to achieve part of the caitmn raductiom estimated for the transportation sector by 2010 '
But

the 5-Lab Study's analytis ocplidtly uses the bMme of vehicles u a parameter in the NEMS
modd-the longer the lifttime (at is the trend), the slower the pace oTtecfanologieal charge
Therefore, how could the otended tfetime ofvehicles make the caitoo radudioas more
dtfScuIt 10 achieve? The scenarios are based on these eoended iTciimes

• EHminstethefoOowing sentence from the bottom of page 17 "However, offioals from EIA»
the Annicaa Petioleuni Institute, and the Editoe Electnc Institute said that H is optinistiG
to ssaune that aigmficam switching from coal to natural gas coukj occur whhoui an increaae

in gui^ioet.* The sentence is not coneaCie, higher gar prices would ditcoungc slMfbftoro

coal to gas) and it it placed between two sentences that to belong together

• Please insert the fonowtng sentence II the bottom ofthe section on Tmiiv ofTechnology
Breakthrough* oo page 17 Tor example, they note thai the ttud/'does not anticipate
vehicles with fad cefla entering the market before 2007 in the most aggressive case, yd a

nmba ofmanufkctureti, including Daimler Benz. have awiounccd thai ibey wil)hm tudi

vcNdes 00 the raid before then.
*
In addition. Toyou has anounoed K will introduce its Prius

h)<ndvct>cleintheUS in 2000, several yean ahead ofthe entry year dcacnbed in the J-Lab

Study's most aggresttve scenario
*

P«ge27
CAO/RCEO'98-239 Cllaute Change
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Appendix in
Conuncnts From the Department of Energy

Now on p 15

See comment 10

Now on pp 14 and 15

See comment 1 1

Guonro

rtt4
My27. 199t

•
2^*"

I'* •"«•«» Ibovt 'Stui/t KtM m Fonnulitint Policy" on p It to tmi TXX
'

^""'^ ^^Bibi1iB|(jujd«dhthbnpan,aidai|iki<i»ltluiifB).LASai4y^iirilyw
ofopponuaitin to coovtn cml plub to nani pt conbmad cyd« plioto «•• btwd ca 4
duatdplm-by-pkaintaiiMnorsonvmMtiGOtl*' The APIrapoitwuinbualoii
luch « immiti atlyta.

• E»fll«f in iliM HM puignpt oa p It. Hk GAO repoit notes only tte H(|i omI of tic
iHmrnttfMikitntmtitncoamiuvi The Mntcnce thouk) be ct<i^ to show tbc m^t*
of S700 lo SI4C0 per IOC for nitroaea oxidn Bid to SIOO per ton liv lulhr dioadc

Wedohap
eywwgrtvi«tiht«rai«i«dic««diayourriponindco<Mi<leroiirvi«wpotiibet»»

pncMdina wMi ymr final vcraan Thank you agaio for aflbrdi^ ito DOE the oppomiitT to
oonmeni on your drafted repoit

Service

Enajy

Eric C. Pctanca AdintDiractar
Office ataaag^ Plarmv nd
Office of Enerjy EiSciency ud

Page 2* GAOACED-M-Zas CUaute Chaafe
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Appendix HI
Comments From the Department of Energy

The following are gao's comments on the Department of Energy's letter

dated July 27, 1998.

GiAO Comments ^' ^^ ^S^eed with this comment and have revised the report accordingly.

2. See comment 1.

3. See comment 1.

4. The statement suggested by doe has not been included because this

section of our report only addresses the building sector and because the

adoption rate of new technologies for the transportation sector was

questioned by officials of the American Automobile Manufacturers
Association.

5. This sentence was clarified to note that, because the entry-level housing
market is so cost-sensitive, the National Association of Homebuilders

questioned whether builders of entry level housing would install the

higher-initial-cost but more energy-efficient technologies described in the

study.

6. The study in question does not use the term "strategic investments" to

describe the capital budgeting practices of firms, as suggested by doe. The

study does indicate that the capital budgeting practices of firms varied

based on the size of the project, with large projects having capital recovery
rates ranging from 15 to 25 percent, medium-sized projects, from 25 to

40 percent, and small projects, from 35 to 60 percent. We have added a

clarifying note that doe's interpretation of the study in question is that,

under the most aggressive scenario, investments in energy-efficient

technologies would be on the lower end of the range (according to doe,
about 15 percent for large projects and 35 percent for small- and
medium-sized projects).

7. doe's views have been added to this section of the report

8. Due to a typographical error in the draft sent to doe, the words

"resulting in" were omitted, which distorted the meaning of the sentence.

We have revised the report accordingly.

9. The information suggested by doe has been added to this section of the

report

Page 29 GAO/RCED-98.239 Climate Change
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Appendix lU
Coataents Froa the Oeparanent at Eneiiy

10. Although our draft report already noted that doe laboratory officials

disagreed with the American Petroleum Institute report, we £tdded doe's

suggested language about the analyses supporting the five-lab study's
assessment of conversion costs.

11. We agreed with this comment and have added a clarifying note to this

section of our report

Page 30 CAO/RCED-98-239 Climate Change
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Appendix IV

Major Contributors to This Report

Resources,

Community, and
Economic
Development Division

William F. McGee, Assistant Director

Mehrzad Na(^ji, Assistant Director, Economic Analysis Group
James R. Beusse, Evaluator-in-Charge

Philip L. Bartholomew, Evaluator

Hamilton C. Greene, Jr., Elvaluator
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PREFACE

This Congressional Budget Office (CBO) memorandum was prepared at the request

of the Senate Committee on the Budget to document current U.S. efforts in the area

of global climate change and to review current federal spending programs and tax

policies that relate to climate change. The memorandum also describes proposals

contained in the President's 1999 budget for funding for those programs and several

new tax policies. It should be helpful to policymakers as they consider options to

respond to international proposals for reducing the threat of climate change. In

accordance with CBO's mandate to provide objective and impartial analysis, the

memorandum contains no recommendations.

Roger Hitchner, Patrice Gordon, and Lesley Frymier of the Natural Resources

and Commerce Division and Pearl Richardson of the Tax Analysis Division prepared

this memorandum under the supervision of Jan Paul Acton and Frank Sammartino.

Perry Beider, Kim Cawley, Kathy Gramp, David Moore, Diane Lim Rogers, and

Natalie Tawil, all of CBO, provided useful comments. Melissa Burman edited the

manuscript, and Sherry Snyder proofread it. Angela Z. McCoUough and Rae

Wiseman prepared the memorandum for publication. Laurie Brown prepared the

electronic version for CBO's World Wide Web site (http://www.cbo.gov).

June E. O'Neill

Director

August 1998
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CHAPTER I

CLIMATE CHANGE: THE POLICY CHALLENGE
AND CURRENT PROGRAMS

For over a decade, scientists and policymakers worldwide have debated how human

activity affects the global climate and whether anything can or should be done about

it. Some people believe that climate change poses a great risk to future generations

and call for immediate action that could impose high costs on the economy and

society at large. Other people believe that it is not a serious problem and can be dealt

with if and when it occurs. Still others believe that the warmer temperatures that

coincide with climate change might benefit the economy. Opinions about climate

change reflect the uncertainties that surround it: about the science of the phenomenon

itself; about the implications for people, economies, and ecosystems; and about the

best policy for dealing with it. Further research can help inform policymakers but,

as with other highly charged issues, decisions will have to be made before all the

facts are in.

Since the mid-1980s, the United States has funded scientific research and

monitoring efforts and participated in international negotiations and agreements, all

centered around the global climate issue. In 1993, the government developed a set

of voluntary programs to cut emissions ofcarbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases

that scientists believe to be at the core of the problem.

But stronger measures would be needed to cut emissions significantly. In

December 1997, representatives from the United States and other industrialized

countries agreed to the Kyoto Protocol—a treaty with binding targets and timetables

for reducing emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.' The

reductions that the participants agreed to are a modest first step toward a goal of

eventually stabilizing atmospheric concentrations of those gases, but some analysts

believe that even those preliminary measures will be excessively costly to the U.S.

economy.

The Kyoto Protocol requires ratification by the Senate. The Administration

is postponing presentation of the Kyoto Protocol to the Senate to get "meaningful

participation" from developing countries in the effort to limit emissions—something

lacking in the treaty. Climate change is a global problem, and the United States and

other industrialized countries will not succeed without global cooperation. Talks

with developing countries are ongoing.

Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Fnuoewoit Convention on Climate Change, FCCC/CP/l997/L7/Add 1,

Conference of Parties, Third Session, Kyoto, December l-IO, 1997 (available at http://www.unfccc.

de/fccc/docs/cop3A)7a0 1 . pdf).
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Even ifsome level of global cooperation is achieved and the treaty is presented

to the Senate, the debate on climate change will have just begun. Policymakers face

questions for which there are no certain answers: Should current sacrifices be made

for uncertain future benefits? Who should pay for reductions in emissions? and

What actions could lessen adjustment costs? If the treaty is ratified, future

Congresses will have to consider authorizations and appropriations for particular

programs to meet the treaty's targets and timetables.

This memorandum reviews current and proposed federal spending programs
and tax policies that relate to climate change, their effects on the federal budget, and

the Administration's proposals for funding them. Included in that inventory are

activities that directly address climate change and those that are associated with

climate change through their effects on emissions of carbon dioxide.

Federal regulatory activities could also affect climate change but are not

included in this memorandum. The private sector bears most of the cost of

regulation, so those figures do not show up in the federal budget; even the expenses

of federal agencies to administer and enforce regulations are often offset by
collections fi-om the regulated industry and, hence, have little or no net budgetary

impact. Although some regulations may affect energy use and emissions of carbon

dioxide, none directly address climate change. That could change as policies evolve.

Sooner or later, policymakers will face major decisions on climate

policy
—

particularly whether to limit carbon emissions and how to go about it. Those

policy decisions will inevitably affect the budget. Sharply limiting emissions would

have large near-term effects on the economy with ensuing consequences for federal

revenues and outlays. The choice of a policy instrument could also have a large

budgetary effect. Taxes to curtail use of fossil fuels, for example, could generate

substantial revenues. The budgetary effects of tradable emissions allowances—a

policy option in the Kyoto treaty
—would depend on whether permits were

distributed or auctioned. Ultimately, policy decisions that may be influenced by

budgetary effects will be dominated by the larger question of the effects of policy

actions, or of taking no actions, on the U.S. and world economies.

"DIRECT" AND "ASSOCIATED" SPENDING PROGRAMS
AND TAX POLICIES

Programs and tax policies reported in this memorandum are divided into two

categories, based on whether they are directly related to climate change or just

associated with it. The first category includes spending programs and tax policies

that are specifically designated by the Administration as climate change programs.

The second category comprises programs that may affect climate change even though
that may not be their primary purpose. Some of those programs may be intended to

cut the use of fossil fuels—a goal shared with activities that are identified as climate
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change programs. Others—particularly certain tax policies
—may lead to an increase

in the use of fossil fuels and thus contribute to carbon emissions, although, again, that

is not their purpose.

The direct category comprises spending programs in the U.S. Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP), the Climate Change Technology Initiative, and

several international programs related to climate change. Budget authority for those

programs in 1998 totals $2.9 billion (see Table 1). The USGCRP, which consists

mainly of programs to discern the science and consequences of global change, was

funded at about SI.9 billion in 1998—roughly 65 percent of funding for programs

directly related to climate change. The President requested a substantial increase in

1999. to $3.4 billion, for all climate change programs, mostly for research and

development in energy technology.

The Climate Change Technology Initiative also contains proposed changes in

tax law. Those changes include several tax credits to encourage the development and

adoption of new energy-efficient technologies in transportation, industry, buildings,

and electricity. Estimated revenue losses associated with those tax proposals are

$478 million in 1999, rising to nearly $1.3 billion by 2003. Those policy proposals

and tax policies are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

The second category of programs are those associated with climate change

primarily through their effects on the use of fossil fuels. Table 1 shows spending for

a number of such programs, mostly in the areas of transportation, energy

conservation, and nuclear energy research and development. Budget authority totals

nearly $1.8 billion in 1998, and the request for 1999. is roughly the same. Those

programs are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

Various taxes and tax preferences also influence the use of fossil fiiels and,

consequently, emissions of carbon dioxide. Tax preferences that may discourage the

use of fossil fuel include credits, exclusions, and exemptions to encourage energy

conservation, the development of alternative fuel supplies or energy-producing

technologies, or both. Excise taxes on fossil fuels and activities related to

transportation and travel exert a direct effect on energy use by applying upward

pressure on prices, which, in turn, reduces demand. The estimated effects on

revenues of tax preferences and excise taxes is quite large. But since the effects on

climate change are largely incidental to the purposes of the programs and vary greatly

by program, the total is not particularly meaningful.
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TABLE 1 . FEDERAL PROGRAMS DIRECTLY RELATED TO GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
OR ASSOCIATED WITH CLIMATE CHANGE (In millions of dollars of budget

authority)

1997
Requested Change

1998 1999 1998-1999

Spending Programs and Tax Policies Directly Related to Climate Change

U.S. Global Change Research Program'
Climate Change Technology Initiative

International Programs

1,818
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CURRENT PROGRAMS AND TAX POLICIES AND THE EMISSION OF
GREENHOUSE GASES

The federal government is now spending nearly $5 billion annually on programs that

are either directly related to climate change or associated with climate change

through their effects on the use of fossil fuels. In addition, taxes and tax policies that

affect the prices, production, or use of fossil fuels can also affect carbon emissions.

The directly related programs are helping U.S. researchers and policymakers learn

more about climate change, conduct applied technology research and development

to improve energy efficiency, promote international actions, and, to a modest extent,

cut emissions of greenhouse gases.

Other programs and tax policies that affect the use of fossil fuels may also

indirectly affect emissions of carbon dioxide. A Congressional Budget Office (CBO)

study prepared in 1990 looked specifically at carbon dioxide emissions and

concluded that whether programs and tax poHcies then in place had a net positive or

negative effect on total emissions was unclear. The studies predicted that, whatever

the direction of the effect, it would probably be small.
^
That conclusion still holds.

More programs are now designated as climate change programs than in the past.

Since most of the funds are spent to learn more about the phenomenon and to

improve energy efficiency in the future, the short-term effect is minimal.

Congressional Budget Office, Energy Use and Emissions of Carbon Dioxide: Federal Spending and Credit

Programs and Tax Policies (December 1990)
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CURRENT AND PROPOSED SPENDING
PROGRAMS AND TAX POLICIES

DIRECTLY LINKED TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Current U.S. policy toward climate change focuses on three areas: scientific research

and monitoring to better understand climate change, its implications, and what to do

about it; applied technology research and development to reduce energy use or to

make future limits on carbon emissions less costly to the economy; and activities to

promote international agreements and actions.

Two other categories of climate change activities receive less attention now
but could dominate federal action in the future. First are efforts to reduce the

emissions of greenhouse gases. Several voluntary federal programs to cut emissions

exist, but they fall short of meeting any significant reduction goals such as those in

the Kyoto Protocol. Second are activities to adapt to the effects of climate change.

Adapting to change, instead of trying to prevent it, requires little current action.

SPENDING PROGRAMS DIRECTLY LINKED TO CLIMATE CHANGE

The U.S. Global Change Research Program, the Climate Change Technology

Initiative (CCTI), and a group of international activities are the major federal efforts

directly linked to climate change. The USGCRP has been in place since 1 989. The

CCTI, a new umbrella designation, includes programs formerly in the Climate

Change Action Plan and the research and development programs of the Department

of Energy (DOE).

The U.S. Global Change Research Program

The U.S. Global Change Research Program is a comprehensive effort to understand

the science and consequences of a full range of natural and human-induced changes

in the Earth's environment. The four main areas of study are seasonal to interannual

climate variability; climatic changes over time; changes in ozone, ultraviolet

radiation, and atmospheric chemistry; and changes in land cover and ecosystems.

Ten executive departments or agencies conduct or fund that research. Funding for

1998 is almost $1.9 billion, and the request for 1999 is nearly the same (see Table

2).'

Several Depaitmenl of Defense (DoD) resevch activities, totaling $6 S million in 1998 (the request for 1999 is

S6.7 million), also support the prognuns, but funding for DoD programs is not included in the ofTlcial totals of

the USGCRP.
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TABLE 2. FUNDING FOR THE U.S. GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM
(In millions of dollars of budget authority)

1997 1998
Requested Change,

1999 1998-1999

National Aeronautics and Space
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The Climate Change Technology Initiative

The Climate Change Technology Initiative is a group of programs that would receive

increased funding for research, development, and deployment of technologies to

improve energy efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. The 1999 budget request

totals $1,292 million, an increase of $471 million over the 1998 level (see Table 3).

About $100 million of the $471 million would be for new activities. The remainder

represents increased funding for existing programs, with some of those being major

expansions. The increase over five years from current levels would total $2.7 billion.

The CCTI also includes tax incentives, described below.

The CCTI is led by the Department of Energy and the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA). Those two agencies would receive 98 percent of the

requested funding for 1999. The remaining 2 percent would fund activities at the

Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Commerce's

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and the Department of

Agriculture.

Most CCTI programs also serve other policy goals—for example, enhancing

energy security, promoting energy efficiency, and improving air quality. The CCTI
consists of the following activities within the Department of Energy:

o Energy efficiency and conservation activities, including research and

development programs, the Federal Energy Management Program,
DOE's contribution to the Partnership for a New Generation of

Vehicles (a multiagency program to promote high-efficiency

vehicles), municipal energy management, and DOE's contribution to

the Advanced Transponation Technologies Consortium, which

promotes research on electnc and hybrid vehicles. The 1999 request

is $617 million, exceeding 1998 funding by $161 million.

o Solar and renewable energy R&D. The 1 999 request is $372 million,

an increase of $100 million over 1998 levels.

o New activities within the fossil energy research and development

program. The President requested $10 million to investigate the

sequestration of carbon and $20 million for a new effort to improve
the efficiency of the combustion of coal.

o Other research and development. New programs include $ 1 million

to investigate ways to increase the useful life of existing nuclear

plants and $27 million in the basic science account for research,

principally on carbon sequestration. The research on carbon

sequestration in the basic science program and the fossil fuel R&D
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TABLES. FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS IN THE CLIMATE CHANGE TECHNOLOGY
INITIATIVE (In millions of dollars ofbudget authority)

1997
Requested Change,

1998 1999 1998-1999

Department of Energy

Energy conservation R&D
Energy efficiency and

conservation

Federal Energy Management

Program

Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles

Municipal energy management
Advanced Transportation

Technologies Consortium

Subtotal

Solar and renewable energy R&D''

Fossil energy R&D
Sequestration of carbon°

Advanced combustion of coal

Subtotal

Other energy R&D
Extending life ofnuclear plants

Tracking CO2 emissions

Basic science/technology

(Sequestration of carbon)

Subtotal

Total

273
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TABLE 3. CONTINUED

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on information from the Office of Management and Budget; Budget oflhe
United Stales GovemmerU, Fiscal Year 1999; U.S. House of Representatives, Making Appropriationsfor Energy
and Water Developmentfor the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 1998, conference report to accompany H R
2203. Report 105-271 (September 26. 1997); Department of Kncrgy, Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Request to

Congress: Control Table by Appropriation (January 30, 1998); Department of Energy, Fiical Year 1999

Congressional Budget Request: Science. Technology and Energyfor the /^uft/re (February 1 998); Department
of Housing and Urban Development; Department of the Treasury, Global Environment Facility Secretariat's

Office; Depaitment of State; Environmental IVotection Agency; and the Agency for International Development.

NOTE: R&D = research and development; PNGV =
Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles; PATH =

Partnership

for Advancing Technologies in Housing; NIST
= National Institute of Standards and Technology

a. No (iinding in that year

b. Net of prior-year balances, including balance carryovers for Renewable Energy Research Program (research in

photovollaics, biomass/biofuels, wind, hydrogen, and solar photoconverston) in 1998 and 1999.

c. Climate Change Technology Initiative (CCTI) totals in the tabic are augmented in 1997 by $1 million and in 1998 by $1 6

million—funding for the Department of Energy's carbon sequestration research. Comparable funding for CCTI is $743

million in 1997 and $819 million in 1998.

d. Figures for the Environmental Protection Agency in 1997 and 1 998 equal agency funding for Climate Change Action Plan

(CCAP) programs

e Some funding related to climate change activities for Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and

Department of Agriculture (USDA) were not included in order to be consistent with the President's budget request. HUD
used about $ I million in "seed" funds for the FVtnership for Advancing Technologies in Housing program in 1 998; those

funds were taken from HUD's general R&D fund and used as start-up funds for the program Funding for Climate Change
Action Plan (CCAP) programs at USDA was $8 million in 1997 and 1998. CBO was unable to determine what happened
to the USDA CCAP programs.

programs is the only example ofnewly proposed research that would

not also serve other energy policy goals.

CCTI activities within the Environmental Protection Agency would include

the bulk of programs that were formerly part oflhe Climate Change Action Plan

(CCAP). Many of the CCAP programs administered by EPA would be expanded
under the proposal, including the Energy Star Programs for buildings, appliance

labeling, and homes. The 1999 request for the former CCAP activities other than the

Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) is about $115 million, up
from $73 million in 1998. The PNGV, formerly part of CCAP, is now part of the

Climate Change Technology Initiative. EPA's contribution to PNGV would roughly

double, from $17 million to $35 million, in the 1999 request.

The Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles, launched in 1993, is a

cooperative effort between the federal government and industry to foster

breakthrough technology in personal vehicles. In addition to DOE and EPA, the

Department of Commerce, the National Science Foundation, and the Department of

Transportation receive funding for PNGV activities. One goal of the program is to
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develop a production prototype vehicle capable of 80 miles per gallon by 2004.

Funding was about $234 million in 1997 and $227 million in 1998. The President's

request for PNGV fiinding for all agencies, whether included in CCTI or not, is $50

million above 1998 levels.

The CCTI program in the Department of Housing and Urban Development
is the Partnership for Advancing Technologies in Housing (PATH). The purpose of

PATH is to develop, demonstrate, and help to commercialize safe, energy-efficient

housing technologies. The PATH program received about $1 million in seed money
from a HUD R&D account in 1998. The program would be funded at $10 million

in 1999 under the President's proposal.

CCTI programs at the Department of Agriculture (USDA) would fiand

research on biomass and carbon sequestration. CCTI would allot $10 million to

USDA to support research on the conversion ofwood, crop wastes, and energy crops

to fuels and electricity and on enhancing the carbon-sequestering capabilities of

agricultural species.

The CCTI also includes fiinding for new research at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology in the Department of Commerce. Research efforts at

NIST would work to improve measurements of greenhouse gases and would support

biotechnology work on plant metabolism and carbon sequestration. The proposed

level of funding for NIST programs in 1999 is $7 million.

International Activities That Target Climate Change

The United States contributes to various international efforts to assess the problem

of climate change and to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse

gases. Contributions to the hitergovemmental Panel on Climate Change, the Global

Environment Facility, the Montreal Protocol, and bilateral assistance programs

totaled more than $200 million in 1998 (see Table 4).

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the Climate Change Secretariat .

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established in 1988 by
the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment

Programme (UNEP) to assess the available scientific, technical, and socioeconomic

information in the field of climate change. The IPCC released its Second Assessment

Report in 1995 and periodically produces technical papers and develops

methodologies (for example, inventories of greenhouse gases) for use by the parties

to the Climate Change Convention. The Climate Change Secretariat was organized

under the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change to handle coordination

and administrative responsibilities under the Convention. The United States

contributed $5 million to the IPCC and the Climate Change Secretariat in 1998. The

1999 request is $8 million.
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TABLE 4. FUNDING FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS DIRECTLY RELATED TO
GLOBAL CHANGE (In millions of dollars of budget authority)

1997
Requested Change,

1998 1999 1998-1999

Department of State

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
and the Climate Change Secretariaf 3

Bilateral Assistance Grant Program (AID) 1 50

5

150

Global Environment Facility''

Department of the Treasury

13 18

Montreal Protocol

Department of State

Environmental Protection Agency

Total

Total

8

150

73

28
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Global Environment Facility . The Global Environment Facility (GEF) is an

international financial institution established in 1991 to provide developing countries

with grants and low-interest loans for projects in four areas: global climate change,

international waters, biological diversity, and depletion of the ozone layer. The GEF
is run jointly by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), UNEP, and

the World Bank. Budget authority for climate change activities was about $18

million in 1998 (38 percent of all funds appropriated for the GEF). The total request

for funds for the GEF in 1999 is $300 miUion—38 percent of which is $1 14 million.

Tlie 1999 budget identifies about $41 million (of the $114 million) as "payments in

arrears," leaving $73 million that may be available for new obligation.

Montreal Protocol . The Montreal Protocol is an international environmental

agreement with the objective of eliminating the use of substances that deplete the

ozone layer in the stratosphere and are believed to contribute to climate change:

chlorofluorocarbons, halons, and hydrochlorofluorocarbons. Tlie agreement is

implemented by the World Bank, UNDP, UNEP. and the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization. The U.S. contribution, which is jointly paid by the

Department of State and the Environmental Protection Agency, totaled $40 million

in 1998. CBO includes spending for the Montreal Protocol in this memorandum

because of the close link between ozone-depleting gases and greenhouse gases.

The request for 1999 is $55 million—$34 million for the Department of State

and $21 million for the Environmental Protection Agency.

TAX PROPOSALS DIRECTLY LINKED TO CLIMATE CHANGE

As part of its Climate Change Technology Initiative, the Administration has proposed

several tax preferences designed to encourage the development ofnew technologies

that offer superior energy efficiency and to induce purchases of higher-cost, energy-

efficient equipment. Improving energy efficiency would reduce emissions of carbon

dioxide, the cost of complying with any future limits on emissions, or both.

The Administration sought to tailor the incentives to technologies that either

are currently available or will be when the credits go into effect and to equipment that

can be precisely defined for purposes of the Litemal Revenue Service. According to

estimates of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT), the tax incentives would result

in revenue losses of $3.8 billion through 2003 and $9.8 billion through 2008 (see

Table 5).'

Joirt Committee on Taxation, "Estimated Budget Effects of the Revenue Provisions Contained in the President's

Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Proposal," Februaiy 24, 1998
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Tax Credits

Most of the proposals for tax preferences are for new or expanded tax credits.

Tax Credits for Highly Fuel-Efficient Vehicles . Under current law, a 1 percent

credit is available for the purchase ofnew electric vehicles for use by the taxpayer

and not for resale. In addition, a deduction is available for qualified clean-fuel

vehicles. The proposed tax credits are intended to reduce carbon dioxide emissions

by encouraging the manufacture and purchase of fuel-efficient vehicles. The

proposal is for two temporary tax credits: a $4,000 credit for each vehicle that has

three times the base fuel economy for its class, and a $3,000 tax credit for each

vehicle that has twice the base fuel economy for its class. The $4,000 credit would

be available in calendar years 2003 through 2006 and would subsequently be reduced

by $1,000 a year, phasing out completely in 2010. The $3,000 credit would be

available for calendar years 2000 through 2003 and would phase out in 2006, also at

the rate of $1,000 a year. The credits would be available for cars, sport utility

vehicles, minivans, light trucks as well as hybrid, electric, and other light vehicles.

Taxpayers who claimed the new credits would not be able to claim the credit that is

currently available for electric vehicles or the deduction for clean-fuel vehicles.

The JCT estimates that enacting the proposal would reduce revenues by $931

million from 1998 through 2003 and by $5,823 million from 1998 through 2008.

Tax Credit for Energy-Efficient Building Equipment . The proposal would provide

a credit for the purchase of certain types of energy-efficient building equipment: fuel

cells, electric heat pumps and advanced natural gas water heaters, advanced natural

gas and residential-size electric heat pumps, and advanced central air conditioners.

The credit, which would be nonrefundable, would be equal to 20 percent of the

purchase price, subject to a cap. For businesses, it would be subject to the limits on

the general business credit, and it would reduce the basis of the equipment. The

credit would be in effect fi-om January 1
, 2000, to December 3 1

, 2004, for fuel cells,

and fi-om January 1, 1999, to December 31, 2003, for other types of equipment. To

be eligible for the credit, the equipment would have to meet specified criteria.

The JCT estimates that the proposal would resuh in revenue losses of $1 ,385

million between 1998 and 2003 and $1,563 million between 1998 and 2008.

Investment Tax Credit for Combined Heat and Power Systems . Combined heat and

power (CHP) systems are used to produce electricity and process heat or mechanical

power fi-om a single primary energy source. The systems use thermal energy that is

otherwise wasted in the process of producing electricity conventionally
—which, in

turn, results in less consumption of fossil fiiels, reduced carbon emissions, and lower

costs. The proposal is for a 10 percent investment tax credit for CHP systems with

electrical capacity of more than 50 kilowatts. Investments in the systems with cost-

recovery periods of less than 15 years would be eligible for the credit only if a 15-

57-716 99-39
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year recovery period and the 150 percent declining-balance method were used to

calculate depreciation deductions.

The systems would be required to produce at least 20 percent of their useful

energy in the form of both thermal energy and electric or mechanical power. To
qualify for the credit, CHP systems would have to meet specified energy-efficiency
and percentage-of-energy tests, as certified by qualified engineers, pursuant to

regulations issued by the Secretary of the Treasury. The credit would be subject to

the limits on general business credits and would be available for equipment placed
in service during calendar years 1999 through 2003.

The JCT estimates that the proposal would result in revenue losses of $913
million through 2003.

Wind and Biomass Tax Credit . A tax credit of 1 .5 cents per kilowatt hour (indexed
for inflation after 1992) is currently available for electricity produced from wind or

biomass. It now applies only to facilifies placed in service before June 1
, 1999, for

wind and before July 1, 1999, for biomass. The proposal would extend the credit for

both types of facilities placed in service by July 1
,
2004. Unlike the other proposed

tax credits, the wind and biomass credit is based on production rather than

investment. The electricity must be sold to an unrelated third party, and the credit is

limited to the first 10 years of production.

The JCT estimates the potential revenue losses of the proposal at $144
million through 2003 and $784 million through 2008.

Tax Credit for Purchase of New Energy-Efficient Homes . The proposal would

provide a tax credit of 1 percent of the purchase price up to $2,000 to buyers ofnew
homes that use at least 50 percent less energy for heating, cooling, and hot water than

the Model Energy Code standard for single-family homes. The credit would be

available for calendar years 1999 through 2003. Homes purchased in 2004 and 2005
would be eligible for a maximum credit of $1,000.

The JCT estimates that the proposal would result in revenue losses of $200
million between 1998 and 2003 and an additional $35 million in 2004.

Tax Credit for Replacement of Circuit Breaker Equipment . The proposal would

provide a 10 percent tax credit to replace circuit breakers installed before 1986 that

use sulflir hexafluoride (SF^), a potent greenhouse gas. The replaced circuit breakers

must be destroyed to prevent further use. The credit applies to property placed in

service in calendar years 1999 through 2003 and is subject to the limits of the general
business credit. Also, the amount of credit claimed reduces the depreciable basis of

qualified property for which the credit is taken.
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The JCT estimates that the proposal would result in revenue losses of $45

million between 1998 and 2003.

Tax Credit for Rooftop Solar Equipment . The proposed tax credit would be available

for two types of solar equipment
—

photovoltaic heating systems and water heating

systems located on or adjacent to buildings. The credit would be equal to 1 5 percent

of the total investment in either system up to a maximum credit of $2,000 for rooftop

photovoltaic heating systems and $1 .000 for solar water heating systems. It would

be nonrefundable and would not be available for systems to heat swimming pools.

For businesses, the credit would reduce the depreciable basis of the property by the

amount claimed and would be subject to the limits of the general business credit. It

would apply to equipment placed in service during calendar years 1 999 through 2003

for solar water heating systems and through 2005 for rooftop photovoltaic systems.

Under current law, a 1 percent energy investment tax credit for businesses

is available for equipment that uses solar energy to generate electricity, to heat or

cool or provide hot water for use in a structure, or to provide solar-process heat. The

equivalent credit for residential solar systems expired in 1985. Under the proposals,

businesses would have to choose between the present and the proposed tax credits.

TTie JCT estimates that enacting the proposal would reduce revenues by $43

million through 2003 and $100 million through 2008.

Tax Credit for Perfluorocompound and Hydrofluorocarbon Recycling Equipment .

Perfluorocompounds (PFCs) and certain hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are extremely

potent greenhouse gases because of their stability in the atmosphere and their

capacity to absorb radiation. Under current law, manufacturers who install

equipment to recover or recycle PFC and HFC gases used in producing
semiconductors may depreciate the cost of that equipment over six years. The

proposal would make available a 10 percent tax credit for installing PFC and HFC

recovery or recycling equipment. The credit would be subject to the limits of the

general business tax credit and would reduce the depreciable basis of the equipment

by the amount claimed. To qualify, the equipment must recover at least 99 percent

of the PFCs and HFCs used and must be placed in service between January 1, 1999,

and December 3 1 . 2003.

The .'CT estimates that enacting the proposal would reduce revenues by about

$33 million between 1998 and 2003.

Parking and Transit Benefits

TTie Administration has also proposed an increase in benefits to encourage the use

of mass transit and van pools. Current law provides for the exclusion of parking
benefits fi-om gross income, regardless of whether the benefits are in addition to or
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in lieu of other employee compensation. However, for transit and van-pool benefits,

the exclusion applies only if those benefits are in addition to other compensation.
The current limits on the income exclusion (in 1993 dollars) are $155 per month for

parking and $60 for transit passes and van-pool benefits. The proposal calls for

eliminating the relative tax advantage of parking benefits. It would treat parking,
transit passes, and van-pool benefits in the same way, subject to the same limits that

currently apply to parking.

The JCT estimates that the proposal would reduce revenues by $1 14 million

through 2003 and $318 million through 2008.

J
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CHAPTER III

OTHER FEDERAL SPENDING PROGRAMS
AND TAX POLICIES ASSOCIATED WITH
CLIMATE CHANGE

Other federal programs and tax policies affect energy use and emissions of carbon

dioxide—some positively, some negatively. Energy use is so important to the

economy, and the government affects economic activity in so many ways, that a very
broad range of government programs could be included. Deciding where to draw the

line is difficult. The programs and tax policies included in this chapter represent one

way to inventory a set of programs and tax policies associated with energy use and

climate change.

Programs closely associated with climate change include activities in

transportation, energy conservation, and nuclear energy research and development
that could affect emissions of carbon dioxide (or lower the costs of using less

carbon). Those programs have multiple objectives
—as do many that are directly

related to climate change. Isolating the portions of the programs that should be

charged to climate change is impossible. Nevertheless, since those programs are

linked to activities related to climate change, they may be part of future changes to

the policy mix.

FEDERAL SPENDING PROGRAMS THAT AFFECT ENERGY USE

The federal government currently funds several programs that have the purpose or

effect of conserving energy or reducing emissions of greenhouse gases but that are

not identified as being directly linked to climate change (see Table 6). The 1999

budget requests for most of those programs are near 1998 levels, with the exception
of the Department of Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program, which would

increase fi-om $125 miUion to $154 million, and civilian nuclear R&D, which would

rise from $7 million to $34 million. Programs and activities included are:

o The non-CCTI activifies of the Partnership for a New Generation of

Vehicles administered by the Department of Commerce's NIST, the

National Science Foundation, and the Department of Transportation

(DOT). The 1999 request totals $78 million, which is a slight

decrease from 1998 levels.

o The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program,
which would remain at about the same level as in 1998—$1 .3 billion.
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TABLE 6. FUNDING FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS ASSOCIATED WITH CLIMATE CHANGE
(In millions of dollars of budget authority)

1997
Requested Change,

1998 1999 1998-1999

Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (Non-CCTI)

Department of Commerce

National Science Foundation

Department of Transportation

Subtotal

41
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TABLE 6. CONTINUED

Requested Change,
1997 1998 1999 1998-1999

Energy Conservation Assistance Grant Programs

DOE, Office of State and Community

Programs
Weatherization Assistance 121 125 154

State Energy Conservation 29 30 37

Subtotal 150 155 191 36

Civilian Nuclear Energy Research and Development

Fission (Non-CCTI) 41 7 34

Fusion 230 230 230

Subtotal 271 237 262 26

41
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o The Advanced Transportation Technologies Consortium, which

would receive $10 million in funding from the Department of

Transportation in addition to the $10 million in funding from DOE
under CCTl.

o The Advanced Technology Transit Bus and Fuel Cell Bus Programs

at the Federal Transit Administration, which support the development

and market penetration of low-emission, light-weight, low-cost buses.

Funding for those programs totaled $14 million in 1998; the total

funding request for 1999 is only $5 million because the transit bus

program ends next year.

Conservation grants administered by the Department of Energy.

Those grants would be ftinded at $191 million in 1999—an increase

of $36 million compared with 1998. The additional funding would

expand programs that administer block grants to states to fund

energy-efficiency programs and weatherization of low-income

housing.

o Civilian nuclear energy R&D (that was not included in the CCTI).

Those activities are University Nuclear Science and Reactor Support

(at $10 million, an increase of $3 million from 1998), a new $24

million Nuclear Energy Research Initiative, and research on magnetic

fusion, fianding for which has been stable for several years and comes

in at $228 million.

TAX PROVISIONS THAT AFFECT ENERGY USE

Several tax preferences in current law directly or indirectly discourage reliance on

fossil fuels. hi addition, several excise taxes raise the price of fossil fuels and

thereby reduce demand for them.

Tax Preferences to Promote Less Use of Fossil Fuels

Of the tax preferences designed to encourage less reliance on fossil ftiels, two

account for the largest revenue losses: the excise tax exemption for alcohol fuels, and

the exclusion from income of interest on state and local bonds for hydroelectricity-

generating facilities and solid waste disposal facilities that produce electricity (see

Table 7). These and other preferences are described below.

Income Tax Credits and Excise Tax Exemptions for Alcohol Fuels . The tax code

provides three income tax credits for alcohol-based motor fuels: the alcohol mixture
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TABLE 7. ESTIMATES OF TAX EXPENDITURES FROM PREFERENCES THAT
DISCOURAGE RELIANCE ON FOSSIL FUELS (In millions of dollars)

Tax Preference 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Tax Credits for Alcohol

Fuels 11 11 11 11 11 11 3

Excise Tax Exemprion for

Alcohol Fuels 511 520 530 539 547 556 564

Exclusion of Energy
Conservation Subsidies

Provided by Public

Utilities 55 40 35 35 35 40 40

Tax Credits for

Investments in Solar and

Geothermal Energy
Facilities 80 80 75 70 70 70 70

Tax Credit for Electricity

Production from Wind
andBiomass 5 10 20 35 37 38 40

Deductions for Clean-Fuel

Vehicles and Refueling

Property 16 10 10 12 13 15 4

Tax Credit for Electric

Vehicles 1 11 25 34 54 71 77

Exclusion of Interest on

State and Local IDBs for

Energy Production

Facilities 225 225 215 205 215 215 210

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on the Joint Committee on Taxation's estimates of the revenue effects of the

Climate Change Technology Initiative in the President's 1999 budget.

NOTES: Tax expenditures are revenues that the federal government forgoes as a result of provisions in the income tax code
that give selective relief to particular groups of taxpayers or special incentives for particular types of economic

activity.

IDBs ^ industrial development bonds
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or blender's credit, the pure alcohol credit, and the credit for small ethanol producers.
The first two credits are 53 cents per gallon of ethanol and 60 cents per gallon of

methanol of at least 190 proof; for mixtures of between 150 proof and 190 proof, the

credits are 40 cents per gallon of alcohol and 45 cents per gallon of methanol. The
credit for small ethanol producers is 10 cents per gallon of ethanol produced, used,

or sold for use as a transportation fuel. That credit is limited to 15 million gallons
of annual alcohol production from firms with a production capacity of less than 30

million gallons. The credits, which were extended under the Transportation Equity
Act of 1998, are in effect through December 3 1 , 2007.

Blenders have a choice of using the income tax credit or claiming an excise

tax exemption of 5.4 cents for mixtures of ethanol and liquid motor fuels. Because
the credits are included in income and apply only to a portion of income tax liability,

most blenders opt for the excise tax exemption. Consumption of ethanol motor fijel

has increased sharply in the past 20 years. That increase is probably a result not so

much of the income tax credits but of the exemption of alcohol fuels from excise

taxes. The Transportation Equity Act extended the excise tax reduction through
2007.

The extent to which the use of ethanol motor fuels reduces emissions of

greenhouse gases has been the subject of recent reports by the General Accounting
Office (GAO) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), among others. The GAO
reports concluded that the effect on emissions is difficult to determine but is likely

to be minimal. By contrast, the ANL study concluded that the use of corn-based

ethanol significantly reduces both the use of fossil energy and emissions of

greenhouse gases.'

Exclusion of Energy Conservation Subsidies Provided by Public Utilities . The tax

code permits residential customers to exclude fi-om income the subsidies provided

by public utilities for the purchase or installation of an energy conservation item.

The exclusion, which is permanent, reduces the costs of programs financed by
utilities to conserve energy.

Tax Credit for Investments in Solar and Geothermal Energy Facilities . The tax code

provides a 10 percent credit for business investment in solar and geothermal energy

equipment (electric utilities do not qualify). The credits are permanent.

Tax Credit for Electricity Production fi-om Wind and Biomass . The tax code permits
a 1.5-cent credit (in 1992 dollars, adjusted for inflation) per kilowatt hour for

electricity produced from wind energy or "closed-loop" biomass. (Closed-loop

See General Accounting OflRce. Tax Policy Effects ofthe Alcohol Fuel Incentives, letter Report, GAO/GGD-97-4I
(1997), and Motor Fuels: Issues Related to Reformulated Gasoline, Oxygenated Fuels, and Biofuels, Letter

Report, GAO/RCED-96- 1 2 1 ( 1 996); Argonne National Laboratory, Fuel-Cycle Fossil Energy Use and Greenhouse
Gas Emissions ofFuel Elhanol Producedfrom U.S. Midwest Cofn(Oak Ridge, Tenn.; 1997).
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biomass generates electricity using matter from plants grown solely for fuel.) The

credit was instituted to encourage development of technologies that use renewable

energy resources rather than conventional fossil fuels. The electricity must be

produced from a qualified facility and must be sold to an unrelated third party. (A

qualified facility is one that is placed in service after 1992 and before July 1
, 1999,

for biomass and after 1993 and before June 1, 1999, for wind. The facility must be

owned by the taxpayer who claims the credit.) The credit is available for 10 years

after a facility is placed in service. It is phased out as the price of electricity from the

renewable resource rises over a 3-cent range, fi"om 8 cents to 11 cents (in 1992

dollars, adjusted for inflation). It is also reduced by other government subsidies,

including tax-exempt financing. The Administration is proposing to extend the

credit.

Deductions for Clean-Fuel Vehicles and Refueling Property and the Tax Credit for

Electric Vehicles . Deductions are available for the portion of the cost attributed to

the engine, the fuel delivery system, and the exhaust system of vehicles that bum
clean ftiel. The vehicle must be new, but deductions can also be taken for retrofitting

vehicles propelled by gasoline or diesel fuel. Costs are limited by a vehicle's type

and weight. The deductions phase out between 2002 and 2005.

Electric vehicles qualify for a tax credit but not the deduction. The credit is

!0 percent of the cost of the vehicle up to S4,000. It, too, phases out between 2002

and 2005. The tax preferences are intended to make clean-fuel and electric vehicles

more economically attractive, but costs are still high relative to conventional

vehicles.

Exclusion of Interest on State and Local Industrial Development Bonds for Energy

Production Facilities . Tax-exempt financing is limited to solid waste disposal

facilities that produce electric energy and to the construction of hydroelectric

generating facilities at dam sites built before 1979 or at sites without dams that

require no impoundment of water. The bonds generally are subject to a state-by-state

annual volume cap on private activity bonds; however, bonds issued for

govemmentally owned solid waste disposal facilities are not subject to the cap. The

exclusion is permanent.

Excise Taxes and Fees

Excises and fees that may result in decreased emissions of carbon dioxide chiefly

include taxes on coal, motor ftaels, equipment, and transactions related to travel and

shipping (see Table 8). Those tax receipts primarily finance spending on roads,

airports, harbors, and other transportation needs. Financing those transportation

programs could increase emissions of carbon dioxide. Building more and better

roads, airports, and harbors may provide an incentive for more travel. Taxes on

motor fuels are dedicated to several trust fiinds. The largest share of revenue goes
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TABLE 8. ESTIMATES OF RECEIPTS FROM EXCISE TAXES AND FEES THAT MAY
REDUCE THE USE OF FOSSIL FUELS (In millions of dollars)

Tax or Fee
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TABLE 8. CONTINUED

Tax or Fee 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund

Coal Fee 256 266 262 260 262 267 274

Taxes Not Dedicated to Trust or Special Funds

Gas Guzzler Taxes 33 47 37 34 34 34 34

Ozone-Depleting
Chemicals Taxes 429 100 65 14

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

a Projections reflect modifications in the rules governing deposits Taxes imposed on gasoline, diesel fuel, special motor

fiiels, and kerosene that would otherwise be deposited with the Treasury after July 31, 1998, and before September 20.

1998, are not required to be deposited until October 5, 1998 The same rule modifications apply to air cargo taxes. In

addition, deposits of air passenger taxes normally due after August 14, 1 998, and before October 1 , 1 998, are now due on

Octobers, 1998.

to transportation, with smaller amounts going to nature conservation and

environmental cleanup. The Land and Water Conservation Trust Fund accumulates

roughly $1 million per year from oil and gas leases. The only excise taxes not

dedicated to trust or special funds and designed solely to discourage consumption of

products that are detrimental to the environment (as opposed to paying for cleanup

after damage has occurred) are taxes on cars that do not achieve specified fuel

economy ratings and on ozone-depleting chemicals. Those taxes raise nominal

amounts of revenue compared with the trust fund taxes.

Highway Trust Fund . Several excise taxes finance the Highway Trust Fund, which

was established under the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956. The primary sources

of revenue are a tax of 18.3 cents per gallon levied on gasoline, a tax of 24.3 cents

per gallon on diesel fuel, and taxes on gasohol and other special fuels. Other trust

fund taxes are levied on sales of tires, inner tubes, trucks, tractors, and trailers. In

addition, annual use taxes are levied on trucks weighing more than 55,000 pounds.

Of the total taxes on gasoline, 1 .5 cents per gallon is dedicated to a special mass

transit account, which may be used for capital and related expenditures. The taxes

dedicated to the Highway Trust Fund were scheduled to expire on September 30,

1999, with the exception of a motor fuels excise tax of 4.3 cents per gallon. The

Transportation Equity Act of 1998 extended them through 2005.

Airport and Airway Trust Fund . Taxes on air passenger tickets, air cargo,

noncommercial jet fuel and aviation gasoline, domestic flight segments, and
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international departures and arrivals are dedicated to the Airport and Airway Trust

Fund. Those taxes were scheduled to expire on September 30. 1997. TTie Taxpayer
Relief Act of 1997 extended them with significant modifications, including new
taxes on domestic flight segments and international arrivals. The trust fund, which

was established in the Airport and Airway Development and Revenue Acts of 1 970,

finances a substantial portion of the Federal Aviation Administration's budget. When

fully phased in, the domestic air passenger tax will be 7.5 percent of the transpor-

tation cost plus $3 per flight segment (indexed for inflation). Air cargo is subject to

a 6.25 percent excise tax. Aviation gasoline is subject to a permanent excise tax of

4.3 cents per gallon. (Noncommercial aviation fuels are subject to an excise tax of

15 cents per gallon on aviation gasoline and 17.5 cents per gallon on jet fuel.)

Commercial air passengers coming fi-om another country or leaving the United States

are subject to a $12 tax per arrival or departure.

Aquatic Resources Trust Fund . Taxes on gasoline, electric outboard motors,

sportfishing equipment, and sonar devices for finding fish are dedicated to the

Aquatic Resources Trust Fund, which was established under the Deficit Reduction

Act of 1984. The trust fund is composed oftwo accounts: one for fish management
and restoration and the other for boating safety. Taxes on diesel fiiel for recreational

motorboats were repealed by the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.

Inland Waterways Trust Fund . Taxes dedicated to the hiland Waterways Trust Fund

are levied at the rate of 20 cents a gallon on fuels used by commercial vessels plying

specified inland and intracoastal waterways. The expenditures from the trust ftind,

which was established in 1978 under the Inland Waterways Revenue Act, finance up
to half of the construction and rehabilitation expenditures for navigation projects on

a designated system of 27 inland and intracoastal waterways.

Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund . An additional 0.1 -cent tax on

gasoline, diesel, and other motor fuels; aviation fuels; and fuels used by vessels in

inland waterways is dedicated to the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund.

Expenditures from the trust flind finance the cleanup of underground petroleum tanks

that are leaking. The tax, which was initially established under the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 and had expired at the end of 1995,

was reinstated by the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.

Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund . Under the Water Resources Development Act of

1986. a tax on both ship passengers and the value of cargo loaded or unloaded at U.S.

harbors, channels, and ports was dedicated to the operation and maintenance costs

of the Saint Lawrence Seaway and harbors within the United States. The tax is 0.125

percent and, in the case of passengers, had been levied on transportation charges.

The Supreme Court recently held that the harbor maintenance tax was

unconstitutional as applied to exports. Subsequently
—in June 1998—the U.S. Court

of International Trade ruled that the tax on embarking passengers was also

unconstitutional.
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Black Lung Disability Trust Fund . Taxes of $0.55 a ton on surface-mined coal and

$1.10 a ton on underground-mined coal other than lignite are dedicated to the Black

Lung Disability Trust Fund, established in 1977 under the Black Lung Benefits

Revenue Act. The trust fund finances medical care and rehabilitation for miners with

black lung disease and makes disability payments to them and to their surviving

spouses and dependents.

Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund . Fees that are structurally similar to excise taxes

are levied on the tonnage of domestically mined coal and dedicated to the Abandoned

Mine Land Fund, established in 1977 under the Surface Mining Control and

Reclamation Act. The current fee is 35 cents per ton on surface-mined coal and 15

cents per ton on underground-mined coal or, alternatively, 10 percent of the value of

the coal at the mine, whichever is less. For surface-mined lignite, the fee is 10 cents

a ton, or 2 percent of the value of the coal at the mine. The Energy Policy Act of

1992 extended the authorization of the fees through September 30, 2004.

Gas Guzzler Taxes . Gas guzzler taxes are levied on domestic and imported cars with

fuel-economy ratings of less than 22.5 miles per gallon. The tax ranges from $1,000

for cars that get at least 21 .5 but less than 22.5 miles per gallon to $7,700 for cars that

get less than 12.5 miles per gallon. Revenue from the tax is deposited in the general

fund.

Taxes on Ozone-Depleting Chemicals . Taxes imposed on a variety of CFCs and

halons as well as carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform are calculated as the

product of a base tax amount and the specific chemical's "ozone-depleting factor."

The base rate was set at $5.35 per pound in 1995 and has increased by $0.45 per

pound per year. TTie amount of revenue collected, however, is small because

production and import of most ozone-depleting chemicals are prohibited.

Proposed Increases in Excise Taxes That May Cut the Use of

Fossil Fuels and Emissions of Carbon Dioxide

The Administration has proposed reinstating several taxes dedicated to the Oil Spill

Liability Trust Fund and the Hazardous Substance Superfund (see Table 9). The

taxes dedicated to these two funds expired a few years ago. Reinstatement would

lead to price increases for oil and petroleum products and thus could indirectly result

in reduced emissions of greenhouse gases. The Administration also proposed

reinstating the motor fiiel excise taxes dedicated to the Highway Trust Fund; those

taxes were recently extended and are currently in effect through 2005.

Oil Spill Excise Tax . The President's budget proposes to reinstate the oil spill excise

tax of 5 cents per barrel on domestic crude oil and imported petroleum products. The

tax. which expired at the end of calendar year 1994, was dedicated to the Oil Spill
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Liability Trust Fund to finance the cleanup of oil spills and other costs associated

with oil pollution. The tax was not imposed for the calendar quarter if the

unobligated balance in the trust fiind exceeded $1 billion at the close of the previous

quarter. The proposal would reinstate the tax from the date of enactment through

September 30, 2008, and would increase the funding limit from $1 billion to $5

billion.

The JCT estimates that the proposal would increase revenues by $1,197

million through 2003 and by $2,489 million through 2008 (see Table 9).

Hazardous Substance Excise Taxes . The President's budget also calls for reinstating

three taxes that were dedicated to the Hazardous Substance Superfund and expired

at the end of 1995: an excise tax of 9.7 cents per barrel on domestic crude oil and

imported petroleum products; an excise tax on listed hazardous chemicals at rates

that varied from $0.22 to $4.87 per ton; and an excise tax on imported substances that

use any materials in their manufacture or production that are subject to the hazardous

chemicals excise tax. The taxes were dedicated to the Superflind for expenditures

connected to releases ofhazardous substances into the environment, under provisions

of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of

1980, as amended. The proposal would reinstate the taxes for calendar years 1998

through 2008.

The JCT estimates that the proposal would increase revenues by $3,598

million through 2003 and by $7,479 million through 2008.

Tax Preferences to Increase the Domestic Supplv of Fossil Fuels

Several tax preferences in current law were designed to increase domestic production

of oil and other fuels and reduce reliance on imports, particularly from the Persian

Gulf region or politically unstable areas (see Table 10). To the extent that tax

preferences lead to lower fuel prices, their effect may go beyond substituting

domestic oil for imported oil to fostering increased consumption of fossil fuels. Tax

preferences to encourage energy self-sufficiency may also result in more rapid

depletion of national resources. In recent years, however, oil drilling activity has

been low because of a drop in oil prices and cutbacks in certain tax benefits; as a

result, preferences to encourage domestic production of fossil fuels would currently

have little effect on emissions of carbon dioxide.

Expensing of Exploration and Development Costs for Oil, Gas, and Other Fuels .

Firms engaged in production of oil, gas, or geothermal energy are permitted to

expense (rather than capitalize) certain intangible drilling and development costs

(IDCs), which include amounts paid for labor, fuel, repairs to drilling equipment.
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TABLE 10. ESTIMATES OF TAX EXPENDITURES FROM PREFERENCES TO
INCREASE DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF FOSSIL FUELS AND REDUCE
RELIANCE ON IMPORTS (In millions of dollars)

Tax Preference 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Expensing of Exploration

and Development Costs

Oil and gas

Other fuels

304 324 356 405 454 498 541

a a a a a a a

Excess of Percentage
over Cost Depletion

Oil and gas

Other fUels

418 471 489 508 529 550 572

85 143 145 148 151 154 157

Tax Credit for Enhanced

Oil Recovery Costs

Expensing of Tertiary

Injectants

Tax Credit for Production

of Nonconventional Fuels 1,200 1,250 1,300 1,325 1,350 1,350 1,350

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on estimates of the Joint Committee on Taxation.

NOTE: Tax expenditures are revenues that the federal government forgoes as a result of provisions in the income tax code

that give selective relief to particular groups of taxpayers or special incentives for particular types of economic

activity

a Positive tax expenditure of less than $S0 million.

hauling, supplies, and site preparation. For vertically integrated producers, expensing

is limited to 70 percent of IDCs. That limit was set in the Tax Reform Act of 1986,

which also repealed expensing on foreign properties. Additionally, EDCs are subject

to the alternative minimum tax (AMT). The amount subject to the AMT is limited

to 70 percent.

Excess of Percentage over Cost Depletion for Oil, Gas, and Other Fuels . Firms that

extract oil, gas, or other minerals are permitted a deduction to recover their capital

investment in the mineral reserve, which depreciates as the minerals are

depleted. Cost depletion allows for the recovery of the actual capital investment over

the period that the reserve produces income. Percentage depletion allows for the

deduction of a fixed percentage of revenue from sales of the mineral. The percentage

depletion method of deduction may and typically does exceed the amount of capital

invested. Percentage depletion is allowed only for independent producers and
I
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owners entitled to royalties and only for up to 1,000 barrels of oil or its equivalent in

gas per day. At present, about one-fourth of oil and gas production benefits from the

subsidy. Percentage depletion for the major integrated oil companies was repealed

in 1975.

The percentage depletion rate for oil and gas is 15 percent; a higher rate is

permitted for marginal wells. The percentage depletion rate for other fuels ranges

from 1 percent to 22 percent.

Tax Credit for Enhanced Oil Recovery Costs . The tax code provides a 1 5 percent

credit for the costs of recovering domestic oil by a qualified "enhanced oil recovery"

method. Qualifying methods are those that make possible the extraction of oil that

is too viscous to be extracted by conventional methods. The costs of labor, repair of

equipment, and injectants as well as the intangible costs of drilling and development,

qualify for the credit, which is subject to the limits of the general business credit.

The credit phases out over a S6 range for oil prices above $28 per barrel (adjusted for

inflation after 1991). Current oil prices are well below the phaseout threshold.

Expensing of Tertiary frijectants . Tertiary recovery projects inject fluids, gases, and

other chemicals into oil or gas reservoirs to enhance the recovery process. The tax

code permits a deduction for the costs of the chemical injectants used in oil and gas

production in the year in which the costs are incurred. Without incentives, tertiary

recovery methods are generally uneconomic.

Tax Credit for Production of Nonconventional Fuels . The tax code provides a

production tax credit of $3 per barrel (in 1979 dollars) for certain types of liquid and

gaseous fuels that are equivalent to oil and are produced from alternative energy
sources. The credit is phased out as oil prices rise from $23.50 to $29.50 (in 1979

dollars). Both the credit and the phaseout range are adjusted for inflation. Qualifying

fuels include oil produced from shale or tar sands and synthetic fuels produced from

coal. The credit is available through 2002 for facilities placed in service before 1993.

For gas produced from biomass and synthetic ftiels produced from coal or lignite, it

is available through 2007 for facilities placed in service by July 1, 1998, pursuant to

a binding contract entered into before 1997. The credit is offset by benefits from

government grants, tax-exempt financing, and credits for energy, investment, and

enhanced oil recovery. Apart from coal-bed methane, production of nonconventional

fuels has hardly increased since 1980.^

The use of coal-bed methane as a source of energy results in emissions of carbon dioxide instead of methane.

Caibon dioxide is a less potent greenhouse gas than methane
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OTHER FEDERAL ACTiyiTIES

Many other federal activities that appear in the budget may indirectly affect emissions

of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases by altering the supply of energy or the

demand for energy.

The federal government contributes to the supply of energy by:

o Producing power (Tennessee Valley Authority, Bonneville Power

Administration, and four other power marketing administrations);

o Providing loans to rural electric cooperatives;

Contributing to efforts to develop a nuclear waste disposal facility;

o Enriching uranium for use in nuclear power;

Operating the naval petroleum reserves and protecting the oil shale

reserves; and

o Leasing oil, gas, and other minerals onshore and offshore.

Although the government spends money on those supply activities, it also benefits

from the substantial receipts they generate in the form of user fees, payments, and

royalties.

The Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) provides

assistance to low-income households in meeting the costs ofheating and cooling their

homes by making payments to eligible households and energy suppliers. States may
target assistance to households with high energy needs and may assist households in

reducing their need for energy. Budget authority for LIHEAP was about $1 billion

in 1997 and 1998.

Transportation programs, in addition to those specifically cited above, may
alter fuel use and carbon emissions. Over time, such programs may affect the total

amount of travel (and, therefore, fuel used and emissions produced) as well as the

type of travel chosen (substituting the amount of one type of travel for another can

affect total emissions). For example, the Federal Transit Administration provides

grants to transit operators and conducts transit planning and research activities.

Emissions could either increase if spending raises the total demand for travel by

boosting ridership or decrease (or stay constant) if rising ridership displaces

automobile travel.

Finally, the federal government is itself a major user of energy. Gross energy

consumption by the government is about 2 percent of all energy consumed in the
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United States, with the government's energy bill totaling roughly $8 billion annually.
The Federal Energy Management Program, described previously, aims to cut energy
usage. Even if goals are met, however, the government would remain a major energy
consumer and would be affected significantly by fiiture policies to reduce carbon
emissions.
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The Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change
Fact Sheet released by the Bureau of Oceans and

International Environmental and Scientific Affairs

January 15, 1998

BACKGROUND

At a conference held December 1-11, 1997, in Kyoto, Japan, the Parties to the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change agreed to an historic Protocol to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions by harnessing the forces of the global marketplace to protect the environment.

The Kyoto Protocol in key respects
—

including emissions targets and timetables for

industrialized nations and market-based measures for meeting those targets
— reflects proposals

advanced by the United States. The Protocol makes a down payment on the meaningful

participation of developing countries, but more needs to be done in this area. Securing

meaningful developing country participation remains a core U.S. goal.

EMISSIONS TARGETS

A central feature of the Kyoto Protocol is a set of binding emissions targets for developed

nations. The specific limits vary from country to country, though those for the key industrial

powers of the European Union, Japan, and the United States are similar — 8% below 1990

emissions levels for the EU, 7% for the U.S., 6% for Japan.

The framework for these emissions targets is based largely on U.S. proposals:

• Emissions targets are to be reached over a five-year budget period as proposed by the

U.S., rather than by a single year. Allowing emissions to be averaged across a budget

period increases flexibility by helping to smooth out short-term fluctuations in economic

performance or weather, either of which could spike emissions in a particular year.

• The first budget period will be the U.S. proposal of 2008-2012. The Parties rejected

proposals favored by others, including budget periods beginning as eariy as 2003, that

were neither realistic nor achievable. Having a full decade before the start of the binding

period will allow more time for U. S. companies to make the transition to greater energy

eflRciency and/or lower carbon technologies.

• The emissions targets include all six major greenhouse gases. The EU and Japan initially

favored counting only three gases
— carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide.

Ensuring the inclusion of the additional gases (synthetic substitutes for ozone-depleting

CFCs) that are highly potent and long-lasting in the atmosphere provides more

comprehensive environmental protection and lends more certainty concerning the

treatment of the additional gases.
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Activities that absorb carbon, such as planting trees, will be offset against emissions

targets. The treatment of these so-called "sinks" was another controversial issue at Kyoto.

Many countries wanted sinks to be excluded. The United States insisted that they be

included in the interest of encouraging activities like afforestation and reforestation.

Accounting for the role of forests is critical to a comprehensive and environmentally

responsible approach to climate change. It also provides the private sector with low-cost

opportunities to reduce emissions.

Is the target the United States agreed to actually 7% lower than what the President proposed
in October?

No. The 7% target represents at most a 3% real reduction below the President's initial

proposal of reducing greenhouse gases to 1990 levels by 2008-2012. The remaining 4

percentage points result from certain changes in the way gases and sinks are calculated and
do not reflect any increase in eiTort as compared to the President's original proposal.

Changing the baseline for the three synthetic greenhouse gasses from 1990 to 1995 accounts

for about 1% of the 7% reduction. Use of these three gases has grown since 1990, so that

permitting a 1995 baseline allows for a higher overall baseline than the Administration assumed

last October when the President announced his goal of reaching 1990 levels by 2008-2012.

Making reductions to meet a higher baseline is of course easier than making reductions to meet a

lower baseline. Had the United States maintained the same level of effort assumed by the

President in October, and no other factors had changed, the shift to a 1995 baseline for the three

synthetic gases would,

alone, have transformed the President's goal of 1990 levels into a goal equivalent to 1% below

1990 levels.

Altering the accounting method for carbon-absorbing activities, such as planting trees,

accounts for about 3% of the 7% reduction. The President's original goal assumed that the

1 990 baseline would be lowered by carbon-absorbing activities, but under the method agreed in

Kyoto, such activities do not lower the 1990 baseline. Because the 1990 level baseline is thus

higher under the Kyoto agreement, the U.S. target becomes somewhat less stringent. Specifically,

had the US maintained the same level of effort assumed by the President in October, and no

other factors had changed, the shift in the accounting method for carbon-absorbing activities

would, alone, have transformed the President's goal of 1990 levels into a goal equivalent to at

least 3% below 1990 levels. (As noted above, certain carbon-absorbing activities will count

against emission reduction commitments in the budget period.)

INTERNATIONAL EMISSIONS TRADING

The United States prevailed in securing acceptance of emissions trading among nations with

emissions targets. This free market approach, pioneered in the U.S., will allow countries to seek

out the cheapest emissions reductions, substantially lowering costs for the U.S. and others.
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Under an emissions trading regime, countries or companies can purchase less expensive

emissions permits from countries that have more permits than they need (because they have met

their targets with room to spare). Structured effectively, emissions trading can provide a

powerful economic incentive to cut emissions while also allowing important flexibility for talcing

cost-effective actions.

The Kyoto Protocol enshrines emissions trading. Rules and guidelines
— in particular for

verification, reporting, and accountability
— are to be discussed at the next meeting of the Parties

at Buenos Aires in November 1998.

The inclusion of emissions trading in the Kyoto Protocol reflects an important decision to

address climate change through the flexibility of market mechanisms. Led by the United States,

the Conference rejected proposals to require all Parties with targets to impose specific mandatory

measures, such as energy taxes.

The United States also reached a conceptual agreement with a number of countries, including

Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, Russia and Ukraine, to pursue an umbrella group to trade

emissions permits. Such a trading group could further contribute to cost-effective solutions to

this problem.

JOINT IMPLEMENTATION AMONG DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Countries with emissions targets may get credit towards their targets through project-based

emission reductions in other such countries. The private sector may participate in these activities.

Additional details may be agreed upon by the Parties at future meetings.

CLEAN DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM

Another important free market component of the Kyoto Protocol is the so-called "Clean

Development Mechanism" (CDM). The CDM embraces the U.S. proposal for "joint

implementation for credit" in developing countries.

With the Clean Development Mechanism, developed countries will be able to use certified

emissions reductions from project activities in developing countries to contribute to their

compliance with greenhouse gas reduction targets.

This Clean Development Mechanism will allow companies in the developed world to enter

into cooperative projects to reduce emissions in the developing worid — such as the construction

of high-tech, environmentally sound power plants
— for the benefit of both parties The

companies will be able to reduce emissions at lower costs than they could at home, while

developing countries will be able to receive the kind of technology that can allow them to grow
more sustainably. The CDM will certify and score projects. The CDM can also allow developing

countries to bring projects forward in circumstances where there is no immediate developed

country partner
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Under the Clean Development Mechanism, companies can choose to make investments in

projects or to buy emissions reductions. In addition, Parties will ensure that a small portion of

proceeds be used to help particularly vulnerable developing countries, such as island states, adapt
to the environmental consequences of climate change.

Importantly, certified emissions reductions achieved starting in the year 2000 can count

toward compliance with the first budget period. This means that private companies in the

developed world will be able to benefit from taking early action.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Various Protocol provisions, taken together, represent a down payment on developing

country participation in efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions:

• Developing countries will be engaged through the Clean Development Mechanism, noted

above.

• The Protocol advances the implementation by all Parties of their commitments under the

1992 Framework Convention on Climate Change. For example, the Protocol identifies

various sectors (including the energy, transport, and industry sectors as well as

agriculture, forestry, and waste management) in which actions should be considered in

developing national programs to combat climate change and provides for more specific

reporting on actions taken.

Developing countries may, as a prerequisite for engaging in emissions trading, voluntarily

assume binding emissions targets through amendment to the annex of the Protocol that lists

countries with targets. The Kyoto Protocol does not include a separate article for nations to

voluntarily assume binding emissions targets.

Securing meaningful participation from key developing countries remains a priority for the

United States. The Administration has stated that without such participation, it will not submit

the Kyoto Protocol to the Senate for advice and consent to ratification.

MILITARY EMISSIONS

The Kyoto Protocol achieves the objectives identified by the Department of Defense where

international agreement was necessary to protect U.S. military operations.

• Emissions from "bunker" fuels (for international maritime or aviation use) are exempted
from emissions limits.

• Emissions from multilateral operations pursuant to the United Nations Charter are

exempted from emissions limits. This includes not only multilateral operations expressly

authorized by the UN Security Council (such as Desert Storm, Bosnia, Somalia) but also
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multilateral operations not expressly authorized that are nonetheless pursuant to the UN
Charter, such as Grenada.

• Countries may decide, among themselves, how to account for emissions relating to

multilateral operations (for example, U.S. training in another NATO country). This

provision avoids the need to use emissions trading to allocate such emissions.

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT

The Protocol contains several provisions intended to promote compliance These include

requirements related to measurement of greenhouse gases, reporting, and review of

implementation.

The Protocol also contains certain consequences for failure to meet obligations. For example,

as a result of a U.S. -proposed provision, a Party not in compliance with its measurement and

reporting requirements cannot receive credit for joint implementation projects.

Effective procedures and a mechanism to determine and address non-compliance are to be

decided at a later meeting. For both environmental and competitiveness reasons, the United

States will be working on proposals to strengthen the compliance and enforcement regime under

the Protocol.

ENTRY INTO FORCE

The Kyoto Protocol will be open for signature in March 1998. To enter into force, it must be

ratified by at least 55 countries, accounting for at least 55 percent of the total 1990 carbon

dioxide emissions of developed countries. U.S. ratification will require the advice and consent of

the Senate.
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